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November 3, 1936. Afternoon Translation.

Tang Seng ) Party Voice) published the following article
in its Volume 2, issued 17»-

THB SHANGHAI INCIDENT

At about 8.30 p.m. September 23» 1936» a 
¡Japanese marine was killed and two others were wounded on 
Haining Road. A large number of Japanese marines and 
tanks were rushed to the scene and emergency measures were 
immediately adopted. A congee hawker and two brothers 
employed in a certain printing shop were taken into custody 
by the Japanese marine authorities and were later handed over 
to the Shanghai Municipal Police. This affair"is now known 
as the Shanghai Incident.

Despite the fact that the incident took place 
in the International Settlement and in a district partolled 
by Japanese police» the Japanese authorities held the Chinese 
Government responsible for the incident. Furthermore, 
several days after the affair» the Japanese newspapers 
published fabricated reports to the effect that 30,000 members 
of the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps in plain clothes had 
arrived in Shanghai and that Chinese troops were being 
concentrated in the vicinity of Soochow and Hashing. All 
such reports were refuted by the Chinese Authorities. The 
only thing that actually tool place was the arrival in Shanghai 
of reinforcements for the local Japanese Naval Landing Party.

Since the end of August up to the present 
time, unfortunate incidents occurred at Changtu, Pakhoi, 
Swatow, Hankow and Shanghai. Of course, we deplore such 
incidents as they all happened in Chinese territory. 
In the year 1931 a large area of the Three Eastern Provinces 
was lost to China.

We naturally regret any incident that befalls a 
foreign resident in China, but we hope that the "unfortunate 
events* befalling China during the past few years will also 
receive attention from our "friendly neighnour*. The world 
has espressed its sympathy towards China’s misfortune. Our 
"nearest neighbour" is well aware of the cause of China’s 
distress.



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1936

FOOD HAWKER FOUND

NOT GUILTY

Accused of Concealing Gun i 
That Killed Japanese

Chang Yoong-hwo, a food hawker,* 
charged in the First Special Dis-* 
trict Court with concealing in a 
sand-box a Mauser pistol that had 
been used in the murder of A. 
Taminato, a Japanese sailor, on 
Haining Road, on September 23, was 
found not guilty of the charge by 
Judge Tsoong yesterday.

The prisoner, however, was order
ed to be returned to custody as 
the police, represented by Mr. T. T. 
Tsang, Assistant Municipal Advocate, 
reserved the right to appeal against 
the decision. The Mauser pistol 
which the hawker was found in the 
act of concealing was ordered ip be 
confiscated. The hawker was arrest
ed immediately after the shooting of 
the Japanese sailor which caused 
great excitement in the Hongkew 
District. He was handed over to 
the S.M. Police after being detained 
for some time by the Japanese 
naval landing party.
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November 2, 1936. Morning Translation.

Lih Pao s-

allegation by released congee hawker

Interviewed by our reporter yesterday 

®hang Yung Woo ( ) , the congee hawker, who was

arrested by the Police on suspicion of being connected with 

the murder of a Japanese marine named Taminato and released 

on November 30, made the following statements-

"When I was arrested and taken to the 

Japanese Marine Post on Chapoo Road, I was assaulted and my 

face and body became swollen as a result of the assault. At 

8 o’clock, I was again taken there and beaten and 

interrogated until 2 a.m. after which I was sent to the 

Japanese Marine Headquarters. Subsequently I was escorted 

to a Police Station. ’.Then I left the Headquarters, a 

doctor examined my injuries and gave ihe two injections.”

•vW3'7-.
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Afternoon Translation.

The "Chinese Saturday Post" published the following comment 
on Oct,31 j |

THE SOONG KUNG YUAN ROAD INCIDENT

After the Hongkew Incident on September 23 
nearly all the extra-Settlement roads have been occupied 
by Japanese marines$ Chinese controlled territory is being 
frequently patrolled by Japanese axmed forces; Japanese 
plain clothes men have often created troubles in Chinese 
territory, one of which resulted in the so-called Soong 
Kung Yuan Road Incident*

The iaots in this incident are as followsi- 
On the morning of October 21, two Japanese military officers 
in nufti were noticed loitering in the vicinity of Soong 
Kung Yuan and Yung Shing Roads taking down the house numbers. 
Yhen the people asked them whether they were from the Bureau 
of Public Safety and, if so, why they were not in uniform 
when engaged in census-taking, the two men replied in 
Japanese. As the people did not understand Japanese they 
attempted to take the two men to the Bureau of Public Safety 
so that enquiries might be made, but the two Japanese refused 
to go, A quarrel ensued and this drew a policeman to the 
scene. The officer politely escorted the Japanese to the 
North Station Branch of the Public Safety Bureau, where, 
after being asked a few questions by the Officer in charge, 
they were allowed to return to the Naval Landing Party 
Headquarters,

These plain clothes men who had unlawfully 
entered Chinese territory were courteously treated by the 
Chinese authorities. Yet our enemy is not satisfied. In 
the afternoon Japanese Consul Terasaki called at the City 
Government and lodged a protest. He declared this to be 
a serious case and demanded that the assailants of the two
Japanese officers be arrested and that a guarantee be
given against a recurrence of such incidents. Kr, O.K, Yui, 
Chief Secretary of the City Government, expressed his 
"deep regret*.

As a matter of fact, the plain clothes men 
were not attacked at all? on the contrary, they were given 
every protection by the authorities. Do the Japanese 
regard as contrary to law the aotion of the Chinese officers 
in preventing their plain clothes men from carrying out 
the kind of activities they were undertaking?

We are of the opinion that the demands had
been presented in order to give their plain clothes men
some legal standing. When they presented such demands, 
they had in mind the fact that Chinese officials had 
always stood in fear of Japan. Chinese officials should 
realize that they have been paid by the Chinese people to 
protect the Chinese people; that the activities of such 
plain clothes men are not only harmful to peace and order, 
but are liable to bring about the downfall of the Chinese 
people. Owing to the Shanghai Truce, we cannot station 
troops in Shanghai. If the Chinese authorities will not 
allow the Chinese people to use lawful and peaceful means 
to put a stop to the activities of Japanese plain clothes 
men, our enemy will then do what they like and induce 
ignorant people to conspire with them until one day the
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Afternoon Translation

whole of China will be occupied by them.
In our opinion, it will be inpo- sible for 

the Shanghai City Government to arrest the assailants for 
the very good reason that there are no assailants5 further
more; it cannot give a guarantee to our enemy tart such 
an incident will not happen again. The City Government 
should, instead, encourage the people to prevent the 
activities of the plain clothes men by peaceful means and 
present a counter-demand to the Japanese authorities that 
they give a guarantee that such unlawful activities as 
those that were being carried out by the two Japanese 
officers in mufti in Chinese controlled
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Morning Translation.

Hwa Mei Wan Pan dated October 30 •-
THE LOCAL SITUATION

Under the pretext of according protection to the lives 
and property-of Japanese residents following the murder of a 
Japanese marine named Taminato on Haining Road on September 23, 
the Japanese authorities recently attempted to extend their 
police rights, while the Japanese Naval Landing Forces posted 
marines on every street, thereby creating a reign of terror in 
Shanghai« The situation appears to be normal now«

The Japanese marines stationed in the Japanese 
Brewery behind the Rokusan Garden have not yet been withdrawn, 
while certain plainclothes ronins, under the cloak of fishing 
at Dah Zang ( t X ), have been Inspecting the.Chinese
military preparations at Bah Zang, Some of the ronins are 
disguised as minks; several use bicycles to facilitate the 
transmission of messages«

The Japanese Naval Landing Forces have been 
reorganized into a mixed regiment, it now has 5,500. They 
have five aviation squadrons, each consisting of eight 
aeroplanes. Three hundred and fifty Japanese residents will 
be recruited and will be stationed at certain places in 
Hongkew and Chapel to render guide service to the marines who 
arrived in Shanghai recently«

After hi8 return from North China, Mr. Kusumoto, 
Chief of the Special Affairs Organ of the Japanese Land 
Force in Shanghai, has held two secret conferences with 
special affairs officers who came here from various districts 
in Central China« Some 60 officers were present« Ten 
resolutions were passed. No information was given to the 
Frees.

Information secured by a reporter of the Ta Kung 
News Agency shows that the military training of Japanese 
citizens of military age in Shanghai will be commenced from 
November 9« The training will take place in the Japanese 
Youths School« The Japanese Consulate-General will inspect 
the men on November 14 when senior officers of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Forces wto« will also be present«

Sin Wan Fao and other looal newspapers (Nanking telegram) «-

Majlclous Reports in Japanese Frees; Iflni stry of 
Foreign Affairs Issues Wrnlng

Following the assassination of General Yang Yung 
Tai, Chairman of the Hupeh Frovinolal Government, the 
Japanese newspapers have been publishing malicious and 
insulting reports. It is understood thet the Ministry'of 
Foreign Affairs of the National Government has detailed an 
official to give a stem warning to the Japanese Bnbansy 
and to demand the suppression of such reports.

Since October 26, the Japanese forces* stationed in 
I Feiping and Tientsin have been holding manoeuvres on a large 

scale in the distriets of Feiping and Tientsin including the 
northern section of the Peiping-Hankow Railway and with 
Feng tai as the centre of operations. The operations will 
last 10 days. About 7,000 Japanese soldiers are taking 
part • The Japanese have forcibly occupied about 300



October 31, 1936 Morning Translation

dwelling houses on the outskirts of Tientsin; they have 
also commandeered food and other things« It is learned 
that the Ministry of Foreign Affairs has lodged a protest 
with the Japanese Embassy against the action of the 
Japanese troops for it constitutes a violation of Inter
national Law and in^airs the sovereign rights of China.

HWa Mei Wan Pao published the following comment on October 30 i-

Japan Should Withdraw Her Landing Forces from North China 
As Soon As Possible

According to reporte published by Japanese 
newspapers, there are only a little more than 20,000 
Japanese residents, including Koreans, in North China, 
especially in Tientsin, Peiping and Shanhaikwan. However, 
more than 7,500 men of the Japanese landing forces are 
stationed in North China between Tientsin and Peiping, to 
saying nothing of the puppet forces in Eastern Hopei and 
North Charhar« 

According to the Japanese authorities, 
the Japanese garrisons in North China have been reinforced 
for the purpose of safeguarding Japanese residents in 
North China« But is it reasonable and legitimate for 
Japan to station 7,500 soldiers to protect about 20,000 
Japanese residents?

According to the terms of the Boxer 
Protocol, foreign Powers are allowed to station their 
troops in Peiping, Tientsin, Chinwangtao and Shanhaikwan 
for the purpose of protecting the Legation Quarters in 
Peiping and keeping open communication between Peiping 
and the sea« During the past few years, most of the 
important officials of the Japanese Embassy have remained 
in Shanghai because of the removal of our Government to 
Nanking. This fact makes Japan's action in stationing
7,500 soldiers in North China more unreasonable« 

During the Sino-Japanese negotiations for 
an adjustment of the relations between the two countries 
last month, the Japanese authorities demanded that China 
suppress the anti-Japanese movement« In the meantime, 
the Japanese landing forces in North China were holding 
extensive autumn manoeuvres in Peiping and Tientsin«* 

According to Reuter and other special 
telegraphic reports, over 2,000 Chinese peasants have been 
forced to vacate their homes by Japanese troops engaged 
in the manoeuvres and were further forced to supply horses 
and vehicles to the Japanese. Now let us ask Japan» will 
not such activities on the part of her landing forces in 
North China oreate a bad impression and ill«*feeling in 
the minds of the Chinese people? 

It is being said that the object of these 
manoeuvres is to intimidate our Government«' Then we have 
to remind Japan that her action will oreate bad feeling 
among the Chinese people« If Japan desires to bring about 
an amicable settlement of all outstanding Sino-Japanese 
issues through diplomatic negotiations, then she should 
withdraw as soon as possible her forces in North China«
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers:-

THE HAINING ROAS MURDER CASE : ACCUSED FOUND _NOT__GUILTY

Chang Yung Woo ( , native of Taichow, a

congee hawker, was detained by Mr. Tadashi Horie at 8.20 p.m. 

September 23 for concealing in a sand box near the entrance 

of Lane 15, Haining Road, a Mauser pistol that was used in 

the killing of a Japanese marine named Taminato on Haining 

Road. He was charged by Hongkew Police Station before the 

Shanghai First Special District Court under Article 165 of 

the Chinese Criminal Code with destroying evidence. The 

accused was defended by lawyer Shuan Yoeh Hwa ) •

At-2 p.m. yesterday the case again came up for 
hearing before Judge Tseng Ching (# /f) of the Shanghai 

First Special District Court who found the accused not feuilty 

and ordered the confiscation of the pistol.

Mr. Chang Sze Tsoh (fa , Assistant
- i

Municipal Advocate, informed the Court that the Police would 

consider whether an appeal would be filed or not and requested 

that the accused be detained at the Police Station. The 

request was granted by the Court.
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Haining Rd. Case
Acquitted Of Concealing . ■'

linked with the

Hawker Freed In
--T^STiSKss eA-H-RDAY. OCTOBER »1, 
. THE■ CHINA —-

0

Gun TJsed In Killing 
Bluejacket

IS BEING HELD AS 
MATERIAL WITNESS

Aged Father Breaks 
Into Tears; Japan* 

■' ese In, Court

i■ I

I

•I

f

Tseng Yoong-ho, age 21, the food 
hawker charged with concealing the 
Mauser pistol, which he knew had I 
been used in the Haining Road ’ 
shooting on the n’^ht of September j 
23, heard the case against him dis- j 
missed by the First special District i 
Court yesterday afternoon but he is j 
still not a free man. He will con- H 
tinue to be held in custody as a 
material witness to the crime which 
resulted in the death of Warrant 
Officer Asamitsu Taminato, of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party and 
the wounding of two other Japan
ese bluejackets.

The case came up for judgment 
at 2 p.m. yesterday and before a 
courtroom crowded with Tseng’s 
relatives, Japanese naval observers 
and police, Tseng listened in silence 
as the court informed him that he 
would not be sent to prison. He 
was warned not to hide guns in 
sand-boxes in the future, if he 
wished to save himself and others 
a ink’ of trouble but to report to 
the/ police.

Father Breaks Into Tears
Hanging his head, the youth 

mumbled somethin# that might 
have been his promise to be more 
carefill in the future, or his thanks 
to the court for being exonerated 
of any crime. His voice was so low 
that no cne could catch all that he 
said. But Tseng was not the hap
piest man hi the court. His aged 
father, seated in the rear of the 
courtroom, a constant spectator 
and an attentive listener at every 
hearing of the case, broke into 
tears a$ judgment was pronounced.

Shortly after his sori was ar
rested, the elder Tseng stated, when 
interviewed by newspapermen, that 
Yoong-ho was the youngest of nine 
sons. The others had all died and 
the. hawker was the only child he 

. ^d -left.
Tseng was arrested a short time 

after; the shooting had occurred. 
Accorditi# to his story, he was 
walking along the street when he 

• fouiid a Mauser pistol. lying on 
the pa vementhear ; the^trarice ‘ to 
an-alleyway hn Haining Road, only 
a féw/Yards from Where the mur- 
derer/had stood when he opened 
fire,/on the bluejackets.

Hid Pistol
The hawker picked *up the pistol 

and hid it in a sandbox. His action 
was observed by a Japanese civilian 
standing nearby. The latter rushed 
over to Tseng, grabbed him by the 
shoulder with cne hand and dug 
into the sandbox with the other, 
getting possession of the pistol. 
Tseng was turned over to the Naval 
Landing Party and handed over to 
the Shanghai Municipal Police the 
following day.

At first. Tseng denied that he 
knew anything about the gun. He 
was merely standing by the sand
box when the Japanese civilian 
grabbed him. He had never seen 
the gun, and he insisted that he 
had been unjustly arrested.

He changed his story in a few 
days, however, declaring that he 
had found the gun, had picked it 
up and had hidden it. He con
tinued that he expected to inform 
the police as socn as the situation 
had become less tense. The reason 
he didn’t notify them immediately, 
he declared, was because he was 
afraid he might be 
killing.

1



THE SHANGHAI TIMES, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31. 1936 I

hawker acquitted 
OF HIDING GUN

Police Intend To File 
Appeal; Man Held

In Murder Case
Tsang Yoong-ho,' 21-year-old 

congee seller, who was eha!’Se^ 
with concealing the heavy cal’bre 
Mauser pistol, which he knew had 
been used in the murder of a J ap 
anese seaman and the WOU"‘J’”,S f 
two others on Haimng Road on 
the night of September 23J»8^ 
declared not guilty by •>»J?g® 
Tsoonsr in the First Special Dis
trict Court yesterday .

Dissatisfaction was expressed by 
police officials present’at the court 
finding the hawker not guilty on a 
charge of concealing evidence un
der Article 167 of the Chinese 
Criminal Code, and it was 
ed that an appeal will be. hied , 

, against thé Court’s decision. . 
* Tsana* in the meantime, was or- der^f by the Court to be detained^ 

during the period of appeal.
Tsang was arrested by a Japan

ese civilian in Lane 15, on the 
north side of Haining Road, near 
Wbosung Road, a few minutes 
after an unidentified gunman had' 
fatally shot First Class Seaman 
Taminato, of the Japanese Naval, 

I Landing Party, and[wounded two 
other marines. When seized,, 
Tsang was alleged to have just 
thrown the heavy Mauser pistol 
used in the shooting into a sand 
box.

He first denied any knowledge 
of the shooting or of having 
thrown the gun into the sand box, 
but at a court hearing on October 

116, he declared that he arrived on 
the scene of the crime after the,j 
shooting had taken place and, see
ing a Mauser pistol lying on the 
pavement, he picked it up a nd hid 
it in the sand box. He stated that 
he did so with the sole purpose of 
handing it over later to the auth
orities with the idea of collecting a 
reward.

After being arrested by a Japan
ese civilian, he was handed oyer i 
to the Japanese Naval Landing ’ 
Partv and, after being questioned 
by them, he was handed over to 
the Shanghai Municipal Police and 
brought before the Chinese tri
bunal together with two other sus
pects, since released.

Tsang’s 60-year-old father, mo- j 
•her and wife were in court yester-J 

j streamed down the I

his son was “he next

appeal by the police. J
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers:-

THE HAINING ROAD MURDER CASE » ACCUSED FOUND NOT GUILTY

Chang Yung Woo

congee hawker» was detained

native of Taichow, a

by Mr. Tadashi Horie at 8.20 p.m. 

September 23 for concealing in a sand box near the entrance

of Lane 15» Haining Road» a Mauser pistol that was used in ‘

the killing of a Japanese marine named Taminato on Haining

Road. He was charged by Hongkew Police Station before the
•» • Shanghai First Special District Court under Article 165 of

the Chinese Criminal Code with destroying evidence. The

accused was defended by lawyer Shuen Yoeh Hwa (J

At 2 p.m. yesterday the Case again came up for 

hearing before Judge Tsong Ching (/f of the Shanghai

First Special District Court who found the accused not huilty

and ordered the confiscation of the pistol.

Mr. Chang Sze Tsoh (fâfy’tf')i Assistant 

informed the Court that the Police wouldMunicipal Advocate»

consider whether an appeal would be filed or not and requested

that the accused be detained at the Police Station. The

request was granted by the Court
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October 30, 1936. Morning Translation.

It is now learned that rebel Woo Yi Ting first 
detailed a man named Yang (^^7 ) to Shanghai to establish
a number of traitorous organs? he will come to Shanghai 
later.

Sin Wan Pao (Swatow telegram)»

Japanese Photograph» Transportation of Troops

On October 28 a certain Japanese surreptitiously 
photographed the transportation of the troops of the 10th 
Division at Swatow. He i«as ordered to hand over the 
negatives.

The matter ies reported to the authorities 
concerned and a protest will be lodged with the Japanese 
Consul.

Hwa Mei Vian Pao dated Oct.29t

The Local Situation» Activities of Japanese Marines

At 1.30 p.m. October 28, five Japanese armoured 
cars, three motor cycles, three small tanks and five trucks 
moved along Hungjao Hoad from west to east. At 6 p.m. 
another truck was seen on this road and at 9 p.m. several more 
trucks again passed along this road. The movements of 
Japanese marines along Hungjao Hoad had something to do with 
an experiment conducted by an American airman flying an 
aeroplane of the China National Air Corporation in laying 
a smoke screen in the air on the morning of October 28.

I On the doming of October 29, about 150 Japanese
V marines were sent in five trucks to the Japanese Brewery. 
\ In all, about 200 Japanese marines are now stationed in 

Chapei.

The National Herald and other local newspapers»

UNSUCCESSFUL ATTEMPT BY JAPANESE TO ESTABLISH A STOCK 
EXCHANGE

Deports were current recently that Japanese 
merchants in Shanghai were planning to establish a stock

1 exchange to disturb.the money market, In 1917 or 1918 
. "Wu Da Woo isung” (>> J pP ) and a number of o ther
I Japanese made huge profits by establishing an exchange in 
I Shanghai. This exchange was dissolved about ten years 
I ago.

About a mon til ago a number of local Japanese 
| merchants approe dhed certain Chinese commercial leaders 
| with a view to reviving this exchange, but the Chinese 
’ merchants refused to cc-oper&te with the Japanese.
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers »-

An Open Letter to Japanese Residents

At a meeting held by the Shanghai First Special 
District Citizens’ Federation at 3 p.m. October 28, it was 
resolved that the Federation publish an open letter addressed 
to the Japanese residents announcing that as the Rational 
Government is endeavouring to bring about an adj us teen t 
of Sino-Japanese problems* and as several unexpected 
incidents had occurred recently, the Federation hopes 
that Japanese residents will refrain from doing anything 
that is liable to give rise to trouble, but to abide by 
the spirit of friendship and the principle of mutual 
existence end prosperity so a s to improve the relations 
between the two countries*

Sin Wan Pao Evening Edition published the following comment 
on October 28 i-

Activities of Plain Clothes Japanese

After the occurrence of the Haining Road murder 
case, large parties of Japanese marines were mobilized 
and precautionary measures were adopted as if they were 
about to deal with a big enemy force. A panic was created. 
Although the local situation has now slightly improved, 
Japanese marines are still entering Chinese controlled 
territory. This has given rise to much uneasiness among 
the people.

Several Japanese in civilian dress were 
discovered at Dab. Zang Village undertaking a certain mission 
under the pretext of fishing. Special attention should 
be paid to the activities of such Japanese for their acts 
show them to be spies. The Chinese Authorities should 
not allow free movements in Chinese controlled territory 
to persons who conduct secret activities. Japanese are 
now visiting the districts adjacent to Shanghai without 
first notifying the Chinese Police. Such visits are 
liable to arouse the suspicions of villagers and trouble 
will occur because of language difficulties and mi sunders tan ding.

The Chinese Authorities should take proper 
precautions; they should also lodge e protest with the 
Japanese Authorities and demand that the movements of 
Japanese be restricted.

Ta Kung pao and other local newspapers >**

TRAITORS ARRESTED AT NANTAO

Of late, traitors have been very active in 
this city and many of diem have been arrested by the Public 
Safety Bureau.

Towards the evening of October 27, the Jih 
Loh Poo Branch of the Public Safety Bureau at Nantao 
received a secret report to-the effect tha t many tors 
are daily frequenting the Tsung Zay Tea Shop Nantao,
to fabricate rumours and to procure military information. 
The Officer-in**Charge of the Branch Bureau sent a large 
party of detectives to the tea shop and arrested 9 suspects 
who were later handed over to the Headquarters of the 
Public Safety Bureau for investigations.
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Ta Kung Pao and other local newspaperst-

ACTIVITIES OP LOCAL JAPANESE MARINES

At 9.40 a.m. yesterday, two Japanese

military trucks, three tanks Nos Uy 12 and 14» and four

Japanese officers on motor cycles mounted with machine^ guns

proceeded along the Soochow Greek at a high speed from west

to east from the direction of the Jessfield Village

The Japanese troops stationed in North

China are conducting manoeuvres on a large scale, while the

local Japanese forces are also showing signs of activity

Japanese in civilian clothes have been found engaged in

secret activities. At 10.40 a.m. yesterday, four Japanese

armoured cars were noticed on Robison Road in the Western

District. At 3 p.m. three armoured cars and three motofc

cycles patrolled the vicinity of North Szechuen Road

Cliffi
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Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers

An Open Letter to Japanese Be si dents

At a meeting held by the Shanghai First Special 
District Citizens* Federation at 3 p.m. October 28, it was 
resolved that the Federation publish an open letter addressed 
to the Japanese residents announcing that as the Rational 
Govemrent is endeavouring to bring about an adjustment 
of Sino-Japanese problems* and as several unexpected 
incidents had occurred recently, the Federation hopes 
that Japanese residents will refrain from doing anything 
that is liable to give rise to trouble, but to abide by 
the spirit of friendship and the principle of mutual 
existence and prosperity so a s to improve the relations 
between the two countries»

Sin Wan Pao Evening Edition published the following comment 
on October 28 i-

Activities of Plain Clothes Japanese

After the occurrence of the Haining Bead murder 
case, large parties of Japanese marines were mobilized 
and precautionary measures were adopted as if they were 
about to deal with a big enemy force« A panic was created« 
Although the local situation has now slightly improved, 
Japanese marines are still entering Chinese controlled 
territory« This has given rise to much uneasiness among 
the people«

Several Japanese in civilian dress were 
discovered at Dah Zang Village undertaking a certain mission 
under the pretext of fishing« Special attention should 
be paid to the activities of such Japanese for their acts 
show them to be spies« The Chinese Authorities should 
not allow free movements in Chinese controlled territory 
to persons who conduct secret activities. Japanese are 
now visiting the districts adjacent to Shanghai without 
first notifying the Chinese Police. Such visits are 
liable to arouse the suspicions of villagers and trouble 
will occur because of language difficulties and misunderstanding«

The Chinese Authorities should take proper 
precautions; they should also lodge a protest with the 
Japanese Authorities and demand that the movements of 
Japanese be restricted«

Ta Kung pao and other local newspapers »-

TRAITORS ARRESTED AT RANTAO

Of late, traitors have been very active in 
this city end many of them have been arrested by the Public 
Safety Bureau«

Towards the evening of October 27, the Jih 
Loh Poo Branch of the Public Safety Bureau at Nantao 
received a secret report to the effect thet many .traitors 
are dally frequenting the Tsung Zay Tea Shop Nantao,
to fabricate rumours and to procure military information« 
The Officer-in-Charge of the Branch Bureau sent a large 
party of detectives to the tea shop and arrested 9 suspects 
who were later hended over to the Headquarters of the 
Public Safety Bureau for investigations«
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Cards to Hein 
Police

Questionnaires For

TO overcome language difficulties ■ 
when they meet Japanese subjects 
in Chinese-controlled territory.con- 
£ tabfes and officers of the Chapei• 
Public Safety Bureau, in addition to • 
their service, Tides and pistols, have; 
been instructed to carry printed 
forms which they will show the 
Japanese when language difficulties 
arise.

Printed in both Chinese and 
Japanese languages, these printed | 
forms contain the following ques
tions:*-,

1. Please write down where are 
you going.

2. Please don’t go to that place ■ 
because it is deserted.

3. I will take you to a police 
station to find a Japanese language 
interpreter to talk with you.

4. Have you a card? Please give 
me bhe.

5. Please wait here a minute. I 
will find one who knows Japanese, i

6. I am gping to telephone some; 
one who can talk Japanese.

7. Please tell me your name, na
tionality, »nd address.

8. Your act will arouse the 
people’s suspicions, so I will ac
company you to the Chinese, police 
station so as to find an interpreter 
to talk with you.

I ... .  ' ' • ——
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Hwa. hei Wan Pao (27/10) s

Loming

JAPANESE MISTAKEN FOR CHINESE TRAITORS AT PAH ZANG VILLAGE

Thfe Shanghai Nichi Nichi, a local Japanese 
daily, published on the morning of October 27 an article 
stating that on October 25 ah incident took place at Bah 
Zang Village between six Japanese and & party of students 
and members of the Peace Preservation Corps.

According to an investigation made by 
a reporter of this paper, it was ascertain that the incident 
took place at Pah Zang Village on the afternoon of 
October 25, when six Japanese, on their way back to 
Shanghai after fishing in the vicinity of that village, 
noticed some posters containing patriotic slogans on the 
wells of the Shan Hai School, Thinking that the slogans 
were anti-Japanese, the six Japanese tore them down. Their 
action was noticed by a number of villagers and young 
students who became suspicious. The Japanese were in 
foreign civilian clothing, but as the villagers were 
unaware that they were Japanese subjects, they mistook 
the Japanese for Chinese traitors, because during the 
past few days Chinese traitors have been very active in 
that village. Thus a large crowd at once surrounded the 
Japanese.

Upon learning of the trouble, members 
of the Peace Preservation Corps stationed in the vicinity 
of the village were Immediately detailed to the scene. 
After dispersing the villagers and students, officers 
interrogated the six Japanese and upon finding that they 
were really Japanese subjects, the Peace Preservation 
Corps immediately notified the North Railway Station 
Branch Bureau of Public Safety of the affair. Subsequently 
the six Japanese were sent to Shanghai under an escort 
of Police and members of the Peace Preservation Corps.

Ta. Kung Pao and other local newspapers t-

The Local Situation

The Japanese marines stationed in the 
Japanese Brewery, Chapei, have been active during the* past 
few days. Occasionally, the marines, after disguising 
themselves, used to visit Ze Bien Road, Pah Sz j'ao and 
Bah Zang to make a secret inspection of the district?

At 2 p.m. October 26 a batch of 85 
armed Japanese marines led by five officers patrolled 
Bong Chi Road as far as Pah Sz Jac and made sketches.

At 9 a.m. yesterday, two trucks carrying 
some 30 armed Japanese marines left the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party Headquarters and proceeded to the Japanese 
Brewery, Chapel. Japanese transportation trucks and 
patrol cars have been very busy in Chapel,

The situation in Hongkew is quiet although 
Japanese marine posts are still to be found.

At noon yesterday, some 60 armed Japanese 
marines from the Japanese Headquarters in Hongkew in f ive 
military trucks passed through North Szechuen Road, Haining 
Road, Seward Road, the Garden Bridge, the Bund, Avenue
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Hwa kei Wan Pao (27/10) s

JAPANESE MISTAKEN FOR CHINESE TRAITORS AT BAH ZANG VILLAGE

The Shanghai Nichi Nichi, a local Japanese 
daily, published on the morning of October 27 an article 
stating that on October 25 an incident took place at Pah 
Zang Village between six Japanese and & party of students 
and members of the Peace Preservation Corps*

According to an investigation made by 
a reporter of this paper, it was ascertain that the incident 
took place at Pah Zang Village on the afternoon of |
October 25, when six Japanese, on their way back to 
Shanghai after fishing in the vicinity of that village, 
noticed some posters containing patriotic slogans on the 
walls of the Shan Hai School* Thinking that the slogans 
were anti«*Japanese, the six Japanese tore them down* Their 
action was noticed by a number of villagers and young 
students who became suspicious* The Japanese were in 
foreign civilian clothing, but as the villagers were 
unaware that they were Japanese subjects, they mistook 
the Japanese for Chinese traitors, because during the 
past few days Chinese traitors have been very active in 
that village* Thus a large crowd at once surrounded the 
Japanese.

Upon learning of the trouble, members 
of the Peace Preservation Corps stationed in the vicinity 
of the village were immediately detailed to the scene. 
After dispersing the villagers and students, officers 
interrogated the six Japanese and upon finding that they 
were really Japanese subjects, the Peace Preservation 
Corps immediately notified the North Railway Station 
Branch Bureau of Public Safety of the affair. Subsequently 
the six Japanese were sent to Shanghai under an escort 
of Police and members of the Peace Preservation Corps*

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers »-

The Local Situation 

The Japanese marines stationed ill the 
Japanese Brewery, Chapei, have been active during the past 
few days, 
themselves, 
Bah Zang to

Occasionally, the marines, after''disguising 
used to visit Ze Bien Road, Pah Sz Jao and 
make a secret inspection of? the district?

At 2 p.m. October 26 a batch of 85 
aimed Japanese marines led by fiveofficers patrolled 
Bong Chi Road as far as Pah Sz JAo and made sketches*

At 9 a.m. yesterday, two trucks carrying 
some 30 aimed Japanese marines left the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party Headquarters and proceeded to the Japanese 
Brewery, Chapel. Japanese transportation trucks and 
patrol cars have been very busy in Chapel.

The situation in Hongkew is quiet although 
Japanese marine posts are still to be found.

At noon yesterday, some 60 aimed Japanese 
marines from the Japanese Hodquarters in Hongkew in f ive 
military trucks passed through North Szechuen Road, Haining 
Road, Seward Road, the Garden Bridge, the Bund, Avenue
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rtClflCF VIOLENCE AGAINST JAPANESE COMMITTED BY CHINESE PEOPLE

The anti-Japanese feeling among the Chinese 
people has become worse since the increase in the number and 
the equipment of the Peace Preservation Corps in the vicinity 
of ¡shanghai. Outrages against Japanese subjects have 
frequently occurred»

On October 25, 6 Japanese had a narrow 
escape when they were surrounded by some 100 students and 
members of the Peaoe Preservation Corps at Bah Zang Ching. 
As they were about to be assaulted they were rescued by 
members of the Bureau of Public Safety.

On October 25/ Y. Yam an aka, 362 Chapo o 
Road, K. Kurai, 375 Woosung Road and four other Japanese 
went to Bah Zang Ching to fish. At about 4 p.m», as jthey 
were waiting for a motor-oar at Yu Ching Tsu <• )»
Y. Yi man aka secured one of th^g^y anti-Japanese posters 
posted in the vicinity. A girl^wno noticed his act called 
in a party of the Peace Preservation Corps who surrounded 
the Japanese. Later a party of students arrived in a motor 
truck shouting "Kill the Japanese," "Assault the Japanese". 
After about half an hour, the Japanese were forced to 
accompany the members of the Peace Preservation Corps to 
their station. On arrival at the station the members of 
the Peace Preservation Corps pointed their pistols at the 
six Japanese and took them to the station in Miao Hong 
Ching in a motor truck. On die way to Miao Hong Ching, 
the members of the Peaoe Preservation Corps told the 
students, who were following them, that the Japanese would 
be severely punished. Upon reaching the station in Miao 
Hong Ching, a member of the Bureau of Public Safety reported 
the affair to the North Station Sub-Station of the Bureau* 
The Japanese returned to their homes at 11 p.m. and made a 
report to the Japanese Consular Police on October 26.
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Sin ./an Pao and other local newspapers;

Public Safety Bureau Uses Written Language To Avoid 
Misunderstandings with Japanese

Since the Haining Road affair, disputes between 
Japanese and Chinese have frequently occurred. The 
principal cause of such troubles is,in the opinion of the 
Public Safety Bureau, due to language difftaulrtdjeB» Por 
this reason, the Bureau, on October 24, instructed policemen 
at the North Railway Station to carry with them while on 
duty the following questions in the Japanese and Chinese 
languages:-
1) Where are you going? Please write a note.
2) The place farther on is a desolate spot, please don’t 

go there.
3) I am escorting you to the Police Station to find a 

Japanese speaking man to talk with you.
4) Have you a name card? Please give me one.
5) Please wait here for a moment, I will find a man who 

understands the Japanese language.
6) I will telephone for a Japanese speaking man to talk 

to you.
7) Please state your nationality, name and address.
8) Your action is liable to create misunderstanding on the 

part of the people. I shall accompany you to the Police 
Station where I can find a Japanese speaking man to talk 
with you.

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers;

SUN SIN MILLS TO RESUME OPERATIONS

After they had been entrusted by the Sun Siw 
Textile Manufacturing Company to operate its Nos. 2, and 5 
Cotton Mills, the Bank of China and the Shanghai Commercial 
Savings Bank inaugurated a Control Committee, while Yong 
Erh Zung ) was appointed to take charge of the
Mills.

The Mill will register male and female workers 
between October 26 and 28 and will formally start operations 
on October 29. About 2,300 han<K will be employed.

Preparations for a rewnmption of operations by 
the No.5 Cotton Mill on Ward Read are under way.

newspapers^

MEETING OP SHANGHAI DISTRICT ASSOCIATION

Central China Daily News and other local

til

’‘'It ¿1.1

will

The Shanghai District Association held an urgent 
meeting at the Ta Chuan Roh ) Restaurant, Zao Chia
Road, Nantao, at 11 a.m. yesterday. About 80 persons 
attended. Zing Nien Yia presided.

After some discussion, certain decisions regarding 
the maintenance of peace and order in the district were 
reached.

sfsw 
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Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers

THE HAWING ROAD MURDER CASE I JUDGMENT TO BE DELIVERED 
ON OCTOBER 30.

Chang Yung Woo(^£ native of Taichow,
a congee hawker, was arrested for concealing in a sand box near 
Lane 15, Raining Road, a Mauser pistol which had been used in 
the fatal shooting of a Japanese marine named Taminato on 
Raining Road near Woo sung Road on September 23« Re is now 
being charged in the Shanghai First Special District Court 
with concealing and destroying evidence, contrary to Art.165 
of the Chinese Criminal Code.

The hearing of the case was,resumed 
yesterday afternoon before Judge Tspng Ching(>w ).

Chang Vung San(J^ JL J-» ), age 60, father 
of the accused Chang Yung Woo, has engaged two lawyers named 
Shu an Yoeh Hwa(^ Mu 2 ) and Ching Chih Ts( ) to
defend his son."^ ¡.i,

Chang Ss Tsoh(7^.ILf’J), Assistant Municipal 
Advocate, informed the Court that no developments had taken 
place during the period of remand.

Questioned by the Court, the accused stated 
that when he heard the pistol shots, he thought that a fellow 
provincial named Zang Tai( & ) had been wounded and so he 
went forward to make an investigation« When he reached a 
point close to the scene of the crime, his foot kicked against 
a pistol« Re picked it up and concealed it in a sand box 
with the intention of giving infoxmation to the Police later
on«

The Judges After concealing the pistol, 
did you intend to sell it or to secure a reward or to destroy 
the evidence for the murderer?

The accused* I intended to give 
information to the Police later on. As to the question of 
a reward, it is*matter entirely for the Police« I did not 
conceal or destroy evidence for others.

The Court then ordered both die prosecution 
and the defence to submit their arguments.

Assistant Municipal Advocate Chang Ss Tsoh 
said: "The pistol seised in the case has been established
to be the weapon that was used in the shooting of the 
Japanese marines. The accused has openly admitted to the 
Police and to the Court that he had concealed the pistol, 
which fact is further proved by the evidence of Rorie and 
others« There is thus no doubt whatever about his offence. 
The object of his action is also quite clear because the 
accused, knowing that the pistol was the murder weapon, had 
attempted to conceal it. His motive to secure a reward or 
to sell it does not affect the existence of the offence. 
The Court is requested to deal with the case in accordance 
with Article 165 of the Chinese Criminal Code.*

Judge to the accused: How long after 
the pistol shots did you proceed to the scene of the crime?

Accused: About "half a cigarette's 
time* •
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Speaking for the defence, lawyer Shu an

Yoéh Hwa said: "Article 165 of the Chinese Crffi&tffal CeÀe /——
requires circumstance of destruction. The accffwfl if’fr'—-■ ■■■-■■•== 
congee hawker and his intelligence can be easily estimated. 
According to the statement made by the accused, he concealed 
the pistol with the intention of securing a reward; he did 
not intentionally conceal or destroy the evidence. Art. 165 
provides the concealment or destruction of evidence in a 
criminal case in which another person is implicated. There 
was no other man implicated at the time because the incident 
had just occurred and the Police had not yet commenced their 
investigation. Therefore, Article 165 cannot be applied.
I request the Court to find the accused not guilty. The 
accused has a large family all the members of which depend 
on him for a living. He has been in custody for a long 
time and even should the Court find him guilty of the charge, 
the Court is requested to have pity on his ignorance and deal 
leniently with him.* »c

Procurator Daung Pei Yeu() 
requested the Court to deal with the case according to law. 

Judge Tseng announced that judgment would 
be delivered at 2 p.m. October 30.

China Times and other local newspapers

THE "OFFER A DAY TO THE COUNTRY* MOVEMENT

The other day the "Lih Pao* suggested an 
"Offer A Day to the Country*Movement. Later the Standing 
Committee of the Shanghai Chamber of Commerce passed a 
resolution supporting the suggestion. The Chamber will 
take steps to promote the movement. Various public bodies 
have since expressed their sympathy with the movement. 

Yesterday forty-two Chinese factories 
which had sent goods for exhibition to the Shanghai Native 
Goods Exhibi tion and the Native Goods Emporium, the 
Commercial and Vocational School established by the Chamber 
of Commerce passed resolutions to enforce the movement and 
issued atA&festoes to that effect.

The Shanghai Citizens National Goods 
Promotion Association has issued a circular to its members 
urging them to participate in the movement.

Lih Pao publishes the following article contributed by "Woo Tsoo*&

SUPPRESSION OF (PIPE SERVICE AGENCIES

I could not but express my joy when I read 
in newspapers reports to the effect that the Bureau of Social 
Affairs was taking steps to suppress the guide service 
agencies. Xt is stated that the Bureau will conduct an 
investigation and will suppress all the guide service agencies, 
except the bona fide ones. It seems to me that the first 
step to be taken by the authorities should be to place 
restrictions upon the advertisements of these agencies for 
they depend upon advertisements to secure customers. The 
advertisements include photographs of girl guides and the 
wording is usually exaggerated. If strict suppressive 
measures are not taken, then these agencies will continue 
their Improper business to the detriment of the bona fide.one?..

Furthermore, guide service is an important 
contributor to the prosperity of a district, tat it should 
be undertaken concurrently by travel organizations, such 
as the China Travel Service, etc.
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Shanghai City Government issues proclamation on 
Sino-Poreign Relations

The following is a translation of a proclamation issued 

by the Shanghai City Government on October 22 over the seal 

of Mayor Wu Teh-chen, which was published in the Chinese 

press on October 23:-

*Recently oases of misunderstanding and conflict 

between the people and foreign residents have occurred in 

Chinese controlled territory because of language difficulties 

at present time when the country is being confronted 

with many difficulties, an imprudent act is liable to give 

rise to trouble. In the interests of peace and order, 

the people are hereby warned strictly to observe law and 

order and not to create trouble. Offenders will be 

severely pubished.*
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THE LOCAL SITUATION I JAPANESE ACTIVITIES IN CHAEEI

Owing to the faot that during the past 
few days* Japanese bluejackets in plain clothes have been 
very active in conducting secret activities and making 
observations at various places in Chapel* the situation 
in that area has once more become serious» Japanese have 
been very active at places within the jurisdiction of the 
8in-Zah Branch of the Bureau of Public Safety and of the 
North Bailway Station Branch Bureau of Public Safety* such 
as Kung Ho Sin Road* Sze Bien Road* Pah Sz Jao* Bung Chi 
Road and Kiangwan Road« When they arrive at a place* they 
used to note in a book the names of the roads* the telephone 
numbers and the numbers on the house plates* and sometimes 
they even take a census« All this has created much 
uneasiness among the residents« Japanese marines in plain 
clothes have also conducted similar activities on Chungsan

> Road* Jessfield Road and at Chenju«

At 9 a«m. to-day (October 23)* a large 
number of Japanese bluejackets and more than 80 military 
officers arrived at the Japanese Cemetery at Pah Sz Jao 
in Chapel« Their arrival gave rise to great excitement 
among the inhabitants« An investigation into the presence 
of this large number of Japanese bluejackets at that place 
revealed that October 23 was a date set for the offering 
of sacrifice to deceased Japanese marines« The Japanese 
marines withdrew at 11.30 a«m«

Buring the ceremony, preaautionary 
measures were adopted in the vicinity of the Japanese 
Cemetery by the police of the two sub-police stations at 
Pah Sz Jao and near the Rokusan Garden under control of 
Liang Fu Tsoh, $fficer-in-Charge of the North Railway 
Station Branch Bureau of Public Safety,and many other 
senior police officers«

Tung Nan Wan Pao dated October 23 »-

Japanese Military Trucks acock Bown A Ricaha

At 7 a.m. October 22* a ricsha (Settle
ment licence No« 13028 and Chinese territory licence 
No. 3028) was knocked down at the comer of North Szeohuen 
and Range Roads by two military trucks numbered 6 and 7 
of the Japanese Naval landing Foroes. The tyres of the 
ricsha were damaged«

The drivers of the trucks alighted 
and slapped the coolie and otherwise assaulted him«

Min Pao and other local newspapers (Nanking Telegram) »-
FACTORY INSPECTION

/A The Ministry of Industry has already
finished its examination of the revised text of the draft 
agreement for the inspection of factories in Shanghai« The 
Shanghai City Government has been notified of this and has 
been instructed to resume the negotiations with the 
Settlement authorities on the basis of the views of th&a 
Ministry and Of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers

THE HAIMING ROAD MURDER CASE

At about 8 p.m. September 23, a First Class
Japanese Seaman named Taminato was fata ly shot near Lane 15 
at the corner of Haining Road and Woosung Road. Subsequently 
members of the Japanese Naval Landing Party arrested a 
congee hawker named Chang Yung Woo (^^^P ), native of 
Taichow, and discovered a Mauser pistol in a sand box by 
which he was standing. The prisoner is being charged 
by the Police under Article 165 of the Chinese Criminal Cods 
for concealing evidence.

At the hearing of the case before Judge Tsong 
Ching in the Shanghai First Special District Court on 
October 9, Chang Ss Tsoh ( Ti) t Assistant Municipal 
Advocate, requested the Court ^o make an inspection of the 
scene of the crime and to examine the bullet marks on the 
wall near the spot.

Judge Tsong has decided that an inspection is 
not necessary as the prisoner is being charged with concealing 
evidence only said not with the murder of the marine, 
furthermore, a clear understanding of the case can be 
acquired by s study of the detailed drawings supplied by 
the Police together with the photographs taken at the scene 
of the crime.

The case will come up for further hearing 
before Judge Tsong at 2 p.m. to-day.
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Hwa Mei Wan Pao of October 22

illegal functioning by Japanese marines in Chinese controlled
TERRITORY > STRONG PROTEST LODGEDBY SHAN GH CI CITY GOVERNMENT

As members jf the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party Headquarters have frequently conducted activities in 
Chapei, thereby giving rise to misunderstanding and excitement 
among the people, the Shanghai City Government has lodged a 
very strong protest with the local Japanese Consulate-General, 
demanding that the Japanese authorities pay particular 
attention to this matter with a view to avoiding further 
mi sunderstanding*

Up to the present, two cases of activities 
by Japanese marines in Chapei have been reported, of which the 
one that took place on Soong Kung Yuan Road, Chapei, at about 
9.45 a.m. October 21 was the more serious of the two and 
neither the Chinese nor the Japanese authorities have released 
any official statement regarding thia.affair.

The following areycircumstances surrounding 
the Soong Kung Yuan Road incident *'

A brief report regarding this case was 
published by newspapers on October 21. Now according to 
further information secufed by a reporter of this paper, it 
appears that on October 21 two Japanese plain-clothes military 
officers were noticed loitering along Soong Kung Yuan Road and 
Yung Shing Road, Chapei. They were making notes in their 
note books. Upon seeing this, the inhabitants became 
suspicious and asked them whether they were officials from 
the Bureau of Public Safety and why they were not in uniform. 
The two Japanese officers made no reply, but when pressed by 
the people, they replied in Japanese. As the people did not 
understand what the Japanese said and as these two Japanese 
had been frequently seen making observation for reasons 
unknown, the people surrounded them and insisted on escorting 
them to the Bureau of Public Safety, but the two Japanese 
officers refused to go. The matter came to the notice of 
a Chapei policeman on point duty who immediately proceeded 
to the scene and did his utmost to safeguard the two Japanese 
officers. Ne escorted them to .the North Railway Station 
Branch Bureau of Public Safety followed by a large number 
of people.

After he had interrogated the Japanese, 
Liang Fu Tsoh, Officer-in-Charge of the Branch Bureau of 
Public Safety, intended to send them to the Japanese Consulate 
in a motor car under an escort of police officers, but the 
two Japanese declined this courtesy. Finally, they were 
allowed to leave. Policemen were detailed to escort them 
to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters.

Japanese Officials Conduct Enquiries At Scene Of Trouble.

At about 4 p.m. October 21, officials of 
both the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters and the 
Japanese Consulate conducted an investigation at the scene 
of the trouble. Both Liang Fu Tsoh, Offioer-in-Charge of the 
North Railway Station Branch Bureau of Public Safety, and the 
two Japanese military officers in question were present. 
Strict pre cautionary measures were adopted by the Yung Shing 
Road Police Station wit^L a view to preventing untoward 
incident?. The investigation lasted about If hours. j: “

J
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It is not known whatTwiii/^he outcome of 
this affair as both the Chinese and uaPanese authorities 
have notglven out any statement. A reporter of this paper 
has secured information that the Shanghai City Government 
has sent a replete the protest lodged by the Japanese in 
connection wi tnTincident which occurred at the Wusih Guild 
on October 16. ^The; reply states that the two Japanese 
military officers, after looking here and there, walked 
directly into the Wusih Guild. A small squad of Peace 
Preservation Corps members stationed in the Guild for the 
purpose of maintaining peace and order noticed the two 
Japanese officers who were in plain clothes and who looked 
like Chinese* As the Japanese were acting in a suspicious 
manner, the members of the Peace Preservation Corps searched 
them. The two Japanese never said a word, therefore it 
was not known that they were Japanese until a small book 
containing notes about important roads and junctions in 
Chapei was found on the person of one of them. However, 
they still failed to mentioned that they were officers 
of the Japanese Naval landing Party Headquarters. They 
refused to disclose their identity even to Liang Fu Tsoh, 
Officer»in»Charge of the North Hailway Station Branch 
Bureau of Public Safety. When it was discovered that they 
were Japanese officers, the members of the Peace Preservation 
Corps ceased their interrogation. The Japanese were then 
escorted by Liang Fu Tsoh, Officer-in-Charge of the North 
Station Branch Bureau of Public Safety, to Paoshan at the 
boundary of the International Settlement where the two 
Japanese officers were left to proceed on their way. The 
Shanghai City Government, in its reply, states thrt the 
action of the Peace Preservation Corps was reasonable and 
proper. The City Government also brought to the notice 
of the Japanese Consulate the gravity of such affairs and 
urged that every means be adopted to avoid a repetition of 
such incidents with a view to avoiding misunderstanding. 
This reply of the City Government warn given on October 18, 
two days aifter the incident.

After the occurrence of the incident on 
Soong Kung Yuan Road on October 21, Lisng Fu Tsoh, Officer 
in charge of the North Station Branch of the Public Safety 
Bureau, had an interview with the Chief of Staff of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party. On the afternoon of October 
22 Liang went to the City Government to make a report. The 
Japanese have submitted to the City Government the result 
of their enquiries into the case, without any comment.

At 10*50 a.m. October 22, Japanese marines 
held drills in the Hongkew Park. Reports of firearms were 
heard. Later they were joined by about thirty more marines 
who came in trucks from Yangtsepoo via North Szechuen Road. 
The practice lasted one hour after Which the marines 
returned to Headquarters.

The Japanese Brewery behind the Rokusan 
Garden has been re-occupied by marines. Patrols are being 
sent out to Dong Chi Road, Ching Yuen Road, Kisngwan Road 
and other pl aces .every day*

There were originally more than 200 Japanese 
marines at the Kung Dah Cotton Mill, Yangtsepoo. At 
midnight October 21 a further batch of about 100 marines
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fully armed was sent to the mill in two military trucks. 
Jive Japanese marines riding in truck No.

8 went to Hie Civic Centre at 5.30 p.m. October 21. They 
moved about for a considerable time and then drove away.

Shun Pao and oiher local newspapers l-

City Government Issues Proclamation

The Shanghai City Government on October 22 
issued the following proclamation #-

"Recently cases of misunderstanding and 
conflict between the people and foreign residents have 
occurred in Chinese controlled territory because of 

( s\ language difficulties. At the present time when the 
Jj •-i country is being confronted with many difficulties, an

imprudent act is liable to give rise to trouble. For the 
sake of peace and order, the people are hereby warned 
strictly to observe law and order and not to create trouble. 
Offenders will be severely punished.

(Sealed) Wu Teh Chen, 
Mayor.*

Arrest of Chinese Traitors at Paoshan and Sungkiang

Yesterday the Bureau of Public Safe ty of 
Paoshan arrested a suspicious-looking Chinese named Woo 
Tseng Tsang ( •w ) at a place in Paoshan. He was 
found in possession of a strange badge and two pieces of 
paper containing the names of several districts together 
with the distances from one another. He was strongly 
suspected of being a spy and was referred to the Paoshan 
Hsien Government to be dealt with.

Whilst conducting a search of passengers 
at the Railway Station at Sungkiang on October 20, Loh Yi 

WT )» a detective of the Public Safety Bureau and 
Huang Yuan Chi ), aPolice Sergeant attached
to the Second Police Station of the Bureau, noticed a 
young man dressed in blue jacket and trousers. Upon being 
questioned, the man became confused. A search of his 
person resulted in the finding of a piece of Kong Shi 
cash, three dice and several articles bearing certain marks.

The young man was taken to the Police 
Station and handed over to the Hsien Public Safely Bureau 
on October 21.

«0 At a preliminary trial held by Superintendent
Ghui (yff ), the arrested man admitted that he was in 
Sungkiang to secure certain information at the instigation 
of certain nationals.
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JAPANESE CONNECTED 7ITH SPECIAL LANDING PARTY
Assaulted by chinesein chapei

The increase in the number of 
plain clothes members of the Giinese Peace Preservation 
Corps in Chapei has given rise to trouble every day« 
bn October 21 persons connected with the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing Party were assaulted in Chapei 
by several Chinese believed to be members of the Peace 
Preservation Corps« The Chinese authorities gave 
inaccurate information to the Chinese newspapers in 
order to evade their responsibility« A detailed 
investigation into the incident brought to light the 
following facts*-

At about 9,25 a.m. October 21 
as two Japanese in European clothing* who are connected 
with the Japanese Special Naval Landing Party were 
walking from east to west near a place about 50 metres 
west of the intersection of Yung Shing and Sung Kung Yuan 
Roads they were suddenly attacked from behind by a party 
of two Chinese and a Second party of three Chinese. The 
attackers snatched away the walking sticks from the 
Japanese and assaulted them. The object of the 
attack was not robbery. The assailants are believed to 
be members of the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps. One 
of the Japanese sustained a broken front tooth. These 
two men were injured in every part of their body* their 
clothing was tom to pieces. At this stage a party of 
16 men of the Peace Preservation Corps* including an 
officer and two sergeants* arrived on the scene. A 
crowd of 200 Chinese loafers had in the meantime collected 
at the place. Although the two victims produced their 
visiting cards* the Chinese officers and the loafers 
turned them away and attempted to take the Japanese to 
the Peace Preservation Corps. A patrol of the Bureau 
of public Safety arrived and took them to the Vest Jukong 
Road Branch Police Station where they asked Mr. Yang 
Poo* officer in charge of the Station* to allow them 
ooumunioate with Mr. Liang* officer in charge of the 
North Railway Station Branch of the Bureau of Public 
Safety by telephone but their request was rejected, 
victims were then taken to the Yung Shing Road Branch 
Station where they waited about 15 minutes for an 
interpreter. Later* the Japanese* in company with the 
interpreter* went to the. North Railway Branch Bureau 
and requested that an investigation be made* but the 
requeet was ignored

It is reports that the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing party will take effective measures 
should this violent attitude of the Chinese be continued

At 3 p.m. October 22 Acting 
Consul-General Terasaki called on Secretary Yu of the 
Shanghai City Government and lodged a strong protest«

feÄÄ
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Lih Pao J-

THE RAINING ROAD MURDER CASE.
Chang Yung Woo(jfc y, fa), the suspect 

arrested in connection with the murder of a Japanese marine 
named Taminato on Raining Road, has been in custody for about 
a month. The Police have conducted a close investigation 
into the case and have summoned 28 Chinese and JapansRP. 
witnesses to give evidence all of whom, how eve¥/X testified 
that the accused was not the man who fired the shots. As 
there is no evidence to substantiate a charge of murder 
against the accused, the Police are prosecuting him on a 
charge of destroying evidence.

.-At. a previous hearing of the case before 
Judge Tseng Ching(^£ ) in the Shanghai First Special 
District Court, the accused stated that he concealed the 
pistol with the intention of later giving information to 
the Police so as to secure a reward. The Police disbelieved 
his statement and requested a remand for further investigation.

It is learned that the case win come up 
for hearing to-morrow afternoon.

Judge Tsong will make an inspection of 
the scene of the murder this afternoon. Notice to this 
effect was sent to the Police last night.

Sin Wan Pao publishes the following telegram from Nanking

THE SINO-JAPANBSE NEGOTIATIONS.

At 3 p.m. October 21, Mr. Kawagoe» the 
Japanese Ambassador to China, called on General Chang Chun, 
Minister of Foreign Affairs, to continue the negotiations. 
The interview ended at 5.20 p.m. As the views of both sides 
were still too far apart, further parleys will be held.

Mr. Suma Returning To Japan For Instructions.

After returning from the conference with 
General Chang Chun, Mr. Kawagoe held a conference with Mr. 
Suma, - Counsellor to the Embassy, and other Embassy officials
and made a report on his conference with General Chang Chun.

It is reported that Mr. suma left Nanking 
for Shanghai by train ladt night and will leave for Japan by 
the s.s. Nagasaki Maru to-day (October 22) to make a report 
to the Foreign Office on the negotiations between General 
Chang Chun and Mr. Kawagoe and to request for instructions.

Sin Wan Pao and other local newspapers

In an interview with newspaper reporters 
yesterday on board the s.s. Pottsdam, Mr. Sun Fo, President 
of the Legislative Yuan, who is leaving for Canton, said that 
he had no information about the fourth conference between 
General Chang Chun and Mr. Kawagoe. He added that a 
solution of the present situation lies in North China.
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"ANOTHER SINO-JAPANESE INCIDENT IN SHANGHAI”

"Two Japanese Military Officers in Clash with People”

"Hwa Mei Wan Pao " published on October 21 
the following article under the above headings i-

Another Sino-Japanese incident took place 
in Chapel at about 9.45 a.m. to-day (October 21). It 
resembled the one the t took place on October 16 when two 
Japanese plain-clothes officers were found loitering 
before the Wusih Guild on Chung Shiing Road in Chapei. Both 
the Chinese and the Japanese authorities are making discreet 
enquiries into the affair. No official report has been 
released by the authorities.

According to enquiries made by a reporter 
of this paper, the incident took place on Soong Kung Yuen 
Road, Chapei. Two Japanese military officers in plain 
clothes were noticed loitering at that place for such a 
long time that it gave rise to a misunderstanding among 
the residents. The two Japanese officers were subsequently 
sent away under an escort of Chinese policemen.

On October 20, these two Japanese officers 
were noticed at that place conducting an inspection of 
the district in the vicinity of the Cheng Kee Soap 
Manufacturing Factory on Yung Shing Road. They were 
concentrating their attention to the telephone service. 
Their presence aroused the suspicions of the residents, 
but fortunately nothing happened. When they appeared 
again on Soong Kung Yuen Road on October 21, a misunder
standing arose between them and the residents. Fortunately, 
due to protection‘accorded by the Chinese police, nothing 
untoward happened. It is said that the two Japanese 
officers were armed with pistols.

According to further information, these 
two Japanese officers are members of the local Japanese 
Naval Landing Party Headquarters. As they were taking down 
the numbers of houses along Soong Kung Yuen Road on the 
morning of October 21, the inhabitants became suspicious 
because such work is usually carried out by policemen? 
moreover the two Japanese officers were in plain clothes. 
Consequently, they were questioned, but they gave replies 
in Japanese. 3|his aroused the suspieiom of the 
inhabitants. Upon learning of the affair, policemen 
immediately proceeded to the place and asked the two 
Japanese to accompany them to the Bureau of Public Safety 
or the Japanese Consulate. The request was rejected by 
the two Japanese officers who were later allowed to leave.

Following the withdrawal of the Japanese 
marine posts from the various strategic points and 
intersections in the Hongkew district, the situation has 
greatly improved. However, the situation in Chapei is 
still unsettled owing to the activities of the Japanese 
marines.

At about 9 a.m. yesterday morning a group 
of more {than 10 Japanese marines were seen holding drills 
in the vicinity of Yue Yuen ) along the Woosung-
Shanghai Railway on Kiangwan Road. The drill lasted 
for more than one hour. The Japanese military
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transportation trucks were busy between Hwa Yuen Ka and 
the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters on Kiangwan Road.

At 9.45 a.m. to-day (October 21)» a Japanese 
military truck with 13 marines left the Japanese Landing 
Party Headquarters. It proceeded along North Szechuen 
Road to Nanking Road then turned west.

A group of about more than 100 Japanese marines 
held drills in Hongkew Park at 3 p.m. October 21.
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Shanghai Evening News dated October 20 »-

THE LOCAL SITUATION . 1

The Japanese marines posted at the Japanese 
Brewery behind the Rokusan Garden were withdrawn at 8 a.m. 
October 19, but were replaced at noon the same day. Wen 
a reporter of the Ta Kung News Agehoy went there» he saw 
the marines busily engaged at various duties. Work on 
the observation tower was undertaken by four marines.
Pedestrians in the vicinity wei*e not allowed to approach 
the place. It seems that the Japanese intend to continue 
the occupation of the bravery.

The Japanese marines on guard duty at 
various points in Hongkew were withdrawn on the morning 
bf October 20. parties of marines» however» were still 
patrolling Dixwell, Chi Mei» North Szechuen, Chang Tsun» 
and other roads. Transportation of military supplies was 
particularly busy between the Landing Party Headquarters 
on Kiangwan Road and Yangtszepoo. 1

China Times and other local newspapers »-

The reason why the Japanese marines were 
withdrawn from the Japanese Brewery on the morning of 
October 19 was due to the fact that one of the marines 
suddenly died of some disease which threatened to infect 
the others. The marines returned to the place in the 
afternoon after it had been disinfected. There are about 
100 marines there.

About 30 to 40 Japanese marines held a 
drill at 10.45 a.m., October 20 in the Doi Garden on 
Dong Chi Road (|Tj ).

The Chinese Saturday Post» Issue No. 662» published the 
following comment on October 17 s-

Arming of Chapei Residents Advocated

Since the January 28 incident, the word 
*exodustt has become a common expression among residents 
in Shanghai. The recent ecOdus took place because the 
enemy, taking advantage of the Raining Road incident» 
began to post sentries in Chinese controlled territory» 
construct barracks, instal barbed wire entanglements and 
send out marine patrols, the sight of which caused such 
a panic among the residents in Chapei and Hongkew districts 
that they began to remove into the Settlements.

In view of the tragic experiences which 
befell residents in Chapei and Hongkew during the 
hostilities in 1932» this exodus deserves public sympathy, 
yet one day the writer of this article noticed on Paoshan 
Road many household removing trucks being held up by 
policemen. This was not reasonable of the Chinese policemen. 
In our opinion, the first step in the movement to avert 
national ruin is to arm Chapei residents to enable them 
to defend the territory against unexpected attacks if 
they are to be prevented from removing into the Settlements 
in times of emergency..
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The enemy in creating a tension in Shanghai 
intended it to be a sort of diplomatic intimidation and 
coercion« Had.* this plan failed* the enemy would probably 
have resorted to the occupation of Chapei. For this reason* 
it is essential that local inhabitants should be supplied 
with firearms as a means to defend Chapei* especially as 
Chinese troops are not allowed to be stationed because 
of the Woosung-Shanghai Truce Agreement. The enemy also 
had the intention to occupy the extra-Settlement Roads 
area and Chinese controlled territory and to convert them 
into a Japanese Concession.

It is useless to reason with the enemy; 
they want to compel our authorities to remain submissive.

Sin Wan Rao (Tientsin telegram) »

JAxAN AND THE ECONOMIC WVBLORMENTS IN NORTH CHINA

In corinection with the economic deva 
in North China* the Japanese have decided that 
provide the land and labourers and that Japan w: 
advice and guidance in technical matters. / 
have drawn up the following plansi- /
1)

ppments 
na is to 
provide 
Japanese

2)

4)

5)

The Tientsin-Shih Ka Chwang Railway* 300Jrilometres in 
length* will be constructed. The costrof the construction 
will be $15*000,000. The amount willrbe contributed 
by China and Japan. The construction will commence 
in Spring next year and the railway/will be completed 
within one and a half years. jr 
The Japanese Navy will appropriate a sum of $30*000*000 
for the construction of two harioours at' Tangku end Taku 
to facilitate the transportstjpn of products from places 
served by the Tientsin-Shih 
A concrete formula regard! 
work at Tangku and Taku w^ 
a Japanese expert on con 
require several thousand 
In order to bring aboi^r 
co-operative societi 
products will be improved 
rural districts. 
An amount of $30 
steel refining nj 
sum is to be coft 
proportions,

i Chwang Railway, 
improvements of conservancy 
be planned by Dr. Sakamoto* 

irvancy work. Such work will 
of dollars.

development in rural districts* 
will be established. Cotton 

r 1. Loans will be issued to 
Japan has decided to invest $5*000*000 

J^)0*000 will be needed to establish a 
¡rant for the Lung Yi Iron Mine. This 
tributed by China and Japan in equal

Japanese Investments in North China

/ Sometime ago the Shing Chung Company induced 
financial Stagnates Mitsui, Mitsuibishi and Sumitomo to make 
investments in the fixm. As the magnates refused to be 
under the control of the Japanese Ministry of War and 
desiredr to operate the business according to their own plan* 
the company abandoned its intention of securing $100*000*000 
as capital but will work with a capital of $60*000*000 
only. The five leading electricity companies in Tokyo 
have also reduced their investments in the Tientsin Electride? 
Company to $2*000*000.
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Ta Kung Pan and other local newspapers s-

JAPaNESE 1.ARINE PATROLS IN CHINESE CONTROLLED TERRI TOBY > 
SHANGHAI CITY GOVERNMENT REQUESTED TO OPEN NEGOTIATIONS

Yesterday the Shanghai Pirst Special 
| District Citizens Federation submitted the following petition 

to the Shanghai City Governments»
"Since the opening of negotiations 

between China and Japan, our countrymen have been expecting 
I that the two nations will show sincerity for an amelioration 

in their relations so as to ensure peace in the Orient. 
However, the Japanese marines in Shanghai are patrolling

| in Chinese controlled territory and have placed several
I guards at certain,places, and pedestrians are interrogated. 

This has caused much uneasiness among the people.
"Business in Chapel has already been in

i a very depressed state since the January 28 incident and 
i the present situation will make matters worse. We, therefore 
\ request the Shanghai City Government to open further 
^negotiations to put a stop to the patrolling in Chapei
I by Eapanese marines."

Hwa pei Wan Pao dated October 19 I-

The Local Situation

The Japanese Landing Forces which had
• been posted in Chapei since the night of September 23
I were withdrawn at 9 a.m. yesterday. The observation post 
| which was constructed on the roof of the Japanese Brewery 

behind the Rokuean Garden was removed before the departure 
of the Japanese marines from the brewery. Yesterday 
afternoon, a truck laden with more than 20 Japanese

j bluejackets returned to the brewery. After the departure 
| of ihe Japanese marines, Liang Fu Tsoh, Officer-in-Charge 

of the North Station Branch Bureau of Public Safety,

I
 conducted an inspection of the place.

No Japanese marines were seen in the 
observation post on the roof of the Japanese Primary 

: School for Girls on Eu Yang Road in Chinese controlled 
j territory. Two Japanese marines guard the front gate of 
I the school.' The Japanese bluejackets posted within the 
1 pchool were withdrawn yesterday.

As a result of the departure of the 
| Japanese marines, the situation in Chapei has become quite 
| noimal.

Several military trucks laden with marines 
> w.re seen on various streets in the International Settlement 
■ about 11.30 a.m. yesterday. Some were seen as far as the 
I comer of Boone Road and Haining Road. However, after 
| 1 p.m. conditions became normal once more.
I

According to infoxmation secured by 
the Domei News Agency on October 19 from the local Japanese 
Consulate, two Sectional Chief&of the Japanese Landing 
Party named Seishin liurai and Takezo Kanasaki in plain 
clothes, whilst passing by the Wusih Guild on Chung Shing 
Road, Chapei, at about 10.&0 a.m. October 16 on their way 
to their quarters,were accosted by a Chinese in plain
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clothes and another man in the uniform of the Peace 
Preservation Corps. The Chinese officers were verbally 
informed by S. kurai and T. Kanasaki that they were 
members of the Japanese Landing Party and were shown 
their cards, but they forcibly took the two Japanese 
plainsclothes officers to an office of the Peace Preservation 
Corps and detained them until 12.40 p.m. (after 1£ hours) 
when the Japanese officers were released. L.r, ’jjakasugi, 
Japanese Consul-General, sent a written protect to liayor 
V/u Teh Chen on October 17.

According to information secured 
from the Chinese authorities by a reporter of this paper, 
it seems that at 10.30 a.m. October 16 two plain clothes 
Japanese were noticed in the vicinity of Chung ¿hi ng 
Road, Chapei, conducting enquiries among the residents. 
Thinking that they were Japanese spies, the people 
reported the matter to a nearby branch of the Peace 
Preservation Corps. To prevent any untoward incident, 

I members of the Peace Preservation Corps were immediately 
detailed to accord protection to the two Japanese, Later 
the Japanese were escorted to their Headquarters.

This is purely a matter of rendering 
: protection; there is absolutely nothing irregular in 
I the action taken, as it is being alleged by the Japanese 
I authorities.

Thei Intelligence Semi-Lonthly CeT T ) published on 
October 10 the following comment*«-'

Japanese Prove Their Control of Hongkew

Hongkew does not belong to China any more, 
nor is it under the control of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council. We see pi icemen of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council on the roads in Hongkew, and policemen of the 
public safety Bureau in the vicinity of the ¿xtra- 
Settlement roads, but people are being frequently taken 
from these places to the Naval Landing party Headquarters, 
and even a British subject could not save himself from

Japanese marines armed with 
a lorry and forcibly took 
Naval Landing Party Headquarters 
released later.

iiisiB

Mi
>. ■,

such a mortifying experience.
A British subject named Thomson got into 

trouble with the Japanese at 9 a.m. this morning (? Octobers) 
in front of the Branch of the Ningpo Commercial Bank 

at, the corner of North Szechuen and Range Roads. The 
cause of the trouble is unknown, but the British subject 
w<-'s soundly beaten up by three Japanese marines. He was 
rescued by the Police and just asthey were leaving in a 
police car, a number of 
machine guns arrived in 
Thomson to the Japanese 
The British subject was

The situation at first appeared to be 
pretty serious. The same thing has happened to many 
Chinese. A tense situation always arises, but in the 
end the culprits are released.

People who have been taken to the 
Japanese Headquarters and then released could not have

OtKi I
wl
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, done anything to offend the Japanese, for otherwise they 
I would not h£ve been released so easily. But why are the
Japanese so insistent on taking than to their Headquarters 
that even the Police cannot stop them? The reason is 
that they went to show that they are in control and to 
make the Shanghai Municipal Council understand that Hongkew 
belongs to Japanese and as such the Shanghai Municipal 
Council is not fit to deal with any person arrested in 
that district. . The residents of Hongkew are thus being 
deprived of their rights.

Oils incident will teach the British what 
they may expect through being too courteous. And as for 
ourselves who have gone a step farther than the British in 
that we ’•kowtow* to others, what will eventually become of
us?
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Mainiohi, Nippo and Nichi-Nichi.

CHINESE PEACE PRESERVATION CORPS ILLEGALLY DETAINS 
-----WyAPABESE WlNTTOim (M(&R&------- --- ---------

On October 16 two warrant 
officers named K. Iftirai and T. Kanazaki of the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing Party were illegally detained by 
the Peace Preservation Corps. It is an unpardonable 
and savage act, for Japanese enjoy extraterritorial 
rights and their detention is a violation of international 
courtesy.

Regarding it as an insult to 
the prestige of the Japanese Imperial navy, Consul-General 
Wakasugi has lodged a strong protest with Mayor Wu of 
the Shanghai City Government. Later the Consul-General 
issued the following statementi-

”At about 10.30 a.m. October 
16 two warrant officers, K. Murai, Section Commander, 
and T. Kanaxaki, section Commander, of the Shanghai 
Japanese Special Naval Landing Party, were passing in 
front of the Shih Chin Guild on Chungshin Hoad, Chapel, 
on their way to the barracks from the Toyoda Cotton Mill 
in Jessfield Road when they were accosted by a Chinese in 
plain clothes. They were then surrounded by some 10 
Chinese having the appearance of workers. Very soon 
several members of the Peace Preservation Corps arrived and 
questioned the two warrant officers who informed them 
that they were members of the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Party and wrote their names and ranks on a piece 
of paper. In spite of their protestations, the 
Chinese officers forced the two warrant officers into a 
room of the Shih Chin Guild where they were detained for 
about an hour and half.

”At about 12*40 p.m. Mr. Liang, 
officer in charge of the North Railway Station Branch of 
the Bureau of public Safety, went to the Guild and effected 
the release of the two Japanese.”

On October 17, Consul-General 
Wakasugi sent a strong letter of protest to Mayor Wu of 
the Shanghai City Government.

CHINESE ADDRESSES TWUIOT UiTTER TO JAPANESE 
SPEC I At iJAVAl, ¿ANDilK PAR^Y

will

IgfES

On October 19 an apohymous 
letter was delivered to a Japanese namedJg^wita who 
resides at the Bankodo Dispensary No. >9£woosung Road. 
Upon opening the letter, the receipsrfound another letter 
enclosed in an envelop addressed-to the Headquarters of the 
Japanese Special Naval Landing Party. The dispensary 
immediately reported the matter to the Japanese Special 
Naval Landing Party and the letter was sent to the head
quarters. The letter readst-”It will be better to 
suppress the Iron and Blood Extermination Corps because 
the members ere assembling at a certain place. In this 
connection I can direct you. You had better come to 
Tongshan Road in a motor oar decorated with a red flower 
to identify the car.”

The letter was written in Chinese.
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Arms Identification Section.. _
7 J'Date23th8cpt^ib«.r»...1936Report

Occurrence
Murder of Asamitsu Taminato on Haining Road at 

about 8-22 p.m. 23-9-36. (Hongkew Mise» 673/36).

Crim« Registry
Number

Serial 
Numbers

9 Cartridge Cases 7.63 Auto.
1 Bullet 7.63 Auto.

C1215

Subject •Mauser” (German) 7.63 Auto. Pistol Ko.741267 T2749
•Hambu* (Japanese) »38 Revolver No.26823 

4 Rounds .38 Revolver.
T2750

Date obtained ~by Police 24-9-36

Initial 
Examination 

Remarks

The Cartridge Cases were fired from one pistol.
The Mauser pistol is in good working order and has been 
very recently fired.
The Revolver is in good working order and has not been 
recently fired.

Previous Records

Further Remarks

Checked by

Mone

The 9

above

Tests

cartridge cases and. the bullet were fired from the

filed

Two copies to Japanese Authorities«



y i u. I shanghai municipal police

Date obtained 
by Police

- '■ .................. Arms Identification Section,
Report No...^^._____ Y Date.......  ----------

Occurrence

Pistol found in the Public Gardens, The Bund, 

9 a.m. 24-9-36. (Central Miscx 614/^)«

Crime Registry 
Number

Serial 
Numbers

Subject
"Mauser* 7.63 Auto Pistol Ao’s.531145/524018/2007.

8 Rounds 7.63 Auto.

T2748

Thia pistol is in good working order »nd has not been

recently fired

When received it was loaded with seven rounds in the magazine

and one in the breeeh with the hammer down

Previous Records hone

The reason for the pistol hawing three numbers is due to it

being composed of parts of three pistols

Further Remarks

Tests filed

Checked by

Initial 
Examination 

Remarks

Forwarded to

Date received for Examination 24-9-36Z4-9-M

D. C. (.Crime)

we

>11
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Ili HIŒ COURT Cf AFPBàL* P.U

Mr* Knm appeared for the «*M»C*

«ODQM^KT oraxProceedings

decision

T.K.U

sentence has now become final»

Presiding Judge»• rhe accused is to be released» as his

Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for «/was 19 f. I. R. N(fciao*673 sto. No.aoui-s
Reg.No. 7/60443## Stn. Hongkew Procurator Ling

REVISED. 5-31.

Appeal dismissed* 
3rd» accused to be released*

“T

Mi

S....-..-.-,-.-

yiw^ww«

»

a»»gga^
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Be MM tag Kyi 
*. Tsang Xeaag ho

) AtO 30« mote*.
) Ago 87. Print«».
) " 81. HaWkS*.

Ohara« AppUoatlon 1« hereby node by the S.H.P. to the 8«8»D.0ourt 
under Artlele« 7ft and 101 or th« 0.0«*« for the detention of 
the above asnoft «ho were raoeived into th« custody of the
3.M«*«  fron th« Japanese Waval Lending Party on the 88/9/88» 
for further emqulrlee la eonsaotlon with th« nnrder of a 
Japanese sailor end the at! tested aurder of two other«.

sonpt. 3.M.P.

Tn »l »triet Court Ho 3 (A.M.i
B ^rooec-iiiig,? W* Twnt appeerad for the

Judge to th« let aeoused 1«
Q« shat Is your name 7

A« W M* 1« ¿fan Ihhg san«
Q. What Is your age 7

SRftg

A. X an 80 years old« 

8« What 1« yBU»4|*liW plao« 7 
A. X «a a native of Rating« 

q. whore do you live 7 

A« X live «9 Ho 9 Z«« GM M* B* Rashing ¡toad« 

q. tiiat Is your fteeupatlon 7 

A« X an a printer« 

q. Have you previous ecmrlotlons 7 

Be *•
Judge to the and aeoused !• 

q. that is your name 7 

A« H* nano Is Mau Xhng Hyl. 
g« that 1« your age 7 

A« X 8» 87 years old« 

q« shat io your native pla«« 7 

I, I M • native of Rating« 

q« there do you live 7 

a« X live «1 HO 9 Z«u Ohl U, 8« XsaMtag Hoad.
Ze Men tag san your brother 7
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TOS.
Have you previous convictions t
Wo.

to the 3rd accused :

I am a hanker.
where do you live ?

¿Sy name
:hat is

shat is your native place ?
I am a native of Kompo. 
what io your occupation ?

Judge

;hat is

SgMMMK

your name ?

is Tsang Yoong Ho 

your age ?
X am 81 years old.

Stu.

Q.

Q.

Q*

Q.

Q»

X am live at Mo 8 sing zeu Kyung 11» Sing Kya Hoad.
MT. Tsang t* Application is hereby made to this Court under 

Art. Vd and 101 of the C.C.P. for the detention of the three accused 

who were received into ths custody of S.M.P. from the Japanese naval 
landing Party on the 24/9/36 for being suspected of committing the 

murder of a Japanese sailor and the attempted murder of two others. 
The facts are that at 8.88 p»m. on the 83/9/36 a telephone message 

to ~
received from O.P.C. 888T/the effect that a shooting^tiCTay had 

taken place at the comer of Heining Hoad and woosung^Hoad«^Anor 
some minutes another telephone massage received/^ t&s*aia@ra to 

the off oat that the Japanese Merinos wore making arrests on woosung 

¡toad and Haining Hoad. At the same time J .P.O ./reported to the

Station by telephone that a Japanoao Marine had been shot on Halo
ing ¡toad and Boosting acet« on receiving those reports» the P olloo 

party were do^atched to the s^oone where they found a crowd of 

porooitodad'a aerloue state. After a while» sone 4 or 8 witnesses 

who had heard the shots were brought to the station/for enquiries»



Extract of Pftceedings in S. S. D. Court for 19 F. I. R. No. Stn. No.
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But they could not toll where the shots wore fired* During the 
enquiries» an ilformation^reoelved that 3 suspects were arrested 

by Japanese Naval Landing Party. subsequently a request waa made 

by the Polite for hen the extradition of the throe suspects. Yester

day the first and 2nd accused wore handed over to the > elite stati

on. Enquiries revealed that at about 8 or 9 p*m. on the 23/9/36 they 

wore returning from their working plate,at Bing Shing Printing Preett 

situated at Shanhaikwan Hoad and on arriving at Haining heat and 

oosung Hoad they found a crowd of persona gathering there, as soon 
some members of/ 

at they turned away, they were arrested by/the J apanese Hural Land- 

j tag Party and wore brought to the Japwteso Naval landing Party Head
quarters. The 3rd accused was handed over to ths station later. 

According to him, he was arrested on 23/9/30 on the scene, being 

found tn a suspicious manner. In addition to three suspects, 8 pis

tols were foun \ 1 mauser pistol being found in a sand box and ano 

other being found at 8 a.m. on 24/9/53 lying in the tost too Ching 

Fung alleway off Haining Road, on the latter pistol, there is a 

number which reads as 80383 of 83383 ( the last figure being illegi- 

; bin)« These two pistole wore handed to 841.0« Am section for exami

nation to to see whether they were used for the murder. statements 

were made by the syspects at the station which have net been brought 
to the Court to-day.

Judge to the 1st accused I* 

here wore you arrested T

At about 8 ©3 9 p«m, on 23/9/33, on Haining Bead and » oosung 

aoad.

0«

Q.

Q«

were you arrested together with your brother?

then ddlyou leave your working plate t

At shout 8 p.m. after work«

' ■ V"-'I',
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a*

Q*

Ma

you acting tn a suspicious manner when you wave arrestedtore

Judge to the 2nd accused t

you arrested with your brother ?

8»

|g||||S
illllll

hen were you arrested t

On the night of 23/9/30 when X was on ny way bask with W 
brother t

you hear the shots «adepts the Japanese Matinee t 

X did not hear any shooting affray.

you hear any shots when you arrived at the scene t

No, X even did not know the incident, 

r.hy did the Japanese want to arrest you t 

^hen X arrived at Heining and oosung Beads» I saw many personi 

gathering there and wo could not pass so wo tamed enosund to 
on-our original way on V, szeehuen Hoad« so/QSn arrested«

io your occupation t

X an a printer, working at Hong Shing Printing Press situated 

at Shahaikwan Rood«

At what time did you reach the scone ?

At about 8.43 p.m.

How yore you arrested t

X was on ny way back and when X yas passing Halning and woosung 

Roadf»! saw a crowd pf persons gathering there and as soon as 

X turned a wound with ny brother on original way on H, szeohuen 

Road, X was arrested with ny brother, later wo were brought to 

the Japanese Naval landing Party detachment until B 0*0» on 

24/9/36. But wo did not know why we wore arrested, 
Md
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Q.

A*

Md you run when you turned to your original way ?

No.

Q. Otherwise why wore you suspected ? 

X don't know.

Q. Did you kill any Japanese marines ?

A« No, never»

Judge to the 3rd accused :

Q. ’here were you arrested ?

sear a garbage box in which a pistol was found by the Japanese 

marines.

Q.

Ao

the put the pistol in the garbage box ? 

X don't know.

Q. Did you hear the shots ?

Yes» X heard some prior to being arrested.

Q*

4.

-hen did you hoar the shots?

At ?.<S p^n. on the 23/9/36. 

How atanjr shots did you hear ?

About 8 shots.

a* If you did not put the pistol In the garbage box» why did you

stand near by?

Ao noon as X hoard the

4»

follow country man who 

that is his nano ?

shot» X wont there to see whether my 

is a bdllod rise hawker was shot or not.

His name is Zang Tai.

Q* Ehero was he at that tine?

4*

Bo was near the scene.

.hat was the distance between the garbage box and you ?

A. About 8 feet.

4» Did you stool eoo the pistol which was found by the Japanese

enriaos ?

4* MA you know there was a pistol in the garbage box?
Iw»

SS»OMIS¡

ISO

fOWWSfal
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A* No.

Q« hy did th® Japanese marines arrest you?

A» X don’t know»

Q. Where was the other pistol found ?

A» X don’t know»

Q» Did you conceal any pistol in the garbage boat ?

A» »0.
q« Did you go to ths scene for any other purposes t

A» No, X Just went there to see my friend» when X went there, my 

mother had told ms not to do oo» 

flow wee your mother on the road together with you ?

A» She assisted me In selling the conge. X kept a conge stall and 

she assisted me in receiving the money when the customer left.

4U Did you fire at the Japanese marines t

A» NO.

Remand to 3/10/36 A»M»

All have no p»os»
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In Pit;triet Court No« 8 a^jg,.

Ur. Tsang oppearefi tor the S. .0.
Mr. Ping Heng appeared lor th a 1-2 accused.

It

September, 1986 they wereand that on the night the 5ru

by near thfc scene anti

that the detention orderoient g vid noe against

On the partthey be releaseethe n baon

I as’O X ’t 1*18 *-’3? U a coused

possible

there are 25

Thear*

the bulldts were

have been l«xt unused.

well 9»Su at about 8 0 p..a the witness’ added
u

that Lana 15 Heining

Road and whilst then ho heard several shots The sound came from

happened

he found nothing had occurred and so he proceeded in the direction
11

was ascertained that the 1st and 2nd

accuso- were

seized in the sand

?5®w -?smWÄftii

the neighborhood, after hearing the shots the witness axledged the 
he
came out

two pistols locateu have been

Raining Road, was ascertained to

.< Printer ’s shop on Shan-hai-kwSÄ Road

heaving be grantee xor this pospose. Agdnet

15 Heining Road was the one which 
in

te other one found Yue Ohing Paung

he was attending a meeting held at No. 6

witnesses, to save the tima ofini s so cue eß ( 3rd )

a remand of a week’s time, end if

of the house anti at first thought that the shooting axfray 

in the vicinity of North Heining Hoad. SThon reaching tMert

ox the 25 wltncssa ) he was a tailor who resided at i>i>2/114 9ix<

Road. Cn the

rien have benn made

cancelled, ana

The three witnesses in Court are named Intesili Horca ( )

Kario ßhhihcrc and Ha^eina M .ta ( )• dooording tv

the statement (pro) mas« by the witness Korea (the 8th witness

question three oi the group.

During the period oi remnè further enfui

Court I a«k Year Honneur to

arrested. In view of insufl'l-

them, I as

examined by the àrnsSeotiv- of the SHO and revealed that the one

Proceed 1

H
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JudgeprocuratorStn.

many

couth Hainimg R*d on the other.Road on the one elds

by pclico was ohown to the Judge)

On entering Lane 15 he found two Chinese females of old age

cover was se^n to have be n lifted

ao cueediHe also Bh.v ininches piaos«

üooorlbod that

he witnessas being one ox the murderers of the Japunare sailor

0OCU86

1CCUSCG •

Theand reveales the pistol therein

..itnesses Oshiharo and Mista ure

at the

wa
in the

told t em that three Seilore were being shot st

Soosung and

and when passing lane 16 Heining Road

in the al leyway and the 3rd aoeased

of >7oosung Road. hare he

that the elleywcy at Lane

saw th© 3rd aoousod trying to open

Ha Ining Roads* The two witnesses

On Woosung Road they

The 1st »fitness then opened the

thereby grabbed the accused *s hand and said xo him " So it is you

¡le «wtherinr there, he re

atore on W^ctùng where another Japanese Sailor

turned by way of South Raining Road. (Mr. «sang romindac the Judge 
Rd

15 Hain! g was opened to North HvinJng

the covar of the sand box« The

in Chinese which vi tn*nr coals not 
es

At the instance, the two other witness came to the

•on its original

the 3rd accused*s hand was half in th®

the 23.9.S6 at no ut 8 p.ro. they heard pistol

soused, the witness sur.pc.co ted him

A plan drawn ans prepare

kneeling on the ground ane also

Sil. Nt.

snot and arrested the

cover oi the sans

statements (pro) made

Japanese book

(not wounded)

the corner of

then hurried to the soene

saw the 1st witness Borea

RfflBKHI

the strange attitude of the

■iiH
ass®

REVISED. 5.3». 
G. IOOM. 5-36 *

Eitract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for
Re¿. No.

rlp’ht hand sn article cl black colour 

under« tend

corroborated with each other, they apparently have arrived 

eon! box. Altar witnes Ing

spot st th® same time* According to their joint statement that 

vicinity of Hbining Road and «oosutig Road 

saw three Japanese sailors being wounded. They xrooeedod to a 

stood about 1 yard A to the sand box. They then ai;4uteo the 1st 

to arrest ths òrd aooused. The 1st witness then lifted up the
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cover oi the sand box and thereiron he took out a pistol* (pro) 

Witness Tatashl Korea (?)»«• 1 live at *>52/114 Llxwell

Road. I am a tailor* On the 25,9,36 at about 8 p*m* I went to

Ko, u lane 15 Raining Koau to attend a meeting, At about 8,20 p.ia 

I heard savers! pistols shots w-ioh I at iiret doubted was iroia 
the vicinity oi the Silver Taxi Garage North Haining Road*

I proceeded to North Raining Road but <i ■ not see anything 

happened there, Thcnl turned around Woosung Road and saw 

a crowd o£ people there, Than I oamo near the Corner oi‘ the 
Shanghai Bank Buildirxg I was tola by pee- angers that several 

Japanese Sailors were beir : shot, Then I retunred to the alloy*« 
(Lune 15) by way oi' South Heining Road I eaw two Chinese tesiale

pis col shots
I sa.-j he hud something ox bl&ok colour in hisnd box

was opening the oovax’ oi the box with his lefthand and
replied me

same time
arrestingthe Epot an*x assisted me ino other witnesr.e

thisJuoge to 3rd «caused J- Ware you arrestee by

witness and the other two witnesses?

¡KhgM
BSJSWF

pistol in there?Q. Bld you put a

pistol.
Q* What were you doing there?

the

Chong Tai, I wanted to

know if anything has happened to him

á. Yer

A. Yes

ground, th'jy w«re

to unoarstand. At the

No, I have no

a9 I heard several pistol shots so I ron to

him. Then I lound this pistol in the sand box

Chong Tai kept a riot

5rfi accused in:the slleyway near

allsyw«y, I intended to se.« my triend

Q* ^ere you standing near the ssnv box?

apparantly irightened by the

in Chinese which 1 wa

hand* Then I grabbed him uxtu said "So it is jou"

ling on

tea®

M

8S»h

»fr31
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ICh

Dlxv/cll Hoaö

Q. Diu you know at that time a Japanese Sailor bas be n

afiot?

man Chong Tai police have

been questione: in the

9.36 at ebout 8.15 to 8*20

ï then proueaöeö toJapanese Sailors have be n wsuncsdsevera1

/hare I io'UJd the 1st witness who already had grabbedLane 15

the 3rd

the

in the sanfitnoewnn box The pistol wüö later hanJetì to a mem-

ber of the Japanese Landing Darty

tor&l® Al

Decision* .Reman« to S. 10.36 2 p.ra. for trial. »

QfiVassal

Ml the «ay I was eccompanicá by the

Mir. Tsangi«. Regar61/

I knew nothing about it.

ffiaâe immediate enquiries* Chong T«1 has

station* His statement has already bean made. The 3rd accused's

o merchant* ISitnest: Kart Cshihara (?) s— I nm

mother also ¡rept a stall (conge stall) near the ^lleywsy

accused. I thnn as isteù the 1st nitaneu8 in the matter

’¿'ita se iiiata(t)l~ My statement is the same ae Mr. Odh i**

stall in ths said alleyway. His adórese is No. 92 Tung Shing Li

3rd v/itnssr Mr. Ha~e /a Míate. The 1st witness -kfe*a fount» the pistol

REVISED. 5.31.
G. 100M. S-StP

Ble I heard several shotru I ^ert out to heve a look* I ontored 
n

the Seleeto (?) Book store on Wooov f Hoed ¿here I leared that

«

lived at ßlf Hainirg Roa«. On the

Extract oí Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for

»Ili
Æ'i.’Sÿ-i

lSW»®s

IBI
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«ÜKT ß© ®@BÜM3t vFÖ OOtiUUOÜä» í.¿»U» MW^80
..jiWWMP Coat. to IßG tho
FcS twt I1C ©t obCJUt O»ßB t)«í3» Oft C¡u<fe.¿€. qq Ftiiotdß 

Rast fitó ílaü a !««ww fletei ÍM» M12ÖV &sö ocm^oi «a© la ® 
start all the ®tä oa3 o» lö Cestii rétate® w«rt»
wall ¡aartne tb© Uuü %©ea uood ta oa otteote ©a Jancace© 
ollera W oí» onwm ye»m»

•• Maser®. « »!• Ra i’.i» teuag (B/peate® fw tue 
u.-. O.üX0il.

•roeeeatagq ■ r. Tsaagto Tu® *?ru» uceaeed 1® cìxjrr.eil uuäw ort» 1SB

of tue for ce. ee&ll aß eeiSenee« t -....5 R-e z " ". • » ■ .© uceue»

é< state® thut ft® w® arresto© » tue 4&H»a^se Äaa w

I went t<& tue «una wi elt-acstea at tu® ioatb «se or ian® i& W-tfc

Salsing saat. Duriw® tue ..«tee ®f rtra^e uwWer «tate*

¿Seat i: r@) st&t:.ug tUét &t 8*0 p«m« ©n tu® ©S/S/ad u® frm

| »®st to. Sast oa Sainlng ìlo®A^ with tu® istsatian et ▼ÌMlieg hi®

friona. un arrl?ln@ oataide tu® ®uià ..-4uie« a® e&w tu® mietei.

Í "e feiekse tu® platel «ita als fest befare plcMng ®«aae up» i\ftw 

j i*»&vt--.g picke® tne rletol a>» U® ®O'^©eleù öäree Int® thè ®ats© i»<W» 

i 'Misa Ue w&e ®ölnr eo> u@ wa® errectefl. waoetl-ne© &s tu tue rae»

tire of n».e plakinß tìis ristai up. he ®te»teö tu&t he t©

.iyspait tu® mtter to thè rollo®. • aeett .-nea as te way al© he not 

rfc^ort tue satter to tu® »silfi® ®tì®a pIäItx-7 uu tíic pisto!. i*o

'state© tfàfót eoe® -s® ni’ut taMe ul-'h for tue aarasrw. ®aßaä 

tiiat ài» ¡ùOtiT® of repo«lir< to t..a ».Glie® «¡a® to obtula seexe aauey

a® hi® r«w<» lo tiUe ewì* ture® inportuot wltnceBcB ■ ha« f.ìvcmi

etioefa® ö®€,tni;-t tu® uoousc© «.t *»#®t hteriu®. Toey aro uè* e la 

Ceurt to-Oay« t last hearing» tiw aooase© eeaie© putti.*)© tua 

plrtol loto t’w •««© b©*« 1© arder to koo® tue r&ote of tul®

o®e® iw« oleari/» a nuiaber of tri tasse uro har® la court to gir® 

evidoso®. Accordi hi? to tue eita®ß® Yoculo .’«»roda, he öl© ece tiw 

n-.yftaywy ítríng tu® plet^. ùìì0 ruonlüg iato lud® 15» *^»taiag -out»* 
otaer

Mere i® ni® «t&teAcnt h<o)« AeeórOlrs© te tue/ritnee®t a® •«*
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'-* first« a® dio. no* M-ài» tik.t

awo*

©utloro aero ai®© fiMmiaeg by taf «mK aoetar»

There are *w bulle* ’iurte ©?* t-’ia wall o..t*

t .© '&*3ci- pistol Pi©« fna said

tpro) fsude by sii®

i’auag ail^^y»
^cartate»It lo
bullo*» wises* tee * ©hall» a-u« 1

tu® waased

am S< years aid« un» a «Japaa-

■ooourw? load« I< a»leofM«

im* ot *b» ss/b/oa?
loft Q9 dm» »»»*«af « i

■ Ìt..-a?.', il ;;, ■'• ì ’’■" ?' ’fes® :/ u pro»)« TiiO

t«.«c aaay of ta@ decsueed hro)» ntaar

la tuia C4-yBet tue Janaaeeo euller

«.¿ty la tao .«rweneo ©f
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a oortute ..errai running a®&y»

ia'i’unc»© ftortU. ¡^«1

1® tu» of

tee woon&ea fasuneee

■: :

iRUliSi®

tute ’icrsnn tue inarOftrer»

Reg. No.

-waft iiuraared oy ®®ae obo» tte «alfeoc coso pace» defer ■ a® foli

Coen» Aa ia^ue»* w» bete on hte boa? by tue ©oeter &£ *>» 

fòie ì«® are tae mato&X certificate» i^r®)« a bull«* oa® t^on 

out ir«® tu© dotty et O'-e of t «© e-wanGeC ¿«»anee© *.&ilar«» It 1» 

fa* a «ibiit tals ballst w> tìieeltóFRCt tffiu the ..Irtol fOaod in tu© 

sana dox« Theo» pact ■ rrup^» tyro) wore taiwn by tft» ¿'ul<«o out* 

s *» 1 ,.j« '«o» iot ftuia'wf* • •■••«» wìw. c th'-’ Sunft boat lay« an» oa *ba

»cene ros-eatively»

r.tae t;*e ^roaiooo a*

©stasai-.’©0ì olle© ¡kiVe 
ha» 

pistol JWBW

tile 1»tol

also baca ^saGiueà by tue rte&or >rin* duranti* •>» 

'u&a been teuciwd by tu© ause» of «wsral pere-»» *à»

elice or» »«labi» to fiat oat if tu«r» te u«y finger prte* off th»

aeeuoeS’e loft tu^roon« He. e ar» tw> report® 

salt 'Uir aa® -••■r.v.ar -.letol f'ou-.-a la tu C.dsft
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'Ruining .'?oa© to wit for a frientì# At tnut lira©« X caw two 

persone «suri»® th® foreign slothing »alala® la frmt of 4 

Ju: uoeco ballare» Tíu»®« two pm«« e stood ooatnti e® «l«etri© 

sale frar a while» enea ooclng t<je Japanese oMlors taso 

by tnm» one weari’s® u cult of bromi foroirm elethln® firs© 

thè $i®t©l ut tac «all jb» Tao other person wore u suit ©f 

bìad foreign ©lothing» X hear© two «hete before ratini©® aw©y» 

x ole nst 00« haw ’W»y ouiicro were »hot, u© 1>W dí'aot reii 

4W8 at that t !:.>©• ©o ray «ay Mmt X saw the iwws wìio fire® 

tu® yiatol 00* 0 to ©e# X t.nen Ofcncc t„© sow ©f *sy aaetmtM 

norae* eras repartee t .¿® matter to ray c^etw» to® Koreas. w ay 

©aster is u s^seiul police» he Richly went out %lth a vl&tol 

in Me nana«

tltnsee 'ukabayushl t- X on a£ yoare o»4t an© a ¿ap&m»»©« 

I reeffi© at 137 .’alnin® I si & ■"•«eh; nt< .'t cuxx*t

r»na ©' t.;o O/9/SMI» X Wí..e tf&klag with ay friona ns Hoi«» 
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ft® wore a euilt teil ©1 Ch «it tuer er. on

also a '-Uteenn, 1® tMwïsr tui ;© ie about B feet anfl 4 Inoh*

i ee tn heii^t» le ®ore a Caine ¿ae^ot an® a i»«.Sr of trou®®r®»

n«8» J©RO ice ut ’>o» 17» law i’-Oö $oo«

eune Wo* /t oa the lö/9/36« suixe i w&& taking voo®

wee <®»tuurant on ^ainlag «íw^t ì h..-ura t e pistol shot®

I 1 'jkeft out fra. tew 1st« fl-^or wiaoow» a'® tew a ©hinoee we ring

a Fuît of S'oxeiun elotel i£ «hooting ut the Japanese tellers« in

t‘w ^eaatiae» X »o Uoctu«r etite®®« «tendini? bwhlw bin. This

erßöR looks® Ilio t;«e wlt»«®® T®ang Liang ■©<>• '’© run Into t s©
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.. » uot. ¿®r * Il r rewveä I t o «ía-.anos® 1iXMK»öexl©r
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A» *’©• í cid. not fifíO «fie» c-^n wúo ©ofisñiittoa t&® c» ln©» X gíbo 

cid not eee tu© istol eieurljF«

Ur» fteaet* /»t th® éta-l-a» t»*c aeej$e® <tt 

®®p;tl¿>s tb&t u® t© ha*e th© nNMsHh- Tewday ■»© stuted in

I 6®urt tMt üua sus ©fruid ef botos eiecovarod and thut a® watttsa te 

íusr© too rw&rtu

’ iudre te uceares:»

§»■ as a rule the rever® WMld b® ^lean bf tbe i (Alo* sabsaiuent, 

il&a ©feiiG Maw a$ «Bat «ould set tae rew^pf

A» 1 su* atruic taat ¡&®W a ® w mI© luk© ■« for iba aíWft^rer» »■ 
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lite! Xi~4i of rw®ra ^oa tólwt t©

a« I <© lot ísu.-'j»»
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r* Isanpi» Tea* la Cu'in® Tai and hl® vif® are n©re to.<Jay 
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filtrese Yu €ho:ífl .al»«» l ara jsur® ©la» X reelde ut

I :;©» tS Tanog SSns X»i» ■ Isw-ell To^a» I &?3 < ríe® ©Gllor* »‘«i® 

ucea»© le w feliow .ntry.aon® X rold x-lco on .íainiHgj '©aa ©ut» 

rltíe un a¡>.X®Tway» eltuut^d o*'- tu® »est ©C Ssosuag

s® rala rlc® at © pluee wet tTs etuxl» ubcut tO er «íO foet troe 

i ny etall» X tra®' W^*s -bot water In a Tater Motf <*& 'Julning

3©®d» «non X ív:utú i>ií»t©X »««•*»• t«*ut tio«e X did nat 

h-n-w tiiut t©'-® purdored* -uen X r®tarn®4 to W etall» I

•a® s&uf i)©rsor(® tutre»
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tisce you cot in touch with it»

Honour

ov i dense*

not« I did not ritnesa t i© shooting«

to put theyou

( 1} intoto»

T ©uli

toise out toe pistol«

did you wspeot to not ftm too Polled
t

19 F. I. R. No.

surprise« Z aa t

I was frightened ant

is right«

hM into©tlto to ooneeal w

Sin. No.

q* Did yen/ oean that yoe wished to got a regard firae 

the rouse for easing o report 9

Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for
Reg. No.

yee« w you had to touch it ?

A* T «lorded at the 
rareoB

ti^td/snd nevor sw a pistol

a little d®«ww thee«

i * ujyhow you well

A. YC0*

• Assorting to your previous state .©nt» you war© 

goia*3 to icon for ttaag ¡01 to see whsthe* be :ied tow occidoo» 

that e stootiag hod to&oe pltiOO*tally wounded er not. You Knew

lou should not nor© toe pistol*

you would os put into trouble«

too» Ito tor
erhapa you

A* He. I dared

• there are thro© poasiMe onueee for

pistol into too sand boi« Ton did It cither for

tioEmlly ©tnaoaUng on ovidonee or (2) wishiog to toll the 

pistol later or (3) via ,inr to anso a ropert to roltoe« IW

toll □©

did it«

w: toe

honestly for. which ops cf those three seuoeg that yea

1« I was goin# to miRB a report to Folic©

Police to ease to

• ' rial tewi
by going to mtso a report

a* X had to leave thio point st the discretion of the 
Folios. X then did not snow wtet taWit X oould got froa UNI
Poises«

1* Tee*

!»
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turning up gr. frangí* -.t 0.80p»®» S3/9/30 eaaeboty umox-to 

Killet o tapaneeo sail©» on Saining float oat to too toootito 

injure« wo other onto« totot am auffloleat evl^emeo to provo 
too accident bat ng n foot an® it vao aloo testiile® by too 
/upamao teeter*® report« A ritrose of thio onto later tleooven 

a pistol in too amt to« on Gaining íícMI. iella© omteiUlB 

revenís® toat this vno toe very pistol sito rr.loh toe J.nunca© 

«al lor ©to killet« ntoeeforo this pistol totolt bo ©cnolterot 

to too orlai ml coopto« HegaMing tbo of fono© of •’ucnooQllng

M&mioo*» toe to<3»Mt «tkslltet it clearly boto in Station ant 
at ¿o- jrt« .’.boat aererei ooocnío of tor too shooting« the AemMiot 

wlroñ croa vest to east ooit^ to eoe vhetto* bia fri ent bat boto 

oosi^ontally in Joro® or not« .it about ? ft. 4iotanoe foca tot 

snot bon« be iUtobt at one platel» plj^e® it up fron to® rrouot 

rw® finally put som into the »’tn® bon« Xt van ¿oat tbto toot 

Witatot fettoni !!nroa oa@o to tieower it an® be errestet tot 

A03-¿3©t» Xt was sino tostine® by ritnesoee Karlo teblbem tot 
'Mats ttat tto ateto ent of "'itneee Tataahi Bores t®

It lo eloar toat toe tootoOt*® eoofosalon i® 

tonfamele to too fasto« « ©franse io usually eenstttutet 

vito two otoenta i.e. Intontito to® tot» ®b tola onto too 

Aecuaot tit ovitontly eomtt bio offoooo jn galt« booaueo Ml 

G©su»eaiet toe pistol into tbs sent bo« ant bo bineeif alto 

^Mittto it fraoidy« 

toeutot walbe® fron wont 

After too shooting hat taken plato» too 
to «t»i soft Meso® at th© plate! on too 
toen to a posttoa roll tawtto toot tot 

r leverei»»
■wunt» The Aeouaot voa

piotai bat been the oriol r.al neapon for too toootingo

bo still piolet it up na® ASJ^llSfi&UX ooMmiet öae® into too 
sent bet« hneo tbit re can too toot too Aoeuaet ooaaittot hii

off enee purposely ant latent!onally« to to the nativo of tot

Ä
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offense« it oooat not to have boto flooertoinoi« but uooallf o 

nativo bo® not ouoh 0© do etto Sto constitution at cm offense« 
Xn Uw □©natia© X also request Tour Ito^our to tal» so-a© oonol» 

Sor ti«B cm th© part of the motivo for tho offense» ■ he® bbO 

judeaont will b© rive». < fòo only etouoe cuod for by 

AocmooS was that be was gtiOS to n-i.c a report to the olio©« 

Bowvor« if bo 4M have ouch am inter tio»» why ho did net 

iaraoilntely report to ©Hoe on th© s treat » but q«i«tly oat 

cicely concealed tho pistol into the ©end mb« ìTcbv&ly too 
taweot bad an intontì©» to soil Si® pistol« as T our w r-jp ©ouM 
easily under© uni« y©re©ver« the ielle© then had not off®’ ■©< 

•my remar» for a report or ief©rr®ticm about the o mt, nor ©ouM 

the ^CMKtood imov that tho nolioo were to de a©« It io not 
re©Q©eablo that tho Acomot oonoealed th© pletol tat« the naM 'be*i 

cml^ for the oaueo that he mo @oln$ to mho a report to roitot 

in orator to .pet a reeort« It Wot soot litaljr that bo tbon 

lotakied to ©ell tho pwtol later on« & ootivo* usually« bat not 

smob to <5© ’1th the ©onatitotum of an offenee sc I hare salt«

e oao tnlso an asssult ease for ir© to noe« 1» offense of user It 

can be atrcaply an« eui'flolontly ©cBstttutoS fttbout ©orinr about 

whaterer ootire toe esoallant ban bat« rie facto cf toil ocmt 

are clear emugb and I repeat four Honour to ^le auoorttag to 

W«

jua@o to toouootN* Ut» long after tho ohoettag bat 
been heart tnoh you preoeodod ferrart to Itot otter your frieot 9 

A« It mo atout tho tino of oio;4ng half a piece of 

©tastottt*
¿to« Shoa*» Th© leoueet io tanrrod by ^olloo todor 

tat« ¿69 of tho *C«C« eith ameer Ung evtdooot« to a rale tBlO 

©ffoneo ohmld mt bo oonotitotM eitaout tho too cimento i«o«
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MtialOtib 
3« 0« titane <

intentlonally «©noooling a ori linai àsoiìmO*» ©ridenoo otiti

(2) teuiw? a deliberato no* in dotine oti» In tbto osa© sbe 

Acousod lo only a oonge© tasraer nd a lon cf 1gnoraneo. He 

hanwaed u> su.. et a pio sol ©n ih« atroe* tc hie swsnMoti asti 

aiti no* nnor tbat ti* ras tu© t»oupoa to all! thè Japanean eolio*« 

Or "ut ti* ine© teso arati boa far a aborti tino» beeouee ho diesati 

te? jm&o a ¿’©nere tic 'cliao in arder *o rat a re»arti« 0» tasti 

n© intention to oonceel a orininni Accusati*® otti 'lena*« t nati ' 

•laa tuo ¿onorati eoa no* a orWaal offon ine nor hot tbo . oliati 

dia.xvcroti a orina eco litoti or aade lavasticattino atout a 

ori*» or ohargoti eny corseti. tt eoa no* rww tban «ti© wuld bti 
a originai .\coutjoti« “fi ouoh a «ondittott» area tho Avoueati 

diti iniso a tioMferato uo* in ¡Mttlas a!W teso fiatai ta» ooliti 

no* no a?;a?r«sd for ooooooilnti « ariai^l àrenaoti^o oti^enotiG 

T^o Aaouaoti n@a ©off©reti ©n© far h!. a boia^ long datai nati iti 

ihe rolic© 3tstinti and Ma sotóer ws far 1*. X ro*

guoat Wòr X’fioor to taso» ¿»¿*07 cm hlsa ned pt ooonoo tiia no* 

ti»! ìty«
W« '■'.ire:* imgro^ riirnn taso spoìsMl quite eccu^ for 

tese tioootati** dofonae noti r bore noi ?-«on to ony« ifcd ttiti 

loo-^eti beo© oiwoteti fey ¿oH_*o «MM* waulng seoy ritti ititi 

platel» thore iRoald neve beo» strong eriismoo f®r sì» ©Mae *ti 

etia^ti© bia» 3at it eoe no* o© aooordlnti *e tea fae*« In tblti 

oaao stia Aooueeti boti no tinti^nUon to oonaeal a erlainal oeopoti 

ror tbo purpooe ©f »Mine a little gatti« fba Felice eloo ooutiti 

no* pro'looo aernoien* ori donano to prore noati* X rocuoot 

that tbo locuaed be ¡womnood no* eotity«
iroaorator fltionci« Fleaao nule aaoordix< *0 lene 

f leodina cenoindeti« fa tieniti* on thè eo/l^ZM a p«a«
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Mr. Toenc appaareé *ho s.-.c»

ProceaOlnre mi

Jaoàoroetì

• acopeco net fuilty Wat etili to b® t-¡spora lly
t;etsine£ te thè ¿tati«« tarine thè yerlot, m 
Cne piotol aanXlsoate<>»

latori» One yietol o Ve k«yt in 8t“tian.

Ir. Tsiing»» X ttet thè aoeusec se fifitsinat

tì uri rii? thè per lue ci appeal*

■r. Tein^:» (later) I «ale th»t ‘he pi etcì b© hand®4 

to pollo» .© lurther axsadcatlon*
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IK >11^ COURT OF APPEAL P.M*

At about 8 p.m. on the 23/9/36 the JapaneseMr* Tsangs

dead while

on HaIning

the shot he went to the scene to have a

tne sailors were shot

he picked it up anu placed it into a sand box at the mouth of the

gdilty notwithstanding

that he admitted tne offence» What he stated in Court

f Gaining Road at the time when the shooting occurred

heard the pistol snot he proceeded to the scene fromhad

in order to have a look and discovered the pistol.

that a shooting affray had taken place, end he also

"fa S?

Court and was charged under art

he found a pistol, which was used in murder

Japanese named Tadasui Loriye, who, together with tne other two

Japanese named Karlo Oshiharo and Hagema Mata, effected the

iailors Asamltsu Tumlnato and others were shot in the vicinity

Appeal by £>«M*C* against the 
3rd« accused Tsang loong Ho*

Judge Yoeh, HsiuO 
__________ & Chow

alleyway* He intended to conceal the pistol, but was seen by a

evidence* He was found not

look« At the entrance

two others wounded« The accused was selli ng congee

Road, and upon hearing

arrest of the accused« Tadashl loriye saw the accused opening

M* Council*
Chow Tseng Kee and ¿an Yoh Hwa appeared 
appellee«

to Lane No* 15, 7 feet from the place where

as that stated by the witnesses* He wus ia the Western

Procurator Ling

Mr. T*T. Tsang appeared for the
Messrs«
for tne

of Raining and woosung Roads« One of them was shot

the lid of the sand box* The accused was arraigned before the

Z

Proceeding Ib

fact

was same

section

After he

west to east

He knew well

»

Extract of Proceedings io S. S. D. Court for 25/n/3el9 F. I. R. NO. lilsc.673 srt.2061-3
Reg. No. 7/60443-6 stn. Hongkew

165 of the C*C*C. with

knew well tnat the pistol discovered was used in the murder* He 

purposely concealed the pistol, so he should bear the responsi 

billty for the offence, The sentence rendered by the Lower Court 

is not satisfactory to the rollco, so appeal ia hereby lodged la

against it*
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Presiding Judge to appellee:«

Q* Are you a congee seller?

A. Yes.

Q. Have you a licence for selling congee?

A. No.

Q. Do you know one named Yu Zang Tai?

A. He is my relative. He sells cooked rice. He kept his 

stull outside Lane No. 15.

Q. Where were you nt 8 p.m. on the 23/9/36?

A. I was then at my stall on Halning Road near woosung Road.

Q. Did you carry the stall on your shoulder or put it on the 

road?

A. I kept the stull on tne road. itienever the Toll cd came.

I would carry the stall on my shoulder and went away with it*

Q, How many persons were together with you at that time?

A* My mother was together with me at that time. When I heard

the pistol shot, I carried my stall and ran into the alleyway*

At the alleyway, I met the wife of Yu Zang Tai. I asked her what

happened, and she replied that she knew nothing about it. After a

while, I went out of the alleyway. I kicked something when I 

walked about two paces after having come out of the alleyway. I 

picked the thing up and found it to be a pistol. I then placed 

it into the sand box, because I was aware that it was not a good 

thing. I wanted to report the matter to the Police Station*

Q. Ahy did you put the pistol into the sand box?

A. I thought if X should take it in my hand, the others whuld 

take me for the murderer. When I was about to leave the place,

arrested by the Japanese.

What was your idea of placing the pistol into the sand box?

I wanted to get a reward,.

why did you conceal the pistol?

I was

Q.

A.

Q.
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I felt frightened when I beheld the pistol

vid you know that acme one had shot the pistol?

man shot the pistol

fire a pistol Is not aBut you must have known that to

Yes

the scene*There must be seras policemen on

I did not see any policeman there*

No*

see him?Did you

No,

intend to sell the pistol?Bld you

NO*

«Japanese see you concealing the • istol?Did the

There was none on tne scene at that timeNo,

the Bund box has been clearly known*by throwing It Into

the accused well knew that theare of opinion that

used In the murder as he heard the pistol shot a few

shall be punish-

forge* alter* destroy or conceal any evidence* f2) Vte re there

fact of forging or destroying any evidence In a criminal case

the accused knew

he also know well

■s» ate % k kk

Do you k;ow tne man wno shot the pistol?

19 F. I. R. No.

Yes* but I did not know why the

foot of forging or destroying any evidence, and (3) Where there

which another is implicated* In thia ease.

Mr* Tsang:- The fact that the accused did conceal

tUWINQ UT

(

The Police

pistol was

SORBS

■

Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Conri-for
Reg. No.

good matter?

A*

A,

Q.

the pistol

minutes before he found it* Article 165 of the C*C*C* provides:

^Whoever forges, alters* destroys or conceals any evidence In a

criminal case in which another Is Implicated

ed". Thus an offence of this nature should be deemed to be con-

stituted on the following conditions:- (1) where there Is Intent

to

in

well that a shooting affray had taken place, and

æsg
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prayed that the original ¿udgmont be set aside and that the accused

adequately punished according to lawbe

to me that the sentence rendered

According to the accused, althoughby the Lower Court Is correct

did not know what happened at thathe

when picking It up, he discoveredtime. He kicked something, and

it to

threw

say any one who might be In the accused's condition wouldI may

that the accused

In this murderdid not at first Intend to conceal the evidence«

the accused foundwhen

authorities were notthe

offence committed byyet

X ask that theaccused is by no means kuka constituted.the

ask that the accused be released on security.

the pistol into the

soon as they heard the pistol shot.knew about the case US

thethe Police had known about the matter,If

been arrested by the pedestrian^accused would not have

therr was none who knew about the murder when the accused threw

case, there is no complainant and accused.

it Into tae sand box, lest he should be taken for a murderer.

Istol, the lollce 8 tat ion or any other

Chow:- it sems

Pleading concluded. 
Judgment on 30/11/36 at 2 P*m»

heard the pistol suet, yet he

Informed of the matter. Therefore the

sand box, As a matter of fact, tne Police

appeal made by the Police be dismissed according to law* I also

be a pistol, 21e cured not to oar~y the pistol away, so ho

Mr, Trang:- According to the counsel for the defense

act as what he acted. It Is, therefore, obvious

that the pistol discovered was used in the murder. It is hereby

Mr, Chow:

~ . iffii jOji,

Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for

decision

G» lOOM. 5-36

Reg. No.

T.K.L1

Sii
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CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso. «73/36, —..... .Police Station.
......... Sep.toRber.M,/? 98«

#CMJ-----------lìiniùion^

Diary Number:— Xs Nature of Offence:—

Places
Time at which visited in

investigation begun | course of |
and concluded each day ¡investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Re. Fatal Woundl«« of a Japanese sailor and 
Wounding of two others by shooting on

air»
At 8.88 p,m. 23/9/36 e telephone message was received 

at Hongkew station from C.P.C. 8887 to the effect that a 

shooting affray had taken place at the earner of Raining Road 

and Woosung Road,

Three mlnu’aes later O.P.C. 1309 telephoned to the 

Station reporting that Japanese Murines were making arrests 

the following Is an account of vtaat happened«

Road near Woosuafc Road«

In response to the above messages Tnsneotor sharman, 

Officer l/o Hongkew Station together with a party of police

had actually happened«
However« as far as can at present bo asoertainod

on Woosung Road and Heining Reed«

At the Ltm time J.P«C« Ml telephoned to the station

reporting that a Japanese Marine had been shot on -raining

fg|||

proceeded immediately to the scene.

That part of Hongkew District in the vicinity of 

Raining Road and woosung Road corner was found to be under 

the control of the Japanese Naval Landing Party« all 

approaches being guarded and traffic halted« thus« it was 

soma tine before information could be obtained as to what



' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

.............................Division.

.............................. Police Station.

Diary Number Nature of Offence:—

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

i investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

The following information was supplied to J.D.0.137 I 

by a Japanese sailer named YochiyvJci Ko.1l«
At about 8.20 p«m. four Japanese sailors namely, (1) | 

Yoahiyuki Koji, 1st Class Seaman (Informant),(2) Aatamltsu | 

Tecninato, 2nd Class seeman, (8) Yahata Yoshitane* 1st Class I 

Seaman, and (4) Yoshiml -criba, 2nd Class Seaman, all 

attached to the Japanese ilagship "Izuno”, were walking in 

an easterly direction along Hainlng Road«

They were walking on the pavement on the north side 

of the road and on reaching a point about 20 yards west of

Woosung Road the informant heard rhet he thought was a burst 

aS fire-crackers« he heard about five or six explosions«

However, ons of his eaapanions Asamitau Tamlnato, just then 

lurched to the right and staggered across Woosung Road to a 

Japanese bookshop at the corner of Woosung Road and Raining 
_ ■Road« ,

The informant ran after him and caught hold of him

to assist him and he then discovered that his companion 

had bean wounded in the chest.

He also discovered that his other two companions had

bean wounded.

A statement in writing (copy attached) was obtained 

from a Mr* w«R* McAllen« Spacial Constable so* <S residing



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIME DIARY.

Diary Number:— T737

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

at 48 North Haining Road*

hcrae at about 8.10 p«m«He stated that he woo In als

23/9/3$ when he heard shots being

on Haining Road near Woosung Road he observed a crowd of

Japanese civilians surrounding a wale Chinese and the witnei

thinking the man was a gunman, caught hold of him with the

intention of taking hin to Hongkew station but was prevented

on the scene and tookby a Japanese ¿tarine Officer Who came

charge of the man.

afor.'i itloned book-I'be witness then went over to the

sailors lying on thestore wherein he observed two .Te.paneee

floor, one ofvuioa appeared to be very badly shot« Some

apparently to the hospital

A statement was obtained (copy attached) from C*l?*0.

2779.

Ho was on traffic duty at the corner of Haining and

ran to the scene and saw two Japanese sailors lying on the

came on the scene. Ho then together with 6*7*0« 1809

Woosung Roads about 50 yards from the scene of the shooting

He stated that he heard about 8 or 9 shots fired and than

ground but he was prevented from interfering by Japanese 

soldiers. He blew his Whistle and C.p*C*s 8780 and 1809

Japanese tkea removed ilio tao rollare from the Chen In core

............................Division.

.............................Police Station.

.........................................T9
Nature of Offence:—

fired and rushed outside« |

150M-lr36*

|S«

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

istw

CRIME REGISTER No:—

Places
visited in 

i course of 
| investigation) 

each day
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’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

..............................D ¡vision.
CRIME REGISTER No:— ..... Police Station.

Diary N u mbe r : — X7^* Nature of Offence:—

Time at vhich 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

I

!
Places 

visited in
I course of
l investigation 

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

InfortaA tta statina h7 ftàlenJwne.
A ataWMnti «sa ohtalnta att&atat) froa a mi© 

;«paaeoe uaaoà ihimatóe AsMsam realtlng at 300 mmian 
iìoaa»

Ho mrely slatta 1tat vfMUt ;®iitlng aa Woasuag mai 
aoaE* EMM;v3 ¿¿oat lia TtósM’fl utiaS he Wnight ma a e©r bQ«fe- 
flrlst,« àea ha roualiol ttxa cUXwpaaeasicaaà boalaator© ta 

©taorvet amerai »4 w« t-taiaaa ani ©n lartfgiqg la Ita 
shou ho saa tata lajutat yom-aas» ì© trita to /,©t a tasi 
but fallod sta a© seni to Ma ime aoi jot Ma om aar

Ma» £»041 ata tool oso ©r tao Ulmà parsoaa to thè 

Barai uo&^l^SL ©a i^agha XtóaiU Ha stutad that tha ma waa 
Gaafi oa arrivai at thè hcwltal* ito 414 aot oso aagr cerasa 

fire w «bota»

a statist ma ©MalaoA (wy attaoM) frea another 
taale Jcvaaeo© aamot 0* Y* TtiaiQ® raatAiag at 14» ran© 10» 

soatt soba»
h® atateA that at «bout p«b* he aaa «aUEtog along 

Halalas i»a® ant M taraol late IB» 9a stag 11 whioh 
1* near t^oaung bool ho tear* «tat ha thought ww a 

buret of Xlre^raohota» ta heart about four oKploolona» Ha 

thaa heart oc®»-ono a^out la lapoaoae that rem ■ ata tat taea 

shot* He rotamat to Haloing taut ant otaorvat a Jutataot



CRIME REGISTER No:—

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

tati iuua lato the book-

la the shop» Hoshop « fie o bsarv eû

bookshop he heard another

the cars to be removed towoundeh men intogetting

statement wes obtained (Copy attached) from 3ub-

StatlonHonf ksw Fira

inside theHe stated he was

eye-witnessChinese

was ascertain

ofmembers

held at the

was

$

ifl

Og 
«

Division.
.Police Station.

shot# x'ii’eà but he does

Officer E*C. Molineux, attached

honnitai

whom or venere* He assist

looked from the verandah and heard that there was trouble

Marine apparently wounded and

fire station when lie heard shots being fired (about 15). He

stated that whilst st,
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Diary Number:— 1/5 « Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in

1 course of
1 investigation

each day

were being conducted it

.ale Chinese had been arrested by

lese Naval Landing Tarty and were being

Party Headquarters on Ohapoo Road« One of these

believed to be the

of this is not yet

Officers conducted

pel'son who had I’lred the shots but proof

to hand. The Japanese Landing Party

tlxo interrogation of this man« A mauser

pistol was found in a sand-box on Haining Road and seised

by the Landing Party Officers. Apparently the chief suspect
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Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun I 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of I 

investigation!
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

was arrested at gl near thia sand*»box but his ocnneotion 

with the pistol oaa not yet be ascertained asseverai of 

the »ore liBportant witnesses were taken to the Japanese 

Consulate for interrogation. No doubt copies of their 

statements will be avallati e X&ter»

The three suspects are still being held by the Japanese 

Naval Lundin& Party but it is expected that they will be 

handed over to the S.M.P» on the 24/9/36»

The seized pistol, a Mauser pistol No. 741267 together 

with three cartridge oc;see have already been haxded over 

and will be passed to the Arem Identification Seat ion end 

linger ?rlnt ¿«ureau for exsaluRtion.

la appears that at about the time of the shooting one 

of the C.G. omnibuses S.fii»C, Lie« 15141 w»e very «lose to 

the seen«. The driver and conductor were questioned and made 

statwsants (eoplee attached) at ths station» According to 

both these the bus had pulled awey from, the slfop on Saining 

Hoad near Woosung Hoad and was proceeding towards Wooeong 

Hoad when the shots were fired« According to the conductor 

there were 7 Chinese end 1 Japanese passengers in the bus. 

They all "dusked" to avoid being hit« Ths shots had been
fired on WnVQng Road behind the *bus. nolana had aliahted



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

loosung Hoad

At 2.50 «um» 24/9/«56 y*P»S* 143 ?auuoe (LI) whilst on

Chaooo Road

of Japanese make Ko* 26326 or 3. It von'uuineirevolver is

four rounds.

spots, Tt is not knot®. whether this revolver ha» axqr

jsasofl to the Arms Identifie at ion Seavicc. und Finger Print

Bureau for esaminaticn.

was called out and stood-by in Bbngkew Station*

(Special Branch.)

D»8,4*StS: i/o.

Enquiries proceeding*
For various reasons some of the statements submitted

CRIME DIARY.

lack signatures, these will be obtained in due course*

Copy of this report and statement® passed to A*C*

Division.
.Police Station.
............19

connection with the shooting of the sailors* It will Uc

The D.o» (Crime), b*C. (Uvisions) D.O, and £.D*0**C* 

Divlsion, (A.O* )Special Branca, Mr* Tajixaa, w* uyehara* 

Supt» Kasumi, Offieer i/o and Senior le tee tivù Uoagloff 

Station and all evailable mon «ere pruseat. The Osservo Ubit

of ammunition. It was dirty and bore a few mat

night patrol, found a revolver lying in the Viest Yue Ching

Tanng (No. 4) ( Alleyway, off Haloing Road near

about 17 yards from the alleyway eutranoe» This
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* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

................... W.P. maIImu tata (4th atvlolta).The following is the statement of........ ■ ----—__
awimuhU «0 Hor*n ¿laiaing mata

native ___ .....„ ™4,.,!.,™.<_..™„CÍí®en/'5by
at..®?*®^??..?®*?......on the......®l^^®^...............and interpretad

X taro te npori too tolioteag:-

At teso* talo 9«a» oa tea MM» X «ao te ar roBitanoo ai 
«tato «Maoao tea» X taoat o toóte of atete (atoo« 4 «r tt> o 
pn>it toen aaotoer toóte of «ten* te 1 ma te w ooaa for «r 
platal» tete tea tela« of —altlrm «te pte «y «ote «te tet m I 
«te rute* ote «te toro«* too aU^w don «taro tea «orna te 
tea otote appoared te a a—, on ooraing lote nótalas Rote fim teo 
aliara* X «m • «rote te olteli—o (xapaaoao) «nawnrtlK • 
tetro«« «te praamifiiB te* a» w • animo x «orate tete te te» 
«te roo taróte; teo te oom tete «o «o X látate* taktag teo te 
Haa*«w statiaa te« o Jomaoo mrtao «mo«o tete otter Hartara 
oaotote thM «te «ota teo 1 te f W tete f • «o x lot tea «o tete 
ttea» X tteo na wor to too toóte otare M too oaomr of woqomb/ 

BotataB toad «toro X oow te» /«pono«« oolloao l/las «B too flota» 
oo« «rpoorot te te omf tetar otota Roo» te*MOO oarrtte teo «te 
te a o«r ote tea« Otar «arrio® too otear «m ote «a* wro rolas 
te pot Mo lo a «tteater m X tete ten te* te» totear pte bte 
lo o «ota Jote tota a «ar tawo w aa* X aaaltoat too aotaor tato 
te« o«r aaft tiaartal teo drlror te telo« te teo Bao mas Marital« 
X ta«a taloptomtf Heaater Stattao trai too taátetelo «ni ropertoft 
teo oottar «ai «altea amaa te roo lf X «ato* te «t o* tarto* 
aaolatetao«

itetotammiw 
«' h«p» tetataa»

3/9 «ta
Ota Dlrloioa.
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and interpreted by....
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FORM 40
G. 5000*11-35 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

The following is the statement of..... M.BMBte».S

X tos to that te Ba» 83/9/M Milet IW« 

duty on ^oooune • Halalag Rotte» X heart a or • theta tolas 

ate la the neentlme aoat Japanern eotelera arrived ate rettete to 
elite om to prooeeA* X then blow ay polite whittle to white

yeUoatag thia» X together with a«?*C* 1808 repartte the 

ooovrrMMM to the station to telephone end x «at late* talite to " 
the station to too foreign laspaotor to reoert*
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‘•1"”'” SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.
ShurtnoflUKo asnxaawa

The following is the statement of........ ...............................................................
, Jtapaa&seJ D*S>I*

native of.................................7.................  taken by me.....................
Bonetera 1 &>/<>/'&

at--•.... -..........................on the................ ........................and interpreted by........................   .

l$r nuaa is nhuanoauke AahisRna»ag« 30, realding 300 

Haininf- ¿toad«

X «ao vsnlkint; Itorth. oa itoaaong Haad ca ti» evaning of 

29/^36 and vflsen aa&rlA?, ítelals& SSSfed X sovaía tiuelx X 

thonght rere *hat of a -miar-aa» bockfirin^. X rscaW ti» 
teoto-otovs a* ti» eonw of ^oonasM «SI Heiain^ atteOs one «a» 

a 1a* of Tapar»«» Uui?L»s iaslde. X waeXT vrans inalds and 

aaw *ba* ooae ’*críj<Ms tasa a?»*« I ron *o tóo 31Xvar Taxi
Co» H, HainlBn aoa<L x*«f».3e¿ a» e o@r beacase x Xoc&ea

«MptMme runalng and «?r slx¡cu» m ss? base. 1 t’^»n

nn *o RK7 horae •* 30^ Hatat&r, eM go* itrr cer r«*rzm, X 

then dxOT» to ti» b'act~^tCTe and taa’c the marine benn

alio* lo *1» hear* *o the Jfflsral Hospital on !Ss

nao vnatúLe to epeaít t&ila lu ti» ec*r and vma <loe«i en arrival«

I dld nat eea aw person Tire ti» ot»*o«

ímwll



FORM 4 0

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of___ ........................................................................................—-----------
J , Japanese , D.3.I. Black

native of.------.....---------------------------------------- taken by me............... -.......—--------------------------------

................ on the.........................................and interpreted by...................................... ...........

1QT name is Toshiro Fukuda, age 26, residing Lane 19,

House 14 Scott Rd and san employed in the S.M.C. Revenue Office.

At about 8.20 pm 23/9/36 I was walking east on the south 

side of Hainlng Road and when nearing Woosung Road turned into 

the Ba Sing Li (lane 429 ?)• After having proceeded a short 

way into the alleyway, I heard about 4 'bangs' which I thought 

vere Chinese fire-crackers. However immediately after this 

I heard a Japanese about Tatana" (some one shot) I then went 

to the mouth of the alley way and saw a Japanese marine standing 

on the North side of Raining Road immediately opposite the

heart was taken to the book-storo by another Japanese marine.

was taken toAnother Japanese marine who was shot in the head

who was shot

in the arm stated that (the 3 men) had been Into a photograph

another shot fired but I oan not tell where It was fired.

and we both went to the Naval Landing Party H*«,

shop and then into a restaurant and when they left the latter 

place they were shot. While standing in the book-store I heard

alleyway, holding his anas, I ran across to him and assisted 

him to the book-store on the S - W corner of Woosung Rd and

the book store by some otiler person. The marine

While in the shop a Japanese officer, telephoned to the Naval 

Landing Party H.Q. and then X helped the man who had been 

shot in the arms into a ear and another Japanese civilian, Jtr< 

Ashizawa took the man who had been shot in the heart in Ms M

Hainlng Rd and one other marine who had been shot through the

iMi



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.. 0«»*«»«*. »»tfWS FU» HtaMOO.

native of. taken by me.....................

.... .....and interpreted by.on the.

At a>;>r«lmtaly ao«io »miro X wao olttlag at ay too* ohaa 

X haart that X teoh to ho ooao Ghlaaoo oraohoM oelas float vary 

olooo to the saatloB»
My unm not oaao into the rooa noon aftmaato aat toU aa 

that rant gsb@4 rothare wore aioox Rooouas float« X Imaafllatoly 

lootosft <wor the varaotah aat aaw a laato orooft oollootlng alaat

X «Mt ItMQlfiB that at la it fifteen ohoto hot tooa flrot 1 

tm aa aatoaatto pistol*
X halophoaet the officer ia (Mat of the atatioa ant wiiBaoet. 

ot that aa order to iaavot for all Firoaaa to fetoo «ithia ten thli 

¿station ant dooming heat a*-otatl<® go there was trouble oetweoa

X om not aa tv «taaso to the affair oo aa naahla to ewply
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REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

X reoiue at Ro. IS Yu» Shing 14» Yulin Hoad aid I aa

The following is the statement ofX-.???„1???®®. ???...??*...
native .............................. taken by me....

dtas..«, the... ..... ,........ end i„teepreted by. .. .«•*,.*!«4|

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

employed as a u/bus driver No. d£g in the China General omnibus 

Co.. driving c Route No. 8 bus, Licence Ko. 15141.

At a. BO p.ifu ya/t/S»# I drove a Route Ho. 2 bus and stopped 

on .Seining Hoad near wooeung Moad eomer but no passengers boarded | 

or alighted from ny bus and I then started the vehicle.
Wist the bus was being driven fraa Haining Bond into 

teosung hood X heard about 5 or 6 pistol shots being fired from ■ 

bahlad.

On arrival at the Shooting Aange we all admitted having heard 

the piste! shots and ccnAuotor 899 reported it to th« Ticket 

Heoordar who telephoned to the Co. end v«e inronued by the Co.’ 

manager that wo should, ¡prooeed end report to the Hcngkew Polio« 
station regarding ths «hots being fired. Above is true.

Thuahpi’inted., arossmarkod and signed Dy

Mu Yoong Ktei

»8

SÄ«W®
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of„.^OUg _OhiDjg< 

native of.......Hanking.,

at..Ä9ASK®-^...?.iiL.!.... on the.......

taken by me.

..........and interpreted

73 Lieu .Zau.Njien.

My name is Wong Ching, age 32, Nanking, married, residing at

55 Gee Shing Jong, Ping Long Road. I am employed as a conductor 

No. 299 in the Shanghai Omnibus Co. At about 8.30 p.m. 23/9/36,

I was selling tickets in the No.2 bus and when nearing the corner

of Haining and VJoosung Roads, the bus stopped, but no passengers

were either alighting or

driven from Haining Road
I heard from behind 5 or

were 7

became

sounds

getting in. Whilst the bus was being

into.Joos.ung.Road, in a Northerly direction?
6 shots being fired. In-the bus there

Chinese passengers and 1 Japanese who on hearing the sounds

excited and dropped down and I did likewise. After the

of shots had ceased, we then all got up. After the bus

arrived at Scott and N. Szechuen Roads corner near the Pistol

Range, I told the ticket-recorder about the affair of the shots,

the telephoned to the Bus Co. Later the manager of the Coy

told us to go to the.Hongkew Police Station 

. particulars as related above. This is true
where I gave the 

statement.

Crossmarked and thumbprinted»

lifl



Form No. 3 ||
gill G. 22000-1-28 File No.......—K'

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. —--------------
% S.l, Special Branch 303$

t- REPORT
Dale

I- Subject (in full) ~ ..b”b«* ,lr« »”*1°»*«» *» ■»■*■”■• .............■£—<*- *

' -................. -I—..-.." ... • ir-1.......  ■ -*>

W _________________ District____________________________________ I

C.C.R, by S.l to the affect that during the afterw,~n and

and a bridgeson the Soochow Creek

Officer i/c Special Branch

___  evening of September SO and the early morning of October 1 

Japanese marines had erected barbed wire barricades on

At 10.05 a.m. October 1, a message was received from

various roads in Hongkew District.___ The object of this

action is at present unknown._______ >■ ■■ ■ ’ • .

; Made#/...........................•»<............. _................Forwarded by ® *1*—H°or®.........— _______

Usiti

________The area covered is the South-Bast section of Hongkew 

district comprising Tiendong, Miller, Haining and Range Roads,

^».■1
Piglili
hkì

»



___ FM. 2 -M, 
G. 45M-1-36

. >Far ]
___ F^^oU,..RE,g1STFv *
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. rj 7f3$

S.l, Special..Branc.h^.&Wfiw; 3^>
REPORT ga/g.SgatiOtoK

Subject............Ml??or .Anti-Jaje»nese.D§mpflstr.ati.ftrj..ln...P.Q-G.t.un&.......... ..............................

Made by......Ba.I.a....§111 ..Ts£.- l.iang........Forwarded by.

It is reported that at 11 a.m. September 27» 1936, _
eighteen Chinese youth*of the student type appeared at the — 

Yang-King Village» Pootung and, while parading along various _— 

streets^ sang anti-Japanese songs. At 3 p.rn. they reached_____
Pei Hu Tang Road, near Lan Nyi Doo, but further progress______

were barred by the Chinese police, who succeeded in___________
persuading the demonstrators to disperse quietly..---------------------



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. Ku^.STRY
s. b- D- 22 2 8 

REPORT ‘ ;..............................->V.
D^.j.jSapt....... 26.,-...1936

v 
.£xtr.aod.inar.y....Genenal..Me,e.tin.g..pf...Japan.es.e..S,tr.ee.t...Uni.on.a......................A

..Japanese ................./A................................................

>.-.S^...Kamashit a............. .. ..Forwarded by....................................................................... ...............

"SSSR

< -1 V_extraodinary general meeting at the Japanese Club. Boone

Road, at 4.15 p.rn. September 25. Mr. Kondo. Chairman of the

Federation presided. The committee members of the Federation

and representatives of 55 street unions, in all about 180

persons, were present,______________ .

After Mr. Kondo had delivered an opening address. Mr.

Hayashi, Honoi/rary Chairman of the Federation, addressed the

_ meeting as follows;-

"The Wanking. Government ostensibly claims friendship

with foreign countries and desires an adjustment of Sinor

Japanese relations, but in reality it is directing anti-

Japanese activities behind the scenes, as a result of which

10 cases of anti-Japanese terrorism have occurred during the

past 12 monthes in various parts of China. Ambassador

Kawagoe has been conducting negotiations with the Chinese

Authorities with a firm attitude in an endeavour to settle

these numerous incidents but the Chinese Government has shown no

sincerity. Thus, our Government will be compelled to adopt
measures of self-defence in order to protect Japanese lives

and property in China. As the situation is becoming more

and more aggravated, we should l^ave some plan to meet with

any emergency".

Mr. Kondo, then, introduced a plan decided upon at

a previous meetin« of the Standing Committee of the Federation.

which included measures to deal with refuge, liaison, first

aid, guards etc. to be adopted in case of emergency.
/

After several representatives of street unions had

expressed their views on the arrangements made .by the Standing

IfStt
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at ad_tl±it. aavaral—p^

Station

row sed

the calling of a mass meeting. of local Japanese residents, but

suggested that keep a watch on ths developments in the ait,nation

and place full confidence in their Government

terminated at 6.j0
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N,K* File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject (in full)

Made by......P.t.

s. 2. Spe.cial-.Br.amh...&<»#*<>»,
REPORT

Date..:&S'iti/.i......25.......19 36.
J

...S.xt.r.aQdi.na.ry...G.e'neral...K.e.e.tlng...Qf...J.ap.ane.ae...S.tr.as.t....Unians.... .......

—tp...be..held. at..3...o.m... .to-day.................. ..................................

S.,.Kamashita.................. ..Forwarded by............. ......................................Q. A./ ...........

An extraodinary general meeting of the Federation of 

Japanese Street Unions will be held In the Japanese Club, _____

Boone Road, at 3 p.m. September 25 to consider and discuss______ I

counter-measures to be taken_to_ deal with-the numerous.-acts_____ _

of anti-Japanese terrorism. __________________ _____________

D. S.



Forwarded by.

__ .funeral service £f the _Aaai&it

ail Wharf, North ïangtsze Road

Made by.....D-....S^...KaH)ashlta

Officer 1/c, Sp eclal Branch

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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File No

S. 2. Spe.cial...PrapcJn.x.Sz«rf^*J 8
REPORT ' ’ /J< o sz

Date...Se.ptemb^.Tg5^i? Jo*3

Subject (in full).........Funeral., of. .murdered, sailor to be held t<o-da

Glass Seaman who was murdered on Hainlng Road near Woosung

Road on the night of September 2j, will be held on board the 

cruiser "Idzumo" at 3 p.m, September 25, As a firing- party

w 112—£ira_thraa_volleys on the occasion of the service, the

Japanese Naval Authorities warn the public not to be alarmed.

The warship Is at? present berthed at the N.Y.K, Hongkew
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Subject (in full)...Arriyal Naval _ .Tran sp cœt

Made by.

.párese naval transport, arrived

ai from the Sasebo Naval Base this morninp.■.with

berthed at the

/mari rtszeroo Road, at T a.m, September 24.
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s. d. REGiaWr I 
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September 24?-TWb8v^~...

C, C,R, Telephone message to »11 Stations,

D, O,s and. Officers in charge of Districts,

It is notifie* for information that small 

search parties are to be sent out from all Stations to 

patrol districts, for the purpose of searching all 

suspicious Chinese seen loitering on the streets and 

in alleyways.

The seardh parties will consist of three or
I 

four men and will patrol the districts for short periods 

of one to two hours at the discretion of the Officer 

in chagge, when they will be relieved by other patrols, 

All available men will be used for this purpose but a 

sufficient strength for reserve will be kept in the 

Stations,

(8d) G. Gilbert

Acting Deputy Commissioner (Divisions),

Copy for S,1
8,2 
3,3«



M ilita ry Displays

THE CHINA PRESS, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1937
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Hongkew Merchants Plead End Of Japanese

A pathetic picture of the blow 
dealt business houses in the Hong
kew District by constant petroling 
and frequent maneuvers of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party was 
painted in an urgent plea sent by 
merchant groups in that district to 
the First Special District People’s 
Association yesterday. The plea 
urged that the City Government 
and Kuomintang authorities be 
asked to negotiate with local 
Japanese consular officials for the 
cessation , of military displays in 
the Hongkew area.
I The plea began with a retrospect 
of business conditions obtaining in 
the Hongkew District immediately 
after the Sino-Japanese hostilities 
of 1932 when, it was recalled, de
solation and ruin were everywhere 
to be seen. Before the houses of 
commercial enterprises were rebuilt 
on their old debris, the plea con
tinued, unfortunate incidents oc
curred last year reflecting so badly 
on the Sino-Japanese relations here 
that a state of affairs quite remin
iscent of pre-war days of 1932 was 
witnessed in the Hongkew area, 

I with residents in that district 
fleeing en masse to places of safety, 
in the international Settlement 
and French Concession and Japan
ese Naval Landing Forces fully 
armed constantly pa tr oling and 
maneuvering by day and by night.

Ohly a small portion of those 
moVed out' havereturned totheir 
Hdnritwnpmes Æ jKe" Japangge 
Nava}flAn3w Party has continued 
wltwn^ir military activity thnngh 
the plea went on>- there is no pos
sible pretext for such displays now.

continued, it is absolutely impos
sible for trade- to rome. Ih 
dltlon. many shops have been 
forced to suspend theirbusiness 
as there7 hag been no buÆëssfo 
speak of, while others hSve'WSS 

their 
house rentals»__

The First Special District People’s 
Association was therefore earnestly 
requested to bring the plight of the j 
merchants in the Hongkew District 
to Ole attention of the local City 
Government and Kuomintang au
thorities and through them, to the 
attention of the local Japanese 
Consular authorities, who might out 
of mere humanitarian considera
tions, be moved to take action for 
remedying the situa tion.

The merchant groups in Hong
kew, in their plea, also solicited 
the sympathy and assistance In 
their sufferings of various Chinese 
public bodies including the Chinese 

: Ratepayers Association of the Jm* 
ternational Settlement.

A letter was also sent by the 
same groups to the landowners 
group in the Hongkew District 
appealing for• a general*¡reduction 
in house rentals. t

SHANGHAI

JAPANESE MARINES 
HURT BUSINESS

Chinese Say Presence 
In Hongkew Causes 

Serious Setback
The 25th branch office of the First 

Special District;Citizens' Federation 
sent a petition to the federation 

. yesterday urging that the Shanghai 
City Government and Nantao Kuo
mintang Headquarters be petitioned 
to negotiate with local Japanese 
authorities for the withdrawal of the 

! Japanese marines in Hongkew in 
order to improve business conditions 
in that section of the city.

I' The petition said that Hongkew 
; was. still suffering from the after- 
j math of the 1932 hostilities as could 

be evidenced by the debris of de
stroyed buildings and unoccupied 
ground. Rumours spread last year 
caused numerous residents in Hong- 

| kew and CHapei to move out and, 
I to aggravate the situation, landlords 
- refused |o reduce rentals which in 
turn caused closure of many shop«;. 
Business has suffered a serious set- 

; hack.
| The frequent manoeuvres held by

occupation of the Yung Feng jBuild- 
fruTln North Szechuan Road by the 
same .group were said tn IvTseri 
ously detrimental to business.
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CHINESE HAWKER’S 
TRIAL ENDED

Held For Hiding Pistol 
Which Killed Marine 

On Haining Road
The trial of Tsang Yoong-ho, 

congee seller, held in connection 
with the killing of First Class 
Seaman Taminato, of the Japan* 
ese Naval Landing Party, on Hai
ning Road, on the night of Sept
ember 23, was concluded before 
Judge Tsoong in the First Special 
District Court yesterday afternoon 
and judgment will be delivered 
next Friday.

, Tsang, who was arrested im- 
: mediately after the shooting in 
•which Taminato was killed and 
¡other marines wounded, .. was 
■ charged with concealing evidence 
I under Article 167 of the Chinese 
Criminal Code. He was seized by 
a Japanese civilian after the lat
ter saw him drop a pistol into a 

I sand-box. Tsang explained the 
. action by stating thaV he had 
• picked up the large Mauser pistol 
thrown away by the murderer 
and hid it in the sand box in an 
alleyway 1 off Haining Road, with 
the sole idea of handing it oyer 
to the authorities and collecting 
a reward later.

Two other suspects were arrest
ed on the eventful night and had 
been brought up for trial together 
with Tsang, but they had since 
been released.

At Tsang’s trial a large /num
ber of eye-witnesses of the killing 
were questioned, but none of them 
seemed to be able to agree on 
the colour of the suit and hat 
worn - by the murderer, although 
all contended that lie wore a for
eign made suit.

ip w



Hawker Will |

p8i & '

Mari OàrgM, With Hid
ing Mauser Pistol In

■ 'J. ?|* ■ >
Tseng Yoong-ho. age 21, food, 

hawfclt win ‘know; hie fate on th^ 
‘afternoon of October 28 when he is

■ to be brought before the First
Special District Court for judgment 
in connection with a charge . ■■ of 4 
attempting to conceal O ; weapon 
after he knew that weapon naa 
¡been used in the commission of a 

'JcriThp1.- ' , ’ 4 I
i Tseng is the youth who picked up | 
the Mauser pistol used bn the nightf. 
of September 23 to slay Warranty 
Officer Asamitsu Taminato on 
North Haining Road. Tseng has in- ;

• formed the court that he didn’t see 
the shooting of Taminato and two 
other Japanese bluejackets but he 
did arrive on the scene a few 
minutes after it was over.

Passing Lane 15, North Haining 
ROad the hawker declares that he 
saw a Mauser pistol lying on the j 
oavcm ent and that he picked it up, 
hiding it in a sandbox. He was ar
rested that night by- a Japanese/ 
civilian who handed Him over to the [> 
Japanese Naval Landing Party, He
was turned over to the Hongkew 
Police Station the following day and 
the next afternoon, brought before 
the First Soecial District Court and 
remanded in custody on a writ of 
detention.

At first, the youth denied that 
he knew anything about the sun. < 
It had been found in the sandbox 
but that didn’t concern him. he 
said. He didn’t know it was there. 
He just’ Happened to be standing 
by thé box when thé Japanese ; 
civilian came along, reached in ths 
box;and found the gun.

Brought before the court last 
’ wfeek, the boy ? changed his story 

add admitted that he had picked 
up the gun. placing' it in the sand
box. He was brought before the ; 
tribunal again vesterday afternoon, 
questioned brlefiy and then remand
ed In custody until next Wednesday » 
when judgment will be handed ;

Î down. i
The hearing yesterday was brief ■ 

and largely confined to questioning i 
of Tseng. He repeated his con - ’ 
fession and added that he really j 
meant no harm by hiding the gun. k 
He Would have turned it over to 
thepollce right away; he said.but j 
her thought he might be suspect- ; 
ed of having had something to do | 
wttMhe killing. Anyway,he declared!

. that he did Intend to turn it over! 
to the authorities after things h$d 
ouieted down a bit.
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JAPANESE ENTER

PROTEST—
r Publish Their Version of 

Chapei Incident
Strong representations against the 

’ alleged manhandling of two Japanese 
affiliated with the Naval Landing 

. Party by a group of Chinese in Chapei 
on October 21 were made yesterday 
to the City Government by the Japan
ese Consulate-General. Mr. ,0. K. 
Yui, Secretary-General of the City 
Government, the Naval Landing 
Party* said last night in a special 
statement, expressed his regret over 
the incident and requested Mr. 
Terazaki, Japanese Consul, to convey 
his apologies to Rear-Admiral Eijiro 
Kondo.

The statement declared that the 
i Japanese authorities are annoyed by 

the recurring minor incidents in 
i Çhapei caused by uniformed and 
I plain-clothes members of thé Chinese 
I Peace Preservation Corps. If these 
I “unlawful and outrageous acts” are 
I continued, a spokesman of the Land- 
I ing Party said, the latter will take 
I effective steps to end them. The 
J Landing Party’s statement gave the 
J following version of last Tuesday’s 
5 in&dent:—
Î “Two Japanese affiliated with the 
i Naval Landing Party, but wearing 
I mufti, were walking near thé 

intersection of Yung Shing and Sung 
Kung Yuan Roads, when they were 
seized by five Chinese walking behind 
them, and severely manhandled. The i 
Chinese are believed to be members * 
of the Peace Preservation Corps, t 
Later, the attackers were joined by I 
fifteen or sixteen men of a similar4 
type, one of whom appeared to be I 
an officer, and some 200 curious | 
passers-by. Name-cards preferred by | 
the Japanese to their attackers, were i 
spurned.

“At this stage, a patrol of the i 
Bureau of Public Safety arrived on ! 
the scene and rescued the Japanese. , 
The latter were taken to the West «• 
Jukong Road branch police station, > 
from which, soon after the arrival 
of Liang Fu-ju, Chief of the North Ï 
Station Police Station, who speaks, 
Japanese, they were released.”

A statement issued on Wednesday • 
by the Information Department of; 
the City Government asserted that | 
the latter took a very serious view; 
of the affair, and that a protest has; 
been lodged with the Japanese 
Consul-General.
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CHAPE! INCIDENTS 
DRAW PROTEST

Alleged Activities of Agents 
of Landing Party

SCUFFLE WITH CHINESE 
COUNTRY PEOPLE

The Chinese authorities are taking 
a serious view of the activities of 
alleged agents of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party in Chapoi, and a pro
test has been lodged with the Japan
ese Consulate-General by the Shang
hai* City Government. Last Friday, 
two Japanese burst into one of the 
Chapei stations of the Peace Pre
servation Corps, and yesterday two 

j more took note of numbers along
• Sung Kung Yuan Road. On each oc
casion, according to the Chinese au
thorities, misunderstanding arose be
tween the Japanese and Chinese and 
the Japanese were given full protec
tion by the Chinese Police.

The following details of the two 
incidents were given by the ShanghaiI City Government:—

Scuffle in Chapel
“Two Japanese in civilian dress had 

; a somewhat rough scuffle with Chi- 
[ nese country people in Chapei yester- 
) day morning. According to an eye- 
| witness, the two Japanese were taking 
' note of the house numbers along Sung 
, Kung Yuan Road, when the suspicion 

of the country people was aroused. 
Some questioned the authority of the. 
two men concerned in taking house 
'numbers.Thereupon a quarrel en- 
sued? The Chinese insisted that the 
Japanese should go -to the police 
station, which they refused to do.

“Chinese police, however, soon ar
rived on the scene and took charge. 
The two were escorted to the sub
station and thus separated from the 
crowd. To prevent misunderstanding, 
and for the purpose of protection, a 
police officer secured a motor car and 
suggested accompanying the two to 
the Japanese Consulate-General. This 
the two also refused to do. They were 
consequently allowed to go their way, 
and were seen to have gone to the 
headquarters^ of liheJapanese Naval

Detention Denied
“With regard to the report on the 

alleged detention of two Japanese 
Landing Party Warrant Officers by 
the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps 
in Chapei last Friday, a spokesman 

; of the City Government stated that f 
jit was.not correct in many vital re- ' 
spects. He Emphatically denied that J 
the two Japanese were surrounded ; 
and forced into a room by the Chi- t 

{,nese soldiers, stating that the two 1” 
. Japanese, who wore civilian clothes/
* and in everyway looked like Chi- 5 

nese, burst into the Hsih-ching-kung-
(so compound, where a small detach
ment of the Peace Preservation Corps 
was stationed. The soldiers took them t 

i for Chinese, and searched them. On?| 
j the person of one man was found a ¡ 
i small book in which were written the 
j names of various places in Chapei.

“Thereupon, the two men stated 
they were Japanese, but nothing was-■;

■said about their being members of 
the Landing EPafty. In feet, this was 
not known until the arrival of Mr. 
Liang Fu-Chu, Inspector; in charge o$ 
Chapei Station, who speaks Japanese. 
Inspector Liang thereupon escorted 

; the two men »fio PaoshanRoad. The 
spokesman said the City Government 
did not wish to enlarge upon the 
matter, but took a very serious view 
of the affairs- A strong protest had t 
been lodged with the Japanese Con-

, sulate-General, with the request that 
; Japanese' subjects be cautioned not tn; 
i repeat . such actions, which might t 
' cause serious mistmdesstanding.** " (
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r^OUT of bounds

Traders’ Hardships

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily NeW!

Sir,—Since the unfortunate incid
ent of September 22 last the whole 
business district of Hongkew isbeing 
put out of bounds to the British and 
American men in uniform and there 
i$ no sign of recalling same, al- 
though now Hongkew is more safe 
than any other district of Shanghai.

For the last four years, Hongkew, 
the mother district of Shanghai, is 
suffering from slo^r starvation, due 
to one* cause or another, and we see 
no way of revival on die contrary, 
more restrictions and obstacles are 
put every day, to the utmost con
sternation' of all persons living and 
trading there.

Hongkew, the district that gives 
more to the Municipal treasury in, 
taxes and license^ is allowed to de^ 
Sy without a pròtesi- ~ .

ftongkew, the district that, lives 
from shipping mainly, is now forbid
den to its most important customers. 
Mow long is it going to continue?

We business men of Hongkew, 
European, Japanese and Chinese are 
of the opinion, and we hope you will 
agree with us, Mr. Editor, that the 
authorities concfirngOtoUld

t an untotetandhfflff ffild CQndi'’ 
! lions to normal.

lave we noi a right to ask that.
D. K.
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JAPANESE PROTEST 
CHAPEI ABAIR

Statement To Chinese , 
Follows Communique

To Consulate
Following1 a protest .to th© * Jap- i 

anes© Consulate-General by the ; 
Chinese authorities concerning the 
alleged activities in Chapei, strong 
coupler-representations Were yes
terday made to , the Shanghai r 
City Government, alleging the \ 
manhandling of two men affiliated ‘ 
with th© Special Naval Landing ; > 
Party.

According to Dpmei, Mr. 0. K. ■ 
Yui, Secretary-General, expressed 
his regrets over the incident.

The Japanese statement ^eelpr- p 
ed that they were becoming an
noyed over recurring minor in
cidents in Chapei caused by uni
formed and plain-clothes members 
of the Peace Preservation Corps.

1 A spokesman of the Naval 
| Landing Party said that if “uh* 
. lawful and outrageous acts were 
I continued!, “effective steps’1 would ' 
1 be taken to end them.
• The incident occurred on Wed- 

nesday morning when two Japan
ese of the Landing Party wearing ? 
mufti were seized by five Chinese ! 
walking behind them and severe- 
ly manhandled. Later the attack- * 
ers, who were believed to be Peace : 
Preservation Corps men, were e 
joined by 15 or 16 men of d sim*H 
ilar type and some 200 curious^ J 
passers-by. Name cards preferred | 
by the Japanese were spurned, J

i the communique said.
The difficulty was settled at the J 

West Jukong Road! Police Station i 
upon tOhe arrival there of Mr. ' 
Liang Fu-ju, an official who speaks f 
Japanese.
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Japanese Protest
Alleged Incident

Representations against the alleg
ed manhandling of two Japanese, 
affiliated with the Japanese Special 
Naval Landing Party, by a group 
of Chinese in Chapei on Octo
ber 21 were made yesterday to 
the City Government authorities by 
the Japanese Consulate-General.

Thp, protest was handed to Mr. 
O. K. Yui, Secretary-General of the 
City Government, representing Ma
yor Wu Te-chen, by Consul Hidenari 
Terazaki, representing Consul-Gen
eral Kaname Wakasugl.
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CHINESE STATEMENT 
ON “INCIDENTS”

Two Small Affairs In 
Chapei District Are 

Explained
We have received the following ‘ 

statement from Mr. T. Y. Chang, * 
of the Information Department of 
the City ’Government bf Greater 
Shanghai: <
v“Two Japanese in civilian 1 

dress had a somewhat rough ■ 
scuffle with Chinese country peo
ple in Chapei yesterday (Wednes- : 
day) morning. According to an 
eyewitness, the two Japanese 
were taking note of the house 
numbers along Sung Kung Yuan 
Road, when the suspicion of the « 
country people was aroused. Some ’ 
questioned the authority of the ■ 
two men concerned in > taking 
house numbers. Thereupon a 
quarrel ensued. The Chinese in- ? 
.sisted that they should go to the I" 
police station, which they refused . 
to do. Chinese police, however, > 
soon arrived on the scene and I 
took charge. The two men were . 
escorted to the sub-station and • 
thus separated from the crowd. To 
prevent misunderstanding and for 
the purpose of protection, the i 
police officer secured a motor car 
and suggested to accompany the ; 
two to* the Japanese Consulate- • 
General. This the two also re- 1 
fused to do. They were conse
quently allowed to go their way, 
and were seen to have gone to the 

: Headquarters of the Japanese 
[Naval Landing Party.”

Last Friday’s “Incident”
“With regard to the report ap

pearing in the foreign press on ■ 
the alleged detention of two Japan
ese Landing Party Warrant 
Officers by Chinese Peace Pre-! 
servation Corps in Chapei last 
Friday, a spokesman, of the City 
Government states that it is not 
correct in many vital respects. He | 
emphatically denies that the two' 
Japanese were surrounded apij 
forced into a room by the Chinese 
soldiers, stating that the two 
Japanese, who wore civilian 
clothes and in every way looked 
like Chinese, burst into the Hsin- 
ching-kung-so compound, where a 
small detachment of Peace Pre- r 
servation Corps was stationed. The i 
soldiers took them for Chinese, '■ 
and searched them. On the per-1 
son of one man was found a small | 
book in which were written names « 
of various places in Chapei. i 
Thereupon the two men stated 
that they were Japanese, but no
thing was said about their being 
members of the Landing Party. In J

* fact this was not known until the 
; arrival of Mr. Liang Fu-chu, In-J 
i spector in charge of Chapei

Station, who speaks Japanese. Ih-1 
spector Liang thereupon escorted ' 

; the two men to. Paqshan Road, j
The City Government does not t 

j wish to enlarge upon the matter ?
but takes a very serious view df I 

‘ the affair. A strong protest has | 
therefore been • lodged with the I 
Japanese Consulate-General with 1 

| the request that Japanese subjects i 
i be cautioned not to repeat such j 

action; Which might cduso serious / 
misunderstanding.”

i
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Chinese Clarify Incident 
I Involving 2 Japanese In Chapei

With regard to the report appear
ing in the foreign press on the 
alleged detention of two Japanese 
Naval Landing Party Warrant Offi
cers by Chinese Peace Preservation 
Corps in Chapei last Friday, a 

i spokesman of the City Government 
J states that it is not correct in many 
| vital respects.
i He emphatically denies that the 
(two Japanese were surrounded and 
‘forced into a room by the Chinese 
soldiers» stating that the two Japan
ese, who wore civilian clothes and 
tn every Way looked like Chinese, 
burst into the Hsih-ching-kung-so 
compound, where a small detach
ment of the Peace Preservation 
Corps was stationed. The soldiers 
took them for Chinese, and sear
ched them.

On the person of one man was

(found a small book in which were 
written names of various places in 
Chapei. Thereupon the two men 
stated that they were Japanese, bun 
nothing was said about their being 
members of the Landing Party. In 
fact this was not known until the 
arrival of Mr. Liang Fu-chu, In
spector in charge of Chapei Station, 
.who speaks Japanese.

Inspector Liang thereupon escort
ed the two men to Paoshan Road. 
The City Government does not wish 
to enlarge upon the matter but 
takes a very serious view of the 
affair. A strong protest has there
fore been lodged with the Japanese 
Consulate-General with the request 
that Japanese subjects be cautioned 
not to repeat such actions, which 
might cause serious misunderstand- 
to*

w#ÄSS3B^w«Oiisao
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4 2 Japanese In 
'^itvies Get 
? Into Trouble

Two Japanese in civilian dress 
had a somewhat rough scuffle 
with Chinese country people in 
Chapel yesterday morning. Ac
cording to an eyewitness the two 
Japanese Were taking note of the 

- house numbers along Sung Kung 
Tuan Road, when the suspicion 
of the country people was arous- i 

’ ed. Some questioned the author- ‘ 
P ity of the two men concerned 

in taking house numbers. A
I quarrel ensued.

The Chinese insisted that they 
should go to the police station, 
which they refused to do. Chin
ese police, however, soon arrived ’ 
on the scene and took charge. 
The two were escorted to the. 
sub-station and thus separated 
from the crowd. To prevent! 
misunderstanding and for the\ 
purpose of protection the policed 
officer secured a motor car anf 
suggested that he accompany the 
two to the Japanese Consulate- 
General. This the two also rB J 
fused to do. They were conse
quently allowed to go their wav?; 
and were seen to have gone to 
the Headquarters of the Japanese ? 
Naval Landing Party.

I

I
I

I
I' X»--I r

I
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Chinese Deny
Detaining 2

Paoantui Acts. To Pro-

Landing Party
TheJapanese allegation that two 

members of the Special Naval 
Landing Party were detained for 
one and one-half hours by the 
Peace Preservation Corps in a house 
on Chungshan Road, Chapei, Frida? 
morning was denied here last night 
by Chinese ; sources.

The two Nipponese bluejackets, it| 
was pointed; out. were not detained.ft 
They Were merely advised to stay J 
inside the house until the crowd ; 
outside was dispersed* The - two 
Landing Party member^ it was ex* 
plained, were treated cordially, and 
later escorted to the 3ùreau of 
Public Safety North Station branch..

According to The China Press ’in**' 
formant the two Japanese in ¿ues- j 
tion, Warrant Officers K. Murai and 
T. Kanazaki, were walking on 
Chungshan Road at about 10.30 
o'clock in their civilian' clothes, in
stead of their uniforms. People in; 
the neighborhood, it was said, be
came curious over the movements

A Peace preservation Corps detail 
in the area was informed of the 
strange movements df the two men. 
When approached by the Paoantui 
men, the two Japanese were unable 
to make their explanation un- 
standable to the Chinese officer. 
They were therefore asked to go into 
a room in a nearby building and 
pul their explanation in writing.

when word got around that two 
Japanese were inside the house,; .4 
rrowfl started to gather outside, the 
informant revealed. In brder to 
prevent any untoward occurrence, 
members of the Paoantui advised 

. the twp Japanese to stayinsideMe 
house, théi ihformant cont|riuedJ?k •-We. Wer

; escorted to the North Station 
; branch of the JPtibHc
safe ty. aAccording to a Japanese;: news 
report last night, Mr. Kaname 
Wakasugi, Japanese Consul-Geàérab 
filed a written protest as a result 
of the incident with the City 
Government of Greater Shanghai.

Ste
ii|||
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J Chapei Normal 
Troops Withdraw

Kiang wan Quiet; Small 
Brewery Guarded;

Trouble Denied
Chinese Deny Reports

Chinese authorities have denied 
her allegations that two mem
bers of the Japanese Naval Land
ing Party were recently detain
ed for nearly two hours by the 
Peads Preservation Corps in- a 
house on Chungshan Road, Cha
pei. The bluejackets were advised 
to stay in the house until a 
crowd outside dispersed, the 
authorities said.

The Chinese version is that the 
two Japanese were walking on 
Chungshan Road in civilian 
clothes when Chinese in the 
neighborhood became suspicious 
cf their movements. A Chinese 
police detail arrived and th? two 
Japanese, unable to make them- 
selves understood, were asked to 
sc to a nearly house, and put 
their explanation - in writing. A* 
crowd gathered and to prevent 
any trcuble, the Japanese re
mained in the house lor some 
time; Later they were escorted 
to the. North Station branch of 
the Public Safety Bureau.Japan- t&e reports later stated that the 
Japanese consul-general here had; 
filed a protest with the City Gov J 
ernment.

Japanese bluejackets, sent l ies 
j and guards, who were stationed 

at various points in Chinese tei-i 
; 1’itory in Hiahgwan since the tenJ 

sion caused by the shooting oj 
three Japanese marines by an 
unknown assailant on Haining 

I Road seme weeks ago, were eon* 
spicious by their absence in the 
Chinese district this morning, and 

, is taken as another; sign * of a 
; gradual return to normalcy in the 
Hongkew district.

I The wholesale exodus of * the 
| Chinese populace from ¿Chapei 
f and Hongkew, has. also died 'out, 
iand With the recalling or Japan- 
; ese sentries from Chinese terri-j 
| tory, it is expected that before 

■ long the residents will be calmed 
• down and will start to return to 
1 their deserted homes in Hongkew.

An Investigation tour of Hong. 
}*kew districts by a reporter of the 
Shanghai Evening Post: last night 

; revealed that only a few Japane^O I and Chinese sentries wre, picketed 
• on the streets, and no traces off 
' the Japanese tanks, which played 
an important part a few weeks, 
ago, could be seen. The cabarets 
and restaurants on North Szsd 
chuen Road were open for? 
business as usual.

Brewery Guarded
The Japanese. Naval Landing 

Party has acquired about 100 
mow of land near the Japanese 
Cemetery in Paiszechiao, Chapei, 
with the purported intention Of 
building barracks there to make 
another headquarters for surplus 

I troops. The lot is connected up 
with telephone wires by the 
Japanese engineering corp^ ¡at. 
tached to the special Naval 

| Landing Party, is surrounded by; 
{black fences and closely guarded. 
IA large quantity of building mate- 
rial was piled up on the lot.

A survey conducted by a 
representative of the Evening 
Post ’today . found that at tne 
beginning, Japanese gentries were 
rationed in the Rokusan Garden. 

Two or three days ago, naval 
patrols in the 100 mow area at 
Paiszechiao were withdrawn.
-Since the 100 mow lot is only 

a piece of bftreground in the 
heart of Chinese territory, and

»fi

situated next to a small Japan, 
ese brewery, Chinese residents 

jof the district have been,.asking 
‘why-- a -.large number 
bluejackets was stationed there. 
The Japanese authorities stot- 

I ed ■ that they. ■ wished’ to
protect Japanese lives and pro- 

I perty, though »the Chinese de- 
clared that a score or even half . 
that number to guard the brewery I 
wa? enough, and there was no ; 
nojesslt^ they added of stringing I gdards; along the’ main h ¡roads J 
leading to thebrewery, Japanese 
euardsharred . pedestrians from I 
using, any - passage ;<& W. - - the r 
brewery, leading to a mai^ wad. f
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Hongkew Now 
Almost Back 
||i||N orma 1 €»

None Of Suspects In, 
Case Identified As ;

Murderer <

POLICE LINEUP i
SAID FAILURE

ireaalso
while in

progress on a return to nòrmalcy.
The wholesale

Chinese populace frcm Chapel and
Wgyew died out "W

Defectives Continuing 
Search For Mystery 

Slayer
Although almost one month has 

elapsed since the slaying of War*, 
rant Officer Asamitsu Taminato, 
Of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party, and the wounding of two 
of his comrades, the Special Polir 
tical Branch of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police is still searching 
high and low for the mysterious 
man in foreign style clothes credit
ed with having committed the 
shooting.

Several men answering to the 
description of the slayer given thé 
police by eye-witnesses picked up 
during the past few days and Mon
day afternoon were made the sub
ject of an identification parade at 
the Hbngkew Police Station. The 
result of the procedtï^eWsdiï-* 
appointing, it was seated, although 
io .Japanese 
present ' ‘t&Pe was able -io identify 
any of the men in the line-up 
the man they claim they saw com- 
ipit the killing.
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chih^ ' ^rttory in ’ Kiangwa« 
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drawn, it was revealed yesterday.
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THE SHANGHAI TIMES, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1988

SLAYER OF JAPANESE 
SAILOR HUNTED

Almost a month after the killing 
; of a Japanese "sailor and the 
! wounding of two others by an 

unidentified gunman on Haining 
Road, the Special Political 
Branch of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police continues its search for the 
murderer, the Shanghai “Maini- 
chi” said yesterday.

Ten Japanese witnesses of the 
slaying, including Mr. Y. Kuroda, 1 
who saw the assassin fire his gun 4 

1 and escape into a ndarby dark 
\ alley, were summoned to the : 

Hongkew Police Station on 
Monday to attend an identification 
parade. The result of this pro- , 

4 cedure, the daily said, was 1 
! “disappointing.”
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Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated Oct.16:

THE LOCAL SITUATION

Japanese 
easterly

H

Morning Translation

An inspection made by a reporter of thia 
paper this morning shows that about 120 Japanese marines 
are stationed in the Toyoda Cotton Mill, Chung San-Road, 

Yesterday afternoon a large number of 
Japanese military trucks were noticed proceeding in a 
northerly, direction via Avenue Edward VII on their way to 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters,

This morning a military truck fully laden with 
marines was seen on Nanking Road going in an 
direction. 
The situation in Chapel has been quiet during 

few days. The Hongkew Park seems to have recently 
headquarters of the Japanese marines. The marines

the past 
become a 
gather there every morning and the rifle and gun firing 
lasts several hours. This is no different from the big 
manoeuvres now being held by Japanese soldiers in North 
China.

The marine posts aloagiEorth Btechuen Road have 
been increased. At noon to-day a marine was posted on 
the north side of the Poo Min Hospital and four others 
were stationed near the Isis Theatre* Additional posts 
could also be seen in Range Road*

According to a reporter of the Ta Kung News Agency, 
a group of some 10 Japanese aimed marines were noticed 
installing military telephones in the vicinity of Kiangwan 
and Wonglo Roads, Another group of six Japanese marines 
boarded a motor truck and left in the direction of the Tien 
Tong An Railway Station where they crossed Paoshan Road to 
Dong Chi Road, Kiangwan Road and Hwa Yuan Ka to inspect^ 
the military telephonesthe military telephones installed there, A small number 
of Japanese marines are patrolling Eu Yang Road and Sz Tah 
Road,

At 11 a«m. to-day about 200 Japanese marines 
carrying loaded rifles left the Landing Party Headquarters, 
in groups of four's and marched along North Szechuan Road, 
Haining Road, Woo sung Road and Boone Road to Broadway Road 
and Yangtszepoo, As they marched they were given
the names of streets by the officers. 

According to infoxmation from the Sin Sin News 
Agency, 600 Japanese marines, with machine guns, heavy 
guns and tanks, held a sham fight in Yangtszepoo. They 
returned to Headquarters at nightfall.

Information secured by the Central News Agenoy 
reveals that the Japanese marines and the leaders of 
Japanese residents in Shanghai have started to form an 
investigation group to secure full information about every 
Japanese resident in Shanghai



China Evening News published the following brief comment on 
October 15

THE RICSHA FULLERS MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION«

We have always been opposed to the collection 
of contributions from riosha coolies by the Ricsha Fullers 
Mutual Aid Association. If the S.M.C. and the owners are 
sincerely solicitous for the welfare of the ooolies, they 
should generously oontribute to a fund instead of levying 
contributions from the ooolies.

According to a report published in the news
papers, the S.M.C. has resolved to reorganize the Fullers 
Mutual Aid Association and has also adopted the recommendation 
of the Ricsha Special Committee that contributions to the 

j Fullers Mutual Aid Association should no longer be obtained 
from the coolies through the owners but by increasing the 
ricsha licence fee the proceeds of which the Council may, 
at its discretion, earmark as a contribution to the Fullers 
Mutual Aid Association.

If this plan is adopted, the Fullers Mutual 
Aid Association contributions will ostensibly no longer be 
collected from the coolies, but when the Council increases 
the ricsha licence fee, the owners will try to make up this 
loss by increasing the hire charges and ultimately it will 
again be the coolies who will have to bear the burden. The 
Council should devise some remedy for this.

Shun Fao and other local newspapers »-

THE LOCAL SITUATION : JAPANESE MARINES STAGE ANOTHER SHAM 
FIGHT.

Between 9 a.m. and 10.30 a.m. yesterday, about 
100 Japanese marines held two sham fights on Ki an gw an Road, an 
extra-settlement road. They assembled at the Hongkew Park and 
moved southward along the Woo sung-Shanghai Railway Line to 
Wang Loh Road and Tien Tung An Station to make an attack on 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters. An officer 
in the observation tower of the Landing Party Headquarters 
directed the operations with flag signals. The attacks 
lasted half an hour each.

At 10.50 a.m. five Japanese marines of the 
Engineering Corps put up telephone wires at the intersections 
of Scott Road and Sz Dah Road and of Dixwell Road and Darroch 
Road.

The work of erecting an observation tower at 
the Japanese marine post at No.504, at the corner of Chi Mei 
Road and Dixwell Road, was completed yesterday. A Japanese 
marine was posted on duty in the tower.

In general, the situation is quiet, but more 
Japanese patrols are operating on Kiangwan Road, Eu Yang Road, 
Chi Mei Road, etc. Japanese marines were again posted for 
duty yesterday on Dong Chi Road and Ching Yuin Road. Six 
Japanese marines stood on guard at the Hashing Road Bridge.

At 10.15 a.m. yesterday a truck carrying about 
30 Japanese marines proceeded along Avenue Edward VII dn a 
westerly direction. At 3 p.m. two trucks each carrying about. 
30 Japanese marines prooeeded along Nanking Road on their way 
to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters on Ki an gw am 
Road.
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October 15, 1936«

Lih Pao t-

THE LOCAL SITUATION » JAPANESE MARINES STAGE SHAM FIGHT.

At 9.30 a.», yesterday, about 100 Japanese 
marines assembled at the intersection of North Szechuen Read 
and Bixwell Road and for about half an hour they made a mock 
attack on the Japanese Naval landing Party Headquarters on 
Ki angwan Road.

At 2 p.m. about 100 Japanese marines staged 
a sham fight in the vicinity of the Hongkew Park which lasted 
about an hour.

At 8.30 a.m. eight Japanese marines 
patrolled Changchun Road in Chinese controlled territory.

A detachment of Japanese marines 19 at 
present stationed in the Tung Ven College, Zikawei. At 
10.30 a.m* yesterday, a number of Japanese petty officers, 
accompanied by marines on motor oycles and in military trucks, 
left the college and stopped at the corner of Columbia Road 
and Loh Ka Road. Here they made an inspection lasting about 
half an hour after which they returned to the college via 
Avenue Haig*

Shun Pao : -

At 3.50 p.m. yesterday Japanese «marines 
in four trucks and on five motor oyoles proceeded along 
Avenue Edward VII from west to east, on their way to the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters on Kiangwan Road.

The situation in Chapel yesterday was 
quiet. No Japanese marines were on patrol on Kiangwan 
Road, while the Japanese posts along Long Chi Road have 
been withdrawn*

Uh Pao publishes the following brief comment I-

THE BOMB AFFAIR IN SVATCW,

Shootings of Japanese have occurred at 
several plades* whilst at others bombs have been found in 
Japanese shops. With the exception of the Nakayama case, 
all the other incidents are still unsolved.

The discovery of a bomb in the Koshi Yoko, 
a Japanese firm in Swatew, has now been solved. It has been 
established that the bomb had been placed in the shop by the 
proprietor of the firm.

It seems that the proprietor had incurred 
a heavy business loss and had placed the bomb in his Shop 
with the intention of doing harm to others* Fortunately, 
no untoward incident occurred, otherwise it is likely that 
the case would have become another "international affair*•

I wonder whether some of thFevtinfortunate 
affairs are not of the same character as that of the Koshi 
Yoko case.

¿.y.,,'
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1 The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury,’ Wednesday, October 14, 1936

Japanese Said
SeekingControl

Hongkew Power Urged.
Chinese ; Declare;
. Ejjie^s Anta^aed, &'f’

reports,.^ v
Following on the« heels ót the 

“demands** presented to £*the 
S.M.C. that Japanese men be ap’ 
poihtedto the key positions in 
the Hpngkew and DlxweU Boaa 
ponce statiapa, anothermotement 
has been launched to put j&MP- í 
ese on the S.M.C. Fire Brigades 
in these two areas, the reports

■• - Firemeu «Ignorant” -
The Japanese claim, |n a Í¿S*S j 

posai made to the S.M.C., that 
the Chinese firemen on the Bri- < 
gade are “Ignorant” of the con- . 
struction of Japanese houses, ¡p - 
thó Hongkew district aná 0ie|e- 
fore not competent in tima&of 
emergency, it is said. iv

Chinese evening newspaper 
séeking to push thár sale^ hews- 
boys '' eager to dispose #pf|$r 

t copies ■ and the low - • flylpg' of 
commercial planes over Shanghai 
aré responsible for the wholesale, 
exodus from chapel earlier in the 
month, according to these reports. 
■'/ " '

It > s^tó»--thOt^wíe' the sen
tries posted by theJaww* 
Naval Landing- Party were tm 
chief reason iorthe “war snareZ: 
the evening papers with glaring 
headlines • and “hot" ntts,”: '■ con
tributed to the generaloonfuspn. 
Everyone, according to the ieports 
was' anxious get a oopy of the 
evening papers,and whan they 
read ' anything suggest W Wr 
they immediately packed up 'ónd 
Mfe M ;w->e

Concession, The news
boys did thehr -O^e by ¿hopting 
false reports, which landed several 
Of ■ them behind the b^rs in the 
SettiwbentjaiK -

- During 
strong • winds,' ■ the Bur&i* OS*' 
pany-sypliii^; were '^ofd^;;^,' 
low when approach! ng ^henghat 
and
Sin<MOÍééb; ÍÍWí 
still fresh ih thrir minds# were 
terrorr^ricken.. when 

■the:;7^^|||p. W\We ’píató, It :h 
dec&tíOí5 Thinking * that r the 

‘ Japanese were repeating the 
eplsodes of that fateful jwruaVv 
they immediately started a steady 
evacuation ■ .the ■ foreign
for safety. <<• C
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Morning Translati

CHINESE SENDS THREATENING LETTER TO JAPANESE

On October 12 a Japanese woman 
named Uki Tsukasaki residing at No. 3 Kiangwan Road, 
Chapel« informed the Japanese Consular Police that she 
had received a letter written in Chinese threatening 
that 500 persons will attack her shop and bombs will be 
thrown.

CHAPEI REFUSEES RETURNING TO OLD J<WBS

Acting on information that 
a number of secret organizations were planning to effect 
the release by force of the accused in the Nakayama case 
after the hearing of the case on October 1, the Japanese 
Landing Party adopted precautionary measures against 
untoward incidents. Misunderstanding the action of 
the Japanese landing Party, the Chinese residents in 
Chapel started to remove into the Foreign Settlements 
and the exodus continued up to October S.

The Japanese Landing Party then 
issued a proclamation in Chinese informing the Chinese 
people that these measures were taken as a matter of 
precaution and advised them to carry on their business 
peacefully. The interview between Chiang Kai Shek 
and Ambassador Kawagoe took place on October 8 and the 
result was reported to be favourable. Consequently, 
the people who had removed into the Foreign Settlements 
started to return to their old homes on October 9.

HIPPO

TWO VICTIMS IN THE RAINING RCUdD SHOOTING 
—

First Class sailor Yoshitane 
Yawata and Second Class sailor Yoshimi Deri ba, who were 
wounded in the Raining Road shooting incident on the 
evening of September 23, were released from the Japanese 
Naval Hospital on October 13. They will leave for 
Japan on the Special Service ship *Noshima* on October
14.



October 14, 1936» Morning

Mei Wan Pao of October 13 i~

THE LOCAL SITUATION.

Ostensibly, the Japanese authorities are 
adopting a calm attitude towards the local situation, but 
in reality they are still actively aocelerating their 
preparations. The strength of the local Japanese landing 
forces has been increased. At 2.30 a.m. October 13, a 
Japandestroyer arrived here with 300 marines. As a 
matter^fact, since the Hongkew Incident, a large quantity 
of military supplies and a large number of marines have been 
despatched to Shanghai from Tokyo.

Although the situation in Chapel has remained 
unchanged, yet Japanese marine patrols are being sent out 
every one or two hours, much to the excitement of the 
people.

Armoured ears, tanks and other oar* mounted 
with machine guns are still being stationed in front of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters ready for 
emergencies, while military trucks laden with marines 
patrol North Szechuen Hoad* Range Road and LixWell Read.

According to the Sin Sin News Agency, the 
marine posts at Jukong Road and Dixwell Road intersections 
on North Szechuen Road were withdrawn yesterday morning. 
However, Japanese marines are still stationed on Range Road 
and Woo sung Road corner and at the Hashing Road Bridge. 
There are still more than 100 marines posted in the Japanese 
Brewery behind the Rokusan Garden.

The marine post at the Yung Peng Building on 
North Szechuen Road is still functioning, while the 
construetion of an observation post and the erection of 
anti »aircraft guns, are under way on the roof of the Branch 
Station of the Japanese Landing Forces at No. 504 Dixwell 
Road. Japanese marines are still being stationed in the 
premises of the Japanese Primary School, No. 221 Eu Yang 
Road, while marine posts were likewise on duty in the 
vicinity of Lane 226 Dixwell Road. More than 30 Japanese 
marines were seen yesterday morning holding drills in the 
Hongkew Park.

Pao »

Pruit Debris Palls On A Japanese Marine t Case Concluded.

Lee Peng Fah.(Z^. ), a coolie employed .by 
the Shing Lee(-7^i|) Bakery, 171 Yue Ching Paungt^. y i'A ), 
North Szechuen Road, was released at lO.&Ljp.m. October 12 
after having been detained for 15 days byyNbrth Szechuen 
Road Police Station of the Bureau of Public Safety for 
having carelessly thrown out from * wtindovr acme 
fruit debris which fell on a Japanese marine an the night 
of September 27.

The Haining Road Incident » Qinema Picture Taken.

Yesterday a motion picture was taken of the 
reconstruction by the Japanese marines in Shanghai of the 
fatal shooting of a Japanese marine named Taminato on 
Haining Road.
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Pao and other local newspapers dated October

Morning Transi

SHA3&UÌ MSüiSiPAL POLICE 
3. B. REGISTRY.

THE HAIMING HOAD INCIDENT t TRIAL OF SUSPECT

In connection with the incident which took 
place on the night of September 23 at the corner of Woosung 
and Haining Roads» in which one Japanese named Taminato 
wae fatally shot and two others named Yawata and Deriba 
were wounded, three suspects named Chang Yung Ho i*2 ), 
a congee hawker, Ma Yung Zai 1^4 ) and Ma Yung Nyi 
(J? zK -^ ) were arrested by the Japanese Landing Party. 
The arrested persons were later handed ovex* to the Hongkew 
Police Station and were arraigned before the Shanghai 
First Special District Court. Ma Yung Zai and Ma Yung 
Nyi were released owing to lack of evidence, but Chang 
Yung Ho, the congee hawker, was detained in custody.

The case against Chang Yung Ho again came 
up for hearing at the Shanghai First Special District.< 
Court at 2 p.m. October 9 before Judge Tseng Ching (4J- )•
Procurator Soong Kung San ( w ) was in attendance. 
Municipal Advocates Paul Y. Ru ) and Chang Sze
Tsoh ( represented the Police. More than ten
members of the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters 
were present in Court.

In the course of a statement, one of the 
two Municipal Advocates said: “The accused has admitted to 
the Police that as soon as he heard the shots on the day 
of the fatal shooting, he immediately prodeeded to the 
scene from west to east. When he had reached a spot 
about seven feet from Lane No. IS, his foot kicked against 
an article on the ground. Picking it up, he found it to 
be a pistol. He at once threw the weapon into the sand 
box but was arrested. According to his statement, he had 
concealed the pistol in the sand box in the hope of securing 
some reward when he later reported the find to the Police. 
For this reason, the Police is now prosecuting him under 
Article 165 of the Criminal Code for destruction of 
evidence. There are many witnesses in this case; eleven 
of them did not actually see the shooting. As regards 
those witnesses who have already made statements to the 
Police, they can be exempted from interrogation. As 
regards the witnesses to whom reference will be made to-day, 
they actually saw the shooting. Their names are Yoshio 
Kuroda, Tsuneshige Nakayama, Hisamitsu Wakabayashi, Jiro 
Tanabe, Sadao Yoshida and a Chinese witness named Chang 
Xiang Pao (J& & # ). As regards the remaining witnesses, 
they are not so important and therefore they can be 
interrogated later. Medical certificates regarding the 
two wounded marines and the one who was killed have been 
issued by Nagatake Yoshida and Ogawa, military doctors 
of the Japanese Landing Party. Photographs of these 
three Japanese marines are also available, and photographes 
of the scene of the inoident have also been taken on which 
marks of the shots on the walls at the place of the shooting 
can ! be seen. If it is necessary to conduct an inspection 
of the place, the Court is requested to fix a date for 
this purpose. The pistol which was found in the sand box 
bears finger print marks, but in view of the fact that it
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Morning Translation.

had passed through the hands of many persons» it would 
be difficult to identify them. The pistol that was 
found at YUe Ching Faung alleyway (4^ ) has no
connection with this case as a result of an examination 
made and will thereforfi°’be produced» The nine empty 
cartridges and the round of spent ammunition that were 
found at the place of the shooting have been certified 
by Police experts as having been discharged from the 
pistol that was picked up from the sand box» and a report 
to this effect has been made by the experts. It is now 
produced for the Court's perusal with various other 
documents.*

The first witness whose name is Yoshio 
Kuroda» a Japanese» said: "On that day» I was out on 
certain affairs. I first noticed behind me a man about 
5 feet 4 or 5 inches in height» dressed in a brown suit 
of foreign olothing. Later» the man overtook me and 
walked in front of me. Shortly afterwards» I heard three 
reports of pistol shots and noticed the man turning to 
the left into North Raining Road. When he reached the 
front of a Japanese Church» he hired a riosha and 
disappeared towards North Szeohuen Road. Afterwards I 
lost sight of him.*

The next witness was a Chinese named 
Chang Liang Pao, who said: *1 am at present working as 
a boy with a Korean family at House No. 48 North Raining 
Road. On that night» I saw two men at the scene of the 
incident! one dressed in a ysllow suit of foreign clothing» 
while the other was clad in a suit of foreign clothing 
of deep grey. They were walking in front of four Japanese 
marines. Later» the two men stopped near an electrio 
poli beside the Shanghai Bank» a Japanese concern» while 
the four Japanese marines passed them. Immediately 
afterwards» the man who was clad in a yellow suit of 
foreign clothing drew a pistol and fired two shots. Upon 
seeing this» I at once ran to my master from Lane No. 16 
and reported the matter to Maeolan» a special police» 
who resides in Room No. 65 upstairs. Taking his pistol» 
Maeolan immediately ran downstairs to give chase. I 
know nothing of what followed•"

The third witness» a Japanese named 
Hisamitsu Wakabayashi, said: "On that night I noticed 
a man dressed in foreign clothing running into Lane No. 15 
imnediately after he had fired the shots.* The witness 
also stated that the man in question was dressed in a 
green suit of foreign clothing. As this evidence was 
contradictory to what had been given by the first two 
witnesses» the Court instructed the three witnesses to 
point out an example of the exact colour amongst the 
olothing worn by the people in Court.

* This having been done» another witness»
a Japanese named Jiro Tanabe» was called. He said that 
there were two persons concerned in this case: one was 
dressed in a grey suit of foreign clothing» while the 
other was clad in a black short coat.

Sadao Yoshida» the 5th witness» likewise 
stated that he saw a man dressed in foreign olothing
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Morning Transiation.

escaping into Lane No. 15 immediately after the shooting« 
Jiro Tanabe and Sadao Yoshida have definitely stated that 
the assassins were Chinese, whereupon the Court asked 
them in what manner they had identified the assassins 
as Chinese in view of the fact that the colour of the 
complexion of Orientals is somewhat alike and moreover 
the assassins were at that time dressed in foreign 
clothing.

To this, Tanabe and Yoshida stated 
that they had special experience in identifying Chinese.

The Court then summoned Chang Yung Ho, 
the accused, for interrogation.

In reply to questions, the prisoner 
said: "After I heard the pistol shots, I immediately 
rushed to the scene of the incident. On my way, I kicked 
against a pistol* I became greatly alarmed and excited 
and if I had taken the pistol immediately to the Police 
and reported the find, I was afraid that I might be 
suspected of being one of the assassins. Therefore, I 
concealed the pistol in the sand box with the intention 
of reporting the find to the Police later. However, I 
was arrested by the Japanese just as I had concealed 
the pistol in the sand box."

At first, the prisoner stated that he 
did this with the intention of securing a rew'ard, but 
later he denied having had such an intention.

He was handed for examination the 
pistol produced by the Police and was asked whether it 
was the one that he had picked up at the place and later 
concealed in the sand box. To this, the accused said: 
"Yes, it is somewhat similar«"

The prisoner had previously stated 
that when he heard the pistol shots, he thought that 
a fellow-provincial named Yue Zang Tai a
cooked rice stall keeper, was being wounded, so he rushed 
to the place to find out.

The Court then questioned Yue Zang 
Tai* In reply to questions, Yue Zang Tai said: "I used 
to place my cooked rice stall at a spot about 4 or 5 
feet away from the sand box. As I happened to be away 
from my stall to purchase hot water at the time of the 
shooting, I know nothing about^the murder."

Yue Li Sz ( fa % At), wife of the 
cooked rice stall keeper, said: "I did not notice what 
took place at that time. When Chang Yung Ho came, he 
asked me what was the trouble and I told him that I 
did not know. Shortly afterwards I saw him arrested 
by some person. Just at that moment, some one bumped 
into me, but I do not know who the man was."

Judge Tseng remanded the case till 
the afternoon of October 23. He stated that a date 
would be fixed for an inspection of the scene of the 
shoo ting.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers s-

THE LOCAL SITUATION a STERN WARNING TO RUMOUR-MONGERS.

General Yang Hu, Commissioner of the Woosung- 
Shanghai Garrison Headquarters, issues the following 
notification to-day, October 9

"In Shanghai are to be found people of various 
nationalities; every grade of society is represented. 
Undesirables and reactionaries frequently take advantage of 
local conditions to spread rumours and seditious reports to 
the enace of the peace and order of the locality. This 
Headquarters is responsible for the maintenance of peace and 
order in Woosung and Shanghai. Whoever is found, after the 
promulgation of this notification, spreading rumours affecting 
the order of the district will be subject to immediate arrest 
and be severely dealt with. Apart from instructing the 
military and police authorities to keep a sharp look-out 
for such elements, this notification is hereby published 
for general information. The people should remain calm 
and attend to their respective businesses peacefully and 
pay no heed to sensational reports."

Protest Against Presence Of Japanese Marines In Chapel.

During the past few days, Japanese marines 
have been despatched by the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
Headquarters to patrol Tien Tung Road, Soo Chin Kong Road, 
Peng Siu Miao, Ho Ka Mou Jao and various other districts 
in Chinese controlled territory under the pretext of 
affording protection to Japanese residents. As these 
districts are within the jurisdiction of the Shanghai City 
Government and as this action on the part of the Japanese 
marines constitutes a violation of our administrative rights, 
it is learned that the Shanghai City Government has lodged a 
further protest with the local Japanese Consul-General and 
has demanded that the Japanese Naval Authorities be 
notified to cease dispatching marines for patrol in Chinese 
controlled territory.

China Evening News of October 8 published the following ccmsieht:- 

"London

"China* s Tether Is Near Its End11

11 has always been the policy of the 
Times", the organ of the British Conservative Party, to 
support Japan so as to preserve Britain's vast interests 
in the Par East. Yesterday this paper suddenly changed 
its tone and strongly criticised Japan's aggressive activities 
in China. This is a matter truly worthy of attention.

The •’Times* says t-
"Japan can expect little sympathy and nothing 

more concrete than sympathy until her much-vaunted 
altruism in Asia is shown to be something better than 
perfunctory disguise. ——- The murder of half a 
dozen Japanese on Chinese territory is, indeed, 
regrettable, but it is impossible to forget that, 
five years ago, the Japanese Army was engaged in 
killing Chinese citizens on Chinese territory as
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Correction

The following letter of correction from the 
Secretariat of the Kiangsu Provincial Government appears 
in to-day’s "Shun PaoMi-

”The report published in jsour paper on October 7 
to the effect that emergency measures had been adopted in 
various Hsiens in the vicinity of Shanghai is untrue* 
Please make a correction.”

Kin Pao I

The Nakayama Case« Appeal to be .Filed

In connection with the murder of the Japanese 
marine named Hideo Nakayama, Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung 
alias Siao Kwangtung have been sentenced to death by the 
Shanghai First Special District Court, while Tseu Shou 
Yong, the third accused, has been acquitted. During the 
period of appeal, Yang Vung Tao and Yih Hai Sung have been 
removed to the Ward Hoad Gaol for detention. Yang Tong 
3s, the vdfe of the accused Yang VUng Tao, has already 
instructed Tong Wei Chain and other lawyers to file an 
appeal with the Kiangsu 2nd Branch High Court. Unaware 
of this fscfe, Yang Vung Tao the other day infoxmed the 
Governor of Gaols that he would file an appeal and requested 
him to draw up the grounds of appeal on his behalf.

At 2 p.m. yesterday, Tong Wei Chain and Kuo Chi 
Ming, lawyers for the defence of Yang Vung Tao, called on 
him at the gaol in order to obtain from him his grounds of 
appeal. They were given a verbal account of the grounds 
of appeal by Yang Vung Tao in the presence of a warder. 
It is learned that the two lawyers will file an appeal. 
Yang Vung Tao informed his lawyers that he was being well 
treated in Gaol.

Iiih Pao I

Trial of Suspect in Haining Hoad Murder

On the evening of September 23 a Japanese marine 
named Taminato was murdered and. two ,o there wounded on 
Haining Boad<
MÖUUUU nao CU1U VWU U WAV A O WU UAAUV U VAA

Haining Boade Jia Yung Zai ( 5 )t Ma Yung Nien (® n ) 
and Chang Yung Woo (jg n.^) were arrested the same evening 
at the scene of the crime. As the evidence against Ma 
Yung Zai and Ma Yung Nien was insufficient, they- 
have been released.

As regards the man Chang Yung Woo, 25 Japanese 
witnesses have come forward to give their statements to the 
Police; he is therefore being accused as the actual 
murderer. These witnesses have declared that the pistol 
which was found in the No.16 sand box at the back entrance 
of the Shanghai Bank, a Japanese concern, had been thrown 
there by Chang Yung Woo.

The case against Chang Yung Woo will be heard 
at 2 p.m. to-day. The 25 Japanese witnesses will give 
evidence, while one Zang Tai ( «T A ) and his wife will 
testify for the defence. w ***
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fast as it conveniently could. The casualty lists 
in Manchuria have not yet been closed, though most 
of the indigenous dead may be classed as bahditb. 
—— if Japan persists in being overheating and 
exorbitant, China’s leaders will revolt at being 
frog-marched farther. Once passive résistance 
becomes an armed forlorn hope - a contingency not 
inordinately remote - Japan must accept the 
consequences."

This declaration 0/ the ^London Times” 
represents the opinion of the majority of British people; 
it is a reaction to Japan's boundless ambition which is 
endangering British interests inr Central and South China. 
Should Japan adopt a more conciliatory attitude, Britain 
will become sympathetic to J&pan. For this reason, we do 
not attach much importance to the criticism of the "Times" 
of "Japan’s much-vaunted altruism and perfunctory disguise", 
but the other passages of the article we have quoted merit 
serious attention.

During the past five years, countless 
Chinese people in the North-Eastern Provinces have been 
killed as "bandits". Now when only six Japanese have been 
murdered in Chinese territory, Japan adopts a "particular 
line of attack". There is no doubt that the British people 
are thinking that the negotiations now in progress will be 
entirely irrelevant to the original agenda^

China's leaders are carrying out the 
negotiations with the greatest forbearance. The people 
of China will never accept any demand which will lead to 
loss of even an inch of territory or a fraction of their 
sovereign rights. As the "Times* says, "Japan has got 
somewhere near the end of China's tether."

Pao J-

Arrest of Spies

At about 2 pan. October 7, the Peace 
Preservation Corps at Ta Zang ( ) arrested in front
of i ts Headquarters two persons named Yang ) and 
jKwoh ), who are believed to be traitors to secure 
information. It is said that they are stable boys of 
the Kiangwan Race Course. They are now being detained 
at the Ta Zang Headquarters of the Peaoe Preservation Corps.

Shortly after 10 a.m. yesterday when a
certaintmember of the Peace Preservation Corps at Kao chon g- 
miao (J0 $7 ) was returning to duty, he noticed a man,
dressed in ragged clothing, loitering about and making 
enquiries about the strength Of the Peace Preservation 
Corps. As the man1 s behaviour was suspicious, the1 officer 
searched the man and found a pencil and a sheet of paper 
on which the names and directions of the various streets 
at KaodhongmiaO had been marked down. The man was 
taken to the Headquarters of the Corps.

a . . . _ following letter of correction from the
inMuianesu Provincial Government appears in

b o—day S 0xiu.1i Jr clO J —

+ « 4-v.x. +uT+’e rePort published in your paper on Oct. 7
to the effect that emergency measures had been adopted in various 
Hsiens in the vicinity of Shanghai is untrue# Please make a 
correction •”
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NICHI NICHI

MORS POVBR FOR JAPANESE POLICE OFFICERS DESIRED.

At noon yesterday the Foreign 
Affairs Negotiations Committee of the Japanese Residents 
Corporation held a meeting to consider Municipal Police 
affairs*

The S*M*P* has Deputy Commissioners, 
Assistant Commissioners and Superintendents who assist 
Commissioner Gerrard in administering Police affairs. There 
is, however, a big difference in the authority held by the 
British officers and that held by the Japanese officers for 
the authority of the latter is limited to control of the 
Japanese Branch only» Thus in times of emergency the 
Japanese officers will not be able to issue orders to 
European or Chinese officers* For this reason, the Japanese 
officers should be given the same power as that held by the 
British officers*

, , —> The meeting decided that the
Committee should study\furtht>T the matter.

The meeting also suggested that 
the number of Japanese detectives be increased and that 
more detectives be detailed to localities where the Japanese 
population is very dense and that police boxes be erected at 
places where many Japanese reside ao as to prevent a 
recurrence of incidents*

The meeting further declared that 
Japanese should be attached to the Fire Stations in areas 
where many Japanese reside*

CHINESE SENDS THREATENING LETTER TO JAPANESE

Japanese devil
No mercy will be shown to you
we win not tolerate your dirty action. No 
be given to. you regarding the danger to your 
shall laakeryou a second Kayau case**

MAINICHI, NIETO AND NICHI NICHI

us*

On the evening of October 6 
Japanese midwife named Nao Hayashita, age 39, residing 
Lane 82, House 9, Hannen Road, received by post the 
following anonymous letter in Chinese s- 

"You, Nao Hayashi ta, are a 
Ve cannot forget your action against 

I openly warn you that 
reason will 
life* Ve

go
»
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The Social Daily News CM-S published the following 
co.ii?. ent on October 7

THE QUESTION OF SAFETY IN THE SETTLEMENT

The other day there appeared in the 
Readers’ Forum of the ”Lih Pao" a letter stating that the 
International Settlement of Shanghai, whi ch had always 
been regarded by a certain section of the Chinese people 
as a place of safety,has, during the past few years, become 
a place of insecurity, especially in view of the fact 
that the Chinese residents in the Settlement are frequently 
subjected to unreasonable oppression and arrest. The 
authorities of the International Settlement, the letter 
further states, cannot evade their responsibility for 
this state of affairs.

In reply to these remarks, the editor 
of the *Lih Pao* wrote! *Mr. Fessenden, Secretary-General 
of the S.M.C., has already made a reply to such complaints 
by saying that the authorities of the International 
Settlement have no right to open negotiations and have 
therefore decided to submit a report to the Consular Body. 
What will be the result of such a report to the Consular 
Body? We dare predict that it will have no result at all. 
The action of the authorities in permitting a certain 
nation to make use of the International Settlement as a 
base during the January 28 incident proves this. For 
this reason^ it will be only a dream if Chinese think 
that the authorities of the International Settlement would 
devise ways and means to deal With such affairs.• 

This comment is vague and incomplete. 
The Foreign Settlements are regarded As a place of safety 
by a section of the servile high Glass Chinese only. 
According to the Treaties, a Settlement is a place allotted 
for the residence of foreigners, wherein the inhabitants 
are all subject to the jurisdiction of the Chinese Government. 
This rule was clearly specified in the Yangkingpang 
Regulations. For instance, in December 1848, when the 
American flag was hoisted above the premises of the American 
Consulate in the Settlement, the British Consul sent a 
despatch to the then Taotai of Shanghai stating that the 
Settlement was npt American territory and therefore no 
American flag should be allowed to be hoisted. From this, 
we can see that the British people have no doubt about 
the status of the Settlement. At the close of the Tsing 
Dynasty, the then Chairman of the S.M.C. advocated that 
Shanghai be converted into a free port, but the proposal 
was turned down* by the then British Minister to China, who, 
in his reply to the British Consul, saids * Al though 
foreigners have the right of administration in the %
Settlements which are located in China, yet the territory 
wherein such Settlements are located still belongs to 
China and cannot be monopolized by the westerners. It 
is, therefore, impossible to convert Shanghai into a free 
port, especially in view of the fact that the Chinese 
Government has not relinquished its right of jurisdiction 
over the ghinese, nor has the British Government the right 
to demand of the Chinese Government protection for the 
Chinese people residing in the Settlement»**
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All this clearly indicates the status of 
the International Settlement. The privilege enjoyed by 
the S.M.C. in levying taxes upon Chinese is not based on 
treaties but on a practice which was encouraged in the 
past by a small section of high class Chinese who. in 
their anxiety to seek shelter, regarded the Settlement 
as a place of safety during times of civil war. But a 
privilege which has been so easily secured can likewise 
be easily lost. Take, for instance, the unreasonable 
oppression and arrest of Chinese by the nationals of 

A - a certain country. It is true, as Mr. Fessenden has 
stated, that the S.M.C. has no right to open negotiations 
over such affairs.

We predict that in the event of Sino-^apanese 
relations taking a turn for the worse, thereby placing 
the S.M.C. in a more difficult and embarrassing position 
in the exercise of its administration, the Settlement 
will revert to its original status, that is to say. the
S.M.C. kill have to exercise iti administration strictly 
in accordance with the, provisions Of the Yangkingpang 
Regulations and the Chihese people will not be allowed 
to reside in the international Settlement.

Wd emphasise that it is the Shanghai City 
Government and hot the S.M.C. that is responsible for the 
safety of Shanghai residents. We should not rely upon 
the S.M.C. for protection.

Ta Kung Rao and other local newspapers

THE DOUBLE TENTH ANNIVERSARY.

October 10 being the 25th Anniversary of the 
Republic of China, the local Tangpu will con ven »at 10 a.m. 
on that day a meeting of representatives of various local 
public bodies at the People’s Education Institute. Wen Miao 
Road. Nantao. to celebrate the occasion. Itewspaper offices, 
banks, the Customs, the Post Office, th» Courts, the large 

\ factories and business firms will observe the day as a
S \ holiday. The national flag will be hoisted throughout

k , | the district.
In view of the predent tense situation and 

the prevalence of rumours, the police authorities of Chinese 
controlled territory and Foreign Settlements will adopt 
precautionary measures on that day.

Ta Kung Pao and other lodal newspapers t-

MOVE TO PREVENT INCREASE IN RICE PRICES,

With a vieiw to putting a stop to the rapid 
increase iw the price of rice, the local Social Bureau at 
10 a.m. yesterday summoned rice dealers to a meeting presided 
over by Pan Kung Chai, Commissioner of the Bureau.

The following decisions were reached i~
(1) That the Social Bureau instruct the various Rice Dealers 

Associations to prohibit any increase in the price of
rice.

(2) That the Shanghai City Government be petitioned to place 
a ban on the exportation of rice.

(3) That the Social Bureau detail officers to conduct an 
investigation into the amount of rice in stock in 
Shanghai.
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NIPPO

JAPANESE WANT S*M.C* TO ENGAGE kORE JAPANESE

As the lives and property of 
Japanese residents have been seriously menaced by 
recent incidents, the Japanese Residents Corporation 
on October 3 sent a letter to the Japanese Consulate- 
General requesting him to move thé S.M.C. to expand the 
Detective Department of the S.M.P. and to appoint 
Japanese officers to take charge of Hongkew Station, 
Dixwell Road Station and Yangtszepoo Station* 

To-day the Foreign Affairs 
Negotiations Committee of the Japanese Residents 
Corporation will hold a meeting to consider the engagement 
of more Japanese to important positions in the various 
departments of the S.M.C. as the Japanese have the 
largest population in Shanghai and better treatment of 
Japanese by the S.M»C. as Japanese employees are 
receiving less favourable treatment than the European 
staff.

I

NIÇHI-NICHI

ACTIVITIES OF ANT I-JAPANESE DRAMATIC GROUPS

The Zuh Nyi Snail Dramatic 
Group and the Mo Ni(!'Antst!) Dramatic Group have been 
suppressed by the authorities.

The lio Ni(,:Ants" ) Dramatic 
Group has been dissolved by its members who have now 
formed a Comedy Club with a view to uniting the front 
of dramatic circles against Japan.
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Sham Fight i 
Is Staged

In .Chanci
Japanese Do Not ^eply I^PABgseL

To Mayor’s Protest;
Exodus Continues

The exodhsinto the Inter 
national Settlement from Chapei 
and ,®aWm^^flfcMùed through-, 
out ihe MEy yesterday and nftfW* 
did thè residents of thè outside 
area leave their homes, but many 
residing on the Settlement aide of 
the boundaries also decided to ; 
move ta ■ safer .localities. Chinese I 
news agencies reported that all I 
well-to-do people residing in dis- 
tricts^about Shanghai, had already 
moved into the Settlement, notably 
those from Tanzang.

Apparently father tension was 
added to the nervousness prevail
ing among the Chapei, Kiangwan 
and Hpngkew residents when the i 
Japanese marines held a street 
fighting practice within Chinese 
territory in Kiangwan near the 
Rokusan Gardens yesterday morn
ing.

Regret was expressed by the 
local Chinese authorities over the 
move, as it was said that it great
ly hampered their efforts to 
quieten the' situation, and bring 
things back to normal. The Chin-’ 
ese authorities were surprised at 
the Japanese action in view of the 
Drotest made by Mayor Wu Te
chen on Thursday oVer the presence 
of Japanese bluejackets in Chapei 
several days ago, to which no reply 
was received yesterday. ' 

Three Manoeuvres
Manoeuvres were held in three 

separate areas by the Japanese 
bluejackets yesterday morning, one 
in Chapei and two in the Settle
ment.

In Chapei the manoeuvres were 
staged between the Yu Yuan 
Garden and the Rckusan Gardens. 
Marines were seen lying down and 
then running to attack an “objec
tive.” *

The practices in the Settlement 
were held along Pingliang Road 
and in the Hongkew Park.

Towards night the exodus had 
diminished considerably and due 
to the ; reassuring statements from 
Nanking it is expected* that it will 
remain all quite over the week-end.
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JAPANESE MARINES
IGNORE PROTEST

Additional Sentries Posted 
in' Chapei

Despite another protest by the1 
Shanghai City Government against | 
the stationing of Japanese sentries in 
Chinese territory, increased activities 
of Japanese marines were reported in 
the vicinity of Rokusan Garden, 
Chapei, yesterday morning. There 
was, however a marked decrease of 
evacuation from Chapei and Hong- 
kew. Two parties of Japanese 
marines, all armed with rifles, cross
ed the railway track near the Hong- 
kew Park at about 9.30 a.m. into 
Hwa Yuan Street, Chapei. The num- \ 
ber of Japanese stationed at several 

' street crossings in Chapei remained 
t the same as before.

In support 
Government’s 
sion of wild 
and Woosung 
Headquarters 
day warning the public.

of the Shanghai City j 
order for the suppres- 
rumours, the Shanghai 
Garrison Commander’s 
issued a notice yester- ■

the 
for

the

Looting Planned

The, plans of -a loafer gang to take 
advantage of the situation to loot 
Chapei were revealed in the First 
Special District Court, yesterday, 
when Loh Zee-fa was charged with 
murdering Kao Lee-sung, the head of 
a rival gang, and two others were 
charged with being involved in 
fatal fight. They wfere remanded 
further inquiries.

According to the prosecution,
murdered gang leader was invited by 
a rival to amalgamate forces to rob 
Chapei residents. The former re
jected the suggestion, whereupon he 
was asked to attend a meeting in 
Ward Road on Thursday night. About 
11 p.m., members of the rival gangs, 
with their leaders, met in . Ward Road, 
near Chemulpo Road, and a quarrel 
ensued, whereupon the man who had 
rejected the proposal for amalgama
tion was attacked by over ten per
sons, all of whom were armed with 
knives and other instruments. When 
police from Yulin Road Station ar
rived on the scene, the man had been 
fatally injured, and he died while 
being conveyed to hospital. Two of 
the three men arrested by the police 
had received slight injuries.
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| Chapei Exodus
; Trickling Out
i. EmCWue«© JEvMeuating
; District; Uneasiness

Still Prevails
The excduscf Chinese residents 

from Oapei Hongkew and Ki^ng- * 
wan areas is much reduced today/ 
owing to renewed confidence ’ 
among the local populace as re J 
suit of the interview between 
Generalissimo Chiang KaVshekj 
and the Japanese Ambassador 
Shigeni Kawagoe. \

Although there ar< a few ^till 
moving into , the Settlement, the) 
number has no comparison with 
the high ¿nark Wednesday and 
Thursday. Hie chief contributing , 
factor^ pi’ompting thp decrease . 

' are the ' reassuring reports itoni 
Kankin^ and those who' could 

• afford to move; had left the Urea. 
already, thus leaving a veiy Small 
per pent of the populace to i 
evacuate today, and some bf them 
do net care to mbve unltf fhtgjHsee 

j' the worst. \ *•
swi ‘

■ Those who are moving today 
were impressed by the uneasiness ’ 
among. these remain’ng in Chapei 
yesterday morning when Japan. , 
esc bluejackets held maneuvers ’ 
in the vicinity of the Rokusan 
Garden, Ohrp?i/and mr^h -Wc5t ■ 
fight.--« were staged in the Vang- ■, 
tmoo area and near k ftzfigl&w 
Faife. / ' ’

Complete confidence 4$, not 
likely to be restored'W . ■ tiifte,
and the w^o^ated •
nbtLmOH-?hh^0^^: the Japanese j 
withdraw . ;thetr from
Chinese -

- The police the throe
municipahUea were faking special 
precaution today to ehe^k any 
psselble untoward incidents and 
demonstrations. Up to noon no 
Incidents and demonstrations were 
reported.

: • Japanese Calmer .
Marking a retui-n to normalcy 

in Shanghai’s ‘*Uttla Tokyo/’, the 
fifth annual fall concert by gei
sha was staged at 4heVWr ’JS°wa 
Theatre, Chapco R<Mtdr yfiiteday. 
The function was originally sche
duled for September fc was 
postponed because «# 
throe days earlier, 
ese‘ sailor ch Hainlng Real. The 
peiiormance will be repeated io-

The annual fall fes^val of tiie 
Shanghai JinX Shinto shrine <m 
Kiangwan Road, will fjfc for 
three days beginning October 1 
under a decision reached by the 
laymen’s committee of ’^ihe insti. 
tutionon Friday. /

..rA........... ....

I
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HÜNGÉjEW LtFÊ 
AÙÂÉI ACTIVE

■ Geisha Concert Held at Towâ 
'htóà'tte

Marking a return to normal ili 
‘ Hongkew, the fifth annual Autumn 
concert by gefohg was staged at thé 
hew Towa Theatre, Chapóo Hoad, 
yesterday. The function was origin- , 
ally arranged for September 26, but ; 
S postponed because of the killing,

e daysjçaiçMey, jof , a Japanese i 
sailor Haining Mq£d.. Tne per- ( 
forinance will bè repeated to-day. | 

Thé ànnuàl Aütùirih fèstivàl ôf 
fee Shanghai Jinja, Shinto shrine in 
Kiân/ézan Hoai wiÜ ® JielS for 
Wfè, (Jaÿs vbefflnhing jfëve$l^r 1. 
T^is decision was reached t the 

■MmK. committee of thè iiistitu- 
tioh ón Fridaÿ.
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Hawker Hid Pistol With An 
Idea Of Getting Reward 

------ V— -
Congee Seller Held In Connection With Murder Of 

Japanese Marine On September 23 last; 
Charged With Concealing Evidence

Tsang Yoong-ho, congee seller, 
held in connection with the hill
ing of First Class Seaman Tami- 
nato, of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party, on Haining Road, 
on the night of September 23, 
confessed to the police and again 
in open court yesterday afternoon 
that he had picked up the large 
Mauser pistol thrown away by the 
murderer and hid it in the sand

¡box in an alleyway, of Haining 
1 Road, with- the sole idea of Jater 
handing it over to the authorities 
and collecting a reward.

When brought before Judge 
Tsoong in the First Special Dis
trict Court yesterday afternoon 
Tsang was charged with conceal
ing evidence under Article 167 of 
the Chinese Criminal Code. He 
told his story to the judge with a 
great many gestures, while mov
ing all over the dock. His 60- 
year-old father stood at the back 
of the court and held his hands 
together, while looking .up to the 
ceiling, as if praying for his son.

A number of eye-witnesses of 
the shooting testified yesterday, 
but discrepancies were noted in j 
their testimony, one man stating 
that the killer wore a dark 
brown suit, another alleging that 
the murderer was dressed in a 
grey suit and the third testify
ing that the murderer wore a 
green suit. All, however, agreed 
that the man, who fired the shots 
that killed Seaman Taminato and 
wounded the other two sailors, 
wore foreign clothes and a felt 
hat. After hearing all the evid
ence Judge Tsoong remanded 
Tsang for trial until October 23.

Followed Sailors
All the witnesses, however, 

seemed* to agree that the killer 
followed the sailors, fired at them 
from behind or the side of a tele
phone pole and then ran down the 
alleyway on the north side of 
Haining Road.

Two of the Japanese witnesses 
were asked by the judge why they 
thought that the killer was a 
Chinese. One of the witnesses 
contended that he gathered this 
from the man’s feature. “Aren’t 
the features of all Oriental races 
similar?” asked the judge. “I 
could distinguish this man’s fea
tures,” was the reply. Another 
witness contended that he thought 
the killer to be a Chinese by his 
appearance.

A discrepancy also arose be
tween the, witnesses , as to the 
number of ^hots that had been 
fired, a Chinese boy, who stood 
just behind the killer, stated that 
only two had been fired, a Japan
ese, whom the alleged murderer 
passed, stated that thred shots 
were fired. One Japanese ' wit
ness. *who saw the shooting from 
a window of a restaurant, stated 
that he saw a small bby, the Chin
ese witness, standing behind the 
murderer.

It was brought out at the hear
ing that two Japanese hady ’phon- i 
ed the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party . headQuartero immediately 
after the shooth^; <.

... '' ' '•1 —-
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HONGKEW MURDER
SUSPECT

Alleged Concealment of Gun 
Which Killed Sailor

WITNESSES OF SHOOTING 
GIVE EVIDENCE

Chang Yoong-hwo, a food hawker, 
arrested on the night of September 
23, immediately ¡after the shooting 
of A. Taminato, a Japanese sailor, 
in Hainm^ Road, was charged with 
concealing evidence when he ap
peared before the First Special 
District Court, yesterday.

Mr. T, T. Tsang, Assistant Muni« 
cipal Advocate/ told the Court 
that, during ¡the period of remand, 

; the accused, had ‘ made another 
statement to the effect that, on the 
night of the shooting, he went tc 
Raining Road to see a ' friend and 
found a Mauser pistol on the ground. 
He kicked the weapon and then 
picked it up and concealed it in a 
sand-box. Retold the ^police that 
he did not report his finding im
mediately', because he was afraid, 
when Re did so,rth$t he would be 
suspected of being the assailant. 
He intended to report after con
cealing the weapon in the sand
box.

Owing to the fact that many per- / 
sons had handled the Mauser pistol 

i since it was discovered, the finger
prints on the Weapon were incom
plete and the police could not tell 
whether they were the accused’s. 
However, one thing was certain, 
namely, that the bullet taken from 
the sailor’s body was fired from 
the pistol, Mr. Tsang said.

A Japanese named Kuroda stated 
that, on September 23, about 8 
p.m., he Wçnt to ‘^ahdng Road & 
meet ;a friend and ^vasyralk- 
ing behind Whenwitness
passed by a shpp, the man behind 
him Qvertppk hmi and immediately 
produced a gun and fired three 
shots. Witness described this man 
as one with a broad cb^st, wearing 
a foreign-style suit of dark brown 
colour. After the shooting, witness 
hid in a lane and heard someone 
pass by him. * Then he saw this 
man hire a rickshaw outside a 
Japanese church.

A 17-year-old Chinese, Tsang) 
Uang-pao, employed by a Korean | 
in North Haihing Road, said that, ' 
on the night in question, he was in I 
Raining Road and saw four Japanese j 
sailors come along with two men i 
in front or them. Near ah electric1 
pole, the two men stopped, allowing) 
the sailors "to pass by. ?Theh one of 
the men, in a brown suit, produced 
a pistol, fired two shots at the sailors * 
and ran away.

Another witness, Wakabashi, said 
he heard two shots, after which he 
saw a man run into an alleyway. 
Witness telephoned a Japanese 
newspaper and then returned to the 

i scene of shooting, where he saw 
J the accused arrested. The assailant 

was in a dark green suit.
J. Tanabe, a Japanese office 

clerk, said he also saw the shoot- 
j ing and the assailant was indart 
! grey' clothing. ^itness was in < 

restaurant. ' The assailant was 4 
Chinese, who fan into an alleywaj

i after the shooting.
The Judge: “How do you know 

■i the assailant was a Chinese?” ; ■
Tanabe: “His appearance was t 

Chinese.” .
j The Judge: “The people of the Eas 
J are all more qr less tlie ,^roe 

■ hppéâratrce, and how ' q^n ÿou tel' 
i which is a Chinese?”
; ‘ Tanabe: them.’

The Judge adjourned the hearing
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5 Tell Court 
Of Shooting 
In Hongkew
All Agree On Major 

Details In Killing
Of Japanese 

hawkeiTIpicked 
gl/n

Man Hid Mauser In 
Sand Box, Hoping

To Get Reward

i Details of the investigation into ( 
the shooting of Warrant Officer* 
Asamitsu Taminato, Japanese Naval 
Landing Party, on the night of ( 
September 23, were revealed at an 
open hearing before the First Spe-1 
cial District court yesterday. 
Briefly, the facts are these:

Tseng Yoong-ho. age 21. feed ' 
hawker, now being held by the 
police, had nothing to do with the; 
actual Shooting but did pick up thé 
Mauser pistol from which the shots 
were fired and hid it in a sandbox 
at the entrance to Lane 15, North 
Haining Road. He has been charg
ed with concealing a weapon which 
he knewetd have been used in the 
commission of a crime.

Only one man did^the shooting. 
He is believed to have been Chinese 
and was about five feet, four inches 
tall, of stocky build, and who wore 
foreign-style clothes and a felt hat.

Five eye-witnesses to the shoot
ing, four Japanese and. one Chinese 
boy of 17, have been located by tne 
police and were brought into court 
to give testimony yesterday after
noon. Witnesses Disagree

Although7 the five declare that 
they saw the man shoot three Jap
anese Bluejackets in the back on 
North Haining Road about 8.15 p.m., 
September 23, not one of them could 
agree on the color of the suit and 
hat that the man wore. One of 
them said it was dark brown, ano
ther dark gray and another de
clared that WfHKWk green. ..

The Japanese. witnesses all declax

Î could not state how theyknew thie 
to be true. They explained it by 
saying that were able to. 
difference ^between Chinese and 
other people Asia, evenat some 
distance;

The proceedings yesterday were 
conducted ;before Judge Tsoong. The 
session started at 2.30 p.m. and 
lasted fot Mro hours, and was then

Assistant Municipal Advocate. ■*& 
r. Tseng opened 
stating that/ftteng, the food hawker, 
had statement since
he; lastappearèd before the '.court; 
and had confessed to finding the

ohthe ^ight\t&^shootlrè occurred;

afrlend. He heard the ¿hooting

ng Rokd, saw a Mauser pistol 
declared that 

he pteked iv up and hid i t in Ithe

Immediately after he had hidden 
the gun» he was grabbed by Mr. 
Takashi Horiye, who happened to 
witness the action. The latter 
turned the hawker over to the Jap
anese naval authorities who had ar
rived on the scene by that time. 'Afraid Of Being Involved

Tseng declared that the reason, he 
did net notify the authorities imme
diately was because he was afraid 
he might become involved in the 
case, but added that as soon as the 
commotion in the neighborhood 
quieted down a bit, he intended to 
inform the police.

Questioned by the court, Tseng 
repeated the statement he had 
made to the police and added that 
he hadn’t realized he was doing 
anything wrong. He had acted in 
haste, he said,and was now very 
Sorry that he had touched the gun. 
He declared, however, that he was 
not an eye-witness to the shooting.

The first eye-witness to the shoot
ing called to the stand was Mr. M. 
Kuroda, clerk. He stated that on
the night the slaying, he had 
left his home in another section of 
Hongkew to vlsft a friend on North 
Haining Road. "& fact, every wit
ness called but one including the 
hawker declared Ke had gone to 
North Haining^ Road on the fatai: 
n^ht to visit a Mend.

Koruda, dreAsed ehrW light grayish' 
brown suit; deell^OT^^ 
i&i^jpanese . restaurant district.; 
Stayed there for & short time and 
then;lefi' the . place. ; ¿.iBÈtfàrtfe aft^T 
his departure, he turned about and

Uced' that < Chinese wearing . A' 
felt hat wkSi

| : HÈfWiid-''àié-inan cantimiedM $m 
jfollow him for quite ^/totAnce 'bm^ 
’that he soon -passed1 hiw^^Sl®® 
^óf him, KonM^ declared, were feu# 
«Japanese bluejàckete walking along> 
we steM Thè map Jn, the 
]^xhé,A.
pulled a ..^trs^^p^pm. 4h$4e 
his; coat Ah^^omraenced shooting ¿t 
|the.. ■

mah- fBred V > -ilAm
fled

shoots 
was overrjap^$tl»n d^^0:°^er tò 
the “MjgMIt^0Sfe 
sub-stà  ̂
he 
of the affràFf>.

I !< f

j j
! tìge dodr»; he e

: it^|g^fe ^^W.X.l<e

ROad
ing ¿nd walked' ® ■Woittì-’ H&iriing 
Road to. see a frlend. Just, as he 
Mteed near Lane 15, he saw a man

W<e-

'ipnly,.
sure since

me'
to

p Aft<>0 shcdtlng, hé declared

A JapÀnesé blue- 
K ddwi And hts cómf»nions

‘Jétóp- ,wè - And.
! .talk to anc^er

| . - haw Shooting -\ ;
The third witness was Mr. Hisaake 

Wakabayashl, Japanese residing in 
®mgkew, Who was dining. with .; a 
j friend in restaurant near the 
jscene of the shooting and on ^e 
Jsaihe street.,. He sgid he heard a 
I shot, rushed to the window and 
’looked out. He added that he saw 
■a Chinese in a foreign-style suit 
< shooting Japanese blue jackets in the 
j back. He added that he faced back, 
J of tbe killer and not far away stood
a small Chinese in a black jacket 
and Chinese-style trousers. This 

. second man seemed much surprised,: 
he said,, and then added that the 

¿Chinese boy who had testified look-1 
Ied very much like him. Asked how 
the killer was dressed, he stated 
that he were a dark green suit of 
f oreign cuW^

' Wakabayashl continued that he 
i Immediately dashed oipr into the 
' street and ran toward the scene of 
j the shooting« - The khler, he vadded, 
darted up the alley and disappear-

1 cd. . He said that, as the slayer
ran, ..he thought he saw him throw 

,... :-4 -
The court requested the witness to | 

lc(Ok. ..about the,.room and ’see if. he ;
¿1 qqjjd fm-j^^gpriitent 
it^t was .lfe the ¿tot he saw oh Me 
' He declared \that>b|?';cóuid 

si<t>4h;$he c0uri;';remn. - 
■i. The Chihese witness was > called 
back to tjie stand . and a^f to see 
if he could find a similar s<t Worn by ' 
.Wone.ijn

He fleeted w dark brown suit, worn

I
o^erJepai^wlthèSteawere 
y had

sed the shooting de- 
;Wfe#*6 suit jthe killer wore.

^milar, one m the »èpurt- 

stan^>. th^iépurt apdj
: m tote.“ itort- very qlAAr/jpn the
' OF .,.^wey dfeknow
. man ;.<iid the shoothlg and
kq^dipg to tne police, thè bullets

Japanese ’
wounded comrades weTe fired from 
the .Mauser taken from the sandbox- 

fC^Wè'i’aésilbh: •■;yéstféw^-vS<,:,- well
! attended.. ’ Most óf the spectators1 
Were Japan esen aval officers and

; <Th4'‘ 
hawker’s aged

his only surviving sòn;
léSnSf1 vdt" idné 'to

a deeply 
interested listen^r ta everything that
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Chapei, Kiangwan ¡ 
Exodus Continues

Nervousness Decreases 
Slightly But Many 

Chinese Leaving
With reassuring statements 

coming from Nanking from both 
Chinese and Japanese sources 
following the important confer
ence between General Chiang 
Kai-shek, president of the Execu. 

jtive Yuan, and Mr. Slkgeru 
¡Kawagoc. Japanese ambassador to 
* China, the heavy exodus of Chin. 
: ese from Chapel and Kiangwan 
'areas is expected to be.diminish- 
. ed shortly.

Transport Profits
That "it’a an ill wind that blows 

nobody good” has proved to be a 
fitful adage once again in Shang
hai. While residents of Hongkew 
fead Chapei are nervous in ap
prehension of mor« trouble some 
are taking advantage of the sitúa- 
tion to reap rich profits.

j Despite the fact that many 
Chinese business firms in north 
'Shanghai are beinghit by the 
recent war scare, the transporta- 

Mon companies—the ricsha hongs, 
taxi companies, and truck com- 
pañíes—are reaping profits unpre
cedented since tjie 1932 Sino- 
Jtpancse debacle, out of the pre
cent grave situation in Hongkew.

Fleets Help
The general exodus from» Cha

pel and Hongkew districts is still 
in full swing, and the transporta
tion companies are raking in 
dollars by the loads with every 
outbreak of wild rumors. With 
the arrival of U.S- and the British 
naval vessels the taxi companies, 
too, are doing an unsually brisk 
business.

According to Mr. V. J. Song, 
vice.manager of the G. E. Marden 
Company, Ltd., which is one of 
the largest ^rmispomtion com. 

f pañíes in shanghai, the business 
of the company has Increased 

i two-fold since the renewed tension 
in Hcngkew. Shortage of trucks, 
removing vans, and buses was 
evident l|n garages in Shanghai, 
th# morning.

Information was ^Iso obtained 
that with the arrival of the U.S. 
and British ships in port the 

‘dally income of taxi companies 
L hag jumped to a new high during 

the last few 4&yo.War Bisk Rates Rise
The uncertainly of the local 

’ situation makes things difficult 
■j for_many,insurance firms, and to 

comply w?£h such a heavy demand 
’ of war risk policies, a rapid in- 
i, crease in prate is resulting. Bates 
l have beeff doubled for the central 

!■ District and parts of the Western 
area. As much as 17.5 per mills 
is now asked for property north 
of Socchow Creek and in Chapei, 
as afigunstanormal 2.50. *

Several insurance companies 
haye refused to insure against 
war' risk any personal effects 
north of the Creek, accepting war 
risk only on property for six 
months, and then on condition 

■ that fire insurance is also carried. 
. Several underwriters, Have’ agreed 
| to insure property in Kiangwan, 
• Chapel and the Civic Centre dis-

Some nervousness and “war
scare, however, still exist in 
Chapei and Kiangwan area as 
result; of the continued activity 
of the Japanese Special Naval 
Landing Pafvy in. the areas ad
joining the International Settle, 
ment. Drills by a large force of 
Japanese bluejackets this morn
ing near the Rokusan Garden and 
similar activities by armed forces 
caused fresh nervousness. Near 
Rokusan Garden, the Japanese 

bluejackets practiced trench war
fare with grim seriousness.Big Exodus In Night

The largest exodus from Chapel 
area occurred late last night when 
wild rumors were in circulation 
that the NSfnking negotiator had 
broken down and that the Japan
ese bluejackets here were to re
peat the affair of 1932. In order 
to avoid police intervention, many 
moved in the small hours of this 
morning.

Becauseof the general ner
vousness among the students, 
many of the schools in Kiangwan 
ordered two or three days’ holi
days on occasion of the Double 
Tenths the Chinese National Day, 
tomorrow.Many of the schools 
were closed Thursday and others 
from today until next Monday. In 
some of the schools, the faculty 
members became so nervous that 
during the classes, they told the 
students how to reach safer spots 
in the downtown area in case of 
hostilities. Officers Alert

Chinese authorities are still on 
the alert to check the circulation 
c| wild rumors and to break up 
the ganggorganized to fabricate 
alarmist i stories to enrich . them
selves through the nervousness 
and evacuation. The Garrison 
Commander’s Headquarters for 
Shanghai and Woosung Areas has 
justissued an order threatening 
invocation of martial 'law against 
those responsible for fabricating 
alarmist rumors.

I
 Despite the actions, the situa-j 
tion in Chapei, as summed up 
by a .Chinese vernacular paper, 
is "nineoul of 10 houses empty.” 

The City Government of 
Greater Shanghai, seeking to re- 
move the fundamental cause of 
the state of mind among the 
Chapei populace, has lodged a 
second: protest with the Japan
ese . Consulate-General against 
the activities of the Japanese 
bluejackets in Chapei. Their 
presence In Chapei is declared as 
an infringement upon Chinese 
territorial and sovereign rights;

42 /ü

trict at a low rate of $10 per! 
mille for three months and 
per mille far six months.Seek Wider Powers,

Studies into the advisability of 
securing wider powers for the 
high «Japanese officers of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police have' 
been launched by the Foreign 
Relations Committee of < the’ 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation 
following a meeting to discuss the; 
aftermath of the ' slaying of a; 
Japanese marine and? tirewound-' 
ing- of two others on Haining’ 
Road on Sept. 23.
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POLICE CHANGES IN 1 
SHANGHMASKED

jananese Seeking New 
lowers For Officers

In Local Force
Studies of the a^fiWh 

securing «¡^P«" shanghai 
<?p8"?S!i P^lke were launched on 
ThSy by th! Foreign Relations 
SuVyon theJ^ng » 
sidents’ Cordon, f 
meeting to d?®ouss Japanese ’■ 
of Jd’thf wounding & two 
XT ongaining Road on Sept- 

e,IAccording to the Japanese^press^ 
the committee ^ds that ™ e 
no reason ZuL..rmrf
S.M.P, of

I

au

game manner as .theji;

: E*1“ a. S vili« »< •¥“
, 5:^5. X.,«;« 

lute command, only over
. Japanese officers and constables.

• the question of: estaWisning p t 
manent police posts andi a p P 
strtio™ in S thic^ 
teated by Japanese were “Iso 
Itabied at the meeting.—Domei.
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Exodus To Settlement
Drops As Confidence ' ¿c

Partially Restored*-------------
Normal Conditions Not 

Expected Until ‘Air''
Sentries Removed

chineseHchools
EXTEND HOLIDAYS

, Gradual Decrease In 
Rumors Is Also

| Noted SI

The exodus of Chinese residents 
from Chapel, Hongkew and Kiang- 
wan showed a considerable decrease 
yesterday, presumably because of 
the partially restored confidence 
imong the lochi populace as a re
sist of the interview between 
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek and 
Japanese Ambassador Shigeru 
Kawagoe. Y

Although a handful ot^ people 
were still moving into the areas this 
side of the Soochow Créek, thè: slab 
of the exodus yesterday could ip 
no way compare with the high mark 
reached Wednesday and Thursday.

While observers believe that the 
reassuring reports from Nanking 
was one of the chief reasonsprompt- 
ing the decrease, they WCre Also 
inclined to think that most; of the 
residents, having the means to 
move, had already left the area 
during the past few days, thus; 
leaving only a small number to 
¿vacuate yesterday.Sentries Cause Fear

Official Chinese sources said last 
night that complete confidence £s 
not likely to be restored, and the 
evacuated residents will probably 
not move back. unHl the Japanese 
withdraw their sentries f rioni *tfie 
Chinese territory.

The City Government of <3r^ater 
Shanghai, which sent a second pro
test Thursday to the Japanese 
Consulate-General against the 
stationing of Nipponese bluejackets 
in Chinese territory, was s|iJl Wait
ing yesterday for an official r

Meantime, the Japanesas_Naval1 
Landing Party details again -created 
considerable uneasiness among the 
remaining residents of Chapel yes
terday morning when they held Ì 
maneuvers in ' the vicinity of ’ 
Rokosan Garden, Chapel. Similar 
mock street fights were staged in 
Yangtssepoo area and near Hongkew 
.Park. Holidays Declared

In Chinese schools located. at 
Kiangwan, longer holidays ranging 
from two to three or four days have 
been declared, as a result of the 
general nervousness, .the 
National Day today. Students in f 
these schools, despite strict ord/jp 
not to leave the campus, have been 
evacuating from their dormitories 
during the past few days.' 
x The curtailment in the exodus . 
yesterday was accompanied by $je 
gradual decrease of the rumors P 
which have been gaining currency Ì--’ 
in Shanghai, in their effort to Ì- 
check the spread of these <fid 
ports, the police of the Bureau of 

• Public Safety, together with officers 
of the Woosung-Shanghai Garrison 
¡Headquarters, had threatened? ■ 
Ideal summarily: with the !
¡tors of the rumors. r j

A
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Hawker Faces
Changed Charge

Vendor , Tells Attempt 
To Hide Japanese

DeatbGun
Because he picked up and tried 

to hide/the gun which he s$w the 
suspected rrinrderer pf

tvavai Landing Party throw to the 
ground as he fled from the scene 
of the shbdting bn‘ September /23K 
Chang ytlng-ho, 21-year-old con
gee vendor, * this afternoon was 
being .brought before the* First 
District Court and chargedjunder 
article 1<T of the Chinese Criminal 
Code with concealing an offender 
and attempting to conceal evidence. 
Mr. Paul Ru, assistant muni
cipal advocate, is conducting the 
prosecution of Chang. V
, The. cpngee vendor broke down 
recently and confessed to detectives 
of the Hongkew Station that on

I the night when iTaminato was 
killed and two of his companions 
Injured, he saw. a man fleeing 
from the scene throw a gun to the 
ground. ’Thinking that there 
would be a reward out for the 
recovery of the death gun, Chang 
picked it up and attempted to 
conceal in a sandbox at the south 
end of lane 15, north Haining 
Road He was discovered in the 
oct! of putting the gun in the box 
by a Japanese tailor, Mr. Tadashi 
Horiye, who seized him and called 
for help. r

According to the stdry given to 
police, the man that Chang saw 
run away was a Chinese. Chang,; 
however, has not been able to i 
furnish any adequate description 
of the man who is thought to have j 
fired the shots that wounded the 
Japanese Naval Party members.

The maximum penalty which • 
Chang can be given under article ' 
16v is two years. The article \ 
reads:

Whoever forges, alters, de
stroys or conceals evidence in 
a criminal case in which an- ; 
other is implicated, cr makes 
use of such forged documents 
or altered evidence, shall be 
punished with imprisonment 
for not more than two years, 
or detention or a fine of not 
more than five hundred yuan,

iSi"1 —+——
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Uste

K INSURANCE

Underwriters Hesitate 
To Insure Personal 
Effects In Hongkew

BIG DEMAND LEADS 
TO RATE RISE

The uncertainty of the local 
situation has made itself felt in 
local insurance circles, and result
ed in a ria# in war risk rates. 
Rates have beendoubledforthe 
Central district and pi 
Western area, but as m 
per mille is now asked f 
North of-the Creek and ih Chapei» 
as against a normal 2.50.

Several insurance companies 
have refused to insure against war 
risk any personal effects North of 
the Creek, accepting war risk only 
oh property for six months^ and 
then on condition that fire insur
ance is also carried.

It was pointed out by an 
insurance ‘ man yesterday that it 
was not exactly that the present 
tense situation were governing the 
rates of the underwriters, but the 
demand, which has been very heavy 
during the past week. Large 
amounts have been \ underwritten 
and many more ■’ inquiries were 
being made from all parts of the 
city.

The ordinary rate?for war risk 
insurance in Hongkew and Chapei 
is 2.50 per mille. Thè rate for 
the Central and Western districts 
has now been1 doubled to 5 per 
mille with personal effects being 
underwritten, while the, rate in the 
northern and eastern "districts of 
the Settlement has been accepted 
as low as 4 per mille jfor one 
month, 5 pe^ mille for three 
months and 10 per mille for six 
months. No policies have been 
issued for longer periods.

ft waa pointedout that a num
ber of factories and godowns took 
out war risk about a month ago 
for outside areas at low rates, but 
that certain areas are now being 
refused by underwritters. 'x

Yesterday several underwriters 
agreed to insure property in 
Kiangwan, Chapei and the Civic 
Centre district at a lowrate of 
$10 per mille for three months and 
$15 per mille for six months.

S
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Gang Admits

THE THURSDAY, OCTOBER 8,1036

Idle Rumors
Eight Men Arrested By • 

Chapei Police After ;
Latest Exodus i

_____- "1

L Eight men, believed by police to 
toe members pf an organized gang 
engaged in spreading groundless 
rumors during the last few days ■ 
which led to the exodus of Chapei ( 
residents, were arrested yesterday 
by officers of the Bureau of Public 
Safety.

These men admitted to the 
Chinese police that they have been 
asked by an unnamed ‘group of 
people to circulate the alarmist re
ports, and to persuade the populace 
to move out of the Chinese areas» 1 

From their statements, the police ; 
learned that their favorite way of : 
spreading the fabricated reports 
was to use the telephone. One 
member of the gang, for instance» 
would call up a certain resident 
and tell an entirely unfounded 
stcry about Japanese occupation or 
scare tales of like nature»

Playing on the general fear on { 
the part Of the populace, members 
of the gang knew that such a my* 
sterioüs phone call would be re^ 
layed by the recipient to his 
neighbors andfrjends, thus assur
ing that the rumor would spread 
in the way the . authors of these 
reports desired.Closely Organized

Indicating that the rumor mong*; 
ers are closely organized, the offi
cers had received1 various informa* 
tiens showing that all the tele* 
phone messages were worded in à

The eight arrested men include 
Chu Yac-chang and Li Ching- 
chuen. Officers were last night con-< 
ducting a search for the men who 
organised the gang. .

Eager tosehhis papers and to 
compete with other boys in his 
district on Honan Road, Chao Ah* 
sam a news boy, decided yesterday 
that he ; would make up a little 
,‘scooi^^ .his owà^g

to the crowd ' ' ■ -
Ing home from the downtown offi-

t8" Î * '''■ ‘Ttefcd ali about the declaration 
of war between China and japan! 
Read all about
■ '... His cryattracted -OS j attention 
o£passing police- "officer, who 
bought a paper a# did many other 
pas&ers-byX^^^^®&»..

< There-wiObot. a single line about 
the war in the evening paper Chao 
gold- He was brought . to the Cen- 
tral police station and was - last 
night ; detained, pej^ffiginvestiga* 
tion by officers. ' r: Î

■ Together with the' professional 
alafmists, another racket had 
grown up with the mass evacuation
< residents from Chapei. People 
who wanted
were approached 
promised to obtain the necessary 
permits from the authorities. Many 
residents 
they paid

nOî did the mah who pTOmiSed tO 

spurredby the Wild reports, show-,

late hour last night. pacshanRoad, 
the main thoroughfare of the area, i 
was. ./jânàà^M^^riWias^ moving 
vans, and carts leaded with house
hold goods .makingordinary traffic 
Oh the street1 àlmW impossible. :Persuasion^ Useless . '.
f Despite thepersuasion andex- 
planation made'by the offlcersnl 
the Btireau of Public Safety» th$- 
residentscontinued their trek into 
the international settlemeO’ ahd 
¡the- French Ocncession^ throUgmiUt 
theLd^C^O^g '

Information from official
last night indicated that^tW^W®5 
bn evacudtion^iiftedsevemi days 
ago, may a#W be ^Bfjn^ef^ct 
today iiï ordéf-^to ^^B^thë dr-

in many seettons ’ Of Chapel yes- 
terday/office^e^^®edthismove•

sure b*Wtf abou^byr<thfe m«wd*:
ment of a large, body^t residents.

Wow
| titmrmainsun^mh^lxThedisHct, 
with only a few Japanese patrols

the exodus
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Another
Scare In

Hongkew
Evacuation Resumed On 

Rumour Ôf Martial 
Law In District

The evacuation of Chapei and 
Hongkew was resumed with in
creased speed yesterday iaf terttoon 
when rumours that martial lay 
was about to be enforced by 
Chinese authorities in the district 
led to a general scare, heightened I 
by a new outburst of activity ! 
throughout the day on the part of ■ 
the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party. MM

Alarm spread when it became 
known that martial law had actu*| 
ally been proclaimed* in the dis-1 
tricts around Shanghai following1 
an order issued by the Kiangsu j 
Provincial Government, and with 
the new activity by Japanese“ 
forces in Hongkew, Chinese house- > 
holders immediately began to re
move their possessions by every 
available conveyance, a thin trie-: 
kle in the morning developing into 
a panic rush during the after
noon and fading away to only an 
occasional, belated refugee in the 
evening.

The erection of telephone wires 
by Japanese troops during the 
morning and later the transporta
tion of barbed-wire barricades to 
various points in the city; added 
to the uneasiness prevailing at 
Hongkew, and when increased 
patrols of Marines were noted in 
many districts, the tension 
spread*

. “Preventative Meaure” ■
According to Chinese news 

agencies, martial law was pro

claimed in outside districts as a 
preventative measure on the part 
of the Chinese during the present 
negotiations between Chinese and 
Japanese diplomats of the two 
countries’ relations.

The order proclaiming martial 
law stated that “during the time 
when the Government is trying to 
readjust the Sino-Japanese situa
tion, there might be reactionary 
elements which would attempt to 
¿create disturbances» and thus com
plicate the present situation.” The 
order also called for cooperation 
on the part of the people in the 
reporting of all suspicious revolu
tionary characters.

Another report stated that dur
ing the day a number of men, 
alleged to have been employed for 
tl^e purpose of spreading alarmist 
ruinours in Hongkew and Chapei, 
were arrested by the Chinese 
authorities and sent io Lunghwa 
to stand court martial.
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Another
Scare In. - ' in Ws

Hongkew
Evacuation Resumed On 

Ruanour "Of Martial
Law In District

The evacuation of Chapei and 
Hongkew was resumed with in
creased speed yesterday afternoon 
when rumours that . martial law 
was about to be enforced by 
Chinese authorities in the district 
led to a general scare, heightened j 
by a new outburst of activity* 
throughout the day on the part of 
the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party.

Alarm spread when it became * 
known that martial law had actu- j 
ally been proclaimed in the dis*? 
tricts around Shanghai following 
an order issued by the Kiangsu \ 
Provincial Government, and with 
the new activity by Japanese t 
forces in Hongkew, Chinese house
holders immediately began to re
move their possessions by every 
available conveyance, a thin tric
kle in the morning developing into 
a panic rush during the after
noon and fading away to only an 
occasional, belated refugee in th£ 
evening.

The erection of telephone wires 
by Japanese troops during the 
morning and later the transporta
tion of barbed-wire barricades to 
various points in the city added 
tab the uneasiness prevailing at 
Hongkew, and when increased 
patrols of Marines were noted in 
many districts, the tension 
spread.

•‘Preventative Meaure”
According to Chinese news 

agencies, martial law was pro

claimed in outside districts as a 
preventative measure on the part 
of the Chinese during the present 
negotiations between Chinese and 
Japanese diplomats of the two 
countries* relations.

The order proclaiming martial 
law stated that “during the time 
when the Government is trying to * 
readjust the Sino-Japanese situa
tion, there might be reactionary 
elements which would attempt to 
create disturbances, and thus com
plicate the present situation.” The 
order also called for co-operation 
on the part of the people in the 
reporting of all suspicious revolu
tionary characters.

Anothef report stated that dur
ing the day a number of men, 
alleged to have been employed for 
the purpose of spreading alarmist 
rumours in Hongkew and Chapei, 
were arrested by the Chinese 
authorities and sent to Lunghwa 
to stand court martial.
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Fresh Exodus 
From Chapei

Idle Rumor Mongers 
, Blamed For Latest 

Movement Outward
The spread of a host of unfound

ed rumors tn Chapel and Kiangwan • 
yesterday started another exodus of i 
residents in those areas into the ; 
International Settlement and the ' 
French Concession. •

Despite the explanation and the 
assurances.given by the Bureau of 
Public Safety officers, the movement 
of residents into the Central and 
Western districts of the foreign- 
controlled areas continued to gain 
more followers throughout the day.

Officers of the bureau told report
ers last night that they believe that 
some groups of people were de
liberately spreading groundless re- 
ports with malicious intent. .

Around 7 o’clock last night, re
sidents of the Civic Center were 
much disturbed by thé report that 
trouble had started or was going to 
start in Shanghai« Authors of this: 
piece of information announced that 
the lights on the Wing On Com
pany tower, which can be seen for 
miles around had beén turned off to 
prepare for an Impending air raid.gay Hand Grenades Distributed

' Another report, which police 
officers branded as “Just as 
ridiculous/' claimed that hand 
grenades and other deadly weapons 
had I|?en distributed anfmg the 
men of the Greater Shanghai Peace 
Preservation Corps as a measure 
for taking care of emergency.

ether rumors Of a similar 
nature gained quick currency among 
the gullible portion of the Chapei 
and Kiangwan area populace. But 
despite the present tendency of the 
residents to, move»' officers of the 
Bureau of Public Safety were con
fident last night that the exodus 

¡yesterday would not assume the 
¡proportion of the one. several days 
ago.

Meantime, the Hongkew area had 
returned to a state which gave the 
outward semblance of normality. 
Concern, however, still gripped the 
greater portion of thé residents in 
th£t $rea. A tour through the dis
trict at nightfall revealed that 
practically no Japanese sentry was 
around and business and traffic had 
returned to its customary animated 
pace,

Afterdark, however^ the streets 
and the night-life resorts were de* 
serted, showing that residents were 
unwilling to' venture Outside their 
houses. On Haining Hoad and at 
the comer of Chime! Hoad, the spots 
where the two recent murders of 
Japanese took place, Naval Landing 
Party men were on guard. Passing 
pedestrians and motorists were 
cios^y- scruttoized.

railway tnacks, in , jp sm^ii 
group of Nipponese bluejackets epp- 
tmued to keep f.^ie
vidOwOI

■Ägg
Sill
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Japanese Raid
I Chinese Police,

Hunt Fot Spies
Chapei Station Offers 

No Resistance; Raid • 
Made Ou Villages

Hongkew More Normal, 
Patrols Taken Off, 

Trade As Usual

KUWAJLMA HOLDS
ATTENTION NOwfef’

’. Hongkew More Quiet
With the Hongkew and Chapei 

districts fast . resuming their 
normal appearance after 11 days 
of tension, interest today veered 
to the arrival at 5:50 o’clock in 
thé afternoon Of Mt. Kazue Ku- 
maxima, director of the Bureau 
of Kast Asiatic Affairs of the 
Tokyo Foreign Office.

¿Bringing with him what is gen
erally described by the Japanese 
as “the last word” of the Tokyo 
authoritiestregarding the present 
Sino-Japanese negotiation, ? fcr a 
^adjustment of fee referions be. 

?$#een. the two countriee, Mr. 
' ima, immediately after hi? 
arrival, was to go into conference 
With the highest leoal represents- 
fives of thé JapsuX^ Navy 
and Foreign Affairs Ministries. 
The high Gaimushc official will 
entrain for Nanking at *11 c’éKck 
tonight.

A? dZ

A branch station of the Bureau 
of Public Safety of the City 
Government of Greater Shanghai, 
hoursed in the neighborhood ox the 
Japanese Rokusan Garden near 
Tientungan, was - raided by.twj 
batches of officers and men from' 
¿he Japanese Special Naval Land
ing Party at 8 o’clock last night, 
it was learned today. . ... 4

With a group; of plainclothes 
meh throwing a cordon around I 
th« station, about, 20 officers and 
men, arriving in two groups, 
entered the Chinese police station 
and searched .every room. The 
Japanese officers are s&id* to have 
explained thatthesCafchwasfbr 
spies who are said to be hiding 
inside- the. building. The Chinese ■ 
officers offered no resistance

In the 
Scheduled 
days, he will discuss atlength the 
present state cf Slno. Japanese 
relations with Ambassador fihfgèru 
Kawagoe and Mr. Yaklchiro Suma, 
consul-general in Nanking.

With uneasiness ' among thoj 
Ja’gancse residents dispelled to al 
large extent, all Nipponese schools 
today resumed 'normal. aJl-day’ 
schedules to the chagrin of pupils; 
who, for oneweek,enjvyedhiUt 
holidays. Special precautions were" 
taken by the S-M.P. and tae 
Japanese consular Police to guard 
they tÿhàdnen against ùritoward 
events. - ‘ '■ ■

Japanese Naval Landing Party 
and patrols had been 

....... _. Jiminished. AU men on 
I guard carried their arms in’ *w 
ease” • positions, without •• - lixed 
bayonets. ' -

Large quantities of unsigned 
handbills, printed ; in red, urging 
the Chinese people to stand 
against Japan were scattered from

Villages .Visited . x ■’ g
Causing much.-anxiety among 

the populace, small groups • of 
(Japanese bluejackets Oast night 
visited ? the Chuahchiako ' and 
Hochiacha . villafees <7 in Chapei. 
They, knocked at the doors and fl.. - _ - _ . - - - - - - - - -aroused the villagers. After * J111? ®Unmalning in the viUUge for a Uriel1rtepartment stores on

.-i Nanking .Hoad.; at-- about 5:20
O’clock yesterday afternoon, ac
cording to Japanese reports. Of
ficers ■ were' rushed to the two 
establishments from the Louza 
Police »Station nearby but no ar
rests were made, they said.

The text of the handbills de. 
nounced the operations of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party in

of the police-post 
wMpdi, abffilshed after the adop- 
tion qf th^ beat patrol scheme, by 
^hb’ S-MfF. 'is being advocated■ » ’’■JKVwnai&A- f«*-'’
reported.

VI 3. obstacle,- was the
Identification marks were foundIat;k of sufficient appropriations.

■ time, they lett..' • ■ ■■ / x: : ■ fl ft
¿ More tl>an .800 JapaneseWH 

jackets, headed by th$r officers; 
early this. morning marched/rop) 

-their ...
Park for drill. They took with

•pieces. 57.-
: /‘Spies” Hunted ’

. Chinese authorities in , an« 
around^ Shanghai arc redoubling 
theff efforts to round up spies be
lieved to have been • hired' hl 
Japanese xfto obtain information 
t?n; ■ movements. Wi 
diineiie Buddhist monks wrere atl Japanese» & 13 *^®o
rested# in .
Of ffiranghat, yesterday. was the

are being held>»t the magistrate’s 
1 office for questioning.

In Tachang, scene <rf-a Sifip- 
Japanese battle in ^992, two, one 
amonkand another a beggar, 
were. arrested ■ lakt month. - Con- 
elusive evidence hail .been found 

: against/ them, said. ?; The 
»suspects had AtoW 

Headquarters Kfor trial before a 
military court.
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I MINOR INCIDENT
CAUSES RUMOUR

Mafoo And Vet&mary 
Surgeon In Dispute

At Kiangwan
nervousness IN 

CHAPEI AGAIN
Rumours last night <£filing ' 

between Japanese an vej on

S- ’¿g-,g«ayS3E

I tween a Japanese veterinary sur 
geon and a mafoo.

, It is understood ‘^t the vet.
! accused th® mafoo MSeine and that the Chinese was 

arrested by officers or the reace 
Preservation Corps after one or

The mafoo, who was ^er ordered 
tn auoloffize and to■ Fa* 
Japanese veterinary wag
cost of the missing released after investigations «>

A. 5 d foUowingl

"S"'« ¿SSW«“““"?S 
^en ’ constructed on the k

largely incr®ased-
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Hwa Mei «/an Pao and Shanghai Evening News of October 5

JAPANESE MARINES SEARCH CHAPEI POLICE STATION.

The situation in the various districts in 
Chapei and Hongkew was quiet yesterday. On the night of 
October 4, a scene was created near the Japanese Rokusan 
Garden as the result of a search conducted by Japanese 
marines at the Tien Tung An Police Station of the Bureau 
of Public Safety. No official report has been made by 
the authorities regarding this affair. However, according 
to an investigation made by a reporter of this paper, the 
incident was due to a misunderstanding*

At about 8 p.m* October 4, a small group of 
Japanese marines patrolled Dung 0hi Road and Kiangwan Road, 
Chapei. Several country men upon seeing the marines near 
the Japanese Rokusan Garden began to run away, some going 
in the direction of the Police Station. This aroused the 
suspicion of the Japanese marines who forced their way into 
the Station. The Japanese marines did not understand 
Chinese nor were any of the officers at the Police Station 
able to speak Japanese. Subsequently, the Japanese patrols 
proceeded to the Japanese Rokusan Garden where two of them 
remained outside while the others went inside and notified 
the branch station of the Japanese Landing Forces at Hwa 
Yuan Ka by a military telephone. Shortly afterwards, a 
Japanese military truck with more than 20 Japanese marines 
in full military kit and armed with a machine gun was 
despatched to the place. In company with the Japanese 
marines previously mentioned, they surrounded the Police 
Station. The situation became very delicate. The 
Japanese entered the Police Station and searched the 
premises. The police officers remained quiet and calm.
A Japanese resident anted as Interpreter. The
misunderstanding was finally cleared up and the Japanese 
marines withdrew. However, Japanese sentries and patrols 
ware posted along Hwa Yuan Ka and the Japanese Rokusan 
Garden until about 7 a.m. October 5.

It is learned that more than 1,000 Japanese 
soldiers landed on the night of October 3 at the Wei Tu 
Wharf at the end of Yangtszepoo.

Four or five armed Japanese marines were 
still posted at the comer of North Szechuen Road and 
Jukong Road# Sze Dah Road and in front of the Japanese 
Marine Posts. The situation at other places is the same 
as before. However, the number of posts on Dixwell Road 
seaned to have been increased and patrols were likewise 
more numerous.

The strength of the Japanese marines in the 
Japanese Brewery behind the Rokusan Garden was increased 
by more than 50 marines. Precautionary measures are 
still being adopted in the vicinity of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party Headquarters, its various branch stations 
in the International Settlement and at various places at 
Hwa Yuan Ka in Chapei.
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According to information secured by a. reporter 
of the Ta Kung News Agency, the Japanese marines during the 
past several days have been busy constructing an underground 
path inside the Japanese Brewery behind the Rokusan Garden.

According to information secured from the 
residents along Kiangwan Road, Ohi Mei Road and Tung Chi 
Road by a reporter of the Sin Sin News Agency^ the Japanese 
marines he-ve been very active during the past few days. 
Pedestrians passing by these districts were subjected to 
strict search by the marines.

Lih Pao :-

The Arbitrary Arrests of Residents by Japanese 
Marines

According Pei H(z^ 7. ), Secretary
to the British ConsulaW-deneral in Shanghai, the S.M.C. 

, has not yet referred to the Consular Body the question of 
the reckless extension of patrols and the arbitrary arrest 
of residents in the International Settlement by the Japanese 
Landing Porce. None of the Consuls have expressed views 
on these matters.

The Sung Veh Sunday Periodical (4-iS of October 4 l-

The Hongkew Incident.

At about 8.30 p.m. September 23 one Japanese 
marine was killed and two others were wounded on Heining 
Road. Shortly afterwards, a large number of Japanese 
marines and tanks arrived at the spot and pedestrians were 
not allowed to approach the scene of the crimes Chapoo, 
Yalu, Woo sung and Range Roads were completely under their 
control. A rigorous search was conducted by the marines.

In connection with the incident, we desire to 
bring the following facts to the notioe of readers i-

(1) A congee hawker named Chang Yung Woo was 
arrested because his appearance was suspicious for he was 
wearing a vzom-out foreign-style shirt. Two brothers hamed 
Ma, who were returning home from their place of employment, 
a printing shop, upon seeing what had happened on Haining 
Road began to retrace their steps but were arrested* These 
three suspects were handed over to the Police after 
negotiations by the Settlement authorities.

(2) The Japanese posts were detailed to Chinese 
controlled territory.

(3) This incident took place in the International 
Settlement and in an area regularly patrolled by the Japanese 
Police, yet the Japanese are holding the Chinese Government 
responsible. Several days after the incident, the Japanese 
newspapers in Shanghai published rumours that 30,000 plain
clothes Peace Preservation Corps had arrived in Shanghai and 
that Chinese military forces were being concentrated in the 
vicinity of Soo chow and Kashing. All these rumours were 
refuted by the Chinese Government. On the other hand, large 
reinforcements of the Japanese marines arrived in Shanghai,

We deeply regret the unfortunate incidents 
befalling foreigners residing in China but the Chinese people 
will never accept any more demands.
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ATTI TUBE OF S«M«C, CRITICIZED

k-l
Lih Pao publishes in its Beaders’ Forum the following letter 

to the editor by one Yen Liang (J& $ )i

The International Settlement of Shanghai has 
always been regarded by a certain section of the Chinese people 
as a place of safety but during the past few years it has 
become a piece of greater uneasiness, especially in view of 
the fact that Chinese residents in the Settlement are 
frequently subjected to unreasonable oppression and arrest.

Take, for instance, the unfortunate incident 
that occurred recently on Haining Road« The S.1£»C. had 
been negligent in adopting precautionary measures prior to 
the incident and had failed to adopt adequate measures to deal 
with the incident afterwards; therefore, it cannot evade 
its responsibility« As a matter of fact, the Settlement 
Police should have stopped the marines of a certain nation 
from removing the two marines who were wounded and the dead 
body of the marine who was fatally shot; the Police should 
have first made an examination and taken a photograph as 
evidence and then assisted the marine authorities of that 
nation to remove the deceased and the wounded marines to a 
hospital« In this way, the Settlement Police could say 
that they had carried out their duty« However, the Settlement 
Police failed to do these things but allowed the marines of 
that nation to remove the victims and afterwards they ' - 
even permitted the marines to conduct searches of dwelling 
houses, to arrest innocent pedestrians, to obstruct traffic 
and to convey arrested persons for detention at their Landing 
Party Headquarters to be dealt with at their will«

All this shows that Chinese residing in the 
International Settlement, though obliged to pay taxes, are 
not being given proper protection. Under the circumstances 
it is therefore only natural for us to fear for our future 
safety in the Settlement« I am of the opinion that such 
a fear does exist in the minds of Chinese residents and of 
foreign residents as well«

We wonder whether the S,M«C« will again follow 
the attitude which it adopted five years ago when it pexmitted 
the marines of a certain nation to use the Settlement as a 
military base for aggression against China« If the 8«M«C 
has no such intention, then we hope that the Council will 
accord similar protection to all residents in the Settlement 
irrespective of nationality and adopt rigorous measures 
to put a stop to the free action of the marines*

publishes another letter in its Reader’s Porum from one 
Kwang Hwa (< jf. & )

Interference With Chinese Military Training

Our friendly neighbour has always alleged that 
Chinese students are the principal elements who arethe _ .

anti-X; it has therefore always obstructed the military 
training of Chinese students«

However, according to a telegram from Tsingtao, 
dr ted September 21, several hundred students of middle schools 
of the XX residents held military drills at Kanshan (
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THE HONGKEW INCIDENT

On the night of September 23 a terrible case 
occurred in Shanghai. As it took place in Hongkew district 
of the International Settlement (Woosung and Haining Hoads 
corner)* it was therefore called the Hongkew Incident.

According to a statement made by an eye-witness» 
it was at about 8 p.m. September 23 that pistol shots were 
suddenly heard at the corner of Haining and Wbosung Hoads« 
Before policemen could reach the spot» the place was already 
swarming with Japanese marines; the assassins made good 
their escape« Shortly afterwards* a commotion followed. 
The Japanese marines began their activities and conducted 
a search of the dwelling houses and the pedestrians in the 
neighbourhood. No pedestrians» not even newspaper 
reporters» were allowed to walk within 30 feet of the scene 
of the crime. ..^People heard that a Chinese hawker named 
Chang Yung Woo and several other persons had been
taken by Japanese marines to the Landing Party Headquarters 
on suspicion* for some unknown reason* of being the culprits« 

The events that took place afterwards were more 
terrible. A Japanese military truck dashing left and 
right nearly collided with a No.7 Houte tramoar. Emergency 
measures were immediately proclaimed in the Hongkew district* 
while aimed Japanese marines stood on guard on the borders 
of the International Settlement and Chinese controlled 
territoxy in Chapei. The district seemed to have 
fallen entirely into the hands of the Japanese. The 
incident took place in the International Settlement* yet 
the inhabitants of Chinese controlled territory became so 
terror-stricken that they began to remove their homes«

Patriotic Chinese realize full well that such 
acts of terrorism would simply afford the enemy a pretext 
for aggression* less patriotic Chinese do not possess c 
sufficient courage to undertake such an enormous risk as 
Shooting a Japanese marine. As regards professional 
murderers* they are net anxious for such kinds of terrorism. 
As for the statement that so-called communists are trying 
to cre?te Sine-Japanese dissension* tills is merely a nice 
expression of the Japanese Poreign Minister Arita and 
represents the erroneous view of XX Imperialists that Chinese 
cosoaunists are not patriotic« Therefore* it is clear 
that the incident had been deliberately created by XX* 
although we are not in a position to prove that it had been 
agreed upon by important officials with the deceased 
beforehand« The present incident was not accidental« 
The Chinese Government dealt with the Chengtu* Pakhoi, 
JTengtai and Hankow Incidents on the principle of conciliation 
and the enemy in each Incident had attained its minimum 
object« How would the enemy act to realize its four 
maximum demands? To attain this* another pretext was 
required» thus the so-called Hongkew Incident took place« 
If the Chinese Government continues to deal with this 
incident earths?principle of conciliation* it is possible 
that further incidents of this nature may be expected«
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Ta Kung Pao ;-

NOTHAL CONDITIONS IK HONGffEW

The additional marine posts detailed by the 

Japanese Naval Landing Party along North Szechuen Poad were 

withdrawn on the morning of October 3. However, four or 

five Japanese marines are still on guard in the vicinity of 

Jukong Road and >Sz Lah Road.

A reporter of this paper made an inspection 

yesterday morning and found definite signs of improvement 

in the district. The number of Japanese marines on duty 

in Jukong Road, Tien Tung An Railway Station and other 

places have been reduced to two. The situation has now 

returned to normalcy. The situation in Chapei is also 

quifet.
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SEQUEL
Two Suspects Freed; Third 

Remanded HU Oct. 9
, Following the sentencing on Friday , 
j afternoon of Yang Ven-tao and Yih | 
! Hai-sen to pay the death penalty 

for the shooting of H. Nakayama, a 
Japanese sallo//the hearing was 
opened in the First Special District 
Court yesterday morning of the case 
where three Kompo Bien, Tsang 
Ypoi>g-wo, a hawker, Mau Yung-sau, f 
printer, and May Yung-nyi, printer,] 
were detained on suspicion of being 
involved in the latest Hongkew 
Shooting in which another Japanese 
sailor, A. Taminiato, was killed on 
tlie night of September 23 on Hain- i 
ing Road.

At the conclusion of yesterday’s 
hearing, the two Maus, who are' 
brothers, were ordered to be released 
by the Judge as there was insuf
ficient evidence against either of 
them. The two Maus told the court 
that they were returning home in 
East gashing Road from a Shan« 
haikwan printing *' sh^ d were 
passing Haining Ro<c ’hen they ]

• were arrested on the nig^ in ques- 
■ tion.

In connection with the detention 
of Tsang Yoong-wo, three Japanese 
witnesses testified in the District 

' Court yesterday, these being Messrs. 
5 T. Horiye, T. Suehiro, and H. 
g Miyata. One of the witnesses

• stated that, immediately after 
a the shooting of September 23, 
g he s$w in an alleyway the detained

hawker near a sand-box with one 
s of his hands between the Ud of the 

sand-box. Witness said he went over 
£4 and, when the lid of the sand-box 
L was opened, a pistol was found 
a inside. The other two witnesses 
<1 supported the first witness’s evidence, 
1 adding that, aj^er hadfee^d
* the shots,'to«y"r^n mto the
r alleyway where they assisted • 

restip^ the? hawker.'
?•' Questioned bythe Judge, Tsang 
’' ’ Yoong-wo stuck ■. W his <>14 story fed; 
J 'he"'w^|”|’ soup hawker and he w^t
• to an alleyway to look for his two 

comrades on the' night when he was 
arrested by the Japanese. ' f£e denied 
having.Ogy Part in wf murder pf

' thp sailor on Raining Rosd. v
As many more witnesses iaj» to b$; 

" "ca&^i/ the judge orde/ed l£sang t9 
be returi^ tp custody apd broüg^ 
befóte again oh October i
9 for a special hearing, ’ 1
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Hawkers’ Alibi
Begins To Fade

Heard
> By Court ; Testimony 

involves Chang
(Conclude^ from, page 1) 

tention to enable police to carry 
on investigations.

Mr. Tadashi HiOriye, Japanese 
tailor, residing at Lane 332. 114 
Woosung Road, said that about 
8:20 o’clock, on the night of 
September 23, he heard shots and 
rusned out of into . the street 
where he saw a crowd gathered. 
He heard people proclaiming that 
a Japanese had been shot and 
that the shots had come from the 
direction of Lane 115.“Yog are the (Mon!*

He: said that he ran to the 
mouth Of the lane and saw a 
Chinese woman kneeling on the 
ground.

“Nearby was a Chinese man 
who had the Ud of* a sandbox 
open about six inches. His right 
hand was half in and half out 
of the box and I saw there was 
a dark object in his hand* which 
news pushing into the box.“

Mr. Horiye then shouted: “You 
are1 the map“ The person then 
withdrew his hand and dropped 
the lid of the box down. Mr 
Horiye told the court that he 
then seised the man and handed 
him "over to two or three Japan
ese who came up at the time.

Saw Pistol
“I looked in the box and there 

was a Mauser pistol lying on the 
top of the saiid. I gave it to mem
bers of the* Japanese; Naval Land-« 
ing' Party.” * ’

Teruo Suehiro, a radio sales
man, the stand, saying that 
on September 23, he heard what 
at first he thought was the sound 
of firecrackers but then decided 
was rifie shots. Rushing into? the 
street he saw. a Japanese ■ marine 
lying in the road and two more; 
over ih'U bookshop, ~at No. 463 
Woosung Road, seemingly wound-

< ■ ■ Chang Denies
He too, he said, rushed to the 

followed by . another 
Japanese, $ajime Miyata, • where 
they saw the man Chang z about 
to put something in the sandbox. 
They came up apd>lielped; Mr.

Chang stoutly denied; all the 
allegatjopf against him and said’ 

■ that he was only on the street 
^elUnghiscongee. fie was 
mahded in custody for a<wecfc'“<
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V

HONGKEW SHOOTING 
OUTRAGE

Two Of Three Suspects 
Released For Lack 

Of Evidence
Two of the three men arrested 

following the murder on Septem- 
| her 23 of First Class Seaman 
Taminato it Haining Road were 
released $®terday by the First 
Special District Court. ,

The third accused Chang Yung- 
ho, a congee seller, was remanded 
for a week, although he continu
ed to deny that he had any 
knowledge of the crime. ' ■.

No charge was framed against 
Chang, the police merely asking 
that he be remanded for a week 
to facilitate further investiga-1 
tions.

Mr. Chang Shin-tsu, Assistant 
Municipal Advocate, told the 
court that 25 witnesses had testifi
ed against accused at the police 
station. Only three Japanese 
witnesses, however, appeared in 
court.

The first witness, a tailor, said 
. that after the shooting he ran out 
‘ and saw Chang opening a sand 
, box and putting a black 
j object into it After catch

ing Chang he opened the box and 
> picked out the pistol. The two 

other witnesses testified to the 
same effect, explaining that they 
helped the tailor to catch Chang.

\ x Chang admitted that he was 
f caught by the Japanese witnesses 

but denied that he had any 
knowledge of the crime. It is un- 

’ derstood that police have confirm-
• ed that Chang had a friend 

maintaining a stand near ■ the 
scene of crime and that Chang

• himself also kept a congee stand 
near the alley in front of which

* he was caught.
: It was announced by the police
* that the pistol found in the sand 
; box had been examined by ex- 
- parts and found , to be the one 
i from which the fatal were

fired. -
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'Two SuaÈ^t|

AOWÿ Freed
Printers Released But 

Food Hawker Held

Two suspecte of- the murder' .bf Ì 
First Class Seaman Asamitsu Ta-_ 
minato oh September 23 
Wàèd" yesterday morning because i 
df lack of evidence, while the j 
third suspect was ordered to be 
héîd on a writ of detention for a 
week for another session of the 

. First Special District Court, Two 
other members of the Landing 
Party were wounded at the same 

' time. I . 3 Ip Î'
The two- released were Ma Pung- 

tsai and his brother, Ma Yung- 
nien.

The third suspect, Chang Yung- 
ho, 21-year-old food hawker, con
tinued to deny any implication in 
the shooting. He told the court 
again that he had only run to the 
scene of the shooting after he had 
h eard shots fired. gl

Three Japanese witnesses testifi
ed at the session yesterday, one of 
whom said.’Ühathe saw C|hang’shand 
in the sand box in which he found 
the Mauser pistol. Thè other two 
testified only that they had as- r 
sisted in arresting Chang.

Tadashi Horiye, 34, a Japanese 
tailor living on Woòsung Road, first 
took the stand and said he saw 
Chang pushing his right hand into 
the sand box and that there was 
a black object In thè hand.

Shouting- “you’re the man0 in 
Japanese, he grabbed Chang by 
the arm,and held him until other 

' Japanese ■ arrived on the scene. -, 
Handing the^^'h^.-'
opened the sand-box and found a 
Mauser pistol there. He turned 
•thia?pistol over W Weber s of ■ 
Japanese Naval Landing Party. < ?

Yoshkr Kuroda, a Japaneseradio 
salesman, testified that he had heard 
'^oU anS h^ rüWSd
He heard Horiye shout “youW the ' 
man” and rushed to assist .in

■ resting ? •< '/C f
■ ’ judge, tS ü
; saidv'thMVhè\ put,
anything into tWê^afidbox. <XS |

Haj ime Miy at à, who ^òmpOitó; I 
Kuroda, -
story was similar to that of .

> / ' \ ’ 4 i

Assistant Mum^pal t Advocate œs 

which was prepared by the; policé . 
£and‘ asked the Wurt, on.beMfc

time to carry on its investigations.
qhang, will be detained for a week, ’ 

thenextfirtaf

1

I
1

F»

i
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CALM IN HONGKEW 
AND CHAPEI

Substantial Reduction of the 
Japanese Patrols

EXODUS IS* DEFINITELY 
CHECKED

Tension in the Hongkew area was 
markedly less yesterday, with a 
further withdrawal of Japanese sen
tries from Settlement streets, whilst 
none could be seen in Chapei. A 
decrease in the number of Chinese 
residents evacuating Chapei and 
Kiangwan again was noted, even over 
Saturday’s substantial reduction as 
compared with the three preceding 
days, while several rickshaws piled 
high with household goods were 
observed returning to the Chinese- 
controlled area.*

No untoward incidents were re
ported during the day? A tour of 
the Hongkew area just before dusk 
confirmed reports of the decreased 
number of sentries. Whereas a few 
days ago every important inter
section of North Szechuen Road was 
heavily guarded, yesterday only 
three were watched by sentries. 
Two men and an N.C.O. were on 
guard outside the Isis Theatre, in 
Jukong Road; another small party, 
including a machine-gun motor cycle 
and an armoured car, was seen out
side a Japanese Naval Landing 
Party post almost opposite the site of 
the old Odeon Theatre, which was 
burned down during the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities in 1932; and 
three sentries and an N.C.O. were 
on guard outside the Japanese 
Public School, 141a North Szechuen 
Road.

One marine was guarding an 
empty lorry and an armoured car 
near the old Japanese garden in 
Dixwell Road, while four more were 
stationed by a furniture shop by the 
Chinese bridge leading over the 
Hongkew CTeek. A lone sentry 
stood at the corner of Range Road 
and Woosung Road, by the Hongkew 
Pire Station.

Noticeable yesterday was the fact 
that, not only did all thè sentries 
carry their rifles in the “at base” 
position, but in every case bayonets 
were unfixed. Motor cycle patrols 
were scarce and seemed to confine 
their activities to the Dixwell Road 
and North Szechuen Road areas.
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HONGKEW SITUATION

A Timely Warning

To the Editor of the 
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—Referring to the recent in- ; 
cidents related by C.T.S. and Cold 
Comfort and Hongkew Resident 
in your correspondence columns, may 
I take this opportunity of issuing a 
timely warning, so that Europeans 
may avoid any possible trouble dr 
misunderstandings which may lead 
to “serious consequences.’*

» it is a very natural thing for any 
one to step out on to the pavement 
and call for a “Rikkishaw,” and they 
would no doubt be astounded if they 
found that their simple request led 
them into considerable trouble, and 
even possible harm. Yet such a 
thing is very very possible. Ohé of 
the worst insults in» the Japanese 
language is the word “Chikkusho” 
(pronounced “Chikksho”), and it is 
hardly necessary for me to explain 
the possible happenings were some 
.one to step out on to the pavement, 
close to a Japanese sentry, and call 
for a “Rikkshaw.” He might even 
be promptly bayoneted if the in
dividual in question should happen 
to be short-tempered, especially with 
the present mental condition prevail
ing, for the word “Chikkusho” means 
a “beast.’’

Therefore, please bear in mind j 
when in the Hongkew district avoid ‘ 
using the word “Rikkshaw’’ or “Chik-( 
kusho,” if you wish to preserve the , 
peace of the Orient, and even per- ; 
haps the World.”

. < Cautious.
Shanghai, Oct 3.
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Japanese Point of View
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News” '
Sir,—A number of your corres

pondents, during the last few days, 
have set forth opinions that the 
measures taken in Hongkew by the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party were 
unnecessary; that they interfered 
with the administration of the Inter
national Settlement, and that they 
were not conducive to peace ‘and 
order in the community.

While I am not assuming to set 
forth the official Japanese view, per
mit me , to present here what 1 
believe to be the views held by most 
of my co-nationals residing in the 
northern district

1. From the viewpoint of the com
mander of the Special Naval Landing 
Party, «the measures are reasonable 
and appropriate. It must not be 
forgotten that the force is here to 
protect Japanese residents. It is main
tained by Japanese taxpayers for 
that specific purpose and the failure 
of the commander to take all possible 
steps to prevent any Japanese, civilian 
or otherwise, from being harmed 
would be regarded as criminal, here 
as well as in Japan.

2. The murders of Warrant-Officers 
Hideo Nakayama and Asamitsu Ta- 
minato on Settlement roads have 
conclusively proven that unless the 
Shanghai Municipal Policé Force, as 
efficient as it is to-day, could not 
prevent the recurrence of similar out
rages unless increased a thousand- ! 
fold.

3. If the naval measures have 
created concern, the blame should 
be put on the circumstances that led 
to the . adoption of those very 
measures. The way in which three 
Japanese have lost their lives at the 
hands of gunmen in Shanghai has 
been identical. They were all shot in 
the back. I believe most of your 
readers will agree with me that 
there is no more unpleasant or 
“jittery” feeling than that of being 
threatened with sudden death that 
strikes you from behind. (Not that 
being shot in the face is pleasant). 
The fact that in time of war, snipers 
are summarily shot upon capture 
clearly illustrates how this constant 
feeling of lurking danger is regarded 
as dangerous t6 an army’s morale. 
One of your correspondents stated 
that “it is no joke to walk by sentries 
or to be passed by sentries when 
the accidental pressure of one inch 
per trigger finger separates you from 
eternity.” May I state that it is no 
fun either for the sentry to know' 
that a second’s delay in pulling that 
trigger may lead him to eternity.

4. The old adage that an ounce of 
prevention is better than a pound of 
cure is the underlying factor in the 
Japanese military measures. Com
menting editorially on the steps taken 
by the Landing Party following the 
Haining Road tragedy you stated that 
there seemed to be an “element of 
shutting the stable door after the 
horse has been stolen about the 
Japanese precautions.” If we recall 
that Mr. Kosaku Kayau was shot to 
death a few hours after a serious 
development had taken place in the 
trial of the now-convicted slayers of 
Warrant-Officer Nakayama, it seems 
only natural for the Japanese naval 
command to have strengthened pre
cautionary measures at a time when ; 
the same judicial proceedings were ( 
reaching a climax.

5. Xhe fact that the series of 
slaying have established that, they 
were planned without specific motive | 
against anyone in particular so long 
as the victims were Japanese naturally ; 
makes the adoption of extraordinary | 
measures necessary. To use the ■

, words of your correspondent it is no ! 
joke to walk down the street when 
the accidental pressure of’ one inch 
per gunman’s trigger-finger separates 
you from eternity. Whether we 
Japanese are justified in feeling so 
or not is another matter. Allow me, 
however, to quote here a statement 
made to me yesterday by a Briton, 
whom I consider one of the best- 
informed men in Shanghai; “There 
will be another shooting of à 
Japanese. But no-one knows when or 
where it will be.”

6. Lastly about the trouble about 
photographers. The taking of photo-

i graphs of a military position in an 
* emergency is prohibited in most 

countries. The present situation in 
. Hongkew is an emergency in every 
j sense of the word, the Japanese 

Naval landing Party co-opérating 
I with Japanese and other law- 

enforcement agencies in a “war” 
against a hidden enemy.

Pictures of Japanese sentry posi
tions, printed in newspapers or 
acquired by some other means, would 
provide this enemy a splendid basis 
on which to map out its next attack 
without running the danger of 
engaging in a reconnaissance of the 
spot in person. Moreover^ a photo
graph, more than a personal obser
vation, gives the opportunity to the 
accomplices of the gunman to discuss
possible approaches to the “job.” 
Herein lies, I am .sure, the reason 
why Japanese naval officers object to 
the indiscriminate snapping of sentry 
posts.

In conclusion, I wish to express my 
regrets at the various “incidents” 
involving foreigners and the Naval 
Landing Party. But I can easily see 

. why in one case, the pungent, sea
faring language of an old salt did not 

? find a welcome echo in a tin-helmeted 
sailor of Nippon. Both were on land 

I at the time.
Tozai.

S Shanghai, Oct. 3.
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RUMOUR STILL RIFE 
AMONG CHINESE

Exodus Of Residents 
From Chapei Now 

Negligible
ARTILLERY PRACTICE
.. IN YANGTZEPOO
Although the panic in Chapei 

appears to have subsided, result
ing in a marked diminution of the 
exodus of Chinese residents into 
the International Settlement, 
rumours are still rife concerning 
impending Sind-Japanese hos
tilities, and, an atmosphere of 
tension remains.

Japanese patrols and sentries in 
the Hongkew district have been 
greatly reduced, and the last bar
ricades removed, and yesterday 
passed of without incident of any 
kind.

The Nakayama case result, 
plus the breathing spell introduc
ed by Tokyo’s decision to send Mr, 
Kuwajima, Director of the East 
Asiatic Affairs Bureau, to China, 
have calmed fears among the 
Japanese community, although it 
is reported that many families 
hitherto resident in Chapei have 
removed to Hongkew.

Japanese marines attracted 
much attention in the Pingliang 
Road district in Yangtzepoo yes
terday when from 7.30 a.m. they 
carried out artillery practice.

Conditions in the area of 
special interest to the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party had return
ed to normal last night, although 
an occasional patrol was to be 
observed carrying out its routine.

I 
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| HongkeM, Area 
Quiet; Exodus 
Almost Halted
Feeling Still Tense 

Despite Peaceful
Appearance

Although a general improvement 
in the situation in Hongkew and 
Chapel was evident yesterday as a 
result of the withdrawal of prac
tically all the guards of the Jap
anese Naval Landing Party in the 
two areas, an undercurrent of 
tenseness and concern continued to 
grip the district.

The exodus of the people living 
in that part of the city, which 
started Thursday after the Japan
ese had erected barbed wire entan
glements and increased their sen
tries, had almost entirely stopped 
yesterday morning. Several groups 
of Chinese were seen moving back 
to their homes in Chapel.Sentries Reduced

i In Hongkew, all the' Japanese 
i patrols and guards had been re- 
' moved except for the small number 
' which was still stationed in the 
I vicinity of Boone Road and Chapoo 
; Road. Japanese sentries posted 
, across the ^railroad track in the 
jChinese territory had also been 
I withdrawn. A small party of three 
or four bluejackets, however, were 
still stationed on the track of land

I at Paitzechiao, Chapel.
I Toward noon yesterday, however, 
when the Nipponese school child
ren were returning home for lunch, 
the guards were again slightly in
creased, but their number could in 
no way compare with the strong 
detachment Thursday and Friday.

The easier situation yesterday 
was presumably because’ of the 
satisfaction of the Japanese to
ward the death sentences of two 
of the Nakayama accused.

Meantime, both the Japanese and 
Chinese authorities were doing 
their utmost in attempting to

■ pacify the fears of the residents. 
I In an order yesterday. Mayor Wu 
I Te-chen requested that all the 
[ workers of the City Government 
j refrain from moving out of the

Kiangwan Civic Center area.
This circular, together, with the 

endeavor made by the City Gov
ernment bureau officials in dis- 

, crediting the rumors circulating in 
the city, succeeded in checking any 

J exodus from Kiangwan yesterday.Schools Hold Classes
The various schools located in 

f the area continued to hold their 
usual classes yesterday momipg. 
Educational officials Of the city 
dented the report that classes may 
be suspended after the week-end.

. students at Fuh Tan university,I 
Kiangwan, where the girl students 
moved to their Siccawel campus 
Friday, declared •;yesterday that 
they will continue going to classes. 
This statement was collaborated by 
administrative officials of other 
histitutions.

Acting on the demand made by 
the Japanese^ Amalgamated Street 
Uhlans, the Shanghai Municipal 
Council assured its president, Mr.•
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JAPANESE ASK MORE 
POLICEMEN

Plain-clotties Mpji Needed in 
Hongkew Distract

Japanese requests for an increase 
in plain-clothes Japanese detectives 
and for the appointment of Japanese 
as the heeds oftjie Hongkew and 
Dixwell Road police stations, Will 
be given “due consideration” by the 
Shanghai Municipal Council.

Assurances to this effect were 
giyen Mr. Yuki chi Hayashi, honorary 
president of the Federation of 
Amalgamated Japanese Street Unions, 
by Mr. G. G. Phillips, secretary of 
the S.M.C., in ah interview on 
Friday, the local Japanese press 
reported yesterday.

The call followed the receipt on 
Thursday of a letter from Mr- 
Stirling Fessenden, secretary-general 
of the S-M-C., stating that he had 
considered the petition of the Federa
tion.

Mr. Phillips, the newspapers stated, 
said he would confer with the Com
missioner of Police and put the 
matter up for decision by the 
Council.



I 1

SMC. Authority
|li
Situation Remains One 

Diplomacy, Declares 
Fessenden

troops in . the Settlement to pro

and extraordinary decisions must 
be.referred to the consular 
Body. ’•!?*/•Y-.tÆ|
. AÛ powers represented Un

-

¡Ä|le<$y

legal. ¿

W. '«¡«W Sovereign 
nation. .• •
■'<lié 
• situation ; reached a crista it m 
be referred tb t^e Consular &

The Shanghai .¿Municipal Police 
are ths authority entrusted with 
the task of maintaining law and 
order within the limits of the 
International Settlement, Abut, 
when a situation develops tie. 
yond the ' control of a municipal 
government, it then becomes a 
matter for national diplomacy 
and is more or less out of the 
hands tof '.the municipal authori
ties, ■„ •> '

That was the statement .made 
to a representative of the Shang
hai Evening Post , this morning by 
Mi\ SterIing Fessenden. secretary- : 
general of the Shanghai Muni- < 
clpal Council, when interviewed 3 
expressly on the Council’s at- : 
tijtude* towards the extraordinary ■] 
situation that has prevailed in the : 
Hongk^w the Se^ttemsht
for the’ past days. ISclcÜé¡n?Zealous

Th$,Japanese Naval Landing 
Party has ho . legal authority 
permitting them to restrain offi
cials of the Municipal Police 
from moving about freely in the 
course of their duties, Mr. Fes
senden declared, as has been the 
case in various incidents in the 
past few days. But private soldi
ers whether Japanese or of any 
other nationality, are likely to 
be over-zealous, in the perform
ance of what they consider their 
duty, especially in times of tension 
when they feel their national 
honcr is * at stake. Du* to their 
occasional ignorance, they are 
&Dfc to go beyond their legal righU

. a - co.
In addition, the Jap anese Lanc

ing Party has no legal authority 
permitting it to detain and con
fiscate the property of non.Japan
ese subjects within the territory oi 
the Settlement, as has happened 
occasionally lately.

Overrate Power
Shanghai residents, howevert

are inclined to over-estimate the; 
authority vested, in the Municipal , 
Police through the Council, for • 
they forget that the S.M.C, isjj 
guided bythe Land Regulations.

m&tic chanfieJs by -$ae¿officials-d* 
Uie : na^onabt^ invdlVBC . the

sight to lahdtr^m. tfe S^WemeMtid W,
tect the Uv^s and property of arty $ 
their- nationals. The cauncii is;
entrusted to maintain peace .and 

i ordçr ; in tlie .Settlement. through 
authority ' cf the ; powers, ;$b 

j^thatof a municipal
ity èo^ in i<æât

When the Japanese lahd. taljdh« 
over. Hpngkew area control, then 
there o^msasituatlonb^ond 
>uhmicipal control •

i||i ww
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.SMCIq Consider j
Japanese Needs

Taxi-Dancers Arrested; 
Hongkew Returning

To Normal Again |
Japanese requests 

crease in plain-clothes Japanese 
detectives and for the appoint
ment of Japaneseat the heads of 
the Hongkew and Dlxwell Road 
police station will be given “due 
consideration” by thi Shanghai 
Municipal Council. .

Assurances to this effect were 
given Mr. Yukiehi Hayashi, 
honorary president of the Federa
tion of. Amalgamated Japanese 
Street Unions, by Mr. G. G>’ 
Phillips, deputy secretary of the
S.M.C., in an interview on Fridayv 
local Japanese sources reported 
today*

The call followed the receipt on 
Thursday of a lettef from Mr. 
Stirling Fessenden, secretary gen
eral of the SM.C., stating that* 
he had taken under advisement 
the petition of the Federation.

i Mr. Phillips, the sources stated, 
5 said he would confer with the1 
J Commissioner of Police and' put 
1 the matter up for decision by the 
| Council.

Japanese Girh field
Two Japanese taxi-dancers on 

, Friday complained to their con
sular authorities that they had 

. been compelled to spend four 
nours at a branch bf the 
Chinese Peace Preservation Corps 
in* chapel having been detained 
while going home from work early 
in the morning. They were no| 
molested.

Miss Shinako Kondo, eapployed 
at the Happyland Cabaret, North 
Szechuen Road, and he$ sister 
said they were surrounded by 
armed members of the Peace Pre
servation Corps as they crossed 
the Shanghai-WOosung railway 
tracks on the way to their home
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Hongkew, Quiet With Japanese Patr ols Absent
W From Usual Haunts, Exodus Out From Cliapei,

Hongkew Stopping; Tension Rapidly Easing
Only Small Display Of Force Evident In North 

Area Today; Authorities Deny Nipponese 
Moving Wholesale To Hongkew

Fuh Tan Girl Students Evacuate
(Concluded from Page 1)

at 125 Paoshan Road shortly after 
3 o'clock yesterday morning.

They were alleged escorted by 
Peace Preservation officers to the 
corps’ branch headquarters and 
detained until 7 o’clock.Hongkew Quiet

Hongkew this morning returned 
practically to normal, supposedly 
as a result of the Nakayama

verdict yesterday afternoon. 
While the situation was very 
tense in the northern district 
yeserday, with heavy patrols out 
and a continual flow of Chinese 
evacuating their Hongkew homes, 
the atmosphere was definitely 
easier there today. All Japanese 
patrols and sentries have been 
taken off with the exception of 
a few sentries at the comer of 
Chapoo and Boone Ready, a^3 at 
Hainlng and Woosung Roads, 
where last 
committed.
in evidence, there are few Japan
ese marines stationed along North 
Szechuen Road, though patrols 
are still maintained on the extenF 
sion beyond Range Road. The 
rumbling trucks, tanks, motor
cycles and armored cars are almost 
entirely absent.

The exodus from 
Chapei had almost 
ped this morning 
traffic last night. Apparently con
fidence is returning to the resid
ents in those areas, and a few 
Chinese were seen moving back 
from the Central District with 
their baggage toward their homes. 
Municipal police patrols are in 
evidence as usual.

No Move From Frenchtown
Rumors that the Japanese had 

ordered all nationals living in 
the French Concession to move 
out into the Settlement, prefer
ably into Hongkew, were empha- 
tically denied by an official at 
the Japanese Consulate-General 
this morning when approached by 
a representative of the Shanghai 
Evening Post. There are com
paratively few Japanese living, ip 
the Concession, these being con
fined to several cafe proprietors, 
some taxi-dancers, and a few 
officials who have residences 
there. The fact that Japanese 
marines may not enter the Con
cession in uniform gave rise to 
the rumor that Japanese resid
ents had been advised to move 
but into Hongkew where they 
could have protection of -their 
own troops. Reports persisted in 
Hongkew, however, that Japan
ese residents who have been liv
ing in other parts of Shanghai 
have been moving into the 
Hongkew . area in the last few 
days in . extraordinarily large 

¡numbers. * That orders or sug- 
• gestions from the Federation of 
Amalgamated Japanese Street 
Unions had been issued in thij 
regard could not be verified to
day.

Many students of universities 
and secondary schools situated in 
the Kiangwan area left their 
campus last, night when ugly 
rumers of impending Slno-Japan
ese hestilities gained circulation. 
About 200 co-eds at the Fuh Tan 
University evacuated their famous 
“Eastern Pelace” dormitories and 
are temporarily staying at the 
middle school department at 
Siecawei. Evacuations also were 
reported in the Chi Chib Univers
ity, Shanghai Law College and the 
School of Commerce of the Cen
tral University

week’s murder was 
No barbed wire is

Hongkew and 
entirely stop, 
after heavy
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LN HONGKEW
A Question of Jurisdiction

To the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

Sir,—I would appreciate if you, or 
any of your readers, would enlighten 
me on the following questions:

1L Is, or is not the Shanghai 
Municipal Police the authority en
trusted with the task ofinaintaining 
làWWhd order within the limits of 
the International Settlement?"

2? jfe what . legal authority are the 
Japanese Landing Party permitted to 
restrain officials of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police from moving about 
freely in the course of their duties (as 
was the case recently when a Japan
ese sailor was killed in Hongkew)?

3. By what legal authority are the 
Japanese Landing Party permitted to 
detain, and confiscate theproperty of, 
nomTaoanese subjects within the ter
ritory of the International Settlement 
(as was the case yesterday, with a 
foreign reporter and a Chinese photo
grapher of your paper)?

C. T. S.
Shanghai, Oct. 2.
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Japanese Control
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News’’
Sir,—The free posting of proclama

tions by the Japanese Naval Land
ing Party, putting up barbed wire 
barricades and searching by Japan- 
ese patrols of p^eng^ in Honifl^ 
streets are stepping stones» for forma- 
tioh of Hongkew as Japanese Settle
ment. It seams that JJhe. Consular 
Body...should tate
immediate action after consultation 
with its respective Governments and 
instruct the Shanghai Municipal 
Council to carry out in full its own 
functions in Hongkew.

It will be helpful at this moment 
to the residents of the International 
Settlement if, the Shanghai .Municipal 
Council will enlighten its policy in 

tion or let the Japanese Marines 
continue to do as they pleaseT

Hongkew Resident.
Shanghai, Oct. 2.
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THE CHAPEI EXODUS 
CONTINUES

Two Foreigners Detained in 
Hongkew Incidents

ANOTHER ACCIDENTAL 
SHOOTING CASE

Despite the removal of barbed- 
wire entanglements by the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party from the 
northern area and efforts on the part 
of the Chinese authorities to calm 
frightened residents, the exodus from 
Chapel continued yesterday. Japan
ese marines still guarded important 
street crossings in the Hongkew, 
Dixwell Road, and Lingping Road 
(Chapei) districts. Three incidents 
occurred, in which two foreigners 
and one Chinese were detained by 
the Japanese, and a certain amount 
of excitement prevailed in Nanzing 
Road in the afternoon when a Japan
ese sentry accidentally fired a shot 
No injury was reported, however.

In view of the rumours which ap
parently have caused the uneasiness 
among Chapei residents, the Chinese 
Police have issued a notice, copies of 
which were posted in many streets in 
Chapei. The notice is to the effect 
that rumours have been fabricated 
by unscrupulous persons in order to 
alarm the residents and threaten 
peace and order/ The Bureau lof 
Public Safety, assuming the respon
sibility for the protection of lives and 
property of the people, advise the 
populace to disregard the rumours 
and carry on theft business as usual.

Laden with trunks and other bag- 
g&ge^ rickshaws with departing 
residents were seen leaving Chapei 
for the Settlement throughout the 
dpy* and occasionally even motor lorries. In many cases, Chinese police 
stopped the vehicles and advised the I 
passengers not to be alarmed and 
to return to their homes.

Foreigner Taken to Barracks
About 9 am., Mr. John Thompson, 

a British subject, was detained by• 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
on the ground that he had insulted: 
the Japanese Navy. According to higi 
own story, he was handing a coin! 

! to a street seller for a newspaper, at” 
the corner of North Szechuen and 
Range Roads, when*Japanese marine 
turned round and accidentally hiL 
him on the leg with the butt of his* 
iifle. tyt, Thompson remonstrated* 
with the marine, and a crowd of'

i Japanese marches and civilians 
gathered round and started to man
handle him. He was hustled into the 
middle of the road and surrounded 
by marines with fixed bayonets. Sub* 
Inspr. G. Duncan and another police
man arrived from Hongkew Station 
and put Mr. Thompson in a police 
car. The marines, however, got into 
the car from both sides, pulled Mr. 
Thompson out and placed him in a 
military Ibrry. He was taken to the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party Head 
quarters, but in about ten minutes, 
police arrived from Hongkew Station 
and succeeded in effecting his release.

The Japanese version was that Mr. 
Thompson brushed past the sentry, 
pushed his rifle away, and said some
thing In English. His remarks were 
translated ^ the sentry by a passing 
«Tapanese, andr confirmed by a Filipino.

■ and, regarding what he had said as 
I tn insult to the Imperial Japanese 

marine took Mr. Thwaapaan 
into custody.

Chinese Arrested
At 10 a.m., a Chinese, Uu Tien-pan, 

who had just arrived from the 
interior, was arrested in Hu Ka Mo 
Chao district, Chapei, by a Japanese 
marine and taken to the Naval Land
ing Party Headquarters. It was re
ported that the attention of the 
marine was aroused by the persistent 
survey bl him by the Chinese 
pedestrian. For fear of danger, he 
arrested him. The Chinese was soon 
released, however.

According to the victim of sus
picion, he and others were reading a 
notice posted by the Chinese Police, 
when he was arrested.

.Another Photographer Detained
Another foreign photographer was 

detained by a Japanese unit, yester
day, at approximately the same spot 
where Mr. V. F. Meisling, a reporter, 
and a Chinese photographer, both of 

; the “North-China Daily News,** were 
held for about three-quarters of an 
hour on Thursday afternoon. Mr. W. 
Jordan, a German free-lance photo
grapher, was touring Hongkew with 
bis camera and arrived at the corner 
of Miller and Boone roads about 5.15 
o'clock. He levelled his came’*» at 
c Japanese marine party ». ?re 
in the act of unloading, buu before 
he .could take a picture, he was 
surrounded and hustled into a 
temporary Landing Party post in 
Miller Road. Á long discussion 
ensued, in which Mr. Jordan, who 
speaks no Japanese, did not take 
part. After half an hour, he 
endeavoured to leave, but was 
prevented by «two sentries at the 
door.

Hongkew Police Station was com
municated with, and a number of 
foreign officers arrived in a car. 
They pointed out that Mr. Jordan 
had not taken any photographs, and 

, eventually he was handed over to the 
I S. M. Police. Taken to the Hongkew 
I Station, Mr. Jordan made a statement 
| to a foreign detective, and wa< 
released.

Accidental Shooting
The shooting occurred in Nanzing 

Road, about 4.30 pan., when a Japan
ese marine being relieved from 
sentry duty accidentally fired his 
rifle and the bullet sped over the 
roof of the Union Bar on the opposite 
side of the road. The marines were 
stationed at an observation post in the 
premises of the Shanghai Express Cq.

Mr. Lloyd Alexander, the American 
proprietor of the Union Bar, and a 
World War veteran, spoke strongly 
against the marines’ tendency to 
patrol past his café with their fingers 
on the triggers of their rifles. His 
indignation at the stray shot was 
enhanced by the fact that his wife 
and family were in an upper room at 
the time.
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TENSION IN HONGKEW
The ¡duty is imposed upon citizens at 

all times to behave in manner that will 
promote good relationships and preserve 
law and order, and it is necessary at 
this time ft Shanghai to stress that every’ 
care should be taken not to offend the 
susceptibilities of others or to provoke re
sentment. A difficult situation exists in a 
large part oi the area north of Soochow 
Creek, and although one hears a good deal 
of criticism regarding the manner ■ iri^ which 
men of thfe Japanese Naval T*anding .l>-artv 
have taken” upi strategicposition« and have 
posted sehtriesandset up machine gunt bn 
street Corners it is foolish ^or ojdiers either 
fb exhibit resentment or_ resist. the wishes 
of armed men. It is the Shanghai Municipal 

; Qouhcil. or \\tfo-:Wwbràï;5^ich have the right 
¿ to make protests if they consider such pro
tests merited; it is definitely not wise or 
constructive for private individuals to attempt 
to assert what' they might regard as their 
rights in more normal times. These are not 
normal times in Hongkewj and the military 
authorities of some other Powers have re
cognized -that, by placing all territory north t 
of Soochow Creek out of bounds to their 
uniformed men. They wisely recognize the 

. need for taking eyery care to avoid incidents;
they recognize that the Japanese are taking 
méasures which they regard—rightly or 
wrongly, as one may think—as necessary; 
and if there is room to question the appro
priateness of those measures as being over- | 
done, this is definitely not the time for in-* 
jdividuals to challenge them. , One cannot be 
devoid of sympathy for Chinese residents of 
the district, whose fear has led them to make 
hurried ekit, but one can have no sympathy: 
for anybody foolish enough actively to resent 
what the: Japanese are doing and to become 
embroiled in any way with the armed sentries 
and patrols wfp are, but. carrying out the 
orders of sujbriprs. There is no interference 
with peaceful residents. who go about their I 
Ordinary avocations, and it is the soundest 
of advice to urge everybody not only to 
“carry on” normally but show studious 
avoidance of anything which might be mis-i 
interpreted bÿ armed men carrying out their, 

>• orders in an atmosphere* of some tension.
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iExodus From Chapei And
Hongkew Continues AU 

Day On Modified Scale
Chinese Authorities And Japanese Take Steps To 

Ease Tension And Calm Fears Aroused By 
Rumour-Mongers; Barricades Removed

BRITISH MERCANTILE MARINE OFFICER IN 
INCIDENT WITH JAPANESE GUARD

Morriirig, rioon and night, the exodus of Chinese resid- 
enta from Hongkew^ <^i>-
tfiB^ ^eadfly jMeraay along we principal thoroughfares 
leading across the Soochow Creek, despite steps taken by 
both the Chinese authorities arid the Japanese to calm fears 
and ease the tension. The Naval Landing Party removed 
their ominous-looking barbed wire barricades from Hong- 
kew’s streets, while in Chapei notices were posted urging the 
people to ignore the wild rumouris in circulation and giving 

i assurances of protection. .
‘ FUneasiness, however, persisted—on rumours that the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party may take military action 
during the next few days—and while the volume of run
aways at no time reached anything like the proportions of 
Thursday’s rush, it is unofficially estimated that several 
thousand people, with their goods and chattels, passed over 
the Szechuen Road and Thibet Road bridges betwefen six

An observer on North Szechuen 
Road counted 30 refugees pass 
on rieshas within 10 minute^; in 
addition there were the activities 
of transportation companies whose 
vehicles raced through continuous
ly, loaded with household furniture, 
occasionally carrying families, 
too, as passengers, while taxis and 
private cars were also employed 
freely as means of home-shifting.

Apart from the removal of the 
barricades, the precautions taken 
by the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party against untoward incidents 
were maintained unmodified, with 
armed marines at all important 
intersections on North Szechuen 
arid Pearon Roads, ready to isolate 
the district from the rest of the 
city in the: event of an emergency.

Foreigner In Altercation
Their presence led to a threaten

ing c incident at the corner of 
Range Road and North Szechuen 
Road at 9 o’clock in the morn
ing when Mr. J. Thompson, an 
elderly British resident of many 
years’ standing, understood to be 
a former mercantile marine officer, 
became involved in an altercation 

‘ with a Japanese marine, against 
whom he had brushed in passing.

According to Mr. Thompson he 
was trying to get by to buy a 
newspaper wheh he touched the 
rifle of the Japanese guard, who 
immediately confronted him with a 
bayonbt presented in the region of 
hi^ chest 

¡, A lat^e crowd collected in a 
very short time, there was a 
scuffle, and Mr. Thompson found 
hiiriself Surrounded by a group of 
marines, who indicated clearly 
their intention of holding him 
there untii they had received in
structions from the headquarters ] 
of the Japanese Naval Landing ; 
Party.

Forcibly Ihken In Truck
Inspector Duncan of the Hong- < 

kew Police Station appeared and | 
attempted the role of peacemaker, . 
but up came a marine truck loaded 
with men of the Landing Party, |

a.m. and midnight,
. I and, protesting violently, and resist- 
t ing, Mr. Thompson , was forcibly 

iplaced in the vehicle and taken
to the naval barracks, on Kiang- at a machine-gun post for a mo- 
wani Road,. Inspector puncan fol- ment . and were “moved on” 

«lowing. , $. iiicuiiicg} uaix«K _ _ 
I ' After much questioning and ex-'of their rifles as levers.
. planations, Mr. Thompson was 
permitted to leave after half an 
hour.

| ‘ } Japanese Version 
According to the Shanghai 

“Nippo,” Thompson is alleged, to 
have pushed Seaman Mori saying

is “Get away.”;
The Briton, the paper said, 

later retraced his steps and pass
ing in front of the Japanese 
marine allegedly said: “This , .fo 
China; you’d better get out.” ’

Mr.< Matsumoto, residing' at 20,! 
124 West Watung Road, heard the 
remarkand informed .the marine. ; 
Accompanied by an' unidentified | 

. Filipino, Mr. Matsumoto is . re-! 
ported by the “Nippp” to have ap-j 
proached Thompson, whereupon 
the latter allegedly set upon tne 
Japanese with a coffee tin that'

I he was carrying. . . rJ 
' Seeing Mr. Matsumoto hit. on | 
¡the forehead, two other Japanese] 
Mr. Adachi, 40, and *Mr. Kihara, 
34, went to his assistance, 

Thompson was subsequently 
taken to the Japanese Naval bar
racks. While held by; the Japan
ese, Thompson is alleged to hjjve 
used abusive language.

\ German Held
A young German photographer, 

Mr. Jordan, got into difficulties 
with the Japanese on Miller Rcmd 
¡near the Hongkew Police Station 
at about fl p.m. yesterday. He 
was alleged to be taking photo
graphs and was stopped xrbm 

I doing so by a Japanese marine. 
The German alleged that he was 
taken to the Naval Landing Party 
sqb-headquar^ers near-by : and 
detained for almost an hour 'be
fore being taken to the Hongkew 
Police Station and released. The 
Japanese, however, denied detail
ing Mr. Jordanforany length of 
time and stated that they only 
asked him no t to take pictures.

Another incident a minor na- 
ture, which ended quietly; occuiTed 
dn Boone Road on Thursday even
ing when four foreigners stopped

Rumours Among Japanese
Disturbing rumours are also 

prevalent among ,' ¿he Japanese 
community in Hongkew, leading to 
the issue of a statrimdirit^by "Mr. 
Am^no,President of, the Residents’ 
Corporation,^, who appealed for 
calm arid for \a disregarding of 
irrespdnsibiA gossip. •’ 5' . !

“The Ideal Japanese naval auth
orities,” the- statement-declared, 
“inform me that, in view of the 
tense situation, they " bhve " been 
compelled to take determined pre
cautionary measures. Therefore, I 
urge the residents to remain "calm 
and to-devote themselves to their 
daily tasks. * >

“The Chinese, possibly under the 
influence of rumours/, hav-e sud
denly shown signs of agitation. I 
earnestly urge Japanese residents 
not io be affected by this, nbr by 
any irresponsible gossip' or 
rumours.”

Police Measures
The Foreign Relations Commit

tee of the J.R.C., meantime^ is 
reported to have lodged a peti
tion with Mr. Stirling Fessenden, 
Secretary-General of the S.M.C., 
urging that a substantial increase 
J * *he nun'ber rf. Japanese plain
clothes police officers be authoriz
ed for the Hongkew district. 
Doiriei says that Mr. Fessenden 
promised to consider the matter.

There is also a movement afoot, 
it is understood, forahattempt 
io persuade the S.M.CJ,^ appoint 
Japanese in charge of the Dikwdl 
Road and Hongkew Police 
Stations.
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Hongkew Still 
UnderGuardOf 
Nippon Arms
Heavy Exodus Continues 

From Area North Of
Soochow Creek

Hongkew continued to be the 
scene of bustling military activity 
as tin*hatted Japanese bluejackets 
patrolled the streets and stood | 
sentry duty on street corners yes- i 
terday.

The exodus- of Chinese resident: }. 
of both Chapel and the Hongkew 
areas continued along the main 
thoroughfares until about 9 p.m. 
and after that hour, they continu
ed coming out of the zone but used 
alleyways instead of principal 
streets.

The only outstanding change in 
the situation yesterday was the re
moval of th© barbed wire barriers 
by the Japanese. It was the sight 
of these barriers that was largely 
responsible for the exodus.

The Chinese in the districts had 
! become accustomed tothe sight of 
¡Japanese sentries and patrols on 
! duty since the night of the Yalu 
j Road shooting but when they awoke 
¡Thursday morning to see barbed 
wire about Hongkew, they com
menced to move out.

Leading the exodus yesterday was 
a group of some 200 girl students of 
the Fu Tan University, Kiangwan, 
who were asked by the school au
thorities to move to the institution’s 
middle school department on Route 
de Zikawei. The man students of 
the university, however, were still 
staying on the Kiangwan campus 
yesterday.

Notices Posted
Notices urging the people to re

main in their homes, issued by the 
Bureau of Public Safety, have been 
posted throughout the troubled area. 
The notices state that rumors have 
been fabricated by unscrupulous 
persons in order to alarm the re
sidents. and threaten peace and 
order. The notice advises the re
sidents to disregard these rumors 
and carry out their business as 
usual, stating that the Bureau of 
Public Safety will continue to pro
tect the lives and property of the 
people.

Despite this notice, the exodus 
; reached a peak about 6 p.m. It 
i slackened off during the afternoon 
after a rather busy morning and 
then resumed heavily shortly be
fore sundown. Ricshas, wheel- 

i barrows, trucks and hire cars were 
used in effecting the .removal of 
household goods from Chapel and 
Hongkew. The hire car and mov
ing companies did a land office 
business while the Chinese hotels 
on Yu Ya Ching Road and In other 
areas of thé Louza and Sinaa dis
tricts were filled.

th an effort tb check the spread
ing of disturbing > rumors .in the ; 
ranks of the Japanese community, 
Mr. M. Amano, President of the 
Japanese Residents* Corporation, 
yesterday Issued a statement urging 
the Japanese residents to remain 
calm.

Makes statement
“The local Japanese naval au

thorities,’» he declared, “informed 
me that in view of the tense situa
tion, they have been compelled to 
take determined precautionary 

. measures. Therefore, I urge the 
residents to remain calm and to 

devote themselves to their daily 
tasks.

’‘The Chinese, possibly under the 
of rumors, have suddenly 

shown s-’2 *4 of agitation. I earnest
ly urge ». } Japanese residents not 
to be affec.cd by this nor by an ir
responsible group of rumors.”

Further indicating their belief in j 
the peaceful outcome of the pre- ; 
sent situation, ^the principals of ’ 
schools maintained by the Japan
ese Residents* Association have de- ; 
c|ded to'resume classes on Monday.

Japanese Embassy officials yester
day reiterated the statement made 
Thursday explaining the reason for 
the increase of sentries and patrols 
in the Hongkew area. They stated 
that such a move was merely a pre- ' 
cautionary measure to protect 
Japanese nationals against any at- Ì 
tacks by outlaw groups in sympathy 
[.Udth the men convicted for murder 
of Hideo Nakayama.

They continued that the Japanese 
do not expect trouble but are merely 
playing safe against its possible oc
currence.

Officials of the Foreign Relations 
Committee of the Japanese Resid
ents’ Association have decided to 
urge the Corporation to use its 
efforts in seeking an increase in the 
number of Japanese plainclothes 
men on the Shanghai Municipal 
Police forcò. A proposal to seek the 
appointment of Japanese as heads 
Of the Dixwell, Hongkew and 
Yangtszepoo police stations has1 
been shelved for a more thorough 
investigation.
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Keep Fingers from Triggers
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—The accident in which a 

Chinese amah was struck by a bullet 
from an unknown source is quite 
likely to recur so long as the defend
ers of Hongkew continue to adopt 
the tense tactics of frightened cadets.

Political considerations apart, this 
attitude seems the result of a policy 
of direct intimidation, or of fear. 
Lest the unlaTowir iorces take heart 

; at this latter alternative, it might be 
worth while for the higher Naval 
Command to issue orders against 
fingers fondling triggers,.

Funny ais this may seem, it is no 
joke to walk by sentries or to be 

"passed by . patrols when the acciden
tal pressure of one inch per trigger 
finger separates you from eternity.

Might is right so long as it is on 
one side. When it is distributed 
between two parties an argument is : 
likely to start, and when people start 
arguing with fingers on triggers, it j 
may leave us all in.

Cold Comfort.
Shanghai, Oct. 2.
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Rumor-Mongering
Gang Rounded lip

By Chapei Police
r Officers of tile Public Safety 
? Bureau are continuing their 

round-up of a gang of persons 
said to have been hired to create 
trouble in Chapei, Several have 
already been taken iritp custody; 

Members of the gang keep a 
* tiny ruler each in their pockets 

as identification and ride cn new 
bicycles supplied them by their 

J employers.
c Officers at the Bureau refused 
? to comment on the activities of 
*• the gang or to reveal the identity 
v of their employers. «In acme 
3 circles, the gangsters are termed 

as' ‘‘trades,’*
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Nippon Marines 
Still On Guard*

ponese authorities and Shanghai's 
“Little Tokyo” awaited the ver
dict in the “Nakayama Case” 
scheduled* for this - afternoon.

Barbed-wire entanglements that 
graced Hongkew thorough! area 
yesterday, causing considerable 
apprehension among residents, 
were removed after midnight 
last night and this morning their 
disappearance brought some re
turn of confidence to the district 
Heavy patrols were maintained, 
however, with Japanese sentries 
posted everywhere in the area, 
many wearing bullet-proof vests 
and a large number carrying 
drawn guns. Uneasiness and ap
prehension among the Chinese 
was very apparent as the Naka
yama verdict deadline approached.Crowds CMItect

Movement of Japanese military 
trucks, armored ctrs andmotor
cycles continued today. Municipal 
Police patrol were also much in 
evidence, and while business was 
W usijal iii the shops and 
markets; crowds collected at 
various points off and on during 
the morning, merely standing 
and waiting for “something to 
happen.” They were usually dis
persed by police.

The many new sentry posts 
were maintained today, , as well 
as Japanese field telephone lines, 
and the Japanese Club, various 
Landing Party branch headquar
ters, a nd the barracks cn Kian g- 
wan Road were scenes of much 
activity. Japanese patrols extend
ed? far out Kiangwan Road in the 
direction of the Civic Center.Exrdus Continues

The exodus of Chinese from the 
area continued today, its peak 
being noted earlier in the morn- 
ing when rieshas and wheelbar- 
rowr caipe down roads leading out 
of Hongkew an Chapei. particul
arly down North Szerhuen Road

| jin a Jthi.ii .butt £*eady stream, 
laden with “refugees” and house
hold goods. The .ight seemed to 
ease off about noon, however

•eau of Pub lir Safety offihers 
guarding against a wholesale 

exodus from Chapel, though a 
" large number of those loming 

Muto Citral IDisJtridt were isarneu-wire Kemovea, as M H^g^.
Tension Still High There isno sign of an exodus 

\of any sort from Nantao into the 
Exodus Continues French Concession.

* Th? Bureau of Public Safety 
Japanese bluejackets continued is issuing a notice shortly to as

to guard important streetftter-fij^ . Chapei populace th?-, 
sections in the northem <ii^rlct there i5 no cause for alarm and 
this morning, as the local Hip- evacuation and that persons 

| fqund tx> be fabricating rumors 
will be strictly punished. Some 
evacuation was noted in Chapei

• yesterday and last night. The 
Removing residents were prompt
ly stopped by the Bureau officers
and persuaded to remain.

In ap effort to check the 
Apreteding' of disturbing rumors 
In tJie ranks of the Japanese 
community, Mr. Masusaburo 

«Amano, president of the Japanese 
Residents’ corporation, this 

; morning warned “Little Tokyo” tò 
«“temain calm” and “disregard 
irresponsible gossip”.Measures Taken

I “The local Japanese naval 
authorities’,” the statement de- 
claied, “informed me that, in 

i View of the tense situation, they 
¡have beep compelled to take de
termined precautionary measures. 
Therefore, I urge the residents 
to remain calm and to devote 
themselves to their daily tasks.

i ^Tnè -Chineae, possibly under 
the influence of rumors, have 
suddenly shown signs of agitation. 

¡1. earnestly urge the Japanese re- 
Sidents not to be affected by this;

i nor by any irresponsible gossip 
or rumors.”

I Demonstrating their belief in 
thp peaceful outcome of the cur
rent tension, the principals of 
schools maintained by the JJELC. 
have ’ decided to resume the 

schedule of classes on 
Monday.Javanese Police Wanted 

Officials of the Foreign Relation.« 
Cpmmittee of the JJLC. have de- 

jiclded to urge the Corporation to 
seek an increase in the number 
of Japanese plainclothes police
men in the Shanghai Municipal 
Police - H ; '
O proposal to seek the appoint- 

ment of Japanese' to head the 
Dixwell, Hpngkew and Yangtze- 
pop Roadstations of the S.M.P.

, was, however, shelved, for a more 
thorough investigation.

A petition for an increase in 
the number of plainclothes Japan- 
ese policemen and theappolnt- 
ment of Japanese to direct the 
Hongkew and Dixwell Road 
stations was addressed on Sept. 
2B to Iff. Stirling Fessenden, 
secretary-general of the shanghai 
Municipal Council, by thèupowér- 
fuL Federation of Amalgamated 
Japanese Street Unions.

The communication pointed out 
that the adoption of these mea- 
surcs would increase t^ feffect- 
iv^ne^ of peljce ' protection.

informed the 
Federation wt he would consider

found to be fabricating 
will be strictly punished.
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Japanese Tighten Up 
Hongkew “Protection’

[ Wire^Barriers Ready
Increased Patrols Wear Bullet-Proof Vests, 

Carry Drawn Guns; Tanks Rumbling Again;
Nakayama Case Hearing Said Reason 

_______:--------  ' a

Every STREET leading east off North Szechuen Road 
today had its entrance guarded and ready for instant 

scaling by at least four Japanese Naval Landing Party 
members with drawn pistols or bayonetted rifles, equipped with 
“tin hats” and bullet-proof vests, and standing bjy wood-frame 
barbed-wire barricades laid along the sidewalks where they 
can be swung around to block the thoroughfare in a matter 
of seconds if required.

The guards reached down to the corner opposite the Post 
Office across from Soochow Creek, and they extended along 
the creek, on North Soochow Road j Several fieshas carrying high 
and with more street-entrance bar-, loads of boxes and bundles in- 
ricades in readiness, toward the dicated that some Chinese exodus 
Astor House. j was taking, place, but there wasSame As In 1932 < no concentrated flow,

In other words it was apparent . • Not Bulletproof
that the position from a Japanese! The Settlement boundary gates 
military point of view could in the 
twinkling of an eye be transform
ed to that as ci the close of the!
1932 hostilities, when the Japanese | 
gradually took over control of • 
Hongkew «extending down to the: 
creek by stages. This time there 
need be no stages; the plan takes 
in the whole area east of North 
Ssechuen Road and down to the 
creek already.

Precautionary measures 
by the Japanese Special 
Handing Tarty against 
new anti.Japanese
activities were tightened this 
morning, Japanese sources con. 
finned

Defense positions were taken up 
in Hongkew, with chevaux-de-frise 
placed ready for immediate use in

! were still folded peacefully back 
[ but in fresh white letters on the 
| solid barrier, behind the grill 
; barrier, appeared the warning 
Ì words ‘‘These gates are not pullet. 
[ proof.”

A side excursion along North 
Henan Road and into Chapei 
along historic Faoshan Road, 
scene of great devastation during 
the 1932 hostilities, shewed all 
peaceful with no Japanese in 
evidence in Chinese territory. 
Japanese guards were cnee mere 
encountered in force, however, 
at the railway track, and these 
were sprinkled liberally along, the 
track beside the rear of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party 
barracks facing on North Spe
cimen Road. All seemed decidedly 
on tiie alert and one man with 
drawn pistol stood elevated on a 
tiny-topped*granite marker block.Children Guarded

In front of the Japanese bar
racks, a large variety of motor 
transport was In evidence and 
being carefully greomed—tanks, 
armored cars and 
with machine-guns 
while within the barracks 
could be seen loaded with 
baiibed.wire barricades, 
school children go nome 
their school cn North Szechuen 
Road at noon they do so under 
escort of clanking caterpillar 
tractors.

"Behind the line/ east of Sze
chuan Road, not so much military 
preparedness was In evidence ex
cept at such points as the vicinity 
of the branch Naval landing. 
Party headquarters, near the 
Willie’s Theatre, where a tank- 
truck was standing with two 
machine-guns poking out cqch 
side and .another In the turret, 
together with a couple of other 
mòre peaceful truck and a motor
cycle with sidecar.

Patrols were moving cn North 
Szechuen Road, one consisting of 
four men in extended order cn 
each side of the street, a truck 
tumbled past, carrying three meh 
standing at the ready with their! 
rifles poked forward over its cab
roof. Settlement police were con
trolling traffic, and foreign officers 
strolled along the street while be
yond the boundary some Public 
Safety Bureau men were to bq 
seen at intersections, on ch* west 
side of Frith Szechuen. At one 
point there were assembled ofie 
Chinese Settlement policeman m 
the middle of the street directing 
traffic, THibllc Safety Bureau meh 
on the west side, Japanese naval 
party ttión \ òri the east sloe, and 
sojpe Settlement officers chatting 
car the sidewalk.

blocking the streets at important 
intersections.

Nakayama Case Up
The action, according to a 

Japanese naval spokesman, was 
taken because of the scheduled 
First District Court session in the 
afternoon in the trial of the alleg. 
ed slayers of Warrant-Officer 
Hideo Nakayama, and its possible 
repercussions.

Mr. kosaku Nayau, Japanese 
sea-food broker, was slain off 
Chimei Road on the night of July 
10. a few hours after the pro
secutor had summed up the case 
against the accused, the spokes, 
man recalled.

An inspection tour this mbrning 
disclosed the first guards—-grim 
and taciturn tin-hatted chaps in 
dive drub, with none of the con. 
sfcicucus white legging: which; 
made so tempting a sightlng-m^rk 
in 1932—posted just over the 
bridge; facing both the creek and 
the Tost Office. Proceeding north- 
ward, the first barbed-wire frames 
were sighted on the right in 
the entrance to Woochang Read, 
with similar preparations in evid
ence in Boone Read and succeed.
Ing entrances.Machine-Gun UpA machine-gun was mounted on 
the sidewalk at Range Road 
which was especially heavily 
guarded. There had been earlier 
reports of many machine-guns in 
evidence but most of those seen 
on the tour were in tanks or 
armored cars. A large proportion 
of the armed men, however, were 
carrying drawn pistols in their' 
right hands.

i

motorcycles 
mounted;

trucks 
mere 

Wlien 
ircm
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Japanese Marine»
Visit China Press

To Pay $2 Bill
The business offices of The 

China Press were introduced 
to a unique method of shroffing 
at an early hour yesterday after
noon wheiua small armed guard 
of Japanese^marines pbt in an 
appearance. rThe Zvisitors con
sisted <f three men and one 

"officer, the former sporting 
drawn pistols and the latter a 
sword. After the callers had 
'been whisked away in a shiny 
black car of American make, be- 
helmeted and still with their 
guns drawn, it was revealed by 
one of the office clerks that they 
had come to pay a bill. It was 
TcHi ---------- —------------------------
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JAPANLS7. ISSSIK TO 1 AKL CHARGL OF POLIOS STATIONS

The peace and order of the 
International Settlement has been greatly disturbed by 
the incidents which took place recently. The lives 
and property of Japanese residents have been menaced. 
For this reason» the Japanese community has become 
dissatisfied with the S.1I.P. Acting on the popular 
opinion of the Japanese comnunity, the other day the |
Foreign Affairs Negotiations Committee of the Japanese 
Residents Corporation passed the following resolutionst-

(1) That the Detective Department should be 
expanded and strer^hened.

(2) That Japanese officers should be appointed |
to take charge of Hongkew Station, Dixwell Road Station
and Yangtszepoo Road Station.

On October I the Committee 
informed Mr. Amano, Chairman of the Corporation, of the 
resolutions.

On October 3 Mr. Amano called 
on Consul-General Wakasugi and handed him a petition 
with a request to realize the object of the resolutions.

The body of the petition reads 
as follows*«

”We hereby petition that efforts 
be made tc expand and strengthen the Detective Department 
of the S.M.P. and that Japanese officers should be 
appointed to take charge of Hongkew Station, Dixwell 
Road Station and Yangtszepoo Station, because the Japanese 
interests in these districts are very great.

The reason

We believe that the matter of 
traffic in the International Settlement is being controlled 
quite fairly by the Police considering the large size of 
this city. There is great regret about the frequent 
reports of robbery, assassination and kidnapping.

On the night of September 23 
several Japanese sailors in unifoxm, of the flagship 
ttIdzumo* were killed and injured by Chinese on a busy tho- 
roughfare in the International Settlement. This fact has 
increased the degree of our uneasiness. The lives 
of all nationals residing in the International Settlement 
have been ultimately menaced. For this reason, it is 
greatly hoped that the S.M.C* being responsible for the 
maintenance of peace and order of the International 
Settlement will expand and strengthen the Detective 
Department of the S.M.P. and make it a model city in 
name and facts. Considering that the best steps to 
be taken by the S.M.P. would be to increase its efficiency 
and to encourage its able members, we hope thet Japanese 
officers will be appointed to take charge of Hongkew 
Station, Dixwell Road Station and Yangtszepoo Station 
because Japanese interests in these districts are very 
great.
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Shun Pao and other local newspapers t-

£113 -AIRING ROAD INCIDENT l HEARING OF THE THREE SUSPECTS

Following the Raining Road murder case which 
tool! place at 8*20 p.m. September 23, three suspects were 
arrested in the vicinity of the scene* They are Chang Yung 
Wu a congee stall-keeper, Ma Yung Zai )
ana Ma Yung Nien 7N>r )» tw© workers in the employ of 
the Hung Shing Printing Shop ( ty. Fly) • Subsequently 
a pistol was found in a sand bOx at the entrance of Lane 
No. 1| on Raining Road and another pistol was found in 
Yui Ching Faung on the same road*

The case against the three accused came up 
for hearing on the morning of October 3 before Judge Tsoong 
Tsing of the 1st Shanghai Special District Court* Lawyer 
Ping Heng ( ) appeared in defence of the accused Ma
Yung Zai and Ma Yung Nien*

Assistant Municipal Advocate Tsang Tsze Tsoh 
made the following statement »— "After an investigation, 
the Police have found that Ma Yung Zai and Ma Yung Nien, 
two of the three suspects arrested in the case, had been 
arrested by mistake when they were passing the place* 
Therefore, the Police will not charge them and now ask the 
permission from the Court to release them* The Court is 
requested to remand the case again against Chang Yung Wu, 
another suspect arrested, for a week because Chang is 
seriously suspected* The pistol seized in the sand box 
at tae entrance of Lane No. 15 on Raining Road, 9 empty 
cartridges and a round of ammunition were handed to the 
Arms Identification Section for examination and it has 
been found by the Section that the empty cartridges etc* 
were discharged from the pistol in question* An examination 
into the pistol found in Yui Ching Faung shows that it has 
not been used".

Judge Tsoong then ordered the release of 
Ma Yung Zai and Ma Yung Nien and removed them from the 
Prisoners' Stand* Only Chang Yung Wu was in the Court* 
Assistant Municipal Advocate Tsang further stated 
"There are 25 witnesses in connection with the case against 
Chang Yung Wu, and all of them have made written statements 
to the Police. Only three witnesses named Horie, Suehiro 
and Keyada appeared to-day* Horie has made the following 
statement to the Police«- •! am a tailor by profession, 
residing at Wo* 114, Lane 332, Dixwell Road* On September 23, 
I was in No* 6, Lane Wo. 15, Raining Road, holding a meeting* 
Upon hearing a pistol report, I ran out* Suspecting that 
the pistol report came from Worth Raining Road, I went 
there but nothing had happened there. When I arrived 
at South Raining Road by way of Woo sung Road, I saw many 
persons assembling at the entrance to Lane No* 15. Two 1 
old women were kneeling on the ground, and Chang Yung Wa 
was opening the cover of the sane box by his left hand 
and pl&cing a black article held in his right hand into 
the box* At this time, I said to Chang that he had 

the murder, whereupon Chang closed the box* 
Chang and found a pistol in the box'*
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Shun Pao and other local newspaper* i-

TKg SITUATION IN HONGKBW.

The tense situation which was created 
on the early morning of October 1 by the increase in the 
number of armed Japanese posts and the erection of barbed 
wire barricades along North Szechuen Boad has calmed down 
considerably and has been restored to the condition prevailing 
prior to September 30»

The gravity of the situation during the 
past 48 hours caused a panic among the people. According 
to infozmation given out by the Japanese authorities» the 
precautionary measures for the past 48 hours were taken 
against possible disturbances that might be created at the 
time when a decision in the Nakayama case was to be passed.

An inspection made yesterday morning 
by a reporter of the Central New* Agency along North Szechuen 
Boad showed that aimed Japanese post*» each consisting of 
four marines, still remained at Jukong Boad, DLxwell Boad, 
Sz Deh Boad, Scott Boad and Tien Tung An Ball way Station, 
the rest having all been withdrawn* A portion of the 
military telephone line put up on October 2 has also been 
removed*

Although armoured cars were found 
outside Japanese marine posts at Yung Joong Building and 
the comer of Chapoo and Haining Boade, they were most of 
the time stationary. The Japanese sentries posted in the 
Chinese controlled territory, Chapel, were withdrawn. In 
consequence, rumours have greatly subsided and the people 
are at peace*

The Japanese marines stationed in the 
Japanese Brewery behind the Bokusan Garden and the Japanese 
Primary School on Eu Yang Boad remain as usual. Another 
observation post has been erected at the Japanese marine 
post at No .1097 DLxwell Boad.

China Evening News I-

According to a statement made by the 
Japanese naval author!ties, the additional number of marines 
who had been despatched to adopt precautionary measures in 
connection with the passing of the decision in the Nakayama 
case had been withdrawn. They declared, however, that 
they would again adopt emergency measures in the Hongkew 
District from time to time when fresh secret information 
was received or when they considered there was some 
necessity to resort to such measures.

The exodus of inhabitants in Chapel 
and along North Szechuen Boad has stopped* Those families 
living to the north of Hwang Pang Jao who had removed into 
<he Settlement on October 1 have returned to their homes.

Lih Pao j|

Jruit Debris,Palls On Japanese Marine*
Dee Peng Pah(J^6?45t )» a coolie of 

the Shing Lee Bakery, North Ssechuen Boad, who was arrested 
on September 27 by the Bureau of Public Safety for throwing 
lung-an shells and other debris on a Japanese marine, is 
still detained*
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Th. : tatements of Suehiro and Meyada are the same. Suehiro 
stated!- *1.carry on a radio business at No. 519 Raining 
Road. I went out upon hearing the pistol report and saw 
three Japanese marines fallen Woo sung Road* One of the 
marines apparently received serious injuries. Subsequently 
I met a Japanese marine -in Shiseido Book Shop ¿nd told 
him the place of the murder. We went there and I saw 
Chang standing about a yard away from the sand box 
then assisted Horie in arresting him'*.

Horie then gave evidence.
When questioned, Chang Yung Wu said:- 

wa; arrested by Horie about 3 or 4 steps away from the sand 
box. After hearing the pistol report,. I thought that 
my fellow countryman named Zang Tai (4^ ) might have 
been killed by somebody. (Zang Tai also had a cooked 
rice stall in the neighbourhood of Lane No. 15.) I 
went there and was arrested. Zang Tai resides at No. 92 
Tung Shing Li ( )» Dixwell Road* I did not murder
the Japanese marine nor do I know who murdered the Japanese 
marine®. ■

Assistant Municipal Advocate Tsang said that 
Zang Tai had made a written statement to the Police end 
that it is true that Chang Yung Wu and his mother had a 
congee stall, about 67 yards away from Sane No. 15. The 
Municipal Advocate produced a picture«

After enquiring about Suehiro and his assistance 
to Horie in arresting Chang, Judge Tsoong remanded the 
case until 2 p.m. October G.

Lih Pao and other local newspapers :

T Ji bAKAY^MA MURDER CASE > AC CH SEP TO FILE APPEAL

Yang Vung Tao (1U1L ) and Yih Hai Bung (•M) 
who had been charged with the murder of a Japanese marine 
named Nakayama, were sentenced to death by the 1st Shanghai 
Special District Court«

It is learned that the family of Yang Vung 
Tao and the lawyer for his defence have decided to file 
an appeal in the ?I>4^ranch of the Kiangsu High Court« 
Chang Tse Niang ) and other defence lawyers for
Yih Hai Sung will also file an appeal for Yih. It has been 
decided that an appeal will be submitted at the beginning 
of next week« The S.M.P. has not yet decided whether 
they will file an appeal agrinst the Court decision which 
finds Tseu Shou Yong (Rjl^Tg ) "not guilty*, and it is 
possible that the S.M.P. ’ill drop the appeal*

Accused Attempt to Commit Suicide

Yesterday it was reported that Yih Hai Sung 
and Yang Vung Tao, who had been sentenced to death in 
connection with the Nakayama murder case, attempted to 
co/i-it suicide in the gaol. According to a statement 
made by Captain Wahl, Governor of Gaols of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police yesterday evening, the report is entirely 
groundless*
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Public Safety Bureau Telephones Obstructed

Yesterday Afiternoon the telephone lines 
between the Zau Woo Ching Police Station and the stations 
attached to the North Railway Station Branch of the Bureau 
of Public Safety had been damaged. The lines were 
immediately repaired and restored to order. The 
authorities are investigating the matter.

Owing to the present tense situation 
considerable uneasiness prevails among the students of 
Putan University. On October 1 Zien Sing Ts(4^^r 
Principal of the University, approached Mayor rfu Teh Ohen 
and General Yang Pu, the Woo sung-Shanghai Garrison 
Com,!! rs inn er, for instructions and was informed that the 
diplomatic authorities of China and Japan were endeavouring 
to relieve the situation, that no unexpected happenings 
would arise, and that students 
the classes.

£ > On the night of
, the Vi ce 7

ie night of October 1, Woo Nan Shien' 
Principal, and Tsang Yihfjp-JL ), the 

Dean of' the University, took up residence in the University 
so as to calm the s tudents.

The girl students of the University are 
now being accommodated in the Putan Secondary School at 
Zikawei, while the male students are permitted to live 
outside the University but lilv-G not been allowed to remove 
their luggage/

It is reported that Pan Kung Chai, 
Commissioner of the Bureau of Education, held a meeting 
with principals of various schools in Kiangwan the other 
day, during which he instructed them to use their discretion

THE GENERAL SECRETARY OP THE PULLERS MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION

Yesterday 3000 representatives of rfcsha 
coolies in the five areas of the Special District, including 
Van Zang Kwei($/-&-<), Koh Yul Zufô> Sz Ching Di en
(fit Æ & )» Tsu Zuh Choitg(<. » & ), Hsiao Ts. Sani^ £ O?), 
LocrTuh Kwang(y*^ wM. ) Han Ching Tsing( sent
the following joint letter to th» Chinese Councillors of the
S.m.C. and the Chinese member» on the Board of Management of 
the Ricsha Pullers Mutual Aid Association t-

"A Court* has fined Chang Ten Ying, General 
Secretary of the Pullers Mutual Aid Association, for 
distributing handbills defamatory to Chong Kung Vung(^«^) 
and others. According to the orders of the National 
Government, any person in the employ of a public organ 
who has been punished for a criminal offence should be 
suspended from duty. Chang Teng Ying is therefore no 
longer qualified to work in a public organ, Por the 
good name of the Pullers Mutual Aid Association, we 
earnestly request you to suspend Chang Teng Ying immediately."
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SECRETARY PHILIPS REPLIES TO JAPAIP1SE PKf TSIol POP MOHE 
JAPANESE PLAIN CT. OTHES CONSTABr.ES^AJ4g AJ^OnfT^LM JTO 
JAPANESE IN "CHARGE OF POLICE "STATION *

■
The other day the Japanese

Amalgamated Association of Street Unions sent a petition 

to Nr. Fessenden, Secretary-General of the S. .0. asking
■

for more Japanese plain clothes constables and the 

appointment * of Japanese officers to take charge of 

Hongkew Station and Dixwell Road Station.

On October 1, Nr. Feseenden

sent a reply to Mr. Kondo, Chairman of the Standing 

Committee of the Association, stating that he would 

consider the matter.

At 11 a.m. October.2, Nr.

Hayashi, honorary Chairman of the Association, and hr.

Kondo, Chairman of the Standing Committee of the Association, 

called on Mr. Phillips, Secretary of the S.M.C. and gave 

an explanation of the petition with the help of Mr. Ibusuki, 

Assistant Secretary, who interpreted.

In reply, -Nr. Phillips informed 

them that he would ask the Council for instructions 

after conferring on the matter with Major Gerrard, 

Commissioner of Police.
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Sin Wan Pao and other looal newspapers l-

THE SITUATION IN HONGKEW.

Yesterday morning the situation in the 
vicinity of North Szechuen Road was slightly easier. The 
barbed wire barricades on various streets have been removed. 
Yesterday morning t i Japanese posts remained on North 
Soochow Road, Wuchang Road, Boone Road, Tiendong Road, 
Guin sen Road, Hashing Road, Chi Mei Road, Raining Road, 
urga Road, Bizwell Road and Tien Tung An, but in the 
afternoon the post on North Soochow Road was withdrawn, 
while fewer marines were on duty at other posts. Armoured 
cars and miniature tanks patrolled North Szechuen Road as 
usual. Japanese marines still occupy the Japanese Primary 
School on Eu Yang Road and the Japanese Brewery behind the 
Rokusan Garden. Rumours also seem to have subsided.

Repair To Iron Gates In Wrench Concession,

Apart from detailing additional detectives 
and policemen to guard against possible disturbances, the 
authorities of the French Concession are repairing iron 
gates.

Three Arrested Chinese Released.

_ On the afternoon of October 1, Au Boo An
( 117* ), a book shop salesman, a»d twçkof his friends, 
while proceeding to Wei Vung Daung( ) to inquire
after a sick friend, were searched and arrested by Japanese 
marines on Bixwell Road and removed to Japanese Naval Landing 
Party Headquarters where they were interrogated and were 
subsequently sent to the Shanghai Municipal Police who 
released than at 7 p.m. the same day«

Another Chinese Arrested.

Yesterday morning a man named Liu( 5'1 ), 
while reading a notification posted up by the Bureau^ of 
Public Safety at the Tiendong Road Bridge, was arrested 
by Japanese marines and taken to their headquarters. He 
was released at 4 p.m. thé same day«

Notification Issued by Bureau of Public Safety.

Yesterday General Tsai Ching Chun, 
Commissioner of the Bureau of Public Safety, issued the 
following notification l- 

•Undesirables are scattering rumours to 
excite the minds of the people, thereby affecting peace 
and order. The duty of this Bureau is to protect the 
lives and property of the people. It is to be hoped that 
the people should be calm and remain at home and conduct 
business peacefully; they should not create disturbances. 
The various polios stations and sub-stations concerned 
have been instructed to stop the removal of homes. The 
public are advised to observe this order«*

After the appearance of the above notification, 
the inhabitants of Chapel were stopped by the police from 
removing«
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Lih Pao and other local newspapers; -

THE LOCAL SITUATI ON S JAPANESE LEASURES CREATE

Panic reigned among the inhabitants of Hongkew 
and Chapei yesterday as a result of the action of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party In increasing precautionary 
measures along North Szechuen Road and the posting of 
marines in Chinese territoxy. A large number of residents 
along*Szechuen Road started to move into the Settlement in 
the mornings in the afternoon people in Chapei began to do 
likewise* The tense situation resembled that which 
followed the Nakayama case last year.

The Japanese marines started to put up barbed 
wire barricades at the intersections of North Szechuen, 
Range, Haining, Boone, Wuchang, Tiendong, Chapoo and 
Woosung Roads at 1 a.m. yesterday. The barricades were 
placed across the roads, but were removed to the sides at 
about daybreak. The area was later extended from the 
Japanese Barracks at Tien Tung An to the General Post Office, 
Sooohow Creek. A large number of posts were set up along 
the road. A machine gun has been placed at every important 
intersection and military telephones > installed at 
short distances from one another. The entrances to Japanese 
institutions such as the Telegraph Office, the Japanese 
Residents Corporation, the Japanese Primary School and the 
Japanese Club were each guarded by more than ten marines. 
The Japanese Perchants* Volunteer Corps(?) was also mobilized 
at full strength.

A number of Japanese marines carried out 
manoeuvres in the Rifle Range and Hongkew Park yesterday. 
The situation at the end of Hwa Yuen Ka and at Pah Sze Jao, 
in Chinese territoxy, remained as before. There were 
still more than one hundred marines at the Japanese Brewery, 

the 
the

evening these marines frequently carried out drills 
fields.

Japanese marines were posted at short intervals 
following roads in Chinese territory» Ying Ka Zah 

Sze Ching Road, East Paoshin Road, 
Notices issued by the Japanese Naval

in

theon
Road, Yin Kwei Road, 
Sze Tak Road etc. _ „ _
Landing Party Headquarters were also posted up at various 
places.

At 9 p.m. yesterday, Japanese marines resumed 
the searching of pedestrians at Shiang Yien Jao, Chien 
Cha An Road and Chi Kei Road in Chapei. It is said that 
the Japanese have been buying a large quantity of gunny 
bags herej their motive is obvious.

According to a statement made by Naval Attache 
Okino of the Japanese Embassy, the reason for the precaution
ary measures taken by the Japanese marines yesterday was 
to guard against any possible incidents that may arise 
in connection with the trial of the Nakayama case which, 
was resumed yesterday afternoon.

The China Evening Newsi-

Authorities to Post Notices to Pacify Citizens

Under the pretext of protecting their nationals, 
Japanese marines have frequently been detailed to Chinese
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territory. This created such a tension in Chapei that 
some of the inhabitants started to remove.

Upon learning of this, General Tsai Ching 
Chung, Commissioner of Public Safety Bureau, detailed a 
large number of detectives and policemen to conduct searches.

To-day a circular order has been issued to 
Police officers instructing them to persuade residents not 
to pay hedd to unfounded rumours and not to remove. Notices 
to this effect will be posted up c”- all main streets.

Many residents on North Szechuen Road have 
removed into the Settlement south of Soo chow Creek leaving 
their furniture behind. Ricsha coolies and hotel owners 
are making handsome profits.

Shun Pao t-

Two causes are being attributed to the 
increased Japanese defence measures)- (1) The Nakayama case 
was heard yesterday so the Japanese marines purposely staged 
a demonstration. (2) Yesterday a Japanese warship secretly 
arrived in Shanghai carrying a large quantity of firearms, 
and in order to divert public attention, the Japanese 
marines put up barbed wires etc. Hiring the transportation 
of the firearms, traffic near the wharf was suspended.

Central China Daily Newsi-

According to information from certain Japanese 
residents, the Japanese Naval Authorities in Shanghai 
yesterday strengthened the posts in the areas densely 
populated .by Japanese because of the of the three
suspects in the Nakayama murder case which was heard yester
day. They declared that the situation will become normal 
in twenty-four hours.

The Japanese Naval Landing Party in Shanghai 
has more than 4,000 men. Apart from the barracks at the 
Rifle Range, marines are stationed at the following placess-
(1) Vacant ground of the Japanese Brewery behind the

3
4
5
6

Rokusan Garden.
Hongkew Park.
Marine Post on Chapoo Road.
Japanese Service Men's dub on Miller Road.
Japanese Primary School on Dixwell Road.
Temporary barracks at the comer of Dixwell Road and 
Chi Mei Road.

Extra precautionary measures are adopted by 
the Japanese marines in the vicinity of these places.

Signs of extensive activity are also observed 
on board the flagship "Idzumo*.

Hwa Mei Van Paol-

Insurance Companies Reject War Risk.

Local foreign underwriters have ceased 
to accept war risk in Chapei and have notified t.adX policy 
holders to this effeot.
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Morning Translation.

Shanghai Evening News : -

It is reported that local insurance 
companies have ceased to issue war insurance policies. 
Inquiries made by our reporters at insurance companies 
reveal that war risk insurance in China has always been 
very small and that it is untrue that insurance companies 
are unwilling to issue war risk insurance policies. The 
fact is that no applications for such risks have been 
received.

The report that the Japanese residents at 
Soochow have been instructed to leave is unconfirmed. 
Japanese circles declare that evacuation is not likely.

: J:
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SIX DIVISIONS 07 CENTRAL ARMY GOING NORTH.

According to information received 
by a certain quarter in Shanghai, six Divisions of the 
Central Army recently passed through Chengchow, Honan 
Province, and proceeded onwards in a northerly direction. 
The destination of the axmy is believed to be Shansi, Suiyuan 
and Ninghsia Provinces.

CHAPEI EXODUS CSpSlDn BY SECRET ORDER OF NANKING 
GOVERNMENT REMOVE LOC^LRAiLWAY ROLLING ¿'JOCKS.

The Sino-Japanese negotiations sow 
going on at Nanking have reached a dangerous stage owing to 
the insincerity of the Nanking Government. Fearing that the 
situation will become graver, the Ministry of Railways of 
the Nanking Government secretly instructed the Chinese 
authorities in Shanghai to send all rolling stocks to 
Hangchow so as to prevent the Japanese from seizing them 
and using them for the transportation of Japanese troops 
in the event of trouble. It is reported that all the 
locomotives and rolling stock at Woo sung have been removed 
to Hangchow.

This gave rise to various rumours 
which spreaded quickly among the Chinese people thereby 
creating an exodus to such an extent that the Bureau of 
Public Safety was helpless to stem it. Numerous Chinese 
families in Chapel district left with all their belongings 
for the French Concession and other places.

SHANGHAI PEACE PRESERVATION CORPS RECRUITS MOTOR 
TRUCK DRIVERS.

11 i s repor ted that the 
communications section of the Peace Preservation Corps in 
Shanghai, with the assistance of the Automobile Club of 
China, is recruiting 200 motor oar drivers with pay a$ 
$1 per diem. Recruits who pass an examination will be 
sent to Nanking to drive axmy trucks. Several Chinese 
drivers who were in the employ of Japanese garages have 
already been recruited and sent to Nanking. This has created 
considerable difficulties to Japanese garages. The sudden 
demand for 200 drivers by the Nanking Government is believed 
to be part of the war preparations against Japan.

NIPPO

MEETING OF JAPANESE REST TENTS CORPORATION,

At noon yesterday the Foreign Affairs 
Negotiations Committee of the Japanese Residents Corporation 
held a meeting to consider a petition to the S.M.C. for an 
increase in the number of Japanese detectives. This is 
strongly desired by the Japanese community in Shanghai.

The meeting decided to petition the 
S.M.C. for an increase in the number of Japanese detectives 
of the S.M.P. so that adequate protection might be given to 
Japanese residents in Hongkew, Dixwell Road and Yangtszepoo 
Road districts. It is expected that the Corporation will 
shortly send a petition to the S.M.C.
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Ta Mei Jan Pao of September 30 t-

JAPMESE ADOPT PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES AGAINST 
WERflWCIES.

As a result of a protest from the Shanghai 
City Government, most of the Japanese marines who were posted 
in Chinese controlled territory have been withdrawn with 
the exception of a small number of Japanese marine patrols 
and members of the engineering corps of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party. However, at about 9.30 a«m. September 30, 
more than 50 Japanese marines in full military kit were sent 
out fr® the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters on Kiangwan 
Road to Chinese controlled territory via Tien Tung An 
Railway Station. Under the direction of three officials, 
they held military manoeuvres on a piece of vacant ground 
to the east of Tung Chi and Paoshan Roads. Later another 
batch of more than 70 Japanese marines arrived at the 
place end took part in the manoeuvres. Japanese sentries, 
each armed with a sub-machine gun, were posted at various 
places along Tung Chi Road, Paoshan Road and Ki an gw an. Road.

At the entrance of Sze Tah Lee Hr),
Eu Yang Road, our reporter noticed a Japanese military truck 
No.5 with 6 Japanese marines and 20 oases of firearms which 
were being taken to the Japanese Girls School. It seems that 
this place is one of the marine posts in Hongkew district. 
At the entrance of the billets which are now under construction 
at the corner of Chi Mei and Dixwell Roads stood an armoured 
car, two Japanese military trucks and several marines. The 
number of Japanese marines at the Yung Poong Building was 
increased yesterday. All this convinces us that the Japanese 
military authorities are baking all necessary military 
preparations for emergencies.

Double sentries are posted at the scene of 
the fatal shooting oh Haining Road as well as in front of 
the Asia Dispensary at the corner of North Szechuen and Range 
Roads and of the Sze Ming Savings Society and the Isis 
Theatre. ^g

An inspection of Hongkew and Chapei made 
by a reporter of the Central News Agenoy • The situation 
in these districts is normal. The Japanese marines detailed 
to the Japanese Cemetery at Pah Sz Jao on September 29 to 
accord protection to Japanese residents proceeding there 
to offer sacrifice were withdrawn at 7 p.m. the same day. 
Marines are still being stationed in the Japanese Brewery 
behind the Rokuean Garden.

Hwa Mei Wan Pao of September 30 J-

Japanese Military Officers Proceeding to Woosung.
I , 

At 9.30 a.m. yesterday, a motor car
(No. 9793) carrying 8 Japanese military officers, proceeded 
to Joo sung, where they made a survey of the district.

The Chinese authorities are paying special 
attention to this. I*

I ■
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Ta Kung Pao »-

THE FATAL SHOOTING OF A JAPANESE MARINE t SITUATION IN 
HONGKEW AND CHAEEI.

The situation in Hongkew and Chapei was 
quiet yesterday* It is reported that.the Japanese marines 
have rented the IUng Feng House )» Vo* 641 North
Szechuen Road» which they are using as a temporary branch 
of their headquarters* The lease is for a period of three 
months* The construction of a billet for Japanese marines 
on Heng Yih Road» Chapei» is going on*

. - There were no Japanese marines at Pah 
Sz Jao )» Chapei» yesterday* The five marines
stationed at the Japanese Cemetery have been withdrawn* 
Japanese marines were still stationed in the Japanese Beer 
Factory behind the Rokusan Garden*

The residents in Chapei are uneasy 
because of the prevalence of numerous rumours*

Hwa Mei Van Pao »-

On September 28» Japanese marines appeared 
on Vang Pang Road and vicinity» Chapei* The precautions 
adopted by Japanese matinee in Hongkew have become stricter* 
The Japanese newspapers are publishing aggravated reports 
on the present situation* The ttShanghai Hippo* reports 
that the Chinese authorities had concentrated troops at 
Soochow and Hangchow as a preparation to hostilities* It 
is clear that it is spreading such groundless information 
for a certain motive*

On September 28» the Japanese marines 
adopted strict precautions in the areas to the north g 
of Range Road as far as the Japanese Saval Landing Party 
Headquarters* Patrol parties of 8 to 10 marines were to 

"t be seen all the time* Japanese armoured cars were very 
active* 

. . Our reporter proceeded to Ho Chia Shih
Chapei» where Japanese marines are stationed* 

Three armed marines were on duty and three or four marines 
were taking a walk in the compound* Large numbers of 
marines are stationed in the foreign-style houses* 
According to residents living in the neighbourhood» Japanese 
marines have been removing large quantities of munitions 
to the place day and night» indicating a long stay*

The Shanghai City Government has opened 
negotiations with the Japanese Consulate-General for the 
withdrawal of Japanese marines from Chinese controlled 
territory* So far» no definite reply has been received* 
In the belief that Chinese soldiers were being stationed 
in Chapei» Japanese marines on the night of September 23 
proceeded to Chapel and surrounded the Pah Sz Jao Sub
Station and the Rokusan Garden Sub-Station of the North 
Station Branch of the Public Safety Bureau* The marines 
entered the Sub-Stations and inspected the uniforms of the 
policemen in order to ascertain whether they were soldiers* 
The report that Chinese soldiers were stationed in Chapei 
was proved to b® untrue* The large piece of ground at 

Chapei» is being used as a base for the 
^L^StBraWnuhrines stationed there*
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According to another report, Japanese marines, 
on bicycles, appeared in the vicinity of Hankow and Szechuen 
Roads at 9 a.m. September 28. They acted as if they were 
inspecting the place.

Some residents living on Sz Ching Road, near 
North Szechuen Road, began to remove their homes on September 
28, but were stopped by the Chinese Police.

Mapping of Districts» Transportation of Pi realms»

A reporter of the Ta Kung News Agency made 
an inspection of Chapei this morning. Some ten Japanese 
marines were posted in the vicinity of the Ningpo Guild on 
Paoshan Road. When the reporter went up to Ouyang Road 
and Hsiang Tek Road behind Scott Road, he saw mo re than ten 
Japanese marines arrive there by motor car, Settlement 
licence No.5518, and a motor cycle No.19. They were mapping 
the area, and two of them climbed up Electric Pole No.5 to 
make a secret mark. The work was directed by two officers 
and lasted more than half an hour.

At 8.30 a.m. to-day, two truck-loads of fire
arms and ammunition were transported to the Japanese Marines 
Headquarters from Yangtszepoo? subsequently, the two trucks 
were driven to Haining Road. The Japanese marines stationed 
at the Yung Feng House on North Szechuen Road and at various 
intersections along this road have not been withdrawn.

Watch Tower Eredted in Japanese Brewery.

A reporter of the Hwa Tung News Agency noticed 
two Japanese transportation trucks numbered 26 and 10 removing 
desks etc. from the Kiangwan Ro ail Barracks to Yung Feng House, 
the fourth floor of which seemed nave been fitted out as an 
office for military officers. A row of tanks wQs parked 
in front of the House. Some 30 marines were seen practicing 
attacks in a compound off Ecng Yieh Road !£)> from 
where an ash road had been constructed to the Japanese 
Brewery. Houses have also been built near the Brewery and 
a watch tower erected.

The situation in Hongkew is now quiet, and 
the Japanese schools have already reopened. According to 
Japanese Consulate, no fresh instructions have been received 
from Tokyo or from the Japanese Ambassador from Nanking 
during the past twenty-four hours. The situation though 
quiet is still serious.

An Inspection at the Scene of the Murder

The scene of the murder of the Japanese 
marine at the comer of Haining Road and Woo sung Road was 
inspected by azmed Japanese marines at 10 a.m. to-day who 
arrived there in six trucks. One armoured car was parked 
in front of the Yung Feng House on North Szechuen Road. 
The land ‘.of a Japanese Brewery in Chapei is owned by 
Japanese.
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THE LTJHDER OF A JAPA1IESE MARINE

After the murder of a Japanese marine

on Haining Road on September 23, the Chinese authorities 

have adopted stricter precautionary measures for the 

protection of foreign mesidents within and without their 

jurisdiction. Apart from detailing additional police 

to patrol Chapei, parties of Peace Preservation Corps 

and Police have been posted for patrol duty every night 

until morning in Nantao and in the western district of 

Shanghai.

Spies of a certain nation, clad in 

Chinese clothing, have been moving about extensively 
■ ! 

along a section of the Nanking-Shanghai Railway.

SASK!
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Lih Pao (^.Zw) publishes the following letter written by 
one TihNiau (4w Bi) <

Two Doubtful Points

W1 th the people still excited over the 
"unfortunate incidents" which have taken piece so closely 
one after another, the fatal shooting (?)*of a Japanese 
marine named Taming to on Haining Bo ad on the evening of 
September 23 has naturally aggravated • t^e already 
serious situation. Immediately after the shooting, 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party detailed marines to adopt 
precautionary measures even withisl-^inese controlled 
territory where they searched pedestrians.

With a view to obtaining a clear understanding 
of the incident, I have studied the local Chinese and 
foreign newspapers during the past few days.

I entertain some doubt about this incident on 
Haining Hoad; maybe it is due to my mentality. However, 
the result of my research and analysis of this incident 
strengthens my doubt and I mention hereunder the following 
two points of a more conspicuous character in the hope 
of attracting the attention of the publict-

(1) Why were there no bloodstains on the ground?
(2) Why was not the corpse shewn to the Police for 

examination so as to confirm the affair?
There is necessity to study these point 

carefully. Die other day the papers reported that the 
S.M.C., in view of the gravity of the case, had formed a 
"Special Search Committee." As a citizen of the Bepublio 
of China, I offer these two points to the public and the 
responsible authorities in the hope that they will conduct 
a careful investigation so that the case may be solved 
as quickly as possible.

Lih Pao publishes the following comment on the letter 1-

To-day Tlh Miau writes sutrnitting two doubtful 
points about the fatal shooting of a marine of a certain 
country. It is my belief that such doubts are being 
entertained not only by Tih Niau alone but by many other 
Chinese and even foreigners. Recently I met two foreign 
friends who expressed similar views.

On the surface, a subject of a certain nation 
ha*unfortunately been shot dead. Yet, there is a section 
of the public who suspect that there has been no such 
killing. I think there is cause for such suspicion.

This certain nation has always practised 
deception, therefore her reputation among the world Powers 
is not very good. Naturally, people are beginning to 
suspect her. She is too despotic. In the case of the 
fatal shooting of one of her marines in the International 
Settlement, she should have handled the affair in 
conjunction With the authorities of the International 
Settlement. At present, Whenever anything occurs, she 
immediately takes the matter into her own hands. How 
can she prevent people from suspecting her of ulterior 
motives?
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Supposing that in a place in J span a foreign 
resident is killed and his fellow countrymen living at that 
place immediately remove the body to a hospital of their 
own in Japan, refuse to permit an examination of the body 
by the Japanese and cremate the body, while alleging that 
the deceased had been killed by Japanese. Will not the 
Japanese entertain some doubt about this allegation?

I am of the opinion that the authorities of 
this certain nation in Shanghai or in their own land should 
reflect over Tih Niau’s letter. They should carefully 
consider the causes that have given rise to the suspicion 
held by the public and reflect whether or not at some time 
or other they had been guilty of deception and had resorted 
to arbitrary measures.

It is not nice for a country to be mistrusted 
by others. It is up to that country to remove the cause of 
suspicion.

Tung Han Wan Pao of September 29

A Haise Alarm.

At 8 a.m. September 29, the Wayside Police 
Station received a telephone message reporting that a certain 
person had pointed a pistol at a person of a certain nation 
on Yochow Road.

The Police Station immediately detailed a 
party of Chinese and foreign detectives to make an inves
tigation. They learnt that the tel ep none message was sent 
from a steel wire factory» a Japanese establishment, 33 
Yochow Road, because at 8 a.m. on that day a Japanese employee 
of the factory in an upper room noticed a man standing on 
Yochow Road with his right hand within his clothing and that 
some kind of article was project&g from his chest, the man's 
atti tude very much resembling that of a person holding a 
pistol ready to shoot. Greatly alarmed, the Japanese 
anployee reported the matter to the Police. Ho one was 
arrested.

Sin Wan Pao (Nanohang telegram) »-

Chiang Kai Shek Orders Precautions Against Reactionaries.

Yesterday General Chiang Kai Shek, Chairman 
of the Military Affairs Commission, issued the following 
telegram addressed to the various provincial and city 
governments t-

"Orders for the protection of foreign residents 
and the maintenance of peace and order have been repeatedly 
issued by the National Government. Undesirables are 
attempting to obstruct the unification of the country, but 
the unification has now been achieved. According to secret 
information to hand, unlawful elements have secretly proceeded 
to the various provinces and cities with the dibject of 
creating disturbances. Slackness in precautionary measures 
is liable to give rise to untoward accidents, thereby 
affecting the general situation. It is hereby ordered that 
strict measures are to be adopted by the military and the 
Police. The people are advised to observe peace and order.N
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Lih Pao publishes the following comment :-

There Is A Limit To Patience

There is a limit to patience. The marine 
of a certain nation was murdered in the International 
Settlement, but why were marines of that nation detailed 
to Chinese controlled territory to search pedestrians? 
Recently a Japanese thief visited the American Embassy 
at Tokyo and stabbed the Acting American Ambassador. 
By the same process of reasoning, America would have been 
entitled to post soldiers for duty in Tokyo and to search 
Japanese residents» But the American Government did not 
resort to such action» Then why should China be made to 
suffer in this manner?

The protest of the Shanghai City Government 
is right and proper because marines of this certain nation 
are Still stationed at Pah Sz Jao and vicinity. We should 
not make concessions regarding this matter for,if we do,the 
marines will go a step further*

We are not hostile towards the people of this 
nation; we are in sympathy with them when one of them is 
killed. Yet they have assumed an attitude of hostility 
and searched us; naturally, we cannot tolerate this. We 
hate those who favour invasion because the aim of the 
invaders is to seize China. There is a limit to our 
patience; we shall never yield to unreasonable action»

Sin Jan tao and other local newspapers

CHINESE DETECTIVE CHARGED WITH TORTURE

Wang Chung Pah Mr-IK ), a Chinese detective 
of the French Police, and, Chuin Hung Fah ) of
No. 49 Ting Ziang Li *>$ X ) off hue Oriou, French 
Concession, are being charged by Yang Ping Lai $1 )»
the chief tenant of the house mentioned above and Ho Ziang 
Foh at the Shanghai Second Special District
Court with malicious accusation and use o/ torture to 
extract statements, thereby causing them both to sustain 
serious injury»

Enquiries made by the French Police show 
that Wang Chung Fah, the Chinese detective, had actually 
committed these unlawful act» and he was therefore 
dismissed from the service. The other day, he was 
charged by the French Police before the Court and he was 
ordered to be detained.

The ease came up for hearing again at the 
Court yesterday morning when the accused submitted a 
request that he ba released on bail because many of the 
prisoners tar the detention house have threatened to 
assault him, but his request was rejected by the Court» 
The other accused Chuin Hung Fah was ordered to furnish 
$300 eash security» The case was remanded for hearing 
on October 2»
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Lih Pao (£-4r)»
THE HAINING ROAD SHOOTING AFFRAY

Hie Shanghai first Special District Court has 
decided to resume on the morning of Saturday» October 3» the 
hearing of Tthe case against the thre_e suspects named Chang 
Yung Woo (>£ !f X»)» Ma Yung Zai 4 ) 8X1(1 Ma Yung Nee 
(J? arrested in connection with the fatal shooting
of a Japanese marine named A. Taminato at the comer of 
Haining and Woosung Boads»

The Shanghai Municipal Police yesterday issued 
a notice offering a reward of $5,000 for information leading 
to the arrest of the murderer or murderers of the Japanese 
marine«

Beconstruction of the Crime

With a view to learning all the facts in the case» 
the Shanghai Municipal Police at about 8 p.m. yesterday 
detailed a number of detectives and uniformed policemen to 
escort the three suspects named Ma Yung Zai» Ma YuP? Nee, 
Chang Yung Woo and hid parents» Yue Zang Hai œ)» a 
cooked rice hawker, and his wife Yue Li Sz fq), in 
all seven persons» to the scene of the incident on Haining 
Road for purpose of conducting a reconstruction of the 
crime» Zang Tai )» the 3-ye ar old son of Yue
Zang Had» the cooked rice hawker» was carried in the arms 
of his mother Yue Li Sz» The reconstruction was watched 
by a crowd of more than l»000 on-lookers, vhile more than 
30 Chinese» foreign and Japanese policemen were present. 
Strict precautions were adopted by the Police»

At 8 p.m. a fire-cracker to indicate the firing 
of a shot was let off» Immediately after this» Chang Yung 
Woo rushed forward from a nearby congee stall at the entrance 
of an alleyway and was arrested in mid-way by a member of 
the Japanese Landing Party. Afterwards two other crackers 
were let off» thereupon Yue Zang Hai indicated the spot 
where his rioe stall was left as well as the direction which 
his son Zang Tai took when running. The reconstruction 
of the crime terminated at about 9 p.m.

Study of the Tacts at thé Time of Shooting

After the reconstruction, the detectives remained 
at the scene to find out thff'manner and style of walking 
of the Japanese marines concerned in the affair» hew the 
pistol was put away by thé culprit and other circumstances 
surrounding the shooting» The investigation terminated 
at 10 p»m» After this» the four witnesses» namely» the 
parents of Chang Yung Wbo and Yue Zang Hai and his wife» 
were ordered' to return home, while the three suspects Ma 
Yung Zai, Ma Yung Nee and Chang Yung Woo were taken back 
in a poli be van to Hengkew Police Station.

At the txtae of the reconstruction, Chang Yung Woo 
was «fljfld in a white cotton coat and a pair of blue trousers, 
giving the appearance of a country man, while Ma Yung Zai 
and Ma Yung Nee were dressed in grey cotton long gowns, giving 

printers» As a matter of fact.
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the two "brothers are workers of the Hung Shing (>%* 
Printing Company. It is learned that Waung Lai Sung 
( ii-rfl 2 )> manager of the printing company in question, has 
written to the Chinese Batepayers Association requesting 
assi stance.

The Lung-an Shell Incident Settled.

Li Chi Pah (proprietor of the Shing Lee 
( VxS'l) Bakery» who was arrested in connection with the 
lung-an shell case, was released at 4 a.m. yesterday by the 
North Szechuen Boad Police Station of the Bureau of Publio 
Safely. Lih Peng Pah a coolie of the bakery,
who was arrested for throwing the lung-an shell, was regarded 
as guilty and has been sentenced to several days’ detention. 
He is at present being detained at the Bureau of Public 
Safety.

Change of Senior Detectives of Hongkew and Dixwell 
Boad Police Stations Demanded Ty Japanese

The report io the effect that the Japanese residents 
have asked the S.M.C. to replace the senior detectives of 
Hongkew and Dixwell Boad Police Stations with Japanese 
was ascertained to be authentic yesterday. A letter has 
been sent to Mr. Pessenden, Secretary-General of the S.M.C., 
by the Japanese Amalgamated Association of Street Unions, 
in which they demand an increase in the strength of Japanese 
detectives and policemen in the Hongkew District as a 
safeguard against a repetition of such unfortunate incidents 
as that, which occurred on Haining Boad.

Sin Wan Pao t

Yesterday the situation along North Szechuen 
Boad and at the Japanese Bo hue an Garden and Pah Sz Jao in 
Chapel remained unchanged. The Japanese posts in the 
Japanese Brewery behind the Bokusan Garden have not been 
wi th drawn.

A reporter of the Kuo Min News Agency yesterday 
proceeded to the vicinity of Pah £z Jao in Chapel and Hongkew 
District to make an inspection of the district. . . He 
found the situation there more serious than it was before. 
Construction of an observation post on the roof of the 
Japanese Landing Party Headquarters on North Szechuen Boad 
was started yesterday. The new post will be 30 feet 
higher than the existing watoh tower. Japanese marine 
sentinels in groups of three’s and five’s have been posted 
at various strategic points in the vicinity of Pah Sz Jao, 
West Paoshing Boad and at the Japanese January 28 Memorial 
Tomb. The construction of an ash road in the vicinity 
of Ho Kia Zah, Chapel, was completed yesterday. It is 
now being used by military trucks. Sentries in full 
military equipment, in groups of four’s or five's, have been 
posted at the intersections of the various roads on Uie 
extra Settlement roads and North Szechuen Boad as well as in 
front of the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters, Japanese 
primary schools, the office of the Japanese marines at the 
Yung Peng Bank and at the end of North Szechuen Boad in 
Hongkew District. The search of pedestrians has become 
stricter.
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Chinese Bankers* Club, 59 Hongkong Road, During the
proceedings, officers to supervise the drive for new
members were appointed«

Proclamation issued by the Shanghai City Government - posted 
in Chapei andTantao

Copies of a proclamation issued by the Shanghai City
1 ' I

Government urging the Chinese people to maintain friendship
with other nations and not indulge in anti-foreign movements
(full translation appears in I.R. of Sept. 25, 1936) were
posted in Chapei and Nantao on September 26. L

1

Chapei, closed down on
among the shareholders
400 workers and 20 staff employees were affected.

Heng Tai Silk Filature - closed down
The Heng Tai Silk

Labour

Filature, 358 Koo Ka Wan (-{
September 24 owing to dissension 
of the concern. A complement of

An agreement has been reached between the workers and 
the management, whereby the lartter will issue retiring 
gratuities equivalent to two months’ wages to the worke
The 20 staff employees are, however, demanding retiring 
gratuities equivalent to 4 months* wages.

Yee Loong and Ching Yue Silk Filatures - workers form 
credit and cooperative society

A new organization entitled "The Shanghai Northern 
District Labourers’ Credit and Cooperative Society" 

"vas formed at a raeeting held at
1 Ming Teh Li, Tatung Road, Chapei, at 4 p.n. September 26, 
by twenty eight representatives of the 400 workers of the 
Yee Loong Silk Filature, 796 Chang An Road, and the Chin Yue
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THE FATAL SHOOTING OF A JAPANESE MARINE

At 8 a.m. yesterday» Japanese marines stationed 
at the Japanese Cemetery at Pah Sz Jao (>\. % ffi) began to 
mobilize and afterwards Japanese marines stationed in the 
Rokusan Garden were also mobilized» They went to »the 
large compound at the corner of Heng Yih Road (tsL- 
and Lun Ton Road The compound occupies an area
of about 60 li and is surrounded by a black fence# Some 
200 Japanese marines were congregated there and five 
military trucks later appeared.

Our reporter yesterday proceeded to the place 
and found the Japanese marines removing the machine guns. 
Some marines were cutting the grass and constructing 
defensive works. Camps were established. Only a few 
Japanese marines were stationed in the Japanese Cemetery 
and the Rokusan Garden, while only three to five marines 
guarded the crossing of the Woosung-Shanghai Railway at 
Tien Tung An, In the International Settlement» Japanese 
marines and Chinese Police are being stationed on North 
Szechuen Road and at intersections between the Settlement 
and Chinese controlled territory, A Japanese armoured 
car was parked at the corner of Dixwell and Jukong Roads, 
The Japanese marines at the Japanese Club on Boone Road 
have been withdrawn.

At 3 p.m. yesterday» two Japanese marines 
placed a military telephone on North Szechuen Road near 
Wang Pang Jao,

At 11,40 a,m, yesterday a bullet from the 
revolver of a Japanese sentinel hit the^ignboard of the 
Kwang Zung Cantonese Restaurant at the corner
of North Szechuen Road and Jukong Road and dropped near 
the wall cf the Tung Fang Hosiery Factory ( 
Nobody was injured, A Japanese official said that the 
shot was discharged through an accident when the sentinel 
was cleaning his revolver.

The Happyland Dance Hall Incident
* Huang Lin Siao $ ) and Hsu Chao Nin

) of the Lo Sun Dance Research Society
were arrested on September 24 by the Chinese Police on 
suspicion of throwing the pear feelings from the Zung Joong

(Happyland) Dance Hall. Having ascertained that 
the two men had no connection with the affair, the North 
Station Branch of the Public Safety Bureau released than 
on September 26,

China Daily Herald (^ ¡X? (Chinese Section) (formerly 
The New World) published the xoilowing comment on Sept, 26 «-

On the evening of September 23, a shooting 
affray took place at the corner of Woo sung Road and Haining 
Hoad, in which a Japanese marine was killed and two others 
were wounded. The Shanghai Municipal Police and the 
Public Safety Bureau are co-operating in the search for 
the assassins
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Mdrning Translation.

The Japanese authorities say that a political 
motive lies behind the shooting, but this is without 
foundation.

Every Chinese who loves his country is aware 
of che complicated political relations between China and 
Japan; he also knows full well that acts- of. terrorism 
are of no use at all and that the killing of innocent 
Japanese will only reader. bi.no-Japanese relations more 
tense. For these reasons we can say that the Haining Road 
shooting affray has no political motive whatever. All 
the authorities concerned should remain calm.

The Chinese people and the Chinese Government 
cannot be held responsible for a crime committed by an 
individual Chinese in1 the same.manner that, the Japanese 
Government cannot'be held accountable for the action of 
any individual Japanese against a, foreigner. By adopting 
a policy of mutual respect and friendship, all Sino-Japanese 
complications may Jbe solved. • <

Great Daily News (A published on September 25 the
folio ;ing article contributed by Yang Kwang (^ J-

THE STRIKING OF RICSHA COOLIES-WITH BATONS

It seems that the baton in the hands of a 
policeman has an ever lasting grudge against the flesh 
of ricsha coolies; in other words.it seems that the baton 
in the hands of a policeman is used exflu si v el y for the 
purpose of striking ricsha coolies. There is no necessity 
for policemen to strike ricsha coolies; it is inhuman. 
Ricsha coolies are already greatly Scared at the approach 
of x policemen whom they regard as the “petty devils* of 
“Yen-Loh-Wang* (the King of the'Hades).

The removal.of a ricsha licence or cushion 
by a policeman is already a very serious matter to the 
ricsha coolies, therefore the striking of ricsha coolies 
by policeman is utterly unnecessary from every point of 
view.

The authorities at Nanking recently issued 
an order prohibiting policemen from striking ricsha coolies 
recklessly. This is a good measure. England, the U.S.A., 
France and various other nations have boasted that they 
are civilized nations, therefore, I appeal, on behalf 
of ricsha coolies in the Foreign Settlements and in 
Chinese controlled territory of Shanghai, to these 
authorities to promulgate as soon as possible an order 
prohibiting policemen from assaulting ricsha coolies.

words.it
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Tokyo , September 25, 
On the morning of Septsmber 25, 

Mr. Amano, Uhairuien of the Japanese Residents 
Corporation at Shanghai , called on Mr. Kuwejima, 
officer in charge of the Asia bureau of the foreign 
Office, and informed him of the anti-Japanese atmosphere 
in Shanghai. He further informed the officer that 
the methods f the assassins in the Nakayama murder 
in November 1935 end the Kayau murder in July, 1936 
were identical and that this indicated that it was an 
organized anti-Japanese movement. Mr. Amano stated 
that a second outbreak of Sino-Japanesc hostilities 
would result should the anti-Japane e f eling be 
allowed to grow stronger. Japanese residents had 
suffered heavy los.es through the anti-Japanese 
movement and the high tariff and if the present state 
of affairs be left unlocked Japanese interests and 
rights in China would/entirely lost. For this reason, 
he expressed the hope that the Government would present 
strong demands to the National Government eo as to 
cause it to reflect and should the National Government 
still fail to show sincerity, he asked that the Japanese 
Government protect Japanese interests with a powerful 
force.

On the same afternoon Mr. 
Amano visit d the War, Navy and finance Ministries 
and conferred with the officers on the Customs tariff.

CQNrSKsNCL HUD BY HIGH JAPANMbb OFFICIALS 
IK SHANGHAll HSSUIT VIRL-D TO TOKYO

At 10.30 e.m. yesterday 
Navel Attach Sato, Military Attche Kite and high 
diplomatic officials in Shanghai held a conference 
at the Japanese JJnbassy.

Naval Attache Sato and Military 
Attache Kita,who had strongly advised Ambassador 
Kawagoe to cease the negotiations with the Chinese 
authorities, conveyed to those present the Ambassador’s 
views. The meeting then discussed the attitude 
to be adopted, as the National Government has shown 
no sincerity and another incident has ta-en place in 
Shanghai which requires a fundamental resolution.

All the officials present 
finally reached a certain decision on the attitude 
to be taken. The decision will be wir'd to the 
Navy, the Var and the Foreign Ministrias.
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Nippo, Mainichi and Michi Ni chi * t
EMERGENCY MEETING OF JAPANESE AMALGAMATED STREET UNIONS

At 4 p«m. September 25 an emergency general 
meeting of the Japanese Amalgamated Association of Street 
Unions was held at the Japanese Club to discuss the situation» 
About 70 persons, including the chairman and other officers 
of 40 street unions, were present«

Mr« Kondo, Chairman of the Standing Committee, 
•who presided, spoke as follows I-

"The lives and property of Japanese residents 
are being menaced by acts of anti-Japanese terrorism« The 
last emergency meeting of this association was held on 
July 14 to discuss the Kayau murder case« The present 
meeting has been called in accordance with a resolution 
passed at An urgent meeting of the Standing Committee held 
on September 24« Arrangements for maintaining comruni cations 
and the duties to be performed by each street union should 
the situation become worse are to be discussed"«

Mr« Hayashi, Horjrery Chairman of the association, 
said l- "A fixed plan for action in case of emergency 
should be drawn up as was done during the Sino-Japanese 
hostilities in Shanghai« It is expected that the situation 
may become aggravated, as a result of the National Government's 
¡insincerity"«

Mr« Kondo then proposed that arrangements for 
the maintenance of communications and the duties to be 
performed by each street union be quickly drawn up« 

The proposal was unanimously passed« 
The following sections were then established*** 

a section for close touch with every member union; a section 
to deal with correspondence) a section to keep records; a section to deal with general business; a section to 
handle relief affairs; a section to deal with provisions; 
a section to deal with intelligence reports; a section to 
deal with refugees; a section to deal with postal affairs; 
a lie Sion section; an accounts section; a police section«

Nichi Niehl *

CHINESE PLAIN CLOffiESE COBPS ACTIVE > CHINESE AND JAPANESE 
M3BCHANTS THREATENED: ASSASSINATION COBPS SMUGGLED INTO 

INTEHNATIONAL SETTLEMENT

Last night, a well-dressed Chinese appeared at 
a certain Japanese shop in Hongkew and speaking in fluent 
Japanese said that he was a military spy of a certain amor 
and that he carried a pistol« As the proprietor of the 
shop was about to telephone to thé Police, the man left 
the premises«

At 1 a«m« to-day a certain quarter received *
info mation to the effect that over ten members of the 
plain clothes corps have secretly entered the Settlement« 
For this reason, the members of the Japanese Ex-Service 
Men's Association are standing by«
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THE FATAL SHOOTING OP A JAPANESE KARINE ON HAINING ROAD.

The situation in Hongkew on September 25 
improved slightly. The Japanese marines on guard in Chapei 
were gradually withdrawn. The three suspects arrested on 
the evening of September 23 were handed over to the Shanghai 
Municipal Police by the Japanese Consular Police. The 
Chinese Authorities have instructed all the subordinate 
organs to render assistance in the search for the assassins* 

Yesterday our reporter made a tour of Chapei 
and found the situation had improved. There were still 
several Japanese marines stationed at the Japanese Cemetery 
at Pah Sz Jao(>v^ ) and in the Rokusan Garden, Chapei, 
but the Japanese sentinels on Recreation Road, Wang Loh Road 
and along the western district of the Woosung-Shanghai Rail
way Line had been completely withdrawn. Japanese marines 

.* patrolled the Extra-Settlement Roads area hut did not search
pedestrians. Owing to the large number of Japanese 
residents in Wbosung Road and Killer Road, special 
precautionary measures were adopted in this area.

The three suspects arrested on the night of 
September 23 in the vicinity*of the place idiere the murder 
took place were arraigned before the First Special District 
Court on the morning of September 25. As further
investigations are necessary, the Court adjourned the 
hearing until October 3*

How the Three Suspects Were Arrested
,4 4, fc.» Ua Yunß 231 Ü? £ / )> age 30, and Ma Yung 

Nee X-T), age 27, brothers, natives of Kating, residing 
at No. 9 Zai Chi Li (w » X), Hashing Road, are in the 
employ of the Hung Shing Printing Company (ipffjj, 
No. 24 Zai Ai Li (W'Sg), Lane No. 406, Shaihaikwan Road. 
Ma Yung Zai is a compositor, while Ma Yung Nee is a printer. 
Sometime after 8 p.m. September 23 they were passing the 

' comer of Haining and Woosung Roads on their way home. 
The shooting incident had already taken place. All traffic 
in lihe area was stopped so they decided to go by way of 
North Haining Road. They then entered a small alleyway, 
at the entrance of which the shooting had occurred, 
Japanese marines who were on guard in the alleyway arrested 
the two brothers. The policeman on post duty there 
reported the matter to Hongkew Police Station and Chinese 
and foreign officers were detailed to call at the Japanese 
Marine Headquarters and to demand that the two suspects 
be handed over to the Police for investigations. The two 
brothers were handed over to the Police at 10.30 a.m, 
September 24,

Chang Yung Wbo (Jß age 21, another
suspect, lives at N&, 8 Sin Zai Kong Li %,)» Sixwell

1 Road. He is a congee hawker. At the time of the shooting,
he was selling his wares at the entrance of Lane 240, 
South Haining Road. Chang's two fellow provincials had 

f their congee stalls at a place about 20 to 30 feet from
spot where the shooting was going on. Fearing that they 
might be involved in the incident, Chang left his stall 

®hooting to find out if anything had happened

| iv
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to tian but found them safe, as Chang was walking near 
a sand box at the entrance of an alleyway, several Japanese 
ma-rincs on patrol duty arrested him because a Mauser pistol 
had b^en found in this box. On the evening of September 24 
he was hinded over to the Police,

In Court yesterday, all the three suspects 
declr.red that they did not know for what reason they had 
been arrested.

Another Suspect Taken Into Custody

At 9.30 p.m. yesterday, while Yui Sz Keng 
age 23, native of Taiyang ), a book-binder, was reading
a notice posted by the Japanese Naval Landing Party near 
the Hongkew iiieatre (fc-* ), Haining Road, he was arrested 
by Japanese marines and taken to the Japanese Marine 
Headquarters for questioning. Later Hongkew Police Station 
held the man for investigation*.

A few days ago, some person, in the Zung Joong 
J(Happyland) Dance Hall, North Szechuen Road, threw 

out some pear peelings which dropped beside a Japanese 
marine natrol. Upon ascertaining,that it was Huang Lin 
Siao ( jvt/V); and Hsu Chao Nin ( 1 K), two teachers
of the Lo Sun Dance School ( North Szechuen
Road, who had thrown out the pear jJeelings, the Chinese 
Police arrested them at 11 p.m. September 24. The report 
that the Chinese Authorities had arrested the assassins 
responsible for the Haining Road shooting case is untrue.

Hwa Mei Wan Pao i-

Views of the Settlement Authorities

With reference to the shooting affray in Hongkew, 
a reporter of this paper called at the S.M,C, for information 
at noon yesterday.

Speaking in a spirited manner, an official of 
the S,L«C, declared that the Chinese Government and the 
Shanghai City Government had always protected Japanese 
residents to the best of their ability.

Continuing, he saidJ- *In normal times 
Japanese marines in white uniforms are to be found wandering 
on the streets in groups dr in front of cabarets at night. 
The sight of these marines in white uniforms is liable to 
irritate certain unlawful elements. The present incident 
was caused by such elements with the object of aggravating 
Sino-Japanese relations. In my opinion, the first step 
that should be taken to settle the matter is to bring about 
the withdrawal of the marines now posted on the streets. 
The official view of the S.M,C. is that the occupation of 
the streets by the Japanese on the evening of the incident 
was such that it was sufficient to obstruct the search 
by the Settlement Police for the assassins. If the Hongkew 
area had not been occupied by Japanese troops that night, 
the work of the Settlement Police would not have been 
handicapped and the assassins might have been arrested 
earlier
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toAsked by the reporter as >what he thought was 
the motive behind the Haining Road murder, the official 
replied that responsible officers of the S.M.C. were of 
the opinion that it was the work of the anti-Chinese 
Government party.

Asked whether, in his opinion, similar incidents 
were likely to occur again in Shanghai, the official repliedt- 
"It is hard to say for the present and until the Japanese 
troops are withdrawn to their billets."

According to other information from the S.M.C., 
when the Japanese Consul-General made a protest to the 
S.i-.C. at 3 p.m. yesterday, Mr. Fessenden, Secretary-General 
of the S.M.C., formally requested that the Japanese troops 
be withdrawn to their barracks*

China Evening News of September 25 published the following 
editorial

Present State of Sino-Japanese Relations.

All peace-lovers regret that the progress of 
Sino-Japanese rapprochement has met with a further obstruction 
through the murder of a Japanese marine in Hongkew, The 
case occurred within the Intei’national Settlement, but 
Japanese marine posts were established in places under the 
jurisdiction of the Chinese Authorities. In Hongkew, 
Japanese marines took over the police duties as if to say 
that they are the only persons who are able to direct 
affairs to-day. At Tokyo, a strong policy was decided 
upon at the conference held by the Ministers of Navy, Army 
and Foreign Affairs, and according to telegraphic reports, 
reinforcements may be sent should the situation become 
aggravated. On no occasion has tension run so high since 
the September 18 Incident as in the present case.

Leaving aside the question of the rights or 
wrongs in the case, we should calmly consider what effect 
the affair will have upon ttie peace of Asia, particularly 
upon the future relations between China and Japan. It 
may be well to ask whether we should allow the affair to 
develop into a war or to take definite steps to prevent 
this in time. No wise observer would say that a war would
benefit China; on the other side, the Japanese people have 
frequently been warned by their loyal compatriots that if 
they were to go tc war they would only be digging their 
own graves.

Chinese and Japanese belong to the same race 
and have the same kind of culture; they should really be 
good neighbours. Unfortunately, a proud and haughty 
attitude of superiority has been created in the minds of 
the Japanese people by the actions of the Japanese 
militarists who are continually invading Chinese territory 
and encroaching upon Chinese sovereign rights. The 
Japanese people have been taught to think that China will 
always submit. As a result, two peoples which should be 
friendly to each other have become enemies. This is a 
great misfortune to the peace-loving peoples of the 
Orient.
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Such is the psychology of the two peoples, 
but a wise government should never allow it to develop to 
such a degree that a war would become inevitable; the people 
should be warned of the dangers that would befall them.

During the various stages of development 
in Sino-Japanese relations, the Chinese Government has 
warned, instructed and led its people to take the safest 
course» But what has the Japanese Government done on its 
Part? It has created a haughty feeling of superiority in 
the minds of its people» In the present incident, the 
Japanese leaders have exhibited signs of irritation similar 
to those manifested by the people. The leaders seem to he 
following the people blindly instead of pausing to reflect.

The recent arrival at Nanking of Ambassador 
KáWagoe gave rise to hopes for an adjustment of the relations 
between China and Japan. Vie hope the views of the Japanese 
leaders towards the important question of readjustment of 
Sino-Japanese relations will not be obscured by a few 
haphazard incidents» We also hope that they will not 
be influenced by the feelings of ths people, but will 
reflect and give some consideration for the peace of Asia 
and for the future relations between the two nations. A 
settlement of all Sino-Japanese problems will depend upon 
the Japanese Authorities coming to a proper realization of 
the situation.

Shun Pao publishes the following editorial

Pollowing the incident that took place 
in Hongkew on the night of September 23 in which one 
Japanese marine waq^jially shot and two others were wounded, 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party ordered general mobilization 
and precautionary measures were immediately adopted» The 
district has since assumed a warlike appearance. The 
residents in the vicinity have become panic-stricken. 
Later the Japanese marines extended their patrols to Chapei 
where they conducted searches of pedestx*ians. Conditions 
to-day resemble those that prevailed on the night prior to 
the outbreak of the January? 28 Incident.

Whilst anxiously waiting for an early 
amicable solution of the Chengtu and Hankow incidents, we 
are now being confronted with an unfortunate incident in 
Shanghai. It will only give rise to further complications.

The first thing that we shall
at present is to implore both Chinese and Japanese 
authorities to calm themselves in order to prevent the 

, existing circumstances from taking a serious turn for the 
I worse» We regret very much the tragic death of the 
7 Japanese marine, and our authorities are now fulfilliing 

their duty in co-operating to trace the assassins. This 
indicates that our relationswith Japan are quite friendly» 
However, the Japanese authorities are pressing.and 
embarrassing us with all sorts of unneoessaryznarassing 
acts Evej» if strict precautions had bee'n taken 
beforehand, the crime happened so unexpectedly that it was 
impossible for the authorities, however wise they may 
be, to prevent it, to say nothing of the fact that the scene 
of the incident lies within a district wherein Chinese
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authorities have no Police rights. Takey for instance, 
the incident that recently occurred in Tokyo where the 
Acting American Ambassador was stabbed by a thief when 
he was attempting to arrest the latter; such an unexpected 
attack could not have been avoided, despite toepolice 
precautions being very strict. This shows that it is 
really difficult to adopt precautions against sudden 
disturbances. The Japanese authorities only tendered 
an apology and promised to do their best to trace the 
assailant in connection with this affair. Yet we did
not learn that the American Ambassador had expressed any 
dissatisfaction or made anyunreasonable demands. This 
is rigj^t and proper because the fundamental principle 

CtTflfWtfen~nat_ionsYfof"co-bperaTTon^is to understand each 
other. Misunderstandings7 however grave they may be, 
can be easily avoided if sincerity prevails amongst 
nations because suspicion only gives rise to uneasiness. 
Much more will be the case in view of the fact that the 
matter relates to international etiquette.

As a matter of fact, all unnecessary 
comments are utterly futile at present, but in the 
interests of peace and order, we earnestly hope that 
the Japanese authorities will imnediately cease their |
rash activities because this can only aggravate the 
situation. It must be noted that the degree of endurance 
and patience of the people, however peace-loving they are, 
has a limit. If the Japanese authorities are really 
sincere, then we hope that they will adopt peaceful 
attitude in respect of the present case.

Society Evening News of September 25 (Editorial) *-

following the fatal shooting of a Japanese 
marine and the wounding of two others in the Hongkew 
district of the International Settlement, the Japanese 
Naval landing Party immediately resorted to unusual 
precautionary measures and even posted their marines 
outside the Settlement limits within Chinese controlled 
territory. The Japanese Ministry of War has even pledged 
itself to support the Ministry of Navy in adopting strong 
action in dealing with this matter. ■ All this is only 
intended to create a more tense situation. It is indeed 
a matter of deepest regret.

Should the Japanese authorities say that 
the Chinese authorities are to be held responsible for * 
this incident, —- an incident which occurred within the 
International Settlement -— then the first step the 
Japanese should take is to conduct an investigation to 
ascertain the facts in this incident. The attitude of 
the Tokyo Government in connection with this case is only 
part and parcel of its original policy towards China. 
Nobody can believe that it was adopted exclusively to 
deal with this affair. As a matter of fact, the Tokyo 
Government is taking advantage of this unpleasant occurrence 
to aggravate the situation.
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Repeated orders for premotion of friendly relations 
with neighbouring nations have been promulgated by our 
government, which recently made concessions for conciliation 
that are even harmful to the people» It is therefore 
evident that our government is quite sincere for an 
improvement of friendly relations with foreign nations» 
There is no doubt that the present tragic occurrence is 
deeply regretted by the National Government» The 
activities of the Japanese authorities therefore indicate 
a lack of true understanding of the Chinese people* 
Similarly, it is not necessary for the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party to extend the scope of their precautions 
to Chinese territory» Now however the posts of tho 
Japanese marines have been withdrawn from Chinese 
territory* Is not this withdrawal done for the purpose 
of dealing with the incident through proper negotiations? 
In the interests of peace, we sincerely hope that it is
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Political 

Movements of Notables

To Nanking

Left at 11 p.m. September 24 :-

Sun Fo, President of the Legislative Yuan.

Kwan Soo-jen, member of the C.E.C» of the Kuomintang.

Tsai Yuan-bei, -do-

From Nanking

Arrived at 7 a.m. September 25

H. H. Kung, Minister of Finance.

Tsang Kung-chuen, Minister of Railways.

New Yung-chien, Vice President of the Examination
Yuan.

Wong Fah-jing, member of the C.E.C. of the Kuomintang.

Foo Jui-ling, -do-

Wu Shih-hwei, -do-

Proclamation issued by the Shanghai City Government

During the afternoon of September 24, the Shanghai 

City Government issued copies of a proclamation to various 

Police Stations in Chapei, a translation of which reads 

as follows

MThe effective administration of a country depends 

upon the people, who should observe discipline, carry 

out reconstruction work, maintain national integrity, 

and establish friendly relations with other nations.

other nations and not indulge in anti-foreign movements

These points have been already stressed in the order of

the National Government and brought to your notice by the

Consequently our people should maintain friendship with

; SÌ*



Shanghai City Government

this instruction
is liable to severeAny person who violates this order

punishment*
Mayor Wu Teh-chen

24/9/25th Year.”

Chapei to-day, September 25

of the Chinese Press to-day, September 25

of the Sacred Heart Hospitalwere found written on the wall
wall on iieinan Roadon Chaoyang Road and also on a
of an anti-government natureOn the same day, a slogan

corner

byconvened
ofpurchase

Kai-shek on
was avoided

citizens’ should strietly abide by
of these orders, this proclamation is issued, and all

25, 26 and 27, as follows <-

Between 5 and 6.30 p.m. September 24, 1936, nine

in the Chinese Y.a.C.A., 123 Boulevard de Montigny,
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Fearing that there may
be some people who have faileo. to understand the terms

It is learned that these copies will be posted in

This proclamation appears in the advertisement columns

Anti-Governnent and Communist Slogans
On September 24, anti-government and communist slogans 

was found written on a wall near Thorne and Dixwell Roads

China Aviation Society - propaganda campaign in connection 
with the ¿UCTTlrthday of General ChiangKal^sKek 

representatives of local public bodies attended a meeting

the Special Committee to raise funds for the 
aircraft to be presented to General Chiang 
the anniversary of his 50th birthday, when it 
to conduct a propaganda movement on September
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Hw* Mei Wan Pao published the following article on 3eptember a? i

THE SIMP JAPANESE SITUATION IN SHANGHAI

The situation in Shanghai is still serious* 
The Japanese landing forces are continuing their 
activities to oppress China* Eight additional Japanese 
warships arrived in Shanghai on September 27*

Conditions in Hongkew and Chapei have 
improved, but as the patrols of Japanese marines are so 
numerous the situation is not so bright*

With the completion of a part of the work 
on the construction of a temporary barracks for the 
accommodation of Japanese marines and a wide rood for 
military motor trucks between Woo Kia Zah ( £ ) and
Chwang Kia Kao (¡It- t&^), Chapei, a large quantity of 
arms and ammunition have been conveyed to this place 
since the night of September 26* The Japanese seems to 
be converting tha place into a military post* It 
occupies a strategic point and is located in a secluded 
part of Chapei*

Japanese marines are sent out once every 
hour to patrol Tien Tung An Road, Kiangwan Road, Hwa 
Yuan Ka, Kwang Chun Road, Sze Dlen Road and Wang Pang 
Road in Chapei* They usually take a short rest in the 
garden of the January 28 Memorial Tomb of Japanese 
soldiers, when they reaoh Pah Sz Jao (A, » The
precautionary measures adopted on September 26 by Japanese 
marines at various places in Hongkew district were 
stricter than those on the previous day, for armoured 

cars and tanks were sent out more frequently* A motor 
truck fully laden with Japanese marines in full kit 
was stationed at a spot- between Jukong and North Szechuen 
Roads at about 1 p*m* In addition, two motor cycles stood 
nearby, while two Japanese military trucks moved to and -fro 
along North Szeohuen Road* It seems that that portion 
of the Settlement has alrea^^Jbnverted into a place 
under the protection of Japanese marines, because they 
have never regarded seriously the demand of the 
Settlement authorities for their withdrawal*

There are now eleven Japanese men-of-war 
in Shanghai ready for all emergencies* Three other warships 
sure on the way to Shanghai from Port Arthur*

Construction of Barracks in Chapei*

According to an investigation by a reporter 
of the Sing Seng News Agency, about 300 Japanese marines 
are stationed oh a piece of ground between Woo Kia Zah 
and Chwang Kia Kao, Chapei* Last night, most of them . ' |
assembled near the South-East corner of the compound of 
the Japanese Brewery* The reporter approached the place 
and he heard sounds of hammering* Later, he learnt that 
the Japanese were building a temporary barracks*

From early morning to-day, many trucks carry
ing Japanese marines have been coming and going| many of 
the trucks were laden with coal and sacks* According to 
the people living in the vicinity of the place, Japanese
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troops have already dug many trenches and boxes resembling 
kerosene cases have been hurried there and covered over 
with mud and grass. Barbed wire entanglements have been 
put up and military telephones and anti-aircraft guns 
have been erected. However, when our reporter made a survey 
from a high place, nothing of all this could be seen. It 
is also learnt that from 5 a-m. up to late hour at night, 
large quantities of fireaims were transported into the 
Brewery. Wealthy Chinese families in the vicinity of 
Kiang wan Hoad and Tung Chi Road have removed their valuables 
into the Settlements, Such removals are being discouraged.

The Japanese newspapers report that Peace 
Preservation Corps consisting of 30,000 men are being station
ed at tyiinsan and Chenju but this is entirely unfounded. 
There are two regiments of the Peace Preservation Corps in 
Shanghai•

Transfer of Japanese__ Troops in Hongkew: Exodus
of Chapel Residents Dissuaded.

Aft~r the withdrawal of Japanese troops from 
Chinese controlled territory, the situation became easier. 
Yesterday and to-day, Japanese troops stationed in Hongkew 
area were installing military telephones along North 
Szechuen Road and Dixwell Road, and the transportation of 
Japanese troops was again busy. TheTa Kung News Agency 
made an investigation with the following results, i-

From 6 a.m. to-day, t^|e Kiang wan Road 
Japanese Military Headquarters sent/250 marines in ten 
trucks. After forming^Ehree groups, they proceeded by 
three different routes/ One of the groups went to the
Japanese Cemetry at Pah Sz Jao and to the Rokusan Garden, 
on Kiangwan Road. The second group passed along North
Szechuen Road up to Range Road and then turned to the 
East. pie third group took the North Szechuen Road to 
Nanking Road and turned West,. The trucks carried full 
military equipment, ■while the marines held their loaded 
guns at the ready. About 10 a.m, some forty Japanese 
marines were conveyed in trucks along Range Road and 
Woosung Road. On the way men alighted to take up their 
posts. - , .

The Yung Feng House (, No.640 North 
Szechuen Hoad (■ Corner of Jukong Road and North Szechuen 
Road) has already been occupied by Japanese as a branch
organ for the relaying of orders, From late last night 
to 11 a.m. this morning, five military trucks were used 
to transport desks and chairs to the place together with 
a quantity of firearms and military equipment. The 
reporters found one armoured car and two trucks together 
with some 20 marines busily transporting sacks etc. 
Military telephones were installed. It seems as if they 
will occupy: • the place for a long time.

The reporters found no marines on Kiangwan
Road. Trucks carrying sacks were often seen stopping at 
the Rokusan Garden. The Japanese flag flies over the 
place. Intensive military construction is going on in the 
Garden. Pedestrians were not stopped*

At 11.30 ^.m.to-day, some residents on 
Paoshan Road and Jukong Road misunderstood the Japanese

activities and started to remove but were dissuaded 
To-day (Sunday) the Japanese Consulate 

and work was carried on as usual
milltary 
by the Police 
was open from 7 a.m
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JAPANESE.TO ORGANIZE "SITUATION COMMITTEE"

At 4 p.m. September 24 Mr. Hayashi» 
Honorary Chairman of the Shanghai Japanese Amalgamated 
Association of Street Unions» and Mr. Kondo» Chairman of 
the Standing Committee of the Association» called on 
Mr. Matsunaga» Acting Eresident of the Japanese Residents 
Corporation» to exchange views regarding relief work and 
the transportation of Japanese residents to places of 
safety in case of emergency. It was agreed to keep in 
close touch with each other and to co-operate.

Mr. Hayashi then made the 
following proposal:-, "A situation committee composed of 
leading members of the various departments of the Japanese 
community was formed prior to the outbreak of the Sino- 
Japanese hostilities in Shanghai. Members used to meet 
at an appointed place before and during the hostilities 
to cope with the situation. It rendered meritorious 
service to the community. 'The present situation is similar 
to that existing prior to the Shanghai Incident and 
warrants the organization of such a committee."

In reply» Mr. Matsunaga said 
that he would give a reply after consulting the competent 
authorities because it was a very important matter.

Mr. Matsunaga immediately 
called on the Japanese Consular Authorities for instructions 
regarding this matter. It was decided to watch developments 
for a few days.

Extraordinary Meeting of Councillors of 
""Japanese Residents. Corporation

The Japanese Residents 
Corporation convened an emergency meeting of its councillors 
at noon September 24. .Amongst those, present were Mr. 
Hishida» Chairman» and Mr. Ishida» Chief of the Committee 
on Educational Affairs.

. Mr. Matsunaga» Acting President 
of .the Residents Corporation» made a report on matters 
discussed at the meeting of headmasters of the schools 
maintained by the Corporation.

It was decided to hold an 
emergency meeting in case of any seiious development 
taking place in the situation.

| The Foreign Affairs Negotiations 
Committee also held a meeting at the Residents Corporation 
at noon September 24< • All the committee members were 
present. They exchanged views on current problems*
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THE FINAL DECISION

The crisis has arrived,. Our 
naval authorities are taking measures of self-defence 
and will eradicate the acts of anti-Japanese terrorism. 
Since the Nakayama murder on November 9, 1935, two 
sailors, two police officers, two newspaper reporters 
and two civilians, all Japanese, have been attacked by 
Chinese and have lost their lives. It is undoubtedly 
an insult to our navy and to our Foreign Office. We 
have been patient for about a year. Further talk 
is useless because the Chinese authorities are still 
attempting to protract the settlement of outstanding 
disputes and have failed to adopt adequate measures 
to suppress terroristic acts. Therefore, it is only 
natural and proper for our naval authorities to take 
measures for self-defence.

The people of Japan are strongly 
encouraging and supporting the government. They are 
fully aware that anti-Japanese education is being fostered 
throughout China ty the Chinese Government. China 
must adopt strong measures to solve the question of anti
Japanese activities otherwise there will be no results. 
At present the Chinese Government has done nothing.

Negotiations with the Chinese 
authorities are useless. We have not secured a single 
result in our negotiations. We have done with empty 
words and gestures.

China should taake a final 
decision. A recurrence of such anti-Japanese incidents 
is to be expected should the present acts of anti
Japanese terrorism be left unsuppressed. What have 
we gained by our patience during the past year? 
Diplomatically as well as economically, nothing. If 
the present state of affairsAllowed to pass the 
situation will become worse. Our authorities and 
people must do everything possible to imiro/e the 
present situation. It is - foolish to continue with 
the same thing knowing that it would not bring any good. 
We require courage and determination. Our ever- 
victorious navy and army are firjkly determined to adopt 
a strong attitude. We Japanese residents in China 
should make our final determination to push forward.

NICHI-NICHI

STATEENT OF REAR-AiailRAL -SATO,JAPANESE 
NAVAL ATTACHE

The following statement was 
made by Rear-Admiral Sato, Japanese Naval Attache, who 
returned to- Shanghai from Nanking in company with Military

Y Attache Kita last night (September 24)«-
"When things have come to this 

stage I believe it will be useless to lose further 
time in discussions. After consulting with Military 
Attache Kita, I called on Ambassador ^awagoe and advised 
him to leave Nanking should the Nanking Government, dis
regarding the gravity of the situation, continue to show 
insincerity. As it was unnecessary for us to remain 
at Nanking, we returned to Shanghai. There is now only 
one word for us) ’determination*• We are firmly resolved."
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Af temdon TrlaM^-tiony

TEE HONGKEW INCIDENT.

The fatal shooting of a Japanese marine and 
the wounding of two others, coining after the Chengtu, the 
Pakhoi and the Hankow incidents, is certain to create great 
excitement among Japanese residents in China. It has 
already had repercussions in Japan where it has given rise 
to intense indignation.

In Shanghai the Japanese Military Authorities 
have occupied the whole of Hongkew Di strict as well as the 
roads to Chinese controlled territory. The protests of the 
Shanghai City Government have been ignored. furthermore, 
reinforcements for the Japanese Landing Party, which had 
embarked prior to the in ci dart, arrived here yesterday and 
are being accommodated at the barracks on North Szechuen 
Hoad.

In Japan, certain spokesmen have made 
prophetic declarations. Admiral Nagano, Minister of the 
Navy, says this is not a time for discussion but for action. 
A representative of the Gaimusho declares that the anti-« 
Japanese incidents were all due to an organized movement 
and this view is shared by numerous Japanese in Shanghai.

The cause of the Chengtu and Pakhoi incidents 
will not be difficult to ascertain because they were preceded 
by public meetings at which agitatdtra had exdited the mob. 
On the other hand, the Hankow and the Hongkew Incidents are 
acts of certain i^^viduals who had planned their plots in 
secret and carrieo^ut under cover of darkness. The 
assassins attacked the victims from behind without having 
to expose themselves. Similar cases have already occurred 
and the investigations have not had satisfactory results. 
The Police arrested a few wretched persons, whose statements 
have been found to be contradictory and whose guilt appeared 
to be much in doubt. If this series of incidents is being 
directed by an organized body, no proof has, so far, been 
produced to support the belief.

Nevertheless, the frequent occurrence of 
such incidents may have a regrettable effect on Sino- 
Japanese relations, it will be to the interest of the 
Chinese Government to pierce the mystery which surrounds 
them.

In agreeing to conduct negotiations with 
Japan, Nanking has given sufficient proof that it does not 
wish for adventures and that it is imbued with conciliatory 
intentions. To this, Japan replies that there exists in 
the Kuomintang*certain faction which is absolutely opposed 
to rapprochement with Japan. This is very possible, tut 
this attitude is maintained in the political sphere of the 
faction only; furthermore, this attitude has not succeeded 
in modifying the plans of the Government for Nanking has 
resolved to negotiate with Japan.

Thus, the authors of these anti-Japanese 
incidents are acting contrary to the policy of the 
Government; they are placing the Government in a difficult 
situation and at the same time they are providing the

•A:
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Japanese interventionists with pretexts to attack the 
policy of moderation towards China adopted by the Hirota 
Cabinet. In short, they are the enemy of the Nanking 
Government and the enemy of peace.

The Chinese Authorities have promised the 
Japanese Authorities that they will do their utmost to 
co-operate in the search for the assassins. Nanking is 
consolidate her successes in the South; it is also preparing 
an internal political organization and economic development. 
Therefore, it is certain that Nanking desires an honourable 
understanding with Tokyo.

The danger lies in the fact that the anti- 
Japanese incidents may provoke a violent Japanese reaction. 
The Japanese, however, should consider that if, as they 
believe, the incidents are organized affairs, the object 
of the people who are inspiring them can only be to obstruct 
Sino-Japanese rapprochement, Ey resorting to harsh 
measures of reprisal, Japan would be playing into their 
hands and thereby compromise any chances for an understanding 
which would have proved more profitable to them than a 
victorious war.
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Yuan, held a meeting of representatives of localPJffti^dXa^' "/...  ._—Jjj j
bodies at 5 p.m. yesterday at the Chinese Y.li.CUA., 
Boulevard de liontigny, Trench Concession, to discuss 
an extensive propaganda movement to- solicit contributions«

The Committee sometime ago wrote to the 
authorities of both the International Settlement and the 
French Concession, requesting permission to conduct an 
extensive propaganda and to post slogans in the 
Settlements. The Committee yesterday received a reply 
from the S.M.C. stating that slogans may be posted in 
front of the various shops in the Settlement.

Shanghai Public Daily News (“^ publishes the following
oomm en t H

THE FATAL SHOOTING OF A JAPANESE MBINE■
At this time,. when the Japanese Ambassador 

is in Nanking to open negotiations over the Chengtu and 
the PaJdioi Incidents, an unfortunate incident has occurred 
in the local International Settlement. It is truly 
regrettable»

The affair occurred at the corner of 
Haining and Woo sung Boads in the district under the control 
of Hongkew Police Station. Therefore, the responsibility 
to effect the arrest of the culprits devolves upon the 
Settlement Police, while the Public Safety Bureau should 
render assistance.

Unfortunate incidents involving American 
or European nationals in China have never been heard, 
but many incidents involving Japanese nationals have 
occurred. If China and Japan really desire to remove 
their misunderstandings and co-operate for mutual existence 
and glory, the Japanese Authorities should abandon a 
policy which has been exciting the feelings of the people.

Iron News (comment) I-

It is truly unfortunate that a Japanese 
should have been fatally shot in a large city. Such 
incidents are unavoidable in any country. There is a 
proper international procedure to be followed to settle 
the case. We must do our best to remain calm until the 
facts are known. Our Government will handle the 
negotiations.

The residents of Chapel should remain 
calm and not repeat the mistake of removing their homes»

'ÿWi’ '-$M <& ' '•: &
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CONSUL TERASAKI REQUESTSS.M.C. AND CITY GOVERNMENT 
TO EFFECT ARREST OF CULPRITS

Immediately after the Woosung 
Road incident, Mr. Terasaki, Consul, requested Major 
Gerrard, Commissioner of the S.M.P., and Mr. 0. K. Yui, 
Secretary of the Shanghai City Government, to effect 
the speedy arrest of the culprits.

In the meantime, Senior Staff 
Officer Nishida of the Third Fljeet and Senior Staff 
Officer Osugi of the Naval Landing Party proceeded to 
the Japanese Consulate to hold a conference to discuss 
the attitude to be adopted.

Japanese Embassy issues statement

At midnight last night, the 
Japanese Embassy issued the following statement:»

”A violent act has been committed 
against Japanese seamen. We have no more confidence 
in the ability of the Chinese authorities to suppress 
the anti-Japanese activities. It is a matter of 
regret but the. only thing left for us to do is to take 
any action considered necessary for the protection of the 
lives and property of the 140,000 Japanese residents 
in China.*

Statement of Mrs. Okubo

Mrs. Okubo, residing at No.
18 QuinsaniRoad, who happened to be at the Marugo, 
auctioneers, No. 212 Raining Road, which house is the 
nearest to the sand box in which a pistol was recovered, 

related the following story
•’As the mistress of the Marugo 

was absent I went there to take care of the shop. I came out from the house immediately after I had heard 
several reports like the firing of crackers and saw 
two sailors staggering to the door of the Shiseido 
Book Store.*

Statement of Miss T. Masuyama.

Miss T. Masuyama, who is living 
in an upper room of the house, related the following story:- 

•Upon hearing the terrifying re
ports, I immediately went to the veranda. I saw marines 
of the Naval Landing Party walking in groups in front of 
a restaurant for naval sailors. When I looked to the 
left of my house I saw two sailors entering the Shiseido 
Book -Store. At the same time, a Chinese rushed from the 
side of the Shanghai Bank towards Chapoo Road. He 
stopped in the vicinity of the Heng Chong Chinese sauce 
shop, and stood gazing at the scene of^rime. This 
Chinese may have been one of the culprits or else he was 
running away because of the shooting.M
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All Japanese Schools to close today

In view of the tense situation, 
the schools maintained by the Japanese Residents* 
Corporation will be closed today (September 24).

The Corporation has cabled 
to Mr. Amano, President of the Corporation, who is 
visiting Tokio, requesting him to return to Shanghai 
as soon as possible.

Statement of Moriseki

Mrs. H. Morisaki, residing at 
No. 202 Raining Road which is near the scene of the crime, 
has made the following statement:•»:

’•Surprised at hearing the six 
reports of firing, I immediately came out of my house 
and saw two or three sailors rush to the Shiseido Book
store. A number of Japanese in the vicinity immediately 
rushed to the scene and a struggle started in front of 
the Marugo, a Japanese auctioneer, in an effort to arrest 
a culprit. I heard a cry of 7 Gang1 at the entrance to the 
Men's House, a Japanese boarding house adjoining my house. 
Then I saw a sailor, who had concealed himself at the 
entrance to the Men's House, rush to the Shiseido Book 
Store holding his injured right arm with his left arm. 
Sailors on patrol duty then arrived at the scene and 
rendered assistance to the injured seamen. At this time, 
the neighbourhood of the scene was thrown into great 
confusion."

FEDERATION OF STREET UNIONS TO HOLD EMERGENCY MEETING 
TODAY: MASS MEETING OF JAPANESE MAY BE CALLED

The Standing Committee of the 
Federation of Shanghai Japanese Street Unions will hold 
an emergency meeting at its office in the Japanese Club 
at 10 a«m. today (September 24).

Despite the frequent acts of anti
Japanese terrorism, the Federation has been adopting a 
calm attitude but its members have now lost their patience 
because of yesterday's shooting affair. The meeting will 
probably, be held in a tense atmosphere because it is 
expecteu that a mass meeting of Japanese residents will 
be called.
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Statement of Mr. Yoshio Kurada

Mr. Yoshio Kurado, residing 
at No« 66, Mau Chiang Ka, Woosung Road, a witness of 
the shooting, who had followed a person, believed to 
be a culprit, made the following statement to the ? 
Japanese Consular Police:- •

’’After a conversation with one 
of my friends near the Lion Cafe on Chapoo Road, I 
took a walk along Raining Road. When I had reached 
the front of the Simuizu Furniture Store, a Chinese, 
who had been walking behind, suddenly over took me. 
Less than a minute later I heard reports of firing. 
As the shooting took place just beside me, I was taken 
by surprise and thought that I was the man being shot at. 
I sought refuge in an alleyway* As I thought the Chinese 
was following me I hid myself in the darkness* The 
Chinese passed in front of me and went into North 
Raining Road. Soon after, I followed him. The man 
took a riesha in front of the ■|Hitonomichi;' church. I 
ran after the riesha and reported the matter to a sailor 
on duty at the Chapoo Road Naval Patrol Office. The 
sailor and pursued the riesha but on coming to North 
Szechuen Road we lost sight of the riesha owing to the 
heavy traffic. The man was wearing a brown foreign 
suit and spectacles with black glasses. I can 
identixy him if I see him again. I clearly saw one 
of the sailors shot in the back twice and the blood 
staining his white uniform. The height of the man 
whom I saw shooting at the sailors was 5 feet 2 or 3 
inches*”
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SHOOTING OF JAPANESE MARINES BY G 
NOTIFICATION ISSUED BY JAPANESE LANDING

S.3- REGISTRY.

9.

At 10 p.m. September 23, the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party issued an official notice to 
the effect that at about 8.10 p.m. September 23, several 
Japanese bluejackets of the flagship "Idzumo” were fired 
upon by several Chinese at the corner of Woosung Road and 
Haining Road» 

Killed! First Class Seaman Asamitsu
Taninato. A bullet penetrated the heart from the
back on the left side« There was another bullet
wound.
Wbundedi First Class Seaman Yoshitane
Yawata. A bullet had penetrated^upper part of his 
right arm fracturing the bone.

Second Class Seaman Yoshini 
Deri ba. Wounded in the left and right arms.

The Naval Landing Party has 
completed arrangements for extraordinary emergency measures. 
The marine force is ready to take up appointed posts 
quickly.

The Naval Landing Party, through 
the Commander of the Third Fleet and Japanese Diplomatic 
officials, requested Major Gerrard, Commissioner of the 
SJi.P., and Secretary O.K. Yui of the Shanghai City 
Government, to effect the arrest of the culprits as quickly 
as possible.

Reinforcements sent from 
Sasebo, Japan, to strengthen the Shanghai Japanese Naval 
Landing Party are due to arrive on the special service ship 
Muro to which will berth at the Osaka Shosen Kaisha Wharf at 
7 a.m. to-day.

Commander Kondo Issues Statement.

After dispatching marines to 
the scene of the crime, the Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
through the Japanese Consular authorities, immediately 
informed Sir John Brenan, British Consul-General who is 
also Senior Consul, and Mr. Fessenden, Secretary-General 
of the S.M.C., that marines had been dispatched to Hongkew 
District, the Eastern District, the North Szechuen Road 
District, the Dixwell Road District and the Western District 
for guard duty.

Commander Kondo later issued 
the following statement »-

"I regret to say that the 
Chinese terrorists have assumed a challenging attitude 
towards Japan. Of late, anti-Japanese feeling has been 
running high. Such an incident was not unexpected and 
we are sufficiently prepared tp cope with it. We shall 
guard with armed force places where the Japanese population 
is dense, irrespective of the fact whether it lies in the 
International Settlement or outside it.”
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Statement of book shop Proprietor
Mr. Idemitsu, proprietor of 

the Shiscido ^ook Store at th: corner of Woosung and 
Haini g Rords where the three sailors took refuge, mede the 
following statement regarding the tragic end of seaman 
Taminatos-

"At about 8.10 p.m. as I ws s on the 
second floor of the premises, I heard two reports of firing. 
On looking down through a window, I saw a number of men 
entering my shop. Some one shouted ’shot’. I ran down
stairs in haste" and s-w three seamen stained with blood 
sitting in chairs. Other sailors were looking at them. 
I learnt that the sailors had been shot. Not more than 
5 minutes after I had come downstairs, seaman Taminato 
trid to st:nd up by supporting himself with his right 
hand on a show-case but losing his strength he collapsed 
forward and died. As the shots were heard on two 
separate occasions, I do not think they had been fired 
by one man. I did not see anj^fo the shooting. ’

Statement of Seaman Kochi

The following statement was 
made by Second Class Seaman Kochi, one of the four sailors 
shot at:-

"Four of us were waling along the northern 
footpath of Raining Road from Chapoo Road towards the 
Naval Club on Miller Road. When passing the front of 
the godown of Shimizu Yoko, we were walking in a line. 
I was on the curb of the footpath and the other three 
sailors were on the inside. Suddenly I heard 5 or 6 
shotsj they resembled a machine gun fire. The bullets 
passed close to my left ear. I noticed that the white 
uniform of Seaman Taminato was covered with blood. He 
ran into the Shiseido book shop. I also ran into the 
book-store to see Seaman Taminato. There I found him 
lying in a pool of blood on the floor at the entrance to 
the shop. I then returned to the front of the SUjimi Yoko 
to look for the other two men,but they had already gone 
to the book-store. A crowd of people then gathered
at the scene•”

Ambassador Kawagoe issues statement

Nanking, September 24.
After holding a conference with 

the Naval and Military Attaches to consider the shooting 
affair on Woosung Road, Ambassador Kawagoe decided to 
send Mr. Wakasugi, Consul-General, to Shanghai by train 
at II p.m. September 24 to requesting the S.M.C. and the 
Chinese authorities to effect the speedy arrest of the 
culprits.

Ambassador Kawagoe ins.de the following statement 
“The Shanghai incident took 

place before arrangements c ould be made for Sino-Japanese

ins.de


September 24, 1936.

■ SHAKOS MSâfglPAL POLICE 
'■ & B. RQGISTRY.

I'm D_______
Morning ^ranslat ip#4/<____ / .

negotiations. It will seriously affect the future 
negotiations. The National Government should be held 
responsible for this act of anti-Japanese terrorism. 
Our demand for th? suppression of anti-Japanese 
activities must be intensified. So far the National 
Government has shown no sincerity. While the National 
Government has not yet changed its attitude, another 
serious incident has taken niece. We believe th t the 
situation is entering a most dangerous phase. W- shall 
withdraw from Nanking should the Nanking Government 
continue to attempt to protract the negotiations 
without realizing the gravity of the situation.

Japanese Na.val landing Party issues notice to 
the public regarding emergency measures adopted

Notice is hereby given that 
the action taken by the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
is for self- defence and its main purpose is to protect 
Js-nanese lives and property. No mercy will be shown 
to those who regard our authorities and our people as 
enemies or who violate peace and order. We hope that 
all Shanghai citizens will understand the true motive 
of the Naval Landing Party and conduct their business 
in peace.

Eijiro Kondg,
Commander of the Jpanese 

Imperial Landing P rty at Shanghai.
September 24, 1936.

Japanese Naval attache Office issues statement

In connection with the shooting 
of Japanese seamen by Chinese, the Naval Attache Office 
has issued the following statementx-

"The shooting of Japanese 
seamen bv Chinese is most regrettable. We express our 
de eu sorrow for the mari -e killed. We have nothing 
more to say. We must take any action that is considered 
necessary.
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MAINIGHI

Statement of Mr, Horiye •

IM' etat«&9&t W
made by Mr. Horiye, 34, of No.” 114"Nyi Foohg ill, VToosung 
Road, who arrested one of the culprits»'- ■»

. *1 was paying -a call on Mr.
Nunoda who lives in a house opposite the Kinroku Tei 
Restaurant. Iheard4bp,5 loud reports which seemed to 
be either crackers or pistol fire. I ran out towards 
North Haining-Road but on seeing a crowd of people on 
Haining Road jhwent towards Haining Road. 1 saw a Chinese, 

7 v-1- aged- about 25, throwing a pistol into the garbage box*2beside 
the Shimizu Yoko, I grappled with the man and handed him 
over to an officer of the Chapoo Road Naval Patrol Office 
who had arrived on the scene. The culprit protested his 
innocence. He did not put up a strong resistance. I believe 
this is due to- the fact that I had picked up the pistol 
from the garbage box prior to effecting his arrest.*

Statements of Kunitaro Oda and Tsunejchi Miyasaki

The Japanese Consular Police 
have interrogated Mr. Kunitaro Oda, No. 205 Haining Road, 
and Mr. Tsuneichi Miyasaki, No. .199 Haining Road, two, 
witnesses of the affair.

Briefly,their statements 
are as follows»-

*We had been talking together 
for about 30 minutes in front of the Shiseido Book-store 
when we heard.the reports of firing coming in succession. 
We looked towards the place where the firing was taking 
place but our view was obstructed’hy a Route 2 bus which 
Mad stopped at the bus-stop. 'When we* were told .that a 
culprit had.been arrested in front of the ’Marugo’, we 
Went* there immediately. I (Oda) think that the shots 
may have been fired by some one in a passing motor-car.*

" other pistol found

Officers of the Special 
political Office and of Hongkew Police Station started an 
investigation soon after the incident. At 3.10 a.m. 
September 24, another pistol was found by a member of 
Hongkew Station in Si Yuh Fong off Haining Road. It is a 
new revolver of 45 calibre. The weapon' was wrapped in a 
handkerchief and taken to the Station. It is not known 
how many shots had been fired from the revolver; this will 
be ascertained by the Arms Identification Section of the 
S.M.P. This Section will also examine the Mauser pistol 
recovered from the garbage box. Inspector Nakamura has 
made a report on the finding of the pistol to the Naval 
Landing Party Authorities. I > W <

Interrogation of Chang Ying Woo, a culprit.

. a Chinese was arrested by Mr» 
Horiye. He gave his name as Chang Ying Woo, aged 21, residing I 
at No. 8 Hsin Zui Li off Pixwell Road. He is a rice-gruel 
hawker by occupation. He is reported to have concealed |
a pistol in the garbage box. He was immediately taken 
to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters and is 
undergoing close investigation.

BIBi
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After Shooting

t

¡jackets and another incident was 
¡chalked up.

THE

Hawker Shows
How He Ran

Events Before, After 
Slaying Of Sailor 

Re-enacted

11 Sentries along Range Road, also 
H missing since Saturday, were back 
Î on duty again yesterday while Ifix- 
; well Road bristled with thé activJ-.
• ties of the steel-helmeted Japanese 
J bluejackets.

More Witnesses Questioned
I Detectives of the Special Political 
I Branch with offices at the Hongkew 
< Station, In charge of the investiga- 
| tion into the shooting of the threp 
y bluejackets last Wednesday night, 

reported no new developments yes
terday. That is, they reported 
that there was no information ready 
to be given out to the press. More 
witnesses were questioned yesterday’ 
ed by the SjM.P. for Information1 

; but what these witnesses had to 
j saÿ jwas not revealed.

Àreward of $5,000 has been post
leading to the arrest and convlc- 

: tion of the men responsible for the 
t shooting, but as yet no one has, 

■ appeared who thinks he might have! 
a chance of getting it.

Officials of the Federation of I 
{ Amalgamated Japanese Street! 
j Unions yesterday repeated their re-
* quest for an increase of plain- 
I clothes Japanese policemen in the

Hbngkew nnd Dix well Road areas in 
a letter addressed to Mr. Stirling 
Fessenden, Secretary «-General of 

j the Shanghai Municipal Council.
The letter also suggested the pre

sent foreign chiefs, of the Hongkew 
and Dixwell Station s be transferred 

r to other duty and that Japanese 
| officers be given their positions.

Destroyer Arrives
[ It was reported last night that 

another Japanese destroyer arrived 
[ in port last night, bring the total 
of this class of vessel to 10.

To the mournful strains of a 
bugle, the ashes of Asamitsu 
Taminato. Japanese bluejacket 
slain during the Wednesday shoot
ing, were taken from his ship, the 
cruiser Tdzumo, to the sis,Nagasaki

Maru for transportation home yes
terday morning.

Officers and men of the war vessel 
gathered on the quarterdeck of the 
ship to pay their last respects to 
the remains of thé murdered sailor, 

¡while a comrade of the slain man 
j is accompanying.théurn containing 
the ashes home.

A re-enactment of the events im
mediately preceding and After the 
shooting Wednesday riight in 
Hongkew was made last night by 
Chàng Yung-wu, food-hawker, who 
is alleged by the Japanese to be 
implicated in the murder of First 
¡Class Seaman Asamitsu Taminato.

Accompanied by a large party of 
Shanghai Municipal and Japanese 
Consular Police and watched by a 
crowd of curious on-lookers Chang 
demonstrated how he first heard the 
shot, how he started to run, and 
how he was finally arrested by a 
Japanese pedestrian who alleged 
that he was depositing a gun in a 
sandbox.

The two other suspects, Ma 
Yung-tsai and Ma Yung-men, 
printers, were also present at the 
re-enactment, but took no part in 
it.

Fire-Crackers Set Off
Several fire-crackers were set off 

oy the., officers to represent the 
shots that were fired. When the 
reported died down, Chang was told 
to go through his movements exact
ly as he did on the night of the 
shooting. 1

Dashing along the dark street, 
Chang *ent dVer to see whether his 
two friends who were also food
hawkers, were hurt. Then he 
started to run into the alley. At 
the sandbox near the mouth of the 
lane, he stopped, explaining to the 
officers that he was arrested by a 
Japanese there.

A woman. Mrs, Yui Li-sze, wfaq 
was near the scene of the crime 
when the shooting took place, was 
also present last night at the de
monstration. She could tell officers 
little about what happened after 
she heard (the shots. Mrs. Yui’s 
husband operates a hot-water 
stand not far from the place where 
the shooting took place.

Although the Japanese still in
sist that Chang fired the shots which 
killed one bluejacket and wounded 
two others, the food hawker stuck 
to his story yesterday that he was 
merely frightened by the gun re
ports and was running away when 
the Japanese arrested him.

Food Basket Found
For the last few days, police who 

Investigated Changé alibi fourni Japanese Embassy. also airived on 
decreP?ncJf; Thls is- «1’0» Tatsuta Maru yesterday 

Chang is a hawker, as he said he h Another fruit-thrAZninX
reported yesterday. According I

Amano Returns
Mr. Masusaburo Amano, president 

of the Japanese Residents* Cor
poration. returned to Shanghai 
aboard the Tatsuta Maru at noon 
yesterday and• issued a lengthy 
interview to Japanese newspaper
men in which he stated that he 
had cut short his visit in Jap?li 
after he had been informed of the 
Wednesday affrày. He also de-| 
clared that he had brought back 
with him the views of the Japanese 
War. Navy and Foreign Offices re
garding the situation here. Mr. 
Eki Spne. Third Secretary, of . the

¡w<w> icpurtcu ycöueruÄy. According ’ 
to information obtained by The

| China Press, a Chinese bake-shon | 
employee at 172 Yuchingli alley, off 
North Szechuen Road, carelessly 
thr~( “kwei yuan” shells out 
of the w‘ ^w Sunday night. The 

’sheps stru- T a Japanese bluejacket 
¡and the baker and his master are j 
now both being held. This is the. 
second case of its kind to occur in | 
the past 10 days. The first was 
when some people threw some pear 
cores from a window of the Happy-

his merchandise should be found' 
near the scene of the crime. (

This point was cleared up yes-' 
terday, however, when the police 
discovered that Chang’s mother had f 
picked up the basket, deserted by 
her‘son, after the shooting. 4

Uneasiness Continues
Although conditions remained 

quiet in the Hongkew Area yester
day afternoon, the Japanese Naval' 
Landing Party strengthened its 
patrols and sentries in various £¿¿7 3^12The cor^stnick soSmu“
tloh for this action was given.

Despite this move, the patrols 
are still considerably less than th.ey 
were last Thursday, the (fay after 
the Haining Road shooting occurred,.

Perhaps the most noticeable in
crease in sentry and guard strength 
was in the Hongkew Market area. 
At this point, sentries have been 
conspicuous by their absence during 
the- daytime since last . Saturday. 
Tj®imhies’
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S.M.P. OFFER $5,000 
REWARD

For Information on Murder 
of Japanese Sailor

The $5,000 reward offered by the 
Shanghai Municipal Police for in
formation leading to the arrest and 
conviction of the person or persons : 
responsible for the murder of Seaman 
Asamitsu Taminato, on September 23, i 
has been officially notified in English I 
and Chinese as follows: —

“Reward $5,000.—The above reward ‘ 
will be paid to any person giving in- | 
formation leading to the arrest and con- ' 
viction of the person or persons re
sponsible for the murder by shooting. 
of Asamitsu Taminato, 1st Class Seaman < 
of H.IJ’.M. Navy, on Haining Road, near I 
Woosung Road, at 8.20 p.m. on Septem- i 
ber 23, 1936.

“Any information, please communi- 
cate with the nearest Police Station ■ 
immediately.”



IN HONGKEW

Szechuen 
but tense 
posts had

SHORT-LIVED SCARE
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District Remains Quiet: 
Patrols Reduced

A scare occurred in Hongkew
10.30 o’clock yesterday morning, when I' 

; a Korean, riding in a public rick-?; 
’ shaw, collapsed and fell from the| 
| vehicle in North Soochow Road, near 
| the Chapoo Road Bridge. The ■ 
rumour that another Japanese had 

| been shot spread like wildfire and 
I alarms were sent to the Hongkew 
¡Police Station and the Japanese bar-:
racks. Within a few minutes, the i; ___ ....

‘ w^*eyident aU day and "last" night, 
i curt^j^s being raised so as

to allow a quick turnout of equip
ment if required.

Clues Mentioned
Uyehara, Assistant Commis- 
who is in charge of the 
investigation for the Muni-

ming with activity, naval patrols, 
lorries, and police cars arriving 
quickly on the scene. The stricken 
man, who had suffered a heart at
tack, was placed in an ambulance 
and conveyed to the Foo Ming Hos- 

i pital, where it was found he was 
lead. The scare even spread to the 
Central District, as a lorry full of 
lapanese marines, which had just 
crossed the Chapoo Road Bridge 
:rom Hongkew, necrosed the bridge 
it high speed to attend the trouble.

In Chapei there was little activity. 
The Japanese bluejackets stationed 

I at Lusan Garden and the cemetery 
| near Peitsechiao since the shooting 

on Wednesday were completely 
«withdrawn yesterday morning. Only 
|a small unit of the naval forces, it 
Jis reported, is still being held at a 
■Japanese beverage factory on Kiang* 
Iwan Road. Business in Chapei and 
Hongkew was being carried on 
almost normally at both Chinese and 
Japanese shops. The night life of 
the North Szechuen Road area 
seemed little affected.

Hongkew and the North 
Road area continued quiet 
all yesterday and, although________
been withdrawn from many points,. 
Japanese sentries and patrols were

i stjp observed in full campaign kit.
1 North Szechuen Road, Woosung Road,

Range Road, and other important
, thoroughfares were traversed from

time to time by lorries, armoured
| cars and motor-cycle patrols, and oc- 
| casionally a train composed of sever- 
!; al lorries, some followed by arm our - 
8 ed cars, was seen moving along one 

. of the streets. Even in Nanking 
‘ Road fully equipped marines, in a 

lorry surmounted by a machine-gun, 
were observed in the forenoon.

Sentry posts were noted outside the 
Hongkew Police Station, at the 
corner of North Szechuen Road and 
Dixwell Road, and in North Sze
chuen Road outside the Isis Theatre 
and the Japanese Public School. At 
the Naval Landing Party Barracks in 
Kiang wan Road, considerable activity

Mr. S. 
sioner, 
murder . 
cipgl Police, yesterday expressed con
fidence in the outcome of the in
quiry. He said he expected the clues 
obtained to be productive of gratify
ing results in a short time, but added 
that he was not free at this time to 
divulge their nature. Mr. Uyehara has 
associated with him in the investiga
tion two foreign detectives and sev
eral Japanese and Chinese.

Plain-clothes search parties are 
now operating in the district from 
the headquarters at Hongkew Station.

4 Penial
The Japanese report that 30,000 

Chinese soldiers have been con
centrated at Kashing and Chenju was 
branded as preposterous by tibe Kuo 
Min pews service, quoting official 
Chinese sources There Are only tlwo 
regiments of the Chinese Peace Pre
servation Corps stationed, as usual, in 
Shanghai, while the training of stu
dents and other Lilians is, as is 
well knowp, confined to ordinary 
military drill exerciser it was stated.

Special precautions were taken by 
both Chinese and Settlement police 
to prevent the holding of demonstra
tions by Chinese students and others 
in the two territories yesterday:
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ties, Chinese and foreign, by means of 
co-operative measures, to establish the 
fact and take action accordingly. .4 •

Some uneasiness has been caused 
by rumours that Chinese troops have 
been assembled in considerable numbers 
in the close vicinity of Shanghai. As 
a matter of fact there have been 
rumours to this effect ante-dating both 
the occurrences on September 18 and 
the affair of September 23. The Chin
ese deny them and we do not think that 
the rumours are justified; under pre
sent conditions it would be impossible 
for the Chinese authorities, supposing 
they were disposed to such Machia
vellian tactics, which we do not believe, 
to assemble any worthwhile force 
adequately equipped, in the close 
vicinity of Shanghai without prompt 
discovery by other interested parties. 
Moreover, the events of 1932 have not 
been forgotten and it is obvious that 
any armed conflict provoked in or 
around Shanghai would cause the 
infliction of more suffering oh the 
Chinese people than upon anybody else 
and could lead to no useful purpose. 
The laying out of the Civic Centre’ at 
Kiangwan, in an exposed and undefend
ed spot, may be taken, we feel, as a 
measure of Chinese sincerity in imple
menting the armistice and keeping 
their armed military forces away from 
this international port. Seeing that 
the greater part of Shanghai is under 
international and neutral control there 
is no object to be gained by any 
Chinese military action in this neigh
bourhood unless it be suggested that 
the Japanese design to seize .some of 
the territory around the city for some 
nefarious purpose—a hardly reasonable 
contention.

HONGKEW SITUATION
After some days of acute tension 

the situation in Hongkew has become 
much easier but the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party is still maintaining a 
number of branch headquarters, and 
patrols and street posts are much in 
evidence in those parts inhabited by 
Japanese residents. Business people 
are hoping for a speedvrestorationo? 
conditions to normal for the recent 
upset has not been very good -for trade 
in this''large secfroh ^d^ fhe town. 
Meanwhile, effoHs are^being made to 
track those concerned in the murder of 
Warrant Officer Taminato, and the 
wounding of two of his companions, but 
no further arrests have been reported. 
A special police section is operating 
from Hongkew police station, under 
Assistant Commissioner Uyehara, and 
Japanese Consular Police, maintaining 
close collaboration with the S. M. P., 
are also working on the case. The 
Japanese Residents Corporation are 
desirous that the number of detectives 
employed.. by_jtke....S., JKLP. Tshould be 
increased and,if the,right toe of men 
canJbesecured*.
able suggestion. Our own impression 
is thattheemp^m^St of masses of 
armed meiFcan^
Tng with a secret subterraneah move» 

tb~be 
’ behind the j&cgot j^e£3lSxui^i:flLf 
Japanese? To deal effectually with the 
situation it would seem necessary for 
the police to be in close touch with 
wha£ZZisL, ,going.on jsubtefr^^
among certain Chinese circles and the 
xtual effects of the politicalsituation 
among secHonsT^pf the population. 
Hiiswork requires to be done by train- 
?S^delectives, ToyaTnEo^their exacting 
tuTy?a^Z^QnvemnLtjwltli to^lcondi- 
Tons and trends^ The cosmopolitan 
maracter of the town makes it 
extremely difficult work, of course, but 
t should be attempted as effectually as 
wssiblp Tt iR phRSihle that nhTy afew 
persons are concerned in the recent 
nurders but, on the other hand, it may 
be that they are engineered by quite 
an extensive and powerful organization 
which it ought to be possible to lay by 
xhe heels by careful detective work.

’ We know, that the localanti-Japanese 
i extremists took ;vei^
banning of_dUieir acUvities^n.Nantao 
?IL-Sfiptemhe^
rioters were hurt by the Chinese police 
n the execution of. .their.duty*. On
September 23, the attack was made on 
^he Japanese marines in Haining Road. 
Can it be that there is a direct connec- 
Uon hetween the§g;two" 
tjahmildJ^^

possibility for the various local autHori-
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All-Night Police Vigils 
In Japanese Cotton Mill

Areas Prove Uneventful
Rumoured Plot By Terrorists To Launch Attack 

On Establishments Comes To Naught; Local
Japanese Still In Grip Of Tension

LANDING PARTY WITHDRAWS NEARLY ALL 
PATROLS FROM CHAPEI DISTRICT

Outwardly calm and quiet, there were indications yes
terday that Hongkew is ready «t any moment to flare up 
once again into a high pitch of excitement, the sudden death 
of a Korean morphine addict named Li Inshoku leading to 
the wildfire spread of rumours of another murder.

Tension, indeed, ramaiaa Iwb • among, the Japanese 
community. and it was considered expedient to tnrow strong 
police cordons round all the principal Japanese cotton mills 
in the Yangtzepoo and Hashing Road districts during 
Saturday-Sunday night as the result of rumours of a plot 
by anti-Japanese terrorists to wreck the establishments.

Meanwhile, reports from Han
kow reveal that a tense situation 
exists there also, causing the 
preparation of plans for the with
drawal of large numbers of

Japanese residents to Shanghai 
and Japan.

In an effort to dispel the tension 
holding Japanese in Hongkew in 
its grip» Mr. Kitamura, Chief of 
the Consular Police» yesterday 
issued a warning to rumour
mongers, threatening severe 
punishment, although this did not 
check the alarm which spread 
following the death of Li Inshoku, 
which was proved to have been 
the result of heart failure.

Chapel Withdrawals
In r. . mce of its policy of 

redu< > ig patrols, the Japanese 
Naval iinv Party withdrew all 
bluejackets from the Rokusan 
Gardens and aho from the 
cemetery near Peitsechiao. The 
only unit now in Chapei occupies 
a Japanese beverage factory on 
Kiangwan Road.

The strong police cordons 
thrown round the Japanese cotton 
mills were withdrawn yesterd«v 
morninp after an uneventful all- 
night vigil.

Schols To Reopen
It is officially announced that

th« Japanese schools will reopen 
this morning, hut special precau
tions are considered desirable for 
the present end escort will be 
provided to the 200 odd Japanese 
children who cross the river daily 
from Pootung.

Snecial measures for the pro
tection of school children will also 
be arranged in the Hongkew Dis
trict, it is understood.
, The current situation was dis
cussed between Mr. Wakasmri, 
Consul-General and 16 leading 
members of the Japanese com
munitv at a meeting at the 
Consulate-General yesterday morn
in#.

Investigations are still proceed
ing into tbe murder of Warrant 
Officer Taminato, but nn further 
arrests have been made. The three 
suspects held by the police main
tain unshaken their denials of 
complicity ir» the outrage.

tn view of the present situation, j 
all plans for athletic meetings 
between local stars and the mem-1 
hers of the Japanese Olympic 
team, arriving here this morning \ 
in the s.s. Kashima Mary, have ’ 
been cancelled.

Hankow Situation
Intended withdrawal of Japanese 

residents in Hankow to Shanghai 
and Japan, in view of the current 
tension, was reported last night 
by the local Japanese papers.

The first hatch io leave, th* 
Shanghai “Mainichi” said*, will 

| consist of the families of 50 
] employees of the NLhon Cotton 
« Company and the Nikka Oil 

Manufacturing Company.
The instructions to leave Han

kow were issued by ^r. Yoshimitsu 
Kadota and Mr. Katautoahi Ishi
kawa, respectively managers oi’ the , 
cotton mill and the oil concern, 
who, according to the Shanghai i 

j<4Nichi-Nichi,M feared that a re-1 
| currence of trouble mi"ht isolate 
| their employees, who uve in the | 
'former British Concession, from 
.the Japanese Concession.
' Officials of the Taian Cotton 
Spinning Company, the “Nichi- 
Nichi” reported, have also request
ed the Home Office to permit the 

| evacuation of families of their em- 
| ployees.

A Domci message reported the 
organization of a residents’ com
mittee in Hankow to cope with the 
situation arising out of the murder , 
>f Sergeant Yoshioka.

The meeting was attended s by 

i representatives of the Hankow | 
I Japanese Residents’ Corporation, I 
|the Japanese Chamber -of Com-! 
[mere®, the Consular Police and the j 
naval and military authorities. ’

Hsiangtan Fire Protest 
HANKOW. Sept. 27.—-A fire in 

the office of the Nisshin Kisen 
Kaisha at Hsiangtan, Hunan.' 
alleged to have been started by 
incendiaries, to-day resulted in ■ 
vigorous representations to the 
Chinese authorities in Changsha.

In a demarche filed with the 
Hunan Provincial Government, 
Mr. Takagi, Japanese Consul in 
Changsha, protested against the 
fire and demanded the immediate 
apprehension of the culprits.

The fire, which took place late 
last night, was quickly extinguish
ed by the staff of the shipping 
concern.—Domei. — j

Report On Pakhoi Inquiry / 
CAJNTON, Sept. 27.—A detail

ed report on the results of his 
investigation into the murder of 
Mr. Nakano, elderly Japanese 
storekeeper in Pakhoi. on 
September 3, was made to-day to 
Mr. Nakamura. Consul-General
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Japanese Land 
New Contingent 
Of Bluejackets
Tension In Hongkew 

Not Completely 
Eased Yet

Although conditions in Hongkew 
were practically normal yesterday, 
tension had not eased altogether. 
Three more Japanese naval vessels 
arrived in port, among them being 
the transport Shiretogo with a con
tingent of COO more bluejackets for 
the Special Naval Landing Party.’

Haining and yalu Roa< areas where 
■ the shooting occurred were ques-, 

. . tioned yosterday and their Written 
■statements taken. No definite ¿lues 
i as to the present whereabout— 
| the real leaders of the mob have 
; been uncovered, police stated.

The three men arrested by 
Japanese oh the night of the shoot
ing and handed over to the shang- 

. hai Municipal Police 24 hours later, 
will appear before the First Spe
cial District Court for a second 
time on Saturday of this week. At 
the first hearing of the case last 
Friday morning, they flatly denied 
that they had anything to do with 
the shooting. They have since 
been "subjected to considerable 
police questioning but officials were 
close-mouthed when asked con-. 
eerning the results of these interro- - 
gations.

Schools Resume Classes

38

The shiretogo arrived shortly 
after daybreak and the additional 
bluejackets disembarked at 10 
a.m., going directly to the Japanese 
naval barracks. From the ship, 
they proceeded along Broadway 
to Minghong Road, turned down 
this thoroughfare and then to 
Boone Road from whence they 
moved oh to Szechuen Road and 
the barracks.

The force of eight destroyers

All Japanese schools in the Hong
kew and Chapei areas resumed 
classes yesterday after an emer
gency three-day holiday declared 
following the shooting last Wed
nesday night. Special precautions 
for the protection of the children 
were taken by the S.M.P. and the 
Japanese Consular Police» the 
Japanese Naval Landing party and 
the Bureau of Public Safety.

which arrived Sunday and unloaded 
200 bluejackets for duty with the 
landing party was augmented by 
another destroyer, the Shihosaka, 
which arrived during the morning. 
The third naval ship to appear in 
the Whangpoo yesterday was the 
Fujiyama, a small vessel belonging 

i to the high Japanese * Naval Com
mand. It is not a combatant ship 
but is apparently engaged in in
telligence work.8 Destroyers To Remain

Questioned regarding reports that 
the eight destroyers which put in 
their appearance Sunday are slated 
to leave port for duty on the lower 
Yangtse, Japanese officials in
formed a China Press reporter that

A request that steps be instituted 
to prevent any untoward events 
involving children was made yester
day to the responsible authorities 
by a representative of the Japan
ese Residents’ Corporation:^ 

I Monetary and other gifts for the 
family of the late Seaman Asamitsu 
Taminato, now referred to as a 
¡warrant officer, third class in | 
Japanese dispatches, continued to be

received by the Japanese papers 
yesterday. The gifts will be remitted 
to the dead seaman’s family in 
Japan.

the reports were not quite true, 
adding that the ships would pro
bably remain here for some time.

While the Japanese naval au
thorities would is^ue po statement 
concerning thè present bluejacket 
strength, in Shanghai, competent 
observers estimate It to be about 
3,500 men, or 1,500 more than 
normal strength.

i Bluejacket patrols are still ; 
K being kept on duty in Honfckew j 
¡both night and dayï They are bon- 
’ siderably scattered but they are 
present nevertheless. Only a fewj 
cwnaign hats of the Japanese 
Civilian Reserve are in evidence.

■ • . ■ ■ '
I In thé meantime, the police 
.search for the slayers of Seaman 
Asamitsu Taminato, killed on the 
night of September 23, an incident 

i which- brought about the Present 
, tense si tùation, has developed into 
.a matter of routine. The case has 
been taken from the hands of the 

’ detectives pf the Hongkew Police 
, Station and is now being investigat
ed by the Special Branch, S.M.P. 
which had its begining, inNov
ember, 1935, when Warrant Officer 
Hideo Nakayama was- slain on 
Darroçh Road.

" JNO New Developments
: Officials Of the Special Branch. 
; told The China Press, yesterday that 
nd new developments had occurred. 
Mkhy of the residents around thel
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Hongkew Area
Tension Easing;

Schools Reopen
Local Organizations 

Meeting; Chinese
Troops On Move

JAPANESE SHIES
MASS IN HABBQB

Nanking Forces Said 
In Concentration

At Soochow

Indicative of the gradual return 
to normalcy in the Hongkew and 
Chapei areas, Japanese schools 
today resumed classes after an 
emergency three-day holiday de
clared following the shooting of 
three Japanese sailors last Wed
nesday night.

Special precaution^ for the pro
tection of the children were being 
taken by the Shanghai Municipal 
and the Japanese Consular Police, 
the Japanese Special Naval Land- \ 
ing party, and the Bureau of 
Public Safety.Gifts Sent

A request that steps be instituted 
to prevent any untoward events 
involving children was made to
day to the responsible authorities 
by a representative of the Jap
anese» Residents* Corporation.

Monetary and other, gifts for 
the family of the late Asamitsu 
TUminto', Warrant Officer, Third 
Class, slain last Wednesday, and 
for the two other sailors who 
were seriously injured in the at
tack continued to be received ch 
Sunday ., by the local Japanese 
papery for handling.

Accompanying 6771 “comfort 
bags” tb fee distributed among the 
men of t$e Third Japanese Fleet, 
representatives of the Tsingtao 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation 
called oft Vice-Admiral Koshiro 
Oikawa this morning.

The ewents Of the bags were 
donated by the Japanese residents 
of Tsingtao, Chefoo and other 
Shantung .¡cities, while the various 
Japanese spinning mills provided 
the containers.

Members: of the standing com
mittee of the Federation of Am
algamated. Japanese Street unions 
in Shanghai today continued 
their daily meetings for an ex
change of information.

Chinese Trccps Reported
The Shanghai Uippo yesterday 

again reported heavy Chinese 
military movements in the vicinity 
of Shanghai.

Stating that the source of its 
information was “trustworthy, 
the daily said that a part of the 
Central Government forces sta
tion’d in Nanking had been 
moved by road and by train to 
Soochow. Large numbers o! 
graduates of the Hangchow Avia
tion school, which also gives in
struction in anti-aircraft work 
were included among the unite 
transported, according to ths 

. journal.
At Hangchow; the Nippo con* 

tinned, a large number of air
craft has been concentrated, with 
’planes arriving there daily.

CHinere Activity Reported » 
According to unconfirmed 

: Japanese reports, alleging to have 
received information from “re
liable sources, ” Nanking go vera. I 
inent is concentluting troops in 
this region.

At Kiating and Chenju, near 
the border of the demilitarized 
zone created by the Shanghai 
'truce agreement in 1932, "hen 

¡ are reported to be 30,020 Chines; 
f soldiers. *

Sine? the evening of Septembej 
23, -that is, one night after th: 
laying of a Japanese bluejacke 

Un Hongkew, a number of milit. 
ary trucks, crowded with scldiers 
and laden with provisions, have

* been reportally seen driving 
along the highway between Nan. 
king and "Soochew. There ha: 
rko -been considerable activity 
among graduatej of the aviation 
ch-zols, it is alleged.

, .' • Scoehpw Active? -
In soochow; there were former.

v .1500 sokUers, .but now the citj 
has suddenly become a center jo:

i ¿rent military activity, these re 
added, In Changshu, s 

. littrict 69 li from Soochow then 
i re now contracted about 40,00» 

t- is declared.
During the past two or three 

days, a number of military air. 
' clanps have arrived at the flying 
field in Hangchow the report; 
ay.
According to these saíne S-ur. 

•cgS, 3600 soldiers in plain.clothe: 
lave arrived secretly in Shanghai.
bínese officials here vigorously 

deny that there is any Chinese 
rc:p3 concentration.

A large quantity of arms and 
military supplies, the exact 
imeunt of which is unknown, was 
landed \in Shanghai yesterday 
morning from several of the 
Japanese warships which arrived 
here according to Chinese reports.

The seeds were rushed to the 
Naval ¿Landing Party Headquart, 
art near Hongkew Park by special 
trucks, they add.Warships Concentrate

Japanese naval vessels in the 
Shanghai harbor concentrated 
oyer the weekend, though today 
three cf them sailed. The Idzumo, 
flagship, is still here. The Kure- 
take sailed Saturday.

Yesterday 10 Japanese des
troyers arrived in harbor from 
Japan: the Kuri, Tanikqzi, Nada- 
kazi, Shimakazi, Satsuki, Fumit- 
suki, Nagatsuki, Minatsuki, Shiho- 
kazi. and’ Shirltoko Three of 
these vessels sailed thi$ morning, 
the Kuri, Tanikazi and NadakazL 
Thus today there are still seven 
destroyers and the flagship here. 
These destroyers brought rein
forcements of bluejackets, various-‘ 
ly reported as rang-ñg from 200 
to 500 men.

An unconfirmed Chinese report 
last night that an airplane car
rier had arrived with the fleet 
and WPS anchored outside Woo- 
sung was denied by responsible 
officials today. ■

The destroyers are part of the 
22nd Destroyer Flotilla and came 
here frdm0 the Yokosuka Naval 
Base.
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Posted by Police 
In Murder Case

Japanese Schools Reopen 
After Three Days

HONGKEW NOW CALM

6,771 “Comfort Bags” for 
Japanese Sailors

A reward of $5,000 for information 
leading to the arrest and conviction 
of the person or persons responsible 
for the murder of a Japanese blue* 
jacket and the serious wounding of 
two of his comrades, in Hongkew last 
Wednesday evening, was offered 
yesterday by the Shanghai Municipal 
Police.

Three Chinese have been arrested 
I in connection with the shooting and 
are to appear in the First Special 

; District Court on Saturday morning. 
It is believed, however, that the 
actual murderer, who emptied a 
military Mauser pistol at the sailors, 
is still at large. The two wounded 
men are recovering.

Mr. A. Tajima, Deputy Comrnis-
I si oner of the S.M. Police and Special 
Political Officer, when interviewed

i yesterday, said that the investigators I 
were “doing their best” but that the 
nature of their findings must remain I 
dark for the present. He expressed i 
confidence in the outcome of the i 

i inquiry.
In Hongkew the nervousness of the 

last few days was gradually subsiding I 
and, although the scare-mongers were ! 
still active, the district was outwardly 
calm. Japanese schools there and 
in Chapei resumed classes yesterday 
morning, after having be^n closed 
for three days because of the incident.

Children Protected
Special precautions for the pro

tection of /the children were being! 
taken by the Shanghai Municipal and 
the Japanese Consular Police, the 
Japanese Special Naval Landing 
party, and the Bureau of Public 
Safety, Domei reported.

A request that steps be instituted 
to prevent any untoward events in
volving children was made yesterday 
to the responsible authorities by a 
representative of the Japnese Resi
dents Corporation.

Monetary and other gifts for the 
family of the late Asamitsu Taminato, 
Warrant Officer, Third Class, who 
was murdered last Wednesday, and 
for the two other sailors who were 
wounded in the attack, continued to 
be received by the local Japanese 

I papers.
r Accompanying 6,771 “Comfort bags,” 
j to be distributed among the men of 
the Third Japanese Fleet, representa
tives of the Tsingtao Japanese Resi
dents Corporation called on. Vice- 
Admiral Koshiro Oikawa yesterday 
morning.

The contents of the bags were 
contributed by the Japanese Residents 
of Tsingtao, Chefoo and other Shan
tung cities, while the various Japan
ese spinning mills provided the 
containers.

Members of the standing committee 
of the Federation of Amalgamated 
Japanese Street Unions in Shanghai 
yesterday continued their daily meet
ings for an exchange of information, 

| Domei further ’ reported.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 2d, 1936
|

/ /

Tokyo Talks
Tokyo, Sept. 28.

Three of Japan’s leading Cabinet 
ministers, Mr. Hirota, the Premier, 
Mr. Arita, Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, and Admiral Nagano, Minis
ter of the Navy, conferred for an 
hour to-day regarding the Chinese 
situation.

They discussed, it is reported, the 
little progress made in Nanking 
concerning the negotiations with the 
Chinese Government on the Japanese 
decision to deal directy with General 
Chiang Kai-shek, President of the 
Executive Yuan, and also the attitude 
of the Chinese Government on this 
question.

Views were also exchanged regard
ing Japanese policy in China in the 
future.

Under the presidency of Prince 
Fushimi, Chief of the Naval General 
Staff, the Naval War Council held 
a two-hour conference here to-day. 
The Council listened to an exposi
tion by Admiral O. Nagano, Minister ; 
of Navy, dealing with recent events : 
in China. <

Admiral Nagano’s address was i 
along those lines with which the 
Japanese Government is endeavour- 1 
ing to reach a settlement of recent ( 
anti-Japanese incidents in China. At < 
the conclusion of Admiral Nagano’s t 
speech, the Council voiced its un- ' 
animous approval of his policies and i 
actions in his efforts to tide over 
the present crisis.—Reuter.
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Hongkew And Chapei Areas 
Again Back To Normal

i Japanese School Children Take Up Studies While 
Special Precautions Áre Taken To Prevent 

Untoward Incidents Or Attacks
Indicative of the gradual return 

to normalcy in the Hongkew and 
Chapei areas, Japanese schools 
yesterday resumed elapses after 
an emergency, three-day holiday 
declared following the shooting of 
three Japanese sailors last 
Wednesday night.

Special precautions for the pro« 
tection of the children were being 
taken by the Shanghai Municipal 
and the Japanese Consular Police, 
the Japanese Special Naval Land
ing party, and the Bureau of 
Public Safety. .• *

A request that steps be institut 
ed to prevent Any untoward events 
involving children was-made yes
terday to the responsible author
ities by a representative of the 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation.

Monetary and other gifts for the 
family of the late Asamitsu 
Taminato, Warrant Officer, Third 
Class, slain last Wednesday, and I 
for the two other sailors who ’
were seriously injured in the at
tack, continued to be received on 
Sunday by the local Japanese 
papers for handling.

Comforts For Sailors
Accompanying 6,771 “comfort 

bags” to be distributed among the 
men of the Third Japanese Fleet, 
representatives of the Tsingtao 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation 
called on Vice-Admiral Koshirp 
Oikawa yesterday morning.

The contents of the bags were 
donated by the Japanese re
sidents of Tsingtao, Chefoo and 
other Shantung cities, while the 
various Japanese spinning mills 
provided the containers.

Members of the standing com
mittee of the, Federation of Am
algamated Japanese Street Un
ions in Shanghai yesterday con
tinued their daily meetings for an 
exchange of information.

The Shanghai “Nippo” yester
day again reported heavy Chinese 

military movements in the vicinity 
of Shanghai..

Stating that the source of its 
information was “trustworthy,” 
the daily said that a part of the 
Central Government forces sta
tioned in Nanking had been moved 
by road and by train to Soochow. 
Large numbers of graduates of 
the Hangchow Aviation school, 
which also gives instruction in 
anti-aircraft work, were included 
among the units transported, ac
cording to the journal.

At Hangchow, the “Nippo” con
tinued, a large number of aircraft 
has been concentrated, with ’planes 
arriving there daily.



EXCERPTS FROM LOCAL GERMAN NEWSPAPER. RuGt

KL. . . 3L
The issue of the local German daily newspaper 

entitled "Ostasiatischer Lloyd" dated September 25, 

commenting on the Japanese action in Mongkew on the night 

of September 24, contains an article entitled "WHERE WERE 

THE SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE?" as follows

"During the entire night of Wednesday only Japanese 

marines were to be seen in Hongkew. The Shanghai 

Municipal Police were not on duty although it is their 

right to be there. Many of the residents who were held 

up must have considered it their right to receive the 

protection of the Police and to be assisted on their 

way home."

In an editorial published in the local German 

newspaper entitled "Ostasiatischer Lloyd" dated September 

26, this paper definitely takes sides with the Shanghai 

Municipal Council and the Chinese against the Japanese 

Karines’ aggression. The editorial was dictated by the 

German Consul-General von Kriebel to the editor Herr 

Huldermann and is as follows

* Proclamation on the Garden Bridge

The sudden appearance of a Japanese proclamation on 

the Garden Bridge threatening everybody with drastic 

punishment should they be found to be anti-Japanese is 

undoubtedly ’going the limit’» The Japanese have no 

jurisdiction either in the Settlement or in Chinese 

territory. Such proclamations should be confined to the 

Japanese barracks.

"Now-a-days, the motto ’We go the full hog* appears 

to be the general role of the Japanese. Such conduct 

surely cannot be considered to improve the Sino-Japanese 

relations, it is more likely to drive China finally into 

the embrace of her neighbour--Soviet Russia.

"It is our opinion that the instigators of all the

murders can be. found—in—the South of China whn are bent on
sabotaging the honest intentions of the Central Government
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8 Warships! 
Arrive From 
Nippon Base
200' Additional Men Join 

Japanese Naval
Landing Party

UNEASINESS IN 
HONGKEW PREVAILS

Chinese, S. M. Police 
‘Guard Against

5 Incidents
Eight Japanese destroyers, bring

ing a reinforcement of 200 addition
al bluejackets, arrived here yester
day morning.

The arrival, together with the re
ported activities of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party details in 
Chapel and the vigilant which kept 
throughout the day by police of the 
three Shanghai areas on a demon
stration which did not take place, 
provoked considerable uneasiness in 
Hongkew.

The Nipponese men-of-war which 
arrived yesterday consist of four 
first class destroyers and four second 
class destroyers, consisting of the 
22nd Destroyer Flotilla, the men- 
of-war came here directly from the 
Yokosuka Naval Base and tied up 
at the Japanese naval buoys in 
Yangtszepoo.

Immediately after the ships 
docked, a party of 200 bluejackets 
were landed. The detachment left 
for the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party barracks on Kiangwan Road.3 Vessels Leave For Unknown

Later in the afternoon, three of 
the destropers left for an unreveal
ed destination.

An unconfirmed Chinese report 
last night said that an airplane 
carrier also arrived with the new 
fleet and was anchored outside of 
Woosung.

In Chapel yesterday, a large 
group of Japanese Naval Landing 
Party details were reported to be 
still stationed on the tract of land 
recently purchased by the Nipponese.

Although Japanese consular auth
orities here have consistently re
fused to comment on this point, 
Chinese sources report that a large 
amount of building material was be
ing transported to the lot which is 
situated at Paitsechlao across the 
Shanghai-Woosung Railway in 
Chanel

Korean Dies
Throughout the day reports and 

rumors of every description cir
culated the city. One wild rumor 
had another Japanese murdered in 
Hcngkew. A later investigation 
revealed that a Korean, riding in a 
liesha near the Chapoo Road Bridge 
and North Soochow Road, had been 
found dead.

Mistaken at first for a Chinese, 
he was conveyed to the St. Luke’s 
Hospital. When his nationality 
was finally discovered, the Japanese 
Consular Police was called. An 
inquest conducted at St. Luke’s 
Hospital by the Nipponese officials 
revealed that the man died of 
heart disease. He was identified as 
Lee in Sehaku.

Although the report was current 
yesterday that a demonstration was 
scheduled t© take place in Yanjtsze- 
po© and Chapel, no disturbance 
took place. The police of thé three 
areas, however, was on watch for 
any sign of trouble.

Meantime, despite the exhaustive 
investigation conducted by the 
SM.P. into the killing of a Japanese 
bluejacket and the wounding of two 
others, no material headway was 
made in unearthing a working clue.
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A WARNING TO CHINESE 
POPULATION

China Sovereignty Violated

Secretary Of Chinese Municipal 
Government Lodging Protest

M . T .. . Only through the aidThe Japanese Naval Landing |8| 8 4
Party took over complete con-f ja e CoD8Uiete General
trol of the entire Hmgkew 

o'clock 
was in 
yester 

outrage 
Road*

of 
issued by the 
---------------- - l CJ* 

uld a foreign newspaperman 
succeed in passing through the 
lines. HongkeW inside that 
area wns a veritable city of 
the dead—dark and deserted 
saye for the grim 
The atmosphere was very ten 
sej those, few who were on the 
streets walked and spoke softly 
and kept apprehensive eyes on

49

PU trois.

District from 8.23 
Wednesday night and 
control of that district 
day as a result of an 
which occurred in Yalu

It is believed that four men. 
were the assailants of A.' 
Tainioato, Y* Dcriba and Y. 
Yawata. Taey are alleged to]_
Lave fired from an alleyway a the marines.* 
few yards fr?m the intersec
tion. One Chinese io coolie 
clothes, alleged to have been 
one of the four, was arrested 
by S.M P. Special 
Me Allan, assisted by bystand
ers. He was immediately taken 
to th« Cttapoo Road eub-atat ion 8iaBC„ 
of tbe Japaoere Naval Landing i(IM ful| anned> 
Pjflv fnr minaf innind -

spot 
were
about 100
Woosung Road 

J ® 
bjock of Cbjoese and Japanese« 
shops and houses of the usual 1 
type in that district, and the. 
man who was killed was bit I

- * i by a bullet apparently fired | 
shots werej from a narrow alley way giving ’

.7 7, .7 I the»
_ , — north. The spot was chalked I
shots were fired, and seven or.o|jt each separate mark of clue* 
nidlit nortr irl rl a nano «a/a r a i • • Jt • •• < i

The Japanese Landing Party 
beadquarters on Haining Road 

1 opposite the Willies Theatre 
bristled with bayonets: motor- 
cycles stood waiting at the 

sidecars 
the districai 

two mar-

Constable:
door. Cycles with 
roared through 

r each sidecar carried

Party for questioning. 
UTbe alarm was raised im- 
mediately after the shooting, 
and following the arrest of an 
alleged member of the gang,; 
whom the 
was caught 
throwing a 
pistol into 
at the corner of the alleyway 
from which the i 

4>ra8u<ned tobuve been fired. 1« Yalu Road" toward 
is supposed that, in all, ten

bystanders stated 
in the act of 
military Mauser 

a sandbtx placed

The actual 
blue-jackets 
Yalu Road, 
west of the 
corner. This is in front of

where 
shot

the 
is 

feet

eight cartridge 
picked up from 
by police and 
were soon on the

There was not 
the Shanghai Municipal Police, 
Chinese or foreign, inside the 
cordons with exception of a 
few high foreign officers who 
came from headquarters to 
investigate»

No foreign officers could be 
seen anywhere, and very few 
Chinese.

Tnere was no doubt in the 
minds of the hundreds of Chin* 
ese and Europeans in the ares 
that the Japanese with the 
bayonets were the law in Hong* 
kew. Many foreigners who 
lived ins.de the area end who 
were returning to their homes 
late in the night, were n >t allow
ed to pass the barriers and 
bed to spend the night with 
friends dr in hotels.

cases were; 
the pavement 
marines who 
scene*
a member of

being ringed with chalk, and 
aft was carefully guarded to’ 
prevent anyone disturbing it, f

Those who bad been attend
ing the cinema at * the Willies 
Theatre were 
several hours after the inci
dent, though the show was 
stopped immediately* Later they 
were released io small groups 
and were escorted out of the 
area under guard, 
carefully searched at the bar 
riera.

detained for

Many were

the 
the 

Jap-

with 
hundred 

under

Hmm

North 
Land*

A large per cent of 
crowd watching outside 
barriers was composed of 
auese civilians, who appeared 
very excited.

Japanese newspapermen and 
photographers were very active, 
vufftftruafty taking ~ flashlight 
pictures* They all seemed to 
have free anj easy ""accessnrb 
(Ee prob jhj ted area, coming and < 
fjoipg as they pleased. Other 
oreign newspapermen without

tprned back*

Tanks rumbled down 
Szechuen Road from the 
log Party baft racks.

The barracks seethed 
activity as several 
marines were waiting
arms there. Armored cars, tanks 
and motorcycles were ready to 
roll from the compound.

At the Japanese Consulate. 
General troops were on guard, 
and there was a great deal of 

I hurried coming and going, 
i Conferences were being held 
sasj

The following is translation 
of a proclamation in Chinese 
issued yesterday by the Japan
ese Naval Landing Party and 
posted on walls on Range,! 

! North Saschuen, Woosung and 
■ Haloing Roads: —

“Notice Is hereby given that 
the aciioh taken by the Japan 
ese Naval Landing Party is fur 
self-defence ’ and its main pur
pose Is to protect Japanese 
lives and property. No mercy 
wilt be shown to those wno 
regard our authorities and our 
people as enemies or . who 
violate peace and order. We 
hope that all Shanghai cit-zens 
will understand the true motive 
of rhe Naval Landing Party 
and conduce their business in 
peace.”

A vigorous denial that bis sun, 
Chang Yung-wu, 21/ is in any 
way connected with the •*Hoog- 
kew Incident'' was issued by the 
youth's father when approached 
by Chinese newspapermen. The 
suspect now detained by the 
Japanese Special Naval Lead
ing Party is the only surviving 
son of 10 boys born in the 
Chang family*

Chang, bis father declares, is 
a food-stall keeper working near 

•the East Yalu Road Bridge* On 
Wednesday night he beard pistol 
shots and rushed to Woosung 
Road to find out the trouble and 
was arrested by the Japanese 
Ofiicegs^ •

' The youth, at the time of bis 
arrest, woie a foreign-style 
shirt and a pair of trousers 
which be bought from a second
hand goods store, bis father 
said

ins.de
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Police Lacking
Definite Clues 
In Murder Case
Report Of Information 
By Japanese Is Not 

Backed By S.M.P.
While Japanese sources yesterday 

reported the discovery of “import
ant . clues” which might lead to the 
arrest, of the culprits responsible 
for the killing of a Nipponese blue< 
jacket and wounding of two others 
Wednesday night, officers of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police an
nounced that their exhaustive in* 
vestigation had made no material 
headway.

Although the nature of the 
widely-publicized “clues” is un
revealed, reports emanating from 
the local Japanese circles insist that 
the three meh "were involved in 
the shotting which took the life of 
First Class Seaman Asamltsu 
Taininato and which wounded 
Second Class Seaman Yoshitane 
Tawata and First Class Seaman 
Yoshimi Deriba.

One of these alleged clues, these 
sources added, indicates that the 
three gunmen took separate routés 
of escape after the shooting. One 
decamped along North Haining 
Road tp North Szechuen Road, an
other. to Chapoo Road and the
third along Woosung Road to Ha
shing Road.

European officers who were as
signed to the Special Political Sec
tion, which was created to investi
gate the case, confessed that they 
had not been informed of the new 
discovery.S.M.P. Withhold Comment

Their investigation, this officer 
said, has been directed to various 
channels in order to gather in
formation from as many angles 
bearing on the case as possible.

At the present time, he added, 
the SM.P. is not “yet prepared to 
speculate on any clue.

Meantime, much concern is being 
felt in local Chinese circles over 
the report that the Japanese have 
acquired some 100 mow of land in 
Chapei with the intention of build
ing a special barracks.

This tract of land is located 
across the Shanghai-Woosung 
Railway, adjacent to the Japanese 
cemetery near Paltsechiao. After 
the shooting in Hongkew, the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party had 
installed military telephone wires 
connecting this place with its 
headquarters on Kiangwan Road. 
Some 30 bluejackets were yesterday 
seen stationed inside the compound 
which is surrounded by black fence.

Building Material Seen
A * large quantity of building 

material was piled cn the lot, in
dicating that construction workjs 
likely to start in the near future.

Paltsechiao, where the lot is 
located, was constantly-in the news 
during the Sino-Japanese war in 
Shanghai in 1932. At . that time it 
formed one of the important^ sectors 
of military operation.

The Hongkew area, transformed 
into an armed camp by the Japan
ese following the shooting, last 
Wednesday, showed further signs

I The only excitement yesterday 
was the report of a gun, belonging 

| to a Japanese bluejacket stationed .
■ on the corner of Jukong and North
■ Szechuen Roads which accidentally 
went off. The bullet lodged in a 
signboard of a Japanese restaurant. 
Although no one was injured, police

'started an investigation.Suspect Released
1. Yu Hsu-keng, a “suspect” arrest
ed by members of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party Friday night 
'on Chapoo Road, was released by 
^Settlement police after close ques
tioning. At the time of his arrest, 
Yu was reading a poster oh the 
wall of the Hongkew Cinema. De
tained for over ah hour at the

. Chapoo Road station of the Land-, 
ing Party, he was later transferred 
to the Hongkew Station.

The investigation of the case is 
being handled by two separate 
groups of officers. One of these 

(groups is the recently created Special 
Political Section headed by Assist
ant Commissioner S. Uyehara.:
Several other high Japanese S.M.P. i 
officers, including Deputy Com
missioner A. Tajima, is on this 
special body.

Another group, conducting an in
dependent Investigation is the 
officers attached to the Japanese 
Consular Police and the Landing 
Party.

It could not be learned last night 
which investigation body was re
sponsible for unearthing the re
ported clues.

Many Patrols On Duty
Although Japanese naval patrols 

have 'been officially withdrawn from 
Chapei, an investigation shows 
that a large detachment of blue
jackets were still touring the area. 
At the lot where the new barrack 
is reported to be located, some 400 
bluejackets are stationed at night, 
residents In the area informed re
porters.

In a two-hour emergency session 
yesterday the councillors of the 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation 
adopted a set of unrevealed emer
gency measures to deal with the 
situation which arose as the result 
of the killing of the bluejacket on 
Wednesday.

1 One of these measures is to ask 
I the Shanghai Municipal Police to 

increase the Japanese plainclothes 
I detective staff.

yesterday of returning to normalcy. 
The Japanese patipls were mostly 
withdrawn» although1 . considerable 
activity was still evident after
nightfall.
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ADMIRABLE COMPOSURE
proclamation No..l|jpg| 

issued Friday, the Chinese ' 
City Government of Greater 1* 
Shanghai has admonished again 
the. people to preserve a spiri^ of |i 
friendliness .toward foreign 
Powers and nationals. Particular
ly does it taboo expressions $fi, 
opinion or, acts pf violencewhich, 
may tend to give rise to-interna-; 
tional misunderstanding. .i . . ■

Brief as the proclamation, is, 
it is clearly indicative of China’s 
solicitude fop; the welfare , of 
foreign residents of Shanghai and; 
for the goodwill pf the friendly 
Powers..: Coming as it does in the 
wake of the Hpngjcew incident, it 
adds ' ton« of", sincerity th 
the previous official assurance of 
the Chinese authorities to assist in' 
the attempts to hayeihe culprits 
apprehendedeyhnthough'the scene 
of the mprderpus crime KesySijth- 
pi the International Settlement.''

S^ye /fdjr ^epatfol^hg of a 
section of Chapei and the search 
of Chinese buses there by members1 
of the Japanese nhvaf force to 
which tthe Chinese Government 
ha§ rightl^ protested, the attitude 
of the Japanese authorities both 
here and at home has thus far 
been one, of admirable composure 
in spite of apparent tension creat
ed by a certain minority of the 
local Japanese. As long as this 
composure is maintained, it would 
pot be difficult to arrive at a s<dd- 
tipn, to the problems which have 
arisen from the incident in qnes-

Indeed nothing can injufe 
tpp .cause of Sinb-'Jap^aese amity 
more than mutual suspicion and 
periodic threat pf force. > Ap- 
fearently Japanese .Goy^rh- 
mqnt is fji|Jy, appreciative, of the 
needpf aprompt settJem^oLbf all 
outstanding issues with China, 
and the need can be met only by 
the maintenance of a judicious 
frame of mind by both parties.

It is • therefore encouraging * to 

learn that, although the confer
ences between the Japanese Am
bassador and the Chinese Minister 
for Foreign Affairs have been 
“meagre” of result, efforts will be 
continued toward the desired end. 
•The decision of the Japanese Gov
ernment to deal with the Central 
Government on all problems 
instead of with local authorities as 
in the past will, further ’ help 
bring negotiations to an early epp- 

: elusion. It is needless to v point 
out that questions between,’ tyyo 
sovereign nations can be settled 
only through diplomatic channels, 
and Japan’s belated adherence to 
this principle vis-a-vis China may, 
we hope, result ultimately in an 
enlightened policy in which re
ciprocity rather than aggressive
ness will prevail» y
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Japanese Marines Withdrawn 
from Chinese Territory

UNEASINESS SPREAD BY 
WILD RUMOURS

The virtually complete withdrawal 
of all Japanese Naval Landing Party 
Patrols from Chapei was effected 
yesterday, as one by one the units 
were moved back into the Interna
tional Settlement. At the cemeteiy, 
where Japanese killed in the 1932 
troubles are buried, only one or two 
marines were to be seen, packing up i 
what remained of the equipment 
taken out when it was «made an out* I 
post.

At the Rokusan Gardens all of the I 
activity of the days before had gone, 
and children were peacefully playing 
where the clash of arms and accoutre
ments had sounded a few hours be
fore. This post had been withdrawn 
to the main barracks.

A tour of Hongkew and Chapei 
late last night showed Japanese 
patrols only in Hongkew and on 
Municipal roads in the North [ 
Szechuen Road area. It was learned 
from a reliable source in Chapei that 
the strength there of the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party had been re
duced by approximately 200 men 
since Friday. The only Japanese 
marines remaining, apparently, were 
about 100 men quartered in Hua Yuan ! 
Chieh (Garden Road), west of the ’ 
Shanghai-Woosung Railway.

In Hongkew. Japanese sentries ' 
were stationed only at a few strategic 
points, and the patrols were few. 
Across from the Hongkew Market a 
post of four men, in campaign kit 
was noted at 10.30 p.m. The dis
trict was absolutely quiet, and there 
were no Japanese marines or blue* 
jackets on leave.

Important Clues
The “Shanghai Mainichi,” a Japan

ese journal, yesterday reported 
that important clues had been dis
covered in the Hongkew shooting cf 
three Japanese bluejackets, on Wed
nesday night The district remains 
quiet and Japanese armed power is 
not greatly in evidence. Three 
Chinese suspects, arrested near the 
scene of the crime in Haining Road, 
are awaiting their second appearance 
in the First Special District Court, 
on October 3.

As far as the investigation con* I 
ducted by the Shanghai Municipal 
Police is concerned, a change j 
in approach was ordered on 
Friday evening. It was announced 
then that Mr. A. Tajima, the Japanese 
Deputy Commissioner, whould take 
over the duties of Special Political 
Officer, a post created at the time 
of the Nakayama murder investiga
tion- and hitherto filled by a non
Japanese foreigner. It was further 
announced that Mr. S. Uyehara, Ja- 1 
panese Assistant Commissioner, would 
cake charge of the Haining Road 
case and would occupy a temporary 
office at Hongkew Police Station. Mr. 
Uyehara was associated with the 
Special Political Office at the time 
of the Nakayama investigation.

The “Shanghai Mainichi”; now re
ports that efforts directed by Mr. 
Uyehara have led to the discovery 
that three men participated in the 
attack on the Japanese sailors.

Mr. Hideaki Kitamura, Chief of th** | 
) Consular Police, the “Mainichi” said, | 
has not had any sleep since the night 

Sof the incident.
Close collaboration, according t> 

the journal, is being maintained be- 
! tween the Consular Police and the 
S.MP.

Uneasiness Continues
Uneasiness last night continued to 

prevail among Japanese residents in 
Shanghai as local Japanese news
papers reported the concentration of 
large Chinese forces on the edge of 
the demilitarized zone around Shang
hai and possible anti-Japanese de
monstrations to-day.

The Workers’ National Salvation 
Society and the Students’ National 
Salvation Society are supposed to 
hold parades sometime to-day, ac
cording to the “Shanghai Mainichi.” 
Participants in the latter group are 
to meet on West Hashing Road, while 
the workers’ are to meet in Yang- 
tszepoo, the daily said.

According to the “Shanghai Nippo,” 
3,000 “plain clothes” agitators have I 
arrived in and about the International 
Settlement to await a chance to start 
a serious disturbance.

The same daily last night estimated 
the joint strength of the Chinese 
Peace Preservation Corps and of 
students and other civilians, who 
have undergone military training, at 
36,000. It added that “reliable 
sources” had been informed that 
30,000 Chinese soldiers had been con
centrated at Hashing and Chenju, on 
the edge of the demilitarized zone 
created under the Shanghai Truce 
Agreement of 1932.

Chinese Denial
Concerning the report that 30,000 

Chinese soldiers were concentrated 
at Hashing and Chenju, official Chi
nese sources last night branded the 
rumour as absolutely ridiculous and 
made an emphatic denial. Further
more, it was stated that only two 
regiments of the Peace Preservation 
Corps are stationed in Shanghai as 
usual, while the training cf students 
and other civilians is confined to ! 
ordinary military drill exercises. |

Tokyo Quieter
Tokyo, Sept. 26.

The feeling aroused in Japan by ' 
the Hongkew outrage is calming 
down. Mr. Koki Hirota, the Prime 
Minister, however, has postponed his 
departure for Hokkaido, where the 
annual manoeuvres of the Army are 
to open on October 2, until September 
30 “in view of the continued gravity 
of the Sino-Japanese situation.”

Leading officials of the Foreign 
Office, the War Ministry and the 
Navy Ministry met at an important 
conference this afternoon, when they 
reviewed the latest phases of the 
Sino-Japanese situation and threshed 
out possible future eventualities.

Owing to the grand manoeuvres at: 
Hokkaido, meetings of the Cabinet 
have been suspended until October f
10.—Reuter.

1
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Hongkew Quiet:
I Japanese Relax
I Military Hold

Suspects in Shooting are Held 
by Court

headquarters for 
forces have been 
the Momoyama dance 
Szechuen Road, with

the® 
estab-ft 

hall« 
sen- h 
and 
gay

HIGH OFFICIALS MEET AT 
EMBASSY i

Hongkew remained quiet yesterday h 
and, throughout the district and thejl 
northern area generally, Japanese ■ 
sentries and patrols either were II 
withdrawn or substantially reduced« 
Three Chinese suspects appeared inn 
the First Special District Court and® 
were detained for further question-»! 
ing. The search for the actual® 
murderers continues.

Special 
Japanese 
lished at 
in North
tries posted about the building 
machine-guns replacing the 
lights. At the Japanese Embassy 1 
local representatives of the Gaimusho 
Army, and Navy held a conference p 
yesterday moring, and it was decider • 

Jo send a representative to Nan- ** 
racing to make a report to the Japan« 
B?se Ambassador, Mr. S. Kawagoe. |

Three Chinese Held
I Writs of detention were issued bjl 
■Judge Siao, of the First Special Dis« 
Strict Court, for Mau Yung-san, agecs 
■30, Mau Yung-nyi, aged 27, printersg 
Kind Tsang Yoong-ho, aged 21, £ 
■hawker, when they were broughl 
■before the court by the S.M. Polices 
■who had received the prisoners fronS 
■the Japanese Naval Landing Party® 
■The three were arrested shortly aftex|'
■ the shooting of First Class Seamai®
■ Taminato and his two comrades irg 
1 Haining Road, near Woosung Roads 
I on Wednesday evening.
I The S. M. Police applied for thei® 
I detention for further inquiries. Mr* 
I T. T. Tsang, Assistant -Municipal 
I Advocate, presented evidence offl
■ arrest, after which the three suspects!
■ were questioned. They denied hav-1 
I ing been concerned in the murderous^
■ attack. The two Maus, who are^ 

brothers, said they worked in a Shan- 
haikwan Road printing shop and, on| 
Wednesday evening, they were on| 
their way to their home off East | 
Kashing Road when they were ar
rested in Haining Road. The third 
suspect stated that, immediately after! 
the shooting, he went to find out what 
was the matter and was arrested. 
The three suspects will appear again 
in Court on October 3.

A front-page advertisement ap
peared yesterday in all local Chinese 
newspapers, im which Gen. Wu Te
chen, the Mayor of Greater Shang
hai, • reiterated the Central Govern- 

i ment’s mandate against anti-foreign 
I expressions and acts and threatened 
| to take stern action against those 
| ignoring the order. In a special 
I order, the Public Safety Commis- 
I sioner was instructed to continue the 

precautions for the protection of the 
many Japanese residents within the 
Shanghai Municipality

It was reported that a contigent 
ol about 200 Japanese marines wasua awuu «vu uapcuivsc uianuw 
expected to arrive from Japan last 
night.

Japanese Organize
Activities to be undertaken by 

Japanese residents during the present 
emergency were decided at a meeting 
of officials of the Federation of 
Amalgamated Japanese Street Unions, 
yesterday. The programme includes 
the establishment of special watches 
by51 sireeOffion^ to assi&Œenaval, 
consular, MuniçipaL..l?AÜice»___ .and
Bureau of Public Safety authorities 
in the maintenance of peace and 
order, and the creation of special in
formation, commissary, ana liaison 
"cgffimltree^ Extteme elements asked

mass meeting, but this was voted 
down.



■Police Find Clues

Japanese Want Verdict On Prisoners
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Indicating 3 Men 
As Assassin Gang
Apprehension Of Cunman Killers Of Nipponese 

Bluejacket Expected As Discovery Result 
Fourth Suspect Released After Inquiry

Discovery of important clues, that might possibly lead to 
the apprehension of the gunmen who on Wednesday night 
killed a Japanese bluejacket and wounded two others, was 
reported today by the Shanghai Mainichi.

The Special Political Section of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police, directed by Assistant Commissioner S. Uyehara, 
accounted for one of the dues, found near the scene of the 
crime. '

gang of assassins
The cue, now belfeg examined by the S.M.P. experts, led 

to the conclusion that the gang of assassins included three 
". 1 men, according to the paper.

immediately after the shooting, 
the dally added, the assassins 
took to their heels, one bf them 
running along ,N Haining Road
to Nprth Szechuen Road, another 
to Chapos Road, and the third 
along Wccsung Road to Kashing 
Road.

Another due, the journal said, 
was discovered on Friday even, 
ing by agents of the Japanese 
Consular Police, headed by Mr. 
Shuhei Tajhna, and the Police 
SeeW 
headed by Mr. Ichiro Aoyagi.

Sleepless Official
Mr, Hideakl Kitamura, Chief 

of - the Consular Police, thè 
Mainichi said, has not had any 
sleep since the night of the in. 
cident.

Closa collaboration, accord, 
ing to the journal, is being main, 
tatoed between the ^Consular 
Police and the S.M.P.

Decision to tolerate no further 
postponement of verdict in .the 
trial of three men suspected of 
having murdered Warrant offi
cer Hideo Nakayama on Novem- 
ber 9 last, was reached at a 
meeting of high Japanese con
sular and naval officials on Fri
days the Mainichi reported.

The conference, which was held 
atj the Japanese Embassy, was 
attended by Mr. Kaname Waka- 
sugi, Consul-General; . Rear. 
Admiral > Csamu Satoh. naval 
attache; and Lieut..Commander 
Matao Okino,.. assistant naval 
attache.

’’Fresh Incidente”
The Shanghai Nippo yesterday 

continued reporting fresh in
stances of anti.Japanese feeling 
in Shanghai. <

Be rk binder Released
No further arrests in connection 

with shooting were made by police 
today and the men previously 
held in custody had their number 
decreasedbyonfe when a Chinese 
bookinder. Yu Hsu-keng, who was 
arrested last night ¡about 9:30 
o’clock by members oftheJapan.
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Kortflfcew Rapidly Settles 
Down To Normal Activity
With Easing Ot Tension

Shops, Shuttered And Barred Early On Thursday, 
Open Last Night To Usual Late Hour; Marine j

Patrols Much Reduced; Chapei Order

FOREIGN WOMAN BECOMES INVOLVED IN 
MINOR INCIDENT ON STREET

First feverish excitements and anxieties having faded, 
with special political branch officers of the S.M.P. directed 
by Assistant Commissioner Uyehara m charge of investiga
tions into the Taminato shooting incident, Hongkew had 
yesterday returned almost wholly to normal. Clearest 
indication of eased tension was to be observed last night 
when shops, closely shuttered and barred by 7 p.m. on 
Thursday, the day following the outrage, remained open up 
to 10 p.m. and after. .

Little vestige of ^martial law” remained. Two or three 
Japanese marine groups, of four or five, were to be observed 
on duty, carrying out routine patrols, during the day and 
after dark, but even here the only variation from normal 
conditions was the carrying of rifles instead of the customary 
batons.

In Chapei all forces were with
drawn.. the exception of the 
post at i. ' Characters Bridge 
and the me., stationed at Rokusan 
Gardens.

Throughout the Chinese area, 
copies of a proclamation have 
been posted., issued by the Mavor 
of Greater Shanghai, a transla
tion of which reads:

“The effective administration of 
a country depends upon the peo
ple, who should observe discipline 
carry out reconstruction work, 
maintain national integrity, and 
establish friendly relations with 
other nations. Consequently our 
people should maintain friendship 
with other nations and not indulge 
in anti-foreign movements. These 
points have been already stressed 
in the order of the National Gov
ernment and brought to your 
notice by the Shanghai City Gov
ernment. Fearing that there may 
be some people who have failed 
to understand the terms of these 
orders, this proclamation is issu
ed, and'all citizens should strict
ly abide by this instruction. Any 
person who violates this order is 
liable to severe punishment.— 
Mayor Wu Te-chen.

Behind The Lines
Activities to be undertaken by 

Japanese residents “behind the 
lines,”/ during the present emer
gency operations of the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing Party in 

r Hongkew and in Chapei, were 
mapped out at a 2Vz-hour plenary 
meeting of officials of the Federa
tion of Amalgamated Japanese 
Street Unions yesterday.

The programme includes the est
ablishment of special watches by 
the 51 street unions comprising 
the federation to assist .the naval. 
Consular and Shanghai Municipal 
Police and the Bureau of Public 
Safety authorities in the mainten
ance of peace and order and the 
creation of special information, 
commissary and liaison committees 
after the system adopted during 
the 1932 hostilities.

Heated Debate
Heated debates took place at 

the meeting, extreme elements 
asking for the immediate convoca
tion of a mass meeting of resid
ents, but this was voted down.

The gathering was held in the 
main hall of the Japanese Club, 
Boone Road, from 4 to 6.30 o’clock.

The Council of the Japanese 
Residents’ Corporation, will meet 
at the Japanese Club to-day to 

^discuss measures to be taken.
Innocence Maintained

Chang Jung-ho, Ma Yung-nien, 
land Ma Yung-tai, the three sus
pects, although closely questioned, 

’both before and after their an- 
'pearance in court yesterday, have 
made no admissions of complicity, 
but are holding fast to the stories 

| they have told from the time of 
their arrest.

Results of a check-up on the 
movements of the Ma brothers 
have not been revealed, but it is 
an interesting fact that it wojld 
be quite logical for them to pro
ceed by way of Haining Road 
from their employment in Shan- 
haikuan Road to their home in 
Dixwell Road.

Foreign Lady In Incident
One minor “incident” , occurred 

| during the day, outside the 
I Japanese Telegraph Office at the 

corner of Boone Road and Ease 
Seward Road, at about 10 a.m.

The origin of the affair is pot 
at all clear, but it appears that 
d foreign lady, Mrs. M. Olsen, 
found her way barred by ‘1 
Japanese marine, some resentment 
was shown, and that when she 
turned to go back the marine 

jyvent in pursuit and, it is alleged, 
f pushed Mrs. (flsen.

Soon afterwards, - several 
marines gathered, one of whom 
could speak English, and finally 
Mrs. Qlsen left/ proceeding to the 
Hongkew Police Station/ where 
she reported the incident.

Some feeling of nervousness con
tinues among members of the 
Japanese community and the 
schools maintained by the Japan

's ese Residents’ Corporation are to 
renjain closed until Monday, when 
their reopening will depend upon 
developments in the meantime.

Naval Quarters
The Momoyama Dance Hall In 

North Szechuen Road, which was 
used as the headquarters of the 
Japanese forces during the 
Shanghai hostilities of 1932, was 
again converted into naval head
quarters yesterday.

The North Primary School of 
the J.R.G., North Szechuen Road, 

I was also utilized by the Naval 
I Landing Party.

Meanwhile, officials of the Con- 
J sulate-General, the Navy and 
I Army, and of various civic bodies 
‘ continue to confer on the incident.

A highly important joint con
ference of the local representatives 
of the Gaimusho, Navy and Army 

/was opened at the Japanese Em* 
’bassy at 10.40 a.m. It was 
j attended by Mr. Wakasugi, Con- 

' sul-General; Mr. Tajiri and Mr. 
I Yoshioka, of the Embassy, re- 

. presenting the Gaimusho; Rear- 
Admiral Satoh, naval attache: 
Lieiit.-Commahders Minato and 
Nishida, staff officers of the Third 
Fleet; and Lieut.-Commainder 
Okino, all representing the Navy; 
and Major-General Kita, military 
attache; Colonel Kusumoto, his 
chief assistant; and Major 
Utsunomiya, ** representing the 
Army.

The agenda, Domei learned, in
cluded a discussion of the murder 
of Third Class Warrant Officer 
Asamitsu Taminato last Wednes
day; the results of the last con
ference between the Ambassador, 
Mr. Kawagoe, and General Chang 
Chun, Foreign Minister; and the 
steps to be taken for the protection 
of the lives and property of 
Japanese nationals here.

“Nippo’s” Comment
“If we take the present situation 

lightly,” the Shanghai “Nippo” 
declared yesterday editorially, 
“anti-Japa/nese terrorism will 
claim new victims.

“We have been patient since the 
murder of Warrant Officer 
Nakayama on November 10 last, 
Rut we have gained nothing 
thereby. If the present situation 
is left without attention, it is 
bound to be aggravated.”

The journal urged local Japan
ese residents to “adopt a con- 

! certed and controlled action, be 
fitting the citizens of a great 
nation.”

Mr. Amano’s Activity
TOKYO, Sept. 25-—Inimedu>^* 

ly after his arrival here thjs 
morning, Mr. Masusaburo Amano, 
President of the J.R.C. in Shang
hai, Visited the Foreign Office to 
discuss with Mr. Kuwajima, Direc
tor of the East Asiatic Affairs 
Bureau, the situation in Shanghai 
and to request the Gaimusho auth
orities to take appropriate steps 
for the protection of Japanese 
residents.

Mr. Amano called in rapid suc
cession on Captain Zensiro Kosh
ina, chief of the First Section of 
the Navy Ministry; Major-Gen. 
Rensuke Isogai, director of the 

[Military Affairs Bureau of the 
War Office, and Mr. Toyosaku 
.Hirose, director of the Accounts 
¡Bureau of the Ministry of 
’Finance.
j Mr. Amano will leave for China 
¡to-night.-*-Domei. . .
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[suspects in affair; 
APPEAR IN COURT

All Three Maintain That, 
They Are Victims Of 

Circumstances
The three young Chinese ar-; 

rested following the . shooting’ 
of warrant officer Taminato 
and the wounding of two other 
Japanese sailors, were brought 

i before the First Special District 
Court yesterday. They denied all 
knowledge of the outrage and the 
case was adjourned to October

Mr. Chang Shih-tsu, Assistant 
Municipal Advocate, told the 
court the, conditions surrounding 
the arrest of the trio and asked 
for postponement of hearing in 
order to facilitate investigations.

The Settlement police detained 
several men after the shooting 
but they failed to furnish any im
portant clues. The Japanese 
Landing Party at first only hand
ed over the Ma brothers and 
.only after protracted negotiations 
did they surrender Chang Yung- r 
ho, it was said.

Ma Yung-tsai and Ma Yung- [ 
nien both told the court that they 
were workers of a printing plant i 
in Shanhaikwan Road. On Wed- j 
nesday night they were returning' 
home when they were arrested. ; 
They saw a crowd of people in 
North' Szechuen Road but knew! 
nothing about the incident.. Being • 
hungry they tried to return home | 
via North Haining Road when they I 
were sighted by Japanese mar
ines who arrested them.

Ohang Yupg-ho said that he 
was a congee seller operating a 
stand; in, Yalu Road. On Wed 
nesday night he heard shots fired I 
and as two friends of his were 
operating their stands in Woosung 
Road he thought that something 
might have happened to them. He 
went to where they were and 
when he was returning to his own 
stand he found his way blocked 
by a big crowd. He was standing 
near a sand boat when he was 
arrested. The marines picked up 
"something” from the box and he 
suspected that it was a pistol be
cause he was not allowed to see it.
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New Suspect
Arrested In
Sailor Death
Handed Over To S.M.P. ; 

Attack On British 
Woman Alleged

Another suspect, whom the Japan
ese believe to be implicated in 
,he murder of First Class Seaman 
Asamitsu Taminato, Wednesday, 
was arrested shortly after 9.30 
o'clock last night by members of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party on 
Chapoo Road.

The man, Yu Hsu-keng, a book 
oinder by trade, was reading a 
poster on the wall of the Hongkew 
Cinema, Chapoo Road, when he was 
taken into custody by the blue
jackets.

Detained for over an hour at the 
Chapoo Road station of the Land
ing Party, where he was first taken, 
Yu was later transferred to the 
Hongkew Station where he was 
being held last night.

Although detectives of the SM.P. 
were inclined to believe that the 
man was merely a pedestrian and 
had no connection with the crime, 
they were nevertheless holding him 
for investigation. Officers refused 
to say whether or not he will be 
brought to the First Special Dis
trict Court this morning for a writ 
of detention.

Was Reading Poster
While information regarding 

I Yu’s arrest was stiU fragmentary 
¡last night, It was learned that Yu 
¡was reading a poster when he was 
surrounded by the Japanese blue
jackets on patrol.

Yu’s arrest last night brought the 
total number of suspects apprehend
ed Independently by the Japanese to 
four.

The other three men, Chang 
Yung-ho. Ma Yung-nlen and Ma 
Yung-tsai, were arrested after the 
killing Wednesday night and were 
detained until the next day before 
they were turned over to the officers 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police.

British Woman Molested
Another event which came as an 

aftermath of the tense situation in 
the Hongkew area was the alleged 
.assault on a British 
bers of ¿he Japanese NftvnlLand- i

Acenrolng to the account of an 
eyewitness, the' .woman, Mrs, M. 
plsen,was walking near the Japan
ese Telegraph office~0)T~15eward 
Road wfiefi she was stopped by 

, _ 11 iykets on four duty.
When Mis, Olsen^proiesfod against 
the, interference, the sbliors are 
said to have pushed*"her with their
guns. . •• .. . ...

Theincident, immediately re
ported to the Hongkew Station by 
a constable in the vicinity, brought 
a large party of Japanese and 
European police officers tothe scene. 
After considerable negotiation, the 
Nipponese were finally persuaded to 
let Mrs, Olsen 1 r

Apart from this incident, the. 
Hongkew area was returning to 
peace and order yesterday *as the 
Japanese authorities reduced the 
number of their patrols in the dis
trict.

While the Japanese have removed 
all patrols from the Chapei area, 
they are still maintaining a few 
bluejackets on sentry duty in vari
ous parts ofHongkew. Theforce, 
however, has been reduced -fo, jess 
than one-half the strength that 
was visible Wednesday night and 
throughout the dav Thursday.

f Civilian Reserves Sent Home ‘ ____. _. .. _ ..
| Practically all members of the( Special Protection Ordered 
’’Japanese Civilian Reserve AssCcla-] Another important development 
i-tion which saw duty Thursday were?in the situation yesterday was. the 
¡¡sent to their homes yesterday with issuance of instructions to • the 
instructions to remove their uni-1 Bureau of Public Safety by the 
forms and go about their regular pity Government of Greater

■ business A few however, were | Shanghai to give special protec-
kept on duty at the Japanese Club^ion to all foreigners. The instrud
on Boone Road while a few others ¡'ions point opt that there are quite 
, „... - ... Ii number of Japanese residing in
made inspection tours of the area ohapei and that the police are to 
about Haining and Yalu Roads| ^ye them special consideration and 

iLvhere the shooting occurred. Aside-orotection. Under the signature of 
from tiese places, th« campaign Mayor Wu Te-chen, a notice was 

j ha-s of the reserves were not uiuch|ssued to the public reiterating the 
i in evidence. j National Government mandate pro

No charges were preferred againsU...  .. . .
I the three suspects brought before 
; the court yesterday morning by 
i detectives of the Hongkew Police 
’ Station. The men were given a 
' brief preliminary hearing and
■ allowed to talk if they desired. 
They told substantially the same

I story related to the police Thurs
day afternoon and evening, flatly 
denying tnat they had1 anything 
to do with the shooting. An ap
plication Jor ?. writ of detention' 

[ was made by Assistant Municipal; 
Advocate S. T. Tsang, which was 
promptly granted and the cast was; 
remanded, until October 3.

The three men are Ma Yung-tsai, 
age 30, native of Kiating, living at 
3 Wanchiehli off Hashing Road, a 
compositor employed at the Hung 
Hsin»j. Printing Shop, 24, Lane 406 
Shanhaikwan Road; Ma Yung- 
nien, age 27, brother of the first 
suspect, living at . the same address 
and a printer employed at the same 
printing shop; and Chang Yung-ho, 
age 21, native of Taichow, living at 
3 Singzaikong alley, Dixwell Road. 
The latter is a soup vendor and 
has his stall at the entrance of 
Lane 240, Haining Road, not far 
from the scene of the shooting.

Handed Over Thursday
The three men were arrested by 

the Japanese shortly after the 
shooting and were not handed over 
to the S. M. P. un"’ Thursday 
afternoon. The two . .orothers L 
appeared to be quite v. " physically!; 
but it was evident that Cnang had f < 
been subjected 
treatment, 
bruised and swollen. He 
a black eye.

j The two Ma brothers
■ that they were returning home 
¡ from the printing shop where they 
vork when they found all of the 
streets blocked by Japanese blue- 

| ackets. In order to get through, 
j uhey stated, they decided to try a 
park alleyway, not knowing it also 
I was guarded. It was through this 
[passage that one of the assailants 
is thought to have made his escape 

iand when the two Mas appeared 
¡on the scene, they were immediate
ly placed under arrest, 
j; Chang declaited that after hear
ting the shots Wednesday evening» 
ihe fushed‘~fr6m his food-stall toj are still obeying orders fo remain 

see what was going on. He. had Indoors in view of the tenseness 
two friends, noth food vendors, in ! 
the area, and he wanted to see | 
Whether or not they were safe. 
While standing near a sand box, 
he continued, a Japanese came up 
and arrested him and subsequently 
removed a pistol from the box. 
Char.j denies flatly that he put 
ihe gun there or had anything to 
do with the affair.

The Japanese authorities, how- 
. aver, have insi-sted that Chang 
1 ¿nows a good deal about the shoot

ing, but have not been so insistent 
in the case of the other two men.

I It has been definitely established 
t ihat the gun found in the sand- 
! box, a Mauser pistol, was used in 
. the shooting. It had been fired 
Und emptied of cartridges. The old 
pistol of Japanese make found in 
m alley way nearby had not been 
nred while it has been established 
that the Mauser found outside a 
lavatory in the Public Gardens 

; TL day morning also was not

! hibiting anti-foreign expressions 
• and acts.

The situation in Chapei re
mained calm yesterday* although 
additional police are patrolling the 
areas adjacent to the Settlement. 
It is stated that all Bureau of 
Public Safety detectives are work
ing in close co-operation with the 
Settlement authorities in the city
wide effort to apprehend the 
killers. Japanese sentries sent into 
Chapei on Wednesday were grad
ually withdrawn Thursday night 
and are now out of the district 
with the exception of a small sen
try at the Rokusan Garden and 
another at the Eight Character 
Bridge in Kiangwan.

In the Settlement, Japanese blue
jackets stopped their wholesale 
search of civilians on the streets. 
Only persons who might be re
garded suspiciously were being 
stopped yesterday afternoon and 
submitted to search. There was no 
search of market baskets at the

to rather rough 
His right leg was 

also had

declared

Hongkew Market.
Japanese Officials Confer

An important joint meeting of 
the local representatives of 
Gaimusho, Navy and Army was 
convened at 10 a.ita. yesterday and 
lasted for several hours. Mr. K. 
Wakasugi, Counsellor of the japan- 

lese Embassy presided. The final 
outcome of the parley was a de- 

| cisión to send a representation to 
i¡ Nanking to make a report of the 
( incident to Japanese Ambassador 
S. Kawacoe.

' Among other happenings yester- 
i day was a collision involving a 
I Japanese armored truck and a pas- 
isenger bus. The accident occurred 
at iD.30 a.m. on Tientungshan Road. 

¡No ope was injured, according to 
¡reports of the Bureau of Public 
Safety; The bus was abandoned at 
the scene of the collision.

Schools maintained by the Japan-1 
; ese Residents* Corporation re- 
mained closed yesterday and will 

Î probably not reopen until Monday. 
. Even this is dependent lipón future 
; political developments, students of 
Tung Wen College, a Japanese in
stitution located on Hungjao Road,

the

! of the situation. Japanese dance 
halls and theaters remained closed 

hast night and may not redpen for,

business until next week.
The MOmoyama Dance Hall po

pular night spot On North 
chuefi Road, used as headquarters 
by Japanese forces in 1932, is again 
doing duty as a military office 

Scattered reports of the beginning 
of ah exodus of Chinese from 
Chapei have been vigorously denied 
by both Chinese and, S.M.P. author
ities. . :
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Chinese Suspects 
Held In Custody

Trio Face First Court, 
No Charges Levelled;

Inquiry Proceeds
Tf.? three Chinese suspects 

arrested by theJapahese Special 
Naval Landing Party immediately 
following.tho . xfeteft 
class Seaman AsgbqJtsu TaminatQ 
in Hongkcw Wednesday night and 
held at the headquarters until 
last night when they were hand
ed ever to the Hongkew Station, 
this morning were arraigned 
before Judge Tsung Ching in the 
Äst Special District Court and 
remanded in custody until Octo
ber 3 to allow further investiga
tions.

No formal charges were prefer’ 
red against the trio this morning. 
The proceedings were devoted to 
a brief preliminary questioning. 
An, application for a Writ of de
tention was made by . Assistant 
Municipal Advocate B. T. Tsang, 
who presented the case, and it 
was promptly granted by the 
court.

Two ¡Printers
The suspects are:
(1) Ma Ymig-tsal, 30, native of 

Kiating living at 9 W0nchi?hli. 
off Hashing Road, and employed 
as a compositor at the Hung 
Hsing Printing Shpp at 24, Lane 
1C5. Sbanhaikwan Road.

(2) Ma Yung.nien, 27, brother 
of the first suspect, living At the 
• ame address and employed a^ a 
printer in the same estabMunent.

<3) Chang Yung.ho. 21.: Native 
of Taichow living at 8 Sing^ai- 
kongli alley, Dlxwell Road, a| 
congee vendor with Jite stall, atj 
the mouth or LaneW,?<HihHng| 
Road.

Altegatkns Denied
AH of the suspects denied being! 

involved in,the shooting that kill, 
ed the reaman and wounded two 
others. The Ma brothers decJared 
that they were returning home 
from the printing sh<& When 
they found all of the streets block
ed by Japanese bluejackets they 
decided to try a dark ■ alley way 
without knowing that passage also 
was guarded by the officers. It was 
through this passageThat ohe of 
the assailants was believed to have 
escaped.

Thus tb?y were arrested and 
taken to the Japanese headquart
ers, to be »ent to the HOngkew 
station last night.

Chang joined in the chorus of 
denials. With his right leg swol
len, the self-styled congee vendor 
said that he had rushed to the 
?cene op the murder after he has 
heard four or five pistp! shots 
He went there to see that his two 
friends, also food vendors. were 
safe; When standiAk- near the 
sandbox and looking at th^.oper**« 
tion of the Japanese bluejackets 
he was arrested. Inside tW sand. 
box, a Mauser pistol was tound.
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Hongkew Feels 
Tense Moments

After Shooting

Streets Deserted Save for 
Patrols

most striking feature of the

A hastily rigged field tele- 
was observed in Woosung

RESERVISTS ON DUTY

So

Hundreds of Farmers Are 
Held Up

Hongkew, immediately after the 
shooting of three Japanese sailors on 
Wednesday evening, presented an 
aspect similar to that which charac
terized the district on the eve of the 
1932 hostilities. Yesterday, however, 
the situation eased ^considerably.

Soon after the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party and Police had taken 
charge, a strong cordon of armed men 
was thrown about the immediate 
neighbourhood of the murder, and all 
streets in the vicinity were picketed 
throughout the night Within the 
lines an ominous silence prevailed, 
broken only by the occasional ap
pearance of a motor patrol or an 
armoured car, travelling at high 
speed, the helmets and fixed bayonets 
of the marines gleaming in the light 
of street lamps. Sharp orders were 
shouted as the patrol halted mo
mentarily at some post, then it was 
off and again silence reigned. There 
were no pedestrians and no rick
shaws, 
phone 
Road.

The 
situation was the fact that, within a 
few minutes of the attack on the 
sailors, the district was swarming 
with Japanese marines and blue
jackets in field kit, and almost as 
quickly the Japanese civilian. reserv
ists turned out in their olive drab 
uniforms and slouch hats. In addi
tion there were many Japanese 

' youths and men wearing arm-bands 
of various colours, who walked non
chalantly through the lines and con
stantly consulted the uniformed re
servists. Some of the reservists ap
peared to be highly important per
sonages, judging by the salutes they 
got from marines.

Flags as Passports \
Patrols and search parties continued 

to pass through the still streets and 
occasionally a motor-car flying a Ja- 

; panese flag sped by; there were other 
I cars on whose windshields were 
pt sted special identification labels 
and which also were privileged to 
cross the lines.//Municipal Police cars 
were .permittea.tn go back and forth, 
tut frequently were * halted for 
questioning^by sentries, as were for- 
eignpqh^g on ffipt Foreigners living 
in the area within the cordon were 
allowed to go home, but up to an 
early morning hour they were com
pelled to dismiss their rickshaws. 
Some of the Chinese residents ap
proached the linAa armed with what 
appeared to be passes, and if they 
were permitted to penetrate usually 
they were given an escort to their 
houses. Foreigners also were seen 
with Japanese notice escorts.

C One foreigner, attempting to cross 
Range Road, was highly indignant 
when halted by two marines and a 
reservist, and loudly proclaimed his 
nationality. He finally was persuaded 
to direct his rickshaw west in Rang* 
Road. Another, slightly under the 
weather and in an irritable mood, 
protested that he already had been 
there, when shown a certain detour.

I He added that he did not like the 
[place at all.
p* The intersection of Woosung and 
• Range Roads seemed to be the most 
important picket point for southbound 
traffic. This arbitrarily was deflected, 
despite the fact that both Woosung 
Road and Range Road are Municipal 
thoroughfares. At about 3 a.m. a 
Japanese Landing Party lorry came 
up Woosung Road at high speed and 
without lights, but no-one seemed to 
take the trouble to point out the 
deficiency. It was one of many that 
passed the point in the early hours. 
All carried marines in campaign kit. 
holding their rifles horizontally most 
of the time.

Farmers Meet Barrier
The market people who trek down 

Woosung Road in the small hours got 
the surprise of their lives. Unsus
pecting farmers carrying cabbages, 
onions, and fruit were greeted with 
raucous shouts and brusque gestures 
ahd foroed to make long detours to 
reach Hongkew Market. One old 
woman walking on bound feet was 
flabbergasted and made a feeble at
tempt to break through the line. 
She failed, but a crafty farmer suc
ceeded in getting as far as North 
Raining Road before he was detected 
and the sentries did not take the 
trouble to call him back. Some of 
the market people tried to argue they 
just were carrying out a wonted 
routine and that they had walked a 
long way already, but it availed them 
nothing. As Chapoo Road also was 
"blocked they were compelled to take 
either North Szechuen Road or 
Fearon Road. Most of them accepted 
their fate silently, but a few muttered 
words reflecting on the incongruity of 
the situation. Eventually they all 
got to market.

The sentries and the men in the 
slouch hats finally were relieved, but 
the picketing went on through the 
night.

mo
Oft?
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JABANESE STILL CONTROL
HONGKEW AND CHAPEI

.......MW—IHM»    | r^_|_r[-.-1J|[. _  .

Situation Èasier, but Show of Armed Strength 
Continues: Three Chinese Arrested

LANDING PARTY ISSUES PROCLAMATION

No Mercy to Be Shown to Enemies: S.M.C. and Mayor 
Send Expressions of Regret

A DEFINITE easing of the tension in Hongkew was observed 
X*. yesterday, but the Naval Landing Party and bluejackets 
continued in virtual control of the district, with sentries posted 
at all strategic points and heavily armed patrols riding through 
the streets continually. Japanese armed power also was displayed 
in Chapei, whence a small exodus of residents took place. Regrets
over the murder of one ; sailor and the wounding of two others 
were formally expressed by Settlement and Chinese officials. The 
investigation of the crime was continued by the Naval Landing 
Party, Consular Police, and the Settlement Police.

Of the two wounded men, one is reported to be in a serious 
condition, owing to a heavy loss of blood. This sailor was shot 
through both arms. The other man, wounded in the elbows, is 
believed to be on the road to recovery.

Three Chinese are in custody over the affair. The most
significant arrest was that of 
Special Constable McAHan, assis 
whose name is given as Chang Ju 
the scene of the shooting, which 
Road. He was picked up near ; 
discarded Mauser pistol was late 
capacity is ten cartridges, was en

Two other firearms have been 
turned over to the S.M.P. for scru
tiny, one being a fully loaded Mau
ser found under a bush near the 
south end of ih© Bund Garden, and 
the other an obsolete revolver pick
ed up in an al'.eyway near the scene 
of the shooting. The revolver also 
was loaded but did not appear to 

! have been fired recently.
Jung-ho, although arrested 

I by. a foreign snecial constable "in 
/uniform, was not banded over to the 
Settlement police yesterday, but re- 
ffiàmèd in the custody of tne Naval 

-Lahdiné Party', “bn hand,
two other Chinese, arrested by 
Japanese marines,, were placed in thé 
hands of the Settlement Police. Their 
names were given as Man Yung-san 
and Man Yung-nyi, brothers. They 
gre reported to have denied any q 
connection with the crime.

At the Scene
i The scene of the shooting was roped 

off shortly after the affair and yes
terday many of the curious passed 
the spot in Haining Road, a few feet 
east of Woosung Road. Chalk mark
ings showed where the sailors fell 
on the footpath. Diagonally across is 
the bookshop inside which a fourth, 
member of the party fled as the 
stream of bullets was let loose. It I 
has not yet definitely been deter-1

| motor-cycle patrols issued. Sentries 
I again were seen outside the building, 

one of them holding a sub-machine 
gun. Just outside the walls of Hong
kew Police Station, the traffic island 
in Woosung Road was under the 
domination of four Japanese marines 
in fighting kit, three civilian reserv
ists, and two other Japanese civilians, 
as late as 5 p.m.

Official Regrets
Official expressions of regret and 

requests that the authorities make 
extraordinary efforts to bring the

murderers to justice were made in
I various quarters yesterday. Mr. H. E. 
: Arnhold, Chairman of the Municipal 
Council, forwarded to Mr. K. 
Wakasugi, Consul-General for Japan, 
the following letter:-—

“I write to express the regret ahd 
concern of the Council at the unfort -

a young Chinese by S. M. P. 
ted by passers-by. This man, 
ng-ho, aged 21, was seized near 
took place outside 202 Haining 
i P.W.D. sand-box in which a 
r found. This weapon, whose 
ipty when discovered.
mined whether a second pistol 
played a part in the attack. It is 

| probable that ten bullets were fired 
! from the Mauser discovered in the 
| sand-box, but one foreigner who 
heard the shots from Hongkew Fire 
Station estimated that fifteen were 
fired.

Search parties operated in all parts 
of the Settlement yesterday, special J 
orders having been issued by the I 
Police to stop all suspicious cbar- 

( deters. Japanese naval search parties! 
[continued to operate yesterday 
I morning.

Display of Power
Hongkew was alive with Japanese 

armed power throughout yesterday. 
Shortly after the Naval Landing 
Party had issued a proclamation, in!, 

! Chinese, urging the population to 
keep quiet, live peacefully, and go 
about their business as usual, a 
striking parade, of cars came up, 
Woosung Road. It was a train of 
some twenty lorries and automobiles j 
bearing approximately 400 sailors ihj 
full kit, these being reinforcements { 
who had arrived from Japan to» 
replace those sent to Hankow a few' 
days ago. The procassion. turned j 
west at Range Road to North Sze- 
chuen Road, where it continued north. I

Business, both at Japanese and 
Chinese shops, was carried on norm
ally yesterday, but the schools 
operated by the Japanese Residents 
Corporation did not hold classes. 
Scenes indicating a state of emer
gency continued throughout the dis
trict. The Japanese Club, 295 Boone 
Road, displayed a large Red Cross 
flag, next to a Japanese flag, giving 
the impression that a temporary hos
pital had been established inside. In 
front of the building were armoured 
cars and lorries. Another centre of 

, operations was the Japanese telegraph 
office in Tiendong Road, whenpe.

unate outrage which occurred last night 
in the International Settlement, result
ing in the death of a Japanese sailor.’^

Shortly after the attack, Mr. 
Hidenari Terazaki, Consul, requested 
Major F. W. Gerrard, Commissioner 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police, 
and Mr. O. K Yui, Secretary-General 
of the City Government, to effect the' 

¡immediate arrest of the gunmen and 
to adopt measures assuring the safety 
of Japanese nationals here.

Marines in Chapei
In the morning, Japanese marines, 

in full military kit, patrolled the 
Chinese roads running off North 
Szechuen Road and North Honan 
Road, and a portion of the eastern 
district. Tanks, artnòUtèd caffi and 
motorcycles, armed With machine
guns, were held in readiness at 
strategic points throughout the north
ern district.

Japanese marines were posted in 
several streets in Chapei. Mr. Ó. K. 
Yui, Secretary-Genèràl, has pro
tested against thè patrolling Of Chi
nese streets across the railway 
tracks by Japanese sailors. At places 
where Japanese marines were sta
tioned, Chinese policemen were also 
seen on duty.

A proclamation was ; issued at 4 
a.m. yesterday by the Commander 
of the Japanese Special Naval Land
ing Party ahd posted on walls in 
Range, North Szechuen, Woosung, 
and Haining Roads in the Settlement, 
and in streets leading to Chapei. 
The following is a translation:—-

“Notice is hereby given that the 
action taken by the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party is for self-defence, 
and its main purpose is to protect 
Japanese lives and property. No 
mercy will be shown to those who 
regard our authorities and our people 
as enemies, or who violate peace | 
and order. We hope that all Shang-1 
hai citizens will understand the 
true motive of the Naval Landing | 
Part/ ahd conduct their business ih 
peaCft.”

Prices of Chinese Government 
bonds dropped considerably yester
day as a result of thè tension. The ! 
imposition of incoine tax was held 
as one 6f the reasons for their 
declihe.
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City Government
Rules Protection
For Foreigners

Many Japanese Living 
In Chapei; Nippon 

Troops Withdraw

HONGKEW RAPIDLY 
REGAINS NORMALCY

Patrols Retire; 'S.M'.P. 
Searchers Active;

Exodus Denied
The City Government of 

Greater Shanghai, anxious to 
prevent any fresh incidents in 
voiving Japanese and other for. 
eigners in the Chinese controlled 
areas of the municipality, has 
issued official instructions to the 
Bureau of Public Safety to give 
special protection to all foreign 
era.

The action is taken as a direct 
result of the shooting on Woo 
sung Road of a Japanese seamai 
on Wednesday night. The in
structions pointed out that there 
are quite a number of Japanese 
residing in Chinese territory, 
especially Chapei, and the police 
should accord them special pro. 
tection. Notice Issued

Under the signature of Mayor 
Wu Te-chen, a notice also vias 
Issued to the public reiterating Hie! 
National Government mandate 
prohibiting anti-foreign senti
ments. expressions and acts. The 
notice appeared in almost air ox 
the advertisement sections of the 
Chinese vernacular newspapers.

Meanwhile, the situation in the 
Chinese controlled areas remain 
calm and additional police arc 
patrolling. the areas adjacent to 
the Settlement. AU detectives are 
working in cooperation with tpe 
SeWement authorities to Appre
hend the culprits responsible for 
the shooting..’ Sentries Leave Chapei % 

| The Japanese/séntries sent into 
Chapei on Wednesday and who 
remained there yesterday, were 
gradually withdrawn last night, 
presumably as result of a protest 
from the City Government. Two 
detachments, however, still remain 
in Chapel, one at the Rokusan 
Garden, near the Tientungan 
railway station and the other near 
the Japanese cemetery in Paisze- 
chiao, northwestern section of the 
area and scene of one of the worst 
battles during the Slno-Japanese 
hostilities in 1932.

Considerable relief was felt this 
morning by Chapel residents 
when the Japanese bluejackets 
stopped searching civilians on the 
streets. Only persons who are re
garded as suspicious * were search
ed.

An armored truck of the Japan, 
ese landing party at 10.30 . this 
morning collided with a bus plying 
between the Civic Center and Pao- 
shan Road. Fortunately, no one 
was injured., according to the 
North station branch of the 
Bureau of Public Safety. The bus 
was badly damaged and left at 
the side of Tientungap Road, near 
the Rokusan Garden, where the 
accident took place.

Return To Normal
A representative of the Shang

hai Evening Post who made a 
personal tour of Hongkew and 
the North Szechuen Road exten
sion this morning verified Japan
ese and police reports that the 
district has practically returned 
to normal. Japanese patrols are 
still present in the area, but in 
much smaller numbers and most 
Japanese military activity is 
vit^ly confined to the postmg of 
sentries at strategic spots and 
an occasional appearance on the 
streets of larger bodies of men, 
motorcycle patrols and a truck Pr 
two.

Japanese troop “concentration” 
seems limited today to the fol
lowing places: North Szechuen 
Road beyond Range Road; the 
Japanese barracks on Kiangwan 
Road and the area around Hong
kew Park; the Japanese Club on 
Boone Road and the intersection 
of Boone , and Woosung Roads at 
the Hongkew Market; and the 
Japanese Consulate-General and 
Whangpoo Road.Death Spot Deserted

A large well-armed patrol was 
segn on North Szechuen Road 
near the Momoyama Cabaret, 
which is a Japanese H. Q. Tanks 
and armored cars were P^ked at 
the barracks, and armored cars 
were parked at the Japanese 
Club. But at the actual spot 
where the shooting took place 
there was not even a sentry, and 
the Hongkew district was mer
rily buzzing with business as 
usual. Extra large S.MP. patrols, 
however, were frequently seen on 
the streets, and officers of the 
Bureau of Public Safety were ex
ceptionally numerous on the 
borders of Chapei.

It is understood that while 
{Japanese patrols fare active at 
night, beginning from today they 
have mostly been withdrawn from 
sunrise to sunset in the area.No Exodus

Scattered reports of the begin
ning of an exodus of Chinese 
from Chapei have been vigorous
ly denied by Chinese authorities 
and SM.P. officers today, and 
there was certainly no sign of it 
along the border* this morning.

Japanese merchants in Hongkew 
are reported to be rejoicing that 
the tension has died down and 
business returned to normal.

Hongkew is still very quiet , at 
night, however, with cabarets in 
the region closed and most people 
staying off the streets. Police 
minimize the discovery of aban
doned firearms here and there in 
the area, declaring that these have 
been thrown away by possessor? 
fearing their discovery by search 
parties, even though the owner? 
be entirely innocent.Meeting Held

Meetings df Japanese organiza
tions were continuing at the 
Japanese Club and other centres 
this morning.

Japanese naval proclamations 
are posted all over the Hongkew 
district today, on walls, bridges» 
doors, warning Chinese that “po 
mercy will be shown to those wno 
regard our authorities and our 
people as enemies.*’Market Busy

A few Japanese Reservists are 
still on duty, but not in such 
large numbers as yesterday. Farm
ers brought ^produce in to Hongkew 
Market without any trouble €his 
inomlng. *The Reserve Unit, 
8.M.P., is back at its headquarters 
as usual after standing by for 
about 36 hours.

The most outstanding impressing 
of Hongkew today is that while 
the Japanese military are stijl 
much in evidence, life has return
ed to normal there and the S.M.P. 
Is in control once more.

S.M.P. orders to “stand by* 
have been called off, but it is un
derstood that search parties are 
still carrying on a day and night 
attempt to find guns which were 
used in the attack, since they ate 
considered “hot” cargo and will 
probably be disposed of. Three 
search parties, according to pre
sent arrangements, consisting each 
of one foreigner and four Chinese, 
are on duty on four-shifts, are 
canvassing alley ways and streets 
where it is thought the weapons 
might be thrown.

London Watching
(Reuter's Agency)

LONDON, Sept, 24.—The 
murder of a Japanese sailor in 
Hongkew last night and subse
quent developments have been 
given prominence in the British 
newspapers, which publish des
patches from Shanghai as their 
principal feature. No comment on 
the incident, however, has yet ap
peared in their editorial columns.

Official circles are keeping h 
close watch on the situation, 
Reiiter learns, but they decline 
to express any opinion and are 
meanwhile awaiting further in
formation.

“Very regrettable and disturb
ing” sums up opinion in the City. 
Hope is expressed that the Hong
kew affair will not seriously affect 
progress towards a Sino.Japanese 
agreement, which, it is believed, 
the best men on both sides 
genuinely desire.

Well-informed quarters point 
out the efforts made by the 
Chinese Government to repress 
anti-Japanese remonstrations, 
notably in connection with the 
anniversary of the Mukden In
cident.

Deadlock Continues 
(Reuters Agency) 

HANKOW. Sept. 24.—The dead
lock in the negotiations over the 
murder on Saturday of Niwajjro 
Yoshioka. of the Japanese con
sular police, continues.

The Chinese authorities inform
ed Reuter today that in view of 
the present strained relations be
tween China and Japan they were 
anxious to(assist rather than; 
hinder the * Japanese in the in
vestigation, but it was essential,! 
they said, to obtain a clearer un
derstanding of the case before 
taking any drastic action.

Although Yoshioka, they con
tended, was shot in the Japanese 
Concession, they felt that the 
criminal, whatever his nationality, 
was'an enemy in China, and, 
therefore, the Chinese wished to 
assist the Japanese in every way 
possible.

The Japanese Consul-General, 
Mr. Y. Miura, interviewed by 
Reuter, stated that no important 
developments had occurred today. 
He considered, however, that the 
Shanghai affair had made the 
situation very* grave and that 
it would affect a settlement of

i the Hankow ipcident,
—IS-----------•



Peace Returns To Hongkew-Land 
As Japanese Reduce Patrolling
Units; S.M.P. Seeking Culprits
Settlement Police Hold

All Three Men Accused 
Of Part In Gun Attack

Tlwnder Of Gum 
fyifrking Funeral

(lites For Victim

Prisoners Steadfastly Deny Any Participation 
In Shooting; Naval Patrols Reduced; Local 

Nipponese Remain Tense, Controlled

OFFICIALS CONTINUE SESSIONS
Peace returned to the Hongkew District this morning, as 

the Japanese naval authorities reduced the number of their 
patrols fn the area.
x * Officials of the Naval Landing Party, the Shanghai Muni
cipal Police and the Public Safety Bureau meanwhile con- 
tfhued tfeir search for the gunmen, who on Wednesday 
night fatally shot First Class Seaman Asamitsu Taminato and 
wounded First Class Seaman Yoshitane Yawata and Second 
Class Seaman Yoshimi Deriba.SPECIAL BRANCH ACTS

Three suspects, captured soon after the shooting, are 
being held in the Hongkew Station of the S.MJP., with, the 

■ ’ v '' ■ "   ’ ■ - officers of the Special Political
Branch in charge of the invest!, 
gation. The headquarters .of «he 
Branch, which was formed as a 
sequel to the murder of another 
bluejacket, Hideo Nakayama, on 
November 9 la#, were removed to 
the Hongkew Station immediately 
after last Wednesday^ l^tack.

The detained men were Chang

Guns were scheduled to 
thunder, echoes rolling 
across the International 
Settlement, shortly after' a 
o’clock this afternoon. But 

. it was not to mark the 
opening of major hostilities; 
Officials were careful to 
explain early this after* 
noon. The guns were to be 
firing a salute in memory 
of First Class Seaman 
Asamitsu Taminato, Japan
bluejacket who was shot* 
and killed in Hongkew 
Wednesday evening. The 
flagship Idzumo was to be' 
the scene of a funeral ser
vice held for the victim, at 
which high naval and con
sular Japanese officials 
were to be present* The 
body has been cremated 
and the ashes will be sent 
to Japan for burial.

Officials, today were a 
little worried about the 
salute of guns, however, 
fearing that Chinese re
sidents of the dty, hearing 
the noise, would conclude 
that fighting had started 
and would create trouble.

Yung-nien, a 21-year old food 
vendor, captured by a Japanese 
passer-by a few moments after 
the incident; Ma Yung-nien and 
Ma Yung.tai, printers.

All Deny Attacks
All of them steadfastly denied 

participation in the attack on the 
ir ariffes. " Ch ang.hai is beTIg
charged wth having attempted 
hido a pistol in an S.M.P. sand
box immediately after the shoot-
ing.

Threg pistols have thus far 
been recovered by the police: 
the Mauser found in the sand
box, and identified as having been 
used in the crime; a smaller re
volver found in a dark corner 
of a North Haining Road alley, 
not far from the Willie’s Theatre; 
and another Mauser, found yes. 
^erday morning near tile lavatory 
in the Public Garden.

Although the only visible re
minders of the murder are the 
infrequent patrols of Japanese 
bluejackets. and itael-helmeted 
sentries àt the intersections ' of 
important streets, tension con- 
tuiuêd to held the local Nipponese 
community in its, grip.

Schools maintained by the 
Japanese Residents* Corporation 
will njmain close;! for the re* 

> mainder of this week, and their 
. opening on Monday is dependent 
lupcn the political developments 
here.

I Students of Tung Wen College, 
’a Japanese institution on Hung, 
jao . Road, received orders on 
Thursday to remain indoors, in 
view of the tense situation.

Japanese dance-halls and 
theatres remained closed last 
night, and were expected to enjoy 

[anothernight of rest tonight.
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Embattled Mcmoyaima
The Momoyama Dance Hall, N- 

Szechuen Road, used as the head
quarters of the Japanese forces 
during the Shanghai hostilities of 

11932, once again was converted 
into naval headquarters yesterday, 
with sentries posted around the 
building and the machine-guns of 

an armored car replacing the gay 
neon-lights.

The North Primary School of 
tlie JJR.C., North Szechuen Road, 
was also utilized by the Naval 
Landing Party as headquarters.

Local Japanese papers reported 
minor anti-Nipponese incidents 
which occured on Thursday.

A man telephoned the home ot 
Mr. Magoichi Yamamoto, Woo. 
sung Road, and asked a member 
of the family in Chinese:

*’Shall I behead you?”.
Reported To Police

The Japanese, the papers said, 
did net answer the question. He 
however, immediately reported the 
brief conversation to the Japan
ese Consular Police.

The Japanese Residents’ cor
poration on the same day receiv
ed. a mimeographed anti.Nippon
ese pamphlet, signed by the Anti-, 
Japanese Youths* Enforcement 
Committee and the Society for the! 
Support of the Foreign Policies] 
of the Chinese Republic, the* 
Shanghai Mainichi said.

The pamphlet was immediately; 
handed over to the Japanese ConJ 
sular Police for investigation.

Officials Confer
Meanwhile, officials of the Con

sulate-General. the Navy and 
Army, and of various civic bodies 
continued to confer on the means 
of coping with the current situa
tion.

A highly important joint con. 
ference of the local representa
tives of the Gaimusho, Navy and 
Army was opened at the Japan
ese Embassy at IQ o'clock this 
morning (Fri.)
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THE F A T AT, ^HnOTTNnZiT? A, JAPANESE M-ARINjS.

Following the fatal shooting of a Japanese marine and the wounding of two others at the comer of H'aining and Woo sung Roads on the night of September 23, armed Japan««» marines were posted about the vicinity of 
the scene of the incident. At 10 p.m. more than 200 marine» were detailed by the Japanese Naval Landing Party to posts on Chingyung Road, Pa Shih Jao, Wang Pang Road and Kiangwan 
Road in Chapei. Pedestrians were searched. The situation 
at one time assumed a very serious aspect»Yesterday morning passengers of Chinese buses passing by the Japanese Rokuean Garden, a headquarters of the Japanese Lending Forces, were all subject to strict search. Armoured care and motor cycles patrolled various districts in Chapei, while groups of marines aimed with riflee likewise patrolled areas within the Settlement. All this caused the inhabitants of Chapei to become greatly panic-stricken. The dispatch of Japanese forces into Chapei was done for the purpose of protecting Japanese residents, nevertheless it constitutes a violation of our national rights and is regarded in this light by the Shanghai City Government, especially as the Shanghai City Government has already issued strict instructions to its various subordinate organs to accord strict protection to foreign residents. It was, therefore, quite unnecessary for the Japanese to send forces to Chapei. Yesterday morning. Mayor Wu Teh Chen lodged a written protest with the local Japanese Consulate- General demanding the immediate withdrawal of the Japanese marines from Chinese controlled territory so as to avoid misunderstanding. However, Japanese marines remained in Chinese controlled territory searching pedestrians until 
6 p.m. yesterday when they were withdrawn. The Bureau of Public Safety has resumed its normal functions. From time to time, however, groups of Japanese marines stationed in the Japanese Rokuean Garden were sent out on patrol duty.

Japanese Marines °’hin-^
Following upon the shooting ease, Japanese marines and tanks were at once mobilized and precautionary measures were adopted at the place where the murder took place. Marines were stationed on the streets and in alleyways. The Commissioner of the Bureau of Public Safety received instruction's from Mayor WU Teh Chen to render assistance in the search for the culprits.Yesterday morning more Japanese marine posts were established, for the situation had become graver. Tanks and armoured cars were sent out and armed Japanese marines were posted on Wang Pang Road and in the vicinity of Oiinese controlled territory. Buses and other vehicles as well as pedestrians travelling between Kiangwan and the Civic Centre were searched by marines* On West Recreation 

1-
1
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Road tnd in the neighbourhood of the Rokusan Garden, a 
small number of Chinese military and polices*-- assisted 
the Japanese marines in searching vehicles and pedestrians» 
On Chung San Road and Sz Dien Road, Japanese marines placed 
sand bags in position and established armed posts. 
Armoured cars patrolled the streets. Searches of 
pedestrians were conducted without the assistance of the 
Chinese Police»

11 Persons Arrested t 10 Released

Immediately after the shooting on Raining Road, 
great disorder prevailed» Large numbers of Japanese 
marines were sent out to search pedestrians« Chang Vung 
San ( 5^, ^ )» age 60, who sells congee on Yalu Road, his
wife Chang §ze; Sz age 64, and his son; .Chang
Yung Woo ), age 21, were taken by Japanese marines
in a van to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters 
for interrogation. Later Japanese marines in three vans 
proceeded to the home of Chang Yung Woo where a search was 
made, but nothing suspicious was found» The following 
persons were arrested in Chang*s house I- Lieu Zay Chung 

age 39, native of Yangchow, a barber, Lieu Van 
Chao native of Yangchow, a barber, Zia Chia Sung

Chow Ziaiig ZungCO^.Hfca coolie>in the employ of 
the Tsa Sz Ts Company t No» 190 Peking Road, who
was paying a visit, Zia Tsing Kiang age 40,
native of Taichow, a ricsha coolie,, living at No. 8 Chi 
Mei Road, Chapei, Zia Tsing Pu (iOJ'Btu), a_ricsha coolie, 
living at the above address, Zia Chao JBz age 20,
native of Taichow, Zee Tung Zeu (•$.’£,$'), age 38, native 
of Tai chow. These eight persons together with Chang Yung 
Woo and his parents, in all 11 persons, were taken to 
the Japanese Marine Headquarters for interrogation. With 
the exception of Chang Yung Woo, who is still being held 
for further interrogation, the other ten persons were 
released at midnight» The residents in the are* became 
panic-stricken^ The North Station Branch of the Public 
Safety Bureau andthe Szechuen Road Police Station sent 
out a large party of officers and men to maintain peace 
and order in the district»

The Case of the Suspect Chang Yung Woo

The suspect named Chang Yung Woo, age 21, 
native of Tai chow ), who was arrested on the night
of the fatal shooting of a Japanese marine is a congee 
hawker» He sells his wares every night by the side of 
the Bast Yalu Road Bridge» It is said that at about 8 p.m» 
that day, Chang heard several shots. He rushed to the 
corner of Raining and Woo sung Roads to see what was taking 
place. Unexpectedly he was arrested just as he reached 
the place» He was wearing at the time an old foreign 
style shirt, and pants of the same make» Interrogated 
at the Ohapoo Road Station of the Japanese Landing Party 
the amae night, he stated that he lives at No. 8 Zai Kong 
Li (-vTJ. T ) all jyway off Dixwell Road, and that he 
knew nothing about other affairs» Later he was removed to 
the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters for detention.
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Upon learning of this arrest, the Settlement 
Police immediately made ,a request to the Japanese Landing 
Party for the mat:*s extradition according to law so that 
the Police might later on arraign him’before the competent 
Court to be dealt with, but the request was rejected 
by the Japanese authorities.

When the parents of the suspect, who are 
both more than 60 years old, saw in newspapers the 
photograph of their son, they wept bitterly and proceeded 
to the Hongkew Police Station to request the extradition 
of their son, but they were driveHyBy the Japanese Police.

Last night the suspect was handed over to 
the Police by the Japanese Landing Party Headquarters. 
He will be charged in Court either to-day or to-morrow. 
As regards the 11 suspects arrested near the scene of the 
incident, all of them were released the same night after 
they had been interrogated:, by the Japanese authorities. 
Amongst these suspects ere one Ma Yung Zai (J) oK ), 
age 30, and another named Ma Yung Mee (a -»k. ),age 21, 
brothers, natives of Hashing. They live in House Ho. 9 
Zai Chi Li X ) alleyway off East Hashing Road.
Both are employed with the Hung Dah (>*1j /L) Printing 
Shop on Shanhaikwan Road. They were questioned and 
searched by Japan* e marines on the night of the incident 
as they were passing by the place on their way home. As 
they showed signs of excitement and alarm, they were 
arrested. However', owing to lack of substantial evidence, 
they were later released on bail.

Three Pistols Pound by Police

Three pistols believed to have been used 
in this incident have been found by the Police. One of 
the pistols was discovered in a garbage box in the Nee 
Peng Li Qk 4 ! alleyway off Wocsung Road, while
another one was picked up inside Zai Chi Li (^$p-rx X.) 
alleyway off Chapoo Road. Both these pistols had been 
fired. As regards the pistol which was found yesterday 
morning inside the Bund Garden, an examination by the 
Arms Identification Section of the S.M.P. revealed that 
it had not been fired) therefore,one cannot say whether 
this is one of the pistols »* t used in the murder. The 
spent cartridges that were found by the Police in the 
vicinity of the taene of the incident are of different 
calibres» :r.

Notice Issued by the Shanghai City Government

The Shanghai City Government publishes the 
following notice in the advertisement columns of the "Shun 
Pao" and other local newspapers i-

•The policy of the Government is that 
internally, people should observe the doctrines and the 
law and do their best for the reconstruction of the country; 
said externally, they should maintain good relations with 
foreign countries. All Chinese people should be on good 
terms with friendly nations and must refrain from anti- 
foreign comments or anti-foreign acts or other acts 
inciting ill-feeling against friendly nations.
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"The National Government has already issued 
orders to the above effect and the City Government has 
notified the public of such orders. The City Government 
is now publishing this notice in the hope that Chinese 
residents will strictly comply with the orders. Offenders 
will be dealt with severely.

Mayor Wu Teh Chen»
September 24» 1936."

City Government Issues Order to Assist in Search of 
Assassins

At 9.30 p.m. September 23» Mayor Wu Teh Chen 
issued the following instructions to the Bureau of Public 
Saf etyt-

"According to a report received» one Japanese 
marine has been shot dead and two wounded in the vicinity 
of Waosung and Haining Beads corner in the International 
Settlement. Although the incident occurred in the 
Settlement» it is essential that assistance be rendered in 
the search for the assassins for the maintenance of the 
safety of the whole city. As to the area within the control 
of this Govexnment» strict precautionary measures be 
continued as there are many Japanese residents living in 
the area and must be properly protected, *

Commissioner of Public Safety Bureau Calls Conference

At 4 p.m, yesterday. General Tsai Ching Chun.
Commissioner of the Bureau of Public Safety, held a 
conference with the chiefs of various branch bureaux and 
high officials of the Bureau to discuss the following 
measurest-
(1) Assistance to the Settlement Police librce in the search 

for the assassins.
(2) To instruct the various chiefs of branch bureaux in 

Chapel where many Japanese reside to observe the 
measures for the protection of Japanese residents which 
were promulgated sometime ago.

(3) As this incident is liable to create a panic among the 
people in Chapei, the Police Stations concerned should 
detail officers to make a house-to-house explanation 
that the Bureau will accept full responsibility for the 
maintenance of peace and order and that the people 
should remain quiet and not create any disturbance,

Japanese Consul-General Calls on Mayor WU

Mr. Wakasugi, Japanese Consul-General in Shanghai, 
who flew to Hanking on the morning of September 23 to 
interview the •Japanese Ambassador, returned to Shanghai by 
traina7 a.m. yesterday . • ... At 11.30 a.m., accompanied
by a secretary, he called on Mayor Wu Tab Chen at the 
Civic Ceptre. He was received by the Mayor and Wong Chang 
Chun(£.-&-^.)» Special Delegate of the City Government.

v According to information from the Japanese 
Consulate, Mr. Wakasugi presented certain demands to Mayor 
WU, while Mayor WU replied that he had already instructed 
the Bureau of Public Safety to assist in the search for the 
assassins and to offer special protection to Japanese 
residents. The Mayor asked Mr. Wakasugi to transmit a 
request to the Japanese Marines Headquarters to withdraw 
the Japanese marines from the Civic area.
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Mr, Fessenden Expresses Hi s Views

Approached by a reporter at 2 p.m. yesterday, 
Mr. Fes&enden, Secretary-General of the S.M.C., made the 
following statement:-

"The S.^.C. has not received any demands from 
the Japanese. The atmosphere is tense but the incident will 
not be aggravated if treated with calmness. I do not think 
that any disturbances will take place because shootings 
are common in practically all countries, as for example the 
attempted assassination of the American President etc. 
Last night, the Acting American Ambassador in Japan was 
hurt by a thief. It is impossible to take precautions 
against such incidents. I think the Japanese realize this 
and therefore will not do anything to aggravate the 
si tuation?
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MAIpICHI

THE FATAL SHOOTING OF A JAPANESE MARINE.

Chinese Various Circles National Salvation Association 
^orms anti-Japanese terrorist corps.

Vhile the authorities concerned 
are still excited over the Chengtu, the Pakhoi and the 
Hankow incieents, another unfortunate incident has taken 
place in Shanghai.

On September 18» the anniversary 
of the Mukden incident» the proposed activities of the 
Chinese Various Circles National Salvation Association 
were completely suppressed by the authorities. Since 
September 20 various member associations of the Various 
Circles National Salvation Association have be n holding 
secret meetings to arrange certain plans.

On September 22 a number of 
radical elements belonging to the Cultural National 
Savlation Association and the Students National Salvation 
Association farmed a Youths Anti-Japanese Action Committee 
with the object of carrying out a positive anti-Japanese 
terrorist movement. ^.ue On the very day thatjthe Committee 
came into existence» /assassination of Japanese was 
discussed. The Committee distributed a large quantity 
of anti-Japanese handbills in Chinese controlled territory 
and copies were also sent to a number of important 
Japanese residents by post. It is believed that the 
shooting affair on Woosung Road had been planned by the 
Various Circles National Salvation Association and is 
clearly a challenge to Japan.

Assistant Commissioner Uyehara 
of the Special Political Office of the S.M.P. held 
a conference with a number of officers which lasted until 
a late hour last night for it is believed that the 
remaining members of Yang Ven Tao's party( one of the 
three accused in the Nakayama case) are responsible for 
the shooting on Uoosung Road.

NIPPO

ARRIVAL OF 300 TERRORISTS OF KWANGSI CLIQUE

According to information 
received from certain reliable French sources in Shanghai» 
some 300 members of an anti-Japanese terrorist group 
despatched by the Kwangsi Clique arrived in Shanghai 
some days ago. These French sources are of the opinion 
that owing to the domination of the anti-Japanese terrorist 
elements» the situation will become worse» so they are 
carefully watching developments.

The French, authorities in 
Shanghai are gravely concerned for they fear that the 
situation may become worse and may develop to such an 
extent as to cause the severance of diplomatic relations 
between China and Japan.
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MAPTICHI

Japanese Amalgamat ed associat iorp o f Street 
Unions passes resolution

As 3 p.iq. yesterday the Standing 

Committee of the Japanese Amalgamated Association of Street 

Unions held an emergency meeting to consider the present 

situation•

The foilwing resolution was passed: 

of the Chinese :eople against Japanese are becoming intolerable# 

We hereby express a desire that adequate naval and military 

forces be dispatched immediately to protect the lives and 

property of Japanese residents in accordance with the truce 

concluded in 1932 after the Sin©-Japanese hostilities in 

Shanghai.
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3 Suspects 
In Shooting 
Case Nabbed, 
Face Court

a b

Marines Patrol Streets, 
Search Passers-By, 

Stop Busses
Three Chinese arrested JYednes4 

day night on suspicion being im-l

Japanese Landing Party 
Turns Trio Over To 

Municipal Police

HONGKEW STILL 
LIKE ARMED CAMP

Chang’s father yesterday issued 
««»y V». - ------- » —- la vigorous denial that his son had
plicated in the attack on three-anything to do with the shooting. 
Japanese bluejackets, were yester- He stated that the boy had left his 
day handed over by the Japanese shop ; to sea what the shooting was 
Naval Landing Party to the Shang~ ;atx>ut and was subsequently"àfreSted. 
hai Municipal Police and wffl be At the time of his .arrest, the youth 
brought to the First, special;was wea$ng a foreign-style shirt 
District court for a writ of deteh-and trousers which; he bought:-’ra
tion this morning. fcently from a second-hand store.

All three suspects, it was learn- f His father burst into tears when 
ed last night, were arrested inv he saw a picture in a Japanese 
mediately after the shooting/ al- newspaper showing hlssohkneeling 
though earlier reports -stated thatdn frontof Japanese officers and 
only one man was apprehended by surround  edbyjapanese bluejackets.

'The picture was taken at a time 
when he was being questioned by 
Japanese naval authorities..

The father continued that to 
make matters worse, Chantf w&s the 
only survivor of a family of 10 
■sons. - ,

Street Intersections Guarded 
s While detectives of 
lare working both night and day In 
Ian effort to locate the slayers and 
! bring them to justice, Hongkew has 
' taken the appearance of > huge 
armed camp. With thè exception 
jof that stretch of North Ssechuen 
Road between the Szechuen Road 
Bridge and Range ROad, àll street 
intersections to the east as far as 
Hongkew Creek are guarded by 
Japanese marines and members Of 
the Japanese Civilian"' Reserve 
Corps. Thé marines are armed with 
rifles and fixed bayonets. The 
civilian reserve men, who were 
armed with pistols throughput the 

' night of the shooting have been 
disarmed and are now -equipped 
only With walking stim. W1 

! Av strong guard’ W been placed
I grounded the Japanese cable office 
■1 on Tiendong Road while there Is a 

heavy guard abouttlie
Market area, especially^ at the turn
table at the intersection of Boone, 
Woosung, Seward and Miller Roads.

When the guard at all points,Was 
changed' last night, newarrivals 
from the transport Muroto, which 
reached portaH *.m. yesterday, 
appearedf on duty as . feltef. The 
new men spent the day In the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party bar-

a Nipponese civilian.
The three men are Ma Yung- 

nylen, Ma Yung-tsai, printers, and 
Chang Yung-wu, a food vendor 
who operates a stand on Yalu Road.

While Chang’s arrest was reveal
ed after the shooting Wednesday 
night, the capture of Ma Yiing- 
nyien and Ma Yung-tsai, who are' 
brothers, was not known until they 
were handed over to police late 
yesterday afternoon.,. Suspect* Nabbed

All three men were arrested while 
they were allegedly running away 
after the shooting which took the 
life of First Class Seaman Asamitsu 
Tamlnato, and which wounded 
Second Class Seaman Yoshlmi 
Deriba and &rst Class Seaman 
Yoshitane Yawata.

The Ma brothers told officers of 
the Hongkew Station that they knew 
nothing about the shooting, Ques
tioning of them failed to give police 
any useful information.'

Both stated that they were in 
the vicinity when the attack took 
place. They saw people running 
away from the «cone and’ upon 
hearing that some Japanese sailors 
had been shot, they also decided tin 
n#-' ■

The third suspect, Chang, turned j 
over to: the Settlement policelate .1 
last night, ' arrested/WSal 
Japanese bystander. He wasalleg- J 
ed to have been ’ running awayln 
a dark, alley off Haiiting Road 5 
after,: the shooting. The bystander 
clftimad that the ii
aged in tbe act of hiding a/pistol t 
in the sandbox, ‘

■ ■ r tittle Bvi^ngc.7'7^
Although there seema^io be Mttie 

if ,ani’ evidence against theity H -ffi I 
understood that the Japanese naval { 
authorities believe that they know I 
more about the shooting that they { 
are willing to admit. AU three ap- ' 
peered .Very, commonplace ;in^ i 
dividual# of the shop assistant and j

i racks, resting up fromthe^thrèe- 
day trip’

jÌ'
did notremlthe strength 
newtólvà& aCniNA FiarifMra 
P°r^



Dight that tlie contigent comprised I 
two battalions with an aggregate 
strength of 90a men.

of thes6 is a*« ^thl 
Battalion of the Kure Port Defense 
while the other is the 12th Batta-I 
lion of the Jasebo Mobile Marine 
unit. The latter is equipped with I 
motorcycles and machine guns. The 
strength of each battalion is about! 
450 men. They left Jasebo for 
shanghai on September 2$, acting! 
under orders of Vice-Admiral Semei 1 
Toyedo.

By nightfall yesterday conditions ( 
in Hongkew had attained abmef 
semblance of normalcy. To say that I 
they were normal, however, would I 
be far-fetched but it is true that I 
they were considerably imp’roved F 
over the state of affairs prevalent Fi 
in the district during the early Ij 
morning.

Business Dull
Most of the shops were open al- h 

though business was slack. The I1 
motion picture houses at then 
corner of Chapoo and HainingL 
Roads whose patrons were search-L 
ed Wednesday night after the I; 
rhooting w ere open as usual but II 
patronage, investigation revealed, I 
had fallen off about 50 per cent. I> 

Cabarets in the district, usually : 
fairly well filled with customers, I 
d iring the early mornings were 
open but quite aside from . the! 
dancing girls, members of the! 
orchestra and the servant staffs, [ 
there .was practically nobody in! 
them. ‘ I

Although . traffic was open 
throughout the area, it was much* 
lighter than usual, especially on 
the streets where Japanese naval 
guards were the heaviest. During 
the morning,, the Hongkew Market 
area presented the unusual picture 
of Japanese Marines mingling with 
customers making their day’s pur
chases of provisions. The marines, 
in their search for pistols, explored 
the conterits of each and every 
market basket, whether the person 
who carried the basket was Chinese

- Fdrefgn-«taketr Searched 
subjected 

to . the. incoiiveiffence f$f./having 
their market; b^fcfets searched, 
wh 2 th er they liked it or not.

The search for pistols, which 
started almost immediately after 
the shooting» has resulted in the! 
nnding cff thfeb weapons. One was J 
found shortly after the shooting in 
a sandbox M Oeywayoff H«ln; 
ing Road not far from the scene of 
<e slaying." mis *as <3®# 
sind tesfis made by the 
sectionbt W s-W.' ye»1«**»?ret 
vealed that it Was used by the as
sailants of , the ' three Japanese 
ifja^ads.*y ; /

^Another gun, reported- to he of 
Japanese? manuMfe
In the same district, while the 
third pistol, another Mauser was 
discoveredbyaforeign^Ce_officer 
ftwt ouBde.i4M .watont ¿ublicGarden<>*** 

terday.issued shortly alter t^_ dlsco^ry
y^terdaymom^
gun was thought to have Been 
used in the shooting, ®»h, appar- 
<mtly-- i

near

trnefMi
uBets taken 
!Bwounded



hats while the marines are helmet- 
ed.

An attempt has been made to 
keep the IreserVe as military as 
possible and those in charge seem 
to have succeeded fairly well. Re
serve men are posted at regular 
intervals with four hours on duty 
and fours hour off.

Frequent Meetings Hçld
Meetings of residents and naval 

and. consular officials were held 
throughout the day and a number 
of stuféments on the sltuation were 
forthcoming. The fiirst of thèsfe 
statements was issued by -■ Rear- 
Admiral Eijiro Kondo, Commander 
of the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party. He urged the Shanghai 
public tb keep cool and go about 
its regular business and then con
tinued:

“The action takep by the Special 
Naw Landing Party was. based oh 
the .italit •.<<# self-defense arid Its 
main object lies solely in the pro
tection of lives and property of His 
Majesty’s subjects residing here.

“We shall not be lenient to those 
Whb regard Japanese nationals and 
officials as their enemies and who 
thus threaten peace and. order in 
this city.“

• This Maternent was generally ac
cepted as a declaration of the 
Landing Party’s intention to hold 
an emergency guard in the Hong- 
kew area for comfl time to come 
Shortly after Admiral Kondos 
statement came . another from 
Liimteriant « Commander Matao 
Okino. naval attache here. The 
attache expressed himself, in strong 
terms, stating that ,|t is. the inten
tion of the; Japanese navy .to s»e 
that “the sacrifices thus paid do 
not come tonaught.”x

ae latter pistol cannot yet be con- 
defed definite.
Empty shell cases found near the 

:ene of the shooting lndteate .de* 
nitely that more than one gun 
as used, in fact; the gang which 
red upon the three Japanese was 
juipped with several pistols, shell 
uses of a number of calibers 
aving been found.

The picture presented at the 
ongkew Police Station Wednesday 
ight and throughout the day yes- 
>rday was . one pf bustling activity, 
very detective attached to the- 
ation had his hands full, in fact 
tost of them, ¡foreign, Japanese,’ 
ad Chinese, worked late into the 
ight on the case.
During the morning, detectives 
ere dispatched to all sections of 
w area where the shooting qc* 
irred, assigned to the task bl 
lestionlng shop-keepers and other,. 
‘siCehts of the district who might 
ave witnessed the actual shooting* 
he^ w*ere still covering' the ter* 
tory last night but had obtained 
ily> strays bits ol Information that 
light ; help them in their search 
>r the real culprits.

Descriptions .Vague
Thy Shooting occurred with such 

uddlnness, according to thb 
lajority ci (hose questioned, that 
hey dldn^t see much of anything 
k few remembered seeing three 
apahese fleeing into a Japanese 
ook-store after several shots had 
»een fired. Others recalled seeing 
everal man in Chinese clothes Irpn 
.way from the area but their de- 
criptions of these people were 
ague and helped but little. Several 
>ersons are reported to have been 
wrought to the police station for 
[uestioning but were sent home 
if ter Interrogation.

Regarding opinions expressed by 
Japanese authorities that an or
ganized gang of assassins seeking to 
;tir up trouble between the Japanese 
ind Chinese National Governments 
vere responsible for the shooting, 
;he Shanghai Municipal Police were 
ion-committal.

AIn the meantime, tenslon among 
nembers. of the Japanese community 
s still running high. The Japanese 
:iub on Boone Road has become 
he center ; bi activity for the 
Japanese' Civilian Reserve Corps. 
?rom this point, the reserve was 
mustered out: Wednesday evening 
md ■ is at present using the place 
is a headquarters. The reserve is 
dl in uriffQrm, easily distinguish- 
ibiefromtne marines, by the tact 
hat its members wear campaign
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¿AIR OF TENSENESS PREVAILS 
IN HONGKEW WITH JAPANESE 

EXERCISING “MARTIAL LAW
Unwounded Bluejacket» 
Able To Give Only Hazy 
Picture Of The Shooting

City Government Of Greater Shanghai Lodges 
Formal Protest Against Patrolling Of 

Japanese Naval Party In Chapei \

THREE SUSPECTS HANDED OVER TO S.M.P. 
STRENUOUSLY DENY COMPLICITY

With stand-by orders in all districts of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police, curtailment of leave to foreign naval and 
military forces, and from dawn until after sunset a virtual 
state of martial law in the Hongkew District, established 
by the Japanese Naval Landing Party, reinforced by some 
500 bluejackets who arrived from Japan during the 
morning in the transport, Muroto, tension was still high 
throughout the International Settlement yesterday, follow
ing the shooting of three Japanese bluejackets on Haining 
Road at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, although there had been 
much relaxation of feeling in the Hongkew district.

Japanese marines, with bared 
bayonets, were posted at intervals 
along North Szechuen Road, and 
at all intersections in Hongkew 
in considerable strength, while 
armoured-cars, motor-cycle patrols, 
and trucks, carrying four or five 
marines, maintained a constant 
tour of the district, ranging as 
far east as Broadway and in the 
western section, passing across the 
Settlement boundaries into Chin
ese territory. Further armoured- 
cars and tanks were kept in 
readiness at strategic points.

Chalk-Marked Pavement
Traffic conditions returned to 

normal at different points* at 
different times, but' free passage 
was general shortly before dawn. 
Market gardeners proceeding to 
the Hongkew Market found their 
way barred, by gentries at 4 a.m. 
near the Fire Station, but Else
where the cordon had been lifted.

1 The spot where First Class Sea- 
• man Asamitsu Taminato received 

» his fatal wound was, however, 
f roped off, and the pavement cover

ed with cryptic chalk-marks, indi-. 
eating the positions of the prin
cipals in the drama, though some

I of them, on the walls, marked 
I points where bullets had ricochet- ;

ted.
It is revealed that Second Class 

Seaman Deriba and First Class 
Seaman Yawata were both wound- [ 
ed in the arm. They are under
stood to be comfortable and making 
expected progress.

Suspect’s Denials
Although the Japanese Landing 

Party took three men into custody 
as suspects within half an hour ; 
of the outrage, in addition to 
scores of others temporarily detain- i 
ed for questioning, it was not until 
yesterday evening that the first 
youth arrested, Chang Jung-ho, a 
congee seller, living at 'No. 8, 
Sinjuikang . Lane, Dixwell Road, 
was handed over to the S.M.P. at 
Hongkew Station, where Detective- 
Inspector Duncan has charge of 
investigations.

Throughout an intensive grill
ing, the youth strenuously denied 
the accusations against him, in
sisting piteously that he had pitch
ed his congee-stall in the alleyway 
and neither had anything to do g 
with the shooting, nor saw what 
happened. *

Against him is the fact that 
despite his assertion, his stall was 
not found in the alleyway.

Brothers Also Detained
The other twe suspects, who 

were handed over to the Settle
ment police early in the day, are 
brothers.

Both these men, it is learned, 
deny all knowledge of the shooting, 
claiming that they are printers 
and were on their way home from 
their place of employment, when 
they were arrested because they 
happened to be near the place 
of tragedy.

Police were last night endeav
ouring to check Up on their state- g 
ments, seeking to ascertain at what i 
time they left their employment, i! 
and the reasonableness or other- j 
wise of the route taken, if they 1 

’ were, as they claim, proceeding 
home.

No actual eye-witnesses of the 
shooting have yet given informa
tion to the police, as far as can 
be ascertained, but. there is a 
wealth of evidence concerning the 
events immediately following, 
much of which is highly contradic
tory and throws little light upon 
the incident.

One of the witnesses, declared
■ that four men tpok part in the 
attack and that two of them were 
of taller stature than the average

i Chinese, and heavily built. One 
wore a grey coat, white trousers 
and black hat. Another wore a 
dark brown 'long gown.

BlueiacRet’s Story
The uhwouhded bluejacket, 

Second Class Seaman Kochi, is 
unable to contribute any material 
fact to the evidence.

He has explained that he and 
his colleagues had just come out 
of a photographer’s shop and were' 
walking abreast on the pavement, > 
about 50 feet from the corner^ 
of Haining Road and Woosung 
Road, when he saw Taminato 
collapse.

Seaman Kochi does not recollect 
hearing the shots. He saw nothing 
of the assailant or assailants, but 
picked Seaman Taminato up and; 
guided him towards the bookshop- 
on the opposite corner. He saw 
the other two were hit.

Except that the shooting came 
from behind the quartette, his: 
knowledge of the affair in details, 
were extremely hazy.

Firearms Found
Three firearms have come into- 

the possession of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police in connection l 
with the affair.

The first is a ten-magazine auto
matic, the chamber of which had 
been completely emptied shortlyi 
before its discovery in the S.M.C. 
sandbox on the scene of the shoot
ing. One of the suspects is alleged 
to have been seized in the act of 
concealing the weapon.

Another revolver, of large 
calibre, loaded in four chambers,j 
was found at about 2.40 a.m. in 
Siyukingfang Lane, next to 
Willie’s Theatre, within a hundred 
yards of the ambush. This wea
pon, however, had not been fired 
for three or four years and ex
perts are inclined to believe that 
it was hastily discarded by the 
owner, innocent of complicity in 
the outrage, but alarmed at the 
possibility of discovery during the 
intensive house-to-house • search 
conducted by the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party.

A modern Mauser, with eight I 
bullets in it, was found during the 
morning in the Public Garden on 
the Bund. This, too, is thought 
to have been thrown away because4 
of the extra vigilance of search 
parties operating in the Shanghai 
area, particularly in dealing with 
persons passing in and out of the 
Hongkew district.

-Special P.C.’s Part
Mr. W. P. Me Allan, a member j 

of the Police Specials, the volunteer' 
unit, who is employed by the 
Shanghai and Hongkew Wharf 
Company, appears to have been‘. 
the only European to take an 
active part in the early stages 
following the shooting.

Mr. McAllan resides in North 
Haining Road, which runs parallel 
with Haining Road, and had just1 
returned, in uniform, from shoot-1’ 
ing practice, when he heard the 
firing of shots, donned his tunic 
and carrying his revolver, ran 
through the alleyway which fur
nished cover for the gunmen.

At the end, near the S.M.C. 
sandbox, he found & Chinese 
grappling with a number of 
civilians, seized hold of him and 
handed him over to an officer 
the Japanese Landing Party who 
appeared at that moment.
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He also assisted in carrying the 
wounded men to the vehicles in 
which they were taken to hospital.

It is understood that he is unable, 
to confirm the allegation made by< 
a Japanese civilian, that the 
arrested man was trying to get’ 
rid of an automatic pistol, while! 
it seems fairly certain from his| 
story that the gunmen did not’’ 
make their escape by way of the 
alley way through which he ap-| 
proached the scene of the outrage, ij 

Naval Proclamation
At four o’clock in the morning, 

a proclamation issued by Rear- 
Admiral Kondo, commander of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
was posted, on large bills, on walls 
in Range Road, North Szechuen, 
Woosung and Raining Roads, 
counselling the Chinese to keep 
cool heads.

“The action taken by the* 
Special Naval Landing Party/* 
the proclamation announced, “was 
based on the right of self-defence. 
Its main object lies solely in the! 
protection of the lives and pro-i 
perty of His Japanese Majesty’s ! 
subjects residing here.

“We shall not be lenient ♦to j 
those who regard Japanese i 
nationals and officials as their j 
enemies and who thus threaten! 
peace and order in this city. '

“May the prudent citizenry of 
Shanghai clearly understand the■ 
intentions of the Landing Party,! 
avoiding blind acts and applying 
themselves to their usual tasks.” i

Every poster carrying the pro-! 
clamation was a gathering ground 
for scores of Chinese idlers, and 
the throngs in the streets, during 
the day, despite the tension in the 
airland the martial law atmosphere, 
were considerably heavier than 
usual.

Unions Urge Sending Of Troops
Mr. Amano, chairman of the 

.Japanese Residents’ Corporation, 
who left for Tokyo on September 
22, has been urged bv telegram to 
return immediately, while the. 
standing committee, of the Federa
tion of Amalgamated Japanese 
Street Unions called an emergency 
meeting to discuss the advisability 

of holding a mass meeting of the 
local Japanese community.

The immediate dispatch to China 
of “land and sea forces sufficient 
to accord full protection to a 
Japanese lives and property” was 
asked for in a resolution adopted 
at 3 o’clock in the afternoon by 
the Committee following a heated 
five-hour meeting.

An emergency plenary meeting 
of the Federation will be held at 
3 o’clock this afternoon at the 
Japanese Club, Boone Road.

The resolution adopted by the 
standing committee read:

“Whereas, brutal outrages have 
been committed by Chinese against 
Japanese subjects,

“Be it resolved that we earnestly 
hope ■ for the immediate dispatch 
to China of land and sea forces 
to accord full protection to 
Japanese lives and property under 
the terms of the armistice pro
tocol signed at the conclusion of 
the Shanghai Incident of 1932.” 

Chinese Protest
The penetration of Japanese 

patrols into Chinese streets, 
across the railway tracks, by arm
ed bluejackets in mgtor-tock? 
brought a telephonic protest io 
the Japanese Consulate-General 
from Mr.' '■ 'p.K. Yu£ ’ Secretary- 
General, on behalf of. City 
Government.

This demarche was rejected on 
the ground that ibe Japanese 
marines wete in Shanghai to nro- 
tect their nationals, arid that they 
were entitled id exercise We 
right W Wfdefence wherever 
Japanese subjects resided.

““Mr. Wang ^Chang-chSfi, Senior" 
Secretary to Gen. W.u Te-chen, » 
Mayor of Greater Shanghai, call- ’ 
ed on Rear-Admiral Kondo to ex- < 
press the Mayor’s regrets over the , 
shooting.

He also conveyed a similar 
message to Vice-Admiral Oikawa, 
aboard the cruiser IzUmo which is 
lying along the wharf near the 
Japanese Consulate.

Attache’s Visit To Nanking ;
Rear-Admiral Satoh, naval at- ■ 

tacho, left for Nanking by air in - 
the early morning to report on r 
the incident to the Ambassador,’ 
Mr. Shigeru Kawagoe.

Prior to his departure, the 
officer conferred at length with I 
Vice-Admiral Oikawa,, and Rear- j 
Admiral Kondo.

Accompanied by Major-General 
Seiichi Kita, Military Attache to 
the Japanese Embassy, Rear- 
Admiral Satoh returned to Shang- ' 
hai at 6.30 p.m. also by air’.

Mr. Kaname Wakasugi, the 1 
Consul-General, returned here from 
Nanking during the morning. He : 
is endeavouring to effect a liaison 
between diplomatic officials and 
the Third Fleet and Naval Land
ing Party.
Council Letter To Consul-General

Mr. H. E. Arnhold, Chairman ofi 
the Municipal Council, has for
warded to Mr. K. Wakasugi, Con
sul-General for Japàii, the follow
ing letter:—

Sir,—I write to express the re- ¡ 
gret and concern of the Council 
at the unfortunate outrage which 
occurred last night in the Interna
tional Settlement, resulting in the 
death of a Japanese sailor.

I am, Sir,
Your oberient servant,

• H. E. Arnhold, 
Chairman.

Later in the day, Mr. Wakasugi, • 
called upon Mr. Stirling Fessen
den at the Administration Build
ing and discussed the affair.

Immediately following the shoot
ing incident, it is learnt, the 
Municipal Government of Greater 
Shanghai ordered the Bureau of 
Public Safety to assist in the 
search, in thè area adjoining the 
Settlement roads, for the murder
ers.

Captain Liang Fu-chu, Chief of 
the North Station Branch of the 
Public Safety Bureau, called on 
Rear-Admiral Kondo yesterday 
morning, presumably in connection 
with the affair.

Inquest And Funeral
Funeral services for Asamitsu 

Taminato, Seaman, First Class, of
H. l.J.M.S. Idzumo, will be held 
aboard the vessel at 3 o’clock this 
afternoon. Full naval honours will 
be rendered.

Vice-Admiral Koshiro Oiakawa, 
commander, of the Third Fleet, 
will attend.

An inquest was held by LJeut.- 
Coriimander Junkichi Ogawa.
I, J.M.S.C., at the hospital of, the 
Special Naval Landing Party.

The bullet, Dr. Ogawa said, 
penetrated the chest above the 
seventh rib and pierced the heart, 
cpniing out foür centimetres* 
above the left breast.

A second bullet had pierced 
the upper left shoulder while a 
third had shattered the elbow.

The -9.then sailors would probab
ly be crippled, sitice both had 
suffered fractured bones.

Chapei Tension
Soon after the' incident on 

Wednesday!, Some 300 Japanese 
bluejacket entered Chapei, pay
ing particular attention to 
Kiangwan and that part of^Chin
ese territory5 which borders the 
Settlement.1 From Kiangwan th 
the Pao~ Shan Road bridge tri 
Chapei, the region was taken over 
by the Japanese. The situation 
looked especially ’ tense pear the 
Eight' Chataèters Bridge where 
just in front of a sub-station of 
the Chapei police a Japanese tank 
was stationed-

Near the Shui Tien Road 
Bridge, Huang Ping Road and the 
Paosnan Glass Factory, the blue
jackets were seen making warlike 
preparations. ' Besides sentries.
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HONGKEW OUTRAGE
There can be no disguising the 

seriousness of the latest anti-Japanese 
outrage committed against a party of 
Japanese sailors as they were strolling 
in Hongkew on Wednesday night, not 
only because of’the grave character bf 
the incident itself but because of the 
situation which must inevitably arise 
therefrom. This is the sixth affair of 
its kind within the past twelvemonths 
and it must be obvious to everybody 
that a proud and powerful people like 
the Japanese will not be content merely 
with protests and unproductive dip
lomatic talks if their nationals are 
left exposed to senseless murder at the

< hands of miscreants whom the Chinese 
authorities are either unable to dis
cover or to put down. The Nakayama 

, and Kayau cases which took place in 
the northern district of Shanghai have 
yet to be satisfactorily settled, no 
satisfaction has been given as yet in 
the Chengtu and Pakhoi outrages; the 
shooting of a Japanese constable in, or 
on the border of, the Japanese Conces
sion at Hankow has yet to be followed 
by the apprehension of the murderer; 
and it is in the midst of attempts to 
liquidate these incidents and while the 
Japanese Ambassador is in conversa
tion with the Chinese Foreign Minister 
at Nanking that a Japanese sailor is 
killed and two others wounded by 
Chinese gunmen in Hongkew. It is^

2 tru&-that Hongkew is territory under1 
u xhe jurisdiction of the Municipal 
( Councn^TKFTOSraffion5^W^^^~ 

that Chinese autfibritydoes not run 
there, and that no direct blame can be 
attached, to Chinese officials on the 
spot, but it is not xso much the actual 
venue of these political crimes which 
matters as it is their uneradicated 
source and unchecked inspiration. 
Niceties of jurisdiction must fade into 
insignificance in Japanese eyes when 
each and every Japanese feels himself 
exposed to sudden outrage without any 
provocation on his part, and if swift , 
and comprehensive measures were 
taken in Hongkew on Wednesday night 
and personal inconvenience suffered by 
innocent third parties there must be 
some attempt made to understand the 
intense indignation which the outrage 
aroused. Japanese military and naval 
authorities, seeking to cut off the 
escape of the gunmen who had dodged 
down alleyways, took their own 
measure&nn the matter of "throwing^ 
cordon around the district, searching 
for suspects, posting sentries and 
generally taking over immediate con- 
Jrol and although such action might: 

| have led to complaints one has only to 
| remember all the> background and to 
f appreciate the psychology associated 
[with it to conclude that justification 
■has to be extended.

It is too early yet to foresee what 
all the developments will be, but it is 
not too soon to realize that Japan is 
determined to do everything possible to 
put an end to anti-Japanese terrorism. 
Chinese themselves have paid tribute 
to the moderate attitude which was 
displayed by Japan following the 
Chengtu and Pakhoi incidents, and it 
was generally recognized that Tokyo 
did not want to let these tragic affairs 
interfere with what it was hoped would 
prove to be a definite growth in Sino- 
Japanese friendship and co-operation. 
The recent anti-Japanese display in 

I Kwangtung and Kwangsi was recog
nized for the internal Chinese political 

I move that it was, and Nanking was not 
; embarrassed by Tokyo in that connec

tion. The one insistent demand of the 
Japanese has been that anti-Japanese 
outrages must stop and very clear 

| intimation has been given that unless 
the Chinese authorities do eradicate 
these murderous elements from among 
its people there can not only be no 
Sino-Japanese rapprochement and co
operation but Japan will be forced to 
consider extending its own measures of 
protection 1 to its nationals in this 
country. One fears that Wednesday 
night’s outrage in Hongkew will have 
its repercussions in that direction. 
Further Japanese forces arrived in 
Shanghai yesterday, following Tokyo’s 
decision to send stronger Naval Land
ing Party units in consequence of the 
Hankow affair, and further Japanese 
military and naval dispositions will 
possibly follow. The gravest view has 
been taken in Tokyo, and the Japanese 
Ambassador now in Nanking stated on 1 
Wednesday night that “a dark shadow 
has been cast on the future of Sino- 
Japanese negotiations and a critical 
stage reached.”

We believe that, in spite of the 
unsatisfactory political situation which! 
has persisted for several ybars past 
and the unresolved character of many 
problems in that situation to-day, the 
vast majority of Chinese sincerely and 
utterly condemn these outrages and 
are desirous of better relationships. 
But it seems that the^Governmentrs 
unable to track down what appears to 
be an organized gang of mischief- 
makers bent on inflaming passions and 
compromising every move towards a 
settlement. The Japanese view is that 
so long as China and Japan are at cross
purposes and with a general air of 
unsettlement and uncertainty pervad
ing the scene so long will internal 
political enmities in this country take 
the course of anti-Japanese excesses, in 
the name of patriotism on the one 
hand but really to score a political 
point on the other. Were Nanking and, 

■Tokyo to come to a settlement, were 
a Nanking to proclaim China’s friendship 

I for Japan on the basis of a new co
operative under s tending, and ? were 
neighbourliness to take the place , of 
criticism, these anti-Japanese elements, 
no matter whom they might be, would 
havp to change their tactics. It is 
China's attitude towards Japan which 
Tokyo claims must be changed, adding 
the argument that Nanking’s respons

ibility—even though itbe indirect—
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City Officials 
Calm, Hopeful 
Of Settlement
Chinese,, Japanese Civ

ilian Officials Ex
change Views' 

reports and 
counter-reports \ circulated in 
Shanghai a? »result of the attack 
on three Japanese bluejackets on 
Haining Road Wednesday night, 
officials of the City Government: 
of Greater Shanghai and the 
Bureau of Public Safety remained 
calm but watchful yesterday.

An emergency conference of all 
the ranking officials of various 
branch Bureaux of Public Safety 
stations was called yesterday after
noon by Generar Tsai Ching-chun, 
Commissioner, At this meeting, 
General Tsai ordered all officers 
of the Bureau to co-operate m 
every way possible in apprehend
ing the person dr persons respon
sible for the killing of Japanese 
First Class seaman A. Taminato, 
and wounding of First Class Sea
man Y- Yawata and Second Class 
Seaman Y. Deriba.Chinese Areas Patrolled

Although reports lute last night 
indicated, that the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party details have been 
withdrawn from Chapei, near the 
vicinity of the Shanghai-Woosung 
Railway, it was definitely learned 
that the Chinese area, extending 
one quarter of a mile in radius from 
the railroad was stiljj being pat
rolled by Nipponese patrols.

This area which extends north 
from. Kiang wan Road was occupi
ed by some. W Japanese sailors 
shortly after the attack. Last night, 
however, the7 majority of this de
tail had been ordered bacjrto the 
barracks near Hongkew Park.

Immediately after the shooting, 
Chinese police officers in this dis
trict were prevented for sometime 
from carrying out their usual point 
and beat duties. .

This situation continued until 
early yesterday morning when Cap
tain Liang Fu-chu, . Chief of the 
North Station branch of the Bureau 

[of Public Safety, called on the 
Japanese Naval authorities to re
quest that further interference 
with the police be avoided.

As a result of this request, the 
Chinese police resumed its usual 
duty late yesterday morning. At 
the conference of the police exe- 

[cutives yesterday afternoon it was 
[decided that despite the presence 
[of the Japanese patrols, the routine 
J work of the Bureau on Tientungan 
■ Road, West Paoshinu Road and 
t other sections of Chapei will be 
[carried out as usual.
j Regrets of the Chinese authorities 
lover the attack were conveyed by 
¡Mr; Wang Chang-chun, Secretary« 
I of the City Government, who called) 
Jon Mr. Kaname Wakasugi, Japan
ese Consul-General, on behalf of in that area.. Cars goina throng 
¡Mayor Wu Te-chen, yesterday that district wei'e searched
I morning. Later, Mr. Wang paid ahhe passengers quest onfed i
'[call On Rear-Admiral Eijiro Kondo,’: ...
ij Commander of' the Japanese Spe
cial Landing party, to convey 
similar regrets.r Wakasugi Calls Oh Mayor

Shortly after Mr. Wang made 
his call, Consul-General Wakasugi 
went to see Mayor Wu Te-chen, 
asking the co-operation of the 

. Chinese authorities in apprehend
ing the culprits.

A similar request was made by 
Mr. Wakasugi to the officials of 
the Shanghai Municipal Council. 
The Council yesterday, expressed its 
regrets of the incident in a letter 
signed by Mr. H. E. Arnhold, Chair
man, to the Japanese Consul- 
General,

Although the residents of the 
Chinese area now being patrolled 
by the Japanese remained out
wardly calm there were apparent 
signs of apprehension that some
thing untoward might happen as a 
result of the presence of armed 
Nipponese.

Mr. O. K. Yui, Secretary Gen
eral of the City Government, made 
a verbal protest in a telephone >. 
communication with Japanese con
sular authorities against the cross
ing of bluejackets into the Chinese 

¡areas. A written statement, ask- 
|ing the withdrawal of the patrol, 
is understood to have been sent 
later by Mr. Yui.

From Japanese sources, it was 
learned that the Chinese protest 
will not lead to any order for call
ing back the armed detachment. 
A spokesman of the Japanese Con
sulate-General stated that the 
stationing of Japanese forces in 
Shanghai is for the protection of 
their nationals, and that the naval 
authorities are entitled to exercise 
the right of self-defense where 
Nipponese residents reside.

One of the activities of uiese 
blueiffckets on patrol yesterday was 
to stop and search all cars going

Center alpfigthe^

[Kiangwan Road. City Government 
» buses, although they all bear signs

showing that they are owned and 
operated bv the various, bureaus, 
were held up and the Government 
workers were ordered to alight. All 
of these passengers, including 
several women, were given a 
thorough search.

In the meantime, what are call
ed by the Japanese ‘•military pre
cautionary measures,” wfere still m 
progress in areas around the scene 
of the killing. On all the Chinese 
roads leading to North Szechuen 
Roàd, ¿several bluejackets were 
posted.e In thè Japanese Primary 
School and in a.Japanese cabaret 
on North Szechuen Road, tempor
ary military headquarters and pa
trol stations had been set up. Also 
on the boundary along thè Chinese 
area and thè Settleàièht, the ,NajraL 
Landing Party details installed ' 
facilities for military telephones. M

To prevent an? disturbances in 
Nantao, the Greater Shanghai Peace

Preservation Corps last night order
ed emergency measures to be taken

I 
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JAPANESE SAILOR KILLED
* IN HONGKEW

Two Others Wounded: Surprise Attack by Gunmen: 
Special Constable Arrests Chinese

LANDING PARTY ISOLATES DISTRICT

Guards Sent Into Chapei: Tanks and Armed Lorries 
Patrol Settlement Throughout Night

FIRST Class Seaman Asamitsu Taminato lies dead. Second Class 
Seaman Yoshini Deriba and First Class Seaman Yoshitane 

Yawata are seriously wounded as the result of a murderous attack 
by gunmen in Haining Road, yesterday. The three men were 
landed from H.I.J.M.S. Izumo as part of the reinforcements 
for the Japanese Landing Party here. Off duty yesterday evening, 
they were walking with another sailor down Haining Road in 
the direction of Woosung Road and had paused to look into a 
shop window near the intersection, when a hail of bullets was 
fired from behind them.

Taminato, the first hit, started to run and then staggered across

Suspect Questioned
Shortly before 9.30 p.m., as senior 

members of the S.M.P. were examin* 
ing the scene of the murder, a truck 
was driven up from the Chapoo sub- 

I station of the marines, and the Chi* 
nese arrested by Constable McAllan, 
flanked by a number of marines and 
sailors, was questioned on the spot. 
After a lengthy examination, which 
the suspect took calmly, making non- I 
committal replies, the fourth and un-1 
wounded member of the party shot I 
at was questioned. His answers 

’were clear and to the point.
According to this man, the four, 

sent off the Izumo earlier in the day 
and attached to the Chapoo Road 
sub-station as part of the Landing 
Party reinforcement, had been given 
leave. They were walking down the 
street, side by side, and had paused 
to look in the window' of a shop 
about 2D yd. from Woosung Road. 
Suddenly they heard a shot from 
behind, and Taminato started running 
across the road. The two wounded 
men and he followed, and had to 
assist Taminato before he reached the 
other side. The shot« followed them, 
and his two companions were hurt. 
The four men were dressed in the 
ordinary white summer uniform of 

: the Japanese sailor and, consequently, 
were good targets in the semi-dark
ness pt the street. The shots were

, fired, he said, at 8 20 p.m. The dead 
man and the two wounded were taken

Haining Road to a Japanese bookstore on the southeast corner, 
where he expired, shot through the heart. The others fled to the 
same store, the two wounded men being hit immediately after 
Taminato.

It is believed that four men were the assailants. They are 
alleged to have fired from an alleyway a few yards from the 
intersection. One Chinese in coolie clothes, alleged to have been 
one of the four, was arrested by S.M.P. Special Constable McAllan, 
assisted by bystanders. He was immediately taken to the Chapoo 
Road sub-station of the Japanese Naval Landing Party for ques
tioning. :>

The- Landing Party almost immediately were on the scene 
and a strong cordon of men was thrown around the area, extend
ing from Miller Road on the east to beyond Chapoo Road on the 
west, and from Quinsan Road on the south to Range Road on the 
north. All traffic in the area—trams, buses, motor cars, and 
pedestrians—was stopped and all occupants of houses in the dis
trict kept in their own premises. A house-to-house search was 
started which was kept up until the early hours of this morning.

The alarm was raised immediately 
after the shooting, and following the 
arrest of an alleged member of the 
gang, whom the bystanders stated was 
caught in the act of throwing a milit
ary Mauser pistol into a sand-box. 
placed at the corner of the alleyway 
from which the shots wére presumed 
to have been fired. It is supposed 

it, in all, ten shots were fired, and 
pen or eight cartridge cases were 
iked up from the pavement by 
lice and marines who were soon 
the scene.

Fifteen men were rushed from 
>ngkew police station, though the 
vesiigation was immediately taken 
er by the Japanese Marines and 
insular Police detectives. These 
iter arrested two moré suspects, 
die others busied themselves chalk- 

hg the pavements where the car
riages were found,

Military Take Charge
Within a few minutes the military 

brees, hurried to the area from the 
arracks 'near Hongkew Park, took 
ntire charge of the affair, and put 
Ut their cordons around the area, 
fotor-cycles, manned by three men, 
ivo with their rifles at the ready 
nd bayonets fixed, huge trucks load-

ed with marines armed to the teeth, 
and the grim armoured cars of the 
Landing Party roared constantly 
through the streets.

\ The alarm broadcast through police 
¡ circles brought Mr. S. C. Young.
Deputy Commissioner, Capt. H. Smy- 

i the, Mr. G. W. Gilbert, Assistant 
Commissioner, Mr. T. Robertson, As
sistant Commissioner, Superintendant 
J. Crouch, Divisional Officer, and 
Chief Inspector V. Sharman, in 
charge of Hongkew Station, quickly 

i tc the scene, where they directed 
investigations on behalf of the Shang- 
bai Municipal Police.
* Traffic Stopped

Tram and bus traffic along Woo* ; 
sung, Range, and Haining Roads was | 
stopped immediately^ completely sus- ! 
pending all movement in the roped* 
off area. Marines guarded the actual 
scene of the shooting and the store 
from where the wounded men fled, 
mounting machine-guns fully emaiK 
ned.

Ten minutes after the shooting, and 
just as the main body of marines 
arrived on the scene, a bus of the 
China General Omnibus Co. rolled ' 
up and stopped. It was immediately 
held, as a rumour flew around that ? 
the shooting had been done from it i 
Two inspectors, a Russian and a 
Korean, nine passengers, and the - 
driver and conductor) were held on 
board. The inspectors. were rescued 
by a member of the Municipal Policé, 
the rest being held until midnight 
when the bus was allowed to pro
ceed, the passengers and staff being ! 
questioned in Hongkong Police Station

I before being released. ... I

to the Hongkew barracks, while he 
returned to the Chapoo Road Station.

Extraordinary Precautiwis
Extraordinary precautions were 

being taken by the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party last night. Early in 
the evening, it was impossible for 
anyone not a Japanese on business 
to pass the cordons, even senior 
members of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police being refused admittance to 
the area. The cordons were, how
ever, on the main roads, the majority 
of the alley ways providing access 
which was used by the police and 
newspaper representatives to get to 
the seene.

Patrons of Willie’s Theatre and the 
Hongkew Cinema, in the centre of 
the guarded district, were not. 
allowed to leave the theatres, ! 
lemaining in crowds in the lobbies, 
guarded by details of Japanese f 
marines with fixed bayonets. They t 
were not permitted to go home until \ 
several hours after the shooting- |

Residents in the houses in the area ' 
were rudely disturbed during the | 
course of the house-to-house search [ 
which followed, though the majority . 
of them, with excitement funning I 
high, were clustered their door
ways watching the tremendous dis
play of military strength concentrat
ed in the reads. Miner clashes were 
reported at each of the main points 
of the cordon, where details with 
fixed bayonets kept inviolate the 
ropes stretched across the roadway. 
Feeling ran high, and only the calm- I 
ness of the officers and men of the 
landing parties stationed there kept 
the bystanders, mainly Japanese, in 
some semblance of order.

Railway Patrolled
Early this morning, the Landing 

Party closed North Szechuen Road, 
: near Hongkew Park, to all traffic. 
All who wished to get out to the 

! Kiangwan area were forced to detour 
into Chapei, along Paoshan Road and 

; thence across the railway beyond the 
I Landing Party barracks. Details of 
Japanese marines were to be seen 

[ along Paoshan Road, well into Chapei 
j territory, while the railway crossings 
i on the Woosung fine were guarded 
by especially strong detachments, 
who made a careful search of all 
who wished to cross.



The Landing Party did not put their 
whole available strength into the 
guarded area, but took over the polic
ing of the Hongkew district right 
down to their barrackSi Mobile 
columns of trucks, loaded with troops, 
and armoured cars patrolled the 
roads, while armed sentries were 
stationed at intervals all over the 
district. A detail of 100 men was, 
sent from the flagship Izumo, lying 
in the harbour, and thrown around 
the Japanese Consulate-General in 
Whangpoo Road, while other details 
were sent to other important Japan
ese properties in the vicinity.

Chapel Invaded
All available service men in the 

city were summoned by buglers 
rushing through the streets in trucks 
and on motor-cycle», hundreds 
emerging from cafés and other places 
of amusement and running to rqport 
for duty. At 9.40 pjn. the Japanese 
reservists were called out and put 
on patrol duty in Hongkew. Mean* 
while, details of marines, fully armed, 
were sent to certain spots in the 
Chapei area, according to officials 
of the Chapei Public Safety Bureau, 
shortly before midnight. There 
were concentrations at Tien Tung ¡ 
An Road and Pah Tse Chiao. *

Soon-after the affray, the Russian 
Regiment of the Shanghai Volunteer 
Corps and sections of the Shanghai 
Municipal Police Specials received 
orders to stand by.

Passengers in the bus detained near 

thn Hongkew i’ire Station, op being 
released at midnight, were returned 
to their homes by the bus company 
in hired cars, each with an escort of 
a Japanese marine. The Reserve 
Unit of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police stood by until the early 

f hours of this morning before re
turning to their station. The Japan- 

I ese marines stayed on duty all 
night, the area being still under 
guard, and no-one was allowed 
within it without a special permit.

Shop-keepers in the district, both 
Chinese and Japanese, were quick 
to put up their shutters and it is not 
anticipated they will open for busi
ness to-day. As this is ene of the 
most important districts in the 
Japanese section of the city, and 
includes such Arms as the Nippon 
Commercial Union, Japanese banks, 
and other firms of importance, 
considerable losses are expected.

Community Conference
At 11 p.m., a conference of leaders 

of the Japanese community, military, 
naval, and civilian, was held at the 
Japanese Consulate-General, but their 
conclusions were not issued to the 
public.

The Japanese Residents Corpora* 
tion issued instructions to the prin
cipals pf its schools to suspend all 
classes this morning.

At an early hour this morning, 
doctors at the hospital of the Land
ing Party stated that the wound
ed bluejackets were doing well. First 
Class Seaman Yoshitane Yawata was 
shot in the upper left sum, the bullet 
fracturing a bone and remaining lodg
ed in the arm. Second Class Sea
man Yoshimi Deriba was shot in 
the upper right and left arms, the 

¡ bullets piercing both.
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Hongkew City Of Dead |
As Nipponese Take Over

Control After Killing
Streets Deserted, Atmosphere Tense Through 

Night; Patrols, Cars, Motorcycles Active;
Many Forced To Spend Night With Friends

'“Snct On'Yalu Road
The actual spot where the blue* 

jackets were shot is not Haining 
Road, as reported this morning;

*T^HE Japanese Naval Landing 
X Party took over full and

complete control of the entire ___, _ JHL
Hongkew District from 8.23 o’clock is’on the north side of Yalu
last, night, and is in control of Road about 100 feet west of the 
that district today. Woosung Road corner. This is in

inside that section of Hongkew f fpont of a block of Chinese and 
bounded by Range Road on the| japanese shops and houses of the 
north. Quinsan Road on the south, *WiUai type jU that district, and the 
Woosung Read on the east and! man was killed was hit by a 
almost to North Szechuen Road t^iet apparently fired i*torn a 
on the vrest, Japanese marines, J narrow alleyway giving off Yalu 

Road toward the north. The spot 
was chalked off, each separate 
mark or clue being ringed with 
chalk, and all was ca’refully guard
ed to prevent anyone disturbing 
it.

As a representative of *-¿0 
Shanghai Evening Post und a 
cameraman stood by ;the spot 
with their guide—a young Re. 
servist who was also their guard 
and did not leave them from the 
time they entered the area till 
they left-—a large motorear of the 
Landing. Party purred up and 

Lw Stopped. Three Japanese marines 
armed with bayoneted liflee leap
ed out, swinging the?? bayonets

armed tb tlie teeth and with bared- 
bayonets, were practically the only I 
humans in the streets, patrolling- 
along Haining Road, Yalu Road, 
chapoo Read, and other thorough-I 
fares and alleyways. With them: 
were' young Japanese Reservists in i 
uniform cabled out for: the em
ergency, and a small sprinkling 
of Japanese civilians. Hardly a 
Chinese was to be seen after 8:30 
p.m., houses and shops were 

opt, 
inside,

and shops 
closed, doors shut, lights 
while residents cowered 
waiting developments.No Police

There was not a member of the
iani

nese^or foreign, inside the cordons 
with the exception of*a few high 
fcje^ '^01£r.R froiu

■ headquarters to investigate, and 
oven they"’per- 
Wage non flrqfa-With the. Japanese 
navai Landing Party _ Outside

notable fnr their atepce..ttoighft, 
gUUH^ngkew;
gzechuen
could bjFfeen anywhere, and very 
tew Chinese, .Along the borders 
Of Hongkew. nn

Were afew mgn of ths 
Burgau of Public _^W^ ^cruPul- 
ouslv keening onUieir side of th*

There was no doubt in the.
minds of the hundreds of Chinese,. 
Japanese and Europeans in the: 
area that the Japanese with the 
bayonets wereUe law in fefe; 

¿gjg. Many foreigners who lm& 
inside the area roped off and who: 
were returning to their homes 
from amusements or business were 
got allowed to pass the barriers 

hardship philoeo.
phically and without protest, 
spending the rest of the night 
with friends or in hotels. There 
was no protest possible for 
civilians in the face of helmeted 
troops standing at the ready with 
gleaming bayonets.

City Of The Dead
Only through the aid of a 

special pass issued by the Japan
ese Consulate-General could a 
foreign newspaperman succeed in 
passing through the lines. Hong, 
kew inside that area, was a veri
table city of the dead—dark and 
deserted save for the grim patrols. 
The atmosphere was very tense; 
th$£e few who were on the streets 
walked and spoke softly arid kept 
apprehensive eyes on the marines:

The Japanese Landing Party 
headquarters on Haining Road 
opposite the Willies Theatre 
bristled with bayonets: motor
cycles stood waiting at the door. 
Cycles with sidecars wired 
throiigli the district; each sidecar 
curried two marines, fully armed.

about to clear the way. Those 
who steed near had to dodge-back 
to avoid damage. A high officer 
of the* Landing Tarty, in uniform, 
stepped out. steed looking at the 
spot silently for a minute or so, 
climbed in and drove off with his 
guards, not having spoken a word 
during, his visit.

Movie-Goers Heid
Those who had been attending 

the cinema at the Willies Theatre 
were detained for several hours 
after the incident, though the 
show was stopped immediately. 
Later they were released In groupfr 
of 20 or 30, and were escorted out 
of the area under guard. Many 
were carefully searched at the 
barriers.

A large per cent of the crowd 
watching outside the barriers was 
composed of Japanese civilians, 
who appeared very exceed. The 
presence of their own troops had 
a1 quieting effect on them, how
ever, and they were orderly.

Wait Orders
The observer in the area gather

ed the general impression of trie 
seriousness of the affair from the 
attitude of the marines. They 
were very efficiently organised; 
everywhere were sentries and 
patrols, or groups waiting orders.

The only motorcars moving m 
Hongkew last night apparently 
belonged to the Japanese military. 
These cars roared about the 
streets, some without lights, some 
bearing a large Nipponese flag on 
their hoods, nearly all loaded with 
marines or officers. Trucks pack
ed with marines were on tne 
streets.

Cameramen Busy *
Japanese newspapermen and 

photographers were v^ry active, 
continually taking flashlight 
pictures. They all seemed to have 
tree and easy access to Xhe pro- ‘ 
hibited area, coming and going as 
they pleased. Other foreign news
papermen without passes, nowever, 
were abruptly turned back.

Tanks rumbled down North 
Szechuen Road from the Landing 
Party barracks*

The barracks seethed with 
activity as several hundred 
marines were waiting under arms 
there. Armored cars, tanks and 
motorcycles were ready to roll from 
the compound.

At the Japanese Consulate- 
General troops were on guard, and 
there was a great deal of hurried 
coming and going. Conferences 
were being held one after another 
all night.

Police At Station
Municipal police conpned their 

activities almost entirely to affairs 
within the compound of the Hong
kew Police Station, just down the 
street from the scene of the 
shooting, hough outside the roped 
on area. The Red Maria stood in 
the compound and several riot cars 
were parked there.

The absence of people from the 
streets of a usually very crowded 
district was the most notable 
aspect of the case. In this 
absence there was an atmosphere 
of foreboding bordering on panic 
in Hongkew and in Chapel. The 
Japanese military was in control.

I 
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Last Night’s Incident
J^ONE WiLL CONDONE last night’s murder 

of one Japanese sailor, and wounding 
of two others, in the Hongkew district. All 
will fsel sympathy with the Japanese autho
rities and people, and it will be generally 
j’ealizjBd that , a degree of tolerance must be 
exercised in judging their reactions to what 
many of them must inevitably feel to be 
latest in a chain of connected, more or less 
planned events of murderous violence

Whether these events actually have been 
so planned, by an underground terroristic 
organization, remains quite unknown and no 
¿roof to that effect has been brought forward. 
The fact must be emphasized, for it seems 
inevitable that ¿flerts yii| hc-made to fasten 
upon the Chinese Government some measure

in the International

¿tion. Attempts to do *so can only__egc>lte

,QfiWtga upon .¿orgtou.uiQi^

IB»

The fact that such organized terrorists 
jwould without doubt be enemies of Nanking; 
patent on causing embarrassment to the Gov
ernment, is not likely to be construed as 
lessening the Government’s responsibility for 
¿the difficult tftsk of detection and punishment.

Unless catastrophe is to precipitated, 
Japan must exercise coolness L. action and in 

¿¡charges. Howayer much the Japanese may 
discredit theories that spontaneous “incidents” 
ire inevitable while Japanese pressure against 
«China, continues and however much it may 
he declared that such “incidents” are result 
of terroristic organisation which the Chinese 
Government could and should stamp out if it 
lias the will, it must be apparent to everyone 
that the Chinese nation as a whole represents 
sa heap of dry fuel. It will not take many 
Sparks to start disastrous conflagration. For | 
Creation ofthis situation Japan’s China policy 
■Is responsible and responsibility lies with 
ffiapan for its control.
J This is no.t in the least to imply that out
rages must be ignored, or that the Chinese 
Gotsinment owes no duty of protection to' 
■foreigners of whatever nationality. No re
sponsible Chinese will take such a position, 
mor will anyone else. Bu it does imply that 
xjn both the Chinese and the Japanese sides, 
Jhere should be recognition of existence of an 
Emergency condition; and there should be 
every effort on both sides to be moderate» 
reasonable and just in the interest of keep* 
ing the situation in hand and finding con
structive solutions.
a One further word concerning the specific 
Shanghai aitupt^m.' It is not the funct^jt^

¿ability of fresh difficulty, while 
ffindf of thfc ordinarily responsible authorities. 
Hard as it may be to do so. the Japanese 
should ma. litest firm self-control refrain from 
factions ■ inf ringing upon the powers of the ’ 
constituted organs of law and order.
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High tension held the nort
4morning, as th® result of last night’s murderous attack upon

' three Japanese bluejapkMs by a gang of Chinese gunmen.
Nipponese sailo’-s/ in full military kit, patrolled the streets 

of the Hongker?^District, Chinese roads running off Norths 
Szechuen Road, North Honan Road and a portion of the 
eastern district. 

AT STRATEGIC POINTS
Tanks, armored cars and motor-cycles, armed with machine ’ 

guns, were held tn readiness at strategic points throughout- 
th© northern district.

A force of Japanese bluejackets, whose strength was not 
revealed, arrived here from Ja.1----- ;-------------------
pan at 7 o’clock this morning on | and officials as their enemies and 
the transport Muroto and im- ' *' .
mediately proceeded from 
Osaka Sh'csen Kaisha’s “ 
Wharf to the barracks 
Japanese Special Naval 
Party, Kiangwan Road.Chinese Protest

A protest against the patrol
ling of Chinese streets, across 
the railways tracks by Nippon- 
bluejackets early this ( morning 
was made by telephone to the 
Consulate-General by Mr. O. K. 
Yul, Secretary-General of !the 
City Government.

This demarche was rejected by 
the consular authorities on the 
grcuml that the Japanese marines 
were stationed in Shanghai to 
protect their co-nationals, and 
that theytfere entitled to exer- 

l.ctee the ^right of self-defense 
whereveif Nipponese subjects! 
resided.

| who thus threaten peace and order 
in this city.“Prudent Citizenry”

“May the prudent citiaenry^cr 
Shanghai clearly understand vlie ■ 
intentions of the Landing Farty, 
avoiding blind acts and putting 
themselves to their usual tasks.

The proclamation was general
ly interpreted here as a declara
tion of the Landing Party’s inten-i 
tion to hold emergency j^rd to 
protect the Nipponese residents.

immediately after the issuance 
of the proclamation» Lieut.- 
commander Matao Okino, assis
tant naval attache here, expressed 
the naval authorities’ “firm reio.

1 liition” to take all necessary steps 
to cope with the situation.

Navy’s intention
i Voicing his regret at the death 

of Taminato and the injuries 
sustained by the two other blue
jackets, the officer affirmed tn© 
navy’s intention to see that * the 
sacrifices thus paid do not come 
to naught.”“Action Before Words”

“Adhering to the motto: ‘Action 
before words’ we shall carry out 
what we consider right”

Rear-Admiral Osamu Baton, 
naval attache» left here for Nan
king by air at 7 o’clock this morn
ing to report fully on the incident 
to Ambassador Shigeru Kawagoe.

Prior to his departure, the officer 
was closeted in a conference; 
which lasted till 3 o’clock this 
morning' with Vice-Admiral 
Koshiro Oikawa, Commander of 
the Japanese Third Fleet. and 
Rear-Admiral Kondo.

Mr. Kaname Wakasugi, Consul- 
General. returned here from Naar 
king this morning, after confer
ring with Mr. Kawagoe.Liaison Officer f

His task, Dome! learned, will be 
to effect a close liaison between 
the diplomatic officials and the 
Third Fleet and the Naval land
ing Party.

After making a study of the cir
cumstances of the attack, Mr. 
Wakasugi will today request the 
Shanghai Municipal Council and 
the Government of Greater 
Shanghai to apprehend the cul
prits, immediately.Chinese Regrets

Mr Wang Chang-chun, Senior 
secretary to General Wu Teh- 
chen, Mayor of Greater Shang
hai, called on itear-Admixal 
Kondo at 9 o’clock this morning 
to express the Mayor’s regret^ 
over Uie shooting of the

Half an hour later, the Chin
ese official conveyed similar re
sets to jVfcce-iAdmiral Oikawa, 
aboard the cruiser IzumO, flgg- 
•ship of the Third Fleet

Shortly after the attack last 
night, Mr. Hidsnari Terazaki, 
Consul, requested Major F. W. 
Gerrard, Commissioner of the 
Shanghai Municipal PolM.and 
Mr. O. K Yui, Secretary-General 
of the City Government, for xne 
immediate arrest of the gunmen 
and for the adoption of measures 
assuring the safety of Japanese 
nationals here. rJndentification j

The Chinese, who was nabbed
in » dark alley <® ***
a few moments after the murder,

Traffic 
morning 
scene of _ ......... 
where First Class Seaman Asami- 
tsu Taminato received his fatal 
wound has been roped off and is 
guarded by a 
marines.

The condition 
wounded men, 
Seaman Yoshimi Deriba and 
First Class Seaman Yoshitane 
Yawata, both of whom were shot 
through their arms, was des
cribed as “satisfactory” this 
morning. They are expected to 
recover within three weeks.

In a proclamation issued at 4 
o’clock this morning Rear- 
Admiral Eijiro Kondo, Comman
der of. the Japanese Special 
Naval Landing Party, 
the peculation 
“keep its head 

“The action
Special Naval 
the statement 
based on the right of self-defense 
Ifs main object lies solely in the 
protection of lives and property 
of His Majesty’s subjects residing: 
here.

“Weshall not be lenient to those 
Who regard Japanese nationals

las been adentified, according to ■ he local Nipponese papers, as' 
Chang Jung-ho, 21, residing at J 
No. 8 Sinjuikang Lane,, Dixwell 
Road.

The man, the papers said, was 
seized by Mr. Tadashi Horie, a 
Japanese passer-by, as he was 
trying to hide a pistol in an 
3.M.C. sand-box. The suspect was 
described a$ a food vendor.

Another pistol, of a large cali
ber, was found at 2.40 o’clock in 
the ill-lit Siyukingfang lane, next 
the morning in a dark corner of 

;,‘to the Willie’s Theatre. The 
^discovery was made by a search 
party of the Municipal Police.Band Described

Eye-witnesses of the attack, 
according to the dailies, declared 
that two of the band of assail
ants were of ‘ “heavy stature”,
taller thap, 5’ 5” in height. One 
of them was reportedly ; wearing 
a grey coat, white trousers and a 
black soft hat. The other was' 
atnfeed in a dark brown coat.

The attack created a profound 
tension M the ranks of the local 
Nipponese community.

The schools operated by the 
Japanese Residents’ Corporation 
failed to open their doors this 
morning.

All liberty was cancelled for 
members of the U.S. Fourth 
Marines here today as result of 
the shooting incident in Hong- 
kew last night. Men on leave 
or furlough have Seen recalled 
and the regiment here is still 
close to barracks for the time 
being, in order to avoid any ac
cidents during the period of ten
sion.

warned 
of Shanghai to 
cool.”
taken by the 

Landing Party,” 
declared, “was

n
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SMC Sends Regrets 
To Japanese Consul

Mr. H. E. Arnhold» chair
man of the Municipal 
Council, today forwarded to 
Mr. K. Wakasugl, consul 
general for Japan, the 
following letter:*— 
K. Wakasugl, Esq..
Consul General for Japan, 
Shanghai.
Sir,

I write to express 
gret and concern 
Council at the 
tunate outragé 
occurred last night __ 
International Settlement, 
resulting in the death of a 
Japanese sailor.

I am, Sir,
Your obedient servant, 

H. E. ARNHOLD, 
Chairman.

the re- 
of the 
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Father Denies
Son Shot Sailoi

Chang Declared To B* 
Hawker; Arrest 

Said Mistake
A vigorous denial that his soi 

Chang Yung-wu, 21, is in any wa 
connected with the “Hongkew In 
cident” last night was today if 
sued by the youth’s father whe 
approached by Chinese newspaper 
men. The suspect now* detaine 
by the Japanese ¿Special Nava 
Landing Party is the only survivin’ 
eon of 10,boys born in the Cham 
family. (

Change his is ;
’ food-stall keeper working near th 
East Yalu Road Bridge. Las 
night he heard pistil shots an< 
rushed to Woosung Road to fine 

i but the trouble and was arrestee 
by the Japanese officers.
‘ The youth, at the time of hi 

-I arrest, wore a fcreign-style shir 
and a pair of trousers which hi 
bought from a second-hand good: 

4 store, his father said.
i The old man burst into tean 

when he saw a picture in a Japan* 
ese newspaper showing his son 
kneeling in front of Japanese 
officers and surrounded by Japan* 
ese bluejackets. The picture was 
taken at the time when he waf 
being questioned by the Japanese 
naval authorities.
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Naval Landing
Party to Take
Armed Measures

“Within and Outside the 
Settlement”

REINFORCEMENTS ARRIVE 
FROM JAPAN TO-DAY

**The Special Kava! Landing Party will take armeA measureo^f orTKe protection nt -fanun^ lty<* wiflBh and ftut^ide the Settlement, according to Own WfWHit-*’
This statement was issued last 

night, byRear*Admiral Eijiro Kondo, 
Commander of the Special Naval 
Landing Party, following tht murder 
of a Japanese bluejacket and the 
wounding of two others in Ha ini ng 
Road. The statement said further:—

“We were not ¿wholly unprepared 
for- an emergency of this type in view 
of. the anti-Japanese tendencies ex
hibited of late. This latest instance 
of , anti-Japanese terrorism is, how
ever, most regrettable.”

No Doubts
Capt. Makoto Tsukamoto. Com

mander pf the Japanese Gendarmerie 
here, who assisted in last night's ; 
investigations, spoke to representa
tives of the press at 11.30 pan.

“There is .no-doubt that the assail- ■ 
ants xyere Chinese ” he said^JÎSSË 
Chinese was caught as he was about; 
IcThide a pistol in âK S.AKCZ sandi 
toy in Haining ^oad. Thls is thel 
major suspect we have in custody.» 
He* has steadfastly refused to answerf 
our questions and that Has prevented! 
us from ascertaining his connections}

“We have assigned a number g£ 
marines to serve under Lieut-CmdrS 
Sashichiro Tadano, of the Special 
Naval Landing Party, to co-operalqE 
with the Landing Party, the Consular^ 
Police, and the Shanghai Municipal 
Police, in searching thé neighbouring! 
houses and in securing additional 
evidence.”

Embassy Statement
“Our indignation at this lates 

outrage, on top of recurring acts o 
violence, has no bounds,” a spokes 
man of the Japanese Embassy de 
dared. “We can no longer trust Chi 
nese assurances that anti-Japanes 
movements and activities will b 
suppressed and we must regretfull; 
take upon ourselves the task 0 
Hrntpetinfif t.ho livp« anH nrAnorfv '

means we consider suitable.”—Dome^

Reinforcements Arriving
Reinforcements sent from Japan tl 

strengthen the Japanese Naval Land! 
ing Party in Shanghai will arrives 
this morning in the special service] 
ship Muroto. The transport will tiel 
up to the Osaka Shosen Kaisha’s] 
Wayside Wharf. Neither the strength] 
of the additional force nor its port 
of . departure have been disclosed by^ 
the naval authorities.
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One Japanese
Killed, Two

Wounded . :
Tension rose high in the 

Hongkew District last night 
when a Japanese marine was 

jkilled and two other wounded 
I at 8.30 in the còrnei of Woo« 

. sung and Haloing Roads.
I The assailant, a Chinese, was 
I caught at the scene with the 
I pistol which the fatal shots 
I were fired.

immediately after the killing 
about 500 Japanese Marine 
Landing Party were1 rushed 
to the* furrounding districts 
patron tog the streets and 
que^ioero< iiir' paesers-by. 
Nobody wasallowed to go nest 
the scene of the crime j nd ud« 

I Afc IMmaar 
r newspapers.

.The nearby Japanese residents 
upon tbeenqiiiry of the re
presentative of the China Drily 
Herald, refused to say anything.

It was alleged that the three 
marines were standing in the 
street and the Chinese assailant 
just walked up and fire on them 
in close range.

Bss’de the one killed instant
ly, the other two, one with a 
slight Wound in the band and 
the other suffered a bullet^ 

I wound in the head, were rushed 
¡40 the Japanese Military Kos 
pital immediately for medical 
attention.
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EMERGENCYDEFENCE

Japanese Marines And
Sailors Preparing 

For Trouble
DISTRICTS MARKED FOR 

ATTENTION
In an oral statement given out 

at 10.30 p.m. a staff Officer of the 
Special Naval Landing party an
nounced that Japanese marines, 
assisted by sailors landed from 
the cruiser Izumo, would take up 
emergency defence positions»

These were to include:
The Hpngkew district : ,
The Central district, East, of ' 

North Honan Hoad:
The Eastern District, exclusive 

of thé industrial area;
Chinese territory, < bordering 

’ North Szechuen Road.
| The statement in full was as
| follows:

I
 “At 8.10 o’clock to-night a party 
of sailors, landed from the cruiser , 
Izumo;A were attacked at the 
corner of Woosung and Haining t 
Roads by several Chinese.

“The losses were as follows : one 
dead,, two injured.

“Killed: First Class Sailor from r 
the cruiser Izumo, Asamitsu 
Taminato, shot from the back, the 
bullet ï pierced the heart, ^causing 
immediate death. Another bullet1 
was found in his body.

“Injured: First Class sailor from 
the cruiser Izumo Yoshitane 
Yawaté, shot ir. the upper left 
arm, the bullet fracturing the bone 
and remaining lodged in the arm.

“Second Class Sailor from the 
cruiser Izumo, Yoshimi Deri ba. 
shot in the upper right ar.j left 
arms, the bullets piercing his arms.

“Following operations on the in
jured men their condition was 
stated to be satisfactory. Their 
lives are not in danger.

“All sailors at liberty from the t 
Special Naval Landing Party and I 
the cruiser Izumo were immediate
ly recalled to their 'quarters?

“One suspect was arrested and 
taken to the Chapoo Road branch 
of the Special Naval Landing 
Party for questioning.”

The suspect and three Japanese 
civilian witnesses were taken to 
the Naval Landing Party head
quarters at 11 o’clock.

Tanks, armoured cars and motor 
trucks, loaded with marines, roll
ed out of the marine barracks at 
11 o’clock to take up assigned de
fence positions. Japanese reserv
ists accompanied/ every unit, to, 
act as interpreters and guides.

Marines dispatched from Japan 
to strengthen the local forcé wiM 
arrive. at ’7 o’clock this morning 
at the Osaka Shosen Kaisha 
wharf aboard the special service 
ship Muroto. / <'

Neither thé strength of the 
force nor its sailing point was dis
closed by the naval authorities 
here. MS!
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H, V Pl T A TH A Tl T1 telephone lines were being thrown 
U A VI V V >11 >1, V all arbund the district by the

In Hongkew 
During Night
Shows In Two Theatres

Stopped, Audience
Undergoes Search

EIGHT PASSENGERS OF 
BUS ARE DETAINED

\rmed Men Rush All Over 
District, No One Is 

Allowed To Enter

The Hongkew district was 
thrown into confusion again' 
last night as the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party took’ 
control of a sector following 
the fatal killing of one Japan
ese sailor and the wounding 
>f two others. Trucks loaded 
with marines, armed to the 
hilt, with fixed bayonets, 
roared over the district and 
notor cycle patrols with 
marines holding revolvers in 
their hands were evident 
a very where.

Machine guns were placed at 
various street corners surround-* 
ing the scene of the shooting on 
Haining Road, near the corner of 
Woosung Road reminiscent of the 
night of January 28, 1932, when 
the Japanese marched into Hong-; 
kew in .an attempt to penetrate 
Chapei.

Shopkeepers and residents be
came alarmed as the Japanese 
forces commenced rushing at full 
speed around the streets. A cor
don was thrown round a big 
sector, at the north bound by Range 
Road, at the South by Quinsan 
Road, Woosung Road on the east 
and 'leading up almost to North 
Szechuen Road on the West. Few 
were allowed to enter or leave the 
sector and many Chinese and for
eigners coming out of the . Willie’s 
and Hongkew Theatres following 
the 7.15 p.m. show were detained 
for almost an hour, before being 
finally allowed to leave.

Police Escort
The audience from the Willie’s 

Theatre at the intersection of 
Yalu, Haining and Chapoo Roads, 
right opposite the branch of the 
Japanese Naval Headquarters, 
were ordered to proceed along 
Chapoo Road ^towards _ Range

’ Road, but there the non-commis- ¡midnight the S.M.P. officials had 
! sioned officer in charge of the 7,0 facts of the aff^r available 
I barrier, would not let them apart from what dribbled in to 
; through. They returned and then them from various sources. The 

j between Japanese took complete ^control of 
jthd matter and were themselves 
questioning the Chinese arrested 
immediately after theshooting.

The arrested man it is under- 
stood after being kept at the 

1 Branch Station of the Nava) 
Landing Party until about 10.30 
p.m. was placed in a truck full of 
armed marines and taken to the 
headquarters on Kiangwan Road.

■ AU lights were on and. the whole 
garrison was standing-by on 

I Kiangwan Road. Inside the court" 
i yard all the armoured cars stood 
| in readiness with men already at 
[. their posts, motorcycle patrols 
and about 300 men also stood-by 
ready to move off at a minute’s; 
notice.

following negotiations __
officers of the Landing Party and 
officers of the Hongkew Statioii, 
the group were led through the 
cordon along Haining Road, lead
ing towards North Szechuen 
Road.

Later in. the evening it was re
ported the Japanese ordered the 
shows at both the Willie’s and 
Hongkew Theatres to be stopped 
and searched the audiences, look
ing for likely suspects. It was re* 
ported some time later that two 

i Chinese were detained on sus- 
ipicion, but this could not be con-j 
I firmed. I 

marines. The first wires put up 
were between the scene of the 
killing and the Branch Head
quarters on Cbapoo Road. Truck 
load after truck load of marines,

1 in full field service marching 
order, arrived at the headquarters 
from nine o’clock on and from 
there, were assigned to various 
points and duties.

Officers rushed about in high 
powered cars and feeling com
menced to run high amidst the 
Japanese in the district. Shutters 
and iron gratings of all stores in 
the vicinity went up soon, after 
the marines took over patrolling 
the district and many people had 
difficulty in getting back to their 
homes. Chinese were not even 
given an opportunity, to satisfy 
officers that they resided in the 
occupied area.

Bus Passengers Held
Eight passengers of a bus, the; 

driver and a conductor, who came; 
on the scene several minutes after 
the shooting, were detained by the 
Naval Landing Party and' up to 
midnight last night had not been'; 
released. According to an official 
of the China General Omnibus 
Company the No. 2 Route bus, the 
last one on the route for th.e day, * 
was proceeding from Avenue Ed
ward VII to Hongkew Park. Itj 
arrived at the intersection off. 
Haining and Woosung Road several ? 
minutes after the shooting.

Thinking that the passengers, 
the driver and' the conductor might ? 
have been eye-witnesses to the» 
shooting the Japanese detained 
them. As no word was heard of i 
them until shortly before midnight,! 
a ranking foreign officer of the?! 
Shanghai Municipal Police accom- J 
panied by a Japanese Interpreter y 
proceeded to the Japanese Naval /; 
Landing Party Headquarters in ah . 
attempt to obtain the release of 
the passengers and the bus 
employees.

The driver and conductor of an
other bus, which passed the scene I 
of the crime just as the shooting 
took place, were brought down to > 
the Hongkew Police Station last } 
night by bus company officials and j 
questioned. The men stated that • 
they did not see anything, but I 
heard the sound of shots. After f 
making statements they were al- i 
lowed to leave. Several Japanese 
witnesses also made statements at 
the Hongkew Police Station.

S.M.P. Kept Out
High officers of the Shanghai 

Municipal Police arriving on the 
scene had great difficulty in get
ting through the cordon to the. 
scene of the shooting. Some of 
them in fact were prevented from 
passing th? cordon even after hav- 

,ing identified themselves. Up to

4

(
£

t

| Chapei Lights Out. I
It was reported that shortly - 

after the shooting, with the news ‘ 
having spread like wildfire to J 
Chapei, lights there went out. - 
This was first denied by Chinese J 
officials, but later they admitted 1 
that all lights were extinguished; 
in the North Szechuen Road area 
for several minutes. The Chin- ’ 
ese authorities pointed out that ■ 
officially they had not as yet been 
informed of the shooting and thst 
they could not be held responsible 
for it as it did not occur m their 
jurisdiction.

Several, hundred marines were t 
landed from the Izumo to rein- i 
force the local force. One of the 
trucks rushing along Woochang 
Road towards the jetty to pick up 
a party of marines, collided with 
a Route No. T tram on Seward 
Road, and turned over. Luckily 
there was only the driver and 
another marine in the truck at 
the time. The guard managed to 
jump clear, while the driver x^as 
oply slightly injured. Little dam
age was done to the truck.
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Unknown gunmen send hail
OF LEAD FROM ALLEYWAY AS

NIPPON SAILORS STROLL BY
Secret Political 

Organization
Japanese authorities stated 

last night that it was their 
confirmed opinion that all 
the murders of Japanese in 
China within the past 12 
months could be attributed to 
a secret Chinese political

guise of patriotism,
Tne death of Hideo Naka

yama in November of last 
year, the shooting of Mr. 
Kayau, the Chengtu outrage, 
the Pahkoi killing and last 
night’s outrage, as well as 
the shooting of Japanese con
stable in, Hankow were all 
attributed to the same or
ganization which is believed 
to have its origin in Canton.

Hongkew District Again
Turned Into Armed Area 
As Marines Take Control

STAMPEDE IN HAINING ROAD WHEN SHOTS 
POURED FROM DARK QUARTER STRIKE 

TRIO OF SIGHT-SEEING BLUEJACKETS

CHINESE ARRESTED WHEN FLEEING FROM 
SCENE; PISTOL FOUND IN GARBAGE CAN

-------- »------------;I

Impenetrable Cordon Of Japanese Armed Men 
Thrown Round Affected District; Police, 

Public And Traffic Unable To Pass

Marking the sixth outrage against Japanese residents 
of China within unknown gunmen
last nigrn killed a Japanese sailor and wounded two others 
in the Hongkew District, shortly after eight o’clock.

As three Japanese bluejackets were’ walking along 
Haining Road and passing an alley just before reaching the 
corner of Woosung Road, a hail of bullets was fired at the 
trio. One of the sailors was shot through the chest and 
his two companions received bullet wounds in the arms.

Staggering across the road to a Japanese book-store 
the three sailors collapsed. The man shot in the chest 
expired shortly after entering the store and within a few 
minutes after the shooting the entire Hongkew District, 
within a radius of a quarter of a mile, was under complete 
Japanese domination, even officers of the Shanghai Muni-
cipal Police having

The spot where the latest shoot
ing of Japanese took place is a 
few yardsfroma smaRalleyway 
with exit on Haining Road’ and 
exit into Chinee« territory. Ih the 
alleyway, following the general 
stampede, a Chinese was arrested 
and was last night being held for 
interrogation by the Japanese 
Naval authorities. In the mouth of 
the alley, a few yards from where 

ithe Chinese was arrested, a pistol 
: was found in a garbage can. This 
was also in the hands of thè 
Japanese last night.

Near ’Bus Stop
The Hongkew Police Station 

personnel were immediately in
formed of the shooting anil police
men attached to the station and 
patrolling in the . vicinity were 
quickly on the spot. Owing to the 
fact that a’bus stop is located fit; 
the intersection of Haining and 
Woosung Roads, and there was a 
considerable crowd gathered there 
shortly after eight o’clock, general 

( confusion followed the discharge 
of shots.

r.. As the three bailors collapsed 
opposite the alleyway the crowd 
scattered, but, according to 
Japanese reports, the arrested" pian 
was seen darting down the alley 
and was arrested as one of * the 
suspects. Police investigators sub
sequently picked.dp eight discharg
ed shells near the spot where the 
sailors were shot. 

al difficulty in passing the 
armed cordon.

[ Japanese marines armed with 
rifles and bayonets, Japanese 
sailors and other Japanese armed 
detachments hurriedly placed a 
cordon around the district and 
traffic of all description was dis
rupted until well after midnight. 
Special investigators from the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party, 
Japanese Consular Police and^the 
Shanghai Municipal Police were 
summoned and attempted to recon
struct the crime with the aid of 
the suspected Chinese who pleaded 
complete ignorance of the whole 
affair.

Sailors From Izumo
The slain sailor v^as First Class 

Seaman Asamitsu Taminato. He 
left his hat in the Seido bookstore, 
at the comer of Chapoo and 
Haining Roads, to which the 
group of marines fled.

Those injured were: Second 
Class Seaman Deriba and First' 
Class Seaman Yawata, They were 
rushed to the Hospital of the

I
I
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Japanese Naval Landing Party, bn 
Kiangwan Road.

Second Class Seaman Kochi 
escaped without any injuries.

According to eye-witness ac
counts, the would-be assassins 
fired at close range at the sailors 
near the ’bus stop at the corner 
of Haining and Woosung Roads.

The attacked seamen staggered 
into the bookstore, Taminato 
immediately collapsing upon the 
book shelves. He expired before aid 
pould be given.

The attacked sailors were only 
recently attached to the Naval 
Landing Party, having been taken 
off the cruiser Izumo, flagship of 
the Japanese Third Fleet.

The captured suspect was seiz
ed by a Japanese pedestrian, who 
savif the alleged gunmen 
the alley immediately 
sound of the fusillade 
down.

. Japanese bluejackets 
the district discovered a pistol in .. _ _ 
a garbage box of the dark alley! to co-operate with the Landing 
through which the man sought his J Party, the Consular Police and th« 
way to safety. 1 Shanghai Municipal Police, in

Fye-witnesses of the attack de- searching the neighbouring houses 
dared that the assailants, whose; and in securing additional evid
number they put at- “at least four,” : ence.” 
escaped through a North Hainingj Rear-Admiral Eijiro Kondo, 
Road Alley, to Chapoo Road. J Commander of the Special Naval

The owner of the bookstore said| Landing Party, issued the follow- 
that Taminato was the first of' ing statement at 9.30 o’clock last 
the group of sailors to seek re-’ night:

searching 4. V * WUWti’V, Vi

thè Special Naval Landing Party, 
te co-onerate with thè Landinc

be" 
as |

dash into! 
after the , 
had died i

corner of Raining and- 
Szechuen Roads; - »
corner of Yalu and Miller

t

Äg

«

»

fuge from the bullets in the shop. 
He held his hand up to a bleeding; 
left breast. A few moments later; 
he slowly sank to the floor and 
expired.

Sailors Landed
Less than three-quarters of an 

. hour after the attack, a detach- 
i ment of sailors, whose number 
| was put at "about a hundred,” 
’ was landed from the cruiser Izumo 
iand placed around the Consulate- 
General, on Whangpoo Road, and 

! other important institutions.
Immediately after the shooting 

a dethil of men was rushed to the 
scene of the crime from the Hong- 
kew Station to engage in a house- 
to-house search in the alleys in 
the block fringed by Woosung, 
Raining and Chapoo Roads.

The passengers of a ’bus, which 
stopped at the corner of Woosdngj 
and Raining Roads, a few feet; 
from the scene of the attack, about1 
three minutes after the blue
jackets were shot, were examined 
and searched to determine if the 
culprits were among them.

From Behind ’Bus
A report which could not 

confirmed, said that as soon 
the ’bus pulled up to the stop, 
the gunmen appeared from behind I 

4it and started firing upon the 
sailors.

Members of the local Japanese 
Reservists’ Association were order-, 
ed at 9.40 last night to assemble 
at the Japanese Central Primary 
School, Range Road.

Simultaneously, the Japanese 
Residents’ Corporation issued in-*} 
structiops to the principals of its < 
schools to suspend classes this; 
morning.

Naval authorities declared last ’ 
night that they expected to take 
"adequate steps” before the night 
was over to protect the lives and 
property of Japanese residents 
within the area bounded by North' 
Szechuen and Dixwell Roads and 
the Soochow Creek.

Doctors at the Hospital of the 
| Japanese Landing Party said that 
Taminato was shot from behind, 
the bullet touching the heart. An
other slug lodged in the sailor’s 
body. The two other bluejackets j 
were reported "doing, well

the 
told 
last 

‘One Chinese was caught 
a pistol 
Raining

Refuses To Answer
The detained Chinese is about 

32 years old, of the coolie type. 
He was wearing a white shirt and 
dark trousers and a felt hat.

Capt. Makoto Tsukamoto, Com
mander of the Japanese Gendar
merie here, rushed to the scene to 
assist in* the investigation. I

"There is no doubt that 
assailants were Chinese,”5 he 
the press at 11.30 o’clock 
night. ■■ 
as he was about to hide 
in an S.M.C. sand box on 
Road.

"This,” he continued, "is the 
major suspect we have in custody. 
He has steadfastly refused to 
answer our questions and that has 
prevented us from ascertaining his 
connections.

“We have assigned a number of 
marines to serve under Lieut.- 
Commander Sashichiro Tadano, of

"We were not wholly unprepar
ed for an emergency of this type 
in view of the anti-Japanese tend
encies exhibited of late. However, 
this latest instance of anti-Japan- 
ese terrorism is most regrettably.

"The Special Navai Landbig 
Party will take armed measures 
for the protection of Japanese 
lives within and outside the Set
tlemen, according to its own judg
ment.”

Immediately after the shooting 
affray patrols of the Landing i 
Party and the Shanghai Municip
al Police were stationed at the 
following points, barring all traffic 
to an from the district where the 
crime occurred:

Chapoo Road, in front of the■ 
newly built Tbwa Kan Theatre: ;

North
The 

Roads;
The corner of Range and Cha-< 

poo Roads;
Range Road, near the Japanese' 

Central Primary School;
Woosung Road, before Yalu; 

Road.
This entire district has been» 

roped off, and only Japanese, arm-' 
ed with special’ permits, arc al
lowed to enter it. t

Local Indignation
“Our indignation at this latest^ 

of outrages against a Japanese 
sailor, bn top of recurr ng acts -of 
violence, has no bounds,” a spokes
man of the Japanese Embassy de
clared in a statement to the press 
at 12.30 O’clock last night.

"We can no longer, trust Chin* ‘ . 
ese, assurances that * anti- Japanese 
movements and activities would be 
suppressed and we must regret
fully take upon ourselves the task 
of protecting the lives and pro
perty of opr nationals in China 
by whatever means we consider 
suitable.”—Domei,

pi®



1 Nipponese 
Murdered, 2 
Hurt In New 
Attack Here
Three Marines Fall 

Before Bullets On 
Haining^Road

LANDING PARTY
OCCUPIES AREA

One Suspect Arrested, 
Theater Crowd, Bus 

Riders Detained
A section of the Hongkew District 

around Halning Road was under 
the control of the Japanese naval 
authorities last night as a result of 
the killing of a member of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party and 
the wounding of two others at the 
comer of Woosung and Halning 
Roads shortly after 8.23 o’clock.

The dead Japanese bluejacket Is 
First Class Seaman Asamitsu Ta
minato, who was hit by a bullet 
which grazed his heart. His two 
injured companions, who were 
walking with him at the time of 
shooting are Second Class Seaman 
Yoshitanfe Tawata, shot in the up
per arm, and Second Class Seamen 
Yoshimi Derlba, shot in the upper 
right and left arms.

Stir in TokyoTOKYO, Sept. 23.—(Reuters). —A stir was caused in the capital this evening by the news of the murder at Shanghai of First Class Seaman Asamitsu Taminato.The newspapers extra editions giving the incident under headlines.Well-informed quarters consider the situation extremely «grave.

published details of screaming

A Chinese pedestrian, who was 
alleged by the Japanese to be one 
of the assailants, was arrested 
near the scene of the shooting and 
was hurt night being - |W< at 
the heWmarfeers <rf the Jap^esg8«ja;
the entire district bounded by
Range Road, Chapoo Road, Haining . ,4...............
Road and North Szechuen Roadj of the gun; were belng questioned 
was surrounded by details of the ! 
Japanese marines who permitted 
no one to pass.

Later> ta detachment of some 200Jananeffi
of the rallwayTine 

along Kiangwan Road, Patrols wore 
going over an area approximately

AJ

by the officers of the Hongkew 
Station. • y.

The driver, No. 423, is understood 
to have told; the police that after, 
he 4 he 1m-
mediately stepped on the gas in an 
attempt to prevent ihjury to his 
passengers, «r

Another bus, which stopped at the 
stop near the ¿hooting was also h^d

> up Japanese officers. 
passengerson vebfcfe • ?,were. 
searQhed.At.a late hour last night, 
these pasaengerswerefreed.

In Willies Theater, near the scene 
of the shooting, the au4J$nce was 
immediately- clqu^^^»A-;the 
arrival of thenjdpanese offioere. A^ 
large numberof Chinese who were 
in the theater wefe detained and 
questioned id’ the lobby and outlie 
BideWalk untfi % late hc$r^|||2B-

tasffiia.fcDm

[Saw Four Men Fire
Although some reports indicated 

| that there was only one assailant, 
a Japanese who claimed to be an 

, eye-witness maintained that he saw 
four men fire from behind a bus 
near the Willies Theater at the 
comer of Chapoo and Halning 
Hoads.

The attacked bluejackets ran 
into a nearby Japanese book store 
for cover. Taminato, the slain 

| marine, collapsed immediately.
in a statement given to Japan- 

I ese newsman late last night, a 
staff officer of the Special Naval 
Landing Party said that the Japan
ese marines, assisted by sailors 
landed from the cruiser Isumol 
would take emergency defense 

I 7... J :~~
These. include the Hongkew Dls- 

til^.th£JGentral. .dlstrict^jeast of 
Honan,. Road. the. Eastern District, 
and. the^Chinese territory, border- 

i ing on North Sgedmen Road.
Members of the local Japanese 

Reservists* Association were ordered 
to assemble at the Japanese Central 
School, Rani?e Road. Later they 

! were seen assisting the bluejackets 
in the area near the shooting.Schools Closed

The Japanese Residents* Corpora
tion also issued instructions last

' night that classes in local Nippon
ese schools will be suspended this 
morning.

Japanese Naval Landing Party 
! officers and detectives of the Hong- 
’ kew Station searching the area Im- ■ ±
I mediately following the shooting. patrolled by tanks, armored 
I found eight cartridges 
1 ground.
I A gun. believed to be
, used for the killing, was found in
« a garbage can in a dark alley near ¡morning from Japan,
t the scene of the crime. « Shbrtly after the shooting^ *the

At the time of the shooting Russian Regiment of the Shanghai 
Taminato, the slain marine, and Volunteer Corps, together with the

. four other Nipponese bluejackets Rolicé Specials of the S.M.P/Çèceiv- 
f were walking near Willies Theater, ed 
i Several shots were fired and the
[ Landing Party members immediately 
ran£into the bookstore nearby for 
refuge.

After the gun reports died down,' 
a Japanese civilian who was walk- 
ing on Haining Road saw a Chinese 
of tjie coolie type, wearing a white 
jacket and dark trousers running 
into an alleyway. The Nipponese 
immediately took chase and arrest
ed the* man.

The suspect was reported tO:T» 
about 30 years old, He was first 
taken into the Chappo^RokCMation 
of the Japanese Nayat^Onding 
Party and later transferred to k the 
Kiapgwan ' Road headquarters. Up 
to ah eaily'.hà^i^l^i^ng^ he
yasstlll 
could not be^laarned^ '^¡7 
| f Bus Driver Queried 
‘ In order to- gather all informa
tion bearin^ wincident, a 
Chinese driver ■ of < No. 2 .• • Route 
husand a Russian inspector. who 
werbsaid to^tteve tawd tbe reports

area im- The Hdngkew area last night .was

on thej ’can^and motor cycle corps of the 
Japanese Naval landing Party. Re- 

the onepor^ from Japanese sources said 
‘ * in I Reinforcements .are arriving this

I ¿nd-by orders.,
The two injured Japanese were 

last night lying in the Japanese 
Navgl Hospital and were said to be 
•‘doing well.” ■

Jh&.same, time 
pl the .shooting, a trucks of _the 
I<ag^ng Party collided with a styeet 

t Seward
and Wuchang Roads, The driver 
wasslightly injured.___ *

Sensation In Canton
CANTON, Sept. 23.—(Reuters).— 

News ofthe murder at Shanghai of 
a Japanese bluejacket caused a 
sensation in Canton, and dispelled 
the optimism which began to be

i
GS» ? tv waxuyvumoui wajuvaa ot*S<*** w 

tfeft after the withdrawal of the 
^X^sldth Route Army from Pakhoi.

The\ authorities here are taking 
every precaution against the occur- 
rence of any incident involving 
Japanese nationals.

A proclamation has been issued 
by the municipal authorities strictly 
forbidding anti-foreign activities.
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October 12, 36.

The Commissioner of Police.

Macao.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter dated September 22, 1936 and in reply to inform 

you that Venediet Alexandrov!tch Lovtsoff, Russian, was 

born on March 4, 1892, at Irkutsk, Siberia. He arrived 

in Shanghai in 1928 and two years later registered him

self as a dental surgeon with the Health Department of 

the French Municipal Council. Up to the time of his 

departure Lovtsoff continued to practice his profession 

in the French Concession.

While in Shanghai Lovtsoff did not some to the 

notice of the Police Authorities in connection with 

any political or criminal activity.

X have the honour to bo. 

Sir,

Your obedient servant, 
,ed F.

Commissioner of Police•



Sir,

of Police, Macao

Draft of letter to Commissioner

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter dated September 22, 1936, and in reply to inform 

you that Venedict Alexandrovltch Lovtsoff, Russian, was 

bom on March 4, 1892, at Irkutsk, Siberia*,/From early 

boyhood to 1923 he resided in Vladivostock* Following 

| the occupation of this city by the Red Forces, Lovtsoff 

| continued to reside there but later proceeded to Tomsk 

| where he graduated from the Tomsk Dental School in 1924« I
I He then practised as a dental surgeon in Blagoveschensk- 
I

lot on-Amur where he is also believed to have been officially

* engaged by the various Soviet Government establishments*
L(/ I ~
p ~ In 1925 Lovtsoff arrived in Harbin, claiming he had

escaped from Soviet Russia, and it is reported that he 

brought with him a large sum of money which he misappro

priated from certain soviet Government organs during an 

uprising in Blagoveschensk* During 1927 and 1928 Lovtsoff 

\ was employed as a dentist with the Russian Detachments of
\ the Chinese Army at Tsinanfu, Shantung */Kne arrived in 

Shanghai in 1928 and two years later registered himself 

as a dental surgeon with the Health Department of the

nch Municipal Council*£_ While in SI 

nave lost a considerable amount of through

gambling to the time of his

ail lil^pwaeeiciiwg his profession in the French Concession*

While in Shanghai Lovtsoff did not come to the notice

of the Police Authorities in connection with any political 

or criminal activity*
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_____ Venedict Alexandrovitch Lovtsoff, Russ i an, was bom on

March 4, 1892 at Irkutsk, Siberia, Prom his early boyhood to___

1923, he resided in Vladivostock, Maritime Province, where he____

studied in the 1st Primary School. In 1919 he married Anna 

Michailovna nee Novikoff (his present wife) in Vladivostock______

and in 1921 a daughter Zola was born to them,______________ :_______ _
♦

_____During the later part of 1922, when VIadivostock was__

occupied by the Red forces, Lovtsoff did not migrate from Russia 

with the rest of White citizens, but remained there, and soon___

afterwards proceeded to Tomsk, where he entered the Tomsk Dental 

School, from which he graduated in 1924,____________________________

______ Later he proceeded to Blagoveschensk-on-Amur, and establish

ed himself as a dental surgeon there._______________________________

He is also believed to have been officially engaged by the

various Soviet government establishments at that city.____________

_______In 1924 ja son Eugene was born to them in Blagoveschensk.

In 1925 Lovtsoff suddenly appeared in Harbin accompanied by his 

family and stating that he had escaped from Soviet Russia, duly 

registered himself with the local Police authorities as well_____

as Russian Emigrants* Committee, and was issued with emigrants' 

registration papers to that effect.

_______It is reported that at the time of his arrival in Harbin,___  

he was in possession of quite a large sum of money which he 

misappropriated from certain Soviet governmental institutions 

during one of the uprisings in Blagoveschensk. This was also___

stated to be the main reason of his flight from the Soviet.

______ In 1927 Lovtsoff proceeded to Tsinanfu. where he .joined

Marshal Chang Chung Chang's Army, and served as a dentist amongst 

Russian detachments up to 1928,_______ .________________________________
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____ Inl928 he came to Shanghai and for the next two years

_ djd not trouble himself with any work, hia means of leaving_____ 
being a sum of money that he brought with him.

However, it did not last him long, as he heing a very 

unbalanced and audacious gambler, lost most of it in various 
card games and races.__________ .

In 1930 he registered himself as a dental surgeon with the I i
Health Department of the French Municipal Council and after_

approval established a dental office at 318 Rue Card4nal ______
Vernier.____________ :

_____ In 1933 he left for Ruling with a view to establishing his 
practice there, but evidently he did not succeed, for in
February 1934 he returned to Shanghai.I 

_____ After his return he started to practice again at 779 I

Avenue Joffre, later changing his address to 257 Avenue du______ I
Roi Albert.______________________ I

_____ V.A. Lovtsoff is not known to have any political affiliations | 

and while in Shanghai has not come to the notice of the Municipal | 
Police in conneotion with any political or criminal activities.

D, S.

Officer i/c Special Branch



a. D. 2£ÎÎ
Macao, September 22, 1936»

Commissioner of .Police,

Shanghai •

Sir,

On August 3, a Russian named Venedikzt Alexandrovich 

J-ovtsoff, 44 years of age, landed here with his wife Ana 

Movtsoff, and two children: a daughter named 2oia Lovtsoff, 

14 years of age, arid a son named Kugene Rovtsoff, 12 years 

of age. venedizt -oovtsoff first called himself an amateur 

musician and afterwards he claimed to be a dentist»

I have the honour to request for information 

regarding this man’s antecedents including his political 

and criminal record, if any. I also take this opportunity 

to request that information be sent to us regarding any

1 suspicious Russians who you may learn are leaving for South 

China. .enclosed is a photograph of Venedizt Alexandrovich 

and his family.

(.signed) Alexandre Maher, Captain,

Commissioner of Police, Macao»
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COLONIA DE MACAD Secreto .... .......................... 90193.6

Administrado do Concelho

Comissariado de Policía

Referencia a. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . n.°
ASSUNTO:

^Eocmo. Sr.

Tendo desembarcado nesta Colonia, em 3 de Agosto : 

ultimo, com passaporte chines, o russo Venedikt Alexandrovich 

Lovtsoff, de 44 anos, casado com Ana Lovtsoff, com dois filhos 

Zoia Lovtsoff, de 14 anos, sexo feminino, e Bu gene Lovtsoff, 

de 12 anos, sexo masculino, que se apresentou primeiro como 

amador de música e por ultimo como dentista, rogo a V. Exa. *se? 

digne informar-me do que possa constar a seu respeito, quer 

política quer criminalmente, o que anteoipadamente agradeqo.

Outrosim solicitarla de V. Exa. que, caso fosse 

possivel, me informasse, na primeira oportunidade, do que cons^ 

tasse acerca de russos suspeitos de que V. Exa. tivesse a in-, 

dicaqao de terem vindo para o Sul da China.

Junto um fotografía do russo citado e familia.

Aproveito a oportunidade para apresentar a V. Exa« 

os protestos da 'ftinha mais alta consideraqao.

A Bem da Naqao.

Exmo. Senhor:
Comissarlo de Policía de Xangai.

0 Comisaario de Pollala e 
Administrador do Concelho,

Alexandre Majer. 
Capitao.
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8?. -1». fécial BranÂ.^/^ File No. Date. 26? 1941 •

SUBJECT:
Hang Tsang Cotton Mill - strike .

On November 14, the 2,200 workers employed on 

the day and night snifts by tne Hung Tsang Cotton Mill» 

361 l&rkham Road, declared a tttai-kungw strike to 

enforce demands for improved working conditions.

Work was not resumed until November 22, when some 500

day snift and 400 night shift hands started operations.

The number was gradually increased to 1,500 on

November 25 and the situation is now practically normal.

Immediately before the declaration of the

•*tai-kung” strike, the Management issued a notice 

announcing an increase of 30^ in wages. The workers, 

however, were dissatisfied with this grant and refused 

to commence work. They were eventually dispersed 

from tne mill premises by the Municipal Police at 

the request of the Management. As a result of the 

Police action, the workers alleged that about thirty- 

five of t'neir colleagues received injuries.

In the afternoon of the same day, three Chinese 

claiming to have been sent by the Western Branch of 

the Shanghai Spedai Municipality Social Movement

Direction Committee, Lane 95, 10 Edinburgh Road, 0.0.L.

called at the Hung Tsang Mill with the intention of 

conducting negotiations on behalf of workers with the 

Management. They were told by the Police1 of Gordon

Road Station that they were not allowed to function 

in the Settlement, whereupon they departed.

At 3 p.m., November 18, a meeting was held in
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the Hung Tsang Kill with a view to discussing a

settlement of the dispute. The Management was 

represented by Messrs. Chen Tseng Chong )

and Dzung Tse Heng ( fe.)» Kill Managers, while

the labour delegation consisted of the following t-

(1) Tsang Ming Liang

Aj kJ

XX (2) Lee YBng Ming
Kj > 

alias v
Lee Chung Tseng

<4 .
(3) Yung Kwei

tvC äc £ ’
(4) 1»_Ah Fan

(v*& }
XX (5) Wong Wing Sung

(o) Dao Lih Zung

($ J. 4=- )
XX (7) Tsang Jing Sung

(JL J- A)

Spinning Department, 

i» »

* n

Weaving Department. 

ft w

Dyeing Department..

IT R

(Those marked XX are among the workers to be discharged).

D.S. I. Snith and D.S. I. Chu Meng Wei of Gordon Road

Station and D.S.I.s Cornwell and Loh Wei Kong of 

Special Branch attended.

During the meeting, the labour delegation put 

forward the following demands »

(1) That the workers be granted a 40% increase '
in wages.

(2) That the rice allowance be increased from
$1.24 to $2.00 a day.
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(3) That the high-cost-of-living allowance
be increased from 40% to 100%.

(4) That the cheap rice be sold not in excess
of $60.00 per picul.

(5) That the workers be paid normal wages and
allowance for the period of the strike.

(o) That the Management bear the medical expenses 
incurred by the injured workers.

(7) That the workers be supplied quarters or 
be issued a house allowance.

(6) That the workers in the Dyeing Department
be each afforded two suite of uniform.

(9) That no workers be discharged under any pretext.

The Management was of the opinion that the employees 

should resume work first pending negotiations, while 

the labour delegates requested for an immediate 

settlement. After discussions, the labour 

representatives agreed to modify their demands and 

withdrew several others through mediation by the 

Police. The following conditions were reached 

at the meeting t 
from 1/11/41.

(1) That the wages be increased by 30% with effect/

(2) That the workers demand for the issue of
wages and allowance during the strike period 
be referred to the !®>nagement for favourable 
consideration.

(3) That the demand Of workers in the Dyeing
Department for the issue of two suits of 
uniform be conveyed to the Board of Directors.

(4) That the employees resume work on November 20.

With regard to the first condition, the Management 

interpreted that it should mean an increase of 50% 

high-cost-of-living allowance and quoted the. previous 

grants to support the explanation, but according to
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the notice issued by the Management, the wording 

refers to the ’•wages*» which are more or less 

beneficial to the employees. The problem was 

therefore settled without further argument. The 

management, however, insisted on the dismissal of 

some 40 workers on suspicion of being agitators. 

The employers' representatives claimed tnat this 

was submitted as a result of a decision reached by 

the Board of Directors. Despite the fact that the 

number was reduced to thirteen, the workers strongly 

objected, resulting in their failure to start work 

on November 20. Efforts made by the Police succeeded 

in prevailing upon the workers to partially return 

to work on November 22.

On the same day, several representatives.of the 

workers also appealed to Mr. P.Y. Koo of the Industrial I 

Section, S.M.C. for assistance. Apart from opposing 

the dismissal of workers, the labour delegates demanded I 

the payment of wages and allowance for the period of 

the strike and an additional increase of 30% in the 

high-cost-of-living allowance.

A meeting was held in the Special Branch 

Headquarters at 4 p.m., November 24, when both sides 

concerned attended. Mr. P.T. Koo of the Industrial 

Section, D.S.I. Chu Meng Wei of Gordon Road Station 

and D.S.I. Loh Wei Kong of Special Branch were present. 

The workers’ grievance was conveyed to Mr. Chen Tseng 

Chong, representing the management. He stated that
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the Management agreed only to pay wages or as an H 

alternative tne allowance for tne period of the 

strike between November 14 and 21 (Sunday exempted). 

As a result of efforts made by the mediators, the 

employers’ representative further conceded the 

granting of full wages and allowance for the strike 

period. The workers then demanded that those who 

were absent from work on November 22 and 24 be paid 

normal wages and allowance for these two days. They 

also insisted on the grant of a minimum rate of 10% 

increase in high-cost-of-living allowance and tne 

reinstatement of the thirteen dismissed workers. 

Both sides refused to yield regarding these points, 
resulting in a deadlock. i

On the afternoon of November 25, a labour 

delegation of nine persons, accompanied by some 100 

workers called at the Industrial Section with the 

intention of appealing for further mediation. With 

the exception of the following delegates, the workers 
were told to disperse,

(1) Loh Yu in Loong

(2) Kao Tien Yuen

(3) Chen Pah Dau

(4) Mb Nyon Ling

(5) Chen Ching Ifei

(6) Sing Nyoh Ying

(7) Dau Chi Ming
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(8) Koh Ying Dien )•

(9) Jao Ching Kung
Joint mediation was held in the Special Branch 

Headquarters at 4.30 p.m., November 25. The labour 

delegates accepted the 30% increase in wages as was 

previously agreed upon, and withdrew the demand for 

an increase in tne high-cost-of-living allowance, 

following the management promising to pay the two 

days* monthly bonus for those who were absent from 

work on November 22 and 24 in lieu of wages and
■ I 

allowance for the two particular days. The labour 

delegates also agreed to settle the matter separately 

in connection with the dismissal of the thirteen worker.s. |I 
The question over medical expenses incurred by the 

allegedly injured employees be left for further
I discussion, and it was also reiterated that the 

request of employees in the Dyeing Department for the
I 

issue of two suits of uniform be referred to the 

Board of Directors for consideration.

The following are the workers whose services 

are to be dispensed with »

(1) Lee Yang Ming " Spinning Department. I
alias • r

Lee Chung Tseng

(2) Lee Sz Heng ( $ n - * ft

(3) Loh Hung Kung ( ~ Weaving Department

(4) Wong Ning Sung (X-MiJ - w

(5) Dih Yeu Zai * • «

(6) Huang Kung Fan (- * It
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(7) Zung Chien Zung

(8) Ching Ah Ling

(9) Chang Jing Sung

(10) Liao Sih Hao

(11) Zung Hien Foo

(12) Lieu Pao Ching

(13) Chen Vee Taung

( Ji-p J.& - Weaving; Department.

n

( i- ) - Dyeing Department.

w

( ) - tt

- * ti

(fl if! - - n

A.C. (Special Branch)
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Strike, Hong Chang Cotton Spinning, weaving and Ifreing Mill (

Co. ltd., N>. 381 Markham Road.

D.S.I. Smith. Officer i/c

Sir,
The labour situation at the Hong Chang (';^'^ ) 

Cotton Spinning, Weaving and Ijreing Mill Co. Ltd., Ho* 

381 Markham Road, has now returned tn normal.

The xactoiy is operating today the 26/11/41 with 

a complement of 2,100 workers.

Some thirteen agitators who instigated the strike 

have been dismissed.

D.S.I

D.D.O. “Bfc D1V,



Miao. 395/41.

(3) Gordon Road 4» A
Rovaio

Strike, Hong Chang Cotton Spinning, Weaving and l^eing Mill

Co. Ltd.,

B.S.I. Smith,

No. 381 Markham

Officer i/c.

Negotiations for a settlement of the labour dispute

at the Hong Chang
.Dyeing Mill Co

) Cotton Spinning, leaving and

re concluded on the 21-11-41
when the worker's ’ representatives agreed to accept the

an increase in wages of 30 %

a :> k e i’s res umed

management *

expected to commence

later in. ths day

work at 6 aktn. on the



Misp 395 41»

Y

Strike, Kens- uhtr

Oo rdo^yj&xyi «J /J., /(*■ 3

UtfeweakfcH^L.Miib* 41

) Cotton pinning—æïvIW

and Jÿeing still Co. Ltd., Ho.

D<. ,1. with,
3B1 Jasridioj» Foad.

■fflcer in Charge* gfrgggtgC.

numb«r >f *’« rerkere «ryp /■>; ,.n dyelnr ¿«psrtment

atartad »n
r»nd betterment.

uproad to the

tatio«i loi s*n j rease tn >»'fx.*e. ■••? 50/

>f working cm?:, it.lor. Tito citation

spinning and weaving d-r?artmente causing
a general unrest»

altad In ’ip

were j >in:

' n 1941

bet®'

variait-- ùapart'seuc.

the c ■■■hift refused
to start r?rk and deolared a «ùtt 5wn* strike« They

it/ it the nighc jhixt which
■y wrfeer» loitering about

an the 14*11*41 neyotlaidoiu were opened

een the B^nageser.t, the ¿planer» and the weavers#

the <ryex» reCuaed to take part as they stated they hpd 

i already despatched three ; eprevmitativea, to the oofal 

| Movement Direction uonmiJttte* 96/10 S&lnbuxgh road, to

I I request tlxat oiguni.ua.tion to mediate for a settlement 
J

| of the strike.

The management, offered the strike re an increase in 

wages of effective from the 1*11-41. These terms 

were acceptable to the spinners but rejected by the

weavers



■150. M6/41-

At 10a.m. on th« 14-3.1-« ""’a M®0 orlnn.r» 

talM t-, resume work aM to their raspeotrto

machine... Ho-o-or. at 10.3»"®' th9y «“W*1 

u ’ ... -a*p u¡are' from the •orkers ofm£v?n -n@s? probably n.iw t- p--'• 

the (Jeprn^nmr:;. -

' i )Á t¿w, tíi^sé repre^^n

factory and xe^ae ted th^t tb'^y to medlHts

in the dispute. The management, however, refuaed to 

treat with thew. They were informed by mith

that they eie functioning illegal iy and a med against 

^ny recurrence.

As a result of further negotiations the spinners 

and s njviber of dyei. decided to start their machines 

but they were prevented from working by agitators who 

pulled « number of belts from the machine driving 

wheels und switched off the motors.

The weavers and a section of the dyers were now 

in a truculent mood. The weavers locked themselves 

in the weaving department and refused to open the doors« 

Some of them »ere smoking cigarettes thereby causing 

grave danger of setting the factoiy on fire«

The dyer& congregated at the far end of the dyeing 

department and started to shout insults at the Police 

who were in attendance, a number of these dyers had 

armed themselves with stioks and iron bars«
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At 4,55 pea, «a the th® Reserve unit

*** culled out fay chief Inspector Trodd.

quj-du of Pena® operating under the directions 

of .uptu Chamberlain cleared th- j pinning and dyeing 

deoartmentt without untovard incidents» but before 
acaeu- could be gained to the paving department 

G.D.Û. 95 had to climb t!• nv»h a vlndow and unbolt 
U dOOXe

<!.en the Police entered this department which 

contained upproxinr»teljs 900 females, they were pelted 

with shuttles and • ex’t bobbin^ and it wes found 
neeaeHaiy to aso butonj to subdue the mob.

i’&re••» oj e,, ujU-ined injuries» two «f whom 

received first .-.id treatment at the factory and the 

othaf at >t. Elizabeth's Hospital!»
(X) Ya?err: Yin : l&'Á), so years, Anhele,

k/x’p-i-j.e, i'- ‘ CL-ngpi,ag Le, Chi xigplng Pond,
2Lin t injurias to head«

( ■- ) 1’. i .un : co ( ), 30 years, Anhwei,
Vnnu» bej'pft hcuce on tmrkh&m Foad, 

Contusion of but took.
(3) Istuw ..iau ;«sl ( 24 years, Pootund»

j/ibtul e, 87 .m •g Ka Hong, r>inua Foad, 
Trauma of right leg. Detained in Hospital«

There were no police casualties.

Ths factory was eleared and the mob dispersed 

fro » the rloinlty at «.30 ^,m. 14-11-41.
The factory will be closed until &n amicable 

settlement has been reaehea,

D«C. ’B'* and member» of the special Branch 

attended*

HT'f/.. D,S,X, '



Torkerli IMiaande.

(1) increase >f 50# in wages be enforced.

(2) That the "cheap* ice be obtained not in excess of $80.00

per picul and every worker oe given $2.00 daily foy rice 

allowance,

(3) That a special 11.(3.¿. allowance of $1.00 he

(4) That | of a picul cheap rice be supplied during each term.

(5) Wr -ges and rice allawances be ps-id as usual. on the occasion cf

Sundayu or holidays.

(6) That workers be mt •’< ,n4'?r^d !”th cause.

(7) That worker; be til" allowed to live in the two Living

Quarters supplied by thf Mil other. ?.■■,{.. a dally house 

rent should *'*’ p:-.,5d to ^orKers.

L
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PO^CE" : " !’;l 
===== 7

REPORT ON STRIKE >5^
------ .--------- »»/«i,

....... ........Division L—«—■—~------ -—

2.^..........Station ..........

Time and date reportedj?.®P^?*4Z5*r^Z®Time and date S. B. informed..?«.®?.. ®®._1.4ZiiZ4.l» 

Time and date strike commenced.... ® ..*•**•. .... ..... ... ............. ........................... ........

By whom reported...1**“1® .?*?...*?“1.1^.^..............................

Trade or profession of strikers___ PjTA.?®.«............................................... .......................
Number of strikers..®®®? ..Male..?.?®_____ Female A.®?®.. .......Apprentices  ......... ..........

Employer’s name, address and business..

and Dewing L.^M ®?o.. ..®^.A..^...................

Union to which strikers ...... ......... ........................ ...... ..................

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers...A^.„® A.?A?„„r^„„V.*^....^4Zi.lZ4.1...W^®IS...®l-OO
workers ..declared a ;Tai Kung* strike t ___

Aadrease of B0£in wages, and...bettemant. ........

I 
When did discontent amongst strikers first commence__ *?Z4^-/4.1 ♦...............................................

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement

of strike__ k4***®* ...... .................... ..... .... .................. ............................ ........... ..........

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Offered to> girantan...in< .....

„*Z>4Z41
Names and addresses of strike leaders..I® 1?.. W GMw.XA

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration.*****....... ....... ....................................................

Meeting places of strikers..... .®®.l„JB^Fkharq JhMBtd*...... ................................... -.....

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike.****....................................................

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.A**^*.....................................................

Kane and address of printer of such circulars................ .................................. -..........................

Precautions taken by PoIicefte$l^.p^tikiwaddetaatlv®ait»epingolMMixratla®ie
Iw^gating -

■ ..........................................................................................;...................................._......... ■. ~T~^'

Subsequent reports on the same strike should he submitted on the Report Forms for general u

llBi
lii



(2)

Strike, Hong Chang Cotton Spinning
Co, Ltd,, Ho, 381 Markham Road.

0.8,1, Smith,

one named D>ng

were held-up by about I'X) male strikers whoP. jad, they

seized and

from them and ranbroke away

Exchange Shop,Cigarette and ’’oad, and

rear doorvia theescape
strikers rushed into the shop afterA number of the

the fleeing overseer and broke two panes of glass on a

attended the Paulun Hospital for treatment and the

following doctor’s certificate was issuedt

left leg»*

The proprietor of the ehop named Zee Koo Si

has

factorythe

scene but the strikers had already dispersedthe

$250. 'O

Dir.
Copy to ~p. ®r

"Contusion of back and waist, and abrasion of

that at about 6,45 a.m. 15-11-41 whilst he was escorting

fhe overseer cannot identify his assailants. He

weavin.; department, along Connaught Road near Medhurst

show-case and seven confectionery bottles estimated

At 7,31 a.m. on the 15-11-41 one named Pah Chuen

Ming Mil- Inspector, employed at the Hong

Chang ) Spinning, leaving and Dyeing Mill Co, Ltd 

Nj, 381 Markham Road, came to the station and reported

), an overseer employed in the

Sáfe

made good his

assaulted the overseer. However,the overseer

into the Hyi Lai 

H o. 19 c onnaught

been compensated for his loss by the management of

A party of Police under 3,1. Woschlkoff attended

1S1BS1IhmIí -¿..3
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE '
I ?,  . £) ’

REPORT ON STRIKE....''X.....'7 .X
... — w,xjMa&L_. /

•** ____ ___ Division

Gordon r.oad Station .4.1*
Time and date reported?.*®®.*^?^MZ?^'ime and date S. B. informed..?*?®...®®.

Time and date strike commenced .?..?•??..- ......... ............. - ............ .....

By whom reported..1*”« T,° *“ « .............

Trade or profession of strikers..»»»«.

Number of strikers...??®®...... Male...?®®...........Female..^®0® „....Apprentices............ ................

Employer’s name, address and business..»«®? 

and MU Co»t LU.t_ Ml. .................

Union to which strikers belong.............

Cause of strike and demands made by strikers....^9® 

workeru declared a_ 

increase of 50.1n wage« and bette meat of working end liions«

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence—

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement / |V

of strike__ .....................          1

u

What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

Offered togrant aninoreasa of f .....

............ ............................. . .......... .

Names and addresses of strike leaders..

«
gmwSMM

s'’

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration.

Fond

Meeting places of strikers...... ?®A..®**KhnM Foad

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike..

Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to strike.

Name and address of printer of such circulars.... f!?................. ’ iW^kl
precautions taken by !

stigating Officer...CtW..aS.*..A..G«JD«O*US

Subsequent reports on the same strike should be submitted on the Report Forms for general use

gill
Oil
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Gordon Road
Hovember 14 th, 41«

Strike, Hong Gh&ng ) Cotton pinning, "oaring

and Dyeing Mill Co, Ltd., Ho, 381 Markham Road,
S.I. mlth, Officer in Charge^/

Sir,

At 6.50 a.m, on the 14-11-41 a telephone message 

was received from Mr. Taung Tao Han () a« 

manager of th, Hong Chang () Spinning) WoaTlng 

and tyeing Mill Co. Ltd,, Ho. 381 Markham Road, reporting 

that the workers of the factory had declared a strike.

D.J.I, Smith, C.D.J. 128 and C.D.C, 319 attended

and ascertained that on the evening of the 13-11-41 a

number of male workers employed in the dyeing department 

started an agitation for an inoreuse in wages of 

and betterment of working conditions. The agitation 

spread to the spinning and weaving departments causing

a general unrest.

At 6a.m. on the 14-11-41 the day shift refused 

to start work and declared a "sit down" strike. They 

were joined by the majority of the night shift which 

resulted in approximately 2,200 workers loitering about

the various departments.

At 9a jn. on the 14-11-41 negotiations were opened

between the management, the spinners and the weavers,

the dyers refused to take part as they stated they had 

already despatched three representatives to the social 

Movement Direction Committee, 96/10 IM 1 lUg-Tjti Road, to 

request that organization to mediate for a settlement 

of the strike.

The management offered the strikers an increase in

wages of 30% effective 

were acceptable to the

weavers.

from the 1-11-41. These terms

spinners but rejected by the



m„o. »’/«•

At 10a.m. on the 14—11—41 some 1*100 spinners 

decided to resume work and returned to their respective 

machine«• However, at 10.30»*m. they stopped their 

machines probably due to pressure from the workers at 

the other departments*

At 3 p«m4 cn the 14*11*41 three representatives 

from the oolal Movement Direction Conaittee, named 

ee *ucn ?Oh ( \ ), ong Ts Woo (

and Kung lang 1 ( Ju respectively, visited the

f&ctory and requested that they be allowed to mediate 

in the dispute. The management, however, refused to 

treat with them. They were informed ty P*H»I* ml th 

that they wire functioning Illegally and warned against

any re curve now*

As a result of further negotiations the spinners 

and a number of dyer« decided to start their machines 

but they were prevented from working by agitators ho 

pulled a number of belts from the machine driving

wheels and switched off the motors*

The weavers and a section of the dyers were now 

in a truculent mood. The weavers looked themselves 

in the weaving department and refused to open the doors* 

ome of them wore moklng cigarette« thereby earnsing 

grave danger of setting the factory on fire*

The dyer« congregated at the far end of the dyeing 

department and started to shout insults at the Police
/ * >1 ¿T1 Si» S

who were in attendance. A number of these dyers l*d 

armed themselves with stick and iron bars*
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At 4« 55 p*m. <m th« 14-11-41 th« reserve Uh It 

was called oat by Chief Inspector Trodd.

quads of Polio« operating under the directions 

of upt. Chamberlain cleared the spinning and dyeing 

denartments without untoward incidents* but before 

access could be gained to the wearing department 

C.D.C. 95 had to climb through a window and unbolt 

a door. *

when the Police entered this department «hioh 

contained approximatelji 900 females* they wore pelted 

with shuttles and »eft bobbin« and it «as found 

neeessary to us« batons to subdue the mob.

Three workers sustained injuries* two of whom 

received first aid treatment at the factory and the 

othef at 3t. Kli^abeth’s Hospitals-
(1) Yao Pong Ying ^3* 30 years* Anhwie*

n.n a "u* u4- «/»«male, Ho. 1 Ghangping Le, Changping Hoad* |
"•"•O* >* Div. Minor injuries to head.

(«) Ts Kung oo ( | )» 30 years* Anhwei*
«'Male. Unnumbered house on Wrkham Pead. 

r._ _ Contusion of buttock.vopy to .p. Br, . <
(3) Tsang /iiau Mei ( -K%), 24 years* pootung*

M/Pemale* 87 -.ung Ka Bong* Sinsa Bead.
Trauma of right leg. Detained in Hospital. 

There were no police casualties.

The factory was cleared and the nob dispersed 

froM the vicinity at d.30 p*na 14*11*41 • , |
i 

The factory «ill be closed until an amicable
I

settlement has been reached.



Workers Demands

(1) An increase of 50% in wages be enforced*

(2) That the "cheap" rice be obtained not in excess of $80*00

per picul and every worker be given $2,00 daily for rice 

allowance.

(3) That a special H*C*L* allowance of $1*00 be $rant*

(4) That | of a picul of cheap rice be supplied during each term,

(5) Wages and rice allowances be paid as usual on the occasion of

S Sundays or holidays*

(6) That workers be not dismissed with cause*

(7) That workers be still axlowed to live in the two living

Quarters supplied by the Mill otherwise a dally house 

rent should be paid to workers*



ft

D.7543

//- i ff- ¿Z

November 13, 1936

Hung Tsang Cotton Lili - situâtion

The situation in the Hung Tsang Cotton Kill. (Chinese)

381 Markham 2oad, is normal

Three if the six workers who were arrested by the

Municipal Police for intimidation and sentenced to five

days’ detention by the Shanghai Pirst Special District

Court on November 3 (vide 1.2. 4/11/36) were paid off by

the management on November 11

1
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26«

Gordon Hoad
Deo* 3th 36,

Please see below«

Further,to 8trike of workers in the Hung Chang 
Cotton 11111 at Ko« 381 mrklifim Hoad*

At 9a«m« on 8/12/36, the letter (received by the 

above mill from the Bureau of Social affairs) as referred 

to on Diary 25, was obtained from the management and a 

copy taken, saue reads as follows;»

Dated 6/12/36«

Instructional Order to Hung Chang Cotton kill

thotIt has coire to the noti ve of this Bureau

workers have been dismissed by your management for making

their dismissal to this Bureau end ask for mediation.

of workers and led them to the mill toagitated a number

cause disturbance

procedure«also on the wrong

It has been

workers who played

viz,-Shu yah Yung,

for the

to them

Zee Pau

Miau, '»au Ah Yung, 

all) be

your mill is against the "true meaning* cf the labour

and capitalists co-operation and mediation« But on the

contrary tiie dismissed workers, without first reporting

preparation to organise a Labour Union« This action of

and "Tai Kung" (stoppage of work) was

Character Hal ..o, 6211«

ggjSS

»gg
8Ö®ä

decided by this Bureau that those 

an active part in the disturbance,

Hoo Kung Zai, Yue Hal Qhin^»vTue Ah 

Bei Taung Yung, Lieu Zung Zai,(7 in 

be dismissed by your management, butallowed to
A'iSSwi „ -SL

sake of merwoy two months extra wages be given 

as compensation, whilst the following four workers,’ 

Ching, Wong Yue Sung, Wong Ah Zai, and Zee sing Poi
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be reprimanded once and are allowed to be r instated in 

your mill in order to settle this dispute.

A copy of the sirll&r instructional order has also 

been given to the labour union for enforcement*

Chopped l’eu Kung Jul, 
Chief of the Bureau*

6/12/36

A further visit tc the mill at 3p.m* on 8/12/36 

revealed that the foul' ex-employees(as referred to in 

Diary 25) again visited the manager in the mill* ostensibly 

to receive their wages, but actually pressing for reinstate 

-Bient.

Three months wages was nald to them all,(excepting 

one of their members who is absent, having gone to Hang

chow ) After receiving the money, and it being again 

explained to them that no re-instatexnent would be consider

ed, they left the premises*

It is not expected that they will again return*

D.S. 201.

Copy to Special Branch.
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Political 14/36.
*2"

Gordon Road
3>ec. 7th 36.

25/1

Please see below.

Further to strike of workers in the Hun# Chang 
Cotton' ¿'-ill at Ko. 361 K&rkham Road.

.¿t 8a.m. on 7/12/36» information was received from

Uie above mill to the effect that certain men,(previously

dismissed as a result of a disturbance amongst the workers)

were present in the mill and demanded to be reinstated.

Inquiries by the undersigned and C.D.S. 202 ascer

tained the fcUowingi-

At about 5p.m. on 5/12/36 & letter, addressed to the 

Hanagement of the above mill, was received from the Bureau 

of Social '-flairs, wherein it was suggested, or advised, 

that out of the 11 previously dismissed employees, 4 should 

be reinstated, the remainder to oe paid the two months 

salary owing them.

as a result of this, 2 of the workers, as under, 

appeared at the mill a»m. 7/12/36, demanding to be rein

stated, but when firmly told by the Management that such 

a proposal would not oe considered,for a moment,they left.

The names of the 11 ex-employees follow,| the names 

underlined being the ex-ployees who are to be reinstated,
(1) Shu < en Han ( X- h#

(2) Loh Kung Pzai ( JfL

(3) Yue Hai Ching ( /^/^ if

(4) Bai Tsung Yoong(

(5) Yih Ah Yoong ( $

(6) Yih Ah Mau (
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25/2.

(?) Lieu Tsung Tsai ()

(8) 7/ong Ah Fong ( -fr )

(9) 3hu Sing ¿»o )

(10) Wong Yue Sung ()

(11) Shu Pau gying ( )

according to the Bureau of Social Affairs.

The Sth and 9th as mentioned above, appeared at the I 

mill in the morning, speaking on behalf of themselfes;as 

well as the 10th and 11th named.

At about 3p.m. on 7/12/36* the first seven named 

above were paid all monies due them, and left quietly, 

but the 8th and 9th refused to accept their salary due, 

(as well asAtheir friends) numbered 10 and 11 abovefand 

shortly afterwards left the premises. It ie expected 

that they will return tomorrow 8/12/36.
Mr. Ts Hai Tsung (^'C’/^if' ) Secretary.informed the

I fe

undersigned to the effect that no consideration whatever 

will be given to the four men now seeking re-employment 

in the mill, as the previous occurrence, with its attendaitA | 

incidents, is considered closedi These four men have not, 

as yet, taken the salary due them, and are nowbickering* 

in the hope of re-instatement, but this, however, is 

without hope, Mr. Ts states,as it has been definitely 

decided to ignore the suggestion as outlined in the letter , 

from the Bureau of Social Affairs.
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rtny further

be made the subject of a further reportthe above« will

as usual

•sfe ■

Sen.

untoward incident« in connection with

Political 14/36

branch

D.S. 201

Copy to Special



—fMUMM  File No...........
<S. 35, 000.1.35 __ . .

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

3.2, Special..Branch.....
REPORT ©^..November^C=>

Subject Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham Road - six workers .....

.........................arrested...for ..intimidation...................................... ’........................................

Made #/..  ...... .........and..................... Forwarded by.......Cojne....................... . ................

With reference to the query of the D.C. (Special

Branch) concerning the six persons arrested on November 2, 

1936 and charged from Gordon Road Station with intimidating

record of any of them on file in S.2, Special Branch.

employees of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, there is no previous



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
* S«1, .Branch..Saxxaa^

REPORT Date Novembe r .3,....r9 36.

Subject Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham Road - six workers..................

arrested for intimidation

Made ¿f............................... Forwarded by.........P.*S»?.i....Aqore..................

With reference to the remarks of the D.C. (Special 

Branch) on attached Crime Diary No.677/36, Gordon Road 

regarding the arrest of six persons on November 2 for 

intimidating workers of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, nothing 

is known by S.l. Special Branch about these persons.

_________Their names and particulars have, however, been_____ _  

noted for record and future reference.

I



677/36.

2.

A.M.3/11/36.

n r • i
hv. REGtS £ * ■■■
D. ¿¿f3 4jp

// 3C

"B"-------------—
Gordo n Road
November 4, 36.

33.

S.S.D.Court.

The 6 accused in tnis case appeared before the 
S.S.D.Court A.M.3/11/36, when Judge Yih having heard 
the evidence handed down the following decisons - 

"1st,2nd & 3rd accused: Each b days detention 
for being concerned in interfering one’s right by 
means of violence".

"4th,5th & 6th accused: Each 15 days detention 
for being concerned in interfering one's right by means 
of violence"

II "Sentence of be executed immediately".



Folitioei 14/36, Gordon Road
Nov. 4, 36.

24.

Please see diary.

Strike of workers in the Hun# Chans Cotton 
MiII~àV'58Ì Varkham~^oa37

The six arrests for ’’Intimidation" offences, 

referred to in Diary No. 23, dated 3/11/36, appeared 

in the S.S.D.Court a.ai. 3/11/36 before judge Yih when 

the following decisions were rendered;-

"let, 2nd end 3rd accused; Bach 6 days’ 

detention for being concerned in interfering 

one’s right by means of violence". \

"4th, 5th and 6th accused; Each 16 days* 

detention for belnr concerned in interfering 

one’s rirht by means of violence”.

"Sentences to be executed immediately".

The above sentences were not"suspended for two 

years", as reported in "Extract from Intelligence 

Report” dated 4/11/36.

As reported in the above Intelligence Report 

no agreement was reached at the meeting convened-. i»i 

the Bureau of Social Affaire on 3/11/36.

No further disturbance is expected in the abovè 

Mlll> but the situation is being watched asjaaual.



“ s.l» Special Branch/^yyy^y4-3

November 3,z 36.

Hang Tseng Cotton Mill, 3öl Markham Road - six werkere ——»

arrested for intimidation

With reference to the remarks of the D.C. (Special

Branch) on attached Crime Diary No.677/36, Gordon Road 

regarding the arrest of six persons on November 2 for 

intimidating workers of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, nothing 

is known by S.l. Special Branch about these persons.

Their names and particulars have, however, been 

noted for record and future reference.

I



November 4, 1936.

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham Road - 
six workers arrested for intimidation.

With reference to the query of the D.C. (Special 
Branch) concerning the six persons arrested on 
November 2, 1936 and charged from Gordon Road 
Station with intimidating employees of the Hung 
Tsang Cotton Mill, there is no previous record of 
any of them on file in S.2, Special Branch.



Crine Diary«

Register No«677/56. •B* Division

Gordon Road Station

Not« 2, 1936«

Offence* Intimidation«

Place* 381 Markhan Road, Hung Chang Cotton Mill«

Time* About 6 a«m« 2«11 «36«

Time report
ed* 6*30 a«m* 2«11«36.

Name of com- - .
plainant* Zung Yue Nan ) Works manager, above

address« 

Number of 6 in 
criminals * (1)«

(2)«

C3).
✓ (4).

(5 )•

'(ô).

Arrests made* 6

custody* -r.T/>-
Wong Ah Pao t ), 18, Kompo, f/ 
Marker, residing 361 Mo#i Road* 
Wong Ah Pao (7/’^^ ), 18, Kompo, f/ 
worker, residing straw hut Kwang Shao 
Road, Chapei. _< 
Zung Siau Doo v *. ) 19 Zangohow,
y/worker. / -
Sung Ziang Sung ), 32, Kompo,
residing 3951 Robison.Road; 
Sung Ah Kung 48, Ningpo,
residing 32/400 Tonquin Road;

Zee Ah Woo O } 29, Kompo, r esiding 
16 Hung Kong Li, Penang Road«

by Detective party.

The 6 accused in this case concerned together

1

together did intimidate and attempt to prevent workers 

of the Hung Chang Cotton Mill from doing their normal 

daily work at the mill by means of threats«



Sheet No, 2

At 6*30 a,m. 2,11»36, a telephone message was received 

at Gordon Road Station from the Hung Chang Cotton Mill, 381 

Markham Road, reporting that workers were being intimidated 

at the above mill.

Upon receipt of the above message the undersigned -

C.D.S.  153 and a Party of Uniformed Police attended and found 

detained in the Office situated within the Mill compound 3 

Chinese Female Workers, names as follows!-

(1) Wong Ah Pau, 18, F^fillworker, Kompo, residing 361 Moji Rd,

(2) Wong Ah Pau, 18 F/Millworker, Kompo, residing Kwang Zau
Road, Chapel,

(3) Zung Siau Doo, 19, F/Millworker, residing 13 Hang Taung
Road, Chapel,

Who had been concerned together in intimidating and attempting 

to prevent the d ay workers from carrying on with their work in 

the above named Mill, This attempt did not materialize and 

upon arrival of the Police all the day workera had commenced, 

work.

Subsequent enquiries by D,S, White C,D,S, 153 and 187 

revealed the following!- at 7,20 p»m* 28*9,36, a strike of 

workers employed by the Ung Chang Cotton Mill situated at 381 

Markham Road commenced and this is now the subject of 

(G.R* Miso. 14/36 Political).

About 5*50 a,m, 2,11*36, Sung Ching Tse, employed as 

a day-shift foreman at the above mentioned Mill arrived at the 

Mill for work and whilst in the Spinning Room which comes under 

his dub charge he received information to the effect that the 

Night Workers were going to cause trouble when leaving at 6 a*m*
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Sung Ching Tse passed this information 

to Zung Yue Na Works Manager in the Mill Office* 

situated within the Compound* and returned to the 

work-room and upon entering about 6*5 a.m. he 

witnessed Wong Ah Pau, the 1st named F/Uillworker, 

mentioned abouve intimidating Millworkers about 

to commence work on the day shift by preventing 

them from running their machines and threatening 

them with Assault when they left the Factory later* 

should they commence work that day.

Sung Ching Tse returned to the Office and 

reported this distrubance to Zung Yue Nan, who then 

with Sung Ching Tse, went immediately back to the 

work-room Where Wong Ah Pau was located.

Zung Yue Nan* then took her to the office 

for questioning re the cause of her actions. At 

this time, about 6.5 a.m, 50% of the machines 

were running in charge of the day workers, other 

day workers with those who had just finished Night 

work being present in the work-rooms and adjoining 

compound, the Day Workers having been prevented 

from running their machines by the actions of 

Wong Ah Pau and the 2nd and 3rd named*

After the removal of Wong Ah Pau from 

the work-room by Zung Yue Nan, the clerk of the 

department! Ling Tung Shu then witnessed the 2nd 

named, Wong Ah Pau, attempting to prevent the 
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the Night workers from leaving the work-room 

and agitating with the Day-workers not to commence 

work under threats of Assault when they left the 

factory Ling Vung Shu requested her not to interior 

or cause any distrubance amongst the/ day workers 

and to leave the premises* To this request she paid 

no attention and persisted in her efforts to bring 

about an impasse with the night and day workers to 

prevent work being continued* She was then also taken 

to the Of flee by Ling Vung Shu and detained*

Zung Yue Nan, works manager then returned to 

the work-room (now about 6*20 a.m*) when all the 

night workers should have left, but many of whom were 

still present in the room mingled with day workers who 

had been f rightened to commence work* Whilst trying 

to ascertain the cause of the dis-satisfaction he 

witnessed the 3rd named Zung Siau Doo, stop 7 machines 

which were being operated by day workers at the same 

time stating that if they did not stop work they would 

be assaulted upon leaving the mill* Her removal by 

Zung Yue/ Nan, finally settled the disturbance within 

the work-room and the day workers resumed their work* 

Whilst being removed from the work-room, 

Zung Sian Doo, picked up a wooden spindle (Bxhibit) 

with which she attempted to assault Zung The 

Nan, but was prevented causing any serious to 

injury, and also removed to the office
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The removal of the three agitators quelled any 
further disturbance and all the flight Workers left the 
premises without any further incidents and all the Day workers 
commenced work*

The 3 above mentioned females brought to the station 
and interrogated admitted having participated in the 
abortive attempt to b ring about another »trike at the 
Mill as outlined above. Further questioned they stated 
that one named Sung Ziang Sung, employed in the Mill 
as a Machine Oiler had instructed them in the parts they 
had to play in the attempt to bring about another stoppage 
and further unrest amongst the worxers.

Sung Ziang Sung, 32, m/mì11worker, residing 3951 Robison 
Road, was taken into custody from the mill compound at 11.45 
a.m. 2/11/36, and brought to the station and interrogated 
admitted having with two other workers, Sung Ah Ming, and 
Zee Ah Woo attended a meeting held at flo.20 Dzoong Tuh 
Lee, Hung Fung Road, Chapei, offices of the labour Union, 2 
p.m. 1/11/36 where apparently it had been decided to deceive 
the workers of the sung Chang Cotton Mill into coming out on strike 
again on the pretext that the management was going to reduce 
their wages by 20%.

Sung Ah Kung was arrested at 12/15 a.m. 2/11/36 at 
32/400 ¿onquin Road and questioned at the station admitted 
having attended the labour meeting as stated above and 
having with the others taken part in the discussion and 
agreement to cause dissatisfaction amongst the workers

I 
as outlined above.

Zee Ah Woo, 29, M/Mill worker, employed by the Hung 
Uhang Cotton Mill was next taken into custody at 6.30 p.y.
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2/11/36, at the Mill premises and questioned at the 

station admitted his part in the attempt to bring about 

unrest amongst the workers and his attendance at the 

labour meeting at 2 p.m. 1/11/36, with the other two 

male Chinese mentioned above*

in this case it must be noted that acts of intimidation 

have occurred frequently since the commencement of the 

dispute at the Hung Chang Cotton Mill on the 28/9/36, 

and on only one previous occasion has direct evidence 

been available against any particular pe rson/s (G.R. F.I. 

K. 638/36).

Untiring efforts of the Management of the Mil and 

the Bureau of Social Affairs since the 28/9/36, have 

only recently shown results in bringing the original 

unrest amongst the workers to a satisfactory conclusion, 

rhe action of the above six named with the assistance

of the unofficial Labour union (3rd Cotton Weaving 
Preliminary office, Chapei) composed chiefly of recently 

dismissed employees, is an effort to bring about further 

unrest amongst the workers by circulating rumours that the 
management intended to reduce their pay 20% (ascertained from 
the management to be without the slightest foundation of the 
truth) and their concentrated action at the mill 6 a.m. 2/11/36 
when they attempted to prevent the i>ay workers commencing work 
by intimidation and threats of assault if not obeyed, the 
result of a premeditated plan of action.

The 6 named therefore have been charged under Art. 304 
Section 1 of the C.C.C. and will appear before the S.S.D. 
Court a.m. 3/11/36. All concerned have been warned to attend.

Statements have been taken from each and are attached



Statement of sung Ah aung native of uingpo.
Rd. Stn. on the 2/11/36

My name is Sung Ah Kung, age 48 years, native of wingpo, 
residing 420 xonquin Road. I have been employed as an oiler 
at the uung Chang Cotton Mill since March of the 11th iear 
of Chinese Republic (1932). At about 12 noon on the 31/10/36, 
when I was "shopping" on Changping noad I met one mill worker 
whom I know as Tsai ¿une Ziang. ue called me to go to no.20 
uzoong xuh Lee, uung Feng Road, uhapei, where the labour union 
is situated. I accompanied him to the said place and waited 
there until 2 p.m. the same day. A meeting was then held and 
at which it was decided that in case the mill manager wanted 

to deduct our wages from the 1/11/36 (Monday), the day workers 
who enter the mill should not commence work and the night workers 
who worked previous night should not leave the mill in order to 
make it as a demand. At 11.30 p.m. on 1/11/36 when I was 
mentioning this decision of the meeting to Sung Ziang Sung and 
Zee Ah w'oo in the "Fine Cotton" Room of the Hung Chang Mill, 
it was overheard by some of the female workers. did not 
expect that the disturbance will start this morning amongst 
the female workers.

signed: Sung Ah Kung



Statement of Sung Ziang Sung native of .uompo*
G.R.  »tn. on the 2/11/36

My name is Sung ¡¿lang Sung, age 32 years, native of 
Kompo, residing 3951 i>ah Shoo Lee,Hobison Hoad. I have been 
employed as an oiler at the nung chang Cotton “ill since 
October 1931. At about 2 p.m. on the 1/11/36 one of my co
workers whose name I do not know came to my home and called me to go 
to no.20 Dzoong luh Mee, uung reng Road, Chapei, the premises 
occupied by Labour union, un my arrival it was already about 
3p.m. The meeting was over and all attendance left, therefore 
I did not hear any decision in the meeting. 1 returned home.
I went to the mill at 5.30 p.m. for night shift. I worked until
11.30 p.m. the mid-night meal time was due and 1 left the working 
room and on my way to dining room I passed winding room and I 
heard Sung Ah Kung talk to Lee Ah Woo. 1 went up to them and 
asked them about the decision of the meeting in the labour union. 
They then all told me that the meeting decision being that if 
the mill management wanted to cut 20 per cent wages from workers 
all should oppose and all day duty shift should not start vrork 
and night duty members should not leave the mill waiting for 
the management's promise not to cut their wages, x do not know 
about the origin of the disturbance this morning, This is my 
true statement.

SignedxZung Ziang Sung.



Statanent of Zung Siao doo 0'$ ' ), native of Zangchow*
u.R. Station on the 2/11/36»

iwy name is Zung Siao boo, age 19, native of Zangchow, 
residing at i’io.47 Hong fung Faung off uai uhung Hoad, uhapei*

About 2 p.m* on the 1/11/36 when I was sleeping at 
my own home, one fellow female worker, as 1 called her 
adopted mother, came to my home and told me that I should 
not go outside when finished the night work* be careful 
of being assaulted by others, that I should come out of 
the mill together with the male and female workers* 
Further she told me that I had better not turn on night 
shift tonight*

until 6 a.m* this morning (2/11/36) I just got ready 
to leave off my work, and heard many female workers, shouting 
"Off duty workers don’t go outside" and "Day shift workers 
don’t turn on work1** "If you people don’t take this advice, 
you would be assaulted by them*" Just when I was standing 
in the Spinning room, I was pushed by some others from 
behind which action was seen by the mill staff, 1 was 
therefore brought to the station* This is my true statement*

Signed, Zung Siao Doo*



Statement oftfl) Wong Ah Pao, native of ^ompo.
G.R.  on the 2/11/36»

My name is “ong Ah Pao, age 18, native of Kompo, 
residing unnumbered staaw hut in Yung *ong Li off Mwang Shao 
Road, Chapei, and. employed by the Hung Chang Cotton Mill 
as a night worker»

About 12 mid-night 1-2/11/36, when 1 was just working 
in the spinning room, I was approached by three male workers, 
one named Sung Ah aung and one named Sung 2iang
Sung ) and the 3rd one unknown to me, they three were
engaged in oiling, and they three told me that I should not 
go out when finished the night work at 6 a»m» the next morning, 
stating that “If you female workers go outside, you would 
be assaulted by them.“ “You had better go out together with 
male workers." Indeed, it was actually Sung Ah Ming and Sung 
Ziang Sung, who prevented us to go outside, This is my 
true statement»

Cross signed, Wong Ah rao



Statment of(lst)Wong Ah Hao ( i '/ ), native of Kompo.
w.R. on the 2/11/36.

wy name is Wong Ah nao, age 18, native of h.ompo, 
residing at No.361 Moji Road. 1 am employed as a spinner 
by the Hung Chang Cotton Mill, No.618.

At about 5 p.m. on 1/11/36 I went to the Mill for 
turning up the night shift. The next morning 2/11/36 
at 5.30 a.m. the night work finished, but 1 did not come 
out. uwing to the fact that when I was working in the 
work-room about 12 mid-night, 1 was approached by two male 
workers, whose names were unknown to me, but they both were 
engaged in oiling, xhey both told me that 1 should not go 
out the next morning when finished night work, because there, 
were some persons intending to assault me, I therefore waited 
until 6 a.m. ^hen passing through the spinning room I saw 
that some disturbance was taking place, but at the same time, 
some of the mill staff were on the scene, they then suspected 
me having created disturbance, I was brought to the mill 
office first and then 1 was brought to the station. This is 
my true statement.

Cross signed, wong Ah Hao



Statement of Zee Ah Woo J, native of Aompo.
G.R.  on the 2/11/36»

My name is Lee Ah Woo, age 29, native of Aompo, 
residing Mo.12 Hung Chong Li off Penang Road, and employed 
by the nung Chang Cotton Mill as a workman since 1930» 

about 2 p.m» on the 1/10/36 I was taking food in a 
food-shop situated at the corner of Gordon and Hobison 
Roads where I was approached by one named aoo Shing xsai, 

who told me to go to the labour union at 20
Tsoong 1'uh Li off Hung *ong Road, uhapei, and informed one

* I ' named Chun Yue Ding J j to declare that 1 should 
assist the female workers on strike on the 2nd day»
At that time Sung Liang Sung was in the union office, who 
stated that he would prevent all these female workers in 
his room to go out» on the same night about 1 a»m» Sung 
Zaang Sung came to my machine room and told me that I 
should stop these female workers from working and not allowed 
them to go out. 1 replied that let each female stop work 
at liberty, because I could not prevent them by myself 
alone. The next morning at 6 a.m. I saw the mill light 
flashing red, when Sung Liang Sung was seen standing on 
the Main gate and prevented the female workers to go out» 
This is my true statement»

Signed. Zee Ah Woo. tL ’

* ... - ■ ■ • > C
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Strike of Workers in the "Hung Chang 
Cotton Mill«at 381 Markhan Road*____

Since forwarding Diary No*22, the situation 

in the above mill up to 6 a.m* on 2/11/36 had been 

normal with no intimation whatever of the further 

outbreak of trouble on the part of the workers, 

but at 6.30 a.m. 2/11/36, a telephone message was 

received at this station, from the above mill, report^ 

ing that certain workers were being intimidated.As 

a result of this information, 6 workers,(3 female 

and 3 male),were subsecuently arrested and charged, 

Vide F.I.R.677/36, G.Rd. "Intimidation". Enquiries 
revealed that No.20 Dzoong Tub LeetM/^f7),Hung 

Feng Road, Chapel, is still being used by certain 

workers of the above mill as headquarters of the 

proposed Labour Union, where meetings are held 

periodically. At 2 p.m. on 1/11/36, a meeting was 

held in the above house, attended by the three 

male Chinese(now in custody) when it was proposed 

to deceive the workers into again coming out on 

strike on the pretext that the management of the 

mill intended reducing all wages by 20 per cent« 

No cut of the workers wages is contemplat

ed by the management*

No further trouble is expected at the
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23/2.

Wt thfe* moment, but observation is being kept.

A further report will be forwarded in due 

course.

Copy to Special Branch.
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Lih pa0 ano other local newspapers^

WORKERS OF HOONG TSAUNG WEAVING AND DYEING FACTORY ON 
' STRIKE

The Hoong Tsaung () Weaving and Dyeing 
Factory, No.381 Markham Road, employs more than 1,000 workers.

The other day, the management dismissed Ho 
Kan Zai ) and several other workers for suggesting
the formation of a labour union. This dismissal gave 
rise to much dissatisfaction among the workers who went on 
a "go-slow" strike, but on the advice of the Bureau of 
Social Affairs, the strikers returned to work.

Up to yesterday the management had not given 
any reply to the demands submitted by the workers nor had 
it reinstated the dismissed hands; on the contrary, it is 
reducing the workers’ wages.

Yesterday morning the entire body of workers 
opened negotiations with the management, but without any 
result. The workers then went on strike and appointed 
representatives to make appeals to the local Tangpu and 
other government organs for assistance. These organs 
will deta.il officials to the factory this morning to 
mediate.

The Great Crystal publishes the following comment «-

JAPAN’S FOOLISH POLICY

Our enemy,believes that c after she has 
conquered this country^^ould be free of China’s vengeance. 
In the first ]Sace, will she be able to succeed in such a 
conquest and will such a conquest bring about the desired 
effect about which our enemy has been dreaming all the time? 
We say that she shall never succeed. Poland remained a 
Vassal State of Russia for nearly a century and has finally 
recovered her independence. Japan should realize that the :■> 
spirit of nationalist! among the Chinese people of to-day 
is very strong. Our enemy prefers to undertake the conquest 
of China, thereby creating general ill-feeling against her, 
rather than to co-operate with China for mutual prosperity 
and glory. What a foolish policy our enemy is now pursuingl

Let us remind*, our enemy not to be so proud 
and arrogant. She must realize that the 400,000,000 people 
of China are now ready for war and are prepared to fight 
a desperate struggle against her for the preservation of their 
existence as a nation. They are determined to smash the 
enemy forces.

Tang Seng Party Voice) published the following article 
in its Volume 2, Issue 17 «-

THE SHANGHAI INCIDENT.

At about 8,30 p.m. September 23, 1936, a 
Japanese marine was killed and two others were wounded on 
Raining Bead. A large number of Japanese marines and

deta.il
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Strike of workers in the Mung Chan« Cotton Mill ----- karlcha^isfaz---------------- *-------------------

kt 10a.m. on 30/10/36, a letter addressed to Gordon
I Road Police Station was received, signed by the"3rd Cottoi 

Weaving Preliminary Union Office** A translation of 

the contents follows}«

Gordon Rowd Polios station,

*wo received iinstructions from tne Bureau of Social 

Affairs to toe effect that all workers should return to 

work when this letter is received, we nave therefore 

informed all the workers to go to work tonight,30/10/36 

(night shift) In case of any misunderstanding existing 

we now report to you as above*N
Signed The 3rd District Cotton 
Weaving Union Preliminary offic 

Dated 30/10/36*

A Visit was paid to the Hung Chang Cotton Mill and 

Mr* To Hwei Sung, manager, was interviewed, who also 

reported the receipt of a letter sent by the Bureau of 

Social Affaire to him, a«m* 30/10/36* A translation 

of same also follows}* 

Instructional Memo No* Character Hai 1641*

•Owing to tne fact ta.it the Mill dismissed two worx< 

burned Ho Kung Tsai and Shu Won Yoh, a strike was caused. 

In this case, except the above mentioned 2 workers, all 

the workers should go back to work*
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After enquiries, we ascertained that a part of the 

weaving department still do not resume work» so there 

was no result on the meeting held on the ¿4/10/36, 

*e have again instructed the Union to the effect that 

all toe workers should resume work within two days» other 

wise taey would be deemed as willing to relinguibh tneir 

Jobs» and we allow tne mill to take the new hands in.

If any more trouble occurrs a furtner meeting should 

be hold in order to settle the trouble,

hated 30/10/36,

/rom the above two letters it would seem that the 

Bureau has suggested that all the strikers resume work» 

but does not clearly intimate whetner the previously 

dismissed men» 11 in all,v Without doubt» the letter 

received at this station» emanated from a member of the 

dismissed workers, who having heard that the Bureau has 

more or less told the management to allow the "striker* 

to r sumo work are taking it for granted they they(the 

workers formerly dismissed for creating trouble in too 

factory! wili aiB0 be ailowed to resume,

Mr, Is Hwei bung definitely stated tnatif any of 

the ex-workers appear, waen tne anifts alt- changing, at 

6p,m, 30/10/36, they will be put off the premises.

The undersigned and C,D,S,s 187 and 202 attended 

the above factory at 6,10p,m, 3Q/10/36, as the possibility
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existed that these men» when being refused to resume 

wjrk*,would probably try to cause a furtner out-brtak 

of trouble, at aoout 5.40p.m. eight of tne ex-employees I 
arrived, but when told to leave tne factory* oy the manager I 

they retired quietly* dispersing in several directions.

It is now apparently considered by the Bureau of 

Social Affairs, and the management of the Hung Chang Cotton 

Mill* that the entire Incident has now terminated.

No other <~Mting has been arranged for* and the mill 

is now working at full pressure.

As Mr. Ts Xwei Sung explained to the undersigned* 

the few weskers at present absent from the mill* are 

absent purely for private reasons suoh as sickness* etc.

As referred to in Diary Mo. 19* three arrests in 

connection with intimidation of tne workers* was affected 

on 20/10/36* at ft.40p.m. and charged* after one remand 

these men were finally sentenced to 20 days detention 
each M Zt/lQ/06» / //
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Please see diary*

Strike Qfwprkors in the fouy chan# gotten Mill 
ftt W MtfJÉffiffi PPftât

The present state in the above Mill» as shown by

the figures below» (up to 6p.m. 26/10/36) compare favourably 

with the state as shown on Diary 20 dated 22/10/36.

knquitles show that sickness and leave for various 

reasons» is responsible for ths present absentees» and 

not as night be supposed» the strike.
»uat shirt nAi/ii.

females working 579 absent 61.

Males working 115 f 8*

Mr un a»*» nZMdi»
females working 624 absent 16.

Males working 119 * 4.

inquiries show that no further meeting between the 

Bureau of Social Affairs» the workers representatives and 

the management» is yet scheduled» and as far as can be 

ascertained the movement in the factory has died a natural 

death*

Any further developments in the future will be 

reported upon in the usual way*
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Central China Daily News and. other local newspapers«

STRIKE AT THE HOONG TSAUNG COTTON MILL

The management of the Hoong Tsoung )
Cotton Kill» No.381 Markham Road, has not only failed to 
reinstate Ho Kan Zai ) and several other dismissed
hands the other day, but nas also reduced the wages of the 
workers who had participated in the T'eoent strike»

At 6 a.m. yesterday when the non-strikers 
went to the factory to work, Sun Ziang Sun ) and
other male workers instigated Wong Ah Pao ( _3E,)T$.) and 
several other female workers to use the bobbins to strike 
any worker who resumed work« The women mistook the
hands of the Wing On Cotton Mill in the vicinity for their 
fellow workers and stood in their way* A clash ensued.

Upon learning of this* the Wing On Cotton Mill 
immediately sent a telephone message to the Police whereupon 

detectives and uniformed men arrived and took Wong Ah 
Pao and 5 others into custody. The arrested persons 
were brought before the Shanghai First Special District 
Court yesterday morning when three of them were sentenced 
to 5 days' detention each while the remaining three were 
given 15 days' detention each.

Central China Daily News and other local newspapers:

WORKERS OF PAO HWA AND FIVE OTHER SILK WEAVING 
FACTORIES ON STRIDE AGAIN

'At 7 a.m. yesterday the workers of the Pao Hwa 
) and five other silk weaving factories on Brenan 

Road demanded the payment of their wages. As the demand 
was ignored, the workers went on strike at 10 a.m.

The local Tangpu and other government organs 
immedia tely instructed the strikers to wai t calmly for 
a settlement of the dispute. They will convene 
representatives of both sides to a mediation meeting on 
November 5.

Crystal ( ) publishes the following article*
THE

THE MAIN POINTS INiSINO-JAPANESE NEGOTIATIONS

Despite the several interviews between General 
Chang Chun, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the National 
Government, and Mr. Kawagoe, Japanese Ambassador to China, 
no fresh developments in the Sino-Japanese negotiations 
have taken place. This is due to the fact that Japan 
is suggesting a united front against communists and the 
demarkation of several provinces in North China into a 
buffer district. These proposals cannot be accepted 
by China.

Japan is now willing to make concessionsand 
is suggesting that autonomy be introduced in Hopei and 
Charhar instead of in the five provinces in North China, 
but she still insists on a united front against communists.
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Foh bing SilK Weaving Factory - Transient "tai-kung" strike 

At 7 a.m. November 3, the thirty workers of the

i Foh Sing Silt Weaving Factory, Lane 236, No.15 ¿renan Itoad,

O.O.L.-, commenced a ’’tai-kung" strike with a view to 

demanding the payment of wages for October. The strikers 

resumed normal operations at 10 a.m. on the advice of the 

Chinese Police. The dispute has been referred by the 

workers to the bureau of social Affairs and the local

I Kuomintang.
iW-

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - Situation

On November 3, a meeting of representatives of the 

Management and the wor?cers of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 

381 Marcham Hoad, was held in the bureau of Social Affan s 

regarding the reinstatement of eleven workers recently 

dismissed for being agitators, but no agreement was reached.

The six workers arrested by the Municipal Police 

on November 2 for intimidation were brought before the 

First Special District Court on November 3 when three of 

them were each sentenced to five days' detention, and the 

remaining three to fifteen days' detention each, sentences 

in all cases being suspended for two years.

The situation in the mill is normal this morning. 

Miscellaneous

Bureau of social Affairs issues notice regarding 
guide sexvic exigencies'"

On November 3, the _ bureau of Social Affairs of the 

shanghai City Government posted copies of a notice in 

Chinese controlled territory, ordering the proprietors of
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Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - agitation for the reinstatement of 
"dismissed, workers

In order to enforce a demand for the reinstatement of 

eleven workers recently dismissed by the management, three

workers of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham Road, 

switched off the power in the Weaving Department at 6 a.m. 

November 2.

Six persons believed to be agitators among the workers 

of the mill were arrested by the Municipal Police and will 

be brought before the First Special District Court on Nov.3.

The situation in the mill is normal this morning.

Miscellaneous

Sandalwood and Dried Longan Shop Owners1 Association - meeting

A general meeting of members of the Sandalwood and Dried 

Longan Shop Owners’ Association was held at 5 p.M. November 2 

in the office of the Association in Room 465, 66 Hankow Rcb. d, 

when the following resolutions were passed

1) That all members be warned against publishing advertisements 
in the newspapers or distributing handbills advertising 
their products with effect from Nov. 3, 1936, and that 
offenders against this resolution be fined $200.

2) That all members be warned against offering gifts for 
purchases made with effect from November 9, 1936, and 
offenders against this resolution be fined $50.

3) That all members be instructed not to hoist banners 
advertising sales after November 9, and that offenders 
against this resolution be fined $100,

Chambe- of Commerce National Goods Exhibition » closed

The National Goods Exhibition, sponsored by the Chinese 

Chamber of Commerce at No.126 Bubbling.Well Road, which opened 

on October 1, 1936, closed on November 1,
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Lih Pio ano other local newspapers* 

iiORI^BS OF HOONG TSAUNG WEAVING AND DYEING FACTORY ON
— STRIKE

The Hoong Tsaung () Weaving and Toeing 
Factory, No.381 Markham Road, employs more than 1,000 workers

The other day, the management dismissed Ho 
Kan Zai ) and several other workers for suggesting
the formation of a labour union. This dismissal gave 
rise to much dissatisfaction among the workers who went on 
a "go-slow" strike, but on the advice of the Bureau of 
Social Affairs, the strikers returned to work.

Up to yesterday the management had not given 
any reply to the demands submitted by the workers nor had 
it reinstated the dismissed hands; on the contrary, it is 
reducing the workers’ wages.

Yesterday morning the entire body of workers 
opened negotiations with the management, but without any 
result. The workers then went on strike and appointed 
representatives to make appeals to the local Tangpu and 
other government organs for assistance. These organs 
will detail officials to the factory this morning to 
mediate.

The Great Cxystai publishes the following comment s-

J ARAN’S FOOLISH POLICY

Our enemy, believes that after she has 
conquered this countryjyfà>uld be free of China's vengeance. 
In the first jEàce, will she be able to succeed in such a 
conquest and will such a conquest bring about the desired 
effect about which our enemy has been dreaming all thè time? 
We say that she shall never succeed. Poland remained a 
Vassal State of Russia for nearly a century and has finally 
recovered her independence. Japan should realize that the •• 
spirit of nationalism among the Chinese people of to-day 
is very strong. Our enemy prefers to undertake the conquest 
of China, thereby creating general ill-feeling against her, 
rather than to co-operate with China for mutual pro speri ty 
and glory. What a foolish policy our enemy is now pursuingl

Let us remind' our enemy not to be so proud 
and arrogant. She must realize that the 400,000,000 people 
of China are now ready for war and are prepared to fight 
a desperate struggle against her for the preservation of thei 
existence as a nation. They are determined to smash the 
enemy forces.

Tang Seng fb Party Voice) published the following article 
in its Volume 2, Issue 17 :-

THE SHANGHAI INCIDENT.

At about 8.30 p.m. September 23, 1936, a 
Japanese marine was killed and two others were wounded on 
Haining Boad. A large number of Japanese marines and
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Sung Sing No«6 Cotton Jill - mill supervisor assaulted
The ex-worker of the Sung Sing No.6 Cotton Mill, 

29 Hochien Road, who was arrested by the Municipal Police
on October 23 for assaulting a supervisor of the mill, 
was arraigned before the First Special District Court on 
October 24 when he was sentenced to 10 days detention, 
suspended for two years.

P.W.D. Sawgin Road Depot - strike of coolies ends
The 110 road construction coolies employed by the 

P.W.D. Sawgin Road Depot who declared a strike in the 
morning of October 26 in order to enforce a demand for the 
reinstatement of a dismissed coolie No.84 (Vide I.R* 
$6/10/36), returned to work unconditionally at 1 p.m. the 
same day.

Three coolie representatives (Nos. 45, 60 and 77) 
interviewed the Chief Highways Engineer, P.77.D. in the 
Administration Building, when they were informed that 
coolie No.84 had been dismissed and his reinstatement 
would not be considered.

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - activities of dismissed 
workers

Eleven dismissed workers of the Hung Tsang Cotton 
Mill, 381 Markham Road, submitted a petition this morning, 
October 27, to the Bureau of social Affairs, soliciting 
the assistance of the authorities in obtaining reinstate
ment. These eleven workers were recently dismissed by the 
management of the mill for being agitators and endeavouring 
to organize a labour union.
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l\ianfang tarage - Unrest amon; chauffeurs on 

res~erve~ shift

Unrest at present exists among 16 reserve shift 

chauffeurs of the Nanfing uarge, 739 «.venue jSdward VII 

(French Concession), rtio are dem.nding a monthly pay of 

¿10 each.

This a^it. tion was started by Ching Heng-loong

( '|Ty£ ; :-i ), wo Ts-liang ( > ) ana two other chauffeurs

who were recently transferred from the regular to the 

reserve shift folloving a reduction in the staff owing 

to lack of business.

This garage is now operating ¿0 motor cars with two 

sub-stations, one at ornali ISast date, and the other at 

the Shanghai south Railway station.

Hung Tsang_Cotton Lili - situation

The situation in the Hung Tsang Cotton kill, 381 

Markham Road, is normal this morning, October 23. There 

are still a number of absentees from the day and night 

shifts, but according to the management, these persons 

have either returned to their native places or obtained 

other positions.

.-.s regards the dispute over the dismissal of two 

workers for organizing a labour union and nine for being 

ringleaders in the strike, the Bureau of social Affairs 

will convene a further mediation meeting between represent

atives of the management and the workers, at 9 a.m. 

October 24 in the bureau.
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strike of wgrkers in tbg Hung Ch'ing Cotton Mill

At 3p.m. on 22/10/36, Mr. W.C. Seeds, Secretary

of the Board of Directors of the above Mill was inter«

Viewed at the station, when it was learnt that the

Bureau of Social Affairs, at the latt meeting held

between the representatives of the Mill and workers

condemned the action of the workers representatives

in calling a strike without their permission, and had

advised the management to refuse to reinstate the 

previously dismissed.

Since the arrest of the workers, as reported

workers

in

Diary 19, a marked improvement has resulted in the 

number of workers resuming«

The present state is as follows!

Night,Shift 6p.m. 22/10/36.

females working 547 absent

Males working 113

females working •43

Males working 326

In normal times males

the mill for various

the

same as above, it is

87absent

and females absent from

7?

WOSk»,

reasons would be practically the

therefore to be considered that

is practically working at full

IBM

Wil
sgr: J®l
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absent 119
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Males working 106 

y Shift 6a.au 8&/1&ZM 

Female e working 
Males working

Gordon Road
Oct. 21

as reported in Diary No. 1?« a further meeting 

was convened by the bureau of Social Affairs* 9*M* 

81/10/36* but nothing of importance resulted between 

the arises representatives owing to the fast that the 

workers representatives apparently wore interested only 

iin discussing the fate of three of their comrades arrested
zZ I'for intimidation* as outlined in Diary 18j

The meeting ended with a request by the workers to 

the management of the Kin to the effect that they* the 

management* request police to release the three men now 

in custody at Gordon Road Station.

At 4«30p.m. on 21/10/36* the manager communicated 

with the undersigned and expressed the wish that police 

do all in their power to arrest the other members of the 

strikers oonoerned in the resent acts of intimidation and 

to charge them according to law«

The following shows the exact state at the mill 

deem« 2VW^I«

Females working 308 ■

ÌSISOSTO
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Chinese Chamber of Commerce - issues instructions

On October 21, the Chinese Chamber of Commerce 

instructed various local trade associations to hoist flags 

on October 24, the day of the christening of ten aeroplanes 

subscribed by the local community as a present to General 

Chiang Kai-shek on his 50th birthday. The trade associs tions 

were zIso instructed to hoist flags at half mast on October 

25 as a mark of respect to the memory of Hu Han-min, late 

Chairman of the Standing Committee of the C.L'.C.of the 

Kuomintang, on his state burial in Canton.

Christening of ten aeroplanes at Lunghwa Aerodrome on October 
24 - local propaganda

In connection with the christening of the ten aeroplanes 

to be presented to General Chiang Kai-shek, which is scheduled 

to take place at the Lunghwa Aerodrome at 2 p.m. October 24, 

the Special Committee to Raise Funds for the Purchase of 

Aircraft to be Presented to General Chiang Kai-shek, Chinese 

Y.M.C.A. Building, 123 Boulevard de Kontigny, is making 

arrangements to publish articles in local newspapers, to 

broadcast special programmes through radio stations, and to 

exhibit photographs of General Chiang Kai-shek before each 

performance in cinemas on that day.

Labour

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - situation

In connection with the dispute between the workers 

and the management of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 

Markham Road,, which arose when the management dismissed two 

employees for organizing a labour union (Vide I.R.2/10/36), 

327 out of the night shift workers failed to report for work
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on the night of October 21/22, but the 515 of the day shift 

workers,who absented themselves on October 21, resumed wcrk 

this morning, October 22. It is expected that the absentees 

from the night shift will also resume work this evening.

At 3 p.m. October 21, the Bureau of Social Affairs 

convened a meeting in the Bureau when two representatives from 

the management and two from the workers were present. During 

the proceedings, the Bureau gave the following rulings

1) That the workers' representatives persuade all the workers 
to resume work on the morning of October 22.

2) That a settlement of the dispute concerning the dismissal 
of two workers for organizing a labour union and nine for 
being ringleaders in the strike be discussed later.

At 4 p.m. the same day, four persons claiming to be 

representatives of workers and families of the persons arrested 

on October 20 by the Municipal Police for intimidating a female 

worker (Vide I.R.22/10/36) called on the management and 

requested assistance in securing the release of the accused. 

They withdrew on being promised that their request would 

receive consideration.

The case against the above Mentioned two persons arrested 

by the Municipal Police was heard at the 1st Special District 

Court on the morning of October 21 when it was remanded to 

October 28.

Shanghai Municipality Y/harf Coolies Livelihood Improvement 
'"Society - holds social meeting

A social meeting attended by approximately sixty members 

of the Shanghai Municipality rfharf Coolies Livelihood 

Improvement Society, 763 Military Road, O.O.L., was held at 

the Nantafl Branch Office, 685 Chung Hwa Road, between 4 p.m.

I®

I®
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besides the female workers, this factory employs some 

200 male hands.

Hung Tscjia Cotton Lili - situation
In connection with the dispute between the workers 

and the management of the Hunto Tsan^ Cotton Mill, 381 
Iviarkham Road, which arose when the management dismissed two 
employees for organizing a labour union (Vide <^/10/36), 
438 of the night shift workers absented themselves on the 
night of October 20/21, and 515 of the day shift workers 
failed to report for duty this morning, October al.

—t about 5 p.m, October 20, two male Chinese were 
arrested by the Municipal Police for intimidating a female 
worker, and will be arraigned before the Court this morning, 
October 21. The arrest of these two persons led to the 
apprehension in Chapei of one of the ringleaders of the 
agitation. He is nov^ detained in the bureau of Public 
Safety, pending an application being made for his extradi
tion by the Municipal Police.

The Hung Tsang Cotton Mill employs a total complement 
of 1,783 hands.

Miscellaneous
National Goods Exhibition, No, 126 bubbling WejU^oad
- participants present tablets~to Chairman^g the 
Chamber of Commerce

The four commemoration t^i^ts presented to Wong Shiao-
I lai ^), Chaij>rt!fof the Chinese Chamber of Commerce,

£>' 1 and Hsu jhian-chu ), leading member of the Chamber,
by jy^’tJhinese manufacturers taking part in the National
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strike of worker la th? Hung Chang Cotton Mill 
»t 381 Markham Hoad,

As previously reported on Diary 17, the strike

in the above mill has now extended from the weaving 1

department to the Spinning department and an increase

in the number of strikers has resulted, as shown belowf

Uight Shift 6p.rn.20/10/36,

Females working 238 absent 382

67Males working

Day Shift 6a.m.

females working 291 absent

66

409.

Males working

As a result of

intimidation in the

234 106.
continued observation re possible

vicinity of the mill, C.P.C.s 3137

and 2461, on duty on Gordon Road near Penang Road arrest

ed two male Chinese at 4.40p.m. on 20/10/36 for intimida

ting a female worker. (This is now the subject of P.I.R. j 

638/36 G.R.) This lead to a further arrest of one of

the ring-leaders, in Chapel, who is now detained in the

P.8.Bureau, Kantao, pending application for handing over

to the S.M.P. These men have been charged with Intimida

tion, and appear before the Court a/m. 21/10/36.

At 12.10p.m. on 20/10/36, one named Tsung Sau hi

employee of the above factory, was sent to the station

by the manager to report to the effect that a demonstra

ISj
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■tian might possibly be held by the workers outside 

the mill gates between 2p,m* and $p»m, 20/10/36»
yaS IThis failed to materialise, possibly prevented 

by the presence of police and detectives*

Observation is being continued.
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of Social Affaire and the management gave their decidon

that they did not Intend to re-engage the 9 dismissed

workers

A further meeting at the Bureau has been arranged

Markham Li off Markham Road and on CShaagping Road

prevented some of the workers from » 'ing to work

although no aotual aots of intimidation were witnessed

detootivos*

31absent

14

346 366absent

289 51Males working

the Min has been confined to theThis trouble at

Weaving Department but Is now extending to the Spinning

Department as well

Precautions are being taken at ahhages of shifts

and arrests will be made* should any intimidation

witnessed by Police*

Copy to Special Branch*

Might Shift

Fonales working 589

for 21/10/36.

A.M. 20/10/36 Strikers on Markham Road Bridge* in

workers in the.B,ng Gh^ Gotten M1U 
at 381 Maybham Rpa<u

A.M. 19/10/36

Malos working 109

Day Shift 6a»»» 20/10/36

Females working

both parties attended the Bureau

1ÄSM 
ü - r
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Vice Comm ¿nder o:° the . .rmy in . uestion, arrived in 
.uh xijh .X from C axtox'i a y the Bmpreof Japan at 1 p.m. 

October lb.

Chinese ^Journalists ' ..ssocition and the abolition 
of the * J .'xuC/yf ess' Information Office

t a meeting he16 in their of.ice, ixoom 630,
! 

Continental Emporium ¿uildlng, Nanking ..-toad, between 5.30 
p.m. and 6.30 p.m. October 19, seven committee members of 
the Chinese Journalists' association decided to form a 
special committee with the co-operation of the Chinese 
Daily Newspaper proprietors' Association to study the 
¿.in.C.'s decision to abolish the dress Information Office.

Labour
Hiing Tsang Cotton Kill - situation

In connection 1th the dispute between the workers 
and the ex-workers of the .tong Tsang Cotton .111, 3bl 
m-^rKhaxa toad, which ¿rose when the management dismissed 
two employees for organising a laoour union (.Vide l.R. 
a/10/36), the Bureau of social affairs convened a meeting 
in the aureau on October 19 when representatives -from both 
parties were present. Ho satisfactory result was reached, 
owing to the management persisting in its decision to pay off 
the dismissed workers. a further meeting will be conducted 
by the Bureau on October ¿1.

The dismissed employees and a number of strikers 
prevented workers from reporting for duty this morning, 
October 20, with the result that 406 of the day shift 
hands are absent.
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The Bureau of Social Affairs communicated with the

Management on 16/10/36 and requested them to appoint 

two representatives of the Management and two representa- 

tlves of the workers for a meeting to bo held at the 

Bureau of Social Affairs 16/10/36»

This was done and the meeting was hold* The meeting 

closed with the eng action by the Bureau of Social

Affairs to the Management that all dismissed workers 

over this present dispute be re-instated and that the 

workers desist from attempting to form a Union at the 

present time»

The position is now under discussion by the

Management and they will give their decision to Bureau

Social Affairs on Mondor 1S/M/86*

On 16/10/36 the Management posted a Motion outside 

from work*

the Mill which stated that despite previous warnings, 

some of the workers were still absenting themselves

The notioe

to resume* oo ne id er ed as

wanting to leave their employment and

taken on to replace that»
Mr nMI MOi tfiM/M 

females working «OS, 

Melee working **•»
absent 
absent

ils
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Night Shift 17/1Q/S6.------ jgFemales working 554» absent 50«Males working 118» absent 1®»
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Strlko.üf _wprke.rs in thet Hun.-; Chung Cotton hill 
c.t 331 liarkhum Road.

Since the management definltaly dismissed the 

eight workers (see diary 14) more workers have returned 

to their placee in the mill. She following figures show 

marked improvement on those for the previous two shifts.

■^&k.fth.VI. ,6j^b A^fiZa.6
520 females working, 100 females absent.

IOS Males working, 5 bales absent.

620 females working. 80 femlee absent.

SIS hales working, 22 'lu.es absent.

The above shows that only 13.2£ of all workers

are now absent iron work. It must also be taken into 

consideration, that in normal times, the daily absentees 

from work for diverse reasons, is approximately 100 in 

addition to which, normal casualties have occurred which 

were not*made up* during the trouble and the vacancies 

so created, are only nsw being filled.

The eight men dismissed have neither approached or 

communicated with the management since leaving the Mill 

after dismissal. Their pay due, still awaits collection.

Might Shift flp^a. 14/lfi/3e. 

females working, ó~i>/ 

hales working, / f f

fenales absent, ¿Q
■ .

Males absent, J"
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Females forking* -¿¿A Females absent* 26

Males working, ^j?o Mies absent» 

te Special Branch*
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On October 13, the management received a letter from 
the strikers setting forth the following demands s-
1) That wages be paid not later than the 5th of every month.
2) That fines imposed must not exceed $0.30.
3) That in cases of temporary suspension of work owing to 

lack of material, daily allowances of $0.30 be issued.

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - , .^uion
In connection with the dispute between the management 

and the workers of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham 
Road, which arose when the management dismissed two workers 
for organizing a labour union (Vide I.R.2/10/36), 74 of 
the 850 night shift workers failed to report for duty on the 
night of October 14/15, and 96 of the day shift workers 
absented themselves this morning, October 15.

These figures show much improvement on the numbers of 
absentees on previous days, and the situation in the factory

I 
is returning to normal.

Miscellaneous
Rice Shop Owners* Association - meeting

Seven committee members of the Shanghai Municipality 
Rice Shop Owners* Association held a meeting in their office, 
Tai Feng Ka, City, on October 14, and decided to issue a . 
circular notice to owners of rice shops in Shanghai advising 
them not to raise or lower the prices of rice without the 
permission of the Association.

___________   •  .................... _ WfeU

'
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Movements of Notable*-
To Nanking

Departed at 11 p.m. October 13 •-
Fang Chueh-wei, member of the C.E.C.of the Kuomintang.
From Nanking

Arrived at 7 a.m. October 14 s-
Wang Chung-wei, member of the C.JLC.of the Kuomintang.
Chu Ching-lai, Chairman of the National Famine

Relief Commission.

Exodus of Chapei and neighbourhood residents into the 
Settlement

The number of persons who entered the Settlement on 
October 13 was approximately 150, the majority of idiom 
came from inland villages. The greater proportion of 
these persons proceeded to the French Concession and Nantao.

Schools in Kiangwan resume classes
The eight schools, situated on Ziang Ying Road and 

Sui Dien Road, Kiangwan, which closed on October S ostensibly 
to observe the Double Tenth Festival (Vide I.R.9/10/36), 
resumed classes on October 13 and 14.

Labour
Hung Tsang Cotton Lili - situation

In connection with the dispute between the management 
and the workers of the Hung Tsang Cotton -¿ill, 381 Markham 
Road, which arose when the management dismissed two workers 
for organizing a labour union (Vide» I.R.2/10/36), 93 of the 

850 night shift workers failed to report for duty on the 
night of Oct. 13/14, and 102 of the day shift workers absented, 
themselves this morning, October 14«
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Spécial Committee to Raise Fu nds for the Purchase of Aircraft 
to be presented to General. Chiang Kai-shek - meeting

Fourteen members of the Special Committee to Raise Funds 
for the Purchase of Aircraft to be Presented to General 
Chiang Kai-shek held a meeting in the Chinese Y.M.C.A., 123 
Boulevard de Montigny, between 5 p.m. and 6.10 p.m. October 12. 
During the meeting, it was decided to postpone the ceremony 
of naming the ten aeroplanes purchased from 2 p.m. October 
15 to 2 p.m. October 25. The ceremony will be held at the 
Lungwha Aerodrome.

It was also resolved that a propaganda campaign be 
conducted on October 25 by screening advertisements in local 
cinemas bearing on the movement, and publishing special 
articles in the press.

Labour
Hung Tsang CottonMill - situation

In connection with the dispute between the workers and 
the management of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham 
Road, which arose when the management dismissed two workers 
for organizing a labour union (Vide I.R.2/10/36), 156 of the 
850 night shift workers failed to report for duty on the 
night of October 12/13, and 160 of the day shift workers 
absented themselves this morning, October 13.

At 10 a.m. October 12, eight strikers, whom the management 
had decided to dismiss (Vide I.R.9/10/36) called at the mill 
when the foreman informed them of the decision of the manage
ment and offered them their wages. The strikers refused to 
accept the wages and left the mill half an hour later*
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Stri.ke of workers in the Hung Chang Cotton Mill 
at'"3bï" MarWam Road'1.'

At 10a.m. 12/10/36, the eight workers(previously
< 1 

referred to) attended at the mill and the works foreman 

explained to them that the management had definitely 

decided to dismiss them and offered them their pey which

had previously been j epared. This they would not accept» '
I

The undersigned and U.S.I. Chu Meng w«i were present and | 

after the works foreman had finished they were warned 

against intimidation and /or creating any disturbance 

being advised to take any grievance they may have to the 

Bureau of Social Affairs. At 10.30a.m. all eight quietly I 

left the mill. I 
.about 60 females (striking workers) had assembled

I 
outside tne mill during the above times.

IThe eight workers had been advised not to converse

with the crowd on leaving the mill. They did not do so, 
the crowd remained quiet and all quietly left after seeing 1 

the eight men walk away.

Between bit 6 p*m. 12/10/36 (change of shifts) 

extra precautions wore taken as the possibility of 

trouble existed in view of the above action taken« 

No incidents however occurred.
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Males on strike
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Sight Shift 6p.m« 12/10/36

Females on strike- 161«

Bay ^hift 6a.b. 13/10/36
Females on strike« 135«

Please note the number of 9 males has now been

subt acted from the males strike in view of their

Copy to Special Branch



850 night shift workers failed to report for duty on the
night of October 11/12, and 212 of the day shift absented
themselves this morning, October 12.

The strikers
Affairs to resume
the authorities.
resume work onA •

doing so by the management.fromprevented
At 5 p.m.

aauiission

switched off the motor
withdrew on the advice
called to the scene by

October
working
week.

of the Municipal Police, who were

Labour
Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - situation

for organizing a labour

n„+ . « io' SMAL POLICEOctober

In connection with the dispute between the workers and 
the management of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham
Road, which arose when the management dismissed two workers

union (Vide I.R.2/10/36), 227 of the

have been instructed by the Bureau of social 
work pending a settlement of the dispute by
Consequently some 60 strikers attempted to

the morning of Oct.9. They were, however, 

the same day, some seventy strikers gained
to the mill during the changing over of shifts and

in the Weaving Department. They later 

the management. Work was resumed at 6p.m.
Tseng Yuan Silk Factory - increases working period 

. Brenan RoadThe Tseng Yuan Silk Factory, 19 Teh Loong Fang,A0.0*L.
which reduced its working period to six days per week on

6, 1936 (Vide I.R. 7/10/36), resumed its normal
period on October 11, of six days and six nights a
This factory employs 52 hands.

MlaCe11ane ous
Bureau of Social Affairs convenes meeting ftf.repne Sent at iytes 

of local“ theatrical performers
Between 10.30 a.m. and 11.30 a.m. October 9, the Bureau 

of Social Affairs convened a meeting of representatives of 
local theatrical performers, including story-tellers, in the

»Oh
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¿tjikjL.of inthe Hung Çhang Ootton Hill

The meeting as arranged for lla»m« 11/10/36 at

Gordon Road Station (see diary Ho« 12) did not materialise

e« Yuen Ah Miauof the workers attended 1as only one

'*T ) wil° stated the others were not willing to

attend the station«

It was then decided with the mill representatives

that a further meeting be arranged for 10a«m« 12/10/36

at the Mill Offlose

Precautions will be taken and detectives will

attend the meeting

Night Shift 6p«m, llAO/36

Females on strike

Males on strike» Q

W shift 6a«m. 12/10/36.

Females on strike» / 

Males on strike»

Cdjor to focolai Branch

: ù-.:
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SteUg of worn:

the station as previouslyof the management came to

the nine workers awaitingarranged but only two of

dismissal being

They

represent the others*

to 1 is

2,- Yuen Ah Miau

attended* They
!»• Yue Hal Ching i£-AM )

t

rag
Ita

"B" 
Gordon Road

Oct* 10,

At Ua*m* 10/10/36 Mr. W.C.Seeds and representatives

stated they had not come as representatives

for the others but happened to be the only two attending

It was obvious however they had attended prepared to

It was explained to these two that nothing oould

be done through tha medium of representatives and that

all must attend at the same time*

They then left the station after they had stated

they would arrange for them all to come to Gordon Road 

11/10/36*at Ha*m* 11/10/36.
Bel Xmmg Yung ("5 ^•3? ) as shown on diary 9

in the custody of Chapel Police and therefore

attend*only 8 of

Road and Veo vel Ying

I f the nine will bo able to 
At U.OSaoa. 10/10/36, Tsang lai Tsung(7/t|t) )

ode IV» female, residing »35 Ferry

) sgo St» fo—ll» 56 Teh Tuh 14 Voting Rood cam

> to the station and reported trivial iniurios received at
■z/ k , «•<• ' , •¿¿'X ' ,
/ the Mill gates when they were going to work at about
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5»10p»m. 9/10/36» Enquiries revealed that some had 

been received whilst being pushed in the crowd during 

the incident at that time (see diary U)» They did 

not wish to attend Hospital and only required that 

their report be placed on record in view of the present 

situation» It is suspected that some other strikers 

had "put them up" to making this report but along more 

serious lines but that they "lost heart*1 and confined 

their report as above on seeing those connected with the 

management* at that time* at the station» They would 

not admit that others had instigated them to report. 

Both have been on strike for the past week and stated 

they were returning to work for the fidwt time when 

the above happened.

Ho further incidents have occurred and the 

number of strikers are now as follows!•

Females on strike» f^X- 

Males on strike» fl 

HO day ehlfl 0S.m. 11/19/36.

MBi llllft
; ' 'X

■to .
J Ccpy t0 Special Branch«

IS
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*»•Gordon RoadOctober 10»

strike of *orj

Further to the remarks on diary No*9 re dismissal 

of five other employees»enquiries have now revealed the 

situation to be as follows* -
A letter was received from the Bureau of Social 

Affairs by the Management on b/lo/36 translation aa 

follows«* Qrtwr liront >r Bartro tf ^roll tfftlrt ffftifllMTMlttr HftT 8Q1»
* A petition has been received from the Preparatory 

Commit te of the No.3 Cotton weaving workers Union to the 

effect that two of the workers named Boo Bang z»i and 

Shu Vung Yah have boon dismissed by the mill management 

without any suitable reason» therefore a dispute between 

the managemrat and workers han commenced »and that this 

Bureau bo requested to take this ease into consideration.
• According to the above» the declaration of 

stoppage of work by the workers before negotiation or 

decision by this Bureau is strictly prohibited and this 

order has been repeatedly conveyed to every mill and 

their workers* It is not according to "laws" of this 

Bureau that the workers of the mill in question declare 

a stoppage of work without first obtaining permission 

from this Bureau» and is considered to bo unreasonable •
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’This Bureau, on receipt of thia petition from the

workers union,now again repeat the above order and

herewith instruct that all the workers of the mill

should reatino work aa oom ad

with the management latori

shu Vung Yah whose reason for their dismissal will 1 
investigated and the natter settled by negotiations

to maintaining order of the mill, 
of the two dismissed members named

sceptics

Kung Zai andBoo

»BPBII 
rffl

but instructed that all other workers resum work* 

the management on receipt *£ thia letter realised 

that to dismiss these further 9 nen would be contrary 

to the instructions of Bureau of denial Affairs«

After a discussion by the management it was

IX*À ).

from Bureau of desiai Affairs

Prior to receipt of this letter the manage
ment had decided on 7/10/30 to dismiss first» five 

workers as shown on diary 9 page 1 and later, ait the 
first convenient opportunity,« others, (name below) for 

being instrumental in prolonging the strike« 
l.Bei f sung YuhgCT O ) • 

2«wong Ah Paung
3«wong Yue sung 
4,lung Ah Yung 

i^lety(above) 
►th the dismissal of the original two woxkers
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decided to adhere to their original decision and to
dismiss these 9 men and they are quoting "Factory law* 
( )Art.Bo.il sect. 8 which statesi-

«A factory may terminate a working agreement prior 
to its expiration and without previous notice on
the following g rounds t*>

when a worker fails to report for work,with
out cause for 3 consecutive days or,more than 6 
days in one mon th J

I
The management contend that they are within their II >s in making this decision,as all the above 9 workers I I 

absented themselves from work for over one week.This decision, it is understood, will bo oommunio- I
•tod to the Bureau of Social Affairs 9/1Q/M and the 
management has promised to communicate the reply given, I 
on its leoeipt«

Mart llltft AJbAa
Peaalti bn strikes ¿¿O

Malos on strike« z7
JLdtaAs 1Q/1Q/M.

Females on strikes
Malos on strikes

Art.Bo.il
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Strike of Workers in the Hung Chang Cotton Mill 
ai 361 Markham Road,

At 5.10p.m. 9/10/36, a message was received

in the Charge Room from Hung Chang Mill to the effect 

that workers were causing trouble at the mill.

Inapt, i/o, D.S. White and party immediately 

attended and found that P.S, Johnstone and C»D.S, 120 

and party of police had 13 men under detention in the

Weaving Shed Dining Room.

Inquiries revealed that these men, had entered 

the Mill Compound with other workers, during change of 

shifts and had assembled in the Mill Compound and demanded | 

to Interview the management re reinstatement.
I

Might of the 13 workers were those already referred 1
1 

to on Diary 9 page 2 and Diary 10 page 2, Bel Tsung Yung

being absent. The names of the other 5 are

■Lieu Pao De,

1,-Zee Vung Woo, kf 2,-Tsung Pau Ling,^f^

3,-Ching Ling Hai,^-^/^ I 

5,-Tsung Ching Llnga^/f^ 

also Mill workers on strike«

The management refused to grant these men an inter

view and they then wont together to the Weaving Department 

Dining Room and stated they intended to remain there 

until an Interview was granted«

Whilst enquiries wore in progress D.O. "B* attended 

and the 13 workers were then taken to the office where
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D*0* "B", inept* i/o, the manager and D.S* White 

discussed the matter*«

It must be noted that the nine men have not yet 
been properly notified of their dismissal» but as shown | 

on Di&ry Ho* 9 page 2 (last para»)» four of these men 

had been refused admittance to the mill at 6a*m» 9/10/36 '
I when they wished to resume work*

These workers stated they had the authority of the I 

Bureau of Social affairs» to again start work» in the 

form of a letter* This was not displayed but is believed j 

to ba one identical with that received by the management* 1

This letter io said to be in the possession of Boo Kung I 

Zeu )(one of the original two dismissed)*

It was finally arranged, vita the sanction of |
I

D*0**B", that there workers and a representative of the | 

management, meet at Gordon Road Station at lla*m* 

10/10/36 when the findings of a meeting to bo arranged 

by Mr* W.C* Seeds with the management, in the interim,
WSII

will be conveyed to them*

The increase in the number of striker* shown on

Diary 10 page 3 (night shift) is most probably, duo to |

the fact that some worker* arriving for the night shift, 

would net enter the Mill Compound on observing that some 

trouble was afoot and were seen to walk emiy (most 

probably returning to their homes) *
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11/3*

No holiday is being observed by the Mill on 
10/10/36 (Double Tenth) in view of the present unrest 
and the probability of the management deciding to 
"dose down" until the workers are willing to return*

I
I ' ■ 9
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Gordon Road
Oct. Sth 36,

Please see diary.

Strike of °2t^on Mill

As will be seen by reference to Diary No. 8, several

men were arrested by the Chapei Police following an assault 

upon a carpenter* (employed by the above mill) at about

1.30p.m.  on 7/10/36.

▲ list of the names of the men arrested» including

v others taken into the Hung ^ong Road Police Station» for

questioning» follows)**
(I) Shu Vung Yoh pf X $

(3) '¿ee Pau Ghing( fa '!'/%’
(5) Tseu Vung Ping( 3
(7) Lieu Pao Dien( ?*'| ft* $

(9) Tseu liiau Ying(/&)

(II) Shu Zung Dien(

) (2) Lieu Zung Zai ('54*|^T ) 
)(4) Wong Ah Paung ( ^ »If ) 

)(4) Zung Pau Ling )

) (4) Tsang Kuo An ( ll<- 3) & ) 
) (10)Tsang Ling Pao( )

)

Later» these men were all released» after a suitable

quarantee had been provided f sr< them. (They are not being 

prooeeded against by the Chapei Authorities) .

At about 6p.m. on 7/10/36» one named "Bee Chin Yung" 

( ) was arrested by the above police and recognise 

by the oomplainant (as one of his assailants) This man has

been detained and charged» appearing in the City Court

a»m» 8/10/36.

It will be noticed that in ths above list of names

of workers who were present during the assault upon one
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of the workers »appoan the name of Shu Vung Yoh(^f^<^ ) 

who was one of the originally dismissed men.

On 7/10/36» the management decided, to dismiss

the undermentioned five male workers as they wore known 

to be ones who were actively prolonging the strikes»
1. Yue Hal chlng^^^ ) •
2. Zee Sing Foo OP’

3. Zw Pau Ching(4rf^^ ) •

4. Yuen Ah Miau
5. lieu Zung zai(jty//^).

This Information was not passed to detectives until 

C.D.S.202 had learnt this from outside and then directly ; 

questioned the management.

It is learnt that the Bureau of social Affairs 

has already sent a letter to the workers representatives 

instructing them to resume work first and to negotiate 

afterwards. These instructions however were based on the 

original grievance of the two dismissed workers.

The dismissal of the above five has further oom» 

plioatod matters but as this information only came 

to hand at 7 a.m. 9/10/36, enquiries regarding same are j 

not yet complete.
Four of the above five attempted to resume work | 

6 a.m. 9/10/36 but this was refused by the management.
At 6 a.m. shift 9/10/36 about 40 femalooworkors |

■ ' 1
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waited outside the mill and were Prepared to resume 
work In the event of the male workers doing so. The 
male workers failing to resume* the females then quietly 

left in various directions.
»i<ht rttft jlm* aZlaZM- 
Females on strike I 148. 
Males on strikes 14. 
J2BE~fliUO 9/10/36. 
Females on strikes 163. 
Males on strikes 20.

These figures shew zeiy little variance from those 

of yesterday.
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Jordon -bad"
October 7»

Strike of workers In the Hung Chang Cotton Mill 
---------------- at WMBR --------------------------—

At the request of the Bureau of Social Affairs 

the management sent two representatives of the mill, 
Kang Woo Chuandfe/^ )aud K&u Loh Zung(i^^0 )(Snglnoers) 

to discuss the matter with the Bureau.' i was also learnt 

that the two dismissed workers had also been to the 

Bureau to state their ease.

It is understood that the Bureau of Social 

Affairs are now giving the strike their consideration 

but have as yet made no statements concerning sane* 

Detectives were again employed at the change 
of shifts and kept observation in the vicinity but 

observed no oases of Intimidation or workers being 

accosted on the roadway.

The number on strike have now slightly decreased

and the figures as given by the management are as shown

bdowt*

flight Shift 6 P.m. 6/10/36-
Fomalee on strike 17«.

males one strike 12.

Day shift 6 a.m. 7/lo/Mt- 

Jemales on strike MS*

Males on strike 25.

The abort figures show workers «ho have not reported .
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for work and at the present time, are therefore consi

dered on strike though some mat he workers who are 

absent for other reasons, illness,private affairs u
etc* the management stating that in normal tines they |

I-always have a number absent for these reasons— especial

ly amongst the females*

{ am, sir*
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Branches, Lane 20, 9 Rue Fere Robert, between 3 p.m. and
5 p.m. October 4, and decided to make arrangements to hold 
an election of new committee members for the ensuing year 
and to establish a ’’2nd Special District Citizens’ Lien 
Hwai (Mutual Entertainment) Society” ( 
at No.2 Yue Teh Li ( ;// ), Kwangse Road.

Labour
Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - strike situation

In connection with the dispute between the workers 
and the management of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 
Markham Road, over the dismissal of two workers for 
organizing a labour union (Vide I.R.2/10/36), 188 of the 
850 night shift workers did not report for work on the 
night of October 6/7, and 170 of the day shift workers 
absented themselves from duty this morning, October 7.

Tseng Yuan Silk Factory - reduction in working period 
With effect from October 6, the Tseng Yuart Silk

Factory, 19 Teh Loong Fang, Brenan Road, O.O.L., reduced 
its working period to six days a weelt owing to the present 
local situation, and the fifty-two workers in its employ 
have been divided into two shifts each operating three 
days a week. This factory hitherto operated six days and 
six nights a week.

Miscellaneous
Shanghai Citizens* Association - annual meeting

Between 5.¿p.m. and 8 p.m. October 6, the annual meeting 
of the Shanghai Citizens* Association was held in its office, 
Room 415‘ Chung Wei Building, 16 Rue de la Porte du Nord, 
with 90 members attending.
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INTELLIGENCE REPORT October 6, 1936, 
Political

Movements of Notables
To Nanking

Departed at 11 p.m* October 5 «-
H.ri.  Kung, Minister of Finance.
Hsu Kai, Vice Minister of Finance.
Chu Ming-nyi, mefiber of the C.E.C.of the Kuomintang.

Labour
Heng Foong Silk Filature - stoppage of work

Two hundred out of the 400 workers of the Heng Foong
Silk Filature, 316 Koo Ka Wan, Chapei, ceased work at
3.30 p.m. October 5, in order to enforce a demand for the
immediate payment of wages. Work was resumed at
4.30 p.m. on the management promising to issue wages on
October 8.

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - strike situation
In connection with the dispute between the workers 

and the management of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 
. V Markham Road, which arose when the management dismissed

V /
two employees for organizing a labour union (Vide I.R.
2/10/36), 230 of the850 night shift workers failed to 
report for work on the night of October 5/6, and 200 
of the day shift workers absented themselves this morning, 

^g^gjgScjfeteteer 6»

]r nÇÜ Ocean Steamer Tallymen’s Mutual Aid Society -
( c .djEyval of office

The office of the Shanghai Ocean Steamer Tallymen’s
I Mutual Aid Society has been removed from Lane 21, 17 Wayside 

Road, to No.26 Chusan Road.
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Gordon Road
October 5, 36.

Please see diary*

Strike of ^omra in the Hung Ch Cotton Mill 
ti W Rffftd* iZ Wjfa

Further enquiries at the above mill on the night 

of the 6/10/36 ascertained that 230 workers of the night 

shift failed to report for work.

The position to date is now as follows|- 160 day

shift workers and 230 night-shift workers have failed to 

report for work* a total of 390 male and females» This 
is probably explained by the faot that on Sunday* 4/10/36* I 

the mill is closed down during the period of the day-shift* | 

6 a.m. to 6 p*m. and this would therefore aford an opportu- 1 

-nity to the disgruntled workers to circulate amongst the 

other workers for the purpose of spreading discontent.

It was learnt that many of the workers who are unwilling 

to strike were approached on Sunday»4/10/36» and requested 

to help the strikers by refusing to resume work for two 

days* thereby assisting them, the strikers* to gain their 

objective.

with regard to the notice posted by the management 
to the effect that in the event of the strikers failing j 

to resume work in two d^ra* all would be dismissed* Mr* 

Ts Hal Tseng Informed the undersigned to the effect that 

this notice was posted more as a means to frighten the 

workers into resuming* and should not bo taken too literally! 

but at the same time* should the situation assume serious I

r''

• .. . ........... . '
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proportions,the management were prepared to close 

down for an indefinite period«

Close observation is being continued in order 

to prevent any intimidation in the vicinity or curtilage 

of the mill.

Day shift 6/10/36 starting at 6 a.m« show st» 

306 females working* 100 on strike. 

<48 males working— 30 on strike, 

filo cases of intimidation in the 

vicinity of the mill*

Detectives are being posted at the 

time shifts change to guard against 

this«
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October 4* 36.

Strike of workers in the Hung Chang Cottn Mill 
________ at 381 .¿urkhamiioad.

At 6 «30 p.m. 3/10/36 a check was made on the 

number of workers who had reported for the night shift.

Improvement in the situation is shown,in 

that only 40 workers failed to report for duty as against 

about 200 the premises pight«

The mill is closed down during the period

of Sunday’s day shift »and the next shift to go on will 

be 6 p.m. 4/10/36« This is to allow the workers to change 

over from day shift to night shift and vise versa.

No oases of intimidation have occurred or 

been reported since precautions to prevent same wore 

instituted. Detectives are still keeping in touch 

with the situation«
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October 5, 1936.

Hung Tsang Cotton / ill strike situation

In connection with the dispute between the workers and 

the management of the Hung Tsang Cotton .111, 381 Markham 

Hoad, which arose when the management dismissed two employees 

for organizing a labour union (Vide I.R. 2/10/36), 200 of 

the 850 night shift workers failed to report for duty on 

the night of October 4/5 and 160 of the day shift workers 

absented themselves this morning, October 5.

On October 3, the management posted a notice instructing 

all workers to r sune within two days nuder pain of 

dismissal.
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Local situation - decrease in the number of residents 
leaving Chapel

The exodus of persons from Chinese controlled territory 
(Vide I.R.2/10/36) showed a decided decrease on October 2. 
Although thepanic in Chapei appears to have subsided, 
rumours are still rife concerning impending Sino-Japanese 
hostilities» The barricades erected by the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party in Hongkew District have now been 
removed.

Labour
Jen Yue Hosiery Factory - suspends operations

The Jen Yue Hosiery Factory, 53 Singapore Road, 0.0.L. 
closed on October 2 owing to lack of business. As a result, 
300 workers are affected.

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - strike situation
One hundred and ninety of the 850 night shift hands 

employed by the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham Road, 
absented themselves from duty on the night of October 2/3. 
Of the 270 day shift workers who went on strike on October 1 
(Vide I.R.2/10/36), 170 returned to work this morning, 
while the remaining 100 employees are still out.

The dismissal of two workers on September 28 for • 
organizing a labour union is the cause of the agitation 
among these workers.

Miscellaneous
Animal Day - observance

In observance of Animal Day, which Tails on October 4, 
the China Society for the Protection of Animals, 35 Yunnan 
Road, will hold an exhibition of propaganda advocating the
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Please see diary.

Strike of workers in the Hung Chang Cotton 
Mill, at 381 Markham Road~

At 8.30a.m. on 2/10/36, the undersigned again 

visited the manager of the Hung Chang Mill 

when it was learnt that out of the normal oompiement

of day-workers, (667 male and female), 240 females and 

40 males, (a total if 280) failed to turn up for work 

this a.m. S/10/36.

The remainder, 377 female and male workers, 

proceeded quietly to the various departments where they 

remained at work without any sign of demonstration.

During the interview, Mr. Ts Hai Tsong informed 

the undersigned that he had eeoeived information from 

one of his department foreman, to the effect that cases 

of Intimidation had occurred at the following places 

between the hours of 5a.m. to 6.30a.m. and 5p.m. to 

6.30p.m. on 1/10/36 and 3/10/361-

(1) Markham and Connaught Hoads corner,

(2) Ghangping Road near Markham Road, and

(3) Markham Li off Markham Hoad 

on the part of disgruntled employees, now on strike.

Inspector l/o informed and police on beat duty in 

the vicinity of the above placet have been warned to keep 

a sharp look out.

Doteotives have also been detailed for observation 

in regard to the above.
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At 6p.m. on 2/10/36, whan the night shift comprising 

660 hands should have reported for work» it was found 

that 460 only, checked in, or less 200. This now makes 

a total of 480 male and female workers on strike.

It is thought by the management, that it is only 

a matter of time before the entire complement of workers 

will have ceased work.

Up to date, enquiries show, no representations
I 

ha/e been made by the workers to the management.

Mr. Ts Hal Isong assured the undersigned that

every effort to bring the dispute to an early settlement 1
1 

would be made by the management, but that, in the event 

of any further demands, such as increased wages, or the 

like, being put forth by the workers, a complete "shut

out* would be ordered for an indefinite period. (Mr. Ts 

Hai Tsong has apparently heard rumours to the effeot

that S. higher wages would also be demanded by the workers, | 

during the present dispute).

Strict observation is being ktpt up, and a further
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At 11.00a.m. on l/^O/S6» the undersigned again 

visited the Secretary of the Board of Directors of the 

above Mil. at 381 Markham Road when it was learnt that 

no definite decision had be<?n arrived at between the 

management and the workers, but that all hands were working 

nomaily as hitherto, with no suspicion of impending
I 

disturbance.

At 2.00p.m. same date, the undersigned was informed | 

oy Mr. Ts Hal Tseng (The Secretary referred to above) to 

the effect that he had received definite instructions^© 

dismiss the two workmen.(referred to on Diary 1) despite I 
any adverse action on the part of the other workers, and 

that he would dismiss these men at 3.00p.m. oven date.
He further informed the undersigned to the of foot I 

that he had received information from hie foreman named 

Zung Taung Chang ($¡5 4$ ) revealing the possibility of
. . Ia disturbance staged by the friends of the men whom he

I intended to dismiss, he therefore requested police

protection on the premises, in view of thio. The foreman 

when questioned stated that he had himself hoard muttered

threats on the part of many of the workers» in the mill,
to the effect that the management "would be sorry* if they |

persisted in the dismissal of their two friends.(1) Hoo
Kung Zeu ) end (2) Shu Vong Yoh X ) J.

Uw«... __sL.... /?
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3.

Please see below.
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A party of police under Inspector Holt* Officer i/o 

immediately proceeded to the mill, and shortly afterwards 

"Hoo Kung Zeu* was called from the mill by the manager, 

who told him his services were no longer required« He was 

immediately paid his salary, to date, and left the premises

quickly

This man was engaged on day-shift whilst his friend,

Shu

the

Yung Yoh is employed on the night shift

Ts Hal Tsong then stated that at 6 p.m. upon 

arrival of Shu Yung Yoh, he was also to be paid off

As no signs of a disturbance were apparent, 

withdrawn except for the usual strength which

kept observation during the past few days

At 6p«m, the undersigned was again

Shu Yung Yoh failed to arrive at the mill

Prom this it is oonsidered that he 

£ been informed by his friend of the decision M the manage» 

ment, and consequently has remained awty probably to 

consider some other line of action, after consulting with

his friends
i At present, no useful information regarding the 

type of reaction to be expected from the workers, when they
all learn of the dismissal of these two men

ed, apart from rumours to the effect that a

oould be obtain^ 

strike would |
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be called and immediate stoppage of work eflooted.

Strict obserr tion is being kept tip by detectives.

Senior Detective i/o»

Copy to Special Branch,
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Labour

Yee Tsoong Tobacco Company - increase in daily working 
period

The Thorburn Road Factory and the Pootung Factory of 

the Yee Tsoong Tobacco Company commenced operating ten 
hours instead of nine hours a day on October 1.

Hung Tsang Cotton kill - day shift workers declare 
strike

On the morning of October 1, 270 of the o50 day 
shift workers of the Hung Tsang Cotton kill declared a 

strike as a protest against the action of the management 

in dismissing two workers on September 28 for being the 

organizers of a labour union (Viue I.R. 29/9/36).

The 850 night shift workers who declared a strike 

for the same reason at 6 p.m., September 28, resumed 

unconditionally on the evening of September 29.

Asia Steel Factory - workers cease agitation

In connection with the demand of the workers of

the Asia Steel Factory, 379 Hochien Road, fox an increase 
in wages (Vide I.R. 1/10/36), the management has agreed 
to grant them a wage increase ranging from 3 to 6 cents 
per day with effect fxom October 1. Ten of the fifteen 

workers who walked out on October 1 in order to enforce 

the demand in question have been dismissed. A decision 

regarding the remaining five workers will be given on 

October 3.
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This factory employs a complement of 60 hands, and 

recently owing to business depression, the management 

divided them into two shifts to operate alternate days.

It is learned that the management intends to dismiss 

three of the strikers who are believed to be the instigators 

of the present trouble.

5th District Cigarette factory .»prkers * Union
- activicj cs

In commemoration of the anniversary of the strike 

of the Yee Tsoong Tobacco Factory workers following which 

the management of the concern agreed to pay taxes on 

tobacco to the Chinese Government, the 5th District 

Cigarette Factory workers’ Union, 78 Lan hyi Doo Road, 

Pootung, held a me eting between 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. September 

30, when 80 persons attended. Posters bearing on the 

anniversary were pasted on the walls of the Union premises 

on September 29.

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - workers to form a Union 

Arrangements are being made by workers of the

Hung Tsang Cotton Kill, 381 Markham Road, to form a 

union and a preparatory office has been estaolished at 

Ho.20 Zoong Teh Li ), Heng Foong Road, Chapei.

The promoters of the movement are Hsu wen-yah.

) and Ho Keng-zai foremen in the
Machine Shop of the Mill.

The Hung Tsang Cotton Mill employs a total cf
1,700  workers.
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Hung Tsang Cotton Mill ~ strike

At 6 p.m. September 28, the nirht shift workers of 

the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 381 Markham Road, went on a 

strike with a view to demanding the reinstatement of two 

labourers who were dismissed by the management on suspicion 

of being actively engaged in organizing a labour union.

The management has promised to reinstate the two 

workers for the time being pending a decision by the Board 

of Directors.

This mill has a total complement of 1,700 workers, of 

whom 850 are employed on night shift.

The day shift workers are•operating as usual, and 

it is expected that the night shift workers will return 

rk this evening.

Cathay Laundry - strike continues

The fifty workers employed in the Ironing Department 

of the Cathay Laundry, 1178 Pingliang Road, continue on 

strike this morning, Sept.29 to enforce their demand for 

the reinstatement of a dismissed workerfvide I.R.28/9/36).

Workers in other departments are operating as usual.

Miscellaneous

1st Special District Citizens’ Federation - circular to 
shop owners

On Sept. 28, the 1st Special District Citizens’ Federation 

Chinese Chamber of Commerce Building, Worth Soochow Road, 

issued a circular notice to various shop owners in the 

Settlement asking them to hoist flags on Oct. 1 in celebration 

of the renaming of Thibet Road as Yu Yah Ching Road. The 

notice also requests them to send representatives to attend
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V 34 ....... . ....... A .......
wft W _______ __

Gordon Koad
Gept* 29, 36«

Partner enquiries re tne proposed meeting to 

be held between tne Management and the workers at about 

4p,m. on 29/9/36 resulted in information being obtained 

-*• to the effect that no meeting between the above mentioned

parties would take place as scheduled, as no instruction 

regarding such nad been received by the management« 

all hands commenced work as usual a.m. 29/9/36, 

with no signs or impending disturbance« 

a further report will be forwarded in due course«
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each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

8triKe at Hung Chang Cotton Spinning, Weawing and 
Eyeing Pactoxy, 3ol Markham Hoad.

At 7,20p.m. on 28/9/36» a telephone message was 

received from one named liing Wen 1'3 ) ofiioe

clerk, employed b tne Hung Chang Cotton Spinning, Weaving 

and Dyeing ractoxy ) situated at No* 381

Markham noad to une effect that a strike had occurred in 

tne above factory axfeoting about 850 workers, further
I 

aciding tnat tne strikers were on tne premises and rex used 

to leave* I
Inspector Holt,Offioer i/c District, D.8. laylor, 

and a party of police immediately proceeded to the scene 

when it was learnt tnat tne night ana dey shifts ox male 

and female worker’s ox tne Spinning and Weaving departments 

ox the aoove factory, comprising abuut 850 workers in ail 

had ceased work, a..a definitely reiusea to continue until 

tne following two aemands had been complied witn by the 

management; -

(1) Znat tne workers be allowed to establish a branch of 

tne 3rd District cotton leaving labourers Union, 

(located on Hung koong noad, cnapei)*

,2) inat two workers named (1) shu Vung Yoh )

ana (2) Huo Kung Zeu ( ) dismissed by a fore- |

man named Zang Tsung Chang ($ ) at 6P«m» on 

28/9/36 be reinstated.
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Mr. is Hai Soong G5(2>X ) Secretary oi tne board

of Directors oz tne concern was communicated. with» and,

upon his arrival tne following was learnt)- On tne 

26/9/36, representation was made to tne management by 

tne two now dismissed workmen, wno apparently acting as 

spokesmen on behalf oi the Spinning and Weaving depart- a 
ments, demanded that tne workers be allowed to establish | 

a branch office of the 3rd District Spinning and "saving 

.Labour Union» and to become affiliated to that union. 

Mr. Is hai isong then explained to them tnat the idea
I 

would not be entertained by the management« Later in an | 

exfort to arrest tne movement before same had a chance to 1 

take root*(but oniy after enquiries had been made amongst | 

the worxers by the management* resulting in inxormation 

being received to tne efieot tnat "Snu Vung Yoh" and 

"Moo Kung Zeu" were likely to cause discontent amongst 

the staxf) the two above named workers repx-esentatives 

were informed to the effect that tneir services would 

terminate on 26/9/36.

This resulted in a committee being xoxmed* compris-j 

ing a male workers (named hereunder) (1) Yee Mai Ching 

(4'^^p ) (2) Loh ban rao (P£ ) (3) Zee rao Shing

) (4) Zung Lan bung ( t ) (6) Hoo an bung
( £ ) (6) I»» Kung Dau ) (?) *««« W /

(£P7t ) (8) Wong Yeu Dau ) who presented | .
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the above uwo demands io tne management ai about 6.30p.m. 

on 28/9/36, in the meantime a halt was called which 

ai looted the departments mentioned above •

It was also learnt that the two dismissed workers 

had applied for registration to the -bureau of Social 

afxairs* Kantao on about 20/9/36* with a view to obtaining* 

recognition ox tnelr proposal to establish a union«

following a lengthy discussion in the factory from j. 

7« 30p.m. to 9p«m« 28/9/36* a local agreement was arrived 

at between tne Secretary »Mr. is H-ii Tseng ana tne workers 

to the effect tnat tne two dismissed workman may continue 

Uieir worf from a.m. 29/9/36, provided all hanus turned | 

in togetner. Inis was agreed to, as a form of temporary ' 

measure, pending a meeting of the management at about 

4p.m. on 29/9/36* at which time* representatives of the 

workers would be present to discuss tne situation.

Oniy about 100 of the nignt snift remained behind 

to work, the remainder leaving «he factoiy* without 

causing disturbance* promising to continue work from the ■ 

29/9/36* pending settlement of tne atxair.

The situation up to tne present cannot be describ 

as normal* especially in view ox the unlikelihood , 

(according to Mr. Ts hai Tseng) of the management agree!

to tne worxers demands*

police have thereidte been posted in the vicinit
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and ooeervation ox' the movements ox the workers is 

being kept up by detectives» pending tne outcome of the 

discussion between both parties* at 4p.m. 29/9/36* tne 

•*’ result of wnich will be the subject of a further report.

There is no suggestion of, or tnreatentd* distur

bance* Up to the present.

Copy for Information of £ special -Branch.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DEPARTMENT.

REPORT ON STRIKE
............ station “” g............................................... ....

Time and date reported__*.??.?.*_____ Time and date I.O, informed—---------- .----- ...

By whom reported.........................................................................................................................
Trade or professsion of strikers9.9.^.®?....?.i*.^.?.^.®...A.y.®.^T.^?5..*.®.?~® .................................

Number of strikers.... ................ Male......???___Female^^p??......... Ag^^ttices
Employer’s name, address and business,.....^?®....^.?.??....??!/.?.^...^....^./^.—

Weaving & Dyeing iaotory, &8A Markham Hoad,

Union to which strikers belong__ .5.*^.«....._ .....:.-------...............------....----------- -.
Cause of strike and demands made by strikers....P®®d®4.91 *........................ ............................... .

(1) That tna workers be allowed to eatablish a wojgjfjgg onion»
(2) That two dismissed, employees be reinstated«

When did discontent amongst strikers first commence —............______

What action (if any) did employers take to remedy cause of discontent prior to commencement 
of strike ' Pi«>iosed*twe employeee W. tne . L

■, art vamp eu«a ornate a hnioa«'
What action (if any) have the employers taken to meet the demands of the strikers

A meeting will lw galled at 4>»m* ....«ft ■"'• |[
the eituation and aieet....^—2_______ £

Names and addresses of strike leaders......At...J?.£SS.fA«t...U.nJSlpWB.«-----w.,„— ------------- i

Has the strike or its cause any political inspiration.... Ji.03.0.»—,r—......... ........................... . ...........

Meetingjfeces of strikers..._.tagtoA„y^ftm..>l..mm»Jl^^ga^^^^te 

Number of persons arrested for offences arising out of strike..—.®.^.f................. _______ ___ -
Particulars of literature (if any) circulated relative to striked^.....

Name and address of printer of such circulars---------------------------- ¡..f...^  ----- ...—   j..  /

Precautions taken by Police.....^.®®?y.d5A.i?.?...A9....l?.9.^®K..S44 ,.5^.di®bd...apd poling have
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October 1 36«

C// R. H. Dennis, Esquire,
Chief of Police,
British Municipal Council, 
Tientsin«

Dear Mr. Dennis,

With reference to your letter No« 800/36 

of September 22, 1936, I have to state that Evelyn 

Neubourg alias Evelyn Walker alias Jean Cunningham 

alias Wilson is a German Eurasian, born in 1918, and 

has been disowned by her parents on account of her 

immoral mode of life« In October 1934 she was 

sentenced by the Shanghai ¡special District Court to 

three months* imprisonment for larceny of $100*00« 

Following her release efforts were made by welfare 

bodies to induce her to reform but she was given up 

as incorrigible.

Yours sincerely,

«>> VJ. ’ r • 
Commissioner of Police«

z I

I I
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Section 2, SpecialBranch/^/,/*
REPORT z;«/^. Sepfember '?? 7y 36

...Enquiry.fr om...Tientain.Police re Miss Evelyn Neubourg........-..............................

Made ¿y...D,.S...Jones................. ..........  ....Forwarded by............ .....<¿7 C........ ...................

Evelyn Heubourg alias Evelyn Walker alias Jean Cunningham_____

alias Wilson» born 1918» is a German Eurasian, daughter of_

Mr» P, H» Heubourg, former Engineering Manager of the Grand 

Garage Eranoaia in Avenue Joffre»_

?rom an early age she showed signs of abnormality and in 

consequence became a constant source of worry to her parents,__

themselves quite worthy people» After leaving school Miss 

He ubo urg_ began to absent herself from home for weeks at a st re t ch 

and rapidly got beyond the parents* control« She became little 

better than a pro st itute^ showing a preference for the company 

of U.S. Marines. Occasionally she appeared in public wearing

male attire. She is incorrigible and was often the worse of 

drink.______________________ ____________________________________________

_____In October 1934 Evelyn was arrested and sentenced at the

Shanghai Special District Court to three months* imprisonment 

for the larceny of M$150. belonging to a private of the U.S. 

Marine Corps with whom she was passing the night at the Great 

Eastern Hotel on October 14-15th.

____ On her release from the Amoy Road Gaol she stayed for a few 

days at the foreign Women *s Home, Whashing Road. This was 

during January, 1935. Later in the same year her father took 

her back to the home, asking the Committee to do their best in 

an effort to reform her.Eor seven months, until the end of 

December 1935,Evelyn remained at the Home, and then ran away to 

resume her life of vice»

In April 1936 she was admitted at her own request to the 

"Haven," No» 258 Yulin Road. According to the matron in charge 

of the Haven, Evelyn was given to self-abuse and was regarded 

as a constant menace to other girls of her own age living in

Enquiry.fr
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the home. On one occasion she was caught advising a pregnant 

inmate as to the best method of bringing about an abortion. She_

was duly warned and for awhile behaved herself. Soon, however, 

she was back to her old tricks. This was duly reported to the 

Committee who decided that the Haven would get along much better 

without girls of Evelyn*s temperament. Accordingly, on July 23, 

1936 Evelyn was expelled._________________________

Apparently she returned home when turned out of the Haven, 

for we next hear of her as being concerned in a larceny from______

her own mother» This happened in June of this year. Her mother 

made a complaint to the Police that her daughter had stolen from 

her a brooch and about sixty dollars cash in notes. The brooch__

was later recovered but the mother declined to prosecute. Evelyn 

has now been disowned by her mother and father»

Evelyn left Shanghai for Tientsin a few weeks ago and for a___

time stayed at the home of a former schoolmate named Bumphrey. _ 

This girl*s mother tried to assist her to obtain the post of 

governess to a four year old girl» However, when they applied to 

the Haven in Shanghai for a reference as to character Miss Robert

son wrote back and informed Mrs» Bumphrey that she could not 

recommend Evelyn Heubourg for the post»

Now, it appears, certain ladies in Tientsin find they have no 

place for Evelyn there and are prepared to pay her fare back to

Shanghai»_____ _________________________________ /' / / \J______

D. S

Officer i/o Special Branch»



TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: " BRITMUPAL” I

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
No, 800/36. September 22, 1936.

CONFIDENT I A L

Col. Gerrard, 
Commissioner of Police 

SHANGHAI.

Dear Colonel Gerrard:

Recently a Miss Evelyn Newbourg appeared 
in Tientsin, and has applied to the Ladies Benevolent 
Society of this town for assistance. She appears to be 
about 18 years of age and speaks English, German, French 
and Chinese. I have learned that she was formerly in 
the "Haven* in Shanghai, but was sent away from this 
place owing to her conduct. I am also given to understand 
that some of the C.I.D. Officers at Bubbling Well Road 
Police Station know something of her.

if you would 
young woman,

I should therefore be gratefully obliged 
cause enquiries to be made respecting this 
and acquaint me with the result.

Yours sincerely,

CHIEF OF POLICE 
British Municipal Council 

TIENTSIN.



October 20 37

Sir*

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter No. 3415 dated 16th 

October, 1937, and to thank you for the 

information concerning P. Darwish and M. Ali.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)

Acting Consul-General,

Netherlands Consulate-General,

Shanghai



CONSULAAT-OENERAAL DER NEOERLANOEN 

j VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

shanghai,



November 10 ¿6«

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter So. 3751 dated 

November 7» 1036* and to thank you for the 

information concerning Maliaki alias Mohamed 

Ali alias Sihombong Toeroenan.

I have the honour to be* 

Sir, 

Your obedient servant*

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)

J. Van den Berg* Bsq*,

Netherlands Consulate-General*

Shanghai.



c^sulaat-generaal der nederlanoen 
" VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

SHANGHAI, 7 1\ ovemb er 1936

3 ir,

Further to my letter of September 26, 1936, No.3392 (your 

reference D.7045), I have the honour to inform you that according 

to a report received from Hongkong Maliali alias Mohamed All 

alias Sihombong Toeroenan has been repatriated to the Netherlands 

Indies by the s.s. M TJ isalak” , which left Hongkong on the third 

of this month.

There appeared to be no sufficient evidence against him to 

warrant an order for his expulsion on account of communist in

clinations, but since he had lost his position he was considered 

(an undesirable vagrant and after authority had been obtained from 

the Netherlands Indian Government he was sent back for the said 

Government’s account.

Measures were taken to nrevent his landing at Muntok, the 

only port of call between Hongkong and Batavia,

uninese secretary.

Ma j or K .M.Bourne,

Officer i/c Special Branch,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI. |
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Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter No.3392 dated September 

26, 1936, and to thank you for the information 

contained therein.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

/

Officer 1/c Special Branch.

J. Van den Berg, Esq.,

Netherlands Consulate-General,

Shanghai.
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Sub ject__ Det ter . f r.Q.m. Net herlanla.. Con sul.at e - Ge ner al re Net he rl and s.. s ugpecta,......

............... ........... ......................  -..................................... ........ 1/2 ""''3............... ............... ...............  

Made by....^..*...Q.* Jones.........................Forwarded by.............wr.’..ir7.'. .......................................

______ In connection with attached communication No* 3392 dated

September 26» 1936 from the Netherlands Consulate General_________

I interviewed Mr» Van den Berg today and asked him if there______

» was anything the Special Branch could do with regard to check-__  .

ing upon the activities of certain Netherlands subjects- j 

mentioned in the letter. Mr. Van den Berg» who appreciated_____

the offer of assistance» stated that he did not wish the

Police to take any action in the matter, the object of the

. ler.t.ftr ba ing simply to keep this Branch informed of the____________

movements and possible subversive activities of various 

Javanese suspects._ ______

Mr. Van den Berg is in touch with Darwish, former I

currycook of the Royal Hotel in Range Road. From him he 

hopes to learn more about Hassan» the supposed master mind 

of the group, referred to in the Netherlands Consulate letter.___  I

Hassan is now in Tientsin. Although Darwish has denied all 

connections with Hassan» there is definite proof that the_________ |

latter has been in correspondence with him over a considerable 

period» I

_______ The addresses referred to as being contained "in the_________ 

writing book" are chiefly those of Javanese residing in the_____  I

Netherlands Bast Indies. The only Shanghai addresses are_________I

those of tailors, three of which are established in Ssechuen I 

Road, the remaining two in Bubbling Well Road and Carter Road»_  I

No significance attaches to the finding of these Shanghai_________ I
I 

addresaea at the home of the Hetherlanda subject MALIAKI__________I

alias Mohamed Ali alias Sihombong Toeroenan arrested in Hong-   | 

kong on September 10, 1936.___ Maliaki was a tailor by trade I
I 

and came to Shanghai during June of 1935 in search of employment. |

. . ........
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Withthisobjeotin view he probably visited some scores of_ 

tailors shops in town offering his services. The addresses 

of some of the places visited he no doubt kept by him for 

future reference.  _____________ ___________

------------ As the expulsion order was made out against Maliakl__ 

nearly a month ago it is extremely probable that by this time 

he is back in his native country; i.e, the Hetherland East Indies

Officer i/o Special Branch



CJNSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No.3392« SHANGHAI,

26 September 1936

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that I am in receipt of 

a conwinication from Hongkong to the effect that the Colonial 

Police arrested there on the 10th of this month the Nether

lands subject MALIAKI alias MOHAMED ALI alias SIHOMB0NG 

TOEROENAN, holder of a Netherlands Indian passport Noo 830-1934, 

issued at Medan (Sumatra0 NOIO) on August ls 1934 for the 

voyage to the Straits Settlements, the Federated Malay States 

and back to the Netherlands Indies0 This passport was extended 

by this Consulate-General on November 2, 1935 and made valid then 

until August 1,1936O According to this passport the holder was 

born at Litongnikoeta, Tapanoeli, Sumatra, 24 years of age, 

domiciled et Medan and of the Protestant religion..

According to the records of this Consulate-General Maliaki 

(and not Maliali as reported) arrived in Shanghai in Juni 1935 

and registered here on October 12, 1935, stating that he was 

both a sailor and a tailoro His father’s name was said to be 

Conrad, that of his mother Artina, whereas he was supposed to 

be a resident of Boeloedoeri, Onderafdeeling Sidikarang, 

Darilanden, Tapanoelio

Whilst in Shanghai he seems to have been employed by 

Ahmid Din Sons, 473 Bubbling Wen Road and by Peroy0 327 

Szechuen R©ado

In

ToRobertson, Esquire,

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch)9 

Shanghai Municipal Police,
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In 1936 he was living at 521 Woosung Roads, the saiae

address where Raden Mashoed& mentioned in my letter of

October 9th, 1935, N0o3337.;, and Item and Hongp two persons

who arrived here as stowaways from Sumatra in the beginning

of this year, have been living

Mohamed All approached this Oonsula^e^General a few

times for assistance In finding employment or for funds to

enable him to leave Shanghai

As far as I can find out he left Shanghai on or about

the 17th of March of this year, when he called at my office

and produced a ticket on a steamer to Hongkong

Mohamed All appears to have found employment in Hongkong

with a British Indian tailor at 24 Queen9s Road0 but

arrested on account of his

was

being in possession of a passport

which was not longer valid and of his failure to register

himself.

According to a report in the North Uhina Morning Post

of September 14B 1936 Mohamed All was fined ? 10, in

default a weekcs hard labour,, with an expulsion order to

follow,!
-I i

On his house being searched a writing-book containing

addresses„ two small note-books „ a photo album and a number

•JL

of

he

of

letters and papers were sei zed,•>*

was

the

who is

The letters showed that

in cummunication with Po-Darwish, the former

Royal Hotel, at present unemployed and with

at present in Tientsin,,

These letters are written in Malayo According

curryccok

J0Hassan

to the

English translation thereof Darwish amongst other things

states "I must remain in Shanghai for one or two

some one from Indonesia with the same Intentions

years until

as ours

arrives
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arrives to take my place"» whereas Hassan in a letter to Mohamed 

All dated May 29, 1936, writes "the result of my stay In Ranking 

has not amounted too much, because I have’nt got the sympathy 

of the Chinese leaders In awakening the Asian unity",-,

Darwish mentions Hassan frequently in his letters although 

he has always denied that he knew him or had any dealings with 

him, The addresses contained in the writing-book make the 

impression Of having been copied from an existing list of addresses, 

I Copies of these addresses are now in my possession and available 

I for inspection^,

There was also a picture found of Darwish (in scout’s uni

form), Raden Mashed and Mohamed All, on the reverse of which 

was also written the address ? 321 (521 7) Woosung Road.,

On March 15 0 1936f. Percy, of 327 Szechuen Road, appears to 

have given Mohamed all a testimonial to the effect that he had 

been working there for four months,. His name is given therein 

as M -uki Sikombingo The date of issue coincides with that of 

his departure from Shanghai, furthermore a postcard was found 

on him, sent by B;jAffendy, 200 Bo Transfer Koad0 Penang, who 

congratulates "Mohamed All" on his convention to the Islam,

I am inclined to believe that the political activities of 

this group are of a less dangerous nature than would appear 

from their correspondence and that economic necessity has con

tributed mainly to their associating together in China, J-t 

would appear to me that in case they would have formed part of 

a powerful organisation their financial position would not have 

brought them into contact with the authorities,. Even Hassan, 

who is supposed to be the master mind of this group, seems to 

have been in bad financial straits, and whatever revolutionary 

ideas he may entertain, his contact with thèse persons has not 

failed



failed to expose hide

I will try to get into touch with Darwish again and see 

whether in the face of the evidence, now available against 

him, he will still deny all connections with Hassano

1 have the honour to beB

Sir

lour obedient servant„

Chinese Secretaryo



BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,'Vj///
P.O.BOX 259. SHANCJ^kl.

5th October, 1955.

My dear Robertson,

Very many thanks for your letter No.D 7545 of

October 1st. I am sorry to be a nuisance, but could 

you please send me three more copies of Ho’s nhotograph.

Yours sincerely,

T. Robertson, Esauire,
!J

S ha ng ha!♦



October 1

Bear Mr. Barton,

With reference to your letter dated

September 18, 1936, I forward herewith for 

your information a copy of a report regarding 

one Percy C. Ho together with three copies of 

his photograph.

Yours s inc erely,

James Barton, Esq.,

H.B.M.  Consulate-General,

Shanghai.



pm. 2 . Z' File
G45M'-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ,k __

D. /J
Section 2, Special Branc!^///^'© J 4 

REPORT
Date. September 3Qr936

W;>^....Gommuni.ca.t.ion...dat.ed..September..18.,...1.93.6...from Consulate-......................

.............. .General.. regarding pnee Percy C • Ho •......................

Made^ .... ...........................................Forwarded by^..... ................................................................................

Percy C. Ho’s correct name is Ho Pah Chi(^ ^^s); a 

native of Szechuen, he is about 33 years of age and is at 

present residing at Passage 190, House No. 18 Route Picard 

Destelan (Telephone No. 70678).________

______ Educated and brought up by missionaries, Ho arrived in 

Shanghai from Szechuen in 1925 and during the same year obtain- 

ed a position as a clerk with Messrs. C.N. Gray & Co., 181 

Nanking Road. Later he was appointed accountant in the 

same concern, remaining there until 1930 when he resigned.

During his period of employment with Messrs. C. N• Gray & Co•__

Ho naturally acquired a great deal of knowledge about the 

_ tailoring trade, and in 1930 established his own tailoring 

and outfitting shop at 88 Kiangse Road, under the name of

. PERCY THE TAILOR, financial support being supplied by a french

man connected with Messrs. Olivier-Chine (S.A.), 95 Museum Road._ 

Ho later removed his establishment to 81 Szechuen Road, and is 

now located at 15 Ezra Road. He caters mostly for foreigners 

of the Latin type, and a number of Hai Alai players and French- 

men are regular customers. The greater part of his materials 

are imported from France, probably due to the influence of his 

sleeping French partner.______________________________ _______________

_______  Ho appears to be quite well off financially, as he owns 

a car and lives in a manner that indicates that he is free from 

any money worries. ___ ________________________________________________

________ Ho has been charged, found guilty and fined on four__  

different occasions before the First Shanghai Special District 

Court in respect of motoring offences.

'_______ He is on very friendly terms with one J. D. Zee, a

partner of the Mercantile Service Bureau, 330 Szechuen Road,



fM. 2
G. 4 5M-1-36

File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Station,
REPORT

Subject....................................................................:.................. ................. .....................

against whom» however, nothing of a detrimental nature.—ia

_ known,_______________________________________________

_______ Although our enquiries have failed to indicate that Ho

is in any manner involved in political intrigue, he is regarded 

in certain local circles as a man who would stoop to anything, 

no matter how base or discreditable, where money is.atstake. __ 

Further, according to reports emanating from different sources,

__Ho is a moral pervert,__________________________

_______Attached herewith is a copy of a photograph of Ho Pah___ ___

Chi alias Percy C. Ho»

Officer i/o Special Branch.
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NORTH-CHINA DAILY NIW3.

W 25 1938

Mr. N. H. MacDougall
At the Hungjao Road Cemetery 

yesterday afternoon, the funeral took 
place of Mr. Norman Hugh Macdou- 
gall, whose death occurred suddenly 
on Thursday morning. Adjutant R. 
D. Mcllvenny, of the Salvation Army 
officiated, assisted by Mr. W. Mc
Dowall. St. Andrew’s Society was re
presented by Mr. A. Pollock, president 
and Mr. ,,C. B. Blaikie hon. secretary. 
The pallbearers were Messrs. P. E. 
Andrews, W. J. Harper, J. Slater, 
Thomson, Posanoff and W. M. Fergu
son. Included in the floral tributes 
were those from: —

St. Andrews Society, Adjutant and 
Mrs. Mcllvenny, Mr. W. McDowall and 
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Andrews and family.

The funeral arrangements were 
carried out by Messrs. Thomas Mac
donald & Co.



August 8S 1937. Morning Translation

Lih Pans

CHINESE ARRESTED AND BRUTALLY TREATED BY LOCAL JAPANESE 
LANDING PARTY?

At about 10 p.rn. August 5, whilst passing along 
North Szechuen Road. Extension in the vicinity of Da-rroch 
Road on his way back from the home of a friend» 
Sung Yung-chong (>£ <K. V ), age 25, native of Ningpo, 
residing at house No. 1049 Tongshan Road, who is employed 
as a brass-smith in Anderson, Meyer & Co., Yuen Ming Yuen 
Road, v^s encountered by two enemy soldiers and was 
arbitrarily arrested by them and taken to the Landing Party 
headquarters where he was detained in a dark room. He was 
not interrogated nor was he given any food or drink. 

Yesterday morning he was approached by two enemy 
soldiers who compelled him to drink two glasses of white 
fluid. Though knowing that the contents of the glasses 
was nitric acid from its smell, Sung, however, realizing 
that there was no opportunity for him to evade death, 
took them against his will, but owing to the pungent 
smell, he could not swallow them and vomitted and as a 
result he was burned all over hie body by the nitric acid. 
The two enemy soldiers clapped their hands and burst into 
laughter. Shortly afterwards they left him alone. Taking 
this opportunity, Sung at once rushed out but was soon 
afterwards discovered by the enemy soldiers who immediately 
took up the pursuit. Being at his wits' end, Sung jumped 
into a creek nearby and as he is able to swim, he concealed 
himself for nearly two hours. Later, noticing that the 
pursuers had left, he came up from the water and escaped 
to his home.

Greatly al aimed by his appearance, the members 
of his family, after being infoxmed of his experiences, 
reported the matter to the Yulin Road Police Station, 
Consequently, Sung was conveyed to a hospital for treatment 
by the Police yesterday afternoon. He is at present under 
medical treatment, but whether or not he will survive 
remains to be seen, “

China Times and other local newspapers (Nanking Telegram) :*

SUNG CHUN-DZ RETURNS TO SHANGHAI. BELIEVES NATION DEWaffNED 
TO RESIST

Since their arrival in Nanking sayefal days 
ago, Sung Chun-dz and the six others hav©-" called on 
General Chiang Kai-shek, President o^fne Executive Yuan, 
Mr, Vang Ching-wei, Chairman of thtfuentrai Political Council 
and other high Government officials to offer their views 
on national salvation.

Sung Chun-dz will rstv.in to Shanghai on August 7, 
but will come to the- Capital age in shortly. The other six 
persons will stay in Nanking in the meantime.

Sbng Chun-dz and the six others called on General 
Jeng Yu-hsiang, Vice Chairman of the Military Affairs 
Commission, at 6 a,m. August 7 and had a talk with him on



July 18, 1937 Morning Translation

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers

MEMBER OF PEACE PRESERVATION CORPS ARRESTED BY

At 9 a.m. yesterday, a Chinese wearing khaki 
uniform, having the appearance of a member of the Peace 
Preservation Corps, arrived at the corner of Gordon Road 
and Penang Road in a ricsha« It happened that nearby was 
the residence of the manager of "Naigai,* where a party of 
Japanese marines are staHoned« seeing the approach of the 
member of the Peace Preservation Corps, the Japanese marine 
posted there at once raised his rifle and ordered him to stop 
He was arrested and taken to the marine post«

Upon receipt of the above report, detectives 
and policemen of Gordon Road station went to the place to 
investigate« A party of Chinese and foreign detectives 
led by a foreign Inspector called at the marine post in 
question and succeeded in bringing the arrested member of 
the Peace Preservation Corps to the Police station«

At the Police Station the man made the 
following statements« *My name is Chang Tsing 
age 23, a member of the Peace.^Preservation Corps, Third 
Squadron, LihSz Helen )• Kiangsu Province« A few
days ago, my wife ran away with her sweetheart« Upon 
receiving a report that my wife was in Shanghai working in 
a certain factory, I came here in order to find her, having 
obtained permission from my senior officer« I reside in 
room Ho«l in the Yuan sung Hotel Ningpo Road*
As I had learned that my wife is working in a factory in the 
Western District, I took a ricsha at 10 a«m« to-day to convey 
me to that place« I was arrested on arrival«*

At 3 p«m« the Police handed the man over to 
the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau for disposal«

Sin Wan pao and other local newspapers tB

MEETING OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS FEDERATION

At S p«m. yesterday, the Private Schawls 
Federation held a meeting at the wu Pei Middle Swifool 
( J/ Jukong Road« .

Mr« Feng Ih-sien ( , ’ho presided,
made a report on.the particulars of^ndgotiations opened by 
Mr* Yulin Hsi Chinese member of the S«M*C«, and
Mr« YUen Lu-tung ( /{L ) ever the change of staircases
in schools ordered by the S.M.C.

Representatives of schools present then 
outlined the difficulties involved in changing staircases 
in the schools«

It was resolved that schools interested send 
letters to the Federation, after which the Federation will 
request the S«M«c« Chinese Education Department to deal with 
the matter«
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Alleged insulting a sentry of the Japanese larval 
Special Landing Party by' a male Chinese»

At 1p.m. 1-7-37, J.P.O. 120 Sanekata brought to the 

station one male Chinese named Tsu Liang ( k ), 22, 

native of Ningpo, 14/Boy in the employ of the Internation

al Theatre () at E. Seward and Arthur Roads 

corner, residing at No. 208 Dong Chang Lee, off Range
i.

Road, for insulting a sentry of the Japanese Naval Special 

Landing Party at the corner of Chapoo and N.Hainlng Roads.: 

inquiries were made by J.D.C. Tsuji and C.D.C.191.
The Japanese Naval sentry named Mloshi Nirezawa ( mL | 

x i 
L^^-^-^), 2nd olass seaman, stated that at about 12.30 
p.m. 1-7-37, whilst he was on sentry duty at the entrance I 

of the J.N.S.L.P.Chapoo Road Station he saw the Chinese 

walking norll on Chapoo Road, very dose to him (sentry), | 

when he found the Chinese look at his (sentry’s) face, 

putting out his tongue, and attempted to leave the scene* | 

Sensing that the Chinese insulted him in thus manner, he 

immediately took hold of the Chinese, who was later 

handed over to J.P.C.120 Sanekata patrolling nearby.
I

The Chinese was carefully interrogated by detective^ 

when he stated that he was arrested by the sentry near
-off -cfY* ♦

the J.N.S.L.P.Chapoo Road StationndHrh unknown reason
when he was on the way from the New Central Theatre ( I

1 ^) on Hainlng Road to the Paradise Theatie ( I 

on E. Rashing Road and denied whole knowledge
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

I of this case.

As the result of oafeful enquiries it was revealed 

that the Chinese might have put out his tongue, but he 

had no intention to insult the sentry.

The sentry, Nirezawa, and warrant Officer Alciyoshi

I ( ), later came from the Chapoo Road Naval

i Station, satisfied with ¿he result of this investigations

1 that the Chinese had no intention to insult the sentry

I and withdrew the charge of insulting Japanese Naval sentry 

I against the Chinese.

The Chinese,Tsu Liang, was accordingly released.

Tsu Liang’s statement was attached to the station 

file.

S. D. i/CvJ^Z^

D.D. O."C" D1V



FORM 40 
G. 30^-1-37

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

Tsu Liang.
The following is the statement of..............................................................................................................
native of.......... ?in.®.°...........    taken by me......... .........................................................

„ . . translated
at..... H°nskOT.............on the... ...*Z7Z?7........ and by...............................................

ly name is Tsu Liang, aged 22 years, native of 

Ningpo, residing at No.203 Dong Chong lee, off Range's 

Road and employed as a ticket-collector in the Internationa. 

Cinema, Arthur Road. At a little after 9 a.m. today 

(2/7/37) I proceeded from my home to the New Central 

Theatre located at the corner of N.szechuen & Raining 

Rds and then,after passing Chapoo Road, I went to the 

Paradise Theatre on Hashing Road, in order to visit my 

friends. At 12.30 p.m. on my relturn, I walked along 

Chapoo Road and in so doing passed the Japanese Naval 

Landing Party Branch Office; I was then walking North 

to South and did not act wrongly in any way. Regarding 

the alleged insult made by me to the Japanese sentry, 

I had no Intention to put my tongue outside, and did not 

realise that I did so. However, the Japanese sentry 

ordered me to stop and wait for a vhile in the Branch 

Office. Later a Japanese policemen took me to the station 

where I was questioned by a Japanese aadd Chinese detective 

in respect of this case. 

The above statement is true.

Signed: Tsu Liang.



Hongkew Police Station.
3 J

Sunday 4th, July /7.

Efiok-iìaanìh 
Party*

F.S. 99 Blabon in charge of a radio Van patrol party 
consisting of 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s operated in the Hongkew 
District between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. 3-7-37.

No reports, no arrests.

On July 3rd, a foot search party consisting of F.S. 99 
Blabon, in charge, 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s operated in 3-4-5 
Sections of Hongkew District between 7 a.ra. and 11 a.m. sear
ching all suspicious Chinese.

Nothing of an incriminating nature found and no arrests 
made.

-do - On July 3rd, a foot search party consisting of F.S. 217
Vassilieff, in charge, 1 J.P.C. end 2 C.P.C.s operated in the 
Hongkew District between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. searching all 
suspicious Chinese.

During these hours the party entered and search the 
following public vehicles:- Railless oars 6, nothing of an 
incriminating nature found and no arrests made.

- do -

rt>SFT

On July 3rd, a foot search party consisting of P.S. 19 
Hamlyn, in charge, 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s operated in the 
Hongkew District between 11 p.m. and 3 aaa. 4-7-37 searching 
all suspicious Chinese.

Nothing of an incriminating nature found and no arrests 
made.

Between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. 3-7-37. 10 plain clothes 
search parties each consisting of 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s were 
detailed for duty to cover selected areas in that section of 
Hongkew District cheifly occupied by Japanese.

No reports, no arrests.
At 1 pua. 3-7-37 J.P.C. 120 Sane kata brought to the 

Station a male Chinese named Tsu Liang, age 22, Ningpo, Boy 
employed at the International Theatre, Bast Seward Road and 
residing at 208 Range Road, for Insulting a sentry of the Japan
ese Naval Special Landing Party at the corner of Chapoo and Nortl 
Haining Roads.

Enquiries were made by J.D.C. 138 Tsuji and C.D.C. 191.
The Japanese Naval sentry named Mioshi Niresawa, 2nd class searnaj 
stated that at about 12:30 p.m. 3-7-37 whilst on sentry duty at I 
the entrance to the Japanese Naval Special Landing Party Chapoo 
Road Station he saw the Chinese walking North on Chapoo Road 
very close to him (sentry) when he observed the Chinese put out

I his tongue at him. The sentry immediately took hold of him and 
handed him over to J.P.C. 120 who was patrolling nearby. The

I Chinese was carefully interrogated by detectives and he denied 
putting hut his tongue with intent to insult the sentry.

The sentry Niresawa and Warrant Officer Aklyoshi came to 1 
the Station later and were satisfied that the Chinese in quest io: 
had no intention to insult the sentry. Released.

At 4:50 p.m. 3-7-37 J.P.C. 82 reports Anti-Japanese 
slogans chalked on the wall of the Public School for Chinese, 
170 Boone Road, which were written in Chinese and road:- “Anti
Japanese Imperialism” and “Don't forgot thia”.

They were washed down by a Station coglio
1 a



Incident 7 »30 on Mr» John Charles Thompson, residing
invoIvina Jr. at Wo. 25 Young Allen Court, Chapoo Hoad, cama to the Station 
Thomnspnend and reported having been insulted and assaulted by a Japanese 

Naval patrol on N. Sooahow Road near Chapoo Road.
NavalPatrol Enquiries made by D.S. Guess, J.D.C. 138 Tsuji and C.D.C.

iMl aari 89/37) 205. Mr. Thompson stated that at 6:30 p.m. on 3-7-37 he left 
me fttnr hia j.iome ana proceeded along Chapoo Road. On arrival at North

Soochow Road he turned East and when about 100 yards East of 
Chepoo Road he met the Japanese Naval Landing Party patrol 
consisting of 5 men, 4 of whom were armed with rifles and one
with a baton. Mr. Thompson claims they were causing a complete 
obstruction of the footpath. As he was passing one of the party 
who was armed with a baton pushed him against the wall and made 
some gut teral remark. Thompson admits calling the man a Japanese 
bastard, the man then raised his baton as if to strike him but 
he caught hold of the baton and attempted to disarm the marina 
who thereupon spat on him. Thompson further stated the patrol 
then tried to push him into the roadway. After having freed 
himself he made a report at the Station.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Further trouble between Mr .J. Thompson 
end Japanese Naval patrol. 3.7.1937.

At 7.30.p.m. on 3.7.1937 Mr .John Charles

Thompson, residing at 25 Young Allen Court» Chapoo Road 

came to the station and reported having been insulted and 

! assaulted by a Japanese Naval patrol on North Sooohow Road

' near Chapoo Road.

Enquiries were made by D.S. Guess, J. D. 0.138 

and C.D.C.205 and from interrogation of complainant by 

D.s.Guess his version of the affair was as follows 1-

At about 6.30.p.m. on 3.7.1937 he left his

home at 25 Young Allen Court and proceeded along Chapoo 

Road with the Intention of meeting friends in the Bund 

Gardens. On arrival at North Sooohow Road he turned to 

the east and was about 100 yards eas t of Chapoo Road when 

he met the Japanese Naval Landing party patrol consisting

of five men* four of whom were armed with rifles and one 

with a baton. Thompson claims that these men were stand-» I 

ing on the pavement (very narrow at that point) and were
I

leaning against the wall causing a complete obstruction
I

of the footpath. Being a ratepayer Thompson claims that
. !

he had prior right to the pavement and therefore passed
I

behinc the party but as he was so doing one of ths party J 

who was armed with a baton pushed him against the wall

! and made some gutter el remark. Thompson admits calling I
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I the man a Japanese bastard and telling him that he tvas 

not in Monkeyland (Japan) now and that he, Thompson, 

being a ratepayer had prior right to the pavement.

! Thompson claims that the man then raised his baton as if 

to strike him but that he caught said baton and attempted 

to disarm the marine who thereupon spat at him. Anohher 

marine then spat at complainant at the same time making 

further gut teral remarks or, as complainant states, loud 

grunts. Complainant states that the patrol then tried to 

| push him into the roadway but he refused to move off the 

pavement and eventually having freed himself from the 

party left the scene and came to station to make report* 

He claims that the affair was witnessed by a large crowd 

of Chinese who, being then In the vicinity, gathered 

round during the altercation.

Detective party accompanied complainant to the 

scene of the alleged incident and there located one named 

Sze Tsoong fau ()• apprentice at Mustard’s godown, 

100 North Sooohow Road, who when questioned stated that he 

had seen a foreigner arguing with the Japanese patrol but j 

that he had not seen the start of this nor had he witness-^ 

ed the assault or spitting. He added that the patrol was 1 

walking West to Sent on North Sooohow Road, in the road | 

and not on the pavement.

The traffic constables on duty at Cha poo-north
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I Joochou Hoads corner deny having witnessed the Incident

v&ioh ic alleged to hove occurred et 7.10. p.m.

L’rora Thompson *s attitude vhon in the station it

, appears more than likely that, owing to his anti-Japaneoo 

, manner, such incident as occurred vmr caused by him.

His statement to the effect that the armed patrol was 

crowded together oa the footpath and lolling agein?t the I 

wall cannot be believed especially in view of the contrary, 

eta teraent made by Sze '.¿soong Pau. x’hompeon has been in 

several previous troubles with Japanese patrols etc. and j 

on this occosion ho openly admits having abused the 

parties oonnoerned. During detectives* enquiries he 

persistently used foul language when referring to the 

Japanese and repeatedly addressed such remarks to J.D.C. 

Tsujl whom ho knew to be Japanese.

This matter has not yet been referred to ths Naval 

Authorities this report bain; submitted for possible fut- 

ure ref crane a and with e request for instructions as to 

whether the Japanese version of the incident is to be 

obtained. .

— | 

D.~.

SexuDet.i/o. hi
D«D.O."C" Division. I
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RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Incident with Japanese Marine Sentry.

At 12.10 p.m. 26-4-37, a telephone message was

received from J.P.C. 230, stating that a foreign boy had 

been arrested by the Japanese Marines outside the Special 

Naval Landing Party Headquarters, Ki eng wan Road. Prom

v\

enquiries made it appears that at 12 noon, on the above 

date, one Bentie Cohen. (17), schoolboy, son of and 

residing with Solomon Pina» Cohen. Iraquin Jew, Lane 30/4 

Seymour Road, was passing by the Havel barracks on the 

Rast pavement when he is alleged to have stopped and put 

his tongue out at Rise! Sugahama, 3rd class seaman, who was' 

on sentry duty on the opposite pavement in front of the 

Barracks. The marine together with another sentry gave 

chaa# and the bey was arrested with the assistance of 

J.P.C. 230, *io was on duty in the vicinity. The marines 

desired to take the boy to the Haval Headquarters, but 

after a discussion with the J.P.C., he was finally taken 

to Dixwell Road Station.

Questioned at the station Cohen denied the allega- 

tion made against him and stated that he was proceeding
I 

from the Public and Thomas Hanbury School for Boys, North |
I 

Szechuen Road, which he at present attending, to Hongkew | 

Park and that when passing the Barracks he was chased and ! 

seized by tv© marine sentries. It was, however, obvious | 

from the boy’s appearance and demeanour that he is mentally 
deficient,so much so, that he was unable to give an intoUi-l

rana
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’ R ECOR D OF INVESTIGATION, 

gible account of the incident* Mr. Shaw,,Assistant 

Headmaster Public School for Boys, was interviewed by 

: Inapt. Watson and stated that Cohen is being kept at the 

' school merely at ths request of his parents who think that 

! his attendance there may Improve their son's mental 

condition!

The boy is well known to the foreigners attached 

to this station as the result of a nervous habit he has 

. acquired of blowing saliva bubbles from his mouth and 

| then bursting them by penetrating same with his tongue. 

This is very probably the explanation for the incident, 

the marine sentry in question having erroneously thought 

that the boy was doing this with the intention of insult

ing him.

These facts were then laid before Commander I. 

lakeda, Senior Station Officer, and the latter requested 

that the boy's father be brought before Rear Admiral 

Okawachi, Commander of the J.N.L. Party, to apologise for 

his son's conduct. The father was located and was 

brought before the Rear Admiral A Senior Station Officer, 

by Inept. Watson at 4 p.m. on this date when he tendered 

his apologies. These were accepted by the Rear Admiral 

and the incident was amicably closed.



He SEang&I Evening Post & Mercury, W.ib.eKlay-- April 28, 1937

Shanghai Incident Averted 
■VMTITH APPREHENSION we view the action 
’ ’ of a small Irakian schoolboy who thumb

ed his nose at a sentry before the Japanese 
Landing Party headquarters in Shanghai Mon
day afternoon and the subsequent grave 
developments.

Justly incensed, the sentry caused the 
offender (from the Public and Thomas Han- 
bury School) to be ’taken into custody by a 
Japanese member of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police and a detailed report was made.

Vice-Admiral K. Okawachi, commander of 
the Landing Party, in due course made formal 
demand for an apology; with <he result that 
parents of the boy appeared at headquarters, 
complied with this demand, and the boy was 
released—a chastened and wiser lad, let us 
trust.

The potentialities of the situation thus 
happily liquidated are obvious.\ E j.ch reckless 
international impudence might well provoke the 
most horrifying of consequences. Nosc-thumb- 
ing has much distinguished precedent, of 
course, including the action of a prominent 
European official toward the press gallery at ? 
Geneva. But Shanghai is not Geneva and we , 
do not wish it to become Spain.

Let there be no international nose-thumb- ( 
|ing in future, or at least toward the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party. If Irakian or other i 
schoolboys feel that they simply must thumb 
their noses, let them come down and do it at i 
this office. We will reciprocate in a spirit * 
of good clean, fun and use both hands.



/- /C'

October 1 36

(J'-' R. H. Dennis, Esquire*
Chief of Police,
British Municipal Council, 
Tientsin,

Dear Mr. Dennis,

With reference to your letter No, 800/36 

of September 22, 1936, I have to state that Evelyn 

Neubourg alias Evelyn Walker alias Jean Cunningham 

alias Wilson is a German Eurasian, born in 1918, and 

has been disowned by her parents on account of her 

immoral mode of life* In October 1934 she was 

sentenced by the Shanghai Special District Court to 

three months' imprisonment for larceny of $lö0,00» 

following her release efforts were made by welfare 

bodies to Induce her to reform but she was given up 

as incorrigible.

Yours sinoex*ely,

■

Commissioner of Police*



—Fl*- 12 *• z/b pjie i i
36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. j,

Section 2, Special Jteanch./^/^
REPORT 1 , , ___ _ ,

Date. September 29'9’36 

*^7^—Enquiry..from ..Tientsin Police ..re Miss Bvelyn Neubourg.......................................

Made ¿y...D,.S,.Jone S.................................Forwarded by.............../'c&CC.....@....d...v/^............. ..

Evelyn Heubourg alias Evelyn Walker alias Jean Cunningham 

alias Wilson, born 1918, is a German Eurasian, daughter of 

Mr, P, H, Heubourg, former Engineering Manager of the Grand 

Garage Francais in Avenue Joffre.

From an early age she showed signs of abnormality and in 

consequence became a constant source of worry tq her parents,__

themselves quite worthy people. After leaving school Miss 

Heubourg began to absent herself from home for weeks at a stretch 

and rapidly got beyond the parents* control. She became little 

better than a prostitute^showing a preference for the company 

of U.S, Marines. Occasionally she appeared in public wearing

_mala attire. She is incorrigible and was often the worse of

drink.______________ ‘_____________________________________________________

_____In October 1934 Evelyn was arrested and sentenced at the 

Shanghai Special Di strict Court to three months* imprisonment 

for the larceny of M$150. belonging to a private of the U.S, 

Marine Corps with whom she was passing the night at the Great 

Eastern Ho tel on October 14-15th.

On her release from the Amoy Road Gaol she stayed for a few 

days at the Foreign Women * s Home, Whashing Road. This was 

during January, 1935, Later in the same year her father took 

her back to the home, staking the Committee to do their best in 

an effort to reform her. For seven months, until the end of / 

December 1935,Evelyn remained at the Home, and then ran away to 

resume her life of vice,

In April 1936 she was admitted at her own request to the 

"Haven,** No, 258 Yulin Road. According to the matron in charge 

of the Haven, Evelyn was given to self-abuse and was regarded 

as a constsuit menace to other girls of her own age living in



e«*-'-36 shanghai municipal police.
.........-.................... Station,

REPORT
Date................................... ig

Subject............................................,......   .............................................................

Made by........... ...............................................  Forwarded by__ _.............................................................................

the home. On one occasion ahe was caught advising a pregnant___

inmate as to the best method of bringing about ah abortion. She__

was duly warned and for awhile behaved herself. Soon, however, 

she was back to her old tricks. This was duly reported to the 

Committee who decided that the Haven would get along much better 

without girls of Evelyn’s temperament. Accordingly. on July 23, 

,a ~ 1936 Evelyn was expelled.

Apparently she returned home when turned out pf the Haven, 

for we next hear of her as being concerned in a larceny from______

her own mother» This happened in June of this year. Her mother 

made a complaint to the Police that her daughter had stolen from 

her a brooch and about sixty dollars cash in notes. The brooch__ I

was later recovered but the mother declined to prosecute. Evelyn 

has now been disowned by her mother and father»  |
Evelyn left Shanghai for Tientsin a few weeks ago and for a___  |

I 
time stayed at the home of a former schoolmate named Bumphrey» | 

This girl*s mother tried to assist her to obtain the post of 

governess to a four year old girl» However, when they applied to 

the Haven in Shanghai for a reference as to character Miss Robert- I 

son wrote back and informed Mrs. Bumphrey that she could not 

recommend Evelyn Meubourg for the post»i

How, it appears, certain ladies in Tientsin find they have no 

place for Evelyn there and are prepared to pay 

»I, Shanghai»______________________________________________

, ! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'\--------------------- I------
Officer i/c Special Branch»_______________________



TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: "BRITMUPAL"

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
No. 800/36. September 22, 1936.

CONFIDENT I A L

Col. Gerrard,
Commissioner of Police,

S H A N G H A I.

Dear Colonel Gerrard;

Recently a Miss Evelyn Newbourg appeared 
in Tientsin, and has applied to the Ladies Benevolent 
Society of this town for assistance. She appears to be 
about 18 years of age and speaks English, German, French 
and Chinese. I have learned that she was formerly in 
the "Haven* in Shanghai, but was sent away from this 
place owing to her conduct. I am also given to understand 
that some of the C.I.D. Officers at Bubbling Well Road 
Police Station know something of her.

I should therefore be gratefully obliged 
if you would cause enquiries to be made respecting this 
young woman, and acquaint me with the result.

Yours sincerely,

CHIEF OF POLICE 
British Municipal Council 

TIENTSIN.



October 20 37.

I

Sir*

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter No. 3415 dated 16th 

October, 1937, and to thank you for the 

information concerning P. Darwish and M. All.

I have the honour to be» 

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

(Sd) . 3-vovne-

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)

Acting Consul-General,

Netherlands Consulate-General, 

Shanghai.



CONSULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN
H VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

SHANGHAI.



November 10

/' c

¿6

Sir»

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter No. 3751 dated 

November 7» 1036» and to thank you for the 

information concerning Maliaki alias Mohamed 

Ali alias Sihombong Toeroenan.

I have the honour to be» 

Sir»

Your obedient servant»

Deputy Commissioner 
(Special Branch)

J« Van den Berg» risq.,

Netherlands Consulate-General»

Shanghai



C^SULAAT-GENERAAL DER NEDERLANDEN
" VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.

TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

SHANGHAI, 7 November 1936 .

IPurth.OT to mv letter nf September 1Q3S No 3302 ivour 

reference D.7045), I heve the honour to inform you that according 

to a report received from Hongkong Malian alias uohamed Ali 

alias Sihombong Toeroenan has been repatriated to the Netherlands 

Indies by the s.s " T.i isalak" , which left Hongkong on the third 

of this month.

There rpneared to be no sufficient evidence against him to 

warrant an order for his expulsion on account of communist in

clinations, but since he had lost his position he was considered 

an undesirable vagrant and after authority haa been obtained from 

the Netherlands Indian Government he was sent back for the said 

Government1 s account.

Measures were taken to prevent his landing at Muntok, the 

only port of call between Hongkong and Batavia.

I have the honour to be,

umnese secretary.

Major K.M.Bourne,

Officer i/c Special Branch,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI.

pa.



October 7 36.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter No.3392 dated September 

26, 1936, and to thank you for the information 

contained therein.
I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient servant,

M i /

Officer 1/c Special Branch.

J. Van den Berg, Esq.,

Netherlands Consulate-General,

Shanghai.



-TTifesT Z*C File No..^^. ,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. n 7^-

Section 2, SpecialBranchj^^^ ■?£>

REPORT
Z)<?Z^...QptjiifefiJijiM.. 36

Subject......Letter from Netherlands.Cpns.ul.ate-General re Netherlands suspects.

Made by....^.*.—^.t........Jones........................Forwarded by............ ............

In connection with attached communication No» 3392 dated 

September 26, 1936 from the Netherlande Consulate General________

I interviewed Mr, Van den Berg today and asked him if there______

* was anything the Special Branch could do with regard to check-__

ing upon the activities of certain Netherlands subjects 

mentioned in the letter. Mr. Van den Berg, who appreciated 

the offer of assistance, stated that he did not wish the ____

Police to take any action in the matter, the object of the_______

ofthe

Javanese suspects

Mr. Van den Berg is in touch with Darwish, former

hopes to learn more about Hassan, the supposed master mind

of the group, referred to in the Netherlands Consulate letter.__

Hassan is now in Tientsin. Although Darwish has denied all 

connections with Hassan, there is definite proof that the 

latter has been in correspondence with him over a considerable 

period.

to as being contained "in the

writing book" are chiefly those of Javanese residing in the

Netherlands Bast Indies.__ The only Shanghai addresses are 

those of tailors, three of which are established in Ssechuen

Road, the remaining two in Bubbling Well Road and Carter Road

No significance attaches to the finding of these Shanghai 

addresses at the home of the Netherlands subject MALIAKI 

alias Mohamad Ali alias Sihombong Toeroenan arrested in Hong-

Maliaki was a tailor by trade,. iI
and came to Shanghai during June of 1935 in search of employment.



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
.............. ...................Station,

Date................................19

Subject.... .............................    .^................

Made by. For warded by.

Jflththiaobject in view he probably visited some scores of__

uaxiors anopa in bown oxtering nio scxviuco»___ uic

of gome of the places visited, he no doubt kept by him for

future reference._____________________________________________ .

________ As the expulsion order was made out against Maliaki

nearly a month ago it is extremely probable that by this time

he is back in his native country; i.e, the Netherland East Indies.

__________________________________________________________//] _ ,

________________________________________________________ D. S^/________________

Officer i/c Special Branch.________________________________________________

i

■1



cjnsulaat-generaal der nederlanden 
VOOR MIDDEN-CHINA.
TEL. AD. HOLLANDIA.

No,3392. SHANGHAI,

26 September 1936O

Sir,

I have the honour to inform you that I am in receipt of 

a communication from Hongkong to the effect that the Colonial 

Police arrested there on the 10th of this month the Nether-

lands subject MALIAKI alias MOHAMED ALI alias SIHOMBONG 

TOEROENAN, holder of a Netherlands Indian passport No0830-1934, 

issued at Medan (Sumatra., NoI0) on August 19 1934 for the 

voyage to the Straits Settlements, the Federated Malay States 

and back to the Netherlands Indies0 This passport was extended 

by this Consulate-General on November 2, 1935 and made valid then

until August 1,19360 According to this passport the holder was

born at Litongnikoeta, Tapanoeli, Sumatra, 24 years of age,

domiciled at Medan and of the Protestant religion.,

According to the records of this Consulate-General Maliaki 

(and not Maliali as reported) arrived in Shanghai in Juni 1935 

and registered here on October 12, 1935, stating that he was 

both a sailor and a tailor. His father’s name was said to be 

Conrad, that of his mother Artina, whereas he was supposed to 

be a resident of Boeloedoeri, Onderafdeeling Sidikarang, 

Darilanden, Tapanoeli0

Whilst in Shanghai he seems to have been employed by 

Ahmid Din Sons, 473 Bubbling well Road and by Percy, 327 

Szechuen Roado

In 

ToRobertson, Esquire,

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch),

I. Shanghai Municipal Police,

SHANGHAI o . . O',

'fju |



In 1936 he was living at 521 Woosung Road, the same 

lit-1 i address where Haden Mashoed, mentioned in my letter of

• - October 9th, 1935, Noo3337.3 and Item and tJong, two persons

who arrived here as stowaways from Sumatra in the beginning 

of this year, have been livings

Mohamed All approached this Consuls"je“ General a few 

times for assistance in finding employment or for funds to 

enable him to leave Shanghaio

As far as I can find out he left Shanghai on or about 

the 17th of March of this year, when he called at my office, 

and produced a ticket on a steamer to Hongkong

Mohamed All appears to have found employment in Hongkong 

with a British Indian tailor at 24 Queen^s Road3 but was 

arrested on account of his being in possession of a passport 

which was not longer valid and of his failure to register 

himselfo

According to a report in the North China Morning Post 

of September 14, 1936 Mohamed All was fined ? 10o-«, in 

default a weekcs hard labour,, with an expulsion order to 

followJ

On his house being searched a writing-book containing 

addresses, two small note-books, a photo album and a number 

of letters and papers were seized.^' The letters showed that 

he was in cummunioation with P0Derwish, the former currycook 

of the Royal Hotel, at present unemployed and with JoHassan, 

who is at present in Tientsin,

These letters are written in Malay, According to the 

English translation thereof Darwish amongst other things 

states "I must remain in Shanghai for one or two years until 

some one from Indonesia with the same Intentions as ours

arrives



3

arrives to take my place", whereas Hassan in a letter to Mohamed 

All dated May 29, 1936, writes "the result of my stay in Ranking 

has not amounted too much, because I have’nt got the sympathy 

of the Chinese leaders in awakening the Aslan unity"0

Darwish mentions Hassan frequently in his letters although 

he has always denied that he knew him or had any dealings with 

him0 The addresses contained in the writing-book make the 

impression Of having been copied from an existing list of address« 

Copies of these addresses are now in my possession and available 

for inspection^

There was also a picture found of Darwish (in scout’s uni

form), Raden Mashed and Mohamed All, on the reverse of which 

was also written the address ? 32,1 (521 7) Woosung Road,

On March 15 s 1936, Percy, of 327 Szechuen Road, appears to 

have given Mohamed all a testimonial to the effect that he had 

been working there for four monthso His name is given therein 

as F -ukl Siknmblngo The date of issue coincides with that of 

his departure from Shanghaio furthermore a postcard was found 

on him, sent by B0Affendyc 200 Bo Transfer Road, Penang, who 

congratulates "Mohamed All" on his convertion to the Islam,

I am inclined to believe that the political activities of 

this group are of a less dangerous nature than would appear 

from their correspondence and that economic necessity has con

tributed mainly to their associating together in Uhina0 it 

would appear to me that in case they would have formed part of 

a powerful organisation their financial position would not have 

brought them into contact with the authorities,. Even Hassan, 

who is supposed to be the master mind of this group, seems to 

have been in bad financial straits, and whatever revolutionary 

ideas he may entertain, his contact with thtse persons has no'è' 

failed



I

failed to expose hide
I will try to get into touch with Darwish again and see 

whether in the face of the evidence, now available against 
him, he will still deny all connections with Hassan.-

1 have the honour to bea
Sir,

“lour obedient servant9

Chinese Secretaryo



BRITISH CONSULATE-GENERAL,p/4
P.O.BOX ass. “SHANCIÌAI.

¿7 /€> *

5th October, 1955.

My dear Robertson,

Very many thanks for your letter No.D 7545 of 

October 1st. I am sorry to be a nuisance, but could 

you please send me three more copies of rio’s nhotograph.

Yours sincerely,

Shanghai



October 1

Dear Mr. Barton»

With reference to your letter dated

September 18, 1936, I forward herewith for
„ xyour inionnation a copy of a report regarding

one Percy C. Ho together with three copies of 
¥

his photograph.
Yours sincerely»

/£***,*■? '

Afro.

James Barton, Esq.,

H.B.M.  Consulate-General,

Shanghai.



~G 45M ,2,.' File No. ....
'* *36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. , __

Court in respect of motoring offences«

•_______ He is on very friendly terms with one J. D« Zee, a__________

partner of the Mercantile Service Bureau, 330 Szechuen Road,

Section 2, Special BrancJ^S’//j//J/o „54 
REPORT

Date. September 30r736 

5M^;>iZ....Gommunicat.ion...dat.e.d....S.e.p.t.e.mber..l8.,...1.9.3.6...fr.om H,.B.«M«. Consulate-......................

............... General.. regarding onee Percy C!. Ho ...................................
N1 ade by.....?.•....® .1*  8............................. Forvtar.led by....... <J^...d... <J...............

..Percy C, Ho’s correct name is Ho Pah Chi(^ ); a 

native of Szechuen, he is about 33 years of age and is at 

present residing at Passage 190, House No. 18 Route Picard 

.Destelan (Telephone Mo» 70678)«________

______ Educated and brought up by missionaries, Ho arrived in 

Shanghai from Szechuen in 1925 and during the same year obtain- 

ed a position as a clerk with Messrs, C.N. Gray & Co., 181 

Nanking Road. Later he was appointed accountant in the 

same concern, remaining there until 1930 when he resigned. 

During his period of employment with Messrs•_C. N• Gray & Co. 

Ho naturally acquired a great deal of knowledge about the 

_tailoring trade, and in 1930 established his own tailoring 

and outfitting shop at 88 Kiangse Road, under the name of

. BERCY THE TAILOR, f inaneial support being supplied by a French- 

man connected with Messrs« Olivier-Chine (S.A.), 95 Museum Rqad._ 

Ho later removed his establishment to 81 Szechuen Road, and is 

now located at 15 EzraJiload. He caters mostly for foreigners 

of the Latin type, and a number of Hai Alai players and French- 

men are regular customers. The greater part of his materials 

are imported from France, probably due to the influence of his 

sleeping French partner._________ ‘

________Ho appears to be quite well off financially, as he owns 

a car and lives in a manner that indicates that he is free from 

any money worries._________________________________________________________

________ Ho has been charged, found guilty and fined on four______ 

different occasions before the First Shanghai Special District



2
G. 45M-1-36

Subject

Made by.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Date.

Ho is a moral pervert

Stati<

against whom, however, nothing of. a detrimental nature

.......Forwarded by..
-2-

File No.

_____  Attached herewith is a copy of a photograph of Ho Pah__ 

Chi alias Percy C. Ho

Although our enquiries have failed to indicate

is in any manner involved in political intrigue, he is regarded 

in certain local circles as a man who would stoop to anything, 

no matter how base or discreditable, where money is at stake

Further, according to reports emanating from different sources,

Officer i/o Special Branch
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NORTH-CHINA DAILY NFW3.

w 25 W38

Mr. N. H. MacDougall
At the Hungjao Road Cemetery 

yesterday afternoon, the funeral took 
place of Mr. Norman Hugh Macdou- 
gall, whose death occurred suddenly 
on Thursday morning. Adjutant R. 
D. Mcllvenny, of the Salvation Army 
officiated, assisted by Mr. W. Mc
Dowall. St. Andrew’s Society was re
presented by Mr. A. Pollock, president 
and Mr. jC. B. Blaikie lion, secretary. 
The pallbearers were Messrs. P. E. 
Andrews, W. J. Harper, J. Slater, 
Thomson, Posanoff and W. M. Fergu
son. Included in the floral tributes 
were those from: —

St. Andrews Society, Adjutant and 
Mrs. Mcllvenny, Mr. W. McDowall and 
Mr. and Mrs. P. E. Andrews and family.

The funeral arrangements were 
carried out by Messrs. Thomas Mac
donald & Co.



August 8, 1937. Morning Translation

Lih Pans

CHINESE ARRESTED AND BRUTALLY TREATED BY LOCAL JAPANESE 
-------  LANDING PARTY. '---------------

At about 10 p.m. August 5, whilst passing along 
North Szechuen Road Extension in the vicinity of Darroch 
Road on his way back from the home of a friend» 
Sung Yung-chong (yfc, "V ), age 25, native of Ningpo, 
residing at house No. 1049 Tongshan Road, who is employed 
as a brass-smith in Anderson, Meyer & Co., Yuen Ming Yuen 
Road, was encountered by two enemy soldiers and was 
arbitrarily arrested by them and taken to the Landing Party 
headquarters where he was detained in a dark room. He was 
not interrogated nor was he given any food or drink.

Yesterday morning he was approached by two enemy 
soldiers who compelled him to drink two glasses of white 

\ fluid. Though knowing that the contents of the glasses 
was nitric acid from its smell, Sung, however, realizing 
that there was no opportunity for him to evade death, 
took them against his will, but owing to the pungent 
smell, he could not swallow them and vomitted and as a 
result he was burned all over his body by the nitric acid. 
The two enemy soldiers clapped their hands and burst into 
laughter. Shortly afterwards they left him alone. Taking 
this opportunity, Sung at once rushed out but was soon 
afterwards discovered by the enemy soldiers who immediately 
took up the pursuit. Being at his wits' end, Sung jumped 
into a creek nearby and as he is able to swim, he concealed 
himself for nearly two hours. Later, noticing that the 
pursuers had left, he came up from the water and escaped 
to his home.

Greatly alarmed by his appearance, the members 
of his family, after being informed of his experiences, 
reported the matter to the Yulin Road Police Station. 
Consequently, Sung was conveyed to a hospital for treatment 
by the Police yesterday afternoon. He is at present under 
medical treatment, but whether or not he will survive 
remains to be seen.

China Times and other local newspapers (Nanking Telegram)

SUNG CHUN-DZ RETURNS TO SHANGHAI. BELIEVES NATION DETBjatfNED 
TO RESIST

Since their arrival in Nanking seyefal days 
ago. Sung Chun-dz and the six others havp^ called on 
General Chiang Kai-shek, President Executive Yuan,
Mr. Wang Ching-wei, Chairman of t)aez'Central Political Council, 
and other high Government officials to offer their views 
on national salvation.

Sung Chun-dz will ratr.rn to Shanghai on August 7, 
but will come to the-Capital again shortly. The other six 
persons will stay in Nanking in the meantime.

SUng Chun-dz and the six others called on General 
J'eng Yw-hsiang, Vice Chairman of the Military Affairs 
Commission, at 6 a.m. August 7 and had a talk with him on

e-



July 18, 1937 Morning Translation

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers

member op peace preservation corps arrested by
-----------------——

At 9 a*m. yesterday, a Chinese wearing khaki 
uniform, having the appearance of a member of the Peace 
Preservation Corps, arrived at the corner of Gordon Road 
and Penang Road in a ricsha* It happened that nearby was 
the residence of the manager of *Naigai,* where a party of 
Japanese marines are staHoned« seeing the approach of the 
member of the Peace Preservation Corps, the Japanese marine 
posted there at once raised his rifle and ordered him to stop« 
He was arrested and taken to the marine post« 

Upon receipt of the above report, detectives 
and policemen of Gordon Road Station went to the place to 
investigate« A party of Chinese and foreign detectives 
led by a foreign Inspector called at the marine post in 
question and succeeded in bringing the arrested member of 
the Peace Preservation Corps to the Police Station« 

At the Police Station the man made the.
following statements- "My name is Chang Tsing (Jl/fc.), 
age 23, a member of the Peace, Preservation Corps, Third 
Squadron, LihSz Hsien )• Kiangsu Province« A few
days ago, my wife ran away with her sweetheart« Upon 
receiving a report that my wife was in Shanghai working in 
a certain factory, I came here in order to find her, having 
obtained permission from my senior officer« I reside in 
room Ho«l in the Yuan sung Hotel Ningpo Road*
As I had learned that my wife is working in a factory in the 
Western District, I took a ricsha at 10 a«m« to-day to convey 
me to that place. I was arrested on arrival«*

At 3 p«m« the Police handed the man over to 
the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau for disposal«

Sin Van Pao and other local newspapers

MEETING OF PRIVATE SCHOOLS FEDERATION

At 2 p«m. yesterday, the Private Schools 
Federation held a meeting at the WU Pei Middle SsKoel 

C Ta ’f^)» Jukong Road« . b '
Mr. Feng Ih-sien ( who presided,

made a report on. the particulars of^adgotiations opened by 
Mr* YUlin Hsi ( ,CbinepeInember of the S«*«C«, and
Mr* YUan Lu-tung ( -> /fl 1 over the change of staircases 
in schools ordered by the S.M.C«

Representatives of schools present then 
outlined the difficulties involved in changing staircases 
in the schools«

It was resolved that schools interested send 
letters to the Federation, after which the Federation will 
request the S«M«c. Chinese Education Department to deal with 
the matter«



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso.487/37*
—........." 9.n___ Division.
.... JSftSfife? W......Police Station.

July 3rd*.t....,.I9 37*
Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

’ RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Alleged Insulting a sentry of the Japanese Tfttval 
Special Landing Party by a male Chinese,

At 1p.m. 1-7-37, J.P.O.120 Sanekata brought to the 

station one male Chinese named Tsu Liang ( -^ tL )» 22, 

native of Ningpo, n/Boy in the employ of the Internation

al Theatre ( ) at E. Seward and Arthur Roads

corner, residing at No.206 Dong Chang Lee, off Range
I 

Road, for insulting a sentry of the Japanese Naval Special’

Landing Party at the corner of Chapoo and N.Raining Roads.; 

Enquiries were made by J.D. C. TsuJi and C.D.C.191.
, 1

The Japanese Naval sentry named Mloshi Nlrezawa ( I

^5-^^), 2nd class seaman, stated that at about 12.30 

p.m. 1-7-37, whilst he was on sentry duty at the entrance I 

of the J.N.S.L.P.Chapoo Road station he saw the Chinese 

walking norll on Chapoo Road, very dose to him (sentry), | 

when he found the Chinese look at his (sentry's) face, 

putting out his tongue, and attempted to leave the scene* 

Sensing that the Chinese insulted him in thus manner, he 

immediately took hold of the Chinese, who was later I 
handed over to J.P. C.120 Sanekata patrdling nearby.

The Chinese was carefully interrogated by detectiveq^ 

when he stated that he was arrested by the sentry near 

the J. N.S.L.P. Chapoo Road Station* wtth unknown reason 

when he was on the way from the New Central Theatre (
on Haining Road to the Paradise Thsadbe ( ^^ I 

<. f^p) on E.Kashlng Road and denied whole knowledge
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of this case.

As the result of careful enquiries it was revealed 

that the Chinese might have put out his tongue, but he 

had no intention to insult the sentry.

, The sentry, Nirezawa, and Warrant Offleer Akiyoshi

j ( t,7 /, later oame from the Chapoo Road Naval

¡Station, satisfied with the result of this investigations

; that the Chinese had no intention to insult the sentry

I and withdrew the charge of insulting Japanese Naval sentry 

I against the Chinese.

The Chinese,fsu Liang, was accordingly released.

Tsu Liang’s statement was attached to the station 

file.

S.D. i/CvZfeZ)

D.D. O."GT' Div.
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A SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

c 11 • • .k > c Tsu Liang.The following is the statement of.................... ....... ....... ..... ....... .......................
, Ningpo . . ,native ot............tt......... ..............  taken by me........................... ................

at... .H°nSkeW........ on the.... 8Z.7/.®7 ............and SW^SJby...... Clk.*....Lln.?*........

W name is Teu Liang, aged 22 years, native of 

Ningpo, residing at No.208 Dong Chong Lee, off Ranged 

Road and employed as a ticket-collector in the Internationa. 

Cinema, Arthur Road. At a little after 9 a.m. today 

(2/7/37) I proceeded from my home to the New central 

Theatre located at the corner of N.szechuen & Hainlng 

Rds and then,after passing Chapoo Road, I went to the 

Paradise Theatre on Hashing Road, in order to visit my 

friends. At 12.30 p.m. on my retturn, I walked along 

Chapoo Road and in so doing passed the Japanese Navel 

Landing Party Branch Office} I was then walking North 

to south and did not act wrongly in any way. Regarding 

the alleged insult made by me to the Japanese sentry, 

I had no intention to put my tongue outside, and did not 

realise that I did so. However, the Japanese sentry 

ordered me to stop and wait for a while in the Branch 

Office. Later a Japanese policemen took me to the station 

where I was questioned by a Japanese add Chinese detective 

in respect of this case,

The above statement is true.

Signed: Tsu Liang



Hongkew Police Station.

Sunday

74’^4
z?

4th, July 7

F.S. 99 Blabon in charge of a radio Van patrol party 
consisting of 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s operated in the Hongkew 
District between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. 3-7-37.

No reports, no arrests.

Foot Search On July 3rd, a foot search party consisting of F.S. 99
Party* Blabon, in charge, 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s operated in 3-4-5

Sections of Hongkew District between 7 a.m. and 11 a.m. sear
ching all suspicious Chinese.

Nothing of an incriminating nature found and no arrests 
made.

-do - On July 3rd, a foot search party consisting of F.S. 217
Vassilieff, in charge, 1 J.P.C. end 2 C.P.C.s operated in the 
Hongkew District between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. searching all 
suspicious Chinese.

During these hours the party entered and search the 
following public vehicles:- Railless cars 6, nothing of an 
incriminating nature found and no arrests made.

- do - On July 3rd, a foot search party consisting of P.S. 19 
Hamlyn, in charge, 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s operated in the 
Hongkew District between 11 p.m. and 3 a.m. 4-7-37 searching 
all suspicious Chinese«.

Nothing of an incriminating nature found and no arrests 
made.

Between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. 3-7-37, 10 plain clothes 
search parties each consisting of 1 J.P.C. and 2 C.P.C.s were 
detailed for duty to cover selected areas in that section of 
Hongkew District chelfly occupied by Japanese.

No reports, no arrests.
Alleged At 1 p.m. 3-7-37 J.P.C. 120 Sane kata brought to the
Tniultof Station a mala Chinese named Tau Liang, age 22, Ningpo, Boy 
Japanese employed at the International Theatre, Bast Seward Road and
Navai Land- residing at 208 Range Road, for insulting a sentry of the Japan- 
ing Party' ese Naval Special Landing Party at the corner of Chapoo and sort! 
Sentry. 1 Raining Roads.

(Mite.487/37) Enquiries were made oy J.D.C, 138 Tsuji and C.D.C. 191.
I The Japanese Naval sentry named Mioshi Nirosawa, 2nd class seamai 
I stated that at about 12:30 p.m. 3-7-37 whilst on sentry duty at j 
I the entrance to the Japanese Naval Special Landing Party Chapoo 
I Road Station he saw the Chinese walking North on Chapoo Road 
| very close to him (sentry) when ha observed the Chinese put out 
I his tongue at him. The sentry immediately took hold of him and 

handed him over to J.P.C. 120 who was patrolling nearby. The 
Chinese was carefully interrogated by detectives and he denied 
putting but his tongue with intent to insult the sentry.

The sentry Niresawa and Warrant Officer Akiyoshi came to . 
the Station later and were satisfied that the Chinese in quest io: 
had no intention to insult the sentry. Released.

At 4:30 p.m. 3-7-37 J.P.C. 82 reports Anti-Japanese 
slogans chalked on the wall of the Public School for Chinese, 
170 Boone Road, which were written in Chinese and read:- '‘Anti
Japanese Imperialism* and "Don’t forget thia".

They were washed down by a Station coolie.
h mm



Naval

Incident At 7:30 p.m. on 3-7-37 Mr. John Charles Thompson, residing
involving Xr. at No. 25 Young Allen Court, Chapoo Hoad, came to the Station 
nTa^onañd and reported having been Insulted and assaulted by a Japanese 
Yanánes» Naval patrol on N. doochow Road near Chapoo Road.

Enquiries made by D.S. Gueas, J.D.C. 138 Tsuji and C.D.C. 
205. Mr. Thompson stated that at 8:30 p.m. on 3-7-37 he left 
his home and proceeded along Chapoo Road. On arrival at North 
Soo chow Road he turned East and when about 100 yards East of 
Chapoo Road he met the Japanese Naval Landing Party patrol 
consisting of 5 men, 4 of whom were armed with rifles and one 
with a baton. Mr. Thompson claims they were causing a complete 
obstruction of the footpath. As he was passing one of the party 
who was armed with a baton pushed him against the wall and made 
some gutteral remark. Thompson admits calling the man a Japanese 
bastard, the man then raised his baton as if to strike him but 
he caught hold of the baton and attempted to disarm the marine 
who thereupon spat on him. Thompson further stated the patrol 
then tried to push him into We roadway. After having freed 
himself he made a report at the Station.

D (Special Branch)

Officer in Charge
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-X,
Further trouble between Mr.J.Thoapson 
end Japanese Naval patrol. 3.7.1937.

t (, A L
At 7»30«P«<a* on 3.7.1937 Mr. John Charles

' Thompson, residing at 25 Young Allen Court, Chapoo Road.
it

’ 4 /) IGame to the station and reported having been insulted and

¡assaulted by a Japanese Naval patrol on North Soochow Road

c, j near Chapoo Road.

Enquiries were made by D.S. Guess, J.D. C.138

and C.D.C.205 and from interrogation of complainant by

D.s.Guess his version of the affair was as followst- 

At about 6.30.p.m. on 3.7.1937 he left his 

home at 25 Young Allen Court and proceeded along Chapoo 

Aoad with the intention of meeting friends in the Bund 

Gardens. On arrival at North Coochow Road he turned to 

the east and was about 100 yards east of Chapoo Road when 

he met the Japanese Naval Landing party patrol consisting 

of five men, four of whom were armed with rifles and one 

with a baton. Thompson claims that these men were stand

ing on the pavement (very narrow at that point) and were 

leaning against the wall causing a complete obstruction 

of the footpath. Being a ratepayer Thompson claims that 

he had pr ior right to the pavement and therefore passed 

baking the party but as he was so doing one of the party 

who was armed with a baton pushed him against the wall 

and made some gutter al remark. Thompson admits calling
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the i®n a Japanese bastard and telling him that he vjse

< not in Monkeyland (Japan) now and that he, Thompson» 

' being a ratepayer had prior right to the pavement* 

Thompson claims that the man then raised his baton as if 

to str lice him but that he caught said baton and attempted 

to disarm the marine who thereupon spat at him* Anohher 

marine then spat at complainant at the same time making 

further gutteral remarks or, as complainant states, loud 

grunts* Complainant states that the patrol then tried to 

j push him into the roadway but he refused to move off the 

pavement and eventually having freed himself from the 

party left the scene and came to station to make report* 

He claims that the affair was witnessed by a large crowd 

of Chinese who, being then in the vicinity, gathered 

round during the altercation*

Detective party accompanied complainant to the 

scene of the alleged incident and there located one named 
Sze Tsooi^ Pau (/iT^-/^), apprentice at Mustard’s godown,? 

100 North Soochow Road, who when questioned stated that he 

had seen a foreigner arguing with the Japanese patrol but 

that he had not seen the start of this nor had he witness
ed the assault or spitting* He added that the patrol was | 

walking West to East on North Soochow Road, in the road 1 

and not on the pavement*

The traffic constables on duty at Chapoo-North
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I òooehov, Hoads corner deny ha vine witnessed the incident

viiich io alleged to hove occurred at 7«10«p«nu

From Thompson *g attitude vixen In the station it 

appears more than likely that, owlnc to his antl-JnpanGcc

i manner, euch incident as occurred mn caused by him« 

His statement to the effect that the armed patrol was

crowded toe,ether °a the footpath and lolling against the | 

«all cannot be believed especially in view of the contrary 

statement made by Sze 7soong Pau« x'hompeon has been in 

several previous troubles with Japanese patrols etc« and I 

on thia occasion ha openly admits having abused the 

parties oonaoerned« During detectives* enquiries he 

persistently used foul language when referring to the 

Japanese and repeatedly addressed such remarks to J«D* c. 

Tsujl whom ho knew to be Japanese«

This matter has not yet been referred to the 'aval

Authorities this report bcin: submitted for oossible fut

ure reference and with a request for instructions as to 

whether the Japanese version of the incident is to be 

obtained«

— I
• I I

Soft«Dot»l/de

D.D.O«"C" Division«
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Incident with Japanese Marine gentry«

At 12«10 p.m. 26-4-37, a telephone message was

received from J.P.C. 230, stating that a foreign boy had 

been arrested by the Japanese Marines outside the Special 
j 

Naval Landing Party Headquarters, Ki eng wan Road. Tram 

enquiries made it appears that at 12 noon, on the above 

date, one Settle Cohen. (17), schoolboy, son of and 

residing with Solomon Pinas Cohen, Iraquin Jew, Lane 30/4 |

Seymour Road, was passing by the Naval barracks on the 

Bast pavement when he Is alleged to have stopped and put 

his tongue out at Rise! Sugahama, 3rd class seaman, who was 

on sentry duty on the opposite pavement In front of the 

Barracks. The marine together with another sentry gave 

chase and the boy was arrested with the assistance of

J.P.C. 230, *io was on duty in the vicinity. The marines | 

desired to take the boy to the Naval Headquarters, but 

after a discussion with the J.P.C., he was finally taken 

to Dlxwell Road Station.

Questioned at the station Cohen denied the allega- 
I 

tion made against him and stated that he was proceeding
I from the Public and Thomas Hanbury School for Boys, North I 

Szechuen Road, which he at present attending, to Hongkew |

Park and that when passing the Barracks he was chased and I 

seized by two marine sentries. Xt was, however, obvious | 

from the boy’s appearance and demeanour that he is mentally 

deficient, so much so, that he was unable to give an intelli-i
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gible account of the incident. Mr. Shaw, .Assistant 

Headmaster Public School for Boys, was Interviewed tor

i Inapt. Watson and stated that Cohen is being kept at the 
! school merely at the request of his parents who think that

1 his attendance there may improve their son*s mental 

condi ti on.

The bqy is well known to the foreigners attached

I to this station as the result of a nervous habit he has 

, acquired of blowing saliva bubbles from his mouth and 

| then bursting them by penetrating same with his tongue.

This is very probably the explanation for the incident* 

the marine sentry in question having erroneously thought 

that the boy was doing this with the intention of insult- j 

ing him.

These facts were then laid before Commander I. 

lakeda, Senior Station Officer* and the latter requested 

that the boy's father be brought before Rear Admiral 

Okawachi* Commander of the «T.N.L. Party, to apologise for I 

his son's conduct. The father was located and was 

brought before the Rear Admiral^ Senior Station Officer*
I 

by Inspt. Watson at 4 p.m. on this date when he tendered
I 

his apologies. These were accepted by the Rear Admiral 

and the incident was amicably closed.

D. 8. I



We 'Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Wednesday: April 28, 1937

anghai Incident Averted
APPREHENSION we view the action 

i small Iranian schoolboy who thumb
ed his nose at a sentry before the Japanese 
Landing Party headquarters in Shanghai Mon
day afternoon and the subsequent grave 
developments.

Justly incensed, the sentry caused the 
offender (from the Public and Thomas Han- 
bury School) to be ’taken into custody by a 
Japanese member of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police and a detailed report was made.

Vice-Admiral K. Okawachi, commander of 
the Landing Party, in due course made formal 
demand for an apology; with the result that 
parents of the boy appeared at headquarters, 
complied with this demand, and the boy was 
released—a chastened and wiser lad, let us 
trust.

The potentialities of the situation thus 
happily liquidated are obvious.\ fitych reckless 
international impudence might well provoke the 
most horrifying of consequences. Nose-thumb
ing has much distinguished precedent, of 
course, including the action of a prominent 
European official toward the press gallery at ? 
Geneva. But Shanghai is not Geneva and we , 
do not wish it to become Spain.

Let there be no international nose-thumb- 1 
i ing in future, or at least toward the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party. If Irakian or other 4 
schoolboys feel that they simply must thumb 
their noses, let them come down and do it at 1 
this office. We will reciprocate in a spirit * 
of good clean, fun and »tise both hands.



THE NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS, MONDAY, APRIL 26, 1637

INSULT TO JAPANESE 
MARINE?

Small Boy Puts His Tongue 
Out at Sentry

A minor international “incident” 
was narrowly averted yesterday 
when a small boy from the Public I 
and Thomas Hanbury School for 
Boys who was passing the head
quarters of the Japanese Naval Land
ing Party took it into his head , to 
put out his tongue at one of the 
sentries standing guard outside. The 
sentry was about to seize the boy 
when a Japanese member of the 
Shanghai Municipal Police took hold 
of the youth.

A report was later made to the 
police with regard to the affair, and 
Vice-Admiral K. Okawachi, com- 

. mander of the Japanese Naval Land- 
ling Party, asked for the -boy’s parents 
to go -to his office and apologize for 
their son’s behaviour- This request 
was complied with, and the incident 
was then considered as closed. The 
boy is an Iraq subject under British 
protection.
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Trouble Between Foreigner ana Japanese Marine
* * * ' * ' '• '**"<^.* II • ■ ........ ■ .1 O -I ^Zi/2Z.-_

At LG ,30 a#m, 16/3/37, Mr, llacdougall In company 

tilth v, Raiiumnx and D»G,l. ¿¡¡oir attended the 

Reaamv’rtere ox’ the Japanese Naval Landing Party

- • ■ Lt xl oufe vac’ll courteously received 

*tall .«« aeoeited his explanation and 

apology fvr incident on the evening of the

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miso®64/37» .Police Station.
16/3/27 ............l9

Nature of Offence:—+

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day
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January 31, 1937
■k* /

Morning TransIh^-pnj.rru

Shanghai Mercantile Press 
article on January 29, 41

published the following 
written by one Kiang Sz ( ) •-

STREET INCIDENTS

One frequently meets with a search party on 
North Szechuen Road whether during the day or night* 
Whenever I turn to Kiangwan Road from the Hongkew Park, 
I have always been searched by the marines of our friendly 
nation.

One night, as I was walking alone, a. voice 
said, "Stop I” A blue-uni formed marine wearing a steel
helmet with a long gun on his shoulder approached and 
searched me; he even put his hand in my pockets. After 
the search, he said "Go’.* I returned home in great 
wrath,

A friend of mine tells me that on one occasion 
his outside clothing was destroyed by a Japanese marine 
because he looked at a party of marines.

Hearing of this, another friend sa-idi ’’You 
were fortunate. If you h? d resisted, you would have been 
slapped, or the marine might have fired at you",

'’’wo days later, I received information that 
a. certain fri nd of mine had been stabbed and seriously 
wounded for refusing to submit to a search.

The fragrant smell of powder from a Japanese 
brothel next door caused several youths to peep at rhe 
brothel. They were noticed by a military officer who 
went to Jhe house with drawn pistol.

"We have not done anything to offend you", 
said .he female house tenant. The sounds of slapping of 
the f ace were heard. That night, the house was sur rounded 
by two roups of Japanese marines who searched the place 
and intimidated the inmates.

There is a Chinese school on North Szechuen 
Roa.d, Opposite to it is a Japanese home.

Suddenly, a telephone message was received 
accusing the students of peeping at a Japanese woman 
taking her bath.

Investigations showed that while the students 
were having some fun among themselves, the Japanese woman 
opposite was taking her bath.

That evening, three groups of Japanese 
marines arrived at the school on motor oycles and searched 
the school.

Next morning, two of the students came to 
the school saying that a Japanese ronin had snatched away 
a satchel.
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Trouble Between Foreigner and Japanese Marine 
_______on Borth Szeohuen Road on 24/1/37.

Sir,

At 6.55 p.ra. on the 24/1/37 a telephone message 

was received at Hongkew Police Station from C.P^C. 751 

to the effect that fighting between foreigners and Japanese 

. was taking place at the corner of Range Road and North 

i Szechuen Road.

D.S. Blders, D.S. Barton and a party of Japanese 

¡and Chinese Police proceeded to the scene immediately and 

ascertained that some trouble had occurred between a male 

foreigner, one N.H. MacDougall British, residing at 114 

iPeking Road, Room 10, and a Japanese Marine, one 1st Class 

Seaman Takeshi Togowa.

Macdougall stated that he had been walking north to 

¡south on the footpath on the east side of North Szechuen 

Ioad at about 6.50 p.m. 2 4/1/37 when he observed a Japanese 

Marine on duty on the north-east corner of Range Road and 

brth Szechuen Road. Me said "Good-evening* to the Marine 

n English but the Marine did not appear to understand him 

o ho spoke to the Marine in Japanese and for some reason 

he Marine resented this and began to absuse him.

The Seaman stated that when the foreigner, Mr. Mac 

Dougall, approached him the foreigner first spoke to him 

in English but the Seaman could not understand him and so 

Baid *No ’No* * and waved the foreigner away. The foreigner
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then epoke to him in Japanese and one of the words the 

foreigner used was *Bakka‘* and this being a more ar less 

Insulting word similar to "fool", the Socman resented it 

and tried to bring the foreigner to the Polios Station.

J.P.C.217 who was on plain-cloth os duty in the vicinity 

at the time with C.F.0.751, also in plnin-olothes, 

approached the Seaman and the foreigner and tried to settle 

the affair but being unsuccessful the J.P.O. told the

i C.P.C. to inform the station by telephone.

After the Police ¿arty from Hie station arrived, a

i Japanese Marine officer named Chief Warrant Officer

K. Kunitake came on the scene. He at first wished to have 

the foreigner tnken to the Japanese Marin® Headquarters 

but, after some discussion, it was agreed that the foreign- 

er be taken to the Hongksw Police Station.

MacDougall was therefcr e brought to the station. He 

was under the influence of intoxicating liquor and although 

not really drunk he was unable to give a very clear account 

of what had happened. However, it appeared from hie story 

that he had spoken to the Seaman in Japanese and for some 

reason the Seaman had resented this.

teen enquiries had been completed MacDougal was 

escorted to his home by S’.S. Blabon,

fixe aforementioned Uhief terrant Of floor came to 

Hongkew Station shortly after MacDougall was brought to
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the station and. the Chief Warrant Officer reported the 

incident to hie Headquarters by telephone from the 

station, lhe result of tills was that the Chief Warrant 

Officer was instructed to withdraw from the station and

I the matter would be dealt with by en Officer from the 

Japanese Marine Headquarters and 3upt. Kaeumi (SJi.C.) 

on the morning of the 25/1/37.

¡inquiries by i).S. aiders and J.D.C, Tsu^l.

Z, V-Zr,

Sen.Det.l/a. .
yX

'"'D.S. 4.



January 11, 1937. Afternoon Translation.

Hwa Tung Yen Pao dated January 10

PURCHASB OF OLD COTTON, BRASS AND IRON

Of late the subjects of a certain na*fion have 
engaged a large number of Chinese traitors tix*pur chase 
large quantities of used cotton, old fishiiig nets and old 
brass and iron in Shanghai» all of whij^iiare materials 
indispensable for the manufacture qf^arms and armaments* 
’■any of the traitors who have b^efiwell paid have established 
shops in various parts of Sh^af^hai and have engaged persons 
to visit alleyways to buv^-guch materials. Hence the 
presence of so many it>eierant hawkers in Chinese controlled 
territory and the Settlements.

It>s learned that as soon as these materials 
have been pujeliased, they are placed on warships for 
transportation in order to evade inspection by Customs 
off Idel's •

China Evening News published the following article on Jain. 10

"SEARCH PARTY"

The other day the writer of this article 
happening to pass by the corner of North Szechuen Road 
and Range Road noticed a party of Japanese marines in 
full military kit end armed with rifles with fixed 
bayonets, accompanied by a number of tanks and military 
trucks laden with armed marines pass recklessly through 
the Settlement.

’/hen he reached the corner of Dixwell Road, 
he suddenly found himself face to face with several 
armed marines who had approached from the corner of the 
XX Company. With their fixed bayonets, they stood in 
his way and shouted': "Stop, Chinese!"

He at once obeyed as did other Chinese 
pedestrians who happened to be near that place. They 
then searched him, after which they struck him in 
the posterior with the butts of their rifles and cursed 
him saying: "Chinese pig, get away!"

Just at about this time, a fruit hawker 
happened to approach. The marines approached and over
turned one of the baskets, thereby scattering all the 
bananas and pears over the ground.

Noticing this, one of the on-lookers who 
stood near the writer of this article angrily said 
to himself in a. low voice; "There is no justice at 
all. The only way is to fight them." The writer of the 
article did not venture a reply.
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Pixwell Road /y.

11th. Jfov. 36.

x. the -Party«
Chinese arrested by members or

and
Sub-lnspr. Tetstall.

Sir,
At 11.45.a.m. 10-11-36, J.P.C. 181 telephoned the station 

and reported that a male Chinese had been arrested by members of 

the J. N.L. Party on Kiangwan Road near the main entrance to the

Barracks*

S.I. Tetstall and Inspr. Hirai attended immediately but 

upon arrival learned that the male Chinese had already been 

relensed and was on his way to the station accompanied by J.P.C. 

181. At the station he gave his name as Chiu Koo Zung, 38, 

Shanghai, unemployed residing st Nb.ll-A Mao Yoh Can Road, 

Chapei and stated he was standing on the pavement opposite the

J.N.L. Party Headquarters watching boys in the Public School 

playing football when a number of Japanese marines inside the 

barracks commenced to play bugles. He then watched the buglers 

when suddenly a number of Japanese marines came up and arrested

him. He was taken inside the 

questioned as to his name, age 

allowed to go after being caut 

of the Barracks.

- ■ y *

D. 0. *C” S

JJ.C. Special B*ch. /

• if. L.p, Barracks where he was 

and employment snd was then 

oned not to loiter in the vicinity

I am, Sir, 
Yours obediently,

Sub-Inepr. 
Officer i/c
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’ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 7/
CRIME DIARY.

.............*C*....... ’S,W5/0».
CRIME REGISTER Ne:- Mlso.No.746/36. Hongkew p0Uce station.

00t. Ï5th, z936.

Dia ry Number:— !• Nature of Offence:-—-

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
Arrest of a foreigner named Henry Hellssen, 
Editorial Staff of *Berlingake Tidende’, 
Copenhagen. Denmark, by a Japanese Naval sentry 
at the corner of North Yangtsse and Nanzing Roads 
on suspicion of taking photograph of H.I.J.M.S. 
*IzumoH.lying along the N.Yifc. Hongkew VZharf.

At 4.20p.fû. lS/lo/36. a telephone message was received

at tiiis Station from J.R.C.14 on duty at the Japanese

Consulate» reportinc to the effect that he had seen a 

foreigner arrested ’¡by a Japanese Naval sentry at Nanzing 

and North Yhngtse Reads corner, and taken to H.I.J.M.S. 

"Izumo*, for taking^photograph of the .-•'«umo*.

Upon receipt of this message. J.D.C.22 and the under- | 

signed proceeded to the *IzumoH in order to ascertain the

matter, but on arrival at the ship it was found that the 

foreigner in question had already been handed over to ihe

Japanese Consulate for enquiry.

The detectives then proceeded to the Consulate, vhere 

it was found that the foreigner had already been released.

Enquiries at the Consulate ascertained that Senior

Consul Fukui interviewed the foreigner in question and 

after taking his name as above, he was allowed to go

'□.though the Naval authorities declined to give 

details of the matter, it was ascertained that the foreigner 

was attempting to take a photograph of the *lzumo" with 

his Leica camera and was arrested by the sentry

D»D.O.*C* S.D.l/c.
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» SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Miec. 678/36.

Diary Number:_

.............................Division.
Hnn»kw D ..... ............ ,...........Police Station.
26/3/36

.......... ....... -.................19
Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day I

1

1 1
Places

| visited in 1
i course of
i investigation
I each day

1
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

b'sl© Chinese n«wd 'Aie Su Kung ( J" arrested 
by '-he Janc-nene iT-val Sanding Party.

At 9.20 * 25/9/36, a telephone message ’ma received

from C.P.C. 2^27 from No. 10 street telephone box reporting 

that ?. male Chinese had been arrested and taken to the 

Japanese Tatro 1 Station on Ohapoo Road.

A party of police consisted; «/ j.□,(?, Hoda, "suji and

J.P.S. ’Sistsustilma, proceeded to the Patrol Station and 

interviewed Chief Warrant Officer K. Yasuda )

who gave the following information to the undersifined»-

At ¿bout 9 p.m, even date, whilst the Chief warrant 

Officer ■ t?. nt the Station entrance he saw a male Chinese 

standing in front of the Patrol Station, at the corner of 

Ohspoc and. H.Haloing Ronds. Thin Chinese was kfipt under 

| observation by the officer as be appeared to be acting in a 

very suspicious manner. The Chinese moved to the corner of 

Chapoo and Halning Roads, in front of the Willies Theatre, 

seemingly to avoid the officer’ e watch, and then moved to 

the front of the Kongkew Theatre. The Chinese still aoatinu«i 

ed his suspicious behaviour, looking at the cinema poster 

but frequently turning his face towards the Patrol station
I 

as if to observe so me tiling in the Station.

On recalling the information that a number of Chinese | 

snipers mii^it enter tho Settlement and lolter&ig in Hong’cew | 

District, (information received in the evening of 25/9/36), I
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‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGIS 1 ER No:— ......... ....................... Police Station.

................................................................................................................. ............. ................................19

.................................Division.

Diary N umber:— Nature of Offence:—
1

Time at which | 
investigation begun j 

and concluded each dayj 
____________________ 1________________________________________ I

1 1 ■ ■................ .....
1 Places
! visited in
i course of 1
j investigation-
i each day
1 i

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

the officer strongly cuspected the Chinese and sent a member 

of his party to arrest the Chinese and take him tc the 

Vaval Patrol Station* ""hen the polios party arrived at the

I Patrol ytatioii t* e officer asked the police to examine the 

Chinese* fhe officer willin Ty accepted the •uidersigned’s 

proposal that the Chinese l-e hnnded over to the Police 

authorities for iuvesii. a tier.*

i'hf. Chinese was questioned by the under si gned -«nd 

c.v.c. 284, <ien he ,;ave hi s non® rs Yue su Rung |

23, if/Shop assistant, native of f.^yang, employed by Won; 

Lin; L’aing -proprietor of a stationary shop known
us «ong Till Lail ^N)_. rt Ho. 813 3.Seward Hoad and 

residing on the shop premises* Yue stated that at about 

8 p.iii. same ¿ate, He Left Pin Shop and was on the way to 

So* 3C7 llgin l’o sd where his e/plnyer keeps another shop, 

to see his friend ns^med . .uiy ’n {(2-^-). On arriving at 

Ohapoo Road he eaw a number of Jonaneee sailors with rifles 

and bayonets and acting in a thrilling manner, which aroused 

his interest. He than stayed in ths vicinity of the Japanese 

Mavol Patrol station, tolling these sailors and was arrests^ 

and taken to the Haty Patrol Station*

Yue du Kung was alooely interrogated by the detectives 

at the Police Station, however, no suspicion could be 

a t taoh6d on hi

His shop was visited by the undersized and d.A.G. 284
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

.................................Division.
CRIME REGISTER No Police Station.

Time at which
Places 

visited in

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

and hie room osrefully searched. but nothin.-t of an

inori rainu di r-<

iu -d by his

employer < »0 od

’ne was oofflrunioatsd

tli rf

Officer a ta ted it

O»<£ *3C<JU** ;e Chinese

th eased by the Officer on

,3/
.T.JJ.C. 13«

I [L 11 * ^’C^- 

□e.i. net. 1/e.

n.n.o.rtc* Div.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE./;. ), 
/o /o fjbl 

CRIME DIARY.

-------- ’’ C-...... .... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No: ? ieo. NO.717/36. --Hongke«..... .. .Police Station,
.........................................................................................................Q^t.7th,........436,

Diary Number:— Nature of Offence:—

. riacesTime at which ; visited in
investigation begun ' course of

and concluded each day; ! investigation
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Arrest of L.Larsen, Danish, partner in 
’’Larson & Trook”, No«178 Avenue Edward Vll, 
rosidlng at Room 627 Hamilton House, by a 
member of the Jananese Naval Landing Party.

In connection with the above subject, the under signed 

on th© instruction of D.l.Dunoan, T.D.i/o, Hongkew, 

interviewed Lieutenant Nakamura, at 3p.m. 7/10/36, at his 

office at the Japanese Naval Sailors* Club, Killer Road, 

and ascertained the foil owing

At atout 12.50a.m. 7/10/36, 3rd class sailor y.Shimada 

sentry standing at his post at the gate of the jananese 

Naval Sailors* Club, 1/lllor Road, saw a motor car, Licence 

No ,6090, drive up and rank just In front of a Naval truck 

also ranked outside the Navy Club. I’e went to the oar in 

order to ascertain the reason for ranking a car at such a 

place, but found the driver had already gone.

About 20 minutes later, the driver returned, when he

was detained by the sentry and was taken to the Guard Room 

The matter was reported to Lieutenant Nakamura, in charge 

of the guard room, who questioned the driver in order to 

establish the clear identity of the man.

After ascertaining the name, occupation and address of 

the man, lieutenant Nakamura came to the conclusion that 

he had not any ulterior motive In ranking his car at the 

place, and thinking he was a respectable foreigner, handed 

him over to this Station for the purpose of informing the
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

............................... Division.
CRIME REGISTER No: ................................Police Station.

-....... -....... ....
Diary Number:— 1»2 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

occurrence to the S*M*P* authorities*

lieutenant Nahamura stated that he handed the person 

o ver to this Station in order to avoid misunderstanding 

on the nart of the foreigner because his (lieutenant’s) 

English noor and he was airaid that the matter would 

lead to a great misunderstanding of the jananese I'avy 

by foreigners

J.D*C^37

3.D»l/o

D*D*O**C*
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October 6, 1936. K o r n i n g T r an 0 I a110 n •

Lih Pao

The A r bitrary Arrests of Residents Jby Japanese 
. - - Karines

According to "Poo Sz Pei" ( -i ty ) , secretary 

to the British Consulate-General in Shanghai, S.K.G.

has not yet referred to the Consular Body the question of 

the reckless extension of patrols and the arbitrary arrest 

of residents in the International Settlement by the Japanese 

Landing Force. ±,one of the Consuls have expressed views 

on these matters.



TR11T3LATI0M: From the German daily newspaper "Ostasiatischer Lloyd"

October 3, 1936. ' ;

______ 'c ¿¿>

The German photographer, Mr. Jordan, was detained yesterday 

afternoon by the Japanese Marines.

Mr. Jordan was returning at 5 o’clock from a visit to a friend 

in Boone Road when he observed the barricades in the streets.

As he had his camera with him, he wished to take a photograph 

and while in the act of fixing up his camera some twenty Japanese 

marines immediately made their appearance two of whom suddenly sprang 

upon him and seized him by the wrist. Protesting violently against 

this treatment Jordan struggled violently and extricated himself, 

whereupon two Japanese officers demanded that he accompany them to 

the nearest marine post. .r-

As no understanding could be reached, even^$j£ Jordan show tidg his 

visiting aast, the Honghew Police Station was communicated with, which 

latter detailed several men and a British Police Officer to the scene.

Mr. Jordan explained to this latter the circumstances of the case 

and complained about the treatment, pointing out at the same time, 

that everybody had the right to take photographs furthermore, he 

explained that photography is his profession.

The Police Officer enquired if he had taken photographs of the 

Japanese Marines or barricades, to which Mr. Jordan replied in the 

negative, explaining that the Marines had prevented him from doing 

this. The Police officer then assured the Japanese officers that no 

photographs had been taken by Mr. Jordan. However, the Japanese wanted 

to take both the camera and the film.

Mr. Jordan was ultimately liberated and, at the request of the 

Police officer, went to the Chinese Authorities to whom he reported 

the particulars of the event.

This is not the first time the Japanese have assumed the right 

to arrest journalists - especially German journalists.

We are in China, not in Japan, where the Japanese naturally can 

annoy travellers as much as they please. It has to be said once for 

all that the Japanese will lose the very last vestige of sympathy 



German Press representatives will submit to the proper authorities only. 

Furthermoore, how does it come about that Japanese Journalists are 

unhampered in their actions and no restrictions placed on them such 

as are meted out to the German and other press men?
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Ein Deutscher von den Japanern 
verhaftet.

Der deutsche Photograph Jordan wurde 
gestern nachmittag von japanischen Soldaten ver
haftet. Jordan kam nach einem Besuch bei einem 
Bekannten um 5 Uhr durch die Boone Road, wo er 
spanische Reiter liegen sah. Da er einen Photo
apparat bei sich hatte, wollte er die Gelegenheit 
benutzen, um eine Aufnahme zu machen. In diesem 
Augenblick rueckte eine etwa 20 Mann starke Abtei
lung japanischer Marinesoldaten an, die er eben
falls noch mit auf den Film bekommen wollte. 
Waehrend er seinen Apparat einstellte, sprangen 
ploetzlich zwei der Soldaten auf ihn zu und 
packten ihn beim Handgelenk. Jordan pro
testierte heftig gegen diese Behandlung und riss 
sich los. Darauf forderte ihn ein Offizier auf, 
mit in eine in der Naehe gelegene Wachstube zu 
kommen. Da es nicht gelang, eine Verstaendigung 
herbeizufuehren und auch das Vorzeigen der Visi
tenkarte des Deutschen nichts nuetzte, wurde die 
Hongkew-Polizeistation angerufen, die sofort einige 
Leute entsandte, darunter einen englischen Offizier. 
Diesem erklaerte Jordan der Vorfall, wobei 
er betonte, dass es das Recht jedes Passanten sei, 
auf jeder Strasse Aufnahmen zu machen, ausserdem 
sei dass ein Beruf. Der Offizier fragte, ob er von 
der japanischen Abteilung und den spanischen 
Reitern bereits eine Aufnahme gemacht habe. 
Dies konnte Jordan verneinen, da i? ' die Soldaten 
daran verhindert hatten. Der Engi, nder gab da
raufhin den Japanern die Versicherung ab, dass 
keine Aufnahme gemacht worden sei. Diese 
hatten den Apparat und den Film beschlagnahmen 
woMen, gaben aber nun den Verhafteten frei, der 
*ih der chinesischen Polizeistation auf Wunsch des 
Offiziers einen Bericht ueber den Vorfall zu 
Protokoll gab.

♦
Es ist nicht das erste Mal, dass sich die 

Japaner in Shanghai das Recht herausnehmen, 
Journalisten, im besonderen deutsche Jour
nalisten zu verhaften, obwohl sie nichts 
anderes taten als ihre Berufspflicht erfüllten. 
Im uehrigen befinden wir uns in China und 
nicht in Japan, wo es den Japanern neuerlich 
frei steht, reisende Auslaender rigorosen 
und kleinlichen Untersuchungen zu unter
werfen. Es muss ein fuer allemal gesagt 
werden, dass die Japaner sich bei Wieder
holung derartiger Uebergriffe und willkuer- 
licher Behandlung der Gefahr aussetzen, sich 
restlos alle Sympathien zu verscherzen, die sie 
unter den an sich ihnen noch wohlgesinnten 
Auslaendem Shanghais noch besitzen.

Jedenfalls ist mit Sicherheit anzunehmen, 
dass sich deutsche Pressevertreter auf chinesi
schem Boden in Ausuebung ihrer Berufs
pflichten keinen anderen Beschraenkungen 
unterwerfen als den von den zustaendigen 
Behoerden erlassenen. Zudem ist nicht einzu- 
sehen, mit welchem Recht japanische Presse
vertreter auf chinesischem Boden unbehelligt 
von japanischen Soldaten, die hier keine Zu- 
staendigkeit haben, ihre Berufspflichten 
ungehindert erfüllen duerfen, waehrend es 
deutschen und den Pressevertretern anderer 
Nationalitaeten verwehrt sein soll.

(Die Schriftleitung)

V
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Sin en Pao and other local newspapers •-

ele• ascd.

On te afternoon of October 1, Au Boo An

(a book shop salesman and two of his friends, 

while proceeding to 'Jei Vung Daung ( /y. xHi ) to inquire 

after a sick friend, were searched and arrested by Japanese 

marines on Dixwell Hoad and removed to Japanese Laval Landing

arty Headquarters where they were interrogated and were 

subsequently sent to the Shanghai municipal Police who 

released then at 7 p.m. the same day.

Another Chinese Arrested
/

Yesterday morning' a man named Liu ( 'rj ) ,

while reading a notification posted up by the bureau of

Public Safety at the Tiendong -load Bridge, was arrested

by Japanese marines and taken to their headquarters• He

was released at 4 p.m.



October 3, 1936» Horning ïranslàbii£üiL-.~.-----
-2- !,Z7^

In reply, Hr. Phillips informed 
them that he would ask the Council for instructions 
after conferring on the matter with Major Gerrard, 
Commissioner of Police*

NIPPO

CHINESE PEACE PRBSERVATIO, CORPS IL1LGALLY DETAINS 
JAPANES" DANCING PARTNERS

At about 3 a.m. October I a 
Japanese dancing partner named Kondo and her sister, 
also a dancing partner, both of the Happy Land Dance Hall, 
on North Szechuen ^oad, were taken at the point of drawn 
pistols to the Headquarters of the Peace Preservation 
Corps by members of the Corps as they were returning to 
their home at No. 25 Paosan Road. The girls were 
detail ed until 7 a.m. on the pretext of according them 
protection* The. girls immediately reported the incident 
to the Japanese Consular Police after their release.

BRITISH SUBJECT ABUSES A MEMBER OF JAPANLo- LANDING 
PARTY< HONGKE'A POLICE INVL3T IG..TES

At 9 a.m. October 2 a secord 
class Japanese sailor named Mori was on guard duty at 
the corner of Range Road and North Szechuen Road when a European pushed the sailor who was standing in front 
of the Sze Ming Bank leaving a spaca of about one foot 
between his back and the wall* The European passed 
behind the sailor saying, "Get away” and pushed away the 
sailor's rifle with his left hand. The European then 
proceed.d to the entrance of an alleyway at the corner 
of the Chuwa Apartment House on Range Road where he bought a 
newspaper. bhen passing in front of the sailor on his 
way back, he said to the sailor in English, "You get avay 
from here. This is Chinese territory”. At this manent 
a *‘lipino and a Japanese dressed in Kimono interpreted 
the words of the European to the sailor. Realising that 
the words were insulting to the Japanese Landing Party, 
the sailor ordered the European to stop. At this juncture, 
a Japanese named 3. Matsumoto of Lane 142 No. 20 Seward 
Road, who happened to pass by, attempted to stop the 
European but the latter struck Matsumoto in the face 
with a tin can* Two other Japanese named Atachi, 40, 
an employee of the Dai Ko Yoko, No. 12 Cart Lin Lee(?) 
and C. Kihara, age 34, of the Kimura xoko on Woosung Road, 
seized the European under the signal tower at the crossing 
of Range Road and North Szechuen ^oad* The European 
was taken to the marine post where he was handed over to 
th. Hongkew Police at 10*30 a*m* The police investigation 
revealed that the European in question is an ex-captain 
named Thomsonf?) , age 60, British subject* It is 
reported that on Aueust 13, 1935(7) he used abusive language 
towards a Japanese sailor in th- Quinsan Garden for which, 
he was taken to Hongkew Station* The police are making 
further inquiries*
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G i5M ’-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special.Branch^Z/^ 3^

REPORT

Subject............... Ar.r.as.t....Q.f..t.hr.e.e...ma.J.e...Chi.O.ese..by..memb.ers. ...Q.i. .the.......................................

JapajaflB.eNav.a.l...Landing..Party
Made by......D...S.».......LoCKWOOd................... .Forwarded by.

________________ At 5 p_.ni, October 1, 1936« a telephone message 

was received from Supt. Conduit, P.O, "C" Division stating_

that three Chinese had been arrested by members of the

___ .Tapaneae Naval landing Party for being in possession ofan— 

anti-Japanese pamphlet and were now detained in Kashing 

Road Police Station, Acting on instructions from C.D.I, 

Ross, D,S, Lockwood and Clerk Wong Chia-taing attended and_

____obtained the following information :-____________________________  

________________ At about 3,30 p.m, October 1, three male Chinese

named t- Au Pah-ai , salesman of the Sing Sang

) Book Company, North Honan Road, and the Poh Sing_____ _

(jLjjr ) Book Store, Foochow Road; Tseu Kan-ling _____

former boy Ho.8 of the Pah Kiang Nan Hotel, Fokien Road;________
___ _and Yang Chih-foo UOiti ), boy No.3 of the Pah Tsoong Hotel, 

French Concession, were arrested by a patrol of the Japanese

___ Naval Landing Party on Dixwell Road, south of Urga Road, 

for being in possession of one half of an anti-Japanese____

pamphlet, which had been wrapped round a medical prescription.

_______________ On being questioned as to how the pamphlet came_______  

into their possession, Au Pah-ai stated that he had obtained

the prescription and pamphlet from the wife of a friend 

living in an upstairs room of the Wei VUng Book Store, 180 

Honan Road,_________________________________________________________________

______ _________ A visit was paid to the latter address, when Au_____  

Pah-ai*s statement was corroborated. When questioned as 

to the pamphlet, the female stated that it probably came 

into her possession when she bought some "Ta Ping* cakes.

She was not aware of the nature of the pamphlet.__________________

-------------------------The commander of the Dixwell Road Sub-Statinn Of
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...............................   Station,
REPORT

Date....... ....... 19

Subject.................................................. ......................................................................... .......................................................

Made by.............................................................Forwarded by.................................. .................. ........................................

__________________ -2 -  

the Japaneae Naval Landing Party was informed of the result 

of Police investigations and expressed himseIf satisfied. 

The Chinese were released at 7 p.m. ____________ ___

Officer i/c Special Branch._____________________________________________
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. £)
Kashing Rqad-’i/azi^

REPORT 7)^,. 1/10/S6.... .......<Q

Subject.... .......Arrest of 3 male Chinese by Japanese N.L.P. on Dixwell Road.

.....   ................ ............................. ...................... ......... ..................... ................... -
Made h..... - *1 • Black Forwarded byi.:y..‘..:....^.:..^

Sir,

At 3.30 p.m. l/lP/36, J.D.S. 51 Haaeo came to the station 

along with 1st Lieut. Funada and reported that 3 Chinese were 

detained in the Dixwell Road Sub-Station of the Japanese N .L.P.

—504 Dixwell Road. D.SI. Black and D.I. Zau Ching Van accom

panied the officer to the sub-station and learned the

following

At about 3 p.m. Lieut. Funada was proceeding along Dixwell

Road in a motor along with 2 other Japanese marines, when they 

saw a crowd collected on some ground to the south of Urga

Road. They stopped the car and went to investigate.' At the

approach of the! Japanese the crowd scattered and the marines 

stopped three men. They searched the men and found one in 

possession of a medical prescription wrapped in half a sheet 

of an Anti-Japanese pamphlet. They took the 3 men to the sub

station and phoned Dixwell Road. J.D.S.Hasio went to the 

sub-station and the three men were handed over to this

station.

When questioned the three men gave their names as follows

(1) Woo Pah Eu ( ) 36, Chingkiang, residing______

33 Tung Shing Li Rue Vincent Mathieu, Book store

_________broker._______________
(2) Tseu Keu Ling ( I KomP°> 15 Tsung Fsung,

Hoopeh Road. 
(3) Yang Kyih Foo ( p ) 33, Chinkiang, 33 Tung 

Shing Li, Rue Vincent Mathieu, Hotel Boy.
Questioned as to the half sheet of Anti-Japanese pamphle t 

Woo Pah Eu stated that his friend Loh Zung Wo ( )

residing in an upstairs room above the Wei Vung ( /#?
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....—.................. Station,
REPORT 

Date.......................... ....... ig

Subject.................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

Book 8tore,180 Honan Road was in possession of a prescription 

for stomach trouble« He went to the above address at 11 a.m. 

1/10/36 to borrow this prescription but Loh was not at home« 

The latter^ wife, however was present, and she produced the 

prescription but on handing it to him noticed that it was torn* 

picking up a scrap piece of paper she wrapped up the prescrip

tion« He did not notice what writing was on the paper and 

only found out that it was Anti-Japanese when arrested by the 

marines•

Accompanied by D.S.Lockwood, D«I« Zau Ching Van and

J.D.S. Haseo the undersigned took Woo Pah Eu to tne Wei Vung

Book store, 180 Honan Road. Loh Zung Wo was at home with his 

wife and when the latter was interrogated she corroborated

Woots statement* Questioned as to where she got the half

pamphlet from, the female stated she could not recall, it ___

most probably had been given to her when buying cakes• With 

the permission of Loh, his room was searched but no papers 

or books of an Anti-Japanese nature were found.

Supt. Conduit, D.D«O«”CW, who was at the station when

this report was received, was informed of the result of 

enquiries and he instructed that the men were to be released, 

after the Japanese H«L.P> had been aquainted with the result 

of enquiries«___________________________________ ________________________

The Officer in charge of the Dixwell Road Sub-station 

J.N.L.P. expressed himself satisfied at the release of the

men but requested that the half pamphlet be returned to them 

after it had been seen by $.M«P. Headquarters«

____The three men were released at 7 p«m«
I am, sir,

D.D.O."C" Div

A.........



6. Chinese do not fight against Chinese*

7. Chinese soldiers do not fight against Chinese soldiers.

8. Against civil car. All towards outside.

9. Unite all nations in the world to support our Anti-Japanese 
nation.

10. Unite all the anti-Japanese strength of the whole country.

11. Unite all the soldiers in ordex* to maintain the existence of 
the nation.

12. If we are not resisting Japanese, our nation will be finished.

13. We are not fit to be "Chinese'* if we do not take part to resist 
Japanese•

14. Anyone apposing the Anti-Japanese movement is a traitor.

15. One who breaks up the Anti-Japanese movement is a traitor.

16. In order to resist Japanese and save the nation we must mobilize.

17. When every men is a soldier, then we can resist the Japanese 
and save the country.

18. A person runs away from conscriptions is a country-less slave.

19. A good citizen votuntarily Joins the army.

20. The only way that can save ourselves, is to resist Japanese.

21. The only way to relieve national feeling is to appose Japan.

22. Clear out traitors who oppose the Anti-Japanese movement.

23. Support General Li and Pah's proposal.

24. Enforce ’ Three Selves’ principle, and ’Three People’ Principle.

Federation of various circles
in Kwangsi to oppose Japan*



SHANGHAI

V.F. Melding. iiasncan,

/>< e„ /• ________ —,

■ImMUmho. 
MUNICIPAL POLICE. KucaS

Hongkew. .............  3/
report Jk October 1« **Date.......................~......i^»
and s* Y. Yang etxperiehbe troublewith

Japanese Marines«

Made by...... ................................................  Forwarded by.......................  ..............................................

sir»

At about 4.03 p.m. 1/10/36 Mr. V. F* Heisling» American» 

newspaper reporter» and S.Y. Yang» photographer both on the 

staff of the North China Daily Howe were passing the corner of 

liinghong and Hiller Hoads when they observed barb wire defences 

and Japanese Marines manning the post. In accordance with his 

duty to hie paper Mr* Melding instructed Yang to talcs a_

photograph of the barb wire which he did* the Marinee on seeing 

Yhng taking pictures tried to take away ths camera and when 

Mr. Meisling objected the two man were then rogamtod to aocom» 
B| pany the Marines tn a net^booring they» SB htWMB 3hd BBa 

Transport Co.» 83 Miller Road which was then being used as a 
Section poet. The officer 1/c of the section was called and he 

_ co—eiieated with Battalion Headquarters* tte Bae earnen|
were removed and co Ur* Mei sling stating that ho was responsible j 

for Iho Chinese taking the picture the Chinese was allowed to 
go while the officer requested ar* mdillng to proceed be Bb • I 

« , Japanese Eaval Landing party Headquarters» Kjangwan Road*
'v* Meisling accompanied the officers and net a staff officer 

5 named Lt* Corraandar Tsdano who explained that owing to the tonne

at the preamt time photographs atgM oaks trouble ent':' I. 
if in future photographs were required for the newspaper 

application mould bo asdn throutfb the s*M*g* er the jepamaoe | 
Consulate. Mr. Meidling was allowed to go at 8*20 Bsm* and-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------- | 
inf armed that if nothing obJeotionaMo was on the films he would | 

|1mmb came returned. Hi
At 8»8P p*m* a tolaphcae noaaace was repaired by

J.B.O* 3 from J*M*L*P* Headquarters stating that of the three 
films exposed» two had been spoilt and the remaining one had



File No..........
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
............ Station ,

Date.......................  ig

Subject..... ................................................................... ................................................................... . ................ ....................

Made by........................ ......................  Forwarded by___

been confiscated and further that the films and film box TOUld

be returned upon application to

Guess and the ^Langran

Hoad Barrals and there received 2 spült films and one film

bOcontainer which were returned Meialing at _ 6« 20 p<n,.at
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Japanese Detain
New^apejcJIen

Taking Pictures

Foreigner and Chinese Held 
in Miller Road

FILMS ARE CONFISCATED 
BY MARINES

Two employees of the “North-China 
Daily News,” a foreign reporter and 
a Chinese photographer, were detain
ed at the Japanese Landing Party 
temporary post at 83 Miller Road for. 
about three-quarters of an hour yes
terday afternoon, because they at
tempted to obtain pictures of the 
barbed-wire entanglement erected at 
the intersection of Miller and Ming- 

' hong Roads, near rhe Hongkew Police 
I Station. The two had made a tour 
| of Chapei and Hongkew. getting news 
j pictures, and stopped their car in 
j Minghong Road at 4 o’clock.

The reporter, Mr. V. F. Meisling, 
got out with the photographer and 
instructed the latter to take a pic
ture of the barrier, about which sev
eral members of the Landing Party 
were standing. No sooner had two 
views been snapped, however, than 
the marines, holding their rifles and 
bayonets at a menacing angle, ap
proached the two men and attempted 
to snatch the camera from the Chin
ese. His companion objected and 
spoke in English to the officers who 
accompanied the marines. They did 
not understand and insisted that the 
Chinese, with his camera, be taken 
to the military post on the corner.

As the marines seized the arm of 
the Chinese and started to pull him 

! towards the entrance to the post, 
i the foreigner accompanied him, hav- 
| ing meanwhile taken possession of 
| the holder containing the films used 
in Minghong Road and elsewhere that 
afternoon. Inside the post, the two 
men were informed they would be 
questioned by an officer attached to 
the staff office of the Naval Landing 
Party,. who had been summoned by 
military telephone. Mr. Meisling was 
permitted to use the ordinary tele
phone and notified the “North-China 
Daily News” office and, subsequently, 
the Municipal Police at Hongkew 
Station about what. had transpired. 
He was unable to get a satisfactory

answer from anyone present as to 
whether he was under arrest and he 
made no attempt to force the issue. 
The room was full of officers and 
men, all heavily armed, as well as a 
few Japanese civilians attached to 
the transport office.

The arrival of the staff officer and 
police from Hongkew Station resulted 
in a consultation, with the aid of a 
police interpreter, and Mr. Meisling 
was informed that the Naval Landing 
Party wished to interrogate hint fit 
their Headquarters in Kiangwin 
■fcoad and that the films in the 
holder must be developed and ex
amined by the Landing Party Offi
cials. He agreed and went to Kiang-

wan Road in a police car, accom
panied by a Japanese superintendent, 
a Japanese detective, and a foreign 
detective. In another car were sev
eral officers of the Landing Party 
and Consular Police. The Chinese 
photographer was allowed to return 
to the “North-China Daily News” 
office, after he had given his name, 
age, and address to the Japanese 
officers.

At the Landing Party Barracks, Mr. 
Meisling was questioned briefly by 
Lieut.-Comdr. Tadano, staff officer, 
and told that the films would be ex
amined «nd those not found objec
tionable returned to him through the 
police at Hongkew Station. He Wais 
allowed to leave at 5.05 p.m., having 
been under detention a little over 
an hour. He went with the police 
to Motngkew Station and made a 
statement to a foreign detective. An 
hour later the holder and the films 
were returned with the message that a 
third film had been found objection
able and hence had been confiscated. 
The two films returned were ab
solutely black and no prints could 
be made from them.



G. 40M-9-3^ File .
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. tj 7 ^2° 

Dixwell Road ^5^/O^ 
REPORT

Subject ^P.?®*®*1.®1*® alleged to have been arrested by Japanese marines. 

North Szechuen and Jukong Roads.

Made by..................and......  Forwarded by Inspector Jefferson........................./ .

Si r, _____ _______________

________ At 5.35.p.m. 29-9-36 C.P.C. 639 telephoned to Station to 

the effect that 2 foreigners, riding in ricshas on North Szechuen 

Road near Jukong Road had been arrested by Japanese marines for 

taking photographs. The undersigned immediately proceeded to 

North Szechuen and Jukong Roads cornerj there is a Japanese 

patrol stationed at this corner and from information obtained___

it appears that ai. the time mentioned above a Dr. Basil Thompson 

and a lady riding in. ricshas proceeding North, Dr. Thompson had 

a camera in his hand and one of the Japanese marines presumed 

that he had been taking photographs of the Japanese marines. 

Dr. Thompson was allowed to proceed and had gone on arrival of 

the undersigned being allowed to keep his camera» he did not I 

I communicate with the station. Endeavours will be made to-day
I to get in touch with Dr. Thompson to find out further particulars. |

D. 0. *C* Division.

k
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G. 150M-Î-36

5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
D.

CRIME DIARY.

Ho&fl Ç|V A.Ttç

CRIME REGISTER No: 0X1'2$ 3?mn.C.h .Police Station.

Nature of Offence:

Time at which 
investigation begun I 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

acting op instructions n.f the nfp* ccr i/c of C*3»F*(\

' r. Tse t " •■»< f; ■■■•■•■ r«r.ree<M.tntrie of

U ... < It ..orena’-tc IviJd, to th a officen rf *'r« 3. 

Cy$h.araf nnd eequal Lt Mr vdth the j artioulars of

'^•5 *wtol ' T® .« cVHV ‘ ?:tal 1g d halo hnkr1r<!urn to

cocipany «•'*. ü »X ♦ /ich onin and •'*■«** ® ... . tç ong ;7oo to

the the Jape . * f* 4 ’ (a 7 an di r? .‘.ere the chief

eWf offtcir ws in f Ci »'»tt *•< »’j y# » fl * ïTie latter kner? the

?.. rc.vut&x'ôb of tho caoe and from the explanations

yâ.ii.ch hû êùVO to p»;]>.Be'beni n, it would seem that

t?r> fbllcrrfug t-o gons -vers the cause ■■:,i the

temporary tian cf th3 co^iplc.i'jent’e bodyirue rd and

I hi à and Vie sei sure of the pistol in question t*

I flet! Shen cur j) laineut fB iv^/oer was stopped by

the wÆers tho Landing Tartyt the driver -ode an

attempt ko escape»

(2nd) The photograph on the licence did not

correspond with the p.npearance of the bodyguard»

Mr» Tsang Yoong woo admitted that both 

reasons given ^cre correct^ and stated that the

difficulty to identify the bodyguard with his picture
on the licence was due to the fact that the photograph



G. 150M-1-36

I SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:

2

Division.

.Police Station.

(2) Nature of Offence:—

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

which appears there had been taken a number of years 

ago. After tMs explanation, the pistol, 5 rounds of

ammunition and the three licences (of S.M.P., French
Concession and the Bureau) were given to D.s.I
Bebenin agdinst his and Mr. Tsang Yoong Woo’s 

signatures

Please note that the make of the pistol

in question is' "Demon" and not "Browning" as it is 
stated in the report of 24-9-36



Copy for Officer i/c branch

Dally Report ®f Off leer i/c. Sinza Police Station.

Friday 25th Sept. 1936

/ Ì

PISTOL SSI25D 
JÍ JAPANSSB 
MN DING PARTY.

24- 9-36 Chang Ng oh 
Tbu, an official of

DRATH OF A
MALSCHINBSÜ!.

PATROL
RADIO Van 90

body-guard 
residing 
10.30 a.m.
No.5091

employed as a 
Salt Gabelle,

At 8.45 p.m. 
to Mr. Tseu Kyi 
at 313 Myburgh Road, reported at this station that at 
24-9-36 he accompanied his master in motor car licence 

' _ _ _ ‘ i. xhe motor car was
_ “ l near Kiangwan Road, 0.0.L. and the 
by members of the Japanese Naval landing 
body-guard*s pistol and pistol licence cards, 
chauffeur were placed in a Landing Party 
to the Headquarters on Kiangwan Road, the car 
left on the road«

an, 
the

to the Civic Centre, Kiangwan on business 
stopped on Lieu Ting Road i ‘ 
occupants searched 
Party who took the 
The body-guard and 
truck and conveyed 
and Mr. Tseu being

Body-guard and chauffeur were released by the Landing Party 
at 12 noon, the pistol and licence cards being detained« 
Mis. Report 392/36.

At 10 p.m. 20-9-36 Ting Vung Leong, 17, apprentice, employed 
and living at the Poh Dah Tailors Shop, 114 Burkill Road was 
standing on a stool which he had placed on a table in order to 
reach some bed clothes from a loft« The stool slipped and the 
boy who is blind in one eye fell to the ground« Apparently the 
boy received no injuries by the fall but at 7«30 p«m. 24-9-36 
he complained of pains in the chest and was taken to the Paulun 
Hospital but was dead on arrival«

Body to Mortuary pending inquest. Mis. Report 393/36«

V.3.247 Sharp in charge of a Radio Van search party consis
ting of three C.P.C.s operated in the Sinza District between 
3 p.m. and 7 p.m. 24-9-36« 9 railless tram ears, 3 motor cars 
and 24 rlcshas were stopped and examined and found to be in 
order« No reports and no arrests made*

STATIC® r ~__12______
PARTLSSconslsting ôf 1V.3

Between 10 a.m. 24th and 7 a.m. 25th two search parties
_ _ i., 1 C.P.S. and 2 C.P.C.s continually
patrolled the district, searching numerous vehicles and suspects 
No reports, no arrests«

PATROL The following motor cycle patrols operated in the Sinsa
MOTOR CYCL3S. District«-

3.1, Duncan on motor cycle B.10 between 7.30 a.m. & 2.30 p.m 
24-9-36.
T.3.152 Cooke on motor cycle B.25 between 9 a.m. - 12 noon
and 4 p.m. - 8 p.m. 24-9-36.
F.3.364 Malley on motor cycle B.25 between 12 noon - 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m. - 12 m.n. 24-9-36«

<4 wUUUUKo spector. 
Officer i/c.
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SMP, Japanese 
Struggle Over 

Custody Of ScqF

Aged Foreigner Mixes 
With Patrol, Held At 

Barracks
A struggle between Shanghai 

Municipal Police and (be Ja 
panese Naval Landing Party 
about 9 o’clock yesterday morn 
ing for the custody «f Mr. J 
Thomson. GO-year-old Scot . 
threatened to throw Hongkew 
into an uproar as the aged I 
foreigner was pulled out of the 
¡car in wbicb be bad beer 
placed by Inspector W. Duocan 
officer in charge of the Hong
kew Police Station, by member* 
of the Japanese Naval Landing! 
Party and hustled off to the 
fortress —barracks on Kiang*
wan Road.

After a short detention at J 
the naval quarters Thomson 
was released about 10:30 o’clock 
yesterday morning.

According to an eyewitness 
of tbe incident, Thomson be* 
came engaged in a fight with 
three Japanese civilian mem
bers of tbe Naval Landing 
Party at tbe corner <f Range 
and North Szecbuen Roads and 
was arrested by members of 
the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party. A Sikh policeman on 
duty sent in a call to the 
Hongkew Police Station and 
Inspector Duncan rushed around 
to tbe scene in a motor car.

• Thomson was put into the car 
but tbe blue jackets demanded 
his custody fur an alleged in. 
suit to tbe Landing Party. 
Tbe inspector refused to give 
up tbe custody of Thomson, it 
is reported, and tbf*y reached 
into the car and pulled bim 
bodily out into the street and 
then took bim up to tbe Landing 
Headquarters in a naval truck j

Thomson tells tbe story:

*T was walking down Rang* 
Road about 9 o’ckck and I 
went to pass in back of a 
Japanese patrol in order to buy 
a morning paper from a coolie 
who was on tbe street. I had 
just given the coolie 10 cents, 
when I accidentally brushed 
against the butt of the man’s 
rifle. He turned around and 
pressed the point of bis bayonet 
against my stomach and jump, 
ed up and down, growling at 
me. .

“I told bim to take tbe bay* 
onet away and tried to shove it 
away with my band. A Japan, 
ese civilian came up from be* 
bind and seized me by tbe 
shoulder. Then several Japan* 
ese surrounded me and pressed 
tbeir bayonets against my 
body?’

‘ The municipal police cam. 
around and took me away, but 
the Japanese seized me right 
back from tbe police. I was 
held in the Landing Party 
Headquarters in a small room. 
They didn’t do anything to me. 
But things have gotten pret 
bad around here when a idlu 
can’t walk down tbe street 
without bis freedom being 
hampered.”

(

I
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DETENTION OF “N.-C.D.N| 
REPORTER

A full report was made to Mr. I 
Clarence E. Gauss, American Consul- | 
General, of the detention by | 
thé Japanese Naval Landing ' 
Party ox Mr. V. F. Mèi sling,
American reporter employed by the 
“North-China Daily News,” yesterday. 
Mr. Gauss, after he had heard Mr. 
Meisling’s story of Thursday's incident 
in Hongkew, said he would make 
xurther investigations. He was urf- 
able to say, he stated, whether any 
protest Would be carried to the 
Japanese authorities.

Out of twelve films seized, four had 
been exposed. Of the four, two were 
confiscated and two were returned, 
spoiled. Three unexposed films also 
Were returned spoiled, and five other 
unexposed films were not returned.

Mr. Meisling, on returning to the 
office of the “North-China Daily 
News,” notified Mr. Gauss, the Ameri
can Consul-General, by telephone and 
then yesterday morning supplemented 
that information with a detailed re
port made in person. He explained 
to Mr. Gauss that he had been warned 
by Lieut.-Comdr. Tadano, Japanese 

% staff officer, that pictures of Japanese 
marines could not be taken in the 
Settlement, or elsewhere/ without 
speçial permission of the Laftdffig 
Party, application to be made either 
through the
General orthe Municipal Police.
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“INCIDENT ? ”
The path of the newspaper re

porter or photographer is seldom, 
strewn with roses. Nor is it notice
ably lined by bands which might 
(give it the smoothness of a trium
phant procession. On the contrary, 
the way is too often strewn with 
rocks, and lined by those who would 
quite willingly heave those rocks on 
the slightest provocation. This latter 
seems to have been the unfortunate 
experience of the reporter and the 
photographer of the “North-China 
Daily News” on Thursday at the 
han is of the Japanese Naval Land
ing Party. At a point within a 
pear-core’s throw of Hongkew Police 
Station, and welL within the 
boundaries of ¿ the International 
Settlement, the two men. got out of 
¿ motor car to make a note, and take 
a photograph, of a barbed wire bar
ricade erected by several Japanese 
marines at a corner much used by 
the general public and in place for 
all to see. The reporter, an Amer
ican citizen, was detained, and the 
photographer, a Chinese, was made 
to hand over his camera after having 
been kept in one of the small Japan
ese Naval Party stations . which have 
been established all over the Hong- 
kew district, ironically enough for 
the American reporter, this district 
was known in the early days of 
Shanghai as the American Conces
sion! Actually, of course, it never 
was an American Concession and the 
title was only a courtesy one. And 
equally, of course, there were no 
rocks heaved. The P.W.D. had 
seen to it that the road was 
in repair and there were 
no rocks about. Nevertheless, tiwo 
members of the staff of this journal 
had to undergo an uncomfortable 

, and perhaps at times alarming ex
perience t while carrying out their 
duties inuJLPerfectty legitimate man
ner and without interference with 
anybody. Allowances can be made 
for excesses of zeal displayed by 
subordinates at moments of tension, q 
and therefore too much need not be i 
made of the incident, especially as * 
■newspaper reporters expect to 
encounter some risk and difficulty 
when they are “covering” a certain 
type of story. Where the rights of 
the press have not be fully established 
by custom, they are very much what 
the press can manage to make them. 
This, however, does not mean that 
the press may not expect to be 
treated with the courtesy and latitude 
allowed to other citizens, or not even 
reasonably anticipate more co-opera
tion from the authorities of all na- 

j tions in Shanghai , an letting Hhe 
i public they serve know the facts of 

any situation. There was a eon-. 
^IpyPU^tajise nf ordTnary courtesies 
QB Thursday, which" it is hoped the 
Japanese will not allow to be re- ? 
peated for the sake of the good name 
of ’their Landing Party and the 1 
friendliness which must exist to make 
life in an international community

I tolerable.
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[2 Foreigners 
Tangle With 
Bluejackets
Briton, German Tempor

arily Held At Naval
Landing Party

CAMERA AROUSES
IRE OF SAILORS

Thomson Said To Have
Bumped Into Gun 

Of Sailor
Two foreigners went through thef 

experience yesterday of being ar-' 
rested and detained by members ofi 
the Japanese Naval Landing Party 
in Hongkew.

They were Mr. w. Jordan, a Ger-» 
' man photographer, and Captain 

John Thomson, age 60, a retired* 
‘ British merchant marine skipper.

Mr. Jordan was walking near the 
y corner of Boone and Miller Roadsw 
I at 6 o’clock last night when the, 

camera he was carrying apparently!
- aroused the ire of the Nipponese? 
i A party of bluejackets grabbed the1 
j instrument and brought him to the1 
; Naval Landing Party headquarters." 
* He was later turned over and- 

released about an hour later by the- 
Hongkew Police, who intervened.

Mr. Thomson was picked up at 9 
o’clock in the morning and taken 
to the Japanese Naval Landing 
Party barracks. He was released at- 
the request of the Municipal police 
at 10.30 o'clock.

Protest Lodged
Meantime, Mr. V. F. Miesling, a * 

reporter on the North-China Daily 
News, who was arrested and de
tained by the Japanese near Ming- 
hong Road Wednesday afternoon, 
has lodged a protest with United 
States Consul-General Clarence E. 
Gauss.

According to an eye-witness of 
the Incident, Captain Thomson 
stopped at an exchange shop at the | 
corner of Range and Szechuen 
Roads to buy a morning news
paper. Japanese bluejackets have 1 
been on duty as sentries at this * 
particular spot since the night of ‘ 
the Yalu Road shootinr.

Fight Slopped
A fight developed ande.a Sikh | 

: police constable on duty near the ‘ 
• intersection of the two streets 
called Hongkew Police station* De
tective inspector W. Duncan, got 
into a station car and proceeded to [ 
the scene as fast as possible. Upon i 
arriving there, he found the fight • 
still in progress and getting hold 
of Thomson, pulled him into the 
car.

Captain Thomson came in for 
Some pulling. The bluejackets de
manded that the man be handed 
over ‘ to them. The inspector re
fused to give up custody of the 
man whereupon the bluejackets 
grabbed Thomson and pulled him 
from the car and then hustled him 
off to the barracks. The police 
then made immediate representa
tions to the Japanese naval author
ities and he was handed over. The 
police took him to the Hciigkew 
Station where he made a written 
statement and was then released. 
Thomson said:

“I was walking down Range 
Road about 9 o’clock and I went 
to pass in back of a Japanese 
patrol in order to buy a morning 
paper from a coolie who was on 
the street. I had just given the 
ccolie 10 cents when I accidentally 
brushed against the butt of the 
man’s rifle. He turned around and 
pressed the point of the bayonet 
against my stomach and jumped up 
and down, growling at me.

Bayonets Press Near
“I told him to take the bayonet 

away and tried to shove . it away 
with my hand. A Japanese civilian 
came up from behind and seized 
me by the shoulder. Then" several 
Japanese surrounded me and press
ed their bayonets against my body.

“The municipal» police came 
around and took me away, but the 
Japanese seized me right back from 
the police. I was held in the Land
ing Party Headquarters in a small 
room. They didn’t do anything to 
me, but things have gotten pretty 
bad around here when a man can’t 
walk down the street without his 
freedom being hampered.”

Thomson, who had a few black 
and blue marks on his legs, evi
dently sustained when he was be
ing pulled from Inspector Duncan’s 
car, has been in trouble with the 
Japanese bluejackets before. On 
July 1, 1934, he was seated on a 
bench in Quinsan Park when two 
bluejackets came along and sat 
down beside him.

According to Thomson, the blue
jackets took off their shoes and 
commenced cleaning their feet. He 
objected whereupon he alleges one 
of the sailors knocked him down 
and committed a nuisance over 
him.
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SMF, Japanese 
Struggle Over 
Custody Of Scot

Aged Foreigner Mixes 
With Patrol, Held 

At Barracks

MAN RELEASED 
AFTER SESSION

Marines Wrest Victim 
From Police Officer 

During Row
A struggle between ¿Shanghai 

Municipal Police and the Japanese 
Naval Landing Party about 9 
odock this morning for the 
custody of Mr. J, Thomson. 60- 
year.old Scot, threatened tp throw; 
Kcngkcw into an uproar as the, 
aged foreigner was pulled out of 
the car hi which he had been 
placed by Inspector W. Duncan, 
officer in charge of the Hongkew 
Pólice ¿taticn, by members of the 
Japanese Naval Landing Party 
ond hustled off to the fortress— 
barracks on Kiangwan Road.

After a short detention at the 
naval quarters. Thomson was re
leased about 10:30 o’clock this 
morning’. »

Gets Into Fight
According to an. eyewitness of 

thb incident, Thomson became 
engaged in a fight with three 
Japanese civilians members of 
the Naval Landing Party at the 
corner of Rahge and North Sze. 
chuen Roads and was arrested by i 
members of the Japanese Naval ¡ 
Landing Party. A Sikh pciiceman 
on duty sent in a call to the Hong- 
kew Police Station and Inspector 
puncan rushed around1 to the 
scene in a motor car. Thomson 
was put into the car, but the blue
jackets demanded his custody for 
an alleged insult to the Landing 
Party. The inspector -refused to 
give up the custody of Thomson 
it is reported, and they reached 
into the car and pulled him bodiiv 
cut into the street and then took 
him up to the.Landing Headquart, 
ers in a naval truck.

Thomson tells the story:
*T was walking dewn Range 

Road about » o’clock and I went 
to pass in back of a Japanese 
patrol in order to buy a morning 
paper from, a coolie who was on 
the/street. I had just given the 
coofle 10 cents, when i accidental
ly brushed against the butt Of the 
man’s rifle. He turned around 
and pressed the point of his 
bayonet against my stomach and 
Jumped up and dpwn, growling I 
at hie.

Menaced By Bayonets
“I told him to take the bay

onet away and tiled to shove it 
away with my hand. A Japanese 
civilian came up from behind and 
seized me by the shoulder. Then 
several Japanese surrounded me 
and pressed their bayonets . 
against my body.”

‘‘Tlie municipal police came 
around and took me away, but 
Hi« Japanese seized me right back 
from the police. I was held in 
the Landing Party Headquarters 
|n a small room. They didn’t do 
anything to me. But things have 
gotten pretty bad around here 
when a. man can’t walk down the 
street without his freedom being ’

| hampered.”
In Trouble Before

Thomson, who claims to be a 
j retired sea captain, came .into 
i considerable prominence on July 
i 1. 1934. when he was involved with 
i a Japanese sailor in another in. 
| cident in Qulnsan Park where it 
! was alleged the Japan urinated 
on Mr. Thomson while he was : 

: sitting on a park bench, «
I Mr. Thomson is thought to 
| have been brought before the 
• British Consular Court some years < 
j ago on a charge of sailing <an t 
American vessel without a i 
¡Master’s license. He ha^ a mate’s 1 
license.



Hwa Mei Wan Pao (September 25) »-

JAPANESE KARINE INTERFERES WITH A 3RITISH LADY«

At about 10 a.m. September 25» a slight dispute 
took plaoe in front of the Japanese Telegraph Office» 
corner of East Seward Road and Boone Road (? Tiendong Road)« 
A British lady» aged about 30» who was passing by the 
Japanese Telegraph Office» was suddenly stopped by a 
Japanese marine* The lady protested against this 
unreasonable interference» whereupon the Japanese marine» 
who did not understand what she said» pointed his bayonet 
at her chest« This infuriated the lady who» ignoring the 
move» proceeded forward* The marine pushed her and this 
almost caused her fall* A dispute then arose and the 
lady cried loudly for help« Japanese marines stationed 
inside the Telegraph Office came forward and the situation 
suddenly became grave* Upon learnin§“,the trouble» the 
Municipal Police rushed to the scene 4nd succeeded in 
settling the dispute*



'•Shanghai Evening Post" September 24>i.1936.

Bluejacket^ Stop, 
Search- Officials 
Of City Government

Members of the Japanese 
Special Naval Landing 
Party patrolling alongthe 
Shanghai-Woosung Railway 
and Kiangwan Koad this 
morning stopped 11a™ 
searched practlffii|i^~ all »of < ■ 
the city. OowMg -Wg- 
wlrtch were eogXgy^g. 
tfnrcmsTtwzl^^rr1? •

bear ~"Wi\ _ names’^I^WL-yarlfiiis
53tajW£
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Ait o: Jordai:

5.40 n.m. P./10/36 a Japanese Marine cane to the 

Station and reported that a foreigner had attempted to 

take photographs of the Japanese Marine Patrol at the 

corner of Boone and Nanzing Roads, had been restrained 

and was being detained in the Petrol Bub-Station.

Inspector Ware at once attended and in the Marine 

Sub-Station located in the Shanghai JSxoress Co. premises 

at 150, Boone Road found <-<ne, Kr. Wasa Jordan, German, of

75, Canton Rood employed as a press photographer by

Weltblld Ltd. of the same address, who was handed over to 

him by the Marine Patrol.

At the station Er. Jordan was interrogated by 

D.S. Young and stated that at about 5.20 p.m. 2/10/36 

he was standing on the North-West corner of Boone and 

Nanzing Roads when a section of about 20 Japanese Marines 

marched south along Nanzing Road, came to a halt at the 

corner of Boone Road and faced West.

Mr. Jordan took out his camera and prepared to take 

a photograph. Several of the Marines thereupon broke from | 

the ranks and ran acoross the road towards him. One of 

them caught hold of his arm to restrain him. Mr. Jordan, | 
« 

in turn, oaught hold of the arm of the Marine who held I 
him and shook it off. Then a further Marine, believed 
by Jordan to be an officer, as he was wearing a sword,
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came accross the road and beckoned to Mr. Jordan to enter

the sub-station. This he did, no force being used to

compel him. once inside he showed them his Chinese Press

, Identification card which was nassed round and returned

to him. Mr* Jordan then attempted to leave the premises

but a .uuuA.hi- of marines stood in front of the door, barring 

' his way.

Several Japanese civilians later entered and
I questioned Jordan as to who he was end shortly afterward

Inspec tor ’. are arr iv ed,

Lir. Jordan states h® "'cs hot rcu^hly handled and

1 his camera was given back to him, no photographs having 

been taken.

Sen.Det.i/c

D.D,0."C*.
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At 9.07 a.m. 2/10/36 a telephone message was

■ received at Hongkew Police Station from C.P.C. 2827

reporting trouble between Japanese marines and a foreigner 

on Range Road near North Szechuen Road.

Inspectors Sharman, Iwashita and Duncan and J.D.C.

Nakayama immediately attended and on arrivin' at Range Road 

about 20 yards east of North Szechuen Road a party of

Japanese marines armed with rifles with fixed bayonets were 

seen standing on the south pavement surrounding a British

¡ subject named John Thomson who was being held by the arm 

! by a Japanese marine officer.

It was explained to the police party by this

| officer that Thomson had gone behind the sentry named

Kyuhichi Mori, 2nd. class sailor and then said something

ason saying that this

him in English which the sentry did not understand, a

Japanese civilian named Issamitsu Motoyama

that the marine ought to stand back and go

to

who understands

was China and

to his Head-

quarters. The civilian interpreted this to the sailor and

Thomson realising that trouble was brewing, made to leave

the scene but was caught hold of by three Japanese 

civilians who pulled him back to the pavement.

It was then suggested to the officer by Inspector

Sharman that all parties proceed to Hongkew Station where
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the matter could be properly investigated. The officer 

agreed to this suggestion and Thomson entered the rear seat 

¡of Hongkew Police Station car accompanied by Inspector 

jsharman while the officer in question took his seat beside 

¡the driver. The car was about to move off when another 

¡officer rushed up and insisted that Thomson be taken to 

Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters. The first 

officer then left the car and Inspector Sharman proceeded 

to a nearby telephone box to inform D.O. HC" Division of 

;what was happening. At that moment a truck load of marines 

¡drove up and surrounded the police car and Thomson was 

'pulled out and forced into the truck. D.I. Duncan protested 

against the action of the marines but no notice was taken 

of the protest and it was impossible to try and prevent 

I them in any way.

After Thomson had been placed in the truck the officer 

requested that a member of the S.M.P. board the truck and 

accompany it to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarter! 

This, however, was not agreed to by Inspector Sharman but 

he instructed D.I. Duncan, J.D.C. Nakayama and J.P.S.103 

to follow up in the police car. On arriving at the Head

quarters the police party were told to wait outside and 

after about 10 minutes Staff Officer Moriichi Ohsugl invited 

the police into a small room on the ground floor where 

Thomson was being detained.
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After the Staff Officer had gone into the matter he

informed D.I. Duncan that Thomson could leave but that the 

Landing Party took a serious view of his behaviour towards 

one of their sentries. The ti e was then 9.50 a.m.

Thomson accompanied the police party to Hongkew.

Station where he made a statement giving his version of the 

affair.

Statements were also taken from four Japanese 

civilians and. a British Indian named B. Bobby. It will be 

jseen that the statements made by the Japanese do not agree 

¡with that made by Thomson.

Attached are statements made by:-

John Thomson

B. Bobby

Liatsamitsu hotoyama

Masanao Onkoji

Narayasu Adachi 

Shinnojyo I.fetsumoto.

Det. Insp.

D.D.O. MC” Division.
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G “M ‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...?P.h^ Thomson, ?S® 49 , 

native of....Grea t..Britain............. ............taken by me.....

at—HQilgke.W.......... on the.....SZX.Q./.?.5....................and interpreted by....................

Ky name is John Thomson, age 49, British, residing at 25 Young 

Allen Court. I am at present unemployed.

At about 8,45 a.m, 2/10/36 I left my home and proceeded along 

Quinsan Road to North Szeehuen and along that road to near Range 

Road when I crossed over to a shop on the west side or N. Szeehuen

Road. At this shop I purchased a tin of quick oats. On leaving

the shop I crossed over to the east side ana walked to Range Road

corner turning east on Range Road and walked a rew yards on the

south pavement to where a coolie was seated selling newspapers.

Immediately in front of the coolie a Japanese marine armed with 

rifle and bayonet was posted. He was racing North and was carrying 

his rifle under his arm, the butt nearly touching the wall and the |

bayonet reaching to about the edge or the pavement. It was 

impossible to walk past the marine and keep on the pavement. I

tried to pass behind him as I wished to purchase a newspaper from

the coolie and my knee struck the butt or his rifle. He immediatelyi

turned round and said something which I aid not understand and at

the same time pointed his bayonet at me. He also called on a

Japanese civilian of stout build, dressed in a kimono who came up 

and said something to me in Japanese. I told him to mind his own 

business and to remember he was in China ana not in Japan. By this j 

time a number.of marines had gathered around me and the civilian
'I 

mentioned above searched my pockets and also took away my tin of 

oats. I was pulled into the middle of the road.and about that time | 

a Japanese marine officer arrived on the scene and I was then 

pushed back on to the pavement.

Some time afterwards a party of police arrived in a car and



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of........... ..... _______

native of...... -....... - -.........  - taken by me...................

at ........ -..................on the...... .......................... and interpreted by....

after an argument I was placed in the police car but was not 

allowed to leave and was forcibly pulled out of that car by 

Japanese marines and then dragged and pushed into a lorry. I was 

then taken to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Headquarters where 

I was kept outside for about 8 or 10 minutes and then on the 

arrival of the police I was taken into a small room from where I 

was later handed over to Inspector Duncan, Hongkew Police station.

During my rough treatment I received several kicks on the 

right leg inflicted by a young Japanese civilian, dressed in a 

grey suit and also a small wound on the back of the right hand 

done by a marine with his nails.

It is my intention to take this matter up with the 

Authorities at home.
I 

This is my true statement*|

I



‘‘"T* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of... .........................................................................................

native of.....iPAi®................................................taken by me..P.*®.?...l?.P?~?...................... -..........-.....-

a1?9.P45^®?...?.^®'......... on the.^Z.^9.Z?.®......................and interpreted by..............................................

At about 9am, 2/10/36, I was standing on North 

Szechuan Road on the east side of the road a few yards south of 

Range* I was accompanied by a Japanese male acquaintance whose 

name is not known to me* At that time X observed Japanese 

armed marines on duty at Range Road corner, one standing on 

the south-east corner of the road intersection whilst two more 

were standing on the north-east corner.

Whilst I was standing on the above corner, X

> saw a Britisher whom X know as Mr Thompson, walking along Range 

Road in an easterly direction* He appeared to me to be 

intending to visit a small exchange shop situated on the south 

side of Range Roadnear the sotth-east corner. Just as Mr 

Thompson mounted the pavement at the south-east corner of Range 

and North Ssechuen Roads, X saw the Japanese marine on duty at 

that corner, signal with his hand to one of the marines on duty 

at the north-east corner. The Japanese marine who signalled 

appeared to be vary angry* The two marines then caught hold of 

Mr Thompson by the wrists and attempted to lead him back onto 

North Szeohuen Road* Mr Thompson objected to this and struggled 

with the marines, whereupon a further Japanese marine approached 

and assisted his compatriots in holding Mr Thompson* ^ater three
•»

Japanese civilians whom I do not know assisted the three marines* 

Mr Thompson became very excited, therefore X told him to be calm 

and await developments* I further told one of the Japanese 

civilians to Inform the Indian constable on traffic duty in the

orows-nest * at North Szeohuen and Rangs Roads* Also
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of................................................. —

native of......................................................... taken by me.....................................................................-

a*..................................... on the......................................... and interpreted by................................................-

on the street corner was a Chinese Constable who tried to assist 

in the settlement of the dispute, but was unable to do so owing 

to the attitude and number of Japanese pre sent.

A little while later, a Police m/oar came to the 

seene and a Police Inspector in uniform, a detective and a 

Japanese Inspector placed Mr Thompson in the Police vehicle. 

Before the Police m/oar moved away, a Japanese marine truck 

carrying marines and a marine officer, approached. The officer

i i/o of the truck Insisted that Mr Thompson be first taken to 

the Japanese Mrine Headquarter s, before being handed over to the 

Police, whereupon Mr Thompson was handed over by the S.M.P. 

Officers, and taxon to the Japanese Headquarters. I was later 

taken to the same Headquarters in a m/oar belonging to the 

j/n/1/Party.

1 am able to speak fluent Japanese and during the 

course of the above incident, X gathered that Mr Thompson had 

passed at the rair of the Japanese unttamc marine on duty at the 

south-east corner of bangs and North ¡Szechden Roads and in so 

doing struck the Marine in the back. Mr Thompson subsequently 

made ramarks regarding what he considered the high-handed actions

of the Japanese Authorities in Shanghai, vtiich remarks were 

interpreted to the Marines/ by one of the Japanese civilians 

present at the time.

The above Is true to the best of my belief.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of........... ......Mr..JNarayas.U..Adachi4.r^.. Japanese

native of.................................................................. taken by me..............................................................-......

atiLQngkeJK. S.tati.Qn>n the.... 2sr1Qk36..................and interpreted by.......................... -.....................

My name is Narayasu Adachl. I am employed in the "Tai t’hin 

Yoko", No.12 Hellen Terrace, off North Szechuen Road.

At about 9a.m. 2-10-36, whilst I was passing along North 

Szechuen Road near Range Road corner, I was under/Vhe traffic 

stand a foreigner quarrelling with three Japanese.

I approached them and asked them the cause of the trouble, 

when they told me that the foreigner in question abused the 

Japanese Naval sentry standing on the comer to the effect 

, that no Japanese sentry, needed within Chinese territory so 

should evacuate as soon as possible.

Ascertaining the above, I, together with the three Japanese 

took the foreigner to the nearby footpath. At this juncture, 

the foreigier attempted to strike me but managed to avoid his 

attack. One of the Japanese, however, received a blow from 

the foreigner on the forehead.

Mealwhile, an officer with two or three men of the Japanese 

Naval Landing Party arrived at the scene and the foreigner was 

subsequently taken away by the Navil Officer.

Above is my true statement.

Signed.
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8 II SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

t Mr. Masanao OnkaijiThe following is the statement of...................................................... ........\
r J* fit P QIX « inative of....................................................................taken by me...........................

Hongkew , 2/10/S6 , . . , ,at...........ZjlZ.................. on the.............. ...........................and interpreted by

MJT name is Masanao Onkaiji Japanese, and I am
residing at No. C.B. 27 Mang Chang Long, off Woosung Road.

At about 9 a.lit. «¿/10/36, Whilst I was walking along Range 
Road, I saw a foreigner quarrelling with, a Japanese sailor and 
two or three Japanese cl.vilians.

I approaohed them and saw the foreigner’s attitude towards 
Japanese was very insulting.

i further noticed that the foreigner, even on the way to 
the Police Station, insulting the Japanese stating to an Indian 
named Bobby to the effect that while.he (the Indian! is not

I Japanese why he should take Jaoenese side in the trouble.
Above is tty true statement.

Signed.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of.................SliinnaJo..Mat.aumQt.Q£^?.^.^i'^...*~..).--...............

native of...................Japan...................... . ....... taken by me........................................................ -........

at.... .Hpngkew............ on the...... .?.“.-LQ~5^.t............. and interpreted by........................................ .....

I am Shinnojyo Matsumoto, Japanese,and residing at House 

20,Lane 142 Seward Road.

At about 9 a.m. this morning, whilst I was walking along 

Range Road near North Sxechuen Road, I observed a male foreigner, 

on passing by a Japanese Naval sentry standing on the said 

corner pushed the sailor away saying"Get away" and walked off.

The foreigner, after buying a newspaper, again came to the 

sailor and this time told the sailor that this being Chinese 

j territory you should get away.

The sailor appeared to have taken angry upon the foreigner.

I, together with other Japanese, tried to take hold of the 

foreigner, when he struck me with a can holdingln his hand 

on my forehead.

Mealwhile the foreigner was arrested by several Japanese. 

The above is my true statement.

Signed.



v SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

, i, . . „ e Masamitsu Motoyama(¿1. a/i & \The following is the statement of......................................................... ............ ___________________

native of..... ............. Japan....................._.......taken by me......... .i.?.P*P..*?.?...^.a^ayama..............

at-Hengkew- S-tation>n the......2_lD-.36............... and interpreted by..............................................

My name is Masamitsu Motoyama, Japanese and I am 

residing at No.2J7 Raining Road.

At about 9 a.m. 2-10-J6, at the comer of North Szechuen 

Road and Range Road, I heard one foreigner speaking to a 

Japanese sailor of the Landing Party on duty there to the 

effect that, the place being Chinese!.territory, the sailor 

should withdraw from the scene to the Headquarters of the 

Japanese Landing Party.

I thereupon told the sailor what the foreigner had said. 

As the foreigner, sensing the matter turning worse, was 

about to leave the scene across the tramway, I caught him near 

the traffic stand with other three Japanese and took him to 

the footpath.

In the course of this trouble, I saw the foreigner assault^ 

one of the Japanese with a tin which he had been carrying.

He, moreover, attempted to strike all of us, but other Japanese 

nearby interrupted him from doing so.

This statement is true and correct.
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Male Chinese wounded by pistol shot at 730 
M?£g.a-1L ft'K-d« 0.0.1.___ ’

At 12 aoon on the 3-12-36, acting on the
I instructions of the D.0,0. ”C” Division, who had received 

information th£.1 a mals, Chinese bro been shot at No. 730 

Dixwell Road, 0.0.1., ?nd had been admitted to the Foo
. Ming Hospital, enquiries were made by D.3.I. Van Tuh Foo,

J.D.S. 51 Hasuo end the undersigned which resulted in it 

being ascertained] that at about 3.3C a.m. on the 8-12-36, 

a coolie named Nyi Siau Sz ( aged 24 years,

employed at 7.IG Dixweii Road, a Japanese boarding house, 

was wounded by a ohot fired from a .25 pistol, which was 

being cleaned by Corp, Hikide, attached to the Military 

Police, of the Japanese Naval Landing Party, in the front 
room of the ground floor. Corp. Hikidc immediately 

removed the victim to the Poo Ming Hospital by a public 

ricsha.

The following certificate was issued by the Foo
Ming Hospital.

*A bullet wound in left back, not serious,”
The victim,questioned by D.S.I. Van Tuh Foo,

stated at about 8.30 a.m. on the 8-12-36, he was brushing |

the front verandah of 730 Dixwell Road, when he received 

a bullet wound in his back, which bullet came from the 

pistol being cleaned by Corp. Hikide.
J.D.S. 81 Hasuo ascertained that Corp. Hikide 

has boarded in 730 Dlxwell Road for the past two months«
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At about 3.30 a.m. even date, lie commenced to clean

his service pistol, having removed the magzine, however, 

he forgot to eject a round from the breech of the pistol, 

and pressed the trigger «taich resulted in the coolie 

sustaining the bullet wound*

Captain TsuKamoto, i/c of the Military Police,

. stated tnat they informed the Public Safety Bureau at

10 a.m. on the 3-12-35, and that he was making further

| enauiries as regards to the carelessness of Corp* Hikide.l 

Dr. Tongu of the Feo Hing Hospital stated that

there is little likelihood of the victim dying, the

■ bullet having lodged in the shoulder, which will be



Copy f^oiTi Daily Report of Officer in charge of Dixwell Road Police Station.

Wednesday, 9th. December 1936.

MAL® CHINES®
WOUND® BY
PISTOL SHOT.

< .

At 12 Noon, 3-12-36, D.D.O."C" Div. informed thia 
station to the effect that a Chinese male had been shot 
at No.730 Dixwell Road and had been removed to the ?oo 
Ming Hospital. Enquiries made ascertained that at about 
8«30.a.m. 3-12-36, a coolie named Nyi Siau Sz, aged 24 years, 
employed at No.730 Dixwell Road, a Japanese boarding house, 
was wounded by a shot fired from a .26 calibre automatic 
pistol which was being cleaned by Corporal Hikide, attached 
to the Military Police, of the Japanese Naval Landing Party. 
It appears that at the time stated above the coolie was 
brushing the front verandah of 730 Dixwell Road, when he was 
accidently shot in the back by a bullet which came from the 
pistol of Corp. Hikide, who was cleaning same at the time, 
and he having forgotten to eject a round from the breech 
after removing the magazine when he pressed the trigger. 
Corporal Hikide immediateiyiwmoved the victim to the Foo Ming 
Hospital by public riosha.

Doctor's certificate states»- "A bullet wound in left 
back. Not serious.**

Captain Tsukamoto, i/c of Military Police informed who 
in turn informed the Public Safety Bureau lO.a.m. 8-12-36.

Dixwell Road Miso. 84/36.

PATROL
; RADIO VAN) 

No. 93

Between ll.a.m. and 3«p.m. 8-12-36, a Radio Van pat
rolled Dixwell Road and Rashing Road districts. No search
ing done in the Dixwell Road district and no reports.

D.O. "C1*

D.C.(Divs)

O.c. special B»ch>Z



Deceraber 9» 1936.

Lih Pao ?n‘d other local newspapers í-

JAPAlEcE GENDAMSRIE INJURIES A CHINESE COOLIE ? ACCIDENTAL 
DISCHARGE 0? GUÑ

At 8 a.m December 8, Se Chi Nyien ( ),
a Chinese in the employ of a Japanese living at No. 730 
Dixwell Road near North Szechuen Road, was accidentally 
shot in the back when Corporal Egasa of the Japanese 
Military Police, an immate of the house, was cleaning his 
pistol. The injured man was removed to Foo Min Hospital 
for treatment.

Last evening, our reporter called on Ze Chi 
Nyien at Foo Min Hospital, who said»- "When Corporal Egasa 
produced his pistol, he said to me jokingly ’I am going 
to shoot you’. The gun accidentally went off and I was 
wounded.11

The .doctors will remove the bullet to-day. 
The man is in no danger.

It is learned that Corno ral Egasa has paid-frsquent 
visits to the hospital to console the man*

Lih Pao

AMERICAN CHARGED WITH FATAL ASSAULT ON A RI CSHA COCLIE

With reference to the case in which a ricsha 
coolie named Sung Vei Yui ) was fatally assaulted
by Mr. J. Reed Martin, an American youth, the U.S. Court 
for China has dismissed the charge against the American 
youth.

A responsible member of the Public Safety 
Bureau made the following statement to our reporter on 
December 8 #- "The Public Safety Bureau on December 8 
made a. report to the Shanghai City Government giving all 
the particulars in the case including the examination by 
the Court and the judgment of the U.S. Court for China, 
The City Government will decide whether or not negotiations 
are to be opened over the affair".

Lih Pao »-
EMPLOYEES OF S.M.P.. DISSATISFIED WITH RETRENCHMENT MEASURES

The- employees of the S.M.P. are dissatisfied 
with the retrenchment measures recently promulgated by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council.

A few days ago, Major F.W. Gerrard, Commissioner 
of Police, held a meeting with representatives of various 
police stations to discuss the matter. The Commissioner^ 
will submit his views to the Council.
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December 9, 1936. Morning Translation

Lih Pao and other local newspapers

JAPnNEoji GENDAMERIE INJURIES-A CHINESE COOLIE ? ACCIDENTAL 
DISCHARGE OF GUN

At 8 a.m December 8, 3e Chi Nyien ( ),
a Chinese in the employ of a Japanese living at No. 730 
Dixwell Road near North Szechuen Road, was accidentally 
shot in the back when Corporal Egasa of the Japanese 
Military Police, an immate of the house, was cleaning his 
pistol. The injured man was removed to Foo Min Hospital 
for treatment.

Last evening, our reporter called on Ze Chi 
Nyien at Foo Min Hospital, who said»- "When Corporal Egasa 
produced his pistol, he said to me jokingly ’I am going 
to shoot you’. The gun accidentally went off and I was 
wounded.11

The .doctors will remove the bullet to-day. 
The man is in no danger.

It is learned that Corporal Egasa ha3 paid i'rsquent 
visits to the hospital to console the man.

Lih Pao :

AMERICAN CHARGED WITH FATAL ASSAULT ON A RICSHA COCLIE

With reference to the case in which a ricsha 
cool.e named Sung Vei Yui was fatally assaulted
by Mr. J. Reed Martin, an American youth, the U.S. Court 
for China has dismissed the charge against the American 
youth.

A responsible member of the Public Safety 
Bureau made the following statement to our reporter on 
December 8 i- "The Public Safety Bureau on December 8 
made a report to the Shanghai City Government giving all 
the particulars in the case including the examination by 
the Court and the judgment of the U.S. Court for China. 
The City Government will decide whether or not negotiations 
are to be opened over the affair".

Lih Pao I-
EMPLOYEES OF S.M.P. DISSATISFIED WITH RETRENCHMENT MEASURES

The employees of the S.M.P. are dissatisfied 
with the retrenchment measures recently promulgated by 
the Shanghai Municipal Council.

A few days ago, Major F.W. Gerrard, Commissioner 
of Police, held a meeting with representatives of various 
police stations to discuss the matter. The Commissioner 
will submit his views to the Council.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL 
Miso, 172/36.

File No.............
POLICE.

•.-I",

Subject

Made by.

Shot fired by Japanese Marine on Klaoohow Road 12.20 1/10/36

REPORT 
Bo .3.

sir»
Report has now been received from ,xae Identificati

Section which shows the bullet to be 7.63 Auto”."This bullet 

is of the type as used in the Mllitaiy Model Hauser Pistols •

The bullet has been filed in -arms Identification

Section.

Copy to Div.

• * Special Branch.

” H Special Political Officer.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

...........* C”........ .Division,
CRIME REGISTER No:- Miec. 73/36 DixwellJload .Police Station.
......... .................................................................................... Qjctaber-.l^.........19 36

Diary Number:— 1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
„visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

tor
Wlm. .w»ih>

At 6.10 p.m. on the 1-10-36, a telephone message 

was received at this station from Mrs. Fintos, Flat 6» 

Ramos Apartments. 193A Forth Ssechuen Road, reporting B 

person had been wounded there by a bullet.

Officer i/c, Senior Detective i/c, D.S.X. Van Tuh 

Foo, C.D.Ca. 119 and 132 and the undersigned immediately 

attended.

Enquiries by Senior Detective, D.S.X. Van Tuh Foo 

and the undersigned ascertained that at about 6.0b p.ra. 

a bullet pierced the front window of Flat 6, on the third 

floor of Ramos Apartments, penetrated a book case and strud 

the back of a chair, and then struck an amah, named fc'ong 

Zung Be ( on the right buttock.

The amah was removed to the Shanghai Sanitorium 

Clinic, Range Road, by the Siianghai Fire Brigade, Emergency 

Ambutence and the following certificate was issued.

•Superfluous bullet wound.*

She was not detained.

The bullet, after striking the amah, struck a wall 

near the floor, and was found by the undersigned under« 

neath an easy chair.

The bullet is a .32 of an automatic pistol.

Flat 6 is occupied by Mr. and Mrs. endaya of Spanish

nationality



____ F. 2 2 F__ _

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

CRIME DIARY.

.............................. Division:
CRIME REGISTER No:- Mi8C. 73/3« ......... ..................Police Station.

.......................................................................... .    
Diary Number:— lushest 2................Nature of Offence:—

... Places
lime at which visited in

investigation begun course of
and concluded each day investigation

each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

At the time the bullet entered the room Mrs. Kndaya 

and several of her children were in the room«

The bullet was taken to the Arms Identification 

Section and D«sl Ewins examined it and verbally stated 

‘ there was no Police record.

The following officers of the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party attended 1- Lieut. Jimi and Suh-Lieut. Xtaya«

At 9.30 p.m. J.D.S. 51 Hasuo» J.D.C. 83 Osano and 

1 the undersigned visited the Japanese Naval Landing Party 

and let them inspect the bullet.

Lieut. Comnr. Hashimoto and Sub. Lieut. Xtaya made 

' enquiries and ascertained that at 5.60 p.m. Struck, S.D.F. 

91 (J.H.L.P. M/truck Ho. 2«) left the barracks and was 

proceeding to Hongkew Market end iiamedittely after leaving 

, the barracks the ¿¿/truck Jolted causing 2nd ^arrant Officer 
I 

8« Ishima. to accidentally fire one shot from his service 

pistol» .32 Mauser«

The bullet together with the empty cartridge case was 

handed to the undersigned by Lieut. Comtor. Hashimoto and 

they will be forwarded to the A.l»s. a.m. 2-10-38.

Lieut. Commr. Hashimoto» accompanied by J.D.S. 51 

Hasuo» J.D.C. 83 Osano and the undersigned» visited Apt« 6» 

Ramos Apartments» and after inspecting the damage done by 

the bullet» Lieut. Commr. Hashimoto» addressing Mr. and Mrs 

Endaya, expressed his regrets and informed them that the 

J«H«L« Party would compensate them for the damage done«



F, 22 F__
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..............................Division.

CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Oise, 73/30 ----------- -------------Police Station.
................................................ z9

Diary Number:_ 1/aheet 3 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.
U.S.I. Dickson i/c finger Print Bureau attended and

took photographs from inside the Flat» a photograph from 

the outside of the window will be token on the morning of

the 2»10«3d,
statements have been taken from >iiso C, Pintos, Br, 

G»B, Callaco and the injured party, '•<ong ’ung Ss ( 

attached hereto»(copies).
D,D,O, WC* informed lay Senior netcctive.

slt“ Biv,

Officer i/c Special Branch, 
I



G. I5M-1-35

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...... Xong. -TUPg.. Sz, ...........................

native of... ... ..... ... . .. . .... .....taken by me.....C.>.D.^C.....18.6..Xi.U.-S.U..Hyuin<....

at..D.^R.d>.Station...on the............ 1-10-36____ andby... Clerk Li. Yar^ Kao.

.lay. name is »»ong Zung Sz, aged 34 years, native of Yangchow, 

married and employed and residing at Room Ho» 6, Ramos Apartments, 

No. 193 N. Szechuen Road.

At about 6 p.m. today, whilst I was talking with my mistress 

the front room, a stray bullet came into the room and struck 

my right buttock. I was later removed to the Shanghai Sanitorium 

Clinic, Range Road, by the Police.

This is a true statement.

Cross-marked and thumb printed by ^ong Zung Sz.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

following is the statement of.......................Mia*...CtCMlll&.fintlMta....................................

. of ............... .thfS^l.................... .......taken by me.....................................................................native or.......  J

<•*20 P*,:5*.........°n the...X*10“3d.....................and interpreted by.................................................
at.... ...........

At about 6*10 p.ia. todty, while X was standing on the 

verandah* X heard a sudden shot from a Japanese trunk* Ho. 2d, 
riding its way South. There were three marines* two of which 

were holding pistole in their hands and one with fixed bayonet. 

To what X perceived* when the shot was fired* one marine looked 

at his pistol and the other two* sort of laughed.

Signed* Ceeilia Cintos.

193A M. Ssechueu Road

Ramos Apt., flat Mo. 5.



FORM 40

s-*-'-3‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of......... . ..GAllMir.ta..lirail...Gl>llGOS’.*.........

native of.... .......................................... ...................taken by me......... ¡Mlf...............................................

at..........on the. interpreted by................................................

whilst standing with ’las C« Pintos on toe verandah of 

house 193A, Rataoe Apartment, Plat Bo, C» nt about 8«10 p.m, on 

Thursday, 1st October, 1936, X heard a report and on looking dosm 

saw a truck, the property of toe Japanese Landing -’arty. travel

ling South, apparently Just bavins left the Barracks« X said to 

Gies «’intos that the truck oust have back-fired, caused through 
choking of the exhaust possibly. There wore marines in toe 

truck but X did not notice hss may there were« X did not pay 

any further attention and, after a few minutes, she Giisa Pintos) 

I said that she would go and see what is happening to her Sukiyaki 

dinner that we were to have at 6 p,n, Ao she left the door, X 

beard some voices outside. On opening the door X saw nobody 

outside so returned to the dining room.

There was banging on toe door again, and X, accompaniod 

by las Pintos, the brother of kiss Pintos, mentioned above, went 

to the door to see who was knocking«

The neighbours asked us in to see the bullet marks, and 

this Mr« Pintos and X did«

Signed, 0«B, Collaee,
C/0 The Shanghai Waterworks Co«, Ltd«, 

484 Kisngse Head, 1-10-38.



THE CHINA PRESS, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2,

Chinese Woman Shot By Bullet 
Of Passing Nippon Bluejacket

A Chinese woman, employed as 
an amah by Mr. B. J. Endaya, 193 
North Szechuen Road, was wounded 
yesterday afternoon by a bullet 
fired from the pistol of a Japanese 
Naval Landing Party member.

Although the shooting was said 
to be accidental by Nipponese Naval 
officials, the incident was last night 
being investigated by the detectives 
of the Dixwell Road Station.

At the time when she was 
wounded, the woman, Mrs. Wang 
Hu-sze, was working in the apart
ment of Mr. Endaya on the third 
floor of the Ramos Apartment, 
North Szechuen Road. The missle 
pierced her hip and caused a pain
ful, though not serious, injury.

She was conveyed to the Shang
hai Sanitarium Clinic, Range Road, 
where the bullet was extracted. The 
slug was last night in the hands of 

the Dixwell Road Station detectives 
who were investigating the case.

The shooting, according to the 
explanation made by the Japanese, 
occurred when the pistol of a blue
jacket, who was riding on a patrol 
truck on North Szechuen Road, ac
cidentally went off. The incident, 
with the already tense situation in 
Hongkew, caused considerable com
motion in the area. After the shot 
was fired, Japanese with drawn 
pistols, alighted from their truck 
and went upstairs to the Ramos 
Apartment to investigate the affair.

Rumors that another Japanese 
was killed gained immediate cir
culation among the frightened 
populace. Later information that 
a woman was wounded by a 
Japanese bluejacket, however, allay
ed the general fear.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

Subject

REPORT 
(No. 2)

Shot fired by Japanese Marine on

Miso«F^ No.172/36 • 
POLICE.

...Station,

Kiaochow Road at about

Made by.

12.20p.m. 1/10/36

D.S.I. Head, . Forwarded by.

Sir, __________ ____________________________

At 6.45p.m. 1/10/36, Fung Yung Chih () Postman

No. 659 came to the station having heard that enquiry had been 

_ made for him.__________________________________ __

__________ He has made a statement and same is attached. This afrees 

with the statement of the »»ater Works watchman with the exception 

that he (the postman) observed ano therJapanese sarin aarrive__

after the shot was fired.



G. 2 5M-1-3 6 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of...... .............................................................. ).......................................

native of............................................................... taken by me..... ........................................................................

at.......................... on the.......... ..........and interpreted by

ly name is ITung Yun,; Uhih, age 28, Yangchow, Portman Ko, 

659 attached to Bubbling ¿'ell Office,

I left Bubbling Well Post O f ice shortly after 12 noon 

1/10/36 (off duty) and whilst cycling north a.ong Kiaochow Hoad 

at about 12,15p,m, I heard a shot fired and then noticed a 

group of persons on the west pavement of Kiaochow Road opposite 

No, 564 and realised that the shot had been fired by a Japanese 

Marine who was in this group holding a rifle, I had Just passed 

the Shanghai Water Worxe watchman when I heard the shot, I Wen 

dismounted from ry bicycle and walked to within a few yards of 

the group of persons.

This group comprised one Japanese Marine holding a rifle 

and operating the mechanism and 3 or 4 Japanese in foreign style 

dress, '*fter the shot was fired another Japanese Marine came 

from the direction of Ghangping Road corner on the -ast side of 

Kiaochow Road, I then left and went home. At the tire the shot 

was fired there were no pedestrians in the immediate vicinity.

At about 2,30p«m, 1 was again passing along Kiaochow 

Road when two Police Officers came and questioned me.

This is ry true statement.

Signed by Fung Yung Gliih,



G 2T3‘ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT OF POLICE INVESTIGATIONS.

The following is the statement of....!*.9.9....’..2......... 1.......................................................

native of........................... mCUtpo*....................... taken by unr.....£**¿¿*1«................................

at..................... Si». .4*...on the...........4/iPZ.?^?.».......... and interpreted by.G.4-.SSfe..iSLi.feH..T.Q.Q...Kwei •

fy name is -oo ah Nyi, age 46, native of Kompo employed 

as watcnraan No* 3 by iihanghai «at er Works Co« At 6a.m. 1/10/36 

I went on duty at the Companies gate at 565 Kiaochow Rood«

Shortly after 12 o'clock 1/10/36 I saw a Japanese marine 

with a rifle standing on the Jest aide of Kiaochow Road opposite 

No« 564« Ke was t. en apx^roacned by four Japanese rales who I 

Know are employed as teachers at the Japanese School 601 iCiao- 

chow <>oud«

1 then saw them enter into conversation with the Marine 

who was then carry Lug his rifle by the sling on his shoulder« 

The Narine then took the rifle in his hands and was operating 

sat.e whilst the xour teachers were looking on* X then heard 

a shot and from the actions oi the group I knew that it wae 

the Narine who had fired it« After thie they all left« No 

other marines responded to tne snot fired*

At the time the shot was fired there were no Chinese 

in the immediate vicinity except one postman who was near to 

me on the west side ox Kiaochow Road«

1 think this shot was fired by aedident and I art sure 

it was not fired in the direction of any person.

This is ry true statement«

Cross signed by Joo Ah Nyi«



L j M18C*FiZtf
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ') 7^,... /

...00^0“.

7ko.°ihT Dale....... Ort^lo^j-SS.
Shot fired by Japanese Marine on Kiaochow Road at aboutSubject.......................................................................................... .......................................................
12.20p.m. l/iO/36*

Made by........................................................... Forwarded by.......................................................

Sir,

At 1.15p.m. 1/10/36 S.I. Nakano received a telephone _ 

me aage from J.P.C. 159 to the ef ect that a Japanese ferine 

had fired a shot on Kiaochow aotid. J.J’.C, 159 did not witness 

the firing out had gathered Uie inf oration from the urines.

b.S. ori was called from rootoo Rood by Charge noom 

Sgt. and he, with 202 made immediate enquiries. U.S. Mori

contucted Ghief arant Officer Sonohata with two marines at 

the scene.

At l.i 5p.m. the undersigned, on arrival at the station 

w.ts informed of the incident by the Charge Hom Sgt. and 

ii ¿Mediately proceeded to the scene meeting noth C.R.S. 202 and 

■Q.5. Lori en route.
inquiries revealed that a Japanese ¿marine with his rifle 

* siting* on his shoulder was standing on the West pavement of

Kiaochow Road outside We wall of the Japanese school, directly 

op osite the garage of house Ho. 584 Kiaochow oid. (The ’iarines 

are employed as guard to the school and to afford protection to 

the school children) • he was then ap reached by four school

teachers who entered into conversation with him. The Marine 

then took his rifle in his hands and was showing Bare to the 

four teachers and oderating the mechanism, when a shot was fired 

which struck the wall of house 584 Kiaochow ioad, (directly op oSite] 

about 2 feet above the garage door (about 10 feet frm the <round) 

The wall is abo^t 1 foot thick and the ballet penetrated

to a depth of approximately If inches only, whilst this hole was 

being probed for the bullet, same was picked up by S.X. Nakano 

frm the roadway. The buxlet was *mushoroomed* and is consistant 

with one fired under above conditions.



■ Kteotfïfc NoXW»» (2)
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

(tordon.. ..Station,
REPORT oc*. l3t 36.

Date...... .......................... 19

Subject............................

Made by.................................................................Forwarded by.................... ............ .....................................................

oo »h i, w&tchran lo* 3, of shanghai -uter <»orks was

on duty At the «ater Works gate So« 565 Ki&ochow ,;oad and was 

on eye witness to the shooting* After arrange eats had been

Me for him to be relieved* he was brought to the station and

a state c .t was taken* ou:c is attached and his version la aa 

shown above*
e waj questioned on the point of ’Uhinoso in the vicinity*

iuid ns he sliows in his statement* none other than a poetn&n were 

in the ne r vicinity and the allot wua not fired at* or to inti*

ia.te* any person*

3*xn port of Kiaochow iio&d has little vehicle and pedes*

triai » triUxic*

ttxo fact t^ut a po tien (Ro* 639) had witaecced this
Z> 

ia.ident was revealed the 1*0* & l)****0* Mio personally visited

the scene, Æ© postmn Has been traced as attached to hobbling 

‘•ell Ox floe and reside® at 3191 Robison Hood* ¿inquiries at

Bub ling <ell office reveal he is not on duty again today«whilst 

enquiries at hie ham (fror hi® wife) show that he has told her* 

he la on duty* This is probably a domestic lie* Kis proscrit 

whereabouts are therefore uaanown* but when located* he win be
requested to r^ake a state a.t.

Chief «ar ant Ofticer honohuta was visited at 2*45p.ia*

at Toy oda Cotton bill* 200 Jeonfield Roixd (where the mrines are 

quartered) by the undersigned in conpaqy with P*3* Msri*

It waa learnt tliat the allot had been fired by lot Class

<>ea an K* ¿meda and that his rifle was of a repeating type* v------------------------------------------------- — — I
It was also leamt that ü to 10 narines are «aplqyed on this

school duty and that on the completion of ease* thy clear their 

rifles ox acxaanition*

3i



g. 4oii-29> Mec. File No. 172/36. (3)
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Subject

Made by. .Forwarded by.

. ®0 ïd üDl .. ÏCOad..... Statio n,

Date.....Oet.-lat»....¡9 36 •

C.W.O.  sonohata wao holding an initial enquiry in hl? 

at the tirse of thia vinit.___________________________________

C.?*C. 566 an So. 3 beat 2 Section wag queationed on reortlng 

oil' duty at 3 p.m. but knew nothing of the incident.

The occupant of iiouee No, 584 Kiaochow Hoad (the wall of whiah 

wap a truck by the bullet) fa Mr. ici ?ah Shu (_____________ ) an

accountant in the GOügradore Office S.M.C. Ha han h^wi nnrmml wt.4 

with and scutes he attachée no l^jurtance ta tim in<pi4«»nt nnH _ 

has no requeets or demande to xaaxa.____________ ____________ —----------
The bullet will bo forwarded to *rms Identifie tion Section 

a.m. P/10/3ij for examination nnd report.  -, ' ■ ■ -  / ■/

Special Political Officer._____________________________________________

i
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■ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY. q

......... E .Q". ~ Division
CRIME REGISTER No:— mise. 66/36. ¡il*well...^oad Police Station.

Af.ete.Ei.be r.......26.^......I9 '¿ô.

Diary Number:— 1 Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1

--- -----------------------------------------------------

Places
! visited in
1 course of 
investigation

1 each day j

_______ |
RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

One shot accidentally fired from the rifle of 
Japanese liarine on eiorth Szechuen 'load.

At 11.20 a.m. 26/9/36, J.E.C. 80 reported through

street telephone box No. 4 that a Japanese barine had 

accidentally firea one round from his rifle whilst on 

djity at II. Szecmuen ana Jukong ¡loads corner.

Inspector Jefferson and party proceeded to scene 

’where it was ascertained that 1st class Seaman, M. Seyo,

attached to the Japanese j?¡aval

Kiangwan Hoad, who was on duty

place an gi vv cis s tan ding on East

landing Party Headquarters, 

at the above mentioned 

side of N. Szechuen load,

outside the Isis Theatre, holding his rifle at the ’’Port11

0. MC”

when he pne s s e d t he t rigge r, accident;ally firing one round

which pene traded the s ignboard of the i-.wang m.ung )

Foodshop, Jdo-, 522 N* Szechuen Road, tlnis signboard is

approx. 20 feet ri ig h j( then struck the wall of the build-

ing.

a search made on the upstairs verandah and on the

ground in the immediate vicinity failed tu locate the

bullet.

Enquiries also failed to locate any injured person, 

questioned by J.ii.3. 51 Hasuo, 1st class oeamn, 11. 

Seyo stated that his rifle was loaded and he was under 

the imoression that the safety catch was on, but after hev 

had accidentally fired the round, he examined his rifle 

^d trie safety catch off. < 

Af.ete.Ei.be


from 'Pally "enort of officer in charge oX’ 4x«ell-W|
■ ' " 11 • .IS® ’ .

► fF/VV\ A
Sunday 27 / 9 ^/^6.

At 11. 90 a.ra. ^(i/9/^6, J./.C. AO reported through 
street telephone box Ko. 4 that a Japanese Marine had 
accidentally fired one round from hir rifle whilst on duty 
at N. Szeehuen and .Tukong oads corner.

Officer i/c. attended »nd ascertained that jurt prior 
to tilephone message, 1st. class Seaman, n. Seyo, attached 
J.N.L.-• Headquarters, Kiwr’gwan Road» whilst on duty North 
t>«eehucn anc. Vukon • Tsoad corner, near the 'Isis' theatre and 
whilst facing est accidently pulled the trigger of his 
rifle, the safety catch not being connected and the rifle 
loaded 4 th 5 rounds, one round was accidently fire-, the 
b illet crossing North Szechuen oad, from ’^ast to ent and 
embedding itself in the wall of No. 622 North Hzechuen oad, 
after passing through the tin signboard fixed above the shop. 
No person» injured. .Rd, .Vise, 66/36.

ASSJgf/KJ': TO At 1.30 p.ia. ’'5/9/36, S.T.C. 397 brought to the station
' ;T?-< ?.<.■:.» fyjkh Scott Read near North Szechuen oad» a male Chinese, deaf
IIIRM. rjmte, of the beggar class nt the request of one Yue Ts Liang»

residing at No. n9 ?heu Ts Lee, off Scott oad, O.O.L., the 
former see sin the latter of stealing his small leather case 
containing school books, total value M.50.

) Finger printed and handed over to P.S»B* on instructions
of .?• 0. "O’* Division. i).\d« isc, 67/36.

AJSISTANR-; To At l '.3O a.m. 26/9 z36, J.. .6. 96 brought to station 
N.3. Tlin, ussian, aged 24, -’/unemployed, residing No. 290 
Route Tennant de la Tour, whom he arrested at 12«15 a.m. 
P6/9/36, on North fzechuen oad, near Jukong oad, having 
observe; him driving raptor car No. 11648 and whilst trying 
to rank same in vicinity of the Isis TlKstre nearly caused 
&ti It asc^rtnin^^ thfit hs hsd no fco
drive b motor cnr•

'otor car brought to Station from Sorth 'zechuen oad 
by J. 2719 (station chauffeur).

On enquiries being made it was suspected that ths 
motor car had been stolen which was later verified and the 
owner of the motor car yr. >• J. Yetton, c/o Reiss Massey 

Co. Ltd., 33 Mueeum Load, located, who stated hi® car had 
been stolen from Rue iourgeat, outside the athay Mansions. 
The defendant was placed on a rit of Detention and appeared 
before the P.8.0. rourt and remanded until 29/9/36 when the 
French Police will make application for the accused to be 
handed over to them. D.Rd. J’isc. 65/36.

F.l.H, 219/36,

Officer i/c.

A. C. (Special Branch)
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Extract from Daily Intelligence Report dated 3/10/36....—

Communist Propaganda - two arrests

Acting on the authority of warrants issued at the 

instance of the Soongwu Garrison Commander’s Headquarters, 

the Municipal Police on October 2, 1936, raided houses No* 

363, Lane 361, Myburgh ^oad, and No.1407, Zih yih Li, 

Robison Road, and arrested one communist suspect at each 

place. A quantity of communist literature was also 

seized at the former address.

The two accused will appear before Court on October 

3 when application will be made for their detention.

Extract from Daily Intelligence Report dated 5/10/36.

Communist Propaganda - court proceedings.

The case against the two communist suspects who

were arrested on October 2 (vide l.R. 3/10/36) was concluded 

in the Second Branch Kiangsu High Court on October 3, when 

they were extradited to the Chinese Authorities
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Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for 19 F. I. R. No. ¿d No.a ;,851,

KoS^’t
Ft eg. No. f f Stn. Lif)"A. Procurator ling Judge JJfll CD»

) Y’e ‘ « clerk,’eeneert T ri I’rl Kyi

IK IIU ¿lAiiGS£ >1» &U..QH HIGH COURT.

Mr. Kun appeared far the S«M# Cannoli• 
lesera. Tseng ~ah Aung & Yue Liu Ting for accused.
(At the opening session, Ju dee Hsiao sat alone at Court) 

Proceedings»
Mr. Kun :• The accused is wanted by the Shanghai and 

woosung Garrison Headquartors ai suspicion of being a communist. 
At about 10a»a» on 2-10*36, a representative of the said Head
quarters and members of the opecial Branch, 8.M.P., erne to 
Glnsa Station, and the former asked far assists! oe to execute two 
warrants far the arrest of a communist and for the search of MX 

pre..rises at house 363, Lane 361, Myburgh Rd. Assistance was 
rendered, and the accused was arrested, in a drawer of a desk sat 
by him was seised a quantity of co.rmunlotic literature. He was 
implicated by another communist who had already been arrested by 
the Chinese Authorities, whoso representative is in Court to-day, 
asking for the handing aver of the accused.

C.D.C. 292j- At about 10a.m. yesterday, D.L» Jones of 
the ¿Special Branch and a representative of the Shanghai & woosung | 
Garrison Headquarters cane to the Station end asked for assistance 
to search house 363, Lane 361, :“yburgh Rd, and to arrest tud seize 
any communist or communistic literature found therein. I and a 
party rendered the necessary assistance and accused was arrested. | 
The literature was found inside a drawer of the accused.

Judge Hsiao to accused:*
(¿* Do you hear the evidence of the Municipal Advocate and the
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Reg. No. Stn. Procurator Judge

Chinese ceteettvo?
A* Yes«

•<us the 1 iteratore found in yotr drawer?
A* Yes, but oxie of them dbds not belong to me

Yang Voong Gee:- I ara a representative of the Shanghai
& w'oosung Garrison ¡¿eadquartors« on the 30-9-36, a oo uni st 
reamed Yang Tooong Ling was arrested, and on his person was found 
this slip of ¡Taper (produced)« He stated that It was written

I and given to him by one named Tsai Kyi« An arrest and a search 
warrant were then up lied for and at 10a«a« yesterday, with the 
assistance of o«H«P«, we went to search premises at lane 361/363 
Myburgh Hd, We found the accused there and he stated that he 
was named Lee« 4 ;esti owed regarding the man Tsai Kyi, he said 
that he was not culled Tsai« There wgb a lawyer named Tseng also 
in the office, but he also said that accused was named Lee« I 
then telephoned to my Headquarters, and a description of the 
wanted person was obtained from the prisoner already in custody« 
Hie prisoner also stated the position of the desk at which the 
wanted man fsui Kyi sat« From this evident, we subsequently 
found that accused is tie waited man« «e then searole d his desk 
and a quantity oi' literature of a communistic nature was seized«
i.everul  curds in the name of "Tsai Pei Kyi" wore also found« 
Accused then admitted that he was named Tsai, and the prisoner/ 
Yang said that Tsai's job was to act as a medium, through which 
the junior officers of the communist party communicated with 
the a cm lor ones« He is therefore an important member, and I 
request that he be Immediately handed over to us in order to 
enable uc to can tint« further enquiries re other members of ths 
communist party wanted by us«

(At the request of the prosecution, Judge Hsiao re
tired far a joint hearing in the case« Bearings were re-opened
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liooui &td v totvjtijydsy wlwn Judcos Yocl*i Chow* find lisl&o end

frucur- tor Linfi at the court).

Judge Yoeh to accused:«
<. Are you a .aetnber of the national dolvatlon Union?
A. h'o I am o member of National Di stress Sduoatisnal Society.

(¿. ..hat is tli® cork of the Society?
A. I don’t kmw exactly» Mt it in for educational purposes.

Does toe seised literature belong to you?

A. Tiie raesLorandua book belongs to me.

Are th se photoe yours?
a. No, they belong to ay friend. The handbills belong to

another friend named Tsang who placed them in my drawer.

;.hy do you join the society?

A. At flrat, 1 thought that they would obtain a job for me.

hepreaentative of the Chinese Authorities re-oullined 

his evidence us given above.
Judge foeh to Hr. Kiaat«

<%.. what is the opinion of the Police regarding thib case?

A. The i'ollce first intended to ask for a remand, but in view 

of the fact that this case is quite clear and that the Chin so 

Authorities wl 1 continue further enquiries in order to effect 

the arrest of other communists, I ’mvo no objection to his 
being hunaed over.imedlately»

Decision
CCLOO

¿‘roourator:« Accused can be handed over immediately.

;lr. Yue:« There is no ranch evidence to prove that ao 
cased is a oaurunlst, I ask that the request of the Chinese 
Autuorl tl0© bo dl^lsjod#

I

p.c.

Accused wi exhibit©, be handed over 
aufiitorZ°°SnS*Xi,*I,e^a^ Oai?3-’ison uxsuonders* jfead« 

artery. (Uaiided over on 3«1Q«3G).



Miso. 407/56.

P.

Sin 55a
Oct. 4th. 36.

A

3-10-36.

2nd Brnrch of

Kiangsu High Court.

The arrested person Tsai Bel Kyi appeared before

the 2nd Branch of Klangsu High Court on the 5-10-36

A.H. when the following decision was pronounced 

bv the presiding Judge.

"Accused, together with the exhibits, be handed

J. over to the Wooeung-Shanghai Garrison Commander’s

7 Headquarter« on the 3-10-$6n»
/¿cdL

He was taken to the Headquarters, S#MaPt

where the accused was photographed and handed

De3e PJUe
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL
ARREST REPORT.

POLICE.
7©

—«MWI—Rn' «i M •
........".............Division

Slnza....... Police Station.

CRIME REGISTER No. ..... 407/g6*

(One form to be used for each person arrested) ................ 0C-t< 2nd«..... - --IQ 36«

Name, age, occupation 
and address of person 
arrested.

Tsai Bel Kyi 22, Shanghai, s/Clerk,
House 61, Lane 38 Myburgh Road»

Arrested by
1____________ ______________

D.S. Konovaloff,C.D.C. 292 & Special Branch Officials 
_______________ and representative of Woosung & Shanghai

Date and place where 
arrest took place.

Garrison Commander’s Headquarters« 
2-10-36, House 363, Lane 361 Myburgh ibad«

Crime Register No. of 
offence for which 
arrested. (If an 
arrest for outside 
authorities details of 
offence for which 
arrested.)

Execution of Warrant against alleged Communist.
Assistance to representative of the Woosung 
and Shanghai Garrison Commander* s headquarters«

At 10a.m. on the 2-10-36, D.S. Jones« D.S.I. Sz

I Tsu Chi® and C.D.C. 107 of Special Branch Headquarters

I S.M.P. aimed with a Search Warrant No« 426 and an

Arrest Warrant No« 424, both issued by the S«S»D« Court; 

and accompanied by detectives agents under Inspector 

Yang Voong Gee of the Woosung & Shanghai Garrison

Commander's Headquarters, came to the Station and

requested assistance to execute the warrants at House

363, Lane 361 Myburgh Road. These were executed at

10«25a«m« the 2-10-36, with the assistance of D.S.

Konovaloff and C.D.C. 292, who accompanied the above 

named officers to the mentioned above address.

A quantity of Communistic literature, as per the 

attached list, was seized from drawers of the writing 

desk at the downstairs room which is'occupied by "Sung 

Ih Foo Chartered Accountant Office", where the arrested 

person was employed as a clerk, and the arrest of

the wanted man Tsai Bel Kyi was effected«

Name of investigating 
officer. D.3. Eonovalof" and C.D.C. 292

Initials of Senior
Detective.

This report is to be forwarded to Headquarters on the morning after arrest.
It will be returned for particulars on back to be completed.
In case of arrests for outside authorities, no Crime Register Number to be shown.

(OVER)



1 (Sheet 2)

The arrested person’s name does not correspond 

with the name on the Warrant of Arrest which reads:-

Tsha Kyi (omitted Bel) but Inspector Yang Voong 

Gee Identified the person as the wanted man who was 

Implicat ed by the prisoner already in custody of the 

Woosung & Shanghai Garrison Commander's Headquarters . 

This prisoner will be brought before the 2nd Branch 

of Klangsu High Court on the 3-10-’6 when the arrest

ed person appear before the Court, being placed now 

under a "Writ of Detention” at the request of the 

above mentioned officer, pending application for 

handing over.

A list of the documentary evidence seized from 

the desk of the arrested person and his statement 

are attached hereto.

Copy forwarded to Special Branch.



Tsai Pei Kyi ( )• age 22•

Shanghai D, S. Jones

Slnza Stn, 2,10,86, Clerk Z,0,Zung

From the age of 7 to 18 years I studied at various primary 

schools In Shanghai, The last school I attended was the Tslng 
Kyung(^l^> ) Educational Institute, West Gate, where I remained 

for 2-J- years, I reside with my father at Lane 38, No, 61, 

Myburgh Road«

On leaving school I became an apprentice' at the Gold Bar 

Exchange( <), corner of Kiukiang Road, the Bund, After

six months the broker who employed me wont bankrupt and I lost 

my job, A few months later I obtained my present position as 

olerk to lawyer Yu Cheng Ting(^///^ )• 868 Myburgh Road, I was 

never actually in the employ of Sung Ih Foo ("A. )• The 

latter, who is a chartered accountant, shared the same office 

as my employer Yu Cheng Ting, At the beginning of this year 

Sung Ih Poo left for Hankow and is no longer connected with this 

office,

I am engaged on clerical work, chiefly copying petitions to 

the court. For this work I am paid £6.00 a month and receive 

a commission on each ease handled by my employer,

My father, Tsai Zang Tseh(^^& ), is employed as a clerk 

at the Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, the Bundjj 

He has been there for about 15 years,

I am not a communist, neither do I believe in communism. In 

January of this year I joined the National Crisis Educational 

Society, the object of which is to acquaint the people with the 

present national crisis, I took no part In the activities of 

i this society,

The communistic and anti-Government literature found in my 

desk were handed to me to by one Tsangf ), whose address I

i i



do not know. He 18 a member of the above society* His last 

visit to me vas at my office in April last.

The diary containing the anti-Chiang Kai Shek notes Is mina* 

I made these notes when attending the various lectures of the 

Rational Crisis Educational Society* There is no fixed place 

of meeting for this society* The last lecture I attended
vas towards the end of April. It vas held In the Bel Ming 

( ) Girls' School* corner of Connaught and Hart Roads*

This meeting was stopped by the Settlement Police soon after It 

started* There vere no arrests made.

The organiser of the Rational Crisis Educational Society 
was one Dau Ying Ts ( '^7 if ftrt)* an educationalist who Is new 

studying abroad*



seized
Liat of documenta and literature tmos in a desk 
belonging to Tsai Pei Chi at No.363 Myburgh Road 
OB October 2, 1936.

1. Pamphlet entitled *A Manifesto issued by the 
soviet Central Government regarding the Kuo Lao 
Sarei (a society)*.

2. A diary of Teal Pei Chi containing notes of 
an anti-chiang Kai shek mods nature.

3. Miscellaneous notes bearing accounts.

4. A booklet containing articles relating to 
communist activities.

ft. An envelope containing 16 photographs.

6. A receipt book of the XkxtnxKxXhaxgittk 
iODBBKisddcBK* National salvation Association 
of Various Shanghai Bodies for raising funds 
for the support of the armies in Sulyuan.

7. An exercise book bearing notes on Social science

8. A bundle of private letters.



List of property found on the person of Teal Pei Chi 
( ) who was arrested at 11.30 a.m. on October 
2, 1936 at No.363 Myburgh Road.

A *Conklin* fountain pen.

A wallet containing:-

1) 38.30 paper notes.

2) 8 name cards of Tsai Pei Chi.

3) A photograph of Tsai Pei Chi.

4) A receipt issued by the Zai Hwa Chinese 
Literature school for 312, tuition of 
Tsai Pei Chi.

5) A name card of Zee Nyi ( ), Nyi Sing
( ) Advertising Agency, No.11, Ching An
Li, Pang Zia Road, Great West Gate,

6) A name card of I.C. Ohodingo ( ) on
which is written the following two addresses: -

a) No.65 Kong Ka Jao, Jessfield Road.

b) No.99 Hung Noh Li, Sinsa Road.
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¿ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
File

HEGiSTRY
P.O- He|d<^af tferfrREPORT 21 z9 37.

Subject R.Ç Reguest From Japanese Gendarmeriei Headquurteyg:.jÇor Copies of

............... Do.c.unients...in. Communist Cas e

Made ...............and................................. . ..Forwarded by........

3iXu_____________. _____________ --------------- ---------------------------------------------- -—■

_________A representative of the Special Branch of the local_______ - 

Japanese Gendarmerie Headquarters called at my office yesterday— 

and requested copies of documents in a communist case forming— 

the subject of a raid conducted by the 3.M.P- some time

January this year at the Zaoshan Primary School ( x |

Robison Road, when two ^hinese were believed to have beenjtaKgH— 

into custody

The officer informed me that the Gendarmerie Headguart e*j?—-

is now conducting enquiries in a case which has some conne_ctioj2.—- 

with the above-mentioned case and tne loan or reference ____

documents in possession of the S.M.P., the Japanese milita£y^_^-^



£ ' fO
Extract from Daily Intelligence Report dated 3/in/ag.

Communist Propaganda - two arrests

Acting on th« authority of warrants issued at the 

instance of the Soongwu Garrison Commander's Headquarters, 

the Municipal Police on October 2, 1936, raided houses No.
*363, Lane 361, Myburgh Road, and No.1407, Zih Yih Li, 

Robison Road, and arrested one communist suspect at each 

place. A quantity of communist literature was also 

seized at the former address.

The two accused will appear before Court on October 

3 when application will be made for their detention.

Extract from Daily Intelligence Report dated 5/10/36

Communist Propaganda - .court proceedings

The case against the two communist suspects who 

were arrested on October 2 (Vide I.R. 3/10/36) was concluded 

in the Second Branch Kiangsu High Court on October 3, when 

they were extradited to the Chinese authorities.
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Extract of Proceedings in S. S. D. Court for s/io/^9 F. I. R. N0.1nna.194 Stu. Ho. 6045.
Yoeh,

Reg. No. 7/ 61405 Stn. i100 too Ad, Procurator Ling Judge CbOW, 1
Hsiao*

AoouSOO Tsui Koni: Ynng ) ¿¿t; . teacher.

Chnrg© Application for writ of ficitation, vidt Art, a 76 A loi.of 
the C.C.P.R.C.

Àppi lo Ho a is hereby m"’ before tho -rt for th©
detent! an of the "bove rr-motl person who was nrrastod at 11*15 
r.m. on f/io/'^ et 1407 'Sih Ylh LI, Raison Rd, on 5.^J).Court 
‘rrest narrant Ho.423 being W"ntefi by the iioosung-ShrTghni 
Garrison Con-"nd rs on su spi- ’ on f ’«Ing ’ comuni st.

IN TIB KIANGSg 2ND BRANCH HIGH COURT

Er. Kum appeared for the S*M* Council*

(At the opening session, Judge Hsiao set alone at the 
Court)•

Proceedings* Mr* Earns- The accused is wanted by the .voosung-Shangtai

Garrison Commanders on suspicion of being a communist* Accused 

is the 4th person mentioned on the arrest warrant as an unknown 

male Chinese. At lla.ni. on 2-10-36, at the request <£ a re
presentative of the said Garrison Commanders, members of the 

Special Jranch and Poo too Rd Station proceeded to the Zau Foong 

Primary School at 1407 Zih Ylh Li, iiobison Rd, where the accused jI 
was arrested. The other three persons stated on the ¿arrant 

were alleged to have left Shsnghai and could not be located* 

No literature of reactionary n .ture was seized* Accused daaied 

being a communist but was implicated by another communist now in 

custody of the Chinese Authorities.
Shu Bun p Pels- I am representing the iioosung-SJJanchai 

Garrison Commanders to ask for tho handing: over of the accused* 

He was arrested at about 11a.m. yesterday in the Lau Foong Pri

mary School at 1407 Zih Ilh Li, Robison Rd* He was Implicated by one named Yang Tsoong Ming alreajW arrected as being a com

munist* I requ st tlat he be handed over to us immediately* 
D*S* Crossley then commenced to rive evidence, but as
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there was no interpreter in the Court, Mr» Kum stood up and told 
.Judge Hsiao that D»S. Crossley’s evidence would be same as his.

(At the request of Mr» Kum, Judge Hsiao retired for a 

joint hearing in the case» Court was re-opened limediately 

afterwards, when it wee presided by Judges Yoeh, Chow, and Hsiao, 

and Procurator Ling).

Judge Yoeh to accused:- 

Q» Are you knewn to the prisoner Yang Tsoong Ming?

* A. Yes, he was formerly employed as a teacher in the same school

with me, but was later dismissed»
Q,. Is there one named Tsu Shlen Vung in your schlll?

A• Yes»

Q. Who is the principal?

A. One named Sung Yuen hoeng»

Q. ./here are they?
I 

A. Tsu has gone to Ping Woo, and Sung to Hangchow.

Q. Are there any other teachers in the school?

A. Yes, one named Mien and two fe:®le teachers.
I 

Shu Bang Fei then re-outlined his eviueice to Judge

Yoeh ®nd said that accused was inpl touted by Yang as a mehter of 

1he cofinunist party, Western ShmAai Division.
Q. Do you know if accused is the man Tsu Shlen Vung wanted on 

the Bar renl?
A. He is not Tsu 'Shlen Vung. .He is the 4th person stated as 

unknown on ■ttie .Warrant»
Mr» Kum:- The prisoner Yang is in Court to-day.

i
I Yang Tsoong Ming:- I am 31 years, native of Kwengtung»...

I reside at k-ah Loh Boo, French Cmcessicn»

Q. Is Tsu Shlen Vung a member of the communist party?

Is Yes»
Q. Is accused the man Tsu Shlen Vung implicated by you? I*
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A. No, accused is named Tsui Kong Yang« Both Tsu and accused 

are attached to the «.estern Shanghai Division of the Communist 
Party .

Judge Yoeh to Mr» Kums-
Q« Have the Police any opinion regarding accused’s heading over?

A. I have no opinion.
Procurator :- I have no opinion regarding accused’s

I handing over.
Decision i

CCLuO ; Accused to be handed over to the »oosung-
Shan$iai Garrison commanders’ Headquarters. 
(Handed over on 3-10-36).

No p.c
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. .
CRIME DIARY.

______ 5^..... .7. ^Division.
CRIME REGISTER No: - Mice. 184/36. - Police Station.

8a1Pa3««..................
Diary Number:— X 1) Nature of Offence:—

1 
lime at which 

investigation begun 
and concluded each day

Places 
visited in
course of 

investigation 
each day

RF.CORM)F investigation.
__ 1_1_1___1_1_1_

Assistance to Chinese Authorities.

At 11 A.M. on 2.1O«30m U.S. Pitts and C.D.C.281 

attached to Special Branch (Political),together with 

Inspector Hsu Saung Pee of the Soongwu Military Authoriti

es, came to this station in possession of Arrest Warrant 

No.423 and Search warrant No.425, both issued by Judge 

Dzau of the S.S.D.0ourt» at the request of the Woosung- 

Shanghai Garrison Commanders Headquarters. The fomer 

being issued for the arrest of four persons namely»- 

Sung Nyoen Ong ( - )» Tsu Hsi Vung ()» Sung
z 

j lieu ( ’a> ) and one name unknown, residing at the
‘ 2au Paung ( i$. "/) ) Primaxy school, No.1407 Sih Yih Li» 

Robison Road» for being oanaunists. The latter warrant 

authorised the Police to search the school premises for 

<7^ communist literature.
/uaZ i undersigned and C.u.D. 317 rendered assistan-

iiep 
oe and in company with aforementioned officers proceeded 

p to the school» where enquiries revealed that the 1st and

2nd named persons on the Arrest Warrant had left 
j/J Shanghai prior to the Mid-Autumn Pastival, for Hangchow

Q and P^ngwoo respectively» whilst the 3rd named person

was unknown. One Tsui Kong Yang C^$/%)» present at 

the time of the raid, was recognised by Inspector Hsu 

Saung Poo» who stated that this man filled the desorip- 

tion of the 4th unknown man mentioned on warrant. oear-| 

oh made of the premises failed to reveal any literature |
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:- Miso. 184/36« Pootod Road
2».lQ.»3d»

Division.
.Police Station.
........... J9

Diary Number - 1 (pageJS) Nature of Offence

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

of & oomuni otic nature.

M the request of the ¿¡oongwu representative» 

Tsui Kong Yang was brought to the station and questioned» 

and stated that he camo to Shanghai during February this 

year from his native place. Changchow, and succeeded in 

obtaining a position as teacher in the 2au Strung Primary

I School» «here he also resides. He strenuously denied he 

is a communist or that he is in any way connected with 

any political party» however, he has been detained and 

will appear before the S.S.D.Court on the a.m. of 3.10.36.f
I when a Writ of >etention will be applied for» it being 

understood that a representative of the woo sung-Shanghai 

Garrison Caamande/b Headquarters will also be present 

to apply for hie extradition«

D.D.0."B" Division.

Copy to Officer i/c Special Branch.

O
lm

»»



Tsui Kong Yang(<^ 34, married,

Changchow, Kiangsu. U.S. Pitts.

Poo too Rd.Stn. 2.10,3d* Clerk Z.O. Zung.

I was educated at a training institute for teachers in 

my native place and after graduating, acted as a teacher in 

a primary school there until February, this year, when I came 

to Shanghai in the hope of getting a better Job, as it was 

always difficult to get ay pay in Changchow owing to financial 

difficulties.
I was successful in obtaining a position as a teacher 

in the 2>au Jhmncffl ) Primary School, 1407 Zih Tih Li, 

( ^ )• Rabi son Hoad, at a salary of $20. per month. I

have also been ’•esiding on these premises since my appointment.

I am not a comaunist or a member of any political party 

and since I am a comparative stranger to Shanghai and have no 

friends» it is ridiculous to assert that I am in any way 

connected with any »nti-Govemment organisation or clique.

Tsui Kong Yang.



Sffi;>cz....Whereabouts..of..a..pjwa.tltute...i3ainftd..  Lackey*.

NO. 8 
$ 0-1-3J*

File " *'*
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

z Special Branch....¿US*...ÿaaaà^^•;
BEPORT

Made ¿y...p,$.-Jone-8— Forwarded by. Z^ZZjZ.
Iix accordance with the instructions of the Officer i/c____

Special Branch I showed the attached letter from Mr» *>owle and-—

—Police report dealing with the whereabouts of an American--------—

prostitute known as "Babe" Lackey—to Mr Pilcherof the U.S.------

. Consulate General. Mr Pilcher took copiesof both the letter-----
^rrl the report ark! returned the originals.— ___________________ ____ —

Et.techod 1a a cony of the letter sent by the American-------
COnsul General in reply to the one received by theCommisaioner



510.
JBP/Syz

Sfrangila 1, China , 
October 1, 1936.

Subject: Whereabouts of Miss Babe Lackey.

George R. Sowle, Esquire,
Box No. 311,

R. F. D. No. 1, 
Menlo Park, 

California.

Sir:

Your letter of August 15, 1936, addressed to the 
Commissioner of Police of the shanghai Municipal Council 
in regard to the whereabouts of Miss Babe Lackey has been 
referred to this Consulate General for reply.

There appears to be no record of Miss Lackey at this 
Consulate General and the Police after making a thorough 
search for her have reported that their efforts have 
elicited no information whatsoever regarding her.

Very truly yours,

C. E. Gauss, 
American Consul General.



z-c 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No..

Seat ion 2„..Sp.eci.al Sr . /////>/, 
REPORT DaZi’Septem'be t 29, I9 36

Subject.....Hher.eabo.uta..oi:..pro.at.it.ut.«...nÄned..Lackey,

Made by........... .Jone.S................. ....... Forwarded by.

In.connection with the attached, letter__of enquiry from________

Mr, George R. Sowle regarding the present whereabouts of an 

American prostituta named Babe Lackey, I have to state that 

there is no record. of such a person._____________________________ '

____ The re are comparatively few Ameri can prostitutes actual ly____  

employed in brothels in Shanghai and those that fol low ttoii ¡1* -¿Ala 
calling seem to be well acquainted one with the other. Most____

of these women have been interviewed regarding Lackey, but state 

they do not know anybody of that name. Various brothel owners 

have also been interviewed and are unanimous in stating that no- 

one of this name has ever visited the brothels managed by tbem.

Ho American woman named Lackey has ever registered at the__

ÀmniMAnn (Inncnil ata-flsnain Shnnchfli .

Officer i/c Special Branch,



U-*I <&-<r¡L *3/|
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FORM Nb, 3
G, 40M. 1. 36 w Mise. File No.J&Sl*.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.....Â’JÉ?.......StétfQH,y-
! //

Date....Q.^.f......Slii. -.'.'rpf 36•REPORT

Subject Arriyal„.pf..Japanese Cpnsul..Gerv9ral.

Made by..ÿ»S. I. Cumming. Forwarded by.

Sir

Mr. Suma, Japanese Consul G«reral at Nanking, arrived from

Japan at the China Merchants Lower Wharf on board the S.S

11Aramis” at 10 a,m. 31.10,36

The usual police precautions were taken but no untoward

incident occurred

D.S.I



g-7oVt46 MisC ‘ File No......455/36,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

........  
REPORT.. ' . _ ..../O 31

Made by.................bundling •...... Forwarded by...................................................................................

Sir,

Mr. Kuwajima, Director of the Asiatic *ection of the 

Japanese Foreign Office ax’rived at the O.S.K. Wharf at 3.40 p.m. 

5-10-36 by the S.S. "Nagasaki Marti". Police precautions were

taken but no untoward incident occurred.



_fqr»tnX '3._ , ' K . K. File Nt>..
0 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

5. 2. ;
REPORT x ¿T /<?

Date....Qczav!ff.-Ki:i:^i::T^ >6 .

Subject (in full)..i\X>.T!X yal..QÌ...LJ?.<...Kuv?a.S.hXm a.,... Q.aiS.f...of.. the ..flast JESLq. ..àureau 

. o.f__the_,.Tok\/o..Foreign. Of C.ice3._.in..;^han^hai_._ A......................................

Made by............D.<..0.«... &am as hi. t a............ Forwarded by........... ........................................





S FM. 2 _>. .
G. 45M-1-3G /

f

File No............ $
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 

....... .......... .....
S. 1, ôpec ial'.¡Brane ïStvàcx,

REPORT OQ onDate___  Jyfey...28^... iç 37 •
Subject Arrival and departure Japanese Naval Transport "Shiretoko*.

Made .........Forwarded by......^ f...........

______________________ ___________________________________ A?'C______
___________ The Japanese Naval transport "Shiretoko* berthed 
at the O.S.K. Wharf, 184 Yangtszepoo Road, at 3 p.m. May 19. 

300 sailors landed and proceeded by Landing Party motor trucks 
to the barracks on Kiangwan Road.

The following munitions were also unloaded on

May 19 from the same vessel ?-__________________________________
---- - 300 boxes of rifle ammunition._____________ , 

a
 100 boxes each containing six 8.75 cm. shells.___________ .

_______ 160 drums of kerosene oil._______________________________  

_____ __ 30 bicycles.________ __________ ________________________  
-----------100 gas drums.______________________ __ _________________  

On board the transport, the following was reported 
to be loaded before its«departure at 2.45 p.m. May 20.

____ A number of U.B. Beer boxes believed to contain
 copper plates.________________ ________

____  100 bales of old uniforms.
--------------- 60 boxes of empty cartridges._________________________  
------------- 5 unserviceable motor trucks

Two hundred sailors left Shanghai in the transport



FM ,
G. 45M-1-ÎB?

SHA1*

REPORT

File No. ...fa.£7 
POLICE.

-JLZ D

Special Branch,
..hovemoer .30 y 36.

Subject...... ..War preparations in Wusih.

Made /y...............and......... ..    Forwarded by.......Sup.t.,...Tan..Shao^liang............................

Following the measures adopted at soochow, the 
Authorities of Wusih, according to arrivals in Shanghai, 
have ordered the residents to paint their walls and roofs 
black as a precaution against air raids. 

There are over 10,000 troops scattered around Wusih 
jand the Commanders are commandeering male adults for 
transportation work and trench digging. Every household 
has to provide one or two persons together with meals. The ....................................................................................................................... .. . | 
period of service is one week a month.

The Shanghai Passport Office has received instruction.s 
from the Wai Chiao Pu not to visa foreign passports to 1 ’
Kashing, Chapoo, Kiangin and Wenchow.

Superintendent.

D. C. (Special Branch).



f 1 SECRET
fm. ' S File No..... ......7'$ 5

6 45"-’ * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l» SpecialByanch xataonoc
REPORT

D ^November.. 22»... i p3 « •
Subject?rans?ort .*Shiritoko* arrives at Shanghai.

Made by....D.il.»... 8ihTae-liang............ F orwarded by..7r..'.'..*-?■**■-

___ The name of the Japanese naval transport which arrived

at the 0*8.K. Wharf in the morning of November 20 is "Shiritoko*

( ) and not *Nojima* as reported on November 20» The_

_ following stores were unloaded in addition to those previously

—reported t~—------------------------------------------------------- ¿2___________

_______41 Gun shells._________________________________________________

_______91 Aerial bombs»__________________

_____ 220 light gun shells»__________________________________

______ 16 Small hand carts»__________________________________________

___4» 000___ Sand bags»__________________________ ________________ ________

3 »000 Winter uniforms»______________________ _________________ ■

_____ 100 Steel plates»_____________________________ _________________

______ 2QQ____ Waodenpoles,_______________________________________________  

_____ 300.____boxes. small arms ammunition»___________ __________________ _ 

The following articles were loaded on board, 

________2___ 10 c_. m. guns»_______________________________________________ 

100 machine guns, rifles» etc»__________________________

2 motor trucks»_______________________________________________

________ A___ motor cycles»_______________________________________________  

1.000___ summer uniforms»

______200 __bags of sugar»________________
This vessel left Shanghai for Japan at 3»30 p»m»Nov»21» 

the only ratings on board being the  

crew» p j u



w I. J.M. NavyTransport a r r i y e s a t .

SECREï
I--------- ------------------------ File No. 7^^ i

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. /7

S. 1, Special ÊxancL...^^ 
RE^Lm.O^» Z^.-Kov. 2ûr....... Z936.

the O.S.K« Iffharf at 8 a.m. November 20 with 500 members of

the Japanese Naval landing Party and a cargo_oT-jnuniti onw,

gnri foQd supplies.----------------------------------------------------------- ;____ __

The members of the landing Party disembarked and
—--------------------- - ' ■ ~--------------

proceeded in motor trucks to the Japanese Naval landing 

-—-Party barracks, Kiangwan Road

idecftra equipped with stands

machine guns

f01 lowing articles and commodities have been landed_ s

The unloading of the cargo is in progress and

2 motor trucks

1,800 boxes of rifle, pistol and machine gun ammunition

Steel plates each measuring 8* bv 4* bv —----------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------a-----------------JL_----------- JL__.

Food and medical supplies

(Special Prench)



ia.n.36

General Information.

'•■Ji J
All persons occupying premises in Soochow have 

been required, by the Military Authorities to paint the 

roof black, a precautionary measure in the event of an 

air raid.

¡Since the opening of the Yoh-Han Railway north 

bound trains from Canton to Hankow have been reserved 

solely for the transportation of troops and military 

supplies.

Oil companies supplying gasoline to the Central 

Government were recently required to construct additional 

storage in Shensi and Honan and supply an amount of 

gasoline equivalent to that distributed to military 

centers in one year.

The Japanese embassy has issued a report to the 

effect that Agnes Smedley is collecting contributions 

from Chinese organizations on behalf of the Rational 

Salvation Association.

In connection with the meeting recently convened 

by Doo Yuet Sung and other leaders of the Chinese 

community, it is rumoured that General Chiang will make 

use of the Red Pang and the Green Pang in the present 

national crisis.



fm. J l-JZ—... "Fite No..........
G SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special oranch q^^ppcx 7
REPORT Date oetooer »ft,_zp3e.

Subject Japanese Authorities demand the removal of mayor Wu Teh Chen

(Further to report dated October 16, 1936) • .z<
Made ¿y_..D.I...Sih Tse-liang   Forwarded by............  'h..:..*i^.........

Discreet enquiries made at the same source from which 

the information regarding the local tangpu*s protest against 

the Japanese Authorities* demand for the transfer of mayor 

Wu was obtained» show that no reply has yet oeen received from 

the 0.5,0. of the Kuomintang at ¿tanking to the telegram 

despatched by the local Tangpu urging that the demand pa_______

rejected.it is learned that, as a rule, such telegrams_____

would be filed by the higher authorities and_that a reply is 

_ seldom considered necessary.________________________________________ 

___________ the Tangpu consider that information on this matter 

_ should not be divulged so as not to increase the anti-japanese 

__feelings of local citizens and aggravate the local situation.

ejected.it


SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

dp e c i al.. Branch-...............
REPORT 

Date__October 16, 19 <16.

Subject (infull)................. Attached. Report of Japanese demanding transfer____ _ _________

________________ ______________________of Mayor Wu Tieh-chen.- _________



'SECRET Fl
I FM. •<. - t FiJfi
6 45M ’36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL^ "POLICE.

S.ll Spenial..^rJanch
REPORT 

b)ete—Q.C-to.b.er.. J.q,_ i p 36«

Subject............. u’u

~ LLexbxy—x epOrtCU—th^t—vhe Japanese jm~r.nOriT>1 AS 

----- have a demand to the National Government for the 

___ 13fer — ±'ner^T Wu. Teh-chen from his post of Mayoi* of the 

___—l^ilai ^u^jgipality on the ground that he protested against . 

____ ———--■ *-,-i-vl^,Tes ox the Japanese Naval Landing Party in Shanghai. 

____?—-leax>n-uaa o£ this, the local Tangpu on October 15 secretly 

______ ^-■■c~iect ^^telegraiu to the C.J.C. of the Kuomintang urging__  

___ ■■-■he ^emana be rejected, and that the praiseworthy action_______  

---- ——dL—sjjould be strongly supported,



CONFIOEHTW
October 23,1936.

iw?Ln.w Naval-AWifiF Party ¿squire ACrti.tA5r.al ¿r<anlMg.

Premises No« 265 Darrooh Hoad, & large Chinese 

d.telling house, v-tiiah Is near the place where ths 

Japanese marine, Nakayama, was shot on 9th November 

1936, has been taken over by the Japanese Naval Landing 

Party to houne additional staff officers* The monthly 

rental of the pramrices is $460.00 and alterations are 

in progress to meet the requirements of the Landing Party. 

Jentries have been posted at the front gate which laces 

Foong Loh f )•



I

Dixwell Road Station 

October 22, 1936.

Japanese Naval Landing Party occupy new premises.

I respectfully beg to report that the premises 

No. 265 Darroch Road, a large Chinese dwelling house, 

built and owned by Lee Kwei Sung, stock and share broker, 

adjoining the garage on the North side and on the West 

side of Darroch Road(where the Japanese marine, Nakayama, 

was shot on the night of 9th November 1935) has been taken 

* over by the Japanese Naval Landing Party as an extra

staff office for additional staff officers, these premises 

have been rented at a sum of $450.00 per month and alterations 

are in progress to fit the premises up to the requirements 

of the J.N.L.P. Mr. Lee has removed to Avenue Road near 

Seymour Road. Conversation with Mr. Lee at his office
I 

address No.69 Kiukiang Road, Tel. 13163-4-5 states that he
I 

handed over the lease to the J.N.L.P. on October 17, 1936, 

two marine sentries are now posted on duty at the front
I 

gate which faces Foong Loh Li.
I

T

i
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! I
Translation of French ¿¡snort dated October 20, 1936

Caneantratinn of ChinaaaAtroons in Soochow-ban^^ng and
Hangchow-Sunakiana areas._______________________

Following the atrained relationship between China and Japan» 
the Commission of National Military Affairs(General Chiang Kai 
8hek) has reinforced the troops stationed in the Sooohow-banking 
and. Hangchow-Kashirg-Sungkiang areas* •

V SQpchow-NanJdnx area

Before September 20 the following troops were stationed in 
this region i

1) Ths 87th Division (General VANG KING KIU • the units
of which were distributed between Kiangying and Changshu*

2) Four regiments of the Kiangau Peace Preservation Corps, quartered 
in the Chlngklang »ire a*

3) The Instructional Division, quartered at Nanking*

4) Ths 23rd Independent Artillery Regiment, stationed at Nanking*

5) The 8th(?) Liaison Regiment, stationed at Nanking and

6) The lot Regiment bf Engineers, stationed at Nanking*

Between September 22 and October 3, the following units 
appeared to have been transferred into this region I

11th Division (General KAO LI TSU) Irffcb iff )

38th Division (General SUNG CHI LIEN )

78th Division (General KWEI YUNG TSUG )
88th Division (General SH.iN YUAN LIANG J, )

3rd Independent Artillery Regiment (Colonel LI IE MING '

4th Independent Artillery Regt. (Colonel KUNG KING KWEI ) I

Defence works are understood to have been thrown up at K. fating 
and Yushan.

At Nanking, ths surrounding hills - Tse Ching Shan ( 4 ),
Yu Hsa Tai Chi Ming Shi (?< and Tang Shan, have
been declared fortified sones and ths construction of shelters, 
artillery platforms etc has been pushed forward* Emplacements for 
anti-aircraft guns have been constructed near the walls of ths 
oapital*

B/ Hangchow-Kashina-Sunacklang area

Before September 20, the 57th Division commanded by General 
LI SUNG SHAN J, ) was stationed in ths Hashing area.

Between September 22 and October 19, the following troops 
appear to have been transferred into the Hangohow-Kashing-Sungkiang 
area i

Head-quarters of the 4th Armyi Commander-in-Chlef, General 
WU CHI HK8I (f-^fi). V' A J

Headquarters of the 37th army, commanded by General LI YUM 
CHI



(3)

43rd Division under General CHOU HSIANG TSOU )

49th Division under General WU CHEN CHENG (Thiif division
is understood to have been transferred Into the Wukiann-Piiuarana 
area from the beginning of October).
55th Division under General YUAN CHAO CHANG (/^r&)

60th Division under General CHEN PB I (/% 1 f' )

90th Division under General WU CHI HWEI )

20th Division (newly organised) under General Hao IE CHIU )

34th Independant Brigade under General LU CHI CHIANG (Tjitâfê)

35th Independent Brigade under General LI YI (^ i^)

38th Independent Brigade under General PANG CHUAN ISA

11th Brigade (newly organised ) under General SHIH HSIN YING (J? 4 )

1st Independent Artillery Regiment under Colonel LI CHIH CHUN( ) 

2nd Independent Artillery Regt.-mColonel CHIEN NGO CHING

29th Independent Artillery Regt.- Colonel CHANG CHIEN 
(Battle order given in appendix)

»Defence works are understood to be in course of construction 
at Tslngpu and fengyen.

In conclusion» let us note that the 300 officers who were 
following the courses at the Central Military Academy kaas received 
their diplomas at the end of September) that is to say, three 
months before the normal end of the courses of instruction.



(3)
APPEND IX

Battle Order of Troops stationed in the Sooahow-Bafy^ng and Hangchow-Kaehlng-Sungkiang areas.__________ _______________________
V Sflaghfly-awkin« area

Units
Nanking (I)

Instructional Division 10,000 men 24 guns
2nd Liaison Regt. 1,500 men •
1st Regiment of Engineers 1,500 men •
23rd Independent Artillery Regt. (2) 36 guns

SMfrlng-chimrtiinff
88th Division 10,000 men 24 guns
Ttoiah

Uth Division 10,000 men 12 guns
78th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

Pour regiments of Kiangsu Pesos Preservation Corps 6,000 men •
Change ho w-Wusieh

107th Brigade of ths 38th Division 3,000 men -
Soochow (3) 4

Headquarters and 106th Brigade of the 36th Division 4,000 men 12 guns
4th Independent Artillery Regt. 36 guns

Weltlnff
108th Brigade of the 36th Division 3,000 men •

WukiangjfungllandPingKang
49th Division 10,000 men 12 guns
Artillery Group of Central Military school 12 guns

Chanirshw« Peahen end Bnmtifew
87th Division 10,000 men 24 guns
3rd Artillery Regiment 36 guns

TOTAL » 79,000 men) 240 guns

¡ii®ESSES



(4)
1

B/ Hangphow-Knwhlng-Sungkiang area

Ifialla
Wwrnhftw Area

Headquarters of 4th 4rmy

Headquarters of 27th Army

43rd Division 10,000 men 12 guns

179th and 180th Brigades of the 6,000 men 12 guns
30th (?) Division

90th Division BiristsjK 10,000 men 12 guns

14th independent Brigade 3,000 men

38th Independent Brigade 3,000 men

11th Brigade (newly organised) 3,000 men

55th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

57th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

Headquarters and 178th Brigade 4,000 men •
of the 60th Division

20th Division (newly organised) 10,000 men 12 guns

35th Independent Brigade 3,000 men

1st Independent Artillery Regt. 33 guns

2nd Independent Artillery Regt 55 (?) guns

29th Artillery Regiment _______ .... 36 (?) «uns ...

TOTAL 72>000 men) 180 guns

The Sth Gendarmerie Regiment Is et Sungkiang (1,500 men)

Grand TOTAL 151,000 men 420 guns



------- -------------------------------------— r nef /vu. ...............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. l,Spe ciai^|BrancKzaà2s,
REPORT Tiffair OQ f\r7Date.......... .  .......içoh

Subject Arrival and .departure of Japanese Naval Transport rtShiretoko^.

z f.....................
Made ¿y....C^I...Sih,Tse-liang....... Forwarded by..... ........................................ .........______________________________________ ______ a>5

____________ The Japanese Naval transport_>fShire toko rt berthed 
at the O.S.K. Wharf, 184 Yangtszepoo Road, at 3 p.m. May 19« 

300 sailors landed and proceeded by Landing Party motor trucks 
to the barracks on Kiangwan Road.________________

The following munitions were also unloaded on____

May 19 from the same vessel ?-___________________ _____________
_______ 300 boxes of rifle ammunition.'______ __  

100 boxes each containing six 8.75 cm. shells._
160 drums of kerosene oil.

________ 30 bicycles.__________________________________________
._____100 gas drums._________________________________________

On board the transport, the following was reported 
to be loaded before its«departure at 2.45 p.m. May 20«

A number of U.B. Beer boxes believed to contain 
copper plates._____________________________
100 bales of old uniforms.___________________________

60 boxes of empty cartridges. 
__ 5 unserviceable motor trucks

.. ______ Two hundred sailors left Shanghai in the transport
. for Japan.,



G. 45M-1-W

REPORT

File
POLICE.

Special Branch .50^

Date. ..November ,.30y? 36.
Subject..... .....War preparations in Wusih.

Made fly............and.................  .....Forwarded by...... Supt.....T.aa..bhaopliang......................

Following the measures adopted at soochow, the 
Authorities of Wusih, according to arrivals in Shanghai, 
have ordered the residents to paint their walls and roofs 
black as a precaution against air raids.

There are over 10,000 troops scattered around Wusih 
_and the Commanders are commandeering male adults for 
transportation work and trench digging. Every household 
has to provide one or two persons together with meals. The 

period of service is one week a month.
The Shanghai Passport Office has received instructions 

_from the Wai Chiao Pu not to visa foreign passports to 
hashing, Chapoo, Kiang in and Wenchow, p' •



FM.
G. 45M-1

SECRET
L————————J File No...... 7Ù

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8.1, SpecialByanch -xSaaaiK,
REPORT „ ,Da/aNovember.. 22>... I <?3 6 •

Subject 5*?.*i*M* Navy Transport •Shiritoko* arrives at Shanghai..................................

Made ¿y.... S.ih. T ae—Hang............Foru warded by.

The name of the Japanese naval transport which arrived 

at the OwS.K. Wharf in the morning of November 20 is "Shiritoko*1 

( ) and not "Nojima* as reported on November 20 . The

■following stores were unloaded in addition to those previously

_______41 Gun shells.__________________________________________________ 

_______91 Aerial bombs.

_____ 220 Light gun shells»_______________________________________

16 Small hand carts. 

4,000 Sand bags»___________________________________________________

3.000 Winter uniforms»_____

100___ Steel plates»

_____ 200 Wooden poles._ _________ . 

__ $00____boxes small arms ammunition».______ _

The following articles were loaded on board  

________2  10 c.m, guns»____________________________________ __________  

100 machine guns,_rifles, etc» .

2 motor trucks»______________________________________________

4___ motor cycles»_______________________________________________ ___

1,000 ___ simmer uniforms.• ■

______200  bags of sugar»____________________________

This vessel left Shanghai for Japan at S»50 p.m.Npv.21, 

the only ratings on board being the • 

crew. p j

D, C, (Special Branch)



¿skre;i 
shanghai municipal police.

s. 1, Sp.<±c^?l .... j

^^ -Nov-» - -20r...... '936.
„ .-- + *»>tai-4^* arrives at Shanghai.Subject................. H. I. J.M... Navy „ Wanspox t - -..................... ........................

The Japanese _Naya 1 Tran sport. BNo j im1» arrived at

___ the O»S»K. Wharf at 8 a.m. November 20 with 500 members of 

_ the Japanese Naval Landing party and a cargo of mumtions,  

—etc, and food supplies*.---------------------- -------- ------------------------------—_

The members of the landing Party disembarked and____

"Proceeded in motor trucks to the Japanese Naval landing_____ _

------2§Xt y barra eke , Ki angwanRoad^---------_----------------------

_____ ________ The unloading of the cargo is in progress and_______

the following articles and commodities have been landed_ r«___

30 motorcycles vzith si depart equipped with stands

_____ for machine guns*__________ _ _________________  

2 motor trucks.

1,800 boxes of rifle, pistol and machine gun ammunition— 
3W.__ Steel plates each measuring 8* by 4* by <---------------------------

Wooden poles, each 12* in length and 8" in diameter------------



I
s

18.11.36

General Information

All persons occupying premises in Soochow have 

been required by the Military Authorities to paint the 

roof black, a precautionary measure in the event of an 

air raid.

Since the opening of the Yoh-Han Railway north 

bound trains from Canton to Hankow have been reserved 

solely for the transportation of troops and military 

supplies.

Oil companies supplying gasoline to the Central 

Government were recently required to construct additional 

storage in Shensi and Honan and supply an amount of 
gasoline equivalent to that distributed to military 

centers in one year.
The Japanese Embassy has issued a report to the 

effect that Agnes Smedley is collecting contributions 

from Chinese organizations on behalf of the Rational 
Salvation Association.

In connection with the meeting recently convened 
by Doo Yuet Sung and other leaders of the Chinese 
community, it is rumoured that General Chiang will make 
use of the Red Pang and the Green Pang in the present 
national crisis.



...xCi
I n " vj.f 't<" ti ’ ■ ■;; >JCt |
I '¿^ * | :eGK TRY
UXXL- m No.........Zf&Zj

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. /C
S.l, Speoijal jgranch jsaomr f

REPORT Datg October 21, ,9 36.

Subject Japanese Authorities demand the removal of Mayor Wu Teh Chen

(Further to report dated October 16» 1936).^^

Made by.....J^-.?8.®’3.i8n®.....  Forwarded by............

Discreet enquiries made at the same source from which 

the information regarding the local Tangpu*s protest against 

the Japanese Authorities* demand for the transfer of jaayoy__

Wu was obtained» snow that no reply has yet been received from 

the C.E.C, of the Kuomintang at ranking to the telegram________ 1

despatched by the local Tangpu urging that the demand t>e 
rejected. it is learned that» as a rule, such telegrams_____ I

would be filed by the higher authorities and that a reply is__
I 

__seldom considered necessary._______________________________
I 

rhe Tangpu consider that information on this matter |

should not be divulged so as not to increase the anti-japanese 

feelings of local citizens and aggravate the local situation.



1 Form No. 3, Fife No................jW
G. 22000-1-28

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

* op e c i al Braneh.................
REPORT
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CONFIOEUTMI
October 23,1936

JarunaM. Mayal_.i4ffidirj; Party Acquire Additional ir«gU>^,

Premises No, 265 Darrooh Hoad, a large Chinese

dwelling houae, which is near the place where tho

Japanese »arine, Nakayama, was shot on 9th iovember

1936, has been taken over by the Japanese .favai Landing

xarty to houne additional staff officers. The monthly

•
rental of the premises is $430,00 and alterations are

in progress to meet the requirements of the Landing 1’artjr

¿entries have been posted at the front gate ■which laces

ong Loh

»

8 |mhw
' ' ' '



Dixwell Road Station 

October 22, 1936.

Japanese Naval Landing Party occupy new premises.

I respectfully beg to report that the premises 

No. 265 Darroch Road, a large Chinese dwelling house, 

built and owned by Lee Kwei Sung, stock and share broker, 

adjoining the garage on the North side and on the West 

side of Darroch Road(where the Japanese marine, Nakayama, 

was shot on the night of 9th November 1935) has been taken 

over by the Japanese Naval Landing Party as an extra 

staff office for additional staff officers, these premises 

have been rented at a sum of $450.00 per month and alterations 

are in progress to fit the premises up to the requirements 

of the J.N.L.P. Mr. Lee has removed to Avenue Road near 

Seymour Road. Conversation with Mr. Lee at his office 

address No.69 Kiukiang Road, Tel. 13163-4-5 states that he 

handed over the lease to the J.N.L.P. on October 17, 1936, I
two marine sentries are now posted on duty at the front Igate which faces Foong Loh Li.

1;. <<
I"

I
Si '-^'7 ■. Q »
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Translation of ¿’reach import lated October 20- 1936

Lanaantratinn nf Chinaae¿troops in So Qchow-Uanting and
HangghQw-Ka^dng-Sungkianrt areas._______________________

Tollowing the strained relationship between China and Japan, 
the Commission of National Military Affairs (General Chiang Kai 
Shek) has reinforced the troops stationed in the Soo chow-hanking 
and Hangchow-Kashlrg-Sungkiang areas*•

V spochow-Nanklng area

Before September 20 the following troops were stationed in 
this region i
1) The 87th Division (General VANG KING KIU ££.), the units 

of which were distributed between Kiangying and Changshu*

2) Tour regiments of the Kiangsu Peace Preservation Corps, quartered 
in the Chingkiang area*

3) The Instructional Division, quartered at Nanking*

4) Ths 23rd Independent Artillery Regiment, stationed at Nanking*

5) Ths 8th(?) Liaison Regiment, stationed at Nanking and

6) The 1st Regiment bf Engineers, stationed at Nanking*

Between September 22 and October 3, the following units 
appeared to have been transferred into this region s

11th Division (General KaO LI TSU) )

36th Division (General SUNG CHI LLSN )

78th Division (General KWEI YUNG TSING -/&>. )
88th Division (General SHiN YUAN LIANG K )

3rd Independent Artillery Regiment (Colonel LI TE MING ’

4th Independent Artillery Regt. (Colonel KUNG KING KOI ) I

Defonoe works are understood to have been thrown up at Kiating 
and Yushan.

At Nanking, the surrounding hills • Tse Ching Shan ( A ), 
Yu Hwa Tai (r^^Va), Chi Ming Shi (?^ ^<f) and Tang Shan, have 
been declared fortified sones and ths construction of shelters, 
artillery platforms eto has been pushed forward* Emplacements for 
anti-aircraft guns have boon constructed near the wMA* the 
capital*

8/ Hanachow-Kashing-Sunuklang area

Before September 20, the 57th Division commanded by General 
LI SUNG SHAN W Ji ) was stationed in the Hashing area*

Between September 22 and October IS, ths following troops 
appear to have been transferred into the Hangohow-Kashlng-Sungkiang 
area »

Head-quarters of the 4th Army) Commander-in-Chie#, General 
WU CHI HWBI v

Headquarters of the 27th army, commanded by General LI YUN 
CHI ) • [ '

I rwBi



(2)

43rd .Division under General CHOU HSIANG I SOU (X[^^// )

49th Division under General WU CHKN CHBNG (^^^') (This division 
is understood to have been transferred into the WuklangoPingwana 
area from the beginning of October). *
55th Division under General YUAN CHAO CHANG (f-^T^)

60th Division under General CHEN JPBI (/V;f' )

90th Division under General W CHI HWEI )

20th Division (newly organised) under General HAO TSN CHIU \

34th Independent Brigade under General LU CHI CHIANG

35th Independent Brigade under General LI YI t^)

38th Independent Brigade under General PANG CHUAN T8A (^^'#^7)

11th Brigade (newly organised ) under General SHIH H3IN YING C& ) 

1st Independent Artillery Regiment under Colonel LI CHIil CHUN
2nd Independent Artillery Regt „•«Colonel CHIEN NGO CHING (4~$-’^)

29th Independent Artillery Regt.- Colonel CHANG CHIEN (?^<V) 
(Battle order given in appendix)

(Defence works are understood to be in course of construction 
at Tslngpu and Pengyen.

In conclusion* let us note that the 300 officers who were 
following the bourses at the Central Military Academy tacos received 
their diplomas at the end of September} that is to say, three 
months before the normal end of the courses of instruction.



A P P O M X

Battle Order of Trooas stationed in the Scoahow-Nanking and. Hangchow-Kashina Sunoki anaareas.

Units ^f£ectivea
Nanking (I)

Instructional Division 10,000 men 24 guns
2nd Liaison Regt. 1,600 men *
1st Regiment of Engineers 1,600 men •
23rd Independent Artillery Regt. (2) 36 guns

Hanking>Chingkiang
88th Division 10,000 men 24 guns

iM ng-Waith
11th Division 10,000 men 12 guns
78th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

SUakl&Bft
Tour regiments of Kiangsu Peace Preservation Corps 6,000 men -

C hangchow-Wusieh
107th Brigade of the 36th Division 3,000 men -

apoohoy (3)
Headquarters and 106th Brigade of the 36th Division 4,000 men 12 guns
4th Independent Artillery Regt. 36 guns

Waiting
108th Brigade of the 36th Division 3,000 men •

WukiangjTungllandPlngwang
49th Division 10,000 sen 12 guns
Artillery Group of Central Military School 12 guns

Ghangshu, yoahan and Ifamikow
87th Division 10,000 men 24 guns
3rd Artillery Regiment 36 «uns

TOTAL i 79,000 men) 240 guns



(4)

B/ W»w*hmr.Ka.h<ng.fenaltliM

Ualia Effective»

Hiaa2Jta2-Ji££A
Headquarters of 4th Jfcrmy

Headquarters of 27th Army

43rd Division 10,000 men 12 guns

179th and 180th Brigades of the 6,000 men 12 guns
30th (?) Division

90th Division liitstsM 10,000 men 12 guns

14th independent Brigade 3,000 men

38th Independent Brigade 3,000 men

11th Brigade (newly organised) 3,000 men

ma
55th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

57th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

Headquarters and 178th Brigade 
of the 60th Division

4,000 men -

20th Division (newly organised) 10,000 men 12 guns

35th Independent Brigade 3,000 men •

1st Independent Artillery Regt. 33 guns

2nd Independent Artillery Regt 55 (?) guns

29th Artillery Regiment 36 (?) guns

TOTAL 72,000 mens 180 guns

The Sth Gendarmerie Regiment is at Sungkiang (1,500 men)

Grand TOTAL 131,000 men 420 guns



File No............ 7SJ'
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special .Birançh SöticaqcSECREST
Date^^O^r...2i%...-i9 36

Object Present Political Situation.

^ade by p.,,S. McKeown Forwarded- by.

The latest development in the situation was the
conference held in Hangchow on October 18, attended by Chiang 
Kai-shek and a number of prominent military leaders. From_
reliable sources, it is learned that the leaders pledged_
support to the decisions of the Nanking Government. It was
resolved that every effort should be made to settle the Sino- 
Japanese problem amicably, but that China should notcede______
further territory to Japan, and should refuse to allow Japan__
to assist in the communist suppression campaign._____ __

Enquiries also elicit the information that the situation 
is tense in Nanking. The more conservative of the Chinese_____
politicians are in favour of taking for granted the fact that 

the Japanese are established in Jehol and Manchuria and cannot 

be removed. The less conservative will not agree to this_____
attitude, and maintain that China must exercise sovereign rights 

^over all her present and former territory. All the politicians,

however, are in accord on the point that further territory_____

cannot be ceded to Japan. Hence the diplomats and the military

^Leaders are prepared to show a united front._________________

The Japanese are we11 aware of this attitude. Major-

General Kita, the military attache, is taking a pessimistic 

view. He foresees a breakdown in the forthcoming negotiations
and a recurrence of anti-Japanese incidents which will lead

to the Japanese taking free action. The massing of Chinese

troops is also causing grave concern, and in this respect it 

is interesting to note that the Russian Abolnik of the Tass

News Agency formerly residing in Shanghai and now in Peiping 

is sending frequent and detailed reports of troop movements 

to Moscow. These reports are for the most part accurate.



—i!L—z_i File No..............
G 45M ,‘ 9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................. •_.......... ...Station, 
REPORT

Date.................................i g

Subject.............................................................................................................................................................................

Made by. Forivarded by.

and indicate that he has access to confidential sources.
The situation in Shanghai is normal._ Reports which

would tend to agitate the people are being excluded from the 
Press by the local censors. The fear of immediate hostilities 
which followed the shooting of the Japanese marine on 
September 23 has now subsided. Again, Mayor Wu Te Chen, with 
the approval of higher officials, has adopted a stern attitude 
in connection with the activities of the national salvation__
societies. Arrests have already been made as an example, and 
the leaders have been warned to desist from all activities__
under pain of immediate and direct action being taken against 
them._______________________________ _______________________

___________ Developments in the situation depend entirely upon 
the result of the forthcoming negotiations. The local 
national salvation societies are influenced partly by Mayor 
Wu*s warnings, and partly because they are inspired with the 
hope that China will flatly refuse to make further concessions 
to Japan. Any compromise will be distasteful to the____
societies, and should a compromise be effected, the local

A societies will no doubt recommence their activities.

.--------------
d- s-

D• C. (Spe cial Branch)



-F0RM.NO._3_ File No
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..... " Station, ~

REPORT Date Ootober. 21t...i9
Japanese Marines patrolling Soochow Road»

Subject...........................................................................................................................................................................

Made ZZ.................«4......  Forwarded ¿y .

Sir,

F. S. 260 Douglas reports that at 1O»1S p.m. 20-10-36

a Japanese patrol consisting of eight marines, two armed with 

pistols and six with rifles, patrolled Bast to West on Soochow 

Road and turned North over Chapoo Road Bridge.



Form No. 3
G. 22000-1-28

SHANGH S2€REi POLICE.

S.l

File No.

REPORT
^^Oc^°ber 19?

Subject (inyuZZ).s?. transport "Nojima11 ( ) discharges munitions
and military equipment at Shanghai.

ifade by Tse~44ang—. ..... Forwarded by....

______ The Japanese transport "Kojinaa” arrived at the Q.S»K»
Wharf, Yangtszepoo Road, at 7.30 a.m» October 17 and discharged 
the following cargo between 1 p.m. October 17 and 2 p.m. October 
18 i-

I

50 military telephone sets

3,000 boxes of rifle amnunition
_______ 1,500 boxes of shells.________________ _ ________
______  During the unloading of the cargo all unauthorized 
persons were barred from the wharf»____________

_ The wHojimaw left for Japan at 2 p.m. October 18»

__40_armoured cars (sides camouflaged^
_ empty aerial bomb shells»

50 tanks (small)»_________ 20 tanks (large)___
3 anti-aircraft guns.______100 bicycles» . • -___
4 gasoline pumps for aeroplanes»_______

60 motor trucks

D. C.’ (Special Branch)



French Police Translation dated, October 20» 1936

Movements of Japanese Forces

The Japanese cruisers NAGaRA, SbïNJaI and JINTSU, of the 

8th Division of the 1st Squadron left Shanghai at 3.30 p.m. 

on October 19. Now only one cruiser, four destroyers and one 

gun-boat remain in port.

During the day the Japanese naval authorities reduced 

the strength of the troops in Ghapei. At Rokusan Garden there 

remains only one post of four men, and the adjacent barracks 

is occupied by only 40 men, in place of 300.

Some thirty cases landed from the transport NOSHIMA 

were transported from the Osaka Shosen Kaisha Company godown 

No.4 on board the cruiser SBNDAI. There still remains a 

thousand cases in the Company's godowns. The Settlement Poliee 

believe that the godown shelters a large amount of material, 

comprising among other things, 70 armoured cars, 60 lorries etc

As the godowns are being strictly guarded it will not be 

possible to verify this information until the material in 

question is removed to the Japanese barracks in North Szechuen

Road



<dANSLATION FROM FRENCH POLIC1. REPORT DATED OCTOBER 19, 1936.*----- - —— ----
1346/S Departure from Shanghai of the Japsn>se transport rtNoffhin^f,t

The Japanese transport Noshima which arrived here on 

Saturday morning, left yesterday for ''apan. During its stay 

in Shanghai, the following was unloaded; 

Field Artillery...l(llom/m)... .2(77m/m).....................    3

Tanks (Small type)..«....••••••••.••••..•••••...•••••••••••4 

Machine guns........... ........................... .. ••••••••*••«.•••»4

Tminks.. ....................•• .4

M/cycles and sidecars.... • • ••••...•••••••.«.•••4 

umpty spherical mines of 30/35 cms/diameter. .300

Torpedoes (1 from "uintsu" and 2 from "Sendai“)•••...............25

Aerial bombs of 25 kilograms.................... .........30 

Shells of 140 m/m.«»........... • ................................................ 500

Cases of cartridges. ...... 3000

Rifles.. .. • .................................................... ••••...........4500

Armoured plate of all sizes............... • •...•.••.••.800 

Cases of iron wire (barbed-wire)•••••••••••••••« 40 

Cases of rubber tyres........... ...............2D

Buoys..••••••............ ........................... .................................. •«•••?

Various cases. ...............    ••••.•»,*••.•3000

~esides the materials sent on the cruisers a

certain number of cases were sent to the barracks on North 

¡¿zechuen Road. The remainder was placed in the O.3.K. No. 4 

godown.
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. 2 f PHe ...........
6- 45M’’-3/ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

3.1, Jpe.cial.-BranQh. /«W/
REPORT . ,

Date....^.9. to ber 16, I9 06.

Subject................._bo c &9.9...A5.??.9.§.9.?!Y.^ti on__Cp.rp.s_ . .and the .Cp.nbral Lii lit ary............

................................Police.. stationed. .i^..3heuighai., ...... ......... .................

Made by.......js-..-iZA,.........4-A 3ng_____ Forwarded by_________ "

.  attached herewith is a list1 HAH of local Peace______ -

Preservation Corps showing their present disposition, strength— 

and eguipinent9___ The units of this Corps have been recently______
1 

re-numbered in order to facilitate control,_________________ :__ "___

_______________ Ihese unites were orx^inalxy stationed in l^ant^Q and—— 

Chapei until on or about October 6 when they were all secretly— 

transferred to various strategic points in Chapei and the ____

subui bs Qi ohangnai inclu^-ing ¿ahzang v^C, , as ¿a precantuon—• 

•I ary measure against any emergency arising out of the tension_____

in Sino-Japanese relations,____ -X that time, all members were_____

dressed in civilian clothes in order to conceal their identity_

and instructed to avoid business centres as much as possible. 

As the local situation has eased to some extent at present, ‘_____

members of these unuts are now in uniform, but are still________
I i. .. j . ,• ¿g .

coniined to uarracxs, hoxuing themselves in readiness for any____

emergency. They a re each i-ovideq „-ith complete aryTiprnftpt,______

including hand grenades ¿¡nd 100 roLU'jca of .^,mimiT.±on._______________

_The headquarters Qi* the ls~t Regiment of -the Paoanlui.

which was moved to the Military Club, Jin Kee Road, Nantao,_______

when the secret transfer took place, has officially been moved 

back to 250 Kung Joo Road, Chapei, while that of the Ind___________

Regiment is still officially located in the Military Club,________

Kantao, although the former UaXt. has_ secretly established ar>

office at Tahzaig and the latter, at.Chenju. j^oth these ________

offices will be used as field headquarters by t.he resneet.ivfl 

units in the event of trouble.



OCT. T R 1936

List showing the present disposition, strength and 
equipment of the local Peace Preservation Corps

Unit Strength & 
üquipment

Commander Billet

1st Regiment with headquarters in the
250 Kung Soo Road Chapei.

A ).

1)1st Battalion 
and Battalion 

&dQU 8T 1‘ S .

450 infantrymen, 
arme d w jl tn ri f le s,
6 machine guns, 
and 2 armed motor 
eye i. e a •

Police Training Depot, 
Commander Ngoh Ts'en

Major Ju. Pangpu (.fytâtâ).

2)¿nd Battalion 
and Battalion 
Headquarters.

450 infantrymen, 
armed with 406 
rifles, *4 machine 
guns, and 40 
pistols.

Tahzang (Æ.I& ) 
and vicinity..

3)3rd Battalion 
and Battalion 
Keadcuarters.

450 infantrymen, 
armed with 412 
rifles, and 38 
pistols including 
20 Mausers.

l¿ejor Wong
Vee-iaing 

)

N anzi an g

4)Special Service 
Company, 
attached to 1st 
Regimental 
He adquarte rs.

150 infantrymen 
armed with rifles

Captain Chen
Hai-san

<¿50 ixiiQff v/oo aid 
), Chapei.

(In case of 
emergency these 
men will dress in 
plain clothes and 
will be po sted 
for duty on the 
boundaries of 
Chapei.)

2nd Regiment with headquarters in the 
Jin Kee Road, Nantao. Commander Li

Military Club ( »$***» ), 
Hsueh-chi

6)2nd Company,
1st Battalion 
and Battalion 
Headquarters.

7)3rd Company, 
1st Battalion.

8)4th Company, 
2nd Battalion.

9)5th and 6th
Companies, 2nd
Battalion, and 
Battalion
Headquarte rs.

5)1st Company, 
1st Battalion.

150 infantrymen, 
armed with rifles,

Major Doong 
. Pao-hwei

«4^ )
In an unnumbered 
house at Dah Yang

150 infantrymen, 
armed with rifles,

-do- W^Jao

ChapeiJ

150 infantrymen, -do-
armed with 6 machine 
guns, 40 Mauser 
pistols and 106 
rifles.

Tan 1'Sj.Wan Ka

Chapei.

150 infantrymen, 
aimed with rifles,

Major Chow

■
Siao Kang Miao 

■>. » 
temple in Chengu.

300 infantrymen -do-
armed with-256 rifles,
40 Mauser pistols and
4 machine guns.

Chenju (jMo ).



OCT. 16-1936

Unit Strength & 
Equipment

Name of* Commander Billet

10)7th Company, 
3rd Battalion.

150 infantrymen, 
armed with rifles

Major Chow
Tien-chien
OU )

Near the Kiang- 
wan Railway ¿tn.

11)8th Company, 
3rd Battalion 
and Battalion 
He adouarters.

18)9th Company, 
3rd Battalion.

150 infantrymen, 
ariu e d w i th 
rifles.

-do- Huchow Guild
Wei

Wen Hoad
), Chapei.

150 infantrymen, 
armed with 106 
rifles, 6 machine 
guns and 40 Mauser 
pistols.

-0.0- Yuenooon;
Hoad 
near Liu YingHoad (&£$&■ )
Chapei.'

13) Gignal Company, 
attached to 
the Paoantui 
Headquarters.

14) special Service 
Company, 
attached to 
Paoantui Hdqrs.

15) ‘’'Stokes“ Gun
Company, 
attached to 
¿nd Regimental 
Headquarters.

16) Guards attached 
to ¿nd Regiment
al Headquarters.

150 infantrymen, 
armed vith rifles

150 infantrymen, 
i armed with 
rifles.

150 infantrymen, 
armed with 
rifles.

42 infantrymen,
armed with 34
rifles and 4
light machine
guns.

Total : 3,342 men.

Captain Liu
Heng t

Captain
Wong Ts~
zung 
(Í X Ä )

Captain
Wong Nyi-
ming.

Reg.Comdr.
2i Hsu eh-

13117 ¿i Kwang 
Fph Road

Chapei.

1541 Chung Hwa

Chapei'.

Military Club 
Jin Kee Road

Nantao.

-do-



OCT. I 6 1936

List, of the Central Military Police stationed in 
Jhanghai showing their strength and disposition

Unit No.of men Commander Billet

2nd Regiment of the Central Military Police with headquarters 
in the Woosung-Shanghai Defence Commissioner’s Headquarters, 
Lunghwa. Commander Loo Yu-sung (.¿S M- )•

Total s-

:*dtolces” Cun and 
Machine dun
v o nip ciiix e s•

¿*52 Loo Yu—sung Wo o sung-Shanghai 
Defence ConwLssion-- 
er1s He adQuante r s 9 
Lunghwa.

1st Company, 1st 
Battalion and 
Batt ¿Lion Hdqrs.

126 Woo Ling-zung 
)

-do-

3rd Company, 1st 
Battaiion.

12i6 Kwei Vee-lian^
>

s’ Wenchow. Guild
Aong^ 

QhulRoad 
Nsntao.

The Independent 
C o mp any, and 
Regiment.

Loo Yu-sung 
?

7/oo sung-Bhanghai 
Defence Commission
er’s Headquarters, 
Lunghwa.

guards attached to 
Woo sung-Bharighai 
Defence Commission
er' 1 s He adquarters.

120 Tsang Yung-
nyien

-do-

750 men
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G. 45MJ» File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Special ançh.

¿»^..October _154... 36.
Subject.......Present Political Situation»^

Made by D.S. McKeov/n Forwarded by.

Further to Special Branch Report dated October 7

concerning the present tension in Sino-Japanese relations._____ _

enquiries have elicited the following information :- 

The impasse whicharose when the Nanking Government_____

stipulated certain conditions before entering into negotiations 

regarding the Japanese demands has not yet been removed. The 

present parleys conducted between ?/£r, Suma, Japanese Consul 

General at Nanking and Mr. Kao Tsung Wu, Director of the_________

Asiatic Affairs Bureau of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs are 

regarded by Chinese politicians as of little importance. Mr.

Suma appears to be highly unpopular owing to the fact that 

he insisted upon the acceptance of all the Japanese demands»

Mr. Kawagoe, the Japanese Ambassador to China, was reported

to be taking a less rigid: view, and was willing to effect a 

compromise if the Nanking Government would agree to accept half 

of the demands submitted» </ith these two* officials in disagree

ment, Mr. Kuwujima, the Special Courier of the Japanese 

Foreign Office, arrived in China and after discussions with 

them suggested that they should endeavour to obtain the 

acceptance of 70% of the demands, without however giving a 

final decision» The Japanese Foreign Office has issued 

further instructions to its ministers in China after Mr.

Kuwujima submitted his report on the situation._____________________

_______ Meanwhile Mr. Kawagoe is reported to be dissatisfied 

with the present state of affairs, which report may have led 

to the rumours that he is considering tendering his resignation.

_____No development in the situation is expected until the 

instructions from Tokyo are carried out. The Nanking______

Government is content to wait until the final demands are



___fm- 2 * File No.............
f 45M1 < SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

........ ........  Station^
REPORT 

Date.......  I9

Subject......................................................................................................................................................... -........................

................ .......................................................y....................................................................... -...................

Made by................................................................Forwarded by............................... ..................... -.............................. .

_ submitted by the Japanese* There is a strong belief. that 

whatever demands are submitted will be rejected owing to the 

fact that all Chinafs plans for resistance appear to have 

been completed and a.lso because the Nanking Government dare

not oppose public opinion at this sta#e bv compromising with

D. C. ^Special Branch)



File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, SpecialBranchxxxxjp^qf
REPORT , A .

Date... yptobe.r .15.^.1936

Subject...IM..Jap.^es.e..Nayal„.I^d-ing„Party. in...the Wgsteril...............
...........District.......................
Made by.......P.tJ.A..Sih_Tse-liang

Manoeuvres including trench digging and sandbag filling 
are carried out daily by some 200 members of the Japanese Naval 
Landing Party on a piece of vacant ground to the west of Ying 
Hwa Li, off Robison Road, 0.0»L. adjoining M.W.K. No.l and 2,___
Mills, in the morning and afternoon» Each practice lasts 
about hours» 1

This piece of land, which is surrounded by a wall 
about 10 feet high, formerly belonged to one named Pan Nyi Tai_  |
( a land owner in the Western District, and has

I been sold to the N.W.K, Mills»___ An entrance has been constructed I
in the wall adjoining the N.W.K. No.l and 2 Mills, thus 
facilitating entrance and communication without resorting to___

_ the use of the roadway._______________________ ____ _I



SEC RÉ x I I--------------
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.............

S.l, Special Branch
REPORT

Date... Qc t.ober. .14.»... 19 3 6.
Subject....................General..situation in..Shanghai .and.neighbourhood.

Made ¿y.....S..... Sih ise~ 1 iang.........Forwarded by........ ................................................ d:F-.

Locationofthe. 1st Regiment. Kjanssu Peace Preservation Corps. 
The 1st Regiment (1,500 strong) of the Kiangsu

Peace Preservation Corps, formerly stationed at Sungkiang andM 
Tsungming Island, arrived at Taitsang during the past week,_
and the men are now distributed in villages around Kiating 
(16 miles from Shanghai), Liuho and Taitsang (25 miles from 

Shanghai). The commander of this unit is Li Siang-zien 
(-'J’i&O aR-), who has established his headquarters at Taitsang. __

__ A military telephone has been installed between Taitsang and
at Chenju

the office established/by the 1st Regiment of the local
Paoantui
Japanese sailors land at the Customs Jetty 

___________ At 2.30 p.m. October 12, 100 sailors from H.I.J.M.N
HJuitsuw landed at the Customs Jetty and proceeded in motor-

trucks to the Japanese Naval Landing Party Barracks, Kiangwan

Ro ad.___________________

Motortrucks dispatched to Nanking______________________________
__________ Twenty new motor trucks were sent from the Kjangnan 
Arsenal to Nanking via the Shanghai South Station at 8.30 p.m. 
October 12.
Chapel Fire Brigade vehicles sent back to Chapei

The three vehicles belonging to the Chapei Fire

Brigade which were taken and garaged at the residence of

Chen Ping-chien (ft^^.)» No.12 Route Magy, French Concession 
on October 10, were sent back to Chapei on October 18,

Extra police at the North Station Branch of the Bureau______

of Public Safety return to their respective stations_______
__________ The sixty pojicemen from various stations in Nantao . j———————
who were recently transferred for duty at the North nn
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Branch of the Bureau of Public Safety were sent back to 

their respective stations on October 13»

Civic Training - rifle shooting practice
I

____________Between 6 a.m. and. 7«30 a.m. Oct ober 14, some

200 persons who are undergoing a course of civic training 

attended a rifle shooting practice at Si Pao Dai, Kapchongmiao. |

JJ » X .

D.C. (Special Branch)



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Confidential.
—£Mf 2-*_ 
g. «sT-i-iir

... Cen t Xal..........Station,

DateA^..»....Qc^.»......19 36
REPORT

Subject......... Japanese ..sai.lors...l.aja.d.eii..at...th.e..Cua.tjoima..J.etty................ -........................................

At 2.p.m. 12-10-36, the undersigned and S, 1243,--------
proceeded to the Customs jetty in order to resume jetty duty.

On the roadiway extending the whole length of Pontoon No.

11. (opposite Kiukiang Road) a distance of about 100 yards,____

there was a line of piled rifles and machine guns, with a pile 
■» '■ 0f stacked kitbags at the North end of the line. I

About 100 Japanese sailors were present with severe! of____
their number armed with rifles and facing outwards, guarding | 

the weapons. I

Pedestrians were being presented from walking alnng the____

East pavement between the pontoon and the weapons.

_____ There was a space between the sentries and the .Vest foot-

path so that no obstruetion was caused to vehicular traffic. ___

_______ C. P. C. 1498, on duty at the .iett-V._ (No.4. Beat. ) informed.
the undersigned that the party had arrived at about l.p.m.______

At about 2-30.p.m. several Naval trucks arrived and the

party left by truck in a Northerly direction.____________________
,I am. Sir,
I
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Translation from French Police Report dated October 13, 1936*

9.30 a.m. October 13, 1936.

Subject : Situation in the Settlement* 
Movement of Japanese Forces* 
Movement of Chinese Forces*

Reference : OR 1332/S of October 12, 1936. 
Murder of Japanese Marine Taminato.

Information confirmed from different sources indicate that plain 

clothes soldiers are now located to the south of Shanghai in the 

vicinity of Lunghua. It appears that they arrived by train during last 

week from Nanking in small groups, changing their garments at the 

' Hsinlunghua railway station. About three hundred soldiers are billeted

in the lunghua village.

The North Railway Station Police was yesterday reinforced by

60 policemen from different stations of the P.S.B. The P.S.B. having 

been informed that certain Chinese were purchasing for the Japanese 

important quantities of jute sacks and bags, arrested yesterday evening 

two Chinese who had come with a truck to take delivery of 30,000 sacks 

from the Wen Shen Store, 7 Wei Kuan Huang Ka, Nantao. The truck and 

the sacks were seized and the owner of the store was placed under 

arrest*

Yesterday we reported on the arrival of three Japanese cruisers 

belonging to the 8th. Division of the 1st. Squadron. At 2.45 p.m. about 

200 marines were disembarked from the NBgara, whilst at 3.15 p.m* 

150 men landed from the Jintsu. The 350 men were taken to the barracks 

on North Szechuan Road.

Signed : Sarly.

I
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Made by.....................and............................. Forwarded ¿y... ..Sup.t.*...Tan...ShaO...Idang.............................

I motored along the new highway leading to 

Soochow, Wusieh, etc. on Sunday last to make general observation» 

 On the way to Nanziang I came across a barrier 

where officers wearing Sun Yat-sen uniform and speaking the j 

Shanghai dialect stopped ny oar and put me through an 

interrogation before I was allowed to proceed. All buses 

proceeding towards Shanghai were crowded with passengers 

with their baggage piled high on the top of the vehicles.

The exodus is apparently due to the presence of newly arrived 

troops scattered around the villages.

It is said that some of the troops are in plain 

clothes and are prohibited from going near the highway or 

the main streets where shops are located so as to avoid 

attracting public attention.



45M-I- MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No........... .

S. 1, Special..joranch/yjZ//
REPORT

Date... ..Qc.t.Q per. .1.2,.. I p3t>.

Subject general..bituatipninsh.anghaiandneignpourhood.

Made by..... P.aI.a....Sih. Tse-1 iang........Forwarded by......... 4.0”^

no untoward, incidents affecting Sino-Japanese

relations locally have come to notice to-day, uctooer 12

transferred, to north station branch of
Bureau of ryoiic safety

Sixty policemen have peen transferre d from various

stations in hantao to the north Station Branch of the bureau 
of public safety for duty within the area under the 

jurisdiction of this oranch bureau

___ motor trucks transported to ranking and Kiukiang

twenty new motor trucks were transported to

Banking at o.oO p.m. octoper lu from the Shanghai south Kailway

Station

Some ¿0 motor trucks nave been shipped from the

Kaochongmiao jetty to Kiukiang during the past three days

i.__by lighters._______________________________
ihe Kiangnan Arsenal have 50 motor-truck chassis

are
for wnicn they/awaiting instructions as to disposal.

D Soldiers in plain clothes arrive at wnghwa

Some oOd soldiers, unit unknown, have secretly 
arrived at wnghwa in small groups from hanking via the

Soochow-Kashing nailway during the past week, they donned 

civilian clothes at the nsin wnghwa station betöre 

proceeding to their destination

i;hey are at present staying in separate dwelling 

houses in the wnghwa Village

D« C. (Special Branch)
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Situation at Lupghwa AerodromeSubject (in full)

Slade by

SHANG

Form No. 3
G. 22000-1-28

REPORT

D. C. (Special Branch)

__Discreet enquiries at the Lunghwa Aerodrome show 
that there is no truth in the report that 2,000 troops 

had arrived there and were engaged in searching pedestrians 
in the vicinity this morning, October 12, 1936.

At the Aerodrome, drill exercises for civilians as 

■m

a part of the programme of civic training are being held 
every morning and the number of participants in these 

exercises varies from 500 to 1,000.

The Lunghwa Aerodrome is at present guarded by 20_
members of the military police of the 1st Company» 2nd__

Battalioh, 2nd Regiment, now billeted in the Lunghwa Temple



Translation of French Report dated October 12. 1936

aitffLUon in the, .International Se.t^enynt 
^oyemgnta of .JflBAnege and Chineae Forces

Tpe situation remains much the same as it was on Saturday.

A new Chinese bureau has been rented in the French Concess
ion. It is to be a xt±xt±axxa££±na statistics office and will 
be established at Has. 6 & 12, Lane 1292 RueLaf ayette.

Only a few new removals have been reported from Chapei, 
which is now three parte evacuated.

It seems that the Chinese mean to organise their defences 
to ths North of the town. During the past two days emplacements 
for automatic weapons have ¿been net up along the whole length 
of the TAN TSE WEI creek Lf J ) bordering Chapei from the 
South-West to the North-East.

One thousand plain clothes soldiers are reported to have 
arrived at Quinsan on October 9 and to be lodging with the 
townspeople*

la
The Social Bureau mxk engaged in recruiting 100 mechanics 

for the requirements of the aviation centre at Banchang*

At 11 p.m. on the 9th instant the following quantities of 
aircraft bombs were transported from the arsenal at Nantao to 
Banking t

1600 of 18 kg.| 100 of 50 kg.| 30 of 250 kg.

On October 10 three vehicles belonging to the Chapei Fire 
Brigade were brought into the French Concession. They are 
garaged at No. 12 Route Magy, the residence of Mr CHEN PING CHIEN, 
Chief of the Brigade. These vehicles belong to Mr Chen, who 
collects subscriptions from merchants towards the upkeep of 
the Fire Brigade.

During the morning of October 11 the Japanese naval strengtl 
was augmented by three cruisers » ths NAGARA, SENDAI and JINTSU. 
These three vessels belong to the Sth Division of the 1st 
Squadron (Yokosuka)* The Bagara gauges 8100 tons, with a speed 
of 33 knots* She is armed with 7 140 ^/m guns, two anti-aircraft 
guns of 76 m/m, 2 machine guns and 8 torpedo tubes of 533 m/m. 
and carries a crew of 438 men* the two other vessels, which are 
a variation of the Bagara, possess the same armament. Each 
ship carries a soa>piano which takes off by the catapult system.

The following vessels were in port this morning t

cruisers idzumo (Vice-Admiral 0lKAfA)| SENDAI (rear-admiral 
JIBTSU and BAGARAg torpedo-boats FUMI2UKI, NAGATUKI and 
SAZUKI of the 22nd Squadron ^nd 8HI0KAZE and SHIMAKAZE 
of the 3rd Squadron, representing a total of four cruisers 
five torpedo-boats*

I



The 2nd Regiment of the Paoantui has established 

its headquarters at Tah-zang for the purpose of 

supervising the forces stationed in Chapei, Kiangwan 

and Woosung. Military telephones have been laid 

connecting these places. 150 members of the 3rd 

Battalion, 2nd Regiment are billeted in a building 
near the Anti-Kidnapping Society Home, behind the 

-wan 
Kiang/RaiIway Station.
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Nantao Merchant Volunteers confined to barracks during the night 
The Nantao Merchant Volunteer Corps issued in the 

evening of October 10, 1936, a secret instruction to all 
members and volunteers ordering them to report for duty every 
evening at their respective offices and confine themselves to 
barracks during the night«
 It is reported that the Chinese Authorities have decided 

upon the following plan in case of any attempt made by the 
Japanese to take action against Chinese controlled territory
1) That all lights on streets be extinguished at once*
2) That members of Paoantui be responsible for the defence of 

the first line} the Chinese Police, the 2nd line, with 
members of Merchant Volunteer Corps in reserve«

Soldiers in plain clothes arrive at Quinsan______________ 
It is reported that during the night of October 9/10 

one thousand soldiers in plain clothes arrived at Quinsan from 
Soochow* On the morning of October 10, the Chinese Police 
at Quinsan secretly instructed all house owners to make room 
on their premises for the accommodation of soldiers»
Two Chinese arrested for loitering at the Civic Centre on Oct»10 

At 10«45 a«m« October 10, two Chinese were taken into 
custody by the Chinese Police at the Civic Centre for loitering 
while the Shanghai City Government celebrations of the Double 
Tenth Festival were in progress* These two persons who were 
released at 5*30 p.m. the same day on security gave the_______ _
following names <*♦___________________________________________

________Li Kuo-zu ), who claimed to be an ex-rateman ... 
of the ffiayside Poli no Stat, inn«______________

Chang, Feng-ting )»________________________
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Barbed wire barricades for North Station Branch, P«S»B« 

_____________ Twelve barbed vzire barricades were brought by motor 

trucks Nos«3 and 4 at 6 p.m« October 10 from Nantao to the 

North Station Branch Bureau of Public Safety, Paoshan Road, 

and are now deposited on a piece of vacant ground behind the | 

Bureau«__ ________________

liachinery of S«N.R« Woosung Works removed to Changchow

______________A quantity of machinery installed in the Woosuhg______
Works of the S.N.R. Line, at Wentsopang, off Woosung-Shanghai | 

I 
Line^ has been removed to Changchow where it is said a site 

for a new workshed has been secured»________________________________ !
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1330/S 9*30 a*n* October 9,1936.

¿subjects ¿situation in the settlement. 
Movement of Japanese troops. 
Movement of Chinese troops*

Beferenos< Murder of Japanese Marine TAJ4IHAT0*

The situation remains the saae as it was yesterday, 

la a communication addressed to the Japanese Auth

orities, ths Mayor of Greater Shanghai has requested the 

withdrawal from Chapel of all Japanese posts and patrols* 

a now consignment of silver (2,035 cases - §10,165,000) 

for Hongkong left on October 7 on the s*s*"impress of 

Canada*M

It Is reported that on the Shanghai banking Line, two 

armoured trains - Mos* 5 and 7 - are to bo seen, one at 

banking and one at Wusih*

Yesterday the local Tangpu rented promises at Ho* 

8 Acute Vallon* A part of ths archives of the local 

Kuomintang have been sent to this address. The "land 

office" of the Chinese Municipality has rented premises 

at 370 ¿Route de Cieyes and has had its archives shifted 

there*

During the 8th-9 th Inst* the number of removals from 

Chapel was very important* Proceeding in a southerly 

direction ofer the bridges of the Seoehsw Creek, 460 

trunks, 964 automobiles, 0350 rlcshas, MS wheelbarrows 

and 813 varolua vehicles loades with furniture and trunks 

wore seen*

In order to put a step to rumours which are prevalent, 
the Garrison commander's offiso has had inserted in all 
this morning's newspapers, instructions to the of foot 
that anyone who spreads stories of an alamiat nature 

win be arrested and tried aoeevding to military las«
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4 p.m. October 9, 1936»

1331/8 Subject i transfer to the Branch Concession of archives 
of certain Chinese administrations.

Reference» Report 1330/8 of October 9, 1936. 
Assassination of Japanese marine TaMXHaTO.

as a result of the prosent tense situation between 

China and Japan, the Shanghai City Government has taken the 

opportunity of transferring to the Branch Concession certain 

archives.

In this connection, the following premises have been 

rented» i •
201 Route de Boisseson for the archives of the Municipality 
of Greater Shanghai. The transfer had not been made up till 
October 9, 1936.

•M Avenue Pooh for the archives of the Bureau of Public 
Safety. Transfer not made by October 9.

370 Route de Sieyes for the archives of the "land office* 
of the Municipality of Greater Shanghai. Transfer finished.

8 Route Vail on for the archives of the local Kuomintang. 
Transfer not completed by October 9.
44 Joffre Terrace for the archives of the Public Works Mept. 
Transfer finished.

On the other hand, the three state banks have had 

their non-negotiable bills and their stocks of unnumbered 
banknotes transferred to the strong rooms of the X.S.6., Ave. 
Kdward VII and to the Manque rransoMMUnoiso, rronsh Bund.

further, the Minister of Communications is endeavouring 

to locate premises in the Breach Concession for the purpose 
of housing a short-wava radio station»

_ j tUnedt ' - I '

' Si J d

I . • • • . ■ x . • ...■ /■ ■



Shanghai, October 9, 1936«

List of governmental establishments which have rented 

premises in the french Concession for the purpose of 

storing archives«

Local Government* 201 Route Boissezon*

Bureau of Public Safety* 641 Avenue Foc&.

Local office of t^e 8 Route Gallon«

Land office Of the Local Govemmeptt 370 Route de Sieyes«

Bureau of Public Works of the Local Govertenent?

•» 44 Joffre Terrace, Avenue Joffre«

Q.

7



TranBlaçiaa of French Police Baport dated October 8, 1936

Situation inthe International Settlement 
Movement of Japanese troops 
Movement of Chinese troops

The panic caused by the anxiety reigning among the 
population of Chapei was reflected yesterday in the great number 
of removals •

The placing of a net-work of barbed wire in the neighbour
hood of the Sorth Kailway Station during the evening still 
added to the panic. Note : The Chinese authorities say that this 
network of barbed wire has been set up in order to facilitate 
the protection of Japanese notabilities who have to take the 
train at the North Station.

8
During the afternoon and evening, 73 ¿rungs, 233 automobiles, 

2677 tieshas, 14 small carts, 196 hand-trucks and 44 different 
vehicles laden with trunks and articles of furniture were 
observed crossing the various bridges of Soo chow Creek.

Dismantling oft the machines in the workshops at Voosung 
of the Shanghai-Nanking lino is almost completed. An important 
quantity of material has already been transferred to Changchow - 
163 kilometres from Shanghai.

At Chapei, the Pao Zeu Shan Tsang Senevolent Society, which 
has a stock of coffins at No.210 Pao Zeu Road, has evacuated the 
premises. How 200 soldiers of the 2nd Regiment charged with 
the mainta&nanoo of peace are billeted there. This has induced 
factories in Chapei to transport into the Concessions their 
raw materials and manufactured goods which they do not strictly 
need.

By order of the local government, the omnibus companies 
are keeping a stand-by service during the night, so as to 
permit rapid evacuation of the material. Driver not on duty must 
not leave the depots.

On the Japanese side there is nothing important to report.

Since yesterday Japanese sailors have been installing a 
telephone wire in Gordon Boad (Japan China S and V Co Mills) 
towards Robison Road.

furthermore they have completed the following lines »

1/ Prom the barracks to Post No.641 H. Szeohuen Boad,

2/ do to Post No.400 Miller Road,

3/ do to Post Ho.221 Bu Tang Rd (near Dixwell Road),

4/ do to C^imei Boad Post (near Dixwell Road),

5/ do to Ro k us an Garden hutments,

6/ do to O.8.K. Wharf.

The first five lines are on outside roads, ths last in the 
International Settlement.

At 3.43 p.m. yesterday five lorries transporting approx. 
200 marines were soon entering the Japanese barracks at H.Sseohuen 
Road. It is not known whether this was a relief or a detachment 
disembarked from vessels in ths roadstead.
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Since the unfavourable development in the Sino-  

Japanese negotiations on September 23 the Chinese Authorities 

have commenced to make urgent preparations for a posaible 

outbreak of a war between Japan and China« Troops stationed 

along the Nanking-Shanghai Railway Line have been increased__ _

during the past fortnight from 30.000 (including 10,000_______

soldiers undergoing a refresher course in the Military_ H

Academy at Hanking) to about 70,000« In addition to these,__

___ troops numbering about 30,000 are stationed in neighbouring

cities ready to be transferred at any moment either by train__

or bus. Statistics showing the disposition of troops, 

their units and strength are attached as an appendix.

The nearest city to Shanghai along the Hanking-

Shanghai Railway Line where troops are stationed is Wei Ting 

), approximately 42 miles from the Shanghai Horth 

Station, where the headquarters of the 108th Brigade, 36th 

Division, only recently transferred from Fokien via Hangchow, 

are at present located.__________________ _________________

The Nanking-Shanghai Railway Line from Wei-ting to

Ghangchow is guarded by the36th Division (10,000) and the 

6th Regiment of the Military Police (1,500) with headquarters 

at Soo chow.__________________ _________________

___ Beyond Ghangchow, the line is guarded by members 

of the 4 regiments of the Kjangsu Peace Preservation Corps 

(6,000) with headquarters at Chinkiang.________________ __________

From Chinkiang westward to Nanking, and in Nanking 

itself, there are about 30,000 troops including 10.000 of_____

the Sflth Division.

______________ The Northern sector of the SOO chow-hashing. Railway-----
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is defended, by the 49th Division (10,000) with headquarters

- at Wukiang (~^~ )♦___________________________________________________

______ S_______ Changshu and its vicinity are guarded by the 87th 

___Division (10.000) with headquarters at Changshu.

Besides these units, the 11th Division and the________

14th Division stationed at Ishing are in readiness for 

transfer to the railway zone, and this transfer can be______

__ easily effected by means of the bus route on the Wusieh-________  

___ Ishing Highway.__________________________________________________________  

_______________ In view of the seriousness of the present situation, 

the Ministry of War has issued instructions to all armies, 

emphasizing the importance of keeping secret the movements_

__ and whereabouts of troops. Consequently the transfer of 

troops in almost all cases has taken place during the night 

and upon arrival at a destination, the troops select their 

barracks in secluded places, avoiding streets or business 

centres.

_ The National Government has been speeding up 

emergency preparations. The majority of the hills surrounding 

Nanking such as Tsz Ching San ***), Yui Hwa Tai (*^7 ,

Chi Ming Dz (W?and Tong San () have all been_____

turned into fortified zones, admission to these places being 

strictly prohibited to unauthorized persons.__________ _________ ___

__ Bases for anti-aircraft guns have been constructed 

oh the city wall of the capital, although no guns have__________

actually been placed there yet. It is learned that the 

Ministry of War and the General Staff have secretly ordered____

dugouts to be constructed to be used when necessary, and_a---------
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tunnel to establish communication between the dugouts and 

the fort at Tsz Ching San«
On October 1, 1936, the Ministry of War issued a 

mobilization order to the Air Force staff«_ Itis reported

that an anti-air raid practice will be held at Hanking on____

___ October 11, 12 and 13 following upon the frequent appearance 
recently of aeroplanes of unknown nationality over Haichow,

___a port in Northern Kiangsu.

_It is also stated that the villagers of Foshan 
(?& *k) and Hupukow P), two towns on the bank of the

_  Yangtsze, to the north of Changshu J&.), have been warned 

by the Chinese Authorities to evacuate._

It has been ascertained that commencing from 
 October 5, 1936, a regiment of the 36th Division, fully _ 

I equipped for engaging in fight over a period of three days
I has arrived every night by train at Chenju from Wei-ting

i I ) and been withdrawn at dawn. The train transporting
II thes e men to Chengju and returning them to their base is 

preceded by armoured train No.5.



APPENDIX

Statistics of Chinese troops along ths Nanking- 
Shanghai Railway Line* showing their units* 
disposition and. strength

GEINKIANG

Unit No.of men Name of Commander Stations

NANKING

2nd Regiment of 
the independent 
Communication 
Corps* National 
Army.

1*500 Moo Beu Ka 
Nanking.

1st Regiment of 
the Independent 
Labour Corps* 
National Army.

1,500 No.34 "Piao" ),
Barracks* San Bar 
Lur U M ) *
Nanking. '

7th Regiment of 
the Central 
Military Police.

1,500 Koh Tseng-long 
($ £ )

Sung Ka Hong , 
Dah Ying Pih ) ( 
Nanking.

9th Regiment of 
the Central 
Military Police.

1*500 -do- Wu Kwei Jao (3-"| Iff ) 
outside the Chung 
Bra Gate («k-M Q ), 
Nanking.

The Training 
Battalion and 
Supplementary 
Regiment of the 
Central Military 
Police.

3,000 -do- Yien Tsang Jao 
)» Nanking.

8bth Division of 
the National Army.

10,000 Sung Liang-yuan Tong San ) and
Chung San Road 
Cf 7^ ) * Nanking.

The Independent 
Artillery Regiment, 
National Army.

1,500 Tong San (jfj J* ), 
Nanking.

Students of the 
Central Military 
Academy.

10,000 San Bar Lur (¿.fä tl)
Nanking. 1 '

4 regiments of 4*000
the Kiangsu Peace 
Preservation Corps.

Chinklang (411. 4 5-2~ ) 
and vicinity.Hong ’rl’T



I,

- 2 -

Unit No • of men Name of
Commander Stations

Between CHANGCHOW & WUSlflH

107th Brigade of 
the 36th Division, 
National Army.

3,000 Soong Shi-Hen
>

Headquarters in
Wusieh ).

SOOCHOW

106th Brigade of 
the 36th Division, 
National Army, 
and 36th Divisional 
Headquarters.

4,000 Soochow.

6th Regiment of 
the Central 
Military Police.

1,500 Ling Kwang-ya Soochow.

WEI TING )

108th Brigade of 
the 36th Division, 
National Army.

3,000 Wei Ting (*il 'j7).

Between VÜKIANG 5-1 ) 
DONG LI (KJ «T ) and 
PINGWAUNG (-Y Y )

49th Division, 
National Army.

10,000 Wu Chen-Jen Headquarters at 
Wukiang JX ).

Between CHANGSHU 3K > 
5?^ * > Bnd hdhjkow17 ) ______

87th Division, 
National Army.

10,000 Wong Ching-kiu Headquarters 
Changshu

at
3k ).
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File No_ _____
POLICE.

S. 1, Special...J.r.anch....xxxjScöl«n,

Date October 8, 19 36.
Subject (in full) Activities ofthe Peace Preservation Corps (Paoantui)___________

Made by  Sih Tse-liang.......... ...Forwarded by..........................................................-------------- ..........

Members of the Paoantui fully armed with rifles and 
hand grenades have been posted at all traffic intersections_______

along Liu Ying Road ( and Soong Kung Yuen Road_______
( Only Chinese policemen are on duty to the______
east of Soong Kung Yuen Road.____________

r-



SECREi
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.............

REPORT
S. 1, Special. ..Breach

Date.. October... 8>../9 36.
Subject............of..various...)?oreaux..of...the. Shanghai, gity .Government.......................................

Made by.......D.kX.» Sih...T.se.T. Liang  Forwarded by.

------___The Bureau of Public Safetyrented-on October 7______  

house No.641 Avenue Pooh as a temporary office to store-------------

important documents and, files. This place will be used as___

__ temporary office in case of emergency.___

The Bureau of Land has rented a house at No.370. |

Route Herve de Sieves for the same purpose.9 

_______________It is learned that the Bureau of Health of the—

Shanghai City Government on October 7 instructed its staff 

to make hurried preparations for the organization of a_________ I

field First Aid Corps, and in consequence some twenty members | 

of the Bureau proceeded by motor truck to Ta-.zang, where a 

temporary medical headquarters will be established.
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Translation of French Police Intelligence Report 
flated October 7* 1»36. 6.30 p.m.

I *

Report So. 1337/8

Subject»- Situation in the International Concession. 
Movements of Japanese troops 
Movements of Chinese troops.

Reference»- Murder of Japanese marine Taminato.

On account of rumours which were circulating in Chapel 

to-day regarding the possibility of rupture of the negotiations 

opened in Nanking this afternoon between Chinese and Japanese 

representatives, the exodus of inhabitants of Chapel and vicinity 

has been resumed this afternoon. The Chinese Police attempted 

to interfere fcC, but were unable to re-establish the confidence.

Moreover, certain new facts indicate that the situation which 

appeared to be calming down, becomes again serious.

In a secret order Issued this morning General Tsai Ching 

Chun, Chief of the Chinese Police, is reported to have ordered 

all ranks under his command to keep in touch with their 

respective places of service and to be ready to march at ths 

first order. The Police have been standing by at their 

respective stations since September 23.

On the other hand the Bureau of Public Safety rented House 

Ho. 641 Avenue Foch (near the Mercier-Foch intersection) today 

either for the purpose of establishing an information centre 

there or for transferring to this place a part of archives.

Ths Municipal Police are in possession of information 

according to which ths Chinese military and civil authorities 

have received instructions to be followed in the event of 

rupture of the Sino-Japanese negotiations. According to 

these instructions, the local Chinese authorities should, in 

ths event of such rupture being followed by acts of hostility 

in the sone under the Chinese administration, offer resistance 

for several hours in order that reinforcements might be sent 

down from the nearest bases situated on the Shanghai-Nanking 

and Shanghai-Hangchow railways* Be it as it may, grenades 

wore issued to the reserve units (four companies) of the 

Chinese Police as well as to various units of the Peace 

Preservation Corps*



Coolies are reported to be employed by the police and 

the peace Preservation Corps for preparing sand-bags and 

transferable barbed wire barricades.

Among other things, we are informed that the unite of 

Peace Preservation Corps have been secretly concentrated in 

various points presenting strategic advantages in the city 

and Chapei, as well as in the vicinity including Tahchang.

The Headquarters of the 2nd Regiment of the Peace 

Preservation Corps have been transferred from Chapei to Nantao 

where they now occupy the premises of the military club where 

the Headquarters of the 1st Begin» nt were already located.

The men of the units transferred are reported to have 

received orders to make themselves as little conspicuous as 

possible and to take all precautions against spies. That is 

why the parts of Chapei occupied by members of the two regiments 

of the Peace Preservation Corps are closed to pedestrian 

traffic and to foreigners.

As to the Japanese, it is reported that 40 marines with 

200 cases of aims and ammunition and 6 lorries have been 

installed at 62 Robison Road, in the western District, where 

Mills NO.l and 2 of the Hagai Wata Kaisha are situated.

The torpedo boat MINAZAKI of the 22nd squadron heft this 

afternoon for an unknown destination«

Finally, we are informed that an agreement has been 

reached during this afternoon between the Japanese and General 

SUNG CHS YUAN, Chairman of the Hopei and Charhar Political 

Council, on the subject of the ■'Economic Protectorate" demanded 

by the Japanese over North China«
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Present Political Situation

FM. 2 a 
45M-1-ÄT

SECRET

smuggling in which Japanese

File No.!

With regard to the present tension in Sino - Japanese

sources revea,1 the following

-^t the beginning of September 1936« the Japanese_

submitted a number of demands to the Chinese Foreign Minister 

at Hanking which included one to the effect that Japanese 

marines should be stationed at various places in the Yangtsze

To this demand a reply was given that discussions

this poiftt could only be held when the Shanghai agreement__

Another demand that there should be a preferential

tariff for Japanese goods coming into China was met with the 

reply that this demand would not be discussed until the

are engaged ceased entirely

The article which appeared in the Evening Post on September 30 

(attached) has some element of truth« However the Chinese

Government ;did not submit a series of demands to the Japanese

Ambassador, but only conditions to each demand made

Subsequently it is reported, the Japanese Authorities formulated 

a set of nine demands and stipulated that the Chinese Authorities

should consider and give a separate reply to each demand To

this the Chinese Authorities replied that that they would consider 

the demands in toto and accept or reject them in their entiret

ne Japanese however refused to agree to this p? ocedure» F:

this it would appear that the Japanese are of the opinion that 

if the demands were considered separately, the more_important 

ones would be accepted, and the others rejected,vhile they: 

are convinced that if the demands are considered in tato, a.
Menue an iMjPa«8e han arisen.



fm. File No.............
6-45M^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................Station,
REPORT 

Date.......ip

Subject.................................................................................................7............................................................................................

Made by...............................................  Forwarded by................... ............ .............................. .......................

The arrival of Mr* Kuwujima, special courier of the Japanese 

foreign Office, has done little to relieve a tense situation#

[- According to well informed Chinese circles_, Mr. Kuwujima_______

-does not intend to. alter the_ tone of the-Japane-.se —demandsand.

----- has declared ..that . the ¿policy of Japan in dealing with China___  

will remain unchanged during the forthcoming negotiations#_

Mr, Kuwujima is due to negotiate with either General Chiang___

Kai-shek nr General Chang Chun, the foreign. Minister,_______

to-morrow, October ^#Chinese political circles are_______

taking a pessimistic view of the forthcoming negotiations#_____

The removal of City Government offices, money from the larger 

looal Chinese banks, and the mobilization of the Peace

Preservation Corps lead to the opinion that the result of the 

forthcoming negotiations will not be considered satisfactory 

by the Japanese, and that repercussions will be felt in_

Shanghai ♦Again, it is reliably reported that the hitherto 

discontented Southern Clique only agreed to follow Nanking 

provided that direct, action was taken against the Japanese,__

and on this condition consented to place the whole of their _ 

armies and resources at the disposal of the Nanking Authorities•

It is generally feared that the negotiations at

Nanking between Mr» Kuwujima and General Chang Chun will be - 

deadlocksd_inmediately, <nd that the already tense situation 

will develop unfavourabl.y during the next few days#___________ _

____________  

______________________________________________________II. LSI.______ . _-

Officer i/c Special Branch.



The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Wednesday, September 30, 1936

Chinese f ounter With Demands
On Japan, Astounding Kawagoe;
Withdrawal Of Troops Required
Chiang Formulates New 
Objective; Naval Landing
Party Exit On Program

Demands Include Fengtai Troop Withdrawal; 
Suppression Of Activities Carried On By Ilonins, 

End Of Smuggling, Free Hand In Hopei

Local Paoantui Promised Support
Taking a leaf out of thé Japanese book, China has coun

tered Japanese demands by presenting, a set of her own» 
according to information from Nanking to The Shanghai' 
Evening Posft today.

The Chinese demands upon Japan are said to have been 
formulated and presented v fallowing Ambassador Kawagoe's J 
submission of Japanese demands to Foreign Minister Chang ;
Chun. . - ■

TALKED WITH LI ’ ..
General Chiang KaHhek is said to have discussed the- 

Japanese requirements personally with

I
 in the south, and both lead- / 
ers collaborated in framing} 
the counter-demands which were?

I telegraphed north and: subse-, 
Iquently presented by Generali
I Chang Qhun. This procedure
was in accordance with terms of* 

I the peace. agreement with the» 
Southwest leaders, according tor 
information here.
. In their major aspects the. 
Chinese demands are said to be 
as follows:

- Withdraw Landing Parties
Agreement to keep all Japanese 

landing-parties from Chinese 
soil* .

Suppression of activities of 
“robin” to general, and smuggling

Withdrawal of Japanese troops 
from Fengtai. near Peiping.

Achievement of a Slno. Japanese 
understanding so that China can 
have a free hand in dealing with: 
the “East Hopei autonomous” ■ 
reg ime. ’ '

Envoys Astonished
I When General .Chang present

ed these demands to Mr. Kawagoe, 
it is reported, the Japanese envoy

I arose and stood withan£ppear. 
ance of consternation. The for
eign minister immediately said 
that he quite understood no reply 
could be made forthwith, but that 
the Chinese side dewed that its 
wishes be made known at once 
to the Japanese government and 
a full reply be obtained in due« 
course.

; It is said that this step in the 
conferences accounted for the re. 
ports that Mr. Kawagoe desired 
to terminate his conversations with 
the foreign minister and instead 
to open discussion with General 
Chiang.

Attitude Stiffens
General Chiang may consent to 

receive a call from Mr. Kawagoe. 
it was ^reported today, but it was,* 
generally believed that he would 
decline to discuss Sine-Japanese 
negotiations* In the event that 
Mr. Kawagoe sought to bring the 
subject up, it was -undefstood;
General Chiang would refer him- 
back tp the foreign Minister.

In connection with the Shaag. 
hai situation it was reported from; 
Nanking that instruction had beenj 
given the local “pao an tui” (pro-* 1.

I Relations Studied
I The Executive Yuan session 
yesterday lasted for about three 
hours during which Sino-Japanese 
relations were closely studied. 
According to Japanese reports, 
high government officials were 
divided on their policies towards 
the Japanese demands. While 
General Chang Chun and a group 
of others are said to hape advo. 
cated a more conciliatory policy, 
a group of high officials suggest
ed a stronger policy towards 
Japan, Japanese reports claim, 
ed.

Immediately following the con
ference. Mr. Sun Fo, president of 
the Legislative Yuan, who did not 
participate in the Executive Yuan 
session, gave a tiffin party at his 
Nanking residence. Those attend, 
ed included Generals Feng Yu- 
hsiang, Li Lieh.chung. Ho Ying- 
ching, Chu Pei-te. Dr. H. H. Kung., 
Mr. Yih Chu-chang and Mt Liang 
Ho.chac. General Chang Chun 
was absent. It said that they 
discussed Sino- Japanese relations.

Nanking reports also stated that 
the Waichiaopu has received a 
full text of Mr. Haehiro Arita’s 
statement recently given foreign 
correspondents at the Gaimushp, 
The Waichiaopu/is closely study
ing the statement and may issue 
a statement in reply to Mr* 
Arita’s outbursts when necessaxy.

Chang Leaving 
(Reuter’s Agency)

NANKING, Sept. 29.—General 
Chang Chun, Minister for For
eign Affairs, is leaving ¿or Killing 
by air tomorrow to call off Gen
eral Chiang ^Kai-shek, president; 
of the Executive Yuan, who has 
arrived there from Nanchang.

While official confirmation . is 
lacking, the belief is gaining 
ground that direct negotiations 
between the Generalissimo and 
Mr. S. Kawagoe, the Japanese 
Ambassador to China, are impro
bable, the Chinese authorities 
maintaining that General Chang 
Chun to fully capable of repre
senting the Chinese Government.
“Even though an interview may 

be arranged between the Japan-» 
ese Ambassador and General 
Chiang Kai-shek, actual negotia
tions, it is stated, must be con
ducted through General Chang 
C’nun.

"Critical Stage’* 
(Reuter’s Agency)

NANKING, Sept. 29.—Most of 
the Chinese newspapers here cornS 
ment at length on the statement 
made yesterday by Mr. Arita, toe 
Japanese Foreign Minister, con. 
cerning Japan’s attitude towards 
China in conseqenee of the recent i 
“incidents.” J

Generally speaking, they reach- ! 
ed two conclusions, first, that 
Sino.japanese relations have 
reached a critical stage; secondly, 
that critical though the situation 
may be, Japan is still hopeful oi 
settling, matters through diploma
tic channels.

( VV****Wt*VW 

tection and peace c^rps) promptly 
to resist any Japanese efforts to 
send armed forces into Chinese 
territory, with a promise that 
reinforcements would be available 
within a few hours if any clash 
occurred.

Chiang In Kuling
General Chiang Kai-shek is now 

to Kuling and is expected to re
turn to Nanking within one week, 
according to Mr. Chen Pu-1eL 
personal secretary of the gen. 
eralissimo.

Officials circles in Nanking ere 
viewing the Sino-Japanese tension 

; with great concern and numerous 
conferences have been held to 
discuss China’s policy in facing 
the Japanese demands, which 
among other things, include the 
autonomy of the five North China 
provinces, right to station troops 
at Yangtze ports and on Hainan 
Wland, to inspect textbooks and 
schools, and Economic ccopera-



some of the comments are un. 
expectedly outspoken.

The Hsin Min Pao, for instance, 
says that China has reached the 
limit of endurance, and, if fresh 
demands are made on het, will 
not be afraid to defend her rights.

Several of the newspapers draw 
encouragement from the country s 

i new-found unity, with the South, 
west now in line with Nanking, 
which, they declare, has material- 
ly strengthened the position oi 
the National Government.

Shimizu Calls
(Kuo Min News Agency)

I NANKING, Sept. 29.—Mr. Shi- 
mizu, Secretary of the Japanese • 
Embassy, called on Mr.
Tsung-wu, Director of the Asiatic 
Affairs Department of thé Minis
try of Foreign Affairs, yesterday 
morning at 10 o’clock.

In the afternoon Mr. Kao made 
a call on Mr. Kawagoe, the 
Japanese Ambassdor, at the Nan
king Office of the Ex bassy. The 
interview lasted half an hour. ’



Translation of French Police Intelligence Report
Attftd 0<?Aatogg Ti l>at. «.so p.m.

Report He« U87/S

Subjects« Situation In the International Concession« 
Movements of Japanese troop* 
Movements of Chinese troop*«

Referencei- Murder of Japanese marine Taminato«

On account of rumours which were circulating in Chapel 

to-day regarding the possibility of rupture of the negotiation* 

opened in Hanking this afternoon between Chinese and Japanese 

representatives* the exodus of inhabitants of Chapoi and vicinity 

has been reeused this afternoon« The Chinese Police attempted 

to interfere it* but were unable te re-establish the confidence« 

Moreover* certain now facts indicate that the situation which 

appeared to be calming down* become* again serious«

In a secret order issued this morning General Tsai Ching 

Chun* Chief of the Chinese Police* is report d to have ordered 

all ranks under his command to keep in touch with their 

respective places of service and to be ready to march at th* 

first order. The Police ham been standing by at their 

respective station* since September 23«

On th* ether hand the Bureau of Public Safety rented House 

Ho« $41 Avenue Hoch (near the Mercier-roch intersection) today 

either for the purpose of establishing an information centre 

there or for transferring to thia place a part of archives«

The Municipal Police are in possession of information 

according to which ths Chinese military and civil authorities 

ham received instruction* to bo followed in the event of 

rupture of the Slno-Japaneoe negotiation*« According to 

those instruction*, the local Chinese authorities should, in 

th* event of such rupture being followed by acts *f hostility 

in th* sone under th* Chinese administration* offer resistance 

for several hours in order that reinforcements might be sent 

down from the nearest bases situated on ths Shanghai-Ranking 

and Shanghai-Hangchow railway*« Be it a* it any* grenades 

were issued to the reserve unit* (four companies) at ths 

Chinese Police as well as to various unit* of the Peace 

Preservation Corps«
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Coolies are reported to be employed by the Police and 

the peace Preservation Corps for preparing sand-bags and 

transferable barbed wire barricades*

Among other things, we are informed that the units of 

Peace Preservation Corps have been secretly concentrated in 

various points presenting strategic advantages in the city 

and Chapei, as well as in the vicinity including Tahchang.

The Headquarters of the 2nd Regiment of the Peace 

Preservation Corps have been transferred from Chapei to Nantao 

where they now occupy the premises of the military club where 

the Headquarters of the 1st Regiment were already located*

The men of the units transferred are reported to have 

received orders to make themselves as little conspicuous as 

possible and to take all precautions against spies* That is 

why the parts of Chapei occupied by members of tie two regiments 

of the Peace Preservation Corps are closed to pedestrian 

traffic and to foreigners*

As to the Japanese, it is reported that 40 marines with 

SOO cases of arms ¿.nd ammunition and 6 lorries have been 

installed at 62 Robison Road, in the Western District, where 

Mills No.l and 2 of the Nagai Wata Kaisha are situated*

The torpedo boat MINAZAKI of the 22nd squadron left this 

afternoon for an unknown destination*

Finally, we are informed that an agreement baa been 

reached during this afternoon between the Japanese and General 

SUNS CHE YUAN, Chairman of the Hopei and Charhar Political 

Council, on the subject of the “Economic Protectorate* demanded 

by the Japanese over North China*



HAMGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
FileNo..........

REPORT
S.l, SpecialBrani

Dave October 7,

jject (infull)------ Police..of.. the..Bureau of Public Safety confined

to barracks.

Made by D..«.!..« Sih.J|M-li&nß...  Forwarded by

The Bureau of Public Safety issued at 10 p.m

------ October 6 a confidential instruction that all police members__

___ were to be confined to barracks and sleep in their uniforms______

in order to be ready for any emergency.___ At 8 p.m. the same

day» off-duty detectives attached to various branch stations__

•
throughout the night

the Head Bureau on Peng Lai Road, City» and remain there

of the Bureau of Public Safety were instructed to report to____ _

V*

Si

tsiliilk

0fficer i/c Special Branch



File No.

Subject

Made by......D.*I.,....Sih Tse-liang Forwarded by.

__headquarters of the 1st Regiment

FM, a/
G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special Br^ch
REPORT

Date....ÛC.t.Qb.er...1.4....19 36

.Movements of the! Peace...Preservation Corps...(Paoantui)................

SECRET

In compliance with instructions from the Commandant»

various units of the Peace Preservation Corps, hitherto

Nantao» have all

_ beensecretly transferred to various strategic points in__

Chapei and its suburbs, including Tahzang ), etc.

The headquarters of the 2nd Regiment of the Paoantui, 
Chapei

hitherto located on Kung Woo Road,/has been removed to the__

Military Club, Jin Kee Road, Nantao. which also houses the__

. units have been instructed, to wear civilian clothes during the

day and keep away from business centres as much as possible

Ab an additional precaution against spying, no pedestrians

inner Chapei, The following is a list of the headquarters

of the various units, which are still being maintained for

the purpose of communication

unit

1st Regimental 
Headquarters,

2nd Battalion 
Headquarters» 1st 
Regiment._________

2hd Regimental 
Headquarters.

Name of Commander

Ngoh Ts* en

ZangChi-tsung

Zi Hsu eh-chi

Special Service_________Wong Ts-sung
Company Headquarters

Signal Company 
Headquarters.

Place

Military Club
Jin Kee Road 

» Nantao

250 Kung Woo Road 
Chapei.

Military Club
Jin Kee Road 
Nantao,

City Government Road
Feng Ling Jao, off 
Route Ghisi

Ny|en Ka Ds Dong 
), Tun

Miao Jao Road (<
)» near Zia fu



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No. ...

Station,
REPORT

Date. 19

Subject

Made by. ..............Forwarded by................... ........... .... .

• 2 -

Road ( ,
Nantao.-----------------



G. 40M-9-^ File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Confidential Special.^anchs^»«,
REPORT

D^....Oc.t.o.b.er....T...19 36.

Subject ...City...Government.„to „French .Concession.

Made by.........................and...........................Forwarded ¿y.. .3.PPt.....Tan Shao Liang.............................

_A report has been received from a fairly reliable 

source that all important documents belonging to the Bureau______

of Public Safety have been removed to the home of Zia Pao-sung 

(notorious character of French Concession and a former mafoo)

_ near the corner of Hue Cardinal Mercier and Avenue Foch._________

—and those from the City Government offices (Kiangwan) to the

—Chjneqw Municipal Club, Route Farguason.______________ _ ____________f .

------------------------- The infnrmpr narrated that the local military___

. and civil officials are said to have received orders from ----- ■ —-------- —— ---------------------------------—— — ......... —-—- a
Nanking to resist in the event of Sino-Japanese negotiations

I 
ending in deadlock and Japanese marines opening hostilities_____

in Chinese territory and to hold this area for several hours 

pending reinforcements from the nearest points along the_________

Nanking-Shanghai and Shanghai-Hangchow Railways.

Grenades are reported to have been issued to members 

of the Reserve Units of the Bureau of Public Safety and Pao An Tui 

(Peace Preservation Corps) and workmen have been employed 

to make barbed wire barricades and sand bags quietly without 

being observed by outsiders»_______________ __________________________ _
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REPORT
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S. 1, Special Branch
n . October 7Date

File No.

Made by..................

Subject (in full). General situation in Chapel

-liang

A large influ: Chinese residents from Chapei into

the Settlement is taking pls at present. be i
made by the Chinese Police to prohibit their removal withthe

freouently interrupted on Paoshan Road_
and. Jukong Road, Chapei
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REPORT
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in the French Concession

Forwarded by.

The Shanghai City Government secretly established a

temporary office on October 7 at No.201 Route de Boissezon

French Concession

Officer i/c Special Brandl

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

Subject (in full)__ Shanghai City..Government establish temporary office

Date October

S. 1, Special Branch //////

JfaJe by D.Í......Sih Tse -JU ang

Form No. 3 
G. 22000-JJÄ.
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SHANC POLICE-
1 ■ "REPORT wk

File No,...... ...

Spe ci al Branch

Date October 7,__ i9 36.
Subject (in full)___Precautionary measures adopted by Bureau of Publio

Safety.
. _~7 . r~

Made by.........». I.. Sih ...Tse - li ang......... Forwarded by.............£___........ 

_ '. Precautionary measures will be adopted by the Bureau 
__ of Public Safety in having all officers off-duty in readiness 
__ for emergency from October 7 and will continue until further

0 PCLS T8 e
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File No.................
HAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S. 1, Special Branchxxx^t^i1 > 
REPORT

Date October 7,___ 19 36.

Subject (in full) Japanese Marine suspected dumping ammunition at the N.W.K.

Nos. 1 and 2 Mills, 62 Robison Road.
---------------------------------------------------- „..--------------—-- ---------------------------------------------------------—------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ..........................................

. A-.-P f
Hade by D...I. Sih...Tse-Liang................ Forwarded by....... ... ...—e...——

■K At 7.45 a.m. October 7, six motor trucks each conveying

__about 40 Japanese marines arrived at the li.W.K. n'os.X and 2______

Mills, 62 Robison Road, o.o.L. and^JLaft at 11 a.m.__ During their.,

stay on the premises, they were seen burying about 200 hemp bags

• measuring three feet long, two feet wide and one foot thick 

in the ground of the compound of the Mill. The contents of____

the bags were not ascertained, but are suspectsd to be _

ammunition.



Translation of Prench Report dated October fl, 1936

Concentration of Chinese troop» in Soochow-Shanghal afcaa and 
Hangchow-Kashing-Sungkiang.

following the tension between China and Japan, the Commission 
of Military Affairs (General Chiang Kai Shek), is reported to 
have reinforced the troops stationed in the Soochow-Shanghai and 
Hangohow-Kashing-Sungkiang areas•

A/ 3oochow-8hanghal Area

Before September 20 the 87th Division of General WANG KING 
KIU was stationed in this area and was distributed as
follows f (I)

Military Headquarters 
269th Brigade................  
280th Brigade...............  
261st Brigade. »...........

Kiangyin 
Kiangyin
,Tai tsang-Kiating 
Ghangshu

Between September 22 and 30 the following units appear to have 
been transferred into this area i

2nd Division of General KAO LI TSOU L 1
21st Division of General UKK LI H8I CHON ( f
36th Division of General SUNG CHI LUN ( # 
72th Division of General KOI TUNG TSING 
264th Brigade of the 88th Division of General 8HNN TUAN

These troops are understood to be distributed as follows i

Kungshf i 126th regiment of the 21st Division.

Sooohow 126th regiment of the 21st Division.

Wusieh-Ihing 107th and 108th Brigades of the 36th Division.

Changohow Headquarters and 106th Brigade of 3flth Division

Chenkiang-Taivanff 264th Brigade of the 88th Division.

Nanking 2nd and 78th Divisions
| 

Naatunffphaw (North bank of Tangtsseim (4) Jr u, »
27th Division of General KAO SHIH HSIUNG )

Defence works are understood to bo in course of oonstruotion 
at Kiating and Tushan.

®/ Hangohow-Kashing-Sungkiang Area

Before September 20 in the Bashing area was stationed the 67th 
Division of General LX SUNG SHAN (^44 ^ ). The units of this 
Division are distributed as follows »

Headquarters 
169th Brigade 
170th Brigade 
171st Brigade

Between the 22nd and 27th September the following troops 
appear to have been transferred into the Hangohow-Kashing-Sttn*ng

Bashing 
Raining 
Pinghu 
.Hashing

Headquarters of the 27th Arsy of General Li Tun Chi (ÿf 4, ) 
49th Division of General W OHST CHDTG (^1^) 
66th Division of General TUAN CHAO OHAHG (7^ )



r
(2)

|
60th Division of General GHEH Mil (?% )
20th Division newly organised of General HAO TSB CHIU )
34thxMxfcrtu Independent Brigade pf General LU CHI CHIAMG I35th Independent Brigade of General u YI >
38ph Independent Brigade of General PANG CHUAM T8A 1
2nd Independent Artillery Regiment of General CHUM BGg CHING

These troops are distributed as follows i A)

Hangchow
Headquarters of the 27th Army 
179th and 180th Brigades of the 60th Division 
49th Division
34th Independent Brigade 
38th Independent Brigade

Hashing 
55th Division 
178th Brigade of the 60th Division 
Newly organised 20th Division 
35th Independent Brigade 
Two groups of 2nd Independent Artillery Regiment.

Wpng Kiang Ching (-£ ) (On Sooohow-Sashing road)
One group/ of the 2nd Independent Artillery Regiment.

Defence works are believed to be in progress at Tsingpuhsien 
and Pongyen« 

Recapitulation (Bffeotives)

To the Berth of Shanghai (between Shanghai and Banking)« , 

Pour Divisions * two Brigades i 47.000 men approximately

To the South of Shanghai (between Shanghai and Hangchow) «

Pive divisions and three brigades t approx, 60.000 men.

TOTAL approximately......107.000 men

(1) According to information received on Oot.3. all the units of 
nd this division are now concentrated in the Changghu-Liuho area.

(2) Only the 63rd Brigade of this division is reported to have 
reached its destination. The Staff and the two other brigade» gre 
believed to bo still at Wuhan (Hqpoh).

(3) The Military Staff and the 262nd and 263rd brigades of this 
division are reported to be en route for Yangohow(Horth bank of 
Yangtsse).

(4) This division is reported to have been transferred from 
Jukao (Kiangsu).
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G. 45M-I-36

CONFIDENTIAL |
DRAWER

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l
REPORT

File; ■.

...D.2
Special Branch^/^'-y3

Date...

Subject jíasanese. marines conduct., so wch..of Chine se .Police
Sec.tip.n...Statipnf Kiangwan Road.

Made ¿y.-.-D-..!-.... Sih..T.se-li.ang Forwarded by.

At 8.15 p.m. October 4, 1936, a party of Japanese

whereupon the marines became suspicious and ordered them to .
Ignoring this order, these persons disappeared

into the street beside the Kiangwan Road Police Section
■

accompanied by the six patrol details entered the Police

7 a.m. October 5

Officer i/c Special Branch

__ about an hour later. As a precautionary measure against 
emergency, the number of Japanese patrols and sentries in
that vicinity was increased between 10 p.m. October 4 and

machine gun, arrived on the scene in a motor truck, and
afterwards, twenty more marines armed with rifles and a
Station, Kiangwan Road, near Si Ti Yueh Wei Road.__ Shortly_ ...

pedestrians, who saw them approach, began to run away,_

found nothing. The Chinese police on the premises did not
Section Office. They conducted a search of the premises but

marines patrolled southward along Kiangwan Road. Four

objection and the party engaged in the search left_



G. 45~M-1^6 File
MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special..Branch ¿«xotiaS, -34
REPORT „ 

nal» Opt.nbPT r.) , .

Subject...^?.^.^...Pi. p.°..P.i.?4... A.i'i^l^JLssues..iP.st.r.uc/t_ions__to__j)ublic_.bodies

r£.ga.r.din>x_cpnscriptio_n_.

Made by........B.?.i.t...S_ih___l s_e —liang.........Forwarded by..

Un October 3, the Bureau of Social Affairs issued to____

various local public bodies an instruction containing ah____

order from the National Government regarding conscription»__ A---- .

brief translation of same is as follows t-__________ _ ______ ______
I “One of the means of making a country strong is to haye_

_______ sufficient troops. Various countries in the world are____  

 at present adopting conscription. In the olden days» ._____ 

______ conscription was also enforced in China, but this was _____  

_later replaced by recruiting._________________________ __ ___

“As the expenses for maintaining mercenaries are_________ |

_______extremely heavy and the number.of paid troops is not______ 

sufficient to cope with emergencies owing to the______ _____

extensive territory of the country, conscription should 

be enforced._____

“It will be recalled that the conscription law has 

already been promulgated by the National Government

_______designating the 1st of L/iarch of this year as the date 

for the enforcement of this law.__

___“The people are hereby warned again that it is the duty 

of every citizen to be a conscript, especially during 

such a critical period as obtains at present, and it is 

___hoped that the people will be alive to the importance

of conscription and join the military service when called

______upon to do so.______________________________ _______ _____ ____
Pan Kung,Chai

Commissioner of the Bureau of Social Affairs"
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SECRET | ,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. p 2^^

S.l, Special.Brancts&^8c *<•=>
REPORT

Subject Gunpowder and motor trucks from Kiangnan Arsenal sent to Kiukiang.

Made by.......Il*.I-»...i?.ih..T.se-.li.ang  .... ..Forwarded by........

 Five hundred barrels each containing 200 lbs of I

gunpowder brought from the Kiangnan Arsenal were sent from

the Kaochongmiao Jetty to Kiukiang in the s.s. "Tien Shing" ---------- -———--- —------------------- ---------------------------------------- - “ ------ - ~ .7
at 2 p.m. October 5, 1936»

Fifty new trucks, recently fitted with bodies at the 1

Kiangnan Arsenal, were sent to Kiukiang in the same vessel»

The Paoantui, stationed at Nantao, are installing^---___  |

military telephone in Nantao connecting various posts in________
I

Shanghai with the headquarters at City Goverment ^P.ad, Feng-------

__ i~i ^£5_ tTx ho off Route Ghisi»____________________________ _____ _— I



^°™No.3 --------------
G. 22000-U28 

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

> s •1, s.P.ec i al Bran.  ̂SpSOiSH,
REPORT .. Q.

Date...OctoberZS, .

Subject (in full).- Motor Trucks Kiangnan Arsenal sent it.o-Hanking. f

Made by.. D..» i ..S.ih,™Tse -liang Forwarded by.

Twenty new motor tracks, recently fitted at the Kiangnan 

Arsenal, were sent at 8 p.m. October 4, from the South Station 

to Nanking. __________________ - _.

It is learned that ninety trucks were sent from__

Kaochongmiao on October 2, 1936, t.> Kiukiang by lighters.

There are still 1'00 motor truck chassis at the Kiangnan 

Arsenal, to which bodies will be fitted.____ _ J . - .___



SECRET File No..ft
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8.1, Special..Branch....
REPORT

ZJg/g—Octi/beT'—9'^—-jy 36.

Subject........ Br.ecau.tinnary..m.e.as.ur.es...ad.Qp.ted...by...lQc.al...Qhines.e .....................................................

ky.thnr.i.ti.e.s

Made by...... .................§.ih....T.se—.liang....... Forwarded by.

Anumber of barbed wire barricades have been_______ 

constructed by the Chinese Authorities and are now being______

____stored in the Bureau of Public Safety, Peng Lai Road, City.------ 

The Wnnsnng-S^anghfi.i Defence Commissioner’s Headquarters---

has issued instructions to the staff to prepare sand bags_____

to. be use<LJ.n_,cas.e of emergency.______________________ 

Beginning from October 2, 1936, members of the_______

1st Regiment stationed in Chapei, and the 1st Regiment_______ _

stationed in Western District and Nantap, of the Paoantui,___ .

have secretly been posted at various strategic points in

Chapei, in accordance with the instructions of the Commander

of the Paoantui. These posts are maintained between 7 p.m. ,

and 6 a.m. every day and all members c*1 duty are instructed  

to keep their movements as secret as pc 'Bible. During_______ _

the daytime, they are confined to their original barracks.

Commencing from October 2, 1936, members of the_

Merchant Volunteer Corps are assisting in patrolling Nantao 

and the City between 7 p.m, and 6 a.m. Parties of 12 

members each are formed for this purpose.______________ ■__________

The Woosung-Sbanghai Defence Commissioner’s 

Headquarters, the Bureau of Public Safety, the Paoantui________

and the Railway Police have since October 1, 1936, detailed 

a number of plain-clothes officers at the North Station for 

the purpose of watching the movements of any suspicious_______

_ __ c.ha.ran tere at, the North Station. _____________ ___________________  

______________It is reported that the sixteen aeroplanes hitherto 

stored at the Hungjao Aerodrome were transported at 8 p.m.

October 1, 1936, by train from Lunghwa to Hangchow.____________
... that

________________ It je r?pOrted/the civic training in the form----Qg------ -



fm. 2/ « File No.
5 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. I

3.1, Spe.aial..Br.a.nc.h.
REPORT

Date....Qc.t-ob.er.._3^.—36.

Subject..................................................................................................................................................... ............................................

Made by. __ Forwarded by.

- 2 -

drill exercises of shop assistants and others residing in______

Chapei and the Settlement has been discontinued, in order to 

avoid possible misunderstanding. The training of those_______

___residents in the French Concession and Nantao is being

___carried on as usual. Between 5 a.m. and 8 a.m. October 3,------- 

------- 12.36, 1 ,000 persons under training attended a shooting---------------  

---- practice at the '.Vest Forts, Kaochoncmiao.______________________

The "Kuh-an*, transport, loaded with important 

files and, documents as well as banknotes to the value of______ _

50 million dollars, belonging to the Central Bank of China,____

the Bank of China and the Bank of Communicatons, left

Shanghai for Canton at 1 p.m, October 2, 1936,_________ ;_________

90 motortrucks were sent to Nanking from the

Shanghai South Station on October 1 and 2, 1936._________________

______________ In consequence of the action of the Japanese__________  

marines on Sui Bien and Kiangwan Hoad in subjecting all 

passengers of motorcars to search, the high officials of 

the Shanghai City Government are now using San Ming Road when__

proceeding to and leaving the Civic Centre. The San Ming

Road leads from the Civic Centre to Chung San Road, thus________



I
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SECRET
SHANGHAI

Chinese Authorities

File No.............
MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8.1, Special ..Branch//^/, 
REPORT

D^....0.ct.Qb.e.r...2.,....zi, 36.
and theChinese Banka remove

..............................important..documents...for safety.

Made ........Sih...Ts.e-Hang.  .Forwarded by 

 It is reported that the Shanghai City Government 

as well as various bureaux and the Civic Centre Branch of the 

Bureau of Public Safety have removed their important files_____

_ and documents to Bantao and the City._______ _________________ _____

 It is reported that the Central Bank of China, 

Bank of China and Bank of Communications have rented a number 

of offices in the International Savings Society Building,______

Avenue Edward VII, for the purpose of keeping files and
i 

documents and that seven carloads of the most important|

__  were transported from these banks at 3 p.m. October 1 to ths I 

Naval Jetty, Kaochongmiao, and loaded onto the transport____ I

wKuh-an“ which is expected to leave Shanghai to-day for



G. 45M-1-36

Subject

Made by.

SECRET File No,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special..Branch ¿/a/iAJy 

REPORT
Date.... Octobe r _ 2j.. / ^3 6 •

.Chinese MilitaryS<H#N#R< Line

Forwarded by.

Thera_are no unusual troops movements along the

_ arpong the countrymenshowthat commencing from September..24,__ .

1936, patrols formed, by the Military Police were seen along _ 

these routes, and, commencing from September 29 a party of 

Military Police had been posted, at the Peh Chiao Station

—on the Shanghai Hangchow High Route to inspect________

---- motorcars.._________________________________________________________
The following is a list showing the disposition

of troops between Shanghai and Hangchow »-

Unit Mo.of men Kame of Commander Stations

Sungkiang________________________ ______________________ _______ ___
Headquarters of the 1,000 Li. General New West Gate,

____ Tax Police Corps,_____________ Wen Ying-sing_____ Sungkiang._____ 
attached to the_____________________ )
Ministry of Finance. *

_ Peace Preservation_____ 300_______________________Sungkiang_____
Corps attached to Hsien Govern»

____ the Sungkiang___  __________________ ______________ ment, Chungsan
Hsien Government. Road, East

Gate.

____ 2nd Company« 1st_______ 126 Bon Hsiung_______ Sungkiang_____
Battalion, 2nd 4^ ) Railway Station.
Regiment, Central
Military Police.

Fengking
Sth Company, 2nd126______________________________________
Battalion, 2nd

____ Regiment, Central________________________________________________
Military Police.

Hashing
One Regiment of 1.500 Divisional Comdr. Chung Ea Dz
the 57th Division. Yuan Zao-chong Tang
__ _______ ___________________j ) West Gate ¿nd

*------------ the barracks
1 outside the

East Gate.

The cavalry 126 »do-
company nf ths

57th Division.



Made by.....................................   ..Forwarded by................................ -...................................................

V \ File No............
G. 45M-1-36 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

....... ....... Station,
REPORT Date.....•..................................... 19

Subject.........................

Hashing,_______
The labour 126
Company of___
the 57th Di vision

Chung Ka Dz Tang 
West

Gate, and the 
barracks outside 
the East Gate.

The Special 126 -do-
Service Company _ ______________________________________________
of the 57th
Division.__________________ _ _______________________________________

The Signal 126 ___________________ -do-______
Company of the

57th Division. ________________________________

2 battalions of 1000 Heg. Comdr. Tan Ka Dz Tang
the 2nd Regiment 
of the Indepen-

Zien Nyoh-ching 
Ì_________

West 
Gate, Hashing.

dent Artillery
Corps._________

Chekiang Peace_____ 200_________ ________________ Szechuen Merchants
Preservation Guild ,
Corps.___________________________________________ Sing Pah Jao

Hashing.

Vong Kiang Ching
__ (on the Soo chow Hashing Highway)____________________________________

One battalion of 500______ Reg. Comdr._______In the village.
the 2nd Regiment Zien Jyoh-ching
of the Independent____________(A"jaC )__________________________
Artillery Corps. 7

Chapoo Ports 
Buarda____________ 250__________________________ Chapoo Forts.

_ ____________ to strategic
points during the 

__________________________________________ _________ night._______:_____

__ Tn the area between
Singfene \ < ¿¡j f 1« 

___ Pingwoo ( ¿¿fl ) ,
fthapoo
Haiyen i
Ching Kung Ting...

. » ) ------ --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------
5 regiments of 4,500_____ Divisional Comdr.Equally distributed
the o7th Yuan ,2au-chong among these
Division._____ ________________ (f/jM & )_______villages and

————————— ———sentries sent out



G. 45M-Î-36
File No.............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.....................  Station,
REPORT

Date................................

Subject..................................................................................................................................

Made by..................................................... ..Forwarded by............................ ........................................................

Further information obtained, from the countrymen

id railway guards reveals the following situation«

________Unit_____________ No «of men__________ Name of Commander______

Between Yeh Zah )
and Shien ChiaoV^/^p

2nd Regiment of the 
_____ 57th Division.

3,000 Divisional Comdr.
Yuan Zap-chong

Hangchow and Vicinity

6th Division 10,000 Divisional Comdr.
_____ Chow Yen ________

J ’
55th Division 10,000 Divisional Comdr.

Li Soong-san _______

Between Ningno &
Wu Fu ( jh ________

______45th Independent 50,000 _____ Brigadier Comdr. __
Brigade. Liang Lu an-chi

----- ----------------------------- .------------ _______>________________________



Form No. 3 File ....
G. 22000-1-2$

* JL_________-SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
'PT; ' ■ ; s.l, Special Branch

f L>... . ..• lAjLi Li J REPORT ’)
— Dale „Octobe^,'3.6.

Subject (in full)..„.Transportation..of banknotes to Kwangtung._______ ____ ,

Made by........P..*.I... Sih Tse - li.ang  ;...... Forwarded by.

On the afternoon of October 1, 1936, 1420 boxes each_____
containing banknotes valued, at $40,000 were transported from 
the Central Bank of China to theFrench Bund and loaded onto the 
Customs Cruiser "Hai-sing." This vessel left Shanghai for --- : “---------------- --- - ■■ ‘“- - - - ' -B
Hongkong at 5 a.m. October 2, 1936.____



Concentration of Chinese troops in the Nanking-Shanghai region»
Prior to September 20, the 87th Division of General WANG KING 

KIU was stationed in this region. The units of this division have
left as follows:-

The Staff-Office - Kiangyin
259th brigade - Kiangyin
260th brigade - Taltsang-Kiating
261th brigade - Changshu
Between September 22 and 29, reinforcements have been transfer

red to the Nanking-Shanghai region. 
Kwenshan

The I25th regiment of the 2let division, transferred from 

Kweiyang (Kweichow) - 28/9 • (l) 

Soochow

The I26th regiment of the 21st division, transferred from 

Kweiyang (Kweichow) - 29/9 -(I) 

Wusih-Thing
Z

The I07th and I08th birgades of the 36th division of general 

SUNG CHI LIEN, transferred from Nanchang (Kiangs!) - 25/9 - 

Changchow
IThe Staff-Office and I06th brigade of the 36th division,

| 
transferred from NSnchang - 25/9 - 

Chenkiang-Taiyang

The 264th brigade of the 88th division of general Shen YUAN 

LIANG, transferred from Kweiyang (Kweichow) - 28/9 - (2) 

Nanking

The 11 th division of General KAO LI TSOU, transferred from 

Canton, 26/9.

The 78th division of General KWEI YUNG TSING, transferred 

from Southern Kiangsi - 25/9 -
-side 

Nantungchow (The Northern Bank of Yangtsze)

The 27th division of General KAO SHIH HSIUNG, transferred 

from Jukao (Kiangsu) - 28/9 -__________________________________________
(l| The two other brigades of this division are en route for Soochow |
(2) The Staff-Office of the division and two other brigades are en -1 

route for Yangchow (The northern bank-side of Yangtsze)

Defehce works are in the course of construction at Kiating 
and at Yushan.



Concentration of Chinese troops in the Hangchow-Kashing-Sungkiang 
region.

Prior to September 2Oy the units of the 57th division were

stationed in the region of Hashing. They have been sent away as

follows:

Staff Office of the Division (Hashing)

I69th brigade * Haining

I70th brigade • Pinghu

I7Itt brigade - Hashing

Artillery detachment • Hashing

Between 22 and 27 September» the following troops had been 

transferred tn the Hangchow-Kashing-Sungkiang regions** 

Hangc how»

General Staff (Headquarters) of the 27th Army of General

Li Yun Chi» transferred from Yushan (Kiangs!) - 25/9 -

I79th and I80th brigades of the 60th division» coming from

Changshan (Chekiang) * 23/9 -

49th division» coming from Tingchow (Fukien) - 26/9 *
34th independent brigade - coming from Pingsiang (Kiangsi)-27/9- I 

I 
38th independent brigade» coming from Yushan (Kiangsi) -25/9-

Kashing.
I

163 rd and 164th brigades of the 55th division» coming from Kien- I 
I 

chang (Kiangsi) - 27/9-

I78th b^jrgade of the 60th division - 24/9 -

20th newlyqr^feanised division» coming from Fuchow(Kiangsi)
I 

-22/9 -
I 

35th independent brigade» coming from Tunglu (Chekiang) -25/9 -
I

Sungkiang.
Of ^116

I65th brigade nxfkta 55th division -2f/9 -

Remarks: Prior to September 20 there were in Hangchow only the 
1st Infantry regiment of the troops in charge of the 
preservation of Peace in Chekiang and a battery 75 strong 
of these troops.
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File 4 » » Y
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. q 7^'4^'

S. 1, Spécial Bran oh &
REPORT

Date.... O.C .‘fc-Qh aX—«^36—.

Subject..................Rumo.uxa..in..cp.nne.ç.ti.Qn..wl.t.h..th.e...l.o.ff.al. situation.

Made by_...D.*Xa.... felb...Ts.e—liang.......... Forwarded by....'^z

______________ The following rumours are currant among the_________ _ 

Chinese community in Shanghai to-day, October 1, 1936 t-__

1, The killing of a Chinese policeman at Pah Dz Jiao»______ i__

__ Chapel, by Japanese marines,______ 

___2.The killing of a Chinese policeman in Kiangwan by Japanese 

marines._________________ ._______________________ ,

3. That the Japanese marines will take definite action in_____

______ three days.____________________________ 4______________ _

4. The management of the Hu chow Juild on Wei Wen Road«________

______ Chapei, has been secretly instructed by the Chineae_______ _ 

______ Authorities to make room on the guild premises for the____  

______ accommodation of Chinese troops« who will arrive there____

Officer i/c Special Branch.



" ~~ "*'susr
SECMli i| «ihsr uAe-J «B*1 «M» ThaLTMt-; «Us* * ,

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l, SpecialBranch

REPORT „ I L
Date.... Sep t _• . ,.3Q i..... zp36*

Subject.....................Pj^.GaMtipna^..measure.s. adopted..by..the..Chinese Authorities.,

Made by..... D»I. Sih. ,T.a e - Hang___Forwarded by.

It is reliably reported that the Chinese Railway

ordering all empty locomotives and coaches to be stationed

at the Chenju Station instead of the Shanghai Nor th S tation

Another report states that in compliance with an

order from the Shanghai City Government, the servicemotor

emergency purposes.

Officer i/c Special Branch

trucks belonging to various bureaux for the use of the staff 

are assembled on the City Government Road, Feng Ling Chiao,

between 12 midnight and 5 a.m. every day

__ off Route Ghjsi, between 8 p.m. and 6 a»m. every night for___

Authorities issued a secret instruction on September 29



File No............
,rsEaasfJ

~«»¡rear '***' SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S«1 j Special Brandi ¿jsjcoim,

REPORT „ . , oo __September...22,36.

Subject........... TwO-Chinese¡„arrested„by„.member.s„p.f„Papant)Jil„at  ........................

.......................North Station................................................................................................... 

Made by D.»X»..S.iJl..Tse - liang........ Forwarded by...... . -................

At 3 p.m. September 21, 1936, two Chinese were | 

____ arrested, by members of Paoantui in the Waiting Room of______ _ | 

____ the North Station for having loitered at the North Station 

during the past week and taken down the numbers and units____
of the Paoantui on duty at the North Station._____ The men

arrested are Li Zoong-kwan ¡44 ), age 18, and
Chow Pah-nien (ÿ ) , age 26.____It is reported that

on being interrogated, they stated that they were hired to 

do the spying work at the rate of 20 cents each per day. 
and were promised extra money for valuable information.



..

i fias
translation

«iav j—~~
— - rSHAHSHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE

POLICE REPORT NO. 1722/S (DATED 6.«U»a®iSTRY....................................J
SUBJECT: TROOP MOVEMENTS during the period fromWebruary~10 

to April 1, 163?. ------

As a result of arrangements made between General CHIANG

KAI 3HEK and the chiefs of the old North Eastern Army» units 

of this army, commenced transfer operations at the beginning of

March to Honan and Anhwei from Shensi and Kansu.

On April 1, the following units had already been trans« 

ferrod to their new garrisons

57th. ARMY

Headquarters......... ................... ....Hwaiyang (Honan)
105th. Division Nanyang
106th. * Sinyang n
111th. * Hsuchang
112th. * Chenplng a
120th. •

67th. ARMY

Yencheng a

Headquarters............................ ....Kweiteh (Honan)
107th. Division Pohsien (Anhwei)
108th. " Kweiteh (Honan)
109th. * Taiho (Anhwei)
115th. • Lanfang (Honan)
JA9th. * Honan-Anhwei Border
TOth. Cavalry Division Junan (Honan)

igarding the 01st. Army of the old North Eastern troops

YU HSUEH CHUNG), the units of which (110th., 113th., 114th., 

and 118th, divisions), were garrisoned in Kansu, it is now 

being concentrated at Sienyang (to the west of Sian), from where*
during April it

will be located

will be transferred to Anhwei. The headquarters 

at Pengpu (on the Tsingpu Railway)«

The let Cavalry Army, under orders of Gen. HO CHIH KUO 

(3rd. and 6th. Cavalry Divisions), is also located at Sienyang 

and is due to commence, at the end of March, its transfer to

Northern Anhwei

The North-Eastern troops garrisoned at Kansu have been 

replaced by Central Government troops, which has necessitated 

the following transfersi-



IW6 3rdi 'Atrmy 
Pingliang (whera^the

Divi

2

HQS at Tientshui has been transferred to 
114th« North Eastern Division is to be found)

lion of this Army has been transferred 
from Tientshui to Lungteh (where the 119th. N.Eastern Div. is).

The 1st. Artillery Brigade has been transferred from 
Tienshui to Pinglianfe.

The 97th. Division, forming part of the 37th. Army 
(Gen. MAO PING WEN), was transferred on Mhroh 17 toLanohow 
from Tsingyuan. It has replaced the 113th. North Eastern Div.

The 18th. Division has been transferred from Sienyang 
(Shensi) to Tsingsui (Kansu).

Among other troop movements the following are to be notedt

15th. Army H^S (Gen. LIU MOW HENG) transferred to Anking 
(Anhwei) from Liuan (Anhwei).

The 65th. Division, forming part of this Army, transferred 
from Liuan to Kweichih.

14th. Divison transferred from Kingtzekwan (Honan-Hupeh- 
Shensi Border) to Lofrang (Honan).

26th. Army HQS (Gen. HSIAO CHIH CHOU) transferred from 
Chenan (Shensi) to Siangyang (Hupeh).

44th. Division of this Army transferred from Shensi 
to Yunhsien and Yungsi (Hupeh).

40th. Army HQS transferred to Yenoheng (Shansi) from Yungwo 
(Shansi) ...(Gen. PANG PING HSIUNG).

39th. Division of this Army transferred from Yungwo to 
Ye no ha ng.

27th. Division transferred from Jukao (KLangsu) to Honan.

41st. Division transferred from Tsinning (Suiyuan) to 
Fanchang (Hupeh)•

51st. Division from Siaokwan (Hupeh) to Changsha (Hunanfr.

59th. Division from Sinyang (Honan) to Yochow) (Hunan).

78th. Division from Sian (Shensi) to Nanking.

85th. Division from pengpu (Anhwei) to Liuan (Western 
Anhwei)•

The 93rd. Division was transferred during the middle of 
Marell from Hunan to Kwangtung. * ’ It has as a duty the defence 
of the Canton-Hankow Railway L^ne.



region:

at Hsuchow (Kiangsu)stationedwhich was

* southern Shansi.

three infantry

two cavalry divisions (3rd- and

C hengohow (Honan) 

Chengting (Hopei)

Concentration 
Hopei. 
Japanese troops in North China.

divisions (31st., 142nd., 143rd),

Subject :

Southern Hopei.

ferred to the Paotingfu

1st. Division,
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91st.

94th.
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Reference: Sino-Japanese conflict. 
Chinese Army. 
Japanese troops in China.

As a result of the events that are now taking place in

North China, the National Commission of Military Affairs 

has ordered the concentration of troops as from July 10 in

Between July 10 and lo, the following units were trans* 

On July 15

which were garrisoned at Honan 

4th), comprising part of the mounted droops commanded by Gen.

HO CHOU KUO , and a detachment of tanks, received orders

to concentrate themselves in southern Hopei

On July 23, three divisions of FENG YU HSIANG’S former 

troops, the 39th. (part of the 40th. Army of Gen. PANG PING 
HSIUN $|^|/))). the 27th. and 30th. (part of the 42nd. Army 

of General SUN LIEN CHUN (^^^)), which were garrisoned in 

Honan, also commenced their transfer to this (Southern Hopei)

locality,

On August 4, the following units were concentrated in

southern Hopei

116th,

53rd. Army (Gen. WAN FU LING) 
Headquarttvs.  .................................. .Pacting.

Division (Gen. LIU YfW (J^ f).. 
Sushui.

infantry regiments)............................... .5,500 men
Divison (Get». LIU YUAN HSIUNGJ^xSA) 

-Paoting 
regiments of infantry) • 5,500 men
Divison (Gen. CHOU HENG CHENG) (O.fo

- wantu

(Three

117th.

(Three

129th.
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(Three Infantry Regiments) - 5,500 men

130th. Division (Gen. CHU HUNG HSIUNG)
(-^ ) - Wanhsien.

(Three Infartry Regiments) 5,500 men

2. 40th. Army (Gen. PANG PING HSIUNG) 
Headquarters - Hokien

39th. Division (Gen. PANG PING HSIUNG) 
(Pour Infantry Regiments)

4 Jenkiu 
7,000 men

42nd. Army (Gen. SUN LIEN CHUNG)
Headquarters - Paoting

27ht. Division (Gen. KAO CHIH HSIUNG)
- Chohsien

^4 Infantry Regiments) 9,000 men
30th. Division (Gen. LI SUNG KWAN) (f^^)

- Tinghing
(6 Infantry Regiments, one group of
Artillery) 10,000 men

31st. Division (Gen. SHIH KING CHANG) $c^£)
- suahui

(6 Infantry Regiments, one group of
Artillery) 10,000 men

29th. Army (Gen. FENG CHI AN)
Headquarters - Chohsien

Remnants of 37th. Division - Liuling 
(Gen. PENG SHIH AN)

Remnants of the 132nd. Division -Yunohing 
(Gen.WANG CHANG HAl)(Í -fc )

Remnants of the 38th, Division «To south of Tientsin 
(Gen.LI WEN TIBN) (J i )

Remnants of 25th. Independent Brigade - Ku-An. 
(Gen. CHANG LIN YUN)

1st. Division (Gen. LI TIEH CHUN) (fAf) - Paoting

9.

10th.

(Nine Infantry Regiments, one 
Cavalry Regiment, one group 
of Artillery) .. ........................... ..

Division (Gen. LI ME AN)

(Four Infantry Regiments, one 
group of Artillery).................... ..

91st. Division (Gen. FENG CHOU HAl) (¿ ¿* ¿& )

(Six Infantry Regiments, One 
Cavalry Regiment, One group of 

Artillery)...............................................................
94th. Division (Gen. CHU HWEI PING) (JM^'K)

(4 Infantry Regiments).......... .. ..............

142nd. Division (ften^Ll CHI) ('¿t ) -
(6 Infantry Regiments)....................

.15,000 men

Paoting

.7,000 men

- Sushui
I'-

10,000 men |
- Chengting

10,000 men

Chengting

10,000 men

' .J./...
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10. 143rd. Division (Gen. LI FU WU) ) - Wantu

(6 Infantry Regiments)........................ •?. ...10,000 men

11. 1st. Cavalry Division (Gen.CHANG CHEN TEH) - Panhsien

(3 Cavalry Regiments).............. ............... .>.... 1,500 men
12. 3rd. Cavalry Division (Gen.WANG CHI FANG) (T^T) - Chohsien

(4 Cavalry Regiments).................................... . .2,|500 men

|3. 4th. Cavalry Division (Gen. KUO CHI PANG) ) - Chohsien

(4 Cavalry Regiments)....................................... .2,500 men

14. 19th. Cabalry Brigade (Gen. CHENG TA CHANG) )- Dialing

(2 Cavalry Regiments)...*.........................1,000 men

TOTAL: 14 Infantry Divisions, 3 Divisions and 1 Brigade 
of Cavalry, representing an effective total of 
approximately 130,000 men.

In addition the troops stationed in the Kalgan region 
(40th. Division of the 29th. Army - Gen. LIU JU MING 1$ )),

were reinforced between July 15 and August 1, by the following, . X Iunits: (40th. Division - 6 Infantry Regts. - 10,000 men)
4&h. Division (Gen. WANG WEI LING) (i &$&-), from Tsin£ng,Suiyuan. 

25th.Division (Gen. KWBI LING TSENG) from Tatung, Shansi.
(4 Infantry Regst., one group artillery - SOOOjnen) 

40th. Independent Brigade (Gen.HSU CHUNG YO) , from
Hweihui, Honan.
(3 Infantry Regts., - 5,000 men)

2nd. Cavalry Brigade (Gen. HSIA TSE MING (x ^e^)» from Shensi
(2 Cavalry Regiments - 1,000 men)

Part of these troops commenced their advance towards Nankow 

Pass on August 2. The Pass has been held up to the present by th 

a detachment of the 40th. Division.

I
As for the Japanese troops operating in North China, the 

nujhber, on August 1, it would aopear does net exceed four mixedHI I
brigades including the brigade which was stationed in the Peiping 

andbTientsin districts prior to July 8. (Mixed Brigade commanded 

by Major—General KAWABE). The three otfeer brigades aeeived 

between July 12 and 25 from Kwantung and Korea via Shanhaikwan. 

They are part of the 5th (1), 14th (2) and 20th (3) Divisions.

(1) - 5th. Hiroshyma Division - Lieut-General I80GAI
(2) - 14th. Utsonomiya Division - Lieut-General KAWAGISHI.
(3)-  20th. Korean Division - Li^ut-Genfliiral DOIHARA.



During the course of the recent hostilities, the North 

China Mixed Brigade (three infantry regiments and one artillery 

regiment) and the Mixed Brigade of the 20th. Division (two 

infantry and one artillery regiments, operated in the Peiping 
district whilst the Mixed Brigadds of the 5th. and 14th, 
Divisions (each comprising two infantry and one artillery 

regiments), operated in the vicinity of Tientsin.
These trrops amount to approximately 35,000 men in 

addition to 8,000 men of the Mixed Brigade which is now being 

transferred from Shanhaikwan to Peiping.



TRANSLATION

Subject: Chi
Shan

DATED 27,7.37

quartered in the vicinity of

Reference: Chinese Army.
National Defence

On July 20, 1937 the following Chinese troops were

stationed in the surrounding districts of Shanghai:

Chang shu

Headquarters and units of 
of the 87th.Division (HQS

the 261 st.Brigade 
is located at JKiangyin) 

3,000 men

of the 87th.HQS of the 260th. Brigade 
Division and the *319th. Regiment. 1,500

HQS and 2 groups of the 3rd. Regt, of 
Independent Artillery. 24 guns

aitsang

H'«iS and 4 companies of the 520th. Regt. 700 men

One group of the 
illery Regiment.

3rd. Independent Art-
12 guns

Kiating

. One batallion of the 520th. Regiment 300 mwn

Tachang

Two companies of the 520th. Regiment 300

Soochow (HQS of the 88th. Division is located 
at Wusieh, to where it was transferred 
from Nanking in January 1937)

HQS of the 263rd. Brigade of the 88th. 
Division and the 526th. Regiment (less 
than one company)

Kunshan

1,350

One company of the 526th..Regiment 150

Sungkiang

HQS of the 168th. Brigade of the 56th.
Division. 335th. Regiment of this
Brigade (less than one company). 336th. /¿v. /aZ> "X
Regiment of this Brigade (less than twoRegiment of 
companies)»

this Brigade (less than

Tsingpu

One company of the 336th. Regiment 150

H

Kjnshan

-do- 150

Pensieng

One company of the 335th. Regiment 150

TOTAL: 10,500 men
■ wWrp - ■ Jä



These figures do not exceed those of the beginning of 

October 1936 (Seereport 1352/s of October 14, 1936). They 

are far less than those figures of fix the end of October of 

the same year, when high tension existed between Japan and 

China.

Sarly.



TRANSLATION OF FRENCH POLICE

SUBJECT Tr

1557/s

| No. s. b. D. 7
the period December 10 T1936

REFNRKNCEl National Defence. Chinese Armies. Sian Rebellion.

Following the Sian revolt, numerous government unita 

were transferred, during the second half ofl December 1936, to

Shansi and Honan. The greater part of these troops arenow 

stationed in the Lunghai Railway zone

The following is a list of the units transferred:

UNITS FORMER LOCATION PRESENT LOCATION.

17th. Army HQS.
(Gen. HSU TING YAO

Kaifeng, Honan Tungkwan, Shensi

2nd. Division
(Gen. HUANG CHX)

Hsuohow, Kiangsu

8th. Division 
(Gen, TAO SHIH YO) 
(

10th. Division

)

Tsinyuan, Kansu

Chengchow, Honan

Wufung-Paoki, Shensi

Lonan-Hwahsien,Shensi

Division
----- X YAO HWANG

21st. Division
(Gen, LI HSX CHOW) 
( )

23rd. Division

Tatung, Shansi

Taiyuan, Shansi

Chungking, Szechuan

Sienyang, Shansi

Tungkwan-Hankuokwan, 
Shensi.

Hanohung-Fowping 
Shensi.

FENG

Division Taiyuan, Shansi
CHU KN HSIANG) )
Division Cheng tu, Szechuan
TUNG OHAO)W ’
Division Kaifeng, Honan

Cheshul-Hwayin, Shensi2Sth.

Tungkwan, Shansi33rd

Laotian^ Lonaa, ShensiLoyang, Honan

Hashing, Chekiang

24th,

44th. Division
(Gen. HSIAO CHIH TSOU)5
60th, Division

Fenaiang, Shensi

Loyang, Honan.jlgggl

nn
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76th. Division
(Gen. CHANG FANG){ 5

78th. Division
(Gen. KJKI YUN THING) 

i

79th. Division 
(Gen.H.vBI SUNG PU)

¿estern Fukien

Nanking, Klangsu

Taiyuan» Shansi

Hankow» Hupeh96th. Division 
(Gen. CHAO HSI KWANG)

S

99th. Division 
(Gon. KUO SUNG CHUN)

Tatung» Shansi

20th* Division
Newly organised 
(Gen. HAO TZK CHU)

Hashing» Chekiang

33rd. Independent Bgde.Tatung, Shansi 
(Gen^T^NG YUN HS1KN) 
( I

2nd. Artillery Brgde 
(Gen. WANG WU HWaj 
( '3^ "^r>^ i

Hankow, Hupeh

Chengchow, Honan.

Hwahsien-Weinan, 
Shensi.

Tungkwan, Shensi.

Shungnan-Tzekingkwan, 
Shensi.

Takinkwan, Shensi.

Loy ang- Chenohih , 
Hdnan.

Sienyang, Shensi.

Tung kv? an, Shensi.

6th. Hegt, of Artillery 
(col. CHI HSUliH TSENG)
’ 4'CdX’W > 

20th. «egt. of ^rtllry. 
(Col. KING OKI PI)

26th. hegt, of Artllry.
I Sol. CHM iS ING HAI)

Tienshui, Kansu

Fenoheng, Suiyuan

Chengchow, Honan

29th. Hegt, of Artllry.
(Col» CHANG CHXKN)< 5

Mobile Maohine Gun
Dst»aa)DMnto
(Gon. VANG KING YU)
( -3^-4£- >
2nd. Tank Detachment 
(18 Tanks)

Chekiang

iaiyuan» Shansi

Loyang» Honan

Wukwag» shensi.

Hwayin, Shensi.

Cheahui, Shensi.

Chengchow, Honan.

Tungkwan, Shensi.

Tungkwan» Shensi.

The following are the movements of the other units during 

the period under reviewi
1. 19th. Division (Gen. LI CHIO) C^^__), transferred from 

Hunan to Chekiang.

2. 26th. Division (Gen. LIU YU TSING) transferred from
i&folyang (l&eiohow) to Chengtu (Sseoguen)«/
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3.

4.

3.

6.

7.

49th. Di vision (Gen. WU CHKN CHKNG) <- ), transferred
from Hashing (Chekiang) to Sungkiang» to Fengyen, to 
Tsingpu and to Kingshan (Kiangsu).
55th. Division (Gen. YUAN CHAO CHANG) (''*/££ i transferred 
from Keshan (Chekiang) and Sungkiang (Kiangsu) to Hsuchow 
(Northern Kiangsu).
63rd. Division (Gen. CHENG KWANG TSUNG) (<"& ), trans
ferred from Hunan to Chekiang. '
32nd. Independent Brigade (Gen. LIaNG HWA (<^JR^)»
transferred from Sreiyang (Kweichow) to Chengtu (Szechuan)«

7th. Brigade of Artillery (Gen. CH&AO FANG) (/fr -y? )s 
transferred from Loyang (Honan) to Hankow (Hupeh).
(The 7th. Brigade of Artillery, which formerly comprised 
part of the troops of Marshal CHANG HSUBH LIANG and which 
was stationed at Loyang» surrendered to the Central Govern
ment immediately after the Sian rebellion. it has since 
been transferred to Hankow.)

In terminating this report we give the battle formation

of the rebel troops of Marshal CHANG HUS2H LIANG and General

YANG HU CHSHGt-

a) WHOOPS OF MARSHAL CHANG HSUBH LI AM fl.

Commander | Gen. YU HSUKH CHUNG mL. j
Headquarters | Lanchow» Kansu. & > 

113th. Division

Commander I Gen. LI TSENG TANG (^ )
Location i Lanchow. '*

Commander » Gen. TU CHI WU ( »
Location i Lanchow. **

Commander • Gen. SUN IB CHUAN (>
Location i Between Lungteh and Pingi1<mg

Commander » Gen. CHANG CHI WU ( -^ <
Location i Lanchow. J ).

10th. Cavalry Division

Commander t Gen. TAN CHIH HSING (fa x
Location t Chengning» Kansu. * H | ).
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57th. Army
Commander j Œen. HO CHIH KUO ( ).Headquarters; Sian. 7

105th. Division
Commander I Gen. LIU TU CHUAN ( ^7 / ^ ).
Location I Sian-hwachinshih, Shensi.

106th. Division
Commander : Gen. SHEN KE YUAN ( "fa fa ), 
Location » Sian.

109th, Divisoin
Commander 8 Gen. HO CHIH KUO (^ ^0 ).Location - i Sian. *

IlXh. Division
Commander ; Gen. TUNG YING PING ( % % -WLocation I Lintung, Shensi*

67th. Army
Commander g Gen. WANG YI CHKH ( i -J # Headquarters: Lintung.

).

&2tjh. Division
Commander t Gen. CHANG TING CHULocation < Weinan-Lintung, Shensi.

IjAth. Division
Sommander t Gen. MOW TSUNG YEN (Location l Sian.

115th, Division
Commander i Gen. YAO TUNG FAN ( Jtib £. fa ).Location « Lintung, Shensi.

6tlu..CaYal_ry Division
Commander » Gen. PAI FSNG HSIANGLocation t 4raohinshih (Shensi).

xaz&t. auuua
Commander t Gen. WU 2B CH2NG (^ 1g/ ).Location t Huhsien-tsouan. Shensi.

108th, Division
Commander t Gen. YANG TSENG CHIHLocation • Sian-Tsekow, Shensi.

Hopei)

and 108th. Di'lS7th, 
General wan FU XING 

oops)» whose headi

is, are part of the 53rd. 
) (former North- 

are located at Paoting,



b) TROOPS OP GWKRAL YANG HU CHBNG.

Commander-in-Chief } General YANG HU CHBNG ).
Headquarters > Sian.

(The other unitafowning part of the 17th. Route Army, 
to wit I 7th. Army (Gen. PENG SHING TSAI) ( ^#4 >, 
composed of the 42nd. Division (Gen. KUO JANG PEN) )
and the 12th. and 13th. newly organised divisions and the 
newly organised 1st. Army (Gen. TENG PAO SHAN) )
(1st. and 2nd. Infantry Divisions, 12th. Brigade of Cavalry, wiiiciiand the Sth. Independent Regiment of lrtillery),/are stationed 
in Shensi and Kansu, remained faithful to the Central 
Government.)

Commander t Gen. SUN HWEI CHXH ( Ji 
Location s Sian

ITUll B WM
0—andsr I Gen. SUN HWEI CMXH ( P7 jQ j 11| Location i Si an-Sanyuan-Kaolin, Shensi. '

.WMH tf
Location t Sian-Lintung, Shensi.

2nd. Brigade of Military Police
Location t Sian-Lintung, Shensi.

3rd. Briaade of Military Police 

Location » Pucheng, Shensi.

BdMOntlefld MeglMfMt 
Location i Lintung, Shensi.
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F DECEMBER 19, 1936.

I

pHAHOHAJ UX'iGIPAL POLfOf 
I S, O. REGISTRY

Ina,

. , result of the hostilities on the SUIYUAN/CHABHAR

k "border the National Commission of Military Affairs has reinforced

under reviewthe troops stationed in Suiyuan. During the period 

(October 21 - December 10), the following units 

ferred to this province:** 

4th. Division

have been trans-

1.

■2

3

4

5.

6.

7

8*

by

2

4

13th

$Gen

( »

H

.. WANG HWBI LING) (M£^)

HWEI YAO HWANG)

CHhN TSuuNG HAH) (*£^/X)

fron

it

*

M

Chengchow,Honan

Wushenkw an, Honan

Wantu, Hopei.

Tatung, Shans*.

buiteh, Shensi.

Kweiohow

41st.

68th. Shanse Division (LI PU YING) )

89th. Division (Gen.T-NG HgNG PAI)

99th. * ( * KUO SUNG CHUN) ($jpT*^)

7th, Cavalry Division (Gen. MENG PING YO) (fJ*<^) from Loyang.

33rd. Independent Brigade (Gen.TaHG YUN HSI) (^^^) FROM Kweiyang

Troops already stationed in Shansi have also been reinforced

the following troops

(Gen.21 st

24th.

Division LI HSI CHOW) (^^W) from Shihkiachwang,Hopei 

CHU KB HSIANG) (*f^) from Kansu. 

HWBI SUNG POU) (^^) from Kweichow.79th.
20th. Artillery Regiment (Col. KING KWEi PI) (^^'//') from Kweiyang

As a result of the refusal of the troops of Marshal CHANG HSUKH 

LIANG to fight against the red armies, the Comalesion of Military 

Affairs has been forced to augment the defence of Kansu where the 

following troops have been transferred:-

1. 1st. newly organised Army (Gen. TENG PAO SHAN) P/7 rWi from 
Northern Shensi. ' *

2, 25th. Division

3. 35th. Division

4 43rd. Division

5 97th. Division

(Gen.KWEI LING TSENG) (^]M$) froa Hunan<

(Gen.MA HUNG PING) ) from Linwu, Nlnghsia.

(Gen.CHOW HSIANG T8ÖU) Hangohow.
(Gen.KUNG LING HSING from Hwe iohang, KismgsiJ

•Ä;



6.

to

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.
13.

- 2 -

12th. Cavalry brigade (Gen.SHEN PAO YU) ) from Northern
Shansi• '

In addition to ths above» the following transfers are also 

be notodt- 

Headquarters of the 2nd. Houte Army and the 5th. Army (Gen. 
HSIEH YO) (^^ ) from Kweiyang (Kweichow) to Nanking. 

Headquarters of the 16th. Houte Army and of the 10th. Army 
(Gen. HSU YUAN CHUAN) from Shasi (Hupeh) to Wanhsien (Szeohuen).

Headquarters of the 22nd. Houte Army and of uhe 2nd. Army 
(Gen. CHIANG TING WEN) from Chuanohow (Fukien) to Kienning 
(Northern Fukien).
Headquarters of the 9th. Army (Gen. HAO MONG LING) (^^^) 
from Kwelyuan to Chengtu (Szeohuen).

23rd. Division (Gen. LI PI FAN) ) from Kwenming (YunnanQ
to Chungking (Szeohuen). x ,z£ & A Kweichow
|6th Division (Gen. CHWANG LIANG CHI) (J£_ ) from Mom
♦Hssaw^wt■ kNmms — gab—* |m—to Western Hunan.
31st. Division (Gon. SHIH KING CHANG) (}&$ $ ) from Henyang 
to WejdUi—xMM—M Nantungohow (Kiangsu).

54th. Division (Gen. HAO MONG LING) from Kweiyang to Chength.

87th. Division (Gen WANS KING KTU) from Hank— to
Nanking.
157th. Division (Gen. HUANG CHK WBK) (^^?C) from Hoyuan 
(Kwantung) to CHuanohow (Fukien).
46th. Independent Brigade (Gen. PAO KANG) (^ ) from Wuhu»
(Anhwei) to Siuning (South East Anhwei).

7th. newly organised brigade (Gen. LI TSUNG KAI) )
from lohang (Hupeh) to Wanhsien (Szeohuen).

4th. newly organised Cavalry Brigade (Gen. MA HSI WBI) Gf &£>[_) 
from Kweiyang to Nanking T



67/B -dp Mblìiti PÌUlli 14,1956?HANSLA1'IC)N Off FRENCH

Subject: Situation on the Suiyuan-Charhar Frontier.

Reference: Sino-Japanese Relations - National defence.

It is extremely difficult to give an account of the events 

now taking place in Suiyuan without first having some insight 

as to the geographical pecularities of this province, and also 

having a retrospective glimpse of the struggles of the Russians, 

Chinese and at last the Japanese for this part of Mongolia.

Poor and without natural resources, an undefined succession 

of plains where grass rarely is to be seen, this province, where 

in winter the cold is intense, has been for all time the centre 

of an extensive cattle (pony) breeding ground* To the north, 

the desert character of the soil has been a barrier against the 

Russian penetration, whilst to the South on the border of Shansi, 

the fertility of the valleys has caused an incessant influx of 

Chinese colonists, who, farmers by nature, have compelled their 

Mongolian counterparts to withdraw towards the north. (The pop

ulation of Inner Mongolia comprises 12,000,000 inhabitants, of 

which 2,500,000 only are Mongolians). It is in the enmity and 

antagonism between the nomadic and sedentary tribes that the 

source of all the difficulties which have separated the Mongols 

and Chinese can be seen.

l.ven in 1911 the Chinese was considered by the Mongolian as 

an enemy and the enmity between the two races at that time was 

very bitter; but tjje arid nature of the soil of the North of 

Inner Mongolia had prevented the Russian influence from extending 

as far as Ourga with the result that the old social system of the 

times of Gengis Khan was still able to exist. Inner Mongolia 

guarded its millenial outlook with its feudalism and princes, 

its lamas and its monks for whom the greater part of the shepherds 

and farmers worked like slaves. i’he artificial delimitation 

of Mongolia into provinces after the proclamation of the Republic 

of China did not change the state of these affairs. But in 



uniting, under an administration more and more purely Chinese, 

those Mongolian plains as territory for Chinese colonisation, the 

Chinese Government only accentuated the desire for autonomy of 

the Mongols.

irom Ourga the liberation movement was launched, and in 1912 

Outer Mongolia, with the support of Russia, declared its inde

pendance. The Mongols of the South, supported by the Ourga 

Mongols, declared themselves as being against the Chinese and 

requested a Union with outer Mongolia with the object of forming 

a single State. The itussian Government in power after the 

1’reaty of Portsmouth having recognized Japanese influence in the 

Western part of Inner Mongolia, was unable to seriously support 

the independance movement of the Mongolians of the South and 

in 1916 this embryo separatist movement was crushed by YUAN SHIH 

KAI. After the soviétisation of Outer Mongolia in 1923-4, 

fearing for their privileges, the Mongol princes and clergy 

turned towards China and joined themselves to this country. Thus 

is explained the reason why Russian expansion has progesaed no 

further, the rapid making and opening of a railway ±line from 

Peiping to Raotow and the complete social order which reigned in 

Inner Mongolia up till 1931, when Manchuria was occupied by the 

Japanese.

It was no longer the same question after the occupation of 

Jehol by Japan and the creation by the Manchukuoan Government of 

Mongolian autonomous districts. Measures taken by the Japanese 

to extend their influence among the Mongols of the South provoked 

many hot-brained xpxx sporadic movements. In the first half of 
September, 1933, a conference of Mongolian princes took place at 

Pailingmiao under the preidency of Prince TEH WANG ï- 

who was at this time, a member of the Charhar provincial Government 

nt the termination of the conference, a telegram requesting the 

creation of an autonomous regime for Inner Mongolia was despatched 

to the Ranking Government. Although this telegram clearly stated 

the loyalty of the signatories towards the Nanking Government, the 

goverment saw - not without reason however - the menace of a



separatist movement fomented by Japanese agents. in order to 

thwart thos movement, Nanking created in 1934 (March) a ''Political 

Commission for Mongolian Autonomy,“ a type of Mongolian autonomous 

government. The headquarters were at Pailingmiao and it was was 
placed under the presidency of Prince YUN, chief of the Ulantsab 
tribe.

With the formation of this commission, it became quite evident 

that the principal role was being played, not by the president, but 

by the Secretary-General of the Commission, Prince TEH ¡FANG. Having 

pro-Japanese tendencies - he studied in Japan - Prince TEH easily 

fell under the influence of Japanese agents whp promised him their 

moral and financial support. In April,and May 1935 Prince TEH

made several trips to Hsinking According to the terms of an

agreement drawn up at that time between the Prince and the GoWer 

ment of Manchukuo, assistance was promised the Prince for the 

organisation of a Mongolian army along modern lines, and the 

creation of an independant Mongolian state, allied to Manchukuo,

and of which he would become the supreme head

In order to realise these projects, it was necessary at first 

to lessen the authority of General CHANG CHIH CHUNG f*7& ),

president at this time of the Charhar Provincial Government, who
had tried by Mil means to limit the carrying of the -autonomy
agreed to in March 1934 The occupation in -uajjr and June, 1935
by Japanese garrisons, of Dolonor and other strategic points in 

Charhar, compelled General CH-aNG to take a stand againstothe 

Japanese, following protests from the Japanese, the Central 

Government disowned him, and the HO YING CHING — ULffiTSU

Agreement acknowledged the new Japanese conquest.

?or several months, the terms of this verbal agreement

were interpreted and distorted by the Japanese to permit them 

to Justify their successive encroachments and those of Prince

TSH. In order to end the growing influence of the Prince

the Chinese Government decided to finish with him. It decided

on January 25, 1935 to divide those territories administered

or nearly two years by the Political Commission of Inner



Mongolia, and placed Western Suiyuan under the direction of an 

new Commission which took the name of the Autonomous Political 

Commission of the banners and,leagues of Suiyuan. Prince SHA 

(^-i- ) was named •‘'resident and deneral W HSI SHAN (/^ )

''protector.* Although the headquarters of Prince TEH remain 

at Pailingmiao (Suiyuan), the creation of this organ has limited 

the activities of Prince Teh in Mongolian affairs in Charhar.

•defence measures taken by the hanking Government have pre

sented the "peaceful"^of Japanese influence on all of Inner Mon

golia and they have obliged the Japanese to envisage the mainten

ance of measures of a political nature already taken by military 

operations. Without running the risk of being accused of exag

geration, one can state that the occupation of Suiyuan has been 

considered for a long time by the Japanese or rather by ifs mili- 
P tary, as a matter of vital imortance. Prom a strategic point of 

giew, the transformation of Suiyuan into a part of Manchukuo 

would have for the Japanese the advantage of cutting all lines of 

communication between Shansi and Soviet Mongolia and the creation 

of an independant Mongol State is not realisable without the 

inclusion of Suiyuan in the territory of the new State.

In order not to aggravate the present flino-Japanese 

situation, as an aggressor, the Japanese Staff-Major appears 

to have wanted to realise the conquest of Suiyuan by the use of 

auxiliary forces - of followers. Towards the end of 1935, he 

commenced the reorganisation of the Mongol army of Teh Wang and 

the creation of other detachments of Manchu-Mongol troops. At 

the beginning of the year Prince Teh was almost in open rebellion 

against the Chinese Government. The creation of the Autonomous 

Political Commission of the Banners and Leagues of Suiyuan 

could only increase his grudge and ill-will. The mutiny on 

February 21 of a thousand members of the Peace Preservation Corps 

at Pailingmiao, paid by the agents of General PU TSO YI 

and the transformation by Banking on July 21 of the Autonomous 

Political Commission of Inner Mongolia into the Political a<wni gg-inn 



of the Mongolian Leagues and Banners of Charhar must have upset 

him even more and compelled him to define his attitude, further, 

the Japanese were able to profit from the losses of cattle 

caused by the rigorous winter of 1935-6 and were able to attach 

to themselves the Mongolian princes whilst making advances to 

them - advances which the Chinese News Agency Kuomin has esti

mated at fifty millions of yen. The organisation of the "aux

iliary*' forces was finisfeed in August 1936, when the Kwqntung 

Army Headquarters sent them into action.

At this time - towards the end of September 1936 - the 

allied Manchukpo-Mongolian forces comprised»-

1) 1st. Croup ; Some 10,000 badly equipped Mongolian cavalry 

troops of Prince Teh Wang, having their Headquarters at the 

Chapssu Monastery to the north of Pailingmiao.

2) 2nd. Group ; General LI SHOU HSIN’s (<£ ) self-styled

Manchukuo-Mongolian "irregulars". In actual fact, this 

group was formed from the 3rd. Infantry Bivision and the 

3rd. Independent Cavalry Brigade of the Manchukuo Army.

Its strength was about 15,000 men and its headquarters was 

located at Shangtu.

3) 3rd. Group ; Troops composed of bandits of General WANG

YING (), who called themselves the “anti-commun- 

ist autonomous army." They were about ten to 15 thousand 

strong (infantry and cavalry). Their headquarters was at 

Changpei.

(The troops of TEH WANG and General LI SHOU HSIN have 

Japanese advisers and instuctors. As for WANG YING’s men, they 

have no Japanese instructors, but one adviser, Colonel TANAKA.) 

TEH WANG’s group was supported by five Manchukuoan 

cavalry brigades (the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 7th and 8th brigades), which 
Ik i

are regular Manchukuoan units organise^ in 1932 by th® Japanese. 

These brigades which were stationed along the Manchukuo-Mongolian 

frontier, were in May-July, 1936, transferred to Charhar, where 

they were concentrated, it appears, in the Taerham-Seyutzewang 

regions. Their strength was about eight to ten thousand men.
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The total strength of the Manchukuo-Mongolian troops 

prepared to take part in the Suiyuan operations was approxi

mately 50,000 men. Of these men, the group of General LI SHOU 

HSIN and the regular Manchukuo brigades were well eqipped 

and possessed modern arms and accoutrments : automatic rifles, 

machine-guns, trench mortars, artillery, tanks and aeroplanes. 

All the technical units ^aviation and tank units) were placed 

under the direct command of Japanese officers and had a mixed 

staff - Japanese-Manchukuo and Japanese-Mongolian.

B"rom the Chinese side, the defence of Suiyuan, prior to 
October 1, 19 3^ was solely in the hands of the troops of Gener

al W TSO YI (35th. army), who comprised one division of infantry 

(73rd) and two divisions and one brigade of cavalry - altogether 

about 18,000 men. The concentration of Manchukuo-Mongolian 

troops on the Suiyuan-uharhar frontier compelled General CHIANG 

KAI SHUK kid to reinforce the defence of this province. During 

October the 70th, 71st and 72nd. divisions and one division of 
cavalry were transferred from Shansi. another division of 

cavalry (2nd) was transferred from Shansi.
In November, these troops were further stengthened by 

one division Brom Shansi (58th), by six divisions (4th.l5th. 

41st., 68th., 89th and 99th) and one independant brigade (33rd) 

of the Central Government forces, by one division of cavalry 

(7th) and by three squadrons of aeroplanes (27 machines), which 

brought the strength of the troops stationed at Suiyuan to 10 

divisions of infantry, 1 brigade of cavalry, 1 independant bri

gade, 3 squadrons of aeroplanes, 5 divisions of cavalry - a 

total of about 120,000 men.

In addition, during November, a strong reserve was 

formed at Taiyuan (Capital of Shansi), comrpising of two Shansi 

divisions (66th. and 67th), of three Central Government divisions 

(21st. 24th. and 79th) and one regiment of artillery - about 

50,000 men altogether.

The month of October was marked by certain activities of 
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reconnaissance detachments. Several skirmishes on the Eastern 

Suiyuan frontier took place. After this, the Government forces 

deployed in arc like formation from Tichon to Paetow in order to 

protect the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway xdne. At the end of the 

month, the press officially announced that Prince TEH had sent 

to General PU TSO YI, the governor of Suiyuan, the following 

ultimatum:

1) The return to the jurisdiction of the Charhar Mongolian 

Political Commission of the Banners placed under the 

control of Suiyuan since January 1935.

2) Abolition of all military works erected by the Suiyuan 

authorities to the South of Pailingmiao and the raising 

of the economic blockade against Pailingmiao.
3) Return of arms and ammunition belonging to the Pailingmiao

Peace Preservation Corps, which the Suiyuan authorities 

had seized when certain elements of the Corps had mut

inied during the Spring and turned over to the army of |.I 
General FU TSO YI.

4) Payment by the Suiyuan authorities of $200,000.00, pre- 

viously deducted on the Mongolian taxes, as liquidation
I expenses of the "Mongolian Autonomous Political Commission," 

of Pailingmiao, and

5) Punishment of all those implicated and concerned in the 

revolt of the Pailingmiao Peace Preservation Corps.

General FU TSO YI refused to consider these demands, as a 

result of which Prince TEH received a telegram from Nanking 

reproaching him for his open rebellion.
The attack which was expected was launched on November |

4 |
5. Coming from Shangtu, their base of departure, the Manchukuo-

I 
Mongolian troops marched on Taolin and Hsinho, two strategic

1 positions covering the Peiping-Suiyuan Railway Line. Contact
I 

with their objects was made on November 11. On November 15, 

the invaders made violent attacks on Taolin, but were repulsed.

On November 18 the Chinese troops successfully launched a
V



counter-attack against the troops of WANG YING in the region 

of Hungerhertu and dislodged them from their positions* The 
Mongolian troops then concentrated themselves at Pailingmiao 

with the object of attacking Kuyuan and V/uchuan, to the north 

of Kweihwa. The Suiyuan troops did not allow themselves to 

be taken by surprise and on November 23 they launched a sharp 

attack against *ailingmiao and occupied it on the morning of 

November 24» compelling their adversaries to retreat to the 

edge of the province.
After his defeat at Pailingmiao, Prince ESH, according to 

the Chinese information and press agencies, suffered from a 

diplomatic illness* He was going, they said, to surrender to 

the Government troops. He did nothing. Indeed, under Japan

ese pressure, his troops, supported by those of his allies, 

launched a counter-offensive against Pailingmiao on November 30, 

This counter-offensive was brought to a halt on December

4 by the Government troops, who pushed on towards the East. The 

invaders retreated to Tamiao located some 100 kilometres to the 
there

north-east of Pailingmiao and their made ztiodoc new base of 

operations* On December 7, the Chinese troops occupied Wulan- 

hwa, near Tamiao and on the 10th* at 11 a*m. Tamio was taken* 

One entire division (7th) of Prince TEH was annihilated* Se*v> 

eral commanders of WANG YING’s troops surrendered themselves, 
including 8HIH YU 8HAN (4? 3- )t cavalry commander on the 8th. 

and CHIN HELEN CHANG ), infantry brigade commander on

the 9th*

The victory of the Chinese troops seems greatly due to 

these defections, provoked by the customary tactics of General 

CHIANG KAI SHEK. Indeed, enticing sums of money were offered 

to the Mongols and Manchukoans to come over to the Chinese side* 

(This information was published in a “Central News* telegram of 

November 26») A general could receive as much as $60,000*00, 

whilst a group of soldiers could obtain as much as $5,000.00 

if they brought with them a field gun or an anti-aircraft quick-

firer
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Position des troupes chinoises au 1er Novembre 1936.

Position des troupes chinoises au ¿5 Novembre 1936.

Position des troupes chinoises au 10 Décembre 1936.

! H
Zones de concentration des troupes mongole-mandchoues 
à la veille de l'ouverture des hostilités, le 1er 
Novembre 1936

Quartier général d*Armée de Marche.

■
A V : I

Quartier général d'Armée.

Quartier général de Division d'infanterie.

Quartier général de Brigade d'infanterie.

Quartier général de Division de Cavalerie.

Quartier général de Brigade de Cavalerie.

.. . I f



translation os* 1936.

SUBJECT: Troop movements during period from 20-9-36
to 20-10-36.

R13ÏÏRENCS! : National defence.
Disposition of Chinese Troops»

üs a result of the settlement of the Kwantung-Kwangsi problem, 
the Japanese menace in the Shanghai region and the concentration of 
Japanese-Manchukuo troops on the Charhar-Suiyuam frontier, the 
National Military Commission has been oblighed to proceed with the 
regrouping of troops in order to concentrate them in the regions 
most menaced.

During the period September 20 - October 20, the following 
movements of troops have been made: 

1) banking troops evacuate Kwantung.

The eight Nanking Divisions (1st, 4th, 6th, 10th, 11th, 14th, 
93rd and 98th) which, during august, were transferred to Kwantung, 
have evacuated this province and have now been transferred to the 
following districts:

1st. Division« - . -East Kansu.

4th, 6th, 10th & 14th. - Peking-Hankow Rly. Zone,

11th. - Nanking

93rd. - Chekiang
98th. - Kiukiang

2) Concentration of troops in the Shanghai-Nanking-Hangchow region.
In addition to o ir reports 1201/2 of 6-10-36 and 1352/S of 

20-10-36, during the period under review, ten divisions (11th, 36th, 
43rd, 49th, 55th, 60th, 78th, 88th, 90th, and the newly formed 20th) 
and 4 independant brigades (34th, 35th, 38th and 11th) have reinforced 
the troops stationed in this region. Of this total:

Six dividions (36th, 43rd, 55th, 60th, 78th, and 20th) and A 3 
brigades (34th, 38th and 11th) were transferred from Kiangsi.

One division (90th) and one brigade (34th) transferred from.Che
kiang.

One dividion (43rd) transferred from Pukien.

One division (88th) from Hupeh and

One division (11th) from Kwangtung (see above)

3) Concentration of troops in the Peking-Rankow Railway Zone,

Prior to October 1, 1936 the following troops were stationed in 
the Peking-Hankow Railway Zone:

DIeven Infantry Divisions (25th,32nd,33rd,39th, 41st,82nd,91st, 
116th,117th,141st and 142nd).

One indepemdant brigade (40th).

One indépendant artillery brigade (2nd).

One division (5th) and two brigades (13th and 14th) of cavalry - 
about 110,000 men.
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During the course of the first fortnight of October, the following 
units have been transferred to this region:

Thirteen infantry divisions (4th,6th,10,13th,14th,21st, 34th, 
44th, 47th, 51st,59th,96th, and 129th)

Five independant brigades (3rd,21st,22nd,43rd, and 44th).
One independant artillery regiment (26th) and

Three cavalry brigaeds (2nd, 3rd and 15th), which makes the 
present strength of the troops in this area as follows:

24 infantry divisions.

6 independant brigades.

1 brigade and 1 regiment of independant artillery.

1 division and 5 brigades of cavalry - a total of about

260,000 men (see 1).

Of the units transferred to this district:

Three divisions (2,47,129) and 2 brigdes (3,21 and 22) came from 
Hupeh,

Three divisions (51,59 and 96) from Hunan,

Two divisions (13 and 21) from Kweichow,

Four divisions (4,6,10 and 14) from Kwangtung,

One division (44) and two brigades (43 and 44) from Shansi,

4) Beinforcment of troops in Suiyuan.

During the period September 20 - October 20, three infantayt 
divisions (70,71 and 72) and one cavalry division (2nd) have been 
transferred to Suiyuan, in order to reinforce the provincial troops. 
Of this number:

rwo divisions (70 and 72) came from Shansi and one division (72) 
from Shensi.

Other transfers include:
1st, Army HQS (General Hu Tsung Ban) transferred from Kwangtung 

to Kansu,
28th. Army HQS (GenLIU CHLSN HSU) from Hunan to Changsha,
19th. Army HQ3 (Gen, WANG TSING KUO) from Western Shansi to Suiyuan 
7th, Division HQS (Gen, TSENG FAN TSUNG) from Northern Shensi to 

jjatyw Kansu*
28th. Division HQS (Gen. Tung Tsao) from Northern Hupeh to Changtu.
1st. Cavalry Brigade HQS (Gen. Chang Chao fang) from Northern

Shensi to Tienshui (Kansu), (
1st. Artillery Brigade HQS (Gen. Hse Wen Kwei) from Northern 

Shensi to Tienshui (Kansu),



APPENDIX.

TROOPS STaTIOWB IN THE PEKING HANKOW RAELWAY ZONE.

OCTOBER 20, 1936.

HANKOW.

HQß of the 8th. Route Army. (Gen. HO CHENG CHUN)

HQS of the 13th. Army ( -do- )

34th. Division (Gen. Chang Nei Hwei).

82nd u (Gen. Chang Kang)

96 th tt (Gen. Chao Hsi Kwang)

22nd. Independant Brigade (Gen. Hsou Te Cheng).

2nd., independant cavalry Brigade (Gen. Hwa Tseng Tsou).

3rd* H w H (Gen. Li Ting Wu )

2nd. " artillery *1 (Gen. Wang Wu Hua).

SIAOKAN .

51st. Division (Gen.Cheng Yu Hsing).

WUSHENGKWANG

13th. n (Gen.Hwei Yao Hwang).

SlNYANG.

59 th. h (Gen. Hou Han Ying).

HSUCHANG.

129th. H (Gen.Chou Heng Chang)

Chengchow,

HÇS of the 1st. Route Army. (Gen.Liu Shih).

4th. Division (Gen. Wang Wei Ling).

\ 6th. M (Gen. Chou Yen).

10th. N (Gen. Li Me An).

142nd. II (Gen. Li CHi).

26 th. independant Artillery Regt.(Col. Chia Ising Hai)

KaIHENG.
HQS of the 17th. Army (Gen.Hsu Ting Yao)

tt H • 32nd * (Gen. Shang Chang)

32nd. Division (Gen.Li Yuan Hwei).



LOYANG

HQS of the 26th. Army

44th. Division

47 th. «

43rd. independant brigade

KUN GHB I hiN »

44th. Independant Brigade

SINSIANG

HQ.S of the 40 th. Array

39th. Division

<VEIHWEI

5th. Cavalry Division

CHASGTEH

33rd. Division

H^dJTAN

21st. Independant Brigade

SHUNTJH

14th,. Division

(Gen.Hsiao Chih Tsou).

(Gen “ " ").

(Gen.Bhang Kwei Yun Hsiang).

(Gen. Liu Tseng Tsing).

(Gen.Chang Hua Tang).

(Gen.Pang Ping Hsiung).

( -do- ).

(Gen. Li Fu tfu).

(Gen. Peng Shing Yen)

(ien.Kwei King Lo)

(Gen.Sung Keng Tang)

SHIHKIACH./ÀNG AND CHEATING TAIYUAN BLY. ¿ONE.

14th» Divison (Gen.Hao Kwei Chwang)

21st. * (Gen. Li Hsi Chou)

25th. " (Gen. Kwei Ling Tseng)

3rd. Indépendant Jörigadd (Gen.Peng Yu Hsi)

]fth. Indépendant

CHaiNGTINGj

Cavalry Brigade (Gen. Li Tia Ching).

91st. Division (Gen. Fenf Chou Hai)

40th. Indépendant

W'ANGTU

; -brigade (Gen.Hsu Tsung Yo)

41st. Division H (Gen. Chang Tseng Han)



Translation of mnol

nnnantr^inn ôf ühlnaflaAtropos in SOCChOW-NanKing and

Vollowing the strained relationship between China and Japan, 
the Commission of National Military Affairs (General Chiang Kai 
Shek) has reinforced the troops stationed in the Sooohow-Banking 
and Hangchow-Kashlng-Sungklang areas. •

V Sooohow-Nanking area

Before September 20 the following troops were stationed in 
this region t

1) The 87th Division (General WANG KING KIU ths units
of which were distributed between Kiangylng and Changsha*

2) Jour regiments of the Siangan Peace Preservation Corps, quartered 
in the Chingklang area«

3) The Instructional Division, quartered at Nanking.

4) The 23rd independent Artillery weglment, stationed at Banking«

5) The 8th(?) Liaison Megiment, stationed at Nanking and

6) The 1st Beglaent bf Engineers, stationed at Banking«

Between September 22 and October 3, the following units 
appears* to have boon transferred into this region :

I
11th Division (General KAO LX TSO)

38th Division (General sung CHI LIBN -

78th Division (General OU YUNG TSING -

88th Division (General SHEN TUAN LIANG - )
3rd Independent Artillery Hegiment (Colonel LI TH MIHG - I

4th Independent Artillery Hegt. (Colonel KUNG KING KUIX

Defence works are understood to have been thrown up at Klating 
and Yushan.

At Banking, the surrounding hills • Toe Ching Shan ), ’ 
Yu Hra Tai ), Chi Ming Shi (^"Jr ) «nd Tang Shan, have 
been declared fortified sones and the construction of shelters, 
artillery platforms oto has been pushed forward. Emplacements for 
anti-aircraft guns have been construeted near the walls of the 
capital«

Minyilmr^ihlnr-aiMirtlur am
Before September 20, the 57th Division commanded by General 

LI SUNG SHAN ) was stationed in the Hashing area.

Between September 22 and October 15, the following troops 
appear to have been transferred into the Hangchow-Kashlng-Sungkiang W 
area t

w s
Head-quarto re of the 4th Amy; Commander-ln-Chiet, General

WU CHI BQ8I (A 4 4

.Headquarters of the 37th army, commanded by General LX YUM
CHI M

lai
>■■■■ ■

<■



43rd Division under General CHOU HSIANG TSOU )

49th Division under General WU CHEN CHENG ) (This division
is understood to have been transferred into the Vukiang-Pingwang 
area from the beginning ef October).

55th Division under General YUAN CHAO CHANG )

50th Division under General CHEN ESI )

90th Division under General WU CHI HWEI

20th Division (newly organised) under General HAO TSE CHIU

34th Independent Brigade under Genoral LU CHI CHIANG

35th Independant Brigade under General LI YI )
38th Independent Brigade under General PANG CHUAN TSA (^^^) 

11th Brigade (newly organised ) under General SHIH HSW YING 
1st Independent Artillery Regiment under Colonel LI CHIH CHUN^^Jfc^ 

2nd Independent Artillery Rogt.-mColonol CHIEN NGO CHING &&&$} 

29th Independent Artillery Regt.- Colonel CHANG CHIEN (^>^ ) 
(Battle order given in appendix)

»Defence works are understood to be in course of construction 
at Tsingpu and Pongyon.

In conclusion» let us note that ths 300 officers who were 
following the courses at the Central Military Academy has* received 
their diplomas at the end of Septembers that Is to say» three 
months before ths normal end of ths courses of instruction.
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ÀJULSJLOJS

àJ Soochew-Aanielng ara a

SnUi Effectives
Si&klag (*)

Instructional Division 10,000 men 24 guns

2nd Liaison Regt. 1,500 men

Xst Regiment of Engineers 1,500 men

23rd Independent Artillery Regt. (2) 38 guns

88th Division 10,000 nen 24 guns

iMng-WuMah

11th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

78th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

SbXnklfiBft
Veur regiments of Kiangau Peace 
Preservation Corps

8,000 men am

Gha»gahow«Wunieh

107th Brigade of ths 38th Division 3,000 men as

Soochow (3)

Headquarters and 108th Brigade of 
the 38th Division

4,000 men 12 guns

4th independent Artillery Regt. 38 guns

XtAUfit
108th Brigade of the 38th Division 3,000 men eh

Wukiang^TungliandPingvang

49th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

Artillery Group of Central 
Military School

12 guns

ChanoalMt. yothen and BnmiVww

87th Division 10,000 men 24 guns

3rd Artillery Begiment 38 giMMI
TOTAL 1 79,000 men* 240 guns
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B/ HMgstaw-Kaffhing-aimgifiBffir an»

MXftftUxu 
tfOTfffthfiW 4THft

Headquarters of 4th 4my

Headquarters of 27th Army 

43rd Division 10,000 men 12 guns

179th and 180th Brigades of tje 6,000 men 12 gene
30th (?) Division

90th Division Biwiaisa 10,000 men 12 guns
14th independent Brigade

38th Independent Brigade

Uth Brigade (newly organised)

smUauauu
55th Division

3,000

3,000

3,000

10,000

men 

men 

men

men 12 guns

57th Division 10,000 men 12 guns

Headquarters and 178th Brigade 4,000 men •
of the 80th Division

20th Division (newly organised) 10,000 men 12 guns

35th Independent Brigade 3,000 men an

1st Independent Artillery Regt.

2nd Independent Artillery Regt

29th Artillery Regiment

TOTAL 72,000 nen|

33 guns

55 (?) guns

?6 (U ffllM..

180 guns

The 8th Gendarmerie Regiment is at Sungklang (1*500 menj

Grand TOTAL 151,000 men 420 guns

-\W
-



Tranelation of Vrenoh Rewflft IttJ* 1934

Qonoeint ration of .£te?se troop a in ,3.gg^how-3hyigh^i Mmjffld------------ - ---...... .. Z
Following the tension between China and Japan, the Commission 

of Military Affairs (General Chiang Kai Shek), is reported to 
haws reinforced the troops stationed in the Sooohow-Shanghai and 
Hhngohow-Kaahing-Sungkiang areas«

A/ Sooahow-»Shanghai Area

Before September 20 the 87th Division of General WANG KING 
KIU was stationed in this area and was distributed as
follows I (I)

Military Headquarters - Klangyin
259th Brigade».................................................Kiangyin
260th Brigade«......................... ... .Taitsang-Kiatlng
261st Brigade«••»«*•••<«•••••*»••••••••Ohangshu

Between September 22 and 30 the following units appear to have 
been transferred into this area I

2nd Division of General KAO LI TSOU )
21st Division of General UU II MSI CHOW 
36th Division of General SUNG CHI LUN ('^^4) /
78th Division of General Kill YUNG TSING if ) 
266th Brigade of the 88th Division of General 8HBN YUAN 
LIANG (3).

These troops are understood to bo distributed as follows i

Kung«han 125th regiment of the 21st Division.
I.

Sooohow 126th regiment of the 21st Division.

Tusieh-Ihing 107th and 108th Brigades of the 36th Division«

Changthow Headquarters and 106th Brigade of 36th Division

Chonkiana-Taiyang 264th Brigade of the 88th Division.

Nj^ging 2nd and 78th Divisions

IsatHngflhftW (North bank of Yangtssetsn (4) .
27th Division of General KAO SHIH HSIWG

Defence works are understood to be in course of construction 
at Kiating and YUshan.

Hangehow-Kaohi ng«8upglf4 stmt Area

Before September 20 in the lashing area was stationed the 57th 
Division of General XX SUNG SHAB The units of this
Division are distributed as follows <

Headquarters •«•••.•••••«• Kashing 
169th Ba^iiKOA*«'««»*»««*«* Haining 
170th Brigade«,«««««.««.«« Mnghu 
171st Briigds««••«•»•• »««««laaKtag

Between the 22nd and 27th September the follewlAg troops 
appear to have boon transferred into the Hangehow-Kashing-Sungkiang 
Area i
Headquarters of the 27th Any of General Li Yttn Chi (t ) 
49th Division of General W CSOT CHWG 
56th Division of General YUAN CHAO CHANG



(8)

60th Division of Genoral CHKU PEI (?$
20th Division newly organised of General HAO TSB CHIU tHRj 
34thzBfaEfadoDi Independent Brigade pf General ID CHI CHIAHG i
35th Independent Brigade of General U XI (^<SL ) ,-j
38ph Independent Brigade of General pahg QHuAH tsa )
2nd Independent Artillery Regiment of General CHIBM HGO CHIHGW & rtf )

These troops are distributed as follows i J 1

R^nfrohow
Headquarters of the 87th Army 
179th and 180th Brigades of the 60th Division 
49th Division
34th Independent Brigade
38th Independent Brigade

Kaahing
55th Division
178th Brigade of the 60th Division
Hewly organised 20th Division
35th Independent Brigade
Two groups of 2nd Independent Artillery Begiment.

Wong Kiana China (J / (On Sooohow-Mashing road)
Ono group/ of the 2nd Independent Artillery Regiment.

Defense works are believed to be in progress at Tsingpuhsien 
and Pongyen.

Rt.^jpitRation. (Effeqtivea)

To the Berth ef Shanghai (between Shanghai and Hanking)»

Four Divisions * two Brigades » 47*000 men approximately

To the South of Shanghai (between Shanghai and Hangchow) •

Uwe divisions and three brigades » approx, 80,000 »Sn»

TOTAL approximately«.....107,000 men

(I) According to information reoeived on Oct.3, all the units of 
act this division are now concentrated in the Changshu-Liuho tru.

(8) Only the 63rd Brigade of this division is reported to have 
reached its destination. The Staff and the two other brigades pre 
believed to be still at Wuhan (Hiq?eh).

(3) The Military Staff and the 268nd and 863rd brigades of this 
division are reported to bo on route for Yangchow (Horth bank of 
Yhngteee)«
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SUBJECT» Coal Situation.

coal situation in Shanghai can be summedThe

up briefly

of the present Far Eastern Hostilities supplies from

Japan and Indo-*China have completelyNorth China

few days prior to the present hostilitiesstopped

two vessels

end the Panamanian

of dust and the latter 4*500 tonscarried 5*000 tons

of ahthracite lump
'■ !-

has been seized by the Japanese

The majority of coal stocks in Shanghai are

situated in Pootung,and include most of

owned by the Kalian Mining Administration

Dealers have been notified that they must

All industrial enterprises have been notified

that they must register their stocks and normal

chartered by Hongay Sales Co.* arrived

coal. It is understood that

as being extremely critical. As a result

Registered Romona. The former

in port. They were the Portuguese Registered Pluto

and other British importers. If the Japanese

.1941...; K
--------------------------- ;---------------- ---

1,...Special. Branch, piie No

Romona and its coal

authorit ies

on wharves

he stocks

accordingly

Hongay Sales are able to unload the Pluto but the

authorities release these stocks the situation will

be alleviated to some extent but in any case there will

be practically no coal in Shanghai within a few

^months if supplies cannot reach this port

reduce their supplies to consumers by 50$» and consumers

have been requested to reduce their consumption

consumption. Private individuals have been notified 

that all stocks of 5 tons and over must be registered
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with the S.M.C, Coal Control Committee which is 

thoroughly investigating the problem.

This Committee with effect from Monday December || 

15th, 1941 are issuing Coal Movement Permits to all 

persons or concerns who require to move coal in excess • 

of 125 kilos or briquettes in excess of 25 kilos.

Each application for a permit will be dealt with on 

its merits and the Committee will reduce if thought 

necessary, the quantity asked for.

The Shanghai Coke Company’s yards at 715 Yu Ya 

Ching Road have been sealed by the Japanese authorities. 

This concern, although its stocks of coke are obtained 

from the British owned Shanghai Gas Co., is not in
| 

itself a British Company.

It is understood that the Shanghai Power Company, I 

the Shanghai Gas Co., and the Shanghai Waterworks Co. 

have stocks on hand to last approximately 2-3 months.

Messrs. Jardine Matheson have a specially Trained I 

uniformed force of 22 Russians and 36 Chinese. These 

men have been placed at the disposal of the Coal 

Control Committee and will be utilized to carry out 

inspection of premises in which coal is stored or where 

there is suspicion of the hoarding of unregistered stocked 

They will be issued with identification cards bearing 

the holders photograph and the Council's chop.

Until all coal stocks are registered and the 

complete needs of the population known it will be 

impossible to make any decision as to rationing of



December 14, 1941

Coal Situation.

The coal situation in Shanghai can be summed

up briefly as being extremely critical. As a result 

of the present Far Eastern Hostilities supplies from 

Sorth China, Japan and Indo-China have completely 

stopped. A few days prior to the present hostilities 

two vessels* chartered oy Hongay hales Co.« arrived 

in port. They sere the Portuguese Registered Pluto 

and tne Panamanian Registered Romona. ite former 

carried 5,000 tone of dust end the latter 4.500 tons 

of anthracite lump eoal. It is understood that 

Hongay Sales are able to unload the Pluto but the 

Romona and its eoal ha» been seized by the Japanese 

authorit ies.

he majority of coal stocks In Shanghai are

on wharves situated in Root un g and include most of 

the stocks owned by the Kalian Mining Administration

and other British importers. If the Japanese 

authorities release these stocks the situation will 

be alleviated to sums extent but in any case there mil 

ba practically no coal in Shanghai within a few 

months if supplies cannot reach this part.

Dealer» nave been notified that they must 

reduce their au plies to consumers by 60.® and consumer! 

have been requested to reduce their consumption 

accordingly.

All industrial enterprises have been notified

that they must register their stocks and normal 

consumption. Private individuals have been notified

that all stocks of 5 tons and over ahst be registered
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with the S.M. C. Coal Control Committee which is

thoroughly investigating the problem.

This Committee with effect from Monday December

15th, 1941 are Issuing Coal Movement Permits to all 

persons or concerns who require to move coal In excess

of 125 kilos or briquettes in excess of 25 kilos.

Each application for a permit will be dealt with on

its merits and the Committee will reduce if thought

necessary» the quantity asked for.
..... ■ • 'ft

The Shanghai Coke Company’s yards at 715 Yu Ya f

Ching Road have been sealed by the Japanese authorities^ 

Thio concern, although its stocks of coke are obtained 

from the .British owned Shanghai Gas Co., is not in 

Itself a British Company. 

It Is understood that the Shanghai Power Company»■■siHI
the Shanghai Gas Co., and the Shanghai Waterworks Oo*.,Mg 

have stocks on hand to last approximately 2-3 months. I 

Messrs. Jardine Matheson have a specially Trained | 

uniformed force of 22 Russians and 36 Chinese. These 

men have been placed at the disposal of the Coal 

Control Committee and will be utilised to carry out

inspection of premises In which coal is stored or where

there is suspicion of the hoarding of unregistered stocks 
lafg . -'JWI

They will bo issued with identification ards bearing 

the holders photograph and the Council’s chop.

Until all coal stocks are registered and the 

complete needs of the population known it will be 

impossible to make any decision as to rat toiling of . 

this commodity



’December 14, 1941

Coal Situation.

The coal situation in Shanghai can be summed 

up briefly as be Ina extremely critical. As a result 

of the present Far Eastern Hostilities supplies from 

Horth China, Japan and Indo-China have completely 

stopped. A few days prior to the present hostilities 

two vessels, chartered by Hongay Sales Co., arrived 

in port. They were the Portuguese Registered Pluto 

and the Panamanian Registered Romons. The former

carried 5,000 tons of dust and the latter 4,500 tons 

of anthracite lump coal. It is understood that 

Hongay Sales are able to unload the Pluto but the 

Pomona and its coal has been seised by the Japanese 

authorit les.

The majority of coal stocks in Shanghai are 

on wharves situated in Pootung and include most of 

the stocks owned by the Kalian Mining Administration 

and other British importers. If the Japanese 

authorities release these stocks the situation will 

be alleviated to some extent but in any case there will 

be practically no coal in Shanghai within a few 

months if supplies cannot reach this port.

Dealers have been notified that they must 

reduce their supplies to consumers by 50,® and consumers 

have been requested to reduce their consumption 

accordingly.

All industrial enterprises have been notified 
that they must relater their stocks and normal 

consumption. Private individuals have been notified 

that all stocks of 5 tons and over must be registered 
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with the 8.M.C. Coal Control Committee which is 

thoroughly investigating the problem.

Thie Committee with effect from Monday December 

15th, 1941 are issuing Coal Movement Permits to all 

persons or concerns who require to move coal in excess 

of 125 kilos or briquettes in excess of 25 kilos. 

Each application for a permit will be dealt with on 

•*- its merits and the Committee will reduce if thought

necessary, the quantity asked for.

The Shanghai Coke Company’s yards at 715 Yu Ya 

Ching Road have been sealed by the Japanese authorities. 

This concern, although its stocks of cuke are obtained 

from the .British owned Shanghai Gas Co,, is not in
' I 

itself a British Company.

It is understood that the Shanghai Power Company, 

the Shanghai Gas Co., and the Shanghai Waterworks Co. 

have stocks on hand to last approximately 2-3 months.

Messrs. Jardine Matheson have a specially Trained 

uniformed force of 22 Russians and 35 Chinese, These 

men have been placed at the disposal of the Coal 

Control Committee and will be utilised to carry out 

inspection of premises in which coal is stored or where 

there la suspicion of the hoarding of unregistered stocks 

They will be issued with identification arda bearing 

the holders photograph and the Council’s chop, 
g ■ ■

Until all ooal stocks are registered and the 

complete needs of the population known it *111 be 

impossible to make any decision as to rat lulling of 

this commodity.
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SUBJECT: Coal Situation

During the month of November an average tonnage 

of coal arrived in Shanghai and ynth the promise of 

official exchange by the Stabilization' Board it 

appeared that the coal situation would be greatly 

ameliorated.

The outbreak of war between Japan and the 

U>S.A. and Great Britain has changed the whole situation*

It has been thought that coal could, be brought to 

Shanghai in boats of Panamanian registry biit it was 

noticed, on December 9th, 1941, that a vessel of that 

flag, The Romona, chartered by Hongay Sales Ltd., was 

being unloaded by the Japanese* This vessel is lying 

at Kos.' 1 and 2 buoys and had about 4,500 tons of lump 

anthracite in the holds. 1,200 tons had been 

removed by Hongay Sales when Japan declared war and 

since then the Japanese have taken over the boat.

Another Hongay chartered vessel, The Pluto 

(Portuguese registered) is lying at 21 -and 22 buoys 

but there is no information available as to what has 

happened to it or the 5,000 tons of antracite in the 

hoi ds.

The whole situation is extremely obscure except 

for the fact that coal stocks are very low and there 

is at present no way of them being teplendfished*

Arrivals during the month of November 1941

Bituminous Poshan 37,100 tons
Tatung Chin Pei 2,500
Keelung 25,000 •
Lamatang 18,000 * (15,300 tons

for S.P.C.)
k.m.a. 46,000 it

130,600 tons
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Antracite Mentoukou 7,900 tons

Ta Tai 2,100 *

Korea 8,500 *

Hongay 20,800 *

39*300 tons |

Tea House Prices Quoted at End of November 1941

Indian Lump ^850*00
■ lrKeelung Slack §550*00

Poshan * §600.60

Hua Nan Lump §650.00
* « Slack §550.00

Kailan Scd. Lump No.l §700.00

• • Ko.2 §650.00

« No.2 Slack $600.00
1

Hongay Lump §700.00

Haiphong Lump §710.00
I 

lientoukou ” §410.00

Briquette §360.00 • £

Issues

No information available yet.

Calculated Stocks on »Vhagvea

No information available yet.

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession1

1

m ' i

■

No information available yet. 1
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SUBJECT: Coal Situation.

The coal situation during the month of October 

1941 was even more serious than in previous months. 

Prices have again soared to hitherto unthought of figures 

and are 'even higher now than those quoted at the end 

of October.

If the Council’s representatives are successful 

in obtaining foreign exchange to cover coal imports» 

a decided drop in prices is forecast. Official 

exchange is not only required to cover the actual 

cost of coal but also for the extremely high freight 

charges which are more than double the cost of the 

coal itself. For example importers must pay G.$5»00 

per ton for anthracite in Indo-China but freight 

charges to Shanghai are approximately Gfll.00 per ton.

Messrs. Hongay Shies are believed unable to 

obtain ships in which to bring their December supplies | 

to Shanghai due to the fact that shipping companies 

are demanding payment in gold dollars. Should the 

stabilization board grant foreign exchange to local 

coal importers before their present gold reserves are 

exhausted, the above predicament will be greatly eased. I 

Present stocks of anthracite plus November supplies 

en route are not expected to last beyond the middle 

of December.

• As a consequence of the existing shortage 

it is understood that Hongay Sales have been forced 

to cease supplying anthracite nuts to some 300 

laundries, dry cleaners, foundries and barber shops.
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Although newspaper reports assert that foreign

exchange has been granted to coal importers, there ; 

no official confirmation of this and it is believed

that the Stabilization Board has not yet made any

decision.

Following are the arrivalei for the month of

October 1941

Bituminous Coals

Chung Hsing ..... .. .............. ... 200 Tons

Hua Tung ............................. ..3,500 •

Huai Nan ••••••••••••< •11>800 b

Poshan ••••••••••••••• .14,900 B

Tatung Chin Pei ............ ..5,000 ft

Keelung ................... .28,900 II

Lama tang.............•............
(17,300 for S.P.C.

.22,000 II

K.M.A. ................................. •65,100 ft

151,400 Tons

Anthracite Coals

Kentoukou ••••«••••••• ..7,600 Tons

Korea ••••«••••••••••• .11,200 »

Hongay & Haiphong .... .48,400 »

67,200 Tons

Calculated Stocks on Wharves

BitumiHOU•••••••••• 331,000

.99,400

Tons
•Anthracite . .................. ..

is

Tea House Prices quoted at end of October 1941,
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Indian Lump $900,00.

Keelung Slack $615.00.

Foshan Slack $650.00«

Huai Nan Lump $770,Q0«

Huai Nan Slack* $615.00«

Kailan Scd. I.Lump $850.00«

* No.2 Slack $675.00«

Hongay Lump $750.00.

Haiphong Lump $755.00.

Mentoukou Lump $450.00.

Coal Briquette $350.00.

Stocksin Settlement & French Concession»
Firm Bituminous Anthracite

Nyi tai Shing 6ÖÖ IS,TO......

Bah Loong Shing 400 15,000

Ping Shing 500 800

Bali Chong , 2,000 8,000

Hwa Chung 1,500
I

- V 1
Yuan Tai 1,000

9
-

Hwa Pei - 4,000

Tung Zung - 3,000

Tung Pang 200 4,000 I
Retail shops 7,000 ■■ X5,QQQ

21,000 54,300
1

u

•It

B. S. I«

A. C. (Special Branch)«
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SUBJECT: Anthracite Importers

The following is an up-to-date list of
Shanghai importers of anthracite

(Special Branch)

Messrs. Ho ng ay Sales Ltd.
Messrs. Olivier-Chine
Messrs. George MacBain

1 The Bund.
98 Museum Road.

1 The Bund.

D. S. I*
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SUBJECT: Anthracite consumption.

The following is the approximate monthly 
consumption of anthracite in Shanghai

Anthracite dust - 50,000 to 60,000 tons
rising to 80,000 tons in winte

Anthracite coal - 15,000 to 20,000 tons.
The 102,000 tons of anthracite shown under 

the heading of rtCalculated stocks on wharves’* in the 
September coal'report includes coal dust and Japanese 
anthracite. In fact approximately 90j& of the 102,000 
tons is Japanese anthracite dust of very poor quality.

D. S. I.

A. C.(Special Branch).
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SUBJECT: „„ n Q. rt„Coal Situation

Tea house coal prices auoted at the end of

September reveal a further slight increase in the 

price of bituminous coals but a decrease is noted

in anthracite prices» During the month of September

arrivals of bituminous coal totalled 164,640 tons, an

increase of 35,630 tons compared with the August 

figures» A large drop is noted in the arrivals of 

anthracite coal, only 34,900 tons being registered 

compared with the 67,200 tons imported in August» 

Very little anthracite arrived in Shanghai from Hopei 

or Korea during the month» Supplies from Hongay and 

Haiphong, however, are normal at present»

It is realiably learned that an application 

by Messrs», Hongay Sales to the Cur eucy Stabilization 

Board for exchange has been refused and that as a 

consequence the price of anthracite coal will be 

increased about $20 per ton within a few days and 

in all probability further increases of $30 per ton 

are foreseen» These increases are unavoidable and 

are the result of the Hongay Company having to purchase 

gold in the "Black Market" in consequence of the 

Stabilization Board's decision» It will be realized

that as all payments for coal in Indo-China have to
sbe made in gold, Hoij^y Sales must obtain gold exchange 

at whatever exchange is available»

If the Stabilization Board continue to refuse 

the necessary exchange for this vital ccmmodity and 

gold became unobtainable on the "Black Market,* Messrs» 

Hongay would be unable to purchase further supplies of
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coal from Indo-China«

This -would seriously aggravate the already 

precarious coal situation and it would appear that 

the Stabilization Board's decision is so far-reaching 

that representations by the Council are warranted« - 

following are the arrivals for September 1941:-

Bituminous Coal» 

Chung Hsing ......................   400 tons

Huai Kan...................................................... 9,500 »

Tatung Chin Pei ....................  7,400 *

Poe han ................................. ....... 35,200 *

Keelung ................................ ..... 36,500 *

Lamatang (S.P.C.) ............................... 11,100 *

K.M.A................................... 64,540 •

164,640 tons

Anthracite Coals

HOp«1 eeeaoaeeeeeae«eeee<................ 1,300 t ons

MSntOUkOU eeeeeeeaeweeee ...........  1,600 »
KOTQB eeee*eeeeeeeeeeeem<................ 2,700 •

Hongay & Haiphong ........................ 29,300 »

34,900 tons«

Calculated Stocks on Wharves

Bituminous ............................................  335,210 tons

Anthracite .................... 102,000 tons 

0
Tea House Prices quoted at the end of September 1941

Indian Lump ............................................. $620.00

Keelung Slack.......... ............. $380.00
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Pos han Slack .................. $425.00

Huai Han Lump ........................ $500.00

• • Slack......................   $380.00

Kalian Scd.l Lump ........................    $580.00

" IT0.2 Slack  ......................$450.00

Hongay Lump ..................  $515*00

Haiphong Lump .............................  $520.00

Ment oukou Lump ..................  $400.00

Coal Briquette ........................  $310.00

Stocka in Settlement and Trench Conceaaion

Tirm Bi tuminoua Anthracite

Hjri Tai Shing 4,000 tons 18,000 tone

Dah Loong Shing 2,500 • 14,000 »

Ping Shing 1,800 • 800 •

Dah Chong 5,000 w 8,000 •

Hwa Chung 4,000 • •

Yuan Tai 4,000 » -

Hwa Pei - 6,000 •

Tung Zung Co. 1,000 » 2,800 •

Tung Tang Co. 300 • 4,000 » '

He tail shops 7,000 • 15,000 «

29,600 tone 68,600 tona

▲. C. (Spe cial Branch)
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Headquarters, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.
September 12> ......19 41.

To Secretary & Commissioner Generql>

Se Me Ce

Acting
The/Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - S.B. D.7555/2.

Subject : - Coal Situation.

Enclosures j- Copy of a Police report.
For information

SN/C



S.B. D.7555/2

S.l, Special Branch, 

September 10, 1941.

Coal Situation

Except for considerable increases in prices 

there has been no marked change in the coal situation 

during the month of August. The high prices now 

prevailing are attributed to the refusal by Japanese 

Authorities to release any appreciable quantities 

of coal from the huge stocks which they control.

129,010 tons of bituminous coal arrived in 

Shanghai during the month. This shows a decrease 

of approximately 33,000 tons compared with July's 

figures. An increase of approximately 4,000>tons 

of anthracite coal arrived in port during the month. 

A comparison of the July and August total arrivals 

of all coal show a decrease of about 30,000 tons.

Stocks on wharves, however, have increased 

by about 11,000 tons. In view of the fact that the 

demand for coal has not declined in any way it 

must be assumed that certain quarters are continuing 

the hoarding of this commodity. It is a matter of 

conjecture whether the reason for this hoarding is 

one of possible future financial gain or of military 

necessity.

It is reliably learned that ship freight 

charges on coal from the South have been reduced 

by about G.S1.00 during the past two months. This 

would, no doubt, have a marked effect bn coal prices 

if it were possible to effect the release of the 

stocks mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

It is again necessary to draw attentionbto
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press articles on the coal situation. On September 

7th, 1941 an article appeared in the North China 

Daily News in which it was foreseen that the price 

of coal would increase ten per cent and possibly 

more during the coming winter. The writer strongly 

urged local cons oners to buy their supplies now 

at current prices. Apparently losing sight of the 

fact that this suggestion would creat an increased 

demand, the writer in the same paragraph points out 

that a heavy demand causes an increase in prices.

Local coal dealers unanimously agree that 

such articles do not help to ameliorate the situation 

but only tend to emphasize the present anxious state 

of affairs.

Following are the arrivals for August, 1941.

Biluroinoug, Goals

Huai Nan 16,100 tons
Poshan 23,800 *
Tatung Chin Pei 3,200 *
Keelung 22,500 *
Japanese 2,500 *
Lamatang (S.P.C.) 6,300 *
K.M.A. 54,610 *

129,010 tons

Anthracite Qoals

Hopei 13,600 tons
Korea 21,500 •
Hongay & Haiphong 32,100 "

67,200 tens

Calculated Stocks on War v es

Bituminous......... ........................... 325,300 tons

Anthracite......... ............ ................ 103,000 *
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Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 15,000 tons 4,000 tons

Dah Loeng Shing 10,000 * 1,500 *

Ping Shing 1,000 * 500 *

Dah Chong 9,000 " 5,000 *

Hwa Chung - 4,000 *

Yuan Tai 200 • 4,000 "

Hwa Pei 7,000 * 500 “

Tung Zung Co. 5,000 * -

Tung Fang Co. 5,0Q0 * 200 *

Retail shops 6,000 * 15,000 *

58,200 tons ^¿00_^ons

Tea House Prices Quoted at end of August. 1941

Indian Lump. $610,00

South African Lump 590.00

Keelung Slack 375.00

Poshan Slack 405.00

Huai Nan Lump 500.00

• * Slack 390.00

Kalian Second 1 Lump 580.00

Hengay Lump 530.00

Haiphong Lump 545.00

Mentoukou Lump 400.00

Coal Bi iquette 320.00

Certified true copy

sh/c.
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subject : Coal Situation

Except for considerable increases in prices

there has been no marked change in the coal situation

during the month of August. The high prices now

prevailing are attributed to the refusal by Japanese 

Authorities to release any appreciable quantities 

of coal from the huge stocks which they control.

129,010 tons of bituminous coal arrived in 

Shanghai during the month. This shows a decrease 

of approximately 33,000 tons compared with Julyfs 

figures. An increase of approximately 4.000 tons 

of anthracite coal arrived in port during the month.

A comparison of the July and August total arrivals

of all coal show a decrease of about 30,000 tons.

Stocks on wharves, however, have Increased

-- by about 11,000 tons. In view of the fact that the 

demand for coal has not declined in any way it

must be assumed that certain quarters are continuing 

the hoarding of this commodity. It is a matter of 

conjecture whether the reason for this hoarding is 

one of possible future financial gain or of military 

necessity.

It is ^reliably learned that ship freight 

charges on coal from the South have been reduced 

by about G.$1.00 during the past two months. This 

would, no doubt, have a marked effect on coal prices 

If it were possible to effect the release of the 

stocks mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

It is again necessary to draw attention to
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press articles on the coal situation* On September 

7th, 1941 an article appeared in the North China 

Daily News in which it was foreseen that the price 

of coal would increase ten per cent and possibly 

more during the coming winter. The writer strongly 

urged local consumers to buy their supplies now 

at current prices* Apparently losing sight of the 

fact that this suggestion would create an increased 

demand, the writer in the same paragraph points out 

that a heavy demand causes an increase in prices.

t Local coal dealers unanimously agree that 

such articles do not help to ameliorate the situation 

but only tend to emphasize the present anxious state 

of affairs.

Following are the arrivals for August, 1941.

Bituminous Coals

Huai Nan 16,100 tons
Foshan 23,800 •
Tatung Chin Pei 3,200 ii

Keelung 22,500 w
Japanese 2,500 ii

Lamatang (S.P.C.) 6,300 it
K.M.A* 54,610

129,010 tons

Anthracite Coals

Hopei 13,600 tons
Korea 21,500 e
Hongay A Haiphong 32,100 •

67,200 tons

Calculated Stocks on Wharves

Bituminous .....................  325,300 tons

Anthracite ...........  • .................... 103,000 •
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Stocks in Settlement aid French Concession

Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 15,000 tons 4,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 10,000 • 1,500 «

Ping Shing 1,000 • 500 •

Dah Chong 9,000 • 5,000 •

Hwa Chung 4,000 "

Yuan Tai 200 * 4,000 •

Hwa Pei 7,000 • 500 *

Tung Zung Co« S,000 " • -

Tung Fang Co« , 5,000 • 200 »•

Betail shops 6,000 15,000 •

SS^SOO^togs 34,700 tons

Tea House Friges Rioted at end of August, 1941

Indian Lump« $610.00

South African Lump 590.00

Keelung Slack 375.00

Foshan Slack 405.00

Huai Nan Lump 500.00

• “ Slack 390.00

Kailà^n Second 1 Lump 580.00

Hongay Lump 530.00

Haiphong Lump 545.00

Mentuukou Lump 400.00

Coal Briquette 320.00

D. S. I.

A. C.(Special Branch)
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The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No: - S.B. D.7555/2

Subject ■- Qasl Sjituakian-

Enclosures Copy of a Police report«

(for information).
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S.l, Special Branch, 

August 10, 1941.

gp.al Sitoatiop

Since the last report on this subject the 

situation has undergone changes which do not 

reveal a very encouraging state of affairs.

The main factor contributing to the 

unsatisfactory situation is still the difficulty 

in obtaining the necessary shipping facilities. 

The high freight charges obtaining on those ships 

which are available is the largest contributory 

cause for the existing abnormal prices.

Although coal arrivals during July have 

registered a further drop it is noted that stocks 

on wharves have increased approximately 50,000 tons 

above the June figures. These wharves are all under 

Japanese control.

A further rise in prices was recorded at the 

end of July, due to further increases in freight 

charges.

It is apparent that local dealers are 

experiencing increasing difficulty in obtaining 

sufficient stocks of soft coal for household 

purposes. It has been learned that the Nyi Tai 

Shing and other Companies, unable to obtain sufficient 

supplies from their usual source, recently made 

application to the Japanese authorities for the 

release of part of the huge stocks of soft ooal 

lying at the Pootung Wharves. The Japanese Authorities 

promised to release 30,000 tons to these dealers, 

and although this figure was far below the actual
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requirements, it was nevertheless sufficient to 

temporarily alleviate the situation. T&e promised 

30,000 tons, however, did not materialise and the 

dealers have now received information that the 

Japanese Authorities were only prepared to allow 

the release of 4,000 tons. This figure is obviously 

inadequate and the situation resulting from this 

state of affairs is one of extreme precariousness. 

When it is remembered that the present summer demand 

for soft coal falls far below the coming winter needs, 

it will be readily realized that future prospects 

present a very gloomy outlook unless a successful 

solution is found immediately.

With reference to the report of the Coal 

Sub-Committee's Meeting held on July 17th, 1941, 

and Mr. Hutton's remarks re the possibility of the 

Police obtaining figures of coal arrivals from the 

Customs, I have to report that the Customs absolutely 

refuse to give any information of this nature. All 

enquiries are referred to the Customs Report which 

is on sale at Messrs. Kelly & Walsh on the 22nd of 

each month. This Report gives statistics on coal 

shipments for the preceding month. It will be 

appreciated that the Police Report on the Coal 

Situation is forwarded to the S.X.C. by the 10th 

of each month.

The statement in the Coal Sub-Committee's 

Report that Police figures do not include Pootung 

stocks is obviously inaccurate when it is remembered
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that with the exception of one or two wharves 

on the Shanghai side of the River* all coal wharves 

ere located on the Pootung side. The figures in 

the Police Report under the heading "Calculated Stocks 

on Wharves*, are made up from the stocks lying on 

the following wharves:« M.B.K. Upper, M.B.K. Lower, 

M.B.K., C.K.P., Hong Hsing, K.M.A. and Shanghai 

Hongkew, all of which are located on the Pootung 

side.

Arrivals for the month of July are as follows

Chung Shing ................................ 200 tons

Huai Nan ........................................  6,500 *

Poshan ................................................... 30,400 *

Tatung Chin Pei .................................. 16,800 *

Keelung................................................. 29.400 *

Japanese ........................................... 9,200 *

K.M.A.......................................................  68,190 •

Lamatang (S.P.C.) .............................. 1,900 *

162,590 tons

Anthracite Coals

Mentoukou .......................................... 15,400 tons

Lee Foong ............................................. 4,200 *

Korea..................................................... 21,000 *

Hongay and Haiphong......................... 23,100 *

63,700 tons



Calculated Stocks on_Wharv_ea

Bituninous ..........................................

Anthracite ..........................................

320,380 tons

96,300 *

Stecks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous
Nyi Tai Shing 20,000 tons 6,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 15,000 * 3,000 *

Ping Shing 1,000 * 2,000 *

Dah Chong 10,000 • 8,000 *

Hwa Chung 5,000 •

Yuan Tai • * 5,000 *

Hwa Pei 10,000 * 1,000 *

Tung Zung Co. 3,000 * • ■

Tung Fang Co. 5,000 * 400 8

Retail shops 5,000 • 15,000 •

69,000 tons 45,400 tons

Tea House prices quoted at the end.of July, 1941

Indian Lump ....................... ............. 1450.00

Lamatang Lump..................... ............. 420.00

South African Lump........... ............. 420.00
Keelung Slack ..................... ............. 275.00
Poshan Slack ....................... ............. 300.00

Huai Nan Lump............... ...............325.00

* * Slack ................... ............. 280.00
Kailan Sod. 1 Lump ........... ........... 400.00

♦ • 2 • ........... ............... 380.00
1 No. 2 Slack......... ....... 335.00

Hongay Lump ......................... ............. 435.00

Haiphong Lump..................... ............. 445.00

Mentoukou Lump ................... ........... 360.00

Goal Briquette................ ............. 295.00

Certified true copy.

CLK/.
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SUBJECT: Goal Situation

Since the last report on this subject the

situation has undergone changes which do not 

reveal a very encouraging state of affairs. 

The main factor contributing to the 

unsatisfactory situation is still the difficulty 

in obtaining the necessary shipping facilities. 

The high freight charges obtaining on those ships 

which are available is the largest contributory 

cause for the existing abnormal prices.

Although coal arrivals during July have 

registered a further drop it is noted that stocks 

on wharves have increased approximately 50,000 tons 

above the June figures. These wharves are all under 

Japanese control. [

H A further rise in prices was recorded at the 

end of July, due to further increases in freight 

charges.

It is apparent that local dealers are 

experiencing increasing difficulty in obtaining 

sufficient stocks of soft coal for household 

purposes. It has been learned that the Hyi Tai 

Shing and other Companies, unable to obtain sufficient 

supplies from their usual source, recently made 

application to the Japanese authorities for the 

release of part of the huge stocks of soft coal
. . . ■ | | 

lying at the Pootung Wharves. The Japanese Authorities? 

promised to release 30,000 tons to these dealers, 

and although this figure was far below the actual
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...... ;.........  .*.....1_____ Station. File No......................... Date..................................................

SUBJECT:

requirements, it was nevertheless sufficient to 

temporarily alleviate the situation. The promised 

30,000 tons, however, did not materialize and the 

dealers have now received information that the 

Japanese Authorities were only prepared to allow 

the release of 4,000 tons. This figure is obviously 

inadequate and the situation resulting from this 

state of affairs is one of extreme precariousness.

** ' When it is remembered that the present summer demand

for soft coal falls far below the coming winter needs 

it will be readily realized that future prospects 

present a very gloomy outlook unless a successful 

solution is found immediately.

With reference to the report of the Coal 

Sub-Committee’s Meeting held on July 17th, 1941, 

and Mr. Hutton’s remarks re the possibility of the 

Police obtaining figures of coal arrivals from the 

Customs, I have to report that the Customs absolutely A 
refuse to give any information of this nature. All 

enquiries are referred to the Customs Report which 

is on sale at Messrs. Kelly & Walsh on the 22nd of 

each month. This Report gives statistics on coal 

shipments for the preceding month. It will be 

appreciated that the Police Report on the Coal 

Situation is forwarded to the S.M.C. by the 10th 
of each month.

The statement in the Coal 6ub-Comit tee’s 

Report that Police figures do not include Pootung 

stocks is obviously inaccurate when it is remembered
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that with the exception of one or two wharves

on the Shanghai side of the River, all coal wharves 

are located on the Pootung side. The figures in 

the Police Report under the heading "Calculated Stocks 

on Wharves", are made up from the stocks lying on ' 

the following wharves M.B.K. Upper, M.B.K. Lower, 

M.S.K., C.K.P., Hong Hsing, K.M.A. and Shanghai 

Hongkew, all of which are located on the Pootung 

side.

Arrivals for the month of July are as follows t-

Bituminous Coals

Chung Shing ....................   200 tons

Huai Nan.........................  6,500 «

Poshan...............................................  30,400 "

Tatung Chin Pei .......... .................  16,800 "

Ke elung.............................................. 29,400 *

Japanese...............................    9,200 "

K.M.A. ...............................................  68,190 "

Lamatang (S.P.C.) ............. 1,900 "

162,590 tons
Anthracite Coals

Mentoukou ...............................  15,400 tons

Lee Poong .......................................... 4,200 *

Korea...............................  21,000 *

Hongay and Haiphong 23,100 *

*63,700 tons
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Calculated Stocks on Wharves

Bituminous  ..............................  320,380 tons

Anthracite  ........................... 96,300 11

Stocks in Settlement and French Concesaion

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 20,000 tons 6,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 15,000 a 3,000 a

Ping Shing 1,000 a 2,000 a

Dah Chong 10,000 a 8,000 a

Hwa Chung - a 5,000 a

Yuan Tai - a 5,000 a

Hwa Pei 10,000 a 1,000 a

Tung Zung Co. 3,000 a - a

Tung Fang Co. 5,000 a 400 a

Retail shops 5,000 a 15,000 a

69,000 tons 45,400 tons
Tea House prices quoted at the end of July , 1941

Indian Lump ..............................  $450.00

Lamatang Lump ................................  420.00

South African Lump ......................... 420.00

Keelung Slack ................. 275.00

Poshan Slack .................. 300.00

Huai Nan Lump ................. 325.00

* " Slack ..............................  280.00

Kalla" Scd. 1 Lump ............ 400.00

* " 2 * ......... .. 380.00
No. 2 Slack......... .  335.00
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Hongay Lump.................................. $435.00

Haiphong Lump 445.00

Mentoukou Lump .................................... 360.00

Coal Briquette .................................. 295.00

A. C.(Special Branch)
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Headquarters,

...July 11. 19 41

To Secretary & Conxnissioner General,

S. M. C.

The Çoriiiùissioner of Rolice presbnts his conrpliments i

Reference No : -

Sub j ect

S.B. D.755S/2

Coal Situation.

Copy of a Police report. 
( for information).

CLK/.



3.1 Special Branch, 

July 9, 1941.

Coal Situation

No great alteration in the coal situation has 

manifested itself since the last report on the subject 

and the local market remains normal.

Average summer arrivals, stocks and sales are 

reported and dealers are understood to be laying in 

reserve stocks in preparation for the winter market.

Following are the arrivals for the month of

June, 1941:-

Bituminous Coals

Chung Hsing..............................................  900 tons

Poshan...................................................j.32,800 *

Tatung Chin Pei ............................¡...11,200 *

Keelung ................................................... 23,000 *

Japanese...................................................11,200 *

Samarinda ............................................... 1,900 * (S.P.C.)

Lamatang.................................................. 4,200 * (S.P.C.)

06,200 tons

Anthracite Goals

Hopei .......................................................  6,700 tons

Mentoukou......... ...................................... 12,100 *

Lee Foong............... .............................. 3,000 *

Korea.........................................................32,100 . *
Hongay & Haiphong..................................34,000 |

—87^)00 ions
Calculated Stocks on Wharves

Bituminous  ................................... 228,300 tons

Anthracite.......................... 69,100 *

Stocks IP Settlement a pi frengh Conce^sifta

Zim iPihEacito Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 20,000 tons 7,000 tons



Dah Loong Shing 16,000 tons 3,000 tons

Ping Shing 3,000 ft 2,000 ft

Dali Chong 8,000 ft 5,000 ft

Hwa Chung -* ft 7,000 ft

Yuan Tai ft 7,000 ft

Hwa Pei 12,000 ft 500 ft

Tung Zu ng Co. 4,000 ft 1,000 ft

Tung Fang Co. 3,000 ft 300 ft

Retail shops 3,000 ft 15,000 ft

69,000 tons 47,800 tons

Tea House Prices quoted at the end of June. 1941.

Indian Lump ....................................................$430.00

Lamatang Lump ................................................$390.00

Lamatang Slack ............................................... $310.00

South African Lump ...................  $400.00

Keelung Slack ..................................................$250.00

Poshan Sick ................................................... $270.00

Huai Nan Lump..................................................$300.00

Huai Nan Slack ............................................... $255.00

Kailan Scd. 1 Lump.........................................$385.00

Kailan Scd. 2 Lump .................................... $365.00

Kailan No. 2 Slack .................................... $315.00

Hongay Lump........................................  $425.00

Haiphong Lump.......................................  $435.00

Coal Briquette ............................................... $296.00

Certified true copy.
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Date.......iP.ly.-9 »...1941

Coal Situation

alteration in the coal situation has

fested itself since the laet

t he 1 o c al market remains norm

:e

reported and dealers are under sto

re serve

Followi n, c the

June, 1941

Bituminous Coal

Chua

Po shan

Tatung Chin Pei

Ke elung

i nda

Lam at a ng

Anthracite CoalsA. C. (Sp. Br.

Hopei

e ntoukou

Coni rn r. of Police.

Korea
Hongay & Haiphong

Bituminous

Anthracite

Calculated Stocks on Wharves

atiori for

arrivals

report o n the subject

i al. «

stocks and sales are

iod to he laying in

• the winter market.

! for the month of

900. tons

. 32,800 «

11,200 «

23,000 it

11,200 M

1,900 « (SePaC.)

4,200 __ " (S.P.C.)
85,200 tone

6,700 tone

12,100 ft

3,000 ft

32,100 ft

34,000 tt

87,900

228,300 tone

69,100 "

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthr acite Bitumi nous

Ityi Tai Shing 20,000 tone 7,000 tons
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Dah Loong Shing 16,000 tone 3,000 tons

Ping Shing 3,000 * 2,000 *

Dah Chong, 8,000 * 5,000 •'

Hwa'Chung — " 7,000 «

Yuan Tai -- " 7,000 *

Hwa Pei 12,000 M 500 *

Tung Zung Co. 4,000 H 1,000 «

Tung Fang Co. 3,000 " . 300 M

Retail shops 3,000 ” 15,000 *

69,000 tons 47,800 tons

Tea House Prices quoted at the end of June, 1941

I ndi an Lump ....................%••••••• $4 30t 00

Lam at ang Lump............. ........ $390. 00

Lamatang Slack............................. $310.00

South African Lump .................... $400.00

Keelung Slack ............... $250.00

Poehan Slack ................ $270.00

Huai Nan Lump ............................... $300.00

Huai Nan Slack .............. $255.00

Kail an Scd. 1 Lump .......................$385.00

Kail an Scd. 2 Lump .......................$365.00

Kailan No.2 Slack....................... $315.00

Ho ng ay Lump .........................................$425.00
I

Haiphong Lump ................................ $435,00

Coal Briquette ............. .. .............$296.00

D. S.

A. C. (Special Branch)
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To Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

Tile Commi'ssioner • o.f Police presents Ills compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : - S. B. D.7555/2.

Subject : - Coal Situation.

nclosures Copy of a Police report.
For information.

// ■#'
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SUBJECT: Coal Situation

The following figures were not available 
when the monthly coal report was forwarded on
June 3rd, 1941.

Arrivals for the month of May, 1941 :~
Bituminous Coals

Foshan........................ ........... 44,400 tons
Tatung Chin Pei........ .  7,200 *
Keelung......... .............................  10,200 *
Japanese ...................... 9,100 '•
Indian ............................................ 12,400 rt (S.P.C.)

Samar inda ........................  «. 1,900 ” ( * )

85,200 tons
Anthracite Coals

Hope i................... ....... ....... 4,000 tons
Mentoukou ...................... 2,400 w
Korea............... . ............... ........... 21,800 n

Hongay & Haiphong........... ...........   61,900 h

90,100 tons
Calculated Stocks on V/harves

Bituminous........ . .................. . 260,200 tons
. 49,000 *
ConcessionStocks in Settlement and French

Finn Anthracite Bituminous
Nyi Tai Shing 4,000 tons 14,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing 10,000 * 3,000 *
Ping Shing 1,000 « 1,000 *
Dah Chong 7,000 « 3,000 *
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Hwa Chung « tons 5,000 tons
Yuan Tai 5,000 9«

Hwa Pei 12,000 tons • It

Tung 2ung Co* 3,000 • • w

Tung Fang’ Co* 2,500 * 300 It

Retail shops 4,000 « 15,000 w

43,500 tons 46,300 tons
Tea-House Prices quoted at the end of May, 1941

Indian Lump .....................   $415*00
Indian Slack .................... $380*00 
Lamatang Lump ............ ...................... $390.00
South African Lump .............. $390.00 
Keelung Slack ................... ........ $250.00
Po shan Slack .....................................$270* 00
Huai Nan Lump........ . .................... $300*00
Huai Nan Slack................................  $250.00
Kailan Scd.l Lvmp ..................... $380*00
Kailan Scd«2 Lump........ .  $360.00
Kailan No.2 Slack ........................... $290.00
Hongay Limp .. ..........    • $420.00
Haiphong Lump........ . .................... . .  $425. 00
Coal Briquette  ................... $290.00



In March 1940, the S.L'.C. went into ¿he 
possibility of adopting measures to limit the prices 

of coal in the Settlement. A Kailan Mining Administration 

official commenting on this stated that it is impossible 

to control selling prices while there is a shortage of 

coal. He also pointed out that there is a law of 

supply and demand and in certaixi trades, shipping in 

particular, the whole basis of price fixing is what 

the charterer will pay.

Sir Robert Calder Marshall in reviewing the 

above stated that he could not see how the Council, 

under the conditions existing then, would be able to 

control prices effectively, for the factors which 

control price are market demand and replacement cost, 

and unless a greater supply of coal becomes available 

it would appear inevitable that prices would remain 

a^zreplacing cost.

s' Imports

The amount of coal arriving in Shanghai

during the month of March 1940, ihren the above views

imports had dropped

the figure was even

bnsumpti on

247,000 tons. By March 1941, the

to 146,000 tons and in April 1941

lower, i.e. 100,600 tons

The average monthly tonnage from all sources 

•rriving in Shanghai for the past twelve months was 170,000

The normal monthly consumption of coal in

iv»

Shanghai a year ago was approximately 200,000 tons.

This included the Shanghai Power Company’s consumption 

of 40,000 to 50,000 tons per month.

Owing to various factors, the ahi of of which

.la the .Japanese blockade of- Obiria- ports, which prevented 



factories from obtaining the necessary raw materials 

from the interior and. thus forcing them to curtail their 

operations, the monthly local consumption of coal has 

dropped considerably. The added drop in the demand 

for bunker coal, caused by the curtailment of shipping 

services to Shanghai, has brought the monthly 

consumption down to an estimated 150,000 - 180,000 

tons or even lower.

The cause of the gradual increase in local 

stocks (from approximately 181,000 tons in April 1940 

to approximately 243,300 tons in April 1941) is the 

accumulating of supplies by Japanese concerns notably 

the M.B.K. It will be seen from the table attached 

that a large percentage of coal imported from Japanese 

sources has been for the M.B.K. What happens to this 

coal after arrival at M.B.K. wharves, 1«of y not

known, but information, which incidentally is confirmed 

by the increasing stock figures, is that this coal is being 

accumulated by this concern (M.B.K.). As was mentioned 

in the report of April 1940, this-coal is no doubt of an 

inferior quality, as a reported shortage of coal in 

Japan at that time would seem to indicate that there 

would not be any good quality coal available for export 

to China.

-Now, it would appear that these large stocks 

of coal held by Japanese, may be offered for sale on 

the local market at a fixed price, which would no 

doubt be in excess of the actual value of the coal.concerned.

The present high prices prevailing in Shanghai 



as has been stressed time and time again, are 

directly due to freight charges. As a large 

percentage of the Japanese coal was no doubt 

transported at a very low cost, which cost would 

not be in U.S. currency as is the case with other 

importers# -i-t-ie*- not difficult,, to realise. the 

enormous gain that would ensue were this coal 

actually sold in the open market in Shanghai.

Whilst the foregoing is merely a 

conjecture, it is the obvious idea behind the 

Japanese move for a controlled market and is 

offered as the opinion of persons who arFTn 

fairly constant touch with the local coal situation.



IB 1 BITUMINOUS
.✓

COAL • 1

Month Total 
Arrivals

Arrivals from 
Japanese 
Sources

Approximate
Issues to 

_________ MBK__________

1940
May 157,000 71,100 23,600

June 169,100 27,000 27,000

July 168,800 56,800 Not Available

August 109,600 2.3,300 21,400

September 90,200 44,100 24,100

October 106,300 59,100 26,300

November 126,600 72,500 27,400

December 93,000 50,700 35,700

1941
January 126,800 59,700 17,100

February 97,600 40,000 30,500

March 91,300 35,700 27,300

April 80,500 20,600 26,300

/



May 9, 1941

COAL SITUATION 7S'S'Sh”
<r'

The coal situation at the end of April is 
in effect not greatly changed from that prevailing 
at the end of the previous month»

The expected drop in the import of anthracite 
coal has manifested itself, as will be noticed by the 
figure of 18,300 tons imported from Hongay and Haiphong 
during April as against 54,800 tons during March» The 
freight charges have been considerably increased and are 
now as high as U.S.$15 and $17 per ton. A further inorea 
is foreseen.

As the bulk of coal briquettes consists of 
anthracite coal, it will be realized that a shortage 
of briquettes will be felt unless a âolution of the 
shipping problem is found.

It was reported in the Shanghai Times if May 1, 
that quantities of coal were being imported from the 
Mentoukou mines, near'Peking. If these extra supplies 
are actually imported into Shanghai and made available to 
small consumers, it may be possible for this coal to be 
used in the place of briquettes.

However it is learned that the average daily 
output of the Mentoukou mines is as low as approximately 
500 tons. It is fairly obvious that the figure of 
50a000 tons mentioned in th® newspaper report will 
cover a long period, as out of a daily output of 
500 tons, it will not be possible to reserve large 
quantities for Shanghai after the normal demands have 
been met.

With regard to profiteering, it is possible 
that some dealers who have had stocks on hand for some 
time are endeavouring to obtain a higher price for 
this coal than usual, but, as was mentioned in a 
previous report, the cost of replacement which is 
increasing monthly, must be met. Measures have been 
adopted by importers to curb the activities of 
profiteers by ascertaining the reason for large 
purchases by other than their usual customers, unless 
it is proved that the demand is genuine stocks are 
not released to these applicants. It is reported that 
with the freight charges continually increasing, the 
present high prices do not allow an excessive margin of 
profit.

The stocks of coal held by Japanese interests, 
mentioned in the March report, ar® gradually increasing 
but are still not available for general consumption.

following are the arrivals for the month 
of April s-

Bitumlnous coals

Huai Nan..............................1,600 tons
Poshan ...............*............ 55,000 ”
Tatung, Chin Pei.... 3,300 *
Keelung............................  2,400 "
Japanese.<«18,200 *

80,500 tons



Anthracite coals

Hop®i.......................................... ...♦•1,800 ton,
Hongay & Haiphong...............•

20,100 tons

Calculgted stocks

Bituminous-................ approximately s43,300 tons.
Anthracite . ...........- approximately 47,7JO tons.

Stocks in Settlement and. Freuch
Bituminous

5,000 tons
3,000 ”
1,000 "
7,000 " 
5,000 ” 
5,000 *

xm

$yi Tai Shing
D&h Loong Shing
Ping Shing
Dah Chong
Hwa Chung

Anthracite

7,000 tons
7,000 ”
2,000 rt

kwà pel
Tuàg Sung Company

Fang Company 
iaiàil. shop

5,000'
1,000
3,4)00
3,000

1,000
300 

7,000

ths

Indian lump .......
« slack.. «♦.... 

lamatang lump f..••
« slack

South African lump 
KaalW^g' alack.. • ♦ ♦ 
poahan slack »•••• 
Huai N«n lump....• 

« rt slack#..»
Kailfin No. 1 lump.

h Hi. 2 slacB
Hongay lump •.♦.♦•• 
Haiphong lump...., 
Coal hr i quett s....

■USD.bO per 
»76«00 " 
¿M jÔO 

386.00 
400*00 
30|»R

, 3âl»|f
, 3BO.O0
„ 310*00
0 4Ô0.0Ô
, 340.00 
. 420.00 
, 440.O0 
» 310.Ô0

ton

»»



Headquarter
Shanghai Municipa

May.... ....  10,.......
1 Police.

41 .

To Secretary & Commissioner General,

Si M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compì

forwarding h ©with.the undermentioned documents.

eference No:- S.B. D.7555/2.

Sub j ect Coal Situation.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
For information.

V
CSC.
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G. 850-1-41*

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Date.... May 9». 1941».................S<lr...Spec±al..Jkhtanch..... ffWtgg. File No...........................

SUBJECT; COAL SITUATION

The coal situation at the entP^of April is 

in effect not greatly changed from that prevailing 

at the end of the previous month.

The expected drop in the import of 

anthracite coal has manifested itself, as will be 

noticed by the figure of 18,300 tons imported from 

Hongay and Haiphong during April as against 54,800 

tons during March. The freight charges have been
I conse^wM^^ increased and are now as high as

U.S.$15 and $17 per ton. A further increase is 

foreseen.

As the bulk of coal briquettes consists of 

anthracite coal, it will be realized that a shortage 

of briquettes will be felt unless a solution of the 

shipping problem is found.

It was reported in the Shanghai Times of 

.y 1, that quantities of coal were being imported 

•om the Mentoukou mines, near Peking. If these 

rtra supplies are actually imported into shanghai I
Id made available to small consumers, it may be

possible for this coal to be used in the place of 

briquettes.

However it is learned that the average daily 

output of the Mentoukou mines is as low as approximately | 

500 tons. It is fairly obvious that the figure of 

50,000 tons mentioned in the newspaper report will 

cover a long period, as out of a daily output of 

500 tons, it will not be possible to reserve large 

quantities for Shanghai after the normal demands-have 

been met«



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

........................................................... Station. File No.......................... Date.....................................................

SUBJECT: - 2 -

With regard to profiteering, it is possible 

that some dealers who have had stocks on hand for some 

time are endeavouring to obtain a higher price for 

this coal than usual, but, as was mentioned in * 

previous report, the cost of replacement which is 

increasing monthly, must be met. Measures have been 

adopted by importers to curb the activities of 

profiteers by ascertaining the reason for large 

purchases by other than ttieir usual customers. 

Unless it is proved that the demand is genuine, 

stocks are not released to these applicants. It 

is reported that with the freight charges continually 

increasing, the present high prices do not allow an 

excessive margin of profit.

The stocks of coal held by Japanese 

interests, mentioned in the March report, are 

gradually increasing but are still not available 

for general consumption.

Following are the arrivals for the month 

of April»- 

Bituminous coals

Huai Nan .......................................  1,600 tons

Foshan  ....................... 55,000 *

Tatung, Chin Pei ......... 3,300 •

Ke elung  ............  2,400 *

Japanese ................. 18,200 •

80,500 tons



F M . , 2 
G. 850-1-41«

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Station. File No Date

SUBJECT: - 3 -

Anthracite coals

Hopei 1,800 tons

Hongay & Haiphong 18,300

20,100 tons

Calculated stocke

Bituminous

Anthracite

approximately 243,300 tons

approximately 47,700 tons

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

1

I

BituminousAnthraciteFirm

Nyi Tai Shing 7,000 tons ,5,000 tons

Bah Loong Shing 7,000 • 3,000 *

Ping Shing 2,000 a 1,000 *

Bah Chong

Hwa Chung

Yuan Tai

Hwa Pei 5,000 «

7,000 f

5,000 *

5,000 "

Tung Zung Company 1,000 • 1,000 *

Tung Fang Company 3,000 it 300 •

Hetail shop 3,000 • 7,000 *

Tea-house Prices at the end of April, 1941

Indian lump ......... >420.00

* slack ........ >370.00

Lamatang lump ....... a a a a a a A >400.00

• slack ...... >350.00

South African lump .. • aaaaaA >400.00

Keelung slack .............. >300.00



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

■Station. File No Date

SUBJECT: 4

JPoshan slack ..... ...........$325.00 per ton

Huai Nan lump .... .... $350.00 * »

* • slack ... .... $310.00 • «

Kalian No.l Lump . .... $400.00 • «

• No.2 slack .... $340.00 • «

Hongay Lump ...... .... $420.00 * n

Haiphong Lump .... .... $440.00 * n

Goal briquette ... .... $310.00 * •

A.G. (Special Branch)
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Coal From
North China
Coming Here

Fifty Thousand Tons To 
Be Shipped Monthly

From Mentoukou
A measure of relief for Shang

hai’s coal crisis was promised yes
terday with the announcement ’ 
that thè local firm of Messrs. | 
George McBain have reached an 
agreement with the Japanese I 
authorities to bring 50,000 tons of | 
coal to Shanghai from the Mentou
kou - mines near Peking. _

While, since this coal is of the 
anthracite variety, it will hot help 
the Shanghai Power Company, it 
is nevertheless expected lo ease 
the shortage of coal in this city 
for domestic and industrial use. It • 
is expected that shipments through | 
this source may be continued. ’

An official of the firm said that, 
the first shipments had alrea^15 | 
been arranged for, and Avould bet 
made early in May. The haul will 
be by water.

Will Help Out
While the real need lh Shanghai I 

is for bituminous coal, which con-1 
stitutes 80 per cent, of the total 
monthly consumption of 170.000 
tons in this city, this added sup
ply will help, especially for domes
tic use, while a few industrial 
plants are also equipped to use 
anthracite.

As a consequence of the contract, 
the stock of the Shanghai Explora
tion and Development Co., which j 
manages Mentoukou, rose to $25.50 I 
on the local Stock «Exchange. The 
stock opened at $23, and a fort“ 
night ago could be had at $19. The 
nominal value is Taels 2.50.



arrivals of Indian' coal ar© recordea« The total imports of 

. bituminous coals,- however, do not show alarge decrease over

the. February figures« That this is.so is due to the fact that 

additional ships have recently been obtained to transport coal 

from North China and fairly.large stocks of bituminous coal: are

at the present tim<^ Incidentally, large quantities of 

'bo al are being accumulated ,-|iy. certain Japanese (presumably 

•«ttary) interests, but are.:ot being released fdg.general 

consumption,. large.S’spanese concerns allegedly being unableto 

obtain supplies of this coal,

Mb is'jfece again necessary to draw attentic^i^®* 

articl<^}-;|j^We -local press concerning the coal .0n;,

April 7, an' article appeared8 in the orth China Daily News 

zreferring tb the. activities OjF-speculatorson the coal market.

Whilst' it is true that prices are continually increasing, the 

view, is expressed .. importers that reports '-of large- 

scale profiteering are not strictly correct.^ These reports 

^^bably owe- their, origination to th® fact that certain small, 

/'dealers have been compelled, to increase >heir^rio'W®, to be 

able to ■ cover the increased ?&ost of renlaceme^^^tocksW In . 

addition, large--consumers, such. as. the utility- companies, are./
-.-«•r^orte'd 'to/ -^'e purchasing large stocks. -Iftba Hy,. osing .to the- 

. Impossibility of obtalniri Indian coal ■ oubt "the prices

tnat they are pre-pared .'to pay rise ih proportion to the urgency 
of

So say that'^^^-'hoardiy' ofJjybks is

ib^&hs4^^iMrfrpricesIk. appear
ex^ggera>s4v^^®'-SfilXtbe that mention ws

SS$& Xn w XO, that the* efforts of r-sme}.
Sealers to obtain reserve had.'been -¿^rested by importers . 

havlgn axcrciseu sb^^^|idiixrf''of -control ©ver their Mi-str’ibu^$M^



seated that the reason for the present high pries 

of coal is the increased cost of freight and that press articles 

emphasising th© unsatisfactory state of affairs ar® doing more 

harm than good.

Prices are almost certain to continue increasing as it 

is learned that negotiations for steamers for next month have 

resulted in quotations of u.#13 p®r ton freight charges and ,it is 

not I syond the founds of possibility to anti,.niT^§^ven higher 

freight costs if further ships are obtained. Whether this will 

be possible is not yet kho^n, but there is still a chance thit- 

facilities may present themselves before a serious-shofta^j 

actually occurs.

Following are the arrivals for March, 1941:«*

Bituminous Coale

Huai Nan.......................,....8,BOO tons 
Poshan ....................   .46^500 *
Tatung Chih Pei. ....i.......... . ' 300 ”
Keelung......................................................9,400 "
Japanese....................................................... ..26,300 ”

Total 91,300 tons

Anthracite Coals

Hongay and Haiphong ............... 54,800 tons

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coals..257,600 tons 
Anthfacite oocls...,,,,...'......,. 65,900 "

Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession
“"yXrm™”" Anthracite ~

tons
“TO2—----------
Nyl'fai Shing 
Dah Loong Shing 
Ping Shing 
Dah Chong 
Hwa Chung 
Yuan Tai 
Hwa Pei 
Tung Zung Co- 
Retail Shops

To.'W 
10,000 

6,000

5,000
3,000
5,000

Bituminous 
------5~?WTons 

3‘.500 " 
1,000 ” 

13,000 ” 
7,000 ” 
6,000 ” 

400 « 
1,000 ”■ 

10.000 ”

Total

Tea-House pricesIndiah lump.»
Lamatang lump 

" slack
South African lump
Kesluag slack-•.- -

39.000 tone

quoted at end of March

46,900

355 per
300 «
320 «
280 «
330 ”
250 ”

tons

ton '



-w

Tea-house quoted at end of March (Continued)

Poshan slack,...............$265 per ton
Kalian No. 1 lump........... 320 "
Kalian No. 2 slack.......... 265 ’’
Hong ay .......... 360 ”
HaiphcBlg lump .............. 360 ”
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT ?fe /M

S.l» Special Branch.... .SHRSMi. File No.. Date....April..9,...1941.

SUBJECT: Coal Situation

When reviewing the coal situation at the 

present time, it is noteworthy that during the month 

of March, no arrivals of Indian coal are recorded. 

The total imports of bituminous coals, however, do 

not show a large decrease over the rtebruary figures.

That this is so is due to the fact that additional 

COMM1SS'O^

'r. of Polio

Informa ion. ;

ships have recently been obtained to transport coal 

from North China and fairly large stocks of bituminous 

coals are on hand at the-present time* Incidentally 

large quantities of coal are being accumulated by 

certain Japanese (presumably military) interests, 

but are not being released for general consumption, 

large Japanese concerns allegedly being unable to 

obtain supplies of this coal.

It is once again necessary to draw attention 

to articles in the local press concerning the coal 

market. on April 7, an article appeared in the

North China Daily News referring to the activities 

of speculators on the coal market. Whilst it is

true that prices are continually increasing, the 

view is expressed by importers that reports of large- 

scale profiteering are not strictly correct. These 

reports probably owe their origination to the fact 

that certain small dealers have been compelled to 

increase their prices, to be able to cover the increased 

cost of replacement stocks* In addition, large 

consumers such as the utility companies, are reported 

to be purchasing large stocks locally, owing to the 

impossibility of obtaining Indian coal and no doubt



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

—........Station. File No......................... Date-................ ............................

SUBJECT: • 2 »

the prices that they are prepared to pay rise in 

proportion to the urgency of the demand»

To say that the hoarding of stocks is 

chiefly responsible for the present high prices, 

however, would appear seme what exaggerated, it 

will be remembered that mention was made in the 

report dated March 10, that the efforts of some 

dealers to obtain reserve stocks had been defeated 

by importers having exercised some modictm of 

control over their distribution» It must be 

repeated that the reason for the present high price 

of coal is the increased cost of freight and that 

press articles emphasising the unsatisfactory state 

of affairs are doing more harm than good»

Prices are almost certain to continue 

increasing as it is learned that negotiations for 

steamers for next month have resulted in quotations 

of U.$13 per ton freight charges and it is not I 
beyond the bounds of possibility to anticipate even 

higher freight costs if further ships are obtained» 

Whether this will be possible is not yet known, 

but there is still a chance that facilities may 

present themselves before a serious shortage actually 

occurs»

following are the arrivals for March, 1941 s- 

Bituminous Coals

Huai Kan......................

Foshan........................ ..

................ 8,800

.....*» 46,600

tons
s

Tatung Chih Fei .... ......... 300 it

.............. 9,400 w



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

...Station. File No Date

SUBJECT: • 3 -

bituminous Coals (continued)

J apane se 26,300 tons

Total : 91,300 tons

Anthracite Coals

Hongay and naiphong .... 54,800 tons.

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coals ......«•« 257,600 tons

Anthracite coals ............  65,900 *

Stocks in the Settlement and Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

flyi Tai Shing 10,000 tons 5,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 10,000 It 3,500 It

Ping Shing 6,000 it 1,000 It

Dah Chong - 13,000 It

Hwa Chung - 7,000

Yuan Tai - 6,000 w

Hwa Pei 5,000 It 400 It

Tung Zung Co« 3,000 It 1,000 It

Retail shops 5,000 H 10,000 It

Tea-house prices quoted at end of March

Indian lump ........................ ........ $355 pe r ton

W slack ••••••••••• * t..........   $300 * n
Lamatang lump .................... ...............  $320 » n

* slack................. ...................$280. * it

South African lump ..... ............ ♦ . $330 * a

Keelung slack •••••••••• •••«•••• $250 * it

Poshaxi si ack •*••••••••• a a e e• • •s £265 * it

Kailan Ko.l lump ............. ..............   $320 • a



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

.......> Station. File No................ ........ Date.............................'...................

SUBJECT: • 4 •

Prices icontinued)

Kailan No«2 slack....................• • $265.00 per ton

nongay lump..................  $360.00 * *

Haiphong lump  .............................  $360.00 * *

D. P. S.

A.C. (Special Branch)



Coal Balls Reach 
Record Price

Speculators Blamed; Ample 
Stocks of Materials Said 
Available in Shanghai

A serious threat to every Chinese 
household in Shanghai is the ever-in
creasing price of coal balls needed 

| for cooking. The new record price 
I is $266 per ton. Chinese circles fear 
i that unless speculation on this im- 
I portant commodity and daily neces- 
I sary is stopped, the price may reach 
| the highest mark of $15 per picul, 
i Before the war the price was less 
’ than $1 per picuL Besides worrying 
I about their daily quota of rice, the 
. poor are searching for fire-wood in 
j all streets, where hawkers are often 
| seen selling what appear to be brok- 
' en parts of coffins chopped into 
small pieces.

It is generally agreed among the 
Chinese here that, like the rice situa
tion, the seriousness of the coal ball 
situation has also reached a climax 
and it is alleged by the Chinese 
press that speculators are very active - 
in the coal market, while the auth
orities are seeking a remedy for im
proving the rice situation. Their 
purchasing activities and the alleged 
hoarding indulged iff W1 coai mer- 

JCR&n!s are said to be chiefly resnnn- 
the increase of prices. In 

WciSisfrom 
all Chinese quarters, the Machine- 
made Coal Ball Merchants Association 
is planning to hold a meeting to dis
cuss the situation.

It is learned, however, that like 
the price of rice, the price of coal 
is also affected seriously by freight 
charges and the increased cost for 
maintaining workers by the ’"Brious 
coal ball manufacturing factories. 
The reduction of freight charges is 
again a very important factor in set
tling this problem. The material 
needed for making coal balls is ar
riving continuously and the ready 
stock amounts to more than 30,000 
tons, enough for one month’s con
sumption. About 1,000 tons are sold 
daily here.



March 10, 1941

COAL 'SITUATION

The coal situation in Shanghai has 
since the last report on the subject and a 
at the present time does not reveal a very 
affairs.

undergone a big change 
review of the position 
encouraging state of

As has been reported, in previous reports, the difficulty in 
obtaining thé necessary shipping facilities is the main factor 
contributing to the present unsatisfactory state of affairs. Steamers 
are now practically impossible to obtain and with certain ships 
being withdrawn from their normal trade, a serious deficiency in 
transport is being created. Just how and when a means of overcoming 
this deficiency will present itself* is impossible to forecast.

It is perhaps as well to mention at this point that certain 
local importers have declared themselves unwilling to negotiate for 
steamers which are at present engaged in transporting rice, as it 
is felt that a shortage of rice in Shanghai will present a more 
serious condition locally than a shortage of coal.

The recent articles, referring to the Power Company, that 
have appeared in the local press have caused considerable conster
nation amongst local dealers, who have been endeavouring to buy up 
stocks far in excess of their normal requirements, since the 
publication of the articles. Should they have been, successful in 
their efforts to accumulate large reserve stocks, thé position that 
would ensue in the course of the next two or three months is not 
hard to guess. With Imports reduced to a minimum aid the existing 
stocks in the hands of a group of unscrupulous merchants, these 
same merchants would be in a position to dictate their own terms to 
consumers. These press articles have no doubt been justified to a 
certain extent, but it does seem as if they have done quite 
an amount of harm to a large extent unnecessarily. Although the 
position as outlined in the press is in the main correct, a more 
modified account of the state of affairs would have justified itself 
in that it very possibly would not have given rise' to the state of 
anxiety prevailing at present,

To return to the shipping question, it would appear that 
with certain imports assured for March and April, the month of May 
will be a crucial month, Existing stocks in Shanghai with the 
arrivals for the next two months, will suffice for some time but 
unless a solution of the transport problem is,found, it may well be 
that May will find the coal situation in Shanghai very difficult. 
One thing that seems assured is that prices will register an 
increase.

With regards to briquettes,, rumours that have circulated 
regarding adulteration of the coal dust used are largely unconfirmed. 
It has been ascertained that a certain amount of cheap Japanese 
coal dust was acquired by briquette manufacturers and mixed with 
Hongay dust, thus keeping the price of briquettes down. Stocks of 
this cheaper dust have now been exhausted and an increase in the 
price of briquettes is a distinct possibility. However, it would 
appear that rumours of mud being mixed with the coal dust in greater 
proportion than usual are without foundation. Should the manufacturers 
not have used a certain amount of cheap coal dust, briquette prices 
would ha\e increased by more than the $10 per ton already registered.



22,800 tons.

Arrivals for the nonth o f February ar e as follows;'-

Bituminus coals i

Huai Nan
Poshan & Luta
Keelung
Japanese
Ind ian

14,000 
23,000 
15,400 
24,600 
20,600

tons
11
at
ror
« (S.P.C. 13,200

___  S.G.C. 7,400

97,600 tons

As against 126,800. tons during January.

Anthracite coals

Hopeh
Hongay & Haiphong

2,800 
20,000

tons
If

Calculated stocks

as against 74,400 tons during January.

Bituminous coals
Anthracite coals

252,900 tons
74,300 

and French

If

ConcessionStocks in the- S ettlement

Firm Anthracite Bituminous11 1
Nyi Tai Shing 13,000 tons 7,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing 9,000 ft 4,000 ’’
Ping Shing 1,000 If 1,000 ”
Dah Chong 2,000 fl 8,000 ”
Hwa Chung 8,000 ”
Yuan Tai 300 ft 8,00(0 ”
Hwa Pei 8,000 11 4,000 ”
Tung Zung Co. 2,000 ft 2,000 ”
Tung Fang Co. 2,000 If 400 »
Retail shops 5,000 It 8,000 «

Q 0 ,
Tea-house priceis March 3 , 1941

Indian lump $265.00 per ton
” slack 215.00 ” «

Lama tang lump 220.00 ” ft
” slack 170.00 ” !f

Pcbshan " 165.00 « ft
Keelung ’* 150.00 ” tl
Huai Nan lump 185.00 ” ft

" « slack 155.00 ” ft
Kailan No.l lfump’ 220.00 ° ft

” No.2 slack 165.00 " tt

Hongay lump 260.00 " ft

Haiphong lump 245.00 " If
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SUBJECT:
Coal Situation

The coal situation in Shanghai has undergone 

a big change since the last report on the subject and 

a review of the position at the present time does not 

reveal a very encouraging state of affairs.

As has been reported in previous reports* 

the difficulty in obtaining the necessary shipping
n 

facilities is the main factor contributing to the
■ .8

present unsatisfactory state of affairs. Steamers 

are now practically impossible to obtain and with 

certain ships being withdrawn from their normal trade* 

a serious deficiency in transport is being created.

Just how and when a means of overcoming this deficiency

will present itself is impossible to forecast.

It is perhaps as well to mention at this 

point that certain local importers have declared 

themselves unwilling to negotiate for steamers which 

are at present engaged in transporting rice* as it 

is felt that a shortage of rice in Shanghai will
I 

present a more serious condition locally than a 

shortage of coal.

The recent notices, originating-from the 

Power Company, that have appeared in the local press 

have caused considerable consternation amongst local
J 

dealers, who have been endeavouring to buy up stocks 

far in excess of their normal requirements* since the 

publication of the articles. Should they have been 

successful in their efforts to accumulate large reserve 

stocks* the position that would ensue in the course of 

the next two or three months is not hard to gueaa.
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SUBJECT; - 2 ~

With imports reduced to a minimum and the existing 

stocks in the hands of a group of unscrupulous 

merchants, these same merchants would be in a position 

to dictate their own terms to consumers. These press 

articles have no doubt been justified to a certain 

extent, but it does seem as if they have done quite 

an amount of harm,to a large extent unnecessarily. 

Although the position ae outlined in the press is in 

the main correct, a more modified account of the state 

of affairs would have justified itself, in that it very 

possibly would not have given rise to the state of 

anxiety prevailing at present.

To return to the shipping question, it would 

appear that with certain imports assureei, for March 

and April, the month of May will be a crucial month. 

Existing stocks in Shanghai ,with the arrivals for 

the next two months, will suffice for some time but 

unless a solution of the transport problem is found, 

it may well be that May will find the coal situation 

in Shanghai very difficult. One thing that seems 

assured is that prices will register an increase.

With regards to briquettes, rumouas that 

have circulated regarding adulteration of the coal 

duet used are largely unconfirmed. It has been 

ascertained that a certain amount of cheap Japanese 

coal dust was acquired by briquette manufacturers and 

mixed with Bongay dust, thus keeping the ptice of 

briquettes down. Stocks of this cheaper dust have

now been exhausted and an increase in the price of
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SUBJECT: 3

briquettes is a distinct possibility. However, it 

would appear that rumours of mud being mixed with the 

coal duet in greater proportion than usual are without 

foundation. Should the manufacturers not have used 

a certain amount of cheap coal dust, briquette prices 

would have increased by more than the $10 per ton 

already registered.

As against 126,800 tons during January•

Arrivals for the month of February are as

follows »-

Bituminous coals

Huai Nan 14,000 tone

Poehan St Lut a 23,000 •

Këelung 15,400 * •

J apanese 24,600 *

Indi an 20,600 • (S.P.C. 13,200
~. [S.G.C. 7,400

97,600 tone

Anthracite coale

Hopeh 2,800 tons

Ho ng ay & Haiphong 20,000 *

22,800 tons

as against 74,400 tone during January.

Calculated e to eke

Bituminous coals 252,900 tons

Anthracite coals 74,300 •
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Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 13*000 tone 7,000 tons

Dah loong Shing 9,000 • 4,000 *

Ping Shing 1,000 • 1,000 *

Dah Chong 2,000 • 8,000 »

Hwa Chung 8,000 •

Yuan Tai 300 • 8,000 •

Hwa Pei 8,000 » 4,000 •

Tung Zu ng Co. 2,000 • 2,000 •

Tung Fang Co. 2,000 • 400 •

Betail shops 3,000 • 8,000 »

Tea-house prices March 3, 1941

Indian lump $265.00 per ton

• slack $215.00 • •

Lamatang lump $220.00 » •

* slack $170.00 • »

Poehan • $165.00 » a

Keelung * $150.00 » •

Huai Nan lump $185.00 * M

* * alack $155.00 • N

Kalian Nd.l lump $220.00 per ton

* Nd.2 slack $165.00 • »

Ho ngay lump $260.00 » M

Haiphong lump $245.00 • a

' •. P. 8«
A.C.(Special Branch)
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COAL SITUATION-#
P’ \z sy'\ ,lz

There is very little to report on the l^cjHfcKfoal 
situation at the present time and the only suj$|imiiwm POLICt: 
is possible to make is by a review of the relevant ManressTRY 
for the period concernede t> $ &

Regarding Bituminous coals, stocks at tjr^end of/T M
January are practically the same as they wefwat the end 
of the month previous, although the arrivals <faw ieniMiwy 
register an increase over the December figures. This in
dicates slightly increased business but on the whole, 
business in the coal market is not very brisk.

The ahrivSls of anthracite coals are slightly less for 
January than for December and the stocks held locally also 
show a decrease. Sufficient quantities are arriving, how
ever, to ensure adequate supplies for local consumption.

Prices remain practically unchanged.
ARRIVALS.

Bituminous coals:
Huai Nan
Tatung Chin Pei 
Poshan & Luta 
Keelung 
Japanese 
Indian

6,300 tons
4,§00 ” 

39,900 “ 
23,000 " 
36,700 " 
16,000 ■' (13,000for :S.P.C.),

Attthracite coals:
Hopei
Korea
Hongay & Haiphong

Calculated Stocks •

126,800 tons.

9,400 ”
7,700 ”

56,300 •’ 
—73,'4^ tons.

Bituminous 
Anthracite

178,600 tons.
46,900 "

STOORS IN THE SETTLEMENT aND FRENCH CONCESSION.

**************************

Firm, Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 12,000 tons 8,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing 10,000 •» 5,000 »
Ping Shing 4,000 •* 1,000 ”
Dah Chong 2,000 * 5,000 ”
Hwa Chung «• 8,000 ”
Yuan Tai 300 ” 8,000 "
Hwa Pei 8,000 ’’ 5,000 ”
Tung Zung Con^any 3,000 •» 4,000 »
Tung Fang Company 2,000 " 500 »
Retail shops 3,000 ” 8,000 ”
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Made by..... D.P.S < Killingbeck .......Forwarded by. D. I.Crawford

There is very little to report on the local 

coal situation at the present time and the only survey

• that it is possiole to make is by a review of the 

! relevant figures for the period concerned.
I 

regarding Bituminous coals, stocks at the

I end of January are practically the same as they were

i at the end of the month previous, although the 

i arrivals for January register an increase over the 

' December figures. This indicates slightly 

increased business but on the whole, business inI
• the coal market is not very brisk.

The arrivals of anthracite coals are 

slightly lees for January than for December and the 

stocks held locally also show a decrease. Sufficient 
quantities are arriving, however, to ensure adequate 

supplies for local consumption.
Prices remain practically unchanged.

126,600 tons

Arr ivale

Bituminous coals:

Huai Nan 6,300 tons

Tatung Chin Pei 4,900 a

Poshan & Luta 39,900 M

Ke elung 23,000 *

Japanese 36,700 « 1

Indian 16,000 * (13,000 for S.P.C. ) 1
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Bituminous 178,600 tons

46,900Anthracite

Stocks in the Settlement and Trench Concession

firm Anthracite
1

Bituminous

Nyi lai Shing 12,000 tons 8,000 tons

Jah Loong Shing 10,000 • 5,000 *

Ping Shing 4,000 • 1,000 *

Jah Chong 2,000 * 5,000 *

Hwa Chung - 8,000 ■

Yuan Tai 300 * 8,000 *

Hwa Pei 8,000 * 5,000 *

Tung Zung Company 3,000 * 4,000 *

Tung Tang Company 2,000 • 500 •

Retail shops 3,000 “ 8,000 •
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No great alteration in the coal situation 

has manifested itself since the last report on the 

subject and the local market continues slack. That 

this is true in the case of bituminous coals is 

proved by the fact that, whilst the arrivals of 

bituminous coals during December are some 33,000 

tons lower then during November, stocks held locally 

register a slight increase. Stocks of anthracite 

coal also have increased slightly since the end of 

November, but the arrivals of anthracite during 

December are some 30,000 tons higher than during 

November.

The increase in the arrivals of anthracite 

coal should assure a sufficient supply Qf briquettes 

for some time as it is the dust from this coal that 

is primarily used in their manufacture.

Prices generally have increased, increases 

for the various grades varying from $5 to $15 per ton. 

Following are the arrivals for December.

a) Bituminous Coals

Poshan & Luta 21,100 tons

Tatung Chin Pei 6,400 H

Keelung 16,500 tt

Japanese 34,200 H

Indian 12,700 tt

Samarinda 2,100 W

Total 93,000 tons
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b/Lade by. ,For vo ar de d by.

b) Anthrac ite Coals :-

Hopei 3,300 tons

Hongay & Hieiphong 64,000 H

Korea 12,200 It

J apanese 4,700 H

Total 84,200 tons

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coals 178,900 tons

Anthracite coals 61,000 H

Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession.

Firm Anthracite Bituminous t
Kyi Tai Shing 10,000 tons 9,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 10,000 " 5,000 “

Ping Shing 4,000 " 1,500 *

Dah Chong - 10,000 "

Hwa Chung •* 7,000 •

Yuan Tai 200 " 6,000 "

Hwa Pei 10,000 " 600 ”

Hargen & Co. - —

Tung Zung Co. 4,000 '• 3,000 "

Tung Fang Co. 4,000 • 800 *

Retail shops 10,000 “ 10,000 • w

Tea House Prices on December oO, 19 40. 1

Indian lump $240.00 per ton
MP’1
I

* slack $185.00 * *

Lamatang lump

1

$190.00 * •

É. J
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Lamatang slack $160.00 per ton

Poshan 11 $160•00 h

Ke elung slack $145.00 rt H

Kailan No*2 slack $160.00 it it

Hongay lump $260.00 it 11

Haiphong lump $235.00 tt 11

D. P. S.

A.C* (Special Branch)
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local coal market at the x resent tihe^OTtttft^g^/^ 
there is little that can oe said..W&- -

v in> to cnartere having aeon obtained on ii;i_.,s fe transport coal 
Cx- the ooutil the arrivals of anthracite coal from indo-China curing 
e la at month • ere More satis factory than ior tne previous month, the 

elative fi ures oein^ 30,200 tone for i.ovember as against the 9,600 tone 
or October, the osition at far ¿a briquettes are concerned is also 

co •ticerably easier, but it i 
obtaining a very'satisfactory 
ciean co<al snot/ an ihcnaoi e 
.ainly for the use of tlM va

thought that dealers in briquettes are not 
margin oi t^iit. «rrivals of Japanese ano 

out tnis coal is ail being' ,<ept in stock, 
a.iese military Uxxits. Jemunds from facto

ries continue very lou and oui.ig to the large decrease in the number of 
c :!_■£ calling at Shanghai, business in buna er coal is also very ¿Luck.

* rices again are higher-, out, in the case of .ongay coal especially, 
is no ooubt occasioneo o./ very nigh freight charges.

.■olio-wing are the arrivals for 

fittoinous coals
Chung nsing
* oshan c. Luta 
Tatung Chin i ei 
neelung 
vapanese 
Indian
ramatang

1 a incite coa,l£

xingK.0' • 
no rea
longuy u Haiphong

i.ovèmoer.-

126,600 tons

800 tons
21 700 "
30.300 "

62.600 tons

bituminous-approximately 170,000 tons 
nn th recite- " 58,000 "

oLQcKb in Element ¿nd ^‘rench Concession.

ni rm anthracite 3j turni no us■ ■■■

Nyi Tai ahing 10,000 tons 12.000 tons
Jah noong bhing 9.000 " 6Ì000àing ohing 3,500 " 2.00Ó “
nah Chong - 10.000 "
xiua Ciiung «■! 8 000 "
fuan Tai 200 “ 6,000 “
una * ei 10,000 " 500 "
hargen Co. - -
Tung Lung Co. 5,000 '• 3-000 *’
Tung Fang Co. 3,000 '* 600 "
betail shops 10,000 '• 8,000
Current crices.
Indian lump w>220.00 _.e r ton

“ slacK ?18o.C0 II

xuamatang lump vl75.00 It

” slack «»lob.OO <«

i oshan *’ •«>155.00 (I

heelung " «>140.00 If

Kailan ^158.00- u

riong&y lump *245.00 u
Haiphong lump *230.00 II

I.
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Business in the local coal market at the 
present time continues to be very slack and there 
is little that can be said regarding the situation 
locally.

'-’wing to charters having been obtained 
on shi ps to transport coal from the South, the 
arrivals of anthracite coal from Indo-China during 
the last month were more satisfactory than for the 
previous month, the relative figures being 30,200 
tons for .November as against the 9,600 tons for 
October. rhe position as far as briquettes are 
concerned is also considerably easier, but it is 

luaght that dealers in briquettes are not obtaining 
a very satisfactory margin of profit. Arrivals 
of Japanese and Korean coal show an increase but 
this coal is all being kept in stock, mainly for 
the use of the Japanese military units. Demands 
from factories continue very low and owing to the 
large decrease in the number of ships calling at 
Shanghai, business in bunker coal is also very 
slack.

Prices again are higher, but, in the case 
of Hongay coal especially, this is no doubt 
occasioned by very high freight charges.

folio wing are the arrivals for November 
Bituminous coals
Chung Hsing 1,200 tons
Poshan & Luta 35,400 *
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(Bituminous coals)
Tatung Chin ^ei 3,600 tons
Keelung 31,500 I«

Japanese 41,000 tt

Indian 6,900 w (S.P.C.)
Lama tang 7,000 H

126,600 tons
Anthracite coals
YingJ^ow 800 tons
Korea 21,700 M

Hongay & Haiphong 30,300 M

52,800 tons
Stocks
Bituminous-approximately 170,000 tons
Anthracite rt 58,000 tons
Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthraci te Bi tuminous
Nyi Tai Shing 10,000 tons 12,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing 9,000 " 6,000 «
Ping Shing 3,500 * 2,000 *
Dah Chong - 10,000 *
Hwa Chung - 8,000 •
Yuan Tai 200 " 6,000 *
Hwa Pei 10,000 « 500 *
Hargen & Co. - -
Tung Zung Co. 5,000 « 3,000 «

f
a ........ .............. .......
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- 3 -
Tung Fang Co. 3,000 tons 600 tons
Retail shops
Current prices

10,000 " 8,000 “

Indian lump $220.00 per ton
*• slack $185.00 M

Lama tang lump $175.00 M

“ slack $165.00 »

Poshan " $155.00 ft

Ke elung ” $140.00 ft

Kailan ” $158.00 ft

Hongay lump $245.00 te

Haiphonglump $230.00

z 7

it

D. P. S.
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The only outstanding feature of the coal 

market at the end of October appears to be a consider

able decrease in the arrivals of anthracite coal

from Indo-China. This was brought about by the 

impossibility of obtaining the necessary shipping 

facilities .While only 9,600 tons arrived during 

October, it is hoped that the position will be improved

during November as charters have been obtained on a

few ships sailing under Panamanian and French flags.

Previously, British ships were almost exclusively 

used in this,, but they are now unavailable owing to 

the present situation in Indo-China. Freight charges, 

however, are very high on the ships obtained and it 

is expected that the price of anthracite coals will

register an increase in the future*

Bituminous coals continue to arrive as 

usual,the arrivals for October being slightly more 

than for the previous month.

It appears that there is a shortage in the 

supply of briquettes as many of the briquette 

manufacturers have been unable to obtain sufficient 

quantities of coal dust, but this position will no 

doubt also be improved with the arrival of new stocks 

from Indo-China.

Following are the arrival for October:

Bit.qminou.gi__cg.ai8.
Poshan & Luta 30,7000 Tons.
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Tatung Chin Pei 2,500 tons..

Keelung 28,600 tt

Japanese 30,500 tt

Indian 14,000 * (S.P.C.)

106,300 tons

Anthracite.

Hopei 7,300 tons

Yingkow 800 It

Korea 7,900 •

Hongay & Haiphong 9,600 II

25,600 tt

Stocks.

Bituminous coals, approx. 133,000 tons

Anthracite coals approx. 56,000 tons

The stocks of anthracite represents coal stored in 

wharves of various concerns, and not reserve stocks 

held by Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales Ltd., as has 

previously been quoted. It is believed that these 

latter mentioned stocks are at present very low.

Stocks in the Settlement and Erench Concession.

Firm Authraeite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 3,000 tons 16,000 tons

Bah Loong Shing 7,000 tons 5,000 tons

Ping Shing 4,000 tons 2,500 tons

Bah Chong 13,000 tons

Hwa Chung 10,000 tons

Yuan Tai 7,000 tons
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Firm

Hwa Peh

Tung Zung Co.

Tung Fang Co.

Retail shops

Current Prices.

Authracite Bituminous

14,000 tons 500 tons

2,000 tons 3,000 tons

3,000 tons 400 tons

10,000 tons 8,000 tons

Indian lump

Indian slack

Lamatang lump

Lamatang slack

Poshan slack

Ke elung slack

Kailan Ko.2 slack

Hongay lump

Hongay slack

#205.00

#170.00

$170.00

$160.00

$145.00

$130.00

$152.00

$245.00

$225.00

D. C. (Crims & Special Branches).
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S. 1. Special Branch.

November 6, 40»

Coal Situation.

D.P.S. Killingbeck D.I. Crawford.

The only outstanding feature of the coal 

market at the end of October appears to be a considera- 

. ble decrease in the arrivals of anthratic coal 

from Indo-China. This was brought about by the 

impossibility of obtaining the necessary shipping 

facilities. While only 9,600 tons arrived during 

October, it is hoped that the position will be improved 

during November as charters have been obtained on a 

few ships sailing under Panamanian and French flags. 

Previously, British ships were almost exclusively 

used in this, but they are now unavailable owing to 

the present situation in Indo-China. Freight charges, 

however, are very high on the ships obtained and it 

is expected that the price of anthracite coals will 

register an increase in the future.

Bituminous coals continue to arrive as 

usual the arrivals for October being slightly more 

than for the previous month.

It appears that there is a shortage in the 

supply of briquettes as many of the briquette 

manufacturers have been unable to obtain sufficient 

quantities of coal dust, but this position will no 

doubt also be improved with the arrival of new stocks 

from Indo-China.

Following arethe arrivals for October: 

Bituminous coals.

Poshan & Cuba 30,7000 Tons
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(S.P.O.)

Tatung Chin Pei 2,500 tons

Keelung 28,600 "

Japanese 30,500 ”

Indian 14,000 "

106,300 tons

Anthracite«
Hopei

Y ingkow

Korea

Hongay & Haiphong

7,300 tons

800 "

7,900

9,600 '•

25,600 "

Stocks

Bituminous coals, approx. 133,000 tons

Anthracite coals approx. 56,000 tons

The stocks of anthracite represents coal store in

wharves of various concerns, and not res erve stocks

held by Messrs• Hongay Coal Sales Ltd., as has

previously been ouoted. It is believed that these

latter menti oned stocks are at present very low.

Stocks in the S ettlement and French Concession.

F irm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 3,000 tons 16,000 tons

Bah Loong Shing 7,000 tons 5,000 tons

Ping Shing 4,000 tons 2,500 tons

Dah Ching 13,000 tons

Hwa Chung 10,000 tons

Yung Tai 7,000 tons

I

I

i



jirm Anthracite Bituminous

Hwa Peh 14,000 tons 500 tons

Tung Zung Go. 2,000 tons 3,000 tons

Tung Fang 00 . 3,000 tons 400 tons

Retail shops 10,000 tons 8,000 tons

Current Prices,

Indian lump- $205.00

Indian slack $170.00

Lamatang lump $170.00

Lanatang slack $160.00

Poshan slack $145.00

Keelung slack $130.00

Kailan No.2 slack $152.00

Hongay lump $245.00

Hongay slack $225.00

D. P.. S.

D. G. (Grime & Special Branches).
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HEW
At the present time there is- little to report on theticoaL- / 

situation that will differ to any extent from the remarks1/-cont&inec 
in the last report on the subject, the position locally remaining 
about the same.

The main item of interest is still the problem of shipping 
and with the situation in Indo-China what it is, dealers in 
Shanghai are themselves uncertain as to future developments.

Arrivals from Indo-China during September were lower than the 
August arrivals, but no fear of a possible shortage exists as yet. 
It remains to be seen just what the future will bring in the way 
of increased transport facilities from the South.

Charters on steamers are at present very difficult to obtain 
and as far as can be ascertained, the only ships available are 
vessels of smaller foreign countries, such as Panama, Greece, etc. 
How long this state of -affairs will prevail is impossible to 
forecast but with local factories operating on a greatly reduced 
scale, stocks available •■re sufficient for some time yet. Should 
the blockade of China ports be raised, the position will be some- 
whet altered, but there does not appear to be any immediate 
necessity of taking this factor into account in a current review 
of the situation. Following are the arrivals during September.

Bituminous coals
Poshan and Luta 15,900 tons
Tatun Chin Pei 2,500 "
Keelu..g 17,400 "
Japanese 26,700 "
Indian 27,700 11

Total 90,200 tons
a decrease on the August arrivals of 19,400 tons.

Anthracite coals 
Hopei 1,300 tens
Hengay & Haiphong 27,000 11

28,300 tons
a decrease of 21,600 tens on the August total.
The 27,000 tons ex Hengay & Haiphong is a decrease on the 

corresponding figures cf 29,200 for August.
Calculated stocks 

Bituminous, 166,700 tons approximately. 
Anthracite stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales Ltd.,

approximately 17,000 t~ns.
Stocks in the Settlement -nd French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 10,000 tons 12,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing 15,000 " 7,000 *
Ping Shing 7,000 " 3,000 ”
Dah Chong — 11,000 ”
Hwa Chung — 10,000 H
Yuen Tai 300 ” 9,000 “ .
Hwa Pei 18,000 ” 500 "
Kargen & Co. 1,200 " —
Tung Zung Co. 6,000 " 3,000 ”
Tung Fang Co. 1,600 ’• 400 I
Retail shops 10,000 ” 6,000 ’•



Prices show an increase over August prices, prices in 
force on September 30 following.

Indian lump $205
Indian slack 4185
Poshan $145
Formosa $135
Japan $125
Kailan si ck $145
Hongey $230
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Biturninous coals

Foshan and Luta 15,900 tons

Tatung Chin Pei 2,500 ti

Keelung 17,400 tt

Japanese 26,700 tt

Indian 27,700 It

Total 90,200 tons

a decrease on the August arrivals of 19,400 tons.

Anthracite coals

Hopei 1,300 tons

Hongay & Haiphong 27,000 "

28,300 tons

a decrease of 21,600 tons on the August total.

The 27,000 tons ex Hongay ¿ Haiphong is a

decrease on the corresponding figures of 29,200 for

August.

Calculated stocks.

Bituminous, 166,700 tons approximately.

Anthracite stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal Bales

Ltd., approximately 17,000 tons.

Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession

Finn Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 10,000 tons 12,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 15,000 tt 7,000 t*

Ping Shing 7,000 it 3,000 tt
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rinn An thrac ite Bituminous

Dali Chong - 11,000 tcins

Hwa Chung - 10,000 t!

Yuan Tai 300 tons 9,000 it

Hwa Pai 18,000 It 500 n

Bargen & Co. 1,200 H -

Tung Bung Co. 6,000 H 3,000 n

Tung Fang Co. 1,600 It 400 H

Retail «shops 10,000 It 6,000 It

Prices show an increase over August prices, 

prices in force on September 30 following.

Indian lump $205

Indian slack $185

Poshan $145

Formosa $135

Japan $125

Lailan slack $145



October 5 4

Coal Situation

At the present time there ia little to report 
on the coal situation that will differ to any extent 
from the remarks contained in the last report on the 
subject) the position locally remaining about the 
sam ..

The main item of interest is still the 
problem of shipping and with the situation in Indo
china what it 18) dealers in Shanghai are themselves 
uncertain as to future developments*

Arrivals from Indo-China during September 
were lower than the August arrivals) but no fear 
of a possible shortage exists as yet* It remains 
to be seen Just what the future will bring in the 
way of Increased transport facilities from the South* 

Charters on steamers are at present very 
difficult to obtain and as far as can be ascertained) 
the only ships available are vessels of smaller 
foreign countries) such as i anams) Greece) etc* Bow 
long this state of affairs will prevail is impossible 
to forecast but with local factories operating on 
a greatly reduced scale, stocks available are 
sufficient for some time yet* Should the blockade 
of China ports be raised) the position will be 
somewhat altered, but there coca not appear to be 
any Immediate necessity of taking this factor into 
account in a current review of the situation. 
Following are the arrivals during September*
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Bituminous coals

Foshan and Luta 15*900 tons

Tatung Chin Pei 2,500 s

Koelung 17*400 M

Japanese 26,700 w

Indian 27,700 <

Total 90,200 tons

a decrease on the August arrivals of 19*400 Um«.

«mtnrecite coals

Hopei

Hongay < Haiphong

1,300 tons

27,000 e

28,300 tons

a decrease of 21,600 tons on the August total.

The 27*000 tons ex Hongay & Haiphong is a 

decrease on the corresponding figures of 29,200 

August» 

Calculated stocks.

Bituminous, 166,700 tons approximately.

Anthracite stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales 

Ltd«* approximately 17*000 tons.

Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession

Fira Anthracite Bituminous
Myi Sai Shing 10,000 tons 12,000 tons

Dab Loo ng Shing 15,000 * 7,000 «

Ping Shing 7,000 * 3,000 *



prices In force or. ¿September 30 following.

2&£
Dah Chong - 11,000 tons

Hwa Chung • 10,000

Yuan Tax 300 tone 9,000 H

Hwa Pei 18,000 * 500 n

Bargen & Co. 1,200 * -

Tung 2ung Co. 6,000 * 3,000 *

Tung Fa^ Co. 1,600 « 400 »1

Rev.il shops 10,000 « 6,000

Pricee •how an increase ever August prices.

w. -I. ‘ 4-14 1U&U/ 3205

Indian slack .0.85

Toshan &L45

Formosa $135

Japan 3125

Kalian slack 3145

Monday $230
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the end of August finds the coal market 

in Shanghai in a very quiet state, with not very 

much business being transacted.

Although the imports of bituminous coals 

during August are considerably lower than imports 

for the month previous, the stocks at present in 

Shanghai register an increase over figures for the 

end of July.

A contributing factor to this state of 

affairs is the Japanese naval blockade of China 

doast ports. Ships usually plying between 

Shanghai and the blockaded ports are at present 

out of service and large quantities of bunker coal 

remain unsold. There is also a noticeable 

decrease in the consumption of coal by large 

manufacturing concerns, as they are now unable to 

do business with the districts served by the ports 

which have now been closed to traffic. Whilst 

on the subject of shipping, the belief is circulating 

that Japanese interests are endeavouring to obtain 

charters on shipping now lying idle, the ships 

concerned being mostly under the register of small 

foreign countries- It is thought that if this 

attempt is successful, the Japanese authorities 

will open the ports to trade again, but will by
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then have a controlling interest in trading.

During March and April, large quantities 

of coal were ordered by dealers who had hoped for 

good market in Shanghai owing to the threatened 

shortage. These stocks, which arrived in Shanghai 

during June, July and August, are now not in demand 

and cases have been noticed where dealers have 

quoted prices for imported coal which are in some 

instances less than the actual cost prices. Other 

merchants no doubt hope to obtain better prices 

during the winter months but will in all probability 

only manage to recover the initial costs, with 

small, or no, margin of profit.

The anthracite coal market continues

about the same, with prices slightly changed.

Business in «briquettes*1 is very slack. 

Following are the imports for August.

Bituminous Coals

Chung Hsing 2,800 tons

Poshan and Luta 30,400 n

Tatung Chin Pei 5,000 w

Kedung 10,000 it

Japanese 13,300 M

Indian 38,200 H

Samarinda 2,800 tt

Lama tang 7,100 tt

109,600 tons

______ .__ .............I
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Anthracite Coals

Hopei 9,300 tons

Yingkow 1,400 it

Hongay and Haiphong 39,200 it

49,900 tons

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coals $ approximately 188,000 tons

Anthracite coals stored by Messrs Hongay Coal

Sales Ltd., 20,000 tons.

Stocks in Settlement and Frenchi Concession.

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 13,000 tons 12,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 22,000 tt 7,000 •

Ping Shing 10,000 tt 4,000 •

Dah Chong 14,000 *

Hwa Chung 10,000 *

Yuan Tai 300 It 10,000 *

Hwa Pei 18,000 tt 600 «

Hargen & Co. 1,700 tt

Tung Zung Co. 5,000 tt 1,500 *

Tung Fang Co. 1,500 tt 600 •

I Retail shops 10,000 tt 6,000 •

1 Current Prices
1 
I Indian Lump $ 190. 00 per ten
1
I Indian Slack $ 180. 00 " •

Lamatang $ 175 • 00 * *
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Current Prices

Foshan $ 120.00 per ton

Keelung $ 100.00 * n

Kalian Ko.2 Slack $ 120.00 • it

Hongay Lump $ 205.00 * it

Haiphong $ 185.00 « w

D. P. S.

D. C* ( Special Branch ).



September 4, 40
Coal Situation.

The end of August finds the coal Market 
in Shanghai in a very quiet state, with not very 
much business being transacted.

Although ths inports of bituminous coals 
during August are considerably lower than imports 
for the month previous* the stocks at present In 
Shanghai register an Increase over figures for the 
end of July.

A contributing factor to thio state of 
affairs is the Japanese naval blockade of China 
Coast ports. Ships usually plying between 
Shanghai and the blockaded porta are at present 
out of service and large quantities of bunker coal 
remain unsold. Shore la also a noticeable 
decrease In ths consumption of coal by large 
manufacturing concerns, as they are now unable to 
do business with the districts served by the ports 
which haw now been dosed to traffic. whilst 
on the subject of shipping* the belief is circulating 
that Japanese interests are endeavouring to obtain 
charters on shipping now lying idle, the ships 
oonoosned being mostly under the register of email 
foreign countries, it is thought that if this 
attempt is oucoessfd, the Japanese authorities 
will open the ports to trade again, but will by
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then have a controlling interest In trading*
During March and April, large quantities 

of coal were ordered by dealers who had hoped for 
good market in Shanghai owing to the threatened 
shortage. These stocks, which arrived in Shanghai 
during June, July and August, are now not in demand 
and cases have been noticed where dealers have 
quoted pricea for imported coal which are in sone 
instances less than ths actual cost prices. Other 
merchants no doubt hope to obtain better prices 
during the winter months but will in all probability 
only manage to recover ths initial costs, with 
small, or no, margin of profit.

The anthracite coal market continues 
about the same, with prices slightly changed.

Business in «briquettes* io very aleak, 
following are the imports for August.

Bituminous Coals
Chung Hsing 2,800 tens
Psnhcn and luta 30,400 *
Tatung Chin Pel 8,000 •
r<1,mw 10,000 •
Japanese 13,200 *
mdian I
Samarinda 8,800 *
Lana tang 7,100 •*

108,800 tone



Anthracite Coals

Hopei 9,300 tons

Ylngkow 1,400 *

Hongay and Haiphong 39,200 H

49,900 tons

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coals s approximately 188,000 tons 

Anthracite coals stored by Messrs Hongay Coal 

Sales Ltd., 20,000 tons.

Steaks in Settlement and French Concession.

Firm Anthracite Bitum<nona

Nyi Tai Shing

Dah Loong Shing

13,000 tons 12,000 tons

22,000 7,000 *

Ping Shing 10,000 w 4,000 w

Dah Chong 14,000 *

Hwa Chung 10,000 w

Yuan Tai 300 It 10,000 n

Hwa Pei 18,000 w 600 «

Sargon & Co« 1,700 It

Tung Sung Co. 6,000 M 1,800 n

Tung Fang Co« 1,800 e 600 w

Retail stops 10,000 e 6,000 «

Current Prices
Indian Lump $ ISOsOO per tan

Indian Slack $ laosoo « e

Limatang s woo a e



Current í ricesBoston $ 120.00 per tonKeelung $ 100.00 * HKailan ve.2 Slack $ 120.00 * wHongay Lump $ 806.00 » HHaiphong $ 126.00 ” * e
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Goal Situation.

s e. REGISTRY I
Police ,ÜAu^'y 6^9^.

The coal situation prevailing in Shanghai at the end of 
July does not appear to differ much from that described in the June 
report. Stocks in Shanghai are slightly larger than those existing 
at the end of June although imports in July were a little below the 
figures quoted for June.

An interesting item on the list of imports for July is a 
consignment of 8,300 tons of coal from South Africa, which was 
imported by the m Tai Shing (X i ), Hwa Chung (> ar ) and 
Yuan Tai (% ) Coal Hongs. *' t 7

Oaloulat^ Stocke at- end of July . 1940

The following are details of imports of ooal for July: 

Bituminous coals

Chung Hsing 600 tons.
Tatung Chin Pei 4,000 w
Poshan & Inta 15,700 w
Keelung 26,200 w
Japanese 30,600 H

Indian 80,300 H (including 
52,500 tons 
for S.P.O. , 
22,000 for
K.M.A. ),

Lamatang
South Africa

3,100
8,300

W
H

168,800 tons.

Anthracite Opals

Hopei 2,400 tons
Hongay ft Haiphong 48,500 41

Korea 8,4QQ W

59,300 tons

Bituminous coal on wharves • approximately 162,600 tons. 
Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. Hongay Goal Sales Ltd. 

approximately 18,100 tons.

|tookg hQng8 ln 8*ttiement and

Nyi Tai Shing 
Bah loong Shing 
Ping Shing 
Bah Ohong 
Hwa Chung 
Yuan Tai 
Hwa pei 
Kargens & Co» 
Tung Zung 0(K 
Tung Tang Co. 
Retail shops

Anthracite Bituminous

15,000 tons 13,000 tons
25,000 * 8,000 •
10,000 * 3,600 «
14,000 • «»

10,000 • ■ M •

400 * 11,000 *
20,000 * 600 *
2,000 * «B

6,000 * 1,700 *
1,500 • 700 •

11,000 * . MOO t

INDEXED BY 
(3.B.) REGISTRY

DATE T [



ftirvant nricea

Indian lamp 
Indian Slack 
tenia tang tump 
lematang Siad* 
Poshan Slack 
Keelung Slack 
K.M.A. No. 2 Slack 
Hongay lump 
Haiphong tump

f220.00 
1210.00

190.00 
180.00 

|130.00 
$110.00 
$ 98.00 
$205.00 
$190.00

per ton. 
per ton. 
per ton. 
per ton. 
per ton. 
per ton. 
per ton. 
per ton. 
per ton.
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The coal situation prevailing in Shanghai
at the end of July does not appear to differ much 

from that described in the June report» Stocks in 
Shanghai are slightly larger than those existing at
the end of June although imports in July were a
little below the figures quoted for June»

An interesting item on the list of imports

for July is a consignment of 8,300 tons of coal from
South Africa, which was imported by the Kyi Tai Shing 

( )» -wa Chung (-M- ) and Yuan Tai
( 7u ) Coal Hongs»

The following are details of imports of coal
for July t-

Bituminous coals
Chung Hsing
Tatung Chin Pei
Poshan & Luta
Keelung

Japanese
Indian

Lamatang
South Africa

tons for S»P,C» & 
22,000 for K.M»A»).

600 tons*
4,000 it

15,700 w

26,200 n

30,600 »

80,300 •
(including 52,500

3,100 tons

8,300 •

168,800 tons.
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Anthracite Coals

Hopei 2,400 tons

Hongay & Haiphong 48,500 “

Korea 8,400 *

59,300 tons.

Calculated. Stocks at end of July, 1940 

Bituminous coal on wharves - approximately

162,600 tons.

Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. 

Hongay Coal Sales Ltd» approximately

Stocks held by coal hongE

18,100 tons»

and5 in the Settlement

grench Concession.

KLrm Anthracite Bituminous i

Nyi Tai Shing 15,000 tons 13,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 25,000 • 8,000 *

Ping Shing 10,000 s 3,600 "

Dah Chong 14,000 n «a

Hwa Chung 10,000 • «B

Yuan Tai 400 w 11,000 •

H»a Pei 20,000 w 600 »

Kargens & Co. 2,000 w -

Tung Zung Co. 6,000 • 1,700 •

Tung JSng Co» 1,500 • 700 • 1

Retail shops 11,000 » 6,600 •

Current prices

Indian Lump $220»00 per ton •
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Indian Slack

Lematang Lump

Lematang Slack

Poshan Slack

Ke elung Slack

K.M.A. No. 2 Slack

Hongay Lump

Haiphong Lump

$210,00 perton.

1190.00 per ton.

$180.00 per ton.

$130.00 per ton.

$110.00 per ton. 

$ 98.00 per ton. 

$205.00 per ton. 

$190.00 per top.

D. C. (Special Branch)
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Coal Situation. t /.
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Police

The coel situation prevailing in Shanghai at the end of 
June does not call for much comment and, but for the present high 
price of the commodity, can be described as normal at the present 
time.

It will be remembered that mention was made in the last 
report on the coal situation, of the importation of anthracite 
coals from Korea. It has since been learned that this forms part 
of an amount of 100,000 tons which a Japanese concern, the M.S.K. 
has contracted to import from Korea during the Summer months, 
from May to October. The amount of Korean anthracite imported 
during June is 16,200 tons. Subsequent enquiries tend to confirm 
the opinion expressed in the report dated June 6, that this is an 
inferior grade of coal and is being sold at a cheap rate to 
Japanese consumers.

As it is at the present impossible to state just what the 
final outcome of the threatened trouble in South China and Indo
China will be, no comment can be made as to how the coal situation 
will be affected in the event of future developments in those 
areas.

During past months, ships engaged in transporting coal for 
the K.M.A. and Shanghai Power Company have been requisitioned by 
H.B.M. Government, but have since been released to carry on their 
normal trade.

Following are the imports of coal for June.
Bituminous coals

Tatung Chin Pei 
Poshan and Luta 
Keelung 
Japanese 
Indian

Samerinda 
Lematang

4,800 tons
21,500 "
5,900 "

21,100 "
109,000 "

(including 35,000 tons for 
S.P.C. and 17,000 tons 
for S.G.C.)

2,500 tons
4,300 11

169,100 tons
Anthracite coals

Hopei
Hongay and Haiphong
Korea

4,100 tons
44,800 ”
16,200 2
65,100 tons

Calculated stocks at end of June
Bituminous coal in wharves, 

approximately 153,300 tons
Anthracite coal stored 

by Messrs. Hongay 
Coal Sales Ltd., 
approximately 15,000 tons
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Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession

Anthracite BituminousFirm
Nyi Tai Shing • 13,000 tons 15,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing 17,000 K 3,000 ft

Ping Shing 10,000 ” 4,000 tt

Dah Chong — 10,000 tt

Hwa Chung - 8,000 * ft

Yuan Tai 300 ■ 10,000 it

Hwa Pei 9^000 tons 500 ti

Kargens and Co. 2,000 K —
Tung Zung Co. 6,000 " 2,000 tt

Tung Fang Co. 1,300 " 500 ft

Retail shops 14,000 " 8,000 ii

Current Prices *

Indian Lump $220.00
" . Slack 210.00

Lernatang Lump 215.00
• " Slack 195.00

Poshan Slack 155.00
Keelung Slack 145.00
K.M.A. No. 2 Slack 155.00

. Hongay Lump 205¿00 /
Haiphong Lump 195.00
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The coal situation prevailing in Shanghai
at the end of June does not call for much comment
and, but for the present high price of the commodity, 
can be described as normal at the present time.

It will be remembered that mention was made 
in the last report on the coal situation, of the 
importation of anthracite coals from Korea. It 
has since been learned that this forms part of 
an amount of 100,000 tons which a Japanese concern, 
the M.S.K* has contracted to import from Korea 
during the Summer months, from May to October. 
The. amount of Korean anthracite imported during 
June is 16,200 tons. Subsequent enquiries tend 
to confirm the opinion expressed in the report 
dated June 6, that this is an inferior grade of 
coal and is being sold at a cheap rate to Japanese 
consumers.

As it is at the present impossible to state 
just what the final outcome of the threatened 
trouble in South China and Indo-China will be, no 
comment can be made as to how the coal situation 
will be affected in the event of future developments 
in those areas.

During past months, ships engaged in trans
porting coal for the K.M.A. and Shanghai Power 
Company have been requisitioned by H.B.M. Government, 
but have since been released to carry on their
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normal trade.
Following are the imports of coal for June.

Bituminous coals
Tatung Chin Pei 4,800 tons
Foshan and Luta 21,500 tt
Keelung 5,900 Ct
Japanese 21,100 ft
Indian 109,000 H

(including
35,000 tons for
S.P. C. and
17,000 tons for
S.G. C.)

Samarinda 2,500 tons
Lematang _ 4,300 It

169,100 tons
Anthracite coals

Hopei 4,100 tons
Hongay and Haiphong 44,800 ti
Korea 16,200 tt

63,100 tons
Calculated stocks at end of June

Bituminous coal in wharves,
approximately 153,300 tons

Anthracite coal stored 
by Messrs. Hongay 
Coal Sales Ltd., 
approximately 15,000 tons

Stocks in the Settlement and French Concession
Firm Anthracite Bi tuminous

Nyi Tai Shing 13,000 tons 15,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing 17,000 3,000 *
Ping Shing 10,000 w 4,000 “
Dah Chong - 10,000 «
Hwa Chung - 8,000 *
Yuan Tai 300 * • 10,000 *
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Firm Anthracite bituminous
Hwa Pei 9,000 tons 500 tons
Hai^ens and Co. 2,000 « -
rung Zung Co. 6,000 ” 2,000 «
Tung Fang Co. 1,300 " 500 "
Retail shops 14,000 * 8,000 »
Current Prices

Indian Lump $220.00
rt Slack 210.00

Lematang Lump 215.00
* Slack 195.00

Poshan Slack 155.00
Keelung Slack 145.00
K»M.A. No.2 Slack 155.00
Hongay Lump 205.00
Haiphong Lump 195.00

D. P. S.
D. C.(Special Branch^».
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«iith reference to the local coal situation

at the present time no outstanding event has

occurred since the last report on the subject.

Stocks in Shanghai are slightly larger than at the

beginning of May, whilst imports for the month of
May are below the figures for April.

An interesting item on the list of imports 

for May is 7,400 tons of anthracite coal from Korea. 

At all time during the winter, anthracite coal was 

arriving from Hongay & Haiphong in quantities 

sufficient to meet the local demand. This new 

importation from Korea, therefore, is probably 

occasioned by an attempt to make available supplies 

for Japanese consumers in shanghai at a cheaper rate 

than that in force for Hongay coal. as is the 

case with Japanese coal imported into Shanghai, 

this Korean anthracite is probably of an inferior 

quality and will almost certainly be available only 

to Japanese concerns.

following are the arrivals for the month

of May, 1940»- 1.

Bituminous Goals

Chung Hsing 3,000 tons
Tatung Chin Pei 3,900 It

1
I

Poshan & Luta 13,500 H
p

Keelung 25,900 »

Japanese 45,200 It

Indian 52,400 w

Ml
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Samarinda 4,400 tons

Lematang 8,700 it

157,000 tons

Anthracite coals

Hopei 6,200 tons

Hongay & Haiphong 73,800 it

’Korea 7,400 ft

87,400 tons

Stocks in Shanghai

Bituminous coal in wharves - approx. 140,800 tons.

Anthracite coals stored by liessrs. nongay uoal
Sales Ltd* - 12,500 tons

Stocks in the settlement and French
Concession_______________________

Firm anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 9,000 tons 4,300 tons

Dah Loong Shing 16,000 -

Ping Shing 2,300 2,000 ”

Dah Chong - 4,000 "

Hwa Chung - 5,200 *

Yuan Tai 300 4,000 •

Hwa Pei 10,000 * 450 *

Hargens & Co. 1,300 * I 
s

Tung Zung Co. 7,300 " 3,000 "

Tung Fang Co. 1,500 * 500 *

Retail shops 12,000 * 7,000 ”
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Chinese coal dealers commenced
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Indian lump

* slack

$260 per ton

$250 M H

Poshan, Keelung
& Japanese slack - $180 to $190 per ton.

Anthracite - $216 to $226 per ton.

It will be remembered that on May 9

the principal local

quoting prices of coal in U.S. currency, though

they still accepted national currency calculated
at the prevailing rate of exchange. However

owing to opposition from the local community,

the dealers subsequently resorted to quoting prices

in national currency, varying according to

fluctuation in exchange rate.

D.C. (Special Branch)



Police Report,

May 15, 1940.

Coal situation - Prices quoted in U.S. Currency.

On May 9, 1940, the principal local Chinese 

coal dealers commenced quoting prices of coal and 

coal dust in U.S. Currency instead of Chinese dollars.

No official notice has appeared. Though the prices 

are quoted in foreign currency, the dealers still accept 

Chinese currency but calculated according to the prevailing

exchange rate in terms of U.S. Currency. The price of the

various grades of coal are as follows:*-

Wholesale Retail

Hongay lump G$ 10.80 GS11.30

Hongay slack G$ 7.00 G$ 7.50

Borneo lump G$ 13.30 G&L3.80

Indo-China lump 
and slack

G$ 7.00 G$ 7.40
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On May 9, 1940, the principal local Chinese 

coal dealers conuiienced quoting prices of coal and 

coal dust in U.S. Currency instead of Chinese dollars. 

No official notice has appeared. Though the prices 

are quoted in foreign currency, the dealers still

accept Chinese currency but calculated according to the

o] Police 
36-:

Ii¡nation.

prevailing exchange 

The prices of the vai 

follows

Hongay lump

Hongay slack

Borneo lump

Indo-China lump 
and slack

to Tr -

rate in terms

ious grades of

Wholesale

10.80 per

7.00

G$ 13.30

7.00 "

of U.S. Currency, 

coal are as

Retail

ton. G$11.30 per

7.50 h

ii$13.80 »

7.40 lt

ton.

9. I.

E

D.C. (Special Branch)
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Coal Dust Quoted In U.S. 
Currency On Local Market

Considerable uneasiness was '—-------- -----------
noted in local commodity trad
ing yesterday when the 
Shanghai Coal Dealers Guild 
announced that henceforth coal 
dust prices would be quoted in

i U.S. dollars.

The price quoted yesterday was
| US$7 per ton. It was stated, how- 
I ever, that the quotation would 

fellow closely the day-to-day 
variation’s of the value of the 
Chinese dollar.

Coal dust, traders pointed cut. 
is a required product in the manu
facture of coal briquettes, used 
generally by the city’s poor.

Expressing amazement at the 
ruling, coal briquette manufac
turers yesterday stated that the 
measure might put a number of 
small briquette makers out of ex
istence since it would strip the 
business oS every possibility of 
profit.

A ton of coal dust, a manufac
turer asserted, is sufficient to pro
duce about 20 piculs of briquettes. 
Retailers now are asking about $9 
for each picul.

At the prevailing rate of ex
change, it was stated, a ton of 
coal vdust costs about $150. This 
means that raw product alone I

I would cost the briquette maker j
■ nearly $7.50 per picul.

Officials of the Guild, in an- I 
i nouncing the new regulation. | 
i again blamed hoarders for the 
I constantly mounting cost of coal 

briquettes. They asserted that if 
hoarders unload their holdings, the 
price of briquettes, despite the ex- 1 
change crisis, would greatly ease. /

The price of rice, on the other 
hand, showed a slight improvement 
as compared with Monday. A gen
eral decline of about $1 was noted 
in the price of both domestic and

* Saigon rice. , J-
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Coal Situation
The most important feature of the Coal Situation 

locally at the present time is a further increase in prices 
brought about by the sudden fluctuation of the local dollar. 
On May 3, Calcutta coal was quoted on the retail market at 
from *305 - ^310 per ton and anthracite from U90 " *>220 
per ton but it is impossible to forecast what the immediate 
future will bring forth as far as coal prices are concerned.

Arrivals for the month of April are larger than 
for the month previous, the relative figures for import of 
bituminous coals being 152,200 tons during March as against
199.600 tons for the month of April. Indian coal continues 
to arrive in Shanghai, the larger part of stocks’being for 
the Shanghai Power Company.

Messrs. Jardine Matheson are importing stocks of 
coal from Calcutta as are a few of the local Chinese dealers. 
Included in the imports from Calcutta for April are also
7.600 tons for the M.B.K.

With reference to the attached cutting from the 
'•Evening Echo” dated April 19, 1940 the majority of the ships 
mentioned are on charter to the Shanghai Power Company. The 
report in substance is correct as far as can be ascertained 
but when it is realised that the total consumption for Shang
hai is in the neighbour!) -od of 200,000 tons per month, the 
figure of 36,000 does not represent more than five or six 
days* supply. The last paragraph of the report, therefore, 
is apt to be misleading.

Arrivals for April are as follows
Bituminous Coals

Chung Hsin^ 
Tatung Chin Pei

(Shantung)
(Shansi )

1,800
4,000

tons
Poshan & luta (Shantung) 24,300 II

Fushun 1,900 w

Ke elung 23,300 II

Japanese 38,400 II

Indian 91,100 If

of this, 52,800 for S.P.C., 
M.B.K. 7,600 tons, Messrs 
Jardine & Dealers, 22,700.

Samarinda 6,900 w
Ifimatang 7^900 «

Total ¿99^600 tons
Anthracite Coals

Hopei t 6,100 tons
Hongey & Haiphong * 84,300 ••

Total tons



2.

Calculated Stocks in Carves
Bituminous Coals Approximately
Anthracite Coals held by

Messrs. Hongay Coal 
Sales Ltd. Approximately

Stocks of Coal in the Settlement 
and French Concession

121,000 tons

12,500 "

Anthracite BituminousFirm
Nyi Tai Shing 6,000 tons 2,500 tons
Dab loong Shing 20,000 ft -
Ping Shing 2,000 fl -
Dah Chong • 4,000 If

Hwa Chung - 3,300 It

Yuan Tai 300 fl 2,000 ft

Hws Pei 6,000 It 3,500 If

Kargens & Co. 200 II r
Tung Zung Co. 7,000 II 1,000 •t

Tung Fang Co. 1,400 ft 400 II

Detail shops 11,000 II 6,000 ft

Total 53.900 tons 22.700 tons
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The most important feature of the Coal Situation

locally at the present time ie a further increase 

in prices brought about by the sudden fluctuation of 

the local dollar. On May 3, Calcutta coal was

quoted on the retail market at from $305 - $310^ 

per ton and anthracite from $190 - $220 per tan 

but it is impossible to forecast what the immediate 

future will bring forth as far as coal prices are 

concerned.

Arrivals for the month of April are larger 

than for the month previous* the relative figures 

for import of bituminous coals being 152*200 tons 

during March as against 199*600 tons for the month 

of April. Indian coal/continues to arrive in 

Shanghai, the larger part of stocks being for the 

Shanghai Power Company.

Messrs Jardine Matheson are importing stocks 

of coal from Calcutta as are a few of the local 

Chinese dealers. Included in the imports from 

Calcutta for April are also 7*600 tons for the 

M.B.K.

Vi th reference to the attached cutting from the 

“Evening Echo* dated April 19* 1940 the majority 

of the ehips mentioned are on charter to the 

Shanghai Ibwer Compaxy. The report in substance 

is correct as far as can be ascertained but when it 

is realised that the total consumption for Shanghai
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is in the neighbourhood of 200,000 tons per month,

the figure of 36,000 does not represent more than

five or six days* supply. The last paragraph
Z>e

of the report, therefore, is apt^toAmis leading.

Arrivals for April are as follows

Bituminous Coals

I-

Chung Hsing (Shantung) 1,800 tons
Tatung Chin Pei (Shansi ) 4,000 "
Poshan & Luta (Shantung) 24,300 •
lUshun 1,900 •
Ke elung 23,300 •
Japanese 38,400 •
Indi an

of this, 52,800 for S.P.C., 
M.B.K. 7,600 tons, Messrs 
Jardines & Dealers, 22,700.

91,100 •

Samari nd a 6,900 “
Lematang 7,900 *

Total

Anthracite Coals

199,600 tons

Hopei 6,100 tons

Honggy & Haiphong 84,300 •

Total

Calculated Stocks in Wharves

90,400 tons

Bituminous Coals Approximately

Anthracite Coals held by Messrs 
Ho ng ay Coal Bales Ltd.

121,000 tone

Approximately 12,500 •
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Stocke of Coal, in the Settlement
an<T Prench Concession

Anthracite

B.C.(Special Branch)

BituminousPi rm

Nyi Tai Shing 6,000 tons 2,500 tons
Bah Loong Shi ng 20,000 It ••
Ping Shing 2,000 It S

Bah Chong • 4,000 11
Hwa Chung — 3,300 H
Yuan Tai 300 It 2,000 a
Hwa Bei 6,000 It 3, 500 a
Harge ns & Co . 200 •
Tung Zu ng Co. 7,000 w 1,000 a
Tung Fang Co. 1,400 II 400 V
Retail shops 11,000 « 6,000 a

Total 53,900 tons 22,700 tons



EVENING ECHO

APR 1 9194®

j Large Quantities Of
Coal Being Sent Here

Reports th thé effect that Shang
hai will face a serious shortage of 
coal feecause no ship will be avail
able for the transporting of coal to 
Shanghai following the extension of 
the European conflict are denied by 
well-informed shipping . circles, as 
large numbers of ships are on their 
way to Shanghai, bringing with 
them large quantities of coal.

Thé s.s. Jeannette Shinner of the 
¡Jardine Matheson Co., bringing 
with ft 7,090 tons of coal will arrive: 
here in a day or two from Calcutta. < 
Thè ss. Marion Moller will arrive 
today with 5,563 tons of coal from 
Calcutta. The ss.. Stagen of thé 
Java-China-Japan Lijn will arrive' 
on April 22 with large quantities of 
coal from Haiphong. The ss. Liliam 
Moller will bring here 7.000 tons of. 
coal on April 23.

The Theresa Moller will bring 
here 546 tons of coal on April 25. 
The s.s. Gladys Moller will bring 
7,020 tons and the Daisy Moller will 
bring also a large quantity of coal 
here oq^ipril 26. On April 29 the 
s.s, Helene Moller will bring here 
6,476 tons of coal. In addition, a 
number of other ships loaded with 
coal will arrive here soon, but their 
names .were not divulged by thè 
shipping companies.

So far. as generally known, no le&s 
than 36.000 tons of coal are on the 
way and will arrive here before the 
end of this month. With the arrival 
of this large quantity of coal, there 
is no reason for any increase of the 
price of coal in the local market.

I
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Vi th regard to the coal situation, there 

is little change to report at this time, the 

only notable feature being an increase in the 

amount of coal imported into Shanghai during 

March, over the February imports.

A large increase is registered in the 

arrival of Indian coal, but the imports from. 

Japan have decreased. Whilst it is a fact that 

there is a shortage of coal in Japan, the Japanese 

coal that has been imported into Shanghai is of 

such a poor quality that it would not be of any 

use to the large consumers in Japan. This coal 

is brought into Shanghai solely for the use of 

local Japanese consumers and is not available on 

the open market.

following are the arrivals of coal during 

March t-

■Bitnminous Coals

152,200 tons

Chung Hsing (Shantung) 7,700 tons
Poshan & Luta ( * ) 20,900 w
Tatung Chin Pei (Shansi ) 1,000 •
Pormosan 24,000 tt
Japanese 10,500 •
Indian 84,400 * (50,000

S.PaC.)
Samarinda (Borneo ) 1,600 •
Lematang (Sumatra ) 2,100 w

Anthracite Coals

Hopei 3,300 tons
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Hongay & Haiphong 91,900 tons

¡9

95,2Q0 tons

Calculated Stocks, in Wharves

Bituminous approximately 60,700 tons

.Anthracite coals stored by
Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales
Ltd. approximately 15,000 tons

Prices

Poshan $ 135 per ton
Keelung $ 180 * »

Indian Lump $ 225 “ H

Indian Slack $ 215 « 1»

Lematang f 230 * M

K.M.A. Lump $ 205 * W

K.M.A. Slack $ 135 * W

Stocks of Coal in the Settlement 
and Prench Concession

Pi rm Anthracite Bituminous

Hyi Tai Shing 18,000 tons 4,000 tons
Bah Loong Shing 17,000 *
Ping Shing 5,900 * 700 *
Bah Chong — 4,000 *
Hwa Chung — 3,000 "
Yuan Tai 200 * 100 "
Hwa Pei 7,000 * 300 “
Hargens & Co. 2,500 * —
Tung 2ung Co. 4,000 * 750 *
Tung Pang Co. 1,500 * 300 *
Retail shops 13,000 * 5,000 *

D. P. S.



Police Report, April 4, 1940.

y Coal Situation.
With regard to tne coal situation, there is little change to 

report at this time, the only notable feature being an increase in 
the amount of coal imported into Shanghai during March, over the 
February imports.

A large increase is registered in the arrival of Indian coal, 
but the imports from lauan have decreased. Whilst it is a fact 
that there is a shortage of coal in Japan, the Japanese coal that 
has been Imported into Shanghai is of such a poor quality that it 
would not be of any use to the large consumers in Japan. This 
coal is brought into Shanghai solely for the use of local Japanese 
consumers and is not available on the open market.

Following are the arrivals of coal during March
Bituminous Coals

Chung Hsing (Shantung 
Poshan & T.uta ( *
Tatung Chin Pei (Shansi 
Formosan
Japanese 
Indian
Samarinda 
lematang

(Borneo )
(Sumatra )

ISg^^OO^^ons

7,700 tons
20,900 fl

1,000 W

24,000 II

10,500 II

84,400 " (50,000
S.P.C.

1,600 II

..„a^ioo. If

Anthracite Coals
Hopei
Hongsy & Haiphong

Calculated Stocks, in Wharves
Bituminous approximately
anthracite coals stored by 
Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales
Ltd. approxima t ely

3,300 tons
91,900 "
95.200 tons

60,700 tons

15,000 "
Prices

Poshan 
Keelung 
Indian Lump 
Indian Slack 
Lematang 
K.M.A. lump 
K.M.A. Slack

$185 per ton
$180 " *
$225 " "
$215 "
$230 " *
$205 * *
$185 * ”

Stocks of Coal in the Settlement 
and French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous
Nyi Tai Shing 
Dah Loong Shing 
Ping Shing 
Dah Chong Hw8 Chung 
Yuan Tai

18,000 tons
17,000 *
5,900 *

4,000 tons

Hwa Pei Kargens & Tung Zung Tun? Fang
Co.Co.Co.

7,000 2 500 4 000 1 500 .3 000

700 « 
4,000 * 3,000 «100 "

300 "

100
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The local coal situation at the beginning of March does not 

appear to have altered much from that prevailing at the beginning 

of February, 1940.

One notable feature, however, is the fact that shipments of 

Indian coal have been brought into Shanghai for general use , apart 

from the usual consignments for the Shanghai Power Company. It is 

expected that one ship will be arriving each month with stocks of 

Indian coal. The importe_s will endeavour to maintain a fixed 

price for this coal over a period of three or four months, but 

whether this will actually prove possible depends on the shipments 

arriving regularly without loss. The price will in all probability 

be considerably less than the ¿280.00 per ton quoted in some 

circles recently. This figure does not represent a true price and 

was no doubt the result of a very urgent demand for available 

supplies.

February arrivals of bituminous coals register an increase on 

the figures for January arrivals, the relevant figures being

102,300 tons and 96,600 tons respectively. The renewed imports of 

coal from India account for the increase.

There are still sufficient stocks of anthracite coal arriving 

in Shanghai to satisfy normal requirements, but there is a mai’ked 

tendency on the part of consumers to order larger quantities of 

coal than usual, in order to ensure sufficient stocks for some time 

to come. These increased orders are not being filled, the supply 

to individual consumers being limited to one ton at a time by some 

dealers. Exceptions to this procedure are made in the case of 

regular customers who have in the past been purchasing larger 

quantities.

One point that must not be overlooked at this time is that 

most of the ships at present engaged in transporting coal from 



Tndo-China and India are under British register. In the event of 

any of these ships being commandeered for Government use, transport 

facilities will be greatly impaired.

Following are the arrivals for the month of February:

Bituminous coals

Tatung Chin Pei
Foshan & Tuta

1,000 tons
6,100 ’’

Formosan 16,900 "
Japanese 23,400 "
Indian 52,800 " (42,100 S.P.C
Samarinda 2,100 "

Total : 102,300 tons

Anthracite coals

Hongay & Haiphong : 42,900 tons

The decrease in this figure from the 74,500 tons imported during 

January is probably due to the closing of the Hongay mines over the 

Chinese New Year holidays. Calculated stocks of bituminous coal 

approximately 88,400 tons.

Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales .Ltd. - 

Approximately 12,000 tons.

Stocks in the Settlement &■ French Concession
I

I
Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 
Dah Doong Shing 
Ping Shing 
Dah Chong 
Yuen Tai 
Hwa Chung 
Hwa Poh 
Kargens & Co. 
Tung Zung Co. 
Tung Fang Co. 
Detail Shops

Price

14,000 tons
15,000 "
2,700 "

100 "

5,000 " 
1,500 " 
4,000 "

11,000 "

Bituminous Coal 
Anthracite ”

4,000 tons

500 "
4.500 "
1,100 ”
2.500 '•

100 "

650 "
800 "

10,000 "

$240.00 - $260.00 
$150.00 - $150.00
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P.O. BOX 258,

5*hal, March 7, 1940.

¿.T. Baah, B«q*|
SJt.C. Secretariat, 
Present.

Dear Nash,

In reply to yours of yesterday enclosing copy of

letter from Handley Derry, whose views on the coal situation

I have read with a greet desi of interest.

I do not ;iee how anything more can be done than is

being don® and carnet ®ee
the Council would be able

ho* under the existing circumstances 

to control prices effectively, for
the factors which control price are market demand and replace* | -S 

sent coat, and unless a greater supply of coal becomes availablk 0 
13!

it aeons inevitable that prices will remain at, or about, 

replacing cost.



Confidential
The Kalian Mining Administration, 

■ Shanghai, 5th. March, 1940,

The Assistant Secretary.

Dear Mr. Nash,

I have received your letter F 30/12 of February 28th 
regarding the possibility of adopting measures to limit the 
prices of coal and briquettes in the Settlement.

I would like to say at once that the idea seems to me 
to be excellent, but you, with the experience gained in 
respect of controlling the rice situation, must know far 
more about the possibility of its success than I. Never
theless I should be very glad to help in any way I can and. 
I should be very interested to hear how you would propose 
setting about it.

I think the only thing that I can do for the time being 
is to comment on the enclosures sent with your letter, as in 
certain respects the remarks contained therein are not quite 
accurate. The fact that it now costs well over $200 a ton 
to import coal from India has raised the market nri.ce of all 
coals to this level, and the public and the press have both 
assumed that because prices are high there must be profiteering. 
There is, of course, profiteering in coal, but every ton that 
is sold at $200 has not neces'arily been profiteered on. It 
is also assumed that local dealers are holding up large stocks 
of coal urgently required for consumption, and thereby forcing 
prices to the present extraordinary heights. This again is 
only partly true.

For the last four months I estimate that the consumption 
of Shanghai has been around 200,000 tons a month, of which'we
have supplied about 47/. Actual figures are as follows:-

Shanghai K.M.A. K.M.&,
Gon sumntion Sales Percentage

October 189,000 90,100 47.6
Novem" er 185,000 91,300 49.2
De ceraisr 210,000 93,300 44.5
January 207 ,000 97,700 46 9

791,000 372,400

Our sales to dealers amount to 4,50.0 tons a month, 
say 5,’ of our business, or taking the average of 200,000 
tons for local consumption, 2/ of the market. The emphasis 
laid on the high Prices being asked by dealers is, there
fore, in my opinion, exaggerated-, as only a small - but 
apparently rather vociferous - section of the community 
is'touched. .As sales of coal other than Kalian are very 
small at present, I should think that actually not more 
than 3. of this market’s consumption is being supplied 
with this ''profiteering" coal.

This brings me to a phrase I noted in the reports, 
and that is - "K.M.a’s authorised dealers". In the sense 
that the three firms named are the only dealers to whom 
we supply coal, they may be described as authorised, but 
they are separate concerns who follow their own line of 
business without any control fromn-is. Ke have been doing 
business with these people for many years, and it was de
cided in the winter of 1937/38 that we should continue to 
keep them'going as long as we are able to import coal.



As you must realise, we ourselves have given con
siderable thought to this business of controlling outside 
prices, as we are in part responsible in that we make coal 
available to be sold/’ /e came to the conclusion some time 
ago, and I think it is stilt correct, that given the fact 
that we supply any coal to the outside market, it is im
possible to control selling prices while there is a short
age, and the only way to limit dealers' profits is by 
cutting down the tonnage available foi’ them. This has 
been done, and I give below figures shoving sunnlies that 
we have made to dealers for the past five or six years:-

1934 563,078 tons
1935 550,202
1936 227,592
1937 228,966
1938 120,555
1939 77,714
1940 ( estimate) 50/55,000

Provided we continue doing business with dealers I do not 
think we can reduce the 1940 estimate, which works out at 
only 1,500 tons to each of the three dealers per month.

As far as price is concerned, there is a law of supply 
and demand and in certain trades, particularly shipping, the 
whole basis of price fixing is what the charterer will 
pay. I personally agree with you that profiteering should 
be checked but cannot s<e how it can be done in one trade 
and not in another, although as I have said above, I should 
be very glad if I could help to institute some sort of control. 
In this particular case I can think of no argument to con
vince a Chinese dealer that he should- sell coal at say *100 
or .$150 a ton when he knows that outside 5200 or $220 can 
be obtained; moreover that it is almost a certainty that the 
people to whom he sells at the lower figure will immediately 
go outside to resell. There is a further point: that as far 
as we are concerned, these dealers handle business and supply 
sections of the community which vie cannot and do not want 
to supply.

Although we sell a certain amount of household coal 
in one ton lots, we are not anxious to deal in small tonnages 
and we are not organized for it. Dealers will supply any 
quantity, from a basket upwards, and will moreover give 
credit where we could not drcam of doing so. The hot water 
shops, who seem to be getting a good deal of mention in 
this correspondence, is a type of business that we never 
used to deal with ourselves, although a few months ago we • 
did start a system of registration with the idea of trying 
to supply direct to a few of the more reputable ones. The 
idea vias not altogether a success, as these shoos soon got 
under the control of small coal brokers, and they were in 
fact among the first to start reselling our coal rather than, 
using it for their normal business.

To deal with other points made in the encloéui’es to 
your letter -

(1) Indian coal, it is true, has gone up a great 
deal in price, but I do not think the figure of $280 a ton 
quoted is a representative one, in fact I would definitely 
say it is much too high. $220 to *240 is a much fairer 
figure, and as you may havehe-rd, we ourselves are selling



it at 5215. Of course sone of these nrices «re in p way, 
■JS’’ noh’ThJM» ' the *wer °™’ny ™a 

high figure's are being rfc?ntl? ’«,«*•*
ata tor coal that has been m

stock since last year* when th 
ably not more than 330 a ton' 
these prices c?n be justified 
Nevertheless supplies of this 
and T should think by the end 
exhausted altogether.

cost of importing was prob
and therefore the only ray 
is on their replacement value, 
old coal pre very limited, 
of this month they will be

In any Question o± fixing prices I think one must 
take a very different attitude with regard to Indian coal 
to ..ailan. Kalian coal is 3O1(3 on ?n ex-wharf or ex-yard 
basis, ana the pui chaser therefore has absolutely no risk 
to take. The responsibility of a shipper of Indian coal 
starts when the vessel sails from Calcutta, and especially 
at present he can be by no means sure that it will arrive 
saiely or tha«. he yill not be involved in extra expenses 
en route. The legitimate profit on these two tyres of 
coal is therefore very dif-_ ¿rent, and should be allowed 
for.

(2) Hongay I make no comment on, but if the cost 
given in your report and the prices are correct, there 
does not seem to be much abuse here.

(3) As to the hoarding of coal, 1 cannot say any
thing definite. My own opinion is that there is probably 
not very much being indulged in. Coal is a large commodity 
to store and is difficult to conceal. Moreover storing of 
coal by factories is a legitimate process, and in many cases 
the coal in yards has already been sold and is being held 
there for consumers who have only limited stocking snace.

Yours sincerely,

L. Handley-Terry

E.T. Nash, Esq., 
Municipal Council, 
SHANGHAI.



Extract from North China Daily News elated March 6, 1940.

CCheL SITUATION SH0W3 IMPROVEMENT

Large Imports Swell City's Available Stocks.

An optimistic tone was .‘truck by the Chinese press yesterday 

regarding the coal situation in Shanghai, it being asserted that 

there is much ready stock and that new supplies are arriving. . 

It is pointed out that during January alone Shanghai imported 

more than 200,000 tons of' coal amounting to more than $¡3,400,000.

There are between 500,000 and 600,000 tons of coal stored 

in various godowns in the city, including those in Pootung. 

Negotiations for buying 100,000 tons of coal from India and 

Annam have been successfully concluded and the coal will gradually 

arrive here after the middle of this month, it is stated.

It is indicated in the reports that merchants who have been 

hoarding coal have been much discouraged and that the coal 

market here is returning to normal. A French Concession coal 

shop which has sold coal at a price higher than the one prevail

ing in the cheap sale market (for the poor) has been officially 

warned by the Chinese Chamber of Commerce here.
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Coal Situation

The local coal situation at the beginning of 

March does not appear to have altered much from that 

prevailing at the beginning of February, 1940.

One notable feature, however, is the fact 

that shipments of Indian coal have been brought into 

Shanghai for general use, apart from the usual consign» 

ments for the Shanghai Power Company. Xt is expected 

that one ship will be arriving each month with stocks 

of Indian coal. The importers will endeavour to 

maintain a fixed price for this coal over a period of 

three or four months, but whether this will actually 

prove possible depends oi the shipments arriving regular» 

ly without loss. The price will in all probability 

be considerably less than the $280.00 per ton quoted 

in some circles recently. This figure does not 

represent a ti*ue price and was no doubt the result of 

a very urgent demand for available supplies.

February arrivals of bituminous coals register 

an incr.ase on the figures for January arrivals, the 

relevant figures being 102,300 tons and 96,600 tons 

respectively. The renew-d imports of coal from 

India account for the increase.

There are still sufficient stocks of anthracite 

coal arriving in Shanghai to satisfy normal requirements, 

but there is a marked tendency on the part of consumers 

to order larger quantities of coal than usual, in order 

to ensure sufficient stocks for some time to coma.
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These increased orders are not being filled) the 

supply to individual consumers being limited to one 

ton at a time by some dealers. Exceptions to this 

procedure are made in the case of regular customers 

who have in the past been purchasing larger quantities.

One point that must not be overlooked at 

this time is that most of the ships at present engaged 

in transporting coal from Indo-China and India are 

under British register. In the event of any of these

* ships being commandeered for Government use, transport

facilities will be greatly impaired.

Following are the arrivals for the month of 

February :

Bituminous coals

Tatung Chin Pei 1,000 tons

Poshan A Luta 6,100 H

Formosan 16,900 ft

Japanese 23,400 W

Indian 52,800 " (42,100
3. P. C.)

Samarinda 2,100

Total: 102,300 tons.

Anthracite coals

Hongay 4 Haiphong : 42,900 tons.

The decrease in this figure from the 74,500 tons 

imported during January is probably due to the closing 

of the Hongay mines over the Chinese Hew Year holidays.

Calculated stocks of bituminous coal approximately 

88,400 tons.



Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales

Ltd. - Approximately 12,000 tons.

Stocks in the Settlement A French Concession

Firn Aattria^*? Bituminous
Nyi Tai Shing 14,000 tons 4,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 15,000 "

Ping Shing 2,700 " 500 I!

Dah Chong 4,500

Yuen Tai 100 * 1,100 »W

Hwa Chung 2,500 tf

Hwa Poh 5,000 " 100 w

Hargens A Co. 1,500 "

Tung Zung Co. 4,000 " 650 ft

Tung Fang Co. 800

Retail Shops 11,000 •« lopoo wPrice
Bituminous Coal |240.00 • <260.00

Anthracite * <150.00 - <160.00

Certified true copy.

I'
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The local coal situation at the beginning of

March does not appear to have altered much from tnat 

prevailing at the oeginning of February, 1940.

One notable feature, however, is the fact 

that shipments of Indian coal have been brought into 

Shanghai for general use, apart from tne usual consign

ments for the Shanghai Power Company. it is expected r 

that one ship will oe arriving each month with stocks 

of Indian coal. The importers will endeavour to 

maintain a fixed price for tnis coal over a period of 

tnree or four months, out whether tnis will actually 

prove possible depends on tne shipments arriving regulazH 

ly without loss. The price will in all prooability 

be considerably less than tne $280.00 per ton quoted 

in some circles recently. This figure does not 

represent a true price and was no douot tne result of 

a very urgent demand for available supplies.

February arrivals of bituminous coals register 

an increase on the figures for January arrivals, tne 

relevant figures being 102,300 tons and 9(1600 tons 

respectively. The renewed imports of coal from 

India account for the increase. ¥ 

There are still sufficient stocks of antnracitq 

coal arriving in Shanghai to satisfy normal requirements,! 

out there is a marked tendency on the part of consumers | 

to order larger quantities of coal than usual, in order 

to ensure sufficient stocks for some time to come.
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These increased orders are not being filled, the 

supply to individual consumers being limited to one 

ton at a time by some dealers. Exceptions to this 

procedure are made in the case of regular customers 

wno have in the past been purchasing larger quantities.

One point that must not oe overlooked at

this time is that most of the ships at present engaged 

in transporting coal from mdo-Unina and India are 

under British register. in the event of any of these 

ships being commandeered for government use, transport 

facilities will oe greatly impaired.

following are the arrivals for tne month of 

February :

bituminous coals

Tatung Chin Pei 1,000 tons

Poshan & Luta 6,100 "

Formosan 16,y00 "

Japanese 23,400 ••

Indian 52,800 ". (42,100
S. P. c.

Samarinda 2,100 "

Total 102,300 tons.

Anthracite coals

hongay & Haiphong : 42,900 tons.

The decrease in this figure from tne 74,500 tons

imported during January is prooaoly due to tne closing 

of the tiongay mines over the Cninese j^ew Year holidays 

Calculated stocks of bituminous coal approximately
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88,400 tons.

Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales

Ltd. - Approximately 12,000 tons.

Stocks in the Settlement & French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 14,000 tons 4,000 tons

Bah Loong Shing 15,000 "

Ping Shing

Dah Chong

2,700 • 500 M

4,500 "
Yuen Tai

Hwa Chung

100 '• 1,100 2

2,500 '•
Hwa Poh

Kargens & Co.

5,000 "

1,500 "

100 "

Tung Zung Co.

Tung Fang Co.

4,000 " 650 "

800 "
Retail Shops

Price
11,000 "

Bituminous Coal

Anthracite "

10,000 "

$240.00 - $260.00

$150.00 - $150.00

D. C. ( Special Branch ).



Coal Situation.

Police Deport, February 5Kilj40. /

The condition of the local coal market at 
of January 1940 remains very unsatisfactory and, if 
slightly worse than was the case at the end of last

the end 
anything, 
year.

Imports of bituminous coal during January registered 
a drop as compared with the figures for December, the relevant 
figures being 96,600 tons and 109,200 tons respectively, is 
the issues for the month of January total approximately 
115,000 tons, stocks in Shanghai have been further depleted. 
It is believed that seme of the large industrial concerns in 
Shanghai have been experiencing difficulty in obtaining 
sufficient stocks of coal and unless the firms concerned decide 
to undertake the importation of coal from India, at the present 
high price, there does not seem to be any possibility of their 
being able to obtain their normal requirements in the near 
future. Certain of the firms affected, whose plants are able 
to operate on ‘hard’ coal, have applied to Messrs. Hongay Coal 
Sales Ltd. for supplies of Anthracite, but were unable to obtain 
any. Messrs. Hongay Ltd. are not prepared to supply large 
consumers at the expense of their regular customers. They still 
are able to meet the demands of their customers and announce 
that there is at present no reason why small consumers should 
find any difficulty in obtaining supplies of Anthracite coal.

It is interesting to note that Messrs. Hongay 
Sales Ltd. have recently supplied some 500 t^ns of coal 
or two French missions in the Hankow region. This creates 
something of a precedent, as these missions have up till the 
present been able to obtain supplies direct from North China.

Coal 
to one

The fact that the e is a coal shortage in Japan will 
no doubt affect the local market, as the Japanese Cabinet-have 
agreed to allow the importation of foreign coal as an emergency 
measure, certain percentage of this coal will be obtained 
from North China and Manchukuo, thus further curtailing stocks 
that would normally be available for Shanghai consumption. 
This information is contained in a report, published in the 
“Shanghai Sunday Times", dated January 28, 1940. Certain local 
coal dealers have agreed, that this position will eventuate, but 
express the belief that the 
they actually will be.

figures quoted are smaller than

With reference to 
large coal firms in 
Nyi Tai Shing intend to import Indian coal, through 
Jinkee & Co., 100 Jinkee Road and the Yuaii Tai Co. will 

¡rs. Jardine Matheson & Co. It will 
time, however, before these stocks reach Shanghai.

certain 
Messrs. 
Messrs.
import stocks through Me 
be some

the importation of Indian coal by 
Shanghai, it is-learned that

I

freight 
ing are

Prices have registered further increases, the high 
charges being to a large extent responsible. Follow- 
the imports of coal for January.

I
I

Bituminous Coals:
J
I

Chung Hsing 
Posh an & Luts
Fushun
Formosan
Japanese
Indian

1800 
14900 

900 
11000 
34200 
33800

tons..

Total 96600 tons.



Anthracite Coals:

Hopei
Hongay Haiphong

1700 tons.
72800 "

Total 74500 tons.

Calculated Stocks.

Bituminous coals, approximately 88700 tons.
Anthracite coals stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal 
Sales Ltd. approximately 12000 tons.

Stocks in Settlement & French Concession

Firm

Nyi Tai Shing
Dah Loong Shing
Ping Shing
Dah Chong
Yuen Tai
Hwa Chung
Hwa Poh
Kargens & Co.
Tung Zung Co. 
Tung Fang Co.
Detail Shops

Anthracite

12,000 tons
14,000 ••
2,500 "

300 "

6,000 "
500 "

1,300 "

10,000 "

Bituminous

4,000 tons

400 "
1,500 '•
1,100 «
2,300 "

500 "
1,500 "

600 "
1,700 "

13,000 ”

Quoted Prices:

Poshan $140.00 per ton.
Keeling $140.00 " II

Indian Lump $165.00 '• " ex yard 31/1/40
Indian Slack $150.00 " It

Kalian Dump $155.00 " II

Kailan Slack $140.00 ’• It
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The condition of the local coal market at

the end of January 1940 remains very unsatisfactory

and if anything, slightly worse than was the case at

the end of last year.

Imports of bituminous coal during January 

registered a drop as compared with the figures for 

December, the relevant figures being 96,600 tons and 

109,200 tons respectively. As the issues for the 

month of January total approximately 115,000 tons, 

stocks in Shanghai have been further depleted. It 

is believed that some of the large industrial concerns

in Shanghai have been experiencing difficulty in 

obtaining sufficient stocks of coal and unless the 

firms concerned decide to undertake the importation 

of coal from India, at the present high price, there 

does not seem to be any possibility of their being 

able to obtain their normal requirements in the 

near future. Certain of the firms affected,

(S.’SJ T\

whose plants are able to operate on ’hard* coal, 

have applied to Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales Ltd. 

for supplies of Anthracite, but were unable to 

obtain any. Messrs. Hongay Ltd. are not 

prepared to supply large consumers at the 

expense of their regular customers. They 

still are able to meet the demands of their 

customers and announce that there is at present 

no reason why small consumers should find any 

difficulty in obtaining supplies of Anthracite coal.

it is interesting to note that Messrs.
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Hongay Coal Sales Ltd. have recently supplied some 
500 tons of coal to one or two French missions in the 
Hankow region. This creates something of a precedent, 
as these missions have up till the present been able to 
obtain supplies direct from North China.

The fact that there is a coal shortage in 
Japan will no doubt affect the local market, as the 

u Japanese Cabinet have agreed to allow the importation of 
foreign coal as an emergency measure. A certain 
percentage of this coal will be obtained from North 
China and Manchukuo, thus further curtailing stocks that 
would normally be available for Shanghai consumption. 
This information is contained in a report, published in 
the "Shanghai Sunday Times", dated January 28, 1940, and 
which is attached hereto. Certain local coal dealers 
have agreed that this position will eventuate, but 
express the belief that the figures quoted are smaller 
than they actually will be.

With reference to the importation of Indian 
coal by certain large coal firms in Shanghai, it is 
learned that Messrs. Nyi Tai Shing intend to import 
Indian coal, through Messrs. Jinkee & Co., 100 Jinkee 
Road and the Yuan Tai Co. will import stocks through 
Messrs. Jardine Matheson & Co. It will be some time, 
however, before these stocks reach Shanghai.

Prices have registered further increases, the 
high freight charges being to a large extent reaponsible. 

Following are the imports of coal for January*
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Bituminous Coals:

Chung Hsing 1800 tons.

Foshan & Luta 14900 rt

Fushun 900 •"

Formosan 11000

Japanese 34200 *

jnd j an 33800 11 (^»P.C. )

To tai 96600 tons •

Anthracite Coals:

Hopei 1700 tons»

Hongay & Haiphong 72800, ”

Total 74500 tons.

Calculated Stocks,

Bituminous coals, approximately 88700 tons.

Anthracite coals stored by Messrs Hongay Coal 

Sales Ltd. approximately 12000 tons.

3tocks in Settlement & ^rench_Concession

Firm

Nyi Tai Shing

Dah Loong Shing

Ping Shing

Dah Chong

Yuen Tai

Hwa Chung

Hwa Poh

Kargens & Co.

Anthracite 

12,000 tons 

14,000 *

2,500 *

300 "

6,000 ”

500 *

Bi tuminous

4,000 tons

400 "

1,500 «

1,100 ”

2,300 "

500 ”

1,500 rt
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Tung Zung Co. 1,300 tons 600 tons

Tung Fang Co. 1,700 H

Retail Shops 10,000 « 13,000 tt

Quoted Prices;

Poshan $140.00 per ton.

Keeling $140.00 ’•

Indian Lump $165.00 " ” ex yard 31/1/40.

Indian Slack $150.00 ” tt

Kailan lump $155.00 '•

Kailan Slack $140.00 ” tt

A. C* (Special Branch)
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F.2900/146(11)

January

The Secretary & Commissioner General,

Referase«:

Subject »

Utter from Kalian Mining
AfrinUtmiaa A dated iMiaanr ,1» 1SW

The views expressed by Mr. Handley Derry 

appear to coincide with the Police view, contained 

in a copy of a Police report dated January &, 1940 

which has been forwarded to you«

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police«



1940z)oteJanuary

(Special Branch) Office Notes

Coal

which was forwarded

Commise ioner 
Sir,

Handley-Derry’s viev.

dated January 5, 1940, copy
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Bear Mr. Nash,

URGENT
Ths Kalian Mining

Shanghai, 1st

5JAN ¡ 4fl
POUCE FORCE

supplies are quite 
shipments have been very

¿Tanu?Kig?Act240 4

I would refer to my letter t 
commenting upon the Police ieport for the month

Q/ fdl( ff )

or Oc t ober.

I am sorry to say that the fears which 
this letter have materialized, and in my opinion 
beginning of a fairly serious coal shortage. At 
is impossible to give you facts or figures which 
my contention, but I feel that I should at least 
information I have and let you know my view of the s
which I hope you will check with any other sources c 
tion that you may have.

we pre «t the’ 
the moment it 
will bear out 

you what 
tuation, 
informa-

As I pointed out on the second page of my letter,- 
market is. dependent upon other sources of'sunnly than the 
Administration for its coal and until recently it has been 
to draw on Tsingtao, Japan and Calcutta for this balance, 
explained, in rny opinion Indian coal would cease to come to this 
market, but what I could not be sure of was whether this source 
of supply would be replaced in any degree by the Shantung coal 
mines. I give you the figures of importations from these two 
sources for the past year and am presuming that the Shanghai 
Power Company will continue to import on the same scale during 
1940. Nevertheless there is a balance of over 100,0'0 tons to 
be found and I do not know where it is coming from.

You will note that Tsingtao 
irregular in quantity and that recent 
much less than in the earlier part of the year.

There was however another unknow factox’ in the 
situation, and that vas the g.-neral consumption of coal in 
Shanghai, «hen we had our meetings in 
the time of writing to you last, I did 
European war would have on Far eastern 
of the meetings T raised this point of 
turers would be able to take advantage 
supply goods for foreign consumption.
that foreign markets are looking and will look to China, and 
therefore to Shanghai, to supply a certain part of the goods 
which before came from Europe. Demand for coal from factorie 

should not in any way be diminished, but on the other 
e increased during the coming year 

k from other sources as t- 
tatement, but I am fairly

the g .neral consumption of 
September, and even s>t 
not know what effect t 
markets. T think at one 
whether Shanghai manufac- 
of the situation and

theref ore, 
hand will probably 
will no doubt be able to chec 
I am correct in making this s 
it is true.

firms who in the past h 
the general market h^ve 
entirely on the requirei 

Japanese and Jananese-controlled factor’ 
source of supply has now been withdrawn

Further,
: now 

H ment 
so that yet one more 

__________ _______ rom the average consumer. 
Actually the’amount from this source in the past was not very 
great, and the present restrictions imposed by the Japanese Coal 
Committee may well be withdraw within a comparatively short time 
(though I doubt it). Here again you will probably be able to 
obtain more correct information than I have at my disposal.

Relieve, had to concentrate



Nevertheless, broadly speaking, this is how the present 
situation looks to me. Indian coal is ruled,out except for the 
Power Company, probably the Gas Company and possibly a combination 
of big firms who might later on be forced by pressure of circum
stances to import an odd shipment from time to time.

(2) Shantung fields cannot make up the Quantity lost 
from India, and. in fact are barely coming up to their own estimate 
made in September and October.

(3) The consumption requirements 
in Shanghai and the Tower Y.nngtsze have now 
and it is therefore unlikely that they win 
sell on the open market.

of the market
lucreasgì c on si â or 
have any surplus to

Nor the time being therefore, TZailan will be the only 
coal for the general foreign and Chinese market, and in my opinion 
we cannot possibly meet the demand. Our stock position is now a 
little bet er than normal and supplies are coming in regularly, 
nevertheless it is not possible to make one ton take the place of 
two and already I am being told that unless I increase supplies 
this or that factory will have to reduce operations or this or 
that ship will not be able to run.

Moreover stocks of competitive coals have reached the 
lowest point of which we have any record, with the exception of 
four months in 1938 when the general situation was peculiar any
way owing to local hostilities.

As I said in my other letter I believe that a good many 
people have got reserves of coal in their yards, but when this is 
finished I ¡do not know how they can be replaced unless some steps 
are taken in the near future to remedy the situation.

This is a gloomy picture I have painted for you on the 
first day of the new year. I hope I may prove to be wrong.

Yours sincerely,

L. Handley-Terry

J.T. Nash, Esq., 
Municipal Council, 
SHANGHAI.



STATEMENT SHOWING IMPORTS OF FOSHAN &
INDIAN COATS I'TO SHANGHAI

xup to 28th. December, 1939.

INDIAN FOSHAN ('TSINGTAO)

January 1939 42,900 tons ''S.P.C.
(S.G.C.

17,300
9,100

tons)
tons)

3,4-90 tons

February ♦« 8,300 tons (S . P. c. 8,300 tons) Tun "1 tons

March tt 8,300 tons (S.P.C. 8,3 ''O tons) 17,00-9 tons

Ipril W 12,800 tons (S.P.C. 7, IX) tons) 5?, 60.0 tons

May il 53,800 tons (S.P.C.
(S.G.C.

21,600
7,600

tons) 
tons)

20,300 tons

Juno tt 13,400 tons (S.7\C!. 7,900 tons) 3,000 tons

'July H 83,000 tons (S.P.C. 67,800 tons) Nil tons

August <! 66,6 AO tons (S'-.P.C. 30 ,290 tons) 19,400 tons

September II 51,400 tons (S.P.C.
(S.G.C.

30,700
7,400

tons)
tons)

27,400 tons

October w 18,700 tons (S.P.C. 18,700 tons) 32,300 tons

November
X

December

<1 8,200

38,200

tons

tons

(S.P.C.

(S.P.C.

8,290

32.800

tons)

tons)

6,300

12,500

tons

tons

Total 405,600 tons (S.P.C. 258,900 tons) 194,200 tons
(S.G.C. 24,100 tons)



Coal Situation.

Police report, January ------ ",* An. ‘ ( / y*
Ltä*# -... ' '

The coal situation prevailing in Shanghai at the encl 
of December, 1939 does not appear to be very favourable, although 
the imports of bituminous coal are considerably higher than they 
were during November. It is not very likely, however, that 
imports will continue to improve, as there are various factors 
governing this phase of the situation that must be taken into 
consideration.

It is learned that a large quantity of Fushun coal, 
which previously had been exported to Japan, is now being used 
by large industrial concerns and railways in Manchukuo. The 
resultant shortage of imports into Japan will probably be made 
up from coal which previously had been entering Shanghai, As 
factories are gradually resuming operations in Japanese occupied 
areas under Japanese control, it is very probable that less coal 
from Japanese controlled mines will be available in the Shanghai 
open market in the future.

J>t one. time, when the local dollar depreciated in value, 
it was thought that factories in Shanghai would considerably 
reduce the scope'of their operations owing to the high price of 
raw materials. Now, however, owing to the almost total suspension 
of export trade from Central Europe, Shanghai factories are’ 
obtaining increased business. There is therefore the possibility 
that factory owners will find themselves in an awkward position, 
with an increasing coal consumption and a decreasing supply 
available. .Is it is probable that most factories have stocks of 
coal in hand, a shortage should not be felt in the immediate 
future, but reports all seem to support the view that there will 
eventually be a shortage of coal in Shanghai. There is not much 
possibility of North China mines being able to relieve the 
shortage as they are at present hardly able to meet the demands 
made upon them.

Stocks of anthracite coal are still available for 
household use, but prices will no doubt be considerably higher 
than they have been recently.

The following show the 
during December

imports of coal into Shanghai

Bituminous coals

Chung Hsing 
Tatung Chin Pei 
Foshan & luta 
Formosan 
Japanese 
Indian

Anthracite

Hongay & Haiphong

1,800 tons
1,000

12,500 n
22,400 w
33,300 w
38,200 " (S.P.J.)

30,600 tons

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coal

Anthracite coal 
Messrs. Hongay 
Ltd.

in wharves

stored by
Coal Sales

95, "00 tons ( approx. )

15,000 ” (approx.)



Stocks in Settlement and French Concession.

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 21,000 tons 5,300 ton:
Dah Inong Shing 12,000 " -
Ping Shing 9,000 •' 1,100 "
Pah Chong - 1,700 "
Hwa Chung - 1,500 "
Yuan Tai 500 " 600 "
Hwa Pei 10,900 " 1,000 "
Hargen & Co. - 3,000 "
Tung Zung Co. 1,000 " 3.000 "
Tung Fang Co. - 1,700 ”
Retail Shops 10,000 " 13,000 "

Price

Anthracite coal from $120 to $128 per ton.

Bituminous coal from $106 to $120 per ton.
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To. Secretpry & Commissioner

Headquarters,
S h anghai.Municipal Police. 

SWGHAI ÄöP*l. ,
CENTF.AUXÉGCTf.Y

General^ ........S.\../......

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -

Sub j ect : - Coal Situation.

Copy of a Police report.Enclosures
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The coal situation prevailing in Shanghai at 

the end of December, 1939 does not appear to be vexy 

favourable, although the imports of bituminous coal 

are considerably higher than they were during November. 

It is not very likely, however, that imports will 

continue to improve, as there are various factors 

governing this phase of the situation that must be 

taken into consideration.

It is learned that a large quantity of Fushun 

coal, which previously had been exported to Japan, is 

now being used by large industrial concerns and 

railways in Manchukuo. The resultant shortage of 

imports into Japan will probably be made up from coal 

which previously had been entering Shanghai. As factories 

are gradually resuming operations in Japanese 

occupied areas under Japanese control, it is very 

probable that less coal from Japanese controlled 

mines will be available in the Shanghai open market 

in t>e future.
At one time, when the local dollar depreciated 

in value, it was thought that factories in Shanghai 

would considerably reduce the scope of their operations 

owing to the high price of raw materials. Wow, 

however, owing to the almost total suspension of 

export trade from Central Europe, Shanghai factories 

are obtaining increased business. There is therefore 

the possibility that factory owners will find them-



selves la an awkward position, with an increasing

coal consumption and a decreasing supply available.
As it is probable that most factories have stocks of 

coal in hand, a shortage should not be felt in the 

immediate future, but reports all seem to support 

ths view that there will eventually be a shortage of 

coal in Shanghai. There is not much possibility of

Worth China mines being able to relieve the shortage 

as they are at present hardly able to meet the demands

made upon them. 

Stocks of anthracite coal are still available 

for household use, but prices will no doubt be 

considerably higher than they have been recently. 

The following show the imports of coal into 

Shanghai during December »- 

Sit,umi,Ws coaj,8 

Chung Hsing 1,800 tons

Tatung Chin Pel 1,000 *

Poshan & Hita 12,500 *

Jformosan 22,400 •

Japanese 53,300 •

Indian 38,200 * (8.P.C.)

fathWtejte 

HOngay ft Bliphong 30,500 •

QalSWlatQd 

Bituminous coal In wharves 95,000 tons (tpprox.)
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Anthracite coal stored by 
Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales 
Ltd.

15,000 tons (approx.)

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession.

Firm. Anthracite. Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 21,000 tons 5,300 tons

Bah Loong Shing 12,000 * -

Ping Shing 9,000 • 1,100 *

Bah Chong o 1,700 *

Hwa Chung q* 1,500 •

Yuan Tai 500 * 600 »

Hwa Pei 10,000 * 1,000 *

Hargen & Co. » 3,000 •

Tung Zung Co. 1,000 * 3,000 *

Tung Fang Co. 1,700 •

Retail Shops 10,000 • 13,000 *

Price

Anthracite coal from fl20 to ¿128 per ton.

Bituminous coal from >106 to ¿120 per ton.

Certified true copy.
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the end of December, 1939 does not appear to be very

favourable, although the imports of bituminous coal 

are considerably higher than they were during November. 

It is not very likely, however, that imports will 

continue to improve, as there are various factors 

governing this phase of the situation that must be 

taken into consideration.

It is learned that a larfee quantity of JUshun 

coal, which previously had been exported to Japan, is 

now being used by large industrial concerns and 

railways in Manchukuo. The resultant shortage of 

imports into Japan will probably be made up from coal 

which previously had been entering Shanghai. As facterie 

are gradually resuming operations in Japanese

occupied areas under Japanese control, it is very 

probable that less coal from Japanese controlled 

mines will be available in the Shanghai open market 

in the future.

At one time, when the local dollar depreciated 

in value, it was thought that factories in Shanghai 

would considerably reduce the scope of their operations 

owing to the high price of raw materials. Now, 

however, owing to the almost total suspension of 

export trade from Central Europe, Shanghai factories 

are obtaining increased business. There is therefore 

the possibility that factory owners will find them-
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selves in an awkward position, with an increasing 

coal consumption and a decreasing supply available. 

As it is probable that most factories have stocks of 

coal in hand, a shortage should not be felt in the 

immediate future, but reports all seem to support 

the view that there will eventually be a shortage of 

coal in Shanghai. There is not much possibility of 

Morth China mines being able to relieve the shortage 

as they are at present hardly Ato meet the demands 

made upon them.

Stocks of anthracite coal are still available 

for household use, but prices will no doubt be 

considerably higher than they have been recently.

The following show the imports of coal into 

Shanghai during December

Bituminous coals

Chung Hsing 1,800 tone

Tatung Chin Pei 1,000 M

Pbehan & Luta 12,500 It

Eormosan 22,400 »
J apa ne se 33,300
Indian 38,200 " (S.P.C.

Anthr acite

Hongay & Haiphong 30,600 tone

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coal in wharves 95,000 tons (approx.)
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Anthracite coal stored by 
Messrs* Ho ng ay Coal Sales 
Ltd.

15,000 tons (approx)

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession.

Anthraci te Bi tuminousFi rm

Nyi Tai Shing 21,000 tons 5,300 tone

Dah Loong Shing 12,000 w -

Ping Shing 9,000 1,100 »

Dah Chong - 1,700 it

Hwa Chung - 1,500 w

Yuan igi 500 it 600 n

Hwa Pe i 10,000 n 1,000 a

Bargen & Co. - 3,000 M

Tung Zung Co. 1,000 a 3,000 n

Tung Fang Co. - 1,700 it

Retail Shope 10,000 N 13,000 *

Price

Anthracite coal from $120 to #128 per ton.
Bituminous coal from $106 to #120 per ton.

D. C.(Special Branch)
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Corl Situation

With regard to the coal situation prevailing in Shanghai

at the end of November, many of the remarks in the report of

October still hold good The future position of thelocal market

still remains very uncertain and local dealers are reluctant to

express opinions which may eventually prove incorrect and mis-

leading.

One important feature, however, is the decrease in imports 

of bituminous coal to Shanghai during the month under review.

Imports during September totalled approximately 140,000 

tons, for October, 98,000 tons, whilst the figure for November 

is as low as 50,000 tons In explanation of this fact, it is 

learned that, while stocks of coal are actually available in 

Shantung, Japan and Formosa, it is becoming increasingly difficult

to transport stocks. The exports from these sources are under 

the control of Japanese interests, who are compelled to charter 

only Japanese ships for transport. As there is a very heavy 

demand on Japanese shipping, it is thought probable that imports 

in the near future may register a further drop. There does not 

appear to be any possibility of Indian coal being imported for 

some time to come, as with the exchange being so unfavourable, 

it is impossible to offer Indian coal at competitive prices.

Another point worthy of mention is that the Shanghai

Power Company have chartered an extra four or five ships and,

instead of obtaining coal as before, on a "Delivered Shanghai"

basis, will in future transport their own coal direct.

Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales, Ltd. continue to hold optimistic 

views for the future and state that they are experiencing no 

trouble in obtaining stocks of anthracite. Freight charges,

however, continue to remain a big problem and it is possible.that 

any further increase in freightage will result in prices of coal 

being increased correspondingly.



It will be noted that a large percentage of thv imports 

during November arj from Japan or Japanese controlled areas, on 

behalf of Japanese concerns This would seem to indicate that th

Japanese importers, should they 

upset the local coal market.

Imports for November arc

Bituminous coal

Poshan & Li^ta
Fushun
Formosan
Japanese
Indian

decide to do so, could seridusly 

as follows

6,300 tons
2,000 "
9,100 "

25,000 "
8,200 " (S.P.C.)

50,600

Anthracite coal

Hongay & Haiphong 34,800 tons

Calculated stocks.

Bituminous coals in wharves - 98,600 tons

Anthracite coals stored by Messrs.
Hongay Coal Salos, Ltd. - 15,000 tons.

With regard to the price of coal, it is learn.d that from 

December 1, market prices of Messrs. Kailan Mining Administration's 

stocks are being increased by $6.00 per ton, with other firms 

increasing by approximately th. same rrto.

The following aro the only price quotations available:

Indian lump coal.................... ... ... 898/6108 per ton

Indian slack • • • • • 009 ... $70/880 " "

Poshan slack • 0 • o o • • • ... $53 per ton.

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi T"i Shing 17,000 tons 3,000 tons
D^h Loong Shing 10,000 " —
Ping Shing 5,000 ■' 1,000 "
Dah Chong — 2,500 "
Hwa Chung • - 4,500 "
Yuan Tai 500 " 2,600 "
Hwa Poh Co. — 10,000 "
H^rgen & Co. - 2,500 ”
Tung Zung Co. — 4,500 "
Tung F"ng Co. 1,900 "
Retail shops 8,000 " 16,000 ”
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with regard to the coal situation prevailing

in Shanghai at the end of November, many of the 

remarks in the reportfof" October still hold good* 

The future position of the local market still remains 

very uncertain and local dealers are reluctant to 

express opinions which may eventually prove incorrect 

and misleading.

One important feature, however, is the 

decrease in imports of bituminous coal to Shanghai 

during the month - ader review.

Imports during September totalled approximately 

140,000 tons; for October, 98,000 tons; whilst the 

figure for November is as low as 50,000 tons. In 

explanation of this fact, it is learned that, while 

stocks of coal are actually available in shantung, 

Japan and Formosa, it is becoming increasingly 

difficult to transport stocks. The exports from 

these sources are under the control of Japanese 

interests, who are compelled to charter only Japanese 

ships for transport. As there is a very heavy 

demand on Japanese shipping, it is thought probable 

that imports in the near future may register a further 

drop. There does not appear to be any possibility 

of Indian coal being imported for some time to come, 

as with the exchange being so unfavourable, it is 

impossible to offer Indian coal at competitive prices.

Another point worthy of mention is that the 

Shanghai Power Company have chartered an extra
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four or five ships and, instead of obtaining coal 

as before, on a "Delivered shanghai" basis, will 

in future transport their own coal direct.

Messrs tiongay coal sales, Ltd., continue 

to hold optimistic views for the future and state 

that they are experiencing no trouble in obtaining 

stocks of anthracite. freight charges, however, 

continue to remain a big problem and it is possible 

that any further increase in freightage will result 

in prices of coal being increased correspondingly.

It will be noted that a large percentage 

of the imports during November are from japan, 

or Japanese controlled areas, on behalf of Japanese 

concerns. This would seem to indicate that the 

Japanese importers, should they decide to do so, 

could seriously upset the local coal market.

Imports for November are as follows t- 

Bituminous coal

Foshan & Data 6,300 tons

Fushun 2,000 II

Formosan 9,100 II

Japanese 25,000 «

Indian . 8,200 “(Ö.P.C.)

50,600

Anthracite coal

Hongay & Haiphong 34,800 tons
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calculated, stocks

Bituminous coals in wharves - 98,600 tons.

Anthracite coals stored by 
Hongay coal Bales ltd.

Messrs.
- 15,000 tons.

With regard to the price of coal, it is

learned that from December 1, market prices of

|j Messrs. Kailan Mining Administration's stocks are 
h

being increased by $6.00 per ton, with other firms

increasing by approximately the same rate.

The following are the only price quotations

available:

Indian lump coal ...... #9 8/$10 8 per ton.

Indian slack .. #70/$80 • "

Poshan slack .<>•••••••• #53 per ton

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm anthracite ■bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 17,000 tons 9,000 tons
Dah lioong Shing 10,000 M

Ping Shing
Dah chong
Hwa Chung

5,000 It 1,000 *
2.500 "
4.500 8

Yuan Tai 
Hwa Poh Co. 
Hargen & Co. 
Tung Zung Co. 
Tung Fang Co.

500 u 2,600 •
10,000 *
2.500 “
4.500 *
1,900 •

Retail shops 8,000

D.C. (Special Branch)

w 16,000 •

D. P. S.

J
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Shanghai, November 14, 1939. ..
?..>. ;

E.T. Nash, Esq., J
secretariat, 7-
Shanghai Municipal Council, ?
SHANGHAI.

Dear Mr. Nash,

With regard to your letter F. 30/12 of 7th November, 
it Is extremely difficult to make any worthwhile observations 
as to the future coal position in this market. There are so 
many unknown factors which have an important bearing on the 
arrival of coal in this port, anyone of which, if guessed 
wrongly, can upset the general position considerably.

You ask me for my observations on the October Police 
Report.

The first paragraph la, I think, quite sound, and is 
In fact my own view of the situation.

Although the views expressed by the Hongay Sales and 
ourselves, as set forth in the second and third paragraphs 
of the report, appear contradictory, I do not think that they 
are necessarily incorrect.

From the point of view of Hongay Sales, who are operating 
almost entirely in a foreign currency, prices will fluctuate 
in accordance with exchange. They did moreover increase prices 
in September or early October to allow for the increase In 
freight rates which occurred at the outbreak of war in Europe 
and also for the depreciation in exchange. More recently their 
prices have dropped a little with the improvement of the dollar 
to 5d and more.

As far as we are concerned there has been no change in
K.M.A. prices since 1st August and therefore some time we will 
have to make up for the very much higher cost of transporting 
coal from Chlnwangtao to shanghai.

It follows therefore that our two firms are looking at 
the picture from rather different angles.

As regards paragraph 4, I have referred already to the 
increase in shipping freight rates. The only point to note . 
here is that it Is hardly correct to say that rates averaged 
3/ to 3/6d per ton during July to September; 4/-, 4/6, 5/«, 
per ton was much nearer the mark.

The last paragraph I should say was entirely correct.

You will note that I have skipped the question of 
whether there will be a shortage or not. In my own private 
opinion I feel that there may well bo, and I give you a reaumft 
of my reasons tw so sayings-

If you would refer to a note I made for Sir Robert a 
short time ago, you will see that this market is dependent on 
ourselves, Japan, Tsingtao and India for its coal supplies. 
As far as I can see, Japan and shantung are producting what 
was expected from then, but, as you will see from the Imports 
Table attached to the police report, nothing arrived free 
India, In October, except for the Power Company. With the 
present uncertainty over exchange, I think practically nothing
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‘ will arrive from India except for the Power Company, as a 
comparatively small fluctuation in the value of the dollar 
can make a considerable difference in the final selling price 
of coal, and until people feel o little bit more sure of the 
situation they will not take the risk of ordering one or two 
shipments If there is a chance that a week or so later a 
competitor will be able to get eoal for $10 or $15 per ton 
less.

On the other hand I think that we are apt to be somewhat 
frightened of t he word *shortage* • It does not necessarily 
follow that people will suffer great hardship If they are unable 
to buy as much coal as they want. In the past eoal has been 
reasonably cheap in Shanghai and people have not had to do much 
in the way of economising with it. If they find there Isa 
shortage, or if prices become exorbitant, I am sure that a great 
deal can be done to get along without it, or rather, with very 
much reduced quantities. Moreover I believe a good deal can be 
done by mixing bituminous and anthracite coal so that if Hongay 
are able to keep regular supplies going, many people will be able 
to menage with the mixture and the requirements of the market 
will thereby be considerably reduced. In addition there is the 
factor that for some time now people have had at the baek of 
their minds the idea that there might be a shortage this winter, 
and I believe that many firms have been putting aside coal 
against die cold weather season. In two or three cases that I 
know of, factories have up to three months* supply on hand, and, 
if this practice has been widely followed, there must be large 
reserves in Shanghai of which we have no record. In support of 
this statement I would say that the average consumption of coal 
in Shanghai over the first six months of the year was in the 
neighbourhood of 190,000 tons. In »July, August and September, 
nearly 700,000 tons were issued from wharves, jumping the 
average up to over 230,000 tons for these three months. To a 
certain extent this increase was accounted for by additional 
supplies taken by the Power Company, nevertheless I feel that 
there may be something in the idea that this coal was not entire
ly for consumption but for stock.

I admit thst if there is a shortage it is an easy step 
for this shortage to become acute, in which case the situation 
might become serious as it is by no means easy in these days 
to get fresh supplies quickly. During the past year, a shortage 
could have been remedied by importing supplies from India which 
would have arrived within, say, four to six weeks. Row, apart 
from the question of exchange, it is a different problem, for, 
although I believe there is still plenty of coal in Calcutta, 
there is a very definite dearth of ships to carry it. It may 
mean therefore that one would have to wait eight to ten weeks 
before getting any fresh supplies to alleviate an acute shortage, 
by which time the situation might have become really serious.

I have hesitated before going into thia question in 
such detail and would like to emphasise again that this is only 
my private opinion and must not be taken as that of my firm. I 
am sending it along to you, however, for what it is worth, but 
would ask you, if you decide to pass it on to Sir Hobert Calder- 
Marshall, to let him know that this only represents my personal 
view of the situation.

Yours sincerely,

L. Handley-Derry.
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Coal Situation.

A noteworthy feature of the coal situation prevailing in 
Shanghai at the end of October is the fact that imports of bituminous 
coal to Shanghai show a decided drop compared with imports during 
September. October imports of bituminous coal totalled 98,060 tons 
as against the September total of 141,600 tons. Importers attribute 
this to the fact that dealers were ordering coal in very small 
quantities when the rate of exchange depreciated and, as supplies 
are ordered some considerable time before reaching Shanghai shortage 
has only now occurred. Information as to the probable condition 
of the local coal market in the immediate future is of a very 
contradictory nature.

Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales Ltd. are inclined to the view 
that no shortage of coal will be noticed during the winter and that, 
in the event of the rate of exchange remaining as it is, no serious 
increase in prices will be registered.

Messrs. Kailan Mining Administration on the other hand 
anticipate a coal shortage during the winter months and a price 
increase although responsible officials of both companies state 
that is is almost impossible to forecast the coal situation with 
any degree of accuracy.

One factor that will have an effect on the price of coal 
is the increased freight charges. During July, August and 
September, freight charges averaged 3/- to 3/6d. sterling per ton. 
During October, the average cost, per ton reached 8/6 whilst ship

owners are now reluctant to undertake transport of coal at less 
than 10/- per ton.

The view is held that should a shortage of coal become 
apparent, profiteering on the part of small dealers will ensue.

Arrivals of coal in Shanghai during the month of 

October are listed as follows;- ’.t
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Bituminous

Foshan and Luta 32,260 tons

Tatung Chin Pei 1,300 1!

Fushun 1,700 n

Formosan 6,400 ti

Japanese 35,800 ti

Indian 18,700 H (S'.P.C. only)

Samarinda 1,900 tt

98,060 tons

Anthracite

Hongay and Haiphong 63,500 tons

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coal in wharves 122,300 tons

Anthracite coal stored by Messrs« 
Hongay Coal Sales Ltd. 10,000 tons

Current Prices;

K.M.A. slack $30.10 per ton

” lump $34.60 h h

Indian lump $94.00 - $108.00 per ton

•’ slack $75.00 - $90.00 ” •»

Poshan $52.00 1! Il

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 20,000 tons 11,000 tons

Dah Loong Shing 10,000 ••

Ping Shing 5,000 " 1,500 ”

Dah Chong 2,000 ”

Hwa Chung 6,000 '•

Yuan Tai 700 ” 3,300 ”

Hwa Poh Co. 2,000 "

Retail shops 15,000 " 12,000 ”
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A noteworthy feature of the'coal situatian 

prevailing in Shanghai at the end of October is 

the fact that imports of bituminous coal to Shanghai 

show a decided drop compared with imports during 

September. October imports of bituminous coal 

totalled 98,060 tons as against the September total 

of 141,600 tons. Importers attribute this to the 

fact that dealers were ordering coal in very small 

quantities when the rate of exchange depreciated and, 

as supplies are ordered some considerable time before 

reaching Shanghai, shortage has only now occurred. 

Information as to the probable condition of the local

coal market in the immediate future is of a very 

contradi ctory nature.

Messrs Ro ng ay Coal Sales Ltd. are inclined 

to the view that no shortage of coal will be noticed 

during the winter and that, in the event of the rate 

of exchange remaining as it is, no serious increase 

in prices will be registered.

Messrs Kailan Mining Administration on the other 

hand, anticipate a coal shortage during the winter 

months and a price increase, although responsible 

officials of both companies state that'it is almost 

impossible to forecast the coal situation with any 

degree of accuracy.
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One factor that will have an effect on the 

price of coal is the increased freight charges. 

During July, August and September, freight charges 

averaged 3/- tn 3/6d. sterling per ton. During 

October, the average cost per ton reached 8/6 whilst 

shipowners are now reluctant to undertake transport 

of coal at less than 10/- per ton.

The view is held that should a shortage of 

coal become apparent, profiteering on the part of 

small dealers will ensue.

Arrivals of coal in Shanghai during the

month of October are listed as

Bituminous

Poshan and Luta

Tatun^ Chin Pei

Fushun

Formosan

Japanese

Indian

Samarinda

follows

32,260

1,300

1,700

6,400

35,800

18,700

1,900

tons
tfr

n

If

*(S.P.C.
1»

only)

Coal

98,060 tons

Anthracite

Hongay and Haiphong 63,500 tons

Calculated stocks

Bituminous coal in wharves 122,300

Anthracite coal stored by Messrs Hongay

Sales Ltd. 10,000

tons

tons



File No............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

äOM-l-äl

...............................Station,
REPORT

Date...............................-i 9

Subject........................................ ................................................................................................................................

Made by. For warded by.

— w —

Current Prices :
K.M.A. slack

• lump
Indian lump

$30.10 per ton
$34.60 « *
$94.00 - $108.00 per ton

* slack $75.00 - $90.00 *r »

Poshan $52.00 0 0

stocks in Settlement and French Concession
Firm ^anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 20,000 tons 11,000 tons
Dah Loong Shing
Ping Shing

10,000 *
5,000 * 1,500 ’•

Dah Chong
Hwa Chung
Yuan Tai 700 •

2,000 *

. 6,000 *
3,300 »

Hwa poh Co»

Retail shops 15,000 •
2,000 •

12,000 "

DeP.S

D.C.(Special Branch)
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FM , 

G, 9OM-1-39
File No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S.l, Special.

REPORT

Subject. Coal ..situation
39

... -r,. F.2gOQ//^£( " .).
I -„■. Act / 7 /3?.

Made by. D • P.S._ Killingbeck*__ _ Forwarded by..:..F^>

A noteworthy feature of the coal situation 
prevailing in Shanghai at the end of September is 
the fact that local dealers do not place much 
credence in reports which recently appeared in local 
papers to the effect that an acute shortage of coal 
will be felt in Shanghai during coming months.

It is probable that large consumers, such 
as factories, etc. may experience difficulty in 
obtaining sufficient supplies, as they have been 
using Calcutta slack coal. Owing to the high cost 
of this coal, and the increased freight and insurance 
charges, dealers will not risk importing Coal from 
India. Should importers order large stocks of 
Calcutta coal, they would be liable to lose money 
should the imports of slack coal from Japanese 
occupied areas suddenly increase. There is a 
tendency on the part of dealers who have stocks of 
slack coal, to sell this only in small quantities 
in the hope of obtaining better prices.

Shantung coal is reported to be coming to 
Shanghai only in very small quantities, owing to 
better markets being available at other centres in 
the Yangtsze Valley.

Owing to a considerable decrease in 
exports of coal from Indo-China to Europe, it is
thought that larger quantities will reach Shanghai
from Indo-China in the future. Contrary to local



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
................................Station,

REPORT 
Date................i g

Subject.................. ............................. ......................................................... -............................................. -.......................
- 2 -

Made by. . ................   Forwarded by........................................................................................

newspaper reports, no Governmental control over 
coal exports has yet been instituted.

The view is held by certain dealers that 
prices will shortly register a decided drop, whilst 
Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales Limited report that they 
will shortly be in a postion to supply any quantities 
of household coal ordered.

Another point worthy of mention is the 
fact that recent figures published by the Shanghai 
Municipal Council list the price of a certain grade 
of coal at $140 per ton, whereas it has been stated 
by dealers that the price of the coal concerned has 
never risen above $108 per ton.

A large increase is registered in the sale 
of ’♦briquettes'*, but it is stated that the supply 
available is sufficient to meet all demands.

Arrivals of coal from September 1 up till 
September 25 are listed as follows

Bituminous Poshan & Luta 27,400 tons
Formosan 30,600 it

Japanese 6,500 it

Indian 51,400 it
Including 30,700 for 
S.P.C. and 7,400 for 
Gas Company.

Norfolk (American) 25,700 tons 
(for S.P.C.)

It will be noted that the Indian coal is part of an 

order placed some time ago, as it is necessary to



I
Pile No.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................Station,
REPORT

Date.........................i..........if>

Subject........................... ..................................................................................... ...............................................................
- 3 -

Made by............... .............. ............... ............Forwarded by................. ................... ...................................... ...........

order a few months in advance and that the pro
babilities are that the order will not be renewed.

Anthracite coal Hopei 2,000 tons
Ho ng ay & 
Haiphong 20,000 tons

Calculated Stocks:
Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal
Sales Limited 15,000 tons

Bituminous Coal in wharves 140,000 tons.

D. P. S.

D. C. ( Special Branch ).



shanEHXi municipal police.
File No...... ......FM, 'M __

G, 30MA%9

The coal situation prevailing in Shanghai on

September 1 is somewhat unsettled and coal dealers and 

importers are reluctant to voice their opinions as to 

the likely state of the coal market in the immediate

future. It is estimated that stocks at present

available for general use in Shanghai represent one 

month’s supply and it is held probable that a shortage 

will be felt locally during the next few months.

Owing to the unfavourable exchange conditions 

Indian coal is only being imported into Shanghai in 

quantities sufficient to meet the immediate demand as 

importers consider that the risk is too great whilst 

foreign exchange is in such an unsettled condition.

At present, quantities of Japanese coal are 

‘eaching; Shanghai, but should the international 

■ ituation cause a stoppage of supplies reaching 

Shanghai, the shortage will probably be acute. Japanese 

oal is said to find more favourable market in Singapore

and Manila than in Shanghai.

Considerable quantities of coal from Shantung 

are expected in readiness for the coming winter.

Arrivals during August are as follows

Bituminous.

Foshan 19400 tons

Tatung 2500 ti

Fushun 1700 tt

Formosan 32800 tt

Japanese 24000 H



File No..
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

................................Station,
REPORT

Date................................ig

Subject............................------

Made by.... F ortvarded by.

Indian 66600 tons

Samarinda 1000 ”

148000 tons

hongay & Haiphong 37400 tons

Estimated stocks

Bituminous coal in wharves 150,000 tons 

approxiraa tely.

rhe majority of this is held in Japanese wharves 

and about 30,000 tons are available for general use.

Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal 

Sales Ltd. 10,000 approximately.

Prices j September 1, 1939. (ex-wharf)

Poshan (Shantung) Slack $ 38.00

Keeluni* (Fomosan) " 40.00

Indian Lump 80.00

Indian Slack 62.70

Kailan ft 26.00

n special slack 30.10

H Lump 34.60

Japanese Slack 35 qq
Stock in Settlement and French Concession.

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

K.M.A. 5,000 tons

Nyi Tai Shing 13,000 tons 26,000 re

Dah Loong Shing 10,000

Ping Shing 5,000 it 3,000 tt



File No..
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Station.
REPORT

Date

Subject.



F. 207a 
K. 500-4-39.

Ref. No. ..E..29ÛÛ/J.46.U 1 )

»____ __ Form A
SHANGH !

HEAOCLA7. ers ’ I
CEN; ??/ REG^TKr

v-’- F.29uô< M C ( fi -, I
X r....ç........ .

¡./Headquarter^

Shanghai Municipal Police,

August......4,......... 193Ä?..

SUBJECT

Coal Situation.

The Commissioner presents his compliments to...§SS.r.9.ftSH?y...4i......
Commissioner General, 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

• Copy of a Police Report.

2.

3.

4.

5.



tty

With regard to the coal situation in Shanghai on 

August 1st, there is no great change to report. Stocks 

available are considered, sufficient to meet normal 

requirements, and, although the sale of “briquettes'* 

has increased lately, there are ample stocks available.

A general increase in price is recorded, and 

Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales Ltd. have circularized all 

large consumers to the effect that from August 1st, 

stocks can only be sold to them on a Found Sterling 

basis.

Owing to the present rate of exchange, the 

price of coal imported from India has risen consider* 

ably, and it is probable£hat imports of coal from 

that country will greatly decrease whilst the present 

exchange situation prevails.

Arrivals during July are as follows

Bituminous. Anthracite.

Indian............................... 83,000 tons

Fonnosan...................... 27,300 "

Japanese...................... 24,500 *

Tatung Chin Pei.............. 1,400 *
Fushun.................................. 700 “
Hongay and Haiphong........................................ 21,600 tons.

Pricesî

Kalian Special Slack..............$30.10 per ton.

Paoshan Slack................................$38.00 * “

Keelung............................................... $38.00 * *

Indian..................................................$53.00 * *

Hokkaido.............................................$32.00 “ *
All ex-wharf basis.



File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............................... Station,
REPORT

Date............. ..........  jo(2) 9

Made by. ................  Forwarded by.

Stocks:

Bituminous Coal in Wharves. 170,000 tons (approximately) 

Anthracite coal stored by Messrs. Hongay Coal Sales 

Limited. 12,000 tons (approximately).

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession.

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

K.M.A. 8,400 tons

Nyi Tai Shing 10,000 tons 20,000 *

Dah Loong Shing 8,000 *

Ping Shing 5,000 * 1,000 w

Dah Chong 5,000 •

Hwa Chung 3,000 M

2,000 *Yuan Tai

Retail shops 10,000 * 10,000 *

D«C.(Special Branch)



___ F. W» _
£ K. seo-6-s». Form A

Ref. No..................

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police, 
f Jul?..... *1...........193 Q*.
LHAJGHJ MUNICIPAL POLICE/ 

HEADQUAR ERS 
CENTRAL REGISTRY

S U B J ECT F.2930/ '“ * ( fl )
................. ...(.... 7.....

Coal Situation for JqU, Wfe* ■■■• ■ ■■Z-• / 7-

The Commissioner presents his compliments

and begs bo forward herewibh bhe following documenbs relabive bo bhe 

r subjecb referred bo above

1. Copy of a Police reports

2.

3.

4.

5.

0 /



File No...... ......
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject.

s.l, g
REPORT ! ,ESS-J

U a te.... c z f¿.-. _ 1,9
poal...S_ituat_ion  _£or Juljf, 1939.........  .v.^XL;23¿(9...7w4.(....a..:HL

Made by .P ...... L.Qc.ky?oo d

A sumo.ry of the coal situation in Shanghai 

on July 1, 1939 reveals that stocks are sufficient 

to meet norm"! requirements. The decrease in the 

quantity of coal imported from Japanese mines in 

north China attributed to lack of transport facilities 

caused by continued guerilla activities is more than 

offset by increased shipments from Japanese mines 

in Formosa. Owing to the adverse exchange, the 

price of coal per ton has been increased and a decrease 

in the quantity of coal imported from abroad is 

recorded*

Arr ivr-ls dur in/5 June are recorded hereunder:-

Source Bituminous Anthracite

K .11. A• 79,000 ■
Shanghi

tons (including 
ai Power Co.)

-

India 13,000 •
Sh-ngh:

tons (including 
ai Power Co.)

-

Tatung Chin
Pei

3,000 'tons -

Pooshan and 
Hong shan

3,000 -

Porno san 26,300 -

Japanese 20,000 w -

Witbank • 7,900 
Shangh:

(including 
ai Povzer Co.)

-

Hongay and 
Haiphong

Prices

- 45,000 tons

Coal Price per ton ex-yard

KJ-I.A. $32.60

Indian $46 - $48.



F to
b, yQM-V File No,.......

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...................  Station^
REPORT

Date...... ......................... 19

Subject..... ......................................................................................................................................................... .................

Made by. Forwarded by.

$32.00

$32.00

$39 - $40

All ex-wharf Pootung basis.

Stocks

Bituminous coal in Wharves (Pootung) below 
boom - 140,000 tons (approximately)

Anthracite coal stored by Hongay Sales Ltd.
- 15,000 tons (approximately)

Stocks in Settlement and French Con cession

Piriu Anthracite Bituminous

KJI.A. - 8,000 tons

Kyi Tai Shing 15,000 tons
(including Hongay)

11,000 tt

Bah Loong Shing 8,000 tons 
(including Hongay)

1,000 tt

Ping Shing 4,000 tons 1,500 u

D^h Chong — 3,000 H

Hwa Chung -- 3,000 ft

Yuan Tai -- 2,000 II

Retail shops 4,000 tons 4,000

(Special Branch)



ik F. 207a _ 
TEL- SOO-5-39.

Ref. No.^.^qqq.^^-^

CRs Foijm A

F /■ W/'/ / // i
1- ( ft ) f

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police, 
*■».................... 193. ••

SUBJECT

Coal situation on June 1* 1333.

The SecreVry»
The Commissioner presents his compliments to......................................

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

Copy of a Police report.

2.

3.

4.

5.



Hegarding the coal situation in shanghai 

on June 1, 1939 there is little change to report. 

The noteworthy feature on the coal market is the 

increase in the quantity of coal imported from India,

a considerable part of it being taken by the power

Company and Gas Company.

Total stocks, due to the increase in Indian

coal importations, are slightly in excess of the

tonnage recorded last month. prices are unaltered. I
Source -bituminous Anthracite

K.K.A. 80,000 tons (including
shanghai Power Co.)

India 53,800 tons (including
shanghai Power Co.Jb
Shanghai Gas Co.)

Tatung Chin Pei 1,400 tons

Poshan & Hungshan 20,300 tons

Fushun TOO *

Formosan 3,700 *

Japanese 19,200 * - j

samarinda 2,600 "

Hongay - 31,400 tons

Haiphong - 6,400 *

Prices

Coal Price per ton ex-yard

K.M.A. $30.00

Indian $40.00

Miki $36.00

Hongay $40 - $50.

Formosan $34.00

all ex-wharf Pootung basis.



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.... ................  Station,
REPORT

Fiate.

Subject............................................................. ......................................................... ...........................  .........

Made by. Forwarded by...............t-.----- --- -------- --------------- ------- ................

- 2 -

stocks

.bituminous coal in wharves (Footungj below boom : 
200,000 tons (approximately).

Anthracite coal stored by nongay sales iitd.i 
19,000 tons.

Bituminous coal in Zah nwei Kong: 2,000 tons.

stocks in settlement and French Concession

Firm anthracite bituminous

K.M.A. - 8,000 tons

Kyi Tai Shing 14,000 tons 
(including 
Hongay)

12,000 tt

Bah Loong Shing 10,000 tons 
(including 
nongay)

2,000

Ping Shing 2,000 tons 400 »

Bah Chong - 2,000 e

Hwa Chung - 3,000 at

Tuan Tai - 2,000 w

Retail shops 4,000 ■ 4,000 it

o. s.

D.C. (Special Branch)



F. 207a 
soo>a«>£

Ref.

J SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PÄWf“ 
HEADQUARTERS 

CENTRAL REGISTRY

Ll
I .?/..... >7....11.

Headquarters-,

Shanghai Municipal Police,
May..... 4 193..®.

SUBJECT

Goal aitaatd4m..la.Bhanshai..oa.May..l»..l-939 .

The Commissioner presents his compliments 

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

x* Oopy of Police report.



Ak 

___FM.'K 
G, 90M^J-39 File No............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
S . 1, 8pe clal..Bxanch...^644/

REPORT « St 70Date.........3 ........19 39•

Subject__ .____ P-9.?2...§Í.Í.U?jLk9.£...ÍIL-S^^

controlled mines in Shantung and a decrease in the

amount of Indian coal imported are the prominent 

features of the coal situation in Shanghai on April 

30, 1939.

Stocks due to the increased imports referred 

to above are in excess of the amount available, 

March 30, 19-39, /while a slight decrease in the "Jaffee 

per ton of certain Japanese coal is recorded. The 

import of coal from foreign owned mines in North 

China and French Indo-China remain constant, and the 

price of coal per ton remains unaltered.

Arrivals during March are recorded hereunder

Source Bituminous Anthraci te

K.MaA< 80,000 tons
(including S.P.C.)

-

India. 12,800 tons 
(including S.P.C,)

-

Formo s a 1,800 tons -

Japanese 34,200 " -

Po c aho nt a£ 7,500 •
(including S.P.C. )

-

Paoehan
(Shantung)

42,700 tons -

Hongs han 9,900 « -

Ho ng ay & Haiphong 36,000 ton

Prices

Co al Price per ton exry axd

A# $30.00

„.s’' ' • “ ’ •



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.... ................... .Station,
REPORT

Date................................. 19

Subject..............................................................—.............................................................................................. .....................

Made by... Forwarded by.

Co al Price per ton ex-yard

Ind i an $40.00

Kiki $36.00

Hongay $40 - $50

Fo rmo s an $34.00

A decrease in the price of coal from the

undemientione d Japanese owned mines is recorded s-

Paoshan reduced from $34.00 to $31.50 per ton.

iiotiyama " " $24.00 to $22.00 " *

Bibai " * $28.00 to $26.00 » *

all ex-wharf Pootung basis.

Stocks

Bituminous coal in wharves (Pootung) below boom 
190,000 tons (approximately)

Anthracite stored in International Settlement and 
French Concession 17,500 tons 
(approximately)

Bituminous coal in wharves (Pootung) above boom 
5,000 tons.

Bituminous coal in Zäh Hwei Kong 4,000 tons.

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Owner Anthracite Bituminous

K.M.A. - 6,700 tons

Jfyi Tai Shing 14,000 (including 
Ho ngay)

15,000 (including
K.M.A.)

Dah Loo ng Shing 10,000 (including 
Ho ng ay)

-

Ping Shing 1,200 1,300

Dah Chong 2,000



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................Station^
REPORT

Date. ................................ ig

Subject...................................................................   j

Made by...........______ ___ _____________ F orwarded by................................................

- 3 -

Owner Anthracite Bi turninous

Yuan Hwa 500 tons -

Hwa. Chung - 1,500 tons

Yuan Tai 800 1,700

Retail shops 4,000 4,000

D.C. (Special Branch)



_ y. »or» 
^K. soo-a.H.

Ref. No... F..29pO/146.(ll ) «

Shanghai Municipal Police,

..APB11....3».............193..9*

SUBJECTCoal Situation in Shanghai on April I» 1939«.
compliments to...T??.?..^?S^?-.5^^ 

S* M* G«
The Commissioner presents his

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above1* Copy of a Police report«
2.

3.

4.

5.



File No.
b M 2 T

G, «OM-1-3S

HSM

Subject... Coal..situat i on._in...Shanghai_..on. Apr i. 1...1 19.5?. •

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

section 1, Speclal/..Branpi/..Xfe^i 
REPORT / .

.Made F orwarded by

Most important detail relevant to the coal

situation in Shanghai on April 1, 1939, is the 

marked increase in arrivals from the Japanese controlled 

mines in Shantung. Dealers in coal from this area 

anticipate that, from now on, they will be able to 

export up to 1,000 tons daily from Tsingtao. Some of 

this coal will, no doubt, find its way to the 

gradually awakening industrial concerns on the Yangtse 

River; it is expected, however, that large quantities 

will reach Shanghai.

Following the closure of the mines during 

Chinese New Year, K.M.A. imports have returned to 

normal while arrivals of anthracite from the Hongay 

and other Indo-China mines, show little change.

Total stocks show a few thousand tons reduction, 

but, despite this, supplies are considered to be ample.

Prices when compared with figures available on 

liar ch 1, remain unaltered.

Arrivals during March are listed hereunder»-

Source Bituminous Anthracite

Kailan 86,000 
(including
S.P.C.)

India 8,500 
(including
S.P.C.)

Formosa 5,600

Miki (Japan) 31,200 ——•

Tatung (Chin Pei) 4,300



File No______
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..................................................Station^

REPORT
Date______________ —i 9

- 2 -
Subject............................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by................................ -...............................Forwarded by..............................................................................................

Source Bituminous Anthracite

Pocahontas

Witbank

Poshan (Shantung)

Sanmarinda

7,600 —
(including
b.P.C.)

8.500 -----
(including
S.P.C.)

17,000 -----

3.500 -----

Gdynia (Poland)

Hongay and Haiphong

800 -----

-----  38,200

Hop - i

Prices

Coal

K.M.A.

Indian

Miki

Hongay

-----  3,000

Price per ton ex-yard

$30.00

$40.00

$36.00

$40/$50

Formosan $34.00

Stocks

Bitunlnous coal in Wharves (Pootung) below boom

Anthracite * ” w

...... 163,000 tons

» n n

Bitumfanus • * *

...... 19,000 tons

* above *

* * " Zah Hwei

...... 5,000 tons

Kong 4,000 tons

Stocks in Settlement &
French Concession

Owner Anthracite Bituminous

K.M.A. —- 4,000



Subject.

F IM 2 
'fa, SOM-1-39^ File No..... ....

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............................ Station,
REPORT

Date...........................— i g
- 3 -

Made by. Forwarded by.

Owner Anthracite Bituminous

Nyi Tai Shing 15,000
(including 
Hongay)

16,000
(including K.M.A.)

Dah Loong Shing 10,500 
(including
Hongay)

-f, Ping Shing 1,000 2,200

* * Dah Chong 2,000 1,100

Yuan Hwa 600 ——

Hwa Chung 1,700

Yuan Tai 800 1,800

Retail shops 5,000 5,000



F. l«Ta 
uK. 600-1-19.

Ref.

Shanghai Municipal Police, 
................................. 193..»*

SUBJECT

JMMW S& &&XS& 1» IWf..

The Commissioner presents his compliments

and begs bo forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1 Copy of a Police report.

2.

3.

4.

5.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No..

Section 1
REPORT

Subject.........1939

.Forwarded by....Made Hen.CtWS^.

With the exception of Miki (Japan) coal, a

VS-xz considerable reduction in the tonnage imported is noted

for the month of February, in the case of K.M.A. coal

this reduction is attributed to the closing of the 

mines during Chinese Nev fear, while other importers

consider that their present stocks are not in need of

replenshment to the extent necessary in previous months, 
coal 

Prices, in the case of bituminou^ are slightly

higher, while those for anthracite remain unchanged.

Arrivals during February are detailed as follows

Source Bituminous Anthracite

KAilan 70,000 tons
(including 
S.P. C.)

India 8,400 tone ——
(including 
S.P.C.)

o Formosa 11,700 tons —

Miki 56,800 * -----

Tatung (Qiin Pei) 1,600 * —

Pocahontas 7,800 * ~~~
(including 
S.P.C.)

Witbank 7,200 • -----
(including 
S.P.C.)

Chung Hsing 1,100 * —

Hongay and other — 40,000
mines in Indo-China.

Prices

Price per ton ex-yard

K. M. A 
$30.00

L..



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject.

Date

Made by.

Coal

$39.50Indian

$36.00Kiki

$40 / $50Hongay

$33*00Formosan

Stocks

coal inBituminous

Anthracite
20,000 tons

aboveBituminous
7,000 tons

Tah HWei Kong
5,000 tons

and. French ConcessionStocks in Settlement

BituminousAnthraciteOwner

4,000

Kyi Tai Shing

Dab. Loo ng Shing

4,000Ping Shing

Bah Chong

1,000Yuan Hwa

3,000Yuan Tai

1,000Hwa Chung

6,000Retail shops

D. C. (Special Branch)

10,000 
(Including Hongay)

FM, 2>
G, 9OM-Î-39

REPORT

»

File No..

Station.

.Forwarded by

Price per ton ex-yard

wharves (Pootung) below boom
................ 180,000 tons

16,000 20,000
(including Hongay) (including

1,600

6,000



K. 600-11-38.

Ref.

Shanghai Municipal Police,
February 3,............. 193..?»

SUBJECT

Coal situation on February 1, 1939.

The Commissioner presents his compliments

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a lolloe report.

2.

3.

4.



G. 55M-1-3Ö SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject. Qo.

Made by..Sa For warde d by

Section
REPORT

File No.

There is little change to report regarding the 

coal situation in Shanghai on February. 1, 1939. Japanese 

arrivals continue to decrease while shipments from Kailan, 

India and Hongay remain more or less constant. A further 

shipment has arrived via Tsingtao from the Japanese 

controlled mines in Shantung.

Prices, with a slight decrease in the case of Indian 

coal, are unaltered.

Arrivals during January are detailed hereunder:-

Source bituminous Anthracite

Kailan 78,000
(including 
3,P.O.)

— - —

India 43,000
( including 
S. P.C. )

- - -

Formosa 24,000 - — —

Tiki 23,000 - — •*

Poshan (Shantung) 3,400 — — —

Tatung (Chin Pei) 2,400
(including 
3.P.O.)

— — —

Pocahontas (via San 
Francisco)

18,300 ~ • —

Withank 8,200
(including 
3.P.C.)

— — —

Hongay — — — 50,000

liiukiang — — — 10,000

Hopei - - - 2,100

Small mines in
Indo-China

— — — 12,000



Forwarded by.

File No.............
G. 55M-1-38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject.........................

REPORT

- 2 -
Date.... .

...................Station,

...........................i9

Made by.

Prices

Prices per ton ex-yard

$28.O0

Indian $38 ,/ $39

Miki $36 ,/ $37

Hongay $40 ,/ $50

Formosan $33

Stocks

Bituminous coal in wharves in Eootung oelow ooom... 200,000 tons

Anthracite ’* ’• 11 H 1« '• * ... 25,000 *

Bituminous n tt H * II aoove " ... 8,000 *
H H it 0 t| Tah .tiwei Kong ... 5,000 "

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm

K. M. A.

Kyi Tai Shing

Bah Loong Shing

Ping Shing

Dah Chong

Yuan Hwa

Hwa Ching

Yuan Tai

Retail Shops
(about 200)

Anthrac ite bituminous

- - - 6,000

14,500
(including Hongay) 21,000

15,000 - - _
(including Hongay)

4,500 4,500

--------  2,000

- ------- 2,000

--------  4,100

--------  3,000

6*000 6,000

D. S.
P.C. (Special Branch)



r
F. 207a

> K. 600-11-1»

Ref. No

[ / L I I ! / v i'f/jForm A 
n/'/pefC- £ I

XUJ^fogy iv'';- .-, I 
i

TTSndquartess,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

...JMMMT.... ft»... 193....0»

SUBJECT

OoaX situation on Jamw

The Commissioner presents his compliments

and begs t,o forward herewith the following documents relative to til

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Polloo report

3.

4.

5



cc”
Coal Situation on January 1» 1939»

WSS« ; r.ftJ
CENTRAL JiCGISTKY J 

m p 2300 I '“i (."])

.....

Ample stocks of both Indian and Japanese coal 

together with an almost negligible increase in the local 

rate of consumption, account for the very marked falling 

off in coal imports for the month of December. Though 

Kalian Mining Administration and Hongay arrivals remain^ 

constant, those from Calcutta, Mikl and Liukiang show a decrease 

of from forty to fifty per cent» Interesting to note io the 

arrival of one shipment of bituminous coal from Shantung, 

the first to arrive from this source since the outbreak of 

hostilities in 1937 and the more remarkable when the i
hitherto insuperable difficulties in obtaining rolling 

stock at the mines and wharfage facilities In Tsingtac, 

are considered.

Prices for K.M.a. and Hongay coal are unaltered 

while a reduction In respect of Indian and Japanese coal 

Is noted. 

Arrivals of December are as follows »-

source Bituminous Anthracite
Kalian 78,000 tone 

(including Shanghai 
Power Company)

4»

India 42,000 tons 
(including Shanghai 
Power Company|

CO

Pornosa 13,000 tons «0

Mikl 33,000 tons 0»

Pcshan (Shantung) 700 tons 0»

Chung Hsing 2,000 tone w

Hongay eh 48,000 tens

liukiang «0 20,000 •

i



2
Source Bituminous Anthracltt.
Hopei 5,400 tons

jongtreu . 8,000 *

Small mints in 
Indo-China , 10,000 •

iX121£
Coal prices per ton ox-xar4

K.M.A. >28.50 (limited to customers 
of long Standing)

Indian 830/840.
I

Indian (slack) 1

Miki >37/838.

Hongay 841/850.

Dongtreu >42/>45.

Tense san 832.00

stocko
Wharves in Pootung belov the boom........... ..... 230*000 tom

• • • above • • ........... 10,000 •

• * Mk 8wi Kong .................. 5,000 •

stookw in Sottiemeftt and Trench Co nep qq Un

£la Anthracite BitwWWI
K.I.A. 08 0,000 tons

Hyl Tai Shing 20,000 tone 
(Hongay) 25,000 *

Sah Loong Shing 20,000 t*n 
(Hongay)

Ping Shing
Dah Chong
Tvan Hwa

2,000 tone

go

4»

2,000 •

2,000 •

3,500 •



Kim Anthraoit» BltuainoUB

Yuan Tai - 3,500 ton»

Hwa Chong • 1,000 *

Retail shop» 6,000 ton» 6,000 *
(200 in number)



FM.
G. 15000-

CT/ CONFIDENTIAL
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Subject. Coal^Situation, on...Jan.uary. 1?

Made by ... P. Henchman

REPORT

Forwarded by..

File No

Ample stocks of both Indian and Japanese coal 

together vzith an almost negligible increase in the local 

rate of consumption, account for the very marked, falling 

off in coal imports for the month of December. Though 

Kailan Mining Administration and Hongay arrivals remain© 

constant, those from Calcutta, Miki a.nd Liukiang show a decrease | 

of from forty to fifty percent. Interesting to note is the 

arrival of one shipment of bituminous coal from Shantung,

the first to arrive from this source since the outbreak of

hostilities in 1937 

hitherto insuperable

and the more remarkable when the
I

•- difficulties in obtaining rolling

stock at the mines s,nd wharfage facilities in Tsingtao,

are considered.

Prices for K.M.A. and Hongay coal are unaltered

while a reduction iri respect of Indian and Japanese coal

is noted.

Arrivals of December are as follows

Source Bituminous Anthracite

Kailan 78,000 tons 
(including Shanghai 
Power Company)

India 42,000 tons
(including Shanghai
Power Company}

1

1
Formosa 13,000 tons 1
Miki ■ 33,000 tons

Poshan (Shantung) 700 tons

Chung Hsing 2,000 tons

Hongay - 48,000 tons I
Liukiang - 20,000 *

1



Made by.

__ FM. 2 W
G. 15000-’.^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.............

Subject......................

REPORT
Date......

.................... Station^

...... .....................T9

For warded by.

Source
- 2 -

Bituminous Anthracite
Hopei - 5,400 tons
Dongtreu » 8,000 *
Small mines in

&&& Indo-China - 10,000 *

Prices

Coal Prices ner ton ex-yard

K.li.A. $28.50 (limited to customers
of long standing)

Indian $39/$40.
Indian (slack) #38/|39.
Mikl $37/$38.
Hongay $41/$50.
Dongtreu $42/$45.
Formosan $32.00

Stocks
IW» *5 ci 0 1 KI O "t* 11 n er .......... 230,000 tonsf. K ’ ««AAcx J. V C ¡o

II « tt .......... 10,000 *

" " Zah Hwei .......... 5,000 *

Stocks in Settlement and French Concession

Firm Anthracite Bituminous

K.Li.A. — 5,000 tons

Nyi Tai Shing 20,000 tons 25,060 *
(Hongay)

Dah Loong Shing 20,000 tons --
(Hongay)

Ping Shing 2,000 tons 2,000 •

2,000 *Dah Chong
3,500 *Yuan Hwa



> SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
................................Station,

REPORT
Date.......................'........ rç>

Subject (in full )............................................................................

Made by. .Forwarded b

3

Firm Anthracite BItuminou

Yuan Tai 3,500 tons

Hwa ©long 1,000 m

Retail shops 
(200 in number)

6,000 tons 6,000 «

(Special Byanch)



F. 107a
\K. 500-10-38.

F 2900/146(11),Ref. No........... .......

Shanghai Municipal Police,
Dmoûmt 5, 8«
..... .......................................193......

SUBJECTQeal Situation on Deoeraber let. 1938The Secretary,
The Commissioner presents his compliments to.....8. ..-.tt-.G».

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Copy of a Police report.
2 .

3.

4.

5.

THjr/



section 1» Special Branch.

December 2, 1938* J

Coal Situation on December let.

Large imports of bituminous coal from abroa

1938.

mark the ooal situation for the month of November and the 

comparatively small issues of this ooal indicate that big 

stoeks are held at the wharves on the Pootung Bide of the 

Vhangpoo* A slight decrease An arrivals of Indian ooal 

Is more than offset by inoreased shipments of Japanese fuel» 

this latter coal» however» Is* for the greater part» Intend» 

ed for consumption by Japanese operated concerns and thus 

Is unlikely to affect the general market*

liongay anthracite imports* roughly speaking» remain 

constant but no arrivals are reported from Dongtrou) ship* 

meats from other mines in Indo-China show no Increase*
• B" 

M*B*K* imports of hard coal from Liukiang are greatly in 

excess of the figures for last month but* as in the case

of the soft ooal mentioned above* are mainly for Japanese 

consumption*

An Item of interest is the Intended importation by the 

Shanghai Power Co* of some 40*000 tons of deteriorated soft 

ooal from the U*8*A*

Prices» with the exception of a small decrease in the 

cost of Indian ooal* are constant with the figures quoted 

for the end of October*

Total stocks» due to the Increase in Japanese 

importations» are probably slightly in excess of the 

tonnage recorded last month*
■ - f

Arrivals for Bovember are quoted below»•

HHtt MMIB Anthracite
Kalian 79*000 tone(Including e

flhanghei Power Co*)
India 89*000 tongs (Xneltt^iw •

Shanghai Power Oo*)

!



5,000

££K£i MlMlASMt Anthracite
famosa 13,200 tons 4>

Mikl (Japan) 88,200 • an

Fushun 1,900 « 90

South Africa 9,800 • 0»
Hongay a* 48,000 tons
Idukiang «B 48,000 •
various anali nines in Xndo»0hina at 23,000 ■(inaluding dust)
Hopei

SXiStt
Peal

X.X.A.
ttUt ,a«4« ,waacl

>28.50
Indian HUGO
Mikl •39.00

•41 • ttO (4*P«nd- ing on quality)
•48 • MS (depend* ing on quality)

fltM ytwM la am ggafttsMoi ftrii
zm

Hongay Sales (forForeign Community),K.H.A.

Hongay
Dangtrou

hyi Tai Shing
Dah inong Shing
Ping Shing
Dah Chong
Than Hwa
YUan Tai
Im Chung

15,000 tons
4Ó 8,000 tons

22,000 . a 20,000 0
10,000 « 40

4,000 g 3,000 •
1,000 •

40 3,500 • ;4f
«O 8,000 II
as 4,000 «I

5,000 • 8,000 •
oertifiod true oopy
Retail shops

'«I



«• 55M '38 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POL

Section
REPORT

........ ......

Made by^.-.3^^...................___ F orwarded by  
—...... / -

Large imports of bituminous coal from abroad again 

mark the coal situation for the month of November and the 

comparatively small issues of this coal indicate that big 

stocks are held at the wharves on the Pootung side of the 
Whangpoo. A slight decrease in arrivals of Indian coal 

is more than offset by increased shipments of Japanese fuel? 

i* this latter coal, however, is, for the greater part, intend

ed for consumption by Japanese operated concerns and thus 

is unlikely to affect the general market*

Hongay anthracite imports, roughly speaking, remain 

constant but no arrivals are reported from Dongtreu; ship
ments from other mines in Indo-China show no increase.

M.B.K. imports of hard coal from Liukiang are greatly in 
excess of the figures for last month but, as in the case 
of the soft coal mentioned above, are mainly for Japanese 

consumption •
n An item of interest is the intended importation by the 

Shanghai Power Co. of some 40,000 tons of deteriorated soft 

coal from the U.S.A.
> Prices, with the exception of a small decrease in the

cost of Indian coal, are constant with the figures quoted 

File No.......... .

Source
Kailan

India

for the end of October*
Total stocks, due to the increase in Japanese 

importations, are probably slightly in excess of the 

tonnage recorded last month.
Arrivals for November are quoted below»-

Bituminous Anthracite
79,000 tons(Including
Shanghai Power Co.) 

62,000 ton^s(including 
Shanghai P^wer Co.)



FM. 2> 
G. 55M-138 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No.............

Subject____________

REPORT

(2)
Date.....

...................Station,

------------ --------19

Made by. ,F orwarded by.

Source Bituminous Anthracite

Formosa 13,200 tons. -

Miki (Japan) 88,200 “ -

Ju shun 1,900 * -

South Africa 7,500 * -

Hongay A 48,000 tons

Liukiang - 45,000 *

Various small mines 
in Indo-China

- 23,000 •
(including dust)

Hopei

Prices

- 5,000 tons.

| )

Coal

K.M.A.

Indian

Mikl

Hongay

Dongtreu

Price per ton ex-yard

$28.50

$41.00

$39.00

$41 - $50 
(depending on 
quality).

$42 - $45 
(depending on 
quality).

Coal stocks in Settlement and Concession Yards

Firm

Hongay Sales (for

Anthracite Bituminous

Po re i gn Commun ity), 15,000 tons *• ■
K.M.A. - 5,000 tons

Byi Tai Shing 22,000 • 20,000 *

Dah Loong Shing 10,000 • -

Ping Shing 4,000 • 3,000 »

Dah Chong 1,000 •

Yuan Hwa 3,500 •



—Et JlL File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Made by..............................................................Forwarded by............................................................... .

................................Station*
REPORT 

Date..  i p

Subject..... .................................................................
(3)

Firm

Yuan Tai

Hwa Chung

Retail shops

Anthracite

5,000 tons

Bituminous

5,000 tons

4,000 •

5,000 *

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)



F. 20T> 
500-8-88.

Ref. No................

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL PfLISoj m A 
HEADQUARTERS, 

CENTRAL REGKStRY

Jfo.

Diiti.
-------Ileadfltrarters;

Shanghai Municipal Police, November 3, A. 
............................... ~.....193.......

SUBJECTCoal Situation on November 1, 193P.
The Commis s lone r presents his compliments S. H* C.

and begs to -forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject, referred bo abovea Copies of Police reports»
2.



SHARCHAI POLICE
{¡everter S^lWK’UART::h^

CENTRAL registry

failure to treat reports concerning coal i ffcfttófar 
in a confidential manner.

During the past two months whilst engaged in 
collecting information for the monthly coal situation 
reports I have received vehement and «harassing 
complaints from two sources regarding the passing-on of 
information.

Due to keen canpetition in the coal trade» 
businessmen, while prepared to resist the Police, do not 
wish information to bo passed on to rivals and I therefore 
respectfully submit that It would bo advisable to request 
persons to whom Police reports are forwarded, not to show 
V- said reports to the employees or nanagonsnt of fin* 
engaged in the importation or sale of Coal. Apart fro* 
the point of vies of ethics, it should bo noted that unions 
discretion is observed in this matter, it will be impossible 
to obtain information in the future.

Certified true oopy.





Subject.

SHANGHAI MUNÏÇIRAL POLICE.

S.l, Special...Branch 
X^^JttìPORT KTntr 1 ,o

Date..... ................3,...... Zp 38.
• \Fai lure to tjrgrt r e .por ta.. co ne er ni ng co al si. tu .at 1 on..........

in a confidential manner.

Made by..... D^S*. ...Henchman....... ........ Forwarded by
7° I

! Registry

During the past two months whilst
lv,,. i-ÜD0O / ^4 (JZj

collecting information for the monthly coal situation 

reports I have received vehement and embarrassing 

complaints from two sources regarding the passing-on of 

information.

Due to keen competition in the coal trade, 

businessmen, while prepared to assist Police, do not wish 

information to be passed on to rivals and I therefore 

respectfully submit that it would be advisable to request 

persons to whom Police reports are forwarded, not to show 

the said reports to the employees or management of firms 

engaged in the importation or sale of coal. Apart from 

the point of view of ethics, it should be noted that unless 

discretion is observed in this matter, it will be impossible 

to obtain information in the future.

D. S.

D.C. (Special Branch)



»<PT/ .
___FM. 2V 1 lie 1X0.........
G5odos^ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Spécial. Branch .. ÿtf/i/,/,
REPORT

Date November 2, ¡9 38.
Subject Coal Situation on November 1, 1938.

The month of October» where coal is concerned» has 

been marked by a considerable increase in the importation 

of bituminous fuel from abroad. Issues of this coal hare 

been small and the general indication is that large stocks 

are being stored. Efforts have been made to ascertain 

the approximate tonnage of these stocks, particularly in 

respect of coal stored in Pootung, and detailed figures are given^ 

later in this report.

Due-to the above mentioned importations of foreign 

fuel» the prospect of a coal shortage in Shanghai this winter 

continues to diminish and so great has been the increase in 

arrivals of Indian coal that the price has fallen by $2 per 

ton. The decrease has brought forth a cry of protest from 

dealers in other than Calcutta coal; these gentlemen having 

imported coal from South Africa» Australia and elsewhere* 

presumably intended to store it until a real shortage was 

felt and the price consequently rose.

Importat ions of bituminous coal from Kailan and of 

anthracite from Indo-China show little variation» and prices» 

through slightly increased in the case of the former» remain 

unaltered where the latter is concerned.

The following arrivals for October are quoted 

hereunder t-
I

Source Bitrwinotte Anthracite

Kailan 78,000 tons (including
Shanghai Power Co.)

India 73,600 tons (including
Shanghai Power Co.)

Australia 8,300 tons (including
Shanghai Power Co.)

Formosa 22,700 tons



G. 5000 -9 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Date.

....... Station,

Made b\ ........ . . ......... Forwarded by.... .......... ................... ..................... ................

- 2 -

Source Bituminous Anthracite

Miki (Japan) 7,900 tons

Tatung 5,600 •

Fushun 4,000 *

Hongay - 50,000 tons

Liukiang - 10,000 •

Dongtreu - 9,000 •

Various small mines - 25,000 tons (including?
in Indo-China dust for "briquettes) 1

Prices

Coal Price per ton ex-yard

K.li.A. $28.30

Indian $42.00

Miki $39.00

Australia $54.00

Hongay (lump) $45.00

* (dust) $20.00

Dongtreu $42-$45.

Approximate Bituminous Stocks in Pootung below the boom

Wharf Tonnage

M.B.K. Lower 34,000

• Upper 20,000
1

Hong Hsing 15,000
!

Shanghai & Hongkew West 49,000

* * » East 3,400

Bituminous Stocks in Pootung above the boom (not 
easily available)

Wharf Tonnage

M.S.K. 8,000 '



___ EM , 2
r / G. 5OOO-93TO

Subject..............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

REPORT

-------------------------------------- F or warded by..__ ...

1File No.............
POLICE.

Date....

»i

....... ...........Station,

-......--^9

Made by__ ___

- 3 -

Wharf Tonnage

Han Yeh Ping 4,000

Okura 6,000

Bituminous stocks in yards at Zah Hwei Kong
(not easily available;

'Wharf Tonnage

K.M.A. 10,000

Stocks held by Foreign and Chinese firms in
Settlement and French Concession 1

Firm Anthracite
I

Bituminous

K.M.A. B 5,000 tons

Nyi Tai Shing 27,000 tons 25,000 *

Dah Loong Shing V14,000 » - I

Ping Shing 8,000 • 2,000 »

Dah Chong - 2,000 w

Yuan Hwa - 6,000 w

Retail shops 5,000 n 5,000 «



F. 187» 
. 500-8-38.

Ref. No.

I «HAI WW’L W? Form a
HEADQUARTOer 1 

| CENTRAL p£GfSTRY | 
L, ^¿OO/.!“LJ 

ja«^...... !

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

................ 193.Ä..

SUBJECT

The Commissioner presents hl3 complimerrLs
S. LI. C.

and begs to ■forward herewith the "following documents relat/ive t>o "the 

subject referred to above

i. Copy of a poxxce report#

2 .

3.

4.

5.



File No.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, -r|
REPORT i Uc1WA0a^ARTt^3B.

T Central registry
Subject..................... ...................................................L.„p.29oo y ...
.................................................................................................. x’T------"T*
Made by.... £.'§.«... Henchman..................Forwarded by..

Regarding tne coal situation in onangnai on

October 1, there is little change to report

Large quantities of soft coal continue to arrive

from abroad; India, Australia and Formosa, in that order,

being the main sources of supply.

Kalian Mining Administration imports show a

slight increase while those of Hongay Sales, anthracite

remain steady. Shipments of anthracite have also been

received from Liukiang, Mentoukuo, Kebao and Dongtreu

K.M.A. continue to supply coal in limited quantities

to old clients at prices which do not vary from those

quoted for September. Hongay Sales* prices for anthracite

company has also decided to limitremain

Formosan coal are high

With the weather

sufficient to supply all reasonable demands

following arrivalsThe

prices ex-yard arewith current

BituminousSource

Kailan

Ind ia

astralia

quantities sold. Costs

steady while this

80,000 tons (in
cluding 28,000 
tons for S.P.C.)

53,900 tons (in
cluding 23,530 
tons for S.P.C.)

21,758 tons (in
cluding 21,758 
tons for S.P.C.)

for Indian, Australian and

remaining warnflno Shortage is,

as yet, felt in Shanghai, while stocks continue to be

for September together

quoted hereunder

Anthracite

t-

Price

#26.30

#44.00

#54.00



—£Mr. 2 y File No.............
G 55M136 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................Station,
REPORT

Date..............................19

Subject............................................................................................. ...............................................................

Made by...............................................................F orwarded by.

- 2 *

Source Bituminous Anthracite Price

Formosa 18,000 tone - -

Miki(Japan) 9,021 tons - $36.00

Sammarinda 
(Borneo)

2,500 tons s jjj

Hongay - 53,000 tons 
(including 
S.P.C.)

$45 .00

Dongtreu - 7,000 tons $46.00

Liukiang - 8.000 tons -

lientoukuo 5 2,000 tons -

Various small 
mines in Indo-
China

* 20,000 tons 
(including dust 
for briquettes)

-

ft

y >■
D.C. (Special Branch)

B. S.



September

The Acting Secretary,

S. M. 0.

Reference : - Your letter Mo, 13QÙ2î 
dated May 31. 19-38 

Subject Coal Situation

Further to this office letter Mo. *2900/146(11)

dated June 4, 1938, I forward herewith copy of a 

Police report showing the coal situation on September

1. 1936

Deputy Commissioner of Police 
in charge,

KZw/



WUT/
-G-55M)% ' Pile N°-----------

* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
a. 1, öpeciaiI.Branoh

REPORT * *» 7Q__?» ip 28.
Subject Coal Situation on September 1, 1938«

Made by.....P.»S».....Henchman. .Forwarded by.

A steady increase for the past month in the 

quantity of coal imported from other than the Kailan or 

French Indo China areas and a decrease in the amount 

imported by the Kailan Mining Administration are the salient 

features of the coal situation existing in Shanghai at the 

end of August»

Stocks due to the extra imports referred to above 

are probably in excess of those available at the end of ;|

July while prices for both bituminous coal (other than 

K»M»A.) and anthracite are higher»

Due to increased demands from Jauan» labour trouble» 

difficulties in land transport and the fact that as winter 

approaches»the Company's coal commands a higher price in 

the North than in shanghai» it is anticipated that K»M»A» 

imports will continue to decrease. As far as this company 

is concerned a stage has already been reached when it is 

possible only to fill existing contracts and small orders 

from customers of long standing»

As K.M.A. supplies decrease so will imports from 

abroad increase and though a serious shortage is not 

expected» prices» as exchange fluctuates or the chance to 

profiteer improves« will soar considerably higher than they 

are at present» Providing the present rate of exchange 

is maintained it is considered that no noticeable change 

in the situation» either as regards quantity or prices» 

will be evident until the end of October. By this time

K.M.A. if continuing to reduce their shipments, will have 

considerably diminished their stocks and the opportunity 

will have arrived for dealers in bituminous coal from

KIM!

• -- • ‘-WRIf ■ ■' W-- ‘ •'



pm- File No.............
G 55M' * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

..........................  Station,
REPORT

Date................................. 19

Subject.......................................................................................................................................................................................

Made by. F orwarded by.

- 2 -

abroad, to profit«

At this time (end of October), a shortage of 

anthracite coal may also be experienced« Dealers who 

in the past relied on both Shanse and Honan as well as 

Hongay for their anthracite may find that in the winter 

months when demands are heaviest, Hongay without the 

support of the above mentioned areas from which supplies 

are now not available, will have difficulty in providing 

for the wants of almost the entire shanghai market«

ihe foreign consumer will probably suffer more 

than the vhmese, for it is to be noted that while high 

prices will be asked for bituminous coal^and anthracite 

in sufficient quantities may be hard to obtain, there 

should be no difficulty in obtaining at reasonable cost 

large quantities of slack coal or dust, from which the 

“bullets" or small egg-shaped oriquettes used by the 

Chinese are manufactured«

it will be seen, then, from the foregoing 

paragraphs that during the coming winter the consumer of 

bituminous coal while not experiencing any serious difficulty 

in obtaining his supplies, may expect to be the victim of 

a certain amount of profiteering and that the owner of 

the apartment house or bleck of flats will experience 

some difficulty in obtaining anthracite in sufficient 

quantities to enable him to operate his steam heating 

devices at full pressure.
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Arrivals for August together with current prices

ex yard are given hereunder :-

Source Bituminous Anthracite Price

Kalian 62,000 tons $26.30 per ton.
(including S.P.C.)

India 46,000 tons $44.00 • •
(not including $40.00 • *
s-*-0-) (du.t)

Australia 8,.000 tons $54.00 • “
$50.00 * •

(dust)

Fushun 1,600 tons Not quoted

Formosa 18,000 tons H "

Sanmorinda 3,000 tons * *

Hongay 40,000 tons $45 per ton
(not includ
ing S.P.C.)

Dongtreu 5,000 tons $46 * M

Small mines 15,000 tons $46 * •
in Indo
China.

Liukiang 10,000 tons Not quoted
A?T# 1/ ft 

llfonohultuo 2,000 tons N *

Kebao (dust for $31 per ton
briquettes)

* available only in small quantities to customers 

of long standing.

Approximate stocks of K.M.A. and Hongay Sales at the

end of August are as follows »-
B1 turn! nous

K.M.A. Pootung and Settlement yards. 17,400 tons.
above the boom 24,000 tons.

Nyi Tai Shing Yards in Settlement and 5,000 tons.
French Concession.

Retail shops 5,000 tons.
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Anthracite

Bor foreign and. 35,000 tons*
Chinese community.

5,000 tons*

D.C. (special Branch)
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The Aoting Secretary.

S. K. a.

Reference: Tour letter Bo, P. 30/12 

subject t flail, HtnaUfflU

Further to thio office letter Mo. F.2900/146(11) 

dated Jtine 4, 1938» X forward herewith oopy of a 

Police report showing the ooal situation on August 1» 

1938.

Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Coanlssioner of Polios.

TP/
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As a result of a survey made of the coal situation

on August 1, 1938, by members of the 8pecial Branch, it 

has been learned that stocks are sufficient to meet present 

requirements. While the Kailan Mining Administration and 

Hongay Sales, Ltd. are the largest importers, consignments 

of Fushun, Formosan, Indian and Australian (bituminous) 

coal have recently been imported through the agency of

Lacy & Cannan Ltd.; Mitsui Bus san Kaisha, Ltd.; Gibb,

Livingston & Co. Ltd.; Jardine Matheson Imports, and .Nee 
a total of

Tai Shing. It is estimated that/approximately 34,000

tons have been imported recently from the places named,

a considerable part of it being taken by the Power Company 

and Gas Company.

The following table represents approximately 

stocks and distribution of bituminous (K.M.A.) coal

Hong, Lane 237, 
18 Canton Road.

Owner Where stored Quantity

Kailan Mining Markham Road 5,000 tons
Admini stration

Pootung (various 37,500 "
wharve s)

Pah Chong Coal Pootung. 3,000 •
P Pr &

Retail Shops in 3,000 •
Settlement and _______________
French Concession.

48,500 tons

Besides the stocks mentioned above there are 

approximately 24,000 tons of K.M.A. coal located in Pootung 

above the boom in the Whangpoo River. These stocks are 

accessible under certain circumstances but it is not 

expected that they will be used to supply local needs in
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the near future.
hongay Sales Ltd. have in stock some 70,000 tons 

of anthracite coal distributed in the French Concession and 

Settlement, which quantity, it is expected, will be increased 

to about 80,000 tons by the end of the current month. It
I 

is the policy of Hongay Sales Ltd. to import as much coal as | 

possible during the summer months when freights are lower 

than later in the year and also to have sufficient in stock 

to meet the first heavy orders of the cold season, hence K 
the reason for the large stock in hand. Information to 

hand indicates that Nee Tai Shing and Dah Loong Shing Coal 

Companies have distributed in the Settlement and French 

Concession some 18,000 tons of anthracite coal while there 

is a further 5,000 tons of anthracite coal believed to be r ■ 
distributed in various retail shops in the Settlement and 

French Concession. It is to be understood that the figures 

quoted above , with the exception of the paragraph referring 

to the imports from India, etc., are exclusive of the stocks 

held by the Power Company, Gas Company and Water Works Co.

There does not appear to be any reason to anticipate I 
an acute shortage of coal in view of the fact that stocks | 

to augment the shortage of K.M.A. Coal are obtainable in 

India, etc., but the adverse rate of exchange and high cost 

of freight will tend to force the price of the commodity up 

considerably beyond the present sale of prices.

Present prices of coal are as follows 

Anthracite : Wholesale price from $36 to $42 per ton.
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Wholesale price from $30 to $39 per ton.

Retail price from $30 to $41 per ton.

Prom $40 to $42 per ton.

jiV<- D.C. (Special Branch)
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July 5, 38.

The Acting Secretary,

3« M. C.

Reference:- Your letter No. F» 30/12 
dated May 31, 1938 

Subject: - deal' Situation

Further to this office letter No.F.2900/146(ll)

dated June 4, 1938, 1 forward herewith copy of a xolice

report showing the coal situation on July 1, 1938.

Sd: K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of iollce.

KMC/

i
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A survey of the coal situation in Shanghai on 

July 1, reveals that stocks are sufficient to meet present 

requirements. Kailan Mining Administration and Hongay 

Sales Ltd. continue as the largest importers but it should 

be noted that certain firms, per ex. Gibb, Livingstone & 

Co., Ltd., McBain Imports Ltd., have begun to import 

bituminous coal from India, South Africa and Netherlands 

East Indies.

This latter coal must, because of exchange, 

freight costs and import duty, he considerably higher in 

prices, as much as 45;* in some cases, than that sold by 

the Kailan Mining Administration or Hongay Sales but it 

is anticipated, coal being a vital and immediate necessity 

where factories are concerned, that manufacturing companies 

will be prepared to pay excess prices in order to avoid 

delay in having their orders filled.

The following table repres ents readily available

coal stocks in Shanghai and Pootun g on July 1 :

Own e r Where stored Anthrac ite Bituminous 
coal——————

1
K.M.A. Markham Road - 6,000 tons 1

*■ Pootung - 13,000 •

Ho ngay
Sales

Nyi Tai Shing, ) 
Dah Loong Shing ) 
(for Chinese ) 
community) )

Hongay Sales(for ) 
Foreign community))

14,000 tons -
1
1
1

Retail Shops 
in Settle
ment and 
French 
Concession.

13,000 tons 4,000 tons
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Owner Where stored Anthracite Bituminous coal

Foreign Company — 3,000 tons
Import godowns (Indian coal)
firms.

Total: 27,000 tons. 26,000 tons.

N.B. These particular K.M.A. Pootung stocks are readily

available and are not subjected to Japanese interference 

in the way of lighterage dues or taxes.

In addition to the amounts referred to in the 

above table are the stocks held by the utility companies, 

steamship companies and Mitsui Bussan Kaisha Ltd. These 

stocks are supplied by K.M.A. and remain more or less 

constant with the figures submitted for the month of May.

Prices of coal are as follows

Anthracite: Wholesale price from $30 to $40 per ton.

Retail price from $32 to $42 per ton.

Bituminous; Wholesale price from $26 to $30 per ton.

Retail price from $29 to $32 per ton.

Indian, South Wholesale price from $40 to $45 per ton. 
African, etc.
Bituminous:

Readily available supplies having been dealt 

with in the foregoing paragraphs, some mention should be 

made of the stocks in Pootung and Nantao which owing to 

Japanese occupation, are not so easily marketed.

In their Zah Hwei Kong, Southern Nantao, yards, 

the K.M.A. have some 25,000 tons of bituminous coal. 

These stocks are not entirely unavailable because providing
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the company are prepared, and they are not at present, to 

pay lighterage dues and taxes the Japanese will not 

prevent removal. (During June 2,090 tons from Zah Hwei 

Kong were sold to the Chinese Electric Power Company, 

Nantao; this transfer was not subjected to taxation.) 

Further large quantities of bituminous coal 

which totalled some 300,000 tons at the outbreak of 

hostilities, owned by a number of small firms are still 

held in various yards and godowns in Pootung. These 

stocks cannot be removed and due to Japanese appropriation 

the figure mentioned above has shrunk to 30,000 tons. The 

Japanese use this coal to operate the Pootung Water Works, 

the Nanking-Shanghai Railway and the Hangchow Railwav; at the 
present 
/rate of consumption, three months should see these stocks 

exhausted.

In conclusion it may be said tvat while Shanghai 

does not anpear to be faced with the prospect of a coal 

shortage, prices, due to the fall in exchange and high 

transportation costs, will be excessive and owing to 

heavy demands by Japan on K.M.A. supplies, buyers may 

experience some delay in having filled their requirements 

for bituminous coal.

D. S.

D. C. (S-necial Branch)
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June

The Secretary,

S. M. C.

Reference:- Your letter No.F.30/12 
dated May 31, 1938

Subject Coal Situation

I forward herewith copy of a Police report showing 
the coal situation on June 1, 19$.

Further reports will be submitted monthly.

(Sd) K.M.Bourne

Commissioner of Police.
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Subject Coal situation on June 1, 1938.

With reference to the attached letter, dated

May 31, 1938, addressed by the Acting Secretary of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council to the Commissioner of Police, 

requesting that a survey of the coal situation be made 

on June 1, 1938, and that, commencing from June 1, a check 

be taken of the monthly consumption of coal in Shanghai, 

a report on the stocks of coal available in the Settlement, 
Concession

French Mantao and Pootung is given hereunder. In 

accordance with the request of the Acting Secretary, 

an estimate of Shanghai‘s total monthly consumption of 

coal will be submitted in due course.

Total 
stock in 
Settlement 
and French 
Concession

There are approximately 50,000 tons of anthracite 

coal and 11,000 tons of bituminous coal (including coal 

dust) at present in Shanghai, and they are distributed as

follows J-

Name of Owner

Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Co., Sinza Road.

Dah Loong Shing 
Coal Co., Rue Pere 
Froc.

Shops and hongs in 
the Settlement and 
French Concession.

Kailan Mining 
Administration, 
Route de Sieyes.

Anthracite Bituminous Coal
17,000 tons.

13,000 *

20,000 “ 10,000 tons
(roughly) (roughly)

-- 1,000 tons

50,000 tons. 11,000 tons.
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In addition to the above quantity, there are 

approximately 50,000 tons of coal stored in coal yards 

in Pootung and Nantao, mostly bituminous coal, the 

removal of which, it is said, has been prohibited for 

the time being by the Japanese authorities. 26,000 

tons of this quantity belongs to the Kailan Mining 

Administration, while the remg.inder belongs to various 

coal dealers.

The importation of bituminous coal amounted to 

80,000 and 70,000 tons during April and May, respectively. 

The major portion of these quantities was supplied to 

the Shanghai Power Company and the Japanese authorities, 

the remainder being used to supply the local needs. 

The approximate consumption of bituminous coal during 

May was roughly 15,000 tons, exclusive of that used by 

utility concerns.

The recent strike at the Kailan Mining 

Administration mines was responsible for a shortage of 

approximately one month’s output of coal and this 

combined with the demands of the Japanese that Kailan 

Mining Coal be directed to Japan, plus the coal which 

the Railways in North China are claiming, renders it 

difficult for the Kàilan Mining Administration to 

adequately supply local demands. To offset the shortage 

of Kailan Mining Administration bituminous coal, 
as 

certain of the utility concerns such/the Shanghai Power 

Company, are using a small percentage of anthracite coal
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but owing to the unsuitability of the present machinery 

in use it is impossible to use sufficient quantities of 

anthracite coal to balance the shortage of Kailan Mining 

Administration coal.

The Shanghai Power Company has approximately

80,000 tons of coal in stock. 25,000 tons are due to 

arrive during June. The present average monthly 

consumption of the Shanghai Power Company is 36,000 

tons; it is anticipated that during the next six months 

this amount will be increased to 50,000 tons monthly.

Anthracite 
coal

Approximately 35,000 tons of anthracite coal

was imported during the month of May, and it is expected 

that 10,000 tons monthly will be imported during June,
f
Ì '

July and August. The total estimated consumption of 

anthracite for May was approximately 20,000 tons, of 

which 10,000 were in briquettes, 2,000 tons were used by 

the heating plants of buildings and the remaining 8,000 

tons for household and small industrial concerns.

The consumption of coal will increase in

proportion to the resumption of operations of the various 

industrial concerns at present idle and unless stocks 

are obtained from abroad considerable shortage will be 

felt.

At present the only coal reaching Shanghai is 

bituminous coal from the Kailan Mining Administration
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Indo-China.

The prices of coal are as follows

Anthracite Coal - $39.00Wholesale price tonper

- $41.00Retail price tonper

- $30.00Bituminous Coal iïholesale price tonper

- $32.00Retail price per

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,

mines, and anthracite coal from Hongay Sales mines in

ton



Coal Situation

rhe Jfuel Sub-Committee in meeting yesterday 

expressed appreciation of Police reports furnished in the 

past on the Coal situation and asked that a survey be under

taken on June 1 showing the locations and quantities of all 

stocks in the Settlement and the irench Concession. Any 

other up-to-date data would also be welcome.
i'he .¡fuel Sub-Committee state that it iaidifflcult

to arrive at an accurate 

consumption and would be 

the first of every month

estimate of Shanghai *s total monthly 

glad if a monthly check, taken on

commencing from June 1, could be

Acting Secretary

J



Present:

FraserMessrs

L.W. Hutton

Y. Ohashi

R.

Beesley (Secretary)T.

Absent :

du RivauMessrs. J.

TTakimotoT;

random, which

approximately

in some way

tion depends

the question of securing tonnage.

South«

L.M. Pharis

A

At the meeting of the Coal Sub-Committee held on Thursday, July

17, 1941, at ,2.15 p.m., there are:-

Sir Robert Calder-MarshaH“,’T.B.E. (Chainnan)

■von der Crone, and

The Chairman states that at the last meeting it was 

decided to increase the Terms of Reference of the Committee and 

he saw the Secretary & commissioner General in connection with 

members’ suggestion that Mr. Pharis and Mr. Toyokawa be invited 

to serve on the Committee. It was agreed to extend an invitation 

and on behalf of members he welcomes Mr. Pharis to the Committee

Continuing the Chainnan says that Mr. Toyokawa felt that he 

not sufficient knowledge of the subject and would be unable 

of much assistance and therefore declined the invitation

The Chairman refers to a memorandum, submitted by

Mr. Fraser since the last meeting, on bituminous coal. The

had

to be

memo-

has been circulated to members, shows a shortage of 

700,000 tons of coal per annum which must be made up

Members agree with- the Chainnan that the whole solu

on the release of supplies from Japanese sources and

Mr. Pharis states that the matter is wholly a shipping 

problem and is of the opinion that were bottoms made available 

supplies of coal could be obtained in small quantities from the



The Chairman asks Mr. Ohashi whether he has any 

information in regard, to Shantung Coal and. Mr. Ohashi replies 

that he is unable to give any more information as to how much 

Shantung Coal is likely to be made available. He enquires 

as to the progress of the negotiations between the Shanghai 

Power Company and. Mr. Toyokawa and. Mr. Pharis informs Members 

that the position is quite satisfactory; all locally have 

agreed, to the release of coal for the power Company and. if 

negotiations succeed, then with the coal from outside sources 

the Company’s position should, be satisfactory. The matter 

now lies with Tokyo. In the meantime the Power Company’s coal 

situation is getting somewhat critical and. by the end of this 

month unless supplies are secured, the Company will only have 

from 112,000 to 115,000 tons of coal.

Mr. Hutton refers to the figures given in a recent 

Police report. Members agree that they appear to be in
complete , one item omitted, being the shipments received, by 

the Kalian Mining Administration. Mr. Hutton is of the view 

that there should, be no difficulty in the Police obtaining 

particulars of the arrivals of all shipments and. in obtain

ing a check, if this is not already clone, on their informa

tion from the Customs House. It is also pointed, out that the 

Police figures do not include pootung stocks.

, Members agree that the position as regards Anthracite

coal is fairly satisfactory.

Mr. Ohashi asks what the exact figure of requirements 

of bituminous coal is, i.e. that needed from Japanese sources.

After full discussion members agree that, excluding 

Shanghai Power Company's needs, Shanghai requires approximately 

55,000 tons of bituminous coal per month in addition to what is 

at present arriving.

Ml1. Ohashi enquires whether the Council could use

its influence to charter ships. Mr. Hutton explain! 



the difficulties in securing tonnage and Mr. Beesley remarks 
that recently in connection with the "bringing of rice supplies 

difficulty was experienced in securing any space. Mr. Ohashi 

further enquires whether the British Ministry of Shipping 

could "be asked to free certain ships for Shanghai and the 

Chairman answers that the Ministry must decide on what is 

in its opinion of first importance and under existing condi

tions there is, he feels, very little or no likelihood of any 

tonnage "being made available. The Japanese have, however, 

some tonnage which might "be got.

Mr. Fraser suggests that perhaps the Council as an 

international Body could arrange for the charter of the 

Yugoslav vessel S.S. "Tonislav" (8,000 tons) lying idle in 

the Whangpoo. Mr. Pharis remarks that an endeavour has been 

made by the Power Company and other interests to secure 

charterage of this ship but there are complications.

Mr. Ohashi states that the Council can work on the 

assumption that coal will be released by the Japanese authori

ties if shipping is made available. The Chairman and Mr. 

Hutton remark that if the Japanese will release some ships 

it would relieve the situation. Mr. Ohashi suggests that the 

Council should invite someone who knows the shipping situation 
to assist and Mr. Beesley replies that expert advice was 

obtained on the question of chartering ships for the shipment 

of rice but under the conditions which still exist nothing 

could be done. Mr. Pharis states that in order to bring 

35,000 tons of coal per month to Shanghai, about 12,000 tons 

of shipping would be required,

In reply to the Chairman, Mr. Ohashi states that 

there is very little hope of getting any Japanese tonnage. 

Mr. Ohashi, in answer to the chairman, says tfiat no definite 

guarantee can be given that coal will be made available from 

Japanese sources.
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Mr. Fraser infoms members that even if shipping

is available, as things stand, the Kailan Mining Administra -

tion cannot supply any more coal to Shanghai from their mines.

Members unanimously agree that the Council should

be asked to approach the British and Japanese Authorities for

their assistance in securing tonnage to bring supplies of

coal to Shanghai, working on the assumption that this coal

will be made available by Japanese sources,

The meeting terminates at 2.55 p.m



JStjatttjtyai Municipal CounriL

®n Mr. Sharman

Your attendance is requested at the Administration Building 

at a meeting of the Supplies Committee

on Monday

the 2nd day of June at 2.15 p.m

May 29, 1941 Ö Secretary.
Supplies Committee



Supplies Committee Meeting

Monday, June 2; 1941 at 2.15 p. m.

AGENDA.

(1) Election of Chairman.

(2) Fuel Supplies.



SECRETARIAT

28th May, 1941.

To Members of Supplies Committee:

It has been informally conveyed to me that the 
Japanese authorities might be willing to assist in bringing 
coal supplies to Shanghai provided that the Council was able 
to take steeps in the direction of distribution and control of 
price. The Japanese authorities d.esire information as to 
Shanghai’s monthly needs and as to present methods of distribu
tion, etc.

I would like to suggest that a small Committee be 
formed to go into this question. I suggest that it should 
be composed of, say, three members of the Supplies Committee, 
a representative nominated by the Kailan Mining Administration, 
and a representative nominated by the Hongay Sales, Ltd. I also 
suggest that Mr. R. Toyokawa be invited to serve on the Committee. 
Mr. Toyokawa is conducting the negotiations in regard to coal 
for the Shanghai Power Company, and his assistance would probably 
be very valuable in order to prevent overlapping.

G. Godfrey Phillips,

Secretary & Commissioner General.

DB.
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Present:

Sir Robert Calder-Marshall, K.B.E. (Chairman) 

Mr. J. N. Bates

Mr. L. Handley-Derry

Mr. L. M. Pharis 

The Assistant Commissioner of Police (Mr.R.W.Yorke) 

Mr. J. B. Watson (Public Wopks Department) 

The Deputy Treasurer (Mr.E. P. Oliver), and 

The Assistant Secretary (Mr.E. T. Nash).

Coal Situation. The Chairman refers to a report made by Mr. Handley- 

Derry at the beginning of this month on the subject of the coal situa- 

.»• | tion, as also to a Police report vhich confirms the views expressed by

Mr. Handley-Derry.

The Chairman states that Mr. Handley-Derry’s view is that fo 

the remainder of the winter a fairly acute coal shortage will be felt.

Mr. Handley-Derry states that it is difficult to estimate 

accurately the needs of the small domestic users of coal. The K.M.A. 

had increased their January supplies, but the February shipment would 

be below normal. The position is being aggravated by the increased 
si 

demand from factories. On the other hand it is probable that certain 

of these factories have be eh laying in stocks. Mr. Handley-Derry 

states that Japanese firms who in the past have supplied coal to the 

general market are now concentrating entirely on requirements of 

Japanese users and Japanese controlled factories, so that yet one more 

source of supply has now been withdrawn from the average consumer. 

Moreover, the consumption Requirement of the Japanese market in
I 

Shanghai is itself increasing considerably. For the time being, 

therefore, the K.M.A. will possibly be the only coal available for the 

general foreign and Chinese market, and this demand cannot be met by 

the K.M.A. alone.

Mr. Pharis estimates that the K.M.A..cannot meet more than 

possibly half the coal requirements. He does not believe that any 

i ("relief can be afforded until the coal mines are working up-river and
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up North. It does not appear likely, however, that the up-river mines 

will be supplying until next Summer. As to the Power Company require

ments, they are being satisfied from India and the Company is attempting 

to build up a three months' stock. Indian coals are also available to 

the Gas Company and possibly firms who combine to obtain their ov?n ship

ments from India. 1'ith. regard to Indian supplies, Mr. Pharis states 

that these also meet with difficulties in view of the increased con

sumption by the Steel Industry in India. He adds that local cotton 

mills are also increasing their demand for coal. Mr. Pharis emphasizes 

the difficulty caused by the freightage problem, which is in itself 

responsible for greatly increased prices of Indian coal and Hongay coal, 

As regards the ability of dealers to make their own arrangements for the 

importation of Indian coal, Mr. Pharis states that such financing would 

be beyond the means of most dealers. The cost of importing coal from 

South Africa, Australia and the U.S.A, is prohibitive. From Vancouver 

Island the recent cost was Canadian Dollars 17 per ton. For U.S. coal 

U.S.$18.50 per ton, and Australian coal would cost about C.N.$180 per ton.

Mr. Handley-Derry states that he has knowledge that one 

firm of considerable size is already making arrangements to import its 

own Indian coal and that others are trying to arrange their own imports. 

He feels that over the next few weeks certain of the big users would 

probably have to get together to obtain coal from India, notwithstanding 

the very high price. These big users would appear to be able, in the 

last resort, to care for their own needs, but it is the small householder 

who is confronted with great difficulty. One supplier for domestic 

requirements, (Nee Tai Shing) has however arranged for a supply of Indian 

coal at the end of February, at a price from $130 to $140, which he 

feels is beyond the capacity of many of the small users to pay.

The Chairman states that whilst many of the larger users and 

factories can by combining, probably care for their own needs, the small 

user is confronted with considerable difficulty. He enquires as to the 

possibility of certain of the supplies available being reserved for the 

use of the small householders, but members generally find no means to 

make this differentiation in favour of the small householders.
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Mr. Pharis states that little relief can be afforded until 

the China coal mines are fully supplying again. He states that repre

sentations to the Japanese would seem to be precluded by reason of the 

fact that Japan itself is short of coal.

Mr. Handley-Derry states that the supplies from Shantung are 

monopolised for Japanese users.

The Committee Secretary states that the only point of satis

faction is that the Committee is not meeting at the insistence of 

public representations to the Council as to a coal shortage. He adds 

that he believes that the Council’s main concern is that the wheels of 

Industry should be kept moving and that it is less concerned with the 

deprivation of warmth of individual householders, owing to lack of 

domestic coal supplies.

Summarizing the discussion, the Chairman states that there 

would appear to be little that the Committee can do and no recommenda

tion that it can frame, in which view he is supported by members. 

It is decided that the only thing to be done is to continue to watch 

the matter.

Fuel Oil. Mr. Bates states that there is no difficulty in respect of 

the supplies and stocks of Fuel oil, which can be made available in 

large quantities.

The meeting terminates at 3,15 p.m.

R. CALDER-MARSHALL

CHAIRMAN.

E. T. NASH

COMMITTEE SECRETARY.



At the meeting of the Fuel Supplies Sub-Committee held on Tuesday,

October 3, 1939, at 2.15 p.m., there are:-

Present:

Sir Robert Calder-Marshall, K.B.E. (Chairman)

Mr. J.N. Bates

Mr. L. Handley-Derry

Mr. L.M. Pharis

The Deputy Commissioner of Police (Mr .T.Robertson) 

The Deputy Commissioner of Public Works
(Mr. N.W.B. Clarke) 

The Deputy Treasurer (Mr. E.P. Oliver) and 

The Assistant Secretary (Mr. E.T. Nash).

Coal Situation. The Chairman states that the meeting is convened 

with the object of ascertaining whether there has been any change 

in the situation since the meeting three weeks ago. Mr. Handley- 

Derry states that there does not appear to be muoh change in the 

coal situation. September imports have been normal, approximating 

150,000 tons, of which coal from India approximates 50,000 tons. 

A new aspect in the matter is the possibility of supplies from 

Shantung; a fairly reliable source stating that a supply for use 

in Shanghai and the lower Yangt-sze of 210,000 tons for the seven 

months from September to March is aimed at. Whilst it is not 

clear as to how much of this supply is earmarked for special 

Japanese needs, it is possible that such needs will absorb two- 

thirds, leaving one-third for ordinary domestic needs.. Summariz

ing, he states that it is his belief that domestic supplies will 

be sufficient, though prices may be prohibitive.

Mr. Pharis states that there is no export prohibition 

of Indian coal, but that there are shipping difficulties and an 

increase of shipping rates. However, it is generally believed 

that the shipping tonnage position will ease. As to the Power 

Company’s needs, he states that they are satisfactorily met. 

The Company has 170,000 tons in storage, which, with shipments 

arranged, will take care of the Company’s consumption and render 



possible a non-diminution of stocks. Summarisingt he "believes 

that Public Utility coal needs can satisfactorily be met.

Gasoline and Fuel Oil. Mr. Bates states that there is no change 

to report. There are plentiful supplies and there is no difficulty 

in regard to tankers. There is no indication of rationing of the 

local market.

Next Meeting. The Chairman states that since the position as 

regards Coal, Gasoline and Fuel Oil remains satisfactory, there 

would appear to be no need to fix the date of the next meeting, 

the necessity for which can be decided in the event of any 

change in the present satisfactory position, as indicated in the 

periodical Police reports which will be submitted to members. 

The meeting adjourns at 2.45 p.m.



At the meeting of the Fuel Supplies Sub-Committee held on Ntefo&bday, 
September 13, 1939, at 2«15 p.m. there are:

Present: /n
Sir Robert Calder-Marshall, K.B.E. (Chairman) 
Mr. J. N. Bates /

Mr. L. Handley-Derry 
Mr. L. M. Pharis
The Deputy Commissioner of Police (Mr. T. Robertson)
The Deputy Commissioner of Public 1?orks

(Mr. IT.y.B. Clarke)
The Deputy Treasurer (Mr. E.P. Oliver) & 
The Assistant Secretary (Mr. E.T. Nash).

Coal Situation. The Chairman explains that the object of the meeting 
is to review the situation as regards fuel supplies in Shanghai, A 
Police report is submitted giving a survey of the coal situation as 
on September 1, from whic. it is noted that the total stock in 
Shanghai comprises 160,000 tons held on the wharves, mostly Japanese 
wharves»and 117,000 tons stored elsewhere in the Settlement and the 
French Concession.

The Police report states that the coal situation prevailing 
in Shanghai on September 1 is somewhat unsettled and coal dealers and 
importers are reluctant to voice their opinions as to the likely 
state of the coal market in the immediate future. It is estimated 
that stocks at present available for general use in Shanghai represent 
one month’s supply and it is held probable that a shortage will be 
felt locally during the next few months. Owing to the unfavourable 
exchange conditions Indian coal is only being imported into Shanghai 
in quantities sufficient to meet the immediate demand as importers 
consider that the risk is too great whilst foreign exchange is in 
such an unsettled condition. At present, quantities of Japanese coal 
are reaching Shanghai, but should the international situation cause 
a stoppage of supplies reaching Shanghai, the shortage will probably 
be acute. Japanese coal is said to find more favourable market in 
Singapore and Manila than in Shanghai. Considerable quantities’of 
coal from Shantung are expected in readiness for the coming winter.
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Mr. Handley-Derry submits statistics showing that Shanghai 
consumes approximately 2 million tons of coal per year (from 1/7/38 

(977,000 tons), 
to 30/6/39) the Kailan Mining Administration supplying about 48%/ the 
remainder consisting of 30% imported coal (610,000 tons), 20% Japanese 
and Formosan coal (418,000 tons), and 2% Shantung coal (38,000 tons). 
Of the 610,000 tons of ‘’imported” coal, 292,000 were for the Power and 
Gas Companies. He expects that the K.M.A. would continue to supply 
as much coal in the coming year as it has in the past, i.e. about 
977,000 tons, and points out the possibility that, owing to unfavour
able exchange, the Shanghai market would not be able to afford the 
importation of foreign coal. This might result in a shortage during 
the coming year. On the other hand, he feels that consumption in 
Shanghai for the coming year may not reach the SLmillion ton mark, as 
industry and shipping are severely affected by the currency factor. 
In his view there is a probability of decreased coal consumption in 
Shanghai. Consequently it is possible that the demand could be met 
by K.M.A. and Japan with the assistance of shantung.

In answer to the Chairman, Mr. Handley-Derry states that 
Shantung is an unknown quantity. It is possible to obtain from this 
province 400,000 tons during the coming winter, but it is difficult 
to say how much will reach Shanghai or will be available for other 
than Japanese uses. He adds that he will investigate the possibili
ties of obtaining increasing supplies from North China.

Mr. Pharis states that the supply to his company (the 
Shanghai Power Company) has so far been well maintained - roughly 
50,000 tons per month from the K.M.A., India and U.S.A. The Company 
has built up a storage, the present stock being 110/112,000 tons. 
Three shiploads are on their way from Calcutta, so that at the end 
of this month the Company will have a total stock of 125,000 tons to 
keep it going till the end of November. The Company’s supply consists 
of 50% imported coals and 50% K.M.A. The chances of obtaining 
supplies from Tsingtao under present conditions are remote, as the 
stocks are needed in Japan. Indo-China coal is good for household 



use but not suitable for Power purposes. Up-river supplies are non
existent. The prices of Australian coal at present are prohibitive. 
The Company bought some South African coal, which was cheaper than 
Australian coal, but has not purchased any more since as it was not 
possible to obtain the kind needed. If foreign supplies are cut off, 
the solution would be to request the Council to regulate the consump
tion of power. Mr. Pharis adds that he feels the situation is satis
factory at present. He would however favour another meeting in two 
weeks' time to consider the position. With regard to the Shanghai 
Gas Company, it is noted that this Company has made arrangements to 
ensure an adequate supply for its own requirements.

Replying to the Chairman, Mr. Handley-Derry states that no 
supply has come from up-river but on the contrary some 8/10,000 tons 
a month are being transported from Shanghai to places like Soochow 
and Wusih for industrial uses.

Mr. Bates enquires whether any coal has come from the Anhwei 
mines on the Yangtsze. Mr. Pharis states that there has been no coal 
from these mines for at least a year, due to damage caused by the 
hostilities.

Gasolene & Fuel Oil. Mr. Bates states that the total stock of 
gasolene stored at the main installations of foreign oil companies 
is approximately 6 million gallons. In addition there are approxi
mately 250,000 gallons in underground tanks attached to kerbside pump 
outfits (including pumps on private premises). The estimated daily 
offtake for the French Concession and the Settlement is approximately 
35,000 gallons. There is no danger regarding supplies from abroad, 
there being no shortage of tanker ships unless they are affected by 
submarine warfare.

With regard to fuel oil, Mr. Bates states that the stocks 
at main installations of Diesel and Solar oil are in the vicinity 
of 50,000 tons. The estimated daily offtake is approximately 117 
tons. This includes the French Tramway Co., which alone accounts 
for 75 tons.
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Mr. Bates adds that the average stocks of fuel oil held
by important consumers are estimated as follows:-

supplyFrench Tramways - 2 moriths'
F.M.C. Buses - 3 weeks’ II

C.G.O.C. - 2 " I!

Bakeries - 3/4 days' If

Heating Installations - 10 days' supply.
Mr. Clarke enquires,in view of the high price of coal, as 

to the possibilities of conversion from coal to fuel oil use. Mr. 
Bates states that there were some conversions in the past, but that 
economically fuel oil cannot compete with coal. Mr. Pharis states 
that such conversion at the Power Company's plant would be prohibited 
by the costs of boiler plant alterations.

In summing up the Chairman states that the position as 
regards gasolene and fuel oil is very satisfactory. He suggests 
and members agree that the coal situation be reviewed again a 
fortnight hence, on Friday, September 29, at 2.15 p.m.

The meeting adjourns at 3.10 p.m.



September 13, 1939«

PETROLEUM FUEL SITUATION - GASOLENE/FUEL/DIESEL OIL«

(A) GASOLENE:
(1) Stocks in the hands of foreign oil companies as 

at 7th September were approximately 6,000,000 A.G. 
These stocks are stored at main installations outside 
the Settlement area.

(2) The estimated daily offtake for the French Concession 
and Shanghai Settlement is approximately 35,000 A.G«

(3) Estimated stocks in situ, i.e. in underground tanks 
attached to kerbside pump outfits (including pumps 
on private premises) are approximately 250,000 A.G; 
that is to say approximately one week's normal 
requirements. In the case of an emergency the major 
portion of the stocks could, if necessary, be ear
marked for essential services. In addition the A.P.C. 
have emergency storage at Messrs. Price's (China) Ltd, 
Robison Road, for 19,000 A.G. This storage is empty at 
the moment. During the last emergency in August 1937 
dumps in drums were arranged at certain points, notably 
on the Race Course.

(B) FUEL OIL:
(1) Stocks at main installations of Diesel and Solar oil 

are in the vicinity of 50,000 tons.
(2) The estimated daily offtake, all sources and grades

of fuel oil, is approximately 117 tons. This includes 
the French Tramway Co. which alone accounts for 75 
tons.

(3) Average stocks held by important consumers are 
estimated as follows:

French Tramways - 2 months’ supply
F. M. C. buses - 3 weeks' "
C.G.O.C. - 2 » “
Bakeries - 3/4 days' »
S. M. C. - 1 week's "
Heating Installations - 10 days' ”

(4) The A. P. C. have spare land on Medhurst Road in 
which they could accommodate 1,000 tons of fuel oil 
in drums as an emergency reserve. At the moment 
50 tons of Solar oil is stored at this point.

i

(Signed) J.N. Bates.



NOTE

The total consumption of coal in Shanghai from 1st July 
1938 to 30th June 1939 amounted to just over two million tons, 
of which the Administration supplied about 48% (977,000 tons). 
The other 52% was made up of imported coals 30% (610,000 tons), 
Japanese, Formosan etc. 20% (418,000 tons), Shantung 2% 
(38,000 tons).

It is presumed that the Administration will continue to 
supply as much coal in the coming year as it has in the past. 
Nothing is known about the Japanese coal policy here, but for 
the sake of argument I am assuming that they will also sell a 
similar quantity as last year. It therefore remains to consider 
only imports of foreign coal. Shantung I am neglecting for 
the moment.

Of the 610,000 tons imported, 292,000 tons were inported 
by the Shanghai Power Company and Shanghai Gas Company for their 
own use. This leaves, say, 320,000 tons, or, if the consumption 
of the two public utility companies referred to is excluded, some 
24% of the market. (2,000,000 tons less K.M.A. and outside 
supplies to S.P.C. and S.G.C. amounting to 648,000 tons equals 
1,352,000 tons)«

The last quotation of which I have heard for Calcutta
7coal was around 16 Rs., which at an exchange of 21g works out 

at about $73.00 a ton c.i.f. Shanghai, or, say $78.00 ex-wharf. 
The point is, can anybody afford to pay this price, which by 
the time delivery charges, profit etc. have been added, would 
be well over $80.00, unless very heavy mixing with anthracite 
dust is done.

It is not fair to argue that if Hongay can sell at over 
$100 per ton others can; as Hongay is purely for domestic supply 
and is consumed at the rate of one ton every week or two weeks, 
while outside bituminous coals are for industrial use and will 
be consumed at the rate of one or two or five tons a day.
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If people cannot afford this price it means that the 

Shanghai market will be short of coal to the extent of 25% and 

possibly more. If the Power Company also findsthe price is 

too high and manages to come to some arrangement with the 

Japanese, Japanese supplies for the general market will 

accordingly be reduced.

The position is worse again if the Japanese coal 

supplies are studied. At a guess, at least two-thirds of 

their imports were for their own use and for stock. If the 

non-Japanese market is considered alone therefore, its con

sumption figure will be seen to have fallen below the figure 

of 1,300,000 tons to, say, 1,000,000 tons, in which imported 

coals would then bulk to the extent of 33%.

The above figures cannot be absolutely accurate, but 

they are the best available for the time being.

The following points must also be taken into considera- 

tion:-

(1) Consumption in Shanghai for the coming year will 

probably not reach the two million tons mark, as industry and 

shipping are very severely affected by the currency and there

fore import position. Consequently it is possible that the 

demand could be met by K.M.A. and Japan with the assistance 

of Shantung.

(2) Shantung is an entirely unknown factor which could 

easily make up the tonnage previously supplied by foreign coals. 

However, no one apart from the Japanese can say what the policy 

of these mines will be, and possibly even they cannot, as so 

much depends on the railway situation. Recent monthly arrivals 

in Shanghai have been:-

January .... 3,000 tons May ....20,000 tons
February.... - June .... 3,000 "
March ....17,000 tons July ....
April ....52,000 •* August....19,000 tons

September to date.... 5,900 tons
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(3) The attached statement gives a summary of the 

stock position at the beginning of last year, at 1st January 

1939, and for the last three months, excluding Kailan coal. 

It will be seen that there has been a very considerable increase 

in Japanese controlled coals and a decrease in others. At 

present 85% of the stocks in Pootung are in Japanese hands as 

against 62% on 1st January. Actually the coal on Japanese 

wharves is by no means all for commercial use; a part of it, 

(how much I do not know), is the property of Japanese Naval 

and Military authorities.

In addition to these figures there is a certain amount 

in stock in the Settlement and Concession, but this amount all 

told cannot be more than 30,000 tons, including small dealers 

and coal shops.

It is difficult to know what conclusions to draw from 

the above, as there are so many unknown factors. I personally 

do not believe that the situation, with the exception of that 

of the public utility companies, is immediately serious, but 

it does, without doubt, require careful watching: the main 

points being:-

(a) The position in Shantung.

(b) the probable decrease in consumption in shanghai.

(c) Indian coal prices, Calcutta freight rates and

the general 1 ability of supplies from this

source.

I i



STOCKS OF COMPETITIVE BITUMINOUS COALS

CN WHARVES BELCW THE BOOM.

SKX3S9scsxssss«a»3B&SBaB«se3Bmae3scx*aBansxBe3SESs?35s

xl/7/38 1/1/39 1/7/39 1/8/39 1/9/39

M.B.K. Upper 2900 41500 37600 30400 25200
M.B.K. Lower * 52400 55900 46900 39500
M.S.K. - Tai Doong * 27700 25700 20700

Hong Hsing 3200 29800 47000 42300 43000

S'hai H©ngkew, Pootung West 33700 6500 3300 13600
ii n ii East 23200 3300 3000 3000

K.M.A. Pootung 16200 4400 8000 6900

6100 196800 182400 159600 151900

x In addition there were some 50,000 tons held 
above the boom.

4 Japanese or Japanese controlled.

(Sgd.) L. Handley-Derry.



•' SHAM ■UN’C/4?M PCIICE
HEADQUARTERS 

CENTRAL REGISTRY

19th Octobf

| Sir Robert Calder-liar shall
I 2, Peking Road,

Shanghai «

Dear Sir Robert,

In connection with the Kuel 
think you might be interested to 
to Shanghai during the past four 
give below this information, whi

Sub - Co miaittc;8 activities I
Know woext tl ie imports of coal
non ths 1 LtX V w een. I therefore
x I thiiQK IS■ reasonably correct

September >

Tons

formesan Coal 2,350 3,415 17,837 10,305
Kaiping Coaf 73,903 7 5,658 71,514 71,510
Hongay Coal. 10,565
Other ffrench

30,072 37,130 40,229

Indo-China Coal 6,000 9,050 7,628 10,410
Indian Coal 4,418
Newcastle Coal

5,721 47,042 63,176

(Australia) 7,270 14,743 21,616
'Withank Coal 6,359 -> «•

SJushun Coal 2,340 19 620 -
Others 2,600 200 4,984 600
Damarinda Coal - 3,800 2,500
Milke Coal - — 9,021

100,836 140,085 206,298 229,367

You will note that during these four months the ixnportu- 
tions have increased over 128/<i .

, |
These figures include Shanghai i?ower Company’s ecu , whose 

stocks have not increased to any extent during this period. I 
am not in a position to give you figures regarding the total 
stocks of coal in Shanghai during this period, and therefore 
cannot form any definite opinion as to whether Shanghai-s needs 
are fully taken care of for the coming .Vinter. However, it would 
appear' that unless, some unforseen circumstances arise, such as 
cessation of supplies or an abnormal increase in demand a .
serious shortage would not seem probable.

Yours sincerely, I

(Sgd.) C.H. MCSBB
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19th October, 193£.

Sir Robert Calder-Marshall»
2 Peking Road» 
Shanghs i.

Dear Sir Robert,
In connection with the Fuel Sub-Committee activities I 

think you might be interested to know what the imports of coal 
to Shanghai during the past four months have been. I therefore 
give below this information, which I think is reasonably correct.

100,836

June July August September

Tons Tons Tons Tons

Formosan Coal 2,350 3,415 17,837 10,305
Kaiping Coal 73,903 75,658 71,514 71,510
Hongay Coal 10,565 30,072 37,130 40,229
Other French
Indo-China Coal6,000 9,050 7,628 10,410
Indian Coal 4,418 5,721 47,042 63,176
Newcastle Coal

(Australia) * 7,270 14,743 21,616
Witbank Coal «» 6,359 *- w
Fushun Coal * 2,340 1,620 «*
Others 2,600 200 4,984 600
Samarinda Coal w * 3,800 2j$00
Milke Coal - - - 9,021

140,085 206,298 229,367

You will note that during these four months the importa
tions have increased over 128%.

These figures include Shanghai Power Company’s coal, whose 
stocks have not increased to any extent during this period. I 
am not in a position to give you figures regarding the total 
stocks of coal in Shanghai during this period, and therefore 
cannot form any definite opihlon as to whether Shanghai’s needs 
are fully taken care of for the coming Winter. However, It would 
appear that unlews some unforseen circumstances arise, such as 
cessation of supplies or an abnormal increase in demand a 
serious shortage would not seem probable.

Yours sincerely,
(Sgd.) C. R. WEBB

Shanghai Power Company.



CO-BBECTAL TOt““

OZU>.

WORT ON THE C CM SITUATION

The possibility of a serious Shortage this coming
Winter in coal supplies for the needs of the city wasr-broughti | •: |
to the attention of the Council in a memorandum fr^..lfr.p.R< v

/ /V/S. Hopkins of the Shanghai Power Company. soco / F
This memorandum states that:- £.¿...1./.j

“Previous to the Sino-Japanese hostilities which 
commenced in August, 1937, the total cost con
sumption for the Shanghai area was at the rate of 
over 3,000,000 tons per annum. The major portion 
of this requirement was for bituminous coal 
obtained from the following dis triets:-

1. Kailan
2. Shantung
3. Anhwei
4. Manchuria and Japan
5. Chihli and Jehol

The quantities supplied from each area are approxi
mately in the order given but the Kailan collieries 
are by far the largest suppliers, since they supply 
approximately 50% of Shanghai*s requirements.
Anthracite coals are obtained from Honan and French 
Indo-China, Anthracite, both in respect to price 
and burning characteristics, is not satisfactory for 
Shanghai*s industrial load. It is also questionable 
as to whether adequate stocks of anthracite can be 
obtained.
Coal heretofore available from Japan and Manchuria 
has for the past 4 years been virtually all consumed 
in Japan.
Under normal conditions, the stock of coal in Shanghai 
varied between 300,000 and 400,000 tons. However, at 
the commencement of hostilities in August, 19 37, the 
Shanghai stocks were abnormally low, due mainly to 
the rapid improvement in industrial conditions during 
the first half of 1937, and to the fact that Japan was 
a heavy importer of Chinese coals. Subsequent to the 
commencement of hostilities the demand for coal foil 
away very rapidly, which temporarily eased the situa
tion. Between the middle of August and the end of 
October. 1937 very little coal was shipped to Shanghaio 
A certain amount, however, was obtained from Tsingtao 
and some anthracite was received from French Indo
China. From November 1937 onwards, with the exception 
of anthracite coal, practically the whole of the 
supplies have boon obtained from the Kailan collieries 
and it would appear that these conditions will remain 
for some considérable time owing to the fact that 
hostilities will continue to prevent the shipment of 
coa^from other quarters. Should, therefore, any 
interference occur in the supply of Kailan coal, 
Shanghai would at the present time bo faced with a very 
serious coal shortage.
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It is estimated that there is about 130,000 tons of 
coal in Shanghai, mainly above the barrier in the 
Whangpoo river and on the Pootung side. This coal 
is practically unavailable at the moment owing to the 
fact that the authorities will not permit! its removal 
in any quantity. On what small quantities that have 
been obtained from this stock an excessive charge for 
taxes and lighterage has been levied and therefore, 
should stoppage of the Kailan supply occur a serious 
interference to industry would take place within a week 
or two.
If the steady increase of industrial activity continues 
as it has during the past throo months, the coal require
ments of Shanghai during the Winter of 1938/39 will bo 
at least 200,000 tons per month.
The problem therefore arises as to where this coal can 
bo obtained. It is doubtful whether the Kailan collier
ies can meet such a demand in view of the claims of con
sumers in other districts and Japan.
The next largest source of supply which is at nrosont 
unavailable, i.e. Shantung, may be able to supply a 
certain quantity, provided that the damaged collieries 
and railway are repaired and also provided that the 
authorities in that area will permit the export of coal 
to Shanghai. The present status in Shantung is obscure, 
both in respect to ability to produce and availability 
for consumption in China.
The probabilities of obtaining any coal from Anhwei or 
Yangtsze ports would appear at the moment to be very 
doubtful. The import of coal from Manchuria and Japan, 
and Fomosa doos not offer much relief owing to the 
fact that tiio demand in Japan and Manchuria is greater 
than the supply.
It would appear, therefore, that during the coming 
Winter Shanghai can look only to Kailan as its main 
source of supply, with possibly small quantities from 
Shantung, and, of course, Indo-China for anthracite 
coal.
The situation so far as Shanghai is concerned is extremely 
serious, unless influence can bo brought to boar in tho 
right quarters. This threat to tho activity of Shanghai 
is particularly acuto now in view of tho fact that tho 
unemployed aro just beginning to find employment in tho 
reopened mills»”
The matter was referred to tho undorsignod who wore

appointed Members of a Fuel Sub-Comit tec formed to investigate 
and report to tho Council.

It was decided that the situation should first bo
surveyed by tho Police Department and that tho Council should 
ascertain from Messrs. N..-e Tai Shing and the Société Française 
des Charbonnages du Tonkin (Hongay Salos Agency) tho two largest 
importers of coal outside the K~ilto Mining Administration whether
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they aro and pill bo able to assure normal supplies of coal for 
industrial and household purposes and as to that stops if any aro
being taken to assure normal supplies during the coming Winter by 
import from abroad.

Tho Police survey undertaken on Juno 1, 19® states that:
”thoro aro approximately 50,000 tons of anthracite 
coal and 11,000 tons of bituminous coal (including 
coal dust) at present in Shanghai, and they aro dis
tributed as follows: -
Name of Owner Anthracite Bituminous Coal
Nyi Tai Shing Coal 

Co. Sinza Road 17,000 tons —
Dah Loong Shing Coal 

Co.,Rue Pero Froc 13,000 ” --
Shops and hongs in 
the Settlement and 20,000 ’• 10,000 tons
French Concession (roughly) (roughly)

Kailan Mining Adminis
tration, Route do 

Sioyes 1,000 tons
50,000 tons 11,000 tons

In addition to the above quantity, there aro approxi
mately 50,000 tons of coal stored in coal yards in 
Pootung and Nantao, mostly bituminous coal, tho 
removal of which, it is said, has been prohibited for 
the time being by tho Japanese authorities. 26,000 
tons of this quantity belong to the Kalian Mining 
Administration, while tho remainder belong to various 
coal dealers.
The importation of bituminous coal amounted to 80,000 
and 70,000 tons during April and May, respectively. 
Tho major portion of those quantities was supplied to 
the Shanghai Power Company and the Japanese authorities, 
tho remainder being used to supply tho local needs. Tho 
approximate consumption of bituminous coal during May 
was roughly 15,000 tons, exclusive of that used by 
utility concerns.
Tho recent strike at the Kalian Mining Administration 
Minos was responsible for a shortage of approximately 
one month’s output of coal and this combined with tho 
demands of tho Japanese that Kalian Mining Coal bo 
directed to Japan, plus tho coal which tho Railways 
in North China aro claiming, renders it difficult for 
the Kailan Mining Administration to adequately supply 
local demands. To offset the shortage of Kailan 
Mining Administration bituminous coal, certain of tho 
utility concerns such as the Shanghai Powor Company, 
arc using a small percentage of anthracite coal but
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oning to tho unsuitability of the present machinery in 
use it is impossible to use sufficient quantities of 
anthracite coal to balance the shortage of Kailan 
Mining A ..minis trati on coal .
The Shanghai Power Company has approximately 80,000 tons 
of coal in stock. 25,000 tons are duo to arrive during 
Juno. Tho present average monthly consumption of the 
Shanghai Power Company is 36,000 tons; it is anticipated 
that during tho next six months this amount will be 
increased to 50,000 tons monthly.
Approximately 35,000 tens of anthracite coal ras imported 
during tho month cf Mc.y, and it is expected that 10,000 
tons monthly will be imported during Jt.no, July and 
August. Tho total estimated consumption of anthracite 
for M.y was approximately 20,000 tons, of which 10,000 
were in briquettes, 2,000 tons wore used by tho heating 
plants of buildii^s and tho remaining 8^000 tons for 
household and small industrial concerns..
The consumption of coal will increase in proportion to 

_ tho resumption of operations of the various industrial
concerns at present idle and unless stocks arc obtained |. 
from abroad considerable shortage will bo felt.
At prosent tho only coal reaching Shanghai is bituminous | 
coal from tho Kailan Mining Administration mines, and 
anthracite coal from Hongay Salos mines in Indo-China.' I I
Tho pricos of coal on Juno 1, 1938 arc as follows:-»

Anthracite Coal: Wholesale price - $39i00 per ton
Retail price - $41.00 ” ”

Bituminous Coal: Wholesale price - $30i00 *' ”
Retail prico | $32.00 « "

To assist the Council in arriving at an accurate estimate 
of Shanghai’s total monthly consumption cf coal, tho Polico Depart-« 
moot will undertake a survey on tho fij^t^pf every month.

Messrs. Noe Tai Shing informed tho Council that they 
depond to a very largo extent on obtaining supplies from the Kailan 
and Hongay Minos and if prosont deliveries continue, they will bo 
ablo to moot their customers» requirements* A representative of tho 
Company stated that his firm has tho matter of importation of stocks I 
from Australia and elsewhere under consideration but there aro 
various factors against importation from sources othor than tho 
usual. Apart from tho investment required and exchange risks

I involved there is no surety of profit. Though at present remote

there is the possibility of normal supplies being resumed. Your 
Conmittoo decided that Messrs* Noe Tai Shing should be further

I approached.

L__
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Tho reply from the Société Française dos Charbonnages
flu Tonkin (Hongay Salos Agency) states thatj-

So far as co are concerned, vie are making arrangements 
to take care of the needs of our market, at the best 
possible conditions, and to the extent whoro tho 
exchange, the rate of freight and tho amount of duty 
in dollars will enable us to do so.

Our various distributors:
Hongay Salos, Ltd. for tho foreign 

community.
Nee Tai Shing,
Dah Loong Shing, 

(Hongay & Kobao coal)
E. Sung (Kobao)

for tho Chinese 
community.

have at present, stored both in tho International 
Settlement and French Concession, a stock of about 
35,000 tons. This stock is amply sufficient for 3 
months, for tho whole of our clientele consisting of 
buildings and private individuals for thoir hot water 
requirements, and for Chinose briquette factories.
Wo expoct to continue chartering steamers and import
ing coal so as to nnintain these stocks at the same 
lovol until the end of August.
If sale prices and the situation permit it, wo shall 
increase those stocks during September and October so 
as to be in a position to moet the first rush orders 
and not to be compelled to look for too many steamers 
at one time should the market demand become active.
Apart from tho above stocks and clientele, no can 
supply direct the needs of industrial firms, when our 
coal is suitable for thoir installations.
In general, wo think that the Shanghai market could bo 
well provided for this winter, oven if hostilities 
are not terminated and Chinese coal othor than that 
of the Kalian Mining Administration cannot roach this 
city.
If tho Kalian Mining Administration cannot satisfy tho 
entire local demand for soft coal, as is to bo expected 
tho sharp decroaso in duty on this kind of coal will 
certainly facilitate imports from Calcutta, Borneo, 
Transvaal and Australia (wo do not think that Japan 
will have any available far oxport)*
So far as Anthracite is concerned, coal originating 
from Hongay and small Indo-Chinese mines should moot 
all requirements inthis category.
In our opinion, tho danger of insufficient supplies of 
coal is not so groat as tho danger of high pricos 
should the majority of supplies consist of foreign 
coal, tho f.o.b. value and freight of which have to 
bo paid in £. Sterling,
On tho other hand, it is to bo expected that competi
tion between the various foreign coals imported to 
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complete the needs of our market, will prevent 
importers from soiling at prices too much in 
excess of their cost price, but the latter will 
bo governed by the rate of exchange of the local 
currency, by the rate of freight and by the amount 
of customs duty to bo paid in dollars»”
Utility Companies wore informed that the Council is 

most anxious that all possible stops should be taken to ensure 
that there will be an adequate supply of coal for the require
ments of this port and especially for the maintenance of their 
undertakings, and they wore asked what steps had been taken or 
pore contemplated by them to secure stocks for their needs during 
the currant year.

The Shanghai Gas Company replied that they are relying 
entirely on the Kalian Mining Administration to supply them 
(under contract) with about 4,000 tons of slack coal per month, 
and the Shanghai Waterworks Company reported that the Company 
is maintaining in its yards a minimum stock of coal sufficient 
for three months* requirements; that the coal is being obtained 
through the usual channels and there appears no reason to suppose 
that this cannot bo maintained. The Company stated that in the 
event of a real emergency arising oil fuel can bo used in the 
place of coal but at considerably increasing pumping costs«

The larger industrial consumers were also approached 
and it was found that the majority arc entirely dependent on 
the Kailan Mining Administration. In furnishing particulars of 
their daily requirements, they stated that they wore not ablo to 
suggest any alternative moans of supply in the event of tho 
inability of tho Kailan Mining Administration to moot demands« 
It was learned from two firms that representatives of dealers 
had boon sent to North China to investigate the possibility of 
resuming supply from Shantung Coal Minos«



SUMMARY & RECCMMgNDLTIONS

in. normal times, tho Shanghai market consumes some 

throe million tons annually of bituminous coal, supplies being 

drawn primarily from mines situated along tho Tientsin-Pukov 

B 11 w» the Shantung coal field and tho Kailan Minos.

It is estimated that in torms of prosent-day conditions 

the market consumption of bituminous coal Pill bo approximately 

two million tons annually. No supplies can bo relied upon from 

Tiontsin-Pukow Railway or Shantung mines for some little time 

to come. Your Committee has boon informed that it is virtually 

impossible for Kalian Minos to supply more than 900,000 to 

1,000,000 tons annually, of which figures 900,000 is more likely 

to represent actual achievement«

There appears, therefore, a quantity of up to one 

milliorytons which has to bo found elscrftcre, and aftor deducting 

imports which it is understood will be made independently by 

utility companies and larger concerns, there will bo a not in

considerable quantity required to bo imported for distribution 

to that section of tho public which has no facilities for pro

tecting its own interests. In tho past tho largest dealer 

catering to this type of business has been Noe Tai Shing.

It is thought that the tonnage of Imports from abroad 

necessary to protect requirements (irrespective of Utility Com

panies) for tho coming Winter (November 1938 to February 1939) 

will be between 100,000 to 200,000 tons.

It is suggested that financial assistance by tho Council 

to this end will not be necessary, but co-oporation and help by 

the Fuel Committee, in return for some measure of supervisory 

control, is doomed necessary under the following headings:-



(1) Ascertaining the reliability of sources of supply 
abroad with particular regard to the suitability of 
coal to bo purchased.

(2) Assistance whore necessary for arranging shipping and 
discharging facilities.

(3) Giving advice and any assistance required in arranging 
suitable terms of pay non t.
Your Committee delegated Mr. Watts to enquire of 

Messrs. Noe Tai Shing whether or not that firm proposed to make 
imports of foreign coal and to seek his opinion as to tho 
necessity therefor.

The opinion of Noe Tai Shing regarding tho quantity 
required for tho coming Winter closoly approximates tho figure 
of 200,000 tons givoiabove. Hoo Tdi Shln'g^s f'ojrdsoiatativo 
pointed out, however, that in view ofj-

(1) tho high prices at which this coal will bo landed,
(2) possible competition fron/oasual buyers and such 

organisations as tho Kalian Mining Administration and 
tho Mitsui Bus san Kaisha, and tho further possibility, 
admittedly rather remote at the present time, of Shan
tung coals finding their way to Shanghai,

(3) tho general uncertainty of tho situation,

ho is prepared to consider this business, but based on a safe 
total figure which is unlikely to involve him in a loss.

Mr. Watts explained to Nee Tai Shing that there could 
be no question of tho Council sponsoring the import of coal by 
any ono firm or group of individuals, but that ho thought it 
lik<2.y that, if tho Fuel Commit toe could inform tho Council that 
they wore satisfied winter supplies wore reasonably adequately 
protected it was probable that no organised competition would bo 
forthcoming from that body.

Mr. Watts further pointed out that the K-ilan Mining 
Administration was not in principle desirous of handling coal 
othor than its owi and would not interfere with any business 
undertaken by Noe Tai Shing, provided always ho did not work to 
an unreasonable profit which might mako it difficult for tho 
Kalian Mining Ad minis tration to refuse a request from tho Council 
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to import thornsolvos with a view to stabilising prices.
Ihc question of competition by tho M.B.K. and Shantung 

coals was then discussod with T:;i Shing’s representative and 
for a variety of reasons deemed to be unlikely under currant con
ditions.

Neo Tai Shing is satisfied in view of tho foregoing that 
the import of foreign coals by him is a reasonable business risk 
and venture, and has already placed orders abroad for 15,000/25,000 
tons which will arrive in Shanghai between August and October. It 
is hoped that this figure will bo increased to 30,000 tons and 
that this total quantity will bo in stock before the winter. 
Thereafter ho is in principle prepared to bring in a further 
70,000 tons, provided he feels assured of a profit, which will 
make a grand total of 100,000 tons to help to protect the anti
cipated winter shortage.

Neo Tri Shing is prepared to co-operate with the Fuel 
Comitteefs representative in return for no competition on the 
part of the Kailan Mining Administration, and is further prepared 
to work to a profit of up to ten percent on the business undertaken 

Your Committee is therefore of the opinion that the 
organised imports contemplated by Nee Tri Shing and tho casual 
purchases by other merchants and dealers (exclusive of the Power 
Company who, wo understand, arc endeavouring to make arrangements 
to cover their cron requirements by importations from abroad) 
are likely to prevent a serious shortage during the winter months. 
There is unlikely however, to be an abundance of coal on account of 
the high price of imported stocks, unless the Council is prepared 
to hold a reserve for the benefit of tho comnunity. This, your 
Committee does not recommend or deem necessary ht tho present 
time.
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Àt current exchange levels the prico to the public 
of Australian coal, making provision for a profit of five to 
ton percent for the importer, would be in the neighbourhood of 
$45*00 per ton*

Sir Robert Calder Marshall

E» F. Watts

...................*’c**r!* Webb’*’"”“

Momb ors, Fuel Sub-Commit tec *

Thos, Beesley
Secretary,

Fuel Sub-Committso.

Shanghe i, 
Juno 28, 1938*
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CONFIDENTIAL.

The Secretary,
Shanghai Municipal Council,
Administration Building, 
Shanghai.

Dear Sir,

shaTigh-fìi < dun® 10 y 1938»

gig
In reply to your letter of May 31st which has had 

our best attention, we hereby confirm our statements to your 
representative:

So far as we are concerned, we are making arrangements 
to take care of the needs of our market, at the best possible 
conditions, and to the extent where the exchange, the rate of 
freight and the amount of duty in dollars will enable us to 
do so.

Our various distributors-

Hongay Sales, Ltd. ) for the foreign community,

Nee Tai Shing, )
oo«a>) for th* chlneB*

\ -W' B- Sung OWe) )
iat present, stored both in the International Settlement and 

French Concession, a stock of about 36,000 tons. This stock is 
amply sufficient for 3 months, for the whole of our clientele 
consisting of buildings and private individuals for their hot 
water requirements, and for Chinese briquette factories.

We expect to continue chartering steamers and importing 
coal so as to maintain these stocks at the same level until end 
Of August.

If sale prices and the situation permit it, 
I increase these stocks during September and October so 

« C J in a position to meet the first rush orders and no.

wo shall 
as to be 

in a position to meet the first rush orders and not to be com
pelled to look for too many steamers at one time should the 
market demand become active.

A. w O- C VSA «'■>

Apart from the above stocks and clientele, we can 
supply direct the needs of Industrial firms, when our coal is 
suitable for their installations.

In general, we think that the shanghai market could 
provided for this winter, even if hostilities are net 
,ed and Chinese coal other than that of the Kalian Mining 

Administration cannot reach this city.

F ’ !
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If the Kalian Mining Administration cannot satisfy 
the entire local demand for soft coal, as is to be expected, 
the sharp decrease in duty on this kind of coal will certainly 
facilitate imports from Calcutta, Borneo, Transvaal and 
Australia (We do not think that Japan will have any available 
for export).

So far as Anthracite is concerned, coal originating 
from Hongay and small Indochinese mines should meet all 
requirements in this category«

In our opinion, the danger of insufficient supplies 
of coal is not so great as the danger of high prices should 
the majority of supplies consist of foreign coal, the fob value 
and freight of which have to be paid in £ Sterling«

On the other hand, it is to be expected that competi
tion between the various foreign coals imported to complete the 
needs of our market, will prevent importers from selling at 
prices too much in excess of their cost price, but the latter 
will be governed by the rate of exchange of the local currency, 
by the rate of freight and by the amount of customs duty to be 
paid in dollars.

We are, dear Sir,

Yours faithfully,

SOCIETE FRANÇAISE DES CHARBONNAGES DU TONKIN
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Coal Control To Be
'■ '. .-* ,t ', ' # r- ' "

Taken Over By
North China Company

(Reuters}
PEIPING, Sept. 24.—A North t 

China coal controlling society 
will be formally established In 
the latter part of this month, 
states the local Chinese press. 
The chairman Svill be a Japan- 
ese.

The purpose of this society 
is to * control the transportation 
and distribution of coal and to 
ensure the supply of cdMI to 
Japan from North , China. <



August 4, 1941 Afternoon Translation.
National Herald and Cheng Yien Pao t-

MONOPOLY QT FIREWOOD AND CH/RCQA!/ BYJAPANESE 

lhe greater part of the firewood end charcoal used in Shanghai comes from Ningpo and vicinity« Since the occupation of these areas* the transportation of firewood and charcoal is under Japanese strict control and taxee are being levied.Some time ago,; a "Firewood & Charcoal Market* was planned in Shanghai* but as the dealers re fused to co-operate, the plan was abandoned« ■■ W^the «« Japanese has organised a "Shinmln Yoke* (JHft MMT) to undertake the transportation of firewood and charcoal between Ningpc and Shanghai! it win monopolize this business in Shanghai« Beelers ¿(^privately transport firewood and charcoal from Nihgpo /dispose it through the. firm* otherwise they will be ordered to off eft 40%of each order fdr firewood and charcoal to this firm at a price of $8.00 per picul« It is said that the high price of firewood and charcoal in .Shanghai, is due mainly to the Japanese monopoly.
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Central China Daily Hews

" F3ICB OF CO J, BhIQ.UETTBS \GmIN INC?E \SEb

f

The stocks of hard arid soft coal in ^khnrhai 
are sufficient as large supplies have arrived in Shanghai^*- 
It is estimated that there are more than 35t,00Q tons'bf 
coal in the various god owns in Honckew, the Western. Dietrli 
and Psotung. This is an increase ef more than 50*8^ 
tons when compared with the stocks of last month» • 

Taking advantage of' the lighting on the 
borders of Annam and Thailand* speculating coal merchants 
would riot sell their stocks yesterday under the excuse 
that their stocks of coal dust»., the raw material usrd in w 
making coal briquettes, are running low. Hence, the 
factory prices for coal briquettes have risen from $152 to 
$1<A per ton and the retail price from $8»20 to $8.40 
per hundred catties*

Howeyer, according to information from 
Quarters concerned, the stocks of coal dust are quite 
sufficient and there is no fear of any interruption to 
the arrival of suppliep, Thus, the presets increase in 
the price of*coal briquettes was caused by absurd rumours 
spread by undesirable elements. It is, therefore,-hoped 
♦hat ‘¡he authorities concerned will cheek their activities 
and ^Ve Shanghai Municipality Machine Made Coal Briquettes 
Trade Guild will adopt effective measures*

I

||gg
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Indo-China Sup^y Due

Goal Pnces
Decline On 
Local Market

For the first time in several 
weeks, coal prices declined, on 
the local market yesterday as 
large holdings were dumped 
into the market and huge 
quantities of the fuel were ex
pected in the city from Indo
China. \r
Trading quarters stated yesterday 

that more than 300,000 Ums of coal 
are at present storaged jin local 
coal yards, this amount being suf
ficient for one and a half months' 
use.

Dealers who had large hold
ings were seen during the past 
two weeks releasing their ware 
into the market in view of 
the declining prices.

> According to dealers, the declines 
(in prices were partly due to the 
unusually warm weather in the 
city, thus causing a smaller ^de
mand for coal, and partly due to 
unexpected coal import activities, 
imports since the beginning of 
October having totaled more than 
120,000 tons.

Responsible quarters were opti
mistic that the city this winter 
would face no coal shortage, and 
most probably would see no sub-: 
stañtial increase in the price of 
coal even if cold weather set in.* 

Although condition in French' 
Indo-China is becoming increasing
ly critical, the same quarters werej 
of the opinion that barring open( 
hostilities between Siam and the 
French colony, coal. shipment to 
Shanghai would not be seriously 
affected. > ' .

Coal briquette prices, an essen
tial commodity for the city’s less 
well-to-do residents, also have 
declined slightly. Coal hongs áre 
quoting briquettes at from $140 to 
$150 ^er ton, representing a $10 
to $20 decline since the early part 
of November.

Bituminous coal is selling in 
local hongs at about $200 per ton 
and anthracite coal at about $2601 
per ton;



COAL SUPPLIES FROM THE H7AINAN MTiras. w

■ More than 1,000,000,000 tons of coal
are being kept iir the Hwainan Mining Region, which includes 
the Kowloon (A» ffc ), Tatung ( Jfi. ¿S ) , and Tungshan Coal 
Mines, and in the^ang Yao (> & rand Sincheng (M ) 
Mining Regions. This mining region is the largest ''in 
Central China. The Hwainan Coal Mining Company, which is 
controlled by the Japanese Government, has been steadily 
proceeding with its five year plan, with the result that
1,500 to 1,600 tons of coal are now being mined everyday.

The transportation of the coal has been 
by the Hwai River only, but when the river is at flood, not 
more than 300 to 400 tons of coal can be transported. In 
winter, the river is so shallow that much less coal can be 
transported, in which event Shanghai and Nanking will suffer 
a coal famine.

In view of these circumstances, the 
Hwainan Coal Mining Company has requested the Central China 
Railway Company to hasten the repairs to a section of the 
Hwainan Railway from Dien Kia Yen via Luchow
to Yu Chi Kou »514* J. When this work has been completed' 
about 1,500 to 1,600 tons of coal can be transported daily 
by the Hwainan Railway as from November 1.

On the completion of the five year plan 
it is expected that as much as 2,000,000 tons of coal can be 
transported annually and the scarcity of coal in Shanghai, 
Nanking etc. will be considerably alleviated.

A coal-yard has been constructed at Yu 
Chi Kou and will be opened at 10 a.m. (Japanese time) on 
November 3.
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Bath Houses Hit by
- .............. .... ..... .

Hffijfol ÇrflTtC
Petition Made to Chamber 
Of Commerce

The increased price of coal is now 
affecting public health because public 
bath houses numbering about 100 in 
Shanghai are in urgent need of cheap 
coal without which they may close 
business. This information is contain
ed in a petition sent by the Shanghai 
¿rath House Trade Association to the 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce in 
Shanghai, urging the latter to secure 
more coal for members of the Asso
ciation as it has been doing for 
boiled water supplying shops.

It is revealed in this petition that 
the Association has sent requests to 
civic leaders and coal mining com
panies for the supply of cheap coal 
but so far no result has been obtained. 
It is pointed out that public bath 
houses where most Chinese without 
modem equipment at home go for 
bathing, need 10 times as much coal 
as boiled water supplying shops 
where the Chinese obtain their 
drinking water.

If no cheap coal is forthcoming, 
bath house managers cannot continue 
their business and many persons will 

| be rendered jobless, it is stated. It 
I is argued that while the Shanghai 
Coal Merchants’ Association has 
decided to give 800 tons of coal to 
hot water shops monthly, bath houses 
should also receive its attention au 
they also affect the public. The 
Chpu tei is urged to negotiate with 
coal merchants so that more coal 
may be obtained by hath houses.
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High Coal Prices 
Impair Shanghai
Raw Silk Weaving

The high price of coal dur
ing the past few days forced 
most of the 376 silk weaving 
factories in Shanghai to sub- 

, stantially reduce their activi
ties.

The factories agreed among 
' each other about the percent- 
' age of reduction. So-called 

“pure’’ weaving plants cut 
down activities by 14 percent, 
while the other factories re
duced by no less than 40 per- 

‘ cent.

F H u K i jL, ft,
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February 27, 1940. Afternoon Translation.

Sin Van Pao, Ta Mei Pao, Chinese-American Daily News, Shun 
Pao, National Herald, Central China Daily News and 
Circulation Daily News :-

CHINESE CHAMBER OP COMMERCE REQUESTS S.M.C, TO NEGOTIATE 
WITH STEAMSHIP COMPANIES FOR REDUCTION O' FREIGHT OP COAL

DUST

The Chinese Chamber of Conmerce has sent 
the following letter to the Shanghai Municipal Council:" 

"As coal briquettes are the main fuel 
used by the Shanghai people, their shortage affects the 
public very much. This Chamber has negotiated with the 
Machine-Made Coal Briquette Traders* Guild, asking the 
latter to double its efforts in the production of coal 
briquettes and to reduce the price of ssne. It must be 
understood that coal dust, the raw material required for 
the making of coal briquettes, comes entirely from French 
Indo-China. About 1,000 tons per day, i.e. 30,000 tens a 

^Anonth, are transported to Shanghai from Haiphong, F cently 
'• a the freights charged by the steam navigation companies

X, increased sharply and this affected the cost of production 
of coal briquettes. This is, indeed, an obstacle to efforts 
to reduce the price of coal briquettes. The Chinese 
Chamber of Commerce and the Machine-Made Coal Briquette 
Traders* Guild agree that the sole solution is to ask the 
S Ji.C, to hold a meeting with the steam navigation companies 
to negotiate a reduction in freight for the transportation 
of coal dust, so that coal briquette factories may have a 
chance to double their efforts to produce and sell at a 
cheaper price. As this is a matter of public welfare, we 
are sure that the Council will agree to this suggestion.*
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February 29, 1940» Afternoon Translation.

Chinese-American Daily News, Ta Mei Pao, Shun Pao, Sin Wan Pao, 
National Herald »-

DECISIONS aT YESTERDAY'S MEETING OF FUEL TRADE GUILDS

A joint meeting of representatives of the 
various fuel trade guilds was held yesterday, at which the 
following decisions were reached »-
1) That delivery against godo./n orders be conducted from 

March 1 up to March 15.
2) That a Committee for the cheap sale of coal briquettes

be established and that the following persons be appointed 
as committee members *-
a) Yu Ya-ching, Ling Kong-hou, Hsu Chi-chin and Yen Ngau-

A sun as representatives of the Chinese Chamber of
Commerce.

b) Wei Chih-ta, Pao Cheh-hsiang and Loh Chi-seng as 
representatives of the Coal Trade Guild.

o) Chen Tsui-fang, Chien Yao-nan, Yeu Tsung-hsin, Ho Tse- 
kuo and Han Pu-hao as representatives of the Coal 
Briquettes Trade Guild.

d) Ni Poh-tsai, Wang Chu-seng, Chow Changptsung and 12 
others as representatives of the Firewood and Charcoal 
Trade Guild.

3) That no issue of fresh godown orders be made.
The above decisions were passed and unanimously 

agreed upon by the Coal Trade Guild. The Coal Briquette 
Cheap Sale Committee has decided to hold a meeting at the 
Bankers* Club on Hongkong Road at 4 p.m. to-day to decide 
places and procedure for the cheap sale of coal briquettes.
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$200 A Ton For Freight

Prices Of Coal In Shanghai
Not Expected To Decline

Despite the scheduled arrival of huge quantities of coal from India 
! and French Indo-China, local fuel traders predicted yesterday that the 
prices of imported coal, now soaring beyond $250 per ton, were not ex
pected to decline.

Traders pointed out that in view of the fact that freight charges 
alone cost importers of Indian coal $200 per ton, retail prices of the 
fuel would remain essentially the same with the arrival Gf the new 

■ shipments.
It was asserted that arrivals of! experincSd would ease considerably 

imported coal continued to be in 
large quantities during the past two 
months although the price kept on that the previous petition of the 
climbing.

Customs reports for January, 
it was stated, revealed that 
208,852 tons of coal arrived in

1 Shanghai The imports were 
valued at $3,446,396, the ma
jority of them having been 
shipped here from Japanese 
ports.

in the near future.
Reports were received yesterday

City Chamber of Commerce for 
approval for the shipment of 30,000 
piculs of charcoal from thé east 

: Chekiang area to Shanghai had 
| been granted by the Chekiang Pro
vincial Government.

Mere Coal Due Here

Local trading reports stated yes^ 
terday that about 100,000 tons or 
anthracite and bituminous coal had; 
been ordered by local dealers from' 
india and French mdo-China and, 
that they were expected to arrive^ 
here before the middle of the ; 
month.

Meanwhile, the general situation1 
in the local fuel market was re
ported to have shown a noticeable 

| improvement following brisk un
loading by heders of stocks, 
view of these developments it was 

j expected that the tension recently

'Sales Continued

Cheap sales of coal briquettes 
continued yesterday with 26 shops 
participating. The amount sold 
yesterday, as on previous days, was 
1,000 piculs and buyers were re-: 
stricted to purchase 20 cents’ worth 
each.

The briquettes thus sold is sup
plied by 14 members of the local 
Machine Made Coal Briquette 
Manufacturers’ Guild who have 
jointly consented to appropriate 
20,000 piculs for the purpose.

Officials in charge of the sales 
stated yesterday that if the sales 
proved successful when the entire 
amount had been exhausted, more J 
supplies were said to be available. |

P
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Ste Fse. des Charbonnages du Tonkin 
at Hongay (French Indochina)

HONGAY

ANTHRACITE 1|
I COAL

For Arcola, Junkers, etc. :

NUTS....................$130
For Salamanders, Stoves and all heating apparatus :

Bcobbles i; ?. $i|R
LARGE NUTS. . $140

per metric ton delivered

For the needs of our foreign clientele and for orders
of 1 ton only

CASH WITH ORDER

Sole Agents:

HONGAY SALES, LTD.
(French Company)

668 Szechuen Road Telephone 1 3042
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Coal Situation in Shanghai
Has Gloomy Outlook

High Shipping Rates Responsible for Abnormal 
Soaring Cost ; Little Profit to Dealers

produced in China, 
Before the Sino-Japanese war 

started in the summer of 1937, local 
coal merchants were selling their 
commodity for $16 a ton and were 

i making more money out of the coal 
business than they are today. This 

i may sound preposterous to irate con
sumers who are faced with the alter
native of forking out the high price 

, demanded for coal today or hibernat- 
• ing for the winter, but it is true. In 
I fact some local dealers are consider- 
| ing deserting the coal trade for the 
comparatively more secure and 

¡lucrative business of selling lawn 
I mowers to the Eskimos.
I Most of the coal consumed in Shang- 
i hai today is Calcutta coal. This coal, 
on the docks at Calcutta, costs im- 

j porters about $36.50 a ton, yet when 
| it is landed in Shanghai it has reached 
I the amazing price of $212 a ton, not 
including the dealer’s profit. The 
answer is obvious; the high cost of
freighting the coal from India to 
Shanghai is responsible for-the terrific 
price demanded here. Ironically en
ough China is capable of producing 
enough coal to fill the demands of 
practically the entire Far East, but 
what little coal is being produced in 
this country now is practically com
pletely monopolized by the Japanese.

Drought In Japan
The continuous drought in Japan 

j which has paralyzed the Japanese 
hydro-electric system has created an 

* enormous demand for fuel to operate 
■ the power plants. Japanese mines, 
producing only a little over 40,000,000 
tons of coal each year, cannot meet 
this demand and consequently the 
country is forced to import coal. 
Practically all the coal mined in the 
Japanese occupied areas in China is 
shipped direct to Japan, with a limited 
quantity being shipped to Shanghai 
by the Kailan Mining Administration. 
Thlr coal has been rationed out most 
fairly amcAg the old customers of the 
K.MLA. and at a reasonable price.

Even the coal which Japan obtains 
from China cannot fulfill thfhcountry’s 
needs, however, and she is. also forced 
to turn to Indian markets for the fuel. 
Most of the mines which are fit Japan
ese controlled territory in China have? 
been destroyed, railways which 
formerly carried the mineralfrom the,; 
mines to the coast have been torn 
up, and what little coal can be mined 
after makeshift repairs goes to feed 
the railway engines of the Japanes^ 
military trains. Ironically enough, 
Japan was able tb Import more coal 
from China before the war started? 
tyanzshe Js today.

SPECIAL TO THE “N.C.D.N.”

SHANGHAI is in a bad way at present as far as coal is concern
ed, with that precious commodity selling on the market at 

the unbelievable price of $220 a ton. And the future holds no 
relief in sight, as the price of coal is climbing steadily from week 
to week. Now, don’t heap mental abuse on your much-berated 
local coal dealer ; the fault does not lie with him, for as 'a matter 
of fact the high cost of coal is playing havoc with his business. 
An investigation into the cause of the Shanghai coal famine by 
the ‘‘North-China Daily News” has brought to light the following 
factors which contribute to the present coal crisis, namely: the 
war in China, the drought in Japan and the resultant failure of 
the Japanese hydro-electric plants, Japanese monopoly of coal

and the European war.

War In Europe
The war in Europe contributes to 

the high price of coal in Shanghai in 
that the war caused a world-wide 
increase in shipping rates. Beforte 
September 3 the price of Indian coal, 
landed in Shanghai, was roughly $64 a 
ton. At that time the time charter 
rate of shipping was dine shillings a 
dead-weight ton but now that rate 
has risen to 22 shillings and added to 
the fact that it takes about 50 days to 
make a round trip from Shanghai to 
Calcutta the freight price on one tom 
of coal has increased to the present 
abnormal figure of $145.

The coal actually costs about $36.50 
! a ton in Calcutta and this, added to 
I the $145 required for freighting each 
I ton of coal, plus $6.50 importer’s com* 
j mission, $6 customs duty in Shanghai, 
. $3.50 landing charge, $8 lost weight 
and $6 delivery charge makes a ton
of coal cost the dealer $212, delivered 
to his coal yard. Of course the coal 
dealer is not in the business entirely 
for his health and he tacks on about 
5 per cent, for his modest share, which 
brings the total to over $220, the sum 
the consumer has to pay for coal 
when it finally reaches him.

But it will not remain long at this 
price. It is significant to note that 
during the Great War shipping rates 

I rose as high as 52 shillings a dead- 
i weight ton, which is over twice as 
high as the present figure of 22 
shillings, and shipping men believe 
that rates will climb as high as they 
were during the last war.

If the war in China ceased, the 
price of coal, in time, would have a 
substantial decline because the short 
distance over which the coal would 
be freighted would have a negative 
effect on the shipping rate. For 
example, it takes 50 days to bring a 
cargo of coal from Calcutta to Shang
hai but a cargo from some China port, 
such as Tsingtao, could reach Shang
hai in three days. Even if the China 
war did come to a halt, experts figure 
that it would take fully a year before 
sufficient coal could be brought to 
Shanghai to remedy the situation.

The type of coal which has been 
up to now is gpft coal. 

Anthracite, or hard coal, is being 
imported to Shanghai from Indo-China 
and is selling on the local market for 
$180 a ton. Coal dealers predict that 
the price of hard coal will reach the 
name heights as that of soft coal ini a 
few months as it Is doubtful whether 
or not Indo-China can continue to 
meet Shanghai demands.

Inspite of the high cost there has 
;bsen a terrific demand for soft coal in 
Shanghai. Practically every factory 
in Shanghai is equipped to burn only 
soft coal and as long as industry keeps 
booming there will be a demand for 
fuel. Biggest consumer of coal in 
Shanghai is the Shanghai Power 
Company, whose power plants eat up 
almost 700,000 tons of coal each year. 
By agreement with the K.M.A. the 
power company obtains 300,000 tons 
from that firm at something like $46 a 
ton, but the balance, almost 400,000 
tons, must be obtained elsewhere at 
local market prices. The S.P.C. has 
contracted for coal up to June of this 
year, but if the price rises higher after 
that period, the rates for bulk power 
supply will necessarily increase also.

As far as local merchants are con
cerned, dealing in icoal these days is 
a risky business, and the dealer has 
to take all of that risk. A dealer has
to advance about $800,000 to order a 
shipload of coal from Calcutta. 
Naturally it takes time to place the 
order and charter a ship and by the 
time the coal is on its way to Shang
hai, hostilities in China may cease, 
thus causing a sudden psychological 
drop in the price of the commodity, 
and the dealer would have to sell out 
at a loss.

Things Look Black

Indeed, things continue to look black 
in the coal industry, and that’s no 
pun either. At least as long as the 
Calcutta market remains open Shang
hai will be able to get coal, whatever 
the price, but it will be recalled that 
during the Great War there was a 
government ban on the export of coal 
from India. The price of coal in 
India has not increased much since 
the War began, but there have been 
no demands upon Indian industry 
similar to those of the Great War, and 
if there should be a ¿all for India to 
expand' her manufacturing facilities, 
it might result in the shutting off of 
India as a source of coal. Even now, 
local coal merchants are studying 
ways and means of importing coal 
from the United States at a price 
which would meet the present cost 
of Calcutta coal.

There is a certain bitter irony about 
importing coal to China when one 
realizes the amazing mineral wealth 
of this country. In certain provinces 
railwayi^ate laid on beds of coal 
while in others wholes stretches of 
highwaysare ci^t through seams of 
coal and the excess material thrown 
up in piles for miles along the road, 
to lie untouched. Truly u case of 
carryM c0»1« Newcast^ ..^ _)
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Coal Prices In Shanghai May Climb Above 
Record High Reached During World War

' Coil prices may soar beyond the 
$350-per-ton mark, the record high 

(reached during the last World 
War, in the near future if the 
existing rate of increases keeps its 
present pace, a leading coal dealer 
told The China Press yesterday. 
He revealed that the city was facing 
the most acute shortage since the 
1914 hostilities. '

From quotations which range 
from $100 to $110 per ton obtained 
about three months ago, soft coal 
has gone up to nearly $180 per ton 
during the Chinese New Year holi
days. Since nd improvement in the 
market condition was in sight, the 
prices were expected to reach beyond 

I $200 per ton within the next few 
weeks.

Even coal briquettes, coal general
ly used by the small eating places 
and In workingmen’s homes, were 
quoted at as high as $100 per ton, 
Similar increases had been noted in 
the prices of anthracite during the 
past three months, the present 
quoations having been set at about 
$140 per ton of liongay Coal.

Cause Cited
Causes responsible for the in

creases in prices were listed as 
follow:

1. Shantung and Keelung coal, 
formerly supplying about 20 per 
cent of the city’s needs, having 
been diverted to Japan due to an 
acute shortage there.

2. Mounting freight charges as 
the number of bottoms available for 
shipments of coal to Shanghai 
diminishes due to war conditions in 
Europe and Asia.

3. Shortage of coal in India, 
whose production having been 
diverted Europe to supply the fuel 
requirements of the Allied Powers.

4. Phenomenal declines in the ex
change value of the Chinese dollar.

Shortage Predicted
Immediately before the outbreak 

of the European Ay ar, when Indian 
I coal could« still be obtained at 
(about $50 per ton in Shanghai, 
.the coal dealer stated, the present

shortage was predicted but no 
attempt was made by responsible 
quarters here to ■ check what was 
generally considered inevitable.

While little doubt was expressed 
that the shortage was due partly 
to war conditions all over the world 
and to the drop in the exchange 
value of the Chinese dollar, the 
principal cause of the present state 
of affairs was said to be due to 
the shortage in Japan which in late 
months had been draining on the 
production of Formosa as well as 
Shantung.

g It was pointed out that however 
short shipping facilities might be 
the present shortage here would net 

j obtain if shipments from ' North 
China and Formosa continued to 
reach Shanghai at the former rate. 
Coal from those areas was consider
ed more fit. for the Shanghai market 
since their prices were compara
tively lower than supplies from 
abroad.

Many Ships Chartered

Regarding shipping facilities, the 
dealer revealed that some large 
consumers had been forced to 
charter more vessels for their own 
use in order to bring their required 
supplies to Shanghai from the pro
duction areas, especially from 
abroad.

Asked whether the coal con-
• sumption here would . diminish as 
the winter months come to a close, 
the dealer stated that the amount 

. act «tally required here remained
• essentially the same each month of 
the year.

While it is true that with the 
return of spring and summer, houses 
no longer need to be heated, it was 
stated, the amount of fuel- required 
in the production of power and! 
other uses increased in about the 
same proportion. The monthly coal 
requirement here, he said, amounts 
to about 80,000 tons in all.

Of this amount, the Kalian 
Mining Administration supplied 
about half, shipping it from their 
own mines in the North on their J 
chartered bottoms. The other; 
million tons were brought here by I 
large coal users including the 
Shanghai Power Company and by 
ether distributors.
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S.M.C Asked to 
Curb Coal Prices

Freight Reduction Stated 
To Be First Necessity in 
Letter to Council

The Shanghai Municipal Council 
has not# been officially appt cached 
by the Chinese Chamber of Commerce 
here for reducing the price of coal 
which affects prices of many other 
commodities. A letter has been for
warded to the Council by the Cham
ber in which the former is asked to 
hold a meeting of managers of ship
ping firms with a view to first reduc
ing the freight of coal.

Inquiries at the Chinese Chamber 
revealed yesterday that the letter had 
not yet brought any reply but it was 
said that the business was an urgent 
one. A Chamber official stated that 
his organization could not tackle with 
the problem primarily for the reason 
that all shipping firms here are 
foreign-owned.

In the Chamber’s letter, it is ex
plained that the raw material needed 
for making coal balls used by every 
Chinese family here for cooking comes 
from mines in Annam. Shanghai 
needs about 1,000 tons of such coal 
daily. The coal has been transported 
here via Haiphong by boats. Since 
the freight has been increased the 
price of coal is also affected.

As a result of repeated* negotiations 
between the Chamber and coal 
merchants, it has been decided that 
the Council should be petitioned for 
holding a meeting with shipping 
interests for reducing the transporta
tion fee. By doing so, it is stated, 
coal ball manufacturers here may be 
able to produce more goods cheaper.
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I NOTICE

Due to reduced productions and j 
lack of stock, we regret to inform f 
our patrons that as from this date ‘ 
we are unable to supply as nsual 
and that coke shall only be available | 
for those under contract.

SHANGHAI COKE COMPANY 
715 Yu Ya Ching Road.

Shanghai.
TOHt



February» 21» 1940. Afternoon Translation

Ta Mei Wan Pao of February 20

Two Coal Hongs In Settlement Found To Be Hoarding

It has been ascertained that a certain big 
coal company on Kiangse Road is hoarding sane 5,000 to 6,000 

y*- tons of coal dust at each of its two yards in Pootung and on 
this side of tfcfWhengpot River, This ooal dust Is ufied in the 

> manufacture of coal briquettes. Another large co<*l‘5jo^g 
with offices in the International Dispensary Building is 
likewise hoarding in its yard in Pootung several thousand 
tons of raw materials for the manufacture of coal briquettes. 
Mr. Yu Ya~chlng has requested all these canpanies to l #11 
out their stocks at reduced prices.



February, 21, 1940. Afternoon Translation

Ta Mei Tao t-
SHORTAGE OP COAL IK SHANGHAI DUE TO JAPANESE CONTROL

Owing to the shortage of coal» the Japanese military authorities are enforcing a control of coal» It is said that all Japanese commercial concerns hare been ordered not to transport coal from the occupied areas into the Foreign Settlements in Shanghai and that offender- will be liable to heavy punishments»It is learned that all the coal yards located V* outside the Foreign Settlements have been instructed to hand over their coal to the Japanese army» If the Japanese army has a surplus from their requirements, it will sell a portion to the Japanese commercial and industrial concerns and only when the Japanese oommercial concerns have a surplus* may the residents of the Foreign Settlements hope to share in the supplies» According to another report* the Japanese army on Monday detained 500 tons of coal valued at $70,000 destined for the Foreign Settlements«At present the coal dumped at a certain Japanese company has reached a height of 30 feet. This coal will be for the sole use of the Japanese army.



February IS* 1940. Morning Translation.

"r

National Herald* Chinese-American Daily News* Sin Wan Pao 
Shun PaoI

OPEN LETTER ISSUED BY CITIZENS’ FEDERATION

I

The Shanghai First Special District Citizens’ 
Federation yesterday issued the following letter to the 
Nee Tai Shing & Co. (jfc A. ) and six other coal briquette 
factories:- uc-m

"According to a notice published In newspapers by 
your factories* more than 20*000 tons of coal briquettes 
ordered have not yet been called for and the concerns 
making such orders are requested to take delivery of 

2/ as soon as possible.
"This evidently shows that certain persons 

profiteering by hoarding such coal briquettes. We 
respect your action in urging the delivery of goods* 
consideration for the livelihood of the people«

"Lest the livelihood of the people should be 
seriously affected in view of the considerable rise in the 
price of coal supplies* we hereby request your factories to 
urge your clients to deliver the goods at an appointed date, 
and if they fail to do so* the goods should be sold at the 
cost price* after which the deposits paid by your clients 
should be refunded."

them

are 
deeply 
out of

f

i

■



February 26, 1940. .afternoon Translation.

Sin Wan J?ao publishes the following article to-day ?-

G0D0W WARRANTS
A liquidation of the godown warrants for 

coal briquettes has now brought about a reduction in the 
price of such goods. It is due to the increase in the number 
ofk^godown warrants that the price of rice has become 
su^rri singly high. There are many warrants for rice stored 

godowns. It is to be hoped that the authorities will
> take rigid measures to press holders of such Warrants to 

dispose of their stocks at the price limit. This action will 
naturally bring about a reduction in the price of rice*



NORTH-CHINA DAILY NEWS»

MAR 221940

NOTICE
./ , 1 
r Notice is hereby given that the! 
^Syndicate Constituted by O. S. Lieu 4 
and the Kailan Mining Administration! 
for the operation of the Kailan SalesJ 
Agehcy and the Kailan Wharf Agency| 
having been dissolved as at December? 
21, 1939, all persons having claims! 
against either Agency or the Syng 
dicate must present them at or before! 
12 noon, April 11, 1940 at the Liquidaf 
tion Office of the Syndicate (Roomf 
324A, 12 The Bund) otherwise the!

I will not be admitted.

Shanghai, March 20, 1940.
11813
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Hot Water Shops Hit By | 
Coal Situation

Chinese Newspapers Urge 
Action By Authorities

Chinese press reports and com
ments strongly urge that 1 foreign 
authorities in Shanghai should im
mediately take appropriate actions to 
cope with the extremely serious situa
tion existing in the coal market.

It is stated that the increase of 
prices of coal has affected prices of 
numerous other commodities and 
businesses, its immediate bad effect 
being felt by several hundred boiled 
water supplying shops in foreign 
areas where the Chinese in general 
obtain their daily quota of drinking 
water. Some public-spirited coal shop 
managers sold small quantities of 
coal to these small shops. Many such 
shops, which were recently forced to 
close business, were reported to be 

I reopening for business but it was 
¡said that it was apparent that the 
: supply of coal was too limited to keep 
their business going.

One report points out there is 
I ample ready stocks of coal in Shang- 
’ bai. There are about 520,000 tons of 
; coal stored in various godowns here 
including 60,000 tons of coal especial
ly for making coal balls for cooking 
purposes. The Settlement authorities 
are urged to negotiate with coal firms 
requiring them to sell their cargo.

Definite signs of hoarding were 
noticed in an advertisement published 
.by several coal ball manufacturing 
factories asking their customers to 
remove the big quantities of cargo 
they bought some time ago. It was 
pointed out that should they fail to 
take out their coal balls business 
^contracts would ’be nullified and 
nr,on® returned. One commentator 
pointed out that about 20,000 tons 
of coal balls were thus bought by 
hoarding customers awaiting high 
prices. .
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COAL PRICES SULL 
CAUSING ALARM

Hot Water Shops Hard 
Hit By Increases 

This Winter
Fantastic coal prices are virtually, 

i creating a panic among local peo- 
(ple who are connected directly or 
indirectly with the use of that 
essential material.

One of the first trades affected 
by the high price is the coastal 
shipping business. To cover the 
increased cost of operation on the 
part of ship companies, a drastic 
rise in interport freight rates was 

: said to be imminent. In fact, the 
overseas freight rates have already 
been increased, which was one con
tributing factor to the present 
runaway coal prices. As the coal 
output in North China is now very 
limited, Shanghai must depend for 
its coal supply upon foreign im
poration. In other words, local 

I coal prices are at the mercy of 
foreign exchange and overseas 
freight rates.

The worst victims of the abnormal 
coal prices are the locol hot .water 
shops, which provide Shanghai’s 
masses with hot or boiled water. 
Out of the 300-odd shops, over 200 
have been forced to close their 
business through the hopeless 
situation. These shut-downs, how
ever, succeeded in reviving busi
ness yesterday, after the three 
leading coal trusts agreed to supply 
the trade with 600 tons of slack 

j coal, valued at $17(1 a ton, at the 
special co-openative price of $98 
a ton. This amount, however, will 
only last a week or so, so that the 
hot-Water trade is still feeling deep 
concern over the future.

It is now believed that drastic 
increases in the rates of electricity, 
gas, etc. will be a matter of time, 
and price advances in restaurants I 
and bathing-houses, are also in
evitable. Total stores of coal for 
Shanghai are estimated to be around 
510,000 tons. Figuring the normal 
daily consumption at 2,800 tons, 
there should be no cause for alarm.

Meanwhile, coal prices continued j 
to soar every hour, with briquet
tes selling at the astounding high I 
of $6.80 per 100 catties yesterday.;1 
General sentiment looks for a much 
higher^level than the present rate 
cf $210 per ton for Kailan lumps, 
although this is already a threefold 
increase as compared to the price 
of $70 per ton only three months | 
ago. Kailan lumps sold for only ' 
$12 a ton in 1937.

I
I

I 
1



CHINA PRESS.

Price Of Soft 
Coal Reaches 
$280 Per Ton

Gloom pervaded the view
sprint of soft coal dealers here 
yesterday with announcement 
that Calcutta ' bituminous had 
shot up $60 in a week to $280 
a*  ton and was praçlically im- 
possible to get at that.

* By a Japanese law of several, 
months back, this fuel cannot be 
sold to foreign firms unless there is 
a surplus—which it seems, there 
never

The Hongay hard coal dealers 
I were more cheerful, boasting 

that their Indo-Chlna product 
had held the comparatively 
steady level of from $130 and 

, $140 a ton throughout the first
two weeks of February.

The future of both hard and soft 
i varieties of the fuel depended on 
two factors: exchange of the Chin
ese dollar and freight rates, it was 
stated. -

The first wa?s showing definite 
tendencies cf slipping -and the 
second, of going up.

In a period of two months the! 
rate per * ton from Calcutta to I 
Shanghai had advanced from $30 to I 
$18Q. Similar rates from Hongay 
a Shanghai have advanced from 

about $15 to $80 per ton duting 
the course of the present European 
war.

The outlook for Shanghai In
dustry was definitely pessimistic. 
A well-known dealer yesterday 
foreboded the shutting down of 
several factories and did not 
at all discount a prediction 
made in the pages of The 
China Press several days ago 
that coal would continue its ; 
advance from $280 to $550 a ton. 
Hongay officials granted that 
the local soft coal situation was 
bad but insisted their own posi
tion was ‘‘quite normal.”

In the meantime veritable moun
tains of coal have been observed 
recently lying along the wharves of 
the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha. Inquiry 
yesterday revealed ¿hat much of 
this is destined for consumption in 
Japanese warships with the rest 
going to Japanese firms both here 
and throughout the Yangtse River 
valley. |
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Foreign Coal To Help Out 
Japanese^Shortage

Cabinet Decides On An Emergency Measure In View 
Of Difficulties; Industrialists To Give 

Their Fullest Possible'Support
TOKYO, Jan. 26.— Importation of 

foreign coal will be allowed as an 
emergency measure to remedy the 
shortage ct coal and electric power, 
it was decided by the Cabinet on 
Tuesday.

It was also announced that the 
authorities would pastpens, for the 
present the invocation of compul- 

: scry measures, as coal producers, 
after léngthy deliberations with the 
Commerce and Industry Minister, 

;have agreed to increase their de
liveries to electric power plants.

This-policy was established- by the 
¡Cabinet after three successive meet
ings on Monday and Tuesday, as 
Premier Yonai had requested his 
colleagues to discuss measures for 
alleviating the coal shortage imme- 

; diately, prior to the examination 
cf all other impending questions.

Co-operation Secured
Meanwhile, the Commerce Min- 

| ister had been negotiating with the 
representatives of the Mitsui and 
the Mitsubishi interests, as their 
support was deemed indispensable 
for the success of the emergency 
measures planned by the Govern* 
ment. That support was granted and 
the Government was able to shelve 
compulsory measures which it had 
threatened to take under the Elec? 
trie Power Regulation Ordinance 

: voted last year by the Diet. * ■ 
? “For the first time in my ; life, I 
have humbly bowed in. solicitation/* 
Mr. Ginjiro Fujiwara, Commerce 
Minister and powerful “paper king ’ 
declared to the press. “By this ges
ture, I have secured full uncondi- 

i tional support of the coal pro
ducers.’* he added.

i It was understood - that 160,000 
tons stocked in different parts of 
Japan Would be made available 
by the owners, while 100,000 tons 
would be impohed from Tsingiao, 
Formera, Sakhalin and Manchou- 
kuo. This would make up for thé 
shortage of January and February, 
while the rainy season, beginning 
in March, would give more hydro-, 
electric power. . .

import Permits
As for the imports of foreign 

côal, which would supplement imp
ports from Japan’s possessions on 
the continent, necessary permits 
would be given by the Finance 
Minister according to the regula
tions of the exchange control.

All these measures have been 
supplemented by provisional/ dras
tic steps to offset thé shortage of 
coal to thé electric power genera

ting industry. The “Kokumin” re- * 
ports that large consumers of 
power were requested to appear at 
the Metropolitan Police Board on 
Sunday, to be informed of a 

■plan to institute one or two full 
¡holidays before the end of this Î 
; month,

Under this plan, ordinary indus
tries Will close down for two days 1 
and munitions, industries for one 
day.

! • These measures have been found 
necessary as restrictions which had 

! been decided in the amount of 
' electricity to be used by large con
i' sumers had not been observed, ac- 
' cording to the statement of Mr. 
i Jiro Masuda, President of the Japan 
I Electric Generating and Transmis
sion Company, in the “Asahi?*

Restrictions Fixed
The restrictions had been fixed 

at 10 per cent, in the Kwansai 
(Osaka and region), up to January 
14, When it was increased to 28 

'per cent, and at 10 per cent, in the 
Kwanto (Tokyo and region) up to ; 
January 16 when it was increased 
to 20 per cent.

The delicate situation inherited 
from the preceding cabinet in this F 
mhtter will thus be satisfactorily 
remedied, it is believed. That situa
tion may be judged by the fact that,. ; 
due to Shortage of electric power, 
several* large factories in the Kwan- 

» sai. had been forced to close down Ï in the middle of thio * month, in
i’ eluding the Dai Nippon Cotton 
¡Spanning Company, the plant of the j.
Takede Pharmaceutical Company 

j and a factory of the Itami Carpet ; 
: Weaving Company, while several . 
power stations in the Ndgoya region t 
have also ceased work—Hayas, |
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| Coal Price Increases
The price of Hongkee coal in* 

creased to the record high of $130 
per ton while the price for coal 
balls used by Chinese households 
increased to $78 per ton or $4 per 
picul, according to well-informed 
business circles.

■4 * »
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Coal Dearer
[Increase In
I Freight Said 

Hiking Prices
Coal, hard and soft, will ad- 

. vance in price considerably here 
in the near future in the view 
of big local dealers. This 
situation, they say, is coming 
about largely because of higher 
freight rates and not due to any 
particular shortage of present 
stocks.

[ Hard coal at present fetches ^lOfr 
a ton at the cheapest Shanghai 
dealers. It is expected to advance; 
to a round $126, a price at which; 
settle merchants are even now sell-1 
Ing. Soft coal from North China' 
brings $40 a ton now, an increase 
of $6 ever last month's price. Soft;

I coal from India sells locally for' 
; $112 a ton.

Higher freight rates from mining^ 
center? are given by most dealers 
as the excuse for the jump in; 
prices. Another reason is the drop 
in the value of the Chinese dollar.

Freightage Soars

Freight rates from Indo
China have increased from 
about $20 a ton in August to 
$32 today. A North China com
pany reported yesterday that it | 
had been able to keep prices to j 
a minimum because many of f 
its ships were on a charter basis 
when the European war started. 
Three of them, however, were , 
taken from the firm last month 
for war service and vessels 
chartered in their place cost | 
more.

As long as the remaining I 
early charters hold out the com
pany can furnish Shanghai with 
$40 a ton soft coal. When new 
ships replace them the price will 
automatically advance.

An interesting feature of the 
situation is that coal consumption 
in the city has remained almost 
normal, according to all dealers. 
This fact holds true of both the 
high grade coal and briquettes used 
by the poorer portions of the 
population. The phenomenon may 
be attributed partly to the increas
ed number of dwellings, residences 
and industrial buildings constructed 
during the past few months.

K.M.A. Imports .

The Kailan Mining Administra
tion expects to increase its Déc-: 
ember imports to Shanghai by 
10,000 tons over the November; 
figure. Most of this however, will; 
go to local factories which even: 
with this addition aré reported to; 
fear a shortage some time this; 
winter.

There was a diversity of opinion 
among coil dealers yesterday as to 
the reason for the freight ratè in-, 
creases. The natural advance ihj 
prices brought on by war was the] 
most outstanding cause suggested,’ 

'although all admitted, that there 
are plenty of steamers in the Far 
East.

One importer of hard coal declar
ed that some of the ships he 
chartered formerly were getting 
better rates now for carrying 
Saigon rice, and coah merchants? 
were consequently forced to in- ' 
crease their offers • !
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Shanghai imports 
Of ¡¡foreign Coal

Show Increases
Imports of foreign coal of late 

weeks have increased, relieving 
Shanghai of the threat of codl 
shortage in the near future the 
Jocgl Chinese Coal' taerchanh 
Guild reports.

Local importations of foreign 
«h ; W±h in S2Ptember amount- 
Î? torr17H£Ll?etric tons valued 

had decreased 
99,066 metric 

. 594,666.

'oal^which in Ssptember amount- 
at G.U. 1,199,000, ] 
last month to only 
tons valued at G.U.



$500,000 OF
COAL STOLE»
City-Wide Ring Exposed^ 
As_‘Fence’ Races Court

Ikailan, power company,
MBK AMONG BIG VICTIMS

OF COAL-THIEF RACKET

Sensational Exposures Expected
Coal theft# to the value of over $500,000 have been. 

Carried out in Shanghai in the past few months and it 
has not been until today that one single member of a 
remarkable racket gang could be brought to court. 
Today an alleged receiver faced the Second Special District 
Court.

Firms which have been victimized by this ring are the 
Kailan Mining Administration. Shanghai Power Company,
Mitsui Bussan Kaisha (famous for 
its own robberies of eggs from 
American and British firms), Nee 
Tai Shing Coal Hong and one or 
two smaller concerns importing 
coal into Shanghai.

Stolen Coal Sold
Altogether eight suspects have 

so far been rounded-up; but seven 
cf them are believed to besmah 
fry. concerned only with the 
actual thefts of coal from various 
places, and not with the distrlbu- 
tian of the stolen article. 'JCcT less 
than 8000 tons of coal have been 
stolen in the past few months '. . 
and distributed again for sale in 
Shanghai.

Police investigations in the 
situation began tightening around 
leaders of a city-wide, racket be
lieved to be supported by sonie 
powerful influence, following 
the arrest of the eight; men, 
one of them believed to be a re
ceiver of the stolen coal property. 
The receiver, Shu Wei-nan, was 
brought up before the Second 
Special District Court this mom- 

1 ing by the Customs River Police, 
: and was remanded in custody 
pending further police investiga
tions which are expected to lead 
J to wholesale arrests of members 
linked in the racket within the 
¡next few gays.



Retail Shops
The Shanghai Evening Post first 

learned of the case in August, 
when information was obtained 
on the manner in which the stolen 
coal was being sold by receivers 
to various Chinese and foreign re
tail coal shops in all parts of the; 
city, including the French Con-’ 
cession, Shanghai Special Muni-| 
cipality areas, and the Interna
tional Settlement.

During the past six months! 
prices “marked” by the receivers 
for selling the stolen coal have 
been from $20 per .ton for cheaper 
quality coal and up to $50 per 
ton for superior grades, while 
retail shops who took the stolen 
coal continued to maintain sell
ing prices around $100 per ton.

i *Good Prospects
Police investigations in the 

I situation have taken a long time, 
* and search is still being made for 

leaders of the racket. The arrest 
of the eight suspects by the police 
are believed to hold good prospects 
for early elimination of the illegal ; 
practices employed against the j 
coal importers.

An official of the Kalian Mining 
Administration, interviewed by a 
member of the Evening Post, de
clared^ thatitwas almost impos
sible to estimate the quantity of- 
£oal stolen from the company 
jirithin the nast few months.

Big Imports?
i He pointed out that the estimat- 5 
fed total of coal imported into ; 
Shanghai each month is just a 
fittle under 2CÙ.OOO tons. Of this 
total the KM A receives close te 
90 000 tons monthly, importine 
Solely from its mines in Worth 
China.
\ Next highest quantity shipped 
foto Shanghai is that of the Power 
Company, with approximately 50.- 
000 tons each month. The Mitsui 
Bussan Kaisha imports various 
kinds of coal from Japan. Keelung 
and Indd-China, totalling, month
ly, nearly 30,090 tons, while the 
Wee Tài Shing Coal Hong imports 
20,000 tons of coal from North and 
South China. About. 10,000 tons 
mote are purchased by smaller 
enterprises.

Steady Losses
it was disclosed to the Evening 

Post that approximately 1300 tons 
of coal haVe been stolen eàch 
month from the importing hongs 
since last May. Of this amount, 
it was further learned, the KMA 
has suffered monthly losses 
averaging 400 tons, Shanghai 
PoWer Company 200 tons, MBK 
300 <tons, arid the Nee‘Tai Shing 
Óoal Hong and smaller firms, a 
combined total of 400 tons.

„ Methods followed by those res- 
nonriblc for the coal, thefts were 
bared during investigations carried 
out by police, arid revealed con
siderable « daring on the part of 
the criminals.

. ** Methods Of Thieves
Following arrival of a coal-ship, 

listtally carrying 4000 tons of coal, 
rieariy the entire cargo of coal is 
loaded foto lighters and taken 
front various points of the river 
to the Shanghai side of the water
front.
"Advantage is taken by the coal- 

robbets while the lighters are 
berthed during the night, when 
they succeed in “helping théfo- 
selves” to as much coal from the 
moored lighters as their small 
junks and other craft will hold. 
After this the marauders retreat 
tè the Vang-ching Creek, situated 
close to Holt’s Wharf on .thè Sho
tting side, and under jurisdiction 
tff the Shanghai Special Muni- 
dfoàllty.

Power Company
The Shanghai Power Company, 

the investigations disclosed, is a 
nfore open “target’* for the efforts, 
of the coal-thieves as a result of 
the large supplies of coal which 
remain in barges, berthed along
side thé company’s Riverside plant 
in Yangtzepoo for some time be
fore being unloaded.

• In numerous cases where in
vestigations were made following 
coal thefts from the importing 
hongs and the SPG, clues indicat
ed that the robbers belonged to 
the same invariably took the 
stolen property up Yang-ching 
Creek.

Distribution
The interesting phase to the 

Wide-Scale coal thefts, and the 
part which has led the authorities 
to the firm belief that a widespread 
“ririgT is conducting the opera-' 
rions, are “Sales” of the stolen 
property which are transacted by 
brokers for the receivers and re- 
tail coal hongs.
* After obtaining a sufficient 
number of “clients” to take de
livery of the stolen coal here, a 
féw cargo junks and other small 
craft tie up at the Chapoo Road 
Bridge cargo jetty and then the 
coal is “delivered’!—at $20, Or a 
little more per ton. Afterwards 
this same coal is. sold for around 
$100 per tori.

Police Baffled
Despite this knowledge, how

ever, the police authorities have 
been unable tô take any action 
except fof freqüent arrésts óf 
thieves taking part in the rob
beries, nothing definite coUld be 
established against actual receiv
ers or others playing their roles 
in the coal robberies “behind the 
scenes.” until lately.

Until lately, nothihg definite 
could be established against 
actual receivers of the stolen pro
perty, or others believed to be 
playing influencing roles ih the 
robberies “behind the scenes.” 

Honor Among Thieves
Thieves arrested by the nolice 

persisted in refusing to divulge 
the identity of either thé brokers ( 
or receivers of the stolen, thèi 
Evening Prist learned regarding’ 

investigations carried out during 
thé past few months.

It was known, howéver, that 
apart from C’hinése hóngs accept^ 
ing the stolen coal àt cheap prices, 
several foreign retail coal shops 

1 were also .taking part in the pur
chases.

Vague Replies
Detailed investigations were 

carried but by police among the 
Various retail c6al hongs, when 
dealers were questioned regarding 
their stocks. In a few suspicious 
cases, owners have made Vague 
replies of havihg purchased their 
cargo “last winter^ or offer 

! similar explanations when ques
tioned.

I Although a matter of Slow pro- 
■ grass owing to various complica
tions hindering negotiations, arid 
end Was forseen in the nêàr 
future the robberies, the Evening 
<-’ost learned today, with early 

! arrests of those Operating the big 
i racket.
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Cit y Said 
Facing No
Coal Famine

Heavy • imports from abroad 
during recent weeks have sub
stantially augmented the coal stock 
in Shanghai and virtually eliminat
ed any danger of a shortage during 
the winter months, the Credit Men's Economic Bulletin, quoting 
fuel market circles, said yesterday.

It was stated that during 
September imports of coal into 
Shanghai amounted to 265,000 tons 
as compared with the 280,000 tons 
of last month. Most of the im
ports were said to have originated 
from India and Japanese ports.

As a result *of the increased 
supply, the market price of the best 
quality anthracite has been fixed by 
the Coal Merchants Guild at a 
maximum of $118 per ton, and first 
grade Hongay dust at $66 per ton.

The price of coal briquettes was 
also reported to have declined 
sharply. Merchants are now re
tailing the fuel at from $3.10 to 
$3.20 per picul, as against the price 
of $3.40 recently fixed by their 
guild.
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Send Coal Prices Skyrocketing
High Freight Cost, Drop In Dollar’s Falueo 

Send Coal Prices Skyrocketing In Shanghm)
City’s Poor Particularly 

Affected By Rising 
Cost Of Fuel
By PAUL FENG

Sharp declines in the ex
change value of the Chinese | 
dollar in late months and 
rapidly increasing freight 
charges are responsible for the 
mounting cost of coal, which in 
recent weeks hit an all-time 
high in the city.
This was the consensus of opinion 

among the city’s leading coal im
porters and dealers when interview
ed by The China Press on the coal 
situation here._
It was stated that while there 

was yet no imminent threat that 
Shanghai would soon face an acute 
shortage of the fuel, it was revealed 
that shippers and importers had 
found it increasingly difficult to 
secure bottoms to transport their 
supplies to the city.

City’s Poor Hit
Coal, like rice, it was pointed 

out, is an indispensable commodity 
in the average household; there
fore, any increase in its cost works 
serious hardship upon the general 
public, particularly among the poor 

I whose kitchens consume no less 
¡than 100,000 tons of coal a year.

“Consequently.” dealer empha- , 
sized, “when . uracite coal, sold 
at $37 a ton 1 September, 1937,1 
jumped to $108 a ton this month 
wholesale, its far-reaching effects 
may be readily appreciated.”

In like manner, the price of bitu
minous coal has skyrocketed. From 
the $18.50-per-ton wholesale quota
tion early in 1937, the price climbed 
to about $70-per-ton in September 
and had taken another $20 jump 
since the first of this month.

Gas, Light Rates Hiked
In a no less significant way, the 

rising cost of coal hit the better- 
to-do homes which* are ordinarily 
supplied with gas and dectricity. 
It was recalled that public utilities 
in the past month placed surcharges 
ranging from 80 to 120 per cent on 
the consumers’ bills. One of the 
reasons given for the increases was 

(that coal prices had gone up 
steadily.

' Regarding freight charges for 
transporting coal to Shanghai, the 
Hongay Sales Ltd. shortly before 
the war paid only $2 per ton from 
Indo-China. At present, the com
pany is paying 10 shillings per ton,, 
or approximately at yesterday*# ,ex- 

i change rate, $27 national currency.
Generally, it was found that other 

importers, including the Kailan 
Mining Administration and other 
leading dealers, had to pay con
siderable higher freight charges 
than before. The Hongay Sales 
Ltd. may be considered typical.



Magnitude Shown
The magnitude of bituminous 

coal consumption in Shanghai is 
shown in the fact that the Shang
hai Power Company, undoubtedly 
the largest single user, burns about 
50,000 tons each month in the pro
duction of electricity. Of this 
amount the company purchases one 
half from the Kailan Mining 
Administration while the other half 
is either shipped here from the j 
United States or from Calcutta.

Other industries, including the] 
textile, chemical and shipping, also; 
are huge consumers. In all, theyj 
require from upwards of 2,000,000 
tons of bituminous coal a year.

As against these figures, Shang- 
hailanders require approximately 
500,000 tons of anthracite Or hard 
coal a year. Most of this amount 
goes into private use although a 
negligible quantity is supplied to 
the small industrial establishments.

Bituminous coal comes principal
ly from North China largely im

ported to Shanghai by the Kailan 
Mining Administration. Supplies 

i brought here by this company alone 
I totals no less than 1.000,000 tons 
annually.

War Affects Supply
Other suppliers of soft coal in 

Shanghai include the Kee Loung 
Company which imports Formosan 
coal. This firm is responsible for 
about one-fifth of the entire coal 
supply in the city.

To date, Calcutta coal supplies 
the balance of the city’s need with 
the exception of a small quantity 
of coal from Shantung which 
Japanese firms are importing to 
the city. But in view of the pre
sent war situation in Europe, deal
ers are not at all certain that the 
Calcutta supply will continue to 
come regularly.

By far the largest anthracite coal 
importer is the Hongay Sales Ltd., 
which alone sells more than three- 
quarters of the requirement here 
to the people. This firm obtains 
its coal from the Hongay Mines in 
Indo-China and blings it here on 
chartered bottoms. Other com
panies, all supplying the city with 
Indo-China coal, include the Dong- 
trieu Company which imports about 
40,000 tons annually, Keleao Com
pany, Uabkhe Company and the 
Port Courbet Company.
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Joint Sino-Japanese I
Group Will Operate 

Fuel Production
PEKING, Oct. 9.—With the ideal 

j of exercising control over the pro- . 
i duction and distribution of coal in 
! North China, a North China Coal 
j Control Company will _ be opened 
. before the end of this year with a 
joint Sino-Japanese capital of 
about $120,000,000.

The North China Development | 
Company, the liaison office of the 
Asia Development Board and the 
Provisional Government are now 

: discussing the technical details 
relative to the inauguration of the, 
company, Chinese reports state.

The construction of a railway j 
I connecting Tatung in Shansi and 
Tangku is expected to be started

I within the year. The projected}
■ railway is 500 kilometres in length. 
and- is being built for expediting 
coal shipments to Japan, which is 
said to require 7,000,000 tons of 
coal every year, it is added.—

■ Reuter.
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No apprehension . of a possible 
shortage of coal is being felt among 
local coal merchants the present 
total available stocks being "declar
ed to be sufficient to meet local 
consuinption for the next three 
months, is was reported yesterday. 
During last week over 20,000 tons 
of. anthracite were ¡shipped into 
Shanghai from India. Large quanti
ties of Indian coal continue to be 
imported, into this city according 
to the report. As a result of this 
coal prices are expected to 
a downward trend in the 
future, it was stated.
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Shantung Coal 
Now Exported 
By Japanese

The first consignment of Hsing- 
chung coal, from South Shantung, 
will be shipped from Tsingtao to 
Japan soon, the Nikkan Kogyo an* 
nounces.

The Hsingchung Coal Mines, 
situated near the Lincheng-Taier-i 
chwang section of the Tientsin- 
Pukow Railway, have been provision
ally repaired by the Japanese, after 
the mines had suffered some damage 
during the battle of Taierchwang.

Recently, the Japanese began to 
exploit the mines again, and the 
Hsingchung coal is to be transported 
to Tsingtao and thence to be ship- 
oed to Japan for use by the Japan 
Iron Manufacturing Company and 
the Japan Steel Tubing Company.

The legal aspect of the transfer 
of the mine property into Japanese 
hands, as usual, remains entirely in 
the dark.
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Shanghai Power Co., 
Buys ILS. Navy Coal

Calcutta Supplies This 
Port During Hostilities

London, Nov. 20.
Arrangements for a shipment of 

40,000 tons of coal for the Shanghai 
Power Company from San Francisco 
in British vessels have been made, the 
“Financial Times” learned.

Tonnage was booked in London. 
The cargo of coal will be handled by 
five vessels at a freight rate of U.S.$3 
per ton.

The coal is destined for thé Shang
hai Power Company which purchased 
the coal from the United States Navy 
which had accumulated an excess 
supply at San Francisco, the “Financial 
Times” said.

The “Financial Times” also reported 
that Shanghai is largely dependent on 
Calcutta at present for coal supplies.

Shipments of coal from Calcutta to 
Shanghai thus far during 1938 totalled 
150,000 tons compared with only 7,500 
tons exported to Shanghai in 1937.

The shipment from San Francisco 
will be one of the largest American 
coal exports across the Pacific in many 
years.—United Press.
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Coal Supply 
In Shanghai 
Said Adequate

600,006 Tons Expected 
To Be Used Monthly 

During Winter
Although Shanghai does not have wr 

an abundant. stock of coal, it will ¡be 
not face a shortage of the fuel ini 
the coming five cold months, it wasj 
learned from reliable sources.

While many are showing renewed |j 
interest in the local coal situation, J 
in view of the advent of cold wca-l 
ther. The China Press learned that! 
an ample stock of coal is available g 
in Shanghai and more is comingp 
from abroad. In other words, the 
situation is not so acute as many! 
may think.

The present stock of coal stored j 
in Shanghai was placed at more 
than 100,000 tons by an official of 
a well-known mining company. For 
the month of November, at least 
150,000 tons are expected to arrive 
here from North China, Australia, 
Africa, and India.

The above figures apnly only to 
bituminous or soft coal, but thei 
situation of anthracite or hard coal| 
will not be tense either, since there | 
are at least 50.009 tons in stored 
now. About 80.000 tons more of I 
hard coal are expected here for this' 
month, it was said.

600,OOP Tens Burned
The China Press was informed' 

that for the five cold months— 
between November and March- 
Shanghai consumes about 600,000

ich will cover the quantity to 
consumed here.

No Coal Shortage

“No, I do not see any possibility 
or probability that Shanghai will 
face a shortage in coal for this 
winter,” the informant said. Ques
tioned why so many Chinese house
holders complain of their inability 
to buy soft coal at a reasonable I 
price, he continued:

“That Is due to the fact that local 
Chinese coal dealers are spreading! 
wild rumors of the impending short
age in coal. This resulted in a hike 
of coal prices on the local market.’’

Apart from that, another reason 
why the prices of soft and hard 
coal made such a steep increase was 
because of the reduced output of 
coal mines located in North China, 
Shansi and Honan, it was stated. 
As a consequence, Shanghai is com- 

i pelled to import the fuel from 
abroad. The depreciated Chinese 

! currency and freight expenses are 
responsible for the increase, too.

2,000,000 Tons Consumed
It was learned that the best; 

quality of hard coal is selling at $48 
per ton, while soft coal is selling at 
$42. freight included.

Normally, Shanghai burns about 
2,000,000 tons of coal, but this year, 
due to the increase in population

tens of coal, and about this amount ;and concentration of factories here, 
will be imported here. The coal I as much as 3,500,000 tons are need- 
comes from the following sources: ed, The China Press was informed.

The Kalian Mining Administra- Of the latter figure, the Shang- 
tion, whose yearly output is 5 to 6 hai Power Company, which consumes? 
million tons, will supply Shanghai the largest quantity of coal in 
with . 350,000 tons. Imported coal Shanghai, requires about 500,000 
from abroad for the next five tons.
months will total to 150,000 tons. 
The Nee Tai Shing and Company, 
Ltd., believed to be the biggest, 
Chinese coal dealer in Shanghai, 
has lately imported 80,000 tons, 
while other local dealers will have 
an aggregate stock of 250,000. This 
would make a sum total of 803,000 
tons of coal available for thè winter,

The informant was of the opinion , 
that it was possible to reopen the; 
mines located in the Japanese-1 
occupied areas in the interior, 
especially in Honan and JSlhansi. 
But. this will take place some 
months later, he added.
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Ample Supply 
OiCoal Said 
On Hand Here
Shipments For November 

Also Heavy; 60,000 
Tons From India

LARGE QUANTITIES OF 
HARD COAL COMING

□

With the advent of the first 
cold weather in Shanghai con
siderable interest has been 
expressed as* to thé available 
coal supply in the city. It 
was learnt yesterday that there 
is an ample supply of coal here 
to meet all present demands 
and large shipments are on 
way.

More thap 100,000 tons of soft 
have been landed at Shanghai 
are under storage, while it is 
pected thak the shipments 
November wnMte ipRthe neighbour
hood of 150,000 tdns.The jffijtoition 
with regard to hard coatMTôionMfes 
what similar,. it being stated that( 
there is a reserve supply of 50,000 
tons here at the present time. Ship
ments of hard coal for November 
will reach an

Excluding
The above 

plies landed 
Shanghai Power Company, which 
çonspmes more fuel than any other 
plant in Shanghai.

The manner in which the hostili
ties changed the coal situation in 
Shanghai is indicated by the fact 
that about 60,000 tons of soft coal 
will be shipped here from Calcutta 
in November alone. Prior to the 
trouble. Shanghai depended mainly 
upon fields in China for her supply 
of soft coal and the necessity for 
going 
raised

coal 
and;
ex
for

farther afield has naturally 
prices very considerably.
Co^t Of Importation

dealer interviewed here yes- 
estimated that it cost over

estimated 80,000 tons.
Power Company
figures exclude sup
er ordered by the

the

' •” ' j> *

One 
terday 
$40 a ton to land soft coal in Shang
hai. The actual purchase price in 
term$ of the depreciated Chinese 
currency was said to be $34.70, 
while duty and landing costs ac
counted for another $6. It was 
stated that Calcutta coal is now re
tailing in Shanghai for around $42 
a ton.

The best quality of hard coal is 
now selling at $48 per ton and at 
$45 for smaller lump of the same 
quality. In addition, the coal brU 
quette industry is assuming very 
large proportions in Shanghai with 
about 26,000 tons of this type of. 
fuel being produced each month. 
Before the outbreak of the hostili
ties only about 10.000 tons were sold • 
each month, the increase being due 
to the growth in population and : 
the higher prices being asked for 
fuel of a better grade
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Coal Prices Not Expected
To Show Marked Increase
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Shanghai Believed Not Facing Coal Shortage 
As Large Quantities Are Being Imported 

From Australia And . India
of coal, but now because of the 
suspension of operation of various^ 
factories caused by the war,* the' 
amount of coal consumed is only* 
seme two million tons.

Again, while formerly all the re-F 
quired amount of coal could be pro-* 
duced by Chinese and foreign mines 
located in China, this is found im-; 
possible due to the disruption of 
communications.

Of the 2,000,003 tons of coal to 
be consumed in Shanghai, well over 
half must be obtained from abroad, 
it is teamed. Importing coal from 
abroad raises the prices due to 
freight. This, combined with the 
low Chinese exchange vates, na
turally- increases the prices of coal 
in Shanghai and anywhere else in 
China.

Reopening Of Coal Fields
It was suggested that the Shang

hai Municipal Council, through con
sular channels, urge the reopening 
of certain coal fields in the interior 
in order that Shanghai may enjoy! 
the normal supply. Several of these 
coal fields are located in Japanese- : 
occupied areas.

This plan, according to the coal’ 
agent interviewed, would seem in-1 
advisable for the time being, due 
to the present unsettled political 
and industrial conditions here......-

Although a large number of local 
households has began, in view of 
■the fast approach of cold weather 
jto stock un coal for future house
hold use, Shanghai will not face 
a shortage in coal, The China 
Press learned yesterday.

Nor will the coal prices in local 
markets register a marked in
crease as time passes on.

According. to an officer of the 
Shar^K^^^uhiciparCouiiBir^y - 
era! cyl ‘Importersin Shanghai are 
unpOTimg^large quantities „of coal 

^onr^^AXisiiufia and particularly 
India for local consumption.

I This hewly-imported”coal, if sold 
' at $46 per ton as it probably will 
| be, wall yield a profit. of not more 
■than 10 per cent to the importers, 
'The China Press was informed.

Profiteering Denied
Current reports*s®ing that many 

! local coal merchants are making 
’ exorbitant increases in coal prices 
and thereby gain hug* profits are

• refuted by the S.M.C. officer as wrell 
: as an agent of a well-known min-. 
Iing administration.

Although it is true that the local 
I price of household coal has in- 
tcreased to some $40 and $50 per 
ton as compared with last year’s

• price of $20, the increase is only 
natural in view of the depreciation 
of Chinese currency and the foreign 
sources of the coal.

3,000,000 Tons i
In normal times Shanghai con-1 

.sumes mor? than three million tons'
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Coal “Price Famine” Is
Expected; Local Buyers

Becoming More Anxious
¡Very Serious Situation Is Envisaged In Shanghai 

During Coming Months; Reliable Survey Might 
Suggest Solution.; Normal Supply Cut Off

SKYROCKETING PRICES BRING COSTS AS 
HIGH AS 300% ABOVE NORMAL

The present indications are that unless something drastic 
is done to remedy the present situation with regard to coal, an 
insufferable state of affairs will exist here during the coming 
winter.

During the past few weeks individuals wishing to purchase 
coal, in both large and small quantities, have found that prices 
are so high that they present an almost appalling picture of 
what heating costs will amount to in the next six months.
1 Although an examination of list 
-prices, as issued by a number of 
'dealers in Shanghai, would seem 
to indicate that coal prices are at; 
least within reason, the experiences 
of actual purchasers, taken as a! 
whole, seem to present another side | 

| of the picture. ’ In discussing the 
I matter with local purchasers a re- 
I presentative of “The Shanghai! 
¡Times” has been informed that the; 
¡¿rice of coal to-day is often 300 i 
I per cent, more than what it was j 
two or three years ago.

The question is one which so > 
universally affects all ‘ residents of ■ 
the city that the suggestion has | 
been put forth that some sort of i 
an investigation into the matter, i 
should be made by the Shanghai 
Municipal Council in the public in-! 
terest. Those who have studied! 
the situation closely for several . 
months state that it is difficult to 
ascertain in what quarters pro
fiteering is occurring, but that an 
official investigation might throw

I some light on this subject.
“High Price’* Famine

Another point which has caused 
considerable interest is that which 
concerns the manner in which in
creased freight rates and the un
favourable rate of exchange have 

¡affected the price of coal in Shang-Y 
?hai; In other words, in informed] ■ 
quarters it is believed that there 
is some excuse for the increase in 
the price of coal, but that some 
dealers here have overstepped 

• reasonable limitations in the mat- 
I ter.

It is also felt that in view of the' 
very real seriousness of the situa-, 
tion that the Shanghai Municipal j 
Council might be in a position,! 
through Consular channels, to urge; 
the reopening, of certain coal fields 
in!the interior so that Shanghai!

cite an exaihple of current 
prices, one large purchaser

would be able to get its | normal 
supply. In this connection it is 
pointed o that Shanghai is actual
ly facing coal ^famine despite the 
fact that large quantities of the 
more expensive grades are being 
brought in.

Some stress is laid on the fact 
that there has been some con
fusion with regard td this aspect 
of the situation, for although there 

? may be no real lack of coal' in 
I Shanghai this winter, it will be 
virtually impossible to obtain any 

so at a price that is not almost beyond 
reason, unless something is done 
in the very near future.

Solution Suggested

To 
coal 
stated here yesterday that he is 
now paying $50 a ton for coal that 
he could get for $15.50 per ton 
three years ago.

It is quite possible that some 
landlords will have to cut down on 
the number of hours during which 
they can provide heat, and it will 
be noted that this system has al-j 
ready been applied to the supply, 
of, hot water in a number of apart-. 
ments. The burden will most [ 
naturally fall most heavily upon* 
those whb live in the older type 
dwellings and can least " afford to 
cope with the increasing cost of 
heating.

The conclusion which is general
ly reached by those who are close 
to the trend of events, and fully 
realize the seriousness of the pros
pects for the coming winter, is that 
the time is ripe for some sort of 
unbiased survey which might pos
sibly suggest a solution or, at 
least, assist the public in making 
a fair appraisal of the situation 
which it must face.
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Coal Dealers :
Can Profiteers be Fined?
To the Editor of the

“North-China Daily News”
Sir,—There was a heading in the 

“North-China Daily News” of Octo
ber 29, “Coal Dealers Fined in 
Peiping”—cannot something like that 
be done in Shanghai? Where is the 
S.M.C. Coal Commission? The Lord 
help the small man this coming > 
winter. Threats are out already that’ 
the prices are going to be raised.

Resident.
Shanghai, Oct. 31.



Shortage
Of Coal

I

i Is Hinted
l —---------'

Kailan Mining Produces 
50 Per Cent. Less 

Than Before,
Like that of rice, the problem of > 

coal supply has become serious in j 
Shanghai, said Chinese reports yes
terday.

The Kailan Mining Administration, 
which supplied bituminous coal in 

. large quantities in previous years, 
has produced about 50 per cent, less * 
this year due to repeated labour 
troubles earlier this year, according j 
to these reports. Efforts, however. , 
are being made by the Administra- i 
tion to bring a bigger quantity of 
the fuel to Shanghai in the future, ; 
it was stated.

To alleviate a possible short
age in the future, several Chinese 
firms are seeking to bring here a 
large quantity of charcoal from the 
interior.

For the present, stocks are 
reported to be sufficient to meet 
the local demand. As regards the 
coal stored in Pootung, about 70 
per cent, has already! been brought 
across the Whangpoo, the Chinese



Coal Shortage In
Near Future Said

Threatening Here
According to Cninese reports 

from Japanese sources, the problem of 
coal supply has become serious in | 
Shanghai. The major reason given | 
is that the mines of the Kalian 
Mining Administration, whfclV sup
plied ' bituminous coal m large 
quantities in previous years, are ; 
producing 50 per cent less at present * 
due to labor troubles earlier this j 
year. The administration, the re-1 
port continues, is making efforts to' 
increase the supply of coal to * 
Shanghai. i

It is also stated that Chinese' 
firms are seeking to bring a large • 
quantity of charcoal from the inter- i 
lor ' to this port. Stocks are re-I 
ported to be sufficient to meet local 
demands at present, however. As 
regards coal stored in Pootung, 70 
per cent has already been transport
ed to this side of the Whangpoo, the 
report concludes.

---

*.
■
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Evepost Report Proved 
Corteet;^ Profiteers 

Now Active
Vindication! Truth will out! 

h Slightly over a month ago, the 
coal situation in Shanghai came 
up for close scrutiny in a feature 

< article printed by the Shanghai 
Evening Post and Mercury on 
November 2. This story definitely 
made out a case for an unliked 
but nevertheless true coal shcrt-

For its pains, the Evepost re
ceived a few tons of bricks the 
nfcxt morning as contemporaries 
had gene to thé trouble to dheck 
up on the coal situation and then 
came cut with qualified state
ments that as there were ample 
stores on hand and shipments 
were expected in the near future, 
Bhanghailanders had no cause to 
worry about their cold bones when 
the North Wind came into his 
own around these parts.

Letter to Editor
Ytsterday morning, (going step 

bystepfiv the giving of evidence 
for the défense of the Evepost), 
a contemporary printed a letter 
from a correspondent. This re- 
called previous announcements 
that there were “thousands cf tons 
cf coal,, both anthracite and 
bituminous, available in Shang
hai buttonthroughout the 
winter months; This announce
ment . w«^, .definitely reassuring, 

; but, oh* studying, the situation* to- •' 
day, che is- forced tb the conclu
sion that either this statement 
was; totally incorrect or there has 
developed another prize ‘racket’,” 

‘^éd^t^'contihùes: in asking the 
authorities= tfh curb the present 
high prices for the coal available

The contemporary that printed 
this letter yesterday also printed 
ah editorial on coal profiteering, 
and a passage in- this editorial 
eads, “A coft^spsndent in an

other column raised the question 
of coal prices in Shanghai at the 
moment, and! in doing so réfers 
to -earlier statements to the effect 
that «there were sufficient supplies 
cf coal in Shanghai to last well 
through- the winter. That state
ment was to sarne extent discount
ed in well- informed quarters, 
though even then there was suf
ficient indication to show that 
Shanghai was not unreasonably 
short/’ The editorial also sug
gests that proper action be taken 
against tftie profiteering it says 
is possibly going on.

Shortage Denied .
However,^veh^bep £ our 

contemporary printed!, ’thè mornin« 
after the Evepost’s declaration of 
coat shortage» story under a head- 
line,‘'No Ccid . Shortage Tn 

andthik read, “Re- BMW shortage 4n
ghai yesterday morning were 

denied by the authorities 
When, questioned on the subject 
yesterday/. Alÿaring thé past few 
wé&gr thé coal ;situatlon has de- 
OtìweL Ô®MWed?t.. ahii^fo con-- ’■ 
ceni WèltfByt^e® ÇtfêRpubllc • 
utility companies): with regard to 

? a possible shortage o? cotti” The 
• story adds notes on supplies of 
coal in Shanghai and forthcoming

’-,;F‘‘ ? ' ’;z?-W’v*.• ;
. Another contemporary the same

morning printed the’ / following, 
“Despite reports to the contrary, 
there is no need for anxiety re
garding the. coal supplies of the 
city for the coming winter, accord
ing to tnose who hayemade a 
close study of the situation since 
the cutbreak of local hostilities 
... .Fears that there might have 
been’ a shortage during the next 
few months are regarded as 
groundless.” It further* explans 
and emphasizes supplies'of King 
Ccal in Shanghai, and the ship
ments expected.

Pest Story
All these articles followed close

ly on the Shanghai Evening Post 
and Mercury’s effort, which point 
cd out On November 2 that “The 
present state of affairs indicates 
that Shanghailanders are in for 
a long, cc-ld winter... .It’s simply 
because there isn’t a big enough 
coal reserve... .Reassuring state
ments were made by the public 
utility firms to the effect that 
sufficient stocks are on hand, but, 
in general a ccal shortage has been 
actually felt, by many individuals 
... .The problem of the coal supp
ly is as great as tha-t of food
stuffs.”

In conclusion, it may be point
ed out that prices are very high 
now, that Shanghailanders are 

, complaining of coal shortage and 
that the .situation is aboutas bad 
as that of foodstuffs.-^Despite. the 
fact that there were stores of coal 
in Shanghai and the fact that I 
shipments we®& expected, and did 
come in.

afi^^jocon-



Hoarding Principal Cause Of
High Prices In Shangh

Wf.M?w-^^waiMgg^,cr

at
S. M. C. Finding Coal 

Profiteers Hard
To Curb

By GEORGE LEONOF
Whenever a city passes through 

a stage of conflict such as Shang
hai has seen for four months, the 
internal conditions of the town are 
inadvertently unsettled. Many fac
tors contribute to this unsettled 
state of affairs, not the least of 
which is* profiteering and hoarding 
by merchants and dealers, who dare 
■not sell their stock for fear of diffi
culty of replacement.

So food prices have soared to a 
new high during the hostilities, 
and among other commodities, coal 
has reached an unprecedented
“altitude.”

But the fact that food and coal 
are hard to obtain does not neces
sarily mean that there is an im
mediate shortage in this town, Asj

has already been pointed out, the 
scarcity is due to the reluctance 
of dealers to put their entire stock 
on the market.

Control Food Prices
The Shanghai Municipal Council 

has worked wonders with the food 
problem. The city fathers have 
evolved a plan whereby, by having 
dealers depending upon them for 
the transportation of food from the 
Yangtse port, they are able to more 
or less control prices. Further, be
cause the S.M.C. gives merchants 
protection against racketeers in the 
food business, the prices have been 
kept as low as possible.

Food prices are higher, but this 
is unavoidable. The cost of bringing 
food down from, say, Nantungchow 
at the present high rate of trans
portation can not be compared with
the transportation of food from 
areas in the immediate vicinity of 
Shanghai, as Pootung, for instance, 
under normal conditions.

However, large stocks are

Some Justification For' 
Increased Charges

For Food
available in Shanghai. To give an 
example, fish, is plentiful in local 
cold storages. But judging from the 
price of fish, one would get the im-. 
pression that fish in Shanghai is 
about as plentiful as admirals in 
Switzerland.

But these fish are the property 
of individual concerns, who have no 
wish to flood the market with their 
sea-food, and supply a quantity 
daily which just falls short of the 
demand. Prices soar automatically. 
Neither the SM.C. nor any other 
public body has control over the 
companies, and short of com-
mandeering the stock, which is im
possible, there is nothing that can 
be done officially.

It is the same with coal. Com*
StUl ' *1 • 1 111 ............•■"‘■«"■""I "

: plaints have been many to the
* acute
V shortage of fiQg] jn rityr nr.
« i this wasofficjaHy^nigá^somghQdx 

? tS" piling up a fortune by hoarding 
thé tueTand selling it at exorbitant
prtues'.

Hoarders Responsible

The latter, unfortunately, is true.. 
Certain retail dealers are profiteer
ing and ’derive entirely unreason
able profits from the sale of coal. 
Agents are aware of this, but noth
ing can be done to solve the situa- [ 
tion yet, as far as they are con
cerned. The only logical solution , 
•would be to flood the market with 
coal and this, considering the pre
sent transportation difficulties, is 
hard to do.

Consignments of coal are arriv
ing slowly but surely. However, 

1 there is never more in the city than1 
just lenough to supply, the imme
diate demand. One weil-known local 
agent told The China Press that 
he wished no advertisement or pub
licity whatsoever. He would not 
even consider a free advertisement,» 
pointing out that he had just enoughs 
coal to supply old and steady cus
tomers, and that he had no wish 
to be referred to by the general 
public for his fuel.



Êtffect Of “Squeeze” In 
High Price Of Coal Here 
Explained During Survey

Many Dealers Making As Much As $20 On One Ton 
'tif'CbalTn SKâffghâ^"Hard Rocks Painted

Black Are Sometimes Sent In Orders

200,000 TONS OF COAL HELD ACROSS RIVER 
WOULD RELIEVE SHORTAGEA survey of the local coal situation made here yesterday by representatives of “The Shanghai Times’’ revealed the fact that the optimism which prevailed earlier in the season was quite unjustified. Those „who have given the scale of prevailing retail prices and the rpanner of distribution . to the small consumer careful consideration state, that the average householder here is in a rather serious predicament.It is admitted in official circles I chance to obtain the same quality, that it would be exceedinglyhardto’ at the usual market price, put a stop to the widespread pro- j This is not to say that all small fiteering which is going on among j dealers in Shanghai are dishonest, : Lsmall coal dealers, . but consumers while local residents are doubtless] 

who gre confronted with flagrant ¡familiar with any number of retail] cases. are' Urged to get in touch . merchants who have not taken ad-jwith the committee in charge. ft is |vantage of the situation. Any recognized, on the other hand, that rdenial that there is a great dealan increase in transportation charges and a big demand for coal elsewhere are among the many disturbing factors confronting the importers of coal to Shanghai.In some circles the fact is deplored that more publicity has not been given to the quantity of coal , lying in Pootung. ft is estimated j that there a re a bout 200,000 tons, of 
coal in this area, and, according to | coal dealers here, the release of. this would carry Shanghai through 

I a pdriod of unprecedented dif- ■ ficulty. Most of this coal is owned 
j by Chinese companies, but it is ¡most urgently hoped that some 
| arrangement regarding its disposi- itipn may be reached in the near 
I future.

Little Hard Coal
Interviewed here yesterday, one 

j official who is well-informed on 
i the situation stated that it is not I generally realized that the. public. |can buy its coal from the big deal- 
»ers direct and ..in this way avoid paying the “squeeze” demanded by 
¡petty coal ^merchants. This condi- 
| tiori" applies to soft coal only," there being an insufficient supply of hard 
I coal in Shanghai for the time being.....Certain petty dealers here have been buying soft coal in Shanghai | for around $23 per ton and selling it a few hours later for $35, and in most Instarices the customer has 
¡been none....the wiser. According to 1 reliable information obtained here yesterday, Jump coal is purchase
able at $23 per Tori and dust coal at $20. Dealers in hard coal, who were approached here yesterday for prices stated that they were unwilling to give them out ...The explanation for this was that any publicity given to reason- 1 able prices now would cause such a rush on their offices that the. police would have tobe caljed...io 
toTceep order^ It was explained that there are “ many people in 
Shanghai paying “squeeze” prices 
foF^coal who....would jump at. the 

1 of “squeeze” going on is, however, 1 simply not to be reconciled with the true facts of the situation.-
Rocks In CoalOne thing that has been brought to the attention of the better deal- | efs is that not only are certain concerns putting their prices up sky-high, but they are also mixing good"coal with that of an inferior quality and selling the product for ¡all the market will bear. Not a 

féw~¿ householders in Shanghai | ! haye.. been surprised to find .that | after their coal has been burnt in the furnace, large chunks of rock are to be found in the ashes. These I 
are inserted to add weight and bulk to an order, and some dealers go Iso far as to paint the rbeks black 

I so that they will match the coal.There is also little doubt in the minds of those who are familiar with the situation that the question of trucking has added materially to the high price of coal here, although there has naturally been . an unpreventable increase in the price of transportation. Jt is hardly believable, however, that it costs any“dealer $2£ a ton to .deliver coal«, from the wharves Jo his place oi l business. A more normal spread is thaf accepted by one large concern here, which “states that customerscan buy $23 coal tor $19.65 at the v/harf aridcoal for $16.65.
Shipments Comingft was ascertained here yesterday that large deliveries of hard coal are expected from Indo-China during the latter part of next month, one informant stating that 30,000 tons should be delivered in Shanghai between now and the first part of February. In the meantime dealers in hard coal are having a difficult time in even supplying their old customers and are turning down new orders every day.They are occasionally working under a system whereby their oldest customers áre being given a preferential price, but it is difficult to obtain information as to What this may be? Hard coal importers say that the shipping question is most complex, since the big firms in this line here do not own their boats and have to charter them for the trip from Indo-China.

A great many ships have been [ taken off the Shanghai-Hongay run because of the demand for trans- ■ ports for rice, while the better ship- . ping rates in the United States and < Europe have also been a contributory factor. It is also pointed out • that all freight and duty charges ■ must be paid in foreign currency.
Situation SummarizedSummarizing the situation as a whole, it has been suggested here in informed circles that a stronger official control should bo exerted to minimize the practice of “squeeze” arid that further repre-. sentations should be made to the Japanese military authorities for the release of the. coal stored in Pootung. It is also pointed out that the small householder should at least have the Same advantages in i purchasing coal on the market this i winter as that enjoyed by the deal- I ers and large purchasers, for, in its I own way, this commodity is just as essential as food.



COAL PROFITEERING
A correspondent in another column raises the 

question of coal prices in Shanghai at the 
moment, and in doing so refers to earlier state
ments to the effect that there were sufficient 
supplies of coal in Shanghai to last well through 
the winter. That statement was to some extent 
discounted: in well informed quarters, though 
even then there was sufficient indication to show 
that Shanghai was not unreasonably short. The 
present high prices undoubtedly suggest that 
factors other than those which should ordinarily 
dominate a market may be in. operation, and it 

' is suggested that profiteering in coal is in pro
gress. Judging from what has happened in con
nection with other commodities there is little 
reason to think that this suggestion is in any 
way far-fetched. It is an undoubted fact that, 
directly the state of emergency arose, certain 
of the more unscrupulous elements in Shanghai i 
sought to. make increased profits out of the 
situation. People who owed their very safety 
to the peculiar constitution of this city, and 
were in fact guests within its borders sought to , 
satisfy their rapacity out of the pockets of those I 
whose very presence here protected them from 
danger. In the case of rice the Municipal Coun
cil has taken steps which have safeguarded the | 
interests of hundreds of thousands of Chinese in i 
the most effective manner. Undoubtedly there! 
are all manner of obstacles to prevent similar 
action in all commodities, but coal is an essen
tial, especially during winter. It does not seem, 

1 unreasonable, therefore, to suggest that an, in- 
qiiTry might be made into_,I^al_CPal„J^QCks._aild 

fsbrnemethod devised, if profiteering is foundto 
1 a jto. It. The argument that
j fhaFThere'is ho provision for such things being 
] dohe’niSy sbuhd" convincing enough, in ordinary 
I circumstances, but as matters stand at the 
j present there are many who believe that.actioD 
I should come first and discussion , fpllp^,..,if, 
necessary.



COAL PRICES

Is There Profiteering ?the Editor of the
“North-China Daily News”

*• earlier days of this
schemozzle,” I recollect coming 

effect5 fSatnS-iKd state,nent to toe 
of tons 
thracite r -
m S“fnghai for distribution through-

there were thousands 
of Coal, both An- 

a_nd„ bituminous, available^

out the winter months. This announ- i 
cement was definitely re-assuring, i 
but, on studying the situation to-day I 

Js^{orced the conclusion that! 
either this statement was totally i 
correct or there has developed 
other prize “racket.”

It was not so many 
kitchen coal was $13 VXA 
think I am right in saying 
was $17 last vzinter 
it a retailer
errf~ ’diStFict is demanding $28 
this same coal.

Furnace coal quite 
a ton, whilst

an-f

years ago thatj 
. a ton and Xj 
- J that id 

whereas to-day| 
' in the West-*

fori

recently 
k.., ' / — iast year itobtainable at^l6; to-day the was 

same.B quality is $3fy. "" 
|f These •“examples

that Shakespeare’s 
™rks m,ght appl/ir^o^ouX 
but U, as I surmise, "ra^eteers-’ are 

i_fci the au- 
i „.t es are quite capable oi com- S SSSSS-TESffZacnvines.... They have

B ¡«cumtat
Iff > hr's; “«K .IP We
S\! ..Put a stop iotEs unwarrantable 
I | profiteering ™on Coal

Fanny Adams.

suffice to 
condemnatory re-

show

Shanghai, Dec. 9.



Min Pao and other local newspapers!

RSGISTRATION OF LOCAL COAL AND CHARCOAL MBRCHaNTS

The local Coal and Charcoal Consumption 
Control Committee has issued a notice to the effect 
that coal and charcoal merchants who have not yet 
registered either with this Committee or the Coal 
Merchants' Association or the Machine-Made Briquette 
Merchants' Association must do so between November 1 and
3. The notice intimates that merchants failing to 
register after the stipulated period will not be 
allowed to buy or sell their wares«
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f Acute Coal

Shortage Is ,7 /O ,^ / - / -X7’ ft
Facing City" J
200,000 Tons Now In 

Shanghai Less Than
Month’s Supply

TRAN SPORT A TION IS 
DISRUPTED RY IFAR

Price Jumps $3 Within 
Week; Low Water Af

fects Ship CarriersAn acute shortage of coal today threatens Shanghai as a result of j t.lie unsettled condition in North China which disrupted rail transportation and the low water which upset shipment of the fuel bv steamersA survey made by a China 
Press reporter yesterday among the city’s leading dealers ano mining; companies shewed that the ,• total stock on hand is slightly over 200,000 tons, counting both anthracite and bituminous coaL,This amount is not enough to last for a month if the city-s combined industrial and household comsumption continues at the rate of 9,000 tons a dav.

Utilities Not AffectedSo far the dearth of supply has not affected Shanghai’s leading public utility concerns—the power, gas and water companies,—whose yearly requirements are contracted by dealers.However, the rising price, jumping some $3 during the past week, has dealt hardship to smaller factories, apartment house owners and v householders. j.The ruling price quoted yester- . day by local dealers for first grade i Shansi anthracite was $2^ per ton. : This nr Ice is some $3 or higher f than the figure quoted last week.The nrlce of bituminous coal has » been boosted to $18 per ton, $4 higher than last week. While these figures only include top grade fuel, the same trend running between $2, $3 and 4, is to be found in all kinds of second and* third grade coal.One of the two reasons which brought about the shortage was the dislocation of rail traffic in North China as a result of the Suiyuan 
fighting. Shansi mines which furnish the local market with its anthracite coal have not been able • to ship their output on the Cheng- 
ting-Taiyuan Railway to Shihkia- 
chwan. Hopei and thence along the Peiping-Hankow Railway to Tangku where the fuel is sent up to this city by boats.

Shipments ReducedDealers also explain that they have not been able to obtain frieght cars on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway for transporting coal to Shanghai. The Hua Tung Mining Company, with their mines at Hsuchow, has* been forced to cut down its supply to this part of the country from 30,- 
300 tons a month to 15,000 tons a 
month.Another factor in this depleted, supply is the low water on the chief rivers of China.

^carrying coalpf ° \ ' • - ->•/ 
_Jhas been foj®LuvU<l ...___
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Section 1,
REPORT Date. Augue t.10, z p40.

Subject CheapSale of Co al .briquettes -1?...?.®..£® ab®® dt

MadeU............. . and............... ............Forwarded by.........D‘Crawf °rd

The eighth ten-day cheap sale of coal 

briquettee vzill commence on August 11, 1940, 

and will be concluded on August 20.

Sales will begin daily at 3 p.m. and continue 

until stocks are exhausted. ¿ach purchase will 

be limited to 5 catties or 30 cents worth of 

briquettes which is equivalent to $120.00 

per ton or $6.00 per tan.

A list of 59 distribution centres 

located in the Settlement and French Concession 

ie attached hereto.

P. I.

D. C. (Special Branch)

• X'- Pi stribution

All P. 0. s

All Stations

French Bolice



ye* of Sfl Coal Briguettes Chean Sale Centres

Serial No- Name & Address of 
Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal Briquettes to 
teg

Supplier of Coal Briquettes

Shoe 
of Sil

1. Hwa Zung Coal Briquettes 
Factory ( à ¿U J, 407 
Lay Rd. A

20 tans Hwa Zung Factory

2. Mow Sung ( i ) Coal 
Co,, 454 Brenan Rd.

10 • Nyi Tai Shing *

5. Jon Dah ( K ) Coal 
Co.» 1082 Josefleid Rd.

10 • Banyang Factory

4. Jen DahBast Branch 10 • -do*
)» corner 

[Li alleyway 
Connaught Rd.

5. Van Boong (j& *T ) Coal 
Co., 495 Bdinburgh Rd.

10 o' Kuo Hwa Factory

8. Zeu Kee t?. ) Coal
Co.» 20 Fenang Rd.

10 « Kyi Tai Shing *

7. Zeu Chong ftiingtli qfe ) 
Co., 600 Macao Rd? 10 V -do-

i

8. Chung Hwa Si Chu( fdb © &) 
Coal Co., corner of Yu Yuen 
Rd, and Ding 81 Rd.

10 • •do«

9. Dong Mow Tai C )
Coal Co., 156 Hart Rd.

10 Kuo Hwa Factory

10. Kuo Hwa (® J ) Sales 
Office, 625 Connaught Rd,

10 * —do—

11. Rung Shing Chong( q )Coal Co.. Chiang Ka Jao J 
Market, Connaught Rd.

10 « Hanyang Factory

12, 10 • Li Shing *

19« Dong Joong Chong( Th) 
Coal Co., 738 Chengtu Rd.

10 er Tung Fang "

14, Soong Md» ( Al ) Coal Co.
577 Chengtu Rd.'*'

10 r Hyi Ta Shing 
factory.



a
Serial 
Ho.

Name A Address of 
Ciheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

IS«

267 Chengtu Rd.

10 tans Kuo Bra Factory

16. Shanghai Coal Briquette 10 tans - do -
aw"«.54

17. Hou Sung )
Coal Shop» 207 Myburgh 
Road.

10 tans Tung fang Factory

18.
Hyi Mang Tai (4M > 
Coal Shop» 101 Zladg*'

10 tans ^i Tai Shing 
Factory

Kong 11» lyburgh Road.

19. Yuen Tai ( ) Coal 10 tans Tung I&ng Factory
Shop» 424 Avenue Road.

80. Bra Chong ( 4 § )
Coal Shop» 245 sinaa Rd.

10 tans Kyi Tai Shing 
factory

tl. Hyi Tai Shing Sales 
Of flco, 380 Markhaa Rd.

20 tans - do -

28. Zao f oong ( jif ) 
Coal Shop, 838 In ifeng

10 tans Bio Bra factory

Road.

83. 10 tans Yoeh Tung Factory

24. Ping Shing ( & ) 
Coal Shop, 90 North 
Kiangse Road.

10 tans Tung lang factory

25. Tbh Yuen ( ) Coal
Shop, 103 Hth. Chekiang

10 • Hyi Tai Shing *

Rd.

20« Loo Yih Dah( Jz. ) 
Coal flbop/B4 Rigin Rd.

10 • -do-

27» HongKbet'Xi > Coal 
Shop, 188 Tsepoo Rd»

20 • Hong Kao Factory

28» Huh Shing (fa 4^ ) Coal 
Shop» 151 Tsopob Rd.

10 • Tung fang "



Serial Name & Addrese of Amount of Coal Supplier of Coal
No. Cheap Sale Centre Briquettea to 

lie sold daily
Briquettes

29. Kung Yih ( jo. ) Co., 
664 Tiendong Hoad.

10 tans Hyi Tai Shing 
Factory.

30 Heng Foong Chong-fij J.®
Coal Shop, 630 
Haloing Hoad.

10 tana - do -

31. Lung Lee ( )
Coal Shop, 626 
Ningpo Road.

10 tana - do -

38. Van Foong ( M £ ) 
Coal Shop, 49 King 
Loong Ka.

10 tana - do »

33. Zung Kee (4^ AZJ ) 
Coal Shop, 635 Canton 
Road.

10 tana Hanyang Factory

FRENCH CONCESSION

34. Tsing Hwa (£& $ )
Sales Office, 565 
Rte.da Zikawei.

10 tans

35. Yah Kee () Coal 
Shop, 151 Bi 8s You Rd. 

)• Zikawei
Village

10 e

36. Taing Hwa Sales Office, 
358 Rue Winling

10 •

37. Yu Shing (M ) °°al 
Shop, 820 Ite. P. Destelan

10 f

38. Chung Hwa Hong Kee 
(*W1O** 2X6 
Rte. fl Destelan.

10 •

39. YU Foong ) Coal
Shop, 227 Rue Cassini.

10 •

40. S’hal Coal Briquettea 
Sales Office (J: & )
162 Rue Colbert

10 •

41. Yuen Ziang (5^ 4^ ) Coal 
Shop, 160 Rue Gaston Kahn.

10 •

42. S'hai Coal Briquettes 
Shies Office, 543 Avenue 
du Roi Albert.

10

43. Kung Hu < £ ^‘1 ) Coal 
Shop, 46A, Sing Ka, Rue 
Fere Robert.

10 •

Teing Hwa Factory

Hyi Tai Shing •

Tsing Hwa Factory

Hanyang •

Teing Rwa 9

Kuo Hwa |

Hanyang 9

Hyi Tai Shing •

Tung Fang 9

Teing Hwa *



* • A

Serial 
Ho,

Kane & Address of 
Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettes to

Supplier of Coal 
Briquettes

be sold daily
44« Bung Ling <A^)

Coal Hong» 303 Route
10 tans Yueh Tung 

factory.
Herve de Sieyeo.

45. Soong Sung Tai (i’jAJb) 10 • Kyi Tai fining
Coal Hong, 111 RoutV Taotory.
Duple lx.

4«. Van Lung foong (^"@4 ) 
Coal Hong, corner ox

10 • Kuo M*a factory.

Hue Bourgeat and Hue
Lorton.

47. Mew Sing ) Coal 10 • Tung Bang
; * Hong, 61 Hue du Lieu. 

Petlot.
factory.

48. Zien Tai Shing 10 • Kyi Tai Shing
Coal Hong, 106 Roe Hagy. factory.

49. Lih Shing factory Sales 
Office, Lane 987, 183

10 • Lih Shing 
factory.

Avenue Joffre.

50. Yung Tai Briquette 
Baetory, ), 331
Hue Conty.

20 • Yung Tai factory

51.
i

Zien yuan young (4&$ * > Coal Hong, 
261Rue Lafayette.

10 • Hanyang factory.

52« Xu Tai ( A ) Coal 10 • Tung fang
Hong, 166 Hue (fcapsal. factory.

53. Zu Tuan Ziang (^¿^4) 10 • Kuo Hua factory.
Co*l Hong, corner of
Rue Lafayette and Rue
Brenier de Montnorand.

54» Yung Sing (& ) 10 • Tung Bang
Coal Hong, corner of factory.
Rue du Marche and Rue du
1’Ouest

55. Than TUI {ft ) Goal 10 • Hanyang factory.
Hong, 289 Rue Bugene Bard.

56. Duong Loe ( 44 ) Coal 
Hong, 173 Rue Marco Polo.

10 • •

|||| 59.
Hyo Hua factory Galea 10 1 Kuo Hua factory.
Office, 196 Rue Kraetser.

58. He Yuan ) Coal 10 • Hanyang factory.
Hong, 45 Rue de Moulin.

59« Tung Kee (5> *6 ) Goal 10 • Hyi Tai Shing
Hong, 10 m Petit. factory.
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risnAi municipal police

^b^registryJ
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICIES. S. B. '

b*l. Spec:
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voal .Briquettes - to be resumed

Made/l/y.................     ...Forwarded

A seventh ten-day cheap sale of coal 

briquettes will commence on July 11, 1940 

and will De concluded on July 20.

Sales will begin daily at 2 p.m. and 

continue until stocks are exhausted. .Bach 

purchase will be limited to o catties or 

30 cents worth of briquettes which is 

equivalent to $120.00 per ton or $6 per tan.

A list of 50 distribution centres is 

attached hereto.

D. C. (¡¿peciaa. .»ranch)

Distribution
All D.U.s 
All stations 
French Police



List of Coal Briquettea Cheap Sale Centres

Serial Name & Address of 
No* Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

agTTI.WENT
1. Nyi Tai Shing Factory < 

Sales Officeï 1< Jii- ),
380 Markham Ra. v'

80 tans

A# Ji»*- Chongi "4 ) Coal
Co., 245 Sinza Rd.

40 *

3. Dah Wu ( A.^P) Coal Co., 
258 Tatung Rd.

20 n

4. Zien Dong Shing (
Coal Co., 145 Shannaikwan.
Rd.

20 a

5. Soong Mow Coal
Co., 577. Chengtu Rd.

20 it

6. Zien Zung Chong( )
Coal Co., Seymour Rd. 
Market

20 •

7. Yen Chong Shing(^ )
Coal Co., oorner of Canton 
& Chekiang Rds.

20 if

8. Van Foong( ) Coal Co.,20 «
King Loo ng Ka, off Honan Rd.

9* Zeu Tai(^S-J^) Coal Co., 20 * 
corner of Yu Yuen and 
Ding at Rds., 0.0.L.

10. Zeu Chong(J^)J^ ) Coal Co.,20 • 
201 Robison Rd.

11. Mow Sung (_*£ ( jt-) Coal *
oorner of Edinburgh A
Brenan Rd»«*

12. Chung Hwa Peh Chu
Tiend0n8

20 •

13, Heng, Foo ng Chong 
( )• Coal Co.,
630 Halnlng Rd»

20 *

14. Sung Tai Chong( )
Coal Co., 475 BlginRd.

20 •

15. Hwa Zung ( -JI ) Coal 
Briquettes Factory 
Sales Office, 407 lay Rd.

40 *

Nyi Tai Shing Factory

-do*

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

*do*

•do*

-do-

*do*

•do-



a»

Serial Nam & Address of
"Ko. Cheap Sale Centre

16.

XI,

Sung Nyi CÎ£ ¡fe )
Coal Co.* 6 Jehol Rd»

Nyi Shing( )
Coal Co.* 985
Tonquin Rd.

18. Dong Joong Chong
) Coal 

Co., corner of 
Chengtu and Avenue 
Roads.

19. Tung Nang.Sales

2.0. Yuen Yuan Coal
Briquette»„Sales 
Office* ($W£| ) 
Chili Rd.

21. Yoong Chong(N^% ) 
fuel Co.* Da re"705/1 
Tuns!n Rd. near
Gt. Western Rd.

22. Hong Kyi ( ¿ft £ ) 
Coal Co.« 188 xsepoo 
Rd.

2 -

Amount of Coal
Briquettes to
ho-aold dailx>

20 tans

20 *

20 •

40 •

40 •

20 *

20 •

Supplier of Coal 
Briquettes

Yuoh Tung Coal 
Briquettes facrtory

Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes factory

-do-

Tung fang Coal 
Briquettes factory

-do-

Kung Yoong Coal 
Briquettes factory

Hong Kyi Coal 
Briquettes factory

23. Wu Tsong( ) fuel 10 •
Co.* 52 Conriaught Rd.

24. Yang IWi sihgH^ ) 20 ”
Coal Co.* 105 Tavung Bd.

25. KuoJBhPL-Salos Office 20 •
( NÌjlfPÌW» 625 
Connaught Ira.

26. Zau foong ( 7^ T> ) Coal 10 *
Co., 238 Kaifenfe Rd.

27. Vàn Loong ( À $1 ) Cott. 20 »
Co. * 495 Bdinburgh Rd. ~

ws cqncwioh

28. Sung Tai ( ) Goal 20 •
Co., corner of Are.
Id. VII and Rue de 
Moulin

29. Kwang Ming Nyi Kee KO »
MifctV0-’

Xih Shing Coal 
Briquettes factory

Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettes factory

—do—

•do-

-do-

Nyi Ta Shing fao*^

-do»



4

- 3 -

Serial Name & Address of 
No« Cheap Sale Centre

30. Chang Zung Tai(
Coal Co., corner or ~ 
Rue T. de la Tour & 
Rte. H. de Sieyes

31. Zien Tai Shing( )
Coal Co., 105

32. Tsing Hwa Sales
Office, 556 RteI de 
Zikawei

33« Tsing Hwa Sales Office, 
358 lue Winling

34. Soong Tai Chong(X&|b-S) 
Coal Co«, 154 Rue Pere 
Proc.

35« Yah Yuen (l&tâ ) Coal 
Co., 270 Rue Kraetzer

36. Dah Sung ( À ) Coal
Co«, 126 Rue Qnapsal

37, Kiu Joong ( ) Coal
Co«, lane 53/66 Hue Porto 
de 1*Ouest

38. Joh Chong(U § ) Coal
Co«, 6 Rue Galle

39, Kwen Yuen Shing(
Coal Co«, 206 Rue Porte 
de 1'Ouest

40.
I •

. to-Yue Shing ( vj ) Coal
Co., 220 Rte. P. De st elan

41. Yung Mow ) Coal
Co., 68 Rue Dupleix

42. Yuen Yuen Sales Office
iD i1X4 Ru* ViAey

43. Yuen Yuen Sales Offide 
151 Rue J• prentice

44« Yung Sing Coal Co.,
corner of Xue Forte de 
1’ Quest & Rue du Iferche

Amount of Coal Supplier of Coal
Briquettes to Briquettes
be sold daily

20 tans Ryi Tai Shing Pact.

20 • -do-

40 * Tsing Hwa Paotory

20 • -do-

20 * Nan Yang Factory

20 « -do-

20 • -do-

20 • •«*<»-

20 • -do-

20 • -ade-

20 * * -do-

20 • -do-

40 * Tung Fang Factory

30 • . -do-

20 | Kung Yung Factory



Serial Baine A Address of 
Mo» Cheap Sale Centre

45» Lih SingSaTes Office 
( lane 987
House *183 j 'Avenue 
Joffre

46» Zien Zung Tai ( 
Coal Co., 93 Rue 
Mourgeat

47. Zu YueaZiang(|bJ,jf) 
Coal Co., 412**Rue V. de 
Montmorand

48. Kwon Yuen( 4^, 5) ) Coal 
Co», 932 RuePetain

49». Yoong Wu ( ) Coal
<&>», 489 Rue Bourgeat .

50. Taung Hwa ) Coal
Co», Rue Hagy I1

Amount of Coal 
Briquettes to 
be sold daily

20 tans

20 *

20 •

20 «

10 "

20 •

Supplier of Goal 
Briquettes

lih Sing Factory

Kuo Hwa Factory

-do*

—do—

-do-

-do-
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REPORT Jir<.?..rj.... ",M72rn

Subject...^^.^ of Coal Briquettes - to be resumed

Made by.....D. S .I„.„„Hi de Forwarded by.....

A sixth ten-day cheap eale of coal 

"briquettes will commence on June 15, 1940 and will 

"be concluded on June 24.

Sales will begin daily at 3 p.m. and 

continue until stocks are exhausted. Each 

purchase will be limited to 5 catties or 30 cents 

worth of briquettes which is equivalent to 

$120.00 per ton or $6 per tan.

A list of 48 distribution centres is 

attached hereto.

I
D. 3. I.

D. C. (Special Branch)

Di stribution

All D.O.s __
All stations T? T I Tb 
French Police ~ ’•
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Cheap Coal-Balls 
Available

Big crowds of poor are expected 
to throng coal shops tomorrow as the 
Shanghai Machine-made Coal Ball 
Merchants’ Association has again 
decided to start another (an<t sixth) 
cheap sale of coal balls. The quant
ity of coal balls to be thus sold and 
the shops where the cheap fuel 
needed by the Chinese for cooking 
will be sold, will be decided upon 
at a meeting to be held this after
noon. The price of coal balls is 
following^ downward trends but it 
is still beyond the reach of the poor.



Liat of Coal Briquettes Cheap Sale Centres

Jlame 4t Address of 
Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of Coal 
briquettesjjo.

flKTTTWm
1. JTyi Tai Shing (14 ) 

I^otory Sales Office 
380 Markham Rd.

60 tans

2. Hwa Chong ( f § ) Coal 
Co», 245 SlrfzavRoad

40 • v

3. Wyien Ziang Tai(^/f4 ) 
Coal Co. , 101 Myburgh Rd.

20 s

Byi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Jhctory.

-do-

-do-

4. Soong Mow Coal Co. ( ■££ &’) * 
577 Chengtu Rd. *

20 •

5. San Shing ( i fj ) Coal Co., 
133 Chengtu Rd.

20 *

6. Tai Wu ( X ) Coal Co»* 
258 Tatung Rd.

20 •

7. Kai Tai Uf|4 ) Coal Co* 
corner of Canton & Kwangse 
Rds.

20 "

-do-

-do-

-do-

-do-

i»

n $ ¿r-. Wait

8. Chung Hwa Si Chu S)» 20
corner of Yu Yuan Rn. « 
Ding Si Rd.(off Yu Yuen Rd.)

•do-

9.

10.

Zeu Chong Coal Co.(^ 5 ) 20
201 Robison .Rd. ’ J
Mow Sung (/&$ ) Coal Co. 20
corner of Brenan & Rdinburgh 
Roads.

It 

«
-do-

-do-

11. Loo Yih DahCSi/ ) Coal Co.,20 
514 Bigin Rd5™

• -do-

12. Heng Joong Chong ( £ g ) 20
Coal Co., 130 Heining Bd.

• -do-

13. Wu Joong (^.4 ) Coal 20
Co. , 215 Kansu Road.

a -do-

14. Kuo Hwa (« ) Coal 20
Briquettes Jsrotory 
Sales Office, 819 
Sinsa Rd.

• Kìxo ÌIwh Faoto^y

15. Kuo Hwa Coal Briquettes 20
Factory Sales Office, 269 
Seymour Rd.

•
-do-

16. Wong Dah Shing( X ) 20
Coal Go., 105 Tatung RcU

• •do-

JL7. Chaofoong (1 ) Coal \ Id 
Co., 238 Kaifeng Bd. \ -do-

18. Tang Jang (J> X ) Coal 40*
Briquettes JSctory Sales 
Office, 203 Mouline in Rd.

• Tang Sri ng Factory



2

Serial Mame & Address of'Ho. Cheap Sale Centre Amount Of Coal Briquettoe to hespid daily

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

24a

Yuen Yuon ( ® /S) ) Coal briquettes Sales Office. Chili Rd.
Van LoonglJft <£ 
495 Edinburgh It?

Jen Tai Shing
Coal Co., 202 ShRd.

) Coal Co

Hyi Shing ( & ^ ) Coal 
Co., 985 Tonqbin Rd.
Dong Foong Chong ( fq) £ £ )
Coal Co., corner of ’ 7 
Chengtu & Avenue Roads
Hwa Zung ( 4* ) Coal
Briquettes rhotory, Sales 
Office, 407 lay Road

40 tans

10 •

20 •

20 •

20 *

40 •

Kuo Hwa Sales Office, 20 *
625 Connaught Rd.

Supplier of Coal Briquettes

TUng Fang Factory

Kuo Hwa Factory
Han Yang Coal Briquettes Factory

-do-

-do-

-do-

Kuo Hwa Factory

25. Zung Dah (tyfl £ ) Coal Co., 
340 Bstlt A

20 • Hyi Tai Shing 
Factory

26. Kwang Ming Hyi Kse^^iij) 
Coal Co., 390 Rue Lafayette

20 • -do-

27. Yuen See (?f. ^gj) Coal Co., 
corner of Rues Forte de 
I’Ouest & B. de Mbntmorand

20 -do-

28. Yen Chongi^A ) Coal Co., 
287 Rue weikwei

20 w -do-

29. Yuen Zing Coal Co.,
161 Rue Gaston Khan

20 » -do-

30. Dong Sung Tai( ) Coal
Co., Ill Rue DupleDT

.20 n -do-

31. Tsing Hwa £ ) Coal 
Briquettes Sale« Office, 
556 Rte. de Zikawei

40 « Tsing Hwa 
Factory

32. Tsing Hwa Coal Briquettes
Sales Office, 358 Rue Vinling

20 • -do-

33. Kuo Hwa ( £ ) Coal
Briquettes Sales Office, 
195 Rue Kraetser

20 m Kuo Hwa Factory



f
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Serial B'ime & Address ofVo« ( Che^p Sale Centre Amount of Coal briquettes to be sold daily
Supplier of briquettes

34.

35

36

37

38.

39.

40

41.

42.

43.

44.

43.

48.

47.

Kuo Hwa Sales Office, 
111 Rue Porte de 
1*Ouest

20 tans Kuo Hwa Factory

Sien Zung Tal(Jttf$À ) 20
Coal Co., 93 Bie
Bourgeat
Yoong ) Coal 10 *
Co., 489 Rue Bourgeat
Yuen Yuen Coal Briquettes 40 * 
Salos Office, 114 Rue Hagy

Yuen Yuen Coal Briquettes 30 • 
Sales Office, 151 ftie J.
Br entice

Soong Tai Chongf ) 20 *
Coal Co*, 154 Rue Pere^Froc
Yah Yuen ( $ ) Coal Cw. 20» *
270 Rue KrnStsoV

Bah »mg ( ) Coal Co., 20 •
126 Rue ChapsaV'
Kiu Foong( ■£ ) Coal Co., 20 *
lane 53/66 Rue \Porto de 
1’Ouest
Fob Chongi S ) Coal Co., 20 • 
6 Rue Galla A
Kwuen Yuen 8hing( 9^9) 20 • 

Coal Co., 206 Rue Porte (Ö 
l*0uest

Yu Shing ( ) Coal Co., 20 •
220 Rte. Pioard/ Be stelan

Yong Mow C ) Coal Co., 20 •
68 Rue Duple»*

Yung Sing Coal Co., 20 •
corner of Rue Pdrte de 1'Ouest 
and Rue du Marche

-do-

-do-

Tung Fang Factory

•do»

Mon Yang Factory

-do-
ili ÄS«

-dp*

-do-

-do-

•do*

rdo-

Khng Yung Factory H
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^
S. 1, Special

REPORT
Date.

File

IQ

Subject..........SAal..i>.ri.q.uette3...-..Cpmp.lai.ft...r.e...h.i^h..p.ri.ce..pfÄ.

Made by. ... BaS.».!.». .Hide........... .... Forwarded by.......... .........P.»...I• Çïæ^i.9?.^

^ITith reference to the attached letters dated

Hay 8 and 9, from the “Residents in Yunnan Road“

and “Residents in Shantung Road“ respectively,

requesting that the Council should order the

business associations to reduce the price of coal

briquettes, I beg to state that cheap sales of 

coal briquettes are at present being conducted 

under the sponsorship of the “Shanghai Municipality 

Machine-made Coal Briquettes Factory Owners* Guild“ 

405 Tientsin Road,which has 49 distribution centres, 

and the"Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Factory*

380 Markham Road, which has 17 centres. Sales

are conducted both in the forenoon and afternoon

daily and prices range between approximately $6.70 

and $8.00 per 100 ''catties* or from $133 to $160 

per ton, while the narket price today is $8.40 

per 100 “catties" or $170 per ton.
I 

Ahere appears no difficulty in obtaining

supplies at the designated centres though it is 

true that even the reduced prices are more than 

the average class Chinese can afford.

Since May 9, 1940, the principal Chinese coal 

dealers have been quoting prices of coal dust 

(from which briquettes are made) in U.S. dollars^ 

but are accepting Chinese currency at the prevailing 

rate of exchange.

D • S • I D. C.(Special Branch).



Translation of letter to ?r unoil 
from "Residents in chant unc toad*

> ted »th B y» 1940«

Briquettes» High prioe of»

Since the 5th instant the local m rket has become 

extremely tight* Food and fuel are the two prinoip-1 daily 

necessities* The price for briquettes» formerly fixed nt |6 

per picul» was alre-dy very high, miring the 1 st few d ys 

the prioe of this 'rtiole he suddenly Juiqped to i9»4O* It io 

stated tht this unreasonable increase h s not been approved 

by the Irioe Control Commit tee nd io largely duo to the 

manipulation of unscrupulous nd hrd—herted profiteers 

who uni wfully enrich thesolves at the expense of the poor* The 

more' so in prices may a lso be attributed to the rumour-mongering 

ctivities of certain individuals» whose object io to undermine 

the loo 1 currency! such ctivities are more de- dly than bombs 

nd guns* The authorities must give serious attention to this 

setter» To save the foun million wr-pf flic tod residents in 

thin isolated city» the Council should Iso ordortho business 

Associations concerned to reduce prices as soon as possible* *e 

shell be very grteful for such action*

(Cignod) "Residents in Shrntung Bo d"*

(Notes Received for translation «m* 14th by, 1940)
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letter was received from the "Shanghai Municipality

by representatives of local briquettes factories,
in the offices of the
following resolution passed t-wae

The letter requests that police be detailed

to maintain order at the distribution centres

A list of 49 distribution centres is attached
hereto together with translation

Distribution

D. C.(Special Branch)

of Coal Briquettes 
between May 13 and

All D.O.s
All Stations
French Police

On the morning of May 13, 1940, the attached

guild on May 11, 1940, the

D. I». .Crawford.

Machifae-made Coal Briquettes Factory Owners’ Guild", 
405 Tientsin Hoad stating that at a meeting held

.Forwarded by.

D. s

D.S.I. Hide

G, 90M-1- CSH Â MS HA Füe àfêBL
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S B. «EGiSTRYj,

S. 1, Spec iàl ^r^n e^..yz44^- r-
REPORT

I Subject.. .Res.h??JP.tA.?.P. °JL Cheap Sale of Coal Briquettes, sponsored by the Shanghai
Municipality Mach ine-made Coal■..Bri.q.uettea Factory...Owners_L.Gui.ld.

Made by. ..

•That Cheap Sale 
will be resumed 
May 31, 1940, at 49 distribution 
centres (29 of which are situated 
in the Settlement and the remainder 
in the French Concession). Sales 
will begin at 2 p.m. daily until 
the stock for the day is exhausted. 
Each purchase is limited to 6 catties 
for 40 cents.* (approximately 
>133 per “ton")

INDEXED EY 
(S.B.) REGISTRY

DATE /

MSP 
fflsb



Liat of 49 Distribution Centres in the 
Settlement and French Concession

Serial 
No.

Marne & Addreee of Amount of Coal 
Cheap Sale Centre .Briquettes to 
_________________ _ be eold Daily

Supplier of Coal 
Briquettes

• Settlement
1. Wi Tai Shing 

Factory, 
380 Markham Rd.

60 tane Nyi Tai Shing Pae tory

2. Nyi Tai Shing No« 
4 godown, 393 
SIgin Rd.

60 a -do-

3. Yen Chong( jL & ) 
Coal Co«, Chekiang 
Rd.

40 a -do-

4. Heng Foo ng Chong 
(Sa ) Coal Co* 
630 Heining Rd.

40 a -do-

5. San ShingfJL )
Coal Co«, 133 Chdngtu 
Rd.

40 a -do-

6. Zien Van Yui($t&^Co 
28 Feng Yang Fang 
Yates Rd«

. 40 a -do-

7. Mew Zung(^ ) Co.
corner of Mohawk 
4 Avenue Bd. VII

40 a -do-

8. Nyi,en Ziang Tai 40 a -do-

9. Dah VU( A. ) Co., 
149 Sinza Rd.

40 |S -do-

10. Hwa Chong(M-J; ),Co. 
245 Sinza Rd.

40 a •do*

11« Zeu Chong( i-fn X ) Co. 
4201 Robison Rd.

40 a -do-

. 12‘ Tai W C0‘
10 Annam Road Market

|| a •do^

13. Kwang Hwa Iferi Kee ^A&^’S70¥" 40 a -do^

14. Zien Van Yi(4£&<J, 
Co., 658 Yu Yuen Rd.

40 a -do-

15. Chung Hwa Pei Chu

Tidnoong Rd.

40 a •do-



Serial 
No.

16.

1**.

id.

19.

20.

21»

22.

23.

24.

23.

26.

27.

28.

29.

2

Name & Addrese of 
Distribution Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of 
Coal Briquettes

Sung Tai Chong( 
Co., 475 Elgin Rd.

40 t-^e Nyi Tai Shing Fact

lo Yih Dah(&&<) Co., 
514 Elgin Rd.

40 tans -do-

Jen Tai Shing( $ )
Co .,202 Shanhaikwan. Rd.

20 tans Nan Yang Factory

Wi ®»ing(^JK ) Co., 
9ÄÖ Tonquin Ra.

20 « -do-

Kuo Hwa .('£ Jfe- ) Co., 
625 Connaught Rd.

20 | Kuo Hwa Factory

Kuo Hwa Co., 819 
Sinza Rd.

20 • -do-

Kuo Hwa Co., 269 
Seymour Rd.

20 •' -do-

Vang Dah Shing

105 Tatung Rd«

20 • -do-

Chftofoong ( & £ ) 
Co., 238 Kaifeng Rd.

20 | -do-

Tung Fang( ij) ) Co., 
203 Mpulmein Rd.

) * Tung Ff- • ’’eotory

Yuen Yuen Ofi ifi ) Co. 
Chili Rd.

4 * >do>

Vang Van Xi( yi- Jo ¿¡I), 
Co., 246 Teepoo Rd.

40 • Kwang Hwa Factory

Sung tyi( 'M jfc. ) Co., 
6 Jehol Rd.

20 • Yueh Tung Factory

Hwa Zung Zai Bee 
(Jfc A Factory
407 lay1 Road

40 • Hwa Zung Zai Kee



•

Name of
Supplier

Name & Address 
of Bi etr ibution

3

Amount of Coal 
Briquettee to

Serial 
No.

SS

—. Centres to be eold daily

Fre nch Conceeaion

1. Hyi Tai Shing No.
5 Godown, 390
Rue Lafayette

60 tana ifyi Tai Shing Fact

2. Taing Hwa( 3$ & ) 
factory* 565 Rte. 
de Zikawei

-do- -do-

3. Teing Hwa factory 
godown, 358 Rue Wi tiling

-do- -do-

4. Teh Kee( id/) Co., 
corner of Rue Lemaire 
& Rue Kraetzer

40 tana -do-

5. Yuen Kee( fa ) Co., 
canjr of Rue Borte 
de 1’Oueet and Rue 
B. de Montmorand

-do- -do-

6. Bah Loo ng Sbing(A.
Co., 125 Rue *o urge a't

-do- -do-

7. Bong Sung TaiCo 
111 Rte. Bupleix

.,-do- -do-

8. Hwa Chong ) Co.
Rue Rat ord &’ Rue 
du Lieut. Petlot

-do- -do-

9. Soong Tai Chong(4£^rv^) 
154 Rue Pere Froo

20 tana Nan Yang Factory

10. Yah Yuen (#.) Co ., 
270 Rue Kraetzer

-do- -do-

11 Bah Sung ( Co.
126 Rue Chapsal

-do» -do-

12. Kiu Ä>ong(/t»^ ) Co., 
Lane 53/66 Rue Borte de 
1'Oueat

-do- -do-

13. Jbh Chong($L$ ) Co.,
6 Rue Gallo

-do- -do-

14. Kean Yuen Shing(3£ )
206 Rue Porte de L’ouest -do- -do-

15. Yu Shing( ^),Co.,
220 Rte Picard Destelan.

—do- -do-

16. Yung Mow ( 4^$? ), Co., 
68 Rue Bupleix

-do- -do-



Sexi el No. Neme & Address of 
Distribution Centre

Amount of
Coal Briquet tea 
to be eold daily

Name of
Supplier

17. Kuo Hwa ( ’D £ ) Co., 
145 Rue Kraetzer

20 t Ans Kuo Hwa Pact.

18. KUo Hwa Co., Ill 
Rue forte de 1'Oueet

20 M -do-

19« Yuen Yuen( 1^1 < ) Co., 
114 Rue Magy

40 n Tung Fang ? 3t

20. Yuen Yuen Co 
151 Rue J. Prentice

30 1 -do-



G, 90M-1-39 rSHAWHÄIOWM POLICE 1
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. a. reg 3 try.. 

s* 1» ...-
REPORT

Subject. Coal i.qu®.ttes...-. situation

Made by. . .D.S...I.«..Hide Forwarded by...... _P!•_ Orf ord

The following has been ascertained, regarding

the recent increase in the price of coal briquettes 
reported in the attach/extract from the Shanghai Times

and translation from the National Herold
The 4th ten day cheap sale of coal briquettes

sponsored by the Shanghai Municipality Machine-made

oal Briquette Factory Owners’ Guild expired on May
I

5th 1940. For the purpose of discussing a 5th cheap

sale period a meeting of Guild members was called for

May 4th but failed to materialise owing to lack of

support. It

desirious of

has been ascertained that guild members are 

maintaining a non-commital attitude

regarding the resumption of cheap sales and fixture of

prices as such has a tendéncy to limit their profits

Prior to May 3rd, each increase in price was

sanctioned by a meeting of guild members but increases

since that date have not received such sanation

On the morning of May 13th a letter was

received from the guild announcing thatja 5th cheap sale 

will commence on May 13th. It appears likely that the »

independent cheap sale conducted by the Nyi Tai Shing

Coal Briquette Factory has forced the Guild into the 8

resumption of cheap sales

Below is a list showing the retail and wholesale BÄSfil

prices of coal briquettes between February 20 and May 13

1940

Date Retail price 
per "tan.”

Wholesale Remarks
price per 

“ton. '• _______ »

--■fewI i ■ ■

■

/' ■ .vSsto»?'-;



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Date.

20/2/40 
to

21/3/40

22/3/40 
to 

23/4/40

File No..

the I

. ISO

SI»

.Forvoarded by.

$5.80

$6.40

.Statwn,

$112

$120

24/4/40 
to 

2/5/40

$7.40 $139

May 3, 1940 $8.40 $160

May 4 to 
May 7, 1940

$9.40 $180

May 8 to
May 12, 1940

$8.40 $160

May 13, 1940 - do p» - do

C. (Special Branch)

Vide Sp.Br. 
Report dated 
19/2/40

Vide Sp. Br. 
Report dated 
21/3/40

Vide Sp.Br 
Report dated 
24/4/40

Increased 
without the 
sanction of 
Guild.

—do-

byDecreased 
$1 per Htan* 
or $20 per 
*tonM.

D» S. I



May 4 1940

COAL BRIQUETTR^SCfes,
Although without tMFKno wledg^ 

of the Machine-madlT Briquette 
Trade Guild, it Is leaAt yesterday
that factories increasedfethe sale 
price of briquettes froJfc$7.40 to 
$8.50 per 100 cattiçs.

Some time ago, a joinfMemahd 
was made by the coal briquette fac
tories to the Guild to increase the 
price, but no permission to do- 
same was given. It was under
stood that a joint meeting of the 
various briquette factories was 
held yesterday, when important 
matters were discussed.



National Herald, Sin Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Central China Daily 
News, Circulation Daily News »-

MACHINE-MADE COAL BRI QUE TTETRAEEGUILD TO MEET TO-DAY

Owing' to the drop in the value of the 
dollar;-., it was j decided at a meeting which was
held by various briquette factories yesterday to increase 
the sale price of briquettes from $7.40 to $8.50 per 100 
catties or $23 per ton« This came into effect as from 
yesterday«

According to one source of information, 
the cause of the present increase in the cost price of 
briquettes is due to shortage of supplies of coal dust 
from the big coal mining companies*

On the other hand, it is reported that as 
plentiful supplies of coal dust are arriving, local 
residents hope that the authorities of®^wo Foreign 
Settlements will adopt effective measures to stop unlawful 
transactions in coal by the coal companies in order to 
prevent speculators from attempting manipulation*

As it has not received any report about the 
present increase in the sale price of briquettes, the 
Machine-Made Coal Briquette Trade Guild is calling a joint 
meeting of various factories at the Guild on Tientsin Road,, 
at 2 p«m. to-day when it will perhaps stop the increase in”^® 
price of briquettes«



OC
FORM NO. 3
G. 50M-1-40

Subject (in full)

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLI
REPOBS. X. |

Da^f>gte->y U*-—

ITyiTai...Shing...Coal..Briqu.e.t.te.a..EaG.to.ry...Oj*nLupsillLEii.L.TjSeap..Sale.. I

Made F orwarded by....................4?..... I.*.....Gp.awf q £d.

.further to Special Branch Report dated May 10, 

on the above subject, the attached letter from, the

Hyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Wctory, 380 liarkham

Road, was received late in the afternoon of May 10. 

The letter states that in connection with the cheap 

sale of briquettes by the factory scheduled to 

commence on May 11, the following change in price 

will be effective t-

a) The supply for each labourer to be limited 
to 15 catties priced at $1.00.

b) The supply for each poor person to be limited 
to 6 catties priced at 40 cents.

The other arrangements remain unchanged.



Tranclation of letter to tot fx»n
Kyi Using Coal wriquett® Factory 
Msiamo Office ( fr-f
Dated ^hW, 1940- BSI' i

Hrifiuetbes: Chsao sale«

QB tiK- 7th inatant we submitted a report to th® Council 

regarding the arranges«rf." s for cheap sale of bri%uetbwa< 

in'the 'natter of price ';iw following «Miange in -ro-:vso.. The 

awnly for ©aeh labourer to be limited to 10 oattiea priced - at 

1.50 anft the a?r»ply for each poor pwaon to be limited •« ■■« 

oatttea prloed %t 40 ete. The other wrangmanta will, remin 

«3 ‘'Ch’»n>ff'JU •-'1-->■ Kic sjr.u;y . IlHIlli

c-0 (iTi
- Factory Bw» biooa Off too.

(Ttotoi MaoHw@<! for tmmlatto* late a^n. 9 th -yay» 1940).



Qptèox&j» ® ncn p

May 11, 1940.

Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Factory -

Independent Cheap Sale.

Further to Special Branch Report dated 

lay 10, on the above subject, the attached letter 

from the Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Factory, 

380 Markham Road, was received late in the 

afternoon of May 10. The letter states that in 

connection with the cheap sale of briquettes by 

the factory scheduled to commence on May 11» the 

following change in price will be effective i-

a) The supply for each labourer to be 
limited to IS catties priced at 
$1400.

b) The supply for each poor person to 
be limited €8 9 batties priced at 
40 cents.

The other arrangements remain unchanged.



FILE
Special Branch

May 10, 1940

Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Factory - Independent Cheap

Sale of Coal Briquettes

With reference to the attached letter from 

the Nyi Tai Shing Briquettes Factory, 380 Markham 

Road, enquiries have ascertained that as from 

May 11, 1940, the factory intends to conduct a 

cheap sale of coal briquettes at 25 distribution 

centres, 17 of which are situated in the Sett Im ent 

and the remainder in the French Concession«

A list of 17 centres in the Settlement is 

attached hereto.

The first two centres (established for 

the benefit of labourers) in the list will commence 

the cheap sale daily at 9.30 a.m. until the allocated 

supply is exhausted. Each purchase will be limited 

to 15 catties for $1.20 (equivalen t to approximately 

$154 per ton). The remaining 15 centres 

(established for the benefit of poor people) will 

commence cheap sale daily from 2 p.m. until the 

supply for the day is exhausted. Each purchase 

will be limited to 5 catties for 40 cents 

(equivalent to approximately $160 per ton).

Tills cheap sale by the Nyi Tai Shing Coal 

Briquettes Factory will continue indefinitely.

Distribution :

All D.O.e.
All Stations 
French police



List of 17 Distribution Centresin the Settlement

Mane & Address of Quantities to beDistribution sold daily-. _______ _________

Bhctory, 380 Mar&m Rd.

8. Nyi Tai axing ( ) 60 •
No. 4 godown, 393 1
Bigin Rd.

3. Brien Chong Ching 40 •**i<toTjBB >, 
•>p;;Ji.» Chekiang 
Theatre, Chekiang Rd.

4. Heng Voong Chong ( ) -do-
Coal Co., 630 Raining Rd.

5. San Shlng( -£.$■) Coal Co., -do-
133 Chengtu Ra.

6. Zien van Yu( Coal -do-
Co., 28 Yang Yang Rd. near 
Yates Rd.

7. Mow Zung ( Coal -¿o-
Co., corner or Mohawk Rd. 
and Avenue Ed. VII.

8. Nyien Ziang Tai ( -do-
Coal Co., 101 ItybuYgMRd.

9. Dah Wu ( ) Coal Co., -do-
149 Sinaa Rd.

10. B»a Chong ( i ) Coal Co,, -do-
341 Sin« a Rd.

11. Zeu Chong ( is >1 ), Coal Co., -do-
4201 RobisonRd.

12. Tai Wu ( ^' - ^ ) Coal Co., 10 -do*
Annam Rond,

13. Kwang Hwa Nyi Kee( $ £ id ) -do-
Co., 370 Yu Yuen Rd.7*'

14. Zien Wn Yi (JjtA/i) Coal Co., -do-
658 Yu Yuen Rd*™ &

15. Chung Hwa Yeh Chu($|r k ), -do-
664 Tiendong Rd. | T

16. Sung Tai Chong ( jl ) Co. -do-
475 Elgin Rd.

1?. Yih Dah ( ) Coal Co., -do-
514 Sigi Ad«



«MM««»*

I 2 . ;"SMIWHAI MUNICIPAL Foh
•• »®jjt<-39 . S.^iAteGlSTBY

9, SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. „ r\ 7f^/tr
• No. S. B. -----S. 1, Spech^nranch,-^^ 

report s. „ _An-U_ Mav IQ- -j 4d>.
Subject... Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Factory - Independent Cheap Sale of

Coal Briquettes.

Made ¿y...P.r.Si.I...Hide..........................Forwarded by I)> T* Crawford_____________

With reference to the attached letter from

the Nyi Tai Shing Briquettes Factory» 380 Markham

Hoad, enquiries have ascertained that as from

May 11, 1940, the factory intends to conduct a

i

cheap sale of coal briquettes at 25 distribution 
centres, 17 of which are situated in the Settlement 

and the remainder in the French Concession.
A list of 17 centres in the Settlement is 

attached hereto.
The first two centres (established for 

the benefit of labourers) in the list will commence
the cheap sale daily at 9.30 a.m. until the allocated 

supply is exhausted. JSach purchase will be limited 

to 15 catties for $1.20 (equivalent to approximately 

$154 per ton). The remaining 15 centres 

(established for the benefit of poor people) will 

commence cheap sale daily from 2 p.m. until the 

supply for the day is exhausted. Bach purchase 

will be limited to 5 catties for 40 cents (equivalent

to approximately $160 per ton).
This cheap sale by the Nyi Tai Shing Coal

Briquettes Factory will continue indefinitely.

Distribution »
All D.O.s
All stations
French Police



List of 17 Distribution Centresin the Settlement

Hams & Address of 
Distribution 

Centre_____
Quantities to be sold daily

1. Hyi Tai Shing ( ÂÀ % ) 60 tans
Factory, 380 MarMn Rd.

2. Kyi Tai Shing < ) 60 •
Ho. 4 godown, 3937 1 
Bigin Rd.

3. Wien Chong Ching 40 *Î«<1 Co. ( i § $ ), 
Ji.«» Chekiang 

Theatre, Chekiang Rd.

4. Heng Foong Chong( 1) «do«*
Coal Co., 630 Raining Rd.

5. San Shing( -X ) Coal Co., -do-
133 Chengtu Rd.

6. Zien Wn Yu( Coal -do-
Co., 28 Feng Yang Rd. near 
Yates Rd.

7. Mow Zung ( Coal -do-
Co., corner of Mohawk Rd. 
and Avenue Ed. VII,

8. Hyien Ziang Tai ( fe'fÀ ) -do-
Coal Co», 101 Jfyburgn*Kd.

9. Dah Wu ( £¿<2 ) goal Co.„ -do-
149 Sinza Rd.

it Ö
10. HWa Chong ( £ $ ) Coal Co., -do-

243 81nsa Rd.
11. Zeu Chong ( si )» Coal Co. , -do-

4201 Robison Rd.

12. Tai Vu ( ) Coal Co., 10 -do-
Anna&i Road.

13. Kwang Rea Hyi SJtj* ) -do-
Co., 370 Yu Yuen Rd.r*r

14. Zien Vhn Yi ( Coal Co., -do-
658 Yu Yuen Rd. 9

15. Chung Hwa Feh Chu(?Î i ),
664 Tiendong Rd. /T

16. Amg fai Chong (X ) Co
475 Bigin Rd? K

IV. Yih Bah ( ) Coal Co.,514 Blgi Aß Ki

4qw

•do

JévJÎK*’? ' e**T\t»* ' •?' - V-> j •'»<
WSffflWSi -O‘-



y 30/18

1

May 9, 1940.

The N(yi T’a Hsing Briquette Factory, 
Shanghai.

Oontienen»
X have te acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of May Ye on the subject of the sale of 
briquettes at reduced prices, and to infox* you 
that the aatter has been referred to the 
Ccasaissioner of Police for attention»

X a*, OontleaNM^g
Tour obedient Servant, 
HoB

Deputy Secretary.

GPR»
?«£/^

IfSïlS



«»MAY W

Translation of letter te Secretariat 
from the Nyi T*a Hsing Briquette Factory,

Dated 7th May, 1940.

few»
(note: Received far translation a.m. 8th Hay* 1940)

Briquet tee | Cheap sales »

From 11th to 3oth May we shall establish twenty centres 

for the sals of briquettes to poor people» Kacn person will be 

permitted to purchase« 5 catties (8« Chinn) for 40 cents, and 

40 piculs will be sold daily at each centre from * p.m. until 

the allotted quantity is exhausted» Apart from ths above, 

five more centres will bo established to sell briquettes to 

labourers; each person to purchase 15 catties for f1.20, and 

each centre to sell 40 piculs daily from 9.30 a .a» until the 

supply is exhausted» A list of t ho addresses is enclosed 

herewith» As' we fear that ignorant persons may crest 

disturbance during tee sales, will the Council please instruct 

the various Follow stations concerned to detail ene or two 

Constables to each of the places mentioned to Maintain order» 

A similar letter has been addressed to the French Municipal 

Council» Kindly favour with reply and grant our request»

(Signed and chopped)

Nyi T*a Hsing Briquette Factory 

^Oj^fcOna-hslng

i^S;rl|»ite8s M^||ytean

Telephone; 39083»

File No.jfeÎS



4

piai is.

( Inclosure j

List of localities f er Cheap aal« cf Nyi T*a Hsing Cool 

briquettes.

Naae district location No. of

No. 1 distribution 
centre for labourers

SottioMnt
Western 
district

Nyl T»a Hsing 
Main mot cry 
300 Ubrkham Road

40

NO» a distribution settienant Nyi T*a Hsing 60
centre for labourers Northern 

district
4th Godown
393 Bigin Road

Wo. 3 distribution 
centre for 1 tourers

French Concede- Nyi T’a Hsing 
Ion Central 5th godown
district 390 Rue

Lafayette
Fraach Con-

40

Ms» 4 distribution 
centre for labourers

oesslon 
Southern
dlstriet

Nyi T*a Hsing 
Ching Wo Factory 
544 Route de 
Zifcnwcl

40

No. 5 distribution 
centre for labourers

Frenjjfc 
Conoession 
Western 
dlstriet

Nyi T’a Hsing 
3rd godown 
358 Route Winling

60

No. 1 distribution 
centre for the poor

settlCMirt
Bastera 
dlstriet

Yen Ts’ang Hsing 
Coal Shop opp. 
Chekiang Theatre 
Chekiang Road

40

no« a distributlcn 
centre for the poor

settlnaent 
Basten 
dlstriet

Heng Fung Ts’ang 
Coal Shop. 480 
Halntag Read

40

No. >3 distribution 
centre for the poor

Settlenent 
Southern 
dlstriet

' sei Hsing Coal 
Shop. 183 Chengtu 
Boat

40

Mo* 4 distribution 
centre for tbs poor

Settlesent
Southern
dlstriet

- Shop. 88 Feng 
Yang Fong, 
Yates Road

40

No. 5 distribution 
cent re for the poor

SCttliNNlt
Southern 
dlstriet

MSB
Shop junction 
of Mohawk Road and 
avenue Bdward VII

40

No. 4 dis trlbution 
centre ibr the poor

Set tienent 
Central 
dlstriet

Coal Shop. 101
Wfli

4o

Ho. 7 distribution 
centre ft>r the poor

SsttlCMnt 
Central 
dlstriet

fa Wo Coal shop, 
149 Sinsa Road

40

Ho. 8 distribution 
centre ftr the poor

Sottlaasnt 
Central 
dlstriet

Wo Ts’ang CdO? ' 
Shop. 845 Sinna Road

M|



Name district location
ÌIoòF 
piculs

No. 9 distribution settlsaent 
centre for àie poor western 

district

¿el Ts’ang Coal Shop, 
4201 Robison Road

40

No« 10 distribution 
centre for the poor

Settlement
Western
district

No. 11 distribution 
centre for the poor

Settlement
Western
district

T*a Wo Coal Shop, 
10 tnnam Hoad 
Market

4C

Kwong Wo Nyl Chi 
Gaal Shop, 370 Yu 
Yuen Road

40

Ho. 12
centre

distribution 
for t he poor

Bettie ¡sent 
Western 
district

No. 13 
centre

distribution 
for the poor

Bet tlement
Northern
district

Wo« 14
centre

distribution 
for the poor

settlement
Nothexn
district

NO. 15 
centre

distribution 
for the poor

Settlement
Northern 
district

Li Yih Ta Coal Shop* 
! 514 Sigia Road.

Li Vex I Coal Shop, 
630 YU Yuen Road

40

Tsung Wo North 40
District, 664
Tiendong Road

Seng T*a Ts’eng
Coal Shop, 475 Elgin Road 40

i

So. 16 distribution 
centre for the poor

French Concession Teh Chi Coal shop,
Rastern district comer of Rue Kractzer 

and Rue Lemire

No. 17 distribuii on 
centra for thè aoor

French
Concession
Central district

No. 18 dtetribution French
cantre for thè poor Concession

Western district

NO« 19 diatribùtlon French
centra for thè poor Concession

Western district

No« 20 diatriba tlon French
centra for thè poor Concession

Wester district

Wan Chi Coal Bhop, 40
corner of Route Porte de 
1*Quest and Rue
Brenlcr de Montmorand

Ta Lung Hsing Coal Shop, 40 
125 Rue Bourgeat

Tung Seng T*a Coal Shop ' 40 
111 Route Dupleix

Wo Ts*ang Coal Shop, 40
corner of Rue Retard and
Rue du Lieut. Petiot
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April 23, 1940

Shanghai ChiaasebhembeT of Commits«,
Shanghel«

Gentlemen,
I have to acknowledge receipt of your 

lottar of* April 20, sad to inform you that your 

request for the affording of Polle« protection to 

U® briquette establlshiMnts avA

has boon referred to the dermis 31oasr of Police for 

attention«

X m, Gentlenen, 

Tour obedient Servant«



Briquettes: Sales depots

On 21st April the ï-Tyl Tal Hsing Briquette factory established

3 lx additional Briquette depots to sell briquettes to labourers

person is only permitted to mie one purchase

only, and must take be conducted between

th® following places*

!Jyi Tai Hsing Briquette Retail Office

Hsing Ts’ang Nyi Chi Étiquette Shop

393 Sigla Road

YUon Fung Briquette Factory Sales Office
Ö

NoJL Lane 356, Jessfield Road.

Kwong W Nyi öhi Briquette Shop

Taing Wu Briquette Depot

-58 Route Winling

Tsing wu Sales Office

Pleas® instruct the Police to afford protection fror time

tto time

(Chopped) Wong Hsiao-lei

Zi Chi-Ching

(Note: Received for translation a.m. 83rd April.» 1940'

Translation of letter to Council. from 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce.

380, Markham Road

article away. Sales will

565, Route per© Robert

WÄ

390, Rue Lafayette

Dated 20th April, 1940

10 a.m. and ..noon at

,t. 15 cattles (shih-ching) for $1.00, 30 cat ties for *2.00 and

j7^

45 for §3e00< v.aeh

o

■■■

2 5 APR 1940
‘POLICE rOMB
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April 2?» 1X0.

Th» Shanghai Chinas» Chanter of Coaum, 
Shanghai»

Gentlemen,
X have ho acknowledge receipt of yaur 

letter of April 28, on th» aubjeot of tha sain of 
briquettes at reduced prloos, and to Infam you 
that the natter tea been referred to the Ccnalsaioner 
of Police for attention.

I an, Centimen,
Your obedient Servant, 
T.W.Gibb

Deputy Secretary.

Mt
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2 7. APR 1940

Translation of 1

25th

sales

during the above-mentioned time
(Chopped) Wong Hsiao-lei

24 Chi-ch*Ing

Enclosure: 1 list

72

lim« 

5K' fa•W'WÄM

IM®8*“ t&WHMMil»!

"'¿Mj.K/ìUSl IJAIClîM. POU’^ i
S. S. REGISTRAI

eroe
1040

Briquettes :
The Shanghai dealers of machine-made briquettes have decided 

continue the sale of briquettes at reduced pries for another to

■ 10 ’
®g-
È be

■ i
the
is

days, from 26th April to 5th May. As before, each person will 
permitted to purchase 51 catties for 30 cents per day, and 

sales will last from 2 p.m. daily until the allotsd quantity 
exhausted. of the shops designated to conduct sales, 18 are 

in the settlement and 14 in the French Concession* a list of 
these shop© is enclosed herewith and the Council 1 a begged to 
instruct the police to maintain order at the localities listed

(goto: Received for translation, noon 26th April, 190)



Translation of n closure

List of 18 establishments in the et tie ment«

anantltieS- to be 
sold daily.

,\d dress

1* Hing Ytmg factory 776 Hart Road 40

3. Chi T’a Hsing 002 shaihaikwan Toad 40

3. Nyl T*a Hsing Tales Office 380 Markham Road 60

Yuan Tung Factory 2'50, Lane 356, Jess fled Rd. 20

5. Wong Ta Hsing 105 Tatung Road 20

5» Heng Fung Ts’ang 630 Haloing Road 40

7« Tsung wo Ts’ang 245 CM ng Yuen Lung 40

®. Kuo Wo 819 sinza Road 30

9* Hsing K’ong MO Ll -Z 30

10. Wong Vei LI 246 Tsepoo Road 40

11. Seng Nyi 6 jehol Road 20

12, Tsung Wo Worth Branch 664 Tlendong Road 40

13. Seng T*a Ts’ang 475 r lgln Road 40

U. Nyi Ziang T’a MyMrgd» Road Market 40

15. Tung Fong Sales Office 203 Moulmeln Road 40

1B. gel Ts’ang Hsing ■w5 Kaoao Road 40

17, Ta Wo b54 Tatung Road 20

18. Kwong Wo Nyi Chi 369 Yu Yuen Road 20

piculs

Warn®

jgggi



of life, 
briquette 
as usual.

SHfe

FS«

j flo. S- B.

Sin Wan Pao, Chinese-American Daily News, Shun Pao, Central 
China Daily News:

FUEL SHOP OWNERS SEND LETTER TO S.M.C

The Shanghai Coal Briquette and Firewood Shop 
Owners’ Guild yesterday sent the following letter to the 
S.M.C. and the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerces -

We have received the following information 
from various fuel retail shopsi-

"On May 2 various large coal briquette 
factories announced that all goods were sold out and 
that the supply had ceased. Various retail shops are in 

* lack of coal briquettes to meet the demand of the public 
and the Guild is asked to request the authorities for 
relief."

Ordinarily, prior to a rise in the price of 
goods, coal briquette factories supplied a certain quantity 
of coal briquettes to various retail shops to meet the 
demands of the public. Now taking advantage of the ris 
the factories have ceased sales and intend to create a 
state of uneasiness, without any regard for the livelihood 
of the people. The statement made by various factories 
that the rise was due to the high cost of coal dust as a 
result of the recent fall in the value of the Chinese 
dollar is untrue.

It is learned that a certain factory produced 
in ordinary days sane 200 to 300 tons a day. This morning 
an announcement was made to various retail shops that -it 
could only supply 20 tons of coal briquettes. It is 
evident that this factory is contemplating hoarding supplies 

Coal briquettes are one of the daily necessaries 
We hereby request you to advise various coal 
factories to lower the price and to supply goods

Sin Wan Pao.
and Central China Daily News :

Chinese-American Daily News. Ta Mei Pao, Shun Pao

In order to discuss matters relating to cheap 
sale of coal briquettes, the Shanghai Machine-Made Coal 
Briquette Trade Guild recently resolved to call a meeting 
of representatives of various factories at 2 p.m. yesterday. 
However, no meeting took place as none of the representatives 
attended.

It is learned that the Guild in question will 
probably not hold the fifth stage of the cheap sale of 
coal briquettes.

According to information received, the Nyi 
Tai Shing Coal Briquette Factory,, with a view to rendering 
relief to common people, will hold a cheap sale of coal 
briquettes. The date and site where this sale will take 
place may be announced to-day

«?
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Forwarded by. 1* “Ta^^OTd

Date.
Subject.............Sale of Coal Briquettes - to be resumed

Made by. A S. I •... Hide

A fourth ten day cheap sale
briquettes will commence on April

Sales will begin daily at 2

of coal
26, 1940
p.m. and continue

until stocks are exhausted. Each purchase will
be limited to 5 catties or 30 cents worth of
briquettes, which is equivalent to $120.00 per
ton or $6 per tan

A list of thirty-two distribution centres
is attached hereto

The market price of briquettes to-day is 
$135.00 per fon plus $4 transportation fee 
(■Wholesale) or $7.40 per tan (Retail).

D. C. ( Special Branch)

Distribution
All D. O.s 
All Stations 
French Police

IO»

Sh»

D. S. l



Serial No.

List of 32 Coal Briquettes Cheap Sale Centres
Name & Address of Amouii ; of Cdja.1 Supplier of CoalCheap Sale Centre Briquettes to briquettes, - -- - be so .d daily —

Settlement

1. Kung Yung ( 4 /§ ) factory, 776 Hart Rd,
40 “tans* Kung Yung Factory

2. Jen Tai Shing ( 202 Shanhaikwan Rd. 40 »tana* Nan Yang Coal Briquettes factory
3. Nyi Tai Shing ( Sales Office, 380 * 1 Markham Road.

40 “tans* Nyi Ta Shing factory

% a Yuen Toong factory ( Aj t ), lane 356/360 Jessfield Rd*
20 "tans* Yuen«foong factory

5. Wong Dah Shlng( $ 
Co., 108 Tatung Rd. 20 *tans* Kuo Hwa dual Briquettes factory

Si Heng foong Chohg( 4630 Hainihg Rd« ’ | 40 Hans* Hyi Tai Shing factory
7. Hua Chong ( & £ ) 

245 Sinsa Rd.r v 4G "tans* —db»

8. Kuo Hwa Sales Office ( /?) ), 819 Sinsa Rd. 30 "tans* Kuo Hwa T'dtory

9. Sing Kong ( iff 5 ) Charcoal Shop, 151 Taku Rd.
30 *tans» HW'i Zung, Yuen Hwa factories

10. Wang Van Lee(Coal Co., 246 l^cpooRd. 40 “tr ns* Kwang Hwa factory

11« Sung Nyi (M 4' K 
Coal Co*, 6 Jehdl Rd. 20 »tn»» Yoeh Tung factory

12. Chung Hwa Roh Chu 40 Hans» Nyi Tai Shing factory

Iv. 40 "tans* -do-

14. to 40 »tana» -do-

IB. Tung Tang Sales Office ( f % ). ?03 MoAmeln Boid.
40 »tans* Tung Tang factory

' V ■' //' ’ ( < 4", «/ .
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Serial Ko. Kams & Address of 
Cheap Sa le Centre

Amount of Coal 
briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

16. Zen Chong Sing Co.SJIb606 40 Kyi Tri Shing 
Coal Briquettes 
Factory

17. Dah Woo ( Co.,
254 Tatung Rd.

20 • -do-

18. Kwang HW* Byi Kee Co. 
)» 369

Yu Yuen*Road,

20 ft -do~

Trench Concession

19. Kiu Foong( ' ö ? ) 
Cq. • 60 & *ig Bn Li (l/14?h Rue Porte 
de i’uuest

20 *tans* Kan Yang Factory

20. Tsing Hwa Sales Office Kw 665 Sts- 60 • Tsing Hwa Factory

21. Yung Mow ( A^' ), Co.
68 Rte. Dupleix

20 H Kyi Tai Shing, 
Kan Yang Factory

22. Soong. Tai Chong Co.
(^1 1 )154 B«® Pere 
Froc^ *

40 ft Kan Yang Factory

23. Tsing Hwa Sales Office u&w 358 *” 60 ft Kyi Tai Shing 
Factory

24. Yuen Yuen Goal , 
Briquettes Co. (»$/gl ) 
114 Rue Magy

30 ft Tung Fang 
Factory

25. K>uen Yuen Shing Co., 
( $ 4- )» 206 Rue
Porte* de* I'Ouest

20 ft Kan Yang Factory

26. Dah Sung ( t & ) Co., 
126 Rue Ohs pair

20 ft -do-

27. Voh Chong ( /£ £ ) Co* 
6 Rue Galle *- ”*

20 ft -do-

28. Teh Kee ( fl #) ) Coal 40
Co., cornervor Rue 
Kraetzer and Rue Lemaire

• Kyi Tai Shing 
Factory

9. Kuo Hwa Sales Office 
( /*) 8 ), 111 Rue 
Porte me 1*Ouest

20 ft Kuo Hwa Factory

Sillli

1«®Ï



St Lal Name & Address of 
1C_* Cheap Sale Centre

30. Yah Yuen <&/$) Co.»
270 Hue Kraetzer

31. Hwa Chong ( < ) Co.»
193 Rue Reitard

32. Kwang icing Nyi Kee 
?&), 390 Ruo 

Lafayette

Amount of Coal 
briquettes to 
be sold daily

20 *tans*

20 |

40 •

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

. "• i 
,1 w 1 *■ 1 1 1

Han Yang Factory

-do—

-do-
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Shanghai Chi
I S. 8. REGioTRY

Dated

Briquettes; Cheap sales and Police pmtOCgTbn, ~

Beginning from 11th April the sale of briquettes at a

moderate tir ice will continue for ten days, we yesterday

submitted a list of the addresses of various briquette shops

to the Council with the request that Police be sent to the

shops to preserve order. In the list the number of the Fuh

Hsing Company was wrongly given as 26, instead of No. 281, 

Connaught Road; and the character n Using’’ was omitted 

from the name.of zei Ts*ong Hsing, which is at No. 606

1 '

Macao Road, and not no 4201 Robison Road. As for the Zi

Zeng Chi estublLihment, Carter Road, it has been struck off

the

No.

list, while five shops, viz., the T*i Ta Wo establishment 

254 Tatung Road, KWeng Wo Nyi Chi, No. 369 Yu Yuen Road

, Nyi Zlang T*a. in Myburgh Road Market, Nyi T’a Hsing Shop

Sales and Retail Department, No 380 Markham Road and Tuen

Fung Briquette Factory, No. 360, Lane 356 Jessfield Road, are
added in the list, thus making a total of 21 instead at 17 

shops. Will the Council please notify the Police of the above

changea

(Chopped) Wong Hsiao-lei
Cha ir man

Z1 Chi-eh* Ing
Member of Standing Committee

(Note: Received for translation a.m. 11th April, IMO)
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' Ao, S. b. U>- 
j r. /a)UDote— ,„-¿a»

April 10, IMO.

The Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Coemmree, 
Shanghai.

Gentleman,
X hare to aeknowledge reeelpt of your letter 

of April •, on the subject of the Mio of briquettes at 
reduced prices, and to inform you that the matter hoe 
been referred to the Conmieelonor of Police for attention.

X an. Sir,
Toor obedient »errant,

T. W. GhH>

D«paty Secretary.



Briquettes: Cheap sales

The second period for the cheap sale of briquettes ended

dealers the sale at a moderate price will continue for 10 days

addresses of the shops Is enclosed for the Council's information

Please instruct the Police to maintain order at the shops during

the stated period and oblige,

(Chopped) Wong Hsiao-lei,

and Zi Chi-ch’ing

Enel.: 1 list

(Note: Received for translation late a.m. 10th April. 190).

Translation of letter to Council 
Shanghai Chinese City Chamber of

from
Commerce

from 11th to 20th April. Each pur chaser will be permit ted to 

buy daily 5^ catties (Sa ohing,>i^5) for 30 cts. Of a total 

of 30 shops which will conduct sales, 17 are in the Settlement

and 13 in th® French Concession. A list of ths names and

on 5th April. According to a resolution passed by briquette

Outed 9th April, 190

'OKCE

- * - ■w



Translation of Enclosure.

List of 17 establishments in the Settlement.

Name of ' stabil shment Address Quantities to be sold daily

1. Kung 'Sling 'Factory 776 Hart Hoad 40 piculs

3. ZI T’a Hsing 203 shanhaiknan Rd 40 *

3. Fuh Hsing Company 28 Connaught Road 30 "

4. Kuo Wo Sales.office 369 Seymour Road 30 ”

5. Tsung Wo West

Branch

Yu Yuen Road corner 40 •»

of Ting Hsl Rd.

6. Ya Tung Ts’ong 330 Raining Road 40 «

7. Wo Ts’ong

Establishment

345 Chang Yuen Lung 40 ”
(4 ’i

8. Kuo Wo sales Office 819 Slnza Road 30 •

9. Wong Wei Li 346 Tsepoo Road 40 *

10. Seng Nyl

Establishment

6 Jehol Road 20 •

11. Tsung Wo North

Branch

664 Tiendong Road 40 «

12. Sung T’a Ts’ong 475 Elgin Road 40 *

13» Yah Yuen Coal

Dealers

Corner of Connaught 30 "

Road and Hart Road

14« Tung Fong Shop

Sales Dept.

203 Moulmeln Road 40 »

15« Zel Ts’ong 4201 Robison Road 40 ”

16. zi Zeng Chi 135 Carter Road 40 *

17. Hsing Kjong Char

coal Hong

Chunking Road 35 *

*' 1- < V. -
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REPORT J^^fipr illjith,

1 „ ,. Cheap Sale of Coal Briquettes - to be rwCBran ’ï subject...................................................... ........

, , D.S.I. Hide E. , , , D. 1. Crawford.Made by................................................................... r orwarded by........................ ............................

1)

2)

Vide Special 
Branch Report 
of 21/3/40.

afternoon of April 9th

of coal briquettes
to $128.00 per ton
$6.60 to $7.00 per

INDEXED ay

The following resolutions were passed
at a meeting of representatives of various coal

briquettes factories, held in the offices of the
Shanghai Municipality Machine-made Coal Briquettes

factory Owners* Guild, 405 Tientsin Road, on the

With effect from 11-4-40, the wholesale price
will be raised from $120.00
and the retail price from

tan.
Two of the distribution centres which participated
in the last cheap sale will be withdrawn and the
following additional centres appointed to
participate in the third ten-day cheap sale
commencing from April 11 i-

Centres withdrawn

Zien Zung Kee Co.(
135 carter Hoad

4201 Hobison Road
Additional Centres

Serial Ho.15 in 
the list appended 
to Special Branch 

Report dated 26-3-40.
Serial Ho.17 in 
the same list.

"Settlement*
Zeu Chong Sing Co. ( 
Ta Wu Co. ( fib )» 254
Kwang Hwa Hyi Kee Co. ( )» 369 Y^o^en

Hyi Ziang Tai )> Myburgh Road Market.

Hyi Tai Shing

6J 
IS] 606 Macao

Tatung Road

Road

Coal Briquettes Sales Office

sife
Ml»



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

Subi
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Forwarded by

)• 380 Markham
"3xtr a-Settlement Roads"

Yuen Foong Go. ( 

"ffrench Concession"

Kwang Ming Nyi Kee Co

10/

D. C. ( Special Branch

siili

Date

Road.

File No..

.Station,

), Lane 356/360 Jeasfield Road

ZcJ » 390 Rue
Lafayette
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-îfeÆ-.. ®
to be resumed.

b/Lade by ............... Forwarded by.........

A third ten day cheap sale of coal

briquettes will commence on April 11, 1940.
Sales will begin daily at 2 p.m. and 

continue until stocks are exhausted. Each 

purchase will be increased from 4 catties or 

20cts. worth to 5£ catties or 30cts. worth of 

briquettes.

1 Vide Special 
Branch report 
of 26/3/40.

The thirty distribution centres listed 

in Special branch report dated liarch 26, will
remain unchanged.



Jfaroh 26, 1940.

Cheap 941e_pf Coal Briquettea

Attached herewith is a list of thirty 

coal "briquette shops which will participate in g

the ten day cheap sale commencing on March 

27th, 1940.

Selling will begin daily at 2 p.m.

and continue until the stocks are exhausted.

Each purchase will be limited to four catties 

or 20 cents worth of briquettes.

Distribution
All 0,0. s

All Stations

Trench Tolice



S

Serial 
No.

List of 30 Coal Briquettes Cheap Sale Centres

Name & address of 
Cheap Sale Centre

Kung Yung (4$ )
Factory. 776 Hart 
Bo ad.

Amount of Coal 
"briquettes to 
he sold dally

Settlement

40 tans

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

2. J en Tai Shi ng ) 
Company» 202 
Shanhaikwon Boad.

3. Foh Sing Company 
(4^®). 281 
Connaught R>ad.

4. Kuo Hwa Sales Office 
(®M )♦ 269 Seymour 
Bo ad.

40 «

20 •

Kung Yung ftiotory

Nan Yang Goal 
Briquettes Faotory

Hyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

20 " Kuo Hwa Coal
Briquettes Factory

w5. Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Chung Hwa Si Chu
Ji ), corner 

of Yu Yuen and

1 •■¿'v-'.-'

40

feg|

Tiendo ng Bead

Ding Si Boads.

6. Yah Foo ng Chong 
(^41 h 630 
Raining Bo ad.

40 H - do -

7. Hwa Chong (Jplb ) 
Coal Company, 245 
Sinza Boad.

40 n - do -

8. Kuo Hwa Sales 
Office (O )» 
819 SinzaBoed.

40 w Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory

9. Sing Kong )
Charcoal Shop,*151 
Taku Bo ad.

35 11 Hwa Zu ng, Wu Tel 
and Yuen Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factories

10. Wang Van Lee )
Coal Company, 246 
Teepoo Bead.

40 n Kwang Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory

11. Sung Ifyi C&X ) 
Coal Company* 6 
Jehol Bead.

20 n Yueh Tung Coal 
Briquettes Factory

12. Chung Hwa Feh Chu 
(if< ), 664

40 w Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

w.t
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Chppe p1

Seri:1 
No.

Name & addreee of 
Cheep Sale Centre

jtaount of Coal 
Briquettes to 
be sold daily

Suppl iee of Co el 
briquettes

13. -Sung Tai Chong 
(MS >•475 
Elgin Bo ad.

40 tsne bfcri Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

14. Yah Yuen )
Co »I Company, corner 
of Connaught and 
Hart Road'e.

20 « Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

15. Zien Zu ng Kee 
( ztJ Company
135 Carter Road.

40 * Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

16. Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettee Sales 
Office ( $7) ), 
203 Moulmem Bo ad.

40 •' Th ng Feng Coal 
Briquettee factory

17.

18.

Zeu Chong ( & ),
4201 Bdbieon Road.

Tel ng Hwa Coal 
Briquettee. Sales 
Office-(MM). 565 
Route de Zikawel.

40 *

French Concession

80 teile

îfyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

îfyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

19. Zeu Shing ( 9 )
Company, 325 Rue 
Conty.

40 " - do -

20. Soong Tai Chong 
). is« 

Rue Fere Froc.

40 • Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

21. Tee ng Bah Shing < mk ^)»463 Rue^du Marche.

20 « - do -

22. Teing Hwa ( M) 
Coal Briquettes*' 
Seles Office, 358 
Rue Winling.

60 * Teing Hwe Coal 
Briquettee Factory

23. Yuen Yuen (/® /^) 
Co«7! Briquettee“Co., 
114 Rue Magy.

30 * Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettes Factory

24. Quan Yuen Shing 
f V/&&) Company, 
206"Rue TPorte de 
I'Oueet.

20 * Nan Yeng Coal 
Briquettee Factory

25. Dah Sung ( & )
Company, 126 Rue

20 * . do -
«

tS^SMi



Serial Nj•

26.

27.

2P.

2^.

30.,

Name de Adaress of 
Cneap Sale Centre

A-uOunt oi Coal 
oriquettes to 
be sola aaily

Pou Cii^ng ( B ) 
Co 9f 6 Rue G^llc

20 tans

Teh Kee ( ^.?d) Co., 
corner of Rue Kraetzer 
and Rue Lemaire

40 •

Ku-' Hwa ( % ) Coal
Briquet+es Sales Office 
111 Rue Porte de I’Oueet

20 •

Yah Yuen ( f/jif, ) Co., 
270 Rue Kraetzer

20 “

Hwn Chong ( ra ) Co.
193 Rue Ratrrd

40 «

Supplier of Coal * 
briquettes S 
---------------- 1
Nen Yang Cosi 
briquettes 
Ppctory £

Nyi Tai "hi ng
Coal Briquettes
Factory

Fuo Bwn Coal 
■’’riquet* es 
F? ctory

Nan Y«ng Coni
Briquettes
Fp ctory



p.

Gentlemen,

I am, Gentlemen

rn/

30/12

Si* -'.ÄtW.* i. < r r ' ' ■

March 30, 1940

The Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce, 
Shanghai.

1 have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of

March 28, on the subject of the sale of briquettes at

reduced prices, and to Inform you that the

referred to the Commissioner of Police for

Your obedient serrant

Secretary & Comlosloner

matter has been

attention.

General.



Translation of letter to Council from 
the Shanghai Chinese Chamber of Commerce.

Dated 38th March, 19 4?.

Briquettes; Cheap sale oft Police protection.

Seventeen shops in the International Settlement and
I 

thirteen in the French Concession have been selected by the
IBjfB I

Coal Dealers association to sell briquettes at re lue ad price
1 

from 27th March to 5th April* Each shop will retail to the 

poor th® fixed quantity of briquettes daily, As it is feared 

that disturbances my result from the presence of large 

crowds, a list of the shops is herewith enclosed and the

Council is begged to detail police to the various establishments I 

during the above-wenticnel period to maintain order.

(Chopped) Vong Hsiao-lui, Chairman

Zi Chi-ch’ing, Member of Standing

Commit tee.

Enclosure; 1 list.



Translation of ^closure.

List of 17 es tab 11 ah.tie nts in the j ettletnen t«

Kama of Establishment kddrese Quantities to -r-
1 ............. ... 1" ,a"..... — >aiiy -

!• Kung Yung Factory 770 Hart Road 40 piculs

2. 21 T*a Hsing SO2 3h®haikwan Rd. 40 w

3» Fuh Hsing Company 28 Connaught Road 20 w

4. Kuo Wo Calos Office 240 Seymour Hoad 20 w

5* Taung "o West Branch Yu Yuan Road »em of Ting
Hsi Road %)

40

40

w

6. Yah Fung Ts*ong 3®0 Raining Toad. *f

7. Wo Ts*ong Establishment 245 Ctring Yuen Lung&|jQ-^ 40 w

8. Yue o Bales ffioe 81v S Insta Road w

2. ?jong wei Li S48 Tea pontes id 40 «t

10« Seng TJyi 'iptablishr.erst 6 Jehol n.oad 20

11». Taung Wo North Branch 364 Tiendong Road '40 ft

12« sung T*a Ts’ong 475 Tlgln -Roai 40 It

18« Yah YUen Coal Dealerst Crn.of Connaught Rd* and 20 w

14. Tung Fong Shop^ sales
Tiaxt WM

i Hept. ®3 h^oulsiMn Road 40 w

15. zei Ts’ong 4201 Robison Road 40 f»

16. 21 Zung Chi ITS Carter Head 40 w

17. Hsing ■'♦Ong Cmrsaal Kong Chunking Road S3 w
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c Cheap Sale of Coal BriquettesSubject............... ........ .......................................................

Supt. J. Mason
.F orwarded by................................ ........

Attached herewith is a list of thirty 

coal briquette shops which will participate in 

the ten day cheap sale commencing on March 

27th, 1940._

Selling will begin daily at 2 p.m. 

and continue until the stocks are exhausted. 

Each purchase will be limited to four catties 

o r 20 cents worth of briquettes.

jj.C. (Special ’’ranch)



Liat of 30 Coal Briquette« Cheap Sale Centre«
Serial Name & address of Amount of Coal Supplier of CoalNd. Cheap Sale Centre briquettee to briquottea ____________________ be «old daily __________________

Settlement
1. Kung Yung ( 5 ty ) 40Factory* 77® HartRoad.
2. Jen Tai Shing 40Company, 202 gp Shanhaikwmn Bo ad.
3. ibh Sing Company 20

(/J 1), 281Connaught R>ad.
4. Kuo Hwa Sale« Office 20 (Z/l f ), 269 SeymourRoad?
5. Chung Hwa Si Chu 40( jrlb cornerof Yu Yuen and Ding Si Boada.
6. Yah Foong Chong 40

Heining Bo ad.
7. Hwa Chong ) 40Coal Company, 245Sinsa Road.
8. Kuo Hwa Salea <0Office (/*) i ),819 Sinsa lead.
9. Sing Kong ($7^) 35Charcoal Shop* 151Taku Road.

i 10. Wang Van Lee ( iLffy) <0 Coal Company, 246 Teepoo Road.
111. Sung $yi (#3 ) 20Coal Company, 6 Je hoi Road.
12. Chung Hwa Peh Chu 40Um"

tens Kung Yung Ifeotory

* Nan Yang CoalBriquettea Factory
" Nyi Tai Saing CoalBriquet tea Factory

Kuo Hwa Coal Briquettee Factory
« tyi Tai Shing CoalBriquettea Factory

" - *o -

« - do -

* Kuo Hwa CoalBriquettee Factory
” Hwa Zung, Wu Taiand Yuen Hwa Coal Briquettee Factoriea
* Kwang Hwa CoalBriquettee Factory
" Yueh Tung GoalBriquettee Factory
* J(yi Tai Shing CoalBriquettee Factory

1



- 2 - '1
Serial Name & address of Amount of Coal Supplies of Coal

So. Cheap Sale Centre Briquettes to be sold daily briquettes

IS. Sung. Tai Chong <»•* )• *7B Elgin Road.
40 tana bfcri Tai Shing CoalBriquettes Factory

•
14. Yah Yuen (^^ ) 

Coal Company, corner of Connaught and Hart Roads.

20 * Nan Yang CoalBriquettes Factory

15. Zien Zu ng Kee ( ( Company135 Carter Road.
40 * Nyi Tai Shing CoalBriquettes Factory

16. Tung fang Coal Briquettes Sales Of flee (l£ ),203 Moulmein Bead.

40 * Th ngBriquettes Factory

17.
18.

Zeu Chong $ ),4201 Robison Road.
Tsing Hwa Coal Briquettes Sales Office (Hi ), 565 Route de Zikawei.

40 *
French Concession

80 tails

Briquettes Factory

Ifri Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Factory

19. Zeu Shing (}n ) 
Company, 325 Rue Conty.

40 * - de -

20. Soong Tai Chong ('Ot h 154 Rue Tore Free.
40 * Nfn YangjjjsalBriquettes Factory

21. Tseng Dah Shing < iff & )» <«3 Rue du Marche.
20 IIP - do -

22. Thing Bea (^| 1 ) 
Coal Briquettes Salos Office, 358 Rue Wlnling.

60 » Briquettes Factory iSfiiii
23. Yuen Yuen (^1)/?))

Coal Briquettes Co., ■•«y.
30 Tung Fang Coal Briquettes Factory

24. Quan Yuen ShingF All'Ll20o Rue Borte do I’Ouest.

20 » Nan Yang Coal Briquettes Factory

25. Company» 126 Rue 20 * * do -

■■'WlSfeilIttl■



3

Serial No« Nam« & AÀar«ea of 
Cneap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal briquettes to be sola daily
Supplier of Coed, 
briquettea

26. Fon Chong ( / 9 )
Co., 6 Rue G^lle

20 tus Nan Yang Coal 
briquettes 
Factory

27. Teh Kee ( ) Co.,
corner of Rue Kraetzer 
and Rue Lemaire

40 e Nyi Tai Shing 
Coal Briquettes
Factory

28. Ku*> Hwa ( ® l ) Coal 
Briquette« Sales Office 
111 Rue Porte de L’Oueet

20 • Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettes 
Factory

29. Tah Yuen ( ) Co.,
270 Rue Kraetzer

20 * Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes 
Factory

30.
■£ h

Hwa Cheng ( y ) Co.
193 Rue Ratard

40 N -do-
iVv.e



Ifaroh 26, 1940.

Gbaap^aie. of Coal.Briquettes

Attached herewith is a list of thirty 

coal briquette shops which will participate in 

the ten day cheap sale commencing on liar ch 

27th, 1940.

Selling will begin daily at 2 p.m. 

and continue until the stocks are exhausted. 

Bach purchase will be limited to four catties 

or 20 cents worth of briquettes.

Diatylbution
All 0.0. s

All Stations

Trench Tolice



Liet of 30 Coal Briquettes Cheap Sale Gentree

Serial Name & addreee of
No. Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
"briquettes to 
be sold daily

Settlement

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

1. Kung Yung (-W ¡3 ) 
Factory, 776 Hart 
Bo ad.

40 tane

2. Jen Tai Shing (&&$) 
Company, 202 
Shanhaikwon Boad.

40 a

3. Boh Sing Company 
(W*®)» 281 
Connaught R>ad.

20 H

4. Kuo Hwa Sales Office 
(®M- )» 269 Seymour 
Bo ad.

20 H

5. Chung Hwa Si Chu 
(JI )» corner 
of xu Yuen and 
Bing Si Beads.

40 H

6. Yah Foo ng Chong 
630 

Hai hing Bo ad.

40 w

7. Hwa Chong )
Coal Company, 245 
Sinza Boad.

40 w

Kung Yung Äotory

Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes factory

Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Kuo Hwa Goal 
Briquettes Factory

Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

- do -

- do -

8. Kuo Hwa Sales 
office (güt ), 
819 SinzaBoad.

40 * Kuo Hwa Coal
Briquettes Factory

9. Sing Kong ) 35 «
Charcoal Bhopal 51 
Taku Bo ad.

10. Wang Van Leo ) 40 "
Coal Company, 246
Teepoo Bead.

11. Sung Nyi (&X > 20 *
Coal Company, 6 
Jehol Bpad.

Hwa Zung, Wu Tel 
and Yuen Bv.a Coal 
Briquettes Factories

Kwang Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Yueh Tung Coal 
Briquettes Factory



2

ælSIRsWWS

Compaq/, 126 
Chape p1 .

Serial 
No.

Name & addreee of 
Cheep Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettee to 
be eold daily

Supplies of Coal 
briquettee

13. -Sung Tel Oho ng (111 )> 475 
Elgin Rond.

40 tane ]fyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

14. Yph Yuen (1ft ) 
Coei Company, corner 
of Conneught and 
Hprt Roade.

20 n Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

15. Zien Zu ng Kee 
( Company
135 Carter Road.

40 M Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

16. Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettee Salee 
Office ( $7, ), 
203 Moulmein Road.

40 w Tung Feng Coal 
Briquettee Factory

17. Zeu Chong (), 
4201 Robieon Road.

40

French

N

Conceeeion

Ifyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

18. Teing Hwe Coal 
Briquettes. Salee 
Office •( a )» 565 
Route de Zlirwei.

80 telle JSyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

19. Zeu Shing ( 9 £¡7- ) 
Company, 325 Rue 
Conty.

40 « - do -

20. Soo ng Tai Oho ng 
( ), 154
Rue Fere Froc.

40 n Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

21. Tseng Dab Shing 
( A )’ 463 
Rue^du Marche.

20 w - do -

22. Teing Hwe ( 1)
Coal Briquettee'* 
Salee Office, 358 
Rue Winling.

60 w Teing Hwe Coal 
Briquettee Factory

23. Yuen Yuen (^/|)) 
Co el Briquettee"Co., 
114 Rue Magy.

30 ii Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

24. ftuaq Yuen Shing 
( V fyjtL ) Company, 
206""Rue *Torte de 
I'Oueet.

20 M Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes Factory

25. Deh Sung ( ■££) 20 i - do -

^^SæâSfesgim|SlMI

■P
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sewsssaa.

Serial No

- 3

Nauie de ndareee oi A^O unt oi Coal Supplier of Coal :
Cneap Sale Centre oriquettes to 

be sola aaily
briquette s

. - - .. . __IW-
Jon Ciiong (^11 
Co., 6 Bue Galle

) 20 tane Nan Yang Cosi *i
briquettes
Rectory 1

Teh Kee ( Co.,
corner of Rue Kraetzer 
and Rue Lemaire

40 • Nyi Ta 1 Shing 
Coal Rriquettce
Factory

Ku- Hwa ( & )
Briquet+ee Bairs 
111 Rue Porte de

Coal 
Office 
T ’Ouest

20 f Kuo Kwa Coal 
Ryiquet + ee 
F?ctory

Yah Yuen ( )
270 Rue Kraetzer

do., 20 it Nan Ynng Coal 
Briquettes 
Rectory

Hwa Chong ( It {9 
193 Rue Retard

) Co« 40 11 -do-

:'i'''<-~".'^'-- ^'I'S UH*

»BSS»i®

WW^Br "

Him
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Subject......S.ha.nSh®.i Municipality Machine-made Coal
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Brique UtfiLS. Fan-to ry

Owners* Guild - meeting

Made ¿y„l?»JLt.î.s.---— .For warded Î-‘—

A meeting of representatives of local coal 

briquettes factories was held in the offices of 

the Shanghai Municipality Machine-made Coal Briquet tea

Factory Owners* Guild, 405 Tientsin Road between

Vide Special Br»
Report of 1.3.40

3.30 p.m. and 4.30 p.m. March 20, 1940. The 

following resolutions were passed at the meeting 

which wae presided over by Mr. Zung Teai Faung 

( )> Chairman of the Shanghai Municipality

Machine-made Coal Briquettes Factory Owners* Guilds« 

1) That a second ten day cheap sale of coal
briquettes be commenced on March 27, 1940 1
(five days after the present cheap sale 
concludes on March 22nd.)

2) That a total of 1,000 tons of alack for 
the manufacture of cheap sale briquettes 
be supplied to smaller coal briquettes factories 
by Ifyi Tai Shing ( ) Coal Co. (500 tons),
Dah Loo ng Shing ( />'/? ) Coal Co. (300 tons)*
Tung Cheng (¿|4'£«)) Co". Ltd. (100 tons) and 
Hargen & Co. i (100 tons) and that
distribution be made jointly by the guild 
and the Chinese Chamber of Commerce.

3) That commencing from March 22, 1940, the wholesale 
price of coal briquettes be raised from $110 
to $120 per ton and the retail price from $5.80 
to $6.40 per tan plus 20 cents transportation 
fee. This decision is to be passed to the 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce for sanction.

D. S. I.
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March 26, 1940.

Chean Bale of Coal Briquettes

Attached herewith is a list of thirty 

coal 'briquette shops which will participate in |

the ten day cheap sale commencing on Mhrch 

27th, 1940.

Selling will begin daily at 2 p.m. 

and continue until the stocks are exhausted. 

Each purchase will be limited to four catties 

or 20 cents worth of briquettes.

Distribution

All D.O.s

An Stations

french folice

||g|



Settlement

I Liet of 30 Coal Briquettee Cheap Sale

■
Centres

Serial Name & addreee of .Amount of Coal
No. Cheap Sale Centre briquettee to

______ ____________________ be sold daily

Supplier of Coal 
briquettee

1. Kung Yung ('4 )
factory* 776 Hart 
Hoad«

40 tane Kung Yung Bo tory

35

J en Tai Shi ng )
Company, 202 
Shanhaikwan Road.

40 H Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettee factory

Roh Sing Company 
281 

Connaught Bad.

20 II Ifyi Tai Sling Coal 
Briquettee factory

Kuo Hwa Sales Office 
(®M )» 269 Seymour 
Road.

20 H Kuo Hwa Goal 
Briquettes factory

Chung Hwa Si Chu
£ >, corner 

of Yu Yuen and 
Ding Si Roads.

40 M Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes factory

Yah foong Chong 
)» 

HainTng Road.

40 n - do -

Hwa Chong )
Coal Company, 245 
Sinza Road.

40 H - do -

Kuo Hwa Sales 
Office ),
819 SinzaRoad.

40 II Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettee factory

20

40

Hwa Zu ng, Vu Tel 
and Yuen Hwa Goal 
Briquettee factories

Ityi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee factory

Yueh Tung Coal 
Briquettee factory

Kwang Hwa Coal 
Briquettes factory

Chung Hwa Peh Chu 
)> 664 

Tiendong Hoad

40

aaswagWi

'"'ff

10

11

12.

Sing Kong (j^jf ) 
Charcoal Shopf*151 
Taku Hoad.

Wang Van Lee 
Coal Company, 246 
Teepoo Hoad.

Sung Ityi )
Coal Company, 6 
Jehol Bead,.

Wä4%WSiili
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Chppeal

Serial 
No.

Npme & addreee of 
Cheep Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettee to 
be eold daily

Supplice of Coal 
briquettee

13. -Sung Tai Chong (lll> 475 
Elgin Road.

40 tane Ityi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

14. Yah Yuen ( )
Coal Company, corner 
of Connaught and 
Hart Roade.

20 * Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

15. Zien Zu ng Kee 
( T|"/| fo) Company 
135 Carter Road.

40 * Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

16. Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettee Salee 
Office ( %% ), 
203 Moulmein Road.

40 " Hing Feng C al 
Briquettee Factory

17.

18.

Zeu Chong ( -fojl) )t 
4201 Robison Road.

Teing Hwa Coal 
Briquettee^ Salee 
Office^ «5 S )» 565 
Route de ziKewei.

40 "

French Concession

80 telle

Ityi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettee Factory

19. Zeu Shing ( *? )
Company, 325 Rue 
Conty.

40 | - do «

20. Soong Tai Chong 
( A ), 154 
Rue Fere Froc.

40 » Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

21. Teeng Dah Shing 
( ft ), 463
Rue”du Marche.

20 * - do -

22. Teing Hwa' ( $ %) 
Coal Briquettes'' 
Seles Office, 358 
Rue Witiling.

60 * Teing Hwa Coal 
Briquettee Factory

23. Yuen Yuen (^/^) 
Coal Briquettee"Co., 
114 Rue Magy.

30 * Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettee Factory

24. ftuaq Yuen Shing 
( Company,
206”T?ue ‘■Forte de 
I'Oueet.

20 * Nan Yerig Coal 
Briquettee Factory

25. Deh Sung ( & )
Company, 126 Rue

20 * .do -

Olsil 

i£& s*isStJfe£WsW®wi1



20 tane

40

20

20

do-40

Haae de Adaress oi 
Cneap Sale Centre

Yah 
270

Nan Y«ng Coal 
Briquettes 
Factory

Fou Chong ( 1
Co., 6 Rue Gglle

Office 
I’Ouest

Hwa
193

Amount ox' Coal 
Briquettes to 
be solo aaily

Hen Yang Coal 
briquette 
Factory

Kuo Hwa Coal 
T’riquet+ es 
F?ctory

Teh Kee ( /Ô) Co*»
corner of Rue Kraetzer 
and Rue Lemaire

Ku- J 
Briquet 
111

Chong ( 1- )
Rue Retard

3

»

ani

Ho Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

26

27

2F Hwa ( 4 ) Coal
iuet + ee Sap’s Off! 
Rue Porte de

Yu en ( I ) Co 
Rue Krac-tzer

Nyi Tai Shing 
Coal Briquettee
Factory
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Subject.

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Section 1, SpecialAaranttizZ*/^

REPORT '-J^1ttrch"T9th
a..........---- - --- -

Shanghai Municipality Coal, Charcoal & firewood Shop Owners*

Made by. ‘. Hide

Vide Special 
Branch report 
of 19/2/40.

(3 .1.) «¿GISTRY

date

Association meeting.

r> j j L Supt. J. Mason. r or warded by.

between 2 p.m. and 5.30 p.m., 18-3-40, a

meeting of members of the Shanghai municipality Coal

Charcoal & firewood Shop owners' Association, 190

jayburgh Road, was convened in the auditorium of the

iMingpo fellow Countrymen's Association, 480 Yu Ya

Ching Road. Some 500 reposentatives

coal, charcoal and firewood shops were

MT ), Chairman

Municipality Coal, Charcoal & firewood

Association presided The following

were

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Î)

passed

of various

present and

of the Shanghai

Shop Owners*

Resolutions

That Coal briquettes factories be

supply coal briquettes from stock

That

lieu

That

from

That

requested to

on demand.

the practice of issuing cash receipts in

of "delivery orderf be checked and stopped

the coal briquettes factories be prohibited

conducting

letters be

requesting them

price.($110 per

retail sales

addressed to the various factories

to observe the fixed wholesale

ton)

That the cheap sale of coal briquettes be

conducted only by association members

That a coal briquettes market be established.

That factories be requested to continue the

existing practice of changing dust for briquettes



G. SOM-1-39
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

File No..

I Subject.

REPORT
- 2 -

.Station,

Date.

Made by. Forwarded by.

at a weight discount of 10%.

In connection with the resolutions jso.1 and

2 ) a staff member of the shanghai

Municipality Coal, Charcoal & firewood Shop Owners1

Association, explained that the great majority factories

are reluctant to sell stocks to retail shops at the

fixed price of $110 per ton

In some cases, he stated, a factory will

accept an order and instead of effecting immediate

delivery will issue a receipt for the cash received.

The receipt does not mention the date of delivery

which is effected only by surreptitious arrangements

at a mutually agreed price which is frequently in

excess of that fixed by the Shanghai Municipality Coal

Briquettes factory Owners* Guild

The Shanghai municipality Coal, Charcoal

& firewood Shop Owners* Association is registered

with the S.M.P possessing certificate pjo.C.85

D. S. I ft

D. C. ( Special Branch )

'W



MEETING OF SHANGHAI FUEL SHOP OWNERS TO BE HELD TO-DAY

The Shanghai Coal» Charcoal and Firewood 
Shop-Owners* Federation publishes the following notice in 
the advertisement columns of the Sin Wan Pao t-

The recent increase in prices of fuel 
seriously affects the livelihood of the Shanghai residents* 
The consumption exceeding the supply in Shanghai also 
affects the local fuel retailing shops*

A meeting of the Shanghai Coal» Charcoal and 
Firewood Shop-Owners’ Federation is scheduled to be held 
at 1 p*m* on Maroh 18 in the hall of the Ningpo Fellow 
Countrymen’s Association on Yu Ya Ching Road* All shop 
owners should attend to discuss measures to be taken. 
Besides private invitation, notice is hereby published 
to draw the attention of all shop owners to the need for 
attendance*
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. S. B. REGtSTi f
S. 1. S pe-Ci a$®£e A 

Aftwh 40..Z1REPORT
Date.

Subjeo,.. ^^^ ...... -

Made

Vide Sp. Br. 
Renort of 
1/3/40

Forwarded by....... P.?.—J..*—.QXskY7.1.9.?4-

Enquiries at the Shanghai Municipality 

Machine-made Coal Briquettes Factory Owners’ Guild, 

405 Tientsin Road confirm the report in the Chinese 

American Daily News of February 16th, 1940 that 

the P.W.D. has ordered the Kung Yung Coal Briquettes 

Factory, 699 Changping Road to close by March 8.

Removal was ordered in consequence of smoke 

discharged from the factory in question, which 

constitutes a nuisance to the neighbouring 

residences. Following representation being filed 

with the S.M.C. by the Chinese Chamber of Commerce 

on behalf of the factory, the authorities concerned 

have agreed to postpone the date of removal until 

May 7, in order to allow the factory to find 

a new site.

The Kung Yung Coal Briquettes Factory, which 

has a daily capacity of 10 tons of briquettes, is 

a member of the Coal Briquettes Factory Owners1

Guild, but has not been participating in the coal 

bricuettes cheap sale scheme sponsored by the guild. 

Therefore, its removal or closure would not affect 

the scheme.



FORM HO. 8_ r -Filfl Nn ’ V '6 65H ’39 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^, . F C P?<|
> GOTdbn Road; RgGiStftY
’ ----------- 1------------ ------------[s—

REPORT

Subject (in full) Shanghai MuniolgaUty.Machine^ Factory ,u

Owners Guild - Cheap sale of coal briquettes.
_ . , inspector

Made ¿y. Inspector. T.8ai...i,iu................. Forwarded ¿y.-ofXi«er.-4a-^harg.0.......... ............................

Sir,

I beg to report that with reference to the above 

subject, observation has been kept from time to time at 

the following coal briquette factories and shops in this

district since 23-2-40 and up to this date the situation

has been very quiet»-

Tung Pang Factory 29 penang Road

Yuan Hwa 25 *

Ku ng YU ng * 699 changping Road

Han pang * 494 Tonquin Road

Coal shop 281 Connaught Road

630 Hart Road
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S >. REGISTRY

Secretary & Conmieeioner General,
3. M. C.

March

Letter from Chinese Chamber ------_ BriquettesYour F.30/12 dated February 28, 1940
of Commerce

Cheap Sales of briquettes are now in progress 
Certain arrangements have been made between the coal 
companies and importers for the cheap sale of coal dust

I suggest an understanding with the shipping 
companies must be arranged by the coal merchants interested 
who can if they wish inform the Council should such 
negotiations arrive at an

Sd. K. M. Bourne. 
Commissioner of Police.





Date
s « REGISTRY

(Special Branch) Office Notes I 7i'i'S'fl'*
! No. S. D. aJ»-- /"■“!.

D.C.(Special Branch) ' _ Sr -3 #0
Sir, ---- ---------------- --- ■'

The attached translation relates to'Thehigh price 

prevailing for coal briquettes which has been reported on by

the Special Branch and cheap sales of which are in progress

at the present time. Certain arrangements have been made 

between the coal companies and the importers for the sale of |
I

cheap coal dust but the request made by the Chinese Chamber
. Iof Commerce that the Shanghai Municipal Council call a

II
conference of all shipping companies with a view to having the I 

freight charges on coal reduced is a question that this Branch I

is unable to comment on.
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Cheep Sale of Coal Briquette to be conducted in..the
Settlement and French Conceasion.

z? j il D. I. Crawford, Forwarded by...................................................

The following resolutions were passed at

I

a meeting of the Coal Briquettes Cheap Sale Committee, 

held at 4 p.m. 29-2-40, on the premises of the Chinese 1I
Chamber of Comiaerde, 59 Hongkong Road, which was is

i 
presided over by Mr. Zee Chi-Ching ( left) ), T J A
executive of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce

1) That cheap sale of coal briquettes at $5.00
■ per HtanH be conducted between 2-3-40 and

21-3-40 at 26 designated centres in the 

Settlement and French Concession. (List of 

centres attached)

2) That each purchase be limited to 20 cents

worth (equivalent to 4 catties) of coal 

briquettes only. |

3) That cheap sale at these centres be commenced

at 2 p.m. daily until the stock allocated for 

such purposes is exhausted.

D. 3. I.



List of 26 Coal briquettes Cheap Sale Centres

Sériel
No.

Name & address of 
Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of coal 
briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of c
briquettes

f

S

do

do

30

40

Sung Chong ( £+ % )

Yueh Tung, Pei ’ 
and Wu Lih Zung 
Coal Briquette 
Factor! ea.

Kuo Hwa Coal Briquette 
Factory.

Nan Yang Coal Briquette 
Factory.

Nyi Ta. Shing Co al 
Briquttes Factory.

Sung Nyi ( ) Coal
Co., 6 Jehol Road

Kwang Hwa ( aj

Coal Briquettes 
Factory.

Kuo Hwa Coal Btiquette 
Factory.

>fi), Hwa 
), Yuen

) and Yen 
) Coal 
Fac toxjee

ìfyi Ta Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory.

C.bung Hwa Pei Chu 
( f Je H Ti )> 664 
Ti e nd o ng Road.

Nan Fan Chang See 
Coal Briquette Factory

Wu Tsi ( 
Zung 
Hwa ( ;/'? 
Yen ( 
Briquette

SHTTLiLLENT

-do

sa

Tsepoo Bo ad.

i. Nan Fan ( g U ) 
Chang Kee Coal 
Briquettes Factory, 
494 Tonquin. Road.

10 utani

2. _ »4 , \
Nyi Shing I # J? ) 
Coal Shop, 985 
Tonquin Road.

40

3. Zeu Shing ( K) K ) 
Co., £81 Co nnaught 
Road.

60 H

4. Kuo Hwa Coal Briquettes
Sales Office, 269 
Seymour Road.

20 tl

5. Chung Hwa Si Chu 
( 7 ® i. )>
corner of Yu Yuen 
and Di ng Si Roads.

60 If

6. Kiu W ( lrt ) 
Charcoal Shop, 294 
Tientsin Road.

40 R

7. Hwa Chong ( $ )
Coal Co., 245 Sinza Rd.

40 w

r 8. Kuo Hwa Sales Office, 
819 Sinza. Road.

30 H

9. Wu Kee ( it ) Coal 
Co., 725 Boone Road.

40 W

10. Wang Van Lee ( *1 J| ) 
Coal Co., 246-248

40 ft

$I

Ny i Ta Shi ng Co al 
Briquettes Factory

Ojg|

BBæsîW



I
Serial Name & address of 

Cheap Sale Centre
Amount of coal 
briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of coal 
'briquettes 

14 Yah Yuen ( ) Coal
Co., corner of Connaught 
and Hart Roads.

20 "tans’* Nan Yr>ng Co al 
Briquettes Factory.

15. FRENCH CONCESSION

( Iß è ) Co al 
Sales Office, 

Route de Zikawei.

Tsing Hwa 
Briquettes 
565

Nyi 2a Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory.

16. Zeu Shing ( K ) Co 
325 Rue Conty.

60 -do-

17. Tseng Tai Chong ( 
« ) Co., 154 Rue du

Fere Fro®.
18.# ■ 19

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

26

w

-do-

H60

30 n

40

20 M -do-

20 -do-

60 H

40

20

■>K'-

Nyi Te Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory.

Tung Feng Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Tung Fang Co al 
Briquettes Fsctory

Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory.

Nan Yang Co al 
Briquettes Factory

Yuen Yuen Coal briquettes 
Co., 114 Hue Magy.

Teh Kee ( ) Coal
Co., corner of Rue 
Krpetzer and Rue Lemaire

Voh Chong ( § ) Co
1 Rue Galle.

Kuo Hwa Coal Briquettes 
Sales Office, 111 Rue 
Porte de I’Quest.

Tsing Hwa Coal
Briquettes Factory

Nan Y ang Co al
Briquettes Factory

Tsing Hwa ( ) Goal
Briquettes Sales Office, 
353 Route Winling.

Yuen Yuen Coal Briquettes 
Co., 151 Rue J. Prentice.

Tseng Bah (t$ ) Co.,
463 Rue du Marche.

40

‘V

»BS
iOto

Kwuen Yuen Shing ( ^¿. '>/%,
) Co., 206 Rue Forte de 

1’Quest.
Bah Sung ( £. ^_ ) Co., 126 
Rue Chapsnl.

«s



URGENT I

March 1, 1940.

Cheap Sale of Coal Briquette to be 
conducted In the Settlement and 
_____ _____ French Concession

The following resolutions were passed at

a meeting of the Cc 1 Briquettes Cheap Sale Co.rmittee, 

held at 4 p.m. 29-2-40, on the premises of the Chinese 

Char her of Commerce, 59 Hongkong Hoad, which was 

presided over by Mr, Zee Chi Ching )»

executive of the Chinese Chamber of Commerce t-

1) That cheap sale of coal briquettes at $5.00
-

per "tan* be conducted between 2-3-40 and

21-3-40 at 26 designated centres in the
iii

Settlement and french Concession. (List of 

centres attached).

2) That each purchase be limited to 20 cents 

worth (equivalent to 4 catties) of coal 

briquettes only.

3) That cheap sale at these centres be commenced 

at 2 p.m. daily until the stock allocated for 

such purposes is exhausted.

Distribution

Ml D.O.s

All Stations 

french folies



List of 86 goal Briquettes Cheap Sale Centres

Serial Name & address of 
No. Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
briquettes to 
be sold daily

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

Chung Hwa Si Chu 60 ”
ä $ g. ) 

corner of Yu Yuen 
& Ding Si Roads

Settlement
Nan Fan (fe 5 
Chang Kee Coal 
briquettes Factory, 
494 Tonquin Road.

10 « tans”

Nyi Shing ( X & ) 
Coal Shop, 985 
Tonquin Road

40 it

Zea Shlng( Q J? ) 
Co., 281 Connaught. 
Road.

60- It

Kuo Hwa Coal
Briquettes Sales
Office, 269
Seymour Road

20 If

Kiu WU(. )
Charcoal Shop, 294 
Tientsin Road.

40 Iff

Hwa Chong ( # & ) 
Goal Co., 245 Sinza Rd.

40 tt

Kuc^Hwa Sales Office, 30 ft
819 Sinza Road
WU Kee ( Coal
Co., 72§ Boone Road

40 w

Wang Van Lee ( xt & )
Coal Co., 246-248

40 n

Tsepoo Road.
Sung Nyi ($ ) Coal
Co., 6 Jehol Road

30

Chung Hwa Pei Chu 40 *USUi. ’■
Elgin Road.

Nan Fan Chang Kee 
Coal Briquettes 
Factory.

Nan *ang Coal Briq~ 
tte Factory.

Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

- do -

- do -

Kuo Hwa Coal Briquettes Factor./
WU Tsi, Hwa Zung, 
Yuen Hwa and Yen. Ye; 
Coal Briquettes 
Factories.
Kwang Hwa Coal 
Briquetted Factory

Xueh Tung, Pei Ysz< 
and Wu Lih Zung 
Coal Briquettes 
Factories.
Nyi Tai Shing Co xl 
Briquettes Factor,

- do -



2

rial 
No.

Name & Address cf 
Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of coal 
briquettes to 
be sold da ily

Supplier of ¡3? 
briquettes_____

14 Yah Yuen ( ) Coal
Co., corner of*Connaught 
t nd Hart Hoads

20 "tans“ Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes Factor.

FRENCH CONCESSION

15 Tsing Hwa ( ft M ) Coal 
Briquettes Sales Office, 
565 Route de Zlkawei

80 “tana“ Nyi Ta Shing Cor? 
Briquettes Factor

16 Zeu Shing ( Ö ) Co«,
325 Rue Conty '

60 “ -do

17

18

"'seng ^ai Chong (4^0^
Co., 154 Rue du Pere’rroc

"seng DahA-^i^ ) Co., 
463 Rue du Marche

40 "

20 “

ran Yang Coal 
Briquettes Factor;,

- do -

19 Tsing Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Sales Office, 
358 Route Yinling

60 “ Tsing Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Fscvt .

20 Yuen Yuen ( |S| ) Coal
Briquettes Co., 114 Rue 
Magy

30 • Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettes Factory

21 Kwuen Yuen Shing ( $ ) 40 •
Co., ?06 Rue Porte de l’ouest

Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes Factor.

22 Deh Sung (jx ) Co., 126 
Rue Chaps al

20 » - do -

23 Voh Chong ( & ) Co.,
1 Rue Galle

20 • - do -

24 Toh Kee ( ) Coal
Co., corner of Rue 
Kraetzer and Rue Lemaire

60 • Nyi Ta Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factor;

25 Yuen Yuen Coal 
Rriouettes Co., 151 Rue 
J. Prentice

40 “ Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettes Fwctci,-.-

26 Kuo Hwa ( ® ) Coal
Briquettes Rples Office, 
111 Rue Porte de 1*Quest

20 • Kuo Hwf CopI 
Briquettes Facto;y
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE^ S< & f> 7^/4 | |
Section I,. t• Jw—— 

9

REPORT Wh-nurfr CO. 10—Date.. J®.P.r?l„5Z L.rr.’.i p* •
| Subject.... Chinese Chamber of Commerce requests Police protection to

1 ................. coal briquette factories..................................................... .................—— ................................................... I
' by......P.‘P.-i.,.. Hide..........................Forwarded by....................... .........

With reference to the attached» the

addresses of the coal briquette factories have been 

checked with those mentioned in the Special Branch 

report dated 22-2-40 and it has been found that the

Commr. of
Sir:

Information.

¿A C. (S>. L

addresses mentioned in the report in the hands of 

this office are correct and show more detail, with

the exception of the following changes i-

Name & address 
of Factory

Pei Yang (JI '| ), 
1302 Penang Road.

Nan Hwa ( fo 4^ ), 
next to No.400 
Great Western Road.

Address of sale office 

1302 Penang Road.

1) Next to No.400
Great Western Rd.

2) 500 Edinburgh Rd.
3) 118 Rue Ratard.

The exact number of membership coal 

briquette factories is 18 and the last mentioned 7 

factories in the attached despatch, namely :-

Hu Kong ( 'A M ) comer of Changping Road and 
Tonquin Road.

Wo Tung ( $ XI ) 46, Lane 876 Gordon Road.

Yih Hsing (“ ) Tsang Ka Zah Garden, Sinza 
Road.

Lih Hsing ( 1 ■£■ ) 50, Lane 116 Chengtu Road.

"Yung Tai (7> >) Junction of Robison Road and 
Ferry Road.

Kung Tung (xi K) Junction of Route Conty and 
Rue JBrenier de ^ontmorand.

Wo Zun Hsin ( ) Junction of Connaught Road 
and Ferry Road.

are not members of the Shanghai municipality Coal

Briquette Factory Owners* Guild, 405 Tientsin Road
DATEJf/ 2- /y<



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
File No,

1
1.Station,

REPORT 
• 2 -

Date..

I

.Forwarded by.

but are willing to conduct a cheap sale of coal briquettes 

on their own initiative. Their names however, were 

not submitted to this office by the guild authorities 

on 20-2-40 and therefore they were not included in the 

list of coal briquette factories and their sale offices I 

which is attached to Special Branch report dated 

22-2-40.

The sale of coal briquettes at a cheap

rate is still being carried out by these factories

and their sales offices

D. S. /I.

A. C. ( Special Branch ).
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Febnv.tv» 1940

Shanghai Chinese Cliaabor of Coineroo,
Shanghai.

Qontle&aa,

I hare to acknowledge receipt of your letter of

February 22, and to inform you that your request for the
I v 

affording of Police protection to the briquette establish» 

meats w ed in the enclosure to your letter has boon re

ferred to the Commissioner of Police for attention.

I am» Gen tl enea »

Your obedient serrant,

T.W.(hbb ;||

Deputy Secretary.

m/
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FOR THE NECESSARY ACTION

Translation of despatch No.8095 from 
ths Shanghai Chinese City Chamber 
of Comer ce.

Dated 22nd February» 190.

Briquette Factories» Police protection wanted.

Because the price of coal briquettes has advanced, the 

residents in this city are greatly disturbed, Sometie ago the s P w 
:> a chine-made ’’Briquettes Dealers* Association" called a meeting 

s 
of its member® to devise measures for the cheap sale of coal 

balls; it was then decided that the price of coal balls should 

be fixed at *110.09 per ton or *5.80 per picul, ta announcement 

to the above effect was mad® by this Chamber and the Association. |,

There are twenty-four briquette factories which are members

of the Association; they are situated either in the settlement 

or th® Concession. Since carrying out the decision for retailing 

coal balls at low price within a specified period, the establish

ments’ premises have been overcrowded by customers, now 

bag to enclose herewith a list of the addresses of th© factories. 

Will the Council please instruct ths Police stations in the 

mentioned localities to depute an adequate number of Constables 

to th® establishments to preserve peace and order and oblige.

(Chopped) Wong Hsiao-lei,

Chai ram*

Encl.j List of Briquette factories.

(Note; Received for translation late a.m. Saturday, 24th veb.1940).



Enclose r®

List of member factories actually selling briquettes at reduced

pri ce.

1* Twong Wo Briquette Factory ^L)> 90 Sian Ro id.

Business Office; 2nd floor, Taung Ylh Trust Company (¿1 Mt
building, 270 Peking Road.

2. Kuo Wo Briquette Factory ( 3^ J^-» Markham Road.

Business Office; 394 Route Pera Robert.

3. Wo Zeng Zel Chi Briquette Factory ( *

Yangtszepoo. Business Office: Po Ling Li < I if b ), Honan 

Road near Avenue Edward VII.

<• Tuan Wo Briquette Factory ( J# & W » A25 Penan8 Road.

Business Office; 22 Seng Pin g Li ( if- Jp, Rue du Konsulat.

5. Tung Fong Briquette Factory ( 29 Penang Road.

Business Office; Yu Ya Ching Road near the Bridge.

6. Hanyang Briquette Factory ( junction of

Waoao Road and Tonquin Road.

7. Hyi T*a Hsing Briquette Factory ( JkJOMJLft.

Markham Road. Business Office* 280 8'arkhaa Road.

8. Heu Wo Briquette Faotory 118 Rue Ratard.

9. Yueh Tung Briquette Factory ( » opposite

Lane 514 Route Tenant de la Tour. Business Office* 510 Pootun g

Residents’ Association building, Avenue Mward VII.

10. Hung Yang Briquette Factory ( £ fl* ), 38701 junction

of Chan going Road and Hart Road.

11. Peh Yang Briquette Factory < 5^-^L)» No.52 within

House No. 1302 Penang Road.

12. Hu Lih Zeng Briquette Factory ( 778 Tonqain

Road.

13. Wo Tsi Briquette Factory ( ), 725 Boone Road.

14. Yi Yi Briquette Factory 580 Haloing Road.

15. Tsing Wo Briquette Fa<Hitoyy ( Zikawel,

near Pont Pera Robert.



2

16. Neu Fong Ts’ang Chi Briquette Factory ( jgc£ t #>» 

94 Tonquin Road.

17. Hsing Ping Ku Chi Briquette Factory (

153 Rue Cassini.

18. Hu Kong (;L , corner of Changping Ro ad and Tonquin Ro ad.
19. Wo T’ung (¿^ M), 46 Lane 876 Cordon Road.

20. Yib Hsing —), Tsang Ka Za Carden ( ||| »

Slnza Road.

21. Lih Hsing (j^ Jl} , 50 Lane 116 Changtu Road.

22. Yung T*a ( ^_ jJQ, J notion of Robison Road and Ferry Road.

23. Kung Tung ( •*/*)» junction of Route Conty and Rue Brenler

de Montmoran d.

24. Wo zeng Hsing Jk), Junction of Connaught Road and

^erry Road.

1

f



I
Translation of deepateh ?!o.2095 from f 
th® Shanghai Chinese City Chamber 
of Comer ce.

Dated 22nd February# 1940.

j

Briquette Factories; Police protection wanted*

B-.jcuus6 tlw ”«rloe of coal briquettes has advanced, the 

residents in this city are greatly dIsturbcd^fe-Soraetìlw ’ago the 

iaashinc-mda "Briquatte® Dealers* association’* called a Meeting 

of its .r-easbers to derise ae-ssures for the cheap aal® of soul

bails; it was then decided that th® price of coal balls should 

be fired at *119.00 p<?r i» ©r ?s,eo per pi «il. ta o «.mneoo«st 

tn the above effect was *>adc by this Chamber and the iSsodatlon.

There ar® twenty-fbur briquette factor las which are xc^bere 

©I* the tsooeiatlon; they ¿re situ ,t«i either in the bettleEient 

or the Concession. Sine« carrying out the dvcision for retailing 

coal balls at los "»rice ®tthin a swclflsd berlod, tlje establish--

s ■ premises fcv» besa owrerowded by «mstomrs* ■*€ now

beg to enclose herewith u list of the addresses of the factories.

Mil the Council pleaae imtruot the Police .'tatint® in the 

■sent ion ad localities to depute an adequate nwsber of ^«mstablss



7.

8.
o
4^’ <

10.

11.

1*2

«MW < jf- fa , so SI® > d.

nd floor, "rln ïma< cwpmy < <5'£ fi - 4’)

Kfto Wq Bellette Factory ( j£ ^r?dbâS;^<>aù.
Sìslness ®fflœ> 7,94 Kouts Pere- Bobert.

Mg .1 Chi Bri,».«. .’„«ory ( |g jg

■■’-'>. BualMss cffioe; »0 T.iriR 11 ( X fo |-> . W>n»n 
Soaâ near . wenua Sdward VIT.

®o Briquette Fast ary 3# • A85 Penang Road.
Wm«s* Offices 82 ( X |p. «a feulât.

Briquette 'setory ( Jjfc_ J?), ‘^B9n® Jk»<.
Btwlaees Offices YU Ya Ching ite ad' near tte Bridge. ? ' IBI

Henynag Briquette Factory ( »j[| ;£$))» 4 notimi of
Sfceao Road a&$ Ttmquln Be aS. ~1

Wyi T»a WM< Briquette Factery .( 3& $ J& »
War&lm stead, meinw* offices 280 fltóctas Bead.
Beu Se Bri qaette hotter y ( 4 » 116 5?ae ^tard.
YUeM Tung Briquette fwetcry ilesite

Lane 514 notîte rem-nt de la Ï^op. Business òf fi «se s SIO 

Beeidteits* ÂaeoeiatiA bullM » kvsnoe •¿•■iward vt .

mng YWg Briquette Factory C 28701 junction

of Changplng F.oad and Kart B© »5.

peh Yang Briquette Factory ( ^r^E). *io.S2 within

Hous® ìte.3^02'Te-nang io sì.
Su Lih sng Sri quatte ^«^oty ,9?®.. Tœa quia ■ |

Pte‘rid. i>” S
13. '"9^ briquette Factory ( 785 Jÿ»» itead.
14. 9* factory ( Raining ®àad.
15. 7***« ÌB'Wb|uette Faeiteyy ( !$J^'Ìt'* ^ufe® de '^awei



•T} -'pt 1

3ri nxe
ini

corner

11 ti

SonVaor

«au Fort

j >netl n of Canosu^ht ^jo-14

Try

■*oM son Wi-’ aad Ferry «oaÉ
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
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REPORT

JCE. S. B. REGISTRY |

J
 February 23,",? 40
"te Factory Owners'

................. -.....5v..|ld -•...meet ing
Made by. .5,3.1,. Hide ..... ... Forwarded by....

t

between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. 22/2/40, a further 

meeting of representatives of 18 coal briquettes 

factories was held in the offices of the Shanghai 

Municipality Machine-made Coal BriquetteeFactory 

Owners* Guild, 405 Tientsin Road. Mr. Nyien 

Ngoeh Sung )> representative of the

Chinese Chamber of Commerce,was present during

the meeting which was presided over by Mr.

Zung Tsai Faung ( )» Chairman of the Guild.

The following resolutions were passed.

1) That a letter be sent to each of the following 
3 concerns requesting them to supply slack to 
the coal briquette factories »-

1) Hargen & Co. C.
2) Tung Cheng Co. Ltd.
3) Dah Mow Co.

2) That an advertisement be inserted in the local 
press by the Chinese Chamber of Commerce 
informing the public that from date delivery 
of coal briquettes will be made on payment

■ of extra 20 cents per "tan* in order to
I reduce the inconvenience experienced by the 

customers and the numbers congregated outside 
retail shops.

3) That Mr. Zung Tsai Faung be detailed to 
request Mr. Yu Ya Ching to negotiate with 
shipping companies for a reduction of freight 
charges on slack.

4) That the various public bodies consider 
improvements in the cheap sale scheme.

5) That a letter be sent to the Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce requesting that enquiries be made 
regarding the production capacity of the coal 
factories.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
G, 90M-1-39 ï*

REPORT

Subject.

s. B. 
b
Tatton, il¿Z~...

40.
C.heap...Salg... of,.,G_o,al—3r±qtt.e..t.t.êJ5...X.n—the Sinza Di strict

b/Lade by_________ _____.'-pd Forwarded ¿y...Jnsp.eci.Qr...J.tJâ^£J,ai.enkinsop.t....... ........

Sir,

I beg to report that at about 7.a.m. on the

22/2/40, a telephone message was received from the 

"Kuo Hwa Coal Hong" ), No.819 Sinza

Road, to the effect that they were selling cheap 

coal briquettes and that a large crowd was gathering 

outside the said premises, and they required Police 

protection.

Questioned, the hong accountant stated that a

notification had already been addressed to the 

Council acquainting them with the decision of the 

said hong to hold a sale of cheap coal briquettes.

Although no official notification had been 

received at the Station re the said sale, it was 

deemed advisable in the interests of peace and

order to supply Police protection whilst the sale 

was in progress. Two C.P.Cs were accordingly 

detailed for such duty between 8 & 16.a.m and no 

untoward incident occurred.

From further enquiries it was ascertained 

that the aforementioned hong sold approximately 

200 "tan" of cheap coal briquettes during the day.

The procedure adopted is as follows :~

A person wishing to make such a purchase 

visits the hong and is allowed to purchase one 

"tan" of briquettes at the cost of $5-80, on 

receipt of the money, the hong issue a voucher
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REPORT
Date

Page 2Subject

the address of the purchaser.

same on the streets at a profit

is uncertain

I am. Sir

fa, ÖOM-1-39
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

■

File No.

Station.

Made by. Forwarded by

J for the money received and the briquettes are

This method not only doing away with the presence

of a large crowd of people hanging around the

hong premises, but is also a safe-guard against

persons making purchases and immediately re-selling

How long the present cheap sales will last

D.O."B"

Your obedient servant

Inspector 
Officer'in charge.

»g
BalOgi

éImìI
w® saw?-¿¿Z? v ® 'v* ® . .
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To. Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in
forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -
- -7.-7-

Subject Shanghai Municipality Machine-made Coal
Briquette factory Owners* Guild - cheap 
sale of coal briquette«

Enclosures copy of a Police report.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLK E. S. B. REGISTRY

Special3.1. 
REPORT iruary

........
Municipality Machine-made Coal Briquette Factory

Owners* Guild - cheap sale of coal briquettes.

Made by.... .....d e Forwarded by.......??•.....

On February 20th, 1940, Mr. Zung Tsai Faung 

( MR)> Chairman of the Shanghai Municipality 

Machine-made Goal Briquette Factory Owners’ Guild,

attended Police Headquarters and furnished the 

following details relative to the coal briquette 

situât ion.
On February 17th, a meeting of representatives 

of the coal briquette factories was convened at the 

Bankers* Club, 59 Hongkong Road, by Mr. Yu Ya <

Ching who submitted a proposal that the wholesale 

and retail price of coal briquettes be fixed at $110 

per ton and $5.80 per **tan* respectively. This 

proposition was adopte' a>v a meeting of eighteen 

representatives of coal briquette manufacturer» 

which was held at the Guild’s premises at 405 

Tientsin Road on the following day.

On February 20th the Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce and the Shanghai Municipality Machine-made 

Coal Briquette Factory Owners Guild published 

a joint advertisement in the Chinese press announcing 

the above decision and urging those concerned to 

abide by it.'

On the same day the guild addressed a letter 

to the S.M.P. requesting assistance in the maintainance 

of order should the necessity arise and enclosing 

a list of member factories and sales offices, a 

copy of which is attached.

J
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Subject—

Made by......

FM, *2 
g, aoM-1-sf

File No.

Station,
REPORT

Forwarded by.

Date.. 19

- 2 -

The guild’s price ruling is not being 

observed by non-member briquette concerns whose 

proprietors are dissatisfied with the small 

profits thus accruing. According to the 

Shanghai Ifiinicipality Pirewood & Charcoal Shop 

Owners* Guild, few retailers have been able 

to obtain supplies at the official price and 

some are already out of stock.

D. S. I.

A. C. (Special Branch)



List of eighteen membership Coal 
Briquette Manufacturing Factories 
together with their direct sale« 
office«

M'use and Address of Factory
Myi Tai Shiner ( Jt )
352 Markh’UU Rood '

Address of Salf^office

1) 182 Sima Road
2) 352 Markhna Rd.
3) Kiu tfu( 5 ) Firewood ft

Charcoal Bmp, 294 Tientsin Rd
4) 345 Rue Chapeal, F. C.
5; Bo. unknown Be #iniing, P. C.

Manyang
1026 Tonquin Rd. > 1) 1028 Tonquin Rd«

2) 301 ft 333 Rue Pere Proc, P.C«

Kuo Hwa
668 Markhmn Rond

1) 568 Ifarkhnm Road
2) 819 Sima Rd«
3) 269 Seyaour Rd«
4) 394 Rue Pere Robert, P.O«
5) 195 Rue Kraetsor, P«Ö«
6) 111 Rue Porte de l*O«e«t, P.C.

Tung Fang ( ( jj> 4~ )
No. 29 Penang Rd. 7 K

29 Pennng Rd«
13 Annan Rd.
6 Loop Rd« near Jesefield Rd.
518 Pin gl lang Rd«
467 Bigin Rd.
152 Borth Shanee Rd«
334 Canton Rd«
289 Myburgh Rd«
223 Buchow Rd«
3 Tau An Pang, Edinburgh Rd.
155 Rae Krtatser, P«C.
121 Bie Chapaal, P«C«
409 Are« Poeft» P«c«
288 Bie T. de la Tour, P.C.
142 VeitaeL, P.O«
459 Rue^föpp«»
114 Ute Bhgy, P«C«
161 Rue Lafnyette, T«C«
210 Bie dn Birehe

Than Bra 
25 Penang Rd.

25 Penang Rd.

Pu T«i 
725 Boone Rd.

Kwang Bra
Balan Rd,

Ita Ten
580 Knining Rd.

< I»

*< ì>

725 Boone Rd.

90 Keinn Rd*

580 Knitting Rd*



699 Chnngping Rd

407 Lay Rd

52 Penang Rd.

778 Tonquin Rd.

500 Rd tn burgh Rd

494 Tonquin Rd.

153 Rue Chntal*

Add re 6 f of S?:

Opposite Lane 514, 
de la Tour* P.O

2

Wane and Address 
of factory

Kung 'fling (.
699 Chnngping Rd

Hwa Zang 
Kung Kee 
407 Lay Rd

Pei Tang 
52 Penang Rd

Wu Lib Zung 
778 Tonquin Rd

Wan Hwn
Western Rd

W#»n Pang 
494 Tonquin Rd

Sing Pin, 
153 Rue 1

Yoeh Tung
Opposite Lane 514 
Rue T. de la Tour

Wu Poh 175 Rue Ossini

Tsing Hwa 
603 Avenue Foeh

503 Avenue i’och



Translation of letter received ffom the Shanghai 

Coal Briquette factory Owners Association.

February 20,1940.

To the Shanghai Municipal Police.

On the advice of the Chamber of Commerce, 
member factories of this Association are selling 

coal briquettes at cheap rates until such time as 

the price is reduced. Many people have come forward 

either placing orders or purchasing briquettes making 

it quite impossible to maintain order. This Association 

has been requested to communicate with you in order 

that in case of necessity the factories or their sales 

offices will report to the police station concerned 

for assistance in the maintenance of order. List of 

factories and sales offices enclosed.
Shanghai Coal Briquette Factory

Owners* Association,



February 22, 1940 Morning Translation

Chinese-American Daily News, Ta Mei Pao, National Herald, Sin 
Wan Pao, Shun Pao, Central China Dally News

THB COAL’BRIQUETTE PROBLEM

The Chinese Chamber of Commerce and the 
Coal Briquette Factory Owners* Guild have laid down a 
stipulation to the effect that the holders of godown 
warrants must pay the godown charges and remove the coal 
briquettes in the ten days between February 20 and 29, 
failing which the delivery of goods will be stopped and the 
goods will be taken back according to the original prices 
and supplied to poor people. Holders of godown warrants 
should pay careful attention to this matter*

Information secured by our reporter from 
coal briquette merchants yesterday shows the following 
quantities of coaL briquettes held on god own warrants t-
1) Nyi Tai “
2) Kuo Hwa (1ST )
3) Nanyang ( »III
4) Tung Faung )
5) Yueh Tung ( )
6) Hu Lih Chen .pSt».)
7) Pei Yang (H&)
8) Kwang Hwa ( 4. B )
9) Tsing Hwa (JAtl )
10) Yuen Hwa (Ift-g.)
11 )Nan Faung (JfcT )
12 Woo Kiang U>jx ) 
13)Hwa Tung (<|i2L I

iquettes held on i 
Coal Briquette Factory - 5,500 

4,000 
6,000 
2,500 

500 
400 
250 
600 
300 
200

600
1,000

tons

24 coal briquette factories, 
the Machine-Made Coal Briquette Factory Owners* Guild 
undertaking sale of coal briquettes at reduced prices 
However, when people approach fuel shops or coal briquette 
shops for the purchase of coal briquettes, they cannot make 
the purchases as the shop assistants reply that they have no 
stocks* Demands above the supply available will be 
experienced when people try to buy coal briquettes direct 
from coal briquette factories*

It is learned that the Interested quarters 
are discussing measures to remedy the situation and to deal 
with hoarders*

members of 
are
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s. 1. Spec ial gffinchw w __
B Subject Shanghai Municipal!city Machine-made Coal briquette Manufacturing
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between 4 p.m. and 5 p.m. 18.2.40 a meeting 

of representatives of 18 Coal briquette Manufacturing 

Factories, including the Nyi Tai Shing ( i£" h )

and Kuo Hwa ( T ) Coal Briquette Manufacturing 

Factories, was held in the offices of the Shanghai

Municipalicity Machine-made Coal Briquette

Manufacturing Factory Owners* Guild, (

)* 405 Tientsin Road. Zung Tsai Taung

( ), representative of the ITyi Tai Shing

Coal Briquette Manufacturing Factory, presided

and the following resolutions were passed I-

1) That commencing from 20.2.40, a cheap sale 
of coal briquette«at $5.80 per 100 ’catties’ 
be conducted through local coal briquette 
retail shops and that wholesale price be 
fixed at $110.00 per ton plus transportation 
fee of $2.

2) That an advertisement be published in the 
local press urging holders of orders to 
take delivery within 10 days, failing which 
orders will be cancelled and money refunded.
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May 6, 1940

Sin Wan Pao» Shun Pao i

Morning Translation

Ryl Tai Shing factory to Hold Cheap Sale of Briquettes 

following the termination of the fourth cheap 
sale of coal briquettes» theRyi Tai Shing Coal Briquette 
factory has decided to hold a cheap sale of 2»500»000 catties 
of coal briquettes for the benefit of the public* The 
cheap sale will be held from May 11 to 30. 25 selling
offices» of which five will look after the wants of labourers 
will be established* 

The following measures will be taken »- 
4»000 catties of coal briquettes a day will 
each selling office from 2 p*m. every day* 
(not labourers) will be allowed to buy only 
for 40 cents*

2) 6,000 catties of coal briquettes a day will be soldto 
labourers only from 9*30 a.m. every day. Bach 
will be allowed to buy 15 catties for *1*20.

The addresses of the selling offices 
announced on Hay 10*

1) be sold by 
Bach person

5 cattles

labourer

will te



May 6, 1940. Morning Translation*

Chinese-American Daily News,3in Wan Pao, Shun Pao, national 
Herald» Ta Mei Pao» Central China Daily News J-

authorities should suppress unlawful increase in
---------------- feigg' dg ---------------

The fourth cheap sale of coal briquettes held 
by the Machine-Made Coal Briquette Trade Guild terminated 
yesterday« More purchasers were seen yesterday» but most 
of them failed to procure anything as all the briquettes 
were sold out»

Due to the absence of the leading coal hongs 
the meeting eoheduled for yesterday has been postponed» 
Five cheap sale places will be established by the Hyi Tai 

I Shing Coal Hong ( JLjUv )» but <*ue to the great demand
they are still insufficient« The production of coal 
briquettes by the smaller factories k .s greatly decreased 
for leading local coal hongs have not been able to obtain 
sufficient coal dust« The stock of coal in Shanghai at 
present is more than 100*000 tons and more than 6»000 tons 
arrived on May 4« Reports of an alleged shortage of coal 
dust are being spread by speculators for purposes of 
profiteering»

The price of coal briquettes was increased 
to |137 per ton on April 26» and to $160 on May 3« 
When retail Rhops purchased coal briquettes from the 
leading coal hongs yesterday» the price was further 
increased to *176 per ton« During the past ten days* 
the price has been increased on three occasions» the 
increases totalling *41«

According to a certain coal and charcoal 
shop owner» the retail shops were not informed in advance 
of a price increase) when the former purchased coal 
briquettes from leading coal hongs» an increased price 

whs quoted« A certain leading coal briquette hong usually 
produced 100 tons a day» but it gives out that their daily 
production is only 20 tons« Several retail shops have 
to dose their business as they have no stocks« Retail 
shops have been blamed by the public for the increase in 
the price of coal briquettes» but the prioe is controlled 
by the leading coal hongs#

The Coal andICharcod Trade Federation is 
discussing measures to deal with hoarding and speculation 
in coal briquettes« |



^Central China Daily News* Chinese-American
Sin Wan Pao, National Herald, Ta Mei Pad ana
Daily News i

Na & a 7X
CHINESE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE URGES COAL BRIQUETTE TRADE/GUILD 

TÓ LOtfefe SALÉ PRICfi'SF^^ Bkl'jPgTTEb ‘

I

Under the pretext of the sudden alteration in 
foreign exchange rates» many traitorous merchants have 
actively engaged in the manipulation of the prices of 
commodities. As supplies of coal come entirely from 
abroad» the price of hard coal has been increased from 
$180 to over $260 per ton. The sale price of briquettes 
has been increased from $7.20 to $9.40 per 100 catties» If 
prices continue to rise recklessly like this» the livelihood 
of the people must be affected to a certain extent.

According to a member of the Coal Mining Trade 
Guild yesterday* the present stock of coal in Shanghai is 
quite sufficient for half a year's consumption and plentiful 
supplies of Indian coal have continuously arrived here from 
abroad. Unexpectedly» due to the sudden alteration in 
foreign exchange and the sharp rise in the price of gold on 
May 2» many merchants have actively been engaged in 
manipulation of coal for unlawful profiteering purposes.

With the object of maintaining the livelihood of 
the people* the above trade guild will certainly hold itself 
responsible for the suppression of the manipulation of coal 
by traitorous merchants« The Guild will urge various big 
coal merchants to enforce cheap sales of coal and presumably 
the price of coal will shortly return to normal.

Much anxiety has bee.i caused among the public 
since the price of coal briquettes has increased to $9.40 per 
100 catties. The Chinese Chamber of Commerce sent a letter 
yesterday to the Shanghai Municipality Coal Briquette Trade 
Guild urging it to bring the price of briquettes down to 
normal as soon as possible in order to lighten the burden of 
the people. It is learned that upon the receipt of this 
letter* the Guild has decided to send Mr. Chen Tsui«fang, 
Chairman of the Guild* to call on the responsible persons of 
the Chamber to discuss effective measures to cope with the 
present situation in the coal market.

Due to the manipulation of coal dust by 
speculators* the stock of briquettes is short. The sale 
price of briquettes at various briquette factories has broken 
all records. Now various big coal briquette factories are 
selling briquettes at a cheap price in order to help the 
people.

Ht

Yesterday the price of Hongay coal decreased 
by $13» the actual quotation being $227 per ton* Soft 
aoal was sold at $280 per ton which is $20 cheaper than 
in the past few days. The price of coal briquettes was 
reduced to $8.50 per 100 catties.

In view of the speedy rise in the price of 
briquettes* which has deeply affected the livelihood of the 
people* the Nyi Tai Shing Briquette Factory has decided 
to conduct a cheap sale of briquettes on q certain date. 
It is learned that* in addition to the cheap sale of 
briquettes* this Factory has also decided to sell "briquettes 
for workers" from May 10 to May 30, a total quantity of 
6*000 catties of cheap briquettes will be sold every day* 
Each purchaser will be allowed to buy $1 worth of 
briquettes. The sale begins at 9.30 a.m. every day and 
closes as soon as the limited 

The cheap sales 
following places:

(1 'l
(2
(3 i 
(4 i 
(5/ 
The

quantity has been sold, 
will take place at the

Road»Markham 
Elgin Road. 
Rue Lafayette. 
Route de Zikawei 
Route Winling.

380
393
390
564
358
Yuan Yuan Briquette Factory also began

• cheap sale yesterday* Good order was maintained during 
the sales.

»
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Morning Translation.
Hwa Mei Wan Pao dated April 291

3e_RBBIGSB CAMPS TO BE DISSQLVEILAT END OP MAY

According to Colonel Morris of the Shanghai Salvation Army, the 30 refugee camps at present in Shanghai will be dissolved at the end of May end the 35,000 refugees will be repatriated*The aooosmodation of the 10,000 young, elderly and si ok refugees in the oamp No.l on Tunsin 
i Road will hereafter be undertaken by the ShanghaiSalvation Army. It is anticipated that the monthly / expenditure on the refugees in Shangiai win be reducedfrom $725,000 to $70,000. Iheatres, restaurants and various asusement resorts are still collecting the refugee tax.
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Dealer In Cheap Coal^Sâlë 
Accused Of Profiteering

Charges of corrupt practices* were 
hurled yesterday by Chinese 
quarters against several briquette 
dealers participating in the cheap 
sales here. It was alleged that the 
dealers refused to sell briquettes at 
the prescribed price on the pretext 
that their stock had been exhaust
ed.

According to the charges, a small 
number of dealers kept back for 
themselves a portion of the coal 
which had allotted to them by the 
Coal Briquette Dearlers* Guild sale.

In some cases, it was alleged, the 
dealers stopped 'the sale after sell
ing only a few piculs. At these 
establishments hundreds of pro
spective buyers were turned away 
empty-handed.

Hundreds Wait In Line

Reports Welcomed

»
w

:fìmì

jgwgj

• • • ■ ■ .A-.

Officials of the Guild announced 
yesterday that reports of such cor
rupt practices were welcomed. Such 
reports, it was stated, were neces
sary so that immediae investigation 
could be conducted.

Meanwhile, the Guild revealed 
that it would begin a thorough in* 
vestigation of the available briquette 
stock in Shanghai with,/the View 
of putting a stop to any form of 
manipulation.

It was contended that since any 
rise in the cost of briquettes would 
have a serious effect upon tlie live
lihood of the poor people, all 
efforts would be made to curb 
manipulation.

Cheap sales of.rice continued yes
terday in the Settlement and Con
cession. Trading quarters estimat
ed that at least 30,000 of the city’s 
destitute were benefited by the 
sales.

Long queues of men, women 
and children were seen lined up in 
front of the participating shops at 
an early hour yesterday although 
the sales were not scheduled to 
begin until after the tiffin hour. 
The committee in charge of the 
sales stated yesterday that the sales 
would continue for some tffiie.

A slight Improvement in the- local 
nee market was reported yesterday 
ar domestic cereals ^ were sold 
some instances at as low as $46 
per picul. Saigon rice remained at 
a high peak, in view of the con
stantly soaring freight charges

’ :F H»! HMI

O: W3



SHANGHAI TIMES.

HOT-WATER SHOPS TO' 
GET CHEAP COAL

Quantity Not Sufficient 
To Last Till End Of

Present Month u
As a ; result of further negotia

tions between the Hbt^Water 
Shops* Guild and the Shanghai Coal 
Merchants* Association, the~~Chèàp . 
sàie of Kailan slack coal wHFcbn- ! 
tinue to be granted to the'ho t- 
water shops in limited quantities 
commencing yesterday until the 
ehdofthis month.

Within this period, each member = 
shop of the Hot-WaterGgfSisj 
entitled to buy oxe ton ■jjfewack 1 
coal, at a special low price àroltnd 
$68. This is a $30 reduction.f^mi 
the previous price of $98a^«pn,| 
which was then consider^?®* a j 
special price. The low-pri^t ^al 
will; be distributed by the goal 
Merchants' Association at 405/gen
tsin Road.

The hot-water shops, however, 
are worried not about the price, 
but the quantity. One ton Of Coal 
will last only four or .five days for 
the larger r hot?water

; granting that the cheap-sal&se&ce 
will possibly be extended?. wer 
March 31, they face the ^Hlmity 
thàtyfhsir supply of fuel ¿be 
riihning out before thè nèxi0|pr- 
chase ■ 'is available. ' ■ ' ■ "WiSSfe



FILED' I s. b, |

Ifarch 26, 1940.

Attached herewith is a list of thirty 

coal briquette shops which will participate in 

the ten day cheap sale commencing on March 

27th, 1940.

Selling will begin daily at 2 p.m. 

and continue until the stocks are exhausted. 

Each purchase will be limited to four catties 

or 20 cents worth of briquettes.

Di at ribtit ion

All 0.0. s

All Stations

French Folice



Liet of 30 Coal Briquettea Chpap Sale Centres

derial
:c.

Name & address of 
Cheap Sale Centre

Amount of Coal 
"briquettes to 
"be sold daily

Supplier of Coal 
"briquettes

Settlement

1. Kung Yung ('4 <| ) 
Factory, 776 Hart 
Hoad.

40 tans Ku ng Yu ng fto to ry

2. Jen Tai Shing )
Company, 202 
Shanhaikwan Road.

40 ft Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes Factory

3. 5bh Sing Company 
(^3), 281 
Co nnaught ft ad.

20 ft Nyi Tai Shing Coal 1
Briquettes Factory

1

4. Kuo Hwa Sales Office 
(®M- )♦ 269 Seymour 
Road.

20 ft Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory

5.

1

Chung Hwa Si Chu 
(«fAx-Srê, ), corner 
of Yu Yuen and 
Ding Si Roads.

40 ft Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

1

Yah Foo ng Chong 
(•AfO 630 
Heining Road.

40 • - do -

7 Hwa Chong )
Coal Company, 245 
Sinza Road.

40 H - do -

8 Kuo Hwa Sales 
Office (O ), 
819 SinzaRoad.

40 ft Kuo Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory

! Sing Kong )
Charcoal Shop,*151 
Taku Road.

35 ft Hwa Sung, Wu Tel 
and Yuen Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factories

10, Wang Van Leo )
Coal Company, 246 
Teepoo Road.

40 ft Kwang Hwa Coal 
Briquettes Factory

11. Sung Hyi (ftiX ) 
Coal Company? 6 
Jehol Road.

20 ft Yueh Tung Coal 
Briquettes Factory

12. Chung Hwa Peh Chu 
), 664 

Tiendong Road.

40

a

ft Ityi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory



Sexi el 
No.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

2 -

Name & address of 
Cheep Ssle Centre

Amount of Coal 
Briquettes to 
be eold daily

Supplies of Coal 
briquettes

■Sung Tai Chong iML’i475 
Elgin Bo ad.

40 tane Nyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Yah Yuen ( *$ /"$) 
Coal Company, corner 
of Connaught and 
Hart Roads.

20 n Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Zien Zu ng Kee 
( ygj Company
135 Carter Boad.

40 H Nyi Tei Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettes Sales 
Office ( )»
203 lioulmein Boad.

40 II Bing Feng Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Zeu Chong (), 
4201 Robison Boad.

Teing Hwa Coal

40

French

N

Conceeeion

jtyi Tei Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Briquettes^ Sales 
Office (Al). 565 
Boute de Zikewei.

80 tafle Ifyi Tai Shing Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Zeu Shing ( 9 )
Company, 325 Rue 
Conty.

40 h - do -

Soo ng Tai Cho ng 
( )» 154
Rue Fere Froc.

40 n Nan Yang Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Tseng Sah Shing 
( * % )’ 463 
Rue^du Marche.

20 H - do -

Tsing Hwa ( 1)
Coal Briquettes*' 
Sales Office, 358 
Rue Winling.

60 H Teing Hwe Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Yuen Yuen (^/^¡) 
Coal Briquettes’“Co., 
114 Rue Magy.

30 M Tung Fang Coal 
Briquettes Factory

Quan Yuen Shing 
( V /■£ & ) Company» 
206’^Rue <u?orte de 
1’Ouest.

20 W Nan Yeng Co el 
Briquettes Factory

Deh Sung ( )
Company, 126 Rue

20 H - do -

Chape el.



burial No* Nsuatj de duress ox 
Cneap bale Centre

A-aOunt ox Coal 
orxquettes to 
be sola daily

Supplier of Coal 
briquettes

26. Foa Chong ( 1
Co*, 6 Rue Gglle

) 20 tane Nan Yang Coal 
briquettes 
Factory

27. Teh Fee ( 26) Co*»
corner of Rue Kraetzer 
and Rue Lemaire

40 « Nyi Tai Shing 
Coal Briquettes 
FftCtbry

- 2P. Ku- Hwa ( 4 )
Briquet+ es Salre 
111 Rue Porte de

Coal 20
Office 
t’Ouest

< Kuo TTwa Coal 
*riquet + es 
F?ctory

I '
1
I

2<* Yah Yuen ( 1$, )
270 Rue Kraetzer

Co 20 h Nan Ynng Coal 
Briquettes 
Fp ctory

30. / S 9 ' Hwa Chong ( 15
193 Rue Ratrrd

) Co. 40 h -do-
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Cheap Coal Balls on
Sale Today

Chinese Chamber Acts to 
Believe Distress

At a meeting held under the 
auspices of the Chinese Chamber of 
Commerce here yesterday, it was 
decided1 that a cheap sale of coal 
balls needed for Chinese cooking • 
should be started today under the* 
supervision of a committee of 15 j 
executives of the Chamber and coal; 
merchants. A person is allowed to 
buy 20 cents worth of coal balls in 
the cheap sale. A picul in the cheap 
sale is priced at $5, or about 80 cents 
cheaper than the price offered by 
ordinary coal shops.

The meeting was presided over by 
Mr. Yu Ya-ching, and after long 
discussions it was decided that a 
committee should be organized to 
supervise the cheap sale business. 
The cheep sale will last for 20 days 
commencing today. No decision was 
reached in regard to the sale of coal 

| in general. It was learned that the 
. Chamber’s letter to the Shanghai 
> Municipal Council asking the latter 
i tp hold a meeting with Shipping 
■' interests in order to have the 
freight reduced had not yet brought 
any reply. It was said that to 
reduce freight is a prerequisite for 
reducing the price of coal.

It was also decided at the meeting 
that all those who bought coal balls 
from factories but who had not taken 
out their goods should do so before 
March 15. In other words, these 
merchants who are suspected of* 
having hoarded the goods were given 
15 more days during which they 
must take out their coal balls for 
public sale.



NORTH-Ci HNA DAILY NEWS.

FEB 28 1940
Thp Coal Racket:

Plenty Near Shanghai
ATo the Editor of thè

‘‘North-China Daily Nw"
Sir,—Ihave read with interest your 

various articles and notes on the ; 
subject of the so-called coal shortage 
Àr> Shanghai. That a shortage .dbesj 
to a certain extent exist Ì do not« 
deny, although I do maintain that 
this should not be, as there is suffi
cient coal within a radiuspfthirty 
miles or so of Shanghai to supply the 
whole China coast, as well as Japan, 
for many years to come. Shanghai 
is the centre pf huge coal fields. 
There is a .great seam of soft coal of 
good quality, already mined, in places, 
running diagonally across" Anhwei 
and Kiangsu righi up to the Yangtze 
River; it traverses the Tai-hu takej 
which is one ¡big coal bed, and before" 
the Japanese war coal from thbjfteld .

j used tp be brought down the Soochow 
! Creek and the Whangpoo River in 
shallow boats. There is a good s^ftm 
of semi-anthracite coal almost ,out- 
side the gates of Nanking, and another 
not far from Hangchow’. Chekiang 
and Fokien are also rich in coal.

Why don’t the Japanese work these 
fields ? They profess to be m full 
control of Shanghai and for many, 
miles round, and yet they are contenti 
to import coal at ruinous cost rattier, 
than work seams which are right un
der their noses, and which ¿ave al-.

■ ready been tapped atvarious points. 
’ One is tempted to ask whether the 
Japanese contrpl is so very effective 
after all? If they want particulars 
pf these coal fields I can supply them 
—for a consideration, of course—but 
l am inclined to think that they 
already know of their existence. As 
for the high prices charged on the 
local market, this is nothing less than 
a disgraceful ramp, apd the people: 
engaged init, mostly big British firms 
J am grieved to ought to bè 
ashamed of themselves.

Awcwr
Shanghai, Feb. 27. I
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Summer-Time:
Cure for Coal Prices
To * the Editor of the

"North-China Daily News”
Sir—ft was announced in the 

^Notth-Ouna Daily News” a few 
pays ago that sununer-time would be 
made effective in England on 

| February, 28,. about two. months 
‘ earlier than usual,

Summer-timemay be explained, 
for those who Have never iiveain: 
the many countries. wherze~ it is' now i 
enforced, is merely the act of putting' 
the clock one •' hour ahead (in the ’ 
middle qf the nightj every spring 
and likewise putting it back an hour

I in the autumn. Its original purpose 
: was to givean hour’s extra daylight 
: for work andplay, instead of spenck 
| ing an hour more in bed in the 
morning more of tenthan not long 
after the sun had risen.

g Many arguments raised
against it in the beginning, principally I 
by the agricultural community, who 
are in the habit of getting up early ? 
and retiring early in any case, and to j 
whom it admittedly is of less value 
than to the industrial population. It| 
was, however, tentatively t^e^ out 
and, to let facts spe^k for them
selves, during the past twenty years 
it has become almost a world-wide 
practice.

The British Islands, the JUnited! 
States and Canada," New Zealand,; 
France, the Argentine and many 
other countries have adopted sum-1 
mer^time and are convinced of its ‘ 
practicfibility an£ value. In India, 
China and other Oriental countries 
where, generally speaking, .t^e sun is 
the clock, its need hasbqen less 
evident.

AsaUeady remarked, Britain has 
adopted it earlier this year than 
usuaf and for a very cogént reason. 
It saves coal. An hour’s extra day
lightmeans an hour’s less electric 
light—andthis m^ans that^coal, which 
is nb^r used fOr li^Kting 'maWbe used’ 
for heating, or reduced in price 
owing to diminished demand.

In Shanghai, coal costs now* about 
ten cents a pound, and there is every 
reason to expect it will go higher. 
It is widely used for heating and 
cooking, either in its natural state or 
in the form of electricity and gas. 
Whatever tends to reduce its use will 
reduce its cost. The introduction of < 
summer-tirqe would unquestionably ’ 
lead to this result, as it is doing in 
(Britain at the present time.

An excellent short editorial in to
day’s paper advocates cooperation 
between the International, French 
and adjacent areas in the matter of 
Price Control. Here is an instance 
where such cooperation could be 
effectively practised. French, Amer
icans and British, in whose home 
countries siimmer-time is now opera* 
tive, predominate in authority in the 
French and International areas, said 
in adjacent areas both Japanese and 
Chinese are modem and wide-awake 
enough to appreciate the advantage^ 
of a scheme which has worked for 
the common good elsewhere for more 
than twenty years.

Now is the time to do it and tp 
relieve thereby to no small extent, 
privations which both foreigners and 
Chinese experience by the unneces
sary waste of black diamonds.

■ ■ ’ ■ < YY'-'1’' ■■ ■Shanghai, Feb. 28,
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i F.M.C. Committee Meets

Sl.OOT.Ó00Goal

FEB 2 9 19^0

Proposals Made To Extend, 
Continue Cheap Sales Here 
On thé eve of the first meeting off 

the F.M.C. Price-Fixing Corner 
mittee, called for this morning, pro-

sale” campaign of essential com
modities be continued and extend- 
ed as a measure of relieving the 
hardship of the poor.

At a. m eeting at the offices of 
the Chinese Chamber of Com
merce on Hongkong Road, offi
cials of the Chamber and re
presentatives of the Coal Bri
quette Dealers Guild 
Wood Sellers’ Guild 
agreed that “cheap sale” of 
fuel be carried on 
scale.
It was decided that beginning to

morrow. and continuing for 20 days, 
coal briquette dealers would place 
1.000 tons of briquette on sale.

and Fire 
yesterday

a larger

Sales Start Tomorrow

The coal will be sold at $5 
100 chin, although each buyer 
be allowed to buy at most 20 cents’ 
worth. The sale will continue from 

¡2 p.m. to 5 p.m. each day.
Each cf the briquette shops 

participating in the Sale will be j 
allowed 100,000 chin for the en
tire period of the sal'e. The 
sale will come to an end when 
the shop has exhausted its allot
ment.’
A representative of the “Cheap 

Rice Sale” Committee yesterday 
stated that the sale would continue 
“ib long as the stock lasts.’ 
added that contributions to 
sales fund had been coming 
slowly.

T ,__ _____ It wa^ pointed out that the Com-
posais were made by Chinese busi-lnfittee needed to continue financial 
ness leaders here that the “cheap ^support of the public “We are 

still $400,000 away from our $1,- 
000,000 goal,” he added.

The “cheap flour sale” was 
still being continued yesterday. 
Participating dealers reported 
to the committee yesterday 
that the entire allotment of 7,500 
bags, as on previous days, was 
sold on Tuesday.

Officials of the Chamber were 
believed to have recommended 
that the National Government 
grant foreign exchange to the 
several cheap sale committees 
here so that they may obtain 
commodities for cheap sales at 
lower cost.
It could not be ascertained last 

night whether the proposal would 
be put intp effect by the concerned 

I organizations.
Rice Price Goes Up

I Regarding the Frenchtown Price- 
Fixing Committee, it was stated 
that reports would be read by the 
chairman at the first meeting. The 
reports were expected to reveal re
sults of consultations already con
ducted between the chairman and 
business leaders here.

Despite the arrival of 20,000 
bags of rice from Saigon aboard 

I the Nowegian coaster Mui Hok 
| on Tuesday, the price of Saigon 
I rice rose by about 50 cents per 
| picul. The quotations yesterday 
' ranged between. $45 30 and $43 
’ per picul.
I Prices of domestic rice dropped 
slightly. Secret sales were reported 

f to have been made by dealers at 
$50 per picul.

per 
will

He 
the 
in



Central China Daily News» Ta Mei >do, Chinese-Anerican Daily News, National Herald, Sin Wan Pao and Shun Pao
Notice By Coal Briquette Shops
The following notice inserted by lawyer Eugene Y.B. Kiang on behalf of the Dah lung ShingCoal,.Shop )and the Nanyang Coal Briquette Factory appearsin the advertisement columns of the "Shun Pao* and Sin Wan Pao":-I have received the following complaint from my client the Dah Lung Shing Coal Shopt-"Thia shop was established several years ago and has always been very careful despite the special circumstances prevailing in Shanghai. It is learned that certain persons have made criticism of this shop» It is not worth while to refute such allegations» However, as it will affect our reputation, we request you to publish a notice in the newspapers for the information of the public»*
I have also received the following complaint from the Nanyang Coal Briquette Factory »•"This factory began to sell coal briquettes at reduced prices after the Coal Briquette Factory Owners* Guild resolved to undertake the sale of coal briquettes at a reduced price» The daily production is far greater than before. We have not ceased manufacturing coal briquettes nor have we sold ooal briquette materials at high prices.*On February 22 the local newspapers published n report to the effeot that the Nanyang Factory had ceased manufacturing coal briquettes. This affects our reputation. The Coal Briquette Factory owners* Guild on Feb» 23 published a notice in the newspapers refuting the above allegation. We hereby request you to publish a notice in the newspapers for the information of the public»*
I hereby publish this notice for public information»



P^"brtiei.ry• 23, 1940® Morning Translation IIChinese-Americah Daily News

Correction |
| 

Yesterday this paper published a report 
supplied by a responsible news agency to the effect that 
the Hanyang Factory (^7 has ceased manufacturing
coal briquettes. Now this paper has received a letter 
from the Shanghai Machine-Made Coal Briquette Factory Owners 
Guild stating that the Nanyang Factory is producing every

► day 80 to 90 tons of coal briquettes and that since 
February 20 it has been abiding by the measures drawn up 
by the Guild governing sale of coal briquettes at reduced 
prices* Besides expressing our respect for the efforts 
of the factory in question* this paper publishes the above 
as a correction*

The Shanghai Machine-Made Coal Briquette 
Factory Owners Guild also publishes an advertisement in 
the Chinese-American Daily News, the Sin Van Pao and the 
Shun Pao to the same effect.



October 17

Firewood Exportation
'Ji

Since April or May* 1941, the following ground

have been the

produe t hongs

(1) Tsung

(2) Doo ng

(3) Hoong

firewood from

Tai ( jF ), No. 571 ïbkien Road*

Zung ( /¿] )* No. 573 ïbkien Road, and

Fah ( \^\ No. §76 ïbkien Road

sole agencies for the exportation of

Shanghai to Swatow and Amoy. However

of September*

The price of firewood in Swatow and Amoythose are as •

below 420 per picul

Consequently the price of firewood exported from Shanghai

to Swatow and Amoy must be reduced to meet the market

price in those areas

In view of the above and due to the high cost in

freight charges and other expenses incurred in transportation

dealers have ceased

being no profits

gained therefrom

and is able to supply a large quantity to these two areas

due to the drop in the price of firewood in those areas

with the result* that the price there has naturaly decreased.

exporting firewood to outporta, there

these ground product hongs have* since the middle part

from Shanghai to these two areas* the

two areas. ïbkien itself is a firewood producing area*

It is learned that the decrease in the price of 

firewood in Swatow and Amoy is due to the feet that 

Fokien has recently been opened for traffic between these

is at

this year, ceased exporting firewood to

tè

present



Firewood Situation.

by the SpecialWith reference to the reports

Branch dated August 26 and September 19 relative to the

above matter, I have to inform you that Messrs. Boyd & Co

have been informed that no permit is required at the

present time for the export of firewood

The situation will have to be watched care

fully and the matter reconsidered should there be
appreciable increase in exports.

for Deputy Secretary

rn/

September 25,_____

TO FACILITATE REPLY,
THIS NUMBER.........X».—
AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

ÎWŒOÜOTE

The Acting Gommissioner of Police

*7c S'y6
(Enunci! (Ehamter. 7 %

ADMINISTRATION BUILDING



__F.2O7A
G. 500-7-41

Shanghai MunicipalPolice-.

..September....... 22,.......19 41.

To Secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

Acting
The/Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference Ko : - S.B. D.7555/6.

Subject : - Firewood Exportation.

I
Enclosures Copy of a Police report. 

For information.



TTH
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

-S»l.. Sp.Wlal >anch,..UJtM File No. Dafe-Sap-t^bax..19». 1941»

subject: Firewood Exportation,

At the present time the amount of firewood 

exported from Shanghai does not exceed five thousand

piculs per month» which is approximately five per

cent of the monthly imports into Shanghai. This

firewood is consigned to Swatow and Amoy which are 

both under Japanese control» No interference has

been experienced whilst en route to or upon arrival 

at these ports but it is doubtful whether the Japanese 

authorities would, permit uninterrupted, passage to 

outports not under their control»

There appears to be only one method of 
' controlling the export of firewood from Shanghai

of Palic
Sir*

and that is by the permit system in the same manner 

as the exportation of rice» Little or no difficulty 

is expected in the enforcement of this system» 

Although there are some forty firewood hongs in the 

Settlement only two» the Yah Dah Ground Product Hong»

572 Fokien Road and the Yoong Chong Ground Product

Hong» 603 Fokien Road» are of large scale» The 

others» a complete list of which is attached» are 

merely small dealers who purchase supplies from the

main hongs,

In considering the proposed control of firewood 

exports it should be remembered that although supplies 

are regular the quantity is limited and Shanghai is 

dependent on Japanese occupied areas for this commodity. 

Should the authorities in those areas suddenly take 

restrictive measures or cause transportation problems

Shanghai would find itself faced with a firewood short-



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

■Station. File No. Date.

SUBJECT:

age» Conservation of present stocks would assist 

greatly in such a contingency.

I’M'

A. C» (Special Branch)



Secretary <t Commissioner General*
1 S. «• C.

References Yew File Mo. F 30/12

daieaAugust 12* 1941.
Subject s Shipping of firewood out of Shanghai.

I forward herewith copy of a Police report on the 

subject.

tffcn W '■

V ® f t| ■1

Acting Commissioner of Police.

ar/c.



subject: firewood Situation

REPORT

A. C.(S-. Br:

igfpiil

MIWWIPAI, FW ,
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. s- ® R£Q

I No.

■-8<l<.Special..Bganch.....MM File No.

Commr. Df P: 
Sir*

Prior to the Sino-Japanese noatilities the greater 

part of firewood used by Shanghai residents came fro* 

Ningpo, the Chuaan Archipelago, Sung Ka Meng(/^j^f^ ) 

! and localities in the vicinity. Since the fall of 

' these areas to the Japanese Military» supplies have 

i been interrupted. In April of this year» however 

: a Japanese named Naoki established a company called 

j *Shinmin Yokow the corner of Morth

Szechuen and Jukong Roads» with the express purpose of 

undertaking the transportation of firewood from Hingpo 

to Shanghai. It is understood that this concern 

regularly imports 5,000 to 6,000 piculs of firewood 

every month. The retailing of the fuel is entrusted 
by the *Shinmin Yoko* to one Chen Ying Kongi/Jt^^ ) 

t io •Ying Lee Company ( ^‘J )• who receives a

commission of 10 per cent on the sales. Chen lung 

K ong is reported to be the proprietor of the Ying Bah 

Jirewood and Charcoal Shop ( /¡L ), 81 Bashing

Road. This Mingpo firewood is sold in Shanghai 

for about |1R per picul although it is purchased at its 

source for only #3. per picul. As all shipping between 

Mingpo and Shanghai is under Japanese control, Chinese 

merchants are precluded from participating in the 

firewood business insofar as transportation is concerned. 

The five to six thousand piculs of firewood imported 

from Mingpo every month is far fro* sufficient to meet 

ths local demands. The fuel is therefore brought into



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT

-g-
----------Station. File No......................... Date.............

SUBJECT: _ ,

Shanghai by two other means. 3,000 to 4,000 piculs 
of firewood are arriving daily by junks and other 
boats from Quinsan, Tsingpoo and Sunkiang. This 
apparently is not an organised business but is ths 
work of itinerant boatmen and villagers who, knowing 
full well the demand, take every opportunity to bring 
firewood to Shanghai whenever spaoe is available on 
boats bound for this port. The firewood is sent to 
two markets, the ground produet hongs on the French 
Bund for fuel arriving by the Whangpoo and the ground 
product honga in the vicinity of Fokien Road Biidge 
for fteel arriving by the Boochow Creek. The retail 
price for the ground product hong firewood is 
approximately #1C- ver picul.

The other sources of supply are Tazang, 
Pei-sing-kying, Tse-pao and other suburbs of Shanghai. 
Firewood from these places is imported by villagers 
on handcarts and wheelbarrows and is usually sold 
direct to local residents for about #9 per picul. 
Some 300 to 500 piculs are brought to Shanghai daily 
by this method. The villagers, in order to avoid 
Japanese sentries in the western district, make a 
detour by going through Chapei and then into the 
Settlement. Should they be stopped by Chinese Self- 
Defence Corps soldiers, they usually gain a passage by 
paying the soldiers from #5 to >10 for every handcart 
o f f i rewood•

As no Chinese merchants are at present 
importing firewood direct from the producing areas, 
local firewood shops in the Foreign Settlements
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. SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
- 3 -

................Station. File No..............  Date.... ...... ......................................

SUBJECT: 
usually obtain their stocks direst from the villagers 

or order it from the ground product hongs«

Xt will be seen from the foregoing that the 

total amount of firewood arriving in ftianghai is 

approximately 100,000 to 140,000 piculs monthly. 
According to calculations made before the Sino-Japanese 1 

[ hostilities, the monthly ftianghai consumption of fire- 1 

wood was approximately 1,200,000 piculs* Therefore 

the present supply is about ten per cent of normal 

demand. The paucity of firewood as a means of fuel 

is largely offset by the use of coal briquettes. In 

fact there is a dedinite preference on the part of 

Chinese to use the latter fuel in place of firewood. 

Although a picul of briquettes costs morethan a picul 

ef firewood it must be remembered that firewood is always 

sold in a wet condition and after exposure to the sun 

for a few days, 100 eatties of firewood are reduced to 

70 cattiesin consequence of the evaporation of the 

moisture. As a result of this, the heat produced 

by two piculs of firewood is less than that emanating 

from one picul of briquettes. This shows that 

firewood is, in the long run, a more expensive fuel 

than briquettes.

It is difficult to make an exact estimate of 

firewood stocks in ftianghai. Bven members of the 

trade are unable to calculate this correctly because 

it is stored largely by residents as well, as the 

| small shops. Generally speaking, however, the stocks 

in ftianghai would be sufficient to last a month if 

circumstances arose which would cause the cessation
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
4 -

.Station. File No. Date.

SUBJECT:

of supplies.
Taking into view the existing conditions in 

Shanghai» it may he safe to assume that no serious 
effect will he caused hy any interruption of firewood
imports so long as coal "briquettes can he produced

j continually. The present precarious coal situation» 
however» is a factor which would have to he considered
in its relation to coal dust

In reviewing the present firewood situation
in all its aspects» it would appear that Shanghai is 
in need of all the supplies that are able» with some 
difficulty, to arrive here. Xt is considered that 
Shanghai*s present stocks and possible future supplies 
do not allow any margin for export and it is 
suggested that our needs are greater than the outports 
whose proximity to country districts should enable 
them to receive a steady supply of the fuel.

A» C. (Special Branch)
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BOYD & COMPANY.

12th August, 1M1.

The Secretary,
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Local.

Sir,
We beg respectfully to inform you that owing to short of 

firewood in Kulangsu that our Office in that end has the inten
tion to import from Shanghai firewood in artdr to meet such a 
need. We shall bo very much obliged if you will kindly let us 
know whether shanghai Municipal Council has had any restriction 
•gainst shipping firewood out of Shanghai.

Kindly lot us have your reply at convenience.
we are, Sir,

Yours faithfully,

M
l



i__

^Shanghai Municipal (SmttttiL

COUNCIL CHAMBER. 
SHANGHAI.

August 25 19

. , .The. APilhg. Commissioner .Of. J’pl.lce

Subject: -. .Letter ^e.s.s.r.s.‘. Boyd & QPt .dated . . 
12/8/41 re shipping of firewood out of Shanghai»

It would, be appreciated, if you could now forward your comment 
on the above matter sent to you on. . . . .4-91 •.

for Deputy Secretary.

II





Copy for Sub-inspector S.A. Young 
23/10/41

Shanghai, October 22, 1941,
I

4 7Ç#7?^
< iff {

The Secretary,
Briquette Price Fixing Committee, 
Shanghai»

Dear Sir:-

In reply to your letter of the 16th inst., and in 
confirming our conversation with you this morning, we beg to 
request the Committee to authorise an increase in the price 
of briquettes at the earliest possible date.

The

HwaThe

HwaKuo

Kan

We forward you herewith an amended cost statement, 
which applies to most factories, together with the price 
suggested for local retailers. When fixing the new price for 
briquettes, the Comittee is also requested to grant a reason
able profit for the manufacturers.

It is to be noted that the cost price as contained in 
our statement is not the replacement value In future, but is the 
actual cost for coal already arrived. Regarding the composition 
of briquettes, it is found that the proposed 60% of Hongay or 
Courbet coal from Indo-China and 40% of inferior dust is not 
practical, as a sufficient quantity of inferior dust of a 
suitable quality is not available on the market and that the 
briquettes thus composed will not ensure free burning and will 
arouse dissatisfaction of consumers. It is therefore proposed 
that the composition should be 70% Hongay or Courbet and 30% of 
Inferior dust.

Yours faithfully, 

Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Co 

Tsing Hwa Coal Briquettes Co. 

Kung Hwa Coal Briquette Co.Ltd 

Yoton Coal Briquettes Co. 

Tung Fang Coal Briquettes Co 

Chung Kuo Briquettes Co.

Yang Coal Briquettes Co.Ld 

Tung Coal Briquettes Plant 

Coal Briquettes Factory 

Yu Yu Coal Briquettes Co.



t
COST OF BRIQUETTES FOR THE MONTH OF OCTOBER

Cost of nongay or Courbet ¿Lust:
Average Freight
Bust F.O.B. US$2.20
Insurance .40

US$2.60 © 4
Loss of 'weight
Expenses inc. duty

Cost of dust pel’ ton

C.N. $275.00

65.00
7.00

28.00
C.N, $870.00

Cost of Briquettes

70% Hongay @ $370 ~ $259.00
80% Inferior $220 - 66.00

Dust of above composition $325.00 per ton.

As the above dust will produce 1.02 or 1.03 tons of 
briquettes, therefore the cost of dust in 1 ton of 
briquettes:

C.N. $315.00 4
plus present manufacturing ■’ •

cost 45.QQ

Cost of bi'iauettes per ton C»$. $360.00

Retailer’s price 
I

The retail price should have at least a difference’ la 
of $26 per ton above the factory price, and if so, « 
the retailer’s profit will be:

Gross profit $ 26.00
less expenditure 
for transportation 

$12 
loss for breakage $ 4 16.00

Retailer’s nett profit $10.00

Submitted to the Briquette Committei



Shanghai 27th October 1941

Thn Tût JhT*5F *
Briquette Price Fixing Comittee, 
S. M. c.
Shanghai.

Dear Sir:-

Since we submitted to you our cost price for 
briquettes requesting you to permit us to increase our 
selling prices, we have received no reply from you and 
we are continuing to sell at a loss.

On the other hand* for us to receive the coal* 
we must charter steamers* order the coal* have the consent 
of the Mines who deliver the coal to us and, finally* have 
same transported« Generally* a delay of one month to 
6 weeks is necessary between the moment we order and the 
time we receive the coal.

We cannot consider chartering new steamers 
carrying coal* unle ss the Committee will give us definite 
assurance that we will not be obliged to sell same at 
a loss.

Our request should therefore be examined 
immediately in order to permit us to continue supplying 
the local market.

Yours faithfully,

Hyi Tai Shing Coal Briquettes Co« 

Tsing Hwa Coal Briquettes Co.
Kung Bwa Coal Briquette Lt<JlK

Yoton Coal Briquettes Co.

Tung Fang Coal Briquettes co.

Chung Kuo Briquettes Co.

The Man Yang Coal Briquettes Co.

The Bwa Tung Coal Briquettes
Plant.

Kuo Bwa Coal Briquettes Factory.



REPORT

Dû^OotCbo;^.^

SUBJECT

Factory

Nyi Tai Shing

Tsing Hwa
Wtt Ts-kooHanyang

paar

and. the ooal merchants
^ssi

purchase of ooal dust, considering it being 

the business between the small factory owners

Tung Fang
\

Yoeh Tung

Kwang Hwa

Kuo Hwa

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Branch x£rk1ubk File No.

Coal Briquette Trade - owners 
of big factories interviewed.

They agree to uniform prioes, They explain 

that the small factory owners reduced prices 

in the past. They also agree to standard 

composition*

They agree to the meeting of small and big 

factory Owners for co-operation. v They

Hwa Tung

They were informed of the three suggestions of the 

small owners and after some consideration gave the

following reply

The big owners agree to the suggestion of 
devising ways and means tojlower the oost of 

ooal dust. They expect the S,M*O* to help 

in the reduction of freightage and the 

securing of foreign exchange at a reasonable 

rate. They do not comment bn the bulk

Han Pei-hau

Bourn Zung-sung ( )

Ch n Ching-dong (
Tsai Yee-ding ( $ JL)

At 3 p.m, October 13, the following 

representatives of big ooal briquette factories were 

interviewed at Special Branch 

Delegate 

YU Tsung-shing
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offered, no oonment to the suggestion^the 

Chairman to convene a joint meeting.

They farther offered, the following 

information

(1) In all big factories composition is more or 

less the same.

(2) The present cost of the manufacture has 

increased and. a written petition bearing on 

this matter would be submitted to the S.M,C.

(3) Foreign exchanges could not be obtained from 

the Government and had to be obtained from the 

black market. On October 13 even on the 

black market no exchange was available.

The representatives of the Nanyang and Nyi 

Tai Shing Hongs also explained that Hongay coal dust 

is imported by the Hongay Sales, Limited, the M.B.K. 

and the M.S,K. The Nanyang, Hyi Tai Shing and 

Yoeh Tung Hongs are agencies of the Hongay Sales, 

who sub-contract with the Kuo Hwa, Tsing Hwa and 

Kwang Hwa Goal Briquette Factories. The Hwa Zung 

Zuan Keek Ih Sing and Yung Tai factories (small) 

are their regular customers. They stated that 

Hongay coal dust from the three importers has an 

open market at a price slightly above that given to 

briquette contractors and is distributed by local 

coal shops. On ordinary days, they continued to 

state, the small factories buy their stocks from the 

market and/or coal shops, and in case of shortage
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Tai Shing and. Yoeh Tung) for the

or increase in the prices, they apply to the agencies 

(namely Hanyang, Nyi 

prices. The agencies, however 

market prices. They further

dust at the orignial 

will only to sell at 

pointed out that in times of Shortage efforts were 

usually made to purchase ooal dust not for the 

purpose of manufacturing briquettes but for resale 

They also supplied the information that 

there are eight varieties of ooal dust now being 

used by the small factories, as follows

Hongay

Courbet

Korean

San Zah (Japanese)

Hoopeh

lungtan (Nanking)

I Anhwei

Ash

With regard to ash, they mentioned that the Yung Tai 

Factory, when making a report to the French Police, 

stated a briquette contained 10% ash.

They further mentioned that in the eight 

big factories, there is a stock of 40,000 tons of 

dust. Their daily production is around 700 tons, 

about one-third of the full working capacity.

They work according to daily demand and estimate that 

they must produce 1,800 tons per day in order to meet 

local demand in winter. According to their 

calculations, the present stock should last about

J
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They added that small factories also keep

stocks, and mentioned as as example the Tien Hen 

Factory which.witha working capacity of 2 tons per 

day. now carries a stock of 300 tons of coal dust.

Finally they offered the following three 

suggestions

(1) There should be only one standard composition 

and one price.

(2) That the S.M.C. be requested to obtain foreign 

exchange^ for the purchase of coal dust.

(3) The press publishes that exohage from the 

Rational Government (at government rates better 

than the black market) can be obtained for the 

purchase and importation of rice and coal,

but in fact nothing can be obtained for coal.

They request that newspapers be instructed by 

the S.M.C. to etop publishing of such reports 

until exchange at Government rates can be

A.C, (Speoial Branch).
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SUBJECT: Coal Briquette Trade Association
and Police Instructions.

the Coal Briquette Trade Association, called at

Special Branch at 2.30 p.m. October 8. He submitted 

a document (attached) in answer to the three instructions

of the S.M.C, A translation of the answers is given

hereunder

(1) S.M.C : That the Chairman be warned to ensure

that further activities of the

Association^ especially by unqualified

committee members* be suspended

pending proper reorganization and 

registration by the Municipal Police

Answer : The Chairman has no right to suspend

the activities of the Association,

He should at once convene a committee

meeting to decide the calling of a 

general meeting of members.

(2) S.M.C : That persons no longer connected with>.)

Answer

the local briquette manufacturing trade

withdraw from the Association.

: The withdrawal of persons no longer

connected with the trade should be

decided upon by the general meeting

of members

is) S.M.C : That for the purpose of reorganisation,

a general meeting of bona fide members

and manufacturers be convened, at

which new committees be' formed to take
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. charge of affairs.

Answer :,The re-election of committee members 

is contrary to a mandate of the 

National Government (Chungking) and 

therefore oonnot be done in a careless 

way with a view to avoiding punishment 

by the Government.

He further submitted a letter addressed by the now 

defunct Chinese Chamber of Commerce to the Association 

on April 24, 1940» to the effect that there is no 

ground in the Trade Guild Law to convene a joint 

meeting of representatives of various factories, but 

committee meetings should be held.

It will be noted that the Chairman of the 

Association was interviewed by A. C. (Special Branch) 

on September 22, when the three above instructions 

were conveyed to him. He promised to convene a 

general meeting of members and manufacturers after 

consulting the managements of small factories and 

let the Municipal Police know the date and place of 

the scheduled meeting on September 29.

On October 2, during a meeting of small 

factory owners convened by Special Branch on behalf 

of the Coal Briquette Price Fixing Committee, it was 

learned that the Chairman did not inform them of 

Police instructions, nor was any meeting convened. 

They were very anxious to have a meeting of small 

and big factory owners for the purpose of co-operation 

in the trade (already outlined in previous report).
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It is therefore apparent that the big owners 

have severed their connections with the Association 

and the small owners know nothing about the Association. 

The Association is still controlled by the unqualified
I 

»committee members*.■

When questioned as to his opinion, the 

Chairman stated that »if the Association be allowed 

to carry on, the old 'committee members' be permitted 

to stand and the big factory owners continue to pay
1 

membership fees, and there will be no trouble*.

He also said that he could not follow the Police 

instructions for the reasons given above.

The Chairman further mentioned that he was 

not in a position to control the "committee members* 

and that his relay of Police instructions to them had 

proved abortive and suggested that the Police gave I 
instructions direct to the »committee members*.

I 
In view of this, he was instructed to

notify all »committee members* to attend Police Head

quarters at 2 p»m. October 13, when Police instructions | 

as requested by the Chairman would be repeated to them. 

He was, however, warned that as the »committee members* ■ 

were adopting an attitude of non-cooperation, all 

must attend, failing which they would be considered 
to have lost their qualifications as committee members I 

and the Municipal Police would take drastic action 

against the Assooiation.

At 2.30 p.m. October 13, the Chairman again 

attended Police Headquarters and announced that he 

had notified all committee members in writing
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to attend. A specimen of the letter is forwarded 

herewith and a translation of the notification is 

given hereunder

At 4 p.m. October 8, the Special Branch, 

S.M.P, gave instructions that all »committee 

members» should attend Boom 607, Police Headquarters 

at 2 p.m, October 13 (Monday) for an Interview
are

(to see Mr, Kao Yen-ken). You/hereby notified 

to do so.

Chop of the Shanghai Municipality 
Coal Briquette Trade Association.

To Committee Member ..............

The following are the nine so-called »committee 

members»

Huang Tseng-sz ( )
Chiu KUo-tseng (J^p )
Han Pei-hau (ffi _£ )

Chang Lal-tai
Chow Chang-tsung f/3]

Loh Hang-tung ( )

Mao Tsung-foo ( )

Li Yeu-hwa ( )

Woo Shiao-ohing ( )

These circulars were sent by chit book and all acknow

ledged receipt with the exception of the second named 

Chiu KUo-tseng.

It will be noted that the small factory 

owners who are the members of the Assoolatlon, when 

interviewed, on Ootobefc 2t 19411 Insisted that the
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Chairman of the Association convene a meeting of 

small and. big factory owners together with a view to 

co-operation. The Chairman of the Association, 

however, failed, to comply with their request.

This deliberate disregard of instructions 

is ample proof that the conduct of the Association’s 

affairs is monopolized by unqualified »committee 

members» in defiance to the wishes of the ordinary 

members, and that they have no intention of complying 

with the instructions of the R.M.C. The »Committee» 

further refuses to apply for registration with the 

Municipal Police.

Apart from asking the »committee members* 

to attend Police Headquarters at 2 p.m. October 13 

(as mentioned above), delegates of small factories, 

who are members of the Association, and of big 

factories, who have withdrawn their membership from 

the Association, were requested to attend at 3 p.m. 

The following delegates attended

(The above are big factory owners).

factory Delegate

)Nyi Tai-shing TU Tsung-shing

Tsing Hwa -do-

Hanyang Wu Ts-koo )

Kwang Hwa -do-

Kuo Hwa Han Pei-hau

Tung Pang Bourne
Zung-sung tâ i- )

Toeh Tung Chen Ching-dong( )

Hwa Tung Tsai Tee-ding
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Factory Delegate

Hu Lih-shun Chow Pao-sung )

Hwa Zung Zuan Kee Woo Shiao-ohing )
Yuan Hwa Li Yeu-hwa .

< 4 )

Pei Yang Hwang Ching-siu /i )

Hung Chi Chow Zung-wu < /XI ¡A/ j

Yien Yien Ting Lieu-yu < J g )

Hwa Zung Tai Kee Yu Ying-tsao >
Ih Sing King Chang-kwei )
Id Shing Loo Hou Lien

Fan Fang Chong Kee Yen Ding-ngao )
Yung Tai Chu Bsu-sien i/j}

Hwa Teh Shing - ( absent )

Rung Yoong - ( absent )

Of the 21 coal briquette factories in IShanghai,

19 were represented and attended.

When questioned on the subject 1both the big

and. the small owners agreed, to co-operate and. to hold

joint meetings despite the Association. Furthermore 

in order to facilitate oommunication between the S.M.C. 

and the manufacturers and vice versa» they were allowed 

to meet together at Room 603 and discuss the formation 

of a representative group. Between 5.15 p.m. and 6 p.m 

October 13, those present held a meeting with 

Li Yeu-hwa ( ) representing the Yuan

Hwa Coal Briquette Factory, 25 Penang Road, presiding. 

They decided to form a new organisation of coal 

briquette manufacturers. They further appointed 

the following to serve on a representing committee
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Hwang Ching-siu Pei Yang Factory, 52 
Penang Road.

Li Yeu-hwa Yuan Hwa Factory, 
25 Penang Road.

Tsai Yee-ding Hwa Tung Factory, 
Lane 876, 35 Gordon Road.

WU Ts-koo Hanyang Factory, 
301 Rue Pere Froo.

Han Pei-hau Kuo Hwa Factory, 
668 Markham Road.

Bourne Zung-sung Tung Fang Factory, 
29 Penang Road.

Yeu Tsung-shing Nyi Tai-Shing Factory, 
308 Markham Road.

The duty of the group will he to form a now Association 

and to represent the coal briquette manufacturers 

to deal directly with the S.M,C, It is* expected 

that they will hold further meetings among themselves 

from time to time.

During the interview with the small factory 

owners, they supplemented their analysis of the 
of

oomposition of a tox/ briquettes by adding that the 

coal dust contains moisture and water and after



TO FACILITATE REPLY PLEASE QUOTE 
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AND DO NOT DEAL WITH MORE THAN 
ONE MATTER IN THE SAME LETTER

(Hauncil
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ADMINISTRATION BUILDING----- ------/

September 19.____

The Acting Commissioner of Police.

Dispute in the Coal Briquette 
Trade Association.

With reference to the Special Branch report of 

September 9, 1941, the suggestions contained at the foot 

of page 11 and the top of page 12 are approved.

for Deputy Secretary.
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September 19» 41«

Messrs. Nyl T’a Hsing Coal 
Briquette Factory, 
182/184 Sinza Road, 
Shanghai.

Gentlemen»

with reference to your representative’s call upon 

me on the matter of the dispute in the Coal Briquette Trade 

association I have to inform you that proper reorganization 

of the Association is necessary and it should be registered 

by the aunioipal polios« Persona no longer connected with 

the local briquette manufacturing trade should withdraw from 

the Association« For the purpose of reorganization a 

general meeting of bona fide members and manufacturers should 

bo convened at which new committees should be formed to take 

over charge of the affairs of the Association.

X am, Gentlemen,

Tour obedient servant,

secretary.
Goal Sub-Committee«
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To secretary & Commissioner General,

S. M. C.

Acting
The/Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in 

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.’'

Reference No : - Your File No. F 30/12.

Subject Dispute in the Coal Briquette Trade
Association.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report.
(for information.)



S. 1, Special Branch«

September 9, 1941.

Dispute in the Coal Briquette 
Trade Association.

On August 10, nine large coal briquette 

factories in Shanghai addressed a joint letter to the 

S.iiu.C. (Appendix '’A”). It states that by taking 

advantage of disorganization in the association, 

certain minor officers of the association fabricated 

rumours detrimental to the reputation of the writers , 

and brought about disaffection among member factories« 

It further mentions that they requested the association 

in ’Ariting to convene a general meeting of factory 

owners, but the request was rejected by the association. 

The writers therefore resigned their membership of 

the association on August 16. The letter finally 

requested the Council to order the publishers of 

local Chinese newspapers not to publish any further 

reports detrimental to the writers’ reputation and 

business.

On August 26, these nine factories addressed a 

further letter (Appendix nB") to the S.M.C. In this 

letter the writers requested the Council to sponsor 

the formation of a coal briquette price-fixing 

committee to be composed of representatives appointed 

by

1. S.M.C.

2« C.M.F.

3. fims interested in the briquette business

(a) Shanghai Office of the Societe irancaise des 
Charbonnages du Tonkin, 2nd floor, A«P*C. 
building, 9 The Bund.
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(b) Compagnie Optorg, importers of Hongay Coal 
Dust, 39 Avenue Edward VII.

(c) Zeh Zeng Company, importers of "Ku Pah” 
Coal Dust, 22 Avenue Debail.

They announced that they were willing to submit to 

any reasonable control and to send representatives 

to attend any meetings to furnish particulars.

Appendix "C” is a latter dated August 29 

addressed by the Coal Briquette Trade Association to 

the S.M.C. It states that a meeting of members of 

its Executive and Supervisory Committees was held 

on August 18 when it was decided to request the 

S.M.C. to prohibit the coal briquette factories 

from raising the wholesale prices without formal 

notice given in writing by the Association (according 

to the translator of the letter, the sentence in 

original text was clumsily worded).

With reference to the above, enquiries 

were made into the conditions in the present trade 

association; and the following facts brought to 

light I-

The trade association was formed in 

October, 1936 and was registered with the now defunct 

local Kuomintang and Bureau of Social Affairs and 

was a member of the now defunct Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce. It had an office at 39 Avenue Edward VII 

and following the hostilities was removed to Room 3, 

2nd floor, 405 Tientsin Road. This association 

is, however, not registered with the Municipal

Police



The following is a list of members supplied

by the association

Name of Factory Address Telephone

1. Nyi Tai-Shing 308 Markham Road. 39063

2. Hanyang 301 Rue Pere Froc. 84165

3. Kou Hwa 668 Markham Road. 39866

4. Tung Fang 29 Penang Road. 37296

5. Kwang Hwa 90 Sian Road 51336

6. Tsing Hwa 558 Route de Zikawei 78797

7. Yoeh Tung opposite 514 Rue 
Tenant de la Tour.

76096

8« Hwa Tung Lane 876, 35 
Gordon Road.

36526

9. Ho Li-shun 778 Tonquin Road. 39978

10. Hwa Shun Zuan 
Kee

407 Lay Road. 51494

11. Yuan Hwa 25 Penang Road. 33253

12. Pei Yang 52 Penang Road. 32661

13. Hung Chi 188 Tsepoo Road. 42284

14. Yien Yien 580 Haining Road. 45194

15« Kung Yoong Lane 705, 12 Great 
Western Road near 
Tunsin Road.

20487

16. Hwa Shun 
Tai Ke«

698 Connaught Road.. 30952

17. Hwa Teh Shing Yu Yuen Road off 
Brenan Road.

18. Yung Tai 331 Rue Conty 85319

19. Ih Sing Lane 1039, 15 
Sinza Road.

37971

20. Lih Shing 116 Chengtu Road. 30836

21. Nan Fang 
Chong Kee

494 Tonquin Road. 39133

22. Hwa Nan Chapei off Markham 
Road Bridge.

Closed owing to 
hostilities and 

membership fees.

23. Huh Tsoong Nan Ma Teu, Nantao Closed owing to 
hostilities and 
net paying 
membership fees
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The present position is that the first eight members

withdrew their membership on August 16. The 9th

factory denies being a member of the association

while the 22nd and 23rd closed down and are not

jaying membership fees to the association. Actually

11 factories are not members and only twelve retain

their membership. In respect to the daily production

of coal briquettes, the first eight are the largest

factories, being responsible for the 90% of the

production. The 12 present members of the association

&re only responsible for some 10£ of the production

It is to be noted that one of the members listed No.13

was recently taken to the Shanghai Special District

!ourt by the Municipal Police and charged with .1
"fraud" for making inferior quality briquettes and

ined $400.00. The production of the large

factories is better than that of the small .ones

In

members, Yeu

connection with the dispute between

Tsung-shing Manager of the

Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquette Factory, 352 karkhamx?
Z.S. Bourne Çjfe ) , Manager of ifae 

Coal Briquette Factory, 29 Penang Road,^ 

interviewed. They stated that the 

association was monopolized by committees of

Road, and

Tung Fang

have been

unqualified members, backed up by a so-called,

Secretary named Chang Dah-foo 

have tried to enforce resolutions on the genuine 

manufacturers. They further stated that they 

requested the convention of a general meeting of 

members to discuss various affairs as hitherto, 

but the Chairman refused to convene same. He only 1

"Sa
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allowed "committee meetings” • The situation has 

become such that the present association wishes 

to dictate to the large establishments, in view of 

which the seven large factories decided to withdraw 

their membership. They further explained that the 

prices of coal briquette now are below cost, but 

the association conducted propaganda in the press 

that the owners had recklessly increased the prices 

thus throwing a hea^y burden on the public. This 

propaganda was intended to camouflage the internal 

dispute over the monopoly by the "Secretary” or the 

clerk and on the other hand to arouse the feelings 

of the public against the large factory owners. 

The large factory owners, however, declared that 

they wished the Council to form a price-fixing 

committee and they were willing to abide by its 

decisions. They further said that if the association 

be properly reorganized, they were also prepared to 

rejoin it.

On the other hand, enquiries were made 

from the Chairman of the association, Chen Zuan-fang 
( 7/h , proprietor of the Hwa Shun Zuan Kee

Coal Briquette Factory, 409 Lay Road off Whashing 

Road and he was asked why he had refused the factory 

owners' request for a general meeting of members 

and only allow the convention of committee meetings« 

He could not give a satisfactory reply and finally 

admitted that he should have accepted the request 

for a general meeting. He was also questioned as 

to why the owners of large factories had withdrawn 

their membership. He at last explained that they
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were dissatisfied with the clerk of the association 

named Chang Dah-foo, who was suspected of having the 

intention of monopolizing the affairs of the 

association. Chang was, prior to the hostilities, 

an employee of the 2nd Department (in charge of trade 

associations) of the now defunct Bureau of Social 

Affairs of the Shanghai City Government ana an 

executive committee member of the 3rd District 

Kuomintang in Shanghai. Prior to the hostilities, 

Sung Ling-chi , now chief of the Shanghai

Branch, Social Movement Direct Committee, was working 

under him. Chang is still pro-Chungking and refused 

repeated requests of the Nanking Government for his 

services.

Enquiries made into the present conditions 

of the so-called '’committees” of the association 

show that they are no longer qualified to function 

in the association. A list of the "committee" 

members together with particulars is given hereunder:« 

Executive Committee
•pj*

Chen Zuan-fang ( iJK -f *^), proprietor of the 

Hwa Shun Zuan Kee Coal Briquette Factory, 407 

Lay Road off Whashing Road (Chairman)

Huang Tseng-sa (formerly owner of 

the Hwa Nan Coal Briquette Factory, Chapei off 

Markham Road ¿¿ridge, now residing at 400 Rue 

Frelupt. He is a "tutee" of Hwang Ching-yoong 

and tries to meddle in various spheres and affairs 

in Shanghai. , It is known uhat he was behind 
/ • ✓ W'' L 

the agitation of workers in various cotton weaving

¡0
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factories during the early part! of 1341. He is 

a notorious loafer. Not paying any membership 

fees to the Association, therefore no longer a 

member.
Chiu Kuo-Tseng cip «a th ), formerly owner of 

the Chung Hwa Coal Briquette Factory, Pootung, 

now working as an employee in the Hwa Tung Coal 

Briquette Factory, Lane 896, 35 Gordon Road, the 

management of which has withdrawn its membership 

from the association. At present he has no coal 

briquette factory.

Han Bei-hao )» Manager of the Kou Hwa

Coal Briquette Factory, 668 Markham Road, who 

has withdrawn his membership from the association. 

Chang Lai-tai Manager of the Kuang

Hwa Coal Briquette Factory, 90 Sian Road, who has 

withdrawn his membership from the association. 
Chow Chang-tsung ( J^T), Manager of the Hwa

Shun Tai Kee Coal Briquette Factory, 698 Connaught 

Road.
Loh Hang-tung ( 111.), formerly Manager of

Chung Kou Coal Briquette Factory, Dixwell Road. 

He is no longer a coal briquette factory owner. 

Supervisory Committee

Li Yeu-hwa ( ), owner of the Yuan Hwa

Coal Briquette Factory, 25 Penang Road.

Mao Tsung-foo ( formerly owner of the

Huh Teoong Coal Briquette Factory, Nan Ma Teu, 

Nantao. He is no longer a coal briquette 

manufacturer. He owns the Tsing Chong Coal Shop, 

106 Mandalay Road.
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Woo Shiao-ching ( ty&P ), formerly owner

of the Hwa Tung Coal Briquette Factory, Pingliang 

Road, which is now closed. He is no longer a coal 

briquette manufacturer.

It can be seen from the above that out of the seven 

members of the executive committee, only two are 

coal briquette manufacturers and out of the three 

members of the supervisory committee, only one is 

qualified. In 1938, 1939 and 1940, all affairs 

were discussed during general meetings of owners 

convened from time to time. During the early part 

of 1941, the asso.ciati n was more or less idle. 

The chairman was sick and practically speaking, all 

affairs were put in the hands of the clerk. As to 

membership fees, the large factories who withdrew 

their membership paid $300, while the present remain

ing members pay $68 a month. For maintaining the 

livelihood of the clerk to cope with the present 

high cost of living, Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquette 

Factory paid for the clerk 0.75 "ear” of rice and 

2 piculs of coal briquettes a month. On suspecting 

that the clerk not only failed to appreciate the 

treatment extended by the large factories, but 

tried to embarrass them by causing articles to be 
> ■ 

published in the press against them, the seven large 

factories stopped further issues of benefits to the 

clerk, who then began to agitate against that*
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Returning to the point that the association

only permitted committee meetings, it is to be noted 

that these unqualified committees held their "first" 

meeting on August 18, following the withdrawal from 

membership of the seven large factories.

During this meeting it was resolved that a

loan of $2,000 be authorized to defray esqpenses of 

the association and that the withdrawing factories 

should pay membership fees. With the loan, some 

$400 was spent to put an advertisement in the press

dated August 20, denouncing the seven big factories 

(attached as Appendix "IT). In the notice the 

association admitted having refused the request of 

the seven owners to convene a general meeting.
I 

When questioned as to why the corri"' ttees which are 

composed of disinterested persons ana unqualified mem

bers, should still function and enforce things on 

bona fide and interested merchants, Chang Dah-foo, 

the clerk, argued that the Chungking Government 

issued a mandate about 3 years ago that committees
■ ■ I

of all organizations be not reorganized during the 

present period of hostilities, but continued to 

function without re-election. From the facts 

that the association never held "committee" meetings 

following the hostilities and the association will 

only hold "committee" meetings as from August 18, it 

seems apparent that a'clique of outsiders wished 

to monopolize affairs under the cloak of the 

mandate of the Chungking Government and to enforce 

resolutions passed by unqualified "committee members"

8SW»»®rI8S 
»SÄ«
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on the other bona fide merchants. It is also 

interesting to note that the association intended 

to hold its second ^committee” meeting on September 1, 

and according to information received the meeting 

planned to pass a resolution to form a price-fixing 

committee and fix a price of $15 or $16 perzpicul 

of briquettes against $17.20 and thus disturb the 

market and bring pressure to bear on the large 

factories. Owing to permission not having been 

obtained from the Police, the meeting was abandoned.

In connection with the present organization 

of the association, Cheng Zuan-fang, the Chairman, 

admitted that the association is not operating in 

a proper and legal way. He explained that the 

dispute was as a matter of fact started through a 

misunderstanding between the owners of the large 

factories and the clerk of the association and there 

was no dispute in reality existing between members 

and that the clerk had announced his resignation of 

his own accord, which was duly accepted on September 6th 

It is learned that the clerk is pro-Chungking and th« 

local Tangpu, which is functioning secretly in Shanghai, 

has investigated the matter and given orders for 

him to leave the position and go to Hongkong. The 

Tangpu considered him to be usurping his functions, 

in a position to which he was appointed by the 

Tangpu. The Chairman declared that the association 

would be reorganized and he would apply to tae 

Municipal Police for registration and wished the bene



fit of Police views in reorganizing the association. 

No application has so far been received, however^ 

On September 3, a hand grenade was found 

unexploded in the Head office oC the Nyi Tai Shing 

Company, 182-184 Sinza Road. On September 5, a 

bomb was thrown into the Nanyang Coal Briquette 

Factory, 1028 Tonquin Road. It exploded and tnree 

employees were injured. Enquiries in this connection 

so far show that these acts were perpetrated by 

persons from 76 Jessfield Road. It is said that 

some 700 letters were received at 76 Jessfield Road 

denouncing the large factories for raising the 

prices of coal briquettes, ana as a result bombs 

were used in order to serve as warnings. Up to 

the present no confinnation can be obtained that 

these acts were committed or instigated by members 

of the association.

In connection with the above report, it is 

respectfully suggested that registration be 

considered on the following conditions

1. That the Chairman be warned to ensure that 
further activities of the association, 
especially by unqualified "committee 
members'1 be suspended pending proper 
reorganization and registration by ths 
Municipal Police.

2« That persons no longer connected with the 
local oriquette manufacturing trade 
withdraw from the association.
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3. That for the purpose of reorganization, a 
general meeting of bona fide members and 
manufacturers oe convened, at which new 
committees be formed to take over charge 
of affairs.

It will also be to the interest, of the

general public that a "coal briquette price-fixing

committee" be formed by members of the S.M.C

dealers in coal dust, and representatives

of coal briquette manufacturers to study and

enforce reasonable prices. The price-fixing cannot

be left in the hands of the trade association, which

will be either entirely on the side of tne manufacturers

or absolutely opposed to them

I

Certified true copy 

esc/

*

»
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subject: Dispute in the Coal Briquette Trade
Assoolation._________________________

On August 10, nine large ooal briquette

factories in Shanghai addressed a joint letter to the

S.M.C. (Appendix "A”). It states that by taking 

advantage of disorganization in the association, 

certain minor officers of the association fabricated

business.

A. C. (Sa Bri)

Commr. of Police, 
Sir:

Inforniaìion.

rumours detrimental to the reputation of the writers

and brought about disaffection among member

It further mentions that they requested

writing to convene a general meeting.

owners, but the request was rejected by

The writers therefore resigned

the association on August 16

requested the Council to order

the

of

the

factories

association

factory

association

their membership of

The letter finally

the publishers of

local Chinese newspapers not to publish any further

reports detrimental to the writers' reputation and

On August 26« these nine factories addressed 

further letter (Appendix»B*) to the S.M.C. in this

letter the writers requested the Council to sponsor

the formation of a ooal briquette price-fixing

committee to be composed of representatives appointed

£ 3Ö by

1 S.M.C

2 C.M.F

3. firms interested in the briquette business

(a) Shanghai Office of the Société Française des 
Charbonnages duTonkin, 2nd floor, A,P.C. 
building, 9 The Bund.
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(b) Compagnie Optorg, importers of Hongay Coal 
Dust, 39 Avenue Edward. VII.

(c) Zeh Zeng Company, importers of »KU Pah» 
Coal Dust, 22 Avenue Dubai1.

They announced that they were willing to submit to 

any reasonable control and to send representatives 

to attend any meetings to furnish particulars.
* Appendix »0» is a letter dated August 29 

addressed by the Coal Briquette Trade Association to 

the S.M.C. It states that a meeting of members of 

its Executive and Supervisory Committees was held 

on August 18 when it was deoided to request the 

S.M.C. to prohibit the coal briquette factories 

from raising the wholesale prices without formal 

notice given in writing by the Association (according 

to the translator of the letter, the sentence in 

original text was clumsily worded).

With reference to the above, enquiries 

were made into the conditions in the present trade 

association; and the following facts brought to 

light / '

The trade association was formed in 

October, 1936 and was registered with the now defunct 

local Koumintang and Bureau of Social Affairs and 

was a member of the now defunct Chinese Chamber of 

Commerce. It had an office at 39 Avenue Edward VII 

and following the hostilities was removed to Room 3, 

2nd floor, 405 Tientsin Road. This association 

is, however, not registered with the Municipal 

Police.
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The following is a list of members supplied.

by the association :-

Name of Factory Ad-dress Telephone

1. Nyi Tat-Shing 308 Markham Road.. 39063

2. Hanyang 301 Rue Here Froo. 84165

3. Kou Hwa 668 Markham Road. 39866

4. Tung Pang 29 Penang Road. 37296

5. Kwang Hwa 90 Sian Road. 51336

6. Tsing Hwa 558 Route de Zikawei 78797

7. Toeh Tung opposite 514 Rue 76096
Tenant de la Tour.

8. Hwa Tung Lane 876, 35 36526
Gordon Road.

9. Ho Li-shun 778 Tonquin Road. 39978

10.Hwa Shun Zuan 407 Lay Road. 51494 >
Kee

11. Than Hwa 25 Penang Road. 33253

12.Pei Tang 52 Penang Road. 32661

13.Hung Chi 188 Tsepoo Road.. 42284

14.Tien Tien 580 Raining Road. 45194

15.Kung Toong Lane 70S, 12 Great 20487
Western Road near
Tunsin Road.

16.Hwa Shun 698 Connaught Road. 30952
Tai Kee

17.Hwa Teh Shing Tu Then Road off
Brenan Road.

18.Tung Tai 331 Rue Conty 85319

19.Ih Sing Lane 1039, 15 37971
Sinza Road.

20.Lih Shing 116 Chengtu Road. 30836

21 .Han Fang 494 Tonquin Road. 39133
Chong Kee

22.Hwa Han Chapel elf Markham !?lne *$
Road Bridge. no

mendbership fees.

Jk
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23.Huh Tsoong Ilan Ma Ten, Nantao Closed owing to
hostilities 
and not paying 
membership fees

i The present position is that the first eight members

, withdrew their membership on August 16« The 9th 

s factory denies being a member of the association, 

while the 22nd and 23rd closed down and are not 

paying membership fees to the association. Actually 

11 factories are not members and only twelve retain | 

their membership. In respect to the daily production 

of coal briquettes* the first eight are the largest 

factories* being reponsible for the 90% of the
I 

production. The ISpresent members of the association I 

are only responsible for some 10% of the production.

It is to be noted that one of the members listed Ho.13 

was recently taken to the Shanghai Special District 

Court by the Municipal Police and charged with 

"fraud” for making inferior quality briquettes and 

fined |400.00. The production of the large 

factories is better than that of the small ones.

In connection with the dispute between 

members, You Tsung-shlng ( /u )* Manager of the 1

Hyl Tai Shing Coal Briquette Factory, 352 Markham 

Hoad, and Z.S. Bourne Manager of the
1 

Tung Fang Coal Briquette Factory, 29 Penang Road, 

have been interviewed. They stated that the 

association was monopolised by committees of 

unqualified members* backed up by a so-called 

Secretary named Chang Dah-foo ) and they

have tried to enforce resolutions on the genuine

A:
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manufaotarera. They further stated that they 

requested, the convention of a general meeting of 

members to discuss various affairs as hitherto, 

but the Chairman refused to convene same. He only 

allowed "committee meetings». The situation has 

become such that the present association wishes 

to dictate to the large establishments, in view of 

which the seven large factories decided to withdraw 

their membership. They further explained that the 

prices of coal briquette now are below oost, but 

the association conducted propaganda in the press 

that the owners had recklessly increased the prices 

thus throwing a heavy burden on the public. This 

propaganda was intended to camouflage the internal 

dispute over the monopoly by the »Secretary» or the 

olerk and on,the other hand to arouse the feelings 

of the public against the large factory owners. 

The large faotory owners, however, declared that 

they wished the Council to form a price-fixing, 

committee and they were willing to abide by its 

decisions. They further said that if the association 

be properly reorganized, they were also prepared to 

rejoin it.

On the other hand , enquiries were made 

from the Chairman of the association, Chen Zuan-fang 
i 4t. proprietor of the Hwa Shun Zuan Hee 

Coal Briquette Factory, 409 Lay Hoad.off Whashing 

Hoad and he was asked why he had refused the factory 

owners1 request for a general meeting of members
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I

and. only allow the convention of committee, meetings. 

He could, not give a satisfactory reply and finally 

admitted that he should haw accepted the request 

for a general meeting. He was also questioned as 

to why the owners of large factories had withdrawn 

their membership. He at last explained that they 

were dissatisfied with the clerk of the association 

named Chang Dah-foo, who was suspected of having the 

intention of monopolizing the affairs of the 

association. Chang was, prior to the hostilities» 

an employee of the 2nd Department (in charge of trade 

associations) of the now defunct Bureau of Social 

Affairs of the Shanghai City Government and an 

executive committee member of the 3rd District 

Koumintang in Shanghai. Prior to the hostilities, 
Sung Ming-chi (3i> £), now chief of the Shanghai

Branch, Social Movement Direct Committee, was working 

under him. Chang is still pro-Chungking and refused 

repeated requests of the Nanking Government for his 

services.

Enquiries made into the present conditions 

of the so-called »committees** of the association 

show that they are no longer qualified to function 

in the association. A list of the »committee** 

members together with particulars is given hereunder: 

BvAftutiye Committee
Chen; Zuan-fang ( |’^ ), proprietor of the

Hwa Shun Zuan Eee Coal Briquette Factory, 407 

Lay Hoad off Whashing Hoad (Chairman)

Huang Tseng-sz (tL) , formerly owner of
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the Hwa Han Coal Briquette Factory, Chapel off 

Markham Road Bridge* now residing at 400 Rue 

Frelupt. He is a "tutee" of Hwang Ching-yoong 

and tries to meddle in various spheres and affairs 

in Shanghai. It is known that he was behind 

the agitation of workers in various ootton weaving 

factories during the early part of 1941* He is 

a notorious loafer. Not paying any membership 

fees to the Association* therefore no longer a 

member,

Chiu Hou-Tseng ), formerly owner of

the Chung Hwa Coal Briquette Factory* Pootung* 

now working as an employee in the Hwa Tung Cdal 

Briquette Factory* -Lane 896 , 35 Gordon Road* the 

management of which has withdrawn itsmembership 

from the association. At present he has no coal 

briquette factory.

Han Bei-hao (?>. ), Manager of the Hou Hwa

Coal Briquette Factory, 668 Markham Road, who 

has withdrawn his membership from the association. 

Chang Lai-tai () * Manager of the Huang 

Hwa Coal Briquette Factory* 90 Sian Road* who has 

withdrawn his membership from the association.
Chow Chang-tsung -fr <4-)* Manager of the Hwa

Shun Tai Hee Coal Briquette Factory* 698 Connaught 

Road.

Loh Hang-tung ( | J & ) * f ormerly Manager of 

Chung Hou Coal Briquette Factory* Dixwell Road. 

He is no longer a coal briquette factory owner.
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Supervisory Committee

Li Yeu-hwa ), owner of the Yuan Hwa

Coal Briquette factory* 25 Penang Road..

Mao Tsung-foo ( , formerly owner of the

Huh Tsoong Coal Briquette factory* Nan Ma Ten, 

Nantao. He is no longer a coal briquette 

manufacturer. He owns the Tsing Chong Coal Shop* 

105 Mandalay Road.

Woo Shiao-ching (fl }, formerly owner

of the Hwa Tung Coal Briquette factory* Pingliang 

Road* which is now closed. He is no longer a coal 

briquette manufacturer.

It can be seen from the above that out of the seven 

members of the executive committee, only two are 

coal briquette manufacturers and out of the three 

members of the supervisory committee* only one is 

qualified. In 1938* 1939 and 1940* all affairs 

were discussed during general meetings of owners 

convened from time to time. During the early part 

of 1941, the association was more or less idle. 

The chairman was sick and practically speaking, all 

affairs were put in the hands of the clerk. As to 

membership fees* the large factories who withdrew 

their membership paid $300* while the present remain

ing members pay $68 a month. for maintaining the 

livelihood of the olerk to cope with the present 

high oost of living* Nyi Tai Shing Coal Briquette
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Factory paid for the clerk 0,75 »zar» of rioe and 

2 piouls of ooal briquettes a month. On suspecting 

that the clerk not only failed to appropriate 

treatment extended by the large factories, but 

tried to embarrass them by causing articles to be 

published in the press against them.the seven large 

factories stopped further issues of benefits to the 

clerk, who then began to agitate against them.

Returning to the point that the association 

only permitted committee meetings, it is to be noted 

that jàf these unqualified committees m held their 

«first»meeting on August 18, following the withdrawal 

from membership of the seven large factories.

During this meeting it was resolved that a 

loan of $2,000 be authorized to defray expenses of 

the association and that the withdrawing factories 

should pay membership fees. With the loan, some 

$400 was spent to put an advertisement in the press 

dated August 20, denouncing the seven big factories 

(attached as Appendix *D»). In the notice the 

association admitted having refused the request of 

the seven owners to convene a general meeting.

When questioned as to why the committees which are 

composed of disinterested persons and unquallfed mem

bers, should still function and enforce things on 

bona fide and interested merchants, Chang Dah-foo, 

the clerk, argued that the Chungking Government . 

issued a mandate about 3 years ago that committees
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of all organizations be not reorganized during the 
present period, of hostilities, but continued to 
function without re"election. From the facts
that the association never held, »committee* meetings 
following the hostilities and. the association will 
only hold, »committee» meetings as from August 18, it 
seems apparent that a clique of outsiders wished 
to monopolize affairs under the cloak of the 
mandate of the Chungking Government and to enforce 
resolutions passed by unqualified »committee members» 
on the other bona fide merchants. It is also 
interesting to note that the association intended 
to hold its second »committee» meeting on September 1 
and according to information received the meeting 
planned to pass a resolution to form a price-fixing 
committee and fix a price of $15 or $16 per picul 
of briquettes against $17.20 and thus disturb the 
market and b-lng pressure to bear on the large 
factories. Owing to permission not having been 
obtained from the Police, the meeting was abandoned.

In connection with the present organization 
of the association, Cheng Zuan-fang, the Chairman, 
admitted that the association is not operating in 
a proper and legal way. He explained that the 
dispute was as a matter of fact started through a 
misunderstanding between the owners of the large 
factories and the clerk of the association and there 
was no dispute in reality existing between members .of his own accord, and that the clerk had announced his resignation /
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which was duly accepted on September 6th. It is 

learned that the clerk is pro-Chungking and the local

Tangpu, which is functioning secretly in Shanghai, 

has investigated the matter and given orders for 

him to leave the position and go to Hongkong. The 

Tangpu considered him to be usurping his functions, 

in a position to which he was appointed by the

Tangpu. The Chairman declared that the association 

would be reorganized and he would apply to the

Municipal Police for registration and wished the bene

fit of Police views in reorganizing the association.

Ho application has so far been received, however.

On September 3, a hand grenade was found 

unexploded in the Head offioe of the Hyi Tai Shing

f Company, 182-184 Sinza Hoad. On September 5, a 

bomb was thrown into the Hanyang Coal Briquette

; Factory, 1028 Tonquin Road, It exploded and three 

employees were injured. Enquiries in this connection 

so far show that these acts were perpetrated by 

persons from 76 Jessfield Road. It is said that

some 700 letters were received at 76 Jessfield Road

denouncing the large factories for raising the 

prices of ooal briquettes, and as a result bombs 

were used in order to serve as warning's. Up to 

the present no confirmation can.be obtained that

these acts were committed or instigated by members
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In connection with the above report, it is 

respectfully suggested, that registration he 

considered, on the following conditions

1. That the Chairman be warned, to ensure that
further activities of the association, 
especially by unqualified »committee 
members» be suspended pending proper 
reorganization and registration by the 
Municipal Police.

2. That persons no longer connected with the
local briquette manufacturing trade 
withdraw from the association.

3. That for the purpose of reorganization, a
general meeting of bona fide members and 
manufacturers be convened, at which new 

z committees be formed to take over charge 
of affairs.

It will also be to the interest of the 

general public that a »coal briquette price-fixing 

committee» be formed by members of the S.M. 0., 

C.M.P., dealers in ooal dust, and representatives 

of coal briquette manufacturers to study and 

enforce reasonable prices. The price-fixing cannot 

be left in the hands of the trade association, which 
e i the r

will be/entirely on the side of the manufacturers 

or absolutely opposed to them.

D. 3.

A.C. (Special Branch)



September 4, 1941 Morning Translation.

/ reaping. Most of the large hoarders are now anxious 
to sell out their stocks and this has caused a drop

! In price during the past few days. The price of 
Siao Chiao rice is only $110 per picul

Kiio Min Daily News,.New China Daily News, 
Daily News and Bing Pao i*

Central China

BOMBING C 'SE IN THE NYI TAl SHING COAL SHOP ON 3 INZA ROAD
As the Nyi Tai Shing, Nanyang, Kuo Hwa, 

Tsing Hwa and several other coal factories have withdrawn 
from the Coal-Trade Guild and jointly announced an 
increase in the price of coal briquettes, the general 
public are criticising their activities'.

At 8 a.m. yesterday, some persons
. threw-a hand grenade into the Nyi Tai Shing Shop at

-> No. 184 Sinza Road, but fortunately the glands did not t 
explode.

Sinza police Station*was informed 
and a large party of policemen and detectives were detailed 

.> to the scene. Later the grenade was removed to the 
Station. 'Thether the case is connected with the 
withdrawal of the Ifyi Tai Shing from the guild is unknown, 
but the Police regard the affair as a very serious matter.

Sin ’Van Pao Evening Edition published the following letter 
on September 2 t-

THg BUYING OF PAINED ARTICLES

To the Editor,
At present, there exists a kind of 

business which deals with the buying of pawned articles. 
The persons engaged in this business display large 
signboards oearing the character “Tang" (meaning'•pawn”), 
bo as to mislead the illiterate. They also accept 
slothing and ornaments on pledge. Many people have 
suffered through them. Interest at the rate of 30 cents 
per dollar for ten days is charged. This means an 
interest of 100?$ oer mensem. Last year, the authorities, 
suppressed the ousiness but it was resumed shortly 
afterwards. At present, the number ,of such people 
doing this business has increased, yet the authorities 
have taken no steps to suppress them.

It is hoped that you will publish 
this latter qo that the authorities concerned may take 
action. Unless this business be thoroughly suppressed, 
the poor people will suffer heavily. ' -

Sien dhao Sz( ' '¿a),
1190 Gordon Road.
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SUBJECT: shanghai Municipality Coal Briquettes factory 
Owners* Guild - committee meeting postponed«

With reference to the attached report in the

Chinese press dated September 1 to tne effect that the

Shanghai ibinicipality voal Briquettes factory Owners'

Guild intended holding a meeting in its office at 

office at 405 Tientsin «oad, at 3 p.m. September 1* it 

is to be noted that tnere is a dispute among the 

members of the guild» who have divided into two cliques. 

One clique consists of large coal briquettes factory 

owners» who have withdrawn from the guild» wnile the 

other consists of small factory owners representing 4% 

of the local production. It is strongly suspected 

that the latter clique by dint of its influence on the 

committee of the association» which ias not been re** 

elected since 1937» intends controlling and embarrassing 

the other. The large coal briquettes factory owners 

have written to the Shanghai Municipal Council 

complaining against the'guild. The matter is under

investigation and results will form the subject of a 

detailed report in due course.

The guild is not registered with tne Municipal 

Police» nor did it apply to tne Police for permission 

to hold the meeting. furthermore it was discovered 

that some of the committee members due to attend the 

meeting were not qualified to take part in the guild 

affairs owing to their having given up the coal 

briquette business« As the matter necessitates 

further investigation» Chang Dah-foo )»
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Clerk of the guild» and Chen Znan-fang

Chairman of tne Guild» were interviewed and informed 

that application snould be made to police for registration 

and for permission to hold meetings

They therefore decided to postpone tne

proposed meeting»

A» C» (Special Branch)

I
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AUgUßt 25,

Kuang Coal Briquette Co., Ltd,, and 
9 other Briquette Factories, 
Shanghai•

Gentlemen,

I have to acknowledge receipt of your letter of

August 10, the content« of which hare been noted by the

Council.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your obedient serrant,

T. EEE^T.EY

oecretary, 
coal Sub-Committee.
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Tfet«4 1OW Attg^at e 1941 •

^Iguatfar mees»

Ths oont «fanal brl<?a*ttea  is now much hitter than 

th® «•Ming price» with a view ta avoiding exososive los®«« 

we bar« held a see ting «id revisad the selling r®loes, «ffastiv« 

tvon to-dey» A list of iris«« te gtron. her minder» pleas« place 

asm on record»

selling prices of «cal bri^ettea»

wotall wines for oor^nwatWMlaaala wises for coal*  
dealer«:

por astri« ton (for 
l«liv«ry at

pas mtrio ten (for 
delivery at buyer*s  
•atablishi«»©)

(Chepucti)

#3<ft per rwtrie ton (for CSLlvary 
«t Wyrr*3  home)

<17.S0 ah2ft. *«»  ?ft»r d<trwy 
at buyer*swSr®)

Ohina /ising flhi Briquott« f-iotory

Ths Kun© Rea foal Bn<p»tt« Qe»l,Mk'*

’•Kiw Bee deal Bri<w*tt«a  Factory"

WO rung Briquette Faotory

*y«toB Coal mqoottes Co»”

Tim Y*«g  Coal Briqustt« Co« Ltd* ”

and four etbera»

(note: fteeejhred ft»r tr^taLdSion late >ea« IBth lugupt



August tt>, 1941. Afternoon Translation,

National Herald, Chinese»American Daily News, Cheng Yien Pao, 
Shun fac <Ad Sin Ven Tao i*

NO TICS OF SHANGHAI MUNICIPALITY COAL BRIQUETTES TRADE 
GUILD DENOUNCING A STATEMENT OF SEVEN COAL BRIQUETTE

yAcfttos

■With reference to the aftvertisementa of the 
Nyi Tai Shing, the Nanyang, the TUng Tang, the Kwang Bra, 
the Yu TUng and the Tsing Hara Coal Briquet tee Factories, 
published in the August 18th issue of various newspapers 

hl ^declaring their withdrawal from the guild, the content 
Wkri of which was of a defamatory nature, the guild explains 

kVZ as follows t-
■ Since the establishment of the guild, it has

£ _r worked much for the welfare of the member factories and 
*•’* v for the benefit of the society. Both large and small 

{, factories are fairly treated by the guild, but these
v' y seven factories announced that no person is now responsible 

for the guild and therefore the work has long been
V suspended. * As a matter of fact, the work of our guild 

. V; has never been interrupted, As for the news of the coal 
.yi briquette business published by various papers,, the seven 
A U factories did not know how keep confidential matter, 
'J S i tut blaned the staffs of ou: guild for making use of 

opportunity to airculate false news. In regard to the
complaint of the seven factories that various factories 

. have Jointly requested the guild to convene a Joint meeting 
g/, JuvS of supervisory and executive committees on several 

occasions, the guild not only refused to do so but also 
made no reply. There are no definite regulations 
governing the opening of Joint meetings of the Executive 

j^*****and Supervisory Committees, In the past, such meetings 
f / were held occasionally at the request of the seven 

factories and also at times for the purpose of persuading 
those seven factories to cooperate in the cheap sale of 

/* coal briquet to s. After July! Iset year, these seven
z factories firmly refused to continue the cheap sales 

and privately, increased the price of coal briquettes. 
Up to July 25, this year, the'price has reached a very 
high point, and this has aroused the indignation and 
^public opinion of the citisens, The seven factories

' then requested the guild to call a meeting, tut the gui|4 
I knew their motive and refused to do so, It 10 
reasonable to refuse them as they have refused to pay off 
their overdue membership fees. Furthermore the guild 

' is not in need of more members of the Executive end
Supervisory Committees, A Joint meeting held on 
August 18 was attended by almost all the members, with 
exception of two members named Chang and Hgng, So the 
action taken by these factories to withdraw from the guild 
is unreasonable and illegitimate. For fear that the 
public will be deceived by these seven factories, the 
guild therefore publishes this notice.

F. T. 0,



TxunAation of petition to Colinoli 
fipofft the Kuang wo Coal Briquette 
Ctarawiy» Ltd», «ad S other Briquette 
faetcri®«.

bated loth linnet» 1941«

U Mo vorioa uaá i, nei r m to U t lons> ,

Th® litongxai“aa«hla®^atìe Coal Bri qtur ba i-Wuoturers* 

àssooiatlon has boon establish to for < nut&sr of years, and 

has »pareó no pains la aà jus ¿lag fuel supply aaS ¿ sa Li li sing 

th® prie® of briquettes» In 1936, us ko^î. of ¿1» ;«¿íbe»8 of 

its axatsiuiv® aad suyamsory ooattittses we.a absent from 

tilt city, a garnirai useting of th» Tarions briquette factories 

ms told atoar the leaiwahlp of sto hMJselation«® Chewaan â

i£r» k^ng nei-foMg ¿fa in lieu or ¿to regular ooianittee

meting» Bino® th® outbieah of the local tostllitlea ’We than 

fwty genial s*«©tia^fe lute busti ©ailed by th® ©halrsoïij all 

these meetings; •-fer» eoBâueteâ s&wothly»

.Of Late »»■ i®ng9 cn aeocunt of ha® bsen
unable to <¿taad afflo® for a long tima, is a result th® 

AseoSlutxQ» lu® b íC¿j without a reswnsabl® affiner and It® 

affairs ar®, a atsnilstill* Talrln^ advantage of this 

op or tun lì y< serta! n ^Lnor cifltkixs cf th® ¿jsooiatioK £uxr® 

fabrioatel rumours detrl^eatul to <sor réputation» nnâ done
i.uelf  uteost -wa la jure us .k\'. cxi.;ily .-.? wll as to ’bring 

ôMut- ûla^ffeo’-ioh ■.i.ibv.r faetorias» Tn cur capacity
• ■ 

uè wo have on ©wsral ooeasions rfiouesteâ th® a
* Ì■ ' g

àssoolutlon Lì uiii ,.«;•: to eonvme a g&wral ntotlag of 

factory owners» tot all osr xe^toots nave been xojaoteA*
Up to the present th® A&soolatlon has held no masting fw 

eight .jonths» Tn those oir ause tunees the rs^oetation no® 

<jxiats only in n-saoj practitolly it has already been 

cUstoFganlaed« Mating so alxernattr© w® addrsassd a joint 
isttts to W Aouooiutica on th® 16th instant» recasting 

perni Mien to t «sperar il y relinquish o«r msbershiy» with 



the rm'irvar.lon th t W ’’PPly ’--o rejoin iu aeeordame 

with reflations wJ»®n <rt»Matlon*o affair® are agftln 

in the Wnlg of a ^e^powlbl^ c£flc®r a ad <n ® ¿inasged properly.

*® bog hsr^by to rapF't to '■■■„• Oouflcll our reaeoiw Sbr withdrawing 

fror, th® ho®*» tat ion a® r.bove. ^Ic-use ;. lie® thin mttw on

reaoyt.

With regard to the Wi®e of brf uro'tea w® wish to state 

that err «est ha» greatly adv-whi «lag to tv© rapid rise of 

froi.^ht ohurge® and th® enditen f*>.ll tn the tncch mge wale® of 

th® Chinere Soltar, «'up difflosflttiop lave dolly inoreaset 

and our oa^l'^Q, has dwindled. Tlw’e here bean frogeent reports 

of brt. qpettc faetor les Win® eompell'd • > alosé down. Tte 

present •'■•aonmt to one of ext ret® -JiMre®^ so oa. Certain 

tmsfrupuloca perw-jns» ?rt ';.■.■?... »1 to'.-la vai .«alieteua

reports thmti-Th thè eemaoslor oreas C’ilealato^ to

our rontitution» oar faotoeles h-rr® «itfays eMeutroWod to s®rw 

the -stthli® by i «tai»1 s< ar. fuel supyly. .so, pr ■■•<. oat .

wHr the entire ñstlon <e j^salng throu^ u crisis« no on® 

who Is not wholly wold of oc^aeletsa® will v>ln th® opnortamity 

t@ enrl®h MsMBWtf <t the exocreo of oth&áfs» Tbowyh *e dear® 

xsct •al) ours«Ive® the noet loyal servai/ s of the oorenralty 

1® the ir^sent parted ffif ®»«s*>asB®yt w® ore ».tice Ml ling to 

silently beer ear oe® onerene bK?<®n®. cur h-ardshfre «r® 

pwhapr astsmeinted by the ©ecwMl. 4 00/^ of a atetematt 

J

s

sWiwg «i® eoat psloo «e «mi bMgas^jte® aa ■'•¿mufaoWM

by tW vartoua raotorloo 1-w ìwreby

far r.'-ooria simuli :die Ootonril arsir® *»iy furtìiry in&raatton 

r^aardinp: th® brinarti» thè s*e»e «ili b® proaptly

snppli®< wi»«e a Miwt magciry 1® 1 sa® t® aaiy «f w» faotorle®.
ÌM11 W® Cowwll M»61y i,ak® noce of owr petition and ord®r
thè ynblirtìf?r» ©f Tiri®«® looal Chln®»® neweuapers net t© 

gl
I

li

poblisl» «®y fu»the- rmort detrimental to our reputatigli and 

inaino«®; wg «hall b© very grateful for thia fatour» A strali*

■I



petition ¿en bean atlraeeM to tM Resoli iniBlaipal Counell»

(®opp©I>

TU Ku«ag To Çoal ©«MW

«n< f t* h-i fietcrfes (;W® X»ioM«

Bnolosttr»? 1 MíXtíWftrt {‘In í'^tígllah) tSiOWlT^r the «est prie® 
cf iwinxK!-»- tes ai»! 1 11«-t of t<Weæw of Wi<|«tte 
factor  lea*

(îlot«» »ccelved ft>r tranalatlon lane p^e* lôth Augwet» MMH«)



Tr«weHticn of ’•wloowie«

liât of A*l4re*B»8 of âriawcW ffaotorioa in «h-aighol*
RÜMIWBUBliiMri «fu iiiBWÒiiiiiii ili» ■ —Rm a<WMiin w-aHh «»» «rttiiwfe «t

¿mö mmb SWö®»
3yi T*a ¿Isiug ^•Sä .•jÄrktom B>a4 WöÄ

hon Xtng g® avonua #:.4s^a Vil C^Wô

Koh Wo £94 ftuubo Pare Holzart 7777Q

fune Foag 91S ÏU ïu öäKtt^ Ää< bXÄ94

ÖUSg >• 2« ÿekiM^ Hoaâ 102BS

Wo T«wng Kiaßßäa Bo<4 14919

îsung Moti '71¿ W Zu CMag Boni 91884

yxioh t un® 1454 Jtvfflroa Bflmeà Vii 2>76f7

tMM'W« 55G Scouìiu 4© 41h»wioi 7B797

of üiö lut h ...u) Oi^-g uiv JJdU Mfi ùl’-7;o.i®

Ca®p*’W* «ä-loh ’d^ae tüa ÿsdllai> io not giwö#|
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Coal Ball Hoarders 
Denounced

Price Reaches New High 
Record ; Official Control 
Urged by Chinese Press

During the past few days the 
price of coal hallo needed by the 
Chinese for cooking has been quoted 
at $12 per picul, which has created 
another record in the pricé-increas- 
ing campaign launched by Manipulat
ing merchants in Shanghai. It is. 
now twelve times the price quoted 
the pre-war days, and most Chinese 
cannot afford to pay« The sudden 
increase of price of this pecessary 
has caused a great stir among Chin
ese housewives, and hp¿e is expres
sed again that the authorities will 
pay attention to the alleged hoarding 
indulged in by coal merchants.

Chinese circles find evidence of 
hoarding in advertisements appearing 
in the leading Chinese dailies pub
lished by big coal ball manufactur
ing firms urging their customers to 
remove large quantities of coal balls 
they ordered long ago. These cus
tomers who have ample means at 
their disposal have bought the coal, 
which is apparently much more than 
they can consume, and the advertís- . 
ers urge the hoarders to take out the ‘ 
cargo, threatening tó seir it to other ] 
customers who need it for immediate 
use. The advertisers promise to re
fund deposits from big customers, 
giving a time-limit for the latter to 
remoye the cargo they ordered.

Small coal ball manufacturing firms 
admit that they are also hard hit by 
the strange situation, alleging that 
big factories have ’been hoarding 
large quantities of coal needed for 
making coal balls. They have sent a 
petition to the Shanghai Machine- 
made Coal Ball Manufacturers As
sociation, urging that big factories 
sell their coal to small firms. The 
firms hoarding the material for mak
ing coal balls aré mentioned in ’ 
the petition« These charfi^sapd) 
counter charges between ' coal ball ' 
factories and their customers ?nd |>e- : 
tjveen coal ball merchant^ themselves 
provide valuable data forofficial 
actipp against hoarding.



March 26, 1941. Morning Translation

Chinese-American Daily News, Cheng Yien Pao, National Herald, 
Shun Pao and Sin Wan Pao «-

Bise in PTiog of coal briquettes due to activities of 
unscrupulous merchants

Without any regard for the livelihood of poor 
people or for peace and good order, aoal worms are raising 
the price of coal. They hold large stocks of coal dust 
and refuse to sell under the pretext that the transportation 
of ooal is faced with great difficulties and coal stocks are 
not ample. At the same time, they fabricate rumours at 
the mart to mislead the general public. _

The Napyang 5® ), the Kuo HWa (i?3 3») 
and other aoal briquette factories yesterday raised theprioe 
of ooal briquettes from $106 a ton to $226 a ton, an increase 
of $40, on the ground of increased cost of ooal dust. The 
retail price of coal briquettes has increased to $12 for one 
hundred catties.

Coal briquettes are indispensable to poor 
people and the sharp Increase in price will prove.a heavy 
burden to them.

A certain prominent coal merchant, in an 
interview with our reporter, said that there are about 
60,000 tons of coal dust in Shanghai for the manufacture 
of coal briquettes and that large quantities of ooal dust 
have been boarded by the Naj$rang, the Nyi Tai Shing, the 
Ihng Chen ^), Kuo Hwa and other coal companies. 
These companies will make an additional profit of several 
million dollars from the present sharp increase in the price 
of ooal briquettes.

In a few days the Shanghai MUniclaplity Coal 
Briquette Jaatory Owners Guild will hold a meeting of 
representatives of coal briquette factories to discuss the 
price of coal briquettes.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. u H . V.
S. 1, Spe c.x aac.h..//à46/,

REPORT '
Date.....^.u.....1.8*___j 9 41.

Subject..............Increase in the price„.qf...coal...bji<iuettes.

Made by..... ..........and. .C.*D.>.I.i...Tab.r.um..Forwarded by.

With reference to the attached, translation
of a newspaper report which appeared in the Central 
China Daily News of February 10, 1941 in regard to 

an increase in the price of coal briquettes, enquiries 
show that the Coal briquette factory Owners* 

Association, 405 Tientsin Road, hitherto fixed the 
price of coal briquettes from time to time and this 
ruling was observed by the briquette manufacturers. 
But since July 31, 1940, the association has failed 
to fix prices with the result that the factory owners 

decided to fix the prices of briquettes in accordance 
with the fluctuation of the price of coal slack.

It has been ascertained that the coal 

briquette factory owners are not making much profit 

from the briquettes manufactured from coal dust at 
the prevailing price of coal. borne factories, it 
is reported, are mixing coke dust in the manufacture 
of briquettes so as to keep the cost at a low level. 
The present wholesale price of briquettes is $168.00 

per ton excluding delivery charge and the retail price 

is $9.00 per picul or $180.00 per ton.

There is a decrease in the supply of coal 

dust at Shanghai owing to but few ships arriving in 

Port. The supply however is sufficient for local 
needs at present. The situation will be watched 

and further particulars included in the next monthly 

report on the coal situation.

C. D. I.
A.C. (Special Branch)



Central China Daily Newa of February 10 r

FRICS OF COAL BRIQUETTES RaISEDUNDER PRETEXT OF INSUFFICIENT 
z> À , gUPPStSS QjP ¿Pal Dtfsf , t

«et* •A^?’****^* The Shanghai Municipality Coal Briquette
. Factory Owners' Guild has fixed the price of coal briquettesV. at $140 per,ton or $7 per hundred catties excluding delivery

f_/chargea. bhen the supply of ooal dust was more or less 
affected by the situation in Annam, the leading ooal briquette 
factories took advantage of the situation and raised the 

71. t price» contrary to the resolution of the Guild.
*- as the various coal briquette factories

are members of the Shanghai Municipality Coal Briquette 
4Z Factory Owners' Guild» they should» therefore» carry on their 

business in accordance with the resolutions of the Guild.
However» some coal merchants arc so bold that they ignore 
the' Guild and have repeatedly raised the price.

j. . The representatives of jhe-Nyl Tai Shing
(> S*/.)» Hanyang If), Kuo Hwa (ffl *v) and other leading 
coal briquette factories have never attended any meeting 
called by the Guild, consequently, they refuse to observe 
the resolutions of the Guild on the ground that they were 
not present when the resolutions were passed. Lhen the 
supply of coal dust was obstructed, these black-hearted 
merchants would immediately fix the price themselves, as 
they are owners of the local ooal dust and coal briquette 
factories, the smaller ooal briquette factories are not in 
a position to oppose them and the price of coal briquettes 
has thus been increasing continuously.

The residents are hoping that the persons 
who arc working for the stabilisation of commodity prices 
will check the activities of these unscrupulous and conscience 
less merchants and,at the same time» quickly devise effective 
measures to stabilise the fuel question.

The Reading coal briquette factories are 
always raising the price of coal briquettes under the pretext 
.of interruption of supplies of coal dust. Actually, ooal dust 
is being transported here without interruption.



BRIQUETTE PRICES 
EXTREMELY I HIGH

Official Quotations Of 
City Government Are 

Disregarded Here
Despite the fact that most local 

coal briquette factories are mem
bers of a Guild sponsored by the 
City Government which previously 
fixed maximum prices for these 

! commodities it was learnt yester
day that the existing price of coal 
briquettes is far higher than the 
prescribed quotations.

Refusing to attend any of the 
Guild meetings owners' of briquette 
factories were reported to be 
steadily raising all prices, explain
ing that imports of coal dusl to 
Shanghai are scarce.

It was learnt, however, that dust 
from Inod-China and from local 
coal-yardj during the past few 
days was obtainable with no ap
preciable change in price reported.

The Guide officials yesterday re
vealed that whereas the official 
quotations on 100 catties of bri
quettes are $7 some merchants are 
selling them at prices as high as 
$10. It was stated also that the City 
Government is making plans in 
order to combat profiteering of 
briquette merchants here.



February, 21, 19 40. Morning Translation

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the following letter:-

COAL BRIQ.UETTE FACTORIES REFUTE CHARGES BY_ CORRESPONDENT

To the Editor*
We have to inform you that Item 3 of the

article appearing in your paper on February 20 on the 
subject of coal briquettes is contrary to facts*9 www*»!/ cv *av'wms &

The Dah Mou Coal Briquette Factory
was established in November last year. As it was located 
in Pootung* the difficulties in transportation increased the 
cost of the goods and in consequence the factory sustained 
some loss and had to suspend operations for the time being* 

Following the establishment of the Dah Mou
Coal Briquette Factory* Mr. Nyi )* manager of the 
Western District Branch of the factory* held several 
discussions with fellow traders here and the relations
between him and others were friendly. The allegation that 
there had been strong competition among them is not true* 

All the godown warrants issued by our 
factories are recorded in our books* At present all our 
factories have a sufficient stock of materials. We have 
repeatedly notified our customers to take delivery of their 
goods. The present rise in the price of coal briquettes 
is due to increased transportation charges and costs and 
also to the hoarding by the holders of godown warrants? it 
is not the fault of the coal briquette factories. We have 
now accepted the suggestion of the Chamber of Commerce and 
our Guild to keep down as much as posr Vis the transportation 
charges and the costs and at the same time to expedite the 
delivery of goods by the holders of godown warrants. In 
this manner the price of coal briquettes will soon return 
to normal. It is deeply hoped that the public will not 
believe in unfounded rumours and thus worry themselves 
unnecessarily.

We request your paper to public this letter 
for public information*

Nyi Tai Shing (jMt 
Yueh Tung ( 
Nanyang ( $7 Ï
Kuo Hwa ( JO 4F 1 
Kwang Hwa « )
Tsing Hwa ( JOi < \ 
Tung Faung Q % j

<K) Coal Briquette Factory
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> < SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. 5
5. .¿i. — I

' REPORT ' ......

.. JP®.®**?:. a.ra.ncil...........Station. File No......................... Date......

SUBJECT: 22 Russians - Candidates fof employment as 
checkers on coal stocks by the S.M.Council

There is nothing in the Municipal Police re-

cords to indicate that any of the undermentaioned 22

Russians has a criminal record:-
1» AT.BXKYW»1, A, I
2. aNTIPISF5,,S.A.

3. MaZDYHS?B',L.G

4 . BOULDaKOFJ, JJ. V .

5. CHUDIN, Q.S.

'6. GOLIjüVSKY,N.)i.
7/ HOUSTOKE,,P.P.
Q, KOVALSK?, a.Z,

9. KÄKBNBS®,L.D.
I. q£ KILIN ,V.P.

II. LOUKlAN(W,ii.P.

12. MAKHLASVSKY,S.S.

13. jSSBKTIATKO ,F. A.
14. KAZSADIN,V.V.
15. K£INPAaT,A.£.

16. SKa0B0T0W,A. A.

17.0AFRAPINaKY,D.P.'
18.SVkTCUHIN,N.N.

19.8HILKCE1? »N.N.
2O.SIM®QPB,,F.A.

21Ì TIHQNCW,V.K.
22.VOaVODIN,K.A.

X». I.

1



Headquart ers, 
Shanghai Municipal Police.

. November___ 29* -1940

To. secretary & Commissioner General

s CM

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentiöned ‘docaments,.

Reference No:- S.B. D.7555/1#

Sub j ect Hot Water Trade Guild * appeal foi* 
non-increase in price of cheap coal.

Enclosures Copy of a Police report#
For information# No action required.



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
Special

Subject....

¿1
REPORT

Date....iA9.y.t.g-7-x.-i p 40
■~°Î'...^.^.r..æraû®...Guild - appeal.for non-increase in 

J?ric®; pf'cheap .coal,....................

Made by Kuh..i5ao__ Hwa......Forwarded by ....£ ■awford

tion dated November 11 was received

from the shanghai Hot Water Trade Guild, 202 Kiukiang

Road, (registered with the Municipal Police)

soliciting assistance in requesting the Kalian

ining Administration to cancel an increase in the

price of cheap coal sold to hot water shops through

the Coal Merchants’ Association. According to

the petition, the hot water shops in Shanghai have

been receiving two tons of coal (No.3 slack) each

per month since March, 1940 and the price was at

first $50.00 per ton, increased in June to $55.00

per ton, and it was further increased by $20.00

at the end of October, 1940. It is claimed that

the former increase was charged by the Coal

^decided to

che ap coal

C0MM>

Merchants’ Association as a commissi, on for the

distribution, and the latter increase is unreasonable

and unable to be borne by hot water shop owners

A similar tition was addressed to the Shanghai 

I'kMllnicipal Council.

It has now been learned that the Coal

W^hants* Association, 405 Tientsin Road, has

refuse to undertake the distribution of

to hot water shops in future, in

consequence of the allegation made by the Hot Water

Trade Guild that the fonner was charging a commission

of $5 per ton for the distribution. The Coal

Merchants’ Association claims that the distribution

is entirely a voluntary task, and unless the Hot



fm. 2^. File No.............
T- »om-uaT SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...............................Station,
REPORT

Date................................i <)

Subject.....................

Made by. Forwarded by........................ ............... ........... .......................... ......

- 2 -

Water Trade Guild publish a correction and an apology 

in the Chinese press, it will not resume the 

distribution. The Hot ’water Trade Guild has now 

requested Mr. Yu Ya Ching and Mr. Yuen Lu Tung 

to negotiate with the Kail an Mining Administration 

for the distribution of the coal direct to the shops 

without going through the hands of the coal Merchants' 

Association and reduce the increase in the price.

In the meantime, the Hot Water Trade Guild 

has notified its members not to increase the price 

of hot water for the time being, pending the result 

of negotiations with Messrs. Yu and Yuen. Copies 

of two notices, which read as follows, have been 

prepared by the Guild and will be distributed to 

hot water shops for exhibition in a day or tvo

1. It has been decided at a general meeting that 

the price of hot water be fixed at one cent per 

ladle and this should be observed by all.

2. The price of hot water remains unchanged and

a report should be made to the Guild on discovering
11 

s shop charging more than the stipulated price.

Representatives of the Hot Water Trade 

Guild have also appealed to Mr. T.K. Ho, Deputy 

Secretary of the S.M.C. for assistance, but it is
I 

learned that Mr. Ho refused to receive them because 

of the alleged irregularties by the guild members.



FM. 2 * FM# Flo.............
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

...............................Station,
REPORT 

Date............................... 19

Subject....................................................................................... ........... ................................ ......................................

Made by. Forwarded by.

- 3 -

Discreet enquiries have been made in this direction 

and the following information obtained.

¿hen the cheap sale of coal was first 

instituted, the guild made the following collections 

from the hot water shop owners before they could 

purchase cheap coal J- 

Membership fee $1. 

Special subscription $2 to $30. 

•benevolent ** $10.

Legal adviser’s fee $ 5.

Hill details are already mentioned in a previous 

report dated 2.4.40.

'£he leading figures of the guild, more 

or less making use of their positions, held 

birthday celebrations, although they did not issue 

invitation cards in the name of the guild. On 

April 30, 1940, Chang Tuh Loong ),

Chairman of the Guild, held a birthday celebration 

for his mother in the hung Ching Lur Restaurant, 

Hoopeh-Canton Roads corner, and derived the sum 

of approximately $300.00 from this feast, which 

is reported to have later been handed over to the 

guild for the purpose of giving free tea during the 

summer.

On October 20, 1940, Chang Lien Sung

)> honorary secretary of the guild, held 

a party in the Bubbling Well Temple in celebration



40M-I-40 SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT
Date.

Subject.

File No.

.Station,

19

Made by. .Forwarded by.

4

of the 60th birthday of his father. Some 400

invitation cards were issued to hot water shor

the

and a sum

money.

of $1,200 was raised

A vegetarian feast

oí total of $700.00 was

spent on the food and other expenses, leaving a

balance of $500.00 approximately which as far as

can be verted to the sponsor.

bt Water Trade Gui

of some 500 shops and each shop pays a membership

Pee of $1 per month. Only a snail number of shops

nave fully paid up their fees, and the guild

has a monthly income of over $400 from membership

fees, while expenditure exceeds $500 and is made

of the follovdng

Rental $73.00

Wages for 1 clerk, 
boy and 2 coolies

$54.00

Locomotion allowance 
for 2 honorary 
secretaries.

$30.00

Printed matters and 
postal stamps 
(including stationeries 
circulars to members, 
and papers used in 
connection with cheap 
sale of coal).

$100.00 (varies according 
to amount of 
documents used)

1

Food and fuel for 
staff and committee, 
members.

$300.00 (varies according 
to number of persons 
attending).

Miscellaneous expenses $20.00

$677.00
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The account books of the guild show a deficit

of $345.60 up to November 12, 1940, but this deficit 

could have been avoided if the responsible members
1'

of the guild had given due consideration to

expenses. It would appear to be unnecessary for

the guild to employ one boy and two coolie s and 

one clerk and two honorary secretaries, because 

the business done does not provide work for the 

staff employed, especially that of Honorary

Secretaries. The $100 per month for printed 

matters is open to question, the figure being

exhorbitant and there is no necessity for the 

guild to supply food to committee members, but 

even if they do, $300 per month seems an extcr tionate 

amount for food. The average expenditure of some 

$300 per month is the usual figure for running an

association of this category.

This state of affairs appears to be of little! 

concern to the committee members who decided at a 

meeting on November 12, 1940, to collect a voluntary 

subscription from its members to offset the deficit, 

and up to the present the sum of $1,700 has been 

raised. It was further suggested that the monthly 

membership fees be increased from $1 to $2 and that I 
the committee members of the guild be paid locomotion 

allowances ranging from $30 to $80 per month 

according to the positions held, but it was finally
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decided that the suggestions be referred to the 

next general meeting of members for discussion»

jCI

C. D. I.

j?:rom the above it would appear that

the association was not being run in an efficient

or honest manner and suggest the executives be

called to Headquarters and informed a re-organization 

is necessary otherwise the registration will be 

cancelled.

/
D. I.

A.C. (Special Branch)



SPECIAL BRANCH

Date November 11,1940,

a petition
Attached is anuappcbiiceflbdxxx received from

Name of organization,
club, school, etc. Shanghaii Municipality Hot water shop

.Owners Association________________________________________

Add re ss t ,

requesting pegmiiwrtceioajootiOMf the Special Branch to instruct 
the Kailan Mining Administration not to increase the price of 
cheap coal dust for use by hot water shops and to restore the 
former registration system in purchasing coat' dust.

in (venue)- -

atj (time and date) ______ __________ ______________

Programme, e tc. attached.

M S. 1.

Attention
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Translation of petition to Chines® 3ep«*y4| 
¿oeretiry from the shangval Mot ' ater . 1 - 
Maiers* \esooiation.

Dated 11 th worembsr* 1940«

Pool prices. Ja|

Sere than 500 members of this aco elation tafe called at
t| 

our office to enquire why the price of ooal dust* intended to wl 

be sold cheap to u®, has Men suddenly raise? by twenty dollars S 

pr ton «• recently announced by the cml Maiers*■.ssoci^tlQR. S 

They state as follovst*

w3ooe ti» a^o ths Kalian tning Mbalnl strati«® 

discontinued selling to us ths coal allotted by 

rofflstxntlnn« ts a result, ooal .-nerohants took the
o 

opportunity to profltwerj the prise of ooal rapidly 

adranoed, and way of w who were umtdLe to carry cm 

had perforce to close onr shops, i petition, setting 

forth four points which haw a serioua hearing M tbs 

ooiBSMnlty, wa«. then addressed to a General Meeting 

ee ths powers of this Assooiation, asking that 

negotiations be Instituted with t-he -"ilnin^ Administration 

for psraission to parahaoo ooal direct* The 

Administration agreed to sell to us* through th» Kyi'

fWe Hsing* yuan T*a and w© Tsung Chas 1 Companies, two 

tons of coal a»nthly a^^e price <^^10 per 

ton. w»' were thus enabled to resume business*

last dune when coal was sold at reduced price for 

the Sth tin»« the conmission charged lay the coal 

Maiers* tsooMatlon was raised by. pwr ton and 

»onse<piontlf file expenditure of each.''of up p

by ten 4©liars per wn®«®. This extra burd«- 

already too US* bafOir



was suemer, and bwlBès® was gpod so that wo «ara 

able to earry on« Buolnooa in «H«á and Mater la 

ihik All« the rvduoad prloe of ooal *<s ralead W 

|W«00 per «oaeeMU w otar oapltal la arali and o«r 

profit inslgniflcant» we stall sooner or later be 

dbllged to eunpeod buoineor one after thè other| wo 

beg the general Meeting of ymr weoM*tt«B to 

ra^ucot the Ktiha Mining idminietr tío® lo refrain 

fro« increaeing the prtoo, and to revert to the 

prewlous d-rcet purcaaeing and registration ssethode

ne cessar y to
Mining idmlnletratloÿ

n about, thè ^attori |
inereaee In freight J

ao that prof Hearing raay be eappreeaod« Plesso 
soll ci t on our behalf the aooletonoe of the Battissent 
Anthorltlea ait predine nt persona«*• ’Ä
teoordiagly wo nate en^nlrioe st the cool rosalera’

AseoMetlon whloh repliât that thè inoro aao «i 
«onform wlth thè «ritten notice cf thè Killen 
w® then rerb’illy as Jos d thè Mining vlMnlotrat 
it stated that thè erica «a« ratend beeauae oí
charges« later » «e «rote to thè administration on thè aab>ete 
but so far no definite reoly hoc bea» xeoelred« tt thè beginnLng 1 
of last nonth thè ttelalstration soit hhd grada rat dMt to Ite I 
eus tenero et per toni thle droppod te t8©«00 per ton et
thè beginnlng af thio month« The codi dosi eoli to ne la ef thè 
Srd gradai ita qpallty and oalorle relue io far Inferior « nerar- 
thelaao prie® haa no« beca ralead fron 190*00 to tf5«00. The | 
narbet prloe ef ooal la drop lag edile thè *rod«oad prlao* ooal lo 
ImwoaoAng by lampe and bounde« ö«dh eaorbltftnt inerendo oon 
aerar he fue tifi ed by aty inorasse la freight« It io ioeospridMa»* ¡ 
oíble «hy hnt «etor «hopa shouM alone be requlred to bear 
iaereaeod freight« and not be peraltted to ante direct purOhaaea« 
thne aaehling ooal ne rein» ta to reap UMtae profit.

The Oouneil hae almajo protaeted thè looal eitlmno and 
gire® oynpettatlo ooMtderatlm to our holmoa md to thè 
llrelihood of thè peor« Tint «e «ore ab le to rnirehaao ohaaf ooal
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and carry cm our business this spring was all due to tbs counsil's 

generous efforts* Fot tills favour wo are very grateful* The 

Council*» notion has also proved to be a great boon to th» poorer 

disses*

owing to the neoent rise In the price of coal we are Rally 

finding It very difficult to continue our bislnoss; praaunably 

the oownell to quite »-»are of thia fact* Though the Kallen

Mining administration can easily sell to as direst, and at ths 

same time mintala its prices at their present figure, it <11 

not Trant our request* Thio is unaccountable* »ill the council 

please instruct the Mining Administration not to increase the 

prise of coal dust and revert to th» ferae* registration 

arrangement as soon as possible so that wo may n&o direct 

purchases and the basin*-sc not be monopolized by coal dealers*

wo as won as aany other local rasi dents will bo very grateful
if this request could be granted»

(Signed and chopped) Trang Ttó-lung (g fé. Jf), 
Chairman*

(Notes Received for translation late p*m* 11th Rovenbcr, 190)*

1 
g
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Date.....?May...2ö, 19 40.
Subject......Re.p.o.rt.e.d...R.et.9:ll...Cpal.. Sellers Association Formed In Hongkew

Made ¿y....D.JL...SA...Kamashlta Fbrwarded by.........P_._ .ï.»....Crawfprd_.

With reference to the attached translation of

an article appearing in the Shanghai Malnichi dated

May 23 I940, regarding the reported formation of

a retail coal sellers’•association in Hongkew, I have

o state that the association was organized on April

26,,1940, at the direction of the Central China
Commr. of Police 

Sir :

Irtf I’-mafion.

liaison Office of the Asia Development Board, with

6f Chinese 15 Japanese

coal in the Settlement

members, all retailers of 

area North of the Soochow

Creek and also Chapel. The association has its

office at No. 245 West Suching RoadGic7 , Chapel,

and is known as the Shanghai Hongkew Retail Coal 

Sellers' Association; Mr. Kiichi Tanaka, proprietor 

of the Tanaka Yoko at Wanpang Jao Bridge, North 

Szechuen Road, being president of the association.

The object of this organizbion is the

promotion of mutual interests among members and the 

distribution of coal at a uniform price to Japanese 

families in the Hongkew area at the direction of the 

Central China Liaison Office.

The coal will be Japanese and Weinan coal which 

will be distributed among the members by Japanese 

wholesale coal dealers such as the Yasusawa Yoko at 

Lane 178, House 35 Minghong Road, the Matalchi Yoko 

at No. 159 Boone Road and the Kiyohara Yoko at No. 110 

Szechuen Road.

The retail price for coal has so far not been 

fixed, but is expected to be about Yen 94 per ton.

Members of this association will display a
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board showing membership of the association and also 

price for the coal retailed at thiir shops. They 

will be liable to expulsion from the association for 

any breach of the articles of the organ and security 
deposit of Yen JOO will be confiscated.

D. C. (Special Branch).



May 23, 1940.
Afternoon Translation

¿ainichi

COAL RETAIL SELLERS* ASSOCIATION FORKED IM HDNGgSW

It is reported that a Coal Retail 
Sellers* Association has been formed in Hongkew to cheek 
profiteering« . _

Eighty-one coal dealers (65 Chinese 
and 16 Japanese) have joined the Association* There are 21 
more coal dealers« who have not yet joined the Association* 
but it has been decided to include them in the Association* 
All member shops must use membership signboards and exhibit 
price lists« These shops will deal in coal at a uniform 
price which is 33$ to 50$ cheaper than the price on the south 
side of the Creek«

The office of the Association is 
located at No«245 comer of Vest Sz Ching Road 
and North Szechuan Road«
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Secretary and Conmiasloner General,

S. M. C.

Reference:- Le^r .ffi* 4ftU<yP 
Mining Actainlstration dated March sg, ic>4Ct

Subjecti - Distribution of ckear- 
s&sA §toap

I for/, and herewith copy of a Police report 
on the above mentioned subject.

okw
Sd. K. M. Bourne.

Commissioner of Police.

W.



S.B. D. 7555/1

April 2, 1940.

Letter from Kallen Mining Administration to Shanghai 

Municipal Council re cheap sale of colp to local Hot 

Vater Shope

With reference to the attached communication dated March 

26 from Mr. T.T. Wei, Agent for the Kailan Mining Administration, 

addressed to the Secretary of the Shanghai Municipal Council 

regarding possible irregularities in the distribution of the 

recent shipment of 3,300 tons of Kailan Ho. 3 Slack among local * ’ 

hot water shops through the Coal Merchants Association, I 

have to report that discreet enquiries elicit the followingj-

During the month 6f March, 1940, the Kailan Mining 

Administration supplied only 2,900 tons of the aforementioned
. .igrade of coal (instead of 3,300 as stated in the letter) to

i SB > 
its three distributing agents, vis. Messrs. Nyi Tai Shing, Hwa S 

Tung and Yuen Tai Coal Dealers, who, in turn, entrusted the

Coal Merchants Association, 405 Tientsin Road$ with the task 

of the distribution of this coal among the local hot water 

shops.

The price of this grade of Kailan Slack, as arranged 

between the Kailan Mining Administration and its distributingi 

agents, is $50 per ton ex-ship and allows the sum of $10 

for miscellaneous overhead expenses which are incurred in’ 

transporation. There are other expenses and losses however 

in this distribution to be met by the distributing agentst- 

a) The three distributors must make an advance 
payment on their share of the supply from 
the Kailan Mining Administration.



b) The transportation charges per ton 
ex-ship which includes the ultimate 
delivery to the different consumers, 
minus storing charges, amount to more 
than $11 per ton instead of $10 as 
stipulated by the Kailan Mining 
Administration.

c) The shortage in weicrht through shipment 
from Chinwangtao and the subsequent 
delivery to consumers is approximately 
2% which is almost equivalent to $4 or $5 
per ton.

The Coal Merchants Association during the 

period from March 23 to 30 distributed one ton 

of this coal to each local hot water shop and this 

distribution amounted to 500 tons. The remaining 

2,400 tons will be delivered on two different 

occasions in April, vis. "Between April 8 and 13* 

and "Between April 22 and 27" and in this way each 

hot water shop will get two tons during the month 

of April.

This cheap s tye movement baa caused a great 

amount of dissatisfaction in the Coal Merchants 

Association over the monopolizing attitude of the 

Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trade Guild, 202. 

Kiukiang Road, claiming that they were solely 

responsible for the distribution of this cheap 

coal and has exhorted its members to pay the 

following charges

a) "Special Subscription* (ranging from $2 
to $30) (a cloak for remuneration fee 
to the staff of the Guild).
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b) '"Benevolent Subscription" ($10 per member;
voluntary payment)

c) ’’’Legal Adviser’s Fee” ($5 per member)

d) ’Membership Badge Fee” ($1 per member)

e) "Membership Fee" ($1 per month for each member) 

According to the Shanghai Municipality Hot

Water Trade Guild, the. total membership including 

those shops in C.O.L. Western District, French 

Concession and International Settlement (North of 

Soochow Creek) is 597, exclusive of those situated 

in Nantao and Chapei, and on March 31st had raised 

$1,450 from 145 members from those charges. $900
I of this amount were on March 28 handed over to the 

following bodies:«

Shanghai Cheap Rice Sales Committee:
$300 against Receipts 1540-1569

Federation of Shanghai Charity Bodies:
$300 against Receipts 7333-7361

S’hai Refugee Children Training Institute:
$300 against Receipts 2155-2183

A further sum of $1,337 was also raised from 

223 shop members towards the upkeep of the Guild 

at inaugural meeting of members of the Shanghai 

Municipality Hot Water Trade Guild held on March 5 

on the premises of the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen’s 

Association, 480 Yu Ya Ching Road. 
/ 1I

I



500 shopmembers have applied to the Coal

Merchants Association for the issue of this cheap 

coal, and the payment of this ’’Special Subscription” 

by members is being exhibited on the premises of the

Guild at 202 Kiukiang Road*

The collection of the $5 "Legal Adviser’s

Fee” from each shop-member is being earmarked 

for the purpose of advertising in the local press;

a remuneration to Ying Ting Hwa (-^f -% ) and

Tsa Kuo Ziang ( ), legal advisers retained 

by the Guild, etc. Some 100 shop members have 

so far paid their shares.

The following ar« a few of the hot water 

shop proprietors who, upon being approached, readily 

admit that the following payments have been made

but only after obtaining f/share in the cheap coalt-

Name Name of shop Address
Chi Kwang-loong Zien Shing No. 46

Annam Rd.

Pgyagnta

"Special Subscrip
tion Fee” $6.00 
"Benevolent Subs
cription Fee” $10. 
"Legal Adviser Fee' 
$5.00

Tsz Wen-Hui Foh Yuen 
<$7 I® >

447
Tientsin Rd.

Ying Ching- loong Foh Yuen 
(if! >

7/596
Peking Rd.

"Legal Adviser’s
Fee” $5.00 
"Membership Badge
Fee” $1.00

"Benevolent Sub
scription Fee”
$10.00
"Spacial Sub

scription Fee” $5.
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Ying Ching-loong

)

Hoong 507
Jah-yuan Kingpo Rd.
Wtlp

"Sp.Subscription
Fee" $5

Chiang Tso-yeu Ming Kyi 12« 
Yuen __ Amoy Road.

"Benevolent
Subscript!on

(«r fe t > Fee" ¿10 
"Special
Subscription
Fee" >1B

Loh Sing-keng Loh Sung 111 "Benevolent
Yuen a Amoy Rd. Subscription

(% ft <) Fee" HO

At 10 a.m. March 30 three representative» of the 

Shanghai Municipality Hot tfater Trade Guild named 

Tsang Teh-Loong Sze Ying-11 ^L> )

and Soo Ts-ziang )» called on Mr. T.K. Ho,

Deputy Secretary of S.M.C. at the latter*s office 

in the Administration Building and requested him 

to arrange for further supplies during April in order 

to enable the shops to carry on their business. 

Mr. Ho promised that arrangements would be made to 

supply 2 tons of coal to each shop during April.
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Subject Letter from Kailan Mining Administration to ¿Shanghai Municipal

Council re cheap» sale of coal to local Hot Water Shops

Made by......P.-. k>h. Pao Hwa........  Forwarded ..... ......................

With reference to the attached communication

dated I&rch 26 from Mr. T.F. WSI, Agent for the Kailan

Cofftmr. oj Police.
Sir :

Mining Administration, adressed to the Secretary 

cf the Shanghai Municipal council regarding possible

rregularities in the distribution of the recent ship-1
nent of 3,300 tons of Kailan No. 3 Slack among local

b.c.(Sf. B>.) hot water shops through the Coal Merchants Association

I have to report that discreet enquiries elicit the 

following
During the month of l&rch, 1940, the Kailan

Mining Administration supplied only 2,900 tons of 
the aforementioned grade of coal (instead of 3,300 

as stated in the letter) to its three distributing 
agents, viz. Messrs Nyi Tai Shing, hwa Tung and 

Yuen Tai Coal Dealers, who, in turn, entrusted the 

Coal Merchants Association, 405 Tientsin ftoad,with 

the task of the distribution of this coal among the 

local hot water shops.

The price of this grade of Kailan Slack, as 

arranged between the Kailan Mining Administration 
and its distributing agents, is $50 per ton ex-ship 

and allows the sum of $10 for miscellaneous overhead 

expenses which are incurred in transportation.

There are other expenses and losses however in this 

distribution to be met by the distributing agents

a)The  three distributors must make an advance 
payment on their share of the supply from 
the Kailan Mining Administration.
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b) The transportation charges per ton 
ex-ship which includes the ultimate 
delivery to the different consumers, 
minus storing charges, amount to more 
than $11 per ton instead of $10 as 
stipulated by the Kailan Mining 
Administration»

c) The shortage in weight through shipment 
from Chinwangtao and the subsequent 
delivery to consumers is approximately
2$ which is almost equivalent to $4 or $5 
per ton.

The Coal Merchants association during the

period from March S3 to 30 distributed one ton 

of this coal to each local hot water shop and this 

distribution amounted to 500 tons. The remaining 

2,400 tons will be delivered on two different 

occasions in April, viz. “Between April 8 and 13* 

and "Between April 22 and 27“ and in this way each 

hot water shop will get two tons during the month

of April
This cheap sale movement has caused a great

amount of dissatisfaction in the Coal Merchants
Association over the monopolizing attitude of the
Shanghai Municipality not Water Trade Guild, 202
Kiukiang Roadzclaiming that they were solely 
responsible for the distribution of this cheap 
coal and has exhorted its members to pay the 
following charges x-

a) "Special Subscription* (ranging from $2 
to $30)(a cloak for remuneration fee 
to the staff of the Guild).
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b) "Benevolent subscription* ($10 per member;
voluntary payment)

c) "Legal Adviser’s Fee" ($5 per member)
d) "Membership Badge Fee" ($1 per member)

e) "Membership Fee" ($1 per month for each
member)

According to the Shanghai Municipality 

Hot Water Trade Guild, the total membership 

including those shops in 0.0.L. Western District, 
French Concession and International settlement 

(North of Soochow ureek) is 597, exclusive of those 

situated in Nantao and chape i, and on /¿arch 31st 

had raised $1,450 from 145 members from those 

charges. $900 of this amount were on March 28 

handed over to the following bodies :-

Shanghai Cheap Rice Sales Committees 
$300 against Receipts 1540-1569

Federation of Shanghai Charity 
Bodies s

$300 against Receipts 7333-7361

S’hai Refugee Children Training Institute: 
$300 against Receipts 2155-2183

A further sum of $1,337 was also raised from 

223 shop members towards the upkeep of the Guild 

at inaugural meeting of members of the Shanghai 

Municipality Hot Water Trade Guild held on March 5 

on the premises of the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen’s 

association, 480 Yu Ya Ching Road.
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500 shop members have applied to the uoal 

Merchants association for the issue of this cheap 

coal, and the payment of this “Special Subscription* 
hy members is being exhibited on the premises of the 

Guild at 202 Kiukiang Road*

The collection of the ^5 “Legal Adviser’s

Fee* from each shop-member is being earn^irked

for the purpose of advertising in the local press; 

a remuneration to Ying Ting Hwa ( ) and

Tsa Kuo Ziang ( ), legal advisers retained

by the Guild, etc. Some 100 shop members have 

so far paid their shares.

The following are a few of the hot water 

shop proprietors who, upon being approached, readily 

admit that the following payments have been made 

but only after obtaining ashare in the cheap coai»-

Nane name of
_____ Shop

Chi Kwang-loong Zien Shing 
< U? ’ 'm ’

Address Payments

No. 46 
Annam Rd.

Tsz Wen-hiii 
( 1? ?!1

Foh Yuen 447
Tientsin Rd.

Ying Ching-loong Foh Yuen 
< ft Z > < /^i) >

7/596 
Peking Rd.

•Special 
Subscription 
pee"$5 

•nenevolent ( 
subscription 
Fee" ¥10

"Legal nd visas 
Fee* $5

•Legal
Adviser’s |
Fee* $5

“Membership | 
cadge Fee* I 
H

“nenevolent I 
„Sub.Fee" $10! 
Sp. Sub.
Fee* $5
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Ying Ching-loong Hoong
Fah-yuen

507 
•Ningpo Rd.

'bp. subscription
Fee* $5

Chiang Tso-yeu Ming Kyi
Yuen

126
Amoy Rd

“benevolent 
Subscription 
Fee" $10 

“Special
Subscription 
Fee" $15

Loh Sing-keng Loh Sung 
Yuen, ( 5^/i)

111
Amoy Rd.

•benevolent 
Subscription 
Fee* $10

At 10 a.m March 30 three representatives of the

Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trade Guild named 
J £ tt' J f Ì f ' y

Tsang Teh-loong (A )» ®ze

and Soo Ts-ziang( ìfa ),called on Mr. T.K. Ho,

Deputy secretary of S.M.C. at the latter’s office

the Administration .building and requested him

to arrange for further supplies during April in order

to enable the shops to carry on their business.

Mr. Ho promised that arrangements would be made to

supply 2 tons of coal to each shop during April

D.

D.O.(Special Branch)

m

I

I
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The Kailan Mining Administration,
30 Foochow Road, 

Shanghai, 26th March 1940.

The Secretary,
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
SHANGHAI.

Dear Sir,

I would inform you that, following an anneal from the 
Shanghai Hot Water Shops Guild, I arranged to bring to Shanghai 
one shipment of 3,300 tons of Kailan No. 3 Slack. This is a 
poor grade of coal and one not commonly sold by us; however 
it is <iuite useable and is, in fact, burnt by us in our own 
boilers at the Mines.

I have arranged to distribute this coal through three 
Chinese dealers with whom we have done business for many years, 
and I enclose he/ewith a copy of my letter to them setting out 
the procedure to be followed. I have kept our price to them 
as low as possible, and in my opinion the figure of $10 which 
they have allowed for their own out-of-pocket expenses is a 
perfectly reasonable one.

You will see that I have included a stipulation that 
should you desire to oversee this distribution, they are to 
give you every facility to do so.

I should be grateful if you would let me know privately 
should you find any irregularities, as I have a further 2,000/ 
3,000 tons of this grade which can be brought to Shanghai once 
this first shipment has been finished, which at present I pro
pose to distribute through the same channels. However, I 

this fact and should you consider that any 
modification or change in my arrangements desirable, they can 
easily be made as and when necessary.

I am writing a 
Council, and i have 
Association and the 
above arrangements.

similar letter to the French Municipal 
also informed the Chinese Ratepayers* 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce of the

Yours faithfully,

T.F. Wei

AGENT.



COPY.

THE KAIIAN MINING ADMINISTRATION

Shanghai, 18th March 1940.

Messrs. Nee Tai Shing, 
Hwa Chung, 
Yuen Tai, 

SHANGHAI.

Dear Sirs,

I would like to take this opportunity to confirm the 
following arrangements that have been made between us.

The s.s. "Isabel Moller" is due to arrive in Shanghai 
on or about March 18th with a full cargo, say 3,300 tons, 
of No. 3 Slack.

You have been good enough to take upon yourselves the 
trouble of distributing this coal to certain sections of 
the community which are at present having very great diffi
culty in maintaining their existence owing to the shortage of 
coal supplies. In order that the benefit of this work may be 
felt as widely as possible, the following arrnagements were 
made between us:

1. The price of this coal to yourself will be $40.00 per 
metric ton ex-ship. The delivered price to the consumer 
will be $50.00 per metric ton, the difference of $10.00 
it is assumed will cover you for handling, storing and 
delivery charges together with a small allowance for 
supervisory work and profit.

2. For the time being this coal will only be supplied to 
hot water shops and small tea houses, b” should it 
later be found advisable to extend the &>c ipe of your 
distribution, other sections of the community will be 
supplied.

3. No individual consumer will receive more than one ton in 
March and two tons in each succeeding month, and the coal 
will in all cases be delivered.

4. It will be announced as widely as is necessary that the 
coal is Kalian No. 3 Slack and of an inferior quality to 
No. 2 Slack to which this market has been previously 
acustomed.

5. The coal will be held in each of the three dealers’ 
yards in order to facilitate distribution.

6. Detailed statements giving consumers’ names addresses 
and tonnage involved will be given to the Administra
tion each fortnight for deliveries made up to that 
time.

7. You should consult with the Coal Merchants* Association 
as to distribution.

8. That both for your own and our protection, facilities 
should be given to representatives of the Shanghai 
Municipal Council and the French Municipal. Council 
to obtain any information they may require about the 
various selling arrangements.



9. That it should be made clear to everyone concerned 
that there is only a limited quantity of this coal 
available and that we are taking these steps as a 
purely temporary measure to relieve the present 
situation.

I should like again to express my thanks to you 
for the assistance which you have so willingly given in 
facilitating the distribution of supplies of coal to those 
sections of the community who are most unable to pay the 
present high prices and with whom we are unfortunately 
unable to keep in touch.

Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) T.F. Wei

AG3NT.
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reasonable price. Should the price of boiled water 

be further Increased, we would be charred with 

excessively exploiting the public. Because of this, 

several boiled water shoos, which have found it 

impossible to carry on business, are closing down 

daily. Should this state of afftiirs be allowed to 

continue, all members of this Association will soon 

be compelled to suspmd business, in that cis®, the 

following four grave social roblms will arise;

1. Owing to the closure of boiled water shoe or the

ria® in ths oricc of boiled water, people will

have to heat water themselves, a© the population in

this isolated city Is extremely dense and every
H 

dwelling house is crowded to capacity, the burning 

of briquettes in stoves day and night will easily 

cause a fire.

2. The incessant burning of briquettes not only will 

easily cans- a firs, but will also result in Increased 

number of deaths from asphyxiation due to the effect 

of caal fumes.

3. people of ths working class who cannot afford to 

boil water them selvas will be compelled to drink raw 

water. This will affect their health because many 

diseases ire caused through the drinking of unboiled

water

4. About ten thousand people in Shanghai make their

living through the tolled water business. If the shops 

are closed their livelihood will be seriously endangered.

it

These four matters will sooner or later become serious 

social problems. The unfavourable1 situation is entirely 

caused by th® mining administration’s refusal to sell 

coal to us. Our trade requires more than 55000 tons of 

coal par mensem; this is quite a large quantty, Moreover,

"V<J SMBSrf

fii» rife -



that mining concern. I.ast month we ask ad you?

âsso*?la tion to •: 'ply to it for the. supply of coal »

âs a result three coal ppapanles» ths Nyi T*a Hsing

(# Wo Tsang ( ' and Yuan T’ a ( 4s tL) »
wore appointed to sell coal to u& at reduced prices.

Later the companies entrusted the Coal dealers* 

Association to sell only one ton of coal to each of 

our shops at §98.00 per ton. As the result of a further 

anneal made by your Association the Administration 

agreed to supply to us another ton each; but as the 

quantity was only sufficient for the use of a few days, 

it was not of much help. Although the price was lower 

than the market price, our.losses were still considerable 

as we had to sell boiled water at the usual rate, At 

present the price of coal has further risen. Should 

cheap coal not be re^uLarly available to us, and the 

Mining Administration continue to refuse to sell coal 

to us direct, we shall be unable to carry on and shall 

be compelled to suspend business» Moreover» the above 

mentioned four problems will arise, for this reason 

we are very anxious about the matter. Will your 

Association please request the Authorities concerned to 

devis® some effective masures to force down the price 

and to strictly order dealers to regularly sell to us 

at the prices fixed by the Mining Administration» At

the same time the Administration mast also be instructed 



to supply cheap coal directly to us as in accordance 

with the registration arrangement. This measure will 

benefit us as well as the public, Uscision Is anxiously 

awaited.”

The renresentatlons made by our inembers are In accord with 

facts. Boiled water shops are iibotn’in under extreme difficulties^ 

Mthough the three companies, Nyi T*a Hsing, o Tsuag and Yuan 

T*a, have recently for the second tire sold one ton of coal dust 

to each shop at the atoderate price of ßßü.OO, thereby slightly 

easing the situation, the supply is of inferior quality and

generates little teat» Besides, what can be done when the present

stocks ore exhausted? Th® Council has always attached serious 

Importance to the livelihood of residents, and is endeavouring to 

keen down tho prices of foodstuffs, and fuels. The original 

Petition is enclosed herewith, on behalf of about 600 boiled 

water shops in the whole city, we beg respectfully to request 

the Council to strictly enjoin all coal dealers to supply ties 

Second grade Kaiping coal dust, >?hich is an essential fuel, to 

boiled water shops according to the original Kalian quotation, 

it the same ti e the Kalian Vining Administration should be 

advised to supply coal direct to these shops at a moderate price 

under the same registration arrangements as before. Thus coal 

merchants 1 ill be prevented from profiteering, and the price will 

naturally return to the normal level. Please comply with our 

s

request so that our difficulties may be relieved and no serious I 
social problem n*ay arise.

(Chopped) Shanghai Boiled v.ater shops association. f

(Signed & chopped) Tsang Teh-lung (ft U
Chairman.

Encl. • a, Pot it 1 on( same us quoted in the Petition translated above). | 
•3 ■ |

(Note: Heceived fox* translation late 1st Iprile 1940)«
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March 8, 19<0.

I. 0« Chen, Esq., 
J« D« Chen & Go«, 
Room 231» 
Chinese Cotton Goods Exchange Building, 
2o0 Avenue Edward FIX, 
Shanghai«

Sir,
X have to thank you for your letter of February 14» 

regarding the effect of the high price of coal upon the 
operations of hot water shops«

Xt is understood that since your letter was written 
■one relief has been afforded to the hot water shape and 
X have to add that the matter continues to receive atten
tion.

X am, Sir, 
Tour obedient Servant,

T.W. GnM

lh« Deputy Beirut ary«
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S. fô. Fk... -w « a yWo.s. b.Le««_
Headquarters/

Shanghai Murrtrrtpah-T-oïn:<re-.-J
February 26, 19 40 .

To. Secretary & Commissioner General,

M. C.

The Commissioner of Police presents his compliments in

forwarding herewith the undermentioned documents.

Reference No : -

Suh j ect

D. 7555/1
Letters from the Shanghai First Special 
District Citizens* Federation and J.D. Chen, 
Esq. dated February 7, 1940 rnd February 14, 
1940 respectively.

1

Coal Prices

Copy of a Police report

â

CLK
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Subject.. .CommunicatiQn..adQnos.asd...to...Sh.aiigh.ai..Mynicip.al..Co.uncil..-.. re ..growing.------

prices of Coal & Coal Briquetted

Made by..... D.,.I.,.'..Kuh...FâQ..BMLa. .Forwarded by...... ......P. ?...I..»......Qrawf.O rd. .. .... ........................

Reference the attached, letter dated February

7 from the Shanghai First Special District

Citizens Federation on the present soaring prices

of coal which has contributed to the abnormal

conditions existing in Shahghai, e.g., industrial 

concerns have either curtailed their working staff 

or raised the prices of their products in order 

to balance the rise in the cost of their production, 

I beg to report that the statement is generally 

correct in principle. ‘The rise in the price of this

essential commodity is principally due to the

following causes

a) The increase in cost through the 
fluctation of foreign gold currency.

b) The increase in freight-and 
transportation charges.

c) The hoarding, speculation and 
profiteering by unscrupulous 
merchants.

as will be shovci in the subsequent paragraphs.

Comparison in_Coal .prices since China New Year 
(February 8)

Quality

Indian Bitumious
Coal

Kailan Bitumious 
Coal

Hongay Anthracite
Coal

Prices Prior 
to February 8

$156 per ton

$130 *» n

$120/30 per ton

Present Prices

$280 per ton

$250 « h

$160/80 per ton



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

............
REPORT

I )at# . ......  ,, i o

Su/tjeef

¿MdiL ? v " Forwarded iy

Cojrt Indian ^i tunii o us Co al pe ton (Fe bruary 16/7) 

Total cost including increased freight* 
etc. * equivalent to $225 local currency 
per ton.

Coat of Hongay Anthracite Coal per ton (February 16/7) 

Total cost including increased freight 
equivalent to $149*80 local currency 
per ton.

The practice by a section of unscrupulous 

-traders of taking advantage of exceptional 

circumstances to hold up the public seems to be 

common knowledge although concrete evidence which 

would justify the Authorities taking action is not 

easily available. 1'he procedure, for instance, 

is thus: '‘A*’ orders'5,000 tons of coal from a 

certain, foreign concern. Before taking actual 

delivery of the cargo, he, owing to financial 

reasons, gradually sells portions of his order 

(say, 500 tons, 1,000 tons etc.) at prices favourable 

to him, leaving 1,000 tons to meet his own needs. 

The shares thus sold are, however, covered by bills 

of lading which are invariably purchased by 

speculators who habitually buy up large stocks of 

various merchandise, store same in godowns and 

release supplies when the prices have been 'breed up.

T1 • present stocks of coal in Shanghai do 

not differ to a considerable extent from the 

figures .mentioned in the Monthly Return for January,

Ww IWj
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1940, i.e. Bitumious Coal approximately 88,700 

tons , Anthracite Coal approximately 12,000 tons.
As regards the attached communication dated 

February 14 from Messrs. J.D. Claig & Company 
commenting on the unfair status of the three 
authorized distributors of the Kailan Mining 
Administration which has driven local hot water 
shops to compulsorily suspend business, I have to 
state that the writer has failed to obtain a thorough 
conception of the situation and a survey of the

S ' V- 
actual circumstances reveals the following

There are some 10 large and 15 small Machine- 
made Coal Briquette Factories in the International 
Settlement and French Concession, producing a 
daily average of 1,200 tons of briquettes. At 
ordinary times, the daily average sale in the two I X 
Settlements amounted to 800 tons, whereas the 
present daily discharge is approximately 1,600 tons. 
The increase in the daily sales is apparently due 
to hoarding by wealthy traders and residents. 
The price of briquettes per picul prior to the 
Spring Festival (February 8) was $5, whereas the 
present rate ranges between $7 and $7.20 per picul. I • g

The Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trade 
Guild, Room 301, 202 Kiukiang Road which was 
inaugurated on August 26, 1939, has 550 shop

members comprising those in International
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Settlement and French Concession. On January

23, 1940 the Guild detailed four representatives 

to call on Messrs. Yu Ya Ching and Yuan Li Tung 

requesting them to render assistance in theL r 

appeal to the ICailan Mining Administration, 30 

Foochow Road, to supply Kaiping dust No. 2 

(particular kind of coal used by hot-water shops) 

direct to Hot-water Shops instead of through 

their authorized distributors. On Jaunary 25, a 

reply was received from the Kailan Mining1 

Administration to the effect that the appeal of 

the Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trade Guild 

has to be referred to the three authorized 

distributors of the Administration, as the 

Administration itself was experiencing a shortage 

of supplies to cope with the demands of its regular 

customers.

On Jaunary 27 the Shanghai Municipality 

Hot Water Trade Guild again detailed the same four 

delegates to make an appeal to the Coal Shop Owners 

Association, 405 Tientsin Road demanding supplies 

of coal for its member-shops. A reply was sent 

on January 28 requesting the Shanghai Municipality 

Hot Water Trade Guild to supply an up-to-date 

membership list together with their respective 

addresses. A list of 450 hot water shop-membe<rs, 

duly sealed, was accordingly forwarded to the Coal 

bhop Owners Association on February 5»
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According to a recent survey completed on 

February 17, by the Shanghai Municipality Hot 

Water Trade Guild, the number of its shop-menbars 

having suspended business operations is 300. On 

February 14 the Coal Shop Owners Association 

decided to distribute application-forms to all 

hot water owners whereby each of them is authorized 

to purchase from the Kailan distributors one ton 

of Coal Dust No. 2 at the rate of $98 and that such 

privilege could be exercised once only. The actual 

distribution of the commodity will take place 

following an announcement to bqdnserted by the 

Coal Shop Owners Association in the local Chinese 

press.

It is learnt from an authentic source that 

the monthly supplies of the Kailan Mining 

Administration to its authorized distributors 

amount to approximately 4,000 tons, including 

slabs and dust, at an average rate of over $60 per 

ton. The management of the Administration upon 

being confidentially approached, are reluctant to 

disclose particulars regarding their agreements 

with the authorized distributors.

At a meeting held on February 18 by 

representatives of 18 Coal Briquette Manufacturing 

Factories in the offices of their Owners Association, 

405 Tientsin Road, the following resolutions
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were passed :

1. That commencing from February 20 
a cheap sale of Coal Briquette at 
$5.80 per 100 catties be conducted 
through the local coal briquette 
retail shops and that the wholesale 
price be fixed at $110 per ton plus 
a transportation fee of $2.

That an advertisement be published 
in the local press urging the hdlders 
of orders to take delivery within 10 
days, failing which orders will be 
cancelled and money refunded*

In conclusion, in order to co pe with the 

growing increase in the prices of coal and coal 

briquettes, it is the opinion of the people 

concerned that the matter be dealt with in the 

same manner as the rice and flour problems, so that 

the prices of these essential commodities may be 

kept within reasonable bounds, and rigid 

precautionary measures enforced against hoarding 

and profiteering.

D. I.
A. C.(Special Branch).
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Dated 7th Februar^i 1940.

Goal prises.

The prices of commodities in Shanghai have been greatly 

increased ©specially that of coal. Before the local ho stillties 

coal was sold at some ten dollars odd per ton, bat now the price 

has reached the height of between $160.00 -170.00. Coal is 

necessary in daily life and It supplies the motive newer in all 

industrial enterprises. Consequent upon the rise in t ie price of 

coal the Shanghai Waterworks Company, the Shanghai Tiower company, 

various hotels, restaurants, bath houses, hot water shops, etc. 

all increased their charges. The livelihood of the people has 

been seriously affected. Many factories have been forced to 

reduce the number of their employes owing to the high price of 

coal. So?ae factories have raised the prices of their products 

to balance the rise in the cost of production; hence the 

abnormal conditions in Shanghai.

In view of the above we consider it of first importance 

to force down the price of coal as in the case of rice. We beg 

the Council to set a limit to the price of coal, to instruct 

the various coal shops to strictly observe the fixed price, to 

ascertain the present stocks in Shanghai, to prosecute profiteers 

and to facilitate the importation of coal. As this matter has 

a very serious bearing on the livelihood of the people, and 

the peace and safety of the city, we earnestly beg the Council 

to take.prompt action.

(Chopped) Secretariat, Shanghai FiM^'<SW^^District 
Citizens’ Federa^^®^-—

(Note: Received for trarslMti m a.m. 1 «th
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Rice, Briquette
Prices Soaring

Bean Curd Rates Hiked 
Again; Hot Water

Shops Aided
Prices of essential commodities 

registered another rise this morn
ing as a result of the resumption 
of manipulation^ toy speculators 
and the decline in the value of the 
Chinese dollar during the last few 
lays.

The price of Saigon rice broke 
vhrough the $50 mark yesterday, 
registering an advance of more 
than $2 in two days., While this 
is generally attributed to the de* 
cline of the value of Chinese dollars 
in terms of U.S. currency, activi
ties by hoarders are also partly 
blamed for v the sharp hike. The 
price of domestic rice advanced 
accordingly and the unofficial 
prices quoted outside the rice 
exchange were $56 for the first 
grade, and $51 for the lower grade.

Affecting the general public as 
seriously as the higher price of rice 
is the soaring price of coal on the 
local market. The quotations for 
coal briquettes, chief fuel in all 

¡Chinese households since the rise 
I of firewood prices to exorbitant 
I levels, hiked three times from $5.20! 
I ner unit of two baskets up to $6.80. 
I Even at this price, which repre- 
¡ sents a 300 percent rise from pre
war rates, little cargo was available 
on the market.

Operation of manv hot water 
shops is still susnended owinc to; 
the high pricp of coal. A com
plete suspension, however, was 
averted when, through the good 
offices of the Chines#» Chamber of 
Commerce, an arrangement was 
reached with the Coal Merchants* 
Guild tp sell 600 tons of coal to 

l the hot water shops at the greatly 
reduced rate of $98 per ton, al
though the market price is $170 
per ton.

The price of bean curd, an es
sential food for the poorer people, 
has also soared, as *he nrice of soy 
beans shot up after the Spring 
holidays. A single piece of dried 
bean curd is now priced at 10 cents 
as compared to'lwo coppers before 
the war.
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Room 231, Chinese Cotton Goods 
260 Avenue Edward VII

?rctiiiUL,cz Tull di nguBfir

Shanghai

G.Godfrey  Phillips, Esq., 
Secretary General, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.
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cOW JL
UDote......... i- —“Sr

Re: Small shops supplying hot water tojthe poor§ 
in this Settlement. tsa»-*———

With regards to the above, I have received many reports 
stating that, up to this moment, they are still not in a position 
to reopen for business due to the abnormally high of coal price. 
Under such circumstance, the great number of the poors in this 
Settlement, who are usually using hot water by purchasing from 
small hot water shops, are meeting a great difficulty; and 
consequently it would effect their health condition badly.

Of course, this might be a minor important problem among 
the problems of importance. But for the sake of public health as 
well as charity, I believe our Council must be able to do some
thing against the coal dealers who are quoting the unrational 
price towards those small poor hot water shops.

I am responsible to give you the following facts for your 
reference, 1- that the original selling price of Kaiping dust No.2 
(the particular kind of coal desirable to the hot water shops) 
was fixed by Kailan Sales office for Messrs. Yuan-Tai, Ye Tai 
Shing, and Hwa Tung, the three authorized distributors of the said 
coal, at$47.50, local dollars, per ton and
2- that not long ago. the Guild of the hot water shops has 
approached the said three distributors, with a moral support of 
Mr. Yu Ya-Ching, requesting them to take this business partially 
on the basis of public ’welfare and to sell that dust coal at the 
price not over $95.00 per ton, but that was unaffectionately 
declined.

Judging from these facts, the three distributors seem to be 
very unfair and thus they drive the small hot water shops into 
compulsory wind-up. Thereafter a great number of poors have to 
run out of this daily necessity of hot water. Now the only hope 
for the poors to cure the pending situation is OUR COUNCIL'S 
PROPER MEASURES.

Yours faithfully,

J.D. Chen
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Communication addressed to Shanghai Municipal Council - re growing 
prices of Coal & Coal Briquette.

Reference the attached letter dated February 7 from the 
Shanghai First Special District Citizens Federation on the present 
soaring prices of coal which has contributed to the abnormal 
conditions existing in Shanghai, e.g., industrial concerns have 
either curtailed their working staff or raised the prices of their 
products in order to balance the rise in the cost of their 
production, I beg to report that the statement is generally correct 
in principle. The rise in the price of this essential comm nd i t.y 
is principally due to the following causes

a) The increase in cost through the fluctation 
of foreign gold currency.

b) The increase in freight and transportation 
charges.

c) The hoarding, speculation and profiteering 
by unscrupulous merchants.

as will be shown in the subsequent paragraphs

Comparison in Coal prices since China New Year (February 8).

Quality Prices prior Present Prices
 to February 8.

Indian Bitumious Coal $156 per ton $280 per ton

IL.'.Ian Bitumious Coal $130 " " $250 "

Hongay Anthracite Coal $120/30 per ton $3.60/80 per ton

Cost of Indian Bitumious Coal per ton (February 16/7).

Total cost including increased freight, etc..
equivalent to $225 local currency per ton..

Cost of Hongay Anthracite Coal per ton (February 16/7).

Total cost including increased freight equivalent 
to $149.80 local currency per ton.

The practice by a section of unscrupulous traders of taking 
advantage of exceptional circumstances to hold up the public seems 
to be common knowledge although concrete evidence which would 
justify the Authorities taking action is not easily available. 
The procedure, for instance, is thus, "a” orders 5,000 tons of 
coal from a certain foreign concern. Before taking actual delivery 
of the cargo, he, owing to financial reasons, gradually sells 
portions of his order (say 500 tons, 1,000 tons etc.) at prices- 
favourable to him, leaving 1,000 tons to meet his own needs. 
The shares thus sold are, however, covered by bills of lading 
which are invariably purchased by speculators who habitually buy 
up large stocks of various merchandise, store same in godowns 
and release supplies when the prices have been forced up.

The present stocks of coal in Shanghai do not differ to 
a considerable extent from the figures mentioned in the Monthly 
Return for January, 1940, i.e. Bitumious Coal approximately 88,700 
tons; Anthracite Coal approximately 12,000 tons.
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As regards the attached communication dated February 14 
from Messrs. J.D. Chen <x Company commenting on the unfair status 
of the three authorized distributors of the Kailan Mining 
administration which has driven local hot water shops to 
compulsorily suspend business, I have to state that the writer 
has failed to obtain a thorough conception of the situation and 
a survey of the actual circumstances reveals the following.-

There are some 10 large and 15 small Machine-made 
Coal Briquette Factories in the International Settlement and 
French Concession, producing a daily average of 1,200 tons of 
.briquettes. At ordinary times, the daily average sale in 
the two Settlements amounted to 800 tons, whereas the present 
daily discharge is approximately 1,600 tons. The increase in 
the daily sales is apparently due to hoarding by wealthy 
traders and residents. The price of briquettes per picul 
prior to the Spring Festival (February 8) was ^5, whereas the 
present rate ranges between $7 and S7.20 per picul.

The Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trade Guild, 
Room 301, 202 Kiukiang Road which was inaugurated on August 26, 
1939, has 550 shop-members comprising those in International 
Settlement and French Concession. On January 23, 1940 the 
Guild detailed four representatives to call on Messrs. Yu Ya 
Ching and Yuan Li Tung requesting them to render assistance 
in their appeal to the Kailan Mining Administration, 30 Foochow 
Road, to supply Kaiping dust No. 2 (particular kind of coal 
used by hot-water shops) direct to Hot-water Shops instead of 
through their authorized distributors. On January 25, a reply 
was received from the Kailan Mining Administration to the effect 
that the appeal of the Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trude 
Guild has to be referred to the three authorized distributors 
of the Administration, «s the Administration itself w«s 
experiencing a shortage of supplies to cope with the demands 
of its regular customers.

On January 27 the Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trade 
Guild again detailed the same four delegates to make an appeal 
to the Coal Shop Owners Association, 405 Tientsin Road demanding 
supplies of coal for its member-shops. A reply was sent on 
January 28 requesting the Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trude 
Guild to supply an up-to-date membership list together with 
their respective addresses. A list of 450 hot water shop
members, duly sealed, was accordingly forwarded to the Coal 
Shop Owners Association on February 5.

According to a recent survey completed on February 17, 
by the Shanghai Municipality Hot Water Trade Guild, the number 
of its shop-members having suspended business operations is 
300. On February 14 the Coal Shop Owners Association decided 
to distribute application-forms to all hot water owners 
whereby each of them is authorized to purchase from the 
Kailan distributors one ton of Coal Dust No.2 at the rate of 
^>98 «nd that such privilege'could be exercised once only. 
The actual distribution of the commodity will take place 
following an announcement to be inserted by the Coal Shop 
Owners Association in the local Chinese press.

It is learnt from an authentic source that the monthly 
supplies of the Kailan Mining Administration to its authorized 
distributors amount to approximately 4,000 tons, including 
slabs and dust, at an average rate of ov«r ^>60 per ton. The 
management of the Administration upon being confidentially 
approached, are reluctant to disclose particulars regarding 
their agreements with the authorized distributors.



At a meeting held on February 18 by representatives 
of 18 Coal Briquette Manufacturing Factories in the offices 
of their Owners Association, 405 Tientsin Road, the following 
resolutions were passed.

1. That commencing from February 20 a cheap 
sale of Coal Briquette at $5.80 per 100 
catties be conducted through the local coal 
briquette retail shops and that the wholesale 
price be fixed at $110 per ton plus a 
transportation fee of $2.

2. That an advertisement be published in the 
local press urging the holders of orders to 
take delivery within 10 days, failing which 
orders will be cancelled and money refunded

In conclusion, in order to cope with the growing 
increase in the prices of coal and coal briquettes, it, is the 
opinion of the people concerned that the matter be dealt with 
in the same manner as the rice and flour problems, so that 
the prices of these essential commodities may be kept within 
reasonable bounds, and rigid precautionary measures enforced 
against hoarding and profiteering.
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Trcmslation of letter to Council from 
the Shanghai First Special District 
Citizens' Federation.
Dated 7th February, 1940.

Coal Prices.
The prices of commodities in Shanghai have been greatly 

increased especially that of coal. Before the local hostilities 
coal was sold at some ten dollars odd per ton, but now the price 
has reached the height of between $160.00 - 170.00. Coal is 
necessary in daily life and it supplies the motive power in all 
industrial enterprises. Consequent upon the rise in the price of 
coal the Shanghai Waterworks Company, the Shanghai Power Company, 
various hotels, restaurants, bath houses, hot water shops, etc. 
all increased their charges. The livelihood of the people has 
been seriously affected. Many factories have been forced to 
reduce the number of their employes owing to the high price of 
coal. Some factories have raised the prices of their products 
to balance the rise in the cost of production; hence the 
abnormal conditions in Shanghai.

In view of the above we consider it of first importance 
to force down the price of coal as in the case of rice. We beg 
the Council to set a limit to the price of coal, to instruct 
the various coal shops to strictly observe the fixed price, to 
ascertain the present stocks in Shanghai, to prosecute profiteers 
and to facilitate the importation of coal. As this matter has 
a very serious bearing on the livelihood of the people, and 
the peace and safety of the city, we earnestly beg the Council 
to take prompt action.

(Chopped) Secretariat, Shanghai First Special District 
Citizens' Federation.
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J. D. CHEN & COMPANY

260 Avenue Edward VII,

Shanghai, February 14, 1940.

G. Godfrey Phillips, Esq., 
Secretary General, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

Sir,
Re: Small shops supplying hot water to the poors 

in this Settlement.
With regards to the above, I have received many reports 

stating that, up to this moment, they are still not in a position 
to reopen for business due to the abnormally high of coal price. 
Under such circumstance, the great number of the poors in this 
Settlement, who are usually using hot water by purchasing from 
small hot water shops, are meeting a great difficulty; and 
consequently it would effect their health condition badly.

Of course, this might be a minor important problem among the 
problems of importance. But for the sake of public health as well 
as charity, I believe our Council must be able to do something 
against the coal dealers who are quoting the unrational price 
towards those small poor hot water shops.

I am responsible to give you the following facts for your 
reference;
1. - that the original selling price of Kaiping dust No.2 (the 
particular kind of coal desirable to the hot water shops) was 
fixed by Kailan Sales office for Messrs. Yuan-Tai, Ye Tai Shing, 
and Hwa Tung, the three authorized distributors of the said coal, 
at $47.50, local dollars, per ton, and
2. - that not long ago, the Guild of the hot water shops has 
approached the said three distributors, with a moral support of 
Mr. Yu Ya Ching, requesting them to take this business partially 
on the basis of public welfare and to sell that dust coal at the 
price not over $95.00 per ton, but that was unaffectionately 
declined.

Judging from these facts, the three distributors seem to be 
very unfair and thus they drive the small hot water shops into 
compulsory wind-up. Thereafter a great number of poors have to 
run out of this daily necessity of hot water. Now the only hope 
for the poors to cure the pending situation is OUR COUNCIL'S 
PROPER MEASURES.

Yours faithfully,

J. D. Chen.
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Translation of letter to Council from 
Chinese Chamber of Commerce.

\ 
Dated 24th February, 1940.

Briquettes.

With regard to the advancement in the price of briquettes 

this Chamber has on several occasions urged the machine-made 

Briquette Dealers’ Association to instruct the various briquette 

factories to increase their output to the maximum with the view 

to forcing down the price. The coal dust used in the manufacture 

of briquette is obtained from mines in Annam. Each day the 

Shanghai Market requires 1,000 tons of dust, or 30,000 tons 

per mensem; the dust is shipped to Shanghai via Haiphong. At 

present the freight has been greatly increased; this also adds to 

the cost of briquettes and to the difficulty of forcing the price 

down. After repeated consultations with people in the briquette 

business, it has been decided that the only way to solve the 

question is to beg the Council to call a meeting of the responsible 

persons of various steamship companies, and request them to lower 

the freight so that briquette factories may increase their output 

and sell at reduced prices. As this proposal, if carried out, 

will tend to stabilize the livelihood of residents, the Council 

is requested to give it support.

(Chopped) Wong Hsiao-lei, Chairman.

Zi Chi-ching, Member of Standing Committee.
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February 20, 1940, Morning Translation.

Yesterday a reply was sent to the laoiiine- 
Made Macaroni Shop Owners' Guild by the Chamber of Commerce 
explaining that efforts are being made by the various 
trades concerned to comply with its request for the 
stabilization of pricesand asking it to advise its member 
shops to resume operations immediately»

National Herald

THEFT FROM RICE SHOPS IN POOTUNG

Many cases of thefts from rice shops have 
occurred in Pootung, On February 19 several rice shops 
at Hu Ka Moo Kiao ) were victimized. Post
duty puppet policemen and Japanese soldiers did nothing 
although they saw the thefts. Rice shops in Pootung now 
cloSe their doors and only leave a small opening to do 
business.

Chinese-American Daily News publishes the fallowing letter 
received from one Ho Liang ) t-

THE CAUSES FOR THE HIGH PRICES OF DAILY NECESSITIES

According to reports from reliable sources, 
the following are the causes for the sharp increases in 
the prices of rice, flour and coal briquettes in Shanghai 
and it is to be hoped that the authorities will take severe 
measures against such activities

(1) The principal element responsible for
the manipulation of rice is the proprietor of the - Chong 
Rice («- $ ) located at -—Bridge. He w6rks in conspiracy 
with the - Chong - Rice Shop (- - ) at the corner of —•
Road. He was responsible for the sharp increases in the 
prices of rice taking place after the withdrawal of Chinese 
forces from Shanghai in the winter of 1937. His activities 
were slightly checked after the issue of the joint 
proclamation by the two Municipal Councils but soon after
wards he entered into conspiracy with a foreign concern---- -
— & Company and instigated it to enhance the price of 
foreign rice as a deterrent to joint purchases so as to 
enable the price of Chinese rice to go up.

(2) As regards flour, the - Kee Shop )
on North — Road is at the back of the rising tendency in 
the price of this commodity. Realizing that Dairen is short 
of supplies of this class of goods, the shop has ordered 
large consignments amounting to 350,000 bars of flour from 
various local leading flour mills, at a price of &4.30 to 
$4*50 per bag» As a result of this order the flour mills 
have been rendered short of deliveries for ordinary consumers 
thereby resulting in a continued increase in the price. This 
affords a very good opportunity to make more profits. As
it is not convenient to dispose of its purchases in large 
quantities and with a view to covering its activities from 
the public, the shop has started a cheap sale at a little 



February 20, 1940, Morning Translation

over $10 per bag for 1,000 bags every day. Ostensibly 
this appears to be a benevolent undertaking; in reality 
the shop has thus been able to make a profit of about $6 
a bag. The present shortage of flour supplies is 
attributable to the activities of this shop.

(3) Last year when the price of coal 
briquettes begat? to show signs of increase, the Dah Mou 
Factory ^4^) made efforts to stabilize the price at 
$3.60 per picul. This action on the part of the Dah Mou 
Factory incurred the envy of the Nyi «- and six other 
concerns. They later detailed persons to order large 
consignments from the Dah Mou Factory with the result that 
the latter’s stocks were all ordered within ten days, 
thereby rendering it impossible to meet other demands for 
supplies, while on the other hand they lowered the nrices of 
their own goods to $2.80 or $2,90 per picul as competition. 
The Dah Mou Factory started this sale because of the request 
of Mr. Yu, but found itself unable to compete with others. 
As a result the price of coal briquettes began to soar up to 
over $4 per picul. Recently, advertisements were published 
in the local Press stating that more than 20,000 tons of such 
goods had been ordered for the public. In reality this Is 
but a kind of smoke screen to defraud the public,

(Editor’s notes The letter received ii'om the 
writer contains ftQ.1 names and addresses of all those shops 
responsible for manipulation of prices of rice, flour and 
coal briquettes. This paper has purposely omitted them in 
its publication, in the hope that the shops concerned will 
quickly come to their senses. As this is a matter that 
affects the livelihood of several million local residents, 
as well as the peace and order of the district, we request 
that local public bodies will ask the various factories and 
hongs to stop delivery of the consignments ordered from them 
and supply them to consumers among the gener .1 public so 
that the price of commodities can be stabilized.)



REFERRED IS POLICE FORCE

Phillips^G Godfray Esq.,

Secretary and Conmissioner General 

Shanghai Municipal Council 

Bear Sir:-

By reading over the ” small” comment 

in to-day’s "Chinese American .Daily News” in 

regard to the report of such a wondefful profit 

of over ¿17,000,000 in the previous year by a 

lading coal company, I have to further remind 

your honour about another large profit earned by 

one of the local rice shops, who paid 425,000 

as BONUS only to an ¡»prentice and from which you 

will understand what kina of a high amount has 

been obtained by that shop owner. Herewith a 

cutting for'your kind view and the unaersigned 

do hopo that a meeting shall be called promptly 

by the Committee of the Council to take DRASTIC 

MEASURES in suppressing such unhuman actions.

Yours obediently
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iï/s~7 Shanghai, Febrüary

POLICE FORCE
FOR INFORMATION

(Initialled) '
- , 7,. 2<1$^L

6 th, 1940.

The Chief-Commiasioner, 
Shanghai Municipal Council, 
Shanghai.

vZ)aï# —

Dear Sir,

According to a joint petition submitted by the members 
of this Association, Messrs. Cheng Nee-Shen of Sung Yuen, Sze 
Yung-lee of Chung Ho Yuen, Chiu Ting-sung of Fu Sung Yuen and 
others totalling 340 shops, it states:-

“After the out-break of the local hostilities, our fellow
traders were notified by the Kailan Coal Mining Company to register 
with them the names for direct purchase of their coal, when a few 
hundreds of our fellow-traders registered their names with the 
said Company and obtained their registration certificates and 
thei- registration numbers. It is, indeed, a good idea to make 
the direct purchase of coal, in order to obviate the squeez of the 
broker. Unexpectedly, after the registration, the amount of issuing 
coal gradually decreased and they have eVen now rejected our 
fellow-traders to obtain their coal as registered. As the said 
Company rejects to supply coal to our fellow-traders, all the coal 
shr,ps take advantage of the cdal in stock and advance the price 
of coal to more than $100.00 per ton, which was formerly sold at 
$40.00. We have never encountered such increase before. Although 
our fellow-traders have slightly increased the charges of hot- 
watdr to make good their loss, the hot-water concerns too much 
with the common people and we have been attacked by the public 
criticism. To increase the charge of hot-water at the time when 
the price of the coal briquettes is at level makes no difference 
with fishing from a drying pond. Consequently, our fellow-traders 
are unable to maintain their business and several shops have been 
compelled to close every day. It will cause us a complete vanish, 
if we let the present condition going on. However, it would, 
thereby arouse some critical social problems as follows:-

1. As the result of the suspension of the hot-water shops 
and the increase of the hot-water charges, the residents 
will no doubt start to boil water themselves. At the present 
time, the number of the inhabitants on the isolated island 
has greatly increased, living in their houses just like 
pigeon holes, it would cause them to run the risk of accidental 
fire, if they continually keep their stoves in service day 
and night.

S
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2. The unextinguished coal stoves are not only liable to 
cause the fire Hazard, but also produce coal ordour to 
block up the peoples* respiration, and the ratio of death 
in this manner would be consequently increased.

3. The labouring classes are compelled to drink cold 
water so they are liable to suffer diseases.

4. About ten thousand persons 
on the hot-water shops in this 
would be turned out unemployed 
hot-water shops.

depend their livelihood 
Municipality and they 
after the suspension of the
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^The outcome of the above four social problemes is surely troublesome 
soojf" or later, but the real cause of this critism entirely rests 
upon the fact that the said Comoany refuses to sell their c al to 
our fellow-traders. The amount of coal required by our’fellow-traders 
every month is approximately over 3t000 tons. It is not a small 
amount, so we are at a loss to understand why they refuse to supply us. 
We hereby jointly petition you to write to the said Company, asking 
them to follow the usual registration method by selling their coal 
direct to our fellow-traders, in order to waive our difficulties 
and we also Request you to send circular letters to every powerful 
groups and social leaders, asking for their assistance to this effect.
This will be a g^eat favour to our fellow-traders and citzens.*

The foregoing petition submitted by oui’ members represents the 
true state of affairs. Considering that you are the leader of our 
people and are keenly interested in peoples’ torture, we trust that 
you have given special attention and sympathy to this serious social 
problem. We forward herewith their original letter and request that 
you will be kind enough to render your valuable assistance to them 
and write to the Kailan Coal Mining Company, asking them to follow 
the usual method of purchase through registration and sell their coal 
direct to our fellow-traders at a reasonable price.

Yours faithfully,

The Chair-man 
of the

Hot-water Fellow-traders’ Association 
of the Municipality of Greater Shanghai.

I
Encl. One Petition submitted by 340 Hot-Water Shops in Shanghai.

J.^TNO T E - Ho enclosure and no address.
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Twelve committee members of the 1st special

■ii

District citizens' federation, 406 aiangse

a meeting in the Chinese .Bankers' club, 59

Road, held

nongkong
Road, between 2 p.m. and 3.30 p.m. January

Kong-hou )» Secretary of the Chinese .Bankers'

31. ci ng

association, who is concurrently Chairman of the

Citizens' federation, presided. The following

resolutions were discussed and passed:-

1. That the Settlement authorities be requested to
fix the prices of various grades of coal and

order the coal merchants to observe same

2. That the Settlement authorities be requested to
investigate the quantities of coal in stock at
various places

3. That a letter be addressed to the coal Merchants'

Guild, requesting it to instruct members not to

raise the prices

4. That a circular notice be issued advising those

hoarding coal to sell their stocks in order to

bring about a reduction in prices

A proposal that groups of business men should

time being

buy coal direct from the mines was shelved for the

A.C. (Special branch)

2



February 1,1940. Morning Translation

Shun Tao, Ta Fei Pao, National Herald and Sin Wan Pao 

ni-TT^WS* FEDERATION DISCUSSES_STABILIZATIQN CF CO*!,.
PRI CBS

With the rise In the price of coal, the charges 
for electricity» hot water» etc» have likewise been increased 
thereby greatly affecting the livelihood of the poor people.

Acting on a suggestion for joint purchases of 
coal as a means to stabilize its price» the Shanghai First 
Special District Citizens’ Federation held a meeting of the 
members of its Executive Committee at 2 p.m. yesterday» at 
which the following resolutions were discussed and passedt-

(1) That the authorities of the Foreign 
Settlements be requested to fix a standard price for coal 
to be observed by all coal trading concerns.

(2) That the authorities be asked to ascertain 
the coal stocks in Shanghai.

(3) That public efforts be made to check 
hoarding and manipulation.

(4) That a letter be sent to the Coal Trade 
Guild asking it to prevent its members from causing 
deliberate enhancement of the price of coal.

(5) That the coal hoarders be advised to sell 
out their goods on hand so as to stabilize the coal price.

The question of joint purchase of coal, the 
meeting resolved, was to be shelved for further discussion.
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With reference to the attached cutting from the 

"China Press* dated January 6, 1940, regarding a 

group-purchase scheme for coal being sponsored by the 

Shanghai First Special District Citizens’ Federation, 

enquiries show that this scheme is under consideration 

by a few leading members of the Federation, but no 

decision has as yet been reached. The situation is 

being kept in view and any further developments will be 

reported as soon as possible.



SHINÂ PRESS.

JAN 6 1940 
Grpup-Buying Plan 

Residents To 
Buy Coal . / Î 
Collectively

-•A group-purchase scheme for 
coal supply has 'been approved 
by the Shanghai First Special 
District Resident Association, it 
was learned yesterday. The 
scheme in its working is similar 
to that adopted by the Shanghai 
Food Readjustment Association 
for the purchase of rice.

In proposing the scheme leaders 
ci the Association said that they 
were convinced that profiteering in 
the coal trade* had been as prevalent 
as that in rice trade. The only 
¡way* to protect the consumer, it was 
^pointed out, was to launch the 
group-purchase scheme.

A slight drop in the quotations 
tor rice was registered yesterday 
as large amounts of turnovers were 
reported by trading circles. *Kan 
rice was sold at $38.50 per picul 
and sien rice at $32 per picul.
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the Chinese manager

that date about 1,000 tons

mostly in small

coal age

3,000 tons of household coal

lots, to local dealers at

1st with a stock of 3,000

tons of anthracite coal. Since

Subject •Pacific Commercial. Co

FM. 2
G. 55M-1-38

File No

HockingMade by.

C Teai

3 ö

POLICE;
Spejctf^ Bßj

...... ................. // *

Forwarded by

paid by the undersigned to the office

of the Pacific Commercial Co. located in Room 151, Hongkong 
& Shanghai Bank Building and an interview held with Mr

The Pacific Commercial Go. is a ?ßritish concern 
under the management of Mr. Raymond Cohen, whose residence 
is at Apartment 24B, Cosmopolitan Apartments, Seymour Road 

and was established, on February 

have been sold

the rate of $40
pecial rate of

per ton; for orders of 500 tons or over 
$37*50 per ton is obtainable. These rate 

include delivery. The remaining stock of approximately 

000 tons is kept on a lot situated on Rue Ratard near

Route Cardinal Mercier, French Concession

The coal is shipped direct from Haiphong, French

Indo-China and should large orders be received, delivery 
from the mines to Shanghai can be made within 16 day 

or about February 20 the next shipment, consisting of another

due to arriva

D.S

D.C.(Special Branch)



i ai ‘iraKoTitT anthracite •KtEWLA” arrived, old per ^n, |
N coal, for ^sehojd pacific j
delivered, 1M. Hong^M
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With reference to the attached newspaper cuttings

rom the Eveni Shanghai Times

the hoarding and profiteering in coal, enquiries

that Pierre H. Dupuy, No.668 Szechuen Road, the Nee

ai Shing oal Shop, No.184 Sinza Road, and the Dah Loong

ig oal Ho Lan Terrace,

Bayle, are the three chief importers of coal from Indo-

at present During the past two months,

Dupuy has imported some 12,000 tons

consignment has been supplied to fo eign interests;

imported some 4,200 tons and 3,600 tons

of coal dust, while Dah Loong Shing has imported some 2,800

and 2,400 tons of coal dust The Nee Tai Shing Coal

per ton to

supply

at $43*00 per ton

Shop on receiving

0 acquainted

retail

this consignment sold a part of the order

to other wholesale dealers and at $45.00

dealers, whereas Dah Loong Shing withheld

and refused to sell unless on requests by persons

with the shop,in othe , and

price two dollars per ton higher than that fixed by Nee Tai

Shing Coal Shop. The Nee Tai Shing Coal Shop has at present

very little in stock and the Dah Loong Shing Coal Shop taking

advantage of its supplies in hand has increased the price

to $46.00 per ton. The small coal shops, however, retail

their stocks at about $52.00 per ton and this would point

to the reason for

pecial Branch)

high prices prevailing

D. I



¡High Living Cost 
Due To Fuel Rate
Hostilities Increase 

Prices On Local
“Food Exchange”

The cost of living in* Shanghai 
is new much higher than that 
■prevailing here before the out" 
break of hostilities. The mount
ing price of fuel is, more than 
any ether factor, responsible for 
the gtr.éml increase, according to, 
information received from the 
National Tariff Commission.

Indices for the five principal 
constituents of daily living, name
ly food, fuel, clothing, house, 
rental end miscellaneous ex
penses. -tt is learnt, all showed 
sharp increases for the month of 

• August. Sine? September, they 
have settled to a more or less 
steady trend, although they were 
still well over and above the 
normal figures in peace time.

(An analysis of prices revealed 
that fuel has caused the greatest, 
weffy5 to the housewife, followed 
by food and miscellaneous items 
but the cost of clcithtog and house 
rental have hot risen so precipit
ously.

The soaring Of the price of fuel J 
U believed to have been caused ; 
largely by a shortage of coál, while 
fcod has become more expensive 
tty reason of -the,scarcity of oils, 
•and vegetables. , 4
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The object of this committee is to _

Mr

Mr

Ministry of Finance.

•0»(Special Branch)

REPORT

-C7

managed by the following

of Public Utilities.

Mr. Tsai Tseng-chi

Finance.

Affairs
ice Bureau

, a staff member of the Ministry _of_

of Industry.
a committee member of theMr. Yang Kung-zao

Co.n.au.mp.t. ion.. Comm i t tee.

1 Tile No.............. 
POLICE.
s • 2] ¿'^P^cial^ra1^^// 

£uX„pctober.18,... 19

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL

¿■«¿z>i:z....Shanghai..Mun.i.!i.ipality...Co.al...and...Charcoal

new organ!zation called the "Shanghai Municipality Coal_
-and Charcoal Consumption Control Committee*

recently came into existence with an office at Mo.__

control distribution and bring about a uniformity in the prina_
of these commodities. The affairs of the committee are

ex-Chief of the Bureau of

Mr. Pan Kung-chan(?^ Chief of the Bureau of social

Railways._________ __________________________________
Mr. Zung Nyi-fah(^j%.-3V*^>), a staff member of the Ministry

They are assisted by a staff of about ten persons
The committee commenced to register coal and charcoal 

dealers in Shanghai, irrespective of their nationality, on

October 15. However, no measures have so far been decided 
upon to deal with foreign merchants failing to register.__  
Some 60 dealers have registered so far, all being ^inese^
Attached is a registration form, together with translation



(Translation)

Application for registration by coal dealers in Shanghai

I, dealer in coal and charcoal in this municipality,, 

in compliance with article 2 of the regulations governing 

the control of consumption of these fuels in Shanghai, 

apply to the Shanghai Municipality Coal and Charcoal 

Consumption Control Committee for registration. Particulars 

are given hereunder.

Applicant! Name of shop (Chop)

Address Tel. No.

Name of Proprietor (Signature & chop)

Address Tel. No.

Name of Shop (see note 1)

Address 
-------------------------------------------- _-------------- -------------- ---------------------_
Proprietor ! Name, nativity, age.
(see note 2) Address t Tel. ,No. 

——WWWWWw »WWW—W.W — W—WW— — — WWWW — »WWWWW

Perm of organization
(see note 3) 
.----------------- :---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Capital

Nature of business
(see note 4)

Kinds of businesst

Name of Commodity.

Source of origin.

No. of tons ordered per month.(see note 5)

No. of tons sold per.month.

Who are the most oustomers (see note 6).

-- ------------ --- ------------—  ------------.------------------------------------------------------------ ---- -------------. — .WWW--------------------------------------------- -----------------W.W»;| 

Remarks :

Note (1) Branch shop and/or sales office should be registered 
separately.

(2)0 Managing Director or the shareholder representing 
the firm.



I
2

(3) Mature of owners(Sole ownership, partnership* 
company* etc.)

(4) Wholesale or retail business

(5) Monthly average based on yearly purchase

Date:

(6) Residences* shops* factories* or others



fm. ,-A rile No.
G 20M w * SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S.l, Special Branch.
REPORT _ . cDate.. Oct. 5j. ¡g 37i

Subject..................?tocke of coal in...the...French. Cpncesei.cn

Made //.......... an.4.. Forwarded by....P.I«.. Crawford

The following is an extract from the French

Police Intelligence Report showing the stocks of coal

stored in the French Concession on October 2 and 3f 1937,,

1» Coal Merchants Association ______ Oct. 2nd - Oct« 3rd

25 Avenue Petain ________ 1520 tone .1520 tons - -

Canidrome Q y| |p| 1360 ton s___

1127 Rue Lafayette ____ 20QC tens 2000 tons __

445 Rue Retard _________ 770 tons 770 tons

2. Hanyang Coal Briquette Factory ____ __________

Rue Chapsal __________ ________1390 tons 1460 tona .....

3. Sing Wah Coal Company______________ ____ ___________________________

Rue Chapeal 430 tona 430 tona .

4. Yi Tai Shing Co al Shop ___ ____________

__ _____ Rue Chapaal_________________ LOO tona

5. Indo-China Coal Co.______

Ro ut e Do urne r-Ave nue Joffre li 50 tona ____1550 to n a

6. Tai Shing Yi Coal Shop ________________________

816 Route de Zikawei _________ 420 tona__ _____ 420. tona____

7. Hu Lieh Cheng Coal Shop______________________________ ._________________

________ 561 Rue Lafayette____________ ___________80 .tona 80 tone

_____ ____________________________Total on 4/10/37 i- 9700 tons

D. C.(Crime and Special Branch«») 7-

SISI
’ ' ’X~- „ ■ <•
ÎSaaHEHMâB«
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Possibility Of Coal 
Shortage. A gain Seca

It is( 
may be boosted 
however, unless

largest single 
of the Kailan

If Tension Continues
Shipments Of Coal Into City Fall Off 30 To 40 

Per Cent In Past Month; K.M.A 
Is Biggest Supplier

There has been no coal shortage in Shanghai due to 
the trouble in North China, but shipments from the north 
have been so curtailed that such a situation might presum
ably come about in another month if there is no change in 
the Sino-Japai|ese scene.

It was estimated yesterday that shipments of coal into 
this city have fallen off from 30 to 40 per cent during the 
past month. The stock on hand continues to be nearly 
normal, but since the city’s daily consumption is about 20,000 
tons this cannot go on indefinitely.

Prices have remained at the same levels, despite the fact 
that there have been no fixtures on shipping from the Tien
tsin area for over a month, 
indicated that they 
in the near future, 
a change occurs.

Fortunately the 
stock of coal, that 
mines, is sent here fiom Chinwang- 
tao and for the most part on for
eign-registered ships. Hence there 
has been no interruption at1 all of 
this source, which represents about 
30 per cent of Shanghai’s total con
sumption, or about 5,000,000 tons a 
year.

Other large amounts are sent

from Shantung via Tsingtao, and 
this is likewise operating unhamper
ed, That from the Tangku region, 
however, is currently almost nil.

With many spinning and weaving 
mills, silk filatures, large power, gas 
and water plants and other big in
dustrial units, Shanghai is natural
ly the greatest coal consumption 
center in the Far East and the dif- 
ficulàes in the north have caused 
anxiety over the possible shutting off 
cf these fields, which account for 
virtually all the city’s supply.
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FORM NO. 3 7-,., x,
g.4om.i.36 File No..............

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
8.1, Special._

REPORT AUgust 9, .1 3*7.
Date ^T................/.¿.i 9

Subiect Expected shortage of coal in Shanghai.
................................................................... .............................................................. .................. -.......................................   /........................ V........ ,

M.de ...........................Ford'd by......

Information from a reliable source is to the effect that 

in the event of continued hostilities in North China a serious 

scarcity of coal is expected in Shanghai. It is stated that 

even now supplies are running low and it is known that certain H 

firms have made enquiries with a view to ascertaining the 

possibilities of obtaining coal from places as far distant as g 

Canada and India.  .¿IF
-f

M.de


___ K 270a
K. 500-5-37.

CO
Ref. No. '

Form A z^~
7 s* r 5I 7 e 7

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

August 193 7

SUBJECT

The Conmissioner presents his compliment^s -to
Secretary, SJI.C.

and. begs bo forward herewith the following documents relative to the

subject referred to above

1 - Copy of a Tblioo report datod August 16, 1937.

3 .



f 4
CO

Section 1» S pedal Branch,
August 16, 1937.

Goal SitaftUM«

Th® local stock of eoal in possession of retail shops 
was estimated at about 50,000 tons on August 7« 20,000
tons of this amount was sold before August 15th, leaving 
approximately 30,000 tons, which is considered insufficient 
and will lead to a shortage.

165,000 tons is at present stored in Pootung but through 
lack of transportation cannot be brought to Shanghai.

The present price ranges from $20. to $30 per ton as 
against $17. to $25. per ton prior to August 15.

Certified true copy«



*1 A File No...........
* SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Section 1, Special Hr... Sjfa/ifit,
REPORT , . /

Date.. AUgUS.t..l6i....i9 37.
Subject.. . . . . ...coal..Si t.uat ion........................ ..... ........ ........ .................... .......

Made by........... and................................ Forwarded by.......•M.-.l»... Crawford

The local stock of coal in possession of retail shops 
was estimated at about 50,000 tons on August 7«___ 20,000_______ ■

-ions of this amount was sold before August 15th, leaving_______ -
approximately 30,000 tona, which is considered insufficient— 
and will lead to a shortage.* ■ * -----—-

_______ 165,000 tons is at present stored in Pootung but ______  
through lack of transportation cannot be brought to Shanghai«__

________ The present price ranges from S20 to $30 per ton_______ -
AS aS’ainS’t JS17 -HAT» nriAY* +.n AnoiicsT. l.A.



K. 500-5-37.
Form A
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Ref No.M< ’ 4

Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

August 7, 193 7

SUBJECT

The Commissioner presents his compliments to .

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred to above

1. Cory of a Ponce report dated August 1987
2 .

3.

4.

5 .



CS-6, Special Branch, 
August 6, 1957.

Situation on the local Coal Iferkot.

Th® situation on the local coal market remains 
norml at the present time. Holdings on Shanghai 
wharves, etc. on July 31, 1937 amounted to 256,000 
tons.

No difficulties have yet been experienced by 
Shanghai wholesalers and companies in moving the 
comodity from the mines in the North to Sten^iai via 
Chingwantao and Tientsin. More tonnage than usual, however, 
is passing through Chingmntao, which port Is being used 
by certain mining concerns in preference to Tientsin, in 
view of the ^resent political situation in that neighbour
hood.

Certain rumours now prevalent in Shanghai to the 
effect that the Kailan Mining Administration is in serious 

difficulties with regard to its present supply from its 
mines in the North, can be looked upon a# being entirely 
void of truth. Its supply from the North, if ai^thingi 
is above the normal import tonnage figures, and no shortage 
is expected by the concern in the near future. Neither 
does it expect any difficulty in shipping the oomwdity to 
Shanghai via northern ports under the oircuuatanoes pre* 
vailing there at present.

All local public utility concerns have large stocks of 
coal on hand and whilst arrangements have been mde to cope 
with tho situation in the event of shortages occurring, no 
apprehension is being felt by any of tho managements of 
the concerns in question..

Certified true copy.



* g. «’TW SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.;
! Dote „..G......... -..... ...........

GS-6, Spec ial Branch....... .......Station^ i

REPORT Date....^^.^ ’■..... ' 9^ *

,. * Situation on the local coal market. .........i, Subject............................................... ......................................................................

Made by.....................-............................  Forwarded by............................. -......

The situation on the local coal market remains normal at 

the present time. Holdings on Shanghai wharves, etc, on

July 31, 1957 amounted to 256,000 tons._____________________
No difficulties have yet been experienced by Shanghai 

wholesalers and companies in moving the commodity from the

mines in the North to Shanghai via Chingwantao and Tientsin._____
More tonnage than usual, however, is passing through Ching

wantao, which port is being used by certain mining concerns 

in preference to Tientsin, in view of the present political 

situation in that neighbourhood. 
Certain rumours now prevalent in Shanghai to the effect 

that the Kailan Mining Administration is in serious difficulties 

with regard to its present supply from its mines in the North 

can be looked upon as being entirely void of truth. Its 

supply from the North, if anything, is above the normal 

import tonnage figures, and no shortage is expected by the 

concern in the near future. Neither does it expect any 

difficulty in shipping the commodity to Shanghai via northern 

ports under the circumstances prevailing there at present.

All local public utility concerns have large stocks of

coal on hand and whilst arrangements have been made to cope 

with the situation in the event of shortages occuning, no 

apprehension is being felt by any of the managements of the

concerns in question.
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Where Will Shanghai Get Its Coal When Japan 
Starts War in the North ?

T
HE possibility of a coal shortage worries 

Shanghai industrialists. If you don’t be
lieve it, just ask them.

The problem of securing an adequate supply 
of coal for industrial projects in Shanghai has < 
always been a tough one, and now that the situa- i 
tion in North China has become critical the pos
sibility of a curtailment of supplies coming from 
that region is bringing beads of perspiration to 
the brows of foreign and Chinese industrial lead
ers an Shanghai. Here’s how:

Shanghai, the largest industrial and com
mercial city in China, used about three million 
tons of coal in 1935. Shanghai factories consume 
about 20,000 tons of coal each day, the most im
portant users being cotton spinning and weaving 
mills, briquet factories, silk filature plants, paper 
mills, power plants and water works.

For many years the chief sources of the 
coal used in Shanghai has been North China, the 
Manchurian provinces and Japan, but as Japan 
has become more and more industrialized her 
demands on the supplies of coal available in the 
Far East have become greater and greater and her 
exports of coal to China are decreasing while her 
imports from Manchukuo and North China are in
creasing. Until 1933 much Mdnchurian coaJ came 
to Shanghai, but since then, the high duty ($4.60 
per ton) has made the use of Manchurian coal 
almost prohibitive and has stimulated the pro
duction of Chinese mines.

At least 40 per cent of the coal used in 
Shanghai comes from the Kailan, mines in the 
East Hopei Zone. The mines there have the 
largest annual production of any of the mines in 
Chinai (about five million tons per year), the 
mining cost is only $2.20 per ton, and the trans
portation costs are small because the coal can be 
sent by short railroad haul to Chinwangtao where 
it can be shipped by steamer to Shanghai The 
long water haul reduces transportation costs con
siderably.

Second as a source of coal for Shanghai are 
the mines in Shantung, which ship coal to Tsing- 
tao and from there by water to Shanghai. These 
mines, as well as the Kailan collieries, are now 
each shipping about a million tons of coal to Ja
pan every year.

These two regions supply the bulk of the 
coal used in Shanghai (about 60 per cent), and for 
this reason the recent aberrations in the North 
have caused industrialists to fear the possibilities 
in the situauQ/i.

What can Shanghai do to get the coal it 
needs? Well, some coal, mostly anthracite, is 
being imported from Indo-China, but the total is 

not very great. Attempts were made to find an | 
adequate supply of coal in Australia, but the | 
transportation costs were prohibitive. The best I 
source of supply for coal is still within China it
self, but here again, transportation costs have f 
raised the price of coal from its original reason- j 
able level to an almost prohibitive sum. Never- 1 
theless, even conservative estimates place China ■ 
among the leaders of those countries having ex- | 
cellent supplies of coal. Unfortunately China’s | 
supplies have not been developed, and probably | 
will not be developed until better transportation | 
facilities make the coal available at a reasonable g 
rate to the industrial centers.

The average production cost of Chinese I 1 
mines is $3.80 per ton, while the production cost I 
of the Japanese mines is around $4 per ton. I 1 
Nevertheless, the fact that Japanese coal was | 
shipped by the relatively inexpensive water route, | 
and Chinese coal came over the fairly expensive | 
railroad route, has given Japanese coal the pre- | 
ference in many cases.

Owing to political disturbances, Chinese rail- \ 
roads have frequently been interrupted during | 
the last decade, and many times have been prac- f 
tically destroyed. Furthermore, during times of j | 
disturbance, coal cars are frequently conscripted 1 
for the transportation of troops (as Shanghai in- 1 
dustrialists discovered during the Sian crisis). I | 
Other aspects of the problem, such as taxes, must I | 
also be taken into consideration. Foreign owned | J 
mines have been subjected to lower and more I 
uniform taxes than have the Chinese owned 1 
mines. For instance, the Kailan mines pay a tax I 
of only 15 cents per1 ton, while the taxes on Chin- | 
ese owned mines are frequently many times that I I 
figure. Thus, the high costs of transportation j 1 
inland, the frequency of disturbances, the high | | 
taxation, and in some cases mismanagement, in- I 1 
sufficient capital, and labour troubles have played 
their part in keeping Chinese owned mines in an ■ 
undeveloped state.

The Kailan mines in East Hopei, originally 
organized by Herbert Hoover, still have the ad
vantage on the Shanghai market, for the produc
tion cost is small ($2.20 per ton), the transporta
tion cost is low, and Kailan has the largest pro- { 
duction of any mines in China. During 1935 
the Kailan collieries marketed their products in f 
the following districts (production has increased | j 
somewhat since then):

Japan and Korea ..................
North China ..................
Central China ......................
South China ...........................
Other places ............ *.

tons516,000 

1,477,000 

1,292,000

217,000

826,000
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As as illustration of the large amount of 
coal coming to Shanghai from areas that would 
be seriously affected in case of trouble in the 
north, the following table lists the sources of coal
for Shanghai in 1935:

Kailan ................. |................. 1,022,600 tons
Ghunghsing Shantung) .......... 397,500 ”
Shantung (other mines) ........ 540,000 ”
Shansi ......................................... 160,000 ”
Other collieries in China ........ 385,600 ”
French Indo-China ................ 112,800 ”
Japan ....................................... 164,700 ”
Fushun (Manchuria) .............. 135,600 ”
Shansi is considered the Saar of China, but 

the mines there have not been developed because 
the long rail haul from Shansi to the coast would 
make the coal too expensive. Most of the coal 
that is produced in Shansi is consumed locally, 
largely because railroad freight costs from Shansi 
to Shanghai are more than $8 per ton.

In Anhwei the mines* are more developed, 
some of the coal being sent to Shanghai and Ja
pan, but the transportation costs still tend to re
duce the market. Mines in Honan have a con
siderable production, despite the high cost of 
mining, but only a small percentage of the out
put finds its way to the Shanghai market, the 
rest being used locally or being sent to Hankow. 
Kiangsi, Hunan, Kiangsu and Chekiang also have 
large deposits, but the mines which are operating 
in those regions sell the production, for the most 
part, to local consumers.

Generally speaking, the coal production in 
China, and the chief coal consumption for that i 
matter, is in the hands of foreign interests, i 
Eighty per cent of the coal used in Shanghai I 
comes from foreign owned mines, from mines I 
containing Chinese capital but controlled by I 
foreigners, or from abroad. Shanghai and the | 
Yangtse Valley get cogl from the Kailan (British I 
controlled) mines and from Japan and Chefoo. I 
The Kwangtung area absorbs mainly the anthr- | 
acite from French Indo-China. And these two I 
regions are the two main coal using regions in ! 
China.

Thus, Shanghai industrialists are worried [ 
for the following reasons:
1. Most of the coal used in Shanghai comes from North 

China or Japan.
2. Japan’s industrialization has called for a greater and 

greater supply of coal from China.
3. Chinese mines have been poor sources of coal in the i 

past because of the high transportation costs.
4. Even if Chinese coal would become available to the • 

Shanghai market, any serious disturbances in the North 
would seriously cut down transportation since coal cars 
arc generally conscripted during times of trouble for 
the movement of troops.

5. Transportation or production costs make all other Chinese 
or imported coal too expensive to be used in Shanghai. 
And what is more important, even in ordinary times 
shipments of coal from the interior are so uncertain 
that consumers in Shanghai do not like to depend on 
the Chinese mines for their regular coal supplies.

Francis W. Gapp
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Ref. No.

f“.......
f Form A

I SHANGHAI MuiäxJi! M ?

Lßorf. wP/.r. 7Xt.. :
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Headquarters,

Shanghai Municipal Police,

July 30, 193 7»

SUBJECT

SITUATION ON THE LOCAL GOAL MARKS?

The Commissioner present-s his compllment-s t.o S.M»0

and begs to forward herewith the following documents relative to the 

subject referred bo above

1- Copy of a Police report dated July 29, 1937
2.

3 .

4.

5 .

csy/



Special Branch.

July 89, 1937

SITUATION ON THE LOCAL COAL MABCTT

According to enquiries made during the pest week, 

the amount of coal on hand in Shanghai at the moment is 

approximately 250,000 tons, which is almost the normal 

amount of holdings on wharves, in godowns and sidings, etc. 

This figure is the approximate amount of coal used in 

Shanghai for one month.

Quantities of coal have arrived from the North during 

the last few days and at present the situation is normal, 

or nearly so, but in view of the fact that the greater 

part of the coal used in Shanghai emanates from Shansi 

and other north-western provinces, and bearing in mind 

that practically all of it arrives in Shanghai via Tientsin 

and Ghingwantao, the future situation in Shanghai in 

regard to Imports is entirely dependent on the trend of 

events between the Chinese and Japanese warring factions 

in the north* It is felt, however, by local importers

and dealers, that should the northern ports be closed in

sofar as exports are concerned, sufficient amounts of 

coal can be brought down the Yangtze and up from Haiphong, 

to moot local demands, but in thia event prices would 

naturally rise, since transportation would be more expensive, 

further the commodity would be of "far inferior quality*

During the last week one or two of the larger local 

retailers have increased their average tonnage prices fkem 

|1.50 to $8.50, but taking all dealers as a whole, there 

is as yet no increase.



( 2 )

It is of interest to note that the Shanghai Power Company 

the largest user of ooal locally, has made arrangements for 

the eon-version of all their plants from ooal burners to 

oil burners in the event of there being a drastic shortage 

of ooal on the Shanghai market.

Touoh will be maintained with local dealers, importers, 

retailors and wholesale merchants, and as soon as there 

is any indication of a shortage occurring on the Shanghai 

market, a further report will be submitted.

CERTIFIED TRUE COPY.

CHY/



According to enquiries made during the past week,

the amount of coal on hand in Shanghai at the moment is

hanghai for one month.

or nearly so, but in view of the fact that the greater

and other north-western provinces, and bearing in mind

regard to imports is entirely dependent on the trend of

events between the Chinese and Japanese warring factions

It is felt, however, by local importers

sofar as exports are concerned, sufficient amounts of

During the last week one or two of the larger local

amount of holdings on wharves, in godowns and sidings,etc

that practically all of arrives in Shanghai via Tientsin

and dealers, that should the northern ports be closed in-

and Chingwantao, the future situation in Shanghai in

Date.......July.. 29.»..... zp 37

Ü pecial Branch - CS6.... Station,

REPORT

„ ... D.3. Pitts
borwarded by...................................

b'de No 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

Quantities of coal have arriie^d from the North during 

the last few days and at present the situation is normal

G 45M-V

Subject....... Situation on the local coal market

Made by.... ^nd

»□proximately 250,000 tons, which is almost the normal

This figure is the approximate amount of coal used in 

part of the coal used in Shanghai emanates from Shansi

in the north

j&$al can be brought down the Yangtze and up from Haiphong 

o meet local demands, but in this event prices would

naturally rise, since transportation would be more expensive;

further the commodity would be of far inferior quality 

retailers have increased their average tonnage prices from 

$1.BO to $2.50, but taking all dealers as a whole, there

is as yet no increase
It is of interest to note that the Shanghai ?ower Company

the largest user of coal locally, has made arrangements Cor 

the conversion of all their olants from coal burners to



F File No...
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

REPORT Date
....... Station^

................L9

Made by......
■ ........................................................... .borwarded by...................................................................... ........................

___ oil burners in the event of there being a drastic shortage 
of coal on the Shanghai market.

 Touch will be maintained with local dealers, importers, 
retailers and wholesale merchants, and as soon as there 
is any indication of a shortage occurring on the Shanghai 

market, a further report will be submitted.



File No.
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S*l, Special... Branch,
REPORT ...

D«^..X?e.9ember .23^^^36.
SXP.®c.Ve4...shprtajge of Coal.in...Shanghai

Subject—-"'

■p , S •.!.» C9,yPe..... .........Forwarded by.
Made by-""

With reference to the report that a shortage of

coal is expected in Shanghai, I have to report that the 
Kailan Mining Administration are unable to state at present 

whether they will be able to obtain their usual supply from 

North China, owing to the present tense situation. Under 
the circumstances that firm is not prepared to make any 

statement which might have an effect on the price of

forward sales._ ____________ _________________
The rumoured shortage has already sent up the 

price of coal and Mr. Amano of the Mitsui Bussan Kaisha 

states that at the existing price his firm will be able 

to supply all local demands from Japanese and Manchurian 

sources. This supply can be maintained as long as the 

price on the local market is high enough to co7®1* lmP°rt - 

duties.___________________________ __________ ___________________
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FM. 2
G. 40M-9-MÌ File No.

w SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

8.1, Spe Q.ia.lJBranqh
REPORT

Date......De C,___ ,... / p 36 •
Subject................... .....Situation illical joal. jajket,..................................
.........................        A

Ma^ h........D. S, Pj 11 8..........  Forwarded by.......^.1!. *

The_1ocal coal situation does not appear to be any

easier than when last reported on, on December 18, 1936.____ _

__________ Mentioned in my last report were the figures of_____ 
20,000 tons as being the total holdings of coal on hand in 

Shanghai. This figure is apt to be misleading, as further 
enquiries have shown, but the following lines will clarify 

this point. The various grades and types of coal are X
O divided into two classes t- contract coal and free coal.______

The former expression denotes coal for which contracts were

ndered by the various coal concerns and accepted some________
months ago for the ensuing winter season at a fixed contract 

price per ton.___ Contract coal is supplied to all public
utility concerns, manufacturing plants in the eastern,
northern and western districts, all hotels, apartment houses
and the majority of larger office-buildings

Free coal is that which is supplied to the man in «
street who buys direct from the retailer

Naturally enough, with the output of power, electri- I

5$ffij&tty, gas, water, plant power, etc, etc., to mention but a 

X'few points, contract coal very greatly exceeds in tonnage
the amount of free coal used in Shanghai. The figure of 

20,000 tons given in the previous report, therefore, represents 
the approximate amount of free coal now in Shanghai.

The total amount of coal - contract and free - on hand

in Shanghai on December 1, 1936, was 284,000 tons. Since

that time, minute quantities have arrived from the north, 

whilst increasing amounts of an inferior grade from the 
south have been landed here. In order to cope with the 

situation, however, the coal companies have been bringing---------



SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.................................. Stationy
REPORT 

Date.19

Forwarded by...........................................................................................

_____  - 2 -_________________  
quantities of coal from Japan in order to fulfil the_______

obligations of their contracts. More Japanese coal is 

likely to be imported in the near future for contract_________

----purposes« inspite of the fact that Japanese production is_____  
___low.________________________________________________ _________  
____________ Numerous persons interested in various ways in_______  

the coal trade have been interviewed and all have definitely 
stated that the whole trouble can be summed up in a few 

__ words t- "Lack of transportation to move the commodity to 

___the pier heads.*______________________________________ ________  
Of course, sight must not be lost of the fact that 

taking advantage of the situation, certain bankers and coal 

mine owners have taken the opportunity of cornering the 

market in an attempt to force up the price of free doal.  

There is little doubt that retailers are desirous of___ ___
obtaining more free coal for they all complain of the fact 

that there is very little on hand and they can now make good 

money on euch stocks,__________________________________________ _
_________In short it is not the large contract coal consignees 

who are going to suffer, if anyone is to suffer, for their_

stocks will take priority over free coal, but the main in the 
street is the person who will have to dig deep in his pocket 

to make good the losses of the coal concerns.__________________
The total stocks - contract and free - in Shanghai 

to-day are about 180,000 tons, or sufficient, should no 

further imports be available, to last for not quite three 

weeks. In this connection, however, it is quite openly_____

said on the local market that the future importation of________
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_ Japanese coal will alleviate any serious or acute shortage___

__of contract coal.___ _ 
According to reliable information coal will remain_

— very expensive up till March or Aprilt fog even should the

—present hostilities in Suiyuan and Sian cease very shortly«
. great difficulties will ensue for a lengthy period before

 the rolling stock which has been employed for the use of the

__ Chinese Government troops can be put into operation again.
_ Unconfirmed information states that whilst the

present situation is a direct result of the Suiyuan impasse
certain Japanese interests have taken advantage of the state 
of affairs to bring in increasing quantities of Japanese coal

to the embarrassment of dealers here

D.C. (Special Branch)
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REPORT
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_ a/ith référénee to the attached report dated October 6

1956 relative to the situation on the local coal market» conditions
have since changed considerably with the result that there is 

now a definite shortage of coal in Shanghai which has necessitated

an increase in prices of the commodity
This situation has been primarily brought about by the

present warfare in Suiyuan as a result of which the Chinese

Government has been compelled to commandeer railway trucks and g
wagons for the purpose of transporting troops and war materials

to the zone of operations, a series of moves which have depleted I
the rolling-stock of numerous concerns engaged in the mining of

coal and its transportation to such an extent that is now imposs

D.C» (Special Branch)

ible to bring coal to the various ports on the coast or on the
Yangtsze for transfer to ships en route to Shanghai In addition I
it is believed that the warlike activities now taking place in

Sian may result in still further shortages of coal in the near |||

/future._____________________________ ______________________________
' ; -taost of Shanghaifs supply of coal emanates from Shansi ' 

■■hncl other nofrth-western provinces, and that the present Shansi 

impasse is thought to be having grave consequences in the local 

coal market is the concensus of opinion among dealers here.

________ During the last few days the retail prices on all grades 
of coal have increased from $3 to $>8 per ton, and according to 

various sources the total holdings of coal on hand in the local 

wharves does not exceed 20,000 tons

This office will maintain touch with the local market and 
a further report vzill be submitted on the prevailing situation 
in a few days
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___________ Discreet enquiries made from various sources and.__ | 

in spheres affecting importers» brokers, dealers, sellers_______  |

and large buyers, have made it quite manifest that no 

shortage of coal, with the resultant skyrocketing of prices,■ 

is expected on the local market during the coming months.

There is no likelihood of the Japanese attempting_______

to corner the market for the very simple reason that they________ f|

cannot bring enough coal into Shanghai from Shantung (Japanese .... Illi 
owned and controlled mines) to satisfy this city*s require- ||| 

me nt a, and even if they could, they would be acting in a ¿jS 

manner inimical to their own interests, insofar that their______
s 

own national needs would suffer. The importing of coal

from Japan is almost out of the question, as a duty a 1)4,50 

per ton is levied on all foreign coal entering this port,   

(N.B. Japanese Shantung coal is not considered as foreign.)
g 

__________Tonnage production figures in the Shantung, Hopei,
H

Honan, Shansi, Anhwei, and Kiangsu coal-mining areas have a 

been slightly above normal for the last six months, whilst 

the average monthly tonnage imported into Shanghai from all 

sources has been 250,000 to 275,000 - again slightly above 

the normal figures.. |< 

______ jfairly large stocks are on hand locally, whilst _____ f 

the fact that the Chinese Government has, until three months____
1 , 

ago, been accumulating huge coal reserves for the rolling

stock of its various railways, can be looked upon as a more______ g

or less annual practice. | 

___ ________ The principal, combines in Shanghai with their monthly | 

import figures in thousands of tons are as follows:-._______g

-(1) Kalian Mining Administration 90/100__ - S
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Date.................................19
feet

(2) Chung Shing_____________________:____________IB 1

______ (3) Mitsui Bissen Kaisha )70__________

Po shin_____I_______________ I

__ ___  (4 ) Nee Tai Shing_________ )_____

___________Hwatung___________J_____ 1_________ :--------------- 35-------------------

Ta Ting. Pao Chi------------ )------------------------------------------------------— j

______ (5) North China Coal Co. )___________________ 12_________________ a
J s

___________Racine & Co.(Brokers) )_________________ __________________ ___ _ 

______ Q-f* thaaft noncernB, the Japanese have_ intere sts in . (2)....... ' I 

and. (3).;-

______ The concensus of opinion in local circles is that the______

current rumours regarding a possible shortage of coal during 

the coming months is merely a seasonal canard, brought about
£-------- '-----------------------------‘:------- =--------

by certain Chinese dealers, who having large stocks on hand, 

spread these rumours in order to create an artificial market 

hy selling forward their own surplus commodity, 

sOfficer i/c Special Branch.



“APPEN-ÜIX"

The 
in China and 
greater part

following is » list of the larger collieries 
Manchukuo, from which Shanghai receives the 
of Its coal«-

(1) Larger collieries operated with Chinese capital

fr.9J2P9S. Marne of Company, or. Colliery. Capital.

Kiangsu. Hwatung Co. $1,200,000,
Chekiang. Changhsin Co. 6,300,000,
Anhwei. Lih-Shan Co. 1,000,000,■ Sul-tung Colliery. 1,090,000.N Hwai-nan Colliery. 1,400,000.
Shantung. Chung-Hsing Co. 7,500,000«N Yo-sun Colliery. 1,300,000.
Hopei* Cheng-fong co. 6,600,000«

Ye-lih Co. 3,000,000.H Liu-kiang Co. 1,440,000.II Chang-chen Co. 1,500,000«• Ling-chen Colliery. 3,500,000.M Chai-tang Co. 5,591,000.
Honan. Llu-Ho-Kbu Co. 3,000,000.

Tsi-teong Colliery. 2,000,000«
Shansi« Po-ching Co. 2,863,641.n Tsin-peh Colliery. 1,000,000«

N Tungpao Colliery. 3,000,000«
Kiangai. Pinghsiang Colliery. 12,000,000.

N Po-loh Co. 2,700,000«
Kwangtung« ku-kok Co. 1,000,000«
Liaoning. Si-an Colliery. 1,460,000«

Pah-dor-hou Colliery. 1,000,000.w Ku-chow-wan Colliery. 2,500,000«
• Yu-tung Colliery. 1,000,000.1 II Hei-tse-shan Colliery. 1,500,000.

1 Heilungkiang« Ho-kiang Colliery. 3,115,575.
Jehol« Pei-Piao Co. 5,000,000.

(2) frftrzflr collieries .opsrated with Chinese and foreign 
GAB11UÜ»*“

Sino-Japanese Lu-tah Co., Shantung. $2,500,000. 
Po-tung Co., Shantung. 1,500,000. 
Wha-wu Colliery, Shantung. 1,250,000. 
Shao-hwa Colliery, Shantung. 1,000,000. 
Pinchihu Co., Liaoning. 7,000,000. 
Chinkou Colliery, Liaoning. 1,330,000. 
Han-chang Cooliery,Liaoning. 1,000,000. 
Chins! Colliery, Liaoning. 4,000,000. 
Tah-hsin Colliery, Jehol. 1,500,000. 
Tah-yao-kou Colliery»Liaoning. 3,000,000.

Sima-British Kalian Mining Administration
Hopei.

Mentoukou Colliery, Hopei.
Cheng-fu Corporation, Honan.

«25,000,000.
2,800,000.
3,300,000.

Sino-Gterman 
Sino-Russian

Japanese
Interests

Chin-hsing Colliery, Hopeh. 
Mo-ling Colliery, Kirin. 
Tsalannar Colliery, Heilung

kiang.

kushun and Yentai Collieries, 
Mukden.

4,500,000.
5,000,000.

12,000,000 rub.

20,000,000 yen.
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Labour Dis uu te, pt tbs S.’hC. P.W.D, Depot» Shunt eh Rd»

At 6.Hba,m. 18-2-T7, ° telephone message wss received 

fro« P.W.D. Inspector Holt, ettsched to the Shunteh Road 

Depot requesting the services of a Police Officer» s/l. 

Duncan attended, anti ascertained from Mr» Holt» that word 

had been received from a P.W.D. coolie stanched to the 

Sawgin Road Depot, of impending trouble between the P.W.D. 

Highways cmd Sewerage coolies. No trouble however, had so
1 

far taken ol<->ce, and at Mr. Holt’s request no Police were 

posted at the Depot.

At a^nroximal ely iPnoon Mr, Holt attended this Station, 

and reported that a number of ooolies had entered his

Depot office, «nd requested Police assistance to have these
I 

coolies arrested «nd detained, Inspt, Crawford, and the
I 

undersigned with C.D.3. 19 immediately attended, and found 

Police already In attendance, on arrival.

The undermentioned coolie representatives of various 

P.W.D. Depot Hlghwavs coolies, were also present in Mr. 

Holt's office.
1. Lee Ching Chuen (J-J,*?“ ), awed 36, Kompo, Highway 

coolie, residing at a straw hut, Hung Tsung, O.O.L.

P. Wong Hwang msai ), aged P5, Nanking, Highway
coolie, residing No. 407 Ytalln Road,

(Roth Representing the P.W.D. Sswgin Road Depot)
3. Liu W Wen aged 43, Fompo, Highway coolie,

residing 17 Wei Tung T 1, Ping An Road, O.O.L. 
representing the Antung Road P.W.D. Depot,

4. Shee Chiu Loong 43, Kompo, Highway
coolie, residing straw hut, Chei Mel Road, O.O.L. 
representing the Tong An Road D.W.D. Depot.
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REPORT (2)
Date.....Feb. 2nd... l9 yi.

Subject P.t W.D • Strike. .81 tua tip n Gor d on. Road.. J ‘alice Dis tri ct

Nlade by Road ......Forwarded by.

Further to report No. 1 on thia subject it la farther

explained that

(1) The 60 workers employed on Haisihong Road are in two gangn__

and are engaged in sewerage conatraction.

(2) The gang ox’ workers shown as employed on Yenping Rand are____

actually working on x>oad Construction on Connaug t Road_______

_____ at__yenping utoad corner.__ The nun.oar of workers in this_______  

______gang according to information given 2/2/37 is ______________  

(They are from Brennan Road Depot)._________________________

Uniform Police have been posted in the vicinity of the 

above gangs nd no untoward incidents have taken place.

Your f)bad1 ant Sarvnnt
______________________________________ I am, dir
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. ... D. //^'^

Misc. No .19/37. Gordon Road.-^Station^
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Subject P. ‘¿’»h. Strike r1 t.uation Gordon Road lolice District......................................
--------------------------   ... iZZZZ.              zZ - - /-Z 

Made by............ u . 3 , I.Read.....................Forwarded by....................... '

3ir, ______________________

¿inquiries have been made since the commencement

of the present unrest* at the liarkhan & Gordon Road P.U’.D.

Depots by C.D.3.202» These deots are not concerned with road 

construction and at present are not involved nor according 

____to enquiries* is any trouble anticipated. 

_Road gangs are at work at two points in this 

district.___

Jt> About 60 workers employed on Haiphong Road.

2» About 10 workers employed on Yenping Road.

enquiries made by 0.D.0.293 at noon and again at

4.30 p.m. 1/2/37, re veals that the full complement are working

with the exception of g nen who left work on Haiphong Road

I__ following the visit of another person at about 8.30 a»m.

___ l/^37.lndiqationaare that the remaining coolies will con- 

tinue tpzork as long as they are not subject to intimidation.
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REPORT No. 2. ¿th March /|g rp ^7,^7

Subject Meeting of 1J»W.D. Hoad Coolies. ■....._—_--------

Made by......JD«.SU.....SUlgldS. .Forwarded by

Sir,_ ____________________________________________

______ At 7 p,m, on the 8-3-37, it was learned that the meeting, 
as mentioned in ..isc.83/3 was about to take place at No. 8/351

KI ¿in Hoad, C. Q.S. 22 was therefore detailed to attena and on

h i 8 ra 1llth .at 7.50p«.i., 1t-as learnea tnat a meeting took place , 
between 7.20 p.m. and 7.40 p.m. ana took the form of a lecture 

jjresiaed over by one named Zung Cneu jPoong ) who |)ointed
out the stupidity of causing trouble over s?all affairs, stating 

that if tne coolies uid t,aeir.jgork properly, and anything of— 
importance arose in the future_Mr,—Yu—Ya Ching could be_relied—

upon to take tae matter up on thej.r behalf«--------- -—_________ ;----------

The meeting was attended by 34 coolies who afterwards left

in an orderly ¡anner.------- - ------------------------------------------------—

I am,_ !*i r,_______

Your’ ohe.Hpnt—servant,—

• D. S. I.

D.B.Q. *C*. Mv.-----------------------—

Officer i/c.
Special Branch.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

west.Hpn?kew.....station,

REPORT D^...March..8th,....i9 37

Subject Road COOlie8,

Made by .■&*.§.*.I.*...i?hi.®is,............... Forwarded '■■■

Sir, I

At 8 a.m. on the 8-3-37, S.p.C. 662 brought to the

Station a male Chinese named ong Sung Zai )» M/

p.W.D, coolie, No. 296, native of Nanking residing 407 

Jansen Road, whom he had arrested on Haining Road near the 

station gate whilst conversing with other P.W.D. coolies, it 

being thought by the b.p.C. that the accused was trying to 

incite the other coolies to strike, he having heard the words 

Boo Koong (2- ) used by the accused.

_______enquiries were made by C.P.S. 69 and the undersigned,
I 

who on questioning the accused learned that approximately________ I

one week previously the accused together with two other ’ 

coolies handed their badges to Mr. Yu Ya Ching as samples, 

the coolies having made a request to that gentlemen that the 

badges of sewerage coolies be distinct from those of Road 

coolies, since that time up to Saturday morning 6-3-37 the 

coolies had been refused work owing to them having no badge. 

At 3 p.m. on the 6-3-37 the accused recovered his bage from ---------------------------------------------------------------- £------------------------ ---- j 
Mr. Yu Ya Ching and reported for work at the Dixwel1 Road 

Depot at 6.30 a.m, this inst but did not fall in with the 

other coolies as he wanted to report back for duty personally 

to the Foreign Inspector (Mr. Weidman). As he had not fallen 

in with the remainder Mr. Weidman refused to give him employ- 

ment, but later recanted and said that the accused could start 

work at 9 a.m. but would lose a quarter of a days pay, the 

accused not being satisfied with Mr. Weidman offer, borrowed 

a bicycle and proceeded to his Union Headquarters at No.

8/351 Bigin Road where he was advised to return to his work t 

and the matter would be taken up with the p.W.D. commissioner
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and also Mr. Yu Ya Ching. On leaving his Union Headquarters 

the accused, owing to Jlgin Hoad being blocked with ordure 

carts, market produce etc, decided to return via Cunningham 
Road and Haining Road and whilst passing a number of coolies 
working on Haining Road was hailed by them asking, what had 

happened since he had got his badge back, he alighted from 

his bycle and started to explain, when he was arrested by the
I 

S.P.C..
- 1 ' ' ...................' ■ ' J - II - ~ ■ ■■■■■.■■ I — ■ , . ■ ' — ■   , h.  ■■ „ , ;    

inquiries were then made amongst the coolies working on

Haining Road approximately 12 in number, all of whom sub-_______  |
* I

stantiated the accuseds* statement. |

it 8.30 a.m» a further two coolies named Vong Yuen Sung
( ± ) coolie No. 107 and Zu Yoong San ), 
coolie No. 275 were arrested, whilst loitering round the 
station gate, they on being questioned corroborated the 

accused’s statement up to the time he left the P.W.D. Depot, 
and further explained how after the accused left the Depot all 
the coolies loitered around until advised to proceed to 

their work by a union representative, after leaving for their 

work at Sawgin Road the two latter named hearing of ..ong Hung 
2ai*s arrest came to the station out of curiduslty and were i 

arrested whilst loitering near the Station gate.
During the morning the following p.W.D. representatives, 

Mr. Law Sewerage Hnginfer, Mr. ¿jyken and Mr. Weidman attended 
this station. Mr. Weidman when questioned stated as follows, 

*~that when the coolie Wong Zung Zai failed to fall into line_____
he refused him work whereupon the coolie demanded to know the 

reason for this as he now had his badge, Mr, Weidman then______
telephoned to Mr. Affken his immediate superior and asked for
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instructlone> the latter gave orders that the coolie could 

be started at 9 a*nu but that he would lose a quarter day’s

pay, this message was communicated to the coolie who however

did not approve and stated that if he got no work the other 

coolies would not work, this was alleged to be said in the

hearing of the other coolies and of the Police, the coolie

then left the premises and Mr, Weidman saw him together with
and---------------------------------------- —-------------

coolie No, 45 throw up thtir arms/call to the coolies outside

Vah lau Tseu whereupon they replied Hau ( ).

and moved off but did not commence work.

_______ Inspector Tabrum was communicated with and given Mr.

Weidman*s story he replied that the above was not correct and

that he together with his staff (Chinese and Foreign)

were present and at no time did the the

others to come on strike furthermore that when tie coolie 269

left the premises Mr. Weidman remained inside and could not

possibly see what the coolie did when he got outside.

The above was communicated to ’O’ and on his

instructions the coolies were released.

At 5.20 p.m. Inspector Eva and party together with D.3.

Laurier of S.l visited the premises of the P.W.D. Road

Construction Coolies Union at 8/351 Elgin Hoad and instructed

the Representatives that all activities must cease immediately

ana the union premises closed within the next two days other-

wise action would be taken also that the meeting scheduled to

take place this evening should be cance11ed•

________ The representative replied that the above instructions

would be carried out»____________________ ______________________

One letter was received from the P^D* Road Construction
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Coolies* Union asking for the release of the coollee arrested 
same was taken to 3. 1 by D.S. Henchman. second letter

was received from the Shanghai Municipality 1st Special

District Citizens federation with similar content s, this
to

letter was also sent/S.l.

I aa, Jir,
----------- Your obedient servant, 

------------------------------ __________—z;: z_

______________________________ ____________ D, S. I,______________

D.D.O.’C’ Division. 

Officer 1/c.
.Special Branch.



Shanghai Municipality 1st 
Special District Citizens* 
federation.
Address:- In the Shanghai 
Municipality Chinese Chamber 
of Commerce, Honan Road 
Bridge.

8th March 1937.

West Hongkew Police Station.

Sir,

We beg to inform you that a letter has been received from 

the S.M.C. Road Construction Coolies Mutual Aid Association, 

stating that a foreigner named Weidman of the Dixwell Road 

Depot was oppressive to the road coolies, which caused all the 

coolies to get angry and commenced a go-slow strike.

A representative was detailed by the above mentioned 

Association to persuade the coolies to resume work pending a 

settlement. After being pursuaded, all the coolies resumed 

work, but 3 road coolies named Wong Saung ¿ai et al who were 

sent from the above Association, were arrested by West Hongkew 

Police Station. By doing so all the road coolies became 

afraid.

As the Road Construction coolies Mutual Aid Association 

wish to avoid an extended strike, we are hereby requested by 

them to ask you for the release of the arrested coolies in order 

to appease the road coolies.

As the coolies are living in a poor condition, please 

release them immediately.

Chopped:- Shanghai Municipality 1st 
Special District Citizens* 
federation.
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Det
27/1/37.

REPORT

Mi sc. File No...^./^
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

West Hongkew statin, 77^8/-*
J>8 / ¿y

D<j/<?27-th. .January. rpS?.

Proposed meeting to be held in the ChineseLCna>w^ of Coerce.
Subject

Tne meeting which was to be held in the Chinese Chamber 
of Co'nmerce, North Soochow Road at 3 p.m. 27/1/37 by the 1st

Special District Citizens1 federation on behnIf of P.'T.D, rnnri 
coolies will now be held in Chapel at 6 p.'T. 27/1/37,_____

Zung Chiu foong ) is representing t/ie coolie

lio untoward incident occurred

xour obedient servant

Spec lai Branch.



P.I.R. 161/37 Bhy<ii
2/2/37.

At 10.20a.m. 2/2/37 f.P.S. 57 Snuggs orought to 

Bubbling Well Station a former P.’J.D. casual labourer named 

Liang Kyi Koh (4£- if] ) Taichow, age 34, living in Chapel, 

whom he arrested at 10.05a.m. on Groat Western Road near 

Tifeng Road. At that time Liang Kyi Koh was one of a crowd 

of 7 or 3 coolies who had ordered some p.S.B. roadworkers to 

cease work.

Wong Ah Li (X P. W.D. foreman No.153, employed

on the site mentioned, stated that he could not identify Liang 

Kyi Koh as one ef the crowd who ordered his coolies to stop 

work. He denied that any threats had been used to Intimidate 

the workers. (

In the pocket of Liang Kyi Koh was found a manifest 

of the SJi.C. Roadworkers Mutual Aid Association. A translation 

is attached.

The 3.M.<*•/*•*•£• when asked stated that they did not 

wish to press a charge against the accused. Ch the instructions 

of Mr. R. V. Yorke D.0.*B* Liang Kyi Koh was later released.

Copy to Special BranOh*

Sen.uWt • 1/c.

D.D.0.*B*.

/



MANIFEST ?RQI TH.Ü S«M«C« ROADWORK COOL13d MUTUAL AID ASSOCIATION

■Ve, the roadwork coolies, having "been working for the 
S«M«C« for tens of years hard labour in making roads day and night, 
which brings the present prosperity in Shanghai, are now curtailied 
altogether« As the Council is persistent in its desire, we are 
compelled to form a strong organisation to decidedly oppose the 
Council's unreasonable suppression, and to solicit for public 
support.

According to the Council's excuse, it is a retrenchment 
measure, but in fact the wages paid to the thousands of coolies 
are far less than the wages paid to ten of the high ranked foreign 
officials« If it actually was for the sake of retrenchment, the 
wages of the high foreign officials should be reduced, and it 
would not be necessary to trouble the lowly paid Chinese coolies, 
rendering them jobless to Increase the uneasiness of the public« 
This is the first point.

Secondly, speaking for the roadwork, the highways are 
being gradually extended and widened. The traffic is increasing 
and they ere more busy. Roadwork is more busy, which necessitates 
in engaging more road coolies.

Thirdly, the labourers in various trades are demanding an 
increase in wages, but we the road coolies are conservatives, 
keeping on work as usual without fault. Now we are made to suffer 
tha pains of unemployment. I ■

Fourthly, it may be recalled that during the 31no**Japaneee 
trouble in Shanghai, all the defence work of the Settlement was 
completed by us regardless of the shellfire above cur heads. This 
can he proved by the number of dead and injured. No pity was ever 
given to these loyal and meritous work*«

In other words, the Council is curtaining the road coolies 
unreasonably and despising the Chinese. We were recruited to 
work. Now we are kicked out from our Jobs«

We, road coolies 
our national integrity, 
fair treatment.

will never drop our 
We will fi^it for a

humanity or disgrace 
Just settlaaent and
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Made by.......D.,.S,.X,...^i.ll£pSS ..Forwarded by...

__Sir, ______________

______ During the forenoon of the 2/2/37 8 P.ff.D. foremen were

_ taken to i-ingliang Road west of pinching Road with a view to

_making safe and usable a section of the road which was under

—repair when the coolie strike commenced,______________________ _____ _

---------- Due to the recent heavy rain, the heavy vehicular traffic

_______About 11 a.m, a striking coolie rode past on a bicycle and

—shouted to foreman jo. 133, Zung Kyi Ho, that if he did not_____

—vork would be shot. shortly afterwards another coolie 

—i'ode past-and repeated the throat,------------------ ---------------------------- -------

---------- Almost immediate Jy_ after, the second threat the 3 foremen____

Copy forwarded to 0, i/c S,B,
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SHANGHAI .‘¡UNICIP'L POLICE

SPECIAL BRANCH

INTELLIGENCE REPORT 
Political

Move :ents of* Notables

To Nanking
Departed at 1.25 p.m. October 9 *-

Wong Yung-ping, Minister of Justice.
Departed at 11 p.m. ctober 9 .-

Hu Yau-tsoo, xiinister to Turkey.
Fu jui-ling,member of tHe C.E.C.of the Kuomintang.
Hsu Sz-tseng, -ao-
From Nanking

Arrived at 7 a.m. October
H ,n .xiung, Minister of Finance.
Tseu Ling, Vice Minister of Finance.
Hsu Kai, Vice Minister of Finance.

Arrived at 10.50 p.m. October 11 »-
Chu Ming-nyi, member of the C.E.C.of the Kuomintang.

Arrived at 7 a.m. October 12 »-
T m Zoong-ts, Vice President of the Control Yuan, 
^hen Poo-lai, member of the C.E.C.of the Kuomintang.
General Chiang Kai-rshek and his wife arrived by

aeroplane at 1 p.m. October 10 at the Hungjao Aerodrome 
and left in the same machine for Hangchow at 4 p.m. the same 
day.
Double Tenth (October 10) Festival - local observance

In observance of the Double Tenth Festival, the National 
Day of China, meetings were held by the following organizations» 
Organization Time Attendance
N.S.R.& S.H.N.R. 10 a.m. to 12 noon. 70 persons
Kuomintang, North 
Station. 
5th Branch Kuoaintang, 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. 120 "

317 Police Station 
Road, Pootung.

Shanghai City Govern- 11 a. i. to 1.15 p.m. 250 ”
ment, Civic Centre.
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Local Tangpu, 
Wen Miao Park, 
City.

10 a.m. to 11.15 :.m. 500 oersons

1

Office of the Special 
Kuomintang Delegate 
for Seamen's Affairs, 
14 Tai Zai Li, Chao 
Chia Road, Nantao.

10 a.m. to 10.40 a.m. SO persons.

October 11 - Commemoration of the abduction of the late Dr. 
Suri Yat-sen by the Chinese Minister in London (1895)

In commemoration of the anniversary of the Abduction 
of the late Dr. Sun Yat-sen by the Chinese Minister in London 
(1895)) the local Kuomintang convened a meeting in the 
Tangpu Headquarters, Feng Ling Jao, off Route Ghisi, oetween
9.30 a.m. and 10.10 a.m. October 11. About 50 persons, 
Kuomintang members, were present. The proceedings wer«, of 
the usual Kuomintang order.

Similar memorial meetings were held in the 5th District 
Koumintang Branch, 215 Police Station Road, Pootung,and 
in the Office of the Special Kuomintang Delegate for Chinese 
Seamen's Affairs, 14 Tai Zuan Li, Chao Chia Road, City, on 
the same forenoon.

Labour
New printing works opened in the Settlement 

works were opened on October

No.of workers

45

146

60

Road.

The following new printing 

6 and 7 :~ 
Name and address

- V Huh Kyi Printing Works 
\ ( rj ) , 1100

hashing Road.
j. /../ ’ ,

Li Tsi ( )Printing
Works, 1 Chining Road.
Hwa Vung )printing
Works, Lane 143, 4 Chining
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Divisional Memo No. 160.

ANNIVERSARY DAYS.

It is notified for information of all concerned, that 

Divisional Confidential Memo.No. 119 of September 3, 1935, will be 

put into effect tomorrow, October 10.

Doputy^Commissioner (Divisions).

Djstri,butjLQn:-

C.P.

D.CJj)
D.C.(C)
D.C.(Specials)

D.D.O|^for information)
Os. i/o Districts
0. i/c (R.U.)
0. i/c (Depot)
0. i/c Mounted Branch 
C.I. Mason 
Conmandant, S.V.C.
C.C.R.,

Memo.No
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

S»l, Special Branch^j^yy^gr^* J io 
REPORT

Date...O.C.tQheg..G>j,...L..0(Jr 
Subject... ^e.o.ple.?.s...Sduiaati.Q.n.al...IrAStitu.te...i<ling..TsQpng...(Peo.ple.’.s)....aho.ral............
..............^S.l§^..-„celtbratXonL.P.?.  .October .10». S
Made hy----- ^*I<„Ka£L..Xen-ken....... Forwarded by..........................

Fourteen leading members of. sub-organisations of the 
. Peoplefs Educational Institute, including the choral society, 

held a meeting in Wen liao Park, City, between 3 p.m. and 4 

p.m. October 8. Loong iing-jih a staff employee
of the Institute and leading member of the choral society, 
presided» The following programme for the celebration of 
National Day in the Wen Miao Park, City, on October 10, was 
decided upon j-' 

9 a»m. - Flag raising ceremony«
10 a.m. - Members of the choral society will sing a number
to of songs including "Beat them back home”

_ 12 noon and the "National Salvation March" 
______________ These songs are of an anti-Japanese nature»_____

| 1 p.m. - Peiping style theatri al performances»

to______ ___ _______________________________
2 p.m,___________________________ _______________________
2 p.m* to - Harmonica music. ________________________________

3 p.m.

3 p.m. to - Boxing and Chinese music.
----4 p.m,------ ---------------- -------------------- -

4 p.m.- to - Delivery of lectures bearing on National Day. 
—5- p-, m.------

Officer i/c Special Branch.
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“NO LONGER DISUNITED,” 
SAYS GENERALISSIMO

China Capable of Setting Her Own House in Order: 
Wants Chance to Work Out Her Own Destiny

MESSAGE TO ENGLISH READING PUBLIC

Asks to Be Left Without Interruption or Embarrass
ment: Advancing Cause of World Peace

Nanking, Oct. 9.
64/^HINA is capable of doing great deeds by her own efforts, i 
i V» capable of wiping out ’'destructive forces of militarism, 
capable of undertaking constructive measures for the welfare ■ 
of her people; in short, capable of setting her own house in order, 
provided she is given the chance to work out her destiny uninter- i 
rupted and unembarrassed.” This is the message of Gen. Chiang [ 
Kai-shek, president of the Executive Yuan, and chairman of the 
Military Affairs Commission, to the English-reading public both! 
in China and abroad, in commemoration of the founding of the | 
Chinese Republic.

“This chance we want and this chance we must have,” the • 
Generalissimo declared. “To give China an opportunity for in-* 
ternal development is not only to render her indirect friendly 
assistance, but also to advance the cause of world peace, because, • 
with her peace-loving millions and her unlimited resources, China, 
once prosperous and strong, will be one of the greatest stabilizing 
influences in the family of nations.”

Choosing “China’s Unification and 
Reconstruction” as the theme of his 
National Day greetings, Gen. Chiang 
calls the attention of all foreign 
friends to the* fact that “China to-day 
is no longer the disunited country of 
the past years.” At present, he says, 
Communism is no more a real menace
OTR.----------- ------ '

Outlining the rapid strides achieved ’>
by the Government in various fields ‘ 
of endeavour, Gen. Chiang emphasizes 
that, “against great odds, China is [ 
forging ahead in the execution of 
her programme of national recon
struction. Nor is it in economic re
construction alone that China has 
made progress. Great efforts are also 
being made to improve the efficiency 
of public administration, promote 
public health, enforce compulsory 
education, and to bring about finan
cial reforms.” ,

Ä1
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At 9 a.m. October 10, a ceremony to mark the completion 

of the construction of the new N.3.R, and S.H.N.R. Administra

tion Building, North Station Road, will be held on the new 

premises.

In celebration of the festival, members of the Chinese 

Y.k.C.A. will hold a dinner party in the hew building at 

123 Boulevard de Montigny at 6.30 p.m. October 9.

Labour

Hung Tsang Cotton Mill - situation

In connection with the dispute between the workers 

and the management of the Hung Tsang Cotton Mill, 361 

Markham Road, which arose when the management uismissed 

two workers for organizing a labour union (Vide I.R. 

2/10/36), 162 of the 850rc£&t shift workers failed to report 

for duty on the night of October 8/9, and 173 of the day 

shift absented themselves this morning, October 9.

The management has decided to dismiss nine workers 

who are believed to have instigated the agitation. It is 

learned that their dismissal will be announced on the 

evening of October 9.

Miscellaneous

Chinese boyscouts leave for Nanking

A further batch of about 120 Chinese boyscouts from 

various schools in Canton left the onanghai North Station 

for Nanking by rail at 11 p«m. October 8 for the purpose 

of participating in the rally to be held on October 10.

t
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occasion as a holiday.
In addition to the hoisting

celebration of the festival will
places <i-
Timi Place Remarks

9 a.m

10 a.m.

10

The scheduled inspection of
Merchant Volunteer Corps and the

present tease political situation

11
5

Wen Miao Park, 
City.

Wen Miao Park 
City.

N.S.R.& S.H.N.R.
xCuomintcing Office
North Station 
premises.

11.30 a.m.Shanghai City 
Government Building, 
Civic Centre.

am to 
p.m.

Office of the Special 
Kuomintang Delegate 
for Seamen's Affairs, 
14 Tai Zai Li, Chao 
Chia Road, City.

October 9

«a

sHAüsaH MWM. micE 
S.B. KBGISTRY.

Double Tenth (October 10) Festival - local celebrations
In observance of the Double Tenth Festival, the National

Day of China, local Chinese government offices, Kuomintang 
organs, offices of public bodies, schools and the ofiices 
of Chinese vernacular newspapers as well as a number of 
the larger shops will be closed on October 10. Most of 
the large industrial concerns will also celebrate the

of flags, meetings in
be held at the following

To be attended by repre
sentatives of employees 
of the two railways.

Convened by the local 
Kuomintang. To be attended 
by representatives of local 
public bodies
To be attended by repre
sentatives of local 
seamen's bodies*

Sponsored by the People’ 
Educational Institute. 
The programme will include 
songs, music and the 
delivering of lectures.
To be attended by officials

members of the local Paoantui,
Bureau of Public Safety by

the Mayor at the Civic Centre has been cancelled owing to the
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October 8, 1936*

Ta Kung Pao and other local newspapers:-

TPE DOUBLE TRUTH AETTPTERSA^

October(10 being the 25th Anniversary of the 
of

Republic/China, the local Tangpu will convene at 10 a.m. 

on that day a meeting of representatives of various local 

public bodies at the People’s Education Institute, Wen Liao

Road, Nantao, to celebrate the occasion. Newspaper offices, 

baS!ks, the Customs, the Post Office, the Courts, the large

factories and business firms will observe the day as a

holiday. The national flag will be hoisted throughout

the district.

In view of the present tense situation and

the revalence of rumours, the police authorities of Chinese 

controlled territory and Foreign Settlements will adopt
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^teiÂ^iaà g
ArriveSat 10.50 p.n 16 • —

Ting Tsao-wu, meiSBer of the Control Yuan.
Hung Lai-yeu, -do-
Wu Kai-sien, member of the C«E.C. of the Kuomintang
Li Wen-wan, -do-
Chow Pah-ming, -do-

Arrived at 7 a.m. October 17 i-
Sun Fo, President of the Legislative Yuan (alighted 

at the Chenju Station).
Yang Chieh, member of the C.E»C. of the Kuomintang.
Yang Hsi-chih, -do-
Liu Chi-wen, -do
tti Yao-tsoc, Minister to Turkey.
Ling Yuin-kaij Chief of the Auditing Department of 

the Administrative Yuan.
Arrived at 7.40 a.m. October 17 ;-

Chang Chun, Ministei* of Foreign Affairs
Arrest of a communist suspect ~ assistance to Zingkiang
Authorities

On
request

October 11, 1936, the Municipal Police, at the 
of representatives of the Zingkiang Public Safety

Bureau, arrested a communist suspect who was alleged to
have escaped from the custody of the Chinese Authorities
on September 10, 1936. A quanitity of books and periodicals
of a radical nature was later seized at his home

The accused appeared on remand before the 2nd Branch
Kiangsu High Court on October 16 when he was extradited to 
the Zingkiang Authorities together with the seizure

Communiât Propaganda
A copy of a communist circular, dated August 25, 1936 

entitled “The New Life Movement and National Defence", 
purporting to emanate from the Central Committee of the

lililí
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Kwa appeared1 .?-»•« lor tne

budge to accusedtroo cedine8

óln^iang Oslen?wave you fe case in

bid you run eway from custody?

©ad thet hein the .s.Bureev on suspicion of beine Q oonaunist
bls nene ga
-tme-cerdsSoo Tse Ts ong. scorch l.i his home revealed sone

with the none nung Shoe Ya, which is th© accused's real none
ïn th© neentiae
the seized books are not of omnunistio nature, yet they ere of

On being questioned, the accused stated thatdrastic nature

he might surrender hiraaelf to the said ?«•■-> «Bureau
is to be tended over to the rent

leave the
Honourable Court□otter into the hands of thia

w®
our Bureau at

the request of the Kuo-cilng-tang Headquarters on the 7/8/3C. He
3|||

I®1

the «ingkisng Kuo-aizig-tang head'

iOiflQSU g‘ig. B'-LUQH HIGH 30CKT P«M*

Hept« of ¿ingklang P«B«Bureau:» Uy inane 1® nien

ho But if «m

letter oaoneoti^n, I

ür. loo Kong lieu

representative of the said ?«i,B. insisted that the accused ran

did run ar.ay from custody, he

Hum» When the accused w&s arrested in •hanehni

A« NQ,

Hiea Bung:» The accused wee detained in

erey from custody* un errest, th® accused geve

Px»ocux*£iXox» Ling

of the said 9ith the

sway froai custody« If th® accused were released on aeourltyt

th® rept« of the Kingkiaag ¿‘•‘-»«Bureau said that tie »e® detained

nUag« I went to apply for the estraditi n of she accused

in the .« j«2ureau, but was released at last
quarters enga^d rae ia conversation« > t first I was detained

several books were seized in bis home« lt.houi

650/36 N°‘0146/36

he was released on security by the Eingkisog P«n*Ihiroeti« But th<

Council.
appeared for the accused

Yes« Ybe staff of

judge loehj-how 
________ & ylh..

í)

ssii
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Extract (^Proceedings ii S.S.D. Conrt for , , 19
16/10/36
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ran away from custody on the 10/9/3G. ubsequcnt to this, 

the Kuo-uling-Tang Headquarters asked us to give the acoused 

beak to them.

Hr. Foo:* Aacordlng to the representative of the 

3iugklang ?.^.Bureau, the accused was detclned without preferr

ing any charge against hia. He (accused) was only detained 

at the request of the Kuo-aing-tang headquarters of Aingkleng 

Halen. He was not questioned during the r>eriod of detention. 

Ho was released on the 10/9/36, and after his release, the 

sold Kuo-aing-tung Headquarters asked the said F*3.Bureau to

II

Give the accused back. Therefore the said v.3.Bureau request* 

ed the accused *a family to furnish a security. Thia draft 

(pro) of the security bond in question was made by one nmed 

Hou, a staff of the sold P.s.Bureau. In this case, the oc*

cased published a weekly magazine entitled "Chi Kwang" in 

ihaa^ial, aid sane was ordered to oease publishing by the 
if

City Govemient ar Greater Shanghai. BvenAthe accused is 

found guilty of the crime, he is to be charged in the Kiangsu 

2d. branch id#» Court. Moreover, the saga zine in qiestin is 

not of caeriu 1stle nature. Since tho accused was released on 

security, I object that he be handed over to tho * ingkiang 

¿‘•^.Bureau.

Judge to Bien -ung:*

q. u'es this draft of the security bond made by the staff 

of your .Bureau?

A. This oan be made by any person. How could a prisoner 

put up ths security after hia release?

Mr. Foo»* Lvery person in Aingkiang has knowledge of 

this cose. Fleece ask the representative if there io any one 

named Hou in their P.nftBureau.

Ulen Sung:- There io no such person as Hsu in our l;.
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P,3,Bureau.

(Judge retired to the Cheiabres)

•Decision

Î.K.L1
Accused end exhibits be headed over to the rep» of 
the Public afety Burceu of ¿»Ingkicag slen» 
Hote:- (handed over on 16/10/36)



Extract from Daily Intelligence Beport dated 17/10/36.

Arreat of Communist suspect - assistance to Zingkiang 
Authorities

On October 11, 1936, the Municipal Police, at the 

request of representatives of the Zingkiang Public Safety 

Bureau, arrested a communist suspect who was alleged to 

have escaped from the custody of the Chinese Authorities 

on September 10, 1936. A quantity.- of books and periodicals 

of a radical nature was later seised at his home.

» The accused appeared on remand before the 2nd Branch

Kiangsu High Court on October 16 when he was extradited to 

the Zingkiang Authorities together with the seizure.
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Accused v/oo Tse Tsoong
allas -.une >>®e Ya

Charge

) Ago 22, Unenp.

■7rit of Detention in accordance with Arts. 76 & 101 of the 0.0.P# ! 
Application is hereby made to the 8. .D.Gourt for the

detention of the above named who is wanted by the ^tn.Ktang, | 
Kiongsu, Bureau of Public Dafoty, on usplcion of being a reaction-

" from the custody of the Bureau 
of the necessary evidence by

(

ary and is alleged to have escaped 
on 18.9.36, pending the production 
the Zingkiang Authorities.

raid on house Ho. 140 une ™ IList of orioles seized ins
Li, North Szeohnen Road, at 6.30 p.m. October 11, 1936.
1. Draft of alettor soigned by Lung Ju-ling and addressed 1 copy, 

to the Tangpu at Lingkiang.
2. Weekly magasins entitled "Chi Kwang" 3rd issue
3. Magazine entitled "The Voice of China" dated Sept* 

Book entitled "Materialism" 
Magzine entitled "The Author" 1st issue 1

May issue 1 
June isovel 
July isauel

Kwong Hwa University i^aga. ine. 
Aagszine entitled "Middle stream" 
Magazine entitled " JoMyogungbao" 
Heoeipt books 
Book - -
Book 
Book 
Book 
Book 
Book 
onwino Ipoti Ion 
Book entitled "Oaiseo" 
Book on social sciences. 
Book on sociology. 
Book entitled "Utininaticn" 
Book entitled "Ohina's Now Language and the method 
using it. 
Magazine entitled 
Magasine ~ 
ahops, 
Newsheet 
Pamphlet entitled 
Pamphlte entitled 
Two photographs. 
Personal letters. 
Photo plates.

4«

8«
7.
8.

10« 
11. 
12. 
13» 
14»
10«

entitled 
entitled 
ont it lea 
entitled 
entitled 
entitled

•npy. 
oony. 
eopy. 
•opy.

8
1
1

16«
17.
18.

28.
! 26.
27.

• 28.
20«

crooee dings

l "Iron stream"
! china’s famine Villages.
i "General Principle» of Economies".
. "Elementary Knowledge of Economics".
i "Lectures on Economics".
I "The prblem of colonies and the 
of the Kase**

entitled

entitled

Mr,

Amur

the detention of

’’The People*» Literature« 
"enwen"

-The world**
"Shine's Langauge
"Sin ’ren?."

4 
3 
1
1 
4 
1
1 
1 
1
1
1
1
1
1 
1

of
1 
1 
1 

14
3 
1 
1 
8 
1
3

copy. 
90W 
&OW» 
•opy. 
•opy.

copies 
copy, 
copy.

•optas, 
•optas 
•opy*

oopy. 
copy, 
copy, 
•opy.
•opr«

pieces

for

copy, 
•opy. 
•opy. 
pissas 
•optas, 
•opy«

ap ly
Kun appeared for the council.

If Youf Honour pleasea« the idles 

thia accused, who la wanted by the Ling»lCiang,

Kiangs*, bureau of publie Safety, on euapioion of being a re

actionary and is alleged to have escaped from the custody of the

llgjis
lllll
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At 2.30 p.ta» on the
the Great

Nanking Aoad Ly the representatives of

in the premises at 144-ß lung Tee
rolice visited the said premises, and

being again questionedn
accused admitted that his neme is

Zlugkiang -uthorities

evidence by the .•Ingklang Authorities* 
11/10/36» this accused was arrested In

said Bureau on the 10/9/36» pending the product!

19 f. I. R. No.

together with A.l’.C. 006. on being arrested, the accused gave

Taung, The said representatives

being a member of the Communistic iarty. During his detention

t a Zlngkiang Authorities

therein. Besides the Looks, several

Ma ne .se as Woo Ta Taung, a st .dent of th® Kwang hwa University,

Zung 3hee Ya” sex*® also seized,

accused was arrested by th© Zlngklang Helen City Government and 
Public

was detained in th® Zlngklaag Bureau of/safety on suspicion of

H

; A-

Extract ofrroceedhigs in S. S. D. Court for
Re^. No.

■ of the necessary

astern Heataurant.

Great «©atorn lioad* According t.. the said representatives, this

@ escaped from the custody. According to the accused, he lives
Li, North Jaechuen Road. The
;heoe books Ipro) were seized 

nt. tie-cards with the character®

Zung 3M© Ya instead of Woo Te 
had sent a telegram to the Zing

Kiang Authorities, The Despatch Letter for the »xtradition of the

accused will be submitted later. I ask that the accused be de 
tained pending toe roducti^n of the nocca ary evidence by the

Representative of the Zlngkiung Autho rii less*» By name
ung ins Tseng. I an a Police officer -f the Zlngkiong Bureau

of <ublio Safety. The accused published a magazine. he was arrest 
ed by our Bureau at the request of the Zing Klang Bsl.es iiuo-nl.g 
taug Headquarters, on being arr eted, the accused tated that he 
was a student of the Kwang Hwa univi rslty* as he was a student 
he was treated vary «»‘@11, and taking this advantage, he ran away 
from c stody at 10 p.m. on the 10/9/36 by cllabling over the wall. 
Accompanied by another representative, I ooae to ShaneJial 1» search

With the assistance of the Settlement polls®, the accusedof him*
was arrested in the Great Eastern Restaurant» Nanking Road. I ask
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3 •
handed

I ask for a remand.sated
yesterday, I was on dutyG36i

I returned tqmy

for attending the

security»

said ia true,
escape fr-m Custody?
of fact, I was released on security« Thia

arik’nß hoad when < saw the accused running from

19 F. I. R. No.

to have a conversation with ne» when
I was arrested. Z was rol- ased on the
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communistic nature» If Vour Honour should read them, you would
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A« As a natter
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an escaped reactionary from Zingkiang

accused.

effected.

Forwarded by.

G. 45M-1-36

z.d
F/Z«Vi>.;..K^GiSTRY

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.! „ ,, t\ 7st>f
Section 2, Speci.^l^.^^ch/^^^^ A

REPORT I
Date..QAjfohg.TT.■■■&&»■'>936

Case...against Zung Shoe,.Yah(^f.^.^)...alias..Woot..TeeTso  ong,
Subject 

...................... suspected .reactionary.

Made by.......?•.?» .. Jones................ .....

Zung Sh.ee Yah alias Woo Tse Tsoong, the alleged, reactionary

who was arrested in the Louza district by officers from the 
Zingkiang (3^ p- )Public Safety Bureau assisted by Settlement

Police on October 11, 1936, appeared before the Shanghai___

Special District Court on October 12, when the Judge ordered

a remand until Wednesday, October 14» to enable the Zingkiang

authorities to produce evidence that the arrested man is indeed

A careful examination of the seized literature has been

__made by the staff of thia Section and the original list made

has been translated into Chinese characters for the benefit

__of the Court» It should be mentioned that the books and

periodicals found at the home of the accused are what one

expects to find in the possession of the modern Chinese student«

Apart from one copy of the September 15» 1936 issue of The

Voice of China, the only publication of a radical nature 

discovered was the Kyi Kwong ) magazine, edited by the

The radical article complained of by the Zingkiang

authorities is supposed to have appeared in the 2nd edition, 

Ko copies of this edition were found among the prisoners

effects» A few copies of the 3rd issue, however, were seized ------------- -------------------------

at the time of the raid.__ This issue^decidedly anti-imperialistic

in tone» A translation has been made of the more objectionable

passages found in the magazine and copies are attached herewith

for perusal. Also attached to this report is a translation 

of the letter handed to the Police by the representative of 

the Zingkiang Public Safety Bureau at the time the arrest was

The representative brought three such letters

MW
ÜS

Zung_Sh.ee


REPORT
Date. ....¡9

Subject

Made by. Forwarded fyy..

exactly similar, one being addressed, to the Police of the

FM, 2^ 
G. 45M-1-36 File No..

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.Stationy

i

Shanghai Hsien, one to the Shanghai Public Safety Bureau 

the third to the Municipal Police.________________ __________

The letter (undated) addressed to the Special_Branch of __

the Zingkiang Hsien Kuomintang Headquarters by Zung Shu Ling 

), father of the accused» lends support to the_________

contention of the latter that he was released from the custody 

of the Public Safety Bureau at Zingkiang on security provided 

_by his father, (vide attached translation of draft of letter.) 

_____ The remarks of the Deputy Commissioner, Special Branch, 

endorsed on the station report dealing with this case» regard-

ing subsequent procedure to be adopted, when searching premises« 

have been noted for future reference

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch)



Translation of an article published in the

Sin Wen Pao, dated September 14« 1936«

Zingkiang:- Reactionary makes escape from prison.

The publication edited by Zung Shee Yah ,

age 20, a student in a school in Shanghai and who is the 

son of the proprietor of the Zung Ling Kyi Pig Hong in 

Hsing Kong Village, Zingkiang, was banned by the Kiangsu 

Provincial Authorities at the request of the Zingkiang 

P.S.B« because it had published articles denouncing 

the Government, on Zung's return to Zingkiang from 

Shanghai last month, he was placed under arrest by the 

Special Service Officers of the Zingkiang Tanpu and was 

detained by the P.S.B. At about 7 p.m. Sept. 13, he 

scaled a wall and made good his escape. Prior to his 

escape, he left a note in the Supt's Office read as 

follows:»

*T am going out on an important engagement 

and will be back in two hours* time. Please don't 

get excited*.

The Police are endeavouring to locate his



Translation of an article published in the Shun

Pao, dated September 14, 1936>

Zipgkiang;- Reactionary Suspect Escapes from custody.

Zung Shea Yah son of the proprietor

of the Zung Ling Kee Pig Hong at Hsin Kong in the 2nd 

District, who is a student of Kwang Hwa university in 

Shanghai, was arrested sometime ago by special service 

officers of the Zingkiang Kuomintarg Headquarters for 

having published absured and reactionary articles the 

Kyi Kwong weekly, with offices in Shanghai, of which 

he himself was the editor and publisher. He was 

detained at the Public Safety Bureau pending instructions 

from the Provincial Authorities. At about 7 p.m. Sept. 

13, the prisoner escaped by scaling a wall. He has not 

yet been re-arrested.



Translation of extracts from Kyi Kwang Weekly, 
issue Ko» 3, dated 28.6.36, edited and published 
bv Zung Sheq Yahlffi ) (in custody)«________

This periodical contains the following articles»-

(1) Editorial stating that the 3rd issue will be the 

last issue as the publication has to be stopped 

owing to '•difficulties.“

(2) Article entitled “Cries of the Weak and Minor

Races for Jtaancipation, and Our Way-Out,“ describing 

briefly the sufferings of the weak and minor races 

throughout the world and expressing the hope that 

imperialism will eventually collapse in the face 

of the emancipation movement of the oppressed»

(3) Drama written by Shoe Yah (the accused) entitled 

“national Salvation Literatures The Iron Torrent, 

Parts 1 and 2,“ telling the story of a small party

of volunteers engaged in fighting against their enemies» 

The greater part of the drama depicts the arrest and 

execution of a traitor who is the uncle of one of the 

leaders of the volunteer army, showing the people
i iiw i 

that all traitors, irrespective of who they are, should 

be annihilated» The following song is contained in 

the second partt-

• Rise Up, all of us who are unwilling to become 

slaves*

Build a new great wall with our blood and flesh 

and warn our people of the approach of the most 

critical moment*

Rise Up! Rise Up!

Let all of us be singe-minded and advance in 

the face of the enemies’ gunfire» "



On the 11th Inst

the Hsin Kong sub-Police

Yah would be released on

private affairs.

j Will you please let me be

circinstances surrounding

in the newspaper is untrue

letter to the Shun Pao and

repudiating the report

to make a correction, or I

(? radical)

Translation of a draft of a letter (undated) 
addressed to the Special Branch of Zingkiang 
Hxsjok Hsien. Kuomintang Headquarters by Zung

Shu _______________________

Hy son was sent to the Hsien Public Safety

Bureau by you and detained there approximately 30

days for having made some undesirable speeches

was informed by you through

Station that my son Shee

security and was instructed

to make the necessary arrangements for his release

Immediately after making these arrangements I, without

having interviewed my son, proceeded to Shanghai on

Yesterday (14th) I saw in the Shun Pao and Sin

! Wan Pao that Zung Shee Yah had absconded* I feel 

!! quite surprised as my son was released on security

informed abou the real

the case what is stated

I beg you to address a

Sin Wan Pao requesting them 

will insert an advertisement
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translation of a letter addressed to ths Shu 
Helen Police» Shanghai Public Safety Bureau 
the Municipal Police» dated October» IBM*tha Puhlla asfety Bureau at zinaiHamr «a. an]

Zung Shien YahCÍq<^ ^*)» who had been arrested 

by the Special Service Officers of the local Party 
Headquarters on suspicions of being a reactionary and 
handed over to thio Bureau for custody» escaped at
10 p*m* on September 10 by scaling a wall* We have 
received information that he io now in hiding in
Shanghai and wo therefore instruct Sergeant Zung Bing
Tsaung to proceed to Shanghai to conduct inquiries 
secretly* VO hereby request you to render him 
whatever assistance nay be necessary and to hand over 
to hin the escaped prisoner should ho be arrested*

Chief of ths Zingkiang Public 
Safety Bureau*
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COPY PCR SPECIAL BRANCH

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
ARREST REPORT.

36.

Lousa
• S- ASSISTANCE TO ZINOKIANG,NORTH KIANGSU,AUfHORI*irri?T*w>r

(One form to be used for each person arrested)

CRIME REGISTER No. M8c,Jie’ öfiQ/aß

Name, age, occupation 
and address of person 
arrested.

/ -¿fl -» alias 7aang Shee Ya 1
Woo Tso Tsoong i^^TL/22» -5?|

M/unemployed, 144 Zung Tse Lee (), 
North Sgechuen Road.___________ ______________

Arrested by 
m|______ _______ S.P.C.686

Pate and place where 
. 1 arrest took place. 11-10-36 Sincere Co., Nanking Road.

____________________________________________________ _ ______ 1

Crime Register No. of 
offence for which 
arrested. (If an 
arrest for outside 
authorities details of 
offence for which 
arrested.)

At 2.60 p.m. 11—10—36, S.P.C. 686 brought

to the Station a male Chinese giving his name as Woo 

Tse Taoong and two members of the Zingkiang 

Hsian Bureau of Public Safety.

’’inquiries by C.D.S.164 and the undersigned 

ascertained that Sub Insp. Sung Bing Tsong ) 

accompanied by his follower Zung Sih 'Tel

object was to

arrived at Shanghai at S.p.m. 10-10-36, from Zingkiang, 

North Kiangsu, and stayed at 31 Chu An Lee ( ),
Hung-tung (“t?^ Road, Chapel. Their 

find tne whereabouts of one Zung Shee

arrestedagod 22, native of Zlhgkiang, who was 

the Zingkiang Helen Bureau of Public Safety on 

and detained on suspicion of being a Communist

by

9-8-36

and

16 alleged to have escaped at lO.P.m. 10-9-36

Information had bean received that the wanted man 

was in Shanghai. On the morning of 11-10-36, the 

Sub Insp. and his follower visited Nanking Road and 

^^vlainity and at 2.p.m. entered the Great Eastern

Natne of 
omecr. j >• — D.S. Mao Adie and C.D.S.164

Initials

It will be ref8 tO f°rwar<|ed to Headquarters on the morning after arrest.
In case of a Urne<* ^or particulars on ba<;lr to be completed.

rrests for outside authorities,'n cNCyime Register Number to be shown.

(OVER)
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Diary Number:— 1 cont

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

In the restaurant

They

theAn alarm was raised andin escaping from the hotel

man

686
saw

and

and
Stationthe

the

He noh

C.D.S.164 theman and
members

seized a number of books

and copies of a magazine

as a box of visiting

Oh observ-

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

.Division.

..Police Station.

D.I. Kuh Pao Hwa attended

.......................................*9
Nature of Offence:—

CRIME DIARY.

«

150M-K3«

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE
Mise. 650/36

Hotel Restaurant on the first floor 

they observed the wanted man with a female 

attempted to arrest him but he resisted and succeeded

was chased by ths Sub Insp, and bystanders. S.P.C.

on patrol duty on Nanking observed the chase and 

the wanted nan run into the Sincere Oo. He followed 

effected his arrest on the premises The Sub Insp»

follower came up and all parties were brou^it to

Questioned by C.D.S.164 and the undersigned

accused denied ever having been to Zingkiang and

stated that he was a student of St.John’s University
After further questioning, he retracted this and stated

that he was unemployed and residing at 144 Zung
. (Lane344)

/North Szechuen Hoad.
Special Branhh was informed and D.P.S.

Tee Lee

of the Special Branch and the undersigned then

conducted a search of the accused’s home at Lane 344

No .444 North Szeohuen Road, and 

of a radical nature, some chops 
named Kyi Kwang (J^^J) as well

cards with the name Zung Shee Ya ( 

ing these, the accused then admitted that he was Zung



G. 150M-K-36

SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.
CRIME DIARY.

CRIME REGISTER No:— Sheet No*3
............................. Division.
............................. Police Station.

Diary Number:— 1 cont• Nature of Offence:—

Time at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

Places 
visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Shee Ya and further stated that the above magazine was

edited and published by him in Zingkiang. Owing to 

radical article appearing in the 2nd edition of the 

publication, however, the accused stated he was arrest
ed by the Zingkiang Tangpu but stated that he was 
subsequently released on bail.

The Zingkiang representatives were not in 

possession of a Despatch Latter, but only copies of 
a letter addressed to the Shanghai Hsien Police, S'hal 
Bureau of Public and Police Station (which are not

specified but to be filled in where the arrest was made). 
The letter merely seu x'ortn the nature of the case* 

However, they telegraphed to Zingkiang for the necessary 

evidence to be brought to Shanghai as soon as possible.
The accused will be brought before the S.S.D.

Court on the morning of 12-10-36, when the presiding 

Judge will be requested to place him on a Writ of 
Detention pending the production of the necessary 

evidence by the Zijfngkiang Authorities, Meanwhile 

the seized books,chops documents will be brought 
to Court at the same time, A list of the articles 
seized is attached.

D.S, Jones, Sp. Branch attended the Station 

with clerk Lee Dong Liang and took a statement from
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.............................. Division.
CRIME REGISTER No:— Sheet No.4 .............................Police Station.

................................. ¡9
Diary Number:— 1 00üt< Nature of Offence:—

Tíme at which 
investigation begun 

and concluded each day

1
Places 

visited in 
course of 

investigation 
each day

RECORD OF INVESTIGATION.

Dt 0»M A” infortied»

Copies of report and statement for forwarding

to Speci&l Branch attached.

0.8.362
0.0.8.164



Woo Toe Tsoong alias *ah
Zlngklang* Kiangsu B.S1 «Tones

lousa Station Qet«U* 193« Giornee Dong-liang
/

My real name Is Zung fifties Yah ( V ^)* age 
23* X was bora in Shanghai and remained in this city until 
4 years of age* when ay father* who owns a company for the 
transportation of pigs* took me to Zingkiang* his home and 
main place of business«

Until I was 13 years of age* X studied under a private 
tutor at home« i’ron the age of 13 to 17 years» X studied at 
the Punching Middle Softool ( $ ’f in Kiangyin ( )* ■
X next attended ths William College )* Sing lung Hwa*
( M M-S b Shanghai. After a period of three years study 

X graduated and left ths college to attend the Kwang Boa 
( ) University in Great Western «oad (O«O»£*)« X
studied art at this institution during the two years X spent 
there and then left* in June last* owing to financial 
OMMideratiSM*

from the time of my leaving the Kwang Mwa University 
until September 11* 1933» X stayed with ny parents at 
zingkiang on holiday* X left Zingkiang on that date and 
arrived in Shanghai the following day« the first two days 
after arrival X put up at the Grand Hotel* Yu Ya Ching Hoad* 
On September 14* X removed to my present address at Ho*149 
Zung too Mi ( )* Berth Ssoohnen Hoad* lhe reason
far ay imarring to this address was boeamse X wished to be 
near the General feet Qffioe* where X hope to obtain a 
position as clerk* X have already sent in the nooessaxy 
application form* My present rema was formerly occupied 
by ay friend woo fee Tsecng )* a fosner schoolmate*

I ■ 1 ISlI

■ S ■'wi i■■ -fl



It was on his advice that X took over the roan from him.
Since ray arrival in stweghet last September X have 

been keeping a woman* In order that ray parent« should not 
learn about this X assumed the none of Woo Tee Tsoonc;* whioh 
is actually that of my friend*

X am not a Cocnunlst, neither do X belong to any 
political party*

In August this year X was arrested at ¿-ingklang for 
publishing radical articles in magaslne entitled *3Jri Esang* 
( )• which X brought out in June* X wan detained
for S3 days by the Public Safety Bureau in ^ingkiang» and 
was then released on security provided by my father.

Xt is untrue that X escaped from the custody Of the 
Public Safety Bureau.

(Signed) Sung Shoe Tah



Liat pf articles seized in a raid on house No.146 Zung Tse Li.
Njp;th Szeohuen Road, at 6»30»p.m. October 11, 1936.

1. Draft of a letter signed by Zung Ju-ling and addressed 1 copy, 
to the Tangpu at Zingkiang.

2. Weekly magazine entitled "Chi Kwang" 3rd Issue. 8 copies.

3. Magazine entitled "the Voice of China" dated Sept» 1 copy.
15, 1936.

4. Book entitled "Materialism” 1 copy.

5» Magazine entitled "The Author 1st issue, 1 copy 
May issue, 1 copy

copies#
June issue, 1 copy
July Issue, 1 copy 4

6. Kwang Hwa University Magazine 3 copies

7. Magazine entitled "Middle Stream" 1 copyo

8. Magazine entitled " Wenxyogungbao" 1 copy.

9. Receipt books. 4 copies.

10. Book entitled "Iron Stream". 1 copy.

11. Book entitled "China's Farming Villages". 1 copy.

12» Book entitled "General Principles of Economics." 1 copy.

13» Book entitled "Elementary Knowledge of Economics." 1 copy

14» Book entitled "Lectures on Economics." x copy.

15. Book entitled "The problem of colonies and the x copy,
emancipation of the Race."

16» Book entitled "Caizao* X copy.

17. Book on social sciences. X copy.

18. Book on Sociology" X copy.

19. Book entitled "latinization* X copy.

20. Book entitled "China's Hew Language and the method of x copy,
using it."

21. Magazine entitled "The People" Literature* x copy.

22. Magazine entitled "Sanwen“ copy.

23. Chops. X4 pieces.

24. Mewsheet entitled "The World" 3 00piea,

25. Pamphlet entitled "China's language" x copy.

26. Pamphlet entitled "Sin Wenz" X copy.

27. Two photographs. 2 photos.

28. Personal letters. X bundle»

29. Photo plates. 3 pieces.
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Student Faces 
High Court On 
Red Charges 
¡Search Of Room Reveals 

Communist Literature;
Case Is Remanded

Woo Tse-spong, student, age 22, 
who led the authorities a wild chase 
Sunday morning through the Sin
cere Department Store, wound up 
in the 2nd Klangsu High Court yes
terday confronted with a charge of 
being concerned in Communistic 
activities.

A Sikh police constable, standing 
on Nanking Road near Yu Ya- 
ching Road, saw two Bureau of 
Public Safety officers chasing Woo 
down the street.. Sensing that 
something was amiss, he took up 
the chase, outstripped the two 
B.P.S. men and chased Woo into 
Sincere’s.

After tumbling through a maze, 
of shoppers and showcases, the con
stable finally collared Woo and hand
ed him over to a Shanghai Muni
cipal Police officer who took the ‘ 
fellow to the Lonza Station. The j 
Bureau of 'Public Safety officers ex-‘ 
tended their thanks to the Settle- . 
ment police and appeared against 
the man in court yesterday.

They explained that the fellow 
was accused of being a reactionary 
and had given them a great deal 
of trouble of late and that he was 
wanted by the Chingkiang authori
ties. The man had escaped from 
jail in that city on September 10, 
they said, and they had been hot 
on his trail ever since.

Woo is still in the hands of the 
Settlement police, having been re- 
nffinded in custody for another 
week pending the arrival of docum
entary evidence against him from 
Chingkiang. The man’s Shanghai 
quarters were searched after his 

‘arrest and a quantity reactionary 
publications seized.



Timperley Writes
Volume On China

“What War Means—The Japan
ese Terror in China” by H. J. 
Timperley, China correspondent of 
the Manchester Guardian, is an
nounced by the London publishing 
firm of Victor Gollancz Ltd. for 
issue early next month.

Advance notices say that “sordid 
1 details of the Japanese invasion of 
China and of its attendant bru
talities have appeared with 
sickening regularity upon the front 

i pages of the world’s newspapers, 
f it may be questioned, however, 

whether it is generally realized 
that the reports of rape and loot 
and general bestiality flashed over 
the cables were based on signed 

taye-wltness accounts obtained from 
i »mimpeachable sources. It is 
[probable that no situation of the 
kind has been so fully document
ed from authentic neutral quar-

Mr ’Xlmperloyjs book istermed 
“a dafatewarJn 
terrorism epiployed by the Japan- 
fege Army m IS6gg~Aimy - 
clfeAleftor 
ese nation^ Wte of jcbyed

Kgagggs■

s®f ®sfe»5£

¿MhlMSSn. ¿ifC- ffife ^ioiiiine are 
gathOrka letters, case reports, and 
documents, the most pertinent of 
which have been suoplied by abso
lutely neutral observers... .The 
object... .is not to stir up animo
sity against the Japanese people, 
but to give the worjd an accurate 
picture of/ the Japanese army’s 
treatment of- the Chinese civilian 
population....**

Mr. Timperley, a China resident 
since 1921. is now in Europe.



Timperley’s 
¡Cable Causes 
Another Row
Correspondent’s Message
To Guardian Held Up 

By Nippon Censors
EDlTORIAf~SUMMARy 

CREATES DISPUTE

British Consul-General 
Informed Of Affair

By Journalist
With his censorship dispute wjth 

the Japanese authorities Monday 
till unsettled, Mr. H. J. Timperley, 

. correspondent for the Manchester 
Guardian, yesterday had his second 
lash with the Nipponese censors 
vhen they held up another of his 
news messages.

Mr. Timperley’s message, which 
e filed at the cable office at about 

!.3O p.m., summarized an editorial 
ppearing in yesterday’s North
china Daily News, which dealt 
vith the alleged conduct of thè 
Tapanese troops in Nanking.

At about 3.45 p.m. the Guardian 
'Correspondent received a telephone 
nessage from a Japanese censor, 
isking him |o withdraw the dis
patch, asserting that the informa- 
ion contained in the message was 

only a newspaper report.
Phillips Informed

When Mr. Timperley explained 
hat he had received independent 
confirmation from private sources 
p support the message he sent, the 

, censor informed him that unless 
’ he dispatch were withdrawn, it 
i rould be stopped. *

Immediately \ after the telephone 
conversation, the correspondent re
ported the .matter to the British 
Consul-General, Mr. Herbert Phil-, 
lips. In his communication with 
Mr. Phillips, the newsman contend? 
d that his message was “arbitrarily? 

;nd “unwarrantedly suppressed” by 
lhe Japanese authorities. He re-v 
guested the British Consul-General 
to make representations to the 
Tapanese in order that his reporta 
o t-he Guardian would not be 
either suppressed Or censored.

At the Japanese press conference 
yesterday afternoon, the Japanese

■ Embassy spokesman announced that
• substantiated news reports mali-
• ciously tending to besmirch the gooa 
I name of the Nipponese army will 
i be suppressed hereafter regardless 
|=of source. He explained that Jap- 
Manese were holding up dispatches 
k filed by Mr. Timperley which were 
' based on the North-China Daily

News account of the alleged condi
tions in Nanking. He said that the 
5 alleged figures contained in the re- 
jj port were grossly exaggeiated.

During the conference the ques
tion of mail censorship was raised
• by Mr. Hallet Abend, New York 
Times correspondent, who informed 
the Japanese spokesman that letters 
from his paper which arrived on 
the U.S.S. Pillsbury had been open
ed. The spokesman declared that 
no mall censorship was in progress 
here and promised an investigation.

Editorial Quoted
The disputed dispatch of Mr. 

¡Timperley, quoting the North-China 
(Daily Nows editorial, stated that 
Ho the astonishment of most people, 
j raping, abdudtion of woman and> 
looting continued in Nanking until 
the last few .days. It is estimated 
that more than 10,000 people1 had 
been killed, the dispatch continued. 
How many women had been raped 4 
is impossible to* ascertain, but 
estimates vary as low as 8,000 to as , 
high as 20,000, the message said. 
Girls of as tender age as 11 and 
women as old as 53 had been 
violated, the report to the Guardian 
said.



i ‘I THE CENSORSHIP

H. J. Timperley’s Correction

To the Editor of the
•North-China Daily News”

Sir,—in your news columns of 
Tuesday was published the following 
reference to the message filed byttie 
to the “Manchester Guardian” which 
was suppressed by the Japanese 
authorities:

“It has been stated that incor
porated in Mr. Timperley’s message 
were statements that 309,000 Chinese 
civilians had been executed following 
the Japanese occupation of the 
Shanghai-Nanking area.”

One of my objects in writing the 
letter of yesterday’s date which you 
have refrained from publishing was 
to correct the above mis-statement. 
The word ••executed” was not used 
jn my message^ What I did say was: ,
“A survey hy °**e competent foreiffli 
My indicates IhatJntheYang. 
tze delta no less than 300.000 Chinese 
civilians have law slaughtered—in 
tnanv case? in coid .btood.2-

I shall be obliged if you will give 
prominence to this correction.

H. J. Temperley , 
China ¿Correspondent 

“Manchester Guardian’’
■ ■ r . i " ? .

Shanghai, Jan. 49.

I:



MR. H. J. T1MPERLY
, EXPLAINS
Editer.

The Shanghai Times
Sir. As there appears to be some 

tnisconcention. with regard to thé 
press despatch filed by mvself to 
the Manchester “Guardian” which 
was suppressed by the Japanese ’ 
authorities I should be glad if you 
'would allow me to make ¿ear the 
following points:

(1) The message was not mere
ly delayed, as has been suggested in
some newspaper reports, but was 
in So far as I am
aware n has not ’yet been released 
for transmission/

(2) The report that rqy message 
contained statements to the effect 
that “300,000 Chinese civilians had 
been executed following the Japan
ese occupation of the Shanghai- 
Nanking area” is incorrect What J 
did say was: “A survey 6yone com 
petent foreign observer t indicates 
that in the Yangtze delta no less

<3) The action of the Japanese 
authorities in ^waiting for 14 hours 
before getting into» touchwith me 
about the matter and then asking 
me to proceed to the 'Japanese Mili
tary Headquarters was sufficiently 
highhand but does not constitute

e main er UPY cbmplalhff 
tfot the "lapanese have no 

nght lo infertere in anv way wiihJ 
message lodged1 at the cable offices. 

Ey British corre 
niission abroad. If they think the v I 
nova nnn'gA"’""»/JL J■ ' ■. -f

SliSiiH

course of action surely is to take up* 

ijies. If the Japanese are to be al- 
^g^d to suppress teiegrams 
thgy don*t like why shmgd not the 

and, for that matterT^lqL 
yieotnerpowers. who parfereTs 
j*> the admihistration of the Inter- 
qar?.?a- ?ePt .cla.in> ?n 

It must not bef^rgntten 
that, all appearances to the ’con
trary, Japan has not formally de
clared war upon China. How long 
are we going to allow her to have 
her cake and eat it too?

JQX^.

_ H. J. Tim^erley, 
Shanghai, Jarîuarÿ' IK,"" lg5é.



CENSORSHIP NOT TO
BE SECRET

Question Over Holding tip Of 
Correspondent’s Message

In reply to a question at yester- ■ 
day’s Japanese conference, as to why 
a 15-hour delay had been experi- 
enced in the censorship of a message 
filed on Sunday evening by Mr. H. J. 
Timperley, correspondent of the j 
‘‘Manchester Guardian,” the spokes
man stated that, “since the occupa
tion: ôf Sfôâhghâi by the Japanese 
Armÿ, censorship is the right and 
prerogative' of the Japanese Army. 
Censorship in the first instance w£s 
done by civilians in thé employ o* 

: the Japanese Government, but as a 
last resort the Army had the final 
Word. ?

: Mr. Timperley did net raise the , 
question, ¡which had been voiced by 
another correspondent, but iri reply 
fo*an invitation to speak privately to ' 
¡the Embassy spokesman, M. Okiihüfâ, 
E>e stated that this was impossible < 
as he had already taken up the I 
matter officially with Embassy and J 
Consular officials. It then was stated 
that His ¡Majesty’s Consular officials ] 
had approached Mr. Okimurâ, Who ’ 
replied that hë Would speak With ; ' 
Mr. Timperley regarding the censor- ! 
ship. Thé latter put no further g 
remarks forward. G

Replying to another question, tht * 
I spokesman stated! that there had been 
! some misunderstanding ^put a report 
!that the correspondent in question g 
: had been summoned to the Japanese c 
Military Headquarters—as Mr. Tim- | 

i perley had reported—it was meant 
! as an invitation to discuss the tele- | 
I gram with the military attaché. They | 
Î regretted the misunderstanding; what J 
’ Was meant Was id discuss M With a <j 
competent military official.

Mr. Timperley then asked if the ji 
, message had been sent, thé reply < 
! being, “The message was to have i 
I been sent, if the correspondent and i 
¡the military had Cbme to see the < 
matter eye to eyê^ir* spite of his 1 
effotuS to get hi touch With the 
correspondent, the censor had hot 
been «bîê db sd." Mr. Timperley 
replied, “*I was home until 12.30 
PM, to-dày.” 1

Other correspondents asked wnëthef ! < 
this Was meant to infer thàt no open ’ 
censorship existed, i.e., that the 
press représentatives would be in* 
formed whether the censors had 
stopped a message. The spokesman 
replied that it was the Japanese 
intention to maintain an open censor- 
¿hip, but as this correspondent had 
refused to discuss his telegram With 
the military, no open censorship 
could èxistih his côfe. This decision 
did not apply to otfiër éofté^pOîi-

It has bééri stated that incorporated 
m Mr: Timperley's message were 
statements that 300,000 Chinese 
Civilians had been ëxéctrtëdfollow- 
ipgthe Japanese occupation Of the 
Shanghai-Nanking area.

I
i »
i
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Censorship I 
Dispute May
BringProtest

Timperley Places Case 
In Hands Of British

Consul-General
, Mr. JL J. Timperley, correspondent 
.for the Manchester Guardian, yes- 
terday again placed, his case in

I connection with the Japanese cen- 
I sorshipj)f his news dispatch in the 
i Of the Consul-General, 
|Mr.; Herbert,BhffiijWi-after.-he had 
* failed to obtain a satisfactory settle-;
I wtent during his conversations Mthi 
i ;,e »Japanese Embassy spokesman, 
. Mr. K. Okamura.
j __r^19ia^air’ wbich arose from what 
[ Mr. Timperley describes as “sup-. 
Sfe^on W cable message, is* 

lead to »n official repre-i 
sensation by the British - Consul- 
General to Mr. S. Okamoto, japan-’ 
ese Consul-General, although de
finite decision on the steps to be

i taken was still pending last night. ;

j "Diplomatic Case”
I Mr. Phillipa told The China Press' 
» yesterday evening that the dispute! 
centering on the censorship of' 
the Guardian correspondent’s mes-3 

! sa&e is now a “diplomatic 
scase. a copy of his dispatch 
to the Guardian over which the 
censorship dispute arose, was yes-1 
teiday given to the British officia# 
by the correspondent.

During his conversation with the/ 
Japanese spokesman, Mr. Timperley 
asked for an assurance that hist 
cable messages to the Guardian will 
not be censored in tlje future. This 
assurance, howeveri the Japanese 
official was, not prepared to givéì 
stating that the Japanese army has 
the right to censor dispatches by 
virtue of its military occupation.

Î Failing to obtain thè assurance, 
Mr. Timperley déclded to place the 
case in the hands of the British 

a Consul-General whò had. previously 
j advised the correspondent to per
sonally conduct preliminary negotiations with .the Nipponese official.

May Become Test Case
Mr. Timperley stated last night 

that the issue brought up in the cen- - 
sorship of his cable message consti- ■ 

; tûtes a test case on whether or not 
the Japanese authorities here have 
the right to institute a censorship 
of dispatches filed by British cor
respondents and incidentally 
other foreign newspapermen.

In a letter Press
yesterday,

i out that his message was not merely 
delayed,,but was, in fact,Suppressed,

■ The message, he explained, has not 
; been released so: ffir te transintó

tlS ;;"W''

|M
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i Timperley Denies

Interference Of Japan 
Without Formal War 

Held Illegal
Suppression, not delay in trans* 

mission, is charged by Mr. . H. J. 
Timperley of the Manchester 
Guardian in a statement issued 
to the press regarding a despatch 
of his which the Japanese 
censors considered objectionable. 
Denying the right of the Japan
ese to institute censorship,  ̂Mr. 
Timperley states that if they 
have this privilege It also belongs 
to all other powers who ar® 
partners in the administration of 
the International Settlement. Mr. 
Timperley declares:

“(1> The message was not 
merely delayed, as has been sug
gested in some newspaper reports, 
but was, in fact, suppressed. So 
far as I am aware it has pàt yet 
been released for transmission.

“(2) The report thatmymes- 
sage contained statements to the 
effect that ”300,000 Chinese 
civilians had been executedfol- we going .to allow her to have 
lowing the Japanese occupation of lier cake and eat it too?” 
the Shanghai-Nanking anaa” is ’ > Message In Question 
incorrect. What I did say was: The message in question as 

i “A Purvey by one compétent for- j submitted to the cable office by 
eign observer indicates that in Mr^T^nperley reads as follows: 
the Yangtze delta no less 
300,000 Chinese civilians 
been slaughtered—in many 
ip cold blood.’*

Highhanded Action
**(3J The action of .the Japan-* 

ese authorities in waiting for l4 
hours before getting into touch 
with me about the matter and 
then asking me to proceed to the 
Japanese Military Headquarters 
was sufficiently highhanded but 
does not constitute the main 
ground of my complaint. I con
tend that the Japanese have no 
right to interfère in any way with J good" stop~robbery', rane inriJSS 
messages lodged at the • cable * H - 5
offices by British correspondents 
for transmission abroad.”

If they think they have cause 
for complaint against the cor
respondents their proper course of 
action surely is to take Up the 
matter with the British authori
ties. If the Japanese are to be 
allowed to suppress telegrams 
which they don’t like why should 
not the British and, for that

ttaan “Since’ return Shanghai few 
harVe days a8° investigated reported 
qases atrocities committed by Japaneseatrocities committed by Japanese 

army nanking elsewhere stop 
verbal . accounts {reliable eye- 

; witnesses and letters from in
dividuals whose credibility beyond 
question afford convincing proof 
Japanese army behaved and con-' 
tinqing behave in fashion re- 

t miniscent attila his huns stop 
> survey by one competent foreign 
observer indicates in yangtze delta 
no less than three hundred 

i thousand Chinese civilians 
slaughtered many cases cold

„ . ------ <r-.-w ,-e———O
j children tender years and in
sensate brutality towards civilians 

! continues be reported from areas 
1 where actual hostilities ceased 
' weeks ago stop deep shame which 
better type Japanese civilian here 
feels at reprehensible conduct 
Japanese troops elsewhere height
ened by series local Incidents 
where Japanese soldiers run amok 
shanghai itself stop todays north- 

_ china dailynews reports par-
ÏÏMtwTaTif the^other^powers Ocularly revolting case where 
who ¿re partners in thé ad- Japanese soldier unable
ministration, of the International |! J}e
Settlement Clqjjn an equal right? d®“an^d ^ot ™®d 5^“ It must not be forgotten tliat. all JJ6®6 women over sixty and 
appearances to the cotutr^ry. other harnUessJapan has not formally declared ÇMhans timperley. 
war upon China. How long are



To Guardian Causes
Censorship Dispute

; re

PRESS CONFERENCE; SETTLEMENT PENDINI

»e

to 
on

em- 
rès-

Timperlçy Message 1

U
B

te Japanese version of the p^\ 
ierehed*and^the case "relatihg W • 
| Timperley’¿ dispatch< is coèTa|^ * 

ed Domel jNmvs
j. Ag^c^taccoiffit£'"I;-.4.578& ' 

“ünleés^fôrei^ ■■<^rès^ndente'4n‘ ;
Shanghai1 agree to ^discuss with $ 
spcjisple Japanese officials th^ 

wluchcthelatter-deemobjeetiQnaale. 
the? wcensorship* 
caijnc^ihe Bnfbrôed^^tàjmaiîë^e 18m 
ba^sy ^ÿpkesman declared lastWdgmt^ 

^^the 
coursé- discussion on1 the
sutyeqf of censorship, bentering

I refjis|à. of' MT. H. X Timperley, càfe; 
‘ ola^nt ' 5for<'?the Manchester

SQUABBLE GIVEN FIRST AIRING AT NIPPON^ ObfweU Road, yesterday morning. ] 

‘¿The British cOTfê^pondent, the

Japanese Censors Decline To Transmit Report, 
Inform Correspondent 15 Hours After Cable 

Filed; British Embassy Told Of Case

sp<&esman said^had.been invited to: 
the Military-Apache’s office to ‘re
ceive an explanation from

■ spdnsible JapanqM'*mihtaJX.officef 
; regarding what parts of his dispatch
were considered dbjectionabJe.**We

i ceqsor’
Timperley * i ***►>•'' ’

‘»The -spokesman regretted
¡th« .tertn’ /n^ltary ^ bCddhuaiW^ 
j should have been used by the cehsoi

The much-discussed question of Japanese censorship on cable: 
messages became a matter of official discussion yesterday between local» 
Japanese and British diplomatic representatives following the! 
case in which the dispatch filed by Mr. H. J. Timperley, cor res-; 
pondent of the Manchester Guardian, was held up by the Nipponese’ 
censors.

Mr. Timperley’s message, in which he reported that some 300,0001? 
Cliincse civilians had been slaughtered, many of them in cold blood J 
in the Yangtze delta war areas, was filed at 8 p,m. Sunday. At 10.4$ 
o’clock yesterday mqrnlng—some 15 hours Mter his.disp 
he was informed by Japanese censors that his ipe^gage i 
ihroueh- i

At thejiame time, Mr. Timperley ¿c^amura> the Emit
~ - —3!haid that althoughwas summoned by a member of the ~ __  ______

censorship office io visit the Nip- l office was manned by civilianmem - 
ponese military headquarters. It Jhers of the Japanese Government, 
was suggested that an escort might b me Japanese army ifi occupation 
be furnished to the correspondent^ exercised the prerogative.
to accompany him on the trip. j The report that the British cor- 

The British correspondent prompt- ¡ respondent was summoned to the 
ly rejected the request. He wanted! military headquarters was not cor- 
to know, as he is a British subjectif réct, he stated. Mr. Timperley, the 
what right? the censors had to hold I spokesman explained, only ask- 
up his message. | ed to accompany an icial of the

Report To British Embassy |<:ensorshlp organ to tne office of 
Following the telephone conversa- ”“ S

tfon with the Japanese, Mr. Ita4whe$ 
periey reported the matter to W™”“» wh$hL this meant that 
British Embassy, where he was re- ’ final declslon ïested t|ie 
ferred to the British Consul-General,^ W +tlA snnirAsinan renlied In 
Mr. Herbert Phillips.

The British official subsequently 
brought the matter to the attention 
of Mr. 8. Okamoto. A ¡discussion 
took place and it was tentatively* 
agreed that opinion on the case 
should! be exchanged between Mr? 
Timperley and Mr. K. Okamura, 
Japanese Embassy spokesman, 
find out whether a settlement 
the matter could be made.

Mr. Timperley is scheduled to see 
Mr. Okamura this morning to dis
cussthe, question..

At the Japanese press conference 
/éstèrday evening, .'thé-■■ spokesman 
;tated that although ..cable censor
ship is â civilian service^ of thé' 
Japanese Government, the final 
decision in censoring press dispat- ■ 
ches dealing with political and mili- . 
Vary questions rests with the 
bassy and military authorities 
pectively.

Delayed 15 Hours
It was brought up at the con

ference that, despite Japanese pro
mises that- journalists would imme- 
c lately be notified whenever their ¿discuss the matter with you later.' 
cables wefe either censored or held, | “ 
the dispatch, of the Guardian cor
respondent Wiu delayed for nearly 
15 hours before the journalist was 
informed ot the matter.

To this the spokesman made no 
reply, stating that an answer would 
be maiie after an inquiry is modejt jp air now.* 
into the mati^K^^»ÿ

One correspondent asked why, if 
censorshin was a civilian service, Pal 
was Mr. Timperley summoned, to the S56? 

, Japanese military headquarters.

ill

by virtue of their taking 
Chinese Governmental j 
Shanghai following the; 

faent 'of the city. .
as no relation to the question t

W* Whither not the cables run
through ' Japanese-occupied ter- 
ritory4* the official .stated.
“w^ile censorship was being en
forced by a civilian personnel, final 
decision aq ^' w^ethef :
patches -werel ^h^ered1 Objection- 
able- rejited with the* military au* *

WWed. re* 
‘i ate&M. military ¿questions.
? ’ “Should diplomatic questions he 
involved, the Japanese Embassy 
would tie the last authority to de- 
-cide^ the spokesman.-stated.

^military, the spokesman replied in 
f the affirmative.
| Regrets Over Error

Mr. Timperley, who was present 
st the conference, denied any men
tion at all was made of the Jap
anese Military Attache's office. He 
was asked to visit the Military 
Headquarters, he emphasized. Mr. 
Okamura then expressed his regret 
about the error, stating that the 

; official had used the wrong term and 
j that what he actually meant was the 
i Military Attache’s office.

■ The Guardian writer then asked 
whether or not his message was 
finally sent. He was told that it 
would be dispatched after certain 

: pointe of it had been agreed upon 
; betWei^himself ^and the Japanese 
military. He was further .informed 
thajt the military authorities cdulq 
not, .get in touch With him, td which 
he »answered »tftaUhp was^at «home, 
froth 10 to 12.30 o’clock Sunday 
bight. * 7^*7 > • * ;

11 ‘ if it isn’t sent,” Mr?f Timperley 
s^id. “what is to be done with it?” 

! ‘‘¡The Embassy spokesman; Will ij|1 '•*>■r & |gj

“j&ut i am not in a positioh th 
disCuss the matter,as-l havealready 
*epM<JW4>.
ties| who will deal with the matter 
as they aee ••WWW' ' 
thefdispafth fis An Sw

fchat Mr-

ìr^the^préàs’



CORRESPONDENT’S 
CABLE CENSORED

Mr, Timperley Asked To 
At* Japanese 

Military Office
EXPLANATION GIVEN 

BY SPOKESMAN
The question of censoring des

patches sent to their papers by • 
foreign correspondents was brought 
into the limelight again yesterdav 
when Mr. H. J. Timperley, corres* 
pondent for the Manchester “Guar
dian,” was informed in the morning ! 
.nat his message despatched on j 
Sunday night, had not passed the 
censors. He was asked to accom-l 
pany the. censor to the office of thr» J 
Japanese Military Attache in Hong- < 
kew, but refused to do so and com-; 
municated with the British Embassy 
on the mattter.

Following a long discussion on the 1 
subject of censorship at the Japan
ese press conference yesterday after
noon, the Embassy spokesman said5 
that,, unless foreign correspondents 
in Shanghai agreed to discuss with 
responsible Japanese officials the 
deletion of portions of their mes
sages which the latter deemed 
objectionable, the “system of open 
censorship” could not be enforced.;

The British correspondent, the 
spokesman added, had been invitee? 
to the Military Attache’s office to 
“leceive an explanation from a re
sponsible Japanese military , officer 
regarding what parts of his despatch 
were considered objectionable.” The 
censor offered to accompany Mr 
Tipwerley.

The spokesman regretted that 
the term “military headquarters^ 
should 'have been used by the 
censor in inviting Mr. Timperley 
“This may have given rise to mis-* 
apprehension,” the spokesman stated

The Japanese authorities, trd 
spokesman reiterated, were enforc
ing censorship by virtue of their 
taking over of Chinese Government
al organs in Shanghai following the 
envelopment of the city.

“It has no relation to the ques-i 
lion of whether or* not the cables 
run through Japanese-occupied ter
ritory,” the official stated.

While censorship was being en< 
forced by a civilian personnel, final 
decision as to whether or not, 
despatches were considered objec-' 
tionable rested with the military 
authorities if the matter involved 
related to military questions.

Should diplomatic questions be' 
involved, the Japanese Embassy 
would be the authority to decide,! 
the spokesman stated.

________ t



CABLE CENSORSHIP

»li

Final Word Right Of 
Army Of Occupation, 

Says Spokesman
Censorship of news leaving Shang

hai is the right and prerogative, of! 
the Japanese army of occupation.! 
declared the Japanese spokesman, at, 
the Press conference last night in 
reply to questions arising from the 

113 hours delay of a cable filed 
by Mr. Timperley, special corresppn- ■ 
dent for the Manchester “Guardian1* ! 
and his subsequent invitation to 1 
visit Japanese military authorities. '
'If the correspondent had been re

quested to visit Japanese army 
headquarters, it had been a mistake, 
said the spokesman, since it had 
been intended only to ask him to 
visit the Japanese military attache 
in company with the censorship, 

I officer responsible for the delay.
The spokesman later said that 

; perhaps the word , “prerogative” 
1 was the wrong word to use in 
describing the army's connection 
with censorship, and, quoting an ex
ample, added that it was obvious 
that news of a military nature would 
have to be submitted to the military 
authorities if it were questionable.

»®s



^Guardiane orrespondent1 
Finds China’s Leaders. 
Unshaken In ( onfidilli'e

Tiinnerlev Reports Observations 
On Hankow Political Tempo;

Chiang Interviewed

Grimly determined to fight- to the bitter end in defense of China’s 
political integrity, the majority of high National Government officials : 
m Hankow, led by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek, appeared to be 
confident that the nation would eventually coine out on top in the f 
present struggle, Mr. H. J. Timperley, correspondent of the Man
chester Guardian, found after close observation of the Chinese political r
tempo during his recent trip to the Wuhan city. «

Mr. Timperley, who had a two-hcur talk with the Generalissimo, 
I found, the latter in splericid health and spirits, the correspondent re

vealed yesterday in an interview with The China Press.
Peace Talks H

Questioned on the current report 
of peace talks in Hankow, Mr. 
Timperley stated:

“So far as I could find out, there 
is no such thing as a peace-at-any- 
price group in Hankow. Probably^ 
there are certain people in the? 
Government who would be prepar--j 
ed to make more concessions than- 
others; but even those who belong; 
in this category seemed to feel that 
there was no alternative, but td| 
carry on the struggle in view of the 
improbability that the Japanese 
would consider terms that would be 
at ell acceptable."

The fall of Nanking, Mr. Tim
perley thought, came aS quite a 
shock to many of the Government! 
officials. They were, however/ 
rapidly adjusting themselves to the’ 
situation and were now grimly pre
paring to carry on what it is now

The Guardian correspondent went ; 
to Hankow in the middle of last ; 
month, traveling by air from Hong- I 
kong to the Wuhan city. On his 1 
return journey he was a passenger 
on the international train which 
reached the colony on Christmas ; 
Day. He reported that his observa
tions showed that the ' Canton- 
Hankow railway has not been. 
seriously damaged as a result of ? 
the repeated aerial attacks. The * 
train, which was ahead of its sche- i 
dule on one or two occasions, went ■ 
through wJthftUV^ny-untoward in- i

Hankow Crowded
Hankow; as a result of the large • 

influx of refugees and government 
officials, is extremely crowded. A’ 
new-comer is usually confronted 
with difficulty in finding bed if he I. 
has not made arrangements before-*

recognized will necessarily be a long! 
and bitter struggle, the correspon
dent reported.

Chiang Interviewed
During his long session with the 

Generalissimo, the latter expressed 
his conviction of China’s final vic
tory to Mr. Timperley in the follow
ing words:

“Although We may have suffered 
defeats on the battlefield/ the
Generalissimo told the correspondent, 

I “that doesn’t mean that the wan 
Its over. Japan will find it easier 
! to occupy territory than to main
tain herself in the areas where 
hèr troops have gained a foothold?’ 

! Continuing, the Generalissimo 
I said: “Even if the Chinese army 
'did nothing, the Japanese troops 
would still find it sin expensive 

; business to consolidate their posi
tion. If, on the other hand, we 

^engage them with our mobile units 
' they will find it a difficult matter 

! to keep tHeir communications open.
Powers’ Obligations

“While we will dò our best with 
i our limited resources, we hope that
Britain and America and other 

! friendly powers will realize that
China is now fighting their battle 
as well as her own. While we dò 
not necessarily, expect that they: 
should wage war On our behalf, we 
do ask that they should ■ live up to 
their obligations as co-signatories 
of the league coVenant end other 
international pacts and help* us 

1 wherever possible,” the Generalis
simo said in his interview with 
Mr. Timperley.

hand; the writer reported.
When Mr. Timperley arrived in 

Hankow, he saw many wounded 
Chinese soldiers, wearing blue coats f 
with embroidered Red Cross in- ; 
signia, walking along the Bund. ; 
Some of these men were being ! 
carried by their comrades.

The correspondent heard high f 
praise for the work being perform- ! 
ed by the Hankow International 
Red Cross, which is headed by the 
Mayor of Hankow, with Mr. G. S. 
Moss, the British Consul-General 
as the Vice-Chairman.

Extensive relief and medical work 
of the organization is being effi
ciently carried out under the direc
tion of Dr. J. W. Maxwell, veteran 
medical missionary, Who is well- 
known in Shanghai for his work 
with the Henry Lester Institute of | 
Medical Research. Dr. Maxwell is 
now the executive secretary of the 
Hankow International Red Cross.

Gives Cash Grant
Generalissimo Chiang during his 

conversation with Mr. Timperley 
was much interested in hearing of 
conditions in Shanghai. Hé readily 
approved the request made by the 
correspondent, who is a member of 
the Publicity and Appeals Commit
tee of the Shanghai International 
Red Cross, for replacing with a new 

• cash grant a portion of the Liberty 
¡Bonds given to the Red Cross as a 
part of the Government’s $1,000,000 
donation. HOHK

■fe ‘Tt is gratifying to learn Jnce 
¡ my return to Shanghai,” Mr. Tim
perley said yesterday, “that a sum 
of $300,000 cash has already been 
received by the Red Cross from 
Hankow. A large part of the money
has already been applied to relief
purposes.”



Japanese Military 
Invite Journalist 
To Headquarters

Timperley, Manchester
Guardian Writer, 

Refuses Bid
ATROCITY STORIES

BRING INVITATION
Interfering With Cable

Message Protested
To Embassy

ÄÜ38ÄS
J>;4S nWck this 

mamfagrefusedan invitation ex- 
fen^nSv"^^ - ~~~(

Niippcnesaï ■
At the samftiim bft 

was Informed that a desjg^l&h 
¿ent shortly ,

to

summed up; Japanese atrocities 
ccmmltied fai various areas
month or so had been held un^

The British correspondent not 
only rejected the invitation 
discuss the matter: with 
Japanese military, but also- de
manded to know what right the 
censors bad to holdup a message 
rent by a British subject. Follow
ing his brief conversation with 
the censors by telephone, Mr.
Embassy which w now investigat
ing the matter.

It is understood that after 
carefully checking information at 
hand, Mr. Timperley came to the 
conclusion that seme 300,000 Chi" 
nese civilians had bl^executed 
by the jananese miUtay follow- 
fag theiroccupaUpnpf .thMmyafe 
hat-Nanking area These findings, 
as well as data on looting and 
raping, made up the message 
which the Nipponese censors felt 
violated the rule" that Information 
likely to harm the military must 

not be despatched.
Mr. Timperley is to call at the 

British. Embassy office at 3 o’clock 
this afternoon to discuss the mat
ter. It is understood that the 

j censorship office kindly offered to 
I supply an escort for the cor- 
• respondent on his trip to Hong- 
kew. The-British journalist is 
believed to be the first newspaper
man invited to have a heart to 
heart talk with the Nipponese 
military about a cable message.

Some time ago a -Japanese press 
spokesman assured correspondents 
that when censorship was neces
sary, every effort would be made 
to inform the correspondent 

affected within three hours of 
the time the cable was filed. Mr. 
Timperley received his notifica
tion approximately 15 hours after 
the objectionable message was In 
the hands of the censors.

a
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I In addition to the connections 
mentioned, Mr. Timperleÿ will 

; write Nanking correspondence 
for the Christian Science Moni
tor and other papers and per
iodicals, and it is his intention to- 
begin work at once on a book. 
During the intervals of active 
newspaper work he has been. 
engaged for two years in making 
a study of the historical basis of 
the Sino-Japanese conflict and 
he will now begin to digest the 
material collected.

Mr. Timperley will be the first 
and for the time being the only 
British correspondent to be re
gularly established at Nanking.

Office To Nanking
Mr. H. 4. Timperiey, corres

pondent for the Manchester 
Guardian and advisory editor of 
Asia magazine, has decided to 
transfer his headquarters to 
Nanking and from May 1 hr will 
be located at the Metropolitan 
hotel there. Since he came from 
Peiping some months ago he has 
been establishing contacts and 
gaining first-hand knowledge of 
Shanghai problems but he has 
now concluded that the capital is 
his logical permanent base.
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H. J, Timperley To 
*~ W Reside In Nanking

NANKING, Apr. 5.—(Central).— 
Mr. H. J. Timperley, correspondent 
of the Manchester Guardian, called 
on Dr. T. T. Li, director of the in
telligence and publicity Department 
of the Waichiaopu, today and in- 

’ formed the latter that he will short- 
;Iy move his office from Shanghai 
•to Nanking.

’Mr. Timperley has been for many 
years correspondent of several for- ' 
eign news organs in China, and is 
now advisory editor of Asia ma
gazine.
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HARMONICA CLASS 
PROVES POPULAR

Social Experiment Being 
Conducted Under Lead 

Of Timperley

Co-operation Is Given 
By Chinese

* PRESS, THURSDAY¿DECEMBER

Factory Boys 
Enter Winter

An unusually interesting 
ment in social work is being carried 
out in the Yangtszepoo district for 
the benefit of Chinese boys employ
ed in1 factories of the Kinchow Road 
area. This is an outgrowth of a 
summer physical .school established 
last June under ±fre direction of Mr. 
H, J. Timperley, Manchester Guar
dian Cori^esOondeht, and other real? 
dents oi SnapgnaL Th* original 
■scheme proved to be so successful 
that it was decided to make it per
manent and this has been done with 
the co-operation of the Chinese 
Y.M.C.A. here.

A representative of The China 
Press has visited ‘the physical 
school to learn something of the 
winter program which W new under 
way and becoming increasingly 
popular faith a growing number of 
boys. Recreation periods are being 
held in the evening at the BSnehow 
Road Primary School through the 
courtesy of the Shanghai Municipal 
Council, and these are 
under
F. T.

jonducted 
the expert direction of Mr. * 
Chen of the Y.M.C.A.
Start Harmónica Class

Timperley pays frequent 
to the school and takes a

Mr. 
visits 
personal interest in its development 
from week to week. One of the 
most gratifying improvements 
which has been made is the in? 
auguration of a harmonica class for 
the boys. This has proven success
ful in that it involves a small 
initial outlay in equipment 
appeals to ¡boys of all ages.
of the boys spend a large part of 
their very limited leisure time in 
harmonica practice and have be
come quite expert with these simple 
instruments*

The winter physical school is the 
outgrowth of a plan instituted here 
last May by < committee which in
cluded In its membership Mr. Tim- 
perley as Chairman, Baroness 
Leopie Ungern-Sternberg, i Madame 
Paul Premet, Dr. Agnes Roman, 
Mr. Jóhn S, Barr and Mr. Franklin

■ .

Boys attending the classes are 
drawn mainly from the small shops 
and factories in the district at which 
they receive Jittle or nothing for 
their efforts put in during a ¡nark
ing day lasting from 10 to 12 hours. 

; Before the . inauguration of the 
school they were without aay real 
facilities for recreation and found 
it difficult to find ways and means 
to leave the places of their employ
ment even for brief periods of Mme.

Enjoy School
Like the summer school, the 

winter school is proving to be com
paratively simple and easy to 
operate, while the boys themselves 
are appreciative and easy to handle* 
Thev take great delight in all 
aspects of the work and even seem 
to enjoy the routine exercises in 
which they are drilled.

Although the classes 
conducted out of doors 
few weeks ago, a large 
school is available for 
inclement weather. Those in ‘Charge 
nw feel that the wjnter classes 
when viewed from the standpoint 
of the small expense involved *show 
encouraging results. It is now hoped 
that the idea will spread in the 
Yangtszepoo district and elsewhere 
in Shanghai where there is a crying 
peed for such provision for young 
workers.
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE. /TéÀ
Special. .BranGh..-...S.2^a/;o?/p

REPORT n^^tpber 13»>f36. (
W I
t Subject................lecture entitled • TheSino-Japanes.0. Outlook...frani the ..Military............

Standpoint" given by Mr» H.J. Timperley.

At 12.30 p»au October 12, 1936 the weekly tiffin of

the Shanghai Y*s Men's Club was held at the International Club

recently received a cable from the "Manchester Guardian"

According to available figures, the Chinese fbrcas,

160 divisions

These figures compare with the British

17 divisions, 5 of which are overseas, 3 being in Manchuria

any conflict between these nations» Mr» Timperley then added

722 Bubbling Well ^ad, when Mr» H»J» Timperley, B*ag Eastern

requesting him to furnish data and details of the strength of 

the Chinese and Japanese forces and the probable outcome of

correspondent of the "Manchester Guardian" spoke on "The Sino- 

Japanese Outlook from a Military Standpoint»*_______  ■ '

_________Mr» Timperley prefaced his talk by stating that he

that he had had enquiries made among foreign military and 

aviation experts in China and that their views and reports 

formed the basis of his lecture on the subject |n question 

_________The following is the gist of Mr. Timperley*s talk! 

INgANTHfl________________________________________ ________ _

I Made by ...............................................Forwarded by................... .........5kA.Z..................................

I*

which can be adequately described as an infantry army, comprise 

The Japanese military machine is made up of

standing army of 10 divisions

________ The disparity in figures between the Chinese and Jap- 

anese forces is, however, not so great when the situation is

aayefully examined, for it is doubtful whether more than 25%
’óf the Chinese forces would loyally serve the Nationalist Got»

erament if and when war with Japan should eventuate 

addition, the type of arms and equipment carried by the Chinese 
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REPORT 
Date..... .........................................r g
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ie lower than that of the Japanese» kurther, the Chinese

Made by..............................................................Forwarded by........ ................................................. .................... . ............ . —........

arsenals can, when working at full preassure, only supply_______

equipment and Munitions for a foroe not exceeding 150»OOP men.

On the other hand the official strength of the Japanese

army Is given as 235» OOP men» but foreign military experts_____ __

estimate it to be nearer 325»000» The fact must also be_______

borne in mind that Japan has a system of oonsctription» with

the result that at present there are at least millions of

Japanese reservists of military age» all eligible for the________

colours._____ That the Japanese infantry units are better __

trained and better equipped than their confreres - facts which

would react unfavourably against the Chinese should they_________

ever meet - must also be borne in mind»
CAVALRY:______________________________________________________________

The few Chinese mounted divisions would be far better

described at mounted Infantry than as cavalry. These so-_________

called cavalrymen are poorly mounted» are not armed with

lances» swords or sabres» but are issued with oarbines and

receive precious little training as cavalry units._________________

________ Whilst it is true that the Japanese are also only armed

with carbines» they are, however, better mounted, their stock

having been bred iover a number of yearsfrom imported breeds,_____
' ' ' \

which are far speedier than anything possessed by the Chinese»

in fact that Chinese are now at the same level, where cavalry

is concerned, as were the Japanese during the Russo-Japanese

War of over 30 years ago._________________________________ ___________

MBCHAMICAL HEITS:

That the Japanese are far ahead of the Chinese where

mechanical units are concerned, cannot be doubted by any neutral
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observer« Apart from a very trifling num.ber of mechanical 

appurtenances each aa a few tanks and motor lorries and mobile

anti-aircraft guns - all in Nanking - the Chinese simply have__ -

nothing.__________________________ ______________ _________

ABTTT.T-KRYl____________________________________________________________ _

Here a^tn the Chinese have a motley array of artillery__ _

pieces» which in the main have been imported from abroad and_____

are nearly all obsolete. in a time of strife great diffi-___ _

culty would be ejtperienoed in obtaining shells of the correct _____ 

calibre for so many varied types of guns» whilst spare parts __

would be Just as difficult to procure.__________________

The Japanese have a standard series of large guns and 

are by far in advance of the Chinese in possessing large __

stocks of modern artillery pieces and huge reserves of ammun- 

it ion._______________________________________________ ___________________

4TR yPM1____________________________________________________________ _J.
The concensus of opinion regarding Chinese and Japanese

aviators is that whilst they are» in the main» good airmen,

nothing is known of their qualities in times of aerial combat. _

It is felt though that the Chinese aviator is only interested
£

in flying his machine and shows no inetest in the mechanical

construction or care of it» leaving all overhauls and repairs _.

to be effected by mechanics. According to European and________ _

American standards a good airmen looks after his machine in —
the same way that a good horseman cares for his stted.

The ground staff of the Chinese Air Force is not held. _

to be sufficiently competent to adequately fare with the work

that would be thrown on it in the eveat ofhostilities breaking

out. This is mainly due to the fact that the Chinese Air______ _

-- ,—------- ------------

Made by................................................................................................Forwarded by..................................................................................  -



Made by..i.........................................................................................Forwarded by................................................ . ......................................... . ................................

British, jffrenah, Italian and Germán machines

1WMÍ

arm, comprising 15 squadrons (about 200 machines ), is made 

up of Ame ricen

the intricacies in the construction of which put a great

strain on the mechanics, who must necessarily have at their

finger tips a complete knowledge of the constructional details

of each and every type of machine. further there is no

reserve of Chinese airplanes, it being a »trim that a reserve

of over 100% of first-line fighting *planes should always

be maintained, m addition there are no facilities in

China for the production of spare parts, which all have to

ba imported, The Japanese Air force has standard engined

machines^, many more squadrons than the Chinese and a good_______

reserve of spare pasts, whilst its mechanics and ground

staff are better trained, Ahese facts alone would give the

Japanese a great advantage in the event of war*

gAjfln_______________________________________________
Very little need be said about naval matters, since it

is a known fact that Japan’s fleet is possibly second only

in size and equipment to those of Gt* Britain and the United
.......... ..... .........

States, The Chinese fleet comprises only 53 vessels,__________

some of which were built as far back as in 1895, to cover

2,800 miles of seaboard. Even in normal peace times the

Japanese maintain 3 cruisers and 10 destroyers in Chinese________

waters, and should Japan blockade China during war, the

chances of the Chinese running such a blockade can be said

to be very remote. The blow that such a blockade would________

strike to China's imports of guns, munitions, airplanes, spare

parts, etc, can well be imagined«

SS«2ÍÍ^®áfe
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COEgLUSIQg:______________________ _______________________________

The likelihoo/d of «Japan declaring war on ^hina is  |

not great. Por «Japan to deal effectively with the Chinese______
I 

forces, at least 12 of its 17 divisions would have to be 
transported to China, and to do this, a great number of ___ 1

Japanese mercantile vessels would have to be commandeered, 1

with a resulting loss in legitimate trade.
Whilst the Japanese would have no difficulty in | 

taking any position they chose in China Proper, it is thought 

that the Chinese forces would be continually conducting 

guerilla warfare» with the result that whilst Japan might 

conquer certain parts of China» she would never garrison 

those parts. In viewy however, of the political situation 

in Japan, the sxks±M> existing differences between the Soviet 

and Japan and the fear of a possible attack from the hussians, 

there would appear little chance of war being declared in the 

near future.

Some fifty persons attended the tiffin, including 

Dr» Wu Lien-teh, hr. Wm. Yinson Lee, Mr. George Pitch and

a number of well-known Chinese local personalities.
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Mr. H. J. Timperley wUl bejhe 
mesi of thè Shanghai Ys Men s 
Club at its weekly tiffinSe International Club, Bubbly 
Well Road, to-morrow at 12.20 £•»»•> 
when he will speak on the su i 
^Hie 
may bring guests
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A TERRIBLE TOIL j
By an undesigned coincidence, 

Mr. H. J. Timperley’s eloquent plea 
for consideration of the plight of a 
section of young workers in Shang
hai’s rapidly expanding industri- 

i alism appeared yesterday with the 
publication of the findings ofDr.J 
Bernard E. Read, Dr. S. G. Hatem, 
Mr- PM Yu-bao and Mr.
yung on their investigation of*th£ 
“Chromium Plating arid Pplisfiirig 
Trade.” TheiF^report^No. 6 ofitW" 
Special Report Series of the Chinese 
Medical Association, ' can ’ be 
bought for J fifty cents from 7 the 
otees ~ofthe'Association at 41 , 
Tszepang Road, Shanghai. It should 
fie obtained and studied by all who 
have at heart the interests of this' 
great city and the slightest spark' 
of humane solicitude for the welfare 

. of their fellow-creatures. The 
| scientific basis of the report gives 
exceptional authority to its revela-1 
tions which may truly be described. 
as Dickensian. They indicate that i 
the grim horrors known to 
Victorian England are being re
produced in Shanghai, where in the 
last few years the sudden creation 
of small industrial enterprises I 
operated in badly improvised build- j 
ings has given rise to conditions] 
demanding immediate attention.i 
Charles Kingsley, in writing his! 
‘‘Water Babies” had no more inspir-j 
ing topic for his philanthropic pen} 
than the excruciating agony of 
these wretched little slaves who 
have been drawn into the vortex of 
an unconsidered industrial system] 
by the pressure of economic facts! 
and public ignorance taken un
awares. Mr. Timperley not un- 

j naturally considers that the Shang-y 
i hai Municipal Council has a special* 
responsibility in the matter. His: 

! view will be strongly supported— 
indeed it has been anticipated in 
these columns for some time, since 
in 1934 this journal disclosed 
certain of the worst features of the 
silk industry, with its attendant 
evils of labour-recruitment, and the 
insanitary and dangerous conditions

i of the li houses. Moreover, a few; 
weeks ago in discussing the oc- 

. cupational census figures, it was 
pointed out that the character of: 
the population of the Settlement, 
had radically changed in that the 
prominence of industrial workers 
had brought to the fore serious 
economic problems of which the 
Council was bound to take increas
ingly emphatic note.

? The revelations now made show! 
that the Council is not indifferent, I 
for Dr. Read and his able co-adjutors | 
could not have obtained their in-1 
formation without the wholehearted I 
co-operation of the Settlement 
authorities to which their report > 
pays tribute. Yet that document' 
has an important effect on the 
Council’s position, in that, beyond, 
the peradventure of a doubt, it will! 
be taken as the basis of public sup-; 
port for a definite acceptance of the! 
Council’s responsibility for the ful-; 
lest jp^j^gation of laboufc * con- '] 
dition^W^e area within its con- ( 
■tipi. Report is not, borirse, ’
prirely an indictment It has: the 
important object of giving a scientific j

B’S, FRIDAY, MAY 1, 
appreciation oF ifie^conditions brtne 
industry so that ~ employers may 
intelligently modify their methods 
for the purpose of getting the best 
possible results from their en
terprise. The employers are not 
necessarily callous or inhumane.;

■ The.r own economic condition is by, 
no means expansive and their ac- 
ceptance of the terrible sacrifices of 
young life is due more to thought

lessness and ignorance than to any 
deliberate cruelty. Yet the Council, . 

lns the representative body of the!
Settlement, has to consider means 
for the better education of 
employers, the better instruction of 
public opinion and, above all, the 
better provision of reasonable' 
amenities for the employees. The 
communist peril may or may not 
be great. Nothing could contribute 
more surely to the manufacture of j 
rebels against the social system,; 
whether in the guise of communists 
or even worse, than the perpetua-; 
tionof this vile exploitation of 
child labour. Reform cannot come 
in a lightning flash. The plain duty 
to prepare the ground for it and4 
strengthen the appropriate admini-" 
strative machinery, within the 
limits of their power, now devolves 
upon the authorities of the Interna
tional Settlement. It becomes an 
elementary form of vindicating the 
Council’s sense of civic respon
sibility.

The Read Report, in dealing with 
the cromium plating and polishing 
trade which employs over 1,200. 
workers, makes three important 
paints:

The general health of the class from 
which the workers are recruited is ■ 
below the average normal level, so 
that without any occupational 
hazards the workers are handi
capped in keeping a decent 
standard* of health.
The labour turnover is great 
Workers injured or poisoned are 
usually discharged and their places 
filled. So clinical findings give a 
fallacious return of low incidence 
of disease. The average working- i 
life of these workers is 3 years 4 
months.
The immaturity of the young workers 
makes them more susceptible to the 
hazards of the, industry and the 
poor conditions around them

When it is realized that these 
workers are brought to Shanghai 
after purchase by middlemen from 
their parents and are, under the 
cover of an apprentice system 
which is merely a tragic euphemism 
for slavery, condemned to work 
themselves to the bone with 
totaDy inadequate nourishment 
and without the ordinary ameni-' 
ties of life, the gravity of 
the indictment which- Mr. Tim
perley has preferred and which is 
so vividly supported by the 
scientists’ report cannot be ignored. 
Dr. Read and his colleagues have 
rendered a great public service. It _ 
is now the duty of the community : 
to see that it has not been rendered ] 
in vain—not merely on humani
tarian grounds, but for the sake of ■ 
the good name of Shanghai.

103g
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RjfttefrStos Up
Aflwner Dispute

Insists Firm Open Rent 
Payment Suit; Says 

Profit. Too Great
The “stormy petrel of . title 

1 ‘French Concession law-courts/-» 
' Pr- A. Richer, ¡g to «mr before 

the Consular Tribunal once again 
today, this tim„e^JiL-^^ .ja£tiQ¡iL.,he 
has precipitated against himself.

> First gaining attention fot his * 
' battle against the French Munici* 
t party’s way of electfog land com

missioners, Dr. Richer is now 
pursuing bis reform campaign In | 
fighting against what he terms I 
the extra nigh rentals house? 
pwners have jmposed on leasers 
since the outbreak of the Jw^nir J 
ties. —--

Going before Judge R. Kauff- < 
■ man in the latter’s home, 631 1 
Route Frelupt at 4 p.m. today 5 
since the judge is still convalesc- ; 
ing from his car accident last ; 
year* Dr. Richer is. being sued ' 
for non rent payment at" his . 
own request. The whole matter J 
was settled when the crusading 
¡roentgen-ray /expert . told the * 
present plaintiffs that if they * 
didn't sue him he’d take them to J 
court. He was determined to pur- * 
sue his aims. 3

’Recently, to make up for extra \ 
expenses imposed on the conces- ’ 
sibn authorities bythehPstllitles, 
a “Defense Surtax” was placed 
on all properties. This ranged 
from 13 to 15 per cent. Owners 
of such properties were then 1 
allowed to make corresponding ' 
but not higher increases On their t 
rentals. If they profiteered they t 
were said to be liable to a fine i 
of 11500. However, the wording ( 
of this latter ruling was ambig- j 
uous, and a number of firms 
raised their rentals more than 
their leasers considered necessary J 
to cover the “Defense Surtax,” 
Dr. Richer contends.

Therefore, the stocky scientist 
decided to come to the fore and (1 
now he’s after this new reform; ¡4 
for the Concession to define its < 
attitude correctly and for pro- j 
perty-owners to lower their rents, i 
The latter for the general good i 
of Concession residents, he adds. Í

i



Dr. Richer’s Case Against 
F.M.C. Is Continued

X-Ray Specialist Takes Stand On His Own Belialf 
To Plead Against Irregularity In The 

Election Of Land Commissioners
At yesterday’s session of the pro

tracted case of Dr, A, RichaE* 
French X-Ray sPeciaiisKiagainst the 
Blench Municipal Council, the stand 
was taken by Dr. Richer, who is 
pleading his causa himself without 
any counsel.

After a few caustic remarks 
about the unusual quality of the 
case in which “a small David dares 
to attack a big Goliath,” Dr. Richer 
stated the facts of the case, which 
are rather unusual in themselves, 
as he protested against his own un
animous election to the post of Land 
Commissioner of the French Con
cession.

Before relating the history of the 
car-. he replied to the objections 
made by Mr. G. Cattand, Consul and 
Municipal Advocate, who had' tried 

| to obtain a withdrawal of the case 
on the ground that Dr. Richer had 
no personal interest in the matter.

After a heated speech in which 
he proved that he had had such in
terest as a member of the' Land 
Committee, the findings of which 
constitute the basis for the taxes 
collected from the local ratepayers, 
Dr. Richer told the court that ac
cording to the regulations issued 

in 1935 and never altered since then,, 
a delay of at least a week Is noces- : 
sary before a candidacy is posted • 
and the actual dayzof the election. 
Moreover, the names of the candid
ates must be made public by the 
Municipal Council.

Dr. Richer sent in his letter on 
March 2, knowing that the election 
was to take place on the 4th of the 
same month. He did so on purpose, 
-knowing the regulations, and at the 
same time drew the attention of the 
Consul-General, who is also Chair
man of the Çouncil, to the irregul
arity of such an election.

No Postponement
He expected that the election 

would be postponed, but this never 
happened and he received word 
from the Council that he had been 
elected. The other Commissioners 
to be elected were Mr. Loonis, Mr. 
McCrea and Mr. Chollot, who had 
sent in their letters on February 27. |

Dr. Richer proved his point | 
graphically by writing the respectivej 
figures on a blackboard and added 
that the 'Consul-General himself had 
read , the regulations over together 
with him, upon the receipt Of his 
letter.

Another irregularity, according to 
Dr. Richer, consists in the fact that 
the names of the candidates were 
never officially announced as it must 
be done according to the regulations. 
Thé names of several candidates, 
not of Dr. Richer himself, had only’ 
appeared On a billboard at the office ! 
of the Municipal Council, but had 
never been announced either in the : 
local press nor in the Municipal 
Bulletin.

The case will be continued next, 
Tuesday and it expected that this | 
will be the last hearing. |
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, .......... 4. .
Richer Pre^es Suit 
Against Frenchtown;
Good Motive Claimed!

Dr, A. Richer’s long delayed law 
¿UOgaiMt 016 much Municipal
ity came up in the French Con
sular Court again this morning as 
the plaintiff summed-up his case, 
against the F-M.C.*S mode of 
electing Land Commissioners. In
stituted nine months ago, the 
case is still continuing in the 
French Tribunal as tills morning 
it was adjourned to January 25.

JDt. Richer is suing for an an** 
nullment of the Commission 
“elections” held on March 4, 
1987, as he alleges there were no 
elections, and certain conditions 
laid. down by law had not been 
adhered to. His chief point, he 
emphasized this morning, is that 
bjefore a Commission poll can be 

I held, one week’s public notice of 
the candidates’ names must be 
given.

He states that without this period 
of time in which ratepayers have 
to look over the candidates, elec
tions cannot be legal.

In the course of the hearing 
today. Dr, Richer objected strongly 
tp certain Insinuations made by 
the defense as to the interest the 
plaintiff may have in the* case* 
The doctor at one stage also took 
up chalk and demonstrated on a 
blackboard the exact situation he 
xjow is attempting to remedy that 
of having elections not according 
to law. He pointed especially to 
the fact that he was himself 
“elected” a candidate and receiv
ed notice of this on March 3, 
whereas officially the polls were 
only set fo^ March 4.
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Suit Against French 
Council Summed Up
In Cou¡rt Tomorrow

The final summing-up of a 
lawsuit that has been dragging 
nine months in the French Con
sular Court is to take place to
morrow morning at 10 o’clock 
wbpn Jjft i A Richer prominent 
local "X-Ray expert, concludes his 
case against th^ French Muni
cipal Council and. this body’s 
manner of electing land com
missioners.

The French doctor brought 
actio -i for the first time in April, 
1937, ¡after being elected one of 
the two. commissioners and re
signing that position as he stated 
his manner of election to thc_ 
post Was irregular. He brought f 
suit for annullment of the March 
4, 1937 election and asked for a 
new poll.

The 
several adjournments, and 
recent automobile accident 
which Judge R. Kauffman of the 
Tribunal was involved further 
postponed the suit. January 12 saw .a hearing before Consul M. 
Auge, however, ¡and tomorrow tha 
summing-up is to be made.

Dr. Richer, it is understood, 
will present his casé himself.

ciase was delayed by 
the 
in
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RICHER SUIT COMES 
TO STANDSTILL '

Complainant Demands To 
See Applications And 

Withdrawal Letter
The long ^drawn-out suit of Dr. 

Richer against the French Munici
pal Council, came pradticaliy' to X 
standstill or Tuesday, when both Dr. 
RiWr and Mr- 
ms Counsel, insisted upon/ the

MCTBWHSgJ

i application of the^candidates 
| nost of Land .CoWWnTysioners. as 
a~ eU as the Jtettey in ymich Father 

CtRy, rnnelpCtffiTSnnjrtates tend=~ 
j WHLliiá. Wtthjttpm. ' ’ r. .
■ Mr.Cáttáñí j^ppicipál Advocate, 
replied that the letters could nnt 
be produced as they, were in the 
hands of it he <¿o^¿i¿S#n¿eal. anil 
hg had noapthority to take them.

; DrKiticheF, strongly insisted on 
his to
Rprtance . of the., dates of these 
letters. ? rr'' ?. ” r

Fattier Gerey’s withdrawal• 
was <sent¿in after March ,2¿(jthisj 
means that oi¿ the 2 morning i Of j 
March 3Í (gJecUoh • day} thére .wore,- 
still / three French ¿andidates, jand 
the elections had.if to takeplace, as 
in th¿< case 1 the Municipal Coun- ; 
cil had nó right" to resort to Ub 

■ general 'pri^^g^/appoihtbM^jrafe 
Land Commissioners.

J If will be remembered that JPr 
Richer, is taking action against the 
French Municipal/ Council fdr 
breach of nidhieipar ruleS /conc¿H- . 
iiig the election qfv Lan^ C&n* 
missioners, and ' demands a ' new '

jfo depj&inn (in thfí matter w<H 
rgached^^ffiterday, . w hiu ~ another.,. 
session, of ^the Cdurt _
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Evidence Heard > 
In Richer Case;

Suit Against Council 
Up Again Before 

French Court
The ease brought By Dr. A. 

Richer against the French Muni
cipal Council’s methods of holding / 1 '*
land commissioner elections con
tinued in the French Tribunal I
chis morning as Mr. Ansaldi was I 
called to give evidence. The .wit- , 
ness, upon being questioned/ re
vealed the fact that he was told 
to notify Mr. M. Gerey and P. 
Chollot of Dr. Richer’s late 
candidacy on the evening of March 1 
2- I

Mr. G. Cattand, for the F.M.C., | 
and Mr. d’Auxion de Ruffe, for . 
the plaintiff, then questioned Mr. / 
Ansaldi, who said that he could 
not tell the exact time at which 
he notified Mr. Gerey, and added 
that he did not know whether 
orders had been «given on March 2 
to prepare for the elections, which 
were supposed to take place on 
March 4.

The case now being heard in the 
Tribunal is to decide whether since, 
1927 the French Municipal Coun
cil’s mode of electing land com
missioners is irregular dr not. Dr. 
Richer’s chief claim to the fact 
that this year’s election Were not ,
held in accordance with" the laws 
and regulations set down, is that 
the names of the candidates were 
not posted one week before the i 
date set for elections.
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FRENCH RATEPAYERS
BEGIN MOVEMENT FOR

MUNICIPAL ELECTION
Issue On ' Concession 

Council Revived By 
Richer Case

TIMES CHANGED, 
SAY PROPONENTS

Old Committee Said 
Named In Period Of 

Emergency
By Ç. D. ALCOTT

Elections in the French Conces
sion such as those held by the 
Shanghai Municipal Council every 
year .may be the final outcome of 
the recent case brought against the

tn this action, the doctor claims 
that the elections held for the posts 
of land commissioners in the Con
cession last year were illegal be
cause they did not conform to the 
regulations governing the adminis
tration of the Concession.

The doctor, himself, was chosen 
to fill one of the posts but he »re
fused to accept.

According to law, an announce
ment with the names of all can
didates must be posted one week 
before election date. According to 
Dr. Richer» this was not done until 
the day before election. There were 
originally three candidates but one 
withdrew, leaving a place for the 

’doctor.
, It is his contention that tne 
; whole affair was illegal and while 
the case has not yet been complet- 
ed—another hearing will be held 
thia morning—he has succeeded in 
getting his views aired. He has 
been represented in court by Mr.

f D’Auxion De Ruffe.

year but an 
members of tae 
Council as well, 
of the complat- 
admisslon of ir- 
pointed but by 
informant,

Seeks Annual Election
While the case itself is apparently 

only; concerned with the election 
of land commissioners, it realty goes 
much deeper than that, according 
toinformation obtained yesterday.

’H^cm said to ^he
seeking not only an election of land 
cmmissioners every 

election cf foreign 
French Municipal 
Judgment in favor 
nant will mean an 
regularity, it was 
Thf China Press 
hence the possibility of an 
tlcn.:

Questicned on the subject 
terday, Mr. D’Auxion stated 
according to the administration re
gulations of the Concession, the 
present French Municipal Council 
is not a Council at all but a Pro
visional Committee, which had its 
beginning bacc in 1927.

According to, the regulations, the 
attorney > stated, a municipal coun
cil shall be elected yearly just as 
is now dong in the International 
Settlement, in fact, this procedure 
was followed until 1927 when the 
French Consul General, Paul Nag- 
gier, now Ambassador to * China, 
exercised a provision »contained in 

the regulations permitting him to 
appoint a Provisional Committee 
to supplant the Council, it was 
pointed out.

Times Have Changed
According tor this regulation, r 

Provincial 
powers 
months 
held, 
' The appointment of the com- 

! mittee by M. Naggier was deme at a 
I time when it was difficult to obtain 
I sufficient candidates for the Coun

cil posts. Bût it is the contention 
cf those interested in Dr. Richer rs 
case that times have changed and 
that whereas as the regulations pre
scribe a lapse of only three montas 
between the time of the appoint
ment of a Provincial Committee and 
a Council election, 10 years had 
slipped by and nothing has been 

ballotj ;
It was stuiwr’ -pointed put yeA - 

terday that while the Chinese Rate
payers Association of the French 
Concession annually elects its 
Councillors, the foreign ratepayers 

funder the present system do not 
have this privilege. It is estimated 
that there are about 2,500 foreign 
ratepayers living in the Concession.
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RJCHEajUIT AWAITS 
JUDGE’S RETURN

M. Kaufman Goes North to
Hear Cases

FATHER GEREY HEARD AS WITNESS
Owing to the President Judge of 

the French Court, M. Rivelain Kauf
man, going to Tientsin to conduct 
hearing?, the case of Dr. A. Richer, 
who is suing the French Municipality 
because of alleged irregularities in 
the election of Land Commissioners, 
has been adjourned sine die.

Dr. Richer brought a civil action 
against the French Concession about 
two months ago, asking damages of 
$1 because, he said, the recent elec
tion of two Land Commissioners to 
serve in the Concession during the 
present municipal year. was. not pro** 
perly conducted. He was himself 
“elected” to fill one of the post«, but 
only after one of the o* * two 
candidates had withdrawn un the eve 

J of “ejection,” The formally of a 
ratepayers’ vote was dispensed with«

One of the main points in Dr. 
Richer’s action, as presented by his 
lawyer, d’Auxion de Ruffe, is that 
the election law demands a week’s 
lapse between the closing of nomina
tions and the holding of. the election; 
the names of all candidates are to 
be posted at the French municipal 
buildings and published in the muni
cipal gazette before the date of elec
tion. He contends that his name was 
never brought before the ratepayers 
in this way,

At the last hearing in the action« 
held on Thursday of last week, the 
Rev. Father Gerey ? Procurator of the 
Foreign Mission? Society, gave testi
mony, Father Gerey, a former can
didate. for the post of Land Commis
sioner, declared that no pressure had 
been brought to bear upon him to 
withdraw his candidacy. A number 
of other witnesses had been heard 
at previous sessions of th© Court.
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Richer-FMC Lawsuit
Continues In Court

The French Municipal Council 
continue^ as defendants in ’the 
'awsuit brought by Dr. A. Richer 
for cancellation of the March 4 
land Commissioners’ “election,” 
this morning when Mr. M. Gerey, 
the man who had withdrawn his 
candidacy when he heard that 
there was to be an election after 
all, was called to take the witness 
stand.

Dr. Richer brought action against 
the F.M.C., claiming that the 
“Sections” carried out on March 
4 were not according to the rules 
and regulations of the Council, 
as there was not an interval oi 
eight days between the time that 
they published the names of the 
candidates to the two posts ooen, 
and the time that the elections 
were to take place. He asked 
that a new election be held in 
accordance with the rules, and 
also claims $1 compensation.

Mr. Gerey was questioned for 
about an hour this morning. 
Testimony of witnesses will be 
concluded this afternoon when 
the court sits again at 4.30 o’clock

ill 
¡mfe 
®W
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Richer Election
Case Postponed

Laud Commission Case 
Adjourned; Witness 

Being Waited
The civil suit brought lg,»A| 

Richer against the French Muni- t 
TWrrnnneirsjTiythods of electing, ! 
their Land Commissioners was ad-

An to« ii «ito—hiiwwW 11 " I* lWSF* 1

rrencxi uviioujku 4
wiw-TWy" jp:.~a i 
CattaM's reqli^ry^gyTW, 
aW^I orMr/ M. Gere In Shang- 

coh^ideW ‘ ^e [ 
defendants a material witness, i 
Next hearing will be on June 3.

At previous hearings, the plain- ' 
tiffs had summoned their wit
nesses, and though they had In
tended to call Mr. Gere, when j 
they discovered he was not in • 
Shanghai, and great delay would 
be occasioned they decided to do 
without him. Mr. Cattand this 
morning stated, however, that he ’ 
wished to have Mr. Gere give » 
evidence that he was not corrupt
ed by the Council to hand in his ’ 
withdrawal of candidacy when he ; 
heard thalt Dr. Richer had also : 
entered his name for the two posts 
open, and that therefore there 
would have to be an election, and ! 
not a nomination.

Notice Not Given
The prominent rontgen-ray ex

pert bringing action in the 
French Couri alleged that accord
ing to the rules of the French 
Municipal Council, the election of 
the Land Commissioners in the 
French Concession had to take 
place only »eighi days after notice 
of the candidates’ names had been 
given. He further states that this 
notice had ¿bt been given, as he 
had oresented his candidacy on 
March 2, and the “elections" took 
place on March 4.

This suihmary nomination of 
Mr. P. ChOllOt and himself to the 
paying pests, Dr. Richer scales, 
constituted a loss of face to him 
as he had previously commented 
on the Irregularity of the manner 
in which Land Commissioners 

| were elected. Mr. Gere had at first’ 
¡been a candidate ‘to the two open 
[positions, but upon hearing that 
I Dr. Richer had also sent his name 
in, he had withdrawn his. It was 
Mr. Cattand’s dtand today that 
he wished to prove conclusively 
that the absent man had not 
been persuaded to withdraw his 
name, so as to obviate the necessity 
of an election. Also, he wished to 
call one more witness, a Mr. 
Ansaldi, who had been charged 
with informing Messrs. ChoPot 
and Gere on March 2 of Dr.j 
Richer’s candidacy.

Evidence Corrected
A rectification of evidence pre

sented at the last hearing was also 
made by Mr. M. M. Verdier, who 
wished to correct a certain pas
sage in which Mr. Baudez was re
ferred to as the president of the 
F.M.C., whereas Mr. Verdier meant 
the French consul-general. This 

change was necessary as in the 
former case the Tribunal was 
competent to judge the case be
fore them, while in the latter it 
was not.

At 11.30 ajn., the Tribunal left 
the court to decide whether it 
would adjourn the case tp such 
time as Mr. Gere returned, or 
whether the case was to be con
cluded without the presentation of 
further evidence. Mr. d’Auxion de 
Ruffe, for the plaintiff, asked that 
the case be concluded as soon as 
possible as it was a matter of gen
eral interest, whereas Mr. Cattand 
stated that he wished aU to be 
brought out and nothing hidden, 
and therefore wanted an adjourn
ment.
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A new journal “La Protection des ' 
Français a Shanghai,” the director 
of which is Dr. A. Richer, who at the J 
present time is plaintiff in a lawsuit g 
against the French Municipal Coun- | 
cil concerning what he alleges to be 
illegal electioneering, h^~ j&st beèn 
issued and a copy ha$ received.
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CASE AGAINST THE 
i F.M.C. CONTINUED-------- i.
Dr. Richer—. Speaks On

“Due Publicity” In 
Elections

The hearing of Pfr Richer’s suit 
against the French Municipal 
Council, did not make much head
way yesterday in the French Con
sular Tribunal, as Judge R. Kauf
man opened the session by pointing 
out to Dr. Richer that one qf the 
points of his complaint concerning 
alleged influencing of the candidates 

i to make them withdraw from the 
j lists before the elections could not 
• be discussed, unless worded in a 
I different way.

Mr. d’Auxion de Ruffe, for the 
’ plaintiff, agreed to do so in time 
for the next session.

Moreover, the judge explained 
that Dr. Richer had been mistaken 
in saying that the name of the other 
candidate beside himself, Mk. P. 
Chollot, had not been given “due 

. publicity’* as provided by the 
French Municipal regulations. The 
name had been announced and put 
on a billboard in the Secretariat of 
the French Consulate General.

Dr. Richer then made a lengthy 
speech, stating that he had looked 
upon the publicity matter “through 
the eyes of an ordinary ratepayer,*’ 
and that he had never thought that

< the billboard could mean “due 
publicity” when there were such 
means as the French Municipal 
Bulletin and the press available for 
this purpose.

Furthermore he stated with re
ference to the question of the num
ber of candidates, that he had never 
intended raising it in Court, and 
that in the previous hearing* he had 
emphasized this fact.

“My Counsel* Mr. D’Auxion de 
Ruffe, advised me to bring the 
matter up,” Dr. Richer said, “but I 
refused to do so „ out of feeling of 
respect and deference, and now this 
matter is being brought up by the 

' Court.”
< “As a matter of fact,” the plain- 
ftiff went on, “I was so concerned
about the master that I wrote a 

¡letter to Mr. D’Auxion about this 
asking him to cleave -the matter 
alone. This was on the night before 

;the first hearing, and as I am not 
very good at typing, it took me the 
whole night to finish it. It was 

I? a.m. when I brought it to Dr.
D’Auxion and I was ip; such a hurry 
that I had no time to dress and 
drove over to him in my dressing 
gown.”

Mr. G. Cattand, - Municipal 
Advocate, reiterated the point of 
view of the Municipal Council, stat
ing that Dr. Richer had no interest 
in the case and that he had suf
fered no prejudice, as he owns no 
land in the Concession.

Mr. Beaurqy, Vice-Consul, then 
took the stand and explained the 
way in which the names of the 
candidates had been announced. He 
was emphatic in stating that they 
had been put on the billboard im
mediately upon receipt of letters of 
application from the candidates, but 

’ he could not recall the dates when 
this had been done.

“I keep no diary concerning small 
things like this,” hgafiaid, “and the

whole business did not interest me 
in the least.’*

When asked about the number of 
candidates, Mr. Beauroy admitted 
that Rev. Geray had been on the 
list, and that later on “there had 
been some talk” about him.

■*I do not remember the connec
tion, in which his name was men
tioned”, he concluded, “but I believe 
he wanted to withdraw his name 
from the list of candidates.

The case was adjourned until May 
10.
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The case wâa adjourned until May 
25.
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MU NOPAL OFFICERS 
GIVE EVIOWCE

Dr. Richerts Action Is 
" COTItlHUécTln French

Consular Court
^Several French notables vwere 

among the witnesses yesterday at 
the hearing of pr. A. Richer’s suit 
against the French Municipal Coun
cil, in connection with the election 
of Land" Commissioners, "which Dr. 
Richer alleges to be faulty and based 
on errors.

Mr. P. Chollot, the second candid
ate, who was elected together with 

; Dr. Richer was the first to take the 
stand. He denied having tried to 
withdraw his name from', the list of 
candidates under pressure, and add- 

i ed that he wanted to do sp, as he 
had been informed that there was a 
third candidate.

*T had offered myself as a can
didate only on the condition that I 

i- would be appointed and not elected,” 
the witness added.

Mr. J. Verdier, Director General 
of the French MunicipaTCouncil was 
emphatic 
surewas 
rarimdates;

Igraxl

putinanappearancg.'
■ ,WWife ’met ffiat |he necessary 

delay of aweek between the nomina- 
tion of the candidates and the elec
tions had not been observed, Mr. 

, Verdier stated that the day for the 
; election was fixed by the Consul- 

General.
“Did you not drawhis attention 

to the fact that more delay was 
necessary according to the'*regula
tions?Mr. DAu^on^

“The Consul-General did not ask 
my opinion in this connection,” the 
witness replied.

Mr. E. Fauraz, Administrative 
Director of the Municipal Council, 
testified aiong the same lines, adding 
that there had been practically no 
elections during the last ten years.

The Municipal Advocate, -Mr:fi
Cattand, insisted on calling the Rev. 
Pere Geray as a witness, Mr. 
D’Auxiori de Ruffe said tnathe did 
not think it necessary, especially as 
this would mean a further delay in 
view of Pere Geray’s absence from 
Shanghai. - I . y

Whatever the outcome is, I be- 
,Wh a moral vintnrv 

UAu:>ti<?n Wfr i^n-T

if It
HaKl
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Arrest in Hangchow of two male foreigners 
and. ,a Chinese girl

At 4 p.m. October 11, 1936» two male foreigners and 

one female Chinese were arrested by the Chinese police in

Hangchow while they were leaving the New Hotel and brought

to Police Headquarters there for interrogation as they were

reported to have taken photographs in military areas»

The two foreigners are Dr» L.P. Calame, Swiss» 

residing at 1182 Avenue Joffre» Shanghai» and Dr. A» Richer» 

French» X-Ray specialist of Hospital St. Marie, 197 Route Pere 

Robert» The latter has travelled extensively in the interior 

of China and has made several trips to Hangchow. The Chinese 

female is one Miss Hsu» secretary of Dr. Calame.

jit
11 a®

»few

The films found on the foreigners were subsequently 

developed but revealed nothing to which the Chinese Authorities an 

objected. The trio were released at 9 p.m. the same day.

The three persons arrived in Hangchow from Shanghai 

on the afternoon of October 10 in motor car No.266 registered || 

in the name of Ouang Tye Sie, House 2, Passage 345»

Route Herve de Sieyes. After their release by the Hangchow 

Police, they left for Shanghai at 10 p.m. October 11»
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Fight Amongst Casual Wharf Coolies on French Bund.

At about 8 a.m. July 1, a fight suddenly occurred 
amongst some 100 casual coolies on the Butterfield & 
Swire Wharf on Rue Chateau d’Sau, French Bund. Some

10 coolies were injured, and 42 were arrested oy the French 

Police but released shortly afterwards.

Xnquiries show that the fight broke out when 
etc.some 50 casual coolies, all armed with iron bars/and led 

by one Chow Zai Sung (/i| ) * arrived at the Wharf

and tried to interfere with the other casual coolies.
Chow Zai Sung, it is learned, was formerly the foreman of 
the casual coolies but was dismissed by the Butterfield 
& Swire, Ltd. when he joined the Wharf Coolies Labour 
Union some time in Autumn last year. He was replaced
by one Siao Shao Shing («h ). As a result, Chow
led his sympathizers to the Wharf on July 1 when they 
attacked the other casual coolies employed there. It 
is reported that Chow Zai Sung sustained serious injuries 
during the fight and the Shanghai Branch of the Social 

Movement Direction Committee was behind the conflict«
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SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE,
riSlvf Section 1

REPORT

ubject... Butterfield & Swire strike of coolies
Da/^December

File tio;'.-...:.......
S'éò~

Special.Branch
¿7

Made by__ D.I....Pan...Lien. Pi.h.......... Forwarded by..... ..... .P.t.I«... Crawford

Some 300 loading and unloading coolies 

in the employ of the Butterfield & Swire, 21 

French Bund, declared a "tai-kung” strike at 

6 a.m. December 23, in order to enforce a demand 

for an increase in wages. They resumed work

at 11 a.m. the same day when the management 

granted them an increase from $2.00 to $3.20 

each per day and from $2.30 to $3.50 each per 

night.

Some 1,000 casual coolies working for the 

company also demanded better treatment. Tsiu Zen 

Pao ( ), a representative of the coolies,

and Voong Ts Shan ( a representative of

the General Labour Union in Nantao, conducted 

negotiations with the management on behalf of 

the casual coolies, with the result that the 

management agreed to increase their wages to 

$3.00 each per day and $3.30 each per night, being 

20 cents less than the wages for regular coolies.
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Date.. Oc tobe.r.: ¿©.,79 36 r-
Subject. S.3. "Hsin Peking” - unrest among cabinboys subsides

(further to report dated October 19, 19.36J*.

Made ¿y....P.?S • I •..... ^aO. Yen-ken.......... Forwarded by..............J:.:-.?.-.................

The unrest which arose recently among the 161 

cabin-boys employed on board the s.s. “Hsin Peking** of the 

China Navigation Company against a reduction of their number__

subsided on October 19, when the 65 boys to be employed were 

chosen by lot in the Cabin-beys* Guild, Yoong Foh Li, North 

Wong B Ma Loong, City, while the remaining 96 were each paid 

a retiring gratuity of $100.00.by the compradore._____

_______________Apart from this sum, each employed cabin boy will__  

_contribute $90.00 for the unemployed. This contribution 

was agreed upon by the boys prior to the casting of lots.

-------------- ' ~;—
D.C. (Special Branch).
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REPORT '
Date. 19 "&• I

Sub'eel (in full) s*®* "hsin Peking" “ teaboys appeal to NingpoFellwSounti^y** I
men's Association»

...........--------------------- ----—............  zzr;

Slade by D • S• I • .... Kao... ...Yen-ken.......... Forwarded by........... .......................................................

_ Tw0 Chinese representing the teaboys employed on board _ I
the s.s. "Hsin Peking" of the China Navigation Company called__ J
at the Ningpo Fellow Countrymen's Association, 480 Yu Ya Ching_ J|
Road, at 3 p.m. October 18, with the object of requesting Yu Ya 
Ching to negotiate with the Chief Steward of the steamer for 
the cancellation of his decision to reduce the number of boys» _
They were received by a section chief of the Association who

—---------- :——----------- ?------- :------------ 4--------------- :------------- 7 ~~ I
promised to refer their request to Mr. Yu Ya Ching.__________ __ J
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In compliance with an instruetion. from the Agents

__ of the China ¿»avigation company, Messrs nutterfield cc Swire, 

_ 21 Qua! de France, the number of cabin boys on the s.s._____ __

_ "Hsin Peking* are to be reduced from one hundred to sixty-five.

A retiring gratuity of »83 to each of the discharged 

cabin-boys has been promised by the Compradore of the steamer, 

but the boys are demanding that this sum be increased to »100. 

These cabin-boys have opened an office at Room 308. Yah chow__

j Hotel« 135 Avenue Bdward VII« French concession._____
I

_______________ The official number of cabin-boys amyl eyed on_________  

the s.s, “Hsin Peking* is 100, but there are actually idi___

cabin-boys on board this vessel.
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W. J, HQSOyEjMKQ.duriiig visit to Deputy Commissioner (Divisions).,............

_____ ...............................................Made by.......D.S.—BittS-

Sergeant W.J.Rogovenko'sbecomingaSovietcitizen

Waldemar 01- Vladimir Loch, who is a German of Russian

He was educated
'8 College in Shanghai and w»a a fallow

L Student of Rogovenko.___ In 1931-2 Loch was a member of the

|_Light Battery, S. V.C. ? during which time Rogovenko was also

volunteer in the same company.

In the latter part of 1931 whilst Loch was cleaning his 

_service revolver, he inadvertently fired a bullet that had 

. not been ejected from the breaoh, with the result that the 

|_ shot passed through his skull, necessitating an operation,

his brain was removed.___ Since that

there have been occasions on which Loch is said to be

no means in full possession of his faculties, and often

¡ntally unbalanced. Indeed, it is the concensus of opinion

Pf people who know Loch, that he is not at all times responsible

L for his actions._____________________________________________________

t Inspite of this, however, Loch is looked upon as a__________

thorough rascal and waster. He was fined $50 on June 20.____

1933 at the Shanghai Special District Court, having been charged 

sault (Ref.: Hongkew 1417/33), whilst at the same court 

h 5, 1934 he was sentenced to ten days* detention in 

ection with a breach of Traffic Regulations’ (Ref.;Sinza).
He has been well cared for by his father, J^.ikch, of

41 Rue du Consulat, a man who is favourably regard! the

LQCH.regarding.PrQbationary.se
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Ge man community here, but has returned these kindnesses by______

borrowing sums of money ranging from $10 to $75 from at least 
fifty clients of his father, who is connected with the import- i 

ing of hospital and medical supplies. In almost every instance, 

the son stated wmy father will square it all up." In other 

cases the son has attempted, and succeeded in some instances, 

in collecting debts owing to his father, but he has invariably ] 

pocketed the proceeds himself. W, Loch has had several good I 

-jobs, but will not or cannot hold them down, and has now_________
become so lazy that he flatly refuses to work. In view of______ I

thia state of affairs, Mr, Loch Senior told the son to leave_____|

hia home about two months ago, and fend for himself. A short__ |

_ time after the father addressed a letter to the French Police I

asking whether any assistance could be given in an effort to_____|

make the son mend his ways. (French Police - 10607)._____

________Tn August of this year, Loch under the alias of HANSEN, 

attempted to extort $50 from MM* Rondon & Cie., 9 Avenue_______

Edward Vll. The manager of this company, however, was too_____

smart for Loch and infomed the French Police, requesting the 

latter to have Loch arrested and tried according to law. Later, 

in order to prevent publicity and, it is believed, not to 

damage the business interests of Mr. J. Loch, MM» Rondon & Cie 

dropped the case, (French Police - 10607).______________________

________Lochta present whereabouts are unknown, but the address : 

he gave the Deputy Commissioner (Divisions) (41 Rue du Consulat) 

la false, ___________ _ I

Enquiries regarding the recent movements and activities 

of Rogovenko show that, ha has ha«>n conducting himself in his____ I
usual quiet, reserved manner, spending his non-duty hours in |
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a contemplated flight from Shanghai to the Soviet. His_____

political beliefs leave no doubt that he is not in sympathy 

with Soviet principles and ideals« but a general unobstrusive

a little more of his movements

Loch’s story may be either confirmed or definitely denied

Attached herewith are translations of a letter addresg-

ed to the French Police by Mr. J, Loch and the subsequent

report of the action taken by that body.,

observation will be maintained, over him for a short period

«

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch)
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J. LOCH

HOSPIAL SUPPLIES, PHYSICAL AND
laboratory apparatus.

Shanghai, 1.8.56.

Chief of French Police, 
Krench Concession, 
Shanghai.

Jear Sir,

I take the liberty of soliciting youTassistance 

in the following cases

Vladimir Hoch, aged 26, my son by my first mar

riage, has caused a great deal of trouble during recent years 

He is lazy, a liar and never remains more than a few weeks 

with any employer, who dismiss him on account of his bad 

habits. I have ejected fcim from my own home a hundred 

times, but he always returns after doing something idiotic, 

such as borrowing under false pretences sums of money from 

my clients, etc«

He has already cost me a fortune and I doX not 

know what to do. I wanted to place an announcement in 

the Press, but the newspapers will not accept such an 

announcement without permission of the Court or the Police.

I am informed that Vladimir Loch is residing at 

56 Route 'allon at present« 1 want to get rid of him and 

I ask you to let me know what can be done in this matter 

should you be able to afford me assistance.

Yours, etc«

J. LOCH.
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S’rench Police report dated August 4, 1936 (10607)

During the afternoon of August 4, 1936 Mr. J. 

LOCH, German, came to the office and confirmed the 

contents of the attached letter addressed to the 

Chief of Police» He does not wish to see his

son and only wishes the Police to make a record of 

certain sums of money borrowed by the latter from 

certain of the father's clients.

■‘•he son Vladimir is at present residing at 56 

Route *allon. He attended our office at our request 

and was informed of the complaint that his father had 

made. Re maintained that he had been "kicked out* 

of home by his father without reason. He stated that 

he was unemployed and borrowed the money from friends 

but not from his father's clients. He was made to 

understand that should any official complaints be 

forthcoming he would be placed under arrest and be 

sent before the competent court to undergo trial.

x'he father was informed of our efforts and he 

was satisfied»
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SECRET
...u. ,, FABRICATED DOCUMENT ENTITLED «MAJOR-GENERAL
# t/z/ A7‘'' MATSUMURCPS MEMORIAL« ISSUED TO~ANTI-JAPANESE

CLIQUE BY KUOMINTANG
The National Salvation 

Associations and the Popular Front have published in 
their organs and in left-wing publications a fabricated 
document entitled "a draft memorial of Major-General 
Vatsumuro, Chief of the Special Military Organ at Peiping.•>

It contains a plot to invade 
North China and plans to be carried out in this connection. 
It is sufficient to attract the attention of the panic- 
stricken people and even leading persons are inclined to 
believe that it is genuine.

It is reported that this document 
was written by a Chinese well-versed with Japanese affairs 
and subsequently sold at a high price to the Chinese Military 
Authorities. Later» it was handed over to the Central 
Authorities who» in turn* secretly passed it to a member 
of the Popular Front, who immediately translated and 
published the text.

In view of the fact that a 
translation of the memorial has appeared in the organs of 
the Popular Front, it has been clearly established that 
the anti-Japanese organizations are intimately connected 
behind the scenes with the Kuomintang which pretends to have 
no connection with them.



M Shanghai Times", Thursday, October 29, 1936.

ALLEGED JViATSUMllW_ 
PLAN RIDICULED

Japanese military circles in 
Shanghai yesterday were report
ed by the Nipponese press to have 
described as “ridiculous.” an 
alleged Japanese plan for the oc
cupation of North China, pur
portedly prepared by Major- 
General Takayoshi Matsumuro, 
director of the Special Service 
branch of the" Japanese North j 
China garrison. The^aUeged plan 
was said to be receiving wide-1 
spread publication in leftist pub-1 
¡¡cations, says Domei. •

i



THE SHANGHAÏ TIMES, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1936

I BRITISH, JAPANESE 
’ OFFICERS TALK
i Military Attache From 

Tokyo Interviews 
Gen. Matsumuro

PEIPING, Oct. 27.—Promotion 
of friendly relations * between 

i Japan and Great Britain in North 
China was discussed this morn
ing in an interview between 
MgjQ^General T. Matsumuro. 
Director ci the ^SpeciaT^ervice 
Section of the Japanese Garrison 
in Tientsin, and Major-General 
F. S. G. Piggott, military attache 
to the Japanese Embassy in 
Tokyo.

The British officer arrived here 
from Manchoukuo yesterday and 
is scheduled to leave for Japan 
to-night.

Among the . topics discussed by 
| the two officers, Domei learnt 
irom reliable sources, was the 
murder of Kisaku Sasaki, an 
employee of. the Manchoukuo 
Department of Defence, on Hata- 
men Street here on the night of 
May 26 last. ,

The blame for the man’s death 
was placed by the local Japanese 
authorities upon the shoulders of 
three British soldiers, who were, 
however, found not ouilty of the 
crime by a British Court of In
quiry.—Domei.

I
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_ I forward herewith a photographic copy of a pamphlet

in Chinese, together with full tranalation, which contains an

alleged secret intelligence report made by Major Gen era 1

Matsumuro to the Japanese Kwantung Army. Copies of this pamphlet I

were recently privately distributed among local higher class 

Chinese, but enquiries so far have failed to trace the origin of 

the handbill or the place where it was printed. It is not known 

whether the report itself is a genuine document or otherwise»

. It has been suggested, however, that it is the work of certain

persons closely related to the National Salvation Movement, and

!

in this connection it is interesting to note that issues Nos

$5

20 and 21 dated October 4 and 11 respectively of the "National 
-Salvation Intelligence"f/^) reproduced Major General 

-x- .
Matsumurofs report in full. The "National Salvation Intelligence" 

. is the official organ of the following five bodies >

ihanghai Cultural Circles National Salvation Association

ihanghai Woments National Salvation Association

Shanghai Vocational Circles National Salvation Association

Shanghai University Professors* National Salvation Association

Shanghai National Crisis Educational Society,
X

The Social Daily News on October 15, 16 and 17

published a series of three articles ty one Zau Zu

commenting on Major General Matsumuro*s report. Zau Zu Zung, 

member of the University Professors National Salvation Association

is a professor in the Fuh Tan University, Kiangwan, where a 

number of students were once actively engaged in the local 

national salvation movement

Deputy Commissioner (Special Branch)

77



TranslBtl’on of the attainted printed matter»

sëcretT
Japanese Major («errerai Matsumxxro*sJRecent Confidential

Intelligence Keport to the Kwantung Army»

A» The Smuggling Problem»

The smuggling of the products of the empire into China 

is a drastic measure adopted by the umpire in dealing with 

China» This step is taken for the purpose of accelerating 

the formation of a special political body in JMorth China 

under the sole influence of the umpire» so that the solution 

of all political» economic and military problems can be 

accomplished in accordance with its wishes»

(1) Materials and Markets»

The gradual expension of the umpire's industrial productions 

and their penetration into the world market in recent years have 

incurred the jealousy of the European countries and America» 

which have» one after another» created tariff barriers in their 

own territories and their dominions to prevent the sale of our 

.umpire's products» The Empire did think of adopting retaliative 

measures towards the products of those countries concerned» but 

those products are mostly requisite raw materials needed by the 

umpire and oannot be substituted by our own products» The 

lack of raw materials and the narrowness of the markets are 

acutely felt» and so also the need of a hard struggle for the 

acquisition of raw materials and markets» The territories 

acquired for such purposes cannot be safely protected without 

their cj-operation with the umpire's efforts» Thus came the 

occupation of Mukden on September 18» 1931» which afforded a 

temporary relief to the umpire's need for markets and raw 

materials» but there are certain other raw material problems 

which Manchuria cannot solve or which Manchuria aan possibly 

solve only after years of hard labour and cultivation» Now 

the Manchurian market has been ripe and cannot be further 

expended within a short period of time» It cannot therefore 

be compatible with the rate of the Empire's growth» and in 

order to ensure the safety of Manchuria the umpire is bound 



z
to make every effort towards the creation of a buffer zone 

bordering on Manchuria.

The problem of the Jflnpire’s dense population and its 

high birth rate cannot be solved without industrial 

development * which needs the safeguarding of an adequate 

amount of raw materials and sufficient markets. The 

acquisition of new raw materials and markets is therefore 

a big enterprise on which the prosperity of the umpire 

depends. According to the Manchurian and Mongolian principles 

as embodied in the Mnpire's Continental Policy the occupation 

of Manchuria must be followed by the acquisition of Mongolia* 

Mongolia occupies a most strategic point from a military point 

of view and should be acquired by all means, for which purpose 

the .empire has made unceasing efforts* but Mongolia is only 

a barren plain and its resources need long periods of investi

gation and development and cannot relieve the present urgent need. 

The Mongols lead a primitive life. The development of the 

market within a short space of time cannot be expected. 

.Furthermore, those Japanese trained for Mongolian work are 

still under primary tuition and the primitive living in the 

barren plain does not suit the average Japanese. On the other 

hand the close watch kept by the Soviet Russia increases the 

cautiousness of the umpire. besides adopting all kinds of 

underhand methods to coerce and make a tool of the Mongol Princes 

the umpire does not contemplate any occupation that may stimulate 

the nerves of an enemy country* Thus the umpire cannot help 

turning its eyes on the easily accessible north China for the 

solution of its need for raw materials and markets* A scrutiny 

of the raw materials and markets of Morth China follows*-

Market Population* The population of Hopei. Shantung. 

Shanse. Chahar. Suiyuan, Shensi and Honan (half) is about 

100,000*000. three times as big as that of Manchuria and its 

wasting potentialities thrice bigger as well* Merchandises 

are imported mostly through Tientsin and Tsingtao*
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Kaw Materials» Sorth China is the center of raw

materials which comprise a large quantity of coal, iron,

wheat, cotton and petroleum* The quantity of coal is only

next to that of Americani and occupies the second place in

the world» The quantity of coal under the ground of Shansi 

calculated at half the amount will be 120 times as much as 

that of the Jhx Shun goal» There is about 200,000,000 tons 

of iron ore under the ground» The four provinces of Sansi, 

Shantung, Hopei and Chahar produce 110,000,000 piculs of 

wheat, 3,300,000 piculs of cotton and 50,000,000 piculs of 

beans» The production of raw materials can possibly be 
as 

increased thriae/muoh under the organised direction and control 

of the Jtopire in the future, and the people's wasting poten

tialities can also be greatly increased, so north China will 
I I 

truly be the best new colony of our -inspire» 

Political Problems»

In consequence of the failure of the autonomous movement 

started by the Aspire and the success of the Hast Hopei 

independence the Aspire has had to suit the needs of the day 

by adopting the scheme of smuggling as an effective and urgent 

ooersion» Its purpose is to export large quantities of the 

empire's products to relieve the dumping of surplus productions 

and take over the markets from Great Britain, America and other 

countries* bringing about a general lowering of prices of 

commodities in the whole of North China» Buch a scheme not 

only puts a stop to the sale of European and American products 

but is also welcomed by the populace» It will also increase 

the wasting and purchasing potentialities of the people and 

nourishes and enables the ronins, vanguards of the Aspire, to 

enter deep into the interior of North China and carry out special 

activities» The Aspire should utilise pro-Japanese dements as •• 

tools for the eradication of influential cliques* extend its 

control over North China and make the officials and people 

cherish a general scare of the Aspire* The Aspire should also 

resort to smuggling ahd bribery to test the character of the
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of the officials* The present smuggling preventive measures 

adopted, by China are foolish and ridiculous* If China takes 

drastic action» the mnpire can do nothing*for protection by 

force can only result in strengthening the spirit of resistance 

of the people of North China* Judging from the present 

circumstances the people who all scare us will by no means dare 

to cause any hindrance* We should continue the adoption of 

the ooersive policy so as to put them under our sway permanently, 

The present increase of troops* apart from its military sign!» 

ficanoe* has the effect of securing a victory without fighting* 

It can be predicted that the North China political independent 

movement is onljr a matter of form* If the umpire achieves its 

aim* it should not push to its extreme* The exports into North 

China* with only a alight coersion* will receive the most 

favoured treatment* In that case the -Umpire*s exportations 

will be greatly active*

Customs Tariff*

The more the smuggling the greater the loss on China's 

tariff will be* so the policy of smuggling can be employed to 

coerce China to accord a moat favoured tariff towards ns* 

There now seems to be possibilities of China's giving way in 

the matter*

Chinese Officials and People*

The Wisdom of the Influential Cliques* What the Jtepire 

can feel comforted is the Chinese officials general scare of 

japan and their reluctance to resort to resistance*

Seventy percent of North China cannot unite and ao-operate 

Individualism and the principle of self-preservation are rampant 

It prolongs its life under the principle of not offending the 

Nnpire* Those individual and independent petty groups care 

only for their own momentary profits and cannot naturally resist 

the attack by the Jfinpire* Their selfishness affords unusual 

facilities to the empire which aan gain a victory without 

fighting and obtain anything it requires* This does not apply 

to the late Chang Tsoh Ling whose words were actions and who did. 

not aare about diplomacy and international relations or in the
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case of Ma Chuan Shan who knew his strength being insufficient 

but who still offered stubborn resistance» in such cases the 

jsnpire should ant cautiously so as to avoid heavy losses and 

should not exert its pressure to the extreme» it needs greater 

discretion to find out whether Sung (General Sung Cheh Xuenps 

subordinates are pro the mnpire's policy» It must be borne in 

mind that Chinese troops who usually lose in formal fighting 

may become formidable enemies to the JSapire’s troops when 

scattered as bandits» >

Chinese influential cliques are mostly selfish and adherents 

of individualism» they lack patriotism» thus it gives rise to 

the existence of independent districts» dictators and keeping of 

personal troops» they do not care for the existence of the 

nation nor the suffering of the people» Their craving for 

political aggrandisement and materialism is extraordinarily great 

and their aim is to maintain their existing status in order to 

satisfy their wishes» They do not like to see their influence 

crushed» patriotic officials are very few» The majority aare 

only for themselves and not for others» and their strength is 

hardly sufficient to suppress re-actionary activities» How can 

they talk about resistance against Japan» Their greediness 

causes them to degenerate in their spirits» They cannot withstand 

enticement and coercion» This can be proved by the success 

achieved in the koochow incident and the concessions obtained 

in the different parts of China» in future the mnpire‘s policy 

towards China will be to crush big opponents and maintain petty 

ones so as to decentralise their strength and stir up jealousy 

among them»

The peculiar characteristic of the Chinese officials and 

people is that their patriotism lasts only five minutes» Some 

people even do not know What their nation is» The majority of 

the officials and people are selfish» care only for their homes 

and are even willing to do evil to their country» Their motive 

is to satisfy the greedy wishes of an individual or a group»
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They do not care about the welfare of the nation or the 

country* Though there is a small minority who strive to 

better the welfare of the general public» they belong to 

the oppressed class who can saarecely keep their body and 

soul together and can help very little» In future the 

empire should utilise the aristocratic class to oppress 

the patriotic elements» )

Speaking of the masses in .North China they are cunning 

and weak-minded and easily yield to seduoement or coercion» 

They lack organisation and training and dust like sands» But 

a small part of anti«Manchurian and anti»Japanese influences 

continues» after repeated failures» to fight with us» in 

spite of repeated pacifications» expeditions and military and 

political endeavours it still constitutes a stubborn enemy of 

the aspire» The anti-Japaneee elements and students in North 

China» though in some way organised and resolute in their 

purpose* mostly cane from other parts and can hardly penetrate 

into the local masses» On the outbreak of trouble they will 

surely break up and cannot constitute a real menace» As they 

possess a deep hatred against Manchuria and japan» they will 

undoubtedly organise and train antiwJapanese groups on their 

return to their native places» which will become a stubborn 

enemy to the ¿aspire» rorthis reason the ¿aspire should avoid 

stirring up their ill feeling by pressing those holding inx>|us 

power in north China to adopt suppressive measures towards their 

activities and by refraining from direct interference»

The Activities of the Konins»

The dignity and power of the mapire’s troops h<ve made a
I deep impression on the minds of the Chinese officials and people» 

so the activities of our people in North China meet very little 

hindrance» The Chinese officials and people seldom interfere 

with the unlawful activities of the majority of the ronins nor 

do they protest to the Mspire*s officials» Thus the ronins* 

activities become unusually effective* and the incompetency of the 

Chinese authorities is becoming more apparent» increasing the
I 

people's hatred and despair towards the officials and turning their



hatred against the Jdnpire's troops into abhorence and 

admiration* The whole of Manchuria under the control of 

the mnpire no longer needs their activities which should be 

completely suppressed* It is not so with north China where 

the ronins enjoy greater freedom in their activities than 

they do in Manchuria, so the ronins in the interior and 

Manohuria all floak to north China* Their contribution 

to the umpire cannot be neglected*

Legitimate Japanese subjects are well acquainted with 

Sino»Japanese disputes and care more for their lives and 

property* The are not willing to run risks in China, and 

their movements are confiendd to important ports* They do 

not dare engage in illegitimate business* The ronins, on 

the contrary, have no family worries, are possessed of a 

daring spirit, and utilise Chinese traitors and co-operate with 

them* As these ronins enjoy the protection of the umpire, they 

are,of course, faithful to the empire and are ready to run any 

sort of risk when ordered to do so* The umpire adopts a 

tolerant attitude towards their movements, while China lacks 

the audacity to take suppressive measures* In case of their 

unlawful activities exceeding their bounds they are to be sent 

back to their country in the name of loafers* Such an aat 

does not impair the dignity of the .umpire*

The Chinese officials'scare of Japan can be seen from their 

method in dealing with smuggling* Sow we turn to the better 

organised Customs* The foreign Customs officials have weakened 

in their attitude, not to say Chinese and other officials* The 

ronins can therefore carry on their activities under the 

protection of just a handful troops and police, no big force 

being required* in case should Chinese authorities be 

detexmined to adopt effective suppressive measures, the umpire 

should not go too far to protect them*

Communist Aasy Communists*

Though the main force of the Communist Army has returned to 

the northern part of Shensi, it is feared that it may enter
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Chahar and Suiyuan towards Manchuria and unite with Soviet 

Russia against Japan« This the Jhnpire should not neglect« 

This Red Army is very strong and possesses high fighting 

capacity« its spirit of endurance in hardship surpasses 

that of any modern army and its principles penetrate deep 

into the minds of the people« As China has no big capitalists 

and has only petty farmers and labourers» the people easily give 

way to their seduaement« This Amy started from Kiangse and 

roved through South» Central and West China towards North China« 

They fought thousands of miles and suffered unprecedented 

hardships« Though it experienced unusual oppression from 

the material point view» its spirit is» nevertheless» very 

high« Its entry into Shanse has enabled it to obtain an 

adequate supply of materials and its strength has again become much 

stronger« They are every ready to take advantage of opportune 

circumstances and the psychology of the Chinese people by carrying 

out a propaganda against Japan« The future strength of the 

Army should not be neglected«

In view of the deterioration of the politics in the 

country» the lack of hope of a military and economic revival» 

the lack of detemination on the part of the government to 

resist Japan and its ever readiness to yield» the majority of 

the Chinese youths have» under the joint motive of resisting 

japan» recovering lost territories and preserving the country*s 

existence» joined the Communist Party and acted as their 

vanguards« They hide in North China And are extremely active« 

They hre in unison with the Communist Amy in Manchuria« If 

extended and strengthened in the future they will be a serious 

menace to the Jsspire« In the Jtapire the industrial and 

commercial development has created a class struggle between 

the capitalists and labourers« In case of lack of raw materials 

or narrowness of the markets with the consequent unemployment 

the people are liable to be misled by the Communists« The 

ambition of the proletarians and the poverty of lianohurians 

and Koreans are both taken as good opportunities for the 

Communists«
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in short the Communist Army is a formidable enemy to 

the -inspire* s troops* Any army in the world needs large 

sums for the payment of soldiers and material equipment* 

In other words lack of money will rook its foundation* and 

without material supply the consequences will be disastrous* 

The Communist Army is an exception* They live a simple life 

and carry out-of-date weapons without an adequate supply of 

ammunition* They depend on the Communist policy* guerrilla 

warfare* appropriate propaganda* clever organisation and 

training in thoughts to secure the sympathy of the oppressed 

and to form into a big collective group with a defatiguable 

and unbending spirit* This Communist Army is more efficient 

than that in Manchuria and is suitable for fighting in poverty 

stricken districts and prolonged guerrilla warefare* when major 

hostilities are inadvisable* In this case it is advantageous 

for the empire's Army to be on the defensive instead of on the
I

offensive and to prevent the spread of their propaganda and 

their guerrilla attacks in the rear«.

Pretexts»

If the Aspire wants to aeize a pretext to start its 

operations in China* it oan be found at any time and place* 

It is ridiculous to see that the Chinese officials and people 

are all afraid of offending Japan* It thus reveals the dignity 

of the empire which should by no means lose the opportunity 

to aeize special privileges* now comes the problem of vanguards 

who have* in the name of experts* joined the political* military 

and eaonosia fields under the control of the North China author!« X
ties* Their knowledge will be a great advantage to the Mmpire's 

policy*

B* Work in China*

The Jtapire's policy in dealing with China will be Chinese 

to control Chinese* The Bnpire’s occupation of Manchuria without 

military force (?) saved a lot of worries* Loafers and influential 

cliques should be atilised to form autonomous and independent 

political groups* The first step is to protect North and North



West China»

(1) The people in North China lack organisation and 

are cunning in disposition» 1‘heir resistance is feeble» 

As North China is the place for solving the Jdnpire's 

problem of raw materials and markets and as Chiang Kai 

Shek adopts an indifferent attitude towards North China,

the Mapire, in consequenoe^pf the Continental Pollay, 

should not be satisfied with the present status»

(2) The North West(Suiyuan and Mongolia) is for the 

greater part barren plains, and the Mongolian officials and 

people are liable to be seduced and brought under the control 

of the Bnpire*s Army»

(3) As North China And North West China are situated on 

the border of Manchuria, they should be made into buffer 

zones which will be of great value f rom a military point of 

view»

(a) To create one trouble after another in China so as 

to make the latter lose gradually the hope of recovering its 

lost territory»

(b) To break the union between China and Soviet Russia 

in their common front against japan»

(0) To prevent the entry into the North Bast of any 

influence in time of emergency»

(d) To safeguard North China And North West China thus 

paving the way of bringing Nast, Central and South China into 

submission and extinguishing the Chinese Government gradually 

Then the individual independent political bodies will all be 

under the control of the Jtopire»

There is great hope of the empire's success in its work 

in China by adopting the fonnula of gaining a victory without 

fighting» if the Chinese officials and people openly resist 

Japan, the rnspire will have the fear of its being threatened 

from the rear by Soviet Russia and international reactions» 

After the opening of hostilities the disturbances in various 

places and the large number of bandits scattered in the whole
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country will become a thorny problem to the Empire* and 

the losses to the Empire's officials» people and soldiers 

in China will be considerable* The reconstruction after

the destruction can be hardly expected* besides» the deep 

hatred cherished by the Communist Army» Chinese Army and 

Manchurian officials and people against japan will be a 

great danger to the Empire’s victory* It must be borne 

in mind that the repeated victories gained by the Empire 

in its campaigns in China after September 18 (1931) were 

due to the non»resistanae policy adopted by China on its 

reliance on the League of jiations* uwing to the lack of 

self-’OonsciousneBs and the knowledge of their opponents 

the Chinese army» when threatened by the Empire* s troops» 

became bewildered and contracted the disease of Japan scare* 
is

The greater the pressure/exerted by the Empire, the more 

frightened China becomes and the disease of Japan scare 

more serious* If at that time the Chinese officials and

people can unite together to resist^ the Empire’s influence 

in Manchuria will fall into a deep pit* It is highly 

problematical that the Empire can obtain the supply of raw 

materials* dispose of its products* utilise its resources* 

maintain auah vast territories and control such a large 

population* if the anti-Manohurian and anti«Japanese 

forces aan unite together and carry out a large scale of 

disturbances* the Espire’s Army will be at a loss to deal 

with them* The times have changed* but anti-Japanese 

influences are still to be found in different places* The 

Empire should therefore endeavour from time to time to bring 

the following into facts in its dealings with China*in the 

future*»

(1) To threaten and coerce influential cliques so as to 

secure a victory without fighting*

(2) To avoid the employment of force to crush the 

influential cliques thus to save unnecessary losses*

(3) To keep a close watch over all those in power in
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China and to prevent then from uniting together 

in their efforts for revival, coming to an 

awakening and joining the united front against 

Japan*

(4) To prevent Chinese authorities from joining Soviet 

rfussia, lireat Britain and America to resist Japan*

(5) To prevent the influence of Jfeng's clique (Sung & 

Han) from joining fen* Chang and the Ked Army in 

liorth Shensi to resist Japan*

(6) To support those influential elements who contracted 

the disease of Japan scare deepest to suppress anti* 

Japanese factors*



The Social Daily News published on October

15, 1936, the following editorial written by Zau zu 
Zung ft i V' )

THE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF MAJOR GENERAL MATSUMURO

I.

A reading of the confidential report 

submitted by Major General Matsumuro to the Japanese 

Kwantung Army 1188 convinced us of the genuineness of the 

article« The three sections dealing respectively with 

Chinese officials, the Communist Army and the Communist 

Party and the activities of Japanese in China, particularly 

his conclusions, deserve our sexious attention«

Major General Matsumuro said in his 

report: "Ever since the September 18 Incident, the Empire 

has gained victories in China without fighting« China at 

first adopted a policy of non-resistance in the hope of 

securing assistance from the League of Nations« Later 

she over-estimated the strength of the Imperial Army and 

began to suffer from a general mah dy of fear of Japan« 

The more China was coerced by the Empire, the more she 

became afraid and the more serious this malady became."

In the opinion of Major General Matsumuro, 

had China resolved to put up a resistance and united all 

the anti-"Man chukuo" and anti-Japanese forces to under

take an extensive guerrilla warfare, the Japanese army would 

have been hard put to maintain its position« He therefore 

made the following six suggestions:

(1) That the parties in China that have real power be 

coerced and intimidated ¡oy threats of force, so that 

Japan may win victories without fighting.

(2) That no attempt be made to smash the power of these 

parties by means of armed force for it would bring 

unnecessary loss upon Japan«

(3) That these parties be closely watched and prevented 
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from being so united as to lead to the formation of 

a united front against Japan»

(4) That strict precautions be taken against the formation 

of alliances between China with Soviet Russia or 

Great Britain or the United States so as to enable 

her to resist Japan.

(5) That steps be taken to prevent joint action to resist 

Japan by the forces of the Feng Yu Hsiang clique 

(meaning the troops under Generals Sung Cheh Yuan 

and Han Fu Chu), the soldiers under Generals Yen Hsi 

San and Chang Hsueh Liang and the Red Army in North

(6)

Shensi

by fear of Japan be given support and directed to

suppress all anti-Japane se elements.

The akmx purpose of the above suggestions,

Will the extension of Japanese influence to the

Will Japan be able to dissolve the union once the

National Government has succeeded «nifyi ng the whole

country?

united

for ces

South China as they are in North China?

Yangtsze Valley and the Pearl River Valley be allowed 

to go unopposed by Great Britain and the United States?

in that army being in a position to form a 

front for a direct conflict with the Japanese

That parties which are the most seriously affected

is ■íOfcrft■

of which the last is the most practical, is to enable

Japan to win victories without fighting.

In connection with their ambitious designs

upon China, the Japanese Imperialists are finding the

following five problems most difficult of solution;

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Will not the expansion of the Red Army in “th® Northwest 

result

in Mongolia, Suiyuan and Charhar?

With the waking up of the Chinese parties that are in 

power, will the fear of Japan die out?

Will the Chinese traitors be as active in Central and
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From the confidential report of Major General 
Matsumuro, we eee that Japan is already finding it 
difficult to maintain her policy of winning victories 
without fighting. Instead of obtaining property without 
capital) they now have to invest a huge amount of 
capital, we regard this as a turning point in China's 
policy towards Japan and hope that the National 
Government will continue in this direction.



The Social Daily hews published on October 16, 1936, the 

following editorial written by Zau Zu zungs-

THE CONFIDENTIAL REPORT OF MAJOR GENERAL MATSUMURQ

II.

In his analysis of the Chinese people and government 

officials alike, Major General Matsumuro states in his report: 

«Our janpire rejoices that there prevails among the Chinese 

officials a universal fear of Japan, which has brought them 

to such a condition that they dare not commit the slightest 

offence against this SJnpire. Most of the Chinese powerful 

parties are in the habit of working for their own glory and 

prosperity or for the glory and prosperity of their own '

cliques; they have no consideration for the nation end people. 

This resulted in seizure of control of a place and “owning« 

of troops privately. These parties also have a s^ong 

desire for political power and material profits; so if they 

can maintain existing conditions to satisfy their desires,
I they will be unwilling to use their strength. The Bnpire 

should aim at breaking up these large parties and support 

the small parties so as to prevent centralization of their 
power and to create suspicion and jealousy among the parties."

That which rejoifies Japan hurts our hearts.

However, we have to admit that his analysis is very accurate 

and true. The fear of Japan is the least found among 

the masses, but prevails generally among the propertied class 
and those high-class Chinese who are dependent upon them. 

In short, the prevalence of this malady varies in proportion 
to the station in life and the wealth of a person. Those 

who are in possession of great power and wealth are satisfied 

so long as they can remain so. We may say that the fear 

of Japan is similar to that prevailing among the wealthy I •

Jews. The Jews have shown us what happened to them through

Wilf ISilHI®



their fear of the Roman Caesar. We therefore should be
W' careful of this fear of Japan,

Major General Matsumuro ma.de the folio wing 

conclusion about our people- "The people of North China 

»re cunning and weak-minded; they may be easily induced 

or coerced into doing something......... Although the anti-

Japanese elements and students in North China are to some 

extent organized and resolved in mind, they come mostly 

from ether parts of China and cannot influence the masses 

of Nfrth China. In case of trouble;, they will soon dissolve 

and need not be taken into serious account,•

We do not admit this false picture of the people 

jf North China. The people referred to in the statement
I 

of Major General Matsumuro are the people under the control 

of local bullies and corrupt gentry and therefore cannot 

be representative of the true people. In the rural villages, f

the local bullies and corrupt gentry are like devils; to 

corrupt government officials, they are like the claws and 

teeth of a tiger. In times of alien aggression, they 

become first class traitors. The words "cunning" and 

"weak-minded" are suitable terms applied to them. This is 

proved by historical events. We admit that the words of 

Major General Matsumuro are correct in so far as the local 

bullies and corrupt gentry are concerned.

But we must not be too pessimistic. There are 

signs that the fear of Japan has come to an end among our 

people and leaders. As Major General Matsumuro has said, 
■ the regular Chinese army frefaently looses when engaged in 

real fighting, but when they are disbanded and become bandits, 

they instantly become strong opponents of the imperij^rO^, 
The fear of Japan exists only among leaders,, not among the 
soldiers, All soldiers and true people bf China a-re^_re«)_ljra'(

- ■ ■■

to oppose Japan. Let us not lose hopel
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IN A PRESS, SUNDAY, DECEMBER 27, 1936

Kennard Now !
In Peiping

Deported Missionary 
To Get New Post

pr. J Spencer Kenned., Amari- 
can missionary wly> wa^aenied re- 
entry in Jadan' af ter 16 years* re- 

^country becausehfe 
presence gpMl^he'folurions- toifie 
yw and order,” is now in rei

isra
ning awalting a new assignment

It is now certain that Dr. Ken
nard will never return to Tan«*», 
his friends in Shanghai said yes* 
terday, and jt is expected that he 
will be assigned to a new mission 
elsewhere in the Far Bast in the 
near future; He went to Peiping 
a month ago after staying in 
Shanghai for several *weeks.

Mr. Kennard and his family re
turned 0 Japan aboard the Asama 
Maru last October after spending 
six months furlough in America. On 
his arrival Kanagawa prefectural 
police refused to allow him to land, 
and later issued a statement charg
ing him with “maintaining Com
munist thoughts1’ and “propagating 
an anti-war idea among the 
public.”

Dr. Kennard admitted his inter* 
estin world peace, but vigorously 
denied any association with Com* 
munism.
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iFea^^apan' 
To fl^KÏÏst T

-J.z

Missionaries
Keniwd Expulsion Is 

Seen Forerunner Of
New Policy

PEACE ACTIVITY
BELIEVED BANNED

U.S. Church Leaders In 
Nippon See End Of 

Their Careers

I'

Fear that the Japanese police may| 
have a black-list of all American 
missionaries suspected of anti-war 
or labor sympathies is prevalent in 
connection with the refusal ot 
police authorities to allow Dr. J.i 
Spencer Kennard, Baptist mission
ary, to return to his home in Tokyo 
following a leave of absence in the 
United states.

This is according to information 
received from Tokyo and from 
articles published in various news
papers in the United States, where 
Dr. Kennard’s case has been 
spme prominence.

Dr. Kennard was barred 
Japan several weeks ago by 
Tokyo police on the grounds that 
he was a Communist and a Paci
fist. He remained aboard the 
vessel which brought him across 
the Pacific and did not embark

given

from 
the

until he arrived in Shanghai, where 
he is still a visitor.

Missionaries Excited
It is stated Dr. Kennard's case 

has thrown a bombshell into the. 
Missionary camp in Japan. Ameri
can missionaries there do not ex
pect to be deported, but many fear 
that their next furlough may ter
minate their careers in Japan.

One American report insists that 
they are not Communists or Com
munist sympathizers, but rather 
social work Christians of the type 
of Dr. Toyohiko Kagawa. The 
police draw a distinction between a 
man of this type and foreigners 
who go abroad on what the Jap
anese now consider the. superfluous 
mission of giving Japan a new re
ligion, the report continues.

An American newspaper makes 
the comment that there is no fear 
that any of the missipnaries will 
run personal risk or find ,thelr free
dom of preaching interfered with, 
but in the future they will have to 
avoid quasi-political activities, such 
as the propagation of peace or in- 
ternational idealism of the type re
presented by the Fellowship of Re
conciliation and kindred ccganiza- 
tions.

Halcyon Days Past
It is further said that , mis

sionaries of all faiths, from the 
Latter Day Saints to the Seventh 
Day Adventists, will continue to 
preach freely their religious tents 
and teach English gratis, but no- 

| tlfing more. The halcyon days 
I when they were warmly welcomed 
and might expect imjperial decora
tion after a lifetime of work are 
finished, ,and those Whose spoken 
thoughts are not in accord with the 

¡Japanese ideology will find the 
I doors closed.
i A number of younger mission
aries are said to regard the police 
intervention as a shattering blow 
to the propagation of civic idea
lism. Many of the older mission
aries hold that “preaching, teach-
ing and philanthropy” sum up the t 
missionary’s whole duty and dis- ! 
approve of all activities capable Of j 
arousing thè ultra-sensitive politi- f 
cal fears of the Japanese police. ;
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The Shanghai Evening Post & Mercury, Friday, November 13, 19Ö

Newsman Enters Joust
With Japan Policemen

Remarks Made By Tokyo Police Chief Anent 
Foreign Resentment Of Police Methods 

Draws Sharp Retort From Hugh By as
qpHE remarks of the chief of the Tokyo Police regarding 

foreigners and their deportment while in Japan, re-1 
published in this «paper a few days ago, have drawn a retort 
from Mr. Hugh Byas, Tokyo correspondent of the New York 
Times. Mr. Byas, reading the officer’s explanation of Japan
ese police “spy fever” and pronouncements regarding Mr.__
Kennard, who was not allowed to land in Japan after home 
leave and who is now in Shanghai, wrote a reply which will
probably find a sympathetic echo 
among many Shanghailahders who 
have had personal experience 
with Japanese police during holi
day trips.

The reply follows:
In the interesting interview . . . 

‘Mr. Ogawa, chief of the Foreign 
. Section of the Metropolitan 
' Police, discussed some of the 
causes of the friction which oc- 

1 casionally develops between for
eign visitors and the police. Ac
cording to Mr. Ogawa that fric
tion is due to the foreigner faffing

IjWHMFV.W

treated as a suspicious 
and he becomes angry— 
the worst thing he can 
it often leads to the

some- 
ana 40 
Ogawa

work of repressing crime.

to understand the reasons for the1 
inquisitions to which he Is sub-^ 
jected. Buj^^^pj^'ers if the 
police themselves clearly under- 
stand those reasonk. ~

Foreigner Puzzled
Ht says the police are puzzled 

by the fuss that tourists make 
over the examinations at the 
ports. The foreigner is equally 
puzzled to understand why such 
investigations should be thought 
necessary. Every traveler landing 
in a Japanese port comes with a 
vise furnished by a Japanese con
sul and duly paid for. He carries 
a passport containing ail the in
formation that is legally required. 
Why, then, is it necessary to sub
ject hkn to a long interrogate 
at the port? jBd/Wy,' afifer ffie
has answered all the questionsat 
Kobe, should he he required to 
answer another series at Yoko
hama? Might not onesuch ex
amination be regarded as suf- 
HcienE’ ' àncT thé ' traveler, once 
¿pnitiffified__and attmittea, lerc
alone to enjoy himself?

Tourists, ft seems, are 
times agea ¿2 at one mn 
at another, which Mr. 
thinks such a poor joke that ho 
sends a policeman to admonish
______________ ~ _____ rem. Is
not this an example of making 
mountains out of molehills? What 
does the exact age erf an adult 
foreigner matter th th»... police^ Tf; 
they like to keep that unimport
ant information to themselves, 
why not let }them?

Ask Many Questions
Much of the friction is caused 

by the fact that officers who ques
tion passengers do not confine 
themselves to the particulars the 
law »¿quires, all of which (in
cluding age) are stated on the 

passport. They enter into ramb
ling interrogatories about his past 
life or his future intentions or. ‘ 
¡US.Political opinions and the 
tourist does not understand such 
peculiar questions. He thinks he' 
is being 
character 
which is 
do since 
“problems” which Mr. Ogawa re
grets. When tourists are told 
they need not be alarmed at such 
questionings, it might be re
membered that there have been 
several cases, recently in which 
foreigners have had painful ex
perience of the “third degree” 
methods which have been densur- 
ed' not by foreign crftics alone but 
Wg?Japanese judgeMfromyrnie 
oenchi,

Japan is preparing to invite all 
the world to her’ shores. . The 
visitors should take back impres
sions of a lovely land and a kind
ly people. Too often that im
pression is spoiled by the alarm 
and irritation caused by question
ing which seems to show that tbe 
visitor is regarded as a suspected 
P£r&onx_oiL a Communist or a_^p^ 
Of course, if the visitor has the 
patience which Mr. Ogawa recom
mends he will have no trouble ex
cept some irritation and loss of 
time. But why irritate him? Why 
waste his time? What do the 
Rftlfce get-.in return ..for.. all 
trouble they take and give? Have 
they ever caught a spy? Have 
they ¿yer confiscated a photo
graph for whk?h ariy ioreigfiiSov-
eminent would" givé~'fivé'" sënT T 
suggest that it these questions 
were honestly asked and answered 
much of the police energy now 
wasted on catechising visitors 
would be released for its legiti
mate
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'Kennard Again 
¡Attacks Police 
i F or Disbar ment
Bases For Exclusion 

From Japan Hit By 
Missionary

The refusal of Tokyo police to 
review his case and admit their 
error in charging him with Com-1 
munistic principles is little short of' 
ridiculous, Rev, gpencer KennftrdJ 
Baptist nf!S5!0fldry"who"was refusedi 
J)Wmi's&bn to return to Japan last 
month, told an interviewer yester- ; 
day.

“The chief of the foreign sec- j 
tion of the Tokyo police is funny,” I 
Dr. Kennard said. “I shall not I 
accuse him of being guilty of wil- | 
ful misrepresentation. Nor is there r 
any personal feeling against him on l 
account of his weird behavior, for F 
he is himself the victim of a psy- r 
chosis which characterizes much ; 
that emanates these days from 
Tokyo. But if Mr. Ogawa, as 
chief of the foreign section of the 
Tokyo Metropolitan Police, could 
realize what a laughing stock he is 
making of himself and of his 
Government, he. would commit hara- 
kiri.

“it is easy to reply to the re
newed charge made against me. But 
it is not with any hope of being 
able to convey facts to Mr. Ogawa. 
He and many of his associates in 
the government of Japan today live 
in a different world, thoroughly im
munized to any facts that do not 
suit them.
. “Least of all could one expect 
those who suffer from, such a 
pathological condition to see them-

selves in the wrong or to retract 
their statements.

“I reply but ofduty to my dear 
friends in Japan, They are repre
sentatives of the true Japan which 
I shall ever love and which is now 
being threatened with terrible 
catastrophe by a mania in high 
places.

Statement Laughable
“Mr. Ogawa is reported by the’ 

Japan Advertiser to have said*.
“The objection to Dr. Kennard 

is not that he is a Christian, a 
peace worker and“ an anti-war ex
ponent, but that the peace activl- 
ties with which he has been con
nected here have all been under 
Communist auspices, for which.... 
ample proof exists.

“Of the so-called ‘ample proof’ 
as released to the public I managed 
to obtain an official copy aifter 
much persuasion.

“Analyzed, it seems to contain six 
charges, flve of which aYe utterly 
false and the sixth an indiscretion 
into which anyone zealous as I am 
for peace might blunder. Yes. I 
did on one occasion back in the 
summer of 19.33 attend ameetlng 
in Tokyo in the interest of peace 
which included among its various 
sponsors the Third International. 
This is what Mr. Ogawa refers to 
when in this new communication to 
the press he’ says ‘Dr. Kehnard' 
himself has admitted to the police 
hisconnection Mth ;peiu?e activities 
which they have ¿found to have 
had Communists in the background.1

Others False
“Positively every other statement 

made concerning me is false. If 
one were dealing with a competent 
persbm one would call it brazen
faced lying. They are so utterly 
preposterous that one is tom be
tween laughter and tears for the ; 
great and noble nation that is now 
preyed upon by a dreadful disease - 
which menaces its people with ter
rible calamity.

“Does Mr. Ogawa really mean to 
expect people to take him seriously 
when he tfies to pin the red label - 
on me on the ground of having 
once talked with a man out of favor 
with the police, whose very name 
and the incident I had utterly j 
forgotten? He gave as one of the, J 
ample proofs of my dangerous 
character a close friendship with 
a certain Alexander H/ Buchman J 
who was allegedly deported from 
Japan. When first I replied to this 
charge I said I had never even met 
such a man. Later I learned from, 
a press notice? here in Shanghai 
that the person in question did meet ’ 
me once; and he^or the person who i 
accompanied him chatted with mb ‘ 
during the space of about>10:: 
minutes. ; -Z

“Again, does, the worthy Mr. 
really expect persohs td re^ 

main serious when they^tearn'.that 
another one of these ‘ample proofs’ 
of. my being ‘associated with .Com- . 
munistic ' elements’ is; membership 
in ’ The Fellowship of Recon-‘ 
ciliation?? These are fairsamples 
of a mind to be found in high i 
places Japan today.”
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Ousted American Missionary 
Makes Plea For World Peace

I Dr- Kennard. Delivers
Address At Com- —

munity Church

HOPES TO UNITE
F. E. CHRISTIANS

Letters From Wife In 
Japan Believed Being 

Held By Censors
A forceful plea for peace in the 

Far East and throughout the rest 
of the world was made here last 
evening in an address given at the 
Community Church by Dr. J. >
Spencer Kennard, American mis-* 
sionary who was refused entry to* 
Japan recently on grounds of being ’ 
a Pacifist and of harboring Com-“ 
munistic beliefs.

Dr. Kennard told his listeners; 
that if the world is to see a repeti-j 
tion of hatred unleashed such as 
was seen during the World War 
when men who believed in the s^rue 
God slaughtered each other in We 
fields of battle the church might as 
well “quit business.’’

The speaker said that he realized 
that from the standpoint of mili
tarist psychology this might be most 
injurious to the moral of fighting 
men. Dr. Kennard alsj added that 

, credit should be given to the mili
tarists in Japan who have been 
able to see this fact.

Hopes To Unite Christians
. Dr. Kennard said that in spite of 
his recent experience in Japan he 
still feels that every effort should be 
made1 to bring the Christians of the 
Far East together.

The keynote of the address was 
built around an anecdote that Dr.

4 Kennard related to his listeners. He 
j said that a friend of his had once 
! asked Charles Beard, the eminei-t 
- American historian, just npw long
* it would, take to write down every- 
s thing he knew. Beard’s fir$i reply 
» was that it would take one week.

After some thought, ho we w^be 
retracted his first statemgnt/ghd i said that it would take ju^one day;

• On further consideration'he cut the
* time »down still further and told.his
• questioner that he could write 

everything down in a few sentenced: 
“Whom the Gods would * destroy

. they first drive mad: The wheels 
r of the Gods grind slowly but very 
J fine; The insect fertilizes the flowei 
1 which it kills; Tire stars shin* 
: brightest when the night is darkest.’ 
; Dr. Kennard related these idea* 
3 to problems, of peace in the Fa; 
, East and through the world todaV.

7*7*

No tetters From Wife
During the course of a brief inter

view obtained here late yesterday 
afternoon, Dr. Kennard stated that, 
he had heard nothing further from 
Japan regarding his case. He has 
not heard from his wife and 
daughter there for nearly 12 days, 
although he has written them on 
an average of every ether day.

Dr. Kennard states that he fesh 
sure tixeir letters to* him are bein;; 
withheld by the censors. He added 
yesterday that he does not mind ih 
the least having the censors read 
his letters but he is rather interest
ed in knowing how his family is.

Apropos cf his position he related 
to liis interviewer a recent incident 
in Korea when an American mis
sionary wrote a letter to her mother 
stating the she could not say every
thing she wished to because her 
letters were censored. Dr. Kennard 
said that the next day a policeman 
appeared at the door.

“You had no right to say that,”, 
he said. “Your letters are not cen
sored.”

The missionary told his intet- 
viewer yesterday that he feels that 
the Japanese have branded him as i 
a Communist because of his pacifist 
activities. Pacifism does net moke ; 
one a Communist, Dr. Kennard re
marked.

“Communists and capitalists alike 
brush their teeth,” he mused. “Just ; 
because they agree on the necessity 
of brushing the teeth does not make 
them compatible in all things.”
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_Br. j, spencer Kennard, American missionary of the American 
—Baptist Foreign mission society, arrived in Shanghai on the-------

s«s» Asama ¡¿aru on October 20, 1936, after having been refused 
permission to land in Japan by the Kanagawa prefectural police, _ 

_ on the grounds of maintaining communist thoughts and propagating 
_ anti-war ideas among the Japanese public*

Dr* Kennard, who is now staying at House mo »10 university 
of Shanghai, Yangtszepoo, is universally regarded as a leading 

. authority on the origins of Christianity and early Christian 
__ teachings* He is a graduate of Harvard and obtained his_______

Doctorate of Philosophy at Yale, later continuing his studies 
at the university of Paris, where he was successful in obtain- 

_ ing a degree in literature. An accomplished and fluent linguist*
. having a perfect command of many tongues, ¿>r» Kennard served

with the Y*M»C*A* during the world war, doing relief work in 
the allied and enemy prison camps» It was during this period
that Dr* Kennard realized the futility of war and decided to 
take up pacifist work in earnest*_______

hl /

w

to

In 1920 he went to Japan as a representative of the_______
^jAmerican Baptist foreign mission Society and since that time, 
‘ apart from furloughs, has resided entirely in that country, 

where he has formed friendships with many of the leading business 
men and politicians* Mrs* Kennard, considered an eminent pro
fessor of English, has for many years even taught English to 
the children of certain of the princes of the royal blood*

Dr* Kennard admits having taught pacifism in Japan but
for many years has realized that such teachings are incompatible 
with the Japanese psychology* Accordingly he has endeavoured 
to inculcate his ideas under the form of international friendship,
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and in this connection sponsored the "Christian Graphic", an__
illustrated publication which, until it was compelled to ter
minate its activities by order of the Japanese authorities, 
enjoyed a large circulation among persons and countries connect-. 
with the peace movement.__________________________________ _

______ Dr* Kennard is also a member of the "Fellowship of Hecon- 
ciliation", which is an anti-war and pro-pacifist movement 
popular among liberal missionaries, and which was inaugurated_ 
during 1914—1918 by British and American conscientious objectors.

Dr. Kennard emphatically denies that he is a commpnist, 
but asserts that in common with all liberal minded men, he is 
extremely interested in the,soviet and even goes so far to say 

that many of the changes brought about in present day Kuasia are 
not only an improvement upon the old 1'sarist regime, but of_____
benefit to the world, barticularly does he refer to the pacific 
nature of the Soviet's fighting machine, which he feels sure 
will never be employed for attack but solely for purposes of____
defence. Dy. Kennard admits that he has attended a few meetings 
in Japan sponsored and attended by nationally known radical 
authors and writers but in spite of this, he does not necessarily 
share their views. Occasionally these self-same radicals attend
ed his house when "discussion parties" of a pacifist and inter
national- friendship nature were held. Dr. Dennard avers that 
he now realizes that his movements must have been watched for 
many years and details of his life have been brought to his_____
notice of which he himself was not aware, nis meeting with A. 

guchman, who was also deported from Japan, indicated the 
lengths to which the Japanese police went in having him watched, 

for the matter had passed from his mind many years ago, the____
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- whole incident consisting of a casual introduction and a meeting- 
of not more than ten minutes»____ -______________________ ___

_____ Asked whether he considered his treatment by the Japanese
Police as unwarranted, Dr. Kennard replied by stating that he___
wished to blame no one for what had happened, but was of the 
opinion that the entire police body was too much interested 
in details and petty things, thereby losing sight of the essential I 
points in any movements or activities of importance»_________

_____ Questioned regarding his future plans, he stated that he 
had already made representations to the Japanese Y.M.C.A. in 
Shanghai and to the Japanese Consulate-General here, requesting

I 
a rescindment of the order by which he was denied re-entry into I 
Japan. He felt sure that it was only a mahter of time before he 
was permitted to rejoin his wife and child who are still in Japan, 
they having been pe rmitted to remain there for another six months 
in order to place the family’s personal and domestic affairs in 
order»______________

_____ Dr, Kennard also volunteered the information that should
he be_cnmpelied to remain in Shangnai, there would be every 
probability that he would sponsor a tri-lingual publication 
(English, Japanese and Chinese or French) the aim of which would 
be to promote and maintain international friendship on a basis | 
of peace» r I

The only things that remain undisputed in the all egations 
against Dr. Kennard, a veteran of sixteen years of missionary 
endeavour, appear to be that he is a sincere Christian and that 
he does not favour war»

_____ Born at Ossining, New York, on April 28, 1890, Dr. Kennard 
is in P°88eggion of U.S. Passport No.288 issued at Tokyo on

iilil ’ • • ■ /1IBi < • Ila
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June 19, 1935» _________________________________________ _
_It is not believed that Dr* Kennard will cause the

local authorities any trouble, but any of his activities_______
of interest from a police point of view will form the subject__

—of further reports*______ ____ •-----U

__________________________________D + S»____________________

D»C* (Special Branch)«_______________ _________________________
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Friends Take
Up Case Of 
Dr. Kennard
Making Effort In Japan 

To Effect Re-entry 
Of Missionary

STATES STAND AS 
ACTIVE PACIFIC

Was Y.M.C.A. Worker 
For Both Sides In

World War
Witlk the hope of bringing about 

a change of sentiment on the part 
of the Japanese authorities, the 
friends of Dr. Spencer Kennard. 
American missionary who was de* 
nied entry to Japan on charges of 
being a pacifist, are making every 
effort to present his case through 
the proper channels, according to 
a cable received here yesterday 
afternoon.

The message received by Dr. 
Kennard gave little information as 
to what had been done or as to 
what the prospects of a favorable 
outcome ydb be. For the time 
being Dr. Kennard is staying With 
friends at the University of 
Shanghai to await further develop
ments. ■

Interviewed here yesterday 
China Press representative, Dr. 
Kennard frankly admitted that he 
was a pacifist and even wentspiar 
as to relate some of his past history 
in connection with the movement 

I which is considered extremely dah- 
: gerous in certain parts, of the 

world.
Militant Pacifist

Dr. Kennard is recognized as a 
militant pacifist in the United 
States, having been connected with 
the movement for some years. 
After he graduated from Harvard 
University he took post ; graduate 
work at Yale, where he obtainedM 
Ph.D’ He later studied at the I University of Paris and obtained a 
degree of Litt. D. at that institu
tion.

The visitor told his interviewer 
yesterday that he served ih prison 
camps during the World War in 
both Germany and with the Allies.

I He was with the Y. M. O. A. And 
! was allowed access to camps on 
j both sides of the lines through re- 
I ciproóity agreements. This •* gave 
I him an idèa of thè futility, of war- 
I fare which he has been able to.re- 
j tain through the years.

After the war he wentiio Japàn 
and took up pacifist work in earn
est in connection with his asso
ciation with the American baptist 
Foreign Mission Society.*? In 1WÌ 
he swore to dedicate himself to the' 
cause of pacifism with a renewed 
fervor following a family tragedy.

His association with, the Chris
tian Graphic, a publication found
ed on pacifist principles, brought 

I him to thè attention of thè 
ponese authorities on several ceca- \ 
sions, and the paper WAS suppressed - 
last year during his absencefrBm 
Japan. Dr. Kennard states that lie 
has always worked on the. theory • 
that it is impossible to preach paci- J 
fism in Japan but that 1$ is pos
sible to preach international 

friendship.

Won Popularity

As Editor of the Christian Gly
phic he woh widespread popularity 
among individuals connected* with 

i- peace movements in various pacific 
countries and the magazine had a 

| circulation of about 30,000 copies.
At one time Dr. Kennard was 

I mildly rebuked in Japan for pybii- 
f shing an article entitled “What the 
I War Did to My Mind” in a .large 

American magazine known as The 
■ Christian Century. He was also 
‘ warned when he published à seco id 

-v article in the same periodical eh- 
’ titled “If War Is Sin.” Iff connec- 
nection with this second composi
tion Dr. Kennard was informed 

•! that he had no right to raise such 
a question.

Dr. Kennard also admits that he 
has been a member of an organiza
tion known as the “Fellowship of 
Reconstruction,” which is popular 
among liberal missionaries. In 
Japan and elsewhere. This was 
started during the World War by 
British and American conscientious 
objectors.

In commenting on his recent ex 
periences in Japan when he was 
refused entry to the country, Dr. 
Kennard said that those aboard 
the Japanese vessel had been most 
friendly and sympathetic, but he 
failed to make the same comment 
about the police who greeted him.

The visitor told his interviewer 
that he had asked the authorities 
to examine his luggage with the 
greatest care and he also offered 
to subject himself to close verbal 
scrutiny.

It is not known how soon his 
case will be decided upon by the 
authorities. Dr. Kennard has been 
a resident of Japan for thé pa^t 
16 years and was making that coun
try his permanent home, : having 
purchased property there andmade 
many friends among the foreigners 

? and Japanese resident in the coun- 
I try.

I

I
Ii
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Missionary Is 
DeniedRightTo
Land In Japan
Dr. Kennard Forced To

Coine Here After' Re 
turn From U.S.

IS LABELED ‘RED’
BY NIPPON POLICE

‘Friendship’ With Buch- 
man Puts American 

On Taboo List

vnnnnwes COMmUhfirm 
| “3. I am accused of ‘maintaining 
; CommunistT views’ prior to coming 

td Japan the first time. As a mat
ter of fact i was conducting daily 
meetings in the streets of New York 
under the auspices of the Evange
listic Committee to fight Com
munism. Persons acquainted within 
me know that I was very bitter in I 
these denunciations of Communism.} - 

“4. They charge the peace - 
journal of which I was editor, The |" ‘ 
Christian Graphic, of having propa- j 
gated anti-militarist principles from 
the ‘Communistic standpoint.’ one 
may as well charge the entire 
Christian movement of being com- 

jmunistic because certain humani- 
1 tarian ideals have points of simil- | 
«arity. As founder and chief news ! 
¡contributor to this paper i did my I 
ibest to build sentiments of friend- I 
ship for other peoples in accord 
with the teachings of Christ.

“Of course we did not leave the f 
gospel of gcod-will to mere senti- g 
mentality but so was mere com-1 
mon sense and also a moral ob-1 
ligation. To accuse us of being I 
•red’ for such realism imperils also I [ 
every other Christian enterprise | 
which tries to get at the root of J 
modern social ills.

Statements False
“5. They say I was only pre-1 

I vented from going as a delegate ! 
to the conference on peace in the. i 
Far East which was to have been \ 
held in Shanghai in Sept. 1933 
through the action of American j 
officials. Both statements are false, j 
X was never named as delegate toi 
such a conference, as to the Ameri- 
¿etn consulate placing barriers in 

kiny^ way, it on the contrary lent 
me every assistance and prepared 
a.Jpassport for me. It was entirely 
of? my own free will that I gave 
up an idea that was entertained 
tor several days of making this the 
occasion for a trip to China which 
i ' had’ long been planning.

“6. They say I attended a peace 
meeting in Tokyo that same sum-

'* ^tn" the summer of 1933, when
Shanghai peace conference; 

was about to open at the instruc
tion of the Communist Interna- 
tionai, he organized a peace 
ttiendship society in this country 
tb back the movement, and he 
himself was to attend the gather- i 

r as a representative, though his ( 
departure was prevented by inter
vention of American officials.

“He also utilized a Christian pub
lication, the Christian Graphic, of 
which he was editor, and concen
trated in propagating anti-war and; 
Anti-militaristic principle from the j 
C$nmunist standpoint. This pub
lication was suppressed on Novem- I 
her 29 of last year under the pub- i 
lication regulations.”
< The Mr. Alexander Hassler Buch- 
jnan in question, who was for three 
years a member of the staff of* 

fThe China Press and is now a&so-j 
ciated^with a" local news agency, 
laughed 
when

a 
the’

to | 
peace and order, Dr. J. Spencer

i Kennard, an -
arrived in 
ibcard the 
iccompanied 
daughter.

Dr. Kennard is of the American 
Baptist Foreign Misslcn Society and 
aas been in Japan tor about 16 

¡years. He is well-known through 
¡the articles he has contributed to 
various publications in that coun

try. In oune last year he sailed for 
I Jie United States on furlough, ac- 
’ ccmpanied by his family.

On returning to Japan several 
days ago aboard .the Asama Maru, 

Lie was denied entry to the coun
try by the Kanagawa prefectural 
police, who charged him with being 
x paclrist and of having Com
munistic leanings. Consequently he 
remained aboard the vessel and 
nas come to Shanghai until seme. _
further decision Is reached in the I xher which like the one contem- 
matter. He is staying with friends , plated^ in Shanghai had Third In
al. the University of Shanghai.

Issues Statement |
Cn his arrival here yesterday Dr. 

Kennard issued the following pre- j 
pared statement:

“I have no criticism to make of I 
; the Japanese Government in thisf 

matter. It could not but have L 
. acted as it did upon the basis of H 

the supposed facts presented to it I 
by the Foreign Section of the Tokyo/ 
Folice Department. The higher offi-? 
cials of the Foreign and Home De-1 
partments cf the Government de- ; 
serve rather sympathy, having ■ 
been placed in an exceedingly em
barrassing position by the ineffi- j 
ciency of their subordinates.

“The effort of the Police De
partment to pin the red label on 
me is based on the following j * 
charges against me which they 
have released to the press:
’ I am a^dose friend of .soer- 
tain American journalist named 
Alexander H. Buchman who was! 
deported from Japan as a Com
munist. However, I never even met 
the gentleman, so far aS I am 
a^are. His very name is unknown 
to me. I am curious to know how 
such a yarn can have originated.

“2. The Fellowship of Recon
ciliation, of which I am a member is 
called a Communist organization. 
In last month’s issue of the fellow
ship monthly magazine there is a 
tabulation hew the members are 
planning to vote in the present 
election, we should throw light on 
how ‘red’ is this organization. As 
pronounced pacifists it was but 
natural that about cne-half select 
that candidate with the most 
pacifist views, Norman Thomas. 
The remaining half split their vote 
between Landon and Roosevelt. 
There were about five votes each 
for Browder and Lemke. Thus the 
Fellowship registers approximately 
99 L per cent non-Communist.

Denied entry to Japan on 
charge that his presence in 

( country would he injurious

American missionary, 
yesterday 

Maru 
and

at the story yesterday 
interviewed.
On “Secret Mission” 
course,” he said, “in Japan 
on a very, very secret mis-

“Of 
I was 
sion, representing Hitler, Mussolini, 
Father Coughlin, Stalin, the Pope, 
James Joyce, Roosevelt, Frank N. 
D. Buchman (I hope he is no 
relative of mihe), Herbert Hoover, 
the Daughters of the American 
Revolution and the Anti-Vivisec- 
tion Society.

“Some persons, including a local 
authoress, declare that I am to 
this day really a Japanese agent 
in disguise, but I never investigated 
his charge, as still others insist that 
I am an anti-japanese agent.

“But seriously—I met Kennard 
once in Japan, ha via? accom
panied a friend who paid a call 
at his home. My “close contact’ 
with him consisted in this 10- 
minute meeting, I was not deport
ed from Japan, on a charge of 
Communism or on any other charge 
that I know of. I was forced to 
leave because my one-month tran
sit visa had expired

Shanghai 
liner Asama 
by his wife

ggfoed from JapanTnAugust, 
because of communism. and

ternational approval and undoub
tedly a certain number of Com
munists participating. That state
ment is correct. But it is the only 
correct statement made concerning 
me. It is rather late to be bring
ing up this indiscretion which; oc
curred three years ago as cause 
&NL barring me from Japan. I am 
ah' old resident and a property 
bolder. Japan is my home.
/ “In view of the charges being 
nearly all grounded on errors or 
misunderstandings, I am confident 
that the order barring my entry 
into Japan will be rescinded.”

vDr. Kennard was met on the 
Asama Maru by Mr. W. Robert 
Taylor, Jof the American Baptist 

'' Foreign Mission Society, whom he 
accompanied ashore.

Police Reasons. Given 
¡i 1 The Kanagawa prefectural police 

gave out a statement to the press 
oh", the arrival of Mr. Kennard in 
j£pan stating their reasons for re
fusing him permission to land. 
This statement follows in part: 
L ^Maintaining Communist thoughts 
prior to his coming to Japan about 
40 x- years ago, he has been con
nected with the Fellowship of 
Religion, an organization advocat- 
ing an anti-war principle, and has 
jbeen engaged in propagating an 
anti-war Idea among the public. 
^Following his arrival in Japan, 

he* was 1A blase contact with an 
American by the name of Alexan^ _ 
dftr Ha^slbr Buchman, who was de- _

L/vtv»

*U§m





Evening Post & Mercury, Saturday, January 16, 1937?

I ’ --------
Soviet Constitution

To the Editor:
I shall be greatly obliged if youi 

i eftlcw me to answer once more and, 
finally to Lucifer’s latest outburst! 
in your yesterday's issue. It is/ 
not Lucifer’s reply to my letter,; 
but the principal question of this/ 
controversy which is calling for an 
answer» This principal question is 
the significance of the new Con
stitution of the (U.S.S.R., the very 
acknowledgment of which brought 
you Lucifer’s charge of being fond ! 
of “juridical cretinism”.

Indeed, Lucifer’s point was very 
clearly made in his both letters.« I 
It is the same point which is since 

| years the only content of all de
clarations of Trotzky and his fol
lowers, the point by which all their 
writings are very clearly recogniz-, 
ed. Tris “point” is outwardly! 
marked by the hatred towards 
Stalin, but in fact it is their bitter; 
hostility against all present 
essential characteristics of the
U.SJS.R. and of everything it 
stands for in the world.

The creation of the Socialist 
economy of the U.S.«S.R., the rapid 
industrialization of this country, 
the collectivization and mechan
ization of its agriculture and the 
abolition of classes which made 
possible the achievement of the 
new Constitution, all these basis 
realities of the U.SjS.R. are his
torically connected with the name 
of Stalin. These Soviet realities 
are organically embodied in the 
new Constitution. Moreover, the 
foreign policy of the Soviet Gov
ernment for national defense, for 
peace, for collective security 
against aggressors, for interna
tional collaboration within the ' 
league of Nations and with all 
Powers and peoples striving for 
peace, all these, too. realities of 
the present Soviet life are again 
historically connected with the f 
present'leadership c«f the U5.SR | 
The position of Stalin in this | 
leadership is one of responsible } 
personification of a great collec-t 
live achievement by a country and i 
people who fought its way through' 
by Revolution and proletarian- 
dicatorship. Stalin was both the 
theoretical teacher and practical 
leader of this whole policy 
embodied now in the mighty posi
tion of the UJS.S.R. as the only, 
Socialist country in the world as 
well as in its new Constitution. 
But to Lucifer's type this whole 
edifice is a “monstrous Bonapartist 
dictatorship”, which in his view 
is “as desirable to remove as it is 
to free Germany and Italy of the 
regimes of Hitler and Mussolini”. 
This he calls then to be “an at
titude of friendly criticism of the 
Soviet Union”! May I add hernj 
that, in fact, as it is shown by all • 
activities of Trotzky and his fol
lowers, there is no more urgent 
task to them in the present world 
as the removal of the “monstrous 
Bonapartist dictatorship” in the
U.S.SR. As there are other very 
serious forces at present menacing 
the U.S.S.R. by aggressive policies 
and preparation for international 
war one can easily find out the 
real position, of Lucifer’s type in 
regard to the ‘^monstrous Bon- 
apartist dictatorship’' on the one

i Eide and to the Fascist war forces 
against, it, on the other. The co- 

. operation of some of them with 
\ the Nazi Gestapo would really 

mean the least crime or service in 
that connection.

As Lucifer is such a keen dis-1 
coverer of “realities”, I will allow 
myself to point out here some 
other realities embodied in his at
titude. If one wants to remove 
the “monstrous Bonapartist dic
tatorship” in the U.S.S.R., he must, of course, use all adequate I 
means to achieve that end. There ■ 
were some of his. type outside andI 
within the U.S SR. who lost all 
hopes of getting mass support for 
the removal of “Stalin and his all- 
powerful bureaucracy” and at
tempted to achieve this goal by 
assassination. They maintained 
among their fellow-conspirators 
that heads once fallen never grow’ 
up again. The start on this way. I 
as shown by the murder of Kirofi 
and plottings to kill Stalin and 
others, brought the result that 
they were dealt with like dogs gone 
mad. If there are still some who 
lost all senses and will try to ccn- | 
tinue on that way, then they will 
receive the same reply of the 
“monsters”. What other meano r 
are left to them for removal of the r 
“monstrous Bonapartist dictator- ‘ 
ship”? Seme are hoping for for- ji 
eign intervention and war difficul-1 
ties within the U.SJS.R. in that k 
connection. The present forces of f 
foreign intervention against the §
U.S.S.R. are well known, as wo j 
have already an alliance between 
Germany and Japan against the § 
Communist International, by i 
which these aggressive Powers J 
mean nobody else as the UJS.S.R. ? 
Of course, Lucifer’s type will not J 
admit this and deny everything. J 
Theirs is the mission at present 
to enlighten the toilers of the 
world and all sympathizers of the 
U.S.S.R. on the subjects of the 
“monstrous Bonapartist dictator
ship”, the removal of which is one 
of the most urgent tasks. They 
are busy in denouncing “Stalin's | 
alliance with the French bour
geoisie", “Stalin’s betrayal of the 
Spanish revolution”, “Stalin’s sell
ing cut to Chiang Kai-shek”, etc., 
etc. To them is Stalin the “mon
strous” mischief - maker every
where, not only in the U.SJS.R. 
tut in Spain, France, China, as 
he is also responsible for Germany 
and Italy. Their theory of “Stalin
ism” as an international demoniac ' 
force is just as convincing a3 J 
Hitler's theory on the interna
tional influence of the “Moscow 
Jews”. In fact, both theories are 
completing-, each - othei^ <md on 
their pan both working for the C

and 
democracy 
other are 
and death

the 
a life

that the Soviet

same end: the hatred towards the 
UJ8JSR. and its Government, and 
the preparation of the imperialist, 
interventionist war against that 
country. Such are the realities at 
a time when the forces of aggres
sion and Fascism on the one side 
and the forces of peace 
national defence, of 
and progress on 
both involved in 
struggle.

It is not true
Government is suppressing friend
ly criticism of its policies or com
plains against bureaucratic evils, 
etc. In fact, it encourages such 
kind of criticism, as this is also 
shown by the content of its press. 
One of the reasons for the crea
tion of the new Constitution is the 
removal of all privileges due to 
certain classes in favour of th?B 
whole people without distinction i 
of classes, nationalities, sexes, 
races and religious creeds. More
over, the secrecy of the elections 
and the direct control of all con
stitutional representatives and 
authorities by the electorate shall i 
be assured.

To Lucifer all these provisions 
are only “abstract paragraphs”, 
which “do not interest him”. He 
is interested instead in the re
moval of the “monstrous Bon
apartist dictatorship". But in this 
regard, he may be assured, noth
ing will change, as neither the 
new Constitution nor the trends 
of the social, economic, and 
political development of the ■ 
U.SJS.R. make* any allowances for ; 
the overthrow of its Socialist ' 
structure, or of the dictatorship 
of the toilers as long as the whole 
society did not yet reach the goal 
of being one working, humanity. 
Founded op Socialism and: broad 
people’s democracy the U.S.S.R. 
will assure by the new Constitu
tion to every citizen not hostile 
to the existence of that country 
complete freedom, as it will de
velop to perfection 
ment by the people 
people. As to the 
relations of that 
policy will held true as represent
ed in Stalin’s statement, that 
neither the Revolution nor Social
ism can be exported as such 
problems and tasks must ' be de
cided by the nations and peoples 
themselves,—in spite of all cries 
of the Trotzkyists about another 
“Stalin’s betrayal”!

Thanking you, I remain, 
Yours very truly 
, ANTT.FA^CTRT 

Shanghai, January 15, 193?.
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Forum

This, “Anti-Fascist” would have 
us believe, is “historical progress!” 

He may label me a “fascist” or 
“supporter of fascism” if he 
pleases. But let me remind him i 
that, opponents of fascism are not 
found exclusively in the ranks of 
the Stalinists and their dubious 
friends and allies. These gentian
men do, indeed, claim a monopoly 
of all genuine anti-fascist senti
ment and action, but critical minds 
no longer take their ridiculuous 
pretentions seriously.

There is also a difference, let ma 
i point out, between an attitude of 
| friendly criticism of the Soviet 
Union and one of hostility. Like
wise there is a profound difference 
between Stalinism and Com
munism. In Stalinist eyes, of 

. course, anyone who utters any 
•i criticism of deeds done today on 

the former territory of the Tsars, 
is automatically an “enemy of the 
Soviet Union” -J and a fascist. An 
opponent of Stalinism is by the 
same reasoning, an opponent of 
Communism.

So be it! Let “Anti-Fascist” hurl 
what to him is the worst abuse. 
I remain an opponent of Stalinism. 
In my view it is as desirable to 
remove the monstrous Bonapartist 
dictatorship which it represents as 
it is to free Germany and Italy of 
the regimes of Hitler and 
Mussolini.

Shanghai, January 12, 1936.

Soviet Bonapartism
To The Editor:

i Your correspondent, “Anti-
I Fascist,” entirely ignored the point 
¡which was very clearly maae in 
my previous letter. I expressed no 
hostility toward the new Soviet 
Constitution nor did I criticize any 
of the provisions of that document. 
Its abstract paragraphs do not 
especially interest me, but rather 
the realities which, I contend*, 
those paragraphs are largely in
tended to conceal.

The Constitution of the United 
States is a document quite as 
imposing (if not as novel in all of I 
its features) as Stalin’s constitu
tion. A specific amendment to that 
Constitution, for example, gives to 
the Negro the right to vote. But 
let any Negro in the southern 
states try to exercise the right!

Which brings me right to ths 
point which I thought I had pre
viously made, namely, that be
tween the golden promises of ths 
Çtalin constitution and the actual 
social relationships in the Soviet 
Union there is a yawning chasm 
as awe-inspiring as the Grand 
Canyon. Everyone with any knowl
edge of the situation in the Soviet’ 
Union is well aware that democra-i 
tic liberties are non-existent. No 
amount of dishonest propagandise 
eye-wash obliterate the indepen
dent testimony of dozens of Obser
vers, many of whom have lived in 
the Soviet Union for many years, 
buttressed by evidence furnished 
by the Soviet press itself.

Persons suspected of opposition* 1 
to Stalin’s regime or any vital 
phase of it are arbitrarily arrested, 
sent into exile, jailed, or paraded 
before a firing squad. Their rela-! 
tives and friends are subjected to 
Vicious persecution and reprisals. 
The more prominent oppositionist. 
are sometimes accorded the 
“privilege” of a mock trial, but 
nameless thousands just disappeai 
without being put through any 
such formality. There are more 
persons rotting in Russian prisons, 
hard labor camps and other place.: 
of exile than there were at any 
time during the Tsarist regime.

Is “Anti-Fascist** so to believe 
that these rotten features of 
Stalinist rule will disappear like 
a puff smoke when the new Con
stitution becomes law?

Freedom of speech, press and 
and assembly are a fiction in the 
Soviet Union. Such liberties exist, 
only for those who do not venture 
a breath of criticism against Stalin 
and his all-powerful bureaucracy; 
The new parliamentarism, secret 
ballot and all, will be just another 
democratic fiction, on a par with 
the plebiscitary practice which the 
population of Germany is per
mitted to indulge in every so 
often. Soviet citizens will have the 
privilege of saying “aye” or “no” 
to the Stalinist “line” (and the 
Lord help anyone who is discovered 
to have said “no”). Also, they will 
exercize the privilege of voting for 
candidates selected by the Stalinist 
apparatus.
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U.S.Sf.R. Ambassador Gives
Talk On New Constitution

Interesting Address Before Pan-Pacific Body; 
Tells Of Industrial Changes, Strengthening 

Of Democracy And Status Of Women Told
A very interesting and in- many branches of industry the 

structive address on the new Con- Soviet Union had taken an; imr 
stitution of the U.S.S.R. bearing portant place amqng the producing 
special stress on the industrial powers of the world. In machine
development and changes in the building the U.S.S.R. was second 
country, the strengthening of|in the world; it led in the 
democracy and the place 
rights of women, was given by 
Soviet Ambassador, Mr. D. 
Bogomoloff, before a large and 
preciative gathering of members of 
the China Institute of Pacific 
Relations, the Pan-Pacific As
sociation and the Soviet-Chinese 
Association of Cultural Relations at 
the Park Hotel yesterday.

In a few well-chosen words, Mr. 
P. W. Kuo, President of the Pan
Pacific Association, introduced the 
speaker. In referring to the talk to 
be given by the Ambassador, he 
said that the address would not 
only be academic, 
tical, in view of 
constitution 
United 
closed 
certain 
people 
regarding the new Constitution of 
the U.S.S.R. from the best author
ity on the question 
China.

In opening his 
Bogomoloff stated 
chosen as his subject the new Con
stitution of the U.S.S.R., as in his 
many years of service in different 
diplomatic capacities abroad he 
had seen that there was still a 
great deal of misunderstanding 
ibout the great economical, political

and 
the 
V. 

ap-

but vitally prac- 
the problems of 
confronting the 
Japan. Mr. Kuo 

that he was

now 
States and 
by saying 
that a great number of

were anxious to hear facts

at present in

address Mr.
that he had

J

of tractors and combines; was third 
in production o'“ electric power and 
fourth in the production of coal. 
It was second in oil production, 
while in the production of wheat 

I and sugar-beets it led the world.
The quantity of cargoes transported 
on Soviet railways during 1936, was 
second only to the 
In the production 
Soviets had taken 
after South Africa.

The increase in 
capacity of the country was not 
only attributed to the increased 
number of workers, but also in the 
increase of the productive capacity 
of the workers, 
development of

I there had been 
i of the so-called 
' under which now almost 98 per [ 
! cent of the whole agricultural pro- 

from the socialist 
from the individual ’

United States, 
of gold the 
second place

the productive

s
Apart from the i 

the industries, p 
a colossal growth i 

“socialist sector” I 
-1—no ' 1

Constitution 
referred to the new •

Stalin’s Constitu-

duction came 
sector and not 
peasants.

Statin’s
The speaker

as
leader of the Soviet 

Government had the 
drafted according to

The

Strengthening Of Democracy
The best proof of how the de

mocratic spirit had inpregnated the 
masses of the Soviet Union was the 
fact that the draft of the new Con
stitution before it was presented 
to the Eighth Extraordinary Con
gress of Soviets, was discussed for 
four months by the whole nation 
and amendments were sent from 
all over the country. The women 
in the Soviet Union had equal 
rights with the men to vote.

Full protection rights were en
joyed by citizens of the U.S.S.R. as 
well as health insurance, and the 
women were given four months off 
with full pay in the event of the 
birth of a child. According, to the 
Constitution, the usual rights and 
liberties, like freedom of speech, 
press and meetings and personal 
inviolability of dwelling were given.

One of the articles of the Con
stitution provided for equality of 
the rights of citizens irrespective 
of their nationality or race, in all 
spheres of economic, state, cultural, 
social and political life. This was 
important in view of 60 nations, 
national groups 
Union.

comprising the

Women In
Women played ____

role in the New Constitution, en
joying all the privileges, many of 
them being electors at the Con
gress. The speaker mentioned that 
in the Soviet Union the women 
were looked upon 
of the population

Constitution 
a very importantConstitution 

tion, as the 
Party and 
Constitution 
his advice and instructions,
basic principles of socialism em-i 
bodied in the New Constitution) 
was: ‘‘From each according to his' 
ability, to each according to the 

¡work performed.” Under this every 
citizen had the right to demand 
from the Government payment ac- 

; cording to the results of his labour.
This had been criticized as a de- 

4 parture from communist principles.
The need for everyone to increase 
his productive powers had been

■ mentioned as the solution.
Dictatorship

The speaker pointed out that 
, dictatorship of the proletariat re- 
; mained, but that the working 
classes of the Soviet Union could 
not be called “proletariat” and 

, secondly the word “dictatorship” 
!• there meaht that the guidance of 
. the society by. the State was in the 
! hands of a certain class. 
[’ Soviet Union it 

of the working 
when nearly all 
omy, including 
based on socialist lines, the centre 
of gravity ‘ of dictatorship consisted 
mainly 
wards 
order.

This
power 
tinued 
cn to 
Soviets were obliged 
their military power 
for an emergency. He referred to! 
the two recent Troskyist trials, 
stating that they were supported 
by foreign powers.

does 
of the

the beginning of this 
branches of industry 

fulfilled their pro-

In the 
was in the hands 
class. At present 
the national econ- 

agriculture, was

not
State weakens,' 

the speaker, 
dwell on the

in leading the peasantry to- 
higher stages of socialist

as 50 per cent, 
and treated as ■ 

such, being ^given equal rights. He I 
the question of 
that these were

also touched on 
abortions, stating 
made illegal; however, contracep-

measures were not prohibited.

! and social changes taking place in * 
I Soviet Russia. He went on to say 
| that many years ago, When the j 
i Soviet Government was first 
; established, the lack of knowledge 
; could be explained, genuine in- • 
i formation .being barred from the
I outside world by war fronts, but at , 
present the misunderstanding could 
only be attributed to prejudice. 
“There is still too much prejudice ; 
in many capitalist countries J 
towards the Soviet Union,” the , 
speaker explained, “and if they 
hear that the Soviet Goverment

i has published data on the growth 
j of the industrial power of the-’ 
| country, they say it is only govern-i 
■ment propaganda.”

Industrial Changes |
Speaking on the industrial ? 

I changes, Ambassador Bogomoloff i 
stated that the agricultural produc-F 
tion in U.S.S.R. had risen one and 
a half times in comparison with .. 
pre-war times, and the industrial 
production was seven times larger I 
than in 1913. The national in-1 
come in 1936 was four times that ¡J 
in 1931. At 
year many 
had already 
grammes for the Second Five-Year 
Plan.

mean that the 
con- 

and he went 
fact that the 
to strengthen 
and be ready
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NEW CONSTITUTION 

MAY LIBERALIZE 
RUSSIA

Under new Soviet con
stitution, with its liberal “bill 
of rights” Russia launches 
Ictcthgs year another stirring 
experiment. What the con
stitution says has been pub
lished. But what does it 
mean? Where is Russia 
going? John Lloyd of The 
Associated Press, foreign ser
vice, tells you in a series of 
five stories, of which this is 
the first.

By John Lloyd 
MOSCOW.-—Described by Bol

sheviks as a gift to the world, 
Russia’s new constitution, to be 
adopted late this year, will serve 
as a foundation for “Red demo
cracy.”

But while the form of govern
ment it prescribes will have many 
points of similarity with demo- 

-------------- - cratic government
FIRST *n °ther countries, 

there also will be
OF A striking difference.

The key to the 
SERIES J situation, observ-

——- ers agree> will lie
in the amount of power vested in 
the Communist party. Few be
lieve the party will cease to be 
the guiding force.

Secret Balloting
The Kremlin predicts the' innova

tion will surpass all other political 
or social system and, it is gen
erally recognized the constitution 
represents progress. But among 
the observers are sceptics who 
want to see it in operation before 
forming definite conclusions.

On paper the constitution grants 
the people numerous privileges. 
Primarily it provides for equal 
suffrage, eliminating discrimina
tions against the clergy, the form
er nobility and others? It also 
permits them to stand for election.

With the old system of voting 
by show of bands discarded in 
favour of direct, secret balloting, 
men and women over 1’8 will be 
entitled to • vote regardless of re
ligious convictions, past activities 
or social status.

Democratic Similarities
The governmental machinery 

will be similar to democratic gov
ernment in other countries in that:

It will have two legislative cham
bers.

It will have a cabinet.
Its head will occupy a post 

equivalent to a presidency.
Election will be, partly at Least, 

by secret balloting.
But it will, be unlike, say, the 

American system, because:
■ The "president”' will have no 

power of veto.
He will be chosen by the cham

bers, rather than by the people 
directly.

He will share his authority with 
36 members of the presidium of the 
supreme council.
The cabinet or Council of

THIS WILL GO
The old system of voting by show of hands is to be abolished 

under Russia’s constitution in favour of a secret ballet.

1
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People’s Commissars will be select
ed by the chambers.

Only one of the chambers will 
be elected directly, the other to 
be filled with appointees from as
sociated republics and provinces.

Elections Next Year
After the constitution has been 

promulgated by the All-Union 
Congress of Soviets in November, 
a date, probably early in 1937, 
will be set for the first general 
elections. The Congress and the 
All-Union Executive Committee 
will cease to exist and will be re
placed by the Supreme Council, to 
be made up of the two chambers 
called the Council of the Union 
and the Council of Nationalities.

The Council of the Union will 
consist of 5G7 elected members, or 
one for every 300.000 population. 
Governing bodies of the associated 
republics anef workers’ soviets of 
the autonomous provinces will ap
point a total of 238 deputies jto 
the Council of Nationalities.

These Councils, meeting in Mos
cow as the Supreme Council, will 
elect the cabinet or Council of 

Commissars and choose the 
Supreme Council presidium with 
its chairman. His position will be 
equivalent to that of president. 
The presidium will govern between 
sessions of the chambers.

Other Freedoms
Although it appears the Com

munist party will continue to en
joy exclusive rights*of existence, 
trade unions, co-operatives and a 
few other groups will be permit
ted to put forth candidates. Some 
see in this a basis for rivalry.

Other guarantees contained in 
the new charter are for freedom 
of speech, public assembly and the 
press, and freedom of religious 
practice. This is not taken to 
mean that attacks qn the Soviet 
system will be permitted.

Fifteen million Copies of the 
constitution are being distributed 
so that farmers, workers, soldiers, 
house-wives and even schoolboys 
can study it and offer suggestions.

It is promised these suggestions 
will* be taken into consideration 
before the charter is finally ap
proved.—A.P.

i
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FOR INSPECTION ONLY
Many are the privileges prom

ised Russians in their new con
stitution, but until cars go on 
public sale they’ll have to be 
content merely to stand and 
admire them.

Russians May Soon Own Homes
But Must Wait For Cars

By John Lloyd

MOSCOW. —‘ Soviet Union. small houses was still permitted 
‘ ‘ - of

en- 
was 
the

be taken

answers

iviu&uuw. —— boviec union | sirict 
I citizens may own their own homes I and 
when their new constitution goes' 
into effect, since provision for pro- 

i tection of private property is one 
of its most important features.

Only the “essential” part of 
housing in cities and industrial 
centres is still listed as irrevocable

SECOND

OF A

SERIES

property of the 
state. Personal 
ownership of 
homes and objects 
of domestic use is 
to be protected, by 
law.

People cannot 
buy autos for awhile as they are 
not yet on public sale, but they 
can purchase radios, silk dresses, 
electrical kitchen gadgets, fur 
coats and such things. The big 
investment—home-building—is to 
be promoted bn a large scale.

Citizens who have money may 
“buy into” co-operative apartment 
houses on a cash basis pr by the 
instalment plan.

OJC’a Building
To rèally understand the import

ance of these commitments it is 
necessary to go back to the time 
when private property was nation
alized, that is, taken over by the 
state.

True, private ownership of some

I later private building 
small individual home was 
couraged. But always there 
the question, “Am I safe in 
ownership of this property, or is 
it too, sooner or later, to 
over?”

The new constitution
the question. In effect, it says, 
“Go ahead with your building. 
Your home will remain yours.” 

Not All ‘Poor*
Immediately after publication of 

this promise an official announce
ment was made that increased 
government aid would* be granted 
to the Soviet Housing Corporation, 
which finances erection of co 
operative apartment buildings.

Vice-Premier Vlas Chubar added 
a prediction fhat there would be 
at once a large increase in home
building.

The citizens, it must be explain
ed, are not all “poor.” or more 
precisely, not all limited to in
comes . of only two or 300 
roubles* a month. There is, just 
as in any other country, a 
“middle” strata, not tp use the 
hated word, class, which earns 
dongle or triple that amount.

Then there is, speaking in 
“capitalistic” terms, the “weal
thier” cla^s, including many of

the actors and writers, whose in
comes go well into the thousands 
per month.

Extends To Farmers
As a result there are “savers.” 

According to official figures sav
ings accounts in the Soviet Union 
contain a total of ^.,960,009,000 
roubles and over 400*00 workers
have iccounts of over 500 roubles, 
many of course mounting far 
above that.

The “essential” part of housing 
which is to remain the property of 
the state is not further defined in 
the constitution. It is expected, 
however, to include practically all 
of the buildings already adminis
tered, by the government.

. Provisons for protection of 
private property’ extend to the 
country as well as the cities. 
Members of collective farms are 
permitted to have their own 
homes and their own small plots 
of ground, with enough domestic 
animals and farming implements 
to maintain a family.

Private ownership and operation 
of industry will be permitted only 
in cases of co-operatives or small 
enterprises wh,ere the owner does 
all the work. Employment by 
private owners is termed exploita
tion of labour and is prohibited by 
law.—A.P.
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SOVIET- PROMISES 

EQUALITY TO 
CLERGY

THIRD
OF A

SERIES

By John Lloyd

MOSCOW. — Almost overnight 
the clergyman in Soviet Russia 
has found himself emerging upon 
a plane of political equality with 
other citizens.

The ncv constitution grants 
him rights to vote and to stand 
for election to public office. Even 
the Society of Militant Godless 

has come out in 
support of these 
rights.

Approximately 
100,000 persons 
are affected.

There are that
¡many members of the clergy still 
I active in the Soviet Union.
I “Equality of rights of the 
¡citizens of the ‘J.S.S.R.,” says the 
| constitution, “is an irrevocable 
law. Tms is irrespective of their 
nationality or race and regardless 
of the economic, state, cultural, 
social or political life they may 
lead?*

Only Small Voice
But the right to vote and be 

elected does not mean, necessarily, 
that the clergy is going to have a 
very great voice in public affairs. 
Its force numerically is but a drop 
in the bucket and it has the all- 
powerful communist party against 
it.

The government itself does not 
enter into the church dispute. Its 
duty, constitutionally, will be to 
see that freedom of religion is 
preserved.

Being officially apart from the 
government, the party can take 
its own stand on the question. It 
is notoriously? anti-church. And 
here is what Emilyan Yaroslavsky, 
head of the powerful Society of 
Godless, has to say:

Party ‘Would Fight’
“It is very difficult to believe 

that there is a clergyman in the 
Soviet Union who would be elect- 

* ed to public office.
“Suppose a clergyman were to 

I become a candidate to the supreme 
* council. We would have the right 
f to fight against him and* we could 
r use his candidacy as a pretext to 
I explain the harm of religion and 
| religious superstitions.”

Yaroslavsky admitted that there 
are still millions of religious peo-

THEY’LL FIGHT THE CLERGY
Russian clergymen face a tussle with the powerful Society of 

Godless if they attempt to take advantage of the right the new 
constitution gives them to stand for election. Two members pore 
over society’s newspaper, whose cover caricatures a clergyman.

pie in Russia. He referred to 
them as “the backward part of 
the peasantry, what is left of the 
small bourgeoisie and the remain
ing fragments of the parasitic 
former ruling class.”

Hits U.S. On Religion
Freedom of religion in America, 

he maintained, does not actually 
exist. He referred particularly 
to bans on teaching of the theory 
of evolution.

Along with freedom of religion 
the new constitution grants Soviet 
citizens “freedom of speech, the 
press and public assembly and 
street demontration.”

The official press says the free
dom granted in these fields will 
exceed that obtaining even in 
America.

Observers Skeptical
“In bourgeois countries where 

there appears to be considerable 

freedom of the press,” said the 
authoritative writer Karl Radek, 
“the proletariat enjoys this free
dom only to the extent of his 
means for purchasing newsprint 
and paying the expenses of print
ing.”

“Rights of the citizens of the 
Soviet Union,” the constitution 
explains, “are insured by placing 
at the disposal of the toilers and 
their organizations ~ printing 
presses, supplies of paper, public 
buildings, streets, means of com
munication and other necessary 
things.”

Observers are asking whether 
the newspapers are to be free from 
official control. The Soviet idea 
of freedom is not understood to 
include toleration of anti-govern
ment newspapers or anti-bolshevik 
speechmaking and demonstrations. 
—A.P.
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RUSSIA DROPS TABOOS
More attractive clothes (left) 

are replacing the simplicity of 
dress once considered essential 
for good Bolsheviks, and the 
family (right) has returned to 
its own as a recognized basis of 
society.

Communism Still Final Goal, 
Soviet Says, Despite Reform

By John Tloyd

MOSCOW.—The question most! very roots of the social structure.
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frequently asked in connection 
with the Soviet Union’s turn to 
“democracy” under a new con
stitution is “where is Red Russia 
going?”

Is it becoming conservative ? 
Or is it, through involved pro
cedure which may seem confusing, 
still plotting a steady course to
ward communism?

LAST

OF A '

SERIES

f

I
1
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One hears from 
the Stalinists that 
it is holding Jtrue 

To The prin
ciples of Magf 
andLenin. Con- 

TusioiT they say, 
arises only from

lack of knowledge of these priii- 
ciples72. -------------- ------ -

~ Observers Divided
Opinion among foreign observ

ers is divided. Some accept the 
Stalinists’ explanation. Others be
lieve Stalin has become convinced 
that socialism or socialistic demo
cracy is the most to be expected 
from the Russian revolution;

The observers are diplomats, 
newspapermen and ether foreign
ers who by virtue of long residence 
and close study of developments in 
the Soviet Union are qualified to 
speak.

Those who believe Russia is 
swinging away from communism 
point in support of their belief to 
various recent reforms which have 
re-established or strengthened old 
customs and institutions.

Reforms Go Deep 
The reforms have affected the

The family, for instance, has 
come back fully into its own as a* 
recognized basic unit of society. 
Parents are held increasingly res
ponsible for maintenance and 
education of their children and. 
“fireside influence” is stressed as 
one of the most important factors 
in bringing up the new Bolsheviks.

Frèe and easy divorce is gone.
Divorces are now taxed and both 
parties must appear before the 
decree is granted. Divorced par
ents must support their children 
or go to prison.

Like ‘ Bourgeois’ Life
Simplicity of dress is no longer 

^considered essential to the good 
, bolshevik. Silks for the women, 
white collars and ties for the men 
have long since won public favour.

Titles have been restored in the 
army, the office of housewife is 
held in high esteem and there are 
dozens of other developments 
tending to make life in the Soviet 
Union similar to that in “bour
geois” countries.

Now comes the new constitution 
to introduce direct, secret voting, 
abolish old class discriminations, 
set up parliamentary-like cham
bers and even guarantee protection 
for a certain amount of private 
property, including homes.

Aim Still Communism
AfYd so rises the question—is 

the all-powerful Politbureau 
(directing board of the communist 
party) building democracy or a 
combination of socialism and de-

mocracy as the final form of gov
ernment?

The official t answer, as stated 
above, is negative. Communism, ‘ 
spokesmen say, _ can be reached 
only bya.§.ucce§sTyeZitages of de
velopment These will take the 
country TKrbugîT^state socialism 

^ïFd" Kin^w^f'“ffémÔCïïtcy.
The ’final aim remains tfiesame-- 
communism.

" 1 Two established conditions are 
held necessary for its advent. 
There must no longer be a division 

ToFThepeopleTinto classe§. Pro
duction and distribution must be 
so organized as to give each 
citizen the necessities of life on 
the basis of his need.

Class Held Settled
So thoroughly has it disposed of 

the class problem, the government 
says, little more than a single 
class remains—the workers’ class. 
The government can therefore 
afford to end discriminations 
against the remnants of other 
classes, although it cannot yet 
drop the big stick in dealing with 
plotters.

These admittedly still exist, 
even though in small and scatter
ed numbers. They are to be 
rounded up and severely punished 
as has been done .in The past.

As regards production and dis
tribution, much hope is placed in 
the outcome of, the Stakhanoff 
movement. This j has already 
boosted produefiori in a large scale 
and speeded transportation, but 
there is still much of the road to 
be travelled.—À.F'.
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Sec oion 1«Special
REPORT

File
No. S. B.SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

information was received to theOn February 21,1930

Shanghai who wish to proceed toeflfect that Russian emigrants in

necessary passports through theforeign countries may obtain the

Upqn visiting the said Bureau for the purpose of ve

rification of the above information the undersigned was referred

medium of the International Guides Bureau,160 ^anking Road

to a Chinese who gave his name as Mr. S.Y.^iang. He stated that

Subject T '
---■•■.hternational Guides Bureau - applications for passports received

................£rom Russian emigrants
^a<^e ¿y B.s i Prokofiev

any Russian emigrant wishing to apply for a passport to enable

him to proceed to foreign countries may do so at the internati-

onal Guides Bureau who,it would appear, act as agents of the 
BrJ
Hongkong office of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Ratio

£1*

of the

3

Ice

nal Government

applicants are requested to show their passports

or certificates of registration,to fill in an application form

( specimen attached together with a translation),to furnish 4

copies of .heir photographs and to pay 25.00 fees. Passports

are received from Hongkong after about three weeks from the date

of application

Mr .Kiang did not

issuing office,out stated that

der and that for all practical

give the name and address of the

this arrangement was quite in or*

purposes it was sufficient to know

that passports were issued by the Ministry

This seems to be the only way

of Foreign Affairs

out of the situation

created by the closure on February 2,1936 of the Shanghai office

Ministry of Foreign affairs,6 Tifeng Road, as certificates

^squed to Russian emigrants by the local representative of Nansen 

are not recognized as passports by certain foreign consu-

lates in Shanghai

It is reported that application forms similar to the



fm. 2 File No.
G. 55M-1JJ SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POLICE.

.  Station, ■ 
REPORT 

Date...............................i g

Subject-----------------
-2-

Made by.................... ....................................... Forwarded by..................................................................................... !

attached were used at the Shanghai office of the Ministry of 

foreign affairs and that in the case of Russian emigrants a let

ter from the Russian immigrants Committee, 118/1 Moulmein Road, 

was accepted as guarantee.

The Shanghai City Government Passport Office charged 

«4.00 for each passport issued,while each certificate issued by 

the local representative of the Nansen Office costs « 6.00.

D. C. ( Special Branch).





APPLICATION FOR PaSSPORT

(with guarantee bond attached )

No.................... Late....................... .

Names I Chinese) (Foreign language)

Sex: Alias: Height»

Ages Nativity:

Residential address: Communication address and
names of family members of re
latives.

Carried or Name and age of Names and ages of
single. wife children .

Occupation:

■knowledge of foreign languages:

-reason for applying for passport:

destination: Io*...........via............... .. .entering at.........

Intended period of stay:

wame of steamer and railway line(Chinese).............».(Foreign language

Time and place of departure: ^ate......................Place:..........................

Relatives accompanying:.........................................................................................  |

^wife ,or children under the age of 16)

Servants: -“ame:.................  Ages....... Nativity.............address:....

Passport office of issue: No.' of registration certificate
of the ¿Ministry of Education*

Necessary fees and photographs:

Passport fee $....... Stamp Tax $*..... Four 2" photos*

Remarks:

Applicant: ( Signature and chop ) Phothograp to
be attached at 
this space*

Name of guarantor:.*....... address!....... Age:....Nativity.....

Occupation:............... .. ..
I .. Jt ’M- ■ JL. . i

The guarantor guarantees that theapplicant is a citizen of the Re"i 
public of China All particulars set aut in this form are true.The | 
guarantor will be held responsible for any violation of the regu
lations governing the issue of the passport*

Chop and signature of the guarantor.



-2-

Notes»

With reference to the " Occupation column"»attention should 

oe paid to the following pointe»-

1. Officials should put down name of the organ in which they are 

employed or were employed formerly, together with a short 

history*

2* Businessmen should state the nature of business,name of shop, 
nature of ownership,address and date of opening.

3. students should state the name and address of schools where 

they are studying or from which they graduated.

4. <«orkers should state their trade and place and period of em

ployment. Unemployed workers should give their former employ

ment and ability.

If the above particulars have been translated into 

foreign languages ,the foreign version should Miso be insert-
- I 

ed<



February IS, 38

Mrs. E. Tonkin, 
International Guides Bureau, 

No. 180, Nanking Road.

Madam,

I have to acknowledge receipt of 

your letter dated February 14, 1938 requesting 

a list of the refugee oaaps in the Settlement, 

and in reply hare to state that the camps are 

not under the control of this department. I 

regret, therefore, that I am not in a position 

to give the information and the permission asked 

for.

X am, Madam,

Tour obedient servant,

F. W . ®

Commissioner of Police.







CsHANGH Al MUNICIPAL POLICE ~j
S. Ö. REG’STRY I 

xf c o r\ *7 S «¡ÿ O 
SHANGHAI MUNICIPAL POUCE 2 J

1________________ !
CROSS-REFERENCE SLIP

.Ç®P.Èr.Ll ..... OFFICE

FILE NO........ ?.î.??83

SUBJECT:

International Guides Bureau.

180 Nanking Road.

PARTICULARS OFFICE FILE NO.

Breach of Traffic Regulations bv Cyclists C/Registry C.7300

l

i.

INSTRUCTIONS SEE OVER
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The Shanghai Evening I*ost & Mercury, Thursday, July 29, 1937

Sightseeing, Bus Ride
For Tourists Planned

Something new for Shanghai- 
landers who stick close to their 
homes and offices, as well as for 
the myriads of tourists who visit 
the city, is a unique sightseeing 
but shortly to be placed in ser- 
vice by Intenwfflnal 
gweau. . or which Mrs, , ,,'Banne 

I ^hJ^st the managerT Members of 
I The press were taken on a 
8 special inaugural trip of the 

new vehicle this morning, driv
ing round Hongkew way, where, 
incidentally, everything 
quiet and peaceful.

I
 One of the main features Of 
the coach, which was designed and 
mounted on a Reo chasis by the 
Mark K Moody Comnanifc is its 

; glass rcof, through which Shang
hai’s bright lights, as well as the 
summer skies, can be glimpsed 
on the evening trips. To provide 

seems

MW

for the comfort of the passengers, 
21 of whom can be carried at one 
time, in addition to the driver and 
a guide, a Philco radio has been 
installed, and the Hazelwood Co. 
plans to arrange for the stocking 
and serving of ice-cream in the 
bus. Both within and without, the 
“crystal bus,” as the Bureau des
cribes it, is finished in silver and 
a^ple-green, presenting a cool and 
restful appearance.

Every-day service is planned by 
the Bureau, Who intend to have 
four trips a day, Including week
ends. The first daily trip will be 
from 9 to »12 in the morning, 
which is to be followed by an 
afternoon shopping excursion from 
2 to 6 p.m.. especially for tourists, I 
who will be set down at various 
shopping centres and given half- 
an-hour or so to make their 
purchases. A slightly shorter trip 
is the evening one, from 6.30 to 
8.30, and those visitors who wish 
to see Shanghai’s famed night
life can do so on still another.vcui viv ou vix ouil 
from 9 p.m. to 2 am. Diverse j 
points of interest will be visited I 
on the general trips, and special , 
ones can be arranged upon request'' 
Of 18 or more* persons. Book
ings can be made kt the Bureau 
or at leading^ hotels. These excur
sions commence at the Broadway 
Mansions, and the bus will stop 
at various hotels and other meet
ing-places en route, according to 
the day’s schedule. All trips except 
the shortest, which is priced at 
$3. are $5 a seat.

Besides affording, visitors and 
local residents alike an opportun
ity of “seeing Shanghai deluxe” 
in their new bus, the International 
Guides Bureau is sponsoring 
flights over Shanghai bv planes of 
file Eurasia Aviation Corporation 
from 4 to 6 p.m. every Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday, and is 
also trying to establish a “social 
guide” system similar to that cf 
other cities.
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Mrs. Hanna Durai, 
Managing Director, 

International Guidea Bureau, 
180, Nanking Road, 
SHANGHAI.

■Ä

$ J?'*’"*}-
w

Madam:
With reference to your letter dated June 3rd, 

1937, regarding guides and guide rules, I have to 
inform you that the contents of your letter have been 
noted and the list of guides has been scrutinised.

While I am not prepared to name any one of 
these guides as not being of absolutely certain in
tegrity, I would suggest that you keep them under 
strict control and supervision.

I am, Madam:

IW/.

Your obedient Servant,
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